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THE LEMNIAN. J

BY JOHN BUCHAN.

HE pushed the matted looks

from his brow as he peered
into the mist. His hair was
thick with salt, and his eyes
smarted from the green-wood
fire on the poop. The four

slaves who crouched beside the

thwarts Carians with thin

birdlike faces were in a piti-
able case, their hands blue

with oar - weals and the lash

marks on their shoulders be-

ginning to gape from sun and
sea. The Lemnian himself

bore marks of ill-usage. His
cloak was still sopping, his

eyes heavy with watching, and
his lips black and cracked with
thirst. Two days before the

storm had caught him and

swept his little craft into mid-

-^Egean. He was a sailor,

come of sailor stock, and he
had fought the gale manfully
and well. But the sea had

burst his water-jars, and the

torments of drought had been
added to his toil. He had been
driven south almost to Scyros,
but had found no harbour.

Then a weary day with the

oars had brought him close to

the Euboean shore, when a

freshet of storm drove him sea-

ward again. Now at last in

this northerly creek of Sciathos

he had found shelter and a

spring. But it was a perilous

place, for there were robbers in

the bushy hills mainland men
who loved above all things to

rob an islander : and out at

sea, as he looked towards

Pelion, there seemed something
adoing which boded little good.
There was deep water beneath
a ledge of cliff, half covered by
a tangle of wildwood. So Atta

lay in the bows, looking

through the trails of vine at
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the racing tides now reddening

in the dawn.
The storm had hit others

besides him, it seemed. The

channel was full of ships, aim-

less ships that tossed between

tide and wind. Looking closer,

he saw that they were all

wreckage. There had been

tremendous doings in the north,

and a navy of some sort had

come to grief. Atta was a

prudent man, and knew that

a broken fleet might be danger-
ous. There might be men

lurking in the maimed galleys
who would make short work
of the owner of a battered but

navigable craft. At first he

thought that the ships were

those of the Hellenes. The
troublesome fellows were every-
where in the islands, stirring

up strife and robbing the old

lords. But the tides running

strongly from the east were

bringing some of the wreckage
in an eddy into the bay. He
lay closer and watched the

spars and splintered poops as

they neared him. These were
no galleys of the Hellenes.

Then came a drowned man,
swollen and horrible : then
another swarthy, hook-nosed

fellows, all yellow with the sea.

Atta was puzzled. They must
be the men from the East
about whom he had been hear-

ing. Long ere he left Lemnos
there had been news about the
Persians. They were coming
like locusts out of the dawn,
swarming over Ionia and
Thrace, men and ships numer-
ous beyond telling. They
meant no ill to honest
islanders: a little earth and
water were enough to win

their friendship. But they

meant death to the vfipis of

the Hellenes. Atta was on the

side of the invaders ;
he wished

them well in their war with his

ancient foes. They would eat

them up, Athenians, Lacedae-

monians, Corinthians, ^Egina-

tans, men of Argos and Elis,

and none would be left to

trouble him. But in the mean-

time something had gonewrong.

Clearly there had been no

battle. As the bodies butted

against the side of the galley

he hooked up one or two and

found no trace of a wound.

Poseidon had grown cranky,
and had claimed victims. The

god would be appeased by this

time, and all would go well.

Danger being past, he bade

the men get ashore and fill the

water-skins. "God's curse on

all Hellenes," he said, as he

soaked up the cold water from
the spring in the thicket.

About noon he set sail again.
The wind sat in the north-east,

but the wall of Pelion turned

it into a light stern breeze

which carried him swiftly west-

ward. The four slaves, still

leg-weary and arm-weary, lay
like logs beside the thwarts.

Two slept ;
one munched some

salty figs ;
the fourth, the

headman, stared wearily for-

ward, with ever and again a

glance back at his master.

But the Lemnian never looked

his way. His head was on
his breast as he steered, and
he brooded on the sins of the

Hellenes. He was of the old

Pelasgian stock, the first lords

of the land, who had come out
of the soil at the call of God.
The pillaging northmen had
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crushed his folk out of the

mainlands and most of the

islands, but in Lemnos they
had met their match. It was
a family story how every grown
male had been slain, and how
the women long after had

slaughtered their conquerors in

the night. "Lemnian deeds,"
said the Hellenes, when they
wished to speak of some shame-
ful thing : but to Atta the

shame was a glory to be cher-

ished for ever. He and his

kind were the ancient people,
and the gods loved old things,
as these new folk would find.

Very especially he hated the
men of Athens. Had not one
of their captains, Miltiades,
beaten the Lemnians and

brought the island under
Athenian sway. True, it was
a rule only in name, for any
Athenian who came alone to

Lemnos would soon be cleaving
the air from the highest oliff-

top. But the thought irked

his pride, and he gloated over
the Persians' coming. The
Great King from beyond the
deserts would smite these out-

rageous upstarts. Atta would

willingly give earth and water.
It was the whim of a

fantastic barbarian, and
would be well repaid if the
bastard Hellenes were de-

stroyed. They spoke his own
tongue, and worshipped his

own gods, and yet did evil.

Let the nemesis of Zeus devour
them !

The wreckage pursued him
everywhere. Dead men should-

ered the side of the galley, and
the straits were stuck full of

things like monstrous buoys,
where tall ships had foundered.

At Artemision he thought he
saw signs of an anchored fleet

with the low poops of the

Hellenes, and sheered off to

the northern shores. There,

looking towards CEta and the

Malian Gulf, he found an an-

chorage at sunset. The waters
were ugly and the times ill,

and he had come on an enter-

prise bigger than he had
dreamed. The Lemnian was
a stout fellow, but he had no
love for needless danger. He
laughed mirthlessly as he

thought of his errand, for he
was going to Hellas, to the

shrine of the Hellenes.

It was a woman's doing, like

most crazy enterprises. Three

years ago his wife had laboured
hard in childbirth, and had had
the whims of labouring women.

Up in the keep of Larisa, on
the windy hillside, there had
been heart-searching and talk

about the gods. The little

olive-wood Hermes, the very
private and particular god of

Atta's folk, was good enough
in simple things like a lamb-

ing or a harvest, but he was

scarcely fit for heavy tasks.

Atta's wife declared that her
lord lacked piety. There were
mainland gods who repaid

worship, but his scorn of all

Hellenes made him blind to

the merits of those potent
divinities. At first Atta re-

sisted. There was Attic blood
in his wife, and he strove to

argue with her unorthodox

craving. But the woman per-

sisted, and a Lemnian wife, as

she is beyond other wives in

virtue and comeliness, is be-

yond them in stubbornness of

temper. A second time she
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was with child, and nothing
would content her but that

Atta should make his prayers
to the stronger gods. Dodona
was far away, and long ere he

reached it his throat would be

out in the hills. But Delphi
was but two days' journey
from the Malian coast, and the

god of Delphi, the Far-Darter,
had surprising gifts, if one

were to credit travellers' tales.

Atta yielded with an ill grace,
and out of his wealth devised

an offering to Apollo. So on
this July day he found himself

looking across the gulf to Kal-

lidromos, bound for a Hellenic

shrine, but hating all Hellenes

in his soul. A verse of Homer
consoled him the words which
Phocion spoke to Achilles.
"
Verily even the gods may be

turned, they whose excellence

and honour and strength are

greater than thine
; yet even

these do men, when they pray,
turn from their purpose with

offerings of incense and pleas-
ant vows." The Far-Darter
must hate the vftpi? of these

Hellenes, and be the more

ready to avenge it since they
dared to claim his counten-
ance. " No race has ownership
in the gods," a Lemnian song-
maker had said when Atta had
been questioning the ways of

Poseidon.

The following dawn found
him coasting past the north
end of Euboea in the thin fog
of a windless summer morn.
He steered by the peak of

Othrya and a spur of CEta, as
he had learnt from a slave who
had travelled the road. Pres-
ently he was in the muddy
Malian waters, and the sun

was scattering the mist on the

landward side. And then he

became aware of a greater
commotion than Poseidon's

play with the ships off Pelion.

A murmur like a winter's

storm came seawards. He low-

ered the sail, which he had set

to catch a chance breeze, and
bade the men rest on their

oars. An earthquake seemed
to be tearing at the roots of

the hills.

The mist rolled up, and his

hawk eyes saw a strange sight.
The water was green and still

around him, but shoreward it

changed its colour. It was a

dirty red, and things bobbed
about in it like the Persians

in the creek of Sciathos. On
the strip of shore, below the

sheer wall of Kallidromos, men
were fighting myriads of

men, for away towards Locris

they stretched in ranks and
banners and tents till the eye
lost them in the haze. There
was no sail on the queer,

muddy, red -edged sea; there

was no man on the hills : but
on that one flat ribbon of sand
all the nations of the earth
were warring. He remembered
about the place : Thermopylae
they called it, the Gate of the
Hot Springs. The Hellenes
were fighting the Persians in

the pass for their Fatherland.
Atta was prudent and loved

not other men's quarrels. He
gave the word to the rowers
to row seaward. In twenty
strokes they were in the mist

again. . . .

Atta was prudent, but he was
also stubborn. He spent the

day in a creek on the northern
shore of the gulf, listening to
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the weird hum which oame over

the waters out of the haze.

He cursed the delay. Up on
Kallidromos would be clear dry
air and the path to Delphi
among the oak woods. The
Hellenes could not be fighting

everywhere at once. He might
find some spot on the shore, far

in their rear, where he could

land and gain the hills. There
was danger indeed, but once
on the ridge he would be safe

;

and by the time he came back
the Great King would have

swept the defenders into the

sea, and be well on the road
for Athens. He asked himself

if it were fitting that a Lemnian
should be stayed in his holy
task by the struggles of Hellene
and Barbarian. His thoughts
flew to his steading at Larisa,
and the dark -eyed wife who
was awaiting his homecoming.
He could not return without

Apollo's favour : his manhood
and the memory of his lady's

eyes forbade it. So late in the

afternoon he pushed off again
and steered his galley for the
south.

About sunset the mist cleared

from the sea
;
but the dark falls

swiftly in the shadow of the

high hills, and Atta had no
fear. With the night the hum
sank to a whisper; it seemed
that the invaders were drawing
off to camp, for the sound re-

ceded to the west. At the last

light the Lemnian touched a

rock-point well to the rear of

the defence. He noticed that
the spume at the tide's edge
was reddish and stuck to his

hands like gum. Of a surety
much blood was flowing on
that coast.

He bade his slaves return to

the north shore and lie hidden
to await him. When he came
back he would light a signal
fire on the topmost bluff of

Kallidromos. Let them watch
for it and come to take him off.

Then he seized his bow and

quiver, and his short hunting-
spear, buckled his cloak about

him, saw that the gift to Apollo
was safe in the folds of it, and
marched sturdily up the hill-

side.

The moon was in her first

quarter, a slim horn which at

her rise showed only the faint

outline of the hill. Atta plod-
ded steadfastly on, but he found
the way hard. This was not
like the crisp sea-turf of Lemnos,
where among the barrows of

the ancient dead sheep and
kine could find sweet fodder.

Kallidromos ran up as steep as

the roof of a barn. Cytisus
and thyme and juniper grew
rank, but above all the place
was strewn with rocks, leg-

twisting boulders, and great
cliffs where eagles dwelt. Being
a seaman, Atta had his bear-

ings. The path to Delphi left

the shore road near the Hot

Springs, and went south by a

rift of the mountain. If he went

up the slope in a bee-line he
must strike it in time and find

better going. Still it was an

eery place to be tramping after

dark. The Hellenes had strange

gods of the thicket and hillside,

and he had no wish to intrude

upon their sanctuaries. He
told himself that next to the

Hellenes he hated this country
of theirs, where a man sweltered

in hot jungles or tripped among
hidden crags. He sighed for
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the cool beaches below Larisa,

where the surf was white as

the snows of Samothrace, and

the fisher-boys sang round their

smoking broth-pots.

Presently he found a path.
It was not the mule road, worn

by many feet, that he had looked

for, but a little track which

twined among the boulders.

Still it eased his feet, so he

cleared the thorns from his

sandals, strapped his belt

tighter, and stepped out more

confidently. Up and up he

went, making odd detours

among the crags. Once he
came to a promontory, and,

looking down, saw lights

twinkling from the Hot

Springs. He had thought the

course lay more southerly, but
consoled himself by remember-

ing that a mountain path must
have many windings. The

great matter was that he was

ascending, for he knew that
he must cross the ridge of

(Eta before he struck the
Locrian glens that led to the
Far-Darter's shrine.

At what seemed the summit
of the first ridge he halted for

breath, and, prone on the thyme,
looked back to sea. The Hot
Springs were hidden, but across
the gulf a single light shone
from the far shore. He guessed
that by this time his galley
had been beached and his slaves
were cooking supper. The
thought made him homesick.
He had beaten and cursed these
slaves of his times without
number, but now in this strange
land he felt them kinsfolk, men
of his own household. Then he
told himself he was no better
than a woman. Had he not

gone sailing to Chalcedon and

distant Pontus, many months'

journey from home, while this

was but a trip of days? In a

week he would be welcomed

by a smiling wife, with a

friendly god behind him.

The track still bore west,

though Delphi lay in the

south. Moreover, he had come

to a broader road running

through a little tableland. The

highest peaks of (Eta were

dark against the sky, and
around him was a flat glade
where oaks whispered in the

night breezes. By this time

he judged from the stars that

midnight had passed, and he

began to consider whether,
now that he was beyond the

fighting, he should not sleep
and wait for dawn. He made

up his mind to find a shelter,

and, in the aimless way of the

night traveller, pushed on and
on in the quest of it. The truth

is his mind was on Lemnos,
and a dark-eyed, white-armed
dame spinning in the evening

by the threshold. His eyes
roamed among the oak-trees,
but vacantly and idly, and

many a mossy corner was

passed unheeded. He forgot
his ill -temper, and hummed
cheerfully the song his reapers

sang in the barley -fields be-

low his orchard. It was a

song of seamen turned hus-

bandmen, for the gods it

called on were the gods of

the sea. . . .

Suddenly he found himself

crouching among the young
oaks, peering and listening.
There was something coming
from the west. It was like the
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first mutterings of a storm in

a narrow harbour, a steady

rustling and whispering. It

was not wind
;
he knew winds

too well to be deceived. It

was the tramp of light -shod
feet among the twigs many
feet, for the sound remained

steady, while the noise of a

few men will rise and fall.

They were coming fast and

coming silently. The war had
reached far up Kallidromos.

Atta had played this game
often in the little island wars.

Very swiftly he ran back and

away from the path up the

slope which he knew to be
the first ridge of Kallidromos.

The army, whatever it might
be, was on the Delphian road.

Were the Hellenes about to

turn the flank of the Great

King?
A moment later he laughed

at his folly. For the men be-

gan to appear, and they were

coming to meet him, coming
from the west. Lying close

in the brushwood he could

see them clearly. It was well

he had left the road, for they
stuck to it, following every
winding crouching, too, like

hunters after deer. The first

man he saw was a Hellene,
but the ranks behind were no
Hellenes. There was no glint
of bronze or gleam of fair

skin. They were dark, long-
haired fellows, with spears like

his own, and round Eastern

caps, and egg - shaped buck-
lers. Then Atta rejoiced. It

was the Great King who was

turning the flank of the

Hellenes. They guarded the

gate, the fools, while the enemy
slipped through the roof.

He did not rejoice long. The
van of the army was narrow
and kept to the path, but the

men behind were straggling
all over the hillside. Another
minute and he would be dis-

covered. The thought was
cheerless. It was true that
he was an islander and

friendly to the Persian, but

up on the heights who would
listen to his tale? He would
be taken for a spy, and one
of those thirsty spears would
drink his blood. It must be
farewell to Delphi for the

moment, he thought, or fare-

well to Lemnos for ever.

Crouching low, he ran back
and away from the path to

the crest of the sea -ridge of

Kallidromos.
The men came no nearer

him. They were keeping
roughly to the line of the

path, and drifted through the

oak wood before him, an army
without end. He had scarcely

thought there were so many
fighting men in the world.

He resolved to lie there on
the crest, in the hope that

ere the first light they would
be gone. Then he would push
on to Delphi, leaving them to

settle their quarrels behind
him. These were the hard
times for a pious pilgrim.
But another noise caught

his ear from the right. The

army had flanking squad-
rons, and men were coming
along the ridge. Very bitter

anger rose in Atta's heart.

He had cursed the Hellenes,
and now he cursed the Bar-

barians no less. Nay, he

cursed all war, that spoiled
the errands of peaceful folk.
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And then, seeking safety, he

dropped over the crest on to

the steep shoreward face of

the mountain.

In an instant his breath

had gone from him. He slid

down a long slope of screes,

and then with a gasp found

himself falling sheer into space.
Another second and he was

caught in a tangle of bush,

and then dropped once more

upon screes, where he clutched

desperately for handhold.

Breathless and bleeding he

came to anchor on a shelf

of greensward, and found him-

self blinking up at the crest

which seemed to tower a

thousand feet above. There
were men on the crest now.
He heard them speak and felt

that they were looking down.
The shock kept him still till

the men had passed. Then
the terror of the place gripped
him, and he tried feverishly to

retrace his steps. A dweller
all his days among gentle
downs, he grew dizzy with the
sense of being hung in space.
But the only fruit of his efforts

was to set him slipping again.
This time he pulled up at a
root of gnarled oak, which
overhung the sheerest cliff

on Kallidromos. The danger
brought his wits back. He
sullenly reviewed his case, and
found it desperate.
He could not go back, and,

even if he did, he would meet
the Persians. If he went on
he would break his neck, or at
the best fall into the Hellenes'
hands. Oddly enough he
feared his old enemies less
than his friends. He did not
think that the Hellenes would

butcher him. Again, he might
sit perched in his eyrie till

they settled their quarrel, or

he fell off. He rejected this

last way. Fall off he should

for certain, unless he kept

moving. Already he was

retching with the vertigo of

the heights.
It was growing lighter.

Suddenly he was looking not

into a black world, but to a

pearl
- grey floor far beneath

him. It was the sea, the thing
he knew and loved. The sight
screwed up his courage. He
remembered that he was a

Lemnian and a seafarer. He
would be conquered neither by
rock, nor by Hellene, nor by
the Great King. Least of all

by the last, who was a bar-

barian. Slowly, with clenched

teeth and narrowed eyes, he

began to clamber down a ridge
which flanked the great cliff of

Kallidromos. His plan was to

reach the shore and take the

road to the east before the

Persians completed their cir-

cuit. Some instinct told him
that a great army would not
take the track he had mounted

by. There must be some longer
and easier way debouching far-

ther down the coast. He
might yet have the good
luck to slip between them
and the sea.

The two hours which fol-

lowed tried his courage hard.
Thrice he fell, and only a

juniper-root stood between him
and death. His hands grew
ragged, and his nails were
worn to the quick. He had
long ago lost his weapons ; his
cloak was in shreds, all save
the breast fold which held the
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gift to Apollo. The heavens

brightened, but he dared not
look around. He knew he was

traversing awesome places,
where a goat could scarcely
tread. Many times he gave
up hope of life. His head was

swimming, and he was so

deadly sick that often he had
to lie gasping on some shoulder
of rock less steep than the rest.

But his anger kept him to his

purpose. He was filled with

fury at the Hellenes. It was

they and their folly that had

brought him these mischances.
Some day . . .

He found himself sitting

blinking on the shore of the

sea. A furlong off the water
was lapping on the reefs. A
man, larger than human in the

morning mist, was standing
above him.

"Greeting, stranger," said

the voice. "By Hermes, you
choose the difficult roads to

travel."

Atta felt for broken bones,

and, reassured, struggled H
his feet.

"God's curse upon all moun-
tains," he said. He staggered
to the edge of the tide and
laved his brow. The savour
of salt revived him. He turned
to find the tall man at his

elbow, and noted how worn
and ragged he was, and yet
how upright.
"When a pigeon is flushed

from the rocks there is a hawk
near," said the voice.

Atta was angry. "A hawk !

"

he cried. "
Nay, an army of

eagles. There will be some
rare flushing of Hellenes before

evening."

" What frightened you, Is-

lander?" the stranger asked.

"Did a wolf bark up on the

hillside?"
"
Ay, a wolf. The wolf from

the East with a multitude of

wolflings. There will be fine

eating soon in the pass."
The man's face grew dark.

He put his hand to his mouth
and called. Half a dozen sen-

tries ran to join him. He
spoke to them in the harsh
Lacedaemonian speech which
made Atta sick to hear. They
talked with the back of the

throat, and there was not an
" s

"
in their words.

"There is mischief in the

hills," the first man said.
" This islander has been fright-
ened down over the rocks.

The Persian is stealing a march
on us."

The sentries laughed. One

quoted a proverb about island

courage. Atta's wrath flared

and he forgot himself. He had
no wish to warn the Hellenes,
but it irked his pride to be

thought a liar. He began to

.1 his story hastily, angrily,

confusedly : and the men still

laughed.)
Then he turned eastward

and saw the proof before him.

The light had grown and the

sun was coming up over Pelion.

The first beam fell on the east-

ern ridge of Kallidromos, and

there, clear on the sky -
line,

was the proof. The Persian

was making a wide circuit, but

moving shoreward. In a little

he would be at the coast, and

by noon at the Hellenes' rear.

His hearers doubted no more.

Atta was hurried forward

through the lines of the Greeks
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to the narrow throat of the

pass, where behind a rough

rampart of stones lay the Lace-

daemonian headquarters. He
was still giddy from the

heights, and it was in a giddy
dream that he traversed the

misty shingles of the beach

amid ranks of sleeping war-

riors. It was a grim place,
for there were dead and dying
in it, and blood on every stone.

But in the lee of the wall little

fires were burning and slaves

were cooking breakfast. The
smell of roasting flesh came

pleasantly to his nostrils, and
he remembered that he had
had no meal since he crossed

the gulf.
Then he found himself the

centre of a group who had the

air of kings. They looked as

if they had been years in war.
Never had he seen faces so

worn and so terribly scarred.

The hollows in their cheeks

gave them the air of smiling,
and yet they were grave.
Their scarlet vests were torn
and muddied, and the armour
which lay near was dinted like

the scrap-iron before a smithy
door. But what caught his

attention were the eyes of the
men. They glittered as no
eyes he had ever seen before

glittered. The sight cleared
his bewilderment and took the

pride out of his heart. He
could not pretend to despise
a folk who looked like Ares
fresh from the wars of the
Immortals.

They spoke among them-
selves in quiet voices. Scouts
came and went, and once or
twice one of the men, taller
than the rest, asked Atta a

question. The Lemnian sat in

the heart of the group, sniffing

the smell of cooking, and look-

ing at the rents in his cloak

and the long scratches on his

legs. Something was pressing
on his breast, and he found

that it was Apollo's gift. He
had forgotten all about it.

Delphi seemed beyond the

moon, and his errand a child's

dream.
Then the King, for so he

thought of the tall man,
spoke
"You have done us a ser-

vice, Islander. The Persian is

at our back and front, and
there will be no escape for

those who stay. Our allies

are going home, for they do
not share our vows. We of

Lacedaemon wait in the pass.
If you go with the men of

Corinth you will find a place
of safety before noon. No
doubt in the Euripus there is

some boat to take you to your
own land."

He spoke courteously, not in

the rude Athenian way; and
somehow the quietness of his

voice and his glittering eyes
roused wild longings in Atta's
heart. His island pride was
face to face with a greater
greater than he had ever
dreamed of.

"Bid yon cooks give me
some broth," he said gruffly.
"I am faint. After I have
eaten I will speak with you."
He was given food, and as

he ate he thought. He was on
trial before these men of Lace-
daemon. More, the old faith
of the islands, the pride of the
first masters, was at stake in
his hands. He had boasted
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that he aiid his kind were the

last of the men ;
now these

Hellenes of Lacedsemon were

preparing a great deed, and

they deemed him unworthy to

share in it. They offered him

safety. Could he brook the

insult ? He had forgotten that

the cause of the Persian was
his ; that the Hellenes were the

foes of his race. He saw only
that the last test of manhood
was preparing, and the man-
hood in him rose to greet the

trial. An odd wild ecstasy

surged in his veins. It was
not the lust of battle, for he
had no love of slaying, or hate
for the Persian, for he was his

friend. It was the sheer joy
of proving that the Lemnian
stock had a starker pride than
these men of Lacedsemon.

They would die for their father-

land and their vows; but he,
for a whim, a scruple, a delicacy
of honour. His mind was so

clear that no other course

occurred to him. There was

only one way for a man. He,
too, would be dying for his

fatherland, for through him
the island race would be
ennobled in the eyes of gods
and men.

Troops were filing fast to the
east Thebans, Corinthians.

"Time flies, Islander," said

the King's voice. "The hours
of safety are slipping past."
Atta looked up carelessly.

" I will stay," he said.
" God's

curse on all Hellenes ! Little I

care for your quarrels. It is

nothing to me if your Hellas is

under the heel of the East.
But I care much for brave
men. It shall never be said

that a man of Lemnos, a son

of the old race, fell back when
Death threatened. I stay with

you, men of Lacedaemon."
The King's eyes glittered ;

they seemed to peer into his

heart.

"It appears they breed men
in the islands," he said. "But

you err. Death does not
threaten. Death awaits us."

"It is all one," said Atta.
" But I crave a boon. Let me
fight my last fight by your
side. I am of older stock than

you, and a king in my own
country. I would strike my
last blow among kings."

There was an hour of respite
before battle was joined, and
Atta spent it by the edge of the

sea. He had been given arms,
and in girding himself for the

fight he had found Apollo's

offering in his breastfold. He
was done with the gods of the

Hellenes. His offering should

go to the gods of his own
people. So, calling upon
Poseidon, he flung the little

gold cup far out to sea. It

flashed in the sunlight, and
then sank in the soft green
tides so noiselessly that it

seemed as if the hand of the

Sea-god had been stretched to

take it. "Hail, Poseidon!"
the Lemnian cried. "I am
bound this day for the Ferry-
man. To you only I make
prayer, and to the little Hermes
of Larisa. Be kind to my kin

when they travel the sea, and

keep them islanders and sea-

farers for ever. Hail and fare-

well, God of my own folk !

"

Then, while the little waves

lapped on the white sand, Atta
made a song. He was thinking
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of the homestead far up in the

green downs, looking over to

the snows of Samothrace. At
this hour in the morning there

would be a tinkle of sheep-bells
as the flocks went down to the

low pastures. Cool winds

would be blowing, and the

noise of the surf below the

oliffs would come faint to the

ear. In the hall the maids

would be spinning, while their

dark-haired mistress would be

casting swift glances to the

doorway, lest it might be filled

any moment by the form of her

returning lord. Outside in the

chequered sunlight of the

orchard the child would be

playing with his nurse, croon-

ing in childish syllables the

chanty his father had taught
him. And at the thought of

his home a great passion welled

up in Atta's heart. It was
not regret, but joy and pride
and aching love. In his

antique island creed the death
he was awaiting was not other
than a bridal. He was dying
for the things he loved, and by
his death they would be blessed

eternally. He would not have
long to wait before bright eyes
came to greet him in the House
of Shadows.

So Atta made the Song of

Atta, and sang it then, and
later in the press of battle.
It was a simple song, like the

lays of seafarers. It put into

rough verse the thought which
cheers the heart of all adven-
turers, nay, which makes ad-
venture possible for those who
have much to leave. It spoke
of the shining pathway of the
sea which is the Great Uniter.A man may lie dead in Pontus

or beyond the Pillars of Her-

akles, but if he dies on the shore

there is nothing between him
and his fatherland. It spoke of

a battle all the long dark night
in a strange place a place of

marshes and black cliffs and

shadowy terrors.

"In the dawn the sweet light

comes" said the song,
" and

the salt winds and the tides will

bear me home. ..."

When in the evening the

Persians took toll of the dead,

they found one man who

puzzled them. He lay among
the tall Lacedaemonians, on
the very lip of the sea, and
around him were swathes of

their countrymen. It looked
as if he had been fighting his

way to the water, and had
been overtaken by death as

his feet reached the edge. No-
where in the pass did the dead
lie so thick, and yet he was
no Hellene. He was torn like

a deer that the dogs have

worried, but the little left of

his garments and his features

spoke of Eastern race. The
survivors could tell nothing
except that he had fought like

a god and had been singing all

the while.

The matter came to the ear
of the Great King, who was
sore enough at the issue of the

day. That one of his men had
performed feats of valour be-

yond the Hellenes was a pleas-
ant tale to tell. And so his

captains reported it. Accord-

ingly when the fleet from
Artemision arrived next morn-
ing, and all but a few score
Persians were shovelled into
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holes, that the Hellenes might
seem to have been conquered
by a lesser force, Atta's body
was laid out with pomp in the

midst of the Lacedaemonians.
And the seamen rubbed their

eyes and thanked their strange

gods that one man of the

East had been found to match
those terrible warriors whose
name was a nightmare. Fur-

ther, the Great King gave
orders that the body of Atta
should be embalmed and car-

ried with the army, and that

his name and kin should be

sought out and duly honoured.
This latter was a task too hard
for the staff, and no more was
heard of it till months later,

when the King, in full flight
after Salamis, bethought him
of the one man who had not

played him false. Finding
that his lieutenants had no-

thing to tell him, he eased five

of them of their heads.

As it happened, the deed
was not quite forgotten. An
islander, a Lesbian and a
cautious man, had fought at

Thermopylae in the Persian
ranks and had heard Atta's

singing and seen how he fell.

Long afterwards some errand
took this man to Lemnos, and in

the evening, speaking with the

Elders, he told his tale and

repeated something of the

song. There was that in the
words which gave the Lem-
nians a clue, the mention, I

think, of the olive - wood
Hermes and the snows of

Samothrace. So Atta came to

great honour among his own

13

people, and his memory and
his words were handed down
to the generations. The song
became a favourite island lay,
and for centuries throughout
the .^Egean seafaring men sang
it when they turned their

prows to wild seas. Nay, it

travelled farther, for you will

find part of it stolen by Euri-

pides and put in a chorus of

the Andromache. There are

echoes of it in some of the

epigrams of the Anthology ;

and though the old days have

gone the simple fisher-folk still

sing snatches in their barbar-

ous dialect. The Klephts used

to make a catch of it at night
round their fires in the hills,

and only the other day I met
a man in Scyros who had col-

lected a dozen variants and
was publishing them in a dull

book on island folklore.

In the centuries which fol-

lowed the great fight, the sea

fell away from the roots of the

cliffs and left a mile of marsh-
land. About fifty years ago
a peasant, digging in a rice-

field, found the cup which Atta
had given to Poseidon. There
was much talk about the dis-

covery, and scholars debated

hotly about its origin. To-day
it is in the Munich Museum, and

according to the new fashion

in archaeology it is labelled

"Minoan," and kept in the

Cretan Section. But any one

who looks carefully will see

behind the rim a neat little

carving of a dolphin ;
and I

happen to know that this was
the private badge of Atta's

house.
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THE VOYAGE OF THE WHITE DUCK.

"YOU'LL have to go by Marine," received him with

river, there is no other way much politeness upon the

at this season. You can take landing-stage. Rain was fall-

the White Duck and Awudu ing at the time, and Ogle
and half a dozen constables, was not minded to prolong
Don't stop away longer than the exchange of courtesies,

absolutely necessary, and don't He got aboard, and told the

get into trouble," said the captain to push along.
Resident. The White Duck is not more
The White Duck is a tiny than thirty-five feet long over

steamer, capable of carrying all, with a beam of seven feet,

two tons net cargo at a speed and she is propelled by a

of about five miles per hour : paddle - wheel fixed astern,

she burns wood. Awudu is There is a sun -deck, a roof

a handyman of the political that is, a rather flimsy con-

staff, a bit of a soldier, a bit struction, in the after -part of

of a hunter, an extraordinary which is fixed the steering-

linguist, and an excellent brave wheeL Below, such space as

fellow. is unoccupied by the engine
Early the following after- is partitioned into two by a

noon Ogle proceeded on board sort of little fence running
the White Duck, which had from side to side, making a

already embarked the other couple of square spaces not
members of the expedition, unlike loose -boxes with very
The crew, consisting of the low sides. The boat sits well

captain, a small black man down in the water, her sides
in blue shorts, with a blue rise only about a couple of

jersey embroidered as to the feet above the deck, and she
breast thereof in red wool has therefore remarkably little

with the legend, "Master, free-board. One of the loose-
Western Sudan Marine"; the boxes proved to be just large
chief (and only) engineer, enough to take a camp-bed
rather larger as to size, black with a little coaxing, and in
also as to colour, clad in the the other one Ogle sat and
extraordinarily atrocious gar- fed and had his oflice so long
ments that native engineers as the trip lasted. The con-

affectclothing that a con- stables of the escort and
icientious officer of health Awudu and the crew, savingwould condemn on a scare- and excepting the engineer,
crow; and two brawny in- travelled on the sun -deck.
dividuals dressed much like The little vessel cast off from

captain, save that the the landing -stage, and in a
ed woollen embroidery on very few moments she was

jerseys spelt Quar- spinning away in mid-stream
termaster, Western Sudan at no end of a pace. The
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first part of the journey lay
down the great river, then at

its highest, and two or more
miles wide in places, full of

turbid rushing water, a brown-

yellow flood doing a good five

miles an hour on its way
down to the sea six hundred
miles distant. This part was

very easy going, and the

twenty miles were soon reeled

off. It was distinctly im-

pressive, the might, the irre-

sistible force of the river, seen

from the tiny steamer racing
down stream on its bosom.

Huge trees were being hur-

ried down by the flood together
with small islands several yards
square, consisting of masses
washed off from a projecting
corner of bank. The banks
were too far away to be
seen clearly, but one got
an impression of the upper
halves of trees with a brown
torrent tearing at the roots.

The presence of the load on
the sun - deck made the little

craft top - heavy, and Ogle
invited his fellow -

passengers
to sit down at the sides

and to keep still. The rain

passed off, but the day re-

mained clouded over, and was
dull and cold -

looking when
the White Duck turned sharp
to the left, and, leaving the

great river, started up the

Dongabba, which joins it at

that point from the south.

Now the Dongabba pours its

waters out by two mouths,

forming a delta, and the cur-

rent in the channels of this

delta is not very serious, so

that progress for a time was

satisfactory, though it became
less and less so momentarily.

When the delta was cleared

and the main stream entered

things were different. A
stream varying in width from
half a mile down to a hun-
dred yards, a winding channel,
and a four-mile current, plus
rocks and snags dotted about
in the stream, combine to

make up a proposition that a

vessel of the calibre of the

White Duck is like to find

difficulty in discussing.
She rolled a good deal

under the opposing forces of

paddle and stream, and Ogle
fetched all the sun-deck pass-

engers down below, and made
them lie down, to keep her
as steady as might be. That
wretched eight or nine inches

of free - board rendered the

taking of chances inadvis-

able. She fought her way
up, yard by yard, and in an
hour achieved about a mile.

It was then 4 P.M., and the

next two hours were spent
in trying to round a bend
at a point where the river

was very narrow, very deep,
and running more strongly
than ever. She was taken

up under every ounce of steam
that her boiler could stand,
close under the near bank,
and she went along well

enough till she started to

put her nose round the

corner. Then the rushing
stream caught her, swung her

broadside on to the stream,

and, in a few seconds, hustled

her, fighting every inch and

rolling badly, right down
stream again, hard up against
the far bank. Repeated half

a dozen times, the manoeuvre
tended to become monot-
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onous, and the element of

danger sufficiently obvious to

be disquieting. So long as

the boat's nose, pointing up-

stream, was the first part of

her to hit the bank, good
and well. Once the other

end hit first, over she would

go, and down like a stone.

Meantime the passengers were

getting lots of excitement, and
the ship a deal of buffeting
about. Throughout, the little

black captain, who had never
been on the Dongabba before,
and his two quartermasters,

played the game splendidly.

They were perfectly cool, they
showed themselves full of skill

in handling their boat, and

they got everything possible
out of her. The end came
when, owing to something
going wrong inside, the paddle-
wheel ceased to revolve. They
got the anchor down just in

time. It held, fortunately,
and there, in the midst of

the rushing current, the White
Duck sat till morning.
The engineer and Ogle and

the captain worried away at
the engine, and the white
man, at any rate, got himself

very oily and grimy. Whilst
the tinkering was in progress
the engineer remarked, en
passant, and apropos of noth-

ing in particular, that his

engine had been condemned
some months before, and was
marked to go to the shops
for

overhauling and repairs,
but that a sudden need hav-
ing arisen, the boat had been
despatched up river, and had
never since found herself in
the neighbourhood of the
shops. And Ogle gathered

from the date on her that

she had been bumping about,
off and on to sandbanks and

snags in central Africa, for

some years, seven or so.

Local conditions and engin-
eers combine to take a lot

out of any engine. And the

proper place for the White

Duck, engine and all, was
the scrap - heap, which was
defrauded of its just dues so

long as she remained off it.

However, she hasn't gone
there even yet, because only
the other day I saw her down
river, but not even the nice

fresh paint that had been
lavished upon her availed to

disguise from the eye the all-

too-visible twists and bumps
upon her.

The night passed, with great
lack of comfort for all on
board. Long before day-
break the fire was started,
and at dawn there was fully
as much steam on as the old

kettle could carry, probably
a good deal more than was
wise, since your native en-

gineer is an incurable optim-
ist, and would much rather

go up with his machine than
work with a pound less steam
than she can tolerate. The
sun came up, and with it the

anchor, and shortly after 9
A.M. the corner was con-

quered, and passengers and
crew joined in a whoop of

triumph that put up a great
flock of egrets from a stricken,

withered, shabby -looking old
tree on the bank.
The pace, in the best places,

was not more than a mile an
hour, and during the day two
more bad ones were passed.
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Ogle spent the time on the

sun-deck, clad in as little as

possible, standing by to make
a jump for it if the worst
should happen not much of

a chance ; still, better than

going down with the craft.

All in all, he had the fright
of his life that day, all day.

Creeping up one long, wide

reach, everybody on board was
much interested in a python,
seen in mid-stream, swimming
smartly across, his head and
about a foot of his body clear

of the water. About the same
time the boat hit a crocodile,
and there was a lot of splash-

ing and some little excitement
for a few moments.
At sundown they anchored,

and the engineer came to

inform Ogle that his wood
fuel was all but exhausted.
In the morning it was dis-

covered that he had just

enough left to serve, with
severe economy and careful

management, to get the boat
from where she lay anchored
in mid -stream to a point on
the bank a quarter of a mile

away. Arrived there, every-

body landed and went off to

get wood. On the rivers that
are regularly served by steam-
ers there are wooding stations

at intervals, where logs of

suitable quality and size are

kept stacked. The Dongabba,
of course, in the ordinary way,
never sees a steamer, and
its banks are bare of wood-

ing stations. However, with
all hands helping, wood was
broken down, torn off, pulled

up, worried out with bayonets,
and otherwise obtained and

dumped into the hold, and a
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start was made again, Even-

ing saw the fleet at Gassol,
and Ogle stepped ashore.

That step was like to have
been his last because he

poised it upon the body of

a recently killed manatee,

slipped, and just missed going
into the river, in the dark. A
manatee is a curious -looking
beast a mammal, of course,

living in the water. The form
of the body is rather like that

of a porpoise ;
the head though

is quite different. Six feet is

a fair length for a manatee
to attain in the Dongabba.
Glimpsed at night in the river,

a manatee looks not unlike a

man, and non-riverine natives

tell queer stories of "human
fish

"
that are said to live in

certain rivers. The animal ap-

pears to be quite harmless, and
is esteemed as an article of diet

by the curious Wurubo people,

surely amphibians if any men
are, who live their lives along
the river. They are generally

very big men, with enormous
muscular development, and

they scud about the river at

all states of the flood in their

tiny twelve -foot long canoes,
sewed together, laterally, amid-

ships. The Wurubo does little

farming, though he does grow
a little grain, which he plants
in such situations that he has
to collect most of his cargo
in a canoe, more suo.

Gassol is by way of being a

town, with a wall and a king,
both of its very own, at a point
on the bank opposite the north-

ern end of the island Kwogin
Gassol, whereon were the Filani

and their cattle. Crew and
escort went off to the town to

B
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get food ; the king came down
in a great hurry in the dark to

salute Ogle ;
it wasn't raining,

and after a period of storm and

stress, peace and comparative
comfort reigned.
With the first streak of light

the king came on board, and

the White Duck made for the

island opposite, where Ogle
and the escort, and the inter-

preter and the king, with a

few friends of his, landed.

Communication with the Filani

was soon opened, and they
were invited to inform their

"big men" that the Political

Officer "the judge," as he is

universally called throughout
the country had arrived on
the island, and desired to see

them. As a matter of fact,

the arrival of the steamer at

Gassol the previous evening
had, of course, been observed,
and all the Filani notables

were close at hand. So within
the hour they made their ap-
pearance, headed by a vener-

able-looking old gentleman, his

name Isa Audullahi.
The Filani is not a negro.

This is not the place in which
to discuss his origin, interest-

ing, fascinating study though
that is. Shortly, it seems likely
that he is of Arabian extrac-
tion. Certainly he is a Semite
of sorts. He is usually a spare,
well-made man, finely featured,
with wonderfully perfect hands
and feet. He is invariably a
Muslim, his manners are de-

lightful, he is full of dignity,
and his diplomacy is that of

Talleyrand. Old Isa Audullahi,
robed and turbaned, with his

following of about a dozen, sat
before Ogle, and the interview,

having begun in the ordinary

way with compliments, pro-
ceeded at once to business.

Ogle said that he was come to

count the herds, to assess the

jangali or cattle-tax, and that

this year at any rate the money
would have to be paid. He
warned his auditors that whilst

his heart yearned with friend-

ship towards the honest, truth-

ful man, he had it in intention

to make much trouble for all

others. He congratulated them

upon having successfully evaded

payment in previous years, and
assured them of his conviction

that they, alike as reasonable

men and as sportsmen, would
realise the altered conditions,
assist him in his work, refrain

from munafuke (intrigue), and

pay up when the time should

come for doing so. In fact,

Ogle did all the talking. The
Filani said nothing, and the

expression of their eloquently
silent faces indicated a struggle
for the mastery between bore-

dom and depression merely
not at all an unusual expres-
sion on a Filani countenance,

by the way. It was arranged
that certain herds should re-

main in their sleeping kraals

next morning till Ogle had
seen and counted them. And
that was all. He gathered
that he could make an end of

the job in four days.

Kwogin Gassol is an island

at high river. Last year the
rains were not much, the year
before they were nothing to

write home about, but this

year is a bumper. Conse-

quently every animal on

Kwogin Gassol must stop there
for the present, and until such
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time as the water goes down.
The island is ten or a dozen
miles long, and it averages
about one in width. Hitherto
these Filani folk have evaded

paying the jangali, the only
tax they are called upon to

pay, because, being nomads,
they have no towns, nor vil-

lages, nor farms, nor any per-
manent resting

-
place. They

just wander about the country,
up and down, living mainly on
the milk they get from their

cows. Their small require-
ments in the way of clothing
and vegetables and corn they
purchase with milk. When a
beast dies they become meat-
eaters till the carcase is fin-

ished. Till now it has not
been possible to get anything
out of them in the way of tax
because they have always de-

clined to have anything to do
with it ! If one went to try
to meet them and count their

herds and make an assessment,
the various small herds went
off in all directions, and one
could do nothing. Now, how-
ever, the whole lot, to the num-
ber of three or four hundred,
with about four thousand head
of cattle, are fast upon that
island. No doubt they counted

upon a small river again this

year. But the rains came, and
the floods, and the river rose,
and continued to rise, until

Kwogin Gassol, generally a

courtesy island merely, separ-
ated from the mainland by a

few feet of very shallow water,
a few inches deep, stands now
isolated by a couple of roaring
torrents, quite impassable.
The Filani being gone, a

fresh visitor, in the person of

the king of the town on the

bank of the river remote from

Gassol, arrived
;

his town's

name, Sendrishi. This person,
and his majesty of Gassol, were
at issue one with the other,
and spoke not together, having
quarrelled about their respec-
tive shares in the island of

Kwogin Gassol. Each claimed

the whole of it, and the Resi-

dent, on the matter having
been referred to him for ad-

judication some years before,
ruled that each was to have

one-half, Sendrishi the southern
and Gassol the northern.

The Filani would have to pay
their jangali to the Admini-
stration through the sovereign
of whichever half their herds

happened to be settled in. This

arrangement offered obvious

opportunities for intrigue, but
one for which Ogle was not

responsible, and which he had
no power to alter in any way.

Sendrishi was a mean, miser-

able, snivelling sort of king,
more like a rabbit than a

man, and he failed to impress

Ogle favourably. Gassol, on
the other hand, was a very fine

fellow. As a young man, he
had found that his position as

younger nephew of a great
ruler was neither pleasant nor

profitable, and so he set forth,
went abroad, and carved out

a little kingdom for himself,
which he held manfully against
all comers. Gassol had the de-

fects of his qualities, and was

brusque, overbearing, difficile,

but eminently a man. They
show the house now in his

capital where, one night, there

entered three assassins, think-

ing to murder him whilst he
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slept. Not one of them emerged
alive; the king, with his own
hand and knife, slew the

three of them. They left their

marks upon him, of course, but

those soars never felt lonely.

They found themselves in the

good company of many others.

His right leg, from thigh to

ankle, bore the evidences of his

single-handed battle with a

huge python. Gassol was hunt-

ing, alone
;
had killed, and was

cutting up his kill, when the

snake, attracted by the smell

of blood, attacked him, knock-

ing him over, and causing him
to drop his knife. Weaponless,
Gassol thrust his two thumbs
each into one of the brute's

eyes, and killed it.

It is not hard to understand
that Sendrishi and Gassol each
failed to find the other sym-
pathetic.

Ogle explained that he pro-
posed first to assess the jangali
on those herds in the northern,
or Gassol, end of the island;
that he would advise Send-
rishi's monarch when he was
ready to proceed to his half

;

and, meantime, he bade that

potentate au revoir.

Very early the next morning
he set out with esc >rt and staff,
and Gassol, and made great
progress. His method was to
stand at the gate of the kraal,
and cause the cattle to be
driven out past him. Thus-
wise he counted them, an-
nounced to the owner the sum
he was to pay to Gassol, and
then on to the next herd.

Filani cattle are beasts of
enormous size, with great
widely branching horns and a
huge meaty -

looking hump

rising just behind these. The
actual herders and drivers,

who are ever with the cattle,

walking and sleeping along-
side them, are small child-

ren, who, armed with a tiny

cane, stroll through the middle

of a herd, and bully trucul-

ent animals into subservience.

They appear to have absolute

control over the beasts, which
follow after the lads when they
call them, halt when they do,

turn at their nod, and are liter-

ally at their beck and call. With

ordinary natives, and of course

with a white man, they are

perfectly wild and very danger-
ous. Any one who, unescorted,
should chance to meet with

some, might reasonably expect
attack. An experienced man,
when adventuring near a herd
to count it, always stations

before him a small Filani boy.
He is then as safe as if he were

up a tree. Ogle wasn't ex-

perienced, and got a bad scare

from one of the first herds he
tried to count. Probably of

malice prepense the Filani all

got well away from him
;
and

when the cattle came along,
and a bull, taking note of this

new and strange feature on the

landscape, set off from the herd
with the obvious intention of

obliterating it, he found him-
self standing alone. There was
little time to spare, and Ogle
lost none, but put a couple of

.455's from his revolver into the
brute's head and neck. All the
others bolted, and the Filani,
who value their cattle very
highly, took care to afford him
no further excuse for shooting
any the more so because he
insisted upon

"
dashing

"
the
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carcase to his own people, who
had the feed of their lives,

eleven men to one huge bull !

Several of the kraals seemed
to be fully large for the number
of cattle housed therein, and it

quickly became manifest that

the gentle Filani had sent

about half their beasts else-

where, in order to avoid having
to pay on them. Taxed with

this, they of course denied all

knowledge of any such mis-

doing. And the lies your
Filani turns out are of super-
Ananias quality. It remained
to hunt for the missing animals,
and the island being limited

in area it was not long before

they were run to earth. The

ground was very soft, and
cattle leave tracks. What to

do now ? To arrest and send
for trial the men who had so

deceived him would not have
served Ogle's purpose, so the

dozen offenders were told to

stand forth. Eleven of them

lay down on the ground, backs

uppermost, and the twelfth
man gave each of them a dozen
with his stick. Then they
arose, and the late executioner

took his place similarly upon
the earth, and each of his

eleven friends gave him one

stroke; the sergeant of the
escort made up the quota with
a particularly hearty contribu-

tion. A great artist with a

stick, the sergeant ! The cere-

mony took place in the presence
of a hundred or so Filanis,
and Ogle hoped that the effect

would be good.
That night Gassol was joined

by a number of retainers, who
arrived armed with spears and
swords

; Gassol himself, of

course, never moved without

weapons.
The following day saw the

finish of the assessment of

those herds in the northern

part of the island, and word
was sent to Sendrishi to meet
" the judge

"
the following

morning, and to accompany
him on his tour through the

remaining herds. Late at night
interpreter Awudu came to

Ogle, solemn, mysterious. He
said,

" When the King of Send-
rishi came to see you, I saw
with him a man whom I know
as Joro Shishi. That man is

a very bad fellow; two years
ago he was tried for slave-

dealing, and got off. But he
was guilty all the same. He
had to leave his own town, and
he is living now with Sendrishi.

He is a very clever man, and

always he is making munafuke.
I hear news that he has been

going round amongst these

Filani, bribing them to leave

this end of the island now that

you are here, in order that you
may find them in Sendrishi's

country, and order them to pay
jangali to him. After you are

gone they will return to this

part."

Ogle said, "All right!" and
turned in.

The next morning, again an

early start, and after going a

mile or two the party met
with Sendrishi and his people.

Ogle left his pony, and accom-

panied by Awudu and a couple
of constables dived into the

throng surrounding the king,

clapped a pair of handcuffs on
to Mr Joro Shishi's wrists,
hauled him out from amongst
his friends, and had the pris-
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oner well on his way to the

White Duck under escort of

armed constables ere the on-

lookers quite appreciated what
was happening. Then he said

good morning to the king, sat

down, and invited him and

Gassol to do likewise, as he

had somewhat to say to them.

The two men sat facing each

other across Ogle's front; the

retainers grouped themselves

behind their respective chiefs.

The political officer told them
that this playing at cross pur-

poses could not continue, that

he did not intend to tolerate

any more of it, and that if it

did not stop he should advise

the Resident to take such ad-

ministrative action as should

make any further repetition of

it a matter of impossibility.
He tried to get the two men to

take a reasonable view of the

matter, to realise that con-

sideration for their own in-

terests demanded that they
should work together. He
tried, being very young indeed
and very fresh to the country,
to make them friends. Send-
rishi, being an artful old man,
professed himself delighted
with the suggestion. But he
did protest too much, and the

gleam of his eye and the twist
of his lip did betray him.
Gassol was sulky ; when he did

speak it was to remark that if

only the white man were out
of the country he, Gassol,
would settle the questions out-

standing 'twixt himself and his

enemy in his own fashion, statim
etc instanter. Whereat his

people growled approvingly,
fidgeting with their spearsand

rattling their swords. Nor
were Sendrishi's men back-

ward. The whole lot of them
were just itching to be at each

other's throats. Ogle had a

revolver, Awudu a heavy stick,

and the two constables their

rifles. For a moment a melee

seemed inevitable. Ogle pro-
duced his little gun, and,
without rising from his chair,

observed, "The first man that

attempts to use a weapon, I

shall shoot, first Gassol, then

Sendrishi!" This served to

restore calm, and a move was
made in the direction of the

herds waiting to be assessed,

Sendrishi leading with his

friends, then Ogle and his

party, with Gassol and his re-

tainers in the rear.

Very soon it became amply
clear that Awudu's informa-

tion was correct. Many herds

that should rightly have paid
to Gassol were for the nonce

sitting on Sendrishi's side of

the line, expecting to be told to

pay to him. The excellent Isa

Audullahi, headman of all the

Filani on the island, with some
three or four of the "

big men
"

immediately under him, had
been got at right enough by
the scamp that Ogle had ar-

rested a few hours before. It

was a necessity to deal with
them in respect of their action.

The small herd - owners could

hardly be held responsible for

having carried out orders

given them by their chiefs.

So they were not punished.
But Isa Audullahi with four
or five of his counsellors were
seized. Now, near that place
was a small pool of stagnant
water, of no great depth, lying
under a steep and fairly high
bank. To the top of this bank
they were conducted, and each
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in his turn was gathered by
the two constables, heels and

shoulders, and swung one,

two, three, go ! into the pool.

They emerged in due course,
none the worse, but at the cost

of much dignity and some little

breath. Per contra, they had

acquired, and they brought
away with them, a consider-

able quantity of mud and
much water-weed. They came
thus and sat before "the

judge," and listened while he
told them how wicked and fool-

ish their action had been. Then
he dismissed them. This purg-
ing of crime by immersion
took place before a large gather-
ing, and had this much effect,

that the assessing was finished

without further trouble and

justly.
It is easy to condemn the

informal methods of dealing
with obstructionists adopted
by Ogle. What is not perhaps
so easy is to suggest an alter-

native method. He ought per-

haps to have arrested all the
munafuke - makers and sent

them for trial. With the evi-

dence available, they would all

have gone to jail for sensible

periods. He thought better to

give them their lesson, and,

having done so, to preserve
them in their liberty to their

families and herds, in the hope
that wisdom might come to

them to be their guide in

future dealings with the Ad-
ministration.

The jangali work finished,
it remained now to get back
to Kama, the headquarters.
So the fire was lighted, steam
throbbed and panted in the
ancient boiler, and the expe-
dition set forth on its return

journey, accompanied by Joro
Shishi in irons. Full steam

ahead, running with a fast

current, the White Duck flew,
and covered in little more than
a couple of hours the distance

it had taken her nearly three

days to accomplish going up.

This, thought Ogle, is too good
to last.

Just as the vessel turned
into the great river, and
started to fight her way up the

twenty miles back to Rama, a

sudden darkening of the sky,
and a moan, that ended in a

shriek, of the wind, announced
an imminent tornado. Down
went the anchor, they were
too far from the bank to at-

tempt to make for it, and all

the people from the sun-deck

piled into the loose-boxes down
below. The gale came up with
a roar, knocking up a trouble-

some sea at once. Followed
the rain, a deluge that thrashed

down till it seemed the little

craft would be driven to the

bottom by sheer weight of its

violence. Thunder there was,
that crashed so loudly it seemed

space could hold no more sound.

And lightning ! The scene was

terrific, indescribable, demoral-

ising, and the plight of the

White Duck and her company
only comparable to that of

Charon and his passengers in

their crossing of the Styx.
Tornados are common enough
in Western Tropical Africa.

I have yet to meet a man able

to regard one unmoved.
The storm ended, it was close

upon sunset, and the boat was
allowed to drop down river a

mile or two to a village where
there was a wooding station.

It was dark when she reached
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the place, and all hands turned

out and loaded her up with fuel.

Then fires were made on the

beach, and Ogle's bath and his

chair and table being brought

forth, he bathed and fed. The
other people got their food

and squatted round their fires.

The night was fine and clear,

a little on the cold side, or cool

rather. The moonlight made

very beautiful the great rush-

ing waste of water.

All this time no one from
the village had appeared, and

Ogle was somewhat surprised
that this was so the king
being a friend of his, and
his town only a short mile

inland. However, nobody put
in an appearance, and Ogle
was just preparing to move
for bed, having given orders
for a start at dawn, when
he saw coming towards him
across the beach a tall gaunt
man, almost naked, carrying
a spear and a bow and
arrows. This person intro-
duced himself as a messenger
from the king. He had it in

charge, he said, to salute " the

judge" for the king, and to

beg his pardon for not having
come himself to salute, and
because his people had not
brought the customary

" dash "

of food for "the judge's" fol-

lowers. (Said "dash" is al-

ways paid for, bien entendu.)
The messenger was persuaded
to sit down and to lay aside
his armament for a few mo-
ments. Then he continued,
saying that the king begged
the white man to remain for
a few hours on the morrow,
for the purpose of shooting a
lion that was

troubling the
village. It transpired that

the brute had first made his

appearance a few nights be-

fore, when he entered the

village and removed a man
whom he devoured a few
hundred yards away. The

following night he broke into

a house and killed a woman,
besides injuring several other

inmates. He was known to

be still hanging round, and
no one in the village dared
to venture forth after dark
on that account.

"But," said Ogle, "you've
had to walk nearly a mile

along a narrow path, through
long grass, to come to me?"

" Oh yes," replied the man ;

"but then I'm a hunter, and
I've got a charm, and if I met
the lion I would kill him !

"

"Anyway," said Ogle,
"charm or no charm, you're
a brave fellow to have come
naked through that mile of

grass, with a spear and a
few arrows, and a man-eating
lion hanging about; and I'm

going to give you a present."
And he did. More, he made

the man remain at the water-
side by the fire till morning.

Soon after starting, curious
and ominous noises from the
interior of the works gave
warning of the breakdown
that followed. A veil shall

be drawn over the fourteen
hours that were spent in

coaxing that wretched White
Duck up to Rama. She
broke down utterly and com-

pletely as she came alongside
the landing -

place. It was
many a month ere she moved
again under her own steam,
and not till after she had
been towed three hundred
miles and more down to the
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shops, and patched and patted
and stiffened up with a fresh

coat of paint. Great are the

uses of paint and of cement.
A hole in the bottom of a
river steamer is always re-

paired with cement; and this

treatment is continued till

some of the vessels that have
been running for eight years
or so float upon a surface that
is nothing but cement, with a
few stray bits of the original
iron scattered about appar-
ently by way of decoration.

There are, of course, hyper-
critical people who say that
such things ought not to be,
and that vessels so bottomed
are not safe. Still, as such
boats are used almost exclus-

ively by Government officials,

this latter consideration is not
held of much worth or weight
by right-minded men.
What cement is to the under-

water parts of a steamer, that
is paint to all the other parts.
If she has been badly strained,
if she has ricked her back

upon a sandbank, if she has
been badly dented in a col-

lision, then are made manifest
the virtues of the paint -pot.
She is towed to the shops,
the great man himself in-

spects her, groans over her,
condemns her and orders her
to be repainted ! Which done,
she goes afloat again until

her next breakdown, when
she again visits the shops, is

inspected, groaned over, con-
demned and repainted ! And
so this goes on till she meets
her Waterloo, and is past the
aid even of paint and of

cement that is to say, until

she sinks in water so deep
that there is no fishing her

up again even at low river.

Then does the greatest Marine
of them all, armed with a

telescope, proceed in persona
to the spot and buoy it.

After which he returns to

his ot. cum dig. in a much-

punkaed office, with easy-
chairs and lots of clerks in-

side and a sentry outside.

The faith of the responsible
authorities in paint and in

cement is indeed touching in

its simple generous confidence.

True, the said authorities do
not personally adventure often

upon the boats which are

their charge. But they do
believe in paint and in

cement, and it is unusual for

them to have more than 25

per cent of the fleet under
water or otherwise hors de

combat at the same time, so

let it be reckoned to them
for righteousness.

It was dark when the White
Duck made fast alongside, and

Ogle just had time to dress

and charge up to the Resi-

dency for dinner. The chief

didn't manifest much interest

in what had been done you
see he'd done all these sorts

of things years before when
he was himself a junior but
when he heard of the prisoner
Joro Shishi he brightened up
at once.

"Ah," he said, "we mustn't
let that fellow slip through
our fingers again. He ought
to have been in prison this

long time past for slaving
and for extortion and for

other things. He is about

the most dangerous man in

the province. I'm glad you
got him. It's a good job you
went up there."
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DOLLARS.

"BOTHER the woman," was
all John said when he had
read the letter through, but he

said it with some emphasis,
and it's about as strong a

swear -word as he is in the

habit of allowing himself.

I hadn't said a word. I had

merely handed him the letter

with a groan which but faintly
indicated my frame of mind.

It was from my stepmother
in England. Now one of my
real and abiding consolations

for having to live three thou-

sand miles from England is

that it puts that distance be-

tween me and my father's

second wife. I married John
six months after father mar-
ried her

; and I spent that six

months wondering why on
earth he did it, and blaming
myself all the time for not

being able to reconcile myself
to the fact. She was never

anything but extraordinarily
and overpoweringly affection-

ate to me. I was "darling
Margie" from the very first.

My name is Margaret, and

nobody else ever calls me any-
thing but Margaret in full.

And this very letter began
"darling Margie" as usual.
I haven't had many letters
from her in the twelve years
I have been married and have
lived abroad, but when they do
come they are brimming over
with affection and sympathy.
This one brimmed over. I was
"darling" several more times
in the text of it. John was
"your dear John," and the

gist of it was that "darling
Gerald," her son by her first

husband, Colonel Chaloner, was

sailing for New York within a

few weeks and would we, with
our experience of "the New
World," help the dear boy a

little "in social ways" on his

arrival ? American Society
seemed to be so cheerful and

amusing, she was sure the

change would do him good,

"darling Margie," and if he
did happen to take a fancy to

some charming American girl
with money, and how charming
some of them are ! like Lady
This whom I meet in London,
and Lady That who lives quite
close to us here well, then,
how satisfactory it would be

if, after all, he ever inherited

Halton, where there was no

money to keep up the ridicul-

ously large house; and so on,
and so on. And she knew I

would help her in this little

conspiracy for her dear one
who was so sensible and good.
She knew he would value my
help. She " had had long talks

with him about his future, and
he quite understood what would
be wisest for him." There were

eight pages of false emphasis
and false sentiment.

I remembered Gerald only
as a small boy of ten. I had
seen him at father's wedding.
Once, before I left home, he
had been there for part of his

holidays, and I had heard of

him from time to time after he
went to Eton, and did pretty
well there in athletics. I don't
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think he ever attained a very
exalted position in school. He
was certainly a spoilt boy
when I had seen him, with a

taste for practical jokes that
was galling to his elders, and
I remembered boxing his ears

when I caught him putting a

barn -yard cock into the top
shelf of my wardrobe one even-

ing, and getting into trouble

with his mother for having
done it. John had taken him
in hand, and the boy had been
rather friendly with him boys
always do get on well with
him. But that was a long
time ago. And here we were,
settled in a New York apart-
ment for the winter, very com-
fortable and peaceful, and

utterly disinclined to be bear-

leaders to any young gentle-
man with no occupation, idling
about the world in search of a

girl with money. If the boy
had been any use he surely
would not have been loafing
about without anything to do
from the time he left Eton at

eighteen and a half till now,
when he was two and twenty.
I knew my father wouldn't

encourage him to be idle, and

yet we had heard incidentally
of his having been spun for the

army, and of his having gone
into some motor works and

having left there not very long
after. And, anyway, my con-

viction is that boys of twenty-
two have no right whatever to

be thinking of matrimony.
I had my own boys coming

home for holidays at Christ-

mas. I didn't want a loafing

boy to be "
around," as we say

over here, with them in my
way, and in their way, and in

the way of our enjoyment of our

days together. It wouldn't
have been so bad in the summer,
in the country, but a small
town apartment brings its oc-

cupants very close together,
and they should all be con-

genial or there is no peace and
comfort. " Bother the woman,"
was a mild way of expressing
our feelings towards Gerald's

mamma.
However, there it was. He

was to land on the 16th of

November, and I felt I must
be hospitable and get a room

ready for him.
" I suppose we must have

him here, John ? It's a hideous

bore if he's the sort of young
man his mother suggests, but
after all he belongs to me in a
way > y u took me for worse,
and he's one of the worses."

" I don't mind him if he isn't

a ' dude.' If he is, then we
won't keep him. You must
think out some plan to send
him elsewhere."

" Yes Niagara, California,

Mexico, the West Indies. He
shall see them all, and we will

have none of him."
But it was distinctly a

bore. We don't go into New
York society with any great

vigour. We have our friends

whom we like to meet quietly
and to have with us in an in-

timate way. We don't bother
about fashionable " Four hund-
reds

"
or society at Newport.

John works hard and is

worried if I ask him to dine

out with any one we don't

know pretty well, and as to

balls, we simply never go to

one : indeed, scarcely anybody
ever asks us to one now. We
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spend our summers in New

Hampshire, and in a quite

unfashionable part of it. I

can't imagine any couple in

New York much less fitted

by inclination or opportunity
to carry out my stepmother's

plans. Bother the woman for

ever having conceived such an

idea of us !

I began to dislike the young
man in advance and to grudge
him my spare room, and as the

16th of the month drew near

my feelings towards him were

distinctly hostile. About the

12th I had a letter from father.

He asked me to make Gerald
come to us for a time if we could

and would have him, and said

he knew both John and I

would do the best we could for

the boy, and that he believed

Gerald would be really grateful.
So I wrote home to father and

repeated that we would do
what we could for the boy, and

just as I had finished my letter

and ordered tea, our electric

bell shrieked impatient sum-
monses, and Phyllis Perkins
burst into my drawing-room in
a whirl of motor-veils and geld
handbags, and flung her im-

pulsive arms round my neck
and kissed me.

" My dear, I had to come in
and see you. Father 'phoned
to me last night from the office

he was going to Buffalo, and I
was to take the automobile
this morning and go to
Aunt Eliza in Park Avenue,

left Boston at daybreak.
Brown'll be in jail for exceed-

ing the speed-limit, and I am as

hungry as a wolf, and Aunt
Eliza doesn't have tea and you
have it, so here I am. Father

said I could have an elegant
time in New York for two

weeks, and I'm going to."

Phyllis is one of our special
cronies in New Hampshire,
where we spend our summers.
She is as pretty as a sea-shell

pink and delicate, fresh and

clear, lovely to look at, and a

dear. She is as spoilt as any
one can spoil so frank and
natural a person. Her extra-

ordinary old father does his

best to make her intolerable,

and the only effect of it is to

make her more frightfully in-

dependent than anything so

young and good - looking has

any right to be. I don't think

she is a bit more thoughtless
of other people than girls of

nineteen usually are, and she is

generous and affectionate, and

altogether charming. Narra-
more T. Perkins is, socially

speaking, a perfectly appalling

person, and Phyllis knows it

just as well as we do. But she

loves him, and won't have any
thing to do with the people
who look down on him

;
and to

those who appreciate his good
qualities, even if they some-
times wince under his pro-
vincialisms and his amazing
disregard of convention, she is

invariably cordial and friendly.
John has business that brings
him into contact with Mr
Perkins, and is one ef Phyllis's

special adorations because he
believes in Narramore and
likes him.

She asked for John at once,
and wanted to telephone to his

office and tell him to hurry
home and see her. But John
was very busy and would not
be back till late.
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" Tell him I love him as

much as ever, and I'll come
and see him often. I want his

advice about a young man :

it's sure to be worth having."
"A young man, Phyllis?"
"Yes, my dear. You see

father is set on my marrying
so as to help his business. I

should have been a boy, and
then I could have married just
when I wanted to. Dad's wor-
ried about it. There's such a

lot of business. He seems to

run the whole city at home
and most of the State. There's
the brewery, and the shoe

factory, and the hotel, and the

theatre : then there's the sum-
mer hotel, and the race-track,
and the water-works, and the

candy -
factory, and the rail-

way, and the newspaper, be-

sides the farm and the horses,
and all the other things at

home
; and then Dad bosses

everyone in the city as well
;

and I don't rightly see how I

could do all that without a
man

; but I'm not sure I want

just to marry him. Dad thinks
he can choose the new partner,
but I tell him I want to have
a word in it if I've got to

board the man for the rest of

my life."

Phyllis drank her tea and
ate my home-made scones and

enjoyed herself, and we talked
over our last summer's doings
together. I made engagements
with her, but told her that
after the 16th I might be less

free.

"Why after the 16th?"
" Because I've got a sort of

half-brother coming out from

England to stay with us."

"But why mayn't I see the

half-brother ? What sort of a
half-brother is it ?

"

So I had to explain who
Gerald was and how little I

knew about him.
"I'm just crazy to see him,"

said Phyllis.
" He isn't a lord,

is he?"
"No."
" Will he ever be one ?

"

And I had to admit that

there were chances that Gerald
would be a lord some day.
Somehow I didn't want to ad-

mit it a bit, and Phyllis's very
unexpected question rather

disturbed me. But still it is

pretty certain that old Lord
Chaloner will never marry : he
is fifty-eight, and hasn't done
it before. Gerald's father was
his next brother, and even

though Lord Chaloner hated
him like poison he couldn't

prevent the title and Halton

Graveney going to his nephew,
except by having a son of his

own. There was every likeli-

hood he would leave every

thing he could possibly will

away to someone else. He
hated my stepmother as cor-

dially as he did her first hus-

band, and had never set eyes
on Gerald.

"My dear, this is perfectly
fine. I am going to have
lunch or tea or dinner with

you every day from the 16th

onwards, and make a nature

study of this young man from

England who will be a lord.

I've never seen a lord except
the half-witted one that Ella

Bradmore caught in Boston
and married before his mother
could stop her. She has him
in a sanatorium now."

Phyllis went on to Park
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Avenue, and left me even more
sore and vexed over this boy's
arrival than I had been before.

It had never occurred to me to

expect Phyllis in New York
this winter. Yet here she was,
and in her reckless way quite

unconsciously adding to my
responsibilities and cares. If

Gerald dared to cast sheep's

eyes at her and her indisput-
able millions of dollars I should

be frantic. To begin with, I

couldn't think of Phyllis mar-
ried to anybody unworthy of her

frank and affectionate nature,
and though I knew she was
level-headed, would her father

be able to resist the idea of a

peerage for his child ? And
then, what would my step-
mother and all the Chaloner
relations say to Mr Perkins
and of Mr Perkins ? The very
thought of it made me shudder ;

and, as to what he would say
of them and to them well,

only Mr Perkins's own choice
and varied vocabulary would
be equal to the strain !

However, John laughed at
me when he came home, and
told me I was climbing hills

before I had got to them.
I wanted to please father if

I oould, and I went down to
the dock to meet Gerald's ship
when she came in. It was a

nasty cold day and docks are

draughty cold places. I found
Gerald amongst the baggage
belonging to the C.'s and re-

cognised him easily. He was
"
ver-y English," any one could

see, and he was quite cool and
collected while a good many
other travellers were fussing
and agitated. I explained my-
self to him, and never saw any

young man blush more deeply
or seem so taken aback
when I told him his mother
had written and commended
him to us, and that I had the

carriage ready to take him
home.

" Oh ! but really it's too good
of you, and I couldn't think of

it. I am going to the Beaulieu

Hotel. It would be beastly un-

fair to sponge on you like that,
and really I'd rather go to the

hotel; of course I don't mean
that, but I think I must go
there."

However, I said John would
be disappointed and so should

I, and that father had written

as well, saying he expected him
to come to me.

" I didn't know the governor
had written I mean father.

He didn't want me to come,

you see, but mother made him
want it I mean, send me out."

The boy seemed uneasy, and
it made me shy and uneasy too.

He was a nice-looking boy any-
way, and seemed better man-
nered than he had been ten

years ago. Eton had done its

work there.

I prevailed, and he came
with me. We left his baggage
with the express and got home
in time for tea. Somehow we
were both ill at ease, and I

couldn't throw off the feeling.
Several times I felt myself
on the point of asking him
what had brought him out to

America, and then drew up
short in my conversation, for

I was determined not to be
told about any matrimonial
schemes he might have in his

mind. I asked him all about
our people at home, and what
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they were doing, but I wouldn't

inquire about the length of his

stay even, for fear of getting
onto thin ice I was resolved to

avoid. And talking about his

mother seemed to bore him as

much as it did me.
John came in presently and

we were both relieved. The

boy went off to John's room
to smoke.
Now I like boys, and have

rather a special predilection for

young men which my husband
is apt to chaff me about, and

generally, though I say it my-
self, they rather like me, and
we get along together very
well. But this one wasn't

getting on with me, and it

ought to have been easy
enough, as he was so closely
connected with my family. He
gave me the feeling he was
hostile to me. It gave me a
headache to think I had to

entertain him for an indefinite

time.

Several days passed, and I

didn't get over my awkward-
ness with Gerald a bit. When-
ever we seemed to be doing a
little better, that hateful letter

of his mother's cropped up
somehow or other and spoilt
it all. The boy grew more

shy and reserved. He spent
these days delivering some
notes of introduction that he
was rather mysterious about.

I thought at first they must be
to the millionaires his mother
had hunted up for him

; but,
from the little he said about

it, I didn't get the impression
that they were. He lunched at

"quick lunch" shops, for I

asked him about that, being
in a manner responsible for his

being fed. Someone he had
met on board ship had sent

him a card for one of the clubs,
and John gave him another, so

he was provided for in that

respect, and apparently used
the clubs a good deal.

And then Phyllis came to

see me.
She made me laugh at my-

self for my bad temper, and
said she must analyse Gerald
for me

;
but first she wanted to

tell me about her father's pro-

posed new partner. I asked
who it was, and she said it was
Morton Wood, and I wasn't the

least surprised.
"How do you feel about

it?" she asked me, putting
her arm through mine as we
sat on the sofa together. And
I told her I thought I felt

rather well about it.
" Of

course I mean from the busi-

ness point of view, dear. He
is a straightforward man, and
I like him. John thinks he is

clever, for he told me so ;
and

he seems decided, and as if he

usually got what he wanted,"
and I couldn't help smiling
and giving her hand a squeeze.

Phyllis looked at me with
rather a forlorn little face.

We know Morton Wood very
well, and he is one of my par-
ticular and special young men,
and I knew very well he ad-

mired Phyllis ; and, of all the

young men I knew, I thought
him the most suitable admirer
for her. He is grave and sen-

sible, courteous and kind, and
wide -minded enough, in spite
of a good deal of quiet family

pride, to appreciate Narramore.
And then he is an orphan, and
has very few relations, and that
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is not at all aii unimportant

point for anybody anxious to

inarry into close relationship

with Narramore T. ;
and he

is clean above marrying for

money. If anything will de-

ter him from falling in love

with Phyllis, or at any rate

from telling her that he has

done so, it will be those

dollars.

We were talking very quietly
and comfortably about Narra-

more and Morton Wood, and
a variety of agreeable topics,

when Gerald came in, and I

introduced him to Phyllis.

Presently Mr and Mrs Van
Zuider came to call, and I

left the young people together
and talked to them. They are

of some importance in New
York society and are charm-

ing people, so I was glad to

see them, and they were very
civil and hospitably inclined to

Gerald, who came out better

than I expected ; and they were

courtesy and kindness itself to

Phyllis, which was nice of

them, for they know quite well
who she is, and that Mr Per-
kins is not of their social

world : but they recognised
her pretty manners at once
and the fact that she is a

thorough lady. Narramore
had seen to it that she was
well brought up, in loving
hands, when her mother died
and left the little toddling
baby to him. They stayed
some time, and Phyllis did a
certain amount of "analysis"
before my little party broke up.
She came to see me next day

and told me what her first im-
pressions of Gerald were.

"My dear, he's like every

Englishman I've ever seen or

heard of he is typical. There's

something in him if you could

only get it out."

I felt sure Phyllis would
"
get it out

"
if any one would,

and Gerald had evidently en-

joyed his talk with her and
been more at ease than I had
seen him with any one.

"I am having a theatre

party on Friday. Aunt Eliza

won't come; she is 'temper-
ance,' you know, and the
' Sons of Jonadab ' have a

meeting every Friday. She
is a ' Son of Jonadab,' she

says, though she looks more
like a New England old maid,

poor dear. So you must come
and chaperone us. There are

two girls, and I've asked Mr
Chaloner. Mr John is to come,
tell him, or I'll never forgive
him. And there's Mr Wood."

I was glad Morton Wood
was coming; that seemed to

balance matters better. I

gave myself a lecture and a

scolding about ill-temper and

paddling one's own canoe and
not trusting to other people's

good sense, and so on. These
are all questions upon which
I rather want to be in a su-

perior position to the rest of

mankind or, anyhow, woman-
kind.

Friday came, and our

theatre party began well. We
were a cheery circle at dinner.

Phyllis had Morton and Gerald
on either side of her, and I was
on the other side of Morton.
Aunt Eliza's round table was

good to look upon, and the

dinner was excellent, and there

was wine in spite of the absent
hostess's temperance views.
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Phyllis had told me that her

father had not spoken to Mr
Wood about the business as

yet, so I held my tongue about
that plan, of course, and Mor-
ton doesn't give anything
away, so one could only judge
by his looks and tone as to

his feelings about Phyllis. I

hadn't much doubt what they
were, and I was interested to

see how he viewed her very
distinct flirtation with the

young Englishman. She re-

ferred occasionally to Morton
when she wanted to bring
him for a minute or two into

the conversation, and then
she dropped him out again.
She did it very cleverly, and
no one could say she was not

attentive to both her guests.
Morton himself became only
a shade more courteous and

polite to her; and to Gerald
he was more than kind. He
inquired about the clubs he
had been made free of, and

promised him a card for an-

other, and asked him to dine.

But we had two boxes at the

theatre, and I know he would

very much have preferred

being in the one where Phyllis
sat most of the evening. He
talked to me a good deal, and
told me his business was not
at all to his liking; he had
no power or authority ;

and
his chiefs were not always in

favour of methods which he
was determined to adhere to

in his work. He has no cap-
ital at all. His only income,
besides what he earns, is a
small sum from some family
trust estate.

He asked me to tell him more
about the young Englishman
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whom he wanted to be civil to,

both on my account and be-

cause it would apparently
please Phyllis. Now that was
nice of him and magnanimous,
I thought.

I was glad to see Gerald took
to him kindly, and took pains
to show his gratitude.

They walked home together
after the theatre. Morton

lodges with some other young
men in a flat they rent in 24th

Street, and we live not very far

away, in the respectable and
once fashionable quarter near
Madison Square ;

and next

morning Gerald told us he
was going to dine with Morton
and his friends one evening
during the week.

I liked him to go, and was

glad he should be with well-

bred and high-minded young
American men rather than

dangling about after women-
kind.

All the same, my temper
didn't improve. And John
was likely to be called away to

the Middle West, and told me
he didn't see how he could get
back under a fortnight, and
there was Gerald on my un-
aided hands. I really felt very
badly about it. I daresay some

women, many women, are

stronger
- minded than I am,

and get on just as well by
themselves, but I don't mind

admitting that I just hate it

when John is away. I've no
one to steady my too impetuous
nerves, and when things get
" on " them I am always afraid

of making a fool of myself
somehow before he comes back.

Of course I can manage the

household and things domestic
C
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just as well in his absence, but

if the crises of life are to over-

take me I want him to be

there, and I had got it on

my nerves that Gerald was a

crisis.

I found out that he was

going to call on Phyllis nearly

every day, that he had made
friends with Aunt Eliza, who
was busy converting him to

teetotalism, and that he had

expressed great anxiety to meet

Phyllis's father. He didn't tell

me all this, but Phyllis did.

She said he was ' '

lovely.
" She

declared she had a perfectly

elegant time whenever he came

around, just listening to the

extraordinarily English things
he said and the way he said

them. She said she intended

to copy his English accent,
she admired it so much. And
she asked me quite gravely
whether Lady Chaloner, when
he had succeeded to the peer-

age and had married, would
take precedence of Ella Brad-

more, late of Boston, and
now Lady Woodmansterne. I

grew impatient then and
wouldn't answer, and Phyllis
laughed at me and hugged
me: but I didn't feel really
appeased, though it is almost

impossible to be angry with
her.

Morton Wood came to see
me one evening, and I knew
that Gerald was dining at
Aunt Eliza's, and he knew it

too. Young men here very
often pay their visits after

dinner, and generally telephone
to one beforehand. Morton
wanted to know when John
was coming home. He told
me he had given up his work

the day before and joined the

unemployed, and that, I knew,
would suit him worse than any-

thing that could happen to

him. Besides being poor, he

is a man who must work, and
would be ashamed to be idle.

He wanted to see John about

it, and to ask him to put work
in his way if possible.

"Morton, I'm sorry; but I

don't know when he will be

home. He said a fortnight,
and that is nearly gone, and he

wrote me yesterday he had not

nearly finished what he went to

do. Could you go to Phila-

delphia and see him there?

We could telephone to his hotel.

He has not gone West yet."
I longed to tell him what

Phyllis had told me about her

father, but then I wasn't sure if

I might. And I can't bear to

let out things that I've no busi-

ness to tell. I feared, too, that

Phyllis was doing her best to

change her father's plan, and it

seemed like an interference to

say a word to him.
" Tell me why you have left

the Company."
" Oh ! well, they wanted me

to do what I won't do, and I

agreed I'd better let them find

some one else who works their

way."
He didn't want to tell me

any more, and that was

enough.
"
Well, I know you had good

reason, Morton. Now do go
and see John telephone to

him now : it doesn't take long
to get through at night, and
he is sure to be in. He will

do all he can for you. Is there

no one else ? You are a friend

of Mr Perkins, and you like
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him. Couldn't you ask him to

help you ?
"

I really couldn't help saying
it, for Mr Perkins has a lot of

business in various places.
Morton smiled rather sadly.

"Yes," he said, "I like Nar-
ramore T. He's a clean-handed
man in spite of all his queer
ways, but I guess I won't ask
him just now."

I simply couldn't bring my-
self to say more. The man's
sad smile silenced me, and

my gorge rose against Gerald.

We telephoned to John, and
Morton planned to go down
the next day to Philadelphia
to see him. They could talk

things over better together.
Then I took the telephone and

pressed John to tell me when
he was coming back. I said

my nerves were on edge and
he must come, and he laughed
and said he wanted to be fin-

ished and get home as much
as I wanted it, and he thought
by Saturday (this was Mon-

day) he would surely be able

to leave. I said if he didn't

I should shut up the house
and come to him. He said,
"What's wrong? Is it Gerald?"
and I said "Yes," and hung
up the receiver. I couldn't

very well continue the con-

versation with Morton there,

though only one side of it was
audible to him.

Morton sat on till after ten

o'clock, and then went home.
I was just aching with sym-
pathy for him, but I knew it

was best to say nothing. And
the minute he was gone I went
off to my room and had a long
and serious think about him,
and went to bed very dismal

and very angry with Gerald,
whose latch-key I heard in the

door just as I turned out my
light.
Next morning I met Gerald

at breakfast, and found him

unusually smiling and alert.

He was anxious to know when
John would be back, and I said

Saturday, and that, if he was
not able to come then, I should

have to go to Philadelphia to

join him. I was going to add
that "

perhaps he could occupy
his time during my absence,"
or some such colourless sen-

tence, when he remarked that

he would be away too he was

going into the country.
I said "Oh," and asked if

he would be away long. And
Gerald said he didn't quite
know. "

Something might turn

up," and "it was very kind of

me." And he was rather red

and confused, and I really
couldn't trust myself to say
more. The English mail was
in, and he had a letter from
his mother. He read half of

it, and then crunched it up
in his hand and shoved it in

his side pocket, looking redder

than before.

Presently he got his hat and
coat and went out. I went
about my household duties, and
found that gossiping wretch,

Catherine, who is the best I

can get in the way of a maid
in this benighted city, tidying

up his dressing-table. Cather-
ine comes from New Jersey,
and takes the liveliest interest

in all our doings and in all our

friends.
" I guess this bhoy of yours,

Mrs Ogilvie, is feeling a bit

lonesome in this city laung
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way from bis home and his

mother. Seems mighty set on

the young lady in the photo
here. I find her under his

pillow most mornings, or on

the bewro just where he can

see her when he wakes."

I wouldn't answer Catherine,

or even look at her or the

photograph. But when she

had gone, vulgar curiosity did

tempt me I suppose I may
as well admit it, and I went
back and looked at the photo-

graph. No, it wasn't any one

I knew, and not a bit what I

expected. It was a very pretty

girl, anyway, and I was not at

all sure that made it any better

on his part.
Later on I was sitting read-

ing when the telephone bell

began. There seem to be cer-

tain days when telephone fever

rages and everybody rings you
up. First came a ring from

Phyllis she was coming to

luncheon if I would have her,
BO I said I would. Then, ten
minutes later, Morton rang up
and asked if Gerald Mr Chal-
oner he called him was in : I

said,
"
No, he was not : could I

do anything in the matter?" and
Morton said No, he guessed he
must see Mr Chaloner. It was
about something he had asked
him to do for him last night
as they met on the street on
his way home. Gerald hadn't
said anything about a meet-
ing. I inquired "What?" I
couldn't help it. And Morton
said he was just leaving for

Philadelphia, and that Gerald
had asked him to try and
make an appointment for him
to see Mr Perkins; and he had
failed to find out where Mr

Perkins would be during the

next few days ;
but perhaps, as

Gerald had asked him privately
to arrange this, I had better

say nothing, but let Morton
communicate later. I felt I

was on delicate ground and
said good-bye, and hung up
the receiver with a sigh. A
telephone does have that ad-

vantage you can always end
a conversation abruptly at any
point that worries you.

I was no sooner in my chair

again than the bell rang, and
John telephoned he was more
than sorry but he couldn't be

home till late in the following

week, and, further than that,
he would meantime have to go
West, so I must just wait till

he came home and not come to

Philadelphia as I had proposed.
Then I told him that Morton

was on his way, and that I

was worried about him and
about Gerald's proceedings

generally, and lastly, about his

seeking an interview with
Narramore Perkins. I was
sure it must be by arrange-
ment with Phyllis, though
neither had said anything
about it. John seemed puzzled,
but advised me to be calm and
not worry ;

and I resigned my-
self to fate, and deliberately
missed the English mail, though
father likes to have my weekly
letter and I very rarely fail to

send it.

Not very long afterwards

Phyllis's aunt telephoned to

say that the girl was not

coming to lunch after all.

She was "sick," "seemed
like she had the grippe," and
was "prostrated" in her room,

might she come another day
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instead? So of course I said

yes, and expressed the sym-
pathy I really felt. Poor

Phyllis, like most perfectly

healthy people, feels it very
badly when she is ill, and
won't give in without a sharp
struggle, so I feared she must
have a bad headache to be

"prostrated" in her room.
I said I would come round in

the evening and see her, or at

any rate hear how she was.
I had been thinking it out,

and had decided that I would
have a friendly little talk to

Phyllis about Morton and
Gerald. I thought the girl
would let me tell her how I

felt about her flirtation with
the one and neglect of the

other, if I did it with tact

and sympathy ;
and I nearly

always feel sympathetic with
her.

Well, I must postpone that,
it seemed.

I spent the afternoon quietly
in my drawing-room reading
and writing. It was a bitter

cold day, a blizzard from the

north-west blowing, and "flur-

ries" of snow that gave
promise of a heavy fall. I lit

my fire for in really cold

weather I am still so English,
I cannot make myself comfort-
able without it, even if the
steam - heaters do send the
room up to 80. And it really
was rather an effort to turn
out at 5.30 to go up to Park
Avenue. The wind was

raging, and though my furs

were ample and my " rubbers
"

were lined with wool, nothing
would keep my nose and my
ears from nearly freezing, and
I arrived at Aunt Eliza's door

just shivering with cold. Her
servant said she was not at

home, so I asked for Phyllis.
To my profound astonishment
I was told that Miss Perkins
had left in her automobile at

four o'clock. I had come inside

the outer door for warmth, and
felt so cold, and no doubt
looked so dismayed, that the

maid begged me to come into

the drawing - room and get
warmer. I couldn't be easy
till I had heard about Phyllis,
and rather pressed my inquiry,

though the maid seemed in

evident doubt as to what she

should say. I told her Phyllis
was to have lunched with me.
At that she frankly said that

Miss Perkins was upstairs, but
had said "not at home to any
visitors

"
; perhaps she had

better take my name up to

her.

In a moment I was sum-
moned to the library upstairs,
and there I found poor Miss
Eliza looking the picture of

anxiety and distress.

"I hope you've come to tell

me Phyllis is with you ? She
must be perfectly crazy to go
off in that automobile like

that. I am certain she has
the grippe. She has been in

her room all the morning with
a headache, and now, without
a word, she's off at four o'clock,
and all she says is she is gone
to a friend and won't be back

to-night. And a blizzard like

this raging ! If Narramore
comes he'll be the death ef

me for letting her go, and I

hadn't a chance to stop her.

But the Lord be thanked if

she's just gone over to you,
Mrs Ogilvie."
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But I had to explain that

I knew nothing of Phyllis since

the message Eliza herself had

telephoned to me. I certainly

was very much astonished, and

a little alarmed, by her setting
off in such a storm, alone and
ill as she seemed to be. Miss

Perkins's alarm increased

greatly when she found I knew

nothing. She got up and

brought Phyllis's note to read

again. She herself had been

out at a meeting till after four,

and the note was on the hall

table when she came in.

" DEAREST AUNTY, I'm not

sick, and I haven't got the

grippe, so don't be worried. I

had a headache but it is better.

I am going away for a little

to a friend. I have several

things to straighten out. I

guess I'll be back before Dad
comes ; but, if he writes, tell

him, with dear love from me,
that he will hear from his

troublesome child just as soon
as she has settled her mind.
Your loving PHYLLIS."

"There!" said Aunt Eliza,

"you'd believe that children
like that ought to run about
the world by themselves with

nobody not even a maid
to look after theml If I'd
done it at her age, Narramore
would have given me Hail
Columbia ! And there's Narra-
more, I'll bet a cent he never

says a word to her for scaring
my life out. He just spoils
that girl so, that I do believe
if she took to drink he'd say
it was right and proper."
We were certainly both

rather unstrung by Phyllis's

proceedings : but I was pulling

myself together and trying to

reassure and cheer Miss Per-

kins when we heard a clatter

on the stairs and Narramore
Perkins came in, evidently in

a very bad temper and thor-

oughly disturbed in mind.
" Oh ! Narramore it's a

mercy you've come. I'm res-

ponsible for Phyllis, I suppose,
and you've just spoilt her so

that no mortal can manage
her, and I won't try. She just
breaks my heart all the time,

for she's lovely, and here she's

gone off in this blizzard and
the Lord knows where."

"Never mind Phyllis," said

Narramore. " She can run her

own show as well as any of us.

When did she go ? What did

she say about it ?
" And Aunt

Eliza explained all she knew,
and gave him her note to read.

"That's all right. Don't

you worry about Phyllis. If

she says she's gone to a friend,

that's all right. But I did

want to see her seems as if I

couldn't do without her, and
that's just why I came here

now. I hope she'll come back
soon."

Aunt Eliza was twitching
with impatience.

"I've had a hustling time,

Eliza, and I wanted a bit of

quiet just to think things out.

I've had a black eye from that

Cincinnati crowd, and I guess
I've got to be mighty steady
or old man Perkins will go
down not down and out, may
be, but down. That Cincinnati
crowd are putting it across me,
and W. A. Spielman & Com-
pany here are at the back of

them and shoving them on,
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and I've got to strike back or

I'm down."
Narramore's voice was very

low and quiet, but it was

charged with a feeling and an

intensity that awed and sil-

enced us both. The man was

suffering. Suddenly it flashed

upon me. "
Spielman, did

you say, Mr Perkins? Isn't

that Morton Wood's firm?"
I asked.

Mr Perkins looked me
straight in the eyes.

"
Yes, Morton Wood's firm

and of all the
"

Now I really think I'd better

not print the things he said

about Morton Wood's firm.

At the same time it is tempt-
ing, for, though I oughtn't to

have listened to it, I never
before or since heard such en-

tirely original or such magic-
ally descriptive bad language
as flowed from Narramore.
Aunt Eliza's fingers were in

her ears, and of course my
fingers ought to have been in

my ears too. But it was so

masterly of its kind I really
couldn't bear to miss a word
of it.

And then he included Morton
in his anathema. Now, that
I couldn't stand, and I just

gasped out
"
Stop, Mr Perkins. Morton

Wood left Spielman & Com-
pany two days ago. They
wanted him to do things he
wouldn't do, and he agreed
they'd better find somebody
else who worked their way."
His own words ran off my
tongue like a lesson learnt in

the schoolroom.
The effect on Narramore was

electrical.

"Is that so? How do you
know it ?

"

"He told me himself. He
has gone to Philadelphia to-

day to see John about getting
other work."

" Why didn't he come to me
if he has clean hands in this

stunt? He knows I'd help
him."

Narramore was glaring at

me.
"I Oh! well, Mr Perkins,

I'll tell you about that another

time," was all I could stammer
out.

" Well I guess I'm glad he

quitted them. Looks more like

Morton Wood than I was be-

lieving of him. But, by God !

. . .

" and here Narramore
became quite unprintable again
"and I'll put it across them

now, if it was just to back Mor-
ton. I wish Phyllis was here.

I must see Morton to -
night.

Where can I find him ? I told

him never to go in with a set

of Jews like that he might
have known I was right.
Jews I

"
If a word could

wither anybody, then that one
word "Jews," as Narramore

spoke it, would have shrivelled

up the twelve tribes of Israel

right away.
Now I thought it very likely

Morton would come and see

me on his way home from

Philadelphia, so I asked Mr
Perkins if he would look in

after dinner on the chance of

it. He gladly agreed, and I

went home oblivious of the

cold, and my head in a whirl

and my pulses tingling with
excitement and distress. I saw
Narramore attacked in some

big financial interest he evi-
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dently had in Ohio. He
doesn't mind a bit about

losing money in fair ways
I don't know any one so

oareless of it, but he hates

unfair ways; and I could see

he was stung by something
that was being worked against
him now. Then, in spite of

his absolute confidence in

Phyllis's wisdom, I did share

some of Aunt Eliza's fear

about her, and a horrid pre-
sentiment of my own weighed
heavily upon me. Besides, I

wished very much she was
there to cheer her father. I

ran up our front steps and
was making for the elevator

when the clerk at the office

gave me a telegram. As I

went up I opened and read

it. It was from Gerald,
written on the New York
Central Railway 5 o'clock.

"Am going North for a
few days. Will write later.

Sorry not '

to see you, but
had only time to send for

GERALD."

Catherine opened our door.
"Mr Chaloner sent for his
suit - case. I hope I was
right to give it to the

messenger ?
"

"Yes, Catherine, that was
right. I have a telegram.
He will be away a few
days." And I went into my
room and shut the door,
and sat down and very nearly
cried.

Mr Perkins came about nine
o'clock (we dine earlier in
New York than people do in

London), and asked me in his

direct way where I thought

Phyllis had gone, and had it

anything to do with this

Englishman she had told him
about in her letters? What
sort of a young man was he?
He said he couldn't just see

from her letters whether she

was taken with him or

whether she wasn't.

Mr Perkins always pays me
what I think is the highest

compliment a man can pay a

woman. He talks to me with
absolute freedom and with an
evident assumption that my
conversation will be as sen-

sible and businesslike as his

own. He is rather like a big,

open - minded, straightforward

boy, and it would be next to

impossible to hide anything
from him if one wanted to:

he would ask if one was hid-

ing anything, and expect a

perfectly full and complete
answer. So I was obliged to

tell him exactly what I was
afraid of that Phyllis had
taken a fancy to this boy,
and had agreed to meet him
in a way which, even if not

terribly and hopelessly com-

promising, was at any rate

sufficient to make Gerald
certain that she cared for

him. And I had to tell him
I somehow couldn't help

it how I had disliked Gerald
and why I mistrusted his

motives in being here; and
that when I had got his tele-

gram saying he had gone
North, the very day Phyllis
had left both of them silent

as to their destinations,

things appeared to have
reached a climax.

Narramore listened gravely,
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and I could see he was
moved. He cross-examined me
closely as to my estimate of

Gerald and all it was founded

on, and told me he thought
the foundations were faulty
in parts but there was
the estimate; and he said he

had always trusted my judg-
ment. Then he dissected

my hypothesis very quietly
and logically, and admitted it

seemed tolerably likely, but
he was not prepared to accept
it yet.
At this point Morton Wood

came in. He brought me
messages and a note from

John, and I could see he was

glad that Mr Perkins was
there. Narramore said he had
been talking business with me,
but we had finished, and now
he wanted to talk business

with Morton. I got up to

go into my own sitting-

room, which is next my
drawing-room, but Narramore

stopped me and bade me sit

down.
He said he had been saying

hard things in the afternoon
before me about Spielman &
Company and about Morton

Wood, and that he was
ashamed that he had ever

said them about Morton, or

thought him anything but
his friend in whom he trust-

ed. He hoped Morton would

forgive him. Morton met
him more than half-way, of

course. He told Mr Perkins
that he had been asked to

write letters in regard to an
Ohio affair (which, I must

frankly admit, I didn't under-
stand

;
but it had something

to do with an immense water-

works scheme and an issue

of bonds) that he was deter-

mined not to write; and that

the fact of his having been
asked to write them showed
him that he was unsuited to

work with his employers. So
he had left them. He said

he could disclose nothing of

the affair that he had learnt

in Spielman's service, and he
was only anxious to be quit
of it altogether. Mr Perkins

explained his position, and
Morton was absolutely horri-

fied at the predicament he
and others must be in if

Spielman's nefarious plans
were carried out. I have
never seen him so moved
before. He gets quieter and
more laconic in those circum-

stances, but his eyes were

blazing. After a longer silence

than usual he said

"Now, Mr Perkins, I guess
I see what we have to do. I'll

be with you at 9.30 to-morrow

morning and we go together to

Spielman's office. I won't say
a word now, but, by the Lord,
I'll say something then in your
presence and in theirs that

will put a different face on
this."

And Narramore said he
would be ready at 9.30.

Then they both turned to

me and talked of other matters.

We had a pleasant hour or so,

if only I had been less anxious.

Narramore told us a lot

about his early days. I never
heard him talk of them before.

He tells a story capitally it's

all as graphic and descriptive
as speech can make it. Every
word seems to illuminate the

situation, exactly as his "bias-
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phemiea," as Aunt Eliza called

them, had done earlier in the

day in the case of Spielman.
He told of his early pov-

erty and struggles when he

and Eliza were little more than

children, left penniless orphans
in a New Hampshire village.

How they drifted into the near-

est city, where he lives still,

and how he began to trade

and speculate in cents. Till

he was twenty and Eliza nine-

teen, they had had to " scratch

for a living," he said, and they
had scarcely food and clothing

enough to keep themselves

alive. Then, suddenly, the

change came
; he made a hun-

dred dollars on a scrap of land
he had managed to buy, and
Eliza the same day invented
a new candy she had always
been clever at cooking and

baking that caught the taste

of the school children of New
Hampshire, and is known to

every peppermint-loving child

in New England to this day
as "Liza's Kisses"; and from
that day onwards fortune
smiled. Narramore seemed to
have lost or given away ten
times as much money as he
had ever kept, and I suppose
that is the secret of many a

big fortune. It was all very
interesting.
We never once mentioned

either Phyllis or Gerald,
though I am certain all three
of us were thinking of them
all through the evening.
Mr Perkins and Morton

went away together at mid-
night, and I was just going
off to bed feeling very lonely
and helpless. There were
the two men I hoped to see

united in business, now on ex-

cellent terms as friends ; but,

I felt sure, farther apart than
ever from the relationship I

would like to see established

between them in business and

perhaps otherwise. And the

wretched boy whom I had

brought into the little circle

had been the cause of this

misfortune. I heard the ele-

vator stop outside my door.

Then the door opened, and
Narramore's iron - grey head
came round the corner, and
he said

"Say, Mrs Ogilvie: I just
want you to know that Phyllis
won't fix anything without

telling me : that's an agree-
ment we have. And whatever
she fixes will be right, and

you've got to believe it as

well as me, and be her friend

all the time."

So I wrung Narramore's

hand, which he stuck round
the corner. I somehow couldn't

find any words to say, but he
didn't seem to want them. He
shut the door, and I went to

bed feeling rather more miser-

able than before.

I certainly had a very dull

stupid morning the following

day. And at one o'clock I

was feeling desperate, and de-

cided I must somehow trace

John by telephone and have
a talk with him, when in came
Mr Perkins.
He had been to Spielman's

office with Morton Wood.
"He never let me say a

word, and after about a minute
and a ha'f I didn't want to.

You see Morton comes of very
high-toned people and I'm just
a plain Yankee, and I guess it
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does make a difference. Any-
way I couldn't have done it

the way he did. I would have
lit out on them and got mad
and damned them; but Mor-

ton, he talked like holy writ,
it was all so plain and quiet,
and yet it wilted Spielman &
Company all three of them
till you'd think they were let-

tuces in a frost. He talked so

cold, it fairly made me shiver

listening to him. Once in a

while he would turn to me just
to make them think it was all

mine and not his, and I would

give a nod and look up at the

ceiling as solemn as anything,
but just tickled to death to

see them handled that way by
their own clurk. And finally

they said they would like to

consult together in another

room, and Morton said they
couldn't, for he had decided

what they had got to do.

That made them wriggle, but

they hadn't a kick in them.
And Morton said I wouldn't

accept one cent from them in

damages (he had never asked

me, but I nodded just the

same as before), though if I

brought a suit against them he

guessed I would get a verdict

that would ruin them. But

they had to sign a letter that

he had drafted. Then he put
a letter on the table before

them. At that their Presi-

dent, W. A. Spielman himself,

jumped up and taunted him
with telling what he had
learnt in confidence in their

office, and then Morton kept
mighty ca'm and quietly said

he had never named one syl-
lable of it to me or to any one,
but if that letter was not

signed in two minutes he would
hold himself absolved and would

speak out right there. Well,

Spielman signed that letter

and Morton put it in his

pocket. 'Now,' he said to

them, 'you can tell Mr Per-

kins that your dealings with
the Water Corporation cease

from to -
day, and that you

regret you had interfered in

the matter at all.'

"And I guess they did re-

gret it. But I don't believe

Morton ever will tell me just
what's in that letter.

" When we came away I told

him I had long wanted him to

work with me as my partner
in most of my business now I

was getting old, and I couldn't

do without him. And what do

you guess he said? He shook
his head and smiled mighty
kindly, and said he valued my
friendship as much as any one's,

and always would value it, but
he had settled to go out West,
and he was going right now.
And he's gone home to 24th
Street as if that was his last

word. And that's what you
were going to tell me about
another time. I guess I needn't

worry you to speak now, for I

seem to know about it, and I

don't rightly see how it all fits

in, but Phyllis would straighten
it all out if she was here

sure."

Poor dear Narramore. I

loved him for his loyalty : he
wouldn't even hear a word that

reflected on Phyllis's wisdom :

and I could have shaken her.

His kind old eyes were very
shiny ; and, as to mine, well,

I almost was guilty of sniffing
before him. I had to get up
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and pull down the window

"shade," so as to have a dab

with my pocket-handkerchief
behind his back.

Mr Perkins was more than

ever in want of Phyllis. I asked

him if he had had any news
at all of her that morning, and
he said no, that he had wired

to Boston, and home as well,

but she had not gone there,

he felt sure she was with some
of her fifty girl friends, but

he didn't know which. Aunt
Eliza was "mad" about it,

and he was evidently bored by
Eliza's ravings. Presently he
went off to his club, and I

promised to tell him at once if

I heard of Phyllis, and also if

I could make out anything of

Morton's plans.
Then I had a good steady

think, and I composed a tele-

gram to John telling him to

ring me up on the telephone
at night from Cincinnati when
the wires were quiet and we
could talk conveniently. I felt

very tired after the excitement
of the last two days, and after

lunch I went and lay down in

my boudoir and rested as well
as I could. I felt so helpless
and beaten that nothing else

seemed worth doing, and shop-
ping or visiting would have
been an intolerable bore. I
must have dozed off pretty
soon, for I certainly was dead
asleep later in the afternoon
when a laugh, followed by a
sudden pause, woke me up
with a start, and there was
Phyllis Perkins standing in the

doorway, and rather drawing
back at the sight of me asleep.
I had been so sound asleep I

lay still a moment looking at

her and collecting my thoughts,
and while I was doing so I

heard Gerald's voice behind her

asking in a confidential whisper
if I was there. That seemed
to me just about " the limit,"
as we say. I was on the point
of saying something really

savage when Phyllis gently
but firmly shut the door in his

face, and was on her knees
beside the sofa, holding both

my hands, before I had time to

articulate. I have had many
narrow escapes from indiscre-

tions in my time, but perhaps
that was the nearest I ever

had.

I was just as certain at that
moment that these two young
idiots, as I felt them to be, had
come to tell me they had eloped

together a week ago as I was
of anything sublunary ; and

yet John's training, or Provid-

ence, or something or other,
did mercifully stop me : and in

two minutes Phyllis was telling
me all about it and stroking

my hand
;
and I knew my head

was aching furiously, but I was
more relieved and thankful than
words could say.
She had come to look for her

father. Aunt Eliza said he was

perhaps with me, and that he
had been dreadfully worried
about her absence. I told her
that was so, but still he had
trusted her to be doing nothing
foolish

; that he had been wor-
ried about business and had
wanted her. However, I said
Mr Wood had straightened out
the business for him. I thought
that would be a telling shot

perhaps. And it was then
that Phyllis nestled up close to

me and asked if my headache
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was too bad to let me listen

while she told me why she had
to run away : and I said it

wasn't.

"Well, it was just this way.
You see I knew father wanted
Morton Wood to be his partner,
and I told you what that means,
but father won't do a thing
that I don't like I know that.

He spoils me terbly
"

(Phyllis
thinks she can say

"
terribly,"

but she can't),
" but I do want

to act so as he will be happy
if I can. Perhaps it's because
I am spoilt, but I felt certain

Morton Wood wasn't going to

please me as father's partner
he's so masterful, and I know
I couldn't do all the silly things
I do now if he was around,

looking grave and saying
nothing. And then I began
comparing him with Mr
Chaloner, who's twice as lovely
in several ways ; and I felt

dreadfully badly about it, and
sure that somebody more like

him would make father a much
better sort of partner."

I began to feel a little cold

again at this point, I must
admit, and Phyllis went on

"
Well, I found out from Mr

Chaloner that he is just crazy
to get work out here in

America, and that seemed to

suit father's plans, if only he
knew enough about business.

Then, of course, lots of silly

girls do like the notion of being
English peeresses, and it might
have been some slight satisfac-

tion once to walk in front of

Ella Bradmore, you know.
But then I remembered I don't

want to copy Ella Bradmore
in anything, when I came to

consider it, so finally I decided

just to go away to Newhaven,
where Mary Daniell lives, and

stay a day or two with her and
the children and think it out.

And now I've thought it all

out. First, I want father to

have Mr Wood's help, Mrs

Ogilvie, but somehow
Oh ! well, I don't want him I

mean father mustn't ask him
to come, for fear he should

think
"

Phyllis didn't tell me what
she feared Morton might think

;

she put her face against mine,
and we didn't say anything for

a minute.
I think it must have been

during that pause that my
headache left me altogether!

Presently she went on

"Then, that half-brother of

yours is a very bright young
man. I've got it all out of

him just as I thought I would.

He has a reason for coming
over here besides wanting to

get away from his tiresome

mother. (He didn't tell me
she was tiresome, but I got
that out too.) He hasn't

exactly told me what the

reason is, but if it isn't some

girl he is thinking about all the

time, then I don't know any-

thing about a young English-
man's way of hiding his

emotions. You think he is

heiress-hunting over here. I

guess he is hunting dollars,

but honest dollars, and not

that way."
" Couldn't Morton Wood tell

you something about him ? for

he went to Morton after he had
asked for work at all sorts of

useless places, and Morton said

he would send him to father.

I wonder if Morton didn't
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believe that would please me?

Anyway, he did send him, and

that's where he has been.

First at Boston and then at

home, hoping to find Dad
there. But Dad wasn't there,

and I found him that is, Mr
Chaloner in the oar on the

Boston train to-day on his way
back, and brought him right

along. Then yesterday morn-

ing Willy Daniell told me
father had been worried by
some men in Cinoinnati, and
looked like being hurt in some

big interest he has there. I

felt so badly at being away
that, instead of going home, I

telephoned and found father

was here, and came to New
York. I couldn't be away
from father when he is worried

even to be an English
peeress." Phyllis smiled at
herself very contentedly.

I told her I was thankful
she had come, that her father
had been dreadfully worried,
and oould she imagine who had
helped him completely and

honourably out of the diffi-

culty, and so very honourably
to himself? Phyllis said she
couldn't imagine, and I went
on to tell her how wise and
dear I thought she was about

thinking things out quietly,
and that, after all, her father
came first meantime

; and
surely it must be right to
have his business affairs on a
safe basis before he grew old.
I don't think any one would
suit him better than Morton.
"No, dear, my headache isn't
so bad now; it's nearly gone,
thank you. And then it seems
as if it would have been a good
chance to arrange it just as

Morton has thrown over his

own business ;
but he tells me

he has decided to go out West,
and to go at once, aud perhaps,
as he is a resolute man, one
can't alter his plans."

I was watching Phyllis's
face very closely, and if I

didn't see pain in her eyes at

the notion of Morton Wood
going away to the West, I

will never trust my senses

again !

"Now, Phyllis, dear, I want
to think out something. Give
me a kiss and go home to Park
Avenue and see if your father

isn't there by now."

Phyllis kissed me and went
home. She was very quiet
and subdued. I let her out

through my bedroom and down
the corridor. Then I went
back and found Gerald and,
in my excitement, I quite for-

got to begin talking to him
the way I intended

;
and in-

stead, I went at it, so to speak,
tooth and nail, and we had " a

regular scrap
"

for two or

three minutes, as he described

it afterwards. I accused him
of want of confidence in me,
and he accused me of some-

thing very much the same in

regard to him, and though we
were within an ace of dragging
in his mother once or twice,
we did, without dragging her
in (and it was rather clever of

us), contrive to own up that
we had each suspected the
other of being in an heiress-

hunting plot. He had been
told so of me and I had been
told so of him, but of course
if we denied it there was an
end of such horrid insinua-

tions, and we would be friends
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after all. I told him Miss
Perkins had made me see how
wrong I had been about him.

We begged each other's pardon,
and I felt a perfect pig for

having misread him so badly,
and I don't think I ever was
more pleased than when I

began to see what a capital,

straightforward, English boy
he is. I couldn't ask him about
that photograph then, but I

remembered Phyllis's
" result

of analysis," and I was sure

I should hear all in good time
who that pretty girl was, and

why Gerald wanted to collect

dollars in America.
Then I remembered Morton,

and that I had to think out

something. I made Gerald sit

down and promise to help me.
I told him frankly what it all

was, and he said he knew
Morton was going West, and
at once, he might be going
even now. I said that must
be stopped, that Mr Perkins
couldn't do without him.

Gerald said, "Get a hat and
coat and come along to 24th
Street ;

I'll go with you."
Of all the meddling things I

ever did, I suppose that was
about the worst. I wouldn't

stop a moment for fear of

thinking what John would

say. I crammed on a hat and

struggled into my coat in the
elevator and worked on my
gloves as we hurried up Fifth

Avenue. Gerald was capital :

he was so quiet and steady, it

did me good, and I was just

chuckling with satisfaction in

having
" discovered

" him at

last. We had rung Morton's
bell before I had time to hesi-

tate, and in another minute

we were in the sitting-room
of the flat, and I was beginning
to remember that he shares it

with four other men, and that

they might all be there as well.

But they were not, and the

room was empty. It showed
some traces of packing, a desk
was lying open on a chair,

with papers tumbling into it,

and a leather cover ready to

strap on. Morton came from
a back room and welcomed us

very courteously.
"I was just going to write

you a note, Mrs Ogilvie, and

say good-bye. I am going to

Chicago to-night."
"I thought you might be

going and that's why we have
come. Gerald has come to

help me. I want to persuade
you to wait a little. Mr
Perkins wants your help so

much
;

don't you think you
could delay?"
"Mr Perkins is kindness it-

self, but when all's said and
done it's best for me to go."
Morton turned to Gerald.

"I've been talking to Mr
Perkins about you, and feel

sure he will be glad to give

you work. I believe you will

suit each other very well. He
is a fine man, and now he is

getting old he wants someone
to take up the threads that are

just a little too numerous for

him to hold. He wants to steady
down and settle the business

and not run the risks he has
been used to and enjoyed run-

ning up till now. If you will

let him train you in his ways,
and all the time just remember
that it is help to settle things

permanently that he requires,

you will be of use to him, and
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he will grudge you no return

that you can reasonably ex-

pect."
His voice was very steady.
"I can't thank you enough,"

Gerald said,
" but there is one

thing I have to say. I do

want work very badly, and I

want to make money indeed

I must, for reasons I need not

name. I would willingly, and

very loyally, serve Mr Perkins;
what you tell of him makes
that service seem pleasant and
honourable. But my sister

says Mr Perkins can't do with-
out you. Now, couldn't you
be his partner, as he wants,
and let me serve you both ?

Indeed, it will be better. I

want your teaching. We want
your guidance. He wants you
far more than he wants me.
He only wants me because you
ask him and perhaps because
Miss Perkins asks him. She
only asked him because she is

kind-hearted, and I think she
knows my reason for coming
over here to try and make
money and it seemed to rouse
her sympathies."

"Will you tell us the
reason?" I said.

"I don't see why I shouldn't.
I'm not ashamed of it," said
Gerald rather hotly and blush-

ing in a way that made me
long to kiss him. "I want to

marry someone someone who
is not engaged to me, because,
perhaps, I'm not old enough
yet, and because I have no
money; but I am engaged to
her, and I hope she will be to
me some day."

Morton's face was pleasant
to watch, I never saw a finer
smile on a man's face or a

loftier expression of goodwill
than shone in his eyes as he
watched Gerald.

Neither of them said more.

Morton turned to me.

"Mrs Ogilvie, you get your
way. I won't go to-night.
I'll wait a little, as you say I

should. And how much I

thank you for coming, I'll try
to show you some day."

I was afraid of getting sen-

timental and choky, and of

saying something I didn't in-

tend to say, so I rather cut

short Morton's kind expressions
and dragged Gerald away.
Morton wanted to help to

escort me home, but I wouldn't
let him

; only I made him pro-
mise to come and see me next

day.
So Gerald and I set out, and

I got ahold of his arm, for it

was slippery on the side-walks,
and we went along very
friendly. He told me how
thankful he would be if Mr Per-

kins really would put him into

something that would give him
work. How, ever since he had
failed for the army and he

thought he could have passed
all right if only his mother
hadn't begged and implored
him to give it up before the
next examination came on

something always seemed to

prevent him getting anything
to do that would take him

away from home and enable
him to be independent.

" Of course my mother is

awfully kind and all that.

She thinks of nothing but

doing her best for me; but I

don't want to be always at
home hanging about, doing
nothing. The motor works
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weren't bad, and I might have

got on
; but unluckily I caught

my arm in a gear chain and

got it hurt a bit
; and, when it

got right, I found my mother
had resigned what she called

the dangerous occupation for

me, and some one else got
the job."

Directly we got home I sent

a note round to Phyllis to tell

her to bring her father to see

me in the morning, and mean-
time to sleep sound and be

happy, and to tell him to do
the same. Then I sent Gerald
to dress for our belated dinner,
and I got the telephone down
just as John rang me up as we
had arranged. We had a long
talk over the wire. I told him
all about it in as few words as

I could that I hated his hav-

ing been away, but I really did

believe I had by some miracle

escaped any very awful indis-

cretion.

Somehow I was contriving
to make all these young people
do what I wanted while I

hoped I was arranging Narra-
more's business affairs for him.
I said John must come at once

49

and congratulate me on my
success, and also on my "dis-

covery
"

of Gerald. He said

he was coming next day, but
now felt inclined to change his

mind things seemed to be at

a critical point and he thought
I had better get myself out
of the tangle : he didn't see

what my next step was going
to be, and he didn't feel equal
te such delicate negotiations.
I said I didn't either, but I

knew it was coming right.
Narramore is such a gentle-

man, really, that one can rely

absolutely on his good feeling
in important things. He will

never put Phyllis in a difficulty

any more than he will give me
away for having doubted her

motive in disappearing that

time. Yet somehow he will

get Morton to work with
him.

I told John he must come,
and he laughed and said he
would : he wanted to see the

letter I was going to write

to my stepmother. And I

laughed and said
" Bother the woman !

"

C. H. B.
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A HOLIDAY IN SOUTH AFRICA.

BY THE BIGHT HON. SIB H. MOBTIMEB DUBAND,
G.C.M.G., K.C.S.I., K.C.I.E.

JOHANNESBURG AND PBETOBIA THE SOUTH AFBICAN CLIMATE

THE NATIVE QUESTION: AN ABISTOCBACY OP COLOUR.

IX. JOHANNESBURG AND PBETOEIA.

AT first sight Johannesburg
is certainly not attractive.

The approach to it from the

south is nothing else than ugly.
After leaving the veldt with
its red earth and green plains
and blue "

kopjes," the train

passes along a ridge covered
with clusters of corrugated
iron shanties, a tall iron chim-

ney here and there pouring
out dark smoke, and the huge
grey waste-heap of a gold mine
"
smoking

"
in the wind like a

Persian snow-pass.
I have heard South Africa

described as a desert, nothing
but ant - hills and corrugated
iron. That is a sweeping de-

scription, but there is some little

truth in it, and perhaps it is

more true of the approach to

"Jo'burg" than of any other

part of the country.
Nor is the town itself in

any way beautiful. There are
some good streets full of lux-
urious shops, and there are
some large buildings; but
mixed with all this there are,
or were when I was there,
mean houses and huts, many
still of iron; while the roads
off the main streets are muddy
in wet weather, and horribly
windy and dusty when the
weather is dry.

Nevertheless, if one looks out

upon the town, as I did, from
a high window, and sees one

of its frequent black thunder-
storms breaking over the chim-

neys and waste - heaps of its

gold mines, there is something
wild and picturesque about it.

And crossing the railway to

the residential quarter one
comes upon some fine houses,
with gardens full of bright
flowers under a deep-blue sky.
The view from some of the

rocky hills, among which these

houses are built, away over a

deep valley to the far blue

range of the Magaliesberg, is

really beautiful. The last

time I was there, in January,
some of the gardens were de-

licious with masses of violets.

But beauty is not the thing
upon which Johannesburg
prides itself. There is no

denying the fact that it turns
out from its mines a vast

quantity of gold, thirty mil-

lion pounds a-year or more,
and this being the case, it

must, I suppose, be forgiven for

disfiguring the veldt. There
is something fascinating, too,
about the mines themselves.
The roar of their never-resting

machinery gets on the brain,
and they are dusty and squalid
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and generally hideous
; but

they are a wonderful example
of human energy and organ-
isation.

The long rook tunnels, hun-
dreds of feet under-ground, lit

by electric light, the strings of

trucks carrying ore along the

tramways, the gigantic lifts,

the machines which crush great
masses of conglomerate rock as

if they were walnuts, all give
one a wonderful sense of power.
It is interesting, too, to watch
the cakes of grey amalgam in

which the uninitiated eye can
see no traces of gold, gradually

giving birth to lumps of yel-
low sponge; and the yellow

sponge thrown into pots in a

furnace under the floor to

emerge as liquid metal
;
and

the liquid metal turned into

solid gold bricks worth a

couple of thousand pounds a-

piece. All very interesting,
and all making one feel one
would not live that life for

anything in the world.

Yet those who do live it

seem happy enough. They are

certainly well paid. The Eng-
lish miner, I was told, gets on
an average as nearly as pos-
sible a pound a-day about as

much as a colonel commanding
a regiment ;

and the native

labourers, who play their
"
pianos

" and sing and dance

every night in the compounds,
can save enough in a few
months' work to set themselves

up for life as country gentle-
men.

If only the white miners
would be a little more careful

they could save large sums of

money, as some of them do ;

but the majority seem to be

rather reckless. The life under-

ground, and the heat and dust,
and the prevalence of miners'

phthisis, all tend to encourage
the curse of the place drink.

Too many of them, I was told,

return to work on Monday,
after a thirty-six hours' "spree,"
none the better off for the high
pay drawn on Saturday after-

noon, or for the beer and

whisky into which too much of

it has been turned. They are

not far-sighted in other ways
either. No miner, whatever
he has done at home, will

touch unskilled work here.

That is "Kafir's work." So

they never learn their business

from the bottom, and many of

the natives and Chinese, who
do learn it, are becoming
skilled workmen, especially the

Chinese. But the Chinese will

soon be a thing of the past.
These people, about whom so

much trouble was made in

England for party purposes,
were evidently most prosperous
and contented. It was all

mere politics.

There is some pleasant so-

ciety in Johannesburg, and the

kindest of hospitality for a

stranger, and much sport of one
kind and another. One must

go a long way now for good
shooting, but there is some

racing, and some good cricket

and football and tennis. The
climate is variable, very stormy
and windy and dusty at times,

but, as a rule, bright and sunny.
An English policeman whom I

met one day at a street corner,
where I was waiting for a

tram-car, told me with quaint

precision that there were three

hundred and thirty-three cloud-
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less days in the year. I dare-

say he was right. Persia,

which is very like South

Africa in climate, seemed to

me to have three hundred

and fifty.

Few places could be more
unlike Johannesburg than Pre-

toria, thirty miles away. It

was a stormy afternoon when
our train steamed out of Johan-

nesburg station. The sky was

dark, and hail lay all about the

town, two or three inches deep,

making the grey mine -heaps
look very dirty. They are

almost beautiful by moonlight.
The hailstones were in places,

according to the next day's

newspaper,
" as big as a duck's

egg," and had smashed plate-

glass freely.
A mile or two from Johan-

nesburg there was no hail on
the ground, but a very heavy
thunderstorm was rolling away
to the eastward over the veldt,
the black clouds torn perpen-
dicularly by vivid forks of

lightning, and glowing at in-

tervals like a furnace from the
reflection of the sinking sun.

These evening storms are a
common feature of the Johan-

nesburg summer. They roll

off as suddenly as they come.

Long before the train passed
through the circle of fort-

crowned hills which guard
Kruger's old capital the sky
was clear again, and the stars
were beginning to shine.

Pretoria has often been de-

scribed, but, having perhaps
read the descriptions carelessly,
I was surprised to find it at
first sight so English a town.
The shops and signs on the
main street seemed almost all

English. As a matter of fact,

the English population pre-

ponderated in numbers. Go-

ing into the Parliament build-

ings in the fine central square,
I found English officials at

work
;
and crossing over the

square to the Supreme Court

opposite, I might have seen,

though I did not see, an Eng-
lish Chief - Justice presiding,
and English barristers, with-

out wigs, pleading in English.

Driving on to the little jail

where the Reform prisoners
were confined in 1896, I was
let in through the old gateway
by an English warder, who
showed the wretched cell where

they lay for so long. It had
been turned into a store, and
was full of uniforms, clothing,

boots, and other things of the

kind. Almost all the warders
in the jail were English. Of
the men condemned to death

by Kruger's Court, three or

four were then sitting as mem-
bers of the National Conven-
tion at Cape Town discussing
the Union of South Africa.

I rode out a few miles across

the plain, and saw the police

doing their drill. They were
a mixed corps, mostly English,
some Dutch, with English
officers. A finer body of men
you would not easily see. The
minimum height was 5 ft. 9 in.,

and they were mounted on ex-

cellent Australian horses, which
I was told were easier to get
than country breds, and seemed
to take kindly to the stony
kopjes. English horses would
not have stood the ground, but
the Australian, as we have
found in Central Asia, is harder
in the legs and feet. Eng-
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lisliineu and Dutchmen alike

seemed smart and contented.

Certainly Pretoria did not

give one the impression of a

town where the English popu-
lation was being oppressed by
a hostile Boer Government.
Of course Pretoria was not

all English. The Prime Minis-

ter, General Botha, was Dutch,
as were several of the other

Ministers, and Dutchmen were

gradually being introduced into

all branches of the admin-
istration. Possibly, as some

declared, they were being in-

troduced too fast, and with
too little consideration for

Englishmen whose appoint-
ments were being retrenched.

But many Englishmen were
convinced that General Botha
and his following were acting
in a loyal and statesmanlike

spirit, and deserved loyal sup-

port. Certainly the simple
unaffected manner and con-

versation of the Boer leader

impressed one very favour-

ably. I was told that he
had had the courage and

foresight to vote as one of a

very small minority against
the war in which he played
so distinguished a part; and

undoubtedly, in the general
opinion, he stood out as the

man whose moderation and
force of character had made
the reconciliation of the races a

possible thing. If that opinion
was wrong, the consensus in

its favour among the English
leaders was very remarkable.
The Union of South Africa,

forwhich General Botha worked
so well, is now an accomplished
fact, and the British Crown has
shown in a striking manner its

recognition of the importance
of that fact. It cannot be
doubted that the South Afri-

can people will have understood
the significance of the Duke of

Connaught's visit, and seen in

it the clearest proof of the sym-
pathy ^with which the Union
movement was regarded in

Great Britain.

The contrast between the

Pretoria of ten years ago and
the Pretoria I saw was such

as to make one think deeply
on the mutability of human
affairs. Kruger's house was
still there, the low white-

washed house on the old Dutch

road, with the rough white
lions on the stoep, where the

stubborn old President used to

sit smoking and drinking his

coffee. Just opposite was the

little church where he used to

hold forth. But the house was

unoccupied; the room to the

left of the doorway was full

of funeral wreaths
;
and the

crafty indomitable old man
was lying in the cemetery
hard by, under his black tomb,
while the hated flag against
which he fought so long flew

over the capital where he had
collected his guns and hatched
his schemes of conquest. It is

better so, no doubt ; but as one

stands by his grave, and looks

at the heavy powerful face

carved in white marble above

it, one cannot but be touched

by something of admiration
for his stubborn courage, and
of sympathy for the race feel-

ing which grew stronger with
him year after year from the

time when he went out with
his people as a boy in the

Great Trek.
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He did much harm; for he

was the embodiment of the

spirit which made for the dis-

union of South Africa, and
that disunion cost thousands
of good lives, Dutch and Eng-
lish ; but the vacillating policy
of Great Britain was perhaps
as much to blame as he was.

If it had been more steady and

virile, if we had not at times

been obsessed by the doctrines

of the Manchester School, and
afraid o? colonial expansion,
he would never have had the

power, or possibly the inclin-

ation, to do the harm he
did.

It was, I think, singularly
fortunate for Great Britain
and South Africa that during

the early days of the Union
movement our civil and mili-

tary power should have been

represented at Pretoria by two
suoh men as Lord Selborne and
Lord Methuen. The straight-
forward and chivalrous atti-

tude of Lord Methuen to-

wards his old enemies must
have made many of them his

friends, if not ours
;
and Lord

Selborne was surely the model
of what a man in his position
should be, as modest and pa-
tient as he was conscientious

and fearless. We have been
a lucky nation all over the
world

;
but if we have among

us many men of their stamp
to send abroad, we deserve
our good luck.

X. THE SOUTH AFRICAN CLIMATE.

The Union of South Africa
and the racial problem are so

closely connected that one

naturally thinks of them to-

gether: one can hardly do
otherwise

; but there are other
matters which lie deeper.
Perhaps there has been of
late a tendency in South
Africa to expect too much
from the Union of the Colonies.

Thoughtful South Africans

recognise this fully ; but many
people have written and talked
as if Union were of itself a
cure for all the ills to which
flesh is heir. This is natural

enough. South Africa has
suffered so much in one way
or another, and the evils

directly caused by disunion
have been so evident, that men
have been tempted to catch
rather hastily at the hope of
better things. The general

feeling has been,
" We are out

of the wood now. There is a

good time coming."
I believe that this is true,

but it is not certain. Even if

we assume that all the evils

caused by disunion will now
be cured, a very large assump-
tion, the question remains
whether South Africa contains

within herself the elements of

progress and prosperity. This

question is not by any means
an easy one to answer.
The first consideration which

occurs to one when trying to

answer it is the consideration
of climate. It is hardly pos-
sible to exaggerate the import-
ance of climatic conditions in

the case of a people removed
from its natural home, and

trying to establish a new home
in a quarter of the world
hitherto inhabited by a totally
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different race. Perhaps the

Englishman, aooustomed to see

his countrymen travelling and

settling all over the globe,

hardly recognises the full

weight of this consideration.

Though the immediate and

superficial effects of climate
are obvious to all, the deeper
and more enduring effects are

brought about slowly, and are

apt to be overlooked.

It has been said that the

natural tendency of Europe is

to produce the white man, of

America to produce the red

man, of Asia to produce the
brown man and the yellow
man, of Africa to produce the
black man, and that the

tendency of a white race from

Europe settling in one of the

other continents is to revert

to the natural type of that

continent.

The theory lends itself to

ridicule; but it is, after all,

only a picturesque way of

stating an evident fact. The
white man has in some sort

to come to terms with the
climate if he is to make his

permanent home in countries

which nature has allotted to

others. There are countries in

which, so far as can be seen

at present, he cannot come to

terms with the climate. In
the common phrase, used, for

example, by South Africans of

Northern Rhodesia, they are

"not white man's countries."

There are other countries

in which, though nature has
not apparently produced white

men, the white man seems at

once to find a suitable home.
And there are countries which
he seems gradually to make a
suitable home, with more or

less difficulty and trouble. In
the course of the long conflict

there is some give and take,
some adaptation at times on
the part of the race, some

departure, for good or evil,

from the original type.
Climate acts with much deli-

cacy of touch, but it acts

steadily, and not so slowly
after all as might be expected.
No one can help seeing, for

example, that in America, and
even in so young a country
as Australia, there is an in-

clination towards departure
from the original type.

Uncle Sam is not so different

from John Bull as 'Punch'

represents him to be; but, as

Uncle Sam joyfully admits, he

is developing some difference,

and he had begun to do so

before there was in his veins

much admixture of foreign
blood. In his huge country
there is even room for climatic

subdivisions. The American
of South Carolina and the

American of Maine have differ-

entiated, and they have done
so mainly, though not entirely,
on account of climate.

Of course there are many
secondary causes which bring
about striking differences be-

tween peoples of the same race.

For example, the French of

France have ceased to multiply.
The French of Canada multi-

ply with amazing rapidity.
It is difficult to imagine a

greater contrast than that

between the thrifty households

of Eepublican free - thinking
France and the log -cabins of

the Catholic "habitans" of

Eastern Canada, swarming
with beautiful children. Men

laughed when it was prophesied
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long ago that some day there

would be more Englishmen
across the Atlantic than in

England. It seems now, un-

fortunately for Europe, that

some day there may be more
Frenchmen across the Atlantic

than in France. This change
in the qualities or conduct of

the race is of the greatest

moment, for in a sense it is

true that "
le Dieu des batailles

est le Dieu des gros batail-

lons," and it must be

admitted that the change is

due mainly or largely to causes

other than climate.

In considering the future of

South Africa, climate is not,
of course, the only thing to be

regarded. There as elsewhere

the inherited characteristics of

the white people, the resources

of the territory of which they
have become possessed, and
other circumstances, will come
into play. But underlying all

such circumstances in every
part of the world is the ques-
tion of climate; and in the
case of South Africa that

question seems to be of special
moment.
So far as race characteristics

are concerned, South Africa
starts on a sound basis. The
white people come mainly of
two excellent and nearly allied

stocks. There is no evident

reason, from that point of view,
why they should not develop
as successfully as, for example,
the people of Canada are de-

veloping.

Again, the territory of South
Africa is of immense extent,
and if not as rich as Canada
from an agricultural point of

view, is nevertheless full of
varied resources. In other re-

spects, too, she is on the

whole favoured by fortune.

But she has not been en-

dowed by nature with a

Canadian climate; and the

real question is whether the

climate which nature has

given her is one which fits

her to become " a white man's

country
"

in the truest sense

of the phrase.
This question does not seem

to me one which can be an-

swered with absolute con-

fidence. As in the Southern
States of the American Union,
the climate is certainly not

such as to sterilise a white
race. On the contrary, South

Africa, like Virginia and her

Southern sisters, breeds a sin-

gularly fine race of white men,
and, so far, the race is one
which seems, when nature is

given fair play, to be remark-

ably prolific. The climate is

certainly a very pleasant one.

It makes men want to be in

the open air and lead an out-

door life. The farms are in-

creasing rapidly in number,
and even among the English,
who are mostly town dwell-

ers, there is a considerable

tendency to get back to the

land.

But whether the climate of

South Africa tends to de-

velop or maintain the keen-
ness and progressive energy
of the white man is not so

clear. South Africans, while

generally praising it for its

brightness and exhilarating
qualities, complain that the
heat in summer is very try-

ing; and it is possible, as
some declare, that the general
effect of the climate though,
of course, it varies consider-
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ably in different parts of the

country may be to produce
a certain languor of body
and mind.
The South African seems

in many respects particularly

energetic. Considering, for ex-

ample, the smallness of the

white population, it is aston-

ishing to see how high is the

level of efficiency in physical

sports. The South African

football-player is as good as,

if not better than, any other

in the world. The South
African cricketer has taught
our English players some

striking lessons. An English
South African, himself an
" international

"
player, told

me not long ago that, in his

opinion, the effect of the

climate of the pure light,
and exhilarating air was very

frequently to turn a second-

rate English cricketer into a

first-class one. I think he in-

stanced that formidable bat

Nourse, formerly a British

soldier, who has I see lately
made 200 not out against
South Australia. The number
and general efficiency of the

South African tennis -
players

has lately surprised their

English visitors. Although the

bicycle is rapidly displacing
the horse on the veldt, the

South African has been and
is a good horseman, and a

mighty hunter of big game
only too efficient. It makes
one's heart sore to think
what he has done with the

Africa of Oswell and Selous.

No one can say that he is

not physically a fine speci-
men of white manhood ;

and
it is difficult to persuade
oneself that there can be

much the matter with his

climate.

At the same time there is

perhaps a certain tendency to

indolence, a want of the un-

resting keenness which char-
acterises the most progressive
peoples. Many South African

farmers, for example, seem con-
tent to breed enough cattle

and sheep and grow enough
"mealies" to maintain them-
selves and their numerous

progeny. They want nothing
more. There is no divine
discontent about them. Ride
round from farm to farm in

the Transvaal, and as often
as not you will find the
owner smoking, perhaps with
two or three tall sons about

him, on the "
stoep

"
of a

house which is bare of all

ornament a mere cabin of

mud or corrugated iron, with-
out a garden or a flower.

Very likely you will notice

that the mealie crop looks

neglected, or the farmer will

point it out to you ;
and he

will complain that he can-
not get any labour that is

to say, black labour. People
will say, "Oh, you mean the
Dutch farmer. Of course he
is lazy ;

but that is because
he is Dutch." Is it? There
are no doubt many keen and

energetic men among the Brit-

ish farmers, doing everything
that can be done to improve
the soil living in good houses
with beautiful gardens, and

making a fine income. So
there are among the Dutch.
The most beautiful farmhouse
and garden I saw in South
Africa belonged to a Dutch

family. But in both cases

are these not the exception
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rather than the rule? Is not

the effect of the olimate on

Englishmen and Dutchmen
alike to make their energy
rather spasmodic, and induce

long periods of repose ? So
some people say. Colquhoun,
who regards the olimate as

"both delightful and health-

ful to the white man," yet
remarks that " there is a

spirit of inertia in the

land a lotus-eating tendency
not confined to any race or

region. Nothing more antag-
onistic to the American spirit
of keenness and hurry can be

imagined; and the Australian

or Canadian who models him-
self on the American type
and wants to ' hustle

'

the

Africander is intensely dis-

liked."

Some say that the apparent
indolence of the South African
farmer is not due to want of

keenness, but to the enormous
difficulties with which he has
had to contend. After genera-
tions of strugglewith locusts and

rinderpest and other scourges of

the country, he has seen that it

is hopeless, and has given up,
content for the future if he
can manage to live in moderate
comfort and peace.

Others will tell you that
the conditions of life in South
Africa were originally so easy,
the climate so genial, land so

plentiful, hard toil so un-

necessary, that the farmer got
into the way of not over-

working himself, and finds it

difficult to adapt himself to

existing circumstances.
Where the truth lies I am

not competent to judge; but,
whatever the cause, there does

seem to be a tendency in the

South African at present to

"take things easy," to let

well or ill alone. Coupled with
other qualities, a certain

dignity and reserve and court-

esy of manner, it makes the

South African character a very
attractive one to the stranger ;

but it is rather a dangerous
tendency. Against it many
South Africans are fighting
hard. The Union movement
itself is the best proof of the

fact. But the tendency does

seem to exist. To it more than
to anything else some South
Africans attribute the slow ad-

vance hitherto made by their

country, the excessive dearness

of living which prevents white

immigration, and other evils.

Perhaps, therefore, one real

difficulty with which South
Africa has to contend in the

future is that her climate,

though it is pleasant and
breeds a fine race of white

men, is not one in which the

white man feels impelled to

eager and constant work. It

is hard to understand why
this should be so, if it is so.

During a summer spent in

South Africa I never had a

disagreeably hot day ; and

everywhere I saw men walking
about, in the heat of the after-

noon, in caps and small hats.

Personally, like Colquhoun, I

thought the climate delightful.
But I constantly heard English-
men saying that it made them
feel "slack," and that I should

change my mind if I remained
a year or two longer. It may
be that the climate is not

altogether that of a " white
man's country."
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XI. THE NATIVE QUESTION: AN ABISTOCKACY OF COLOUR.

If the question of climate is

a matter of great importance
to the future of South Africa,
there is a connected question
which perhaps is of greater
importance still the " native

question
"

; and in the words of

a distinguished South African,
Sir Percival Lawrence, "that

question is not going to be
settled by any Convention or

Constitution."

Granted that the climate of

South Africa is such as to

admit of South Africa becom-

ing in the truest sense a white
man's country, will it ever do
so? Shall we see a great
white nation arise in that vast

stretch of territory, half as

large as Europe, now sparsely
inhabited by a million of white
men and four or five million

natives? Or will the white race

fail to establish itself on a solid

basis, and South Africa remain
what she is now, rather a pos-
session than a colony, a black
man's country ruled by a white

aristocracy ? Many South
Africans believe, or hope, that

in the distant future there may
be scores of millions of white
men between Cape Town and
the Zambesi. There is ample
room for them. Many others

believe that the bulk of the

population will always be black.

This is the view taken by Bryce
and Colquhoun, neither of whom
regards South Africa as ever

likely to become a white man's

country. Time alone can de-

oide which view is the right
one.

Sometimes it is a little diffi-

cult to take the black man
seriously. When one sees him
in the shafts of a riksha,

prancing and neighing like a
war horse, his head decorated
with a pair of bull's horns
and tufts of coloured wool,
and his black legs painted in

a delicate white pattern, to

imitate a lady's open-work
stockings, one is inclined to

laugh at him and his antics,
and to look upon him as a
mere child. So he is, but he
is a child with the passions
and the physical powers of a

man. He is the great problem
of South Africa.

The white population now is

in a small minority, less than
one to four, as compared with
the black and " coloured

"
popu-

lation;
1 and the black man

increases in numbers faster

than the white. Regarded
merely from the point of view
of order and security these

facts are sufficiently striking.
But there is much more in the

question than this.

The Union of the Colonies,
and the organisation under a

proper military system of the

fine fighting material which

they contain, will settle once

for all any fear about future
" Kafir wars." The white man
in South Africa is now amply
strong enough to take care of

himself against the black with-

1 In South Africa the term "coloured" is not usually, though it is sometimes,

applied as in America to the pure-blooded negro.
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out Imperial aid. Unless the

black comes to outnumber the

white to a vastly greater ex-

tent than he does now, there

can never be a doubt as to the

result of any hostilities between

Kafir tribes and the combined
forces of the British and Dutch
Africanders. Some authorities

hold that the day of Kafir wars
is at an end ; that the lessons

inflicted in the past, and the

gradual change which has come
over the great tribes, have laid

that spectre for ever. Others

say that the danger is by no
means over ; that the ill-advised

treatment of the natives by
politicians and missionaries,

notably of late by the American

negro missionaries, is stirring

up a very unpleasant feeling

among the black population.
However this may be, the
forces of South Africa are no
doubt capable of maintaining
order.

But that is only a secondary
and comparatively unimportant
part of the question. When
the policing of the country has
been secured the real problem
remains to be faced. It is

unnecessary to complicate
matters by considering separ-
ately the position of the
"coloured" man. This, too, is

a serious question in itself, but
the native question is the real

problem and practically in-

cludes the other. It is one of

extreme
difficulty. In South

Africa "two societies are estab-
lished side by side, the smaller
drawn from the most advanced
races, and the larger from the
most backward ones in the
scale of human development."
Those races can never mix

and become one as Dutch and
British may mix and become
one. If they were to do so the

higher would be swamped by
the lower, and South Africa
would be ruined for all time.

But the thing can never be.

In South Africa, as elsewhere,
the white race would shrink

from such an idea with horror.

In these circumstances in-

numerable suggestions have
been made, for the problem
is one which faces the South
African at every turn. Per-

haps, as the circumstances in

South Africa are altogether

exceptional, the best way of

considering it is to let that

very able paper, 'The State,'

explain the situation from a
South African point of view :

"Theorists on the native problem
may be divided into two schools.

"Firstly, there are those who be-

lieve that the native cannot absorb
Western ideas, and therefore must
progress along lines of his own, de-

veloping a language and a political

system which are suited to the con-

ceptions of Government and Society
of which he is capable. According
to their theory the great bulk of the
natives in the future will live in re-

serves, with their own artisans, en-

gineers, doctors, officials, merchants,
and other classes of the social hier-

archy, according to the measures of

their progress. In these reserves few
white men mostly representatives
of the white paramount power, like

magistrates will be allowed to re-

side. They will be given over en-

tirely to the development of Native

States, subject to the general super-
vision of the white man. The white

races, on the other hand, will live

upon the high veldt and in the
southern portion of the continent,

employing a certain number of native
labourers who come out from the re-

serves for a time to work, but depend-
ing to a larger extent than they do

to-day on white labour. Natives will
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not be allowed to acquire property
or a domicile in the white man's

country.

"Secondly, there are those who
believe that with time and educa-
tion the native can be trained to

take his place as a fellow-citizen of

the white man, that he will leave
his own reserves in ever-increasing
numbers and come to live among the

white men, and that the white popula-
tion itself will never be able to do
without a large and constant supply
of coloured labour. They look for-

ward ultimately to the complete pol-
itical and economic intermingling of

the two races.

"These are the extreme views, and
there are many intermediate counsels.

There are also many other factors to

be considered, notably the relative

rate of increase in the white and the

black populations. But it is possible
to class each of the multitudes of

solutions of the native problem
either as being designed to maintain
a separation between the two races,
or to level up the lower race to

the higher."

'The State' does not pre-
tend to decide upon the re-

spective merits of these two

policies, of assimilation and

segregation ;
but it holds that

" the people of South Africa
"

will have to make up their

minds on the subject event-

ually.
Meanwhile it is interesting

to inquire how far these

opposite schools have applied
their views in practice, and
what has been the result. It

appears on inquiry that before

the union of South Africa the

matter had been regarded in

totally different lights, accord-

ing to local circumstances. In

Cape Colony, where the dispro-

portion between the white and
black races was not so great as

in some other parts, the policy

adopted had been that of

assimilation. All special laws

applicable to the natives alone

were being as far as possible
eliminated

; large sums were

being spent on native educa-
tion ; and the native had the

franchise on the same terms
as the white man. The chief

legal distinction left between
the white man and the native
was that there were special
laws to protect the native
from his passion for strong
drink.

In Natal, where the white
man was to the black man as

one to ten, the policy was

totally different. There was
no attempt at assimilation.

There was a special body of

law for natives, reduced to

statutory form, which differed

widely from the law applicable
to white men

;
the British Gov-

ernor was "
Supreme Chief

"

over all natives
; comparatively

little was spent on native edu-

cation
;
and the franchise was

practically not granted. The
white man could not afford to

run any risks.

In the Transvaal and the

Orange River Colony, the
former Dutch republics, though
the natives were on the aggre-

gate fewer in proportion to

white men than in Cape Colony,
they were treated more string-

ently than in Natal. They
were not allowed to hold land

;

there was small expenditure
on native education; and the

franchise was limited to white
men. The principle was that

enunciated by the old Repub-
lican Assembly, "The people
will not tolerate equality be-

tween coloured and white in-

habitants either in Church or

State. . ."
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In the British Protectorates,

separate from the Colonies, a

special system of administra-

tion was in force, a patriarchal

system which aimed at treating
the natives rather as a bene-

ficent native chief would treat

them.

But, underlying all these

systems and theories for the

treatment of the native in the

future, what are the actual

conditions which have evolved

themselves ? What are the

relations between the white
man and the black ? And
what has been the effect on

the white man himself?

The question is answered

by a South African writer in

these words :
" Caste has suc-

ceeded slavery." And the re-

sults of the former system are

very serious to the white man
as well as to the black. I

think I cannot do better than

quote the argument as set out

by this writer :

" It is true that the great reform
of 1834 (the abolition of slavery)
purported to leave no distinction

between the social and civil status
of the two races. But it did not,
and could not possibly, abolish the
barriers of race which forbade the
two to unite as one nation and
society. As a matter of fact, the
whole province of human activity
was divided into two departments.
To the higher was reserved every
kind of work demanding the exercise
of intelligence in any appreciable
degree ; and to the lower was
ascribed the labour which demands
mere physical force. An industrial
wall or partition was raised be-
tween the races. A native of excep-
tional parts, -who aspires to become
a clerk or a skilled artisan, is looked
on as invading the white man's
domain, and the white man who
acquiesces in purely physical labour
is

thought to debase himself to the
level of the native. . . . The caste

theory takes no account of the fact

that a certain proportion of whites
are born without the capacity to hold

their own in the sphere of skilled

labour. In Europe and America
such men can earn their living by
rough manual toil, but the caste

system finds no appropriate place
for them.

" South Africa presents the strange
and ominous spectacle of a country
urgently in need of a population to

fill it, and yet rapidly breeding a

race of paupers on its own soil."

The picture is not overdrawn,
far from it. The thing which
strikes a traveller in South
Africa most forcibly is the

attitude taken up by the white
man in this respect. Manual
labour of every kind is

" Kafir's

work," and he will not touch

it. This may perhaps be

partly the result of climate,
but not wholly or mainly. An
Englishman who has never left

England can hardly imagine
the lengths to which the prin-

ciple is carried. I am told by
friends in South Africa that if

they import English grooms
for their stables the experi-
ment is rarely successful.

After a short time the men
become infected with the local

feeling, and say that they can-

not groom the horses any more :

"
grooming horses is Kafir's

work." So it goes on. Your
window is blown to by the

wind and broken. Send word
that you want it mended and
watch what happens. If any
notice is taken of your first

request, which is doubtful, you
will probably see in the course

of the next few days a native

arrive carrying the necessary
materials. When he has been

sitting in front of your house
for some time a white man will

appear on a bicycle. Then the
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white man will sit in a chair

and smoke, while the native

mends the window.
So it is with everything.

Sooner than do Kafir's work
or accept a Kafir's wage, the

white man will be content to

do nothing, and live on charity.
As the above-mentioned writer

puts it :
" He prefers what

he imagines to be honourable

indigence to degrading toil."

I have heard of cases in which
a white family has actually
lived on the charity of Kafirs

rather than do Kafir's work.
In the Southern States of the

American Union slavery pro-
duced what the negroes used
to call "

po' white trash," and
in South Africa the so-called

"caste system" is doing the

same.
The book from which I have

quoted
1
goes on to show how

the white Africander's attitude

in this respect tends to ex-

clude him from skilled labour

also
;

" for physical labour is

the school in which are learned

the habits of industry and the

rudiments of skill required by
the trained craftsman. The
result is that the majority
of artisans required in South
Africa have to be imported
from oversea."

And the intelligent native,
who will begin at the bottom
and learn his business, is rising
into the position of a skilled

workman, and going over the
head of the white man, who
will not.

"
Gradually the truth begins

to assert itself that the effects

of a caste system are almost as

pernicious as those of slavery,

though the operation of the

poison is more insidious and
slow. No society which is not
based on physical toil can long
maintain its vigour ;

and one

society cannot subsist for long
upon the labour of another
without developing the pro-

perties of a fungus."
The white man will not

work himself and he will not

let others work. If white
labourers are imported they
are infected in a few months,
and "

expect to be treated

not as labourers but as over-

seers, and to be paid as

such."

"The practical outcome of

the position is that South
African employers are com-

pelled to fall back upon the

coloured labour of the country,
and only such industries can be
founded as are payable on this

basis."

Take the case of agriculture.
The white immigrant is soon

taught the one great lesson

that he must not do Kafir's

work. He never learns his

business properly, and his farm
fails.

Then the landowner finds it

pays him better to farm his

land out to Kafirs. " In this

way vast tracts in the Trans-

vaal and Natal, which were

originally divided into farms
for white colonisation, are being

brought under black settle-

ment." And a white popula-
tion is not established on the

land.

A great deal more might be

written on this subject, what

Colquhoun calls the Black

Cloud, which is really the

The Government of South Africa, vol. i.
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fundamental difficulty South
Africa has to face and settle.

It would almost seem as if a

ourse were upon the white man
who tries te make his home
in a country occupied by the

black. He can subdue the

black man, easily enough per-

haps ;
bub then his real trouble

begins. Beaten and subdued,
the black man unconsciously

avenges himself by weaving
about his white master toils

which the white man seems
unable to break.

Yet, unless those toils be

broken, South Africa cannot

prosper or at all events can
never become a real " white
man's country," with a great
population of white men. She
will be at best a nation of

black men, with a compar-
atively small number of white
rulers and overseers an aris-

tocracy of colour.

It is a most difficult prob-
lem. Although the Bushman
and the Hottentot have almost

disappeared, the Kafirs are too

numerous and virile to follow
their example. The solution
of the black question has not
been found even in America,
nor does it seem likely to be

found, though the problem is

presented there under much
easier conditions. Whether it

will be found in South Africa
time alone can tell.

It will be interesting to
watch the result in the com-
ing years, when South African
statesmen can devote their

energies to the question, but
they will have a long and
troublesome task before them.

Great Britain will certainly
look on with sympathy, and
may be able to give some help.

She is not free from respon-

sibility in the matter. It is

earnestly to be hoped that she

will not let her strong and

generous feelings towards the

black races lead her into the

course of action which has
done so much in the past to

complicate the position.
The American " abolitionist

"

was not always fair to his

brethren in the Southern
States. His generous feeling
towards the negro carried him

away, and led him into acts

which I think are now gener-

ally regarded by Americans as

mistaken. So with us. Our

people are not always fair to

their brethren outside Eng-
land. Some of us seem to

see in them only narrow-
minded oppressors brutally ill-

treating the "
nigger." But

the responsible white man who
has to live with and manage
the black population is of a

wholly different type.
When the South African sets

seriously to work to solve the

great difficulty before him, it

will be well for the British

public to abstain from hasty
interference or criticism. It is

possible, though American ex-

perience does not point that

way, that some measure of
"
segregation

"
may be found

practicable. The application
of that principle, if practic-

able, does not necessarily mean
injustice or hardship to the

native, but perhaps the very
contrary. The maintenance on
a large scale of protected na-

tive states and native reserves

may be agreeable to the native

himself. I have long believed

that in India it might have
been better for all concerned
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if we had left the population
to a much larger extent under
their native rulers, subject of

course to the over-lordship of

Great Britain. They would
have been more contented, and
much more easy to manage.
It is doubtful whether we
were wise in pressing upon
them our own methods of

administration, on the ground
that " sua si bona norint

"
they

would see its advantages. But
of course there is little in com-
mon between natives of India,
with their ancient civilisation,
and the uncivilised Kafir.

In any case, it is primarily
for the responsible South Afri-

can statesman to solve the

problem upon which the pro-

sperity of his country depends,
and he can be trusted to do
it. For example, he can be
trusted to see he does see

that the exclusion of the native,
in favour of the white, from all

openings for labour in " white "

territory would be at present
both unjust and impracticable.
We have some responsibil-

ity too, both because we have

given certain assurances to

the native and for other

reasons, especially perhaps be-

cause South Africa is a great

strategic position essential to

the Empire, a fundamental
fact which must never be

forgotten. But this being
understood, the less "Down-
ing Street" or the British

public interfere with the

South African in his treat-

ment of the question the

better for him and ourselves,
and probably for the native

too. As Lord Milner has said,

"Nothing could be worse in

principle, or more unfortunate

in its results, than to attempt
to influence the solution of it,

even in a right direction, by
external pressure." And Lord
Milner is not often wrong.

In touching upon the Native

question I have said nothing
about a connected question
which must always be of

special interest to any one
who has served in India

namely, the position of British

Indians. It makes one indig-
nant to think of an Indian

emigrant, possibly a man who
has done faithful service to

the British Government in

India, being harshly treated

in any part of the British

Empire on account of his

birth. In South Africa there

are more than a hundred
thousand men of Indian de-

scent, and they have griev-
ances. But our statesmen,
both in South Africa and
in England, have shown that

they are alive to the import-
ance of this question ; and
before long the conflicting
claims of the Indian and the

white man will no doubt be
settled with justice to both.

Hereafter, if ever the scheme
for an Imperial Council takes

practical shape, which, please

God, it will do in spite of all

the great difficulties involved,
one of the most important mat-
ters with which such a body
will have to deal will be the

general question of the relations

between white and coloured

races throughout the Empire.

(To be continued.)
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THE TWYMANS.

BY HENRY NEWBOLT.

CHAPTER VIII.

PERCFVAL of course knew

nothing, suspected nothing, of

the discussion between his

elders. But in any case it

would not have troubled him
for a moment. He had no
more apprehension of the

future than a horse may be

supposed to have of the ob-

stacles over which the hunt is

to be followed : he goes to the

meet with springy paces and
a vague feeling that this is a

good day, which may be better

still before it ends for the rest

he has a well-bred confidence
in the hands that are to guide
him. So the entry into school

life, uncomfortable and even

alarming as it is to many
stronger boys, seemed a nat-
ural affair to Percival, to be
faced with the wary exhilara-
tion proper to all kinds of

competition. His heart did
not sink even at the parting
from his mother. She had
travelled with him herself, two
days before the term was to

begin, and when the moment
came for her to leave him alone

among that alien company it

was he who played the san-

guine and consoling part; a

duckling born for the pond, he
seemed to her astonishment,
rather than the simple chicken
she had always thought him.
"He has a courage like his

father's," she wrote to her

friends. "Like her o\vn," com-
mented Mr Mundy warmly ;

" a

woman of less spirit would
have been crying over the dis-

covery that she was no longer

indispensable."

Casterby was in many ways
unlike the private schools of

to-day, with their curriculum
and compulsory games ar-

ranged in elaborate imitation

of the public schools for which

they are preparatory. At one
of those, Percival, for all his

innocent goodwill, would have
found himself much more

puzzled, much less able to

perceive an inherent fitness

even in things new to him.

The naturalness of Casterby
was due to the fact of its

evolution; for it was not a

ready-made thing of yesterday,
nor an imitation of something
else. King Edward the Sixth

founded it as a Grammar
School, with Upper and Lower
Divisions, providing education

of two different grades but
without distinction of social

classes
; by the middle of the

nineteenth century it had be-

come merely a school for the

boys of Casterby tradesmen
and farmers, among whom
might be found from time to

time a few younger sons of the

neighbouring squires. It was
in this small section that the
Reverend Ambrose Tanner saw

Copyright, 1910, by Henry Newbolt, in the U.S.A.
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his opportunity, when he re-

turned to his old school as

Headmaster, after a brilliant

but disabling career at Cam-
bridge. He boldly handed over
to the Lower Master the whole
list of plebeian scholars, and

developed the Upper Division

into a separate school for the
sons of gentlemen, of whom in

a very short time he had some

thirty under his own roof.

There, in a dormitory whose
windows looked towards Cas-

terby Church, Peroival slept
his first night away from home,
and woke to see the clock on
the west side of the great
tower, which had been gleam-
ing in moonlight only a mo-
ment before, now marking
half-past six on a hard white

January morning.
That day his mother left

him, and the School returned.

The evening passed in noisy
tumultuous talk, of which

hardly one word in a thousand
seemed to concern Percival.

He sailed discreetly along
under the lee of the three

Tanner boys, who had already
given him much useful inform-

ation, and found the water

quite as smooth as he could
have hoped. But as he lay
once more in his narrow bed
beneath the window and once
more looked drowsily at the
moonlit clock, his own name
leapt suddenly at him out of

a conversation.

"Then what about young
Twyrnan ?

" asked one low
voice in the darkness.

" Oh ! he's no weight at all,"

replied the other. " Better put
him at the bottom and let him

fight his way up."
"No," said the first, "that

won't do; he's going to work
with old Ambrose, and he can't

have black eyes every week.

Besides, I tell you he's quick
I saw him running with Brosy
Tanner."
"All right," replied the

second voice more drowsily.
" We'll try him with young
Williams. Williams will lick

him, but it'll do him good."
Peroival's heart was leaping

like a kangaroo. He felt cold-

blooded brutality breathing
close to him for the first time
in his life, and instinct woke
his nerves with animal terror.

But another and a stronger
instinct turned him from all

thought of escape ;
he panted

with a fierce desire to prove
himself better than his repute.
He did not know "young
Williams "

by sight : he pic-
tured him as a massive and

experienced fighter, but he

longed ardently to meet him,
and wasted the first hour of

the night in highly fanciful

anticipations of the trial by
battle. He would have been
astonished if any one had

objected that the champions
had nothing to fight about.

CHAPTER IX.

The peculiarities which dis- day. The School, a sixteenth-

tinguished Casterby from more century hall of grey stone,

places ofmodern places of education
were further illustrated next

divided into two large rooms
for the Upper and Lower
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Divisions, stood opposite to the

north door of the church, and

only a furlong from Mr Tanner's

house. Every morning at three

minutes to nine the Headmaster
left his private door and took

the road, accompanied in very

orderly fashion by a bodyguard
of the elder of his pupils, the

procession being closed by Mr
Slingsby, the usher, with a

straggler or two. The main

part of the Upper Division was

already ahead, skirmishing in

the school -yard and greeting
the half-dozen day-boys who
came in from the country round
about.

To-day Percy was favoured
with a command to accompany
the Chief himself. He was

pleased, for he already felt

much liking for this little man
with the big head and ceaseless

activity of mind, of whom every
one else seemed to stand so

much in awe. Certainly to the
new boy he was reassuringly
kind. "Twyman," he said as

they came in sight of the school,
" I wonder if you'll be as good
a pupil as your father was.
Ah ! he was a sharp fellow
one of the sharpest I ever

taught."
The boy's ear was not pleased

with the word "
sharp," but he

understood. He perceived that
the sensible, unaffected voice
had something more than

geniality in it a faint tone
of genuine regret. Through
the four years which followed,
through all the terrors which
he endured from this strange
man's volcanic temper, Percy
never revolted against him,
never doubted that he was his
father's friend and his own.

But in many of his new com-

panions he saw that the Head-
master inspired a kind of panic.
The moment the approach of

the autocrat was spied by the

watchers on the low school-

yard wall, it was announced
with the cry of "Nix! Nix!"
and before Nix himself could

enter the building with his

bodyguard every other boy
was in his place and ready to

begin work.
To any one better acquainted

with schools the scene would
have appeared an amazingly
old-fashioned one : to Percy it

presented itself as merely a

larger copy of the interior of a

dame school which he had once

attended. The room was filled

with long desks and benches,
warmed by a large stove, lit

by high mullioned windows : at

one end in a commanding posi-
tion sat Nix himself, enthroned

at a larger desk with a semi-

circle of seats around it, upon
which class after class in turn

took their places for judgment
and execution. For in case of

need the two processes were
simultaneous : where the frown
of this fiery dominie fell there

also upon the instant rose and
fell the cane which lay always
at his right hand, and the

weapon being a long one, as

often as not two victims

smarted where only one had
offended. Nor was this the

limit of Mr Tanner's capacity.

Throughout that large room,
where forty boys were working
or idling like groups of bees

and drones in a single hive,
Nix's eye was upon every
individual, his ear open to

every sound, his attention
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miraculously awake to every

sign of diligence or slackness.

He seemed to be at the same
time overseeing all and work-

ing with each ; and by an un-

expected approach and the

play of a strong right arm he
would untiringly check or

stimulate their various activi-

ties. Percy was at first sick

with terror at the noise and

fury of the discipline he wit-

nessed
; but it was impossible

to feel lethargic when a out or

a flogging might resound in

any part of the school at any
moment. Never again, in any
state of pupilage, did his mental

digestion work with such ra-

pidity or regularity. It would

appear that what the young
appetite needs is not seduction

or oompulsion, but an exhilarat-

ing atmosphere, and possibly
modern theories overlook the

bracing qualities of a little

pain in the air.

It was at a later time that

Percy thought about such

matters : on this first morning
all went smoothly enough.
He was set to work in a

small scholarship class with

only two companions one a

fair - haired and pugnacious
Highlander named M'Kay, the

other the Head's youngest
and most promising son

Roger. In spite of Nix and
all his terrors they contrived

to teach him several new ways
of passing the time, and be-

tween these and his work he

thoroughly enjoyed himself till

one o'clock, when the author-

ities departed as they had
come.

This time, however, the

bodyguard was diminished :

three of the biggest the
cocks of the school waited
with an excited crowd of the

rank and file just inside the

gate until Nix and his staff

disappeared round the curve
of the road. Under the

churchyard wall opposite, as

they well knew, was hiding
a similar little crowd of the

rough boys of the town, armed
with snowballs, squeezed and
rounded and squeezed again
into lumps of ice. A mo-
ment to prepare the like, and
with a yell the School charged
through the gate.

" Town
cads ! town cads 1

"
they cried,

and received a blinding volley
delivered with the hated war-

cry of " Yah 1 yah ! Tannery
boys !

"
Percy found himself

standing in the middle of the

road, breathlessly clearing his

left eye from a cold hard
cake of snow. The ready
ammunition on both sides

was exhausted, and a parley
was going on between Stewart,
the Tannery champion, and a

youth with the figure and
head - dress of a eoal - carter,
who led the town. "Quarter-
past two at this gate," shouted
Stewart in conclusion, and

Percy trotted off with the
rest to dinner, blinking pain-

fully but full of valour.

The day, being the first of

the term, was a half holiday,
and by two o'clock warlike

preparations had begun again.

Percy, under Roger's stolid

instructions, crammed his side-

pockets with snow -pellets of

the size of tennis-balls and
the consistency of turnips.
The march up the road was
a thrilling experience.:' There
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by the churchyard wall were
the enemy, true to time.

Battle was joined fiercely : the

air was once more thick with

missiles and loud with shouts,

amongst which was to be

heard the slushy slap of

snowballs against stone walls

or tightly buttoned coats.

Then suddenly the more ven-

turesome skirmishers in front

were driven in, and Percy
found himself standing, half

sheltered by the great Stewart,
in the thick of a sharp fight.
The rally was successful : a

forward rush followed, and
then again the advanced guard
gave way and came back at

a gallop.
"What are you running

away for ?
"

cried Percy in-

dignantly, as the ebb-tide bare
him back with it.

He was heard only too

clearly.
" Who are you talking to,

you new boy?" cried one.

"I say, you fellows, here's a

big man wants to stay in

front : come on 1

"

Two of them took Percy by
the arms, ran him into the
forefront of the battle and
pushed him a yard farther.

For an instant he was all

defiance as he stood there alone
and fired his two shots at
the enemy : then the stalwart

figure of Jakes the coal-heaver
moved irresistibly towards him
and his heart stopped. An-
other instant, and he was
running, running for sheer
blind terror, as he had never
run in his life before.

"Hullo, young Twyman, are

you going home ?
"

It was the
voice of Brosy Tanner, who

was not much of a hero, and

preferred the rear himself.

Percy was silent sick with
relief and shame. "Never
mind," said Brosy, "it was

quite time to scoot : Jakes
would have rubbed your face

if he'd caught you."

They went forward again
and found the battle in a

fresh phase. Both sides, being
for the time out of breath

and ammunition, had ceased

firing, and only the two

champions, Stewart and Jakes,
remained facing one another
at short range. Stewart fired

first, and hulled his opponent
an ineffectual blow. Jakes

replied with a feint, discharg-

ing his two shots in such

rapid succession that there

was no evading both the
second struck full on Stewart's
chin. But that hero only
shook his head and threw

up his hand for the final

shot. Jakes turned away, to

take advantage of the great
flap of his headgear, but as

he did so he instinctively
ducked his head, and Stewart's
ball got home in the back of

his neck, lifting the cap and

driving it off in front. A
yell went up from the
School as they saw their great
enemy bareheaded ; but he
knew when he was beaten,
and before their volley could
reach him he was gone with
all his company.
A wild chase [followed : up

the narrow street, out into the
wide market square, up the

slope beyond, and out again
into the by-streets the scatter-

ing fugitives were driven, till

the last stand was broken, and
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Jakes was left alone, penned
in the angle of a wall, but
still fighting. Soon he had
used what snow was at his

feet, and stood helpless. The
victors hesitated for a moment,
till Charlie Whittlesey, the

quickest boxer in the school,
dashed in and brought him to

the ground. Gripped by a
dozen enemies at once, Jakes
submitted in stoic silence to

the rough but not very deadly
penalty of having his face well

rubbed with snow. But when

Percy, fierce with triumph,
came forward with a handful
to take his turn, the victim's

sense of fairness revolted.
" Look 'ere," he said,

" what's

yon cock - sparrow got to do
with it ?

"

Stewart was of the same
mind. " Stand off, young
Twyman," he said ;

"
you

weren't so keen when Jakes
was after you."
The tone was not unkind,

but the rebuke was one of the

bitterest Percy ever had to

bear. In the silent court-

martial which he held upon
himself that night, the miser-

able prisoner was almost par-
doned for running before a

vastly superior force : what
the court could not forgive him
was the inexplicable fact that

he had fallen below even
Jakes's standard of chivalry.

CHAPTER X.

As the hard northern winter
melted slowly into spring, the

life of Casterby School pushed
forth and blossomed into a

wilderness of childish games,
crimes, terrors, and joys. How
unlike to the trim borders and

sanitary well -gravelled paths
of to - day ! In after years,

remembering those informal

lessons, those casual and obso-

lete pastimes, and comparing
them with the stereotyped and
standardised patterns which
have superseded them, Percy
felt a kind of secret shame
that the demigods of his own
youth should have been so

blind to the dignity of boyhood.
That a rage for tops, a rage
for marbles, a rage for kites,

should have gone every year
through the School like a suc-

cession of epidemics, that one
hero should have excelled at

rounders and another at pri-
soner's base, that he himself

should have been great with
tin pistols and surreptitious

gunpowder ! These amuse-
ments would hardly bear

thinking of : but when memory
took him outside the school

playground there was a green

holiday world to which he
could always go back without
embarrassment. Perhaps to a

more travelled eye that wide

lonely landscape of the high
wolds would have seemed less

beautiful, or hardly beautiful

at all. To Percy, with only
ten years behind him, and the

smoke of great towns hanging
closely over all the fields of his

experience, it was just the wide

high loneliness that made the

joy of it. For four years his

feet wandered that country
with a delight as fresh as
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morning : and after forty more
had gone by the recollection

of it still lay upon his imagina-
tion like an enchantment.

It is probable that many of

his schoolfellows were possessed

by similar memories, for the

natural heart of boyhood cares

little for the picturesque but

much for the romantic. The
wolds are not very pictur-

esque, but they are suffi-

ciently romantic. They have
their moments, and the mo-

ments, when they come, are

filled not only with beauty but
with surprise. The pursuits
which led Percy and his com-

panions to roam were not of

the poetic kind it was merely
the custom of the place to go
bathing, bird -

nesting, cata-

pulting, and trespassing gen-
erally, when a more orderly
regime would have prescribed

compulsory cricket. But even
a dull boy cannot be afield the
whole summer through with-
out overhearing now and then
some whisper of the secrets
that haunt an English country-
side, andPercy,withoutknowing
it, was always on the look-out
for secrets. Moreover, though
they came to him fitfully and
through a bewildering haze,

they came always with a feel-

ing of unquestionable truth
and naturalness, so strong a

feeling that he often seemed to
himself to be not learning at

all, but rediscovering something
that he had unaccountably for-

gotten.
To give a coherent account

of these rediscoveries, or to

place them in any order, would
be as impossible as to map
out the fog-drift through which
gleams of sunlight are break-

ing from hour to hour. But

since, even to the boy himself,

they were gleams, and pro-
ceeded so clearly from a light
that was always there, behind
the mist, the moments of their

appearance were never for-

gotten, and may for us not un-

reasonably be clothed with the

significance which they only
bore for him long afterwards.

Not first in time, but among
the most distinguishable of

such moments was that in

which Percy ceased to be an
alien in a far country, took up
his freedom and got a glimpse
of the wide-reaching extent of

it. His first Easter holiday
had come and gone; he had
revelled for three weeks in the
almost extravagant affection

spread for him at home, and
the admiring envy of his old

companions, which he valued,
it must be confessed, far more,
and which he took some artless

pains to increase. The first

day of the new term was one
of April's best bright and
dark in alternate half-hours,
with high clouds and a cool

invigorating air. At dinner-

time it was announced that
Mr Slingsby, the usher, would
conduct a party to the Pillar

Woods, and that those who
accompanied him would be ex-

cused from returning at the

ordinary hour. Everybody ac-

cepted, as a matter of course,
and Percy understood that the
occasion was a great one, a
sort of annual celebration to

inaugurate the summer half.

The march to the entrance of

the woods, which stand on the

highest northern point of the

wolds, was a triumphal proces-
sion for the majority of the
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School, who, being themselves
born and bred in the county,
were eager to exalt their na-
tive landscape and their know-

ledge of it to the confusion of

all new boys and strangers.

They talked of the unparal-
leled view from the Pillar,

enumerated the churches vis-

ible from it, made or repeated
rhymes containing the char-

acteristic village names

Clixby, Claxby, Somerby, Sax-

by, and the rest, and shouted
down the protests of M'Kay,
the mad Highlander, who was
rash enough to boast the scen-

ery of Scotland above that of

East Anglia. Percy was but

faintly interested in the con-

troversy, but when his turn
came to mount the Pillar and
he stood beside Mr Slingsby
and his ordnance map, look-

ing over the green world, his

heart was changed within him.
He suddenly realised that the

flat dingy meadows and close-

shut parks that he had known
were not " the country

"
at all :

they were the intervals of

towns or the appurtenance of

towns. This, this that lay
vast and solitary and smoke-
less below him, this was part
of another life altogether. A
confused heap of small obser-

vations, gathered half-consci-

ously during the past few

months, took some kind of

order in his mind. He remem-
bered conversations with the

people in the fields, with a

keeper here and a gardener
there : he had found some diffi-

culty in their broad dialect,

but much more in their mental

equipment, which seemed to

include none of the facts with
which he was familiar, and

was yet surprisingly ample in

other ways. At this moment
he felt that they were in the

right : it was he who had

spent his time hitherto among
things that were irrelevant,

things that " had nothing to do
with it." Clearly the country
was the natural element of

human life it held birds and

beasts, unconfined space,
abundant privacy, infinite

choice of direction. A town
was an affair of clocks, trains,

postmen, and police, a tread-

mill of certainties : here any-

thing might happen, probably
was happening, on all sides.

The Arthurian romances them-

selves, which he had read while

he was so inappropriately

penned in by streets and fac-

tories, or a prisoner on parole
in some hospitable grown - up
domain those very advent-

ures might well have been
encountered in the deep woods
at his feet, or on the white

roads that run by thorpe and
vale and grange to all these

quiet and lonely horizons.

"That is Normanby Clump,
to the south," he heard Mr
Slingsby saying,

" and Walesby
Top beyond. Tealby will be

just there, but you can't see it,

and Bayons, where Tenny-
son's people live."

Tennyson's people ! Cer-

tainly this was the land where

things were true. A long
afternoon in the woods con-

firmed his new allegiance, and
when towards the end he sat

under a hedge with Andy
M'Kay and sucked thrushes'

eggs, they decided to renounceOO ' v

modern civilisation, with a sav-

ing clause in favour of a

double-barrelled gun apiece.
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CHAPTER XI.

This " land where things
were true

"
held not only the

realities so dear to Percy's

imagination, but others of a

very different kind, of which
he had at present but a dim
and far-off apprehension. As
he had devoured the Idylls of

the King with only a shadowy
faith in the existence of their

author, so he had hitherto ac-

cepted his daily portion of

bread or milk or mutton, the

daily sight of dogs and horses,
the constant arrival of kittens

and babies upon the scene of

life, as phenomena whose
causes were distant and un-
knowable. But now, as he had
discovered from the top of the
Pillar the actual landscape in

which the poet had (no doubt)
witnessed or shared the adven-
tures of his knights, so he
was destined to glean, though
more gradually, from the
same teeming fields, a vivid
and intimate realisation of
the facts of animal life.

Among his earliest friends
was one Jerry Kelstern, a boy
of his own age, who rode in to
school every morning from his
father's house, which lay about
five miles out of Casterby.
Jerry found life very lonely at
home : he had no brothers
or sisters, and his mother had
died when he was born. He
saw very little of his father,
who spent his days in hunt-
ing, shooting, breeding horses
and shorthorns and farming
his own land, and enter-
tained his neighbours every
Sunday at a plain but

lengthy midday dinner. But
Mr Kelstern was never for-

getful of the boy, and it

was by his suggestion that

Jerry began to invite his par-
ticular friends, two at a time,
to spend Sunday with him.

Percy was one of those who
came most often to Thornaby,
and probably the one upon
whom his visits made the

strongest impression. Hitherto
he had been brought up mainly
by women : his tutor and his

uncle, the only two men within

the circle of his home life, were
both his mother's friends, and
their dealings with him were
conducted from that point
of view: he had never known
the tune of masculine minds

except when transposed into

the feminine key. At Thornaby
he heard the full sound of

the major : its robustness was
at times fortissimo, and struck

him like a physical shock.

The house was a man's house,
and when Jerry's old nurse
had sent the three young
gentlemen down to the dining-
room with clean hands and

neatly brushed hair, they saw
no more of womankind for the

rest of the afternoon.

This was to Percy an ex-

perience none the less terrify-

ing, because it seemed entirely
natural. "When he found him-
self for the first time almost

alone, and quite out of his depth
in a sea of male conversation,
bluff with the plainest of speech,
and boisterous with laughter,
he felt again the panic that
had strung his nerves when
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he heard his first fight being

planned for him without his

knowledge. Jerry, his host,

M'Kay, his bigger and stronger

companion, they sat beside

him like shadows, useless for

cover or support. The faces

at the table, keen, stolid, or

genial, were men's faces
;
the

voices were all men's voices,

for the boys in their corner

at the lower end hardly ven-

tured even to communicate
with one another, except in

undertones and with the

short phrases of dining-room
etiquette. Not that they
wished to talk : the conver-

sation around them was too

interesting. Like a thick

dark wood it seemed, full of

various kinds of game, all

desirable, sighted at every
moment, followed breathlessly
in short bursts, and always
lost by some sudden turn or

crossing of the scent. The
fox played a great part here,
and it was in this very room,
six or seven months later, that

Percy attended his first hunt

breakfast, when hounds met
on Thornaby lawn. But in

the spring the talk was less

of killing than of bringing to

birth a kind of Vergilian
symposium, a Georgio in

dialogue, enriched with the
wisdom handed down and
accumulated by generations
of pastoral experts.
To the boy, listening with

both ears cocked, there was

something here more enthral-

ling even than sport, some-

thing that shook his heart
and drew his feet more ir-

resistibly. Sport was a craft,
a prowess; but this was a

mystery. His host, the ven-

erable gentleman of fifty who
sat at the head of the table

and talked of the prize bulls

whose portraits adorned the

walls, surely he was an

august person, and his quiet

brooding laugh and dark eyes
covered a knowledge of secrets

deeper than any Percy had
ever yet come near. Those

gigantic and terrible monsters

opposite, Thornaby Tom the

First, the Second, and the

Third, he, Mr Kelstern, was
their owner, their creator.

To kill such Minotaurs would
be a feat with any weapon,
but to call them into being,
to endow them, as it ap-

peared, at will, with the very
shape and qualities which
made them famous, this re-

quired magic as well as dar-

ing. And for proof that

Percy was not mistaken, there

remains the fact that the

magic, when by degrees it

became plainer to his under-

standing, did not lose in the

least either its fearfulness or

its attraction. The irreverent

speech, which he both heard
and practised during the years
that followed, never became to

him habitual or indifferent : it

was at times humorous or in-

teresting, at times repulsive,
but always it was consciously
a dealing with mysteries, an

alluring peril. In his com-

panions this feeling may have
been present too, but it was
not always apparent : some of

them he hated for their sheer

childishness, others, more in-

dignantly, for their sheer

brutality, and there were days
when the frank fertility of the
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country and the rustic ways
of its inhabitants all seemed

part of a nightmare which

oppressed him like the know-

ledge of a criminal conspiracy.
But this was later, and had

nothing to do with Thornaby.
There he was always happy,
and assured of the fitness of

things. "When the port had
been placed in front of Mr
Kelstern, the boys were free

for the afternoon, with a whole

farmstead for their playground
and only a friendly bailiff to

limit their activities. For
two glorious hours or more they
visited the pigs, the sheep, the

cows, the reigning bull: the

horses were too precious to fool

with, but they mesmerised the

hens and threw them in the

duck-pond, played skittles with

turnips, and laid mines with

powder unloaded from stolen

cartridges. Finally, after a

second tidying by Nurse, and
a completely satisfying school-

room tea, Percy and M'Kay
were set upon their return

journey, and by dint of some
rather weary scurrying, reached

the gate of Casterby church-

yard just before the last bell

ceased to ring for evening
service.

CHAPTER XII.

On the run home from

Thornaby it was Percy who
forced the pace, partly be-

cause he was more law-abid-

ing than his friend the High-
lander, partly because he was
now in the choir and" had no
wish to escape church. This
was his mother's doing, and
it was one of her most suc-

cessful strokes. Not that
Amelia was in the least

Machiavellian, on the con-

trary she was all instinct, and
would have been righteously,
and quite rightly, indignant
if any one had praised her
for craft in her dealings with
her children. But maternal
tact, whe"n it does exist, is

surer than cunning, and
Amelia had it in a high
degree. She had married a
man with whose character she
was in perfect sympathy, and
whatever she found in his
children that was to her un-

expected, she ascribed to a

source which she revered and
trusted. This did not turn

her} aside by a hair's-breadth

from the pursuit of her own
way: but it caused her to

touch, with a very delicate

and sure hand, even the

tendencies which she was
most resolutely set on con-

trolling. No one could be
more reasonable, more ready
for a compromise : though her

ideal of compromise was rather

to give up the right of com-

pulsion or veto in exchange
for the power of direction.

This was not, of course, the

way in which she formulated
the principle to herself, but
to her curiously literal mind
it would probably have seemed

quite a fair statement. She
had no wish, she might have

said, to dominate the opinions
of others, but only to make
sure that their force was being
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exerted in the right direction.

She would have tolerated even
the Darwinian theory, if only
its author had proclaimed
himself on the side of the

angels.
As to her children she had

no doubts : she was deter-

mined that they should go
her way, and certain that they
would naturally wish to do
so. Any little sign of recal-

citrance was merely a wrong
turn, a starting aside from
the destined path of their

development. The right qual-
ities were there ; they only
needed to be brought out,
to be given opportunity for

growth.
This doctrine of original

goodness was one of Amelia's
most characteristic heresies.

She may have owed it to

her brother-in-law, the Com-
mander; in any case it had
his approval, and gave Percy
cause for lasting gratitude.
He never had to associate

repression or compulsion with
his home life : the influence

which he remembered was a

happy mean between the

tyranny of one generation and
the laxity of another. At the

present moment he was not
even conscious of it at all :

he thought he was joining
the choir to please himself,
at least as much as to please
his mother.
So in truth he was, but with

no thought of the issues that

were so present to her. Give
a child a key and it will serve

him for a toy : after that it

may be laid aside, perhaps for-

gotten for years : in the end, if

it is the key to anything of

value, it will be found again
and used. Already Percy
knew, as he sat in the chancel
of this bare old church, built

by some Norman forefather of

the race already he knew
that the feelings he discovered

in himself were something
more than toys.
What he loved best were the

hours of choir practice, when
the nave was a huge vault of

darkness, and the chanoel a

lonely island of dazzling lights
and pale glimmering faces.

These companions of his every-

day life, liked or disliked, ad-

mired or despised, for small

reasons, seemed here to belong
to some serener, larger exist-

ence : often he had a feeling
that he and they had all sur-

vived the trivial round of

school-days, and were living in

a new period, of which no one
had yet told him. It was a

period, too, that was peopled
with a crowd of ghostly pres-

ences, which he knew to belong
to the place itself, since they
could not be called back from

any past of his own. They
were not, to his way of think-

ing, ghosts at all, they were
not dead, nor had they returned

from anywhere, merely they
used to worship in this church
at times, and at times were
here still : if you too came to

this place, and to those times,

you found them beside you.
One only among them all had
a name : his tomb was under a

low arch in the north side wall,

with his effigy upon it in bat-

tered stone, one leg crossed

over the other, and his head

resting upon a dog -like lion

or lion-like dog. Sir William
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de Wandon so they had called

him, and the name never left

Percy's memory again. No
one knew anything more of

him, except that he had, no

doubt, lived at Wandon Manor,
hard by Casterby to the north.

But the School were perennially
interested in him as a fighting
man who belonged to Casterby,
and on Sunday evenings they
often included his life and times

among the subjects on which

they questioned their good-
natured usher. Mr Slingsby,
who was a well - read man,
supplied them with plenty of

general information about cru-

sades and tournaments, and
out of this they manufactured
a biography of Sir William,
which was fairly full, con-

sidering the very conscientious

limitations they imposed upon
themselves, or each other.

For example, Brosy Tanner's

suggestion that the Crusader
had in his youth attended

Casterby School was merci-

lessly crushed by someone with
a more precise knowledge of

dates, and a claim by Percy
that he might be admitted to
have sung in Casterby Church
was similarly defeated on ap-
peal.

"
Congregational singing

is much more modern," said
Mr Slingsby. Percy was put
to shame as effectually as if he
had been detected in a theft,

but the imagination which

prompted his question was

only driven into hiding. Mr
Slingsby knew an awful lot,

but he had owned that his

knowledge of this particular
crusader was not intimate.

Perhaps, in the matter of sing-

ing, the Casterby use had been
out of the common : certainly

he, Percy, had reasons of his

own for thinking so. There
was no Friday night's practice
at which he did not clearly

distinguish more voices chant-

ing than there were faces in

the choir. They came, too, from
the body of the church, and

rang up into the darkness
above the arches of the nave :

among them was always one
of deeper tone, which moved
him more than the rest. It

expressed for him the character

and fellowship of Sir William
de Wandon, knight, and in

spite of his continuing shame
he found his belief grow
stronger as time went on. He
was able at last to put it very
tentatively before his friend

M'Kay. The mad Highlander
saw nothing to doubt, still less

to mock at. He knew a dozen

perfectly authentic stories of

wraiths, and his grandmother
had herself been gifted with

second-sight. So Percy, much
reassured, went on singing
treble to the Crusader's bass.

CHAPTER XIII.

Sir William de Wandon was
a good friend for Percy. Not
only did his voice, as we have
seen, raise the boy's heart
above the sickness that the

triviality and savagery of

school life brought upon him
at too frequent intervals

j
but

his memory added the dignity
of far - descended strength to

the country where he had lived,
and there came an hour when
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the idea of his continued pres-
ence revealed itself as a belief

that could be leaned upon,
fanciful but abiding, a defence

against something greater than
a boy's little personal miseries.

That hour was Percy's first

realisation of war and national

danger. It is true that the

war was a small one, and the

danger very distant and very
limited, but there was a sting
in its challenge : it roused feel-

ings that could never again be

disarmed, though the pride and
faith that were part of them

prevailed in time over the fear.

The day was a warm, still

day towards the end of Octo-
ber. Just before sunset Percy
and his two friends, Roger
Tanner and the Highlander
M'Kay, were making their way
home across the flat country
that lies below Casterby to the

west. They had been out all

day, beating and carrying game
for Mr Tanner, his one sport
was shooting, and his skill in

it gave him a standing among
his neighbours that his intel-

lectual distinction might other-

wise have failed to gain. He
marched unwearyingly after

October partridges, and his

three most favoured pupils
coveted nothing so much as

permission to march with him.

To-day he had been out with
his friend Morison, the Casterby
doctor, a merry Scotsman, who
was on good terms with the

boys, and at this moment
especially interesting to them
because he had a brother-in-
law serving under Sir Garnet

Wolseley on the Ashanti Ex-

pedition. The two elders were

walking in front
; next to them

followed the keepers carrying

their master's guns, and lead-

ing the pointer and retriever,
for they were making a straight
out across land which was not
their own. At some little

distance behind, the three boys,
tired to the point of perfect

satisfaction, were straggling

along almost in silence. As
the sun fell steadily to the

horizon a great flood of golden
light poured upon the slope
towards which they were re-

turning. The red roofs of

Casterby glowed among glow-
ing orchards : the place that

Percy knew so well for a small

town, perched remote and ob-

scure upon the edge of the

wolds, with nothing of much
dignity in it except some dozen

Georgian houses and the heavy
square

- towered church, now
rose transfigured before him
into an elfin city. The very
shapes of the houses all seemed

changed: the grey tower was

burning in a radiance that
softened all its outlines and
turned its majestic sternness to

a bright aerial mystery. Im-

perceptible as dew falling, the

spell settled down upon the

boys' hearts the spell of an-

cestral place - magic, that is

nowhere stronger than in

England : and in that unfor-

gettable moment came the

message that rang through
their dream like the sound of

Arthur's horn through fairy-
land.

Dr Morison, who had to steal

his shooting days from his

practice, and to start out be-

fore the post came in, always
arranged to be met on his way
home by a servant bringing
the letters and messages of

the day. This time one letter
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seemed of greater urgency than

the rest. Percy saw that he

read it quickly and then handed
it to Mr Tanner, watching him
while he read it in turn, and

forgetting to open the two or

three others in his hand. "With

the same instinct the three

boys quickened their steps

together : the two men stood

still to await them.
"
Boger," said Mr Tanner to

his son, "we have made a

knight's move : Sir Garnet is

giving 'check' to their king."
He was a strong chess-player,
and constantly played with a

capped pawn against his three

pupils in consultation. But

Roger wanted facts now : he
brushed the metaphor aside.

"Who's licked?" he asked
with a stolid frown peculiar to

him.

"That's just what we don't

know," said the doctor, and

Percy saw, with a curious sink-

ing of the heart, that the ac-

customed merry twinkle was
absent from his face. "This
is only a note from a friend in

the War Office to warn me of

what is going on. Sir Garnet
has telegraphed that he is

going to strike the first blow
at once : he was to sail to-day
with three hundred men from

Cape Coast, and make a sur-

prise landing farther down."
Mr Tanner was by this time

also looking grave.
" Shall

you tell your sister?" he
asked.

"No," said the doctor quickly,
and then, "Yes, I must; her
man's gone with the Chief, and
the news may come to-morrow."
The conversation went on as

they all moved slowly home-

wards, but the boys heard no
more of it. They fell behind

again as if moved by a common
impulse to confide their new
solemnity to each other.

"Did you hear what he
said? there may be news to-

morrow. "

"
They were to start to-day :

they may be fighting this very
moment."

"
By Jove !

"

"
By Jove !

"

"By ... !" the formula
seemed for once worn out.

They climbed the hill without

any recollection of their late

fatigue, and in another quarter
of an hour the whole tea-table

was discussing their news.

The talk exhilarated Percy at

first, but as the chatter went
on and his weariness returned
he felt once more that sinking
of the heart. The brag and
excitement at the younger end
of the table only threw into

contrast the reserve of the

elders. Nix himself never

appeared at this meal, but
Mr Slingsby was heard giving
a judicial opinion that Sir

Garnet was no doubt right in

taking risks, but there must

certainly be losses expected, or

the War Office would not have
troubled to warn the relatives

of those engaged.
" Warn "

yes, that had been Dr Morison's

word too. The chatter became

insupportable, and yet to pro-
test, to croak, to reveal his own
vague forebodings, was more
than Percy could dare.

The table rose with the

familiar roar of benches grind-

ing a bare floor, and a cry was
raised for rounders. Percy
caught M'Kay by the arm as
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he was passing out. "Andy,"
he said,

" I'm going to bolt."

Nothing could be too mad
or too sudden for the High-
lander. "Of course ye are,"
he said ;

" dinna swither aboot
it." He gripped Percy's arm,
drew him away from the crowd
at the entrance of the play-

ground, and in a moment the

two had slipped through the

big gate and were running
along under the churchyard
wall. Behind them, as they
looked hastily back, the sky
was a dull smoky red

;
in front

the town was already glimmer-
ing with the eerie twilight of

October. It seemed strangely
unreal, strangely familiar, as

they passed through it at that

unaccustomed hour. Upon
the open road beyond a still

stranger sight awaited them
the October full moon, round
and golden, hung in the sky-
line just above the hill, so huge
and so close to earth that Percy
caught his breath as he might
have done in the instant before

a collision at sea. It was a

relief to turn at the cross-roads

and flee north. Half a mile

more and they turned again
into a footpath that led west-
ward to Wandon. There on
the farther side of the hanging
woods they threw themselves
down in an angle of the beechen

hedge, sheltered from the moon,
and looked over the lower slope
and the plain beyond.
For some time both were

silent. It was M'Kay who
spoke first : he had had the
full pleasure of his impulse, and
was beginning to wonder about
results. "I say," he began,
"it's striking six."
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Percy made no reply. He
felt, in a way common in

dreams, that he knew a good
reason why on this occasion

time did not matter.

M'Kay pursued his train of

thought.
" I only hope it'll be

the stick and no lines," he said.
" I hate lines."

Percy, too, hated lines, and he
had not his friend's indifference

to the stick : but now his dream
remained unbroken, for it was
woven of more tragical things
than these. "There may be
news to-morrow they may be

fighting this very moment,"
and here he was, caught by
surprise, ungrown, helpless,

spellbound, while his country
was in danger of defeat. It

did not occur to him that the

life of an individual was the
cause of Dr Morison's anxiety :

nor did his own punishment
trouble him : what hung this

night in the balance was the

honour of England.
That was the reason, though

he hardly knew it, why he had
come to Wandon. Sir William
had been through all this, and
more. Sir William, however

unapproachable, was still in

some way here, a tower against
disaster.

Down below, in Wandon
Manor, the lights were being
lit : they glowed through red

curtains with a warmth that

seemed especially comforting to

the watcher on this lonely slope
of cold moonlight and blacken-

ing shadows. Percy felt more
sure than ever of his friend

the Crusader : the gulf of the

centuries narrowed swiftly till

it was no wider than the five

hundred yards of twilight that
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lay between him and those that, even if it fell, was to

ruddy windows. be borne as only the first in

For a long time he sat a long contest of endurance :

there, M'Kay wandering the of the end he no longer
while up and down the long doubted.

narrow wood like an unquiet A good omen greeted the

ghost. The moonlight grew runaways on their return,

brighter; but it was only The faithful Roger was wait-

moonlight now, for the moon ing for them at the gate :

was mounting to her old Nix had gone over to the

place in the universe and re- doctor's immediately after tea,

suming her familiar silver, and they were to work in his

When the hour struck once study till he came in. So

more, Percy looked for his when the news of victory
fear again and could not find arrived next day, Percy had

it : he saw instead a blow after all nothing to pay for it.

CHAPTER XIV.

So far the influence of the Not perhaps until twenty
Crusader is easily traceable years afterwards did Percy
it was apparent even to Percy realise that, as he stood

himself, though he would among the many coloured

hardly have been able to give caskets of magical human pas-
much account of it. But be- sions, the saving choice had

yond this, in a way of which been suggested to him again
perhaps no one could give and again by a voice from that

much account, the ghostly past which the wisdom of to-

hand of that companionship day derides as mediaeval. He
was firmly clasped upon his might never have realised it

arm, and at times lay heavy at all, if it had not happened
as steel upon his shoulder that the last of these mo-
for restraint or compulsion, ments of choice remained as

To walk with such a friend, clear as life in his memory
disembodied, unobtrusive, but when the many others had
inflexible, meant to obey this long faded out of signifi-
instinot and reject that, with- canoe.
out considering reasons : to In the matter of fighting, so

pick out, for instance, between important at Casterby, Percy
quagmires the one right way had held, for the first three
of thinking about woman years of his school life, an
for even before his fourteenth unexpectedly easy position. In
summer a boy will have his two or three brief and painless
notions of love. It meant encounters he had shown him-
also the acceptance again self at once to be too quick
without knowing why of for any opponent of his own
heavy burdens : the burden, weight : on the other hand, the
for one, of deliberate courage, desperate match originally pro-
the burden of foreseen defeat, posed for him had been vetoed
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after all by the elders, on the

ground that Williams, his in-

tended antagonist, had come
back too well - grown for the

combat to offer any chance of

sport. In order, therefore, to

secure a quiet life, Percy had

only to observe the etiquette
which bade him refrain from
"
cheeking

"
his superiors, or

accept with submission the

penalty in that case made
and provided generally a for-

mal "smacking" on the back
of the head. But the code
was inelastic, and to obey it

at times more than difficult.

Once, at any rate, he found
that if he was to keep the

Crusader's friendship he must
forfeit, at least for a time,
that of his nearest visible com-

panion.
This happened when his final

term at Casterby was well ad-

vanced. May had come with
a burst of hot weather, and
the unaccustomed splendour of

it gave day after day a holi-

day feeling. One was in fact

a holiday the day of the
annual Casterby sheep fair, to

that countryside the most im-

portant festival of the year.
The School did not escape till

afternoon
;

but this time Mr
Tanner, after holding his

scholarship class for an hour
in his own study, shut his

book suddenly and took the
three boys up with him to

see the show.
The fair was in two parts :

the merry - go - rounds, the

booths, and the shooting-gal-
leries stood in the market

square ; but the sheep, in count-
less flocks, were penned to the

north-east of the town near
the source of a small stream

which ran through a " bottom "

in the open down : above, at

a corner of the Roman road,
the famous Fleece Inn pro-
vided a similar convenience
for the human part of the

herd. Every squire and breeder

in the county seemed to be
there : Mr Tanner and Roger
found many acquaintances in

the crowd, and Percy and

M'Kay were soon free to lose

themselves at discretion.

They were Hot long in tiring
of the noise and smell of thirty
thousand sheep under a hot

sun, and at last strayed away
down the stream in the mood
of half-weary content which

early summer brings. The joy
of life ran in Percy's veins

with a languid but a warm
and brimming current : he felt

as if this golden day could never

end, but must wander on and on
from one bliss to another. And
there the next romance was,

ready to the moment. An old

thorn-tree, solitary and weirdly
twisted, stood on the bare,
rounded bank, a little above
the sparkle of the stream.

Under it, as the boys came near,

they saw the figure of a girl ;

she was half-sitting, half-lying
on the steep slope, propped
lazily on her left arm, and the

faded blue of her cotton frock

flowed over the short grey-

green turf in a charming out-

line. The crook that lay
beside her told that she had
come in from the country with
some shepherd, and it might
have been guessed that she

had started early, for her dark

eyes, ignoring the boys' ap-

proach, looked out with a

dreamy softness from under the

shadow of her little cloth cap.
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Percy's feet began to linger:

when the track brought him to

the point of passing he stopped

altogether, and found himself

looking almost level into her

face. Looking and yet he

was not so much looking as

listening : listening to a tale

that was being told him by
one of those strange Dwellers

in the Innermost, in a tongue
that was all in tune with the

rich languor of the summer's

day. It was not a tale that

can be translated ;
but it was

the most absorbing, limitless,

urgent, irresistible tale that he

had ever yet heard. He had,
of course, often been in love,

sometimes for days on end, but

always hitherto with the part-
ners of his Christmas dances,
or other young ladies of well-

known antecedents. This came
to him as romance uncondi-

tioned a shepherdess out of a

fairy tale, a peasant girl who
might be a princess in disguise.
He heard with sharp annoyance
the cheerful, irreverent voice

of Andy M'Kay at his elbow,

firing a round of commonplace
ohaff at the vision.

"Morning, Sukey, and how's

your poor feet to-day ?
"

Having thus saluted, Andy
was for passing on, but finding
that Percy was not following
he stopped again and called

back, "Come on, Percy; you're
not wanted, you know."

Percy did not move. " Can't

you see she's tired ?
"
he said

in a low, impatient voice.
" Rot !

"
replied Andy ;

"
why

don't you kiss her and come
along?"

" Shut up !

"
said Percy furi-

ously.

Andy wheeled sharply round.

"Oh! all right," he said in a

very serious tone. " You're

cheeky : I shall lick you for

that," and he turned and
walked on with dignity.
The girl raised her head a

little. "What's he going to

lick you for?" she asked in

slow, deep Lincolnshire.

Percy stepped up the bank
to her ; his sensations were
more confused than ever a

chaos of greedy, glorious, reck-

less, and protective emotions.

He sat down on the turf at her
side and watched Andy's de-

parting figure. Presently it

disappeared, and he looked

down at her : without leaving
her lazy mood she leaned a
little farther back and looked

up at him.

It was in that moment that

the Crusader intervened. I

believe he used no arguments ;

he may possibly have drawn

Percy's attention to the differ-

ence between a rustic dialect

and the speech of princesses,
even when disguised ;

he cer-

tainly told him flatly that he
had no business where he
was.

" I must go," said Percy sud-

denly, rising to his feet.

"What's he going to lick

you for?" asked the girl

again.
"Oh! that's nothing," re-

plied Percy ;

" he's only a fool.

Good-bye."
As he went down the path

he looked back and waved a

hand
; but she was dreaming

again and did not see.

Farther down he came in

sight of Andy, who was sitting
on a rail with two companions.
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Percy recognised them for Sam
and George Whittlesey ; being

day-boys, they had taken leave

off morning school. He felt

himself very much alone it

was unjust of Fate to give the

friends to the stronger. But

though he did not know it, the

Crusader was with him still.

Again he used no arguments;
he held out no hopes : he simply
laid it down that this was one
of those affairs which have to

be gone through with life was
hard on such terms, but in-

tolerable on any other. Percy
walked straight on.

Andy got deliberately down
from the rail and advanced to

meet him. Smack, smack,
smack, went his hand on

Percy's wrist for he had in-

stinctively thrown his left arm
round his head. Three more
blows followed quite painless
to Percy, but tedious, because

they prevented him from doing
what he had resolved upon.
When at last they ceased again
he looked up, and deliberately
sent his right fist home upon
Andy's mouth.
The Highlander roared with

astonished rage. "You little

fool I" he cried, "I'd just
done."

He came on, towering over

Percy, and whirling his arms
like a windmill. Percy felt

the blows rain upon his fore-

head, but again they were

painless, and he gave his whole
attention to hitting straight
from the shoulder. To the

surprise of the two seconds
the fight went on, round after

round. Presently Percy's head

cleared, and he began to see

what was happening : he was

striking too low, as his oppon-
ent was striking too high the

result of their unequal stat-

ure. Next time he reached the

enemy's nose, and a stream
of blood followed that refused

to be staunched. Again and

again the fight was inter-

rupted, handkerchiefs were

dipped in the stream, water
was poured on to the cham-

pion's head. The blood con-

tinued to flow embarrassingly
the affair was in danger of

becoming sordid or ridiculous :

the seconds were casting about
for arguments in favour of

peace.
Here George Whittlesey, a

youth of charming tempera-
ment and a most experienced

fighter, had one of his best

inspirations. In a prolonged
pause, while assisting the

wounded, he adroitly assumed
that the war was over.

"You hit jolly straight,

Twyman," he said in a tone

of quiet reflection,
" but I think

M'Kay would have been too

much for you in the long-
run."

No one knew that better

than Percy. "Of course he

would," he replied ungrudg-
ingly-

Andy looked at the handker-
chief that he was holding to

his face. "This is yours, I

think," he said to Percy;
" thank you very much for

it."

Thereupon their seconds

helped them on with coats

and caps, and took them away
to the distractions of the mar-

ket-place.

(To be coitiinued.)
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THE CRICKET SEASON OF 1910.

IF, taking it as a whole, the

weather was abominably bad,
the first-class cricket played in

1910 presented many interest-

ing features. As is always
likely to be the case when the

wickets are slow and the ball

travels at a snail's pace to-

wards the boundary, the vet-

eran brigade fairly held its

own ; and the many successes

of Hirst, Tyldesly, Jack Hearne,
and other popular favourites

gave rise to the suggestion
that in a match played be-

tween cricketers under and
over thirty

- five the latter

were likely to come out top.
A truly ominous suggestion
this, so far as the vitality of

English cricket is concerned !

The disastrous results of the
international matches played
in 1909 should surely have

brought home to us the truth
that in any match played in

reasonably good cricket weather
a first-grade young side is not

by way of playing second fiddle

to any eleven of middle-aged
performers. Youth will be
served in cricket as well as
in all other manly sports,
and it is idle to argue that
because the old stager can
hold his own with the young-
ster in the mud he will

necessarily do the same when
the ground is hard and dry.We neither believe that Car-
actaous was the best horse of
his year when he won the

Derby, nor that it would be
wise to call upon Jack Hearne
to open the bowling in an

international match played on
a fast and true wicket. Let

us, then, offer our warmest

congratulations to the elderly

brigade on their marked suc-

cess in 1910, but let us be

chary of inviting too many
of them to fill places in our

picked Eleven for international

matches. If they were not

good enough to beat the

Australians in 1909, we can

hardly expect them to per-
form that feat when they are

three years older unless, in-

deed, a new Medea comes to

their assistance.

And yet an additional word
of praise cannot be out of

place for a band of men who
have done yeoman service in

the past, and of whom some
seem likely for still another
few seasons to play their part
in the struggle for the County
Championship. It is dare we
say unfortunately? our cus-

tom in England to take our

sports and relaxations so seri-

ously, that professional game-
players have come to be re-

garded as part and parcel of our
social system. All the more

important, therefore, is it that

these paid game-players should
be men of good address, or-

derly life, and undeniable in-

tegrity. It is pleasant, then,
to be able to assert that at

no period in the history of

the game has the reputation
as a good fellow of the pro-
fessional cricketer stood higher
than it does to-day. It is

difficult, no doubt, for the
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popular hero of the crowd to

keep his head in times of

success and his temper under
adverse circumstances, and to

refuse on a hot day the

numerous offers of free drinks
and so forth that beset him

;

and it is [rather melancholy
work to learn, as we glance
at the pages of a cricket

almanac of five - and - twenty
years ago, how comparatively
small to-day is the number of

survivors of the great pro-
fessional players of that era.

We fear that in far too many
cases their premature deaths
were primarily due to alco-

holic excesses. But, thanks to

the firm stand taken by Lord
Hawke and other judicious
lovers of the game, the un-

desirable element has been

gradually excluded from the

arena of first - class cricket ;

and in the leading profession-
als of to-day we find a body
of highly respectable, respected,
and essentially law -

abiding
citizens. May their days be

long in the land, and may
future generations of profes-
sional cricketers duly profit by
the high example bequeathed
to them !

Far more encouraging, how-

ever, for the promise of our
cricket in the future than the
run of success enjoyed by the

old hands is the circumstance
that a goodly batch of young
players, both amateur and pro-

fessional, have during the late

season worked their way into

the front rank. Once again,
after an interval of several

years, the Universities were

quite respectably represented in

the Gentlemen v. Players match

at Lords, and later on in the

season most of the sporting

papers drew attention to the

spirited display of batting
given by Le Couteur and
Tuffnel in the Scarborough
week. Moreover, several of

the strongest Counties found

places in August for school-

boy cricketers, and one and
all of the youngsters thus

tried came off to a greater
or less degree. The true vital-

ity of cricket depends upon
the annual promotion to the

first flight of a fair number
of young players; and in the

universities, public schools, and
other nurseries for the young
cricketers of to-day we must
look for our representative
cricketers of the future.

Warmly to be congratulated
on the success of the revised

system of scoring are the

framers of the rules that

govern the County Champion-
ship. Under the new system
there has been shown on all

sides a marked desire to bring
matches to a definite conclusion,

and, making due allowance for

occasional blank days and un-

avoidable delays caused by rain

on doubtful days, the number
of drawn games has been re-

markably small. It is wise

policy, no doubt, to move cauti-

ously in matters of reform, and
some of the startling results of

an unusually fickle season must
have exploded the idea pre-
valent in some quarters that

it would be advisable to borrow
a lesson from the chess tourna-

ments and introduce to the

cricket-field a system of adjudi-

cating a drawn game to the

side that looked likely to be
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the eventual winner. Under
suoh a system Eton, had bad
weather intervened and neces-

sitated arbitration, might have
lost to Harrow, and Middlesex

to both Yorkshire and Essex,
and a nail would have been

put into the coffin of the
"
glorious uncertainty

"
of the

game. As it was, the gallery
was privileged to see stout

uphill fights for victory, now
and again crowned with suc-

cess, whore under the old

system of scoring one side

would have been tempted to

mark time in the hope of se-

curing a draw. Nevertheless
we venture to question whether
the abandonment of a match
or an innings on the score of

bad light is either altogether
in accordance with the spirit
of the game or fair to the ring
of spectators, who after all may
be reckoned as the paymasters
of first-class cricket. It is hard

lines, doubtless, for a side to be

expected to bat in a bad light.
But is it not equally hard lines

to lose the toss on a perfect
wicket and later to have to go
in against a long score on a

pitch which has either failed to

wear well or has been practi-

cally ruined by rain ? Such a
fate befell the two Counties
which encountered Kent in the

Canterbury week, but no appeal
to stop the match because one
side did not find the wicket in
such a perfect state as the
other had done would hold
water. To return to our other

point, it is distinctly hard lines

upon the clerk or business man,
who can only put in an appear-
ance late in the afternoon, to

pay sixpence or a shilling for

the privilege of watching per-

haps an hour and a half's

cricket, and then to take his

seat only to see the day's play
brought to a premature con-

clusion on the score of bad

light.
"I took all the trouble to go

to the Oval this afternoon, and
had only been there half an
hour when that old fool

said that he couldn't see, and

theychucked the match. / could

have seen perfectly well."

We have heard remarks of

this kind over and over again,
and our sympathy has lain

with the grumbler. May it

not be that the first - class

cricketer, who has occasionally
reached that period of life

when spectacles absit omen
are recommended by the faculty
in a fading light, has grown to

be a little over - fastidious in

this matter? Even in second-

class cricket nine men out of

ten probably prefer to bat in a

morning light, and we never

yet met the player who actu-

ally pined to commence his

innings at 6.15 P.M. ;
but on

the other hand, through a

rather lengthy experience, we
never remember hearing a

single appeal lodged against
the light. If we cannot com-
mend for imitation the example
of the Winchester boys, who
practically threw away every
chance of winning their match

against Eton in 1909 by re-

maining in the field through
alternating pour and drizzle,

we infinitely prefer their idea

of "
playing the game

"
to

that of the man who finds in

every temporary inconvenience
a ground for appeal. Be it
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further said that the appeal
on the ground of failing light
is distinctly a modern innova-

tion. Old stagers will readily
recall the time when country
batsmen, playing for local

Twenty-twos against either the

A.E. or the U.A.E. Eleven,
with perhaps more courage
than skill, stood up on villain-

ously bad wickets in all kinds
of light against Jackson, Tar-

rant, Maointyre, and other fast

bowlers, and accepted as a

matter of course the visitations

of Providence, some of them

very painful, without any
thought of appeal. Is it that

our summer light has deterior-

ated or that ultra-civilisation

has made the modern cricketer

either less clear-sighted or more

exacting ? At any rate, appeals
were few and far between in

the days when eleven picked
English players were by way
of taking on and beating
twenty-two Australians.

Yet one more grumble.
While we have small grounds
for gratitude to the vagaries
of the weather, may it not be
said in their favour that they
brought into strong relief the

fact that there is something
radically wrong about the con-

dition of the turf at Lords?
He would need to be singularly

optimistic who expected that
in this fog-ridden island of ours
cricket is likely to be played
at any given period of the year
under a guarantee of ideal con-

ditions of either ground or

weather. But in the last two
or three seasons the announce-

ment, "No play possible at

Lords," has appeared with a
too startling frequency in the

columns of sporting intelligence,
and the tempers of the ex-

pectant spectators of the game
at its recognised headquarters
have not been improved by the

knowledge that cricket has
been quite practicable on other

grounds, nay, even on the

Oval. The 'Varsity match,
not merely one of the most

popular fixtures of the season,
but in many cases the raison

d'etre of membership at Lords,
was a typical case in point.
On that occasion, though
cricket was going on merrily
on county grounds in pretty
well every part of England, no

play was permitted at Lords
till 4 P.M. on the first day ; and
as the ground was reported to

be totally unfit for play on the

third day, nothing but the un-
accountable collapse of the

Cambridge batting allowed
what is to many of us the

match of the season to be

brought to a definite conclu-

sion. That the authorities

were right in postponing a

game which we propose to

comment upon shortly there

is no manner of doubt. In

fact, we were privileged to hear
some parts of a discussion that

arose in the Pavilion between
two great judges of the game,
in which the point at issue was
whether the ground was in a

playable condition when the

match was actually started.

Needless to say, the disputants
hailed from rival universities.

But, granting the fact that

play was barely possible on the

first day and would have been

wholly impossible on the third,

are we out of court in suggest-

ing that some explanation is
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due to the members of M.C.C.

on the subject of the recognised
deficiencies of their ground ?

"I have been to Lords five

days this year," plaintively
remarked an old subscriber,
"and three times out of the

five there has been nothing to

see except telegrams about
matches everywhere else."

It is quite on the cards that

steps to ensure a more satisfac-

tory state of things in the future

have already been taken or are

in contemplation. In that case

the blank days and other dis-

appointments of 1910 may be

regarded as so many blessings
in disguise, in so far as they
have opened the eyes of the

powers that be to the sensible

deterioration of what once was,
and certainly ought to be, one
of the very best grounds in

England. Possibly a confer-

ence with Mr Lloyd George,
who seems to know more about
land and its requirements than
his neighbours, might produce
desirable results.

And now for a few words on
the 'Varsity match, not only
far and away the most sensa-

tional of modern times, but in

one respect the most sensa-

tional of all encounters be-
tween the two Universities.
For never before has it been
vouchsafed to an individual

player to dominate the posi-
tion of a 'Varsity match almost
from start to finish with both
bat and ball.

If on paper, of two appar-
ently equally balanced sides,

Cambridge given a fast and
true wicket appeared to be a
shade the stronger, those who
had followed the fortunes of

the rival Elevens from the be-

ginning of the season could

hardly have failed to notice

that eight indeed we are not

quite sure that nine is not the

correct number of the Oxoni-
ans had shown themselves

competent on occasion to make
fifty runs against good profes-
sional bowling. True, the merit

of these performances had been
somewhat minimised by the

circumstance that the Oxford
cracks had generally elected

to come off in pairs only, and
the side on which two men do
all the batting work and the

remaining nine are practically
nowhere is more often than not

likely to be beaten. Where,
however, the in-and-out bat-

ting of the Oxonians was not

without elements of encourage-
ment to their supporters who
argued that a man who could

make fifty runs in good form
one day is quite capable of

repeating the performance on

another, the previous results of

the season had instilled into

the minds of many critics

grave doubts as to the ability
of the Oxonians to cope suc-

cessfully with fast bowling.
And Cowie, the Cambridge
freshman, was reported to be
not only fast but good, good
enough possibly, if luck turned
his way, to have been found

representing the Gentlemen at

Lords. How the Oxonians

might have fared against
Cowie on a fast wicket still

remains an open question, but,
as matters turned out, the

public, when they watched the

two last men, Tuff and Vidler,

playing a species of tip-and-
run with the Cambridge bowl-
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ing, were not a little impressed
with the strength, whether
true or fictitious, of the Oxford

batting, and those who were
wise after the event were heard
to declare that they had been

watching an Eleven absolutely
without a tail.

While Cambridge, on the

other hand, despite occasional

disastrous experiences, seemed
to possess a plethora of fairly

consistent, and on that account

formidable, batsmen, not only
was there on the side no all-

round cricketer of the same
calibre as Le Couteur and

Evans, but, on the supposition
that Lockhart and Cowie
failed to come off, there was
an unusual shortage of change
bowling.

It was undeniably hard luck
for the Cantabs to have to

take the field with the ground
in such a condition that Lock-
hart's bowling, always inclined

to err on the slow side, proved
far too slow to be dangerous
on the rain - sodden turf, and
that Cowie palpably failed to

get proper foothold. But after

all, the surroundings, infinitely

unpleasant as they were, only
emphasised the fact that as a
side Cambridge waa unusually
weak, where Oxford was dis-

tinctly strong, in the matter of

serviceable change bowlers.

From the moment when, after

an abominably bad start, the
Oxford batting fairly got going,
it was all Lombard Street to

a China orange against Cam-
bridge's chances of winning
the match. Even so, as it

turned out, they could hardly
have helped securing a draw if

a fair proportion of the dropped

catches had come to hand.
While it is impossible to give
too much credit to Le Couteur
and Hooman for the deter-

mined way in which they fairly
" went for

"
the bowling, and

to Pawson for his watchful

defence, the Oxford total, had
certain chances been taken,
would hardly have reached

200. Some sympathy is al-

ways due to the batting side

which goes to the wicket with
the hopeless feeling that a win
is beyond the bounds of pos-

sibility, but no one was pre-

pared for the total collapse of

the Cambridge batting on a

slow but by no means difficult

wicket. Of course Le Couteur
bowled well. He met with

every encouragement to do so.

For never did a succession of

presumably capable batsmen
fail more dismally to rise to

the occasion. From start to

finish there was nothing in the

way of a sustained effort to

knock the bowler off his length.
He was simply allowed to go
on his way rejoicing, good balls

and bad alike being treated

with wholly unwarrantable
caution. Even a very ordinary
slow bowler is likely to prove
difficult to play in the mud if

no attempt is ever made to hit

him, and though Le Couteur

appears to be on his day a dis-

tinctly good slow bowler of his

sort leg-break with an occa-

sional attempt at a googly, he

is hardly so superlatively good
as the batting of the Cantabs
made him appear. It is unfor-

tunate from an English point
of view that this sterling

young cricketer hails from

afar, and rather an ominous
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ooinoidenoe that the best all-

round player on one side, and

apparently the nerviest bats-

man on the other, should both

be Colonials. That Le Couteur
will ever have quite so good a

match again is hardly to be

imagined, but he has certainly
made his mark on the annals

of University cricket, and 1910
will to all times be handed
down as Le Couteur's year.
To Evans, whose bad luck
with the bat stuck to him to

the end, fell the pleasant task
of putting the last nails in the

coffin of Cambridge, and, bar-

ring of course the victims and
their immediate sympathisers,
most people were glad that a

good cricketer, who had been

experiencing a persistent run
of bad luck, should have re-

deemed his failure with
the bat by some excellent

bowling at what subsequent
events proved to be a very
critical period of the game.
In the Public Schools match
as in the 'Varsity match the
honours of the fray fell to an
individual player, and it is

difficult to overestimate the
Eton captain's share in the
success of his side. How Eton,
after so far holding all the

losing cards of the match that

many of their supporters left

the scene of what more than
one of them wrote down as
a fiasco, eventually snatched

victory out of the fire has
become a matter of history;
but how Harrow managed to
throw away a game which
they had practically won must
remain a standing mystery.
Possibly, as has now and again
been the case with even a

stronger side, a little over-

confidence at the commence-
ment of their second innings
and a bad attack of nerves
later on led to the ddbdcle.

Had the match been re-played
the Harrow boys would again
have started favourites. All
the more credit, then, to Fowler
and his merry men for one of

the most glorious uphill fights
in the history of the match.
But the season generally was
remarkable for a series of

either reversals or upsets of

public form. Thus Oxford
beat Kent and lost to Surrey,
while Cambridge did exactly
the reverse; Marlborough, re-

puted to be about the best

School side of the season, lost

to the Rugbeians, whose form
at Lords was a revelation to

those who had watched their

progress in the season; Chel-

tenham, after being well beaten

by Marlborough, made rings
round Haileybury, by no means
a hopelessly bad side.

The Gentlemen were once

again beaten by the Players
at Lords, but for one reason
or another the strength of our
amateur cricketers was by no
means represented on the occa-

sion. It is a pity that a sort

of frost has overtaken this fix-

ture in the last two or three

years. We have not to go far

back to remember when the

competition for places on the

amateurs' side was exception-

ally keen, but latterly a change
has come over the scene. There
has been a marked difference

between the list of original
selections and the list of those
whose names eventually figure
in the score -

sheet, and the
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number of absentees bids fair

to exceed that of acceptances.
Business, doubtless, in some

cases, accidents or weariness of

the game in others, and rumour

says petty jealousies and im-

agined grievances here and

there, have so entirely spoilt
the complexion of the match
that a more correct title than
Gentlemen v. Players would
be "The Players of England
against A Team of Amateurs."
It would have been possible
in 1910 to pick an Eleven of

amateurs who could have given
several points and a beating
to the side that played as

"The Gentlemen" at Lords.

But Gentlemen v. Players of
England, is it not? Now
where for we have heard the

point raised do Tarrant on
the one side and Le Couteur
on the other come in fine

cricketers both, and on their

merits quite up to the mark
for the occasion? Still, is it

not absolutely certain that in

the coming or to be on the
safe side we will say the much-
talked -of triangular contest,
neither of these cricketers

either could or would repre-
sent England against Aus-
tralia. How then about the

games against South Africa?
If Australia did not require
their services in either match,
would Tarrant or Le Cou-
teur be allowed, as "Ranji"
was allowed, to play for the

old country? Probably not.

The argument in "
Ranji's

"

case was that he counted as

an English cricketer because
he had learnt his cricket in

England. Per contra, Le Cou-

teur, if we mistake not, had

already played for an Aus-
tralian University before he
matriculated at Oxford, and
Tarrant was certainly imported
into England because he was
a promising cricketer. If we
choose to bestow upon a game
and its players the high falutin

title "International," we shall

have to steer clear of interna-

tional complications. And it

is quite an open question
whether it is advisable to in-

vite a man to play for either

the Gentlemen or the Players
of England if he is ineligible
to play for England in an in-

ternational match. We our-

selves happen to think that

it was a mistake to invite
"
Ranji," peerless batsman

though he was, to play for

England. But then we will

plead guilty to being so far

prejudiced as actively to dis-

like an English Government
which passively submits to the

dictation of Mr Redmond.
The County Championship

matches doubtless there the

feeling that they had better be

finished one way or the other

had something to do with it

fairly bristled with surprises,
and the cricket shown was of

a brighter and more healthy
order than has been observed

for many years past. If Kent,
aided by some luck and much

good play, came out first, in

accordance with general ex-

pectation, at anyrate it cannot
be alleged that the rest were
nowhere. Nor were there

wanting those who maintained
that with a little better luck

both in the matter of the

weather and in securing the

assistance of its best players,
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Lancashire might have run the

Champions to a head, or even

beaten them. Be this as it

may, the main point is that

Kent won the Championship,
and that the County which for

some years past has assiduously
cultivated its young and home-

grown cricketers is to-day de-

servedly reaping the fruit of

its foresight in the past.

Yorkshire, on the other hand,
has temporarily fallen from its

high estate, and when Hirst

and Rhodes failed to come off

there was very little evidence

of reserve strength. The
mantle of Somerset, so re-

markable some years ago for

its habit of upsetting a good
thing, has apparently fallen

upon Leicestershire, which rang
the changes all the season

through between losing to

weaker and winning to stronger
sides. A year or two back we
would gladly have seen Leices-

tershire relegated to the second

class, but, thanks to the pres-
ence of two or three really

promising bowlers, it may have
to be seriously reckoned with
for the Championship in the
next two or three seasons.

But now that there are again
afloat rumours of the advance-
ment of a new County to the
first class, it would surely be
advisable to draw the line of de-
marcation more rigidly, and to

degrade as well as to promote.
Until the list of so-called first-

class Counties is sensibly cur-

tailed, there is no room on the

programme for matches of a

higher grade which might give
a future Selection Committee
better opportunities for judg-
ing what men are really fitted

to represent England in a Test

Match. We rejoice to see that

Lord Hawke, whose words
should command attention in

all cricket circles, has already

definitely pronounced his opin-
ion that it is essential to the

interests of English cricket

that "
young players should be

given a chance of improving
their cricket by playing in a

higher class game than the

ordinary County match." Un-

fortunately such games are

few and far between to-day,
and when they are played, it

is seldom that a youngster gets
a trial in them. Among the

most interesting fixtures of

thirty or forty years ago are

the matches between North
and South, played by really

representative sides. But these

have almost entirely disap-

peared from the programme,
and on those rare occasions

when a match is played under
the title, it has been found
difficult to collect even respect-

ably strong sides. For nowa-

days the County seems to have
the first claim on the player's

services, and too many Hamlets
are found missing as wanted
elsewhere when the curtain

is rung up for an extraneous

match. Perhaps the simplest
idea to work out would be the

substitution of a probational

England Eleven for the M.C.C.
teams not infrequently of an
olla - podrida order which
encounter the Counties in

turn at Lords in the early days
of the season. We recognise,
and we seem to gather that

Lord Hawke also recognises,
the difficulties that beset the

path of the innovator. It is,
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as it were, a prerogative of our
nation to be pig

- headed and
averse to changes of system,
and cricketers are no exception
to the rule. It would, in the

first place, be useless to inaugu-
rate the system we suggest
unless the Counties, one and

all, consented to abide loyally

by an agreement to make some
sacrifice for the public weal.

Furthermore, most unfortun-

ately, Lords is notorious for

its habit of providing curious

wickets and yet more curious

performances in the month of

May; and lastly, it would be

hardly worth while to invoke
the strength of England for

the purpose of smothering
well, shall we say, Derbyshire ?

Once again, then, we repeat,

improve the ground at Lords,
and cut down the number of

first-class Counties. What is

the good of calling a County
first-class if it is nothing of the

kind? And what is the good
of a cricket-ground if you can-

not play proper cricket upon

it ? There are occasions when
a visit to Lords and this not

only in May reminds us of a

story told many years ago in

our hearing by Anthony Trol-

lope. Having bought what he
considered rather an expensive
umbrella on Monday, he took
it back to the shop before the
end of the week and invited

the vendor to inspect its con-

dition.

"Look at this thing that I

paid two guineas for at the

beginning of the week."
The shopman unfolded the

umbrella and subjected it to a

lengthy examination.
" Do you know, sir," he said

at last, "it looks I hardly
like to suggest such a thing
but yes, it really does look as if

you had been holding it up in

the rain."
" Of course I have," admitted

the astonished novelist.

"Oh! well, sir, really! If

you will treat a good um-
brella like that, what can you
expect ?

"

Since the above was written the news has come to hand that,
with the view to the selection of a representative English side,

we presume for 1912, two trial matches are to be played next
season between picked Elevens of Probables and Possibles. This
is good hearing so far as it goes. But we trust that, after a

representative side has been finally chosen, the men will be given
at least three opportunities of playing together by way of

shaking them down into their proper places both in the field

and the batting order. That is by no manner of means the

strongest available Eleven, however good the individual players,
which contains half a dozen men practically wedded to the

habit of going in first, or, again, half a dozen candidates for

positions at point or short-slip. A little organisation before-

hand will go almost as far in the cricket-field as in a General
Election.
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THE HOUSE OF HEALING.

THE House of Healing stands

upon a hill flecked by the sun,
shaded by the pines, and sur-

rounded by an odour of dis-

infectant. To the eye there

is nothing to distinguish it

from other houses
;

the same
flowers deck its gardens, the

same tennis-court stands before

it, the same breezes whisper in

the trees around it, but always
there is that clean smell of

disinfectant which assails the

nose of the wayfarer while yet
the House itself is out of sight.
This holds good for the after-

noon, but come in the morning
and a different sight greets the

eye, although the same aroma
meets the nose.

Upon the broad verandah of

the House, and overflowing into

the sun-swept tennis-court, is

the crowd of those who come
for healing, a motley crowd,
the members of which differ

from each other in all things
save one, and the single point
that they have in common is

the one that differentiates the
House of Healing from all

other institutions where the
art of healing is practised.

It is this, that its patients
come to it to be cured of an
illness that has never seized
them.
Once the disease with which

the House of Healing deals
has secured its grip upon its

victim, the House is helpless,
and it but remains for the

patient to die as quickly as
heaven will let him, fortified

by the rites of such Church

as may be his by choice or

by birth Christian, Buddhist,

Mussulman, or Hindu. It only
remains to bow the head to

God or Prophet or Idol, and
to pray that death may be
sent with such merciful speed
as may be deemed fitting.
But the House has a weapon

with which it fights the dis-

ease before the latter has de-

clared itself. The House is, as

it were, a St George, whose
task it is to crush an ever-

lasting dragon ;
and if the

dragon cannot be eternally

crushed, St George has never-

theless the power and the

means to rescue from it those

of its victims who appeal to

him in time. The dragon is

a deliberate dragon, and he

always sends a warning to

those whom he has chosen as

his victims, and therein lies

his own undoing. For if his

selected victims make their

appeal at once to St George,
if they invoke his protection
within three weeks of receiv-

ing the dragon's summons,
the puissant saint will save

them, and the dragon must

go hungry.
But if they delay in their

appeal St George has to fight
with one hand tied behind his

back, and though he puts up
a mighty fight on behalf of

the oppressed, none can fore-

tell the outcome of the battle
;

and while he is generally vic-

torious, there have been occa-

sions when the saint has bitten

the dust.
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The purlieus of the House
of Healing are a curious sight
in the morning. The dragon
is no respecter of persons,
and his taste is cosmopolitan.
There are men clad in all

kinds of raiment, from a

Norfolk jacket "built" in

Savile Row to a . loin-cloth

fashioned by the wearer's

wife
; there are women in

corsets and women with nose-

rings, children in sailor suits

and children in no suits at

all. There is the British

officer and the babu from

Bengal, the British soldier

and the bunnia, the planter
and the policeman ;

the Sikh
farmer and the Frenchman
from a commercial house in

Calcutta, the shaven -headed
man from Bombay, and the

Punjaubi with the oiled curls

that cling around his neck ;

the twice-born Brahmin and
the filthy Sadhu with ash-

smeared face and yellow gar-
ment which leaves him nearly
nude. Truly it is a wonderful
collection of beings high-born
and low-born, from far and
from near, Asian, Eurasian,
and European, believers in

God, believers in The Gods,
and all believing in the power
of the House of Healing. This,
last article of faith is the sole

bond that is common to all

the sixty or seventy persons
who await, day after day,
the summons to enter the
House.
But the crowd that is here

to-day is not the crowd that
will be here next month, or
next week, or even to-morrow

;

daily others arrive to claim
the help of the House. Half
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a dozen may leave to-day, and
to-morrow as many more will

come, or perhaps twice as

many, for the House sets no
limits. Nothing differs ex-

cept the individuals ;
there is

always the same stream of

people of every sort and kind
and colour and religion, who,
impelled by fear of the disease

which they have not got, but
of the possibility or probability
of which warning has reached

them, come to invoke the help
that is never refused.

The laws of precedence do
not hold in the House of

Healing; by a reversal of the

usual rule pride of place is

awarded to those who have
come last, and for the rest

all must take their proper
turn. The Brahmin must
follow the sweeper, the police

inspector must give place to

one who looks every inch a

thief, the private precedes the

colonel, and age for once must
follow in the footsteps of

youth. The man who comes
for the first time this morn-

ing is, as it were, senior to

the man who made his first

appearance yesterday, and it

is on these lines that the

scale of precedence is regu-
lated.

Punctually at the appointed
hour the messenger from the

inner shrine appears, and the

patients are summoned in

turn. The inner shrine in the

House of Healing is an apart-
ment simple to austerity ;

its

sole furniture consists of a

chair and a table, but on

the table is a lamp, and on
the lamp, watched by a white-

coated acolyte, is the stuff
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that works the miracle a

yellow fluid in a glass jar.

Surely the waters of Abana
and Pharpar, the home-made

remedies, the prayers of priest

or wonder-worker or village

quack, the attentions of one's

own Edinburgh-qualified doc-

tor, must be not less effective

than that simple-looking yel-

low fluid ?

There is certainly nothing

impressive about it, yet those

who wash in the waters of

Abana and Pharpar suffer all

the pains of hell before they
die

;
while they who use this

tawny Jordan eat their daily

chupatties or their seven-

course dinner with unim-

paired appetite, until some
other disease claims them.
That is the difference, Abana
and Pharpar are just rivers,

but the tawny fluid is itself

a miracle, with almost bound-
less powers to work other

miracles. A table-spoonful of

this particular Jordan has
more power, as regards the
needs of those who come to

the House of Healing, than
all the other rivers ol the
universe.

The wondrous properties of

the tawny fluid are in all

probability realised more fully
and marvelled at more keenly
by the educated European
than by the half-tamed man
of the jungles, to both of

whom alike it brings its

benefits. The one knows more
or less exactly what it is,

what it does, and how it

does it ; to the other it is

but "the medicine," and it

forms probably one of the
smallest items in what con-

stitutes a gigantic rupture
of his ordinary daily routine.

Take, for instance, the case

of little Basant Kor, who all

her life had dwelt in a mud-
built village. Once or twice
she had been taken to a big
mela or festival, but except
for memories of those delight-
ful excursions the world for

her had consisted of the limit-

less plain dotted with villages
and cut into little unhedged
fields. She had never seen a

hill, much less a railway, she

could not read or write, and
had never seen a Sahib (not
that she wanted to set eyes
on this last work of God) ;

life for her, at the age of ten

years, already meant work
and little else, and though
she did not realise it, it was
work set within the narrow-
est and most circumscribed

compass.
And then the dragon sent

his message that he would

shortly require her. Fortun-

ately for Basant Kor, her

father, although but an un-
lettered yeoman farmer, was a
man of some enlightenment ;

he
hied himself to those in power,
and forthwith his daughter
found herself in a world she

had never dreamed of.

She was taken many miles

to the railway, the silver

bangles on her ankles rattling
as her tired feet made their

way over the rough, hot

country roads
;

she passed

through the bazaar of a great
town, dragging on her father's

hand as her eager eyes tried

to take in all that she saw
around her of crowded streets,

hurrying foot-passengers, uni-
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formed soldiers, gay shops
where were sold things to eat

and things to wear. And
then they arrived at the

station, where her father,

reckless man, did not even

try to bargain with the man
who sold him what was called

a "
tickut," and where they

waited in a noisy crowd till

the train should arrive. It

came with a roar that made
Basant Kor shrink back in

fear; ensued a rush for seats,

and the bumping and the

jostling so took away her

breath that Basant Kor real-

ised nothing more till she

found herself, clinging as ever

tight to her father's hand,
in a crowded third-class com-

partment.
It was all wonderful, but it

grew to be miraculous when
the train started and they
rushed through the country-
side. It went just as fast

by night as by day, till at

length it got to a place where
it could run no more, and
Basant Kor alighted with her

father. At the entrance to

the station her father was
bold enough to ask questions
of one magnificent in belted

livery; he was as kind as he
was great, and he actually

belonged to the place where

they were going.
"That's the road," said he,

" and there is the place." He
pointed skywards, as it seemed
to Basant Kor, and her eyes

following his finger saw a

sprinkling of white houses
aloft upon what appeared to

her to be a stupendous moun-
tain.

She wondered how they

managed to build houses away
up on a place as high as that.

So Basant Kor and her

father set forth, and ever they
climbed up and up and up ;

before and on each side were
more enormous hills stretching

away as far as the eye could

see, and cocked up against the

most distant sky were more

hills, still higher than the

others, and quite white. But
behind them lay the plains

spreading away and away
till they were lost in nothing-
ness, and Basant Kor liked

best to look backwards over

her shoulder at their friendly
and familiar flatness.

At last they reached the

House of Healing, and Basant
Kor was now so full of aston-

ishment that her faculties of

surprise were for the time be-

numbed. She had never before

seen a Sahib's bungalow, and
as she sat on the tennis-court

she admired very greatly the

house that stood before her;
it was snow - white and very
high, and it looked as though
it would neither collapse nor
leak however heavy the rain

that fell upon it. She was so

busy examining the house that

first day that she took no
notice of the people who stood

about its precincts, and she

was quite sorry when a man
called loudly upon her own
name, and her father seizing
her by the hand led her inside

the wonderful structure.

Basant Kor cast her eyes in

wonder round the room while

her father spoke to a big man
in a long white coat ;

besides

him there was another Sahib
who watched a little glass
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bowl of fluid, rather like ghee.
When the big man and her

father had made an end of

talking, the other Sahib handed
the former something, she

was told to lift up her gar-

ment, the big man gave her

a little prick in the stomach
with the thing the other Sahib
had given to him, and her

father led her out again. That
was all. And her father said

it would have to be done every
day for twenty days.
So every day Basant Kor

went with her father into the

big man's room, and before he

pricked her he always asked
after her health and sometimes
he made a joke to her. She
rather liked the big man, al-

though her father told her
that he was very great and
held in his hands the power
of life and death. And it was

very interesting and amusing
sitting out in the sun with all

the people who were awaiting
their turn to go into the prick-

ing-room ; they used to tell

each other of how the summons
of the dragon had reached

them, of how much money they
earned every month, of the

prices of things in their re-

spective neighbourhoods. Some
of them talked strange lan-

guages, too, of which Basant
Kor could not understand a

word, and she liked to listen

to the funny way in which
these talked.

The Memsahibs perhaps
caused her the most astonish-

ment, for they wore strange
and wonderful garments and
went in at the waist in the
most curious way; once one

spoke to her, but she could

not understand what she said,
so she smiled and ran back to

her father in great embarrass-

ment, while the Memsahib
laughed after her.

But all good things come to

an end, and the day came when
Basant Kor was pricked for

the last time, and her father

and she, leaving the quarters

provided for them near the

House of Healing, made their

way down the hill, took again
the wonderful train, and so

went home. Her father was

glad, for it was near the time
of harvest, and necessary for

him to go home, but Basant
Kor was sorry. Being a true

woman, she loved the world.

And she really thought no-

thing about the daily prick
and the little glass bowl of

yellow fluid; they were not

connected in her mind with
all the wonderful things she
had seen.

But it is not every one who
regards the yellow fluid with
the same detachment as did

Basant Kor
;

for instance,
Kalan looked upon it with
the eye of fear. When Kalan
received the dragon's warning
he would have preferred to dis-

regard it and to take his

chance of evil consequences,
and it was only the positive
commands of his employer
which made him come to the

House of Healing. Kalan is

a sweeper, and he fears pain
only more than he fears work
or trouble of any kind

;
Kalan

is base-born, wherein he differs

from Basant Kor, who comes
of good stock

;
his face is very

black and his liver is very
white, and what is but a prick
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to the small girl is something
very like a stab to the grown
man. Curiously enough, he and
Basant Kor are always sum-
moned together, and the con-

trast of their demeanour is

curious. The girl holds her

father's hand and takes the

syringe with a smile
;
the man,

who is something of a swash-
buckler while out on the tennis-

court, slinks in as though he is

going to be flogged, he is seized

and held by the messenger
while his base hide is being
perforated for he who winces
must be pricked again, and
then adjusting his raiment
with trembling fingers he
sidles out with all alacrity.
Kalan's attitude in the room
is not edifying ; he evidently
hates Jordan and longs for the
warm shallows of Abana and

Pharpar.
Basant Kor and Kalan fur-

nish a contrast in demeanour,
but the soldier and the Sadhu
who follow them are at the

very poles to one another, not

only in demeanour but in

everything else; each perhaps
is a type of the country that

begot him the Tommy long
and thin, with pink cheeks,
careless smild, and hurrying
steps; the "devotee," the self-

styled holy man, with his

most unholy face smeared with
ash to a horrid whiteness, his

surly expression, his half bare
and wholly plump brown body,
his tapping staff and very de-

liberate pace. Surely there

was never such a contrast as

is presented by these two who
enter the room in succession,
the cheerful worker who earns
his own bread and the sullen

drone (who has perhaps a

sting) who eats at the expense
of others.

The soldier goes in smiling,

clattering over the stone floor

in his hobnailed high - lows
;

he is still smiling when he

emerges, and he seems to re-

gard the pricking
- room as

part of a great medical joke.
He joins his friends outside

with a jest, and his place is

taken by the holy man, who
shuffles barefoot over the

ground, his staff tapping on
the stone floor; he casts back
his soiled yellow garment as he

enters, making his body still

more nude than before, he
receives the needle with holy
stoicism, and he emerges with
his head bowed on his hairy
chest as he examines with
interest the new little puncture
that adorns his well-nourished

stomach. Then he stalks off

through the crowd with his

air of sanctified sulkiness. It

is difficult to love the Sadhu,
or to feel that he is in any way
a brother. Were he on his

side to feel fraternal, one can-
not help believing that his

sentiments would be as those

of Cain towards Abel.

The odd thing is that he is

here at all. His sort are really
the relics of an older time, and

they are not usually associated

with anything so clean, so

scientific, and so up-to-date as

the House of Healing. How-
ever, his presence is but a

proof of one thing, namely,
that East or "West, wild or

tame, washed or unwashed,

holy Brahmin or very base-

born sweeper, we all have one

common bond the fear of the
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dragon that has sent us to the

House of Healing.
The East and the West, in

the persons of the soldier and
the Sadhu, have really proved
the poet to be wrong, for the

twain have met at that admir-
able institution. And what is

more, they have met on terms
of perfect equality, for, as was
said before, the House of Heal-

ing is democratic. Its doors

are open to all, and if an
Honourable Member of Council
desires its aid, he has only to

arrive at 10.30 A.M., and he
will receive with Basant Kor
and Kalan, with the soldier,

the Sadhu, and the rest of us,

the magic cure which is effected

by the tawny fluid.

It would have been interest-

ing to ascertain the different

circumstances in which all the

applicants to the House of

Healing had received their

injuries : some had a leg

bandaged, others an arm,
others a hand, and one came
with the middle part of his

face swathed in a white cloth,

above which his eyes peered
out full of wonder and astonish-

ment at what they beheld.

This man was a wild-looking
person, of whose raiment the
white cloth on his face formed
at least a half or would have
done so but for the blanket
with which the House of

Healing had provided him,
and without which he would
have been almost naked and

quite unashamed, and prob-
ably very cold upon those

breezy heights.
He was a man of the jungles,

and he hailed from somewhere
in Central India. One night

he was lying on his string bed
outside his squalid mud hut,
which lay upon the outskirts

of his squalid mud village; it

was parlous hot, and one might
have thought that the heat
emanated from the brilliant

white moon which, riding high
in a clear starry sky, drew

inky shadows from every clear-

cut tree and bush. A deep
hush and stillness lay upon the
world

; not the least whisper of

a breeze, not a cry from the

jackals, not a sound from any
night bird, broke the dead
silence of the hot - weather

night.

Presently the sleeper stirred

uneasily, and awaking, rose

to drink water from the
earthenware "chattie" which
stood close against the wall of

the hut, and then, lying down
again upon the bed, fell once
more into uneasy slumber.
But fate and the dragon

were upon him
;
a beast came

trotting steadily from the deep
shadows of the jungle, ran

swiftly across a brilliant patch
of moonlit ground, half -van-
ished in the murky shade cast

by a bush, emerged again into

the light, and made straight
for the sleeper. Exactly what

happened, a watcher, had there

been one, could not have seen,

for the man was lying in the

dark shadow of his hut; but
as the trotting beast passed

away the sleeper rose with a

cry, his hands pressed to his

face, which was streaming with
blood.

Anon fear came upon him
;

followed a journey to a certain

near city, where he interviewed
the civil surgeon at the civil
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hospital. That officer applied
the white bandage, and, send-

ing an urgent telegram to the

House of Healing, despatched
the man of the jungles to the

distant hills which he had
never seen. Travelling in a

continual state of surprise,
which far eclipsed his fears,

he showed his " chits
"

to im-

portant officials, such as ticket-

collectors and guards, who
passed him from train to train,

putting him in and ordering
him out of railway carriages,

till, half-dazed with the sudden

strangeness of his transition

from village life to the busy
bustling world, he at length
reached the House of Healing

where he received what he
stood most in need of in the

shape of food and apparel, as

well as of treatment.

There was a time when the

House of Healing was not. One
does not like to think of that

time, when it did not exist in

this land of the dragon ;
for

he,whom we all fear, straddleth,
like Apollyon, across every way.
Even now the House perhaps
touches but the fringe of his

victims, but the fringe is a

wide one, and it numbers very

many hundreds in a single

year ; and so great is the fame
of the House and of its achieve-

ments that a second House has

already sprung into existence,
and a third is being created, in

other parts of the land.

The House is maintained by
those who wish it well, and its

chiefest supporters are the

great Government of the land
and the lesser Governments of

the provinces ; district boards
and municipalities lend their

aid, and even railway systems,
which are not usually connect-

ed with works of benevolence,

transport free of cost those

needy ones who demand the

protection of the House.
Therefore it would seem that

the Governments, greater and

less, are still in some respects
our Ma-Bap, our Father and
our Mother.
As I was wending my way

down the hilly road towards
those hazy plains which had

already swallowed up Basant

Kor, I met a large party of

patients who were being con-

veyed to the House of Healing.

They were to be the sacrifice

that the House demands, and

they were to bear the ills of

the people.

They were rabbits.
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THE OFFICIAL CASE AGAINST COMPULSORY SERVICE.

BY COLONEL CHARLES E. CALLWELL, C.B.

" INTEREST in the question
of compulsory military ser-

vice in these islands is very

general, and it is important
that materials for forming a

judgment on the subject
should be before the public."
In these words Mr Haldane

opens his contribution to a

little volume which he has

prepared in concert with his

late colleague on the Army
Council, Sir Ian Hamilton.
It is a sentiment in which
all who interest themselves
in defence problems in this

country will cordially agree.
The people are in need of

trustworthy information on
this matter, a matter which
is from day to day attract-

ing greater attention, and
with regard to many aspects
of which the necessary data
for forming an opinion are
not readily available. But
it is unfortunately the case
that some of the materials
for forming a judgment which
are served out in the ex-Ad-

jutant- General's "Study in
the Light of Experience

"
are

not calculated to aid the or-

dinary man in arriving at a
correct conclusion.
The Inspector - General of

Oversea Forces is a soldier of

exceptionally wide and varied

experience, and any opinions
which he may express upon
military questions will always
be listened to with respect.
To some portions of the un-

official "Memorandum" which
he has prepared for the use

of the War Minister, and
which forms the greater part
of the book, the majority of

experts will assent without
hesitation. With large por-
tions of it the generality of

soldiers will find themselves
in substantial agreement.
But it contains many pass-

ages which are open to criti-

cism, and some of the state-

ments which find a place in

it do not seem to be fully
warranted by actual facts.

It may, speaking broadly, be
said to deal with two more
or less distinct questions,

conscription after the Con-
tinental pattern, and com-

pulsory service, somewhat on
the Swiss model, such as is

advocated by the National
Service League. Unfortun-

ately, however, the two diverg-
ent forms of obligatory mili-

tary service are not kept
sufficiently apart in Sir Ian
Hamilton's review to enable

the reader to appreciate cor-

rectly their respective merits
and demerits. We find some
facts passed over in silence

which have an important bear-

ing upon the matter under con-

sideration, and we find other
facts so treated that, in the
form in which they are pre-
sented, they almost cease to be
facts. The methods employed
are not those of the arbitrator,
but those of the advocate.
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Were the Memorandum the ly for home defence, and it

production of an unofficial per- shows that the result of

sonage, no great objection adopting such a plan would
could be raised to a pro- be to throw the nation back
cedure which, after all, is upon a defensive strategy,
not uncommon when indi- These points !are elaborated

viduals holding strong views skilfully in a form which
on a subject make a state- converts a technical subject
ment of their case. But its into an extremely interesting
author is not an unofficial one, and a strong case is un-

personage. doubtedly made out, even
Little exception can, upon when looking at the question

the whole, be taken to the entirely from the soldier's and
manner in which the Memor- the strategist's point of view,
andum deals with the appli- against the adoption of this

cation of normal Continental kind of compulsory service

conscription to the United by us.

Kingdom. It points out that, At the same time, there are

were such a system introduced, passages in the Memorandum
we should still have need of a where the objections even to

large force raised by voluntary this class of compulsory ser-

enlistment to provide oversea vice are overstated. It is

garrisons ;
and it performs a almost suggested, for in-

valuable service in indioat- stance, that the development of

ing how experience in France " war weariness "
amongst the

and Germany goes to show Japanese conscripts in Man-
the great difficulty that arises churia was the cause of the

in inducing the conscript to abandonment by the Tokio
enrol himself of his own free statesmen of the idea of

will in colonial corps.
1 The farther advance after Muk-

figures bearing on this point den. Such an advance would
are significant and instruo- probably have led to disaster,

tive. The Memorandum oon- or at all events to a check,
siders the project of conscrip- no matter how enthusiastic

tion if it were introduced with the soldiery had been, and
the idea of providing both ex- those responsible decided

peditionary force and home against a continuance of the

defence army, and it points war on quite different grounds
out very properly that an from a failure of morale

expeditionary force so raised amongst the troops. "France
could not satisfactorily be was a pleasant, fruitful land

employed on campaigns of compared with South Africa,"

long duration in far distant observes the author, when
theatres of war. It deals touching upon the war weari-

likewise with the case of a ness of the German conscripts

conscript army designed pure- in January and February 1871.

1 It is important to remember that this is a case of asking men of probably

twenty-one years of age and upwards to enrol themselves.
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Is there any time of the year
at which campaigning on the

High Veldt, or in the Great

Karroo, or on the Tugela,
would not be infinitely pre-
ferable to campaigning on the

plains of Orleans or Picardy
in January? Then again, it

is putting the case altogether
too strongly to say that a

conscript army of this type
"never has been and cannot
now be used for long-range
purposes, for distant wars."

The Grand Army which fought
at Friedland and at Borodino
was a conscript army, and
inasmuch as distance is in

this connection essentially a

matter of time, its soldiers

were campaigning at longer

range from home than our

regulars were when in action

on the Modder river and at

Pieters Hill. It is true that

Spanish troops of this class

failed in Cuba, and that
Italian ones met with dis-

aster in Abyssinia ; but, on
the other hand, Spanish con-

scripts quite recently have

brought an extremely diffi-

cult and somewhat protracted
struggle to a successful con-
clusion in North Africa. The
fact that so many of the Tsar's
soldiers were conscripts, fight-

ing far from their native land,
was only one of the numerous
circumstances which contrib-
uted to bring about the dis-

comfiture of the Kussian hosts
in the Far East. It is not
the fact that a conscript army
cannot be used for distant

wars; but for such purposes
a voluntarily enlisted army is

no doubt decidedly preferable.
Sir Ian Hamilton has much

to say about the moral factor,
and about the superiority of

the volunteer over the man
who is compelled to serve.

Foreign officers, he tells us,

admit that our Regular Army
is sure to fight well, because
the men are volunteers, and

may therefore be presumed by
nature to be combative : the

worst of it is that he himself

informs us, a few pages earlier,

that only one-fifth of the re-

cruits who enlist in the gener-

ality of infantry battalions do
so for any other reason than
that they want to be fed and
housed. He pays a glowing
tribute to the Colonial corps
which took the field in South
Africa. But why does he in-

terrupt himself to point out

that if those corps had been
raised on a compulsory basis

for home defence we should
not have had the benefit of

their assistance ? Does he sug-

gest that, now that certain

oversea dominions are adopt-

ing compulsory service for

home defence, they would be

less ready to furnish volun-

teer contingents in the in-

terests of the Empire were a

case analogous to the South
African danger to arise ? Few
will dispute that, cceteris part-

bus, the volunteer is a more
valuable military asset than the

man obliged to serve, that,

given two men of the same age
and physique and intelligence
who have undergone the same
amount of training, the one who
is serving of his own free-will

will probably be the better

soldier than the one who is

forced to do so whether he
wants to or not. But the rel-
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ative superiority of the one
over the other can easily be

exaggerated, and it is by no
means so universally admitted
on the Continent as might be

inferred from the Memor-
andum.

It is, however, when the ex-

Adjutant-General turns for a

moment to deal with the only
form of compulsory service

which can be said to be seri-

ously before this country, that

he allows partisanship to carry
him away and commits himself

to statements and to expres-
sions of opinion which had
better not have seen the light in

a paper emanating from such a

source. The plan proposed by
the National Service League is

no doubt open to criticism as

regards some of its details
;

but it is not supposed to repre-
sent the last word on the sub-

ject, and it is at least entitled

to be discussed fairly and on
its merits. Let us see how
the subject is approached in

the Memorandum.
The recruiting problem is

one of the greatest difficulties

which the Adjutant-General of

the Forces has to contend with
in connection with the regular

army. If the necessary num-
bers do not come forward, our
oversea garrisons cannot be
maintained and the expedition-

ary force cannot be mobilised.

When, therefore, an officer

who has held this very respon-
sible position at headquarters
announces that some measure
which is under discussion will

prove fatal to recruiting for

the troops in first line, that

measure stands condemned in

the eyes of all who realise the

nature of the military require-
ments of the nation, stands

condemned, that is to say,

provided that it does not turn
out that the announcement is

unwarranted. " My view is

clear," says Sir Ian Hamilton,
" that the present type of

recruit would not take on
in anything approaching his

present numbers " were the

scheme of the National Ser-

vice League to be introduced.

The scheme is, it will be re-

membered, that youths be-

tween the ages of 18 and
19 shall be liable to undergo
from four to six months' com-

pulsory training in that year,
after which they are to join
the Territorial Army, under-

going fifteen days' compulsory
training in each of the three

succeeding years. How does

the ex-Adjutant-General ar-

rive at the conclusion that

the adoption of this plan
would dam up the supply of

recruits for the regulars?
He assumes that the four

to six months' compulsory
training would take place in

the winter months, and says
that, in consequence of this,

most of those who under

present conditions enlist in

the early months of the year
would at that time be paid
and housed and clothed by
the State. But, as it hap-

pens, less than half of the

annual recruiting contingent
consists of youths between
18 and 19 it was 40 per
cent in 1909, so that, not

"most of," but less than

half of, the recruits who join
in the winter months will be

affected. "Would the experi-
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ences thus gained," continues

the Memorandum, "be likely
to tempt 35,000 of them, or,

admitting the doubtful as-

sumption that our recruiters

are still able to pick up
10,000 youths in the open
market, say 25,000 of them,
to take up the military
career as a profession?" But
the Army Annual Report for

1909, for which as Adjutant-
General Sir Ian Hamilton
was responsible, shows that

in the whole of that year
he only got 13,871 recruits

of between 18 and 19.

Now, let us put on one side

this bewildering jumble of

figures and misleading infer-

ences, and look the question

fairly in the face in the light
of actual facts

;
and let us

grant for the sake of argument
that the compulsory training
for youths of between 18 and
19 takes place in the winter

months, which from the mili-

tary point of view are of

course the most inconvenient.
The Memorandum informs us
that about three-fifths of the
recruits for the regulars enlist

during the winter months ; and
we have seen that rather less

than half of the total annual

contingent consists of youths
of this particular age. There-
fore from one quarter to a
third of the contingent are

youths of this age, who enlist

in the winter months. That
would represent about 10,000
out of the total of 35,000 who
compose the annual recruit

contingent, and these 10,000
would under the National
Service League plan be housed
and clothed and paid at that

particular season. The ques-
tion is, how many of these

10,000 youths would in conse-

quence be lost to the regulars.
Now a proportion of them,

small perhaps, will wish to

soldier for soldiering's sake.

Then there will be a large pro-

portion of them who will not
find it much easier to secure

employment at the end of their

training than it was before

they were called up. All of

them will have the prospect
before them of greatly in-

creased emoluments if they
enrol themselves in the regu-
lars, and the attraction will

offer itself of joining a corps
and of appearing in smart

clothing (during compulsory
training the uniform would, of

course, be limited to service

dress). These are points to

which lads of this type attach
a good deal of importance. Is

it an unfair assumption that

quite half of them will appre-
ciate the virtues of being paid
and clothed and housed, even
if they have no combative

instincts, and will join the

regulars before the winter is

out ? That accounts for 5000 ;

but it leaves us still 5000 to

the bad. These 5000 return to

civil life
;
but will none of them

seek the recruiting agencies
within a few months ? Winter
is a recurring season, and a

good many of these 5000 may
find the pinch coming on again
before they have been many
months depending on their

own resources. They will re-

member how they got over
their difficulties a few months
before. There is no question
of compulsory training now to
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help them along. If they want
to be paid and clothed and
housed by the State they must
enlist in the regulars. Is it an
unfair assumption that half of

the 5000 will find their way
into the ranks of the First Line
sooner or later? That still

leaves us 2500 to the bad 2500
who under the existing system
would have been caught by the

recruiting agencies for better

or for worse
; and, to realise

that equivalents for these may
be found, we must go back

again to the beginning.
Those 10,000 youths, lost to

the regulars at the start, will

not be undergoing their com-

pulsory training alone. There
will be a matter of 140,000
more youths of the same age
undergoing compulsory train-

ing alongside of them, none of

whom will contemplate enlist-

ing into the regulars when

they join, and most of whom
will probably never have even

thought of such a thing. Is

it not possible that one out
of every fifty -six of these

140,000 lads will become bitten

with the idea of taking up
soldiering as a profession, ap-

preciating the advantages as

regards pocket
- money, cloth-

ing, barracks, and so forth,
which that profession offers,

advantages of which many
civilian youths are entirely
unaware? If one youth in

fifty- six is tempted, then we
make up the 2500 recruits

for the regulars which com-

pulsory training lost us out of

the 10,000 youths of between
18 and 19 whom we could
otherwise count on. It is only
when the question comes to be

analysed that the absurdity of

Sir Ian Hamilton's contention
becomes apparent, as to the
fact of a large number of

youths undergoing compulsory
training at the time when they
otherwise might enlist into the

regulars constituting a serious

danger.
"Our own experiment of

1902 - 4 is pretty conclusive,"

says the Memorandum, "that
the present type of recruit

would not join the regulars in

anything like the same num-
bers as is the case at present."
Now, what was this experi-
ment ? It was the experiment
of trying to tempt men to extend
their colour service whose term
of engagement was three years
with the colours and nine years
in the reserve, and only about
36 per cent accepted the condi-

tions. There was no induce-

ment for the men to extend
until they were approaching
two years' service, and there-

fore they may be assumed to

have for the most part already
reached 20 years of age and

upwards when they arrived

at a decision
;
and the experi-

ences of the recruiting agencies,

supported by statistics, all go
to show that it is upon youths
that the army has to depend
for the bulk of its recruit sup-

ply. The men had had time

to tire of soldiering and to

begin to hanker after the free-

dom of civil life. The large

proportion of them who had
been driven into the ranks by
sheer want had forgotten their

troubles to some extent, and
had come to realise that these

could mainly be attributed to

their own immaturity. They
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could, moreover, at the worst,

calculate upon sixpence a-day
reserve pay to help them along
if out of employment. The
extension of service proposed to

them, moreover, meant early

foreign service practically for

a certainty, except in the case

of the Guards. The results

were disappointing to the War
Office ; but is this case " on all

fours
" with that of lads of 18

who have done four months',
or in some cases six months'

training, who have got no
reserve pay to fall back upon,
who know that if they enlist

in the regulars they will not in

all probability be sent abroad
for some time, and who foresee

that they will enjoy many ad-

vantages that have not fallen

to their lot during their train-

ing? The two cases are totally

distinct, and the experiment of

1902-4 in reality throws no

light whatever upon the ques-
tion whether the proposals of

the National Service League, if

adopted, would injure the re-

cruiting for the regulars.
But there is another little

matter which the Memorandum
does not mention when dealing
with these recruiting figures
and prospects. Of the 34,274
recruits who joined the regulars
in 1909, no less than 11,020
came from the Special Reserve

that is to say, were youths
and men who had done half as
much training again as the
National Service League pro-
pose for infantry under their

scheme. This was, moreover,
at a time when certain restric-

tions had necessarily been im-

posed upon Special Reservists

joining the regulars, because

more were coming forward
than were wanted. The author
of the Memorandum has not

forgotten the existence of the

Special Reserve. On the con-

trary, it is trotted out freely
when its appearance suits the

brief. But not a reference is

made to the fact a fact which
is common knowledge in the
Service that the majority of

young recruits who join this

category of the forces volun-

teer in due course for the

regulars. Sir Ian Hamilton
tells us at one point that he
is trying to write impartially.
His laudable efforts in that di-

rection have not been crowned
with unqualified success.

The truth is that the attempt
to prove that a short period of

compulsory training, were it to

be introduced, would gravely
prejudice recruiting for the

regular army, turns out to be
a complete failure when it

comes to be examined into.

It may be added that if

youths were called upon to

undergo their compulsory
training when 17, instead of

when 18, as the National

Service League contemplates,
the only serious argument that

Sir Ian Hamilton brings for-

ward falls at once to the

ground ;
for in that case they

would not be paid and housed
and clothed just at the time
when they would otherwise be

providing an especially fruitful

source of supply to the recruit-

ing agencies. It has been

necessary to go into this ques-
tion at some length, because
the collaborators who are pro-

viding materials for the public
to form a judgment on the
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question of compulsory military
service, base their case against
it very largely on their con-

tention that it would injure
the regulars. Mr Haldane is

entirely mistaken when he re-

marks, in his contribution to

the volume, that the scheme of

the National Service League
would not "leave us our ex-

peditionary army at anything
like its present strength." He
has committed the blunder
of accepting pronouncements
made by the Inspector-General
of Oversea Forces on this point
at their face value.

The gratification which under
other circumstances would be
derived from the encouraging
estimate as to the value of

the Territorial Army appear-
ing in the Memorandum, is

tempered by the suspicion
which earlier passages have
aroused as regards the im-

partiality of the document.
Sir Ian Hamilton is sanguine
as to the future of the citizen

force as at present consti-

tuted ; but he hardly seems
to fully realise the obstacles

that stand in the way of its

attaining military efficiency.
He talks of the provision of

the requisite rifle and artil-

lery ranges as an improve-
ment that will take place
"
automatically." Now the

real difficulty involved in this

question lies in the fact that

practically the whole of the

units want to train either

about Whitsuntide or at the

time of the August Bank
Holiday. If the Territorials

served on a compulsory basis,
their annual camps would be

spread over the season from

April to September, as is the

case with the Special Reserve,
and the problem of ranges
would in consequence be great-

ly simplified.
1

The Memorandum makes
one assumption, when discuss-

ing the state of efficiency of

the citizen army after six

months' embodiment, which
is positively startling.

" We
must always bear in mind,"
it says,

" that after six

months' war a Continental

army would not consist so

much of first -line troops as

of reserves." Now the danger
of an invasion lies either in

an unexpected outbreak of

war, or else in the sudden
intervention of a third party
in a war in which our ex-

peditionary force is already

1 It is of interest to note that in the War Office estimate of the probable cost

of the National Service League scheme, published as an Appendix to the book,
it is assumed that the adoption of the plan would involve heavy expenditure on
manoeuvre areas and artillery ranges. That is quite a mistake. Even if the

proportion of the arms remained as it is at present in the Territorial Army, the

question of manoeuvre areas and artillery ranges would be much facilitated and
the outlay for providing new ones would be correspondingly decreased, supposing
that the trainings of the citizen army were carried out on a compulsory basis.

But the proportion would not remain as at present. The National Service League
would not seem to have examined the problem from what may be called the

General Staff point of view. It is safe to say, however, that both the number
of yeomanry squadrons and of mobile batteries now maintained in the home
defence forces could be, and ought to be, decreased rather than increased were
the scheme adopted.
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engaged in some theatre of admits, in reference to home

operations beyond the seas : defence, the possibility of some

in neither case could there hostile transports succeeding
be question of any troops in evading an observing fleet ;

other than the very best but it is a pity that, when

being detailed by the enemy referring to the obstacles pre-
for the undertaking. It is sented to successful landings

strange that such a sugges- by wind and weather, he

tion should emanate from a should make so inappropriate

professional member of the a reference to the experiences
Committee of Imperial De- of the Territorial manoeuvres

fence, a body supposed to this autumn. The War Min-

possess a thorough acquaint- ister must be aware that,

ance with the problems which when the contemplated land-

the security of the United ing on the Island of Sheppey
Kingdom involves. Incident- was abandoned, a strong opin-

ally we are told that " a ion prevailed amongst Service

few " Guards battalions will men on the spot that the dis-

be available to stiffen the embarkation could have been
Territorials after the expedi- carried out without risk as

tionary force has sailed, a peace exercise, and that

There are nine Guards bat- nobody dreamt of denying
talions : six of these belong that the descent would have
to the expeditionary force, been effected as a matter of

and one is permanently on course had it been a case of

foreign service, seven from war. The interpolation, again,
nine makes two, not "a few." of the views of an anonymous
The point would not be of writer in ' The Contemporary
much importance were it not Review ' on the subject of the

emblematic of the breezy amount of transport needed
fashion in which matters of to embark an invading force,

actual fact are dealt with in amounts almost to a betise.

the Memorandum a Memor- The quantity of shipping that
andum offering many other would be absorbed in convey-
opportunities for criticism be- ing a military force across the
sides those touched upon in waters depends as much upon
the preceding paragraphs. the composition of the force
Mr Haldane's " Introduc- as upon its numerical strength ;

tion
"

enunciates the broad and when a member of the

principles upon which our Army Council gravely quotes
Imperial strategy is founded the dictum of an expert sea-
with admirable clearness. He man to the effect that an
points out that our expedi- army of 70,000 men, "with
tionary army must take the horses, guns, and transport,"
form of a long-range weapon, would require 200,000 tons of

and that it can only be transport, he convicts himself
raised upon a voluntary of ignorance with regard to
and a, comparatively speak- the very elements of a subject
ing, long -service basis. He with which it is his duty to
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make himself acquainted. His
footnote to the effect that the

General Staff do not adopt
the conclusions of his " Master
Mariner

"
is really hardly

called for. It is not neces-

sary to have recourse to the
" brains of the army

"
to learn

that the tonnage question

hinges upon the proportion of

cavalry, artillery, and trans-

port which accompanies the

expeditionary force. The Gen-
eral Staff, of course, fully
realise that, for reasons quite

apart from tonnage, the pro-

portion of these services in an

invading army could be, and
would be, kept exceptionally
low.

Both Introduction and Mem-
orandum lay marked stress

upon the increased charges
which a compulsory system is

presumed to give rise to, and

they refer in appreciative terms
to certain estimates arrived at

by the Assistant Financial

Secretary at Headquarters, to

whose qualifications for carry-

ing out such a task they pay
tributes which will be endorsed

by all who have served in re-

sponsible positions in the War
Office of late years. It is not

proposed here to stray into the

mazes of figures which appear
in the appendices to the book

;

but a glance through the mem-
oranda supplied respectively by
the War Office expert and by
the National Service League
serves to detect two points.
The first point is that the

Assistant Financial Secretary
provides for the annual fort-

nightly trainings of a Territorial

Army with a peace establish-

ment of 550,000, whereas the

VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLIII.

National Service League pro-

pose a peace establishment of

400,000 for the force in quest-
ion. As the Assistant Fin-
ancial Secretary puts down the
cost per man for this annual

training at 10, a trifle of one
and a half million sterling in

his estimate represents the cost

of troops whom the League do
not propose to maintain. The

League's plan may not be the

right one, but, right or wrong,
it is the plan which is in

question. The other point is

of less importance, but it is

worth noting. Both the League
and the War Office expert as-

sume that the average length
of the recruit's training under
the scheme will be five months.
But it will apparently be only
four and a half months. The
mounted troops and artillery of

the Territorial Army as now
organised constitute less than a

quarter of the force, not half

the force.

Apart from financial con-

siderations, objections to com-

pulsory service are based in

the Introduction chiefly upon
the injurious effect which its

adoption would exercise over

recruiting for the regulars, and

upon the influence which the
introduction of such a military

system into the country may be

expected to exert in the direc-

tion of substituting a defensive

for an offensive war policy. The

recruiting question has already
been dealt with in preceding

paragraphs, but a word seems
to be called for with regard
to the other point. Carried

to extremes, national service

would be tantamount to a

complete reversal of the strat-
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egic doctrines which, at least

in theory, have governed the

war policy of the United King-
dom for generations. Were

conscription of the Continental

type to be embraced for home

defence, it would very seriously
weaken our potentialities for

offensive and defensive opera-
tions beyond the shores of the

British Islands. But that does

not alter the fact that reliance

upon purely voluntary service

tends likewise to reduce our

capacity for offence and de-

fence externally. Mr Haldane

says of compulsory service, that
" its tendency is in the direc-

tion of the merely defensive,
and away from the tradition

which we have hitherto be-

lieved to be the inheritance

of our people from Chatham
and from Nelson." Whether
that is or is not the case

depends entirely upon the

nature of the compulsory ser-

vice which is supposed to be
under consideration. Was it

the policy of this country in

the days of Chatham and of

Nelson to tie the nation's fleets

to the narrow seas to act as

guardians of the United King-
dom against a sudden inva-

sion ? Has not the responsi-

bility for securing the home
coasts against the possibility
of the approach of hostile

transports, singly or in squad-
rons, become a veritable mill-

stone round the neck of the

Royal Navy, and has it not
caused the White Ensign to
almost disappear from distant
waters ?

It is not unusual for writers
who treat of the art of war
and expatiate upon the prin-

ciples of military organisation,
to buttress their pronounce-
ments with quotations from

acknowledged authorities who
have passed away. "The
moral is to the physical as

three is to one,"
"
only numbers

can annihilate," phrases such
as these often supply effective

ammunition for controversial

purposes. But when they are

interpolated without reference

to the context in which they
originally appeared, they are

apt to be turned to account in

support of propositions to

which their authors would
have refused to subscribe.

With suitable volumes of ref-

erence at his elbow, the expert
can introduce excerpts from
the writings of Napoleon or

Nelson or Clausewitz into his

letterpress to prove almost

anything that he wants to

prove. Which great master of

strategy and tactics was re-

sponsible for the familiar apo-

thegm that " the surest defence

lies in resolute attack " we are

unable at the moment to recall
;

but the soundness or otherwise

of the doctrine which the dictum

suggests depends entirely on
the circumstances of the par-
ticular case to which it is

applied. Broadly speaking, the

doctrine is certainly applicable
to our problem of Imperial
Defence ; but it is, on the other

hand, entirely inapplicable to

certain phases of that problem.
In the minds of those who have

given due consideration to the

subject, reasonable security for

home territory is always postu-
lated before the employment of

the fighting forces of the nation

upon oversea enterprises is
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held to be feasible. Mr Hal- are imperilled, the spirit of

dane is right when he declares Chatham may animate the

that "it was not by dwelling Executive but the first -line

on the idea of passive defence troops will stop at home,
that our forefathers made our The citizen army as now con-

country what it is
"

; but he stituted may be all that Sir

nevertheless labours with un- Ian Hamilton's imagination
tiring devotion in the cause of paints ;

but the country has

filling up the ranks of the not confidence in it, and it

home defence army, the or- has not confidence in itself,

ganisation of which he has Its officers have no illusions

done so much to develop. A with regard to its standard
home defence army is either of efficiency, and they fully

required or it is not required, realise how greatly all ranks
If it is required, it should need some of that continuous

be of the requisite numerical preliminary training which,

strength, and should be suffi- the physique of its personnel

ciently instructed to enable it apart, makes the Special
to take the field against the Reserve so useful a military
class of troops which would asset. Many in this country
adventure a descent upon our are convinced that modified

shores; otherwise that offen- compulsory service, somewhat
sive war policy, which is after the Swiss model, would
believed in as strongly by give us a home defence army
supporters as by opponents of of adequate strength and
the compulsory system, cannot sufficiently well trained for

be put in force. practical purposes ; and there

Already we hear ominous is little reason to suppose
hints on the subject of retaining that the adoption of such a
two out of the six expedition- system would hamper the pro-
ary divisions in the United vision of the military forces

Kingdom, so as to provide a necessary for offensive opera-
stiffening for the Territorial tions. This aspect of the ques-
Forces should war break out. tion has scarcely been treated
Let there be no mistake about judicially by the authors of

it. If the people of this the volume under review, and

country take it into their their conclusions with regard
heads, rightly or wrongly, to it are fallacious and mis-
that their hearths and homes leading.
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THE GREAT TAB DOPE.

A STUDY IN STAFF RIDES.

BY "OLE LTJK-OIE."

" In the services hereafter specified a gorget patch 1\ inches long and I\ inches wide is

worn pointed at the outer end, sewn on to each side of the collar in front, and meeting at

the fastening.

General Officers. Scarlet cloth, a loop of gold three Russia braid along the centre, with

a gold net button near the point.

Staff Officers. As above, but with loop of scarlet silk, Russia, instead of gold, and

gorget (20 line) button near the point." Dress Regulations, 1900.

THE diminutive contractor's

engine with the faded Union
Jack streaming from its funnel

clanked and puffed in a dot-

and - go - one way as it drew
the train of loaded ballast

trucks across the bridge. No
sooner did the cessation of

the rumbling noise show that
the last pair of wheels had

actually got off the girders
on to terra firvna than a

subdued cheer arose from the
men on the trucks and those

clustering on the slopes of

the embankment.
Two men were standing

by themselves on top of the

stone abutment. One the
taller took his eye from the

eyepiece of a theodolite. The
other, who wore a blue flannel

shirt, and khaki breeches and

gaiters, and was chewing an
unlit cigar, started shuffling
his feet in time to the rhythm
of the puffing locomotive, and
began crooning in a nasal
falsetto a nigger melody as
full of grace notes as an
Eastern love-song.
"Shut up, Scudder," said

the observer peremptorily."
D'you want to knock the

theodolite over?"

"
Sorry, Major. That's what

they call a ' Hoe-cake shuffle
'

down South, and is a sign
of thanksgivin'. How's the

deflection for O.K.?"
The Major, still stooping

near the tripod -stand of the

instrument, handed his note-

book to the other. "Good
enough !

" he added as he

pulled a wad of telegraph
forms from his haversack and

began scribbling.
" I must

let the Chief of Staff have
this as well as the Director.

He has been specially keen
on this bridge being through.
Send this off now 'Clear the

line,' will you?"
The cigar chewer took the

form and hailed a man close

by.
"
Say, Thompson, have

the orperator send this off

right now."
The two turned from the

bridge and watched the little

train puffing off jerkily right
into the eye of the setting
sun.

"Valves a bit out?"

"Yep: the 'Corfy pot's'
been knocked about some this

last two months, and the
valves want settin'. Some
all -fired fool hitched her on
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the mail down to Van der

Hum's the other day, and

nearly pulled the blamed little

pug offen her wheels."

Both continued thoughtfully
to watch the now far-distant

feather of steam until the sun
sank below the hills, and the

air turned chilly : they started

as the contracting mass of

the bridge close to them gave
an ominous metallic creak.

"Good as a sunset gun,"
said the Major.

"Sure," replied the other.
" Scared me some. Been some-
what of a strain for quite a

while now, and for the moment
I thought

" he looked at the

girder fondly
" but she's still

standing, and I feel just as

proud as the one-armed trom-
bone pusher in a freak band."

"Yes. It's a good job well

done. I couldn't get up here

till this afternoon, and I never

expected you'd put it through
before time. How you've man-

aged it I don't know. I con-

gratulate you, Scudder. He'll

be very pleased."
"Who's tha'at?"
"The Chief of Staff and

the Director."

"Thaanks. We have hustled
some. Come and have some-
thin' to eat, Major. I've still

got a little of the stuff I

brought from the Mine, and
it's not Libby or Armour to-

day. There's no call for you
to hurry. The first up-train
can't be along for at least

ha'f an hour, and we can
have our skoff now. Jervis
won't be off dooty for a while,
but he won't mind our start-

ing in." He turned round to

some men: "Here, boys, just

take all this gear down to the

orfice."

Picking up a long-handled
hammer with a highly pol-
ished head, he stepped off

the stone pier and clambered
down the embankment, fol-

lowed by his commanding
officer.

Waterbury P. Scudder

commonly known as " Pom-

pom," of Hickory Gulch, Pa.,

and in peace time the engineer
of the Bubble and Squeak and

Squeak East Gold mines of

the Witwatersrand, was now
a lieutenant of Irregulars in

the South African Field Force,
and wore her Majesty's uni-

form. Eminently a hustler,
he brought to his present

military duties all the snap
and energy for which the

inhabitants of God's country
are noted. In this instance

he had managed to patch up
the ironwork of Dop Donga
railway bridge in his shops
at the Squeak East Mine,
and had just repaired in record

time a span blown up by the

Boers. It was from witnessing
the successful passage of a test

train over the repaired con-

struction and observing the

deflection of the girders under
the load that he and his senior

were now retiring down the

steep embankment. His com-

manding officer was a regular,
who knew and liked "Pahm-
pahm

"
as the American pro-

nounced his nickname and

thoroughly appreciated his

energy. In Pom-pom's own
words he always

"
got there

"

somehow and " had the goods
on him" as well.

They slid" down the steep
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slope and walked up the river-

bed past the men's camp to a

snug little hollow close by the

water, where a couple of lighted
lanterns set upon a camp table

outside two tents denoted the

"Officers Mess, Dop Donga,
Transvaal."

It was, for South Africa, a

pretty place, and the shrunken

stream, here quite clear, was
bowered in a thick fringe of

weeping willows. The person
who had selected the site for

the officers' camp may have
been actuated by a truly art-

istic desire to get away from
all sight of the ugly destructive

and constructive works of man,
or he may have been merely
impelled by the more utilitar-

ian motive of placing the tents

out of the prevailing winds
and dust up above, but he
had certainly hit upon a de-

lightful spot for an al fresco
meal. To the major, who had

just come up from another
river crossing a drab ash-

heap many miles away, this

camp seemed a veritable Pisgah.
In the growing dusk anything
ugly which did happen to be
near was quite hidden.

"By Jove, what an ideal

camp you've struck, Pom-
Pom."

"Yaas. We're pretty com-

fortably fixed. Shan't be

stoppin' long now, I guess.
Here's the soap, Major."

In three minutes the two,
washed and refreshed, sat down
to the table.

"There's nothen' doin' till

they bring the scoff. I'll just

put me coat on and we'll

hit a highball or is yours
straight ?

"

"Sparklet for me, please."
The host of the occasion

went into his tent and re-

turned buttoning up his khaki
coat. Having poured out the

drinks, he sat down.
"Here's lookin' at you,

Major."
There was no reply. The

movement of the guest's mug
towards his lips had been ar-

rested suddenly ;
his eyes were

fixed in a frozen stare, as the

subaltern thought, towards
some spot just over his

shoulder.

"What's that?" he said, as

he whipped round and looked

hastily behind him. He saw

nothing.

"Anything wrong, Major?"
he shouted, feeling all over his

chest as if he expected to find

a scorpion or tarantula or some
other noxious insect. The re-

ply was calm, not to say cold.

"What's all that tamasha?
Have they given you a staff

billet ?
" and the speaker

pointed an accusing finger at

Pom-Pom's neck.

"Search me, Major: there's

no tomater on me, and I've

hit no sta'f job. Why d'you
ask?"

" Is that your own coat ?
"

" Sure thing."

"Well, what on earth have

you got red tabs on your collar

for ?
"

"
Gee," said the subaltern,

feeling nervously at his collar

and looking momentarily
abashed,

" I'd forgotten them
durned ta-bs. Look a here,

Major why, certainlee

you've got me right cold this

time. Why they're just
red ta-bs."
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"Yes, so I see, but I don't

understand. You've been up
to some monkey trick, Scudder.
You must know that a regi-
mental officer has no right to

wear tabs. Red tabs or gorget
patches are the insignia of the

Staff. I don't know what any
general would say if he saw
you now. He'd have a fit.

What does it mean, my boy ?

Confess. Make a clean breast
of it." Though the voice was
grave, the eyes of the speaker
were twinkling.
"See here. I'll tell you

right now, sir. Jervis won't
be here for a while. He's never
seen me in this rig, and I don't

want him to. I wouldn't have
had you see it for a million."

His tone was anxious.

"Wanted to cut a dash be-

fore the girls in Commissioner
Street eh?"

"
No, sir

; no girls for mine !

It was for the bridge."
" For the bridge ?

"

The other nodded gravely.
"You'll allow that it's been
run pretty slick quicker than
Van der Hum's was ?

"

"Yes, that's correct, much
quicker. It's been puzzling me
how you have managed it. On
that job you were complaining
so much of delays in transit

from Joh'burg to site."
"
Yep, that's so

; but I've

never had a chance to put you
next to the details. We've
had no delays on this outfit."

He waved his hand vaguely
towards the railway line. "

No,
sir. And it is the ta-bs that's

done it. The ta-bs and the
hat."

The subaltern dived into his

tent and fetched out what, in

the feeble light of the two
lanterns, appeared to be a
staff cap with red band, khaki

cover, and shiny black peak
complete. The peak looked
much crinkled, and there was
no lion - and - crown badge
above it. He put the cap
on his head solemnly, saluted,
and bowed at the same time.

"That's my conjuring outfit,

Major."
The puzzled field-officer said

nothing, but waited.

"You know that Van der

Hum's didn't cut any ice com-

pared to this place as far as

engineering goes. It was a

soft snap. But getting the

goods there was one of the

worst propositions I ever

struck. I tell you it was
fierce."

" But why ? This place is on
another line, but it is farther

off from the Squeak East shops
than Van der Hum's : not that

a few miles of rail makes any
odds either way."

"No, it was my ignorance.
You see, I didn't know the

Royal British Armee then as I

do now. When we were rig-

gin' up Van der Hum's Bridge
girders in the shops we were

working, shift on, shift off,

night and day, cutting and

riveting. As I got the stuff

ready I loaded a freight car a

truck, I mean and despatched
it. We were vurry careful to

do the necessary, and every
car was fitted out with a

whole bunch of warrants and

waybills and receipts, and

stamped and signed, and licked

and sealed, and painted in two-

foot letters ' Van der Hum's
Drift.' It was labelled 'Ur-
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gent,' 'Kapid Transit,' 'Perish-

able Freight,'
'

Confidential,'

and with every regulation
masoot countersign that me or

James M'Nulty he's my old

foreman smith at the Mine
could think of. We did our

best to make it fool proof.

Every time we sent off a car I

wired to Jervis down to Van
der Hum's to flag everything
on wheels and send me down
an O.K. return when he drew
a winner. After I'd sent

off three loads from the Mine

siding on separate days and

got no orfice from Jervis I

began to worry some. So I

wired him to find out what the
matter was. ' Got nothing so

far,' was the answer. This was
the third day, mind you, and
it's only sixteen hours' run,
even these times, from Joh'-

burg to Van der Hum's. By
that time I felt I was up
against bad trouble some-

wheres, and I kept the orper-
ators busy tickin' to every
railway sta'f oriicer on the
road. I wired up the line and
down the line and sideways.
But I couldn't get any track of

them cars. I was beginning to

feel pretty bad, because I had
promised the Director person-
allee that I'd do my bit and
get the stuff on the spot by
the 14th. Say, Sixpence," he
broke off as a Kaffir appeared
with a saucepan, "fetch the
skoff right now. No wait for
the other baas."
As soon as they were both

served and eating, he continued," I felt it was up to me to get a
move on somewheres, so I got
James M'Nulty fitted out with
a pass and a warrant, and we

put out together to prospect.
Nothen' doin' at Elands Junc-

tion. The railway sta'f orficer

Capt'n Shute is fine: he
had passed the stuff on all right.
Wai on we went, moseying
around and making inquiries
at every depot, and raising
four kinds of Hell with the

KS.O.'s, all with no result till

we got to Jakhalputs. There we
struck it rich. There were me
three cars, sandwiched among
all the strays and empties of

the whole system side-tracked.

Not on a proper siding, mind

you, but on a temporary piece
of track thrown down on the

veld, with as many kinks in

it as a beaten 'rattler.' I was
fair mad by now, and I chased

out the KS.O."
" Who was it ?

"

" I don't know his name, but

he was one of the bad men.
You know you have two sorts

of British orficer, one sort is

a special brand of white man,
and the other wal, he's the

other thing. This fellow was
a tall, pie -faced, slick -haired,

rubber-necking dude, with a

monocle and a boiled collar. I

sized him up P.D.Q. ;
but I

wasn't out for trouble, so

I spoke soft.
'

Say
'

no, it

was '

Please, Cap,' I said,
' what about my three bogie
cars that you've side-tracked

here ? They're vurry import-
ant. They're full of bridging
stuff wanted bad down to

Van der Hum's. What's the

matter with hitching them on
the next train ?

' He did not
cotton to me, and rubbered at

me over the edge of his collar

good and plenty. I was getting

mighty riled."
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" What sort of a kit were

you in?"

"Oh, I had gotten regimental
breeches and gaiters on, and a

shirt a nice shirt I bought in

Joh'burg hedge-sparrer's blue,
the storeman called it. I have
it on now. It was hot in the

train and I'd taken me coat

off. I was using a Panama
hat."

" Had you your hammer in

your hand ?
"

"
Why, certainlee. I'm kind

of fond of my ha-mmer. It's a

mascot. I druv the last rivet

in the hull of the battleship

Pamunkey with that 1'ill

ha-mmer when I was in the

Navy Yard."
"
Well, can you be surprised

at the poor devil of an R.S.O.

being a bit taken aback ?
"

"
Yes, sir ! Why shouldn't I

carry a ha-mmer? I've seen

orficers carry all sorts of freak

sticks. Bits of rhino horn
that look like pieces of candy :

sjamboks all broken until they
droop about like strips of bil-

tong : knobkerries with a knob
as big as a punkin. Why, some
of the docs, wave a stethoscope
at you. I didn't much mind not

getting the glad hand
;
but it

was the whole frozen mit that
made me tired. This R.S.O.
looked at James and me as if

we were greasers or a bunch of

Dagoes.
' What the dooce are

you talking about ? What do
I know about your cars ? Why
don't you address me properly ?

Who are you ?
'

"I tell you I was hopping
mad now. 'See here, Clar-

ence,' I butted in, 'it don't
cut much ice who I am, but

Waterbury P. Scudder is my

name, and I am a lootenant
in the

'

" ' Lootenant be dammed !

'

he says.
' You must be drunk :

one of these casuals' casual

he called me and "

" Yes ;
but he didn't mean

what you mean by a casual ;

he meant a single man a de-

tail separated from his unit."

"I didn't feel much of a
detail then, Major, and my
grip began to tighten on my
little ha-mmer, when old man
M'Nulty gives me a yank by
the slack of me pants. 'Easy,
Mister Scudder, easy,' he says,
'or we'll both get it in the

neck and spend our day in

chokee. See that bald-headed
old coyote there with the red

cravat on him ? He's the boss

of this joint. What he says

goes, every time. I've been

watching them tumble round
whenever he says a piece.'
Comin' along I saw a senior

sta'f orficer. I passed the

ha-mmer to Jim and gave a
real hard-wood nickel -fitted

salute. I couldn't spot his

rank, so struck out for the best.
' Good - morning, General,' I

" '

Good-morning, I'm not a

general only a colonel,' he

says. 'What can I do for

you?'
" But Clarence wanted to get

his work in first.
' This man's

drunk, sir, and is masquerad-
ing as an orficer

'

I

whipped round, but ole Jim

gave me a pull again and

whispered :
' The old guy for

yours.' Old Jim is a peach.
I tumbled.

"'No, sir! I'm not drunk,
but this orficer is delaying
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some of my ironwork which is

urgently wanted at Van der

Hum's Bridge. Until that gets

through the bridge can't be

repaired, and the army is wait-

ing on it.' I added a lot more,
but I needn't give you the

whole song and dance again
now. What I said went, and it

soothed me some to see Mister
Rubberneck hustle around to

get those cars hitched on to

the next train. But I was not

through with it even then,
'cause every other R.S.O.
seemed dead set on unhitching
my stuff and sending some-

thing else along, and I had
a job to prevent it. They
didn't pay much attention to

what I said anyway, even
when they didn't treat me as
a crazy Dago. That, Major, is

what delayed Van der Hum's
some sixty hours.

"When we started on this

new proposition I had learned
a bit. Leastways old James
had struk somethin' and put
me wise. ' Mister Scudder,' he

said,
' the whole of this show is

bluff. If you don't want to be
left you must bluff.'

" '

Bluff,' I said
j

' what d'you
take this for ? A game of

poker? It's war, my boy,
war ! D'you get it ?

'

" ' Yes. But there's a dope
that is going to prevent any of

this outfit seeing your hand ?
'

" ' Whar's tha'at, James ?
'

'"Why, them little bits of
red rag on the neck. If you
show a red streak round your
hat and two spots on your
collar you'll chloroform the
crowd. I've seen enough on
this journey to discover that

they are the great dope of the

'hull British army. Any one
without 'em is hoodooed all

the time. It's pie !

'

"I saw at once that ole man
M'Nulty had struck it, and so

long as I wasn't held up in the

same way over this bridge, I

reckoned there wasn't much
harm to me trying the dope.
Here's the ta-bs and here's the

hat."

"But how did you get the

stuff?" gurgled the Regular.
"From a signal flag?"

"Nope. I remembered that

in the last share out of warm
clothing and comforts sent out

by your British ladies I drew a

sort of liver-pad and a Waterloo
hat a woolly thing."
"A Balaclava helmet ?"
"That's it. I knew it was

one of your durned battles.

But it was out of the liver-pad
I got my raw material."

"Ah ! But I see you've got
the little buttons and all."

"No, sir! Those are just

paper-clips from my orfice, put

through my collar and flattened

out at the back. They scratch

some, but they're all right. The

shiny peak to the hat is a bit

of rubber from an old pair of

gum boots fixed on with glue.

Major it's worked like a

cha'am I I've doped the 'hull

shootin' - match. Got them
beat beat to a whisper !

"

"Well, tell me about it."

"You won't get mad with

me? 'Cause it sounds a bit

of gall, now it's all over."

"No
; go ahead."

"Wai. I rode along in the

same train with the first wad
of stuff for this place. When
we stopped at a station I didn't

jump down and chase no R.S.O.
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No, sir ! I sort of lolled me
head out of the window of the

brakeman's caboose guard's
van and whistled up the

nearest Tahmmie, put a lot of

taffy into my voice and said,

'Look heaw, my man, give the

R.S.O. my compliments and
tell him I want to see him.'

The man always saluted and

says, 'Vurry good, sir,' ev'ry
time. Then up comes the

R.S.O. fussing a bit. How-
ever, he smoothed down some
when he sees my hat and ta-bs.

'Good morning, sir,' he says.
'Good morning,' says I. 'I

have a truck of bridging ma-
terial heaw for Dop Donga.
Just see it goes on right now,
please.'

" ' 'Fraid I can't, sir. I have
ten shorts of supplies and one

bogie of forage, and '

" ' See here,' I says.
' I'm

on Lord Kitchener's sta'f, and
he has sent me special to see

that this stuff makes good at

Donga as soon as possible if

not sooner. The last words his

lordship
'

that always made
'em cough

' said to me were,
" If any one puts up any kick,

you tell him it's the Chief of

Sta'f he's up against, and wire
me." Naow, old son, if you
know Lord K. as well as I do,

you'll just be chasing yerself to

do what he wants without any
chin-music to it. That's the

proposition. Thanks awf'ly.'"
The narrator took a drink

and pushed the same old un-

lighted cigar between his lips.
He looked rather anxiously at

the Major's face. What he
saw encouraged him to proceed.

" I did the best that I could
with the soft Christmas Num-

ber talk, but times I let out a

touch of real Amurrican, and
the patient would look fairly

puzzled. But 'His lordship's
last words to me '

fetched the

possum down every time.

Every car got here to the tick.

James was right. Them red

ta-bs are the greatest things
that ever happened."
"But didn't any one spot

that you had no badge on

your cap ?
"

said the Major.
He was also wondering how
this marvellous imitation of

the way a British staff- officer

talks struck the persons ad-

dressed.
" Not on your life ! I was

fanning the flies offen my face

with it when anybody come

along, and it al-ways happened
that the badge was in my
hand. There was not so many
flies on me as I let on there

was. Major, I just hate to

have to say it, but it was a
liver -pad rebuilt Dop Donga
Bridge. Sure thing. Yes, sir,

and those girders there de-pend
on two bits of cloth and a pair
of paper-clips, and it seems to

me that the 'hull British Armee

de-pends
"

" There she is," interposed
the Major hastily, as a distant

whistle sounded. "I must be

off, but I don't quite tumble
to the liver -

pad. Was it a

plaster?"
Pom - pom dived into his

tent again, and after turning
the contents of his kit-bag on
to the floor produced one half

of a red flannel chest-protector !

" Here you are, Major. Here's

the raw material, the Sta'f

Orficer factory and the fin-

ished article all canned, soldered,
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and labelled ! I am going to

start a cannery or a clothing
store."

"
Scudder, I pass, this once

;

but no more. See ?
"

"Yes, sir." .

"Good-bye."
"But I'm coming up the

bank to see you on board."

"No. I want to go alone.

By the by," he added as he
rose to go, "I didn't know

you knew Lord Kitchener.

When did you meet him ?
"

" See here, Major, you should
be up on top before the train

gets in. She may not stop
if they don't flag her, and
she's mighty close now. Good-

bye, sir."

Half-way up the embank-
ment the commanding officer

exploded. Between his bursts

of laughter he heard below

him the tattoo of a knife on
the table and the twang of the

irrepressible one's voice raised

again in song :

"
Oh, my name is Solomon Levi,
And 1 live in Salem Street,

And I deal in fancy ulsterettes,

And everything else that's neat."

The performer, now minus
hat and tabs, was still at it

when his brother subaltern

Jervis turned up for his food.

"Sorry to miss the C.O.,"
said the latter.

" I couldn't

get away before. I suppose
that was him I heard going
up the bank. "What an awful

cough he's got."
" Yaas. The ole man is not

what he was. The strain of

this bridging racket's breaking
him up, I guess. There's your
food, Jervis. Get busy."
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

AN EXQUISITE SENSIBILITY THE HORROR OF THE GALLOWS
THE SENTIMENTALITY OF POLITICS THE LATE PROFESSOR MAYOR

HIS EDITION OF JUVENAL HUMOUR AND IRONY THE CON-

SERVATISM OF SCHOLARSHIP.

MR ARTHUR BENSON has
created a pleasant diversion

from the General Election by
giving proof in ' The Times '

of his exquisite sensibility.
Now and then it seems that
a breeze blows through his

college window from the outer

world and distresses him sorely.
The news that Dr Crippen
was to be hanged was more
than he could bear. He con-

fesses that he found himself

"profoundly thankful when all

was over "
;
and he asks those

who have "
any touch of com-

passion and humanity
"

to

share his horror.

From what, then, does this

horror arise? From nothing
worse than a vague hallucina-

tion. Mr Benson does not
wish to raise the question of

capital punishment, and we
may presume that he still

thinks a murderer should
suffer the last penalty for his

crime. It is the method
of death which so grimly
appals Mr Benson. He shud-
ders at " the dreadful pro-

longation of the frightful
business." (What a pity it is

that the epithets of horror
are thus monotonous

!)
The

delay between sentence and
death appals him. "What
equanimity of penitence is at-

tainable," he asks magnilo-
quently, "by a man who is

counting the moments which
remain before an act of such

grim and repulsive brutality
as an execution is bound to

be ?
" The criminal, we may

be sure, would not thank
Mr Benson for being hastened
from the dock to the grave.
If he were as eager as Mr
Benson imagines to finish

with life, he would assuredly
refrain from appeal, and thus

shorten the moments of sus-

pense. That he seldom refrains

is proof sufficient that the pro-

longation, which so acutely
tries Mr Benson's nerves, is

welcomed by the criminal,

that, in fact, it is as beneficent

as it is beneficently meant.
Then after the delay, the

gallows. "I saw a picture

once," says Mr Benson, "of
the little whitewashed room
where an execution is carried

out in some jail, with its

beam, its trap
- door, its

ugly lever." Why ugly, Mr
Benson, why ugly? And if

such pictures distress you,

why look at them? The

trappings of death are solemn,
even when death be mourned
and honoured, and those whom
solemnity affrights would be

wise to choose more trivial

objects of contemplation.
How would Mr Benson miti-

gate the discomforts of pun-
ishment ? "I cannot help
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thinking," he says, "that at

all events a condemned man
should be able to ohoose both

the time, within a fixed limit,

and the manner of his death ;

and that the resources of

medical science should be em-

ployed to make that death as

swift, as quiet, and as pain-
less as possible." With the

latter part of Mr Benson's

thought we cordially agree.
The death of a criminal should

be "as swift, as quiet, and as

painless as possible." This

object is already attained by
the "ugly lever." A method
of execution which takes less

than a minute to carry out

cannot be charged with dila-

toriness, and until a speedier

way be found the gallows
will still appear a humane
and necessary evil. As to

Mr Benson's suggestion that

the criminal should choose the

time and manner of his death,
that goes beyond the limits

of phantasy. If Mr Benson
reflected at all on human
nature, he would know that
the criminal would choose the
last minute possible. Hope
lives wiih life, and the san-

guine mind clings desperately
to the promise of reprieve.
If you wish to intensify what
Mr Benson luridly describes as
" the hideous anticipation of
the last shocking moment, the

ghastly alternations of hope
and despair," you could not
discover an easier method.

Still more ingeniously cruel
is the suggestion that the crim-
inal should be left to choose his
own door out of life. The
State has no right to put the

miscreant, already shattered by

trial and cross - examination,
to this embarrassing choice.

From the moment of sentence

the responsibility is the State's,
and the State may not shirk

it. Mr Benson, we suppose,
thinks that it would add to

the dignity of the condemned
criminal to play the part of

Fair Rosamund, to be con-

fronted with dagger and

poisoned cup, and bidden to

choose. It would not add to

the dignity of justice, which,
after all, is of far greater

importance than the sensibil-

ity of those who prefer not

to face life and death. The

very words that Mr Benson
uses show his preoccupation.
"If a prisoner in the solitude

of his cell," thus he writes,
"
might be allowed to swallow

a potion or be done to death

by an anaesthetic, death would
have at least some touch of

privacy and decorum about it."

About the word "
potion

"

clings the faded aroma of the

novelette. And is not " done
to death" a meek euphemism
which suggests Mr Benson's
reluctance to deal faithfully
with the harsh methods of

crime and punishment?
But in introducing Socrates

into this somewhat squalid

discussion, Mr Benson has

surely surrendered all sense of

proportion.
" The well-known

scene of the death of Socrates,"
he writes, "has little that is

shocking about it." That is

true enough, but the absence

of what is
"
shocking

"
does

not depend upon the poisoned

cup, but upon the inherent

nobility of the victim. Socrates

would have shocked us as little
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at the gallows' foot, as he
shocked us conversing simply
with his friends. It is not the

manner of death, it is the

spirit of the dying man, which
makes an execution " dread-

ful
"
or sublime. Socrates was

no mean taker of another's life.

He died in the full conscious-

ness of wisdom and honour.
" Blame he could bear, but not

blameworthiness." We do not
think that Dr Crippen dis-

coursing on the immortality of

the soul would have been an

edifying speetacle, even though
he had drunk the hemlock.
Look back on those who

have suffered a cruel and igno-
minious death, and ask yourself
if the manner of dying has

impaired the dignity of the

brave and just. Montrose
walked to the foot of the

gallows,
" his hair curled with

his usual care, and in his best

apparel," as though going to a
festival. And when with un-

shaken composure he had
mounted the lofty ladder, it

was the hangman who wept.
Moutrose died with a smile.

Again, the guillotine is not the

pleasantest means of exit from
this world. We can imagine
in what terms Mr Benson
would characterise it. His
sensitive soul loves to linger
a minute longer than is

necessary upon the "
pinion-

ing
" and "

blindfolding,"
" the

clang of the trap, the dreadful

jerk, and the movements of the

helpless limbs." Were he to

discuss the guillotine, he would
harrow us with a description
of the bright knife, the fatal

basket, and the headless trunk.

Yet with what dignity and

courage did the nobles of

France, women as well as men,
step from the tumbril to the
scaffold !

"
They nothing com-

mon did or mean upon that
memorable scene." It was

only when the miscreant Robes-

pierre, forced to follow in their

path, was lifted writhing from
the cart, that the guillotine

appeared a thing of shame and
horror.

It will be seen that the

sympathy of Mr Benson is

wholly reserved for the crimi-

nal. Like all the sentimen-
talists who shrink from the

thought of just and righteous

punishment, he dismisses the

sufferings of the murdered with
a curious indifference. "Of
course one compassionates the

victims," he says, which, in

truth, is very thoughtful of

one. "
But," instantly comes

the "
but,"

" horrible and dast-

ardly as such crimes are, they
are not usually attended by
any degree of suffering for the

unhappy victim. It is to the
interest of the murderer to make
his deed as swift and painless as

possible." Was ever a stranger
confusion of ideas ? The death
of the malefactor is food for

tears. The death of an in-

nocent victim is cynically held

a thing of no account, because
it is to the criminal's " interest

"

not to be cruel. Carelessness

of suffering can be carried no
further. If humanity be to the

interest of the murderer, it is

seldom within the compass of

his strength or cunning. Mr
Benson is happily ignorant
of the Newgate Calendar, or

he would know that the history
of murder is the history of
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savagery and torture. Mur-

derers, being the playthings
of greed, lust, and passion, are

rarely masters of their craft.

Their one impulse is to kill ;

they care not bow much they

bungle by the way. Palmer,
the well-known poisoner, spent
a weary week in severing the

soul of his hapless victim from
its body. When Thurtell made

up his mind to kill his friend

and accomplice, William Weare,
he did the deed so clumsily, that

first he wounded him with a

pistol-shot, then he attempted
to strangle him, and finally
cut his throat with a penknife.
Was this death unattended
"
by any great degree of suffer-

ing for the unhappy victim "
?

Still worse was the inhumanity
of the monstrous Dr Pritchard.
This gentleman began the slow,
deliberate work of murdering
his wife upon February 10,

1865, and did not finish the job
until March 18. Such are some
of the miscreants whose feel-

ings Mr Benson would have

spared most scrupulously, and
whose last days on earth he
would have comforted with
an ingenious delicacy seldom
lavished upon the just man.

Moreover, not merely are
Mr Benson's letters a clear

palliation of crime ; he is ask-

ing pity for those who feel

little pity for themselves. The
criminal temperament, which
in Mr Benson's despite as-

suredly exists, recognises
plainly the consequences of

detection. The conduct of
the murderer is uniform and
expected. He fights for his

life, so long as there is a chance
of winning, with a skill which

to some seems a proof of

callousness, to others a proof of

innocence
;

asserts his blame-
lessness unto the end, and then
dies like a man. He dies with-
out distress, because the skill

of the State harmonises with
its

" interest
"
to make its deed

"as swift and painless as

possible." He dies in absolute

seclusion, for Mr Benson's

charge of "
publicity

" has no
foundation in fact. And it

would be difficult to explain
Mr Benson's unwholesome

sentimentality, which, if it

does credit to his heart, does

none to his head, if we did not

remember the baleful effects of

advertisement and notoriety.
Men die every hour without

evoking an outburst of sym-
pathy. Dr Crippen is chased

across the Atlantic, is brought
back to England with pomp
and circumstance, is defended
in accordance with the best

traditions of the Old Bailey,
and appears to indiscreet

readers of the newspapers a

suffering hero.

However, the law of England
is not likely to be changed that

a salve may be administered to

Mr Benson's wounded heart.

Society will still protect itself

by punishing swiftly, privately,
and painlessly those who out-

rage the laws upon which its

existence depends. The State
will still assert its right of

vengeance as a thing in accord

not merely with its immemorial

institutions, but with Christian

ethics. And the prevailing

sentimentality would not be
worth a thought if it did not

suggest that a deplorable fear

of death is creeping over the
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country. Time was when Eng-
land might boast her freedom
from this fear. The contempt
of death has long been a com-

monplace of our poets. States-

men have matched the poets'

courage. "The nature of Eng-
lishmen," said that sturdy
Elizabethan, SirThomas Smith,
"

is to neglect death, and to

abide no torment." And again :

"In no place shall you see

malefactors go more constantly,
more assuredly, and with less

lamentation to their death than
in England." And to-day a

peculiarly brutal and skilful

murder is committed, and we
must read in the journals piteous
wails of remonstrance because
he who committed it is asked
to pay the proper penalty of

his crime. If we are to go
through the world thus fearing
death for ourselves and others,
there is an end not only of our

ascendancy but of our national

existence.

And this softness is invad-

ing every corner of our life.

Politics is taken by the Radi-
cals as a mere field of senti-

mentality. In the General
Election which has just been

brought to a close, nothing has
been so obviously noticeable as

the blank refusal of those

who boast that they are the

People's friends to face the

plain facts of life. The old

truth that he who would eat

must work has been laughed
to scorn on a thousand plat-
forms. Plunder is the easier

and more profitable device.

Unemployment is suggested
as a sound reason for antici-

pating what should belong to

old age and old age alone. As
VOL..CLXXXIX. NO. MCXL1II.

far as we know, scarcely a

single Radical candidate made
any higher appeal than to the

bellies of their constituents.

You might turn over the whole
foolish heap of Radical liter-

ature and find not a word to

suggest that England was the

head of a great Empire, or had

any other business in life than
to provide cheap bread for the

People. Cheap bread is an
excellent thing, and there is no
statesman of the Tory party
who would not do his best to

ensure it. It is not the only
desirable thing on earth

;
it is

not the final secret of happi-
ness.

But it is a most profitable

cry for the sobbing candidate.

And when we see side by side

pictures of an imbecile peer ex-

claiming "Let's tax bread, I

don't eat much," and a bluff,

honest working man protest-

ing,
" What ! tax bread ! How

about my kids ?
" we see the

bleak, uncompromising senti-

mentalist at work. In such

legends as these there is neither

truth nor sincerity. They are

but part of a vast conspiracy
to deceive the people, to sug-

gest that the best ideal of life

is a peasantry dependent upon
doles, a pampered criminal

class, jails like palaces, and
the wrong - doer unpunished.
What, in brief, remains for the

man who serves his country
with courage and devotion but

shame, and for the rascal who
murders his wife in hot or

cold blood the sympathy of

"kind English hearts" and a

tomb in Westminster Abbey !

It is pleasant to escape from
I
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the mist of deceit and sham
humanitarianism in which the

modern world is involved, to

the career of one who never

paltered with his convictions,

and who never sacrificed a

respect for the past to the

exigent opportunism of the

present. J. E. B. Mayor,
whose death scholars and men
of letters alike will mourn,
was a survival from a distant

and a wiser age. To discover

his rivals you must go to

another time and another

place. Scaliger and Casaubon,
Ruhnken and Hemsterhuis,
are his real forerunners. His

learning was both broad and

deep. He considered that

nothing written in Latin or

Greek was outside his pur-
view. His interest was lim-

ited neither by race nor creed.

He saw only "a riddle in the

taste which, allowing Libanius,

lay Chrysostom under ban."
The Golden and Silver Ages,
" the Fathers and their suc-

cessors even to our day," all

contributed to the ripeness of

his knowledge, the maturity
of his judgment. He had
little sympathy with those

who thought that no more
work was to be done in the
field of the Classics. " Mr
Goldwin Smith," said he with
his gentle irony, "who de-

serted the pursuits of phil-

ology because the vein was
exhausted, may be reassured."
He had a devout belief in
" the advent of a sober and
a healing philology, whose
silent light will be more
effectual to dissipate the false-

hood of extremes than any
stage thunder of a Cultur-

kampf," and none of his time
did as much as he to make
this light shine upon the
world.

His mind was a true en-

cyclopaedia. He carried therein,

easily and joyously, the learn-

ing of all the ages. His
edition of Juvenal holds a

place apart in the history of

modern scholarship. No other

work of our day equals it

in severity of treatment and
breadth of range. "When it

appeared, the wits said the

obvious thing, that the Pro-
fessor of Latin had raised a
monument to himself, beneath
which he had buried Juvenal.

At first sight twelve pages of

commentary in small type to

one of text in large seems a

too liberal allowance. And,
indeed, it would have been ex-

cessive had Professor Mayor's
object been the mere elucida-

tion of the Latin text. His

object was far larger than
that. He might have taken
for his own, Juvenal's motto :

"
Quidquid agunt homines

nostri farrago libelli est."

Through the eyes of Juvenal
he looked out upon the his-

tory of the world, and il-

luminated that history not

only with his own comments,
but with the enlightened com-
ments of all the ages. His
famous note upon the word
recitantes is typical of his

method. The satirist abuses

those who recite their verses

under the burning sun of

August, and his editor snatches

the opportunity to write a

treatise upon recitation, which
follows the practice from the

Greece of Herodotus, through
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the France of Racine, to the

London of Dickens and

Thackeray, and which, forti-

fied as it is by Latin and
Greek citations, Burton himself,
the author of 'The Anatomy,'
had not disdained to write.

Thus it was that in an

encyclopaedic spirit Professor

Mayor surveyed the literature

of all time to elucidate the

text of Juvenal, and in re-

venge he applied the counsel

of the satirist to common life.

Wise saws and modern in-

stances were ever upon his

pen. On the authority of

Juvenal, his constant guide,
he condemns co - operative
stores, by whose influence men
become emaces. And when the

satirist says,
" ventre nihil

novi frugalius," his commen-
tator denounces "the growing
cost of college dinners." In

brief, he could no more ex-

clude himself and his prefer-
ences from his books than he
could suppress the unchang-
ing prejudices and humours of

his brain. And the result is

that his annotations upon this

author or that rise high above
the general level of such works.

Not merely do they explain
the original text ; they reveal

to us a kindly, whimsical
character such as is born
of genius and fashioned by
erudition.

Catholic as was his taste,

there were certain sorts of mod-
ern books which he sternly
condemned. A true Rabelai-

sian, despite his ascetic nature,
he read Petronius and Martial,
he tells us,

" without hurt,"

yet would he have nothing
to do with "fantastic sesthet-

icism." "
Nay, there are,"

said he, including himself,
"who cannot stomach modern
novels, which, in lip service

decorous to prudery, but rotten

at heart, fret against the in-

exorable law." He refused to

agree with Pliny that even
the worst book is of some use,

deplored the swelling of over-

grown literatures, and rejoiced
that of most books the span
of life was a fortnight. "In
the twentieth century," said

he with some satisfaction,
" re-

mainders find their way to the

scrap-heap close on the heels

of publication." And yet with
a kind of perversity he ad-

mitted that there was no
rubbish that might not give
a spur to wisdom. " No
feeblest trash," he wrote in

a characteristic passage,
" no

election lie (even when evok-

ing from Limbo the worn-out

spells of Endor), no favourite

of the hour, however weak or

wicked (and 'all wickedness is

weakness
'),

but may prick the

conscience and unloose the

tongue of some shy owner
of knowledge." A shy owner
of knowledge ! Such perhaps
he deemed himself, and as-

suredly there was little in the

nature of printed matter that

did not serve to unloose his

tongue, to quicken his ardent

love of literary allusion.

So it is that, though Mayor
never stooped to the modern
methods of the newspaper,
though he lived his life clois-

tered in St John's, we may, if

we consult his works, picture
him as he wrote and thought.

Being a scholar of an earlier

pattern, he loathed the en-
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croaohment upon the University
of strange studies. For him

Cambridge was the home of

learning, not an almshouse

nor a facile avenue to success

in life. Though, as he declared

truthfully, he was never "il-

liberal," the word "liberal"

was detestable to him. He
had no illusions as to whence
the evil came. What he said of

Todhtmter might be said word

by word of him :

" Mutato
nomine de te fabula narratur."

"He knew history too well,"

thus he wrote of his friend, "to

identify Puritanism and Whig-
gery with toleration ;

he needed

not to be told that of the last

five persecutions which have
harried Cambridge, four were
the work of the Liberal party."
All the base attempts which
have been made of late years
to turn Cambridge into what
he called "an Infant School"
were repelled by him with a

humour and energy not un-

worthy a true descendant of

Erasmus. He defended the

studies of his University with in-

comparable zeal. When a half-

penny print called " the Cam-
bridge pedants

"
arrant shams

even at their own poor trade,
" we here know and are proud
to know," replied he,

" what
must ever remain sealed to this

scribbler and his million dupes.
For the knowledge implies some
soul, some scholarship, and a

bird's-eye of letters for 2500

years." He declared, as he
above all men had the right
to declare, that "

Cambridge in

the nineteenth century bred
Greek and Latin poets such
as no age had seen since Aris-

tophanes and Virgil." Not in

vain did he invoke the names
of Benjamin Hall Kennedy,
Charles Merivale, Thomas
Sanders Evans, Hugh Munro,
and Richard Shilleto. These
and their example were suffi-

cient for him. In his ears the

phrase, the wisdom of the

ancients, had no empty sound.
" The ancients," he said, "stand-

ing aloof, speak with impartial
voice." None ever valued more

highly the acquisition of modern

languages, but he recognised
that the teaching of them was
not the work of a University.
" We are not yet a mere Me-
chanics' Institute," he said.
"
French, German, and the rest

we can teach ourselves in spare
moments, as we want them."
The argument that many are

no whit better in after-life for

the study of the Classics he
brushed away as worthless.

Indeed, it is an argument not

against the Classics but against

learning of all kinds. "The
same holds," said he,

" of every

subject of examination : as for

the cram manuals which you
promise us, they are carrion

already, and cannot build up
a sound body except for vul-

tures or hyaenas." His counsel

of perfection was to strike at

the root of the evil, the athletic

frenzy and the degradation of

knowledge into " a meregate of

fatness and ease." He spoke
most often to deaf ears, yet it

is his good fortune to die before

the complete ruin of his Uni-

versity is achieved.

So with sorrow he deplored
the extravagant adding to Uni-

versity buildings, and foresaw
the time when the vast cost of

mere apparatus would over-
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whelm us. For " Scientia furi-
osa, as of the Prize Ring, not

peaceful aud humble, as of

Newton, and Newton's suc-

cessors, of Barrow, Kay, Kep-
ler," he had a hearty contempt.
He recognised even in early

days how much the nondescript
meetings of the British Associa-

tion,
" half academy, half

picnic," were answerable for.

When Huxley assailed Shrews-

bury School to the glory of

Darwin, he asked Quis vituper-
avit? and thought that suffi-

cient answer, as it was.
"None but a scholar," said he
with perfect truth,

" can intelli-

gently criticise such a nurse
of scholars as my old school

;

"

and he was ever intent to
" hunt the trail of this bigotry
down to our own day, show-

ing Ultramontauism,
'

Science,'
and the modern Puritans, who
excommunicate both, united in

one common hatred of that

humanity which is needed to

make good the shortcomings
of each and all."

Above all, he defended the

study of Greek with the loyalty
of a neighbour.

" Mea res

agitur paries cum proximus
ardet." When he was told

that the abolition of Greek
would make his Chair of Latin
all the firmer, he rejected the
bribe indignantly.

" Before I

risk my capital," said he,
"down with the dust, I must
have confidence in the security."
And in whatever he wrote or
said he proved a literary touch.
He was not merely a scholar,
but an English man of let-

ters the rarest combination.
Humour and irony were among
his gifts j

he had studied the

best models of his own country,
and he was by temperament
a maker of phrases. He
recognised that the discourses

of Bishop Fisher "rank him

high among the fathers of

English prose ;
of that prose

which, in the sermons of John

Donne, reached perhaps the

greatest majesty of which our

language is capable." If he
owed something to those noble

masters of style, he owed yet
more, as we have hinted, te

Robert Burton. His debt to

the author of ' The Anatomy
of Melancholy

' was a conscious

debt. Here, for instance, are

two passages, culled from his
' Life of Todhunter,' which echo

the very cadences of his model :

" He and I, mutum et turpe

pecus, sour, crotchety lucifugce,

quaint, uncouth, restless, un-

canny, non-such as sphinx or

kraken, could be silent (so

suspicion darkly muttered) in

more languages than one ;

hankering after forbidden fruit,

the black art of German necro-

mancy." And again :
" In

catholic patriotism a citizen of

the world, he cut his lasting
TTOV CTTCO before his own Lares
and Penates. Never so happy
as when at home and at work ;

never so little alone as when
alone. Noli turbare circulos

meos" &c. If you came upon
these passages unrecorded,
would you not seek them

diligently in the pages of ' The

Anatomy
'

?

His quick humour, indeed,
shows itself best in this ' Life

of Todhunter.' It amused him
to describe his friend, as it

were, by his opposites.
" He

was no painted butterfly," he
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wrote solemnly of this solemn

don, "no oiled and scented

Assyrian bull, no roaring lion

nor cooing dove, that he should

make a party go off well." It

pleased him also, he confessed,
to compare small things with

great. Todhunter, he tells us

with exquisite irony,
" for dogs

in general manifested little

sympathy, distrusting their

self - control
"

;
but there was

a certain Newfoundland dog
who recognised him, after an

interval, with almost human
joy ; and whom could he recall

but the dog Argos, ware of

Odysseus, standing by ? So
when Todhunter's child was

frightened at the spectacle of

his father arrayed in cap and

gown, Mayor saw instantly a
vision of the young Astyanax
in dread at the bronze and
horse -hair crest that he be-

held nodding fiercely from the
helmet's top. Thus history
repeated itself

;
thus Mayor

detected in the simplest in-

cidents of life a swift illustra-

tion of his familiar classics.

Withal he was the simplest
of men. The immense weight
of learning that he carried
never oppressed his childlike

spirit. He could not under-
stand that his own profound
knowledge of the past was not
shared by all men. Once upon
a time he preached a hospital
sermon in a fen village, and
he quoted the oath of the

Asclepiadse in the original
Greek, and quoted it with so
much gusto, and translated
it afterwards into such vivid

English, that not one of his

congregation missed its appli-
cation. And thus it was that

many things which seem of

slight importance in themselves

acquired in his eyes a kind of

humorous gravity. He was an

eloquent advocate of what is

now called the simple life. For

many years he had been a con-

vinced and practising vege-
tarian, and he has explained
his foible with the wit and

irony which belong to him.

With a half-smile at himself

he once wrote :
" Were I still

a sepulchre for fowl, I should

choose one bird in hand before

two in the bush." When he
first succumbed to the creed of

the Pythagoreans, he regis-
tered his weight every day,
and walked solemnly from St
John's College to the county
jail for that purpose ! He
espoused in his time many
heresies, espoused them half-

humorously, and then declared

in a moment of self-knowledge
that he was animated by a
"
healthy, involuntary pagan-

ism." And when once he had
taken up a dangerous position,
he would support it with the

worst possible authorities, and
disarm criticism with an ab-

surdity of which none was
more acutely conscious than
himself. But scholars are

notoriously credulous. Did
not Casaubon believe that

earth brought from Palestine

would cure disease, or that

women were sometimes turned

into men?
His life was as simple as his

character. Its plain record is

a high testimony to its happi-
ness and success. Born in

1828, he was educated at

Shrewsbury, to which school

his gratitude was constant and
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profound, entered at St John's

College, was third classic in

1848, and, with a brief inter-

lude at Marlborough, spent all

his years, full as they were of

work and achievement, in his

own college. On the last day
of November he dined in hall,

where he said grace, and on
December 1st he was dead a
swift and painless conclusion
to a life given to literature.

Heading was at once his toil

and his recreation. He confessed

that he never walked for the

sake of walking. Books were
his one and only solace, and,

prizing them highly, he pres-
ented them to others with a
free hand. Twenty years ago
he had already given away
25,000 volumes of the class

which had been his faithful

friends through life. His

generosity was not always
appreciated at its proper
worth. "Books for which I

gave a pound," he wrote in

1891, "the modern Orbilius

spurns when offered for a shil-

ling. Nay, he will not take
them as a gift. . . . Sometimes

they ask if they may sell what
I have given ; more often they
sell without asking."

* In brief,
he was a scholar, simple and

single-hearted, a sound Tory,
who began a flysheet within
ten days of his death with
these admirable words :

" Offi-

cialism militant is in the air,

Cabinets wagged by their ex-

tremities gag Parliaments
into dumb voting booths." He
dedicated his life to the Muses,
and nobly did they repay
him for his obedience. His

humanity equalled his learn-

ing. His humour threw a veil

of gaiety over what in other

men might appear pedantry.

Justly might he be described

in the terms which Casaubon
reserved for Scaliger : "A
man who, by the indefatigable
devotion of a stupendous
talent to the acquisition of

knowledge, has garnered up
vast stores of uncommon lore.

His memory has so happy a

readiness that when the occa-

sion calls for it, whether it be

in conversation or whether he
be consulted by letter, he is

ready to bestow with a lavish

hand what has been gathered
by him in the sweat of his

brow." In truth, he was a

gentler, smoother Scaliger, and
there is scattered up and down
his books, pamphlets, and ser-

mons a wealth of aphorisms,
observations, and discoveries in

life and letters, which if gath-
ered together might make a

book as erudite, as various,

as lightly entertaining as the
'

Scaligerana
'

itself. Is there

no pious disciple who will un-

dertake this task of devotion ?

1 To this statement Mayor appended the characteristic ncte that follows :

"I buy every edition of the one progressive Latin Lexicon that of my vener-

able friend K. E. Georges, and give away the last but one. One such copy
had cost me 50s. 30s. for binding, a pound for the book. Within a few weeks
after I had given it to a seat of learning (I hope, sound), I saw it offered in a

second-hand bookshop for 4s. I had not the wit to buy it and give it again to

the grateful recipients. Thrift, thrift, Horatio." Rumour has it that the seat of

learning was Girton College.
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INDIAN UNREST.

THEEE is a large number of most retired Indian officials

men residing in the United hold their peace. A very

Kingdom who have lived for signal service, therefore, is

years in India, and are inti- done when a man who has

mately acquainted with the travelled in the East, and

people and the machinery of possesses that insight into the

the Government. Most of these Eastern mind which personal
men are well educated and of contact only can give, devotes

more than average ability, and a sufficient time to the study
capable not only of forming of Indian politics on the spot,
sound opinions on Indian and records the result of his

affairs, but of giving expres- observations in a clear and
sion to them. Yet there is interesting form. Mr Chirol 1

more ignorance about the has brought a trained mind
Indian Empire than about and an accomplished pen to

any other of our depend- bear upon the present con-

encies, and less interest is dition of India. It is evident
taken in its history, past or that the doors of official

present. knowledge have been thrown
Several causes contribute to open to him, and that he has

this condition of things. Very dealt with the information
few of the retired Indian ad- placed at his disposal with
ministrators float on the sur- an unbiassed judgment. It

face of English society. Un- would be difficult for a man
less there is a war on, or who has lived and served in

some one of note has been India for half a lifetime to

assassinated, no one wants to put his finger on a mistake
hear about India, and the or find a point on which Mr
man who tries to talk on Chirol has been deceived.
Indian politics is shunned as
a bore. The men who could "Indian Unrest" has be-

speak, and are sufficiently dis- come a stock phrase. What
tinguished to command an do we mean by it? "The
audience, are sometimes more human and not unnatural im-
ooncerned with their own in- patience fretting under an

terests, and fear to be ticketed alien rule not always too
as old Indians or sun - dried sympathetic

"
;

or " An irre-

bureaucrats. If they dare to concilable reaction against all

criticise the liberal measures that not only British rule but
for presenting India with a Western civilisation stands
mock Constitution on a rep- for"? If we take "unrest"
resentative model, they are in the first sense, it is cer-

oondemned as narrow and tainly no new thing. We
prejudiced. The result is that have heard a great deal too

1 Unrest in India. By Valentine Chirol. London : Macmillan.
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much about "the new spirit."
The talk about it began as

soon as Lord Morley assumed
office. He made no secret of

his intention to make a great
step forward, even before he
could have formed a sound

opinion on the conditions of

the vast Empire committed
to his care. The truth is,

that there has never been
a time when the people
did not fret more or less

under our rule. Writing in

1830, Sir Charles Metcalfe, as
the result of extensive inter-

course with high and low, rich

and poor, over a large area
of the interior, recorded his

opinion that force alone kept
us in India, and that if we
were supposed to be weak,
" the figure of an enemy start-

ing from the earth would, to

appearance, be almost realised

in the swarms of enemies which
would show themselves if they
thought that they could assail

our power with any hopes of

success." l It was not so long
afterwards that Lord Dal-
housie said that India was
quiet only so long as we were

strong; and in 1857 we had
the Mutiny to emphasise this.

Ever since the Mutiny, and
before the end of the nineteenth

century, there have been sev-

eral organised movements
against the British Govern-
ment. It is therefore un-
reasonable to talk as if unrest
of this sort was a new thing.
The probability, nay, certainty,
is that the masses are more
contented than they were in

1830, and, until they were mis-

led by lies and roused by
agitators, much more con-

tented, as the administration is

far better and gives them more

protection. The upper classes,

the landowners and merchants,
and generally those who have
much to lose, are certainly

loyal to the British Govern-

ment, in so far that they have
no desire to see it overthrown.

The unrest that is new, at

least in its extent and expres-

sion, springs, in fact, from race

hatred, and is directed against
the European and all his ways.
In the volume before us, Mr
Chirol has set himself to trace

the genesis of this revolt and
to discover the causes which
have led in the past few

years to its violent outburst.

Whether he is right in all his

facts and conclusions some

people may doubt. No one

can deny that he has drawn
a clear and fascinating picture
of the present political con-

dition of India, a picture
which will attract the atten-

tion of most thinking men in

Europe. It is not easy to

reduce this picture within

smaller dimensions without

blurring the lines and injuring
the proportions. It will be

best to give our readers the

impressions which it has left

on our minds.

The great multitudes who
live in India and are infinitesi-

mally divided by race, religious

divisions, and the subdivisions

of caste, are cultivators of the

soil. Outside the petty affairs

of their own villages they
have never had, and do not

1 See Shore's 'Indian Affairs,' vol. i. p. 531. London; John W. Parker.

1837.
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want to have, a voice in the

government of the province or

Empire in which they live. If

the course of their daily lives,

their religious and caste rules,

and their domestic privacy are

not interfered with, all they
ask is to be allowed to till

their plot of soil in peace and
to retain a moderate share of

the produce. Granted these con-

ditions, it does not give them
much thought whether the

ruler of the Empire is a Moghul
at Delhi or a Mahratta at

Poona or a "Company Baha-
dur" or King in London.
The peoples of India we

should always use the plural
form may not have liked white

people to take the country.
But they saw little of them,
and after the new rulers began
to know what they were doing,

they proved to be more just
and considerate and more con-

cerned to protect the poor
than those who preceded them.
The classes who did not like

the change of Government
were those whose power and
influence suffered, the Mahom-
medans and the Mahrattas.

During the first century of

our rule the Mahommedans,
although many of them were

entirely on our side, were per-
haps the least acquiescent in

British supremacy. With the

collapse of the Mutiny and
the removal of the puppet
Emperor from Delhi, the idea
of ever restoring the rule of

the Moghuls passed away from
the minds of sane men. For
not only had they no leader,
no money, and no arms, but

they had against them a vastly
more numerous body of Hindus.

The extent to which they were
outnumbered was probably not

realised by either section until

the census taken by the British

Government made it clear to

all men. Before 1893, when
the cow question became so

prominent, their superiority in

numbers was fully understood

by the Hindus. The Musal-
mans were convinced that their

existence was threatened by a

Hindu supremacy, and that

such a supremacy might be

created by changes in the con-

stitution of the Government of

India. When they saw that

the political claims of the

Hindus were pressed by means
of organisations like the Con-

gress, while they had no similar

weapons, the younger Mahom-
medans were for starting poli-

tical agitation on their own
account. They were controlled,

however, by leaders like Sir

Syed Ahmed Khan, who ex-

horted them to put their trust

in the fairness of the British

Government. The Mahom-
medan community have main-

tained that attitude, and have

acquired a fresh title to our

respect and gratitude by taking
no advantage of the situation

brought about by the party
of sedition. When they saw
that their worst fears were
about to be realised, and that

Lord Morley proposed to treat

them with a strange lack of

consideration and fairness, then,
and not till then, did they

organise their forces and compel
the Secretary of State to deal

j ustly with their community. It

is a pity that they should have
to owe this to their own action

and not to the spontaneous
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policy of the British Govern-
ment. If the Councils in

Whitehall and in Calcutta had
consisted of men who under-
stood India, and had the

courage to use the power of

their position, this could not
have occurred. Amongst other

causes, the necessity^ which
compelled the Mahommedans
to press their views upon the

Secretary of State has helped
to lower the prestige of the
Government of India, and to

transfer the power from Cal-
cutta to London.
The Mahrattas had even

more cause to resent our

appearance in India than the
Mahommedans. They were a

rising and the Moghuls a de-
cadent power, and although they
cannot be said to have ruled
all India, they certainly had
looted most of it. To the
Mahratta Brahmans especially,
the establishment of the British
dominion must have been dis-

tasteful. A masterful and in-

tellectual race, with great
capacity for affairs, they felt

themselves overshadowed and
put aside. That they were
hostile to the English has long
been felt, and Poona has for

many years been noted as a
centre of sedition. Mr Chirol's

chapter on "Brahmanism and
Disaffection in the Deccan"
must be read by every one
who wants to understand the

present condition of India.
The story of Bal Gangathar
Tilak is as interesting as a

romance, and full of instruc-
tion for Indian administrators.
Tilak was a Chitpavan Brah-

man, a sept which is pre-
eminent among Brahmans in

Maharashtea, and which sup-
plies an overwhelming majority
of Government officials. They
have extended their influence

and power all over India, and

especially in the native States.

Many of the most enlightened
Indians and some of our ablest

servants have come from this

clan. "But," says Mr Chirol,

"amongst many others per-

haps, indeed, amongst the great

majority there has undoubt-

edly been preserved for the last

hundred years, from the time
of the Peshwa dominion to the

present day, an unbroken tradi-

tion of hatred towards British

rule, an undying hope that it

might some day be subverted
and their own ascendancy re-

stored." The name of Nana
Sahib is known to all English-
men. He was a Chitpavan
Brahman, and an exponent of

the tradition of hatred spoken
of by Mr Chirol.

It was in Poona that the

native press, conducted by
Brahmans, "first assumed that

tone of virulent hostility to-

wards British rule and British

rulers which led to the Press

Act of 1879." Lord Lytton
was then Viceroy. He and his

advisers knew that teaching of

the Poona type must lead in

India to much mischief, and,
if not actually translated into

deeds, would arouse evil feelings
of all kinds. He was not,

perhaps, an altogether wise

Viceroy, but had both experi-
ence of men and great natural

ability. To the Liberal party
he himself and the policy of

which he was the exponent
were anathema. When Dis-

raeli's Government fell, Lord
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Kipon was sent out to India,
and his first act was to repeal
the Press Act and allow sedi-

tion to go and grow as it

pleased. That was the oppor-

tunity, and the man was ready.
Tilak at once revived the in-

cendiary methods which the

Press Act had successfully held

in check. But he did not con-

fine himself to writing. He
stirred up the religious pre-

judices of the Hindus in the

matter of the Age of Consent
Bill. He inflamed their hatred
of the Mahommedans by de-

claiming against the slaughter
of cows

; and extended, if he
did not, as Mr Chirol thinks,

originate, the organisation
known as the " Anti-Cow-Kill-

ing Society," which has wielded
and still enjoys a great auth-

ority over all India. For the

way in which Tilak gave to his

propaganda a religious, and
afterwards a patriotic, com-

plexion, the reader must be
referred to Mr Chirol's pages.
The apotheosis of Shivaji,
the Mahratta chieftain, and
the celebration of his reputed
birthday, was a masterly
stroke, especially as in jus-

tifying the treacherous assas-

sination of Afzul Khan he
was able to preach the doc-
trine of murder for political

purposes.

"In the reflected blaze of this

apotheosis of Shivaji, Tilak stood
forth as the appointed leader of the
'
nation.' He was the triumphant
champion of Hindu orthodoxy, the

High-priest of Gunesh, the inspired
prophet of a new nationalism which,
in the name of Shivaji, would cast
out the hated mlencchas,

1 and restore
the glories of Mahratta history. The

Government feared him, for people
could put no other construction on
the official confirmation of his elec-

tion, when he was returned in 1895
as a member of the Bombay Legis-
lative Council ; above all, when inside

the Council-room he continued, with
the same audacity and the same im-

punity, his campaign of calumny and
insult." (See p. 47.)

On the top of this came
the plague. The Govern-
ment of India in London and
Calcutta were naturally anxi-

ous to prevent Europe from

declaring quarantine against
our ports. The measures

adopted for checking the

fatal disease were not marked

by consideration for the pre-

judices of the people, and it

is difficult to understand how
they obtained the sanction of

Indian experience. It was
assumed that the people had
become reasonable, and had

outgrown the stage of re-

ligious fanaticism. Mr Chirol

says with truth, and cer-

tainly without exaggera-
tion, that they offended in

many ways against the cus-

toms and prejudices of the

people, especially the search-

ing and disinfection of houses
and the forcible removal of

plague patients, even when
they happened to be Brah-
mans. The occasion was
seized by Tilak, who in his

paper, the '

Kesari,'
"
pub-

lished incitements to violence,
which were put into the mouth
of Shivaji himself. The in-

evitable consequences ensued."
The murder of Mr Rand, who
was President of the Poona

Plague Committee, and Lieu-
tenant Ayerst, of the Com-

1
Probably "foreign devil" is a suitable and mild translation.
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mis.sariat Department, fol-

lowed. The assassin was a

young Chitpavan Brahman,
who declared that it was the

teachings of Tilak's news-

papers which prompted him
to commit these murders.
The young Brahman was ex-

ecuted
; Tilak, who had spent

his time and abilities in

preaching a gospel of blood,
was prosecuted for writing a

seditious article, sentenced to

a short term of imprison-
ment, and released before he
had completed it under pledges
of good behaviour, which he
never kept or meant to keep.
We have not space to follow

the career of Mr Tilak, interest-

ing as it is. He continued to

grow in power and influence,
if not in wisdom. The people
looked to him as a leader

before whom the British Gov-
ernment trembled. His organ-
isations spread, his methods
were imitated in other parts
of India, especially in Bengal.
Then came the murders of

Mrs and Miss Kennedy at

MuzafFerpur. Tilak seized the

occasion to publish violent

articles in the 'Kesari.' He
was tried and sentenced to

six years' transportation,
which a clement Government
commuted to simple imprison-
ment. The Government were
no doubt astonished at their

own audacity in procuring the

punishment of this pestilent

apostle of murder. Alas ! they
could not so easily efface the
effects of his teaching. Tilak
was removed in June 1908.

On the 21st December 1909,

Jackson, the Collector of Nasik,
one of the best officers and
men in the Bombay Presi-

dency, was treacherously mur-
dered at an entertainment

given in his honour by his

native friends. The assassin

was, as before, a young Chit-

pavan Brahman. As before,
he alleged that the articles

in the ' Kesari
' and other

papers had driven him to

commit the murder. The as-

sassin, Kanhere, told the magi-
strate, "I read of many in-

stances of oppression in the

'Kesari,' the 'Rashtra-mat,'
and the 'Kal,' and other news-

papers. I think that by kill-

ing Sahibs we people can get

justice. I never got injustice

myself, nor did any one I

know. I now regret killing
Mr Jackson. I killed a good
man causelessly."
Mr Chirol remarks :

"
Though

it was Kanhere's hand that

struck down a good man
causelessly, was not Tilak,
rather than Kanhere, the real

author of the murder ?
" Un-

doubtedly he was. But what
is the responsibility of the

Government which allowed
Tilak for so many years to

corrupt the youth of the

people ? What of the Gov-
ernors who feared him, who
fawned on him, who allowed
him to sit in Council beside

them and proclaim his mis-

chievous doctrines at the

Council board? Even when
he was at last punished and
on his way to Mandalay, it

was said in the papers that

the Bombay Government sent

a Brahman cook after him
lest he should suffer incon-

venience.

To turn to Bengal, which
is the subject of Mr Chirol 's

sixth chapter. The Bengalees
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no doubt have many good
qualities of heart and in-

tellect. But they are easily
led away by their conceit and
their remarkable powers of

imitation and adaptation.

They have the power, when

they choose to exercise it, of

being all things to all men,

beyond what is given to most.

Many Bengalees can be found
who can speak English with
remarkable eloquence, and ex-

press liberal and enlightened
ideas which might have dropped
from the mouth of a Gladstone
or a Morley. Whether they
really understand and appre-
ciate those ideas, and have
mental conceptions equivalent
to the phrases, may in many
cases be open to doubt. When
we find men of education,*and
full apparently of Western

knowledge and enlightenment,
turning aside to advocate the
rites of Shakti and Kali, the
most filthy idolatry, it is hard
to accept them at their own
valuation.

There is a great differ-

ence between the case of the
Mahratta Brahman and his

brother Brahmans in Bengal.
The latter have never within
historical times been a domin-
ant political force. Indeed the
rise of even their best families

does not date from a very
remote antiquity. They have
therefore no cause to look on
the British power as usurping
or displacing their authority.
Have they or the Writer caste,
the Kayasthas, who stand next
to them, suffered in any way
from our rule? On the con-

trary, the leading families in

Calcutta, and to some extent
in Bengal, generally owe their

position and wealth to the
British. Writing in 1837, Mr
Shore, from whose book we
have already quoted, says

"There is scarcely a family in

Calcutta who can trace its origin
beyond the days of Clive. Almost
every man of wealth or respectability
of appearance I use the term in

its common acceptation is the son,

grandson, or at furthest great-grand-
son, of some petty clerk or menial
servant in the employ of the first

early English functionaries. They
and their families have risen in the
world by the plunder of their fellow

countrymen ; by the peculiar circum-
stances which brought them forward
in the early period of English mis-

rule, and gave them special advan-

tages." (Vol. i. p. 526.)

On another page (p. 531) he
writes

"
They have done nothing to estab-

lish an influence among or acquire
the esteem and respect of their ten-

ants
; they have chiefly resided in

the capital, spending their time in

selfish pursuits or idle amusements,
and only making an occasional visita-

tion for the purpose of raising their

rents. . . . They well know that in

the event of any sudden overthrow
of our power they would be immedi-

ately marked for plunder."

The last sentence is as true

now as it was eighty years ago.
How the spirit of violence and
revolt seized upon the younger
generation of Bengalees is told,

and the various causes traced

by Mr Chirol. The soil had
been prepared by a system
of education undeserving the

name, divorced from discipline
and moral training as well as

from the realities of Indian

life, a cramming of all sorts

of heterogeneous matter into

over-worked and ill-nourished

brains, which were incapable
of digesting what they were
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forced to learn, and unable to

understand the language in

which it was conveyed. The
schools and colleges had multi-

plied ;
the teaching had fallen

from English hands into those

of imperfectly educated Ben-

galees. The number of stud-

ents had increased enormously,
while the standard of acquire-
ment decreased proportionately.

"Every year large batches of

youths with a mere smattering
of knowledge are turned out

into a world which has little

or no use for them." And the

ruling idea of the pretentious

syndicates who governed the

universities was to lower the

standards and turn out more
unfortunates with the curse of

a useless degree. It is not

difficult to understand how
material of this class was
more than ready to receive

the impressions which political

agitators desired to stamp on it.

The time was ripe for the

seditious writers in the press.
The influence of Tilak had been
at work for some years in

Bengal, and had caught hold

of the Bengalee press. Mr
Surendra Nath Banerjee's
name has been often heard of

in connection with the press.
But now his methods of criti-

cism and political agitation did

not satisfy the standard pre-
scribed by Tilak. Two new
disciples, Bipin Chandra Pal
and Arabindo Ghose, came
forth, and in the ' New India '

and the ' Bande Mata Ram '

soon began to rival their

master. A strong mixture of

religious fanaticism and racial

hatred was offered to the

younger generation, and was

greedily swallowed by them.

A Hindu revival was preached.
The spirit spread quickly

through the students and
teachers, and all were ripe for

mischief. No warning was

conveyed to the Government
either by the public journals
or private information. Of the

older Bengalees some were

sympathetic with the political

aims, some may have been
infected with religious enthu-

siasm. The majority, we sus-

pect, remained passive, seeing
the danger of the movement,
but not caring to help to sup-

press it at inconvenience or

risk to themselves. So it has

always been in India. The
sober parts of the population
will hold aloof from any at-

tempt at revolution, or at the

most will secretly encourage it.

In no case will they aid the

Government, at any rate until

the determination and ability
to suppress disorder have been
manifested by it.

At this juncture, and when
the materials for a conflagra-
tion were all collected, came
the partition of Bengal. There
is no need to follow Mr Chirol

on the subject of that measure.
The facts concerning it were

given in " The Treatment of Se-

dition in India " '

Maga,' Feb.

1907. It was skilfully used by
the leaders of the anti-British

party to inflame the populace.

Every sort of " Chinese labour
"

falsehood was employed, with

a skill that might be envied by
an election agent in England.
Mr Surendra Nath Banerjee,

editor and proprietor of 'The

Bengalee
'

journal, and the

head and proprietor of a large
school or college in Calcutta,
came to the front. He preached
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the systematic and forcible

boycott of British goods, a

movement which was started

about the same time by Mr
Tilak in Bombay. It was

inaugurated with religious
sanction under the special

patronage of Kali, and vows
were administered to large
crowds in the great temple
at Calcutta and her various

shrines in Bengal The move-
ment was also closely con-

nected with Shakti worship,
which involves, or is accom-

panied by, the grossest forms
of licentiousness. "

Yet," says
Mr Chirol, "such men as Mr
Surendra Natt Banerjee, who
in his relations with English-
men claims to represent the

fine flower of Western educa-

tion and Hindu enlightenment,
did not hesitate to call the

popularity of Shakti worship
in aid in order to stimulate the

boycott of British goods." It

was mainly this man, who
must be either a foul hypocrite
or a maniac, who organised
the schoolboys and students of

Eastern Bengal to impose the

boycott of European goods on
the people. The gymnastic
clubs, founded on the model of

those established in the Deccan

by Tilak for physical training,
were converted into bands of
" national volunteers

" known
as Samitis or unions, and, offi-

cered by the schoolmasters,

employed to enforce the boy-
cott. The most astounding
of all the feats performed by
Surendra Natt Banerjee was
the imposition of the Mahratta
chieftain Shivaji on Bengal
as a national hero. The chief

concern of the Bengalees had
been to save their maidens and

their rupees from the Mahratta
raiders. But nothing was too

bold for Mr Surendra Natt

Banerjee, and nothing too im-

possible for his dupes. So the
business proceeded merrily.
An extraordinary combina-

tion of events had helped the

revolutionaries so far. But
more was to follow. Lord
Curzon's fall and the circum-
stances accompanying it gave
a heavy and lasting blow to

the prestige of the Government
of India. The agitators had

got rid of the author of the

Partition. They now turned
on the Lieutenant - Governor,
who they regarded as the zeal-

ous agent of Lord Curzon's

policy. He had been guilty
of repressing violence and of

punishing or trying to punish
the guilty schools and students.

Everything that malice and

envy could do was done by the

agitators and seditious journal-
ists in India, in alliance with a

group of members of the Radical

majority in Parliament. The

place was made impossible for

Sir Bampfylde Fuller, and he

resigned his post. No wonder
that the revolt received fresh

fuel. The seditious papers be-

came openly revolutionary.
Three new papers came into

the field, of which the
'

Yugantar,' the name of

which will be familiar to

readers interested in Indian

matters, was the most blood-

thirsty. Political murder was

openly preached and advocated
as a religious duty

" in language
so lofty, so pathetic, and so

stirring," that it was impos-
sible, said the Government
translator, to render it in

English. The circulation of
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the <

Yugantar
'

rose to 50,000.

Single copies would sometimes
fetch a rupee. The principal
articles, forming a complete gos-

pel of revolution, were collected

and republished in a volume.
Its spirit may be gathered
from a short sentence: "Lay
down your life, but first take

a life. The worship of the

Goddess will not be consum-
mated if you sacrifice your lives

at the shrine of independence
without shedding blood."

"These," writes Mr Chirol,
"are the doctrines of revolu-

tionary Hinduism expounded
day by day for nearly two

years by a group of highly
educated young Bengalees, the

effectiveness of whose appeal
to sacred traditions was en-

hanced by remarkable qualities
of style." (P. 94.)
As in Bombay, the licentious

freedom of the press was fol-

lowed by crime. The list of

outrages and deeds of violence

which had begun in 1907 grew
heavier day by day. At last,

on April 30, 1908, the two un-

fortunate Englishwomen, Mrs
and Miss Kennedy, were killed

at Mozufferpur by a bomb in-

tended for the magistrate, Mr
Kingford. It was not until

this innocent blood had been
shed that the Government

thought it time to do some-

thing. There had been many
Press prosecutions, and the

'Yugantar' had been several

times charged in respect of

particular articles. But the

powers of the Government
were quite inadequate. The
Liberal party, who had caused
the repeal of Lord Lyt ton's

Act, were determined not to
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allow any restrictive legisla-
tion. The slaughter of the two

Englishwomen compelled them
to act, and in June 1908 the

Incitement to Offences Act was

passed and the '

Yugantar
'

suppressed. "In the mean-

time," writes Mr Chirol,
"

it

had left an indelible mark on
Indian history, and many in-

nocent victims paid with their

lives for the extraordinary

supineness displayed during
those first disastrous two

years of Lord Minto's ad-

ministration."

We wish we could quote
at greater length from this

seventh chapter. One of the

worst features in the Mozuffer-

pur case was the sympathy
shown by his countrymen with
the assassin, and the glorifica-
tion of the crime. His photo-

graph had an immense sale,

and the young Bengalee bloods

took to wearing dhotees with

his name woven into the border

of the garments.
After mentioning the many

murders and attempts at

murder that followed, and the

discovery of the bomb manu-

factory in Calcutta, and the

open preaching of revolt over

the two Bengal provinces, Mr
Chirol says

"A very heavy responsibility must
at the same time attach to those re-

sponsible both at home and in India

for the extraordinary tolerance too

long extended to this criminal pro-

paganda. For two whole years it

was carried on with relative impunity
under the very eyes of the Govern-
ment of India in Calcutta. Month
after month they must have seen its

audacity grow in direct proportion to

official apathy. They must have seen

a reign of lawlessness and intimida-

tion spread steadily over a great part
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of the metropolitan province. The
failure of the ordinary machinery of

justice to check these crying evils

was repeatedly brought home to

them. Yet it was not until 1908

that the necessity of exceptional
measures to cope with an exceptional
situation was tardily and very re-

luctantly realised." (P. 98.)

A heavy censure, yet not

more heavy than true. The
Government of India, by which
we mean the Governor-General
in Council, was extraordinarily
weak and incompetent. The

Secretary of State had no real

understanding of the country
which he assumed to govern,
and the murders of people in

India were not of sufficient im-

portance to cause him to depart
from his cherished doctrines.

But as the highest honours
have been bestowed on both

officials, no more need be said.

"The Indian Explosive Substances
Act and Summary Justice Act of

1908, together with the Press Act of

the same year and the more drastic

one enacted last February, have at

last to some extent checked the

saturnalia of lawlessness that con-

tinued, though with signs of abate-

ment, into the beginning of this

year" (1910).

The deportation of nine

Bengalee gentlemen of position
at the end of 1908 had pro-
bably more effect than the

legislative measures, which were
never quite thorough, and were
liable to be worked in a half-

hearted manner. There is a
terror of its own attaching to

a sudden removal to an un-
known destination which has
no attractions for stout well-to-

do gentlemen who sit at home
and send young fanatics out to

murder. Lord Morley has won
much credit by his use of this

weapon which has not been

brought into play except in

very extraordinary circum-

stances. It is always the

weakest Government which is

compelled to resort to the most
severe methods. It is a dis-

grace that in the province
which has been longest under
our rule, and is inhabited by
the most unwarlike of all races,

we should have been driven to

use this power. If there is any
credit to be claimed for em-

ploying it, there is equal dis-

credit attaching to the senti-

mental weakness which brought
about the necessity of using it.

We have already referred

to the Mahommedan position.

Chap, ix., which deals at

length with this question, de-

serves to be read carefully ;

also that on the Indian
National Congress, which has
been less mischievous than it

might have been on account of

the touch of opera bouffe given
to it by the type of English-
man who thinks it an honour
to preside over its august
deliberations. Mr Chirol's re-

marks, on p. 161, on the ten-

dency of all "representative"
institutions, from municipali-
ties upward or downward to

Congresses, to become "ma-
chines operated by and for the

benefit of an extremely limited

and domineering oligarchy,"
are eminently true.

Passing to chap, xiii., on
the Constitutional Reforms,
a very interesting picture is

drawn of the first session of the

Imperial Council. Most pic-

turesque, no doubt, would such
an assembly be, and most

gracefully and with perfect

dignity would Lord Minto pre-
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side over it. But that is not

the question. The question is,

Will it be of use, will it help
the British Government to rule

India better than it has done,
and to improve the condition

of the people at large and add
to their happiness ? That can

only be answered after a long
experience of its working. One
thing appears at present to be

fairly certain. There will be a

multitude of long and super-
ficial orations, and a very great
waste of time, and considerable

difficulty in consequence in

carrying on the real work of

the government of India. After

remarking on the nature and

length of the speeches, Mr Chirol

writes (p. 166) :

"That in these circumstances the
official members, who are at the same
time heads of the most important
administrative and executive depart-
ments, should be kept in constant
attendance during debates, in which

many of them are not in any way
directly concerned, and that they
should thus be detained in Calcutta
at a season when their presence
would be far more useful elsewhere,
constitutes one of the most serious

of the many practical drawbacks of

the new system, for which a remedy
will have to be found."

These official gentlemen have
to be there in order to make
sure of an official majority,
and it is absolutely necessary
to have an official majority.
In the provinces the difficulty
has been got over by allowing
the Government to be in a

permanent minority, trusting
to the overriding power of the

Imperial Council for its rescue
if necessary. But unless col-

lision between the Council and
the Viceroy is to be risked, a

majority of officials must be

maintained in the Imperial
Council. Unless we are mis-

taken, the debates will lengthen
questions will multiply, and the

real work of the country will

be delayed and neglected.
Another point made by Mr

Chirol is that the Council sits

during the few months of the

cold weather when the heads
of departments ought to be on
tour.

" The reductio ad absurdum is

surely reached in the case of the

Commander-in-Chief and the Chief
of the Staff. Though the Imperial
Council is itself debarred frem deal-

ing with army questions, they could

be seen any day sitting through the

debates, merely because their votes

might conceivably be required to

maintain the official majority." (P.

167.)

This is a serious matter, as

the native army needs close

supervision. These are draw-
backs to the amusement of an
imitation parliament, and diffi-

culties in grafting a quasi-

representative assembly on to

an already overworked and
undermanned staff. Doubtless
it is a grand achievement to

lay the foundations of what

may be the beginning of a

huge edifice of self-govern-
ment. Whether they have
been laid on a rock or in

sand, time alone can show.
It is too soon to sound the

triumphant note or raise a
statue to the architect.

The chapters on " The
Growth of Western Educa-

tion," "The Indian Student,"
and " Some Measures of Edu-
cational Reform," state the

facts fairly, and Mr Chirol's

remarks are wise. On one

point he is certainly sound.
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The evil of inferior teaching
is not to be denied. It can
be righted by expenditure.
It is preposterous to leave

the teaching of English and
such subjects as Moral Phil-

osophy and Political Economy
in the hands of inferior half-

educated men, no matter of

what race. It cannot be
denied that much of the

sedition which taints the

schools and colleges of India
comes from the schoolmasters

and professors, in many cases

underpaid and discontented
men. It is all very well

and neoessary to reform the
statutes of universities and to

improve their standards and
schemes of education ; but the

real mischief lies in the poor
quality of the teaching staff.

Mr Chirol's chapter on " The
Social and Official Relations
between Indians and the

English
"

will be read with

pleasure and gratitude for

his fairness by all who have
served His Majesty in India.

The complaint about want of

sympathy on the part of the
civil servants has very little

foundation. There are, of

course, in a large service men
who dislike the country and
their work, and discharge their

duties in a half-hearted man-
ner ; but they do not give
colour and character to the

service, whose really unpar-
donable sin in the eyes of the
disaffected Indian politician is

that it constitutes the bulwark
of British rule, and that it

is able to, and does, captivate
the affections of the masses
of the people by attention to
their welfare. "To it," says
Mr Chirol, "belongs the credit

of almost every measure passed
during the last fifty years for

the benefit of the Indian

masses, and passed frequently
in the teeth of vehement

opposition from the Indian

politician" (see pp. 294, 295).
As to the soldiers, the re-

lations between the officers

and the native commissioned
officers and the men are ex-

cellent, especially on service.

The attitude of the British

soldier towards the lower
classes of Indians with whom
he is brought in contact is

generally without reproach.
Cases of violence towards
natives are of rare occurrence,
and crimes which could be

stigmatised as brutal are al-

most unknown. " One may
safely say," says Mr Chirol,
"that between Englishmen of

all conditions and Indians of

all conditions there often, and
indeed generally, exist pleas-
anter relations than are to be

found elsewhere between people
of any two races so widely
removed "

(p. 304). The great-
est complaints regarding social

relations are heard from those

Indians who have lived in

England. They have often

been received with perfect
freedom by English families,

and have associated with Eng-
lish ladies. They are not re-

ceived with the same cordiality

by the English in India. For
this there are many reasons.

The haughty assumption of

superiority by the Englishman
in India is not the main cause.

It is not desirable to admit
the first-comer to the intimacy
of an English family ;

and we
do not open our doors at once

even to our own countrymen
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of whose characters and ante-

cedents we may not be able to

learn something. Any one ac-

quainted with cases of mar-

riage of English women to

natives of India will under-

stand this.

The last chapter, entitled
" The Government of India,"
deserves serious consideration.

It is evident that during the

last five years the Government
of India has been carried on
in a manner which is uncon-
stitutional and irregular, both

by Lord Morley and Lord
Minto. It is clearly laid down
by Acts of Parliament that
the government of India is

vested in a Governor-General
and Councillors, to be styled
the " Governor - General of

India in Council." The title

of Viceroy is only a courtesy

designation, and does not carry

any legal meaning or sanction.

The Governor-General of India
in Council is subject to the

direction and control of the

Secretary of State in Council.

But while the Secretary of

State, except in finance mat-

ters, may act without the con-

sent or knowledge of his Coun-

cil, he was intended neverthe-
less to consult his Council as a

rule. The tendency, both in

Whitehall and in India, has
been to set aside the Councils

altogether, and to act as if

they two alone were the re-

sponsible Governors of India.

This very mischievous tendency
reduces government of India
to a duet carried on by tele-

graph or letter between the

Secretary of State at one end,

the Viceroy at the other. It

has been growing for some

time, and one reason why ob-

jection was taken to the ap-

pointment of an Indian to the

Governor - General's Council

was that it might lead to this

kind of duumvirate.
Lord Minto entered on office

at a very unfortunate time.

By the action of the Unionist

Secretary of State, Mr Brod-

rick, Lord Curzon had been

compelled to resign under cir-

cumstances which led all India

to revise their view of the

power and position of the

Governor - General. It is not

unfair to assume that Lord
Minto was appointed because

he was known to be of a more

yielding temperament. Then
Lord Morley came into power,
an Autocrat of the Autocrats,
as most Radicals are when

they get the opportunity. The
Council of India was soon re-

duced to a state of humble

insignificance. If Lord Minto
was weak, the members of his

Council were weaker. When-
ever a vacancy in either

Council occurred, Lord Morley
showed his cynical contempt
for Councils in general by
putting in the first man he
could find. The last touch

has been the appointment of

Mr Clark, a job, or, if it is

not a job, a choice which it

is not possible to justify. Mr
Chirol's remarks on p. 317
are deserving of all attention.

Mr Chirol deserves the thanks
of all who are serving or are

interested in India for his ex-

cellent work.
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THE ELECTIONS AND AFTER.

I.

SOMETHING over a million

pounds has been squandered,
an immeasurable amount of

sense and nonsense has been

talked, and for three weeks the

country has been filled with
the valueless expense of energy
known as electioneering. The
end of it all is nil, a complete
stalemate. The majority of

last January remains virtu-

ally the same. And yet the

result is not purely negative,
for an attack has failed. The
aim of the Government in dis-

solving was an increased

majority, and they have not

got it. The nation regards
them with just as much favour
as last January, and with just
as little. You cannot appeal
within ten months for a fresh

mandate, when nothing has

obviously impaired the old one,
unless you expect a stronger
response: and if you do not

get that, you may be taken to

have failed. The Conservative

Party has no cause for de-

spondency. Some of its more

sanguine members may have

hoped to gain seats on the

balance, but it is much to have

deprived the Government of the

gain of thirty which they con-

fidently looked for. And if we
examine the nature of the
returns there is reason for a
modest satisfaction. We have
lost 29 seats and gained 27, and
our gains are worth noting.
The Lancashire area, including
Cheshire, has been for five years

the centre of Liberal hopes.
We were told that what the

hard-headed industrial popula-
tion of the North thought was
the true opinion of England.
In this area we have gained on
the balance eight seats, most of

them by large majorities. In
the remainder we have enor-

mously reduced the hostile

vote, and have missed winning
several seats by the narrowest

margins. The decrease of the
Liberal and Labour poll since

last January is well over

48,000, and the increase of the

Unionist poll is over 12,000
a remarkable figure when we
consider what is meant by an
increase on a stale register.
In the county of Devon we
have changed the balance, and
now hold eight seats to our

opponents' three. The great

ports are almost wholly in our
hands. The Birmingham area

is still impregnable. The

English counties won in Jan-

uary, which offered a large

target for Radical attack, have
stood loyally by us, in spite of

or perhaps because of the

antics of the Gladstone League.
We have lost nothing substan-

tial : we have gained a share

of what was the chief pride of

our opponents ;
the balance is

clearly in our favour.

About the motive of this

hasty and intemperate elec-

tion there has never been the

slightest doubt. It was a

despairing effort on the part
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of the Government to regain
their freedom. They hoped
that the odium of breaking
up the Conference would fall

upon the Opposition, and
that the old " Down with
the Lords "

cry might revive

with something of the fury
of the 'eighties. They had

encouraging reports from their

Whips, and long before the

Conference terminated they
had, quite wisely and rightly,
made their preparations for

an appeal to the country.

They believed that they were

safely intrenched in the bor-

oughs, and would lose no seats,

while they might win thirty
seats in the counties. The
best they hoped for was such
an increase as would make
them independent alike of Mr
Redmond and Mr Keir Hardie :

the least was such a gain as

would enable them to declare

that the nation had accepted
the Veto Bill by a majority suf-

ficient to warrant that grave
constitutional change. They
were quite alive to the dan-

gers of a hasty election, but

anything was better than

standing still. Sooner or

later an election must come,
and the later it came the less

assets they would have to

meet its demands.
The conduct of the election

was in keeping with its motive.
Liberal policy has never given
a more wonderful example of

its gift of divers tongues.
While on the one hand the

Whig element in the Cabinet

put their faith in the "re-
form "

preamble to the Veto
Bill (a preamble, by the way,
which, had the Bill ever been

introduced into the House of

Commons, must have been
ruled out of order by the

Speaker as irrelevant to the

rest of it), the Radical Rump
declared that reform was an
insult to the people, or, at

any rate, to a Radical House
of Commons. Confusion was
confounded by the action of

the House of Lords, who
promulgated a scheme of re-

form so thoroughgoing as for

a moment to deprive the

Whigs of speech. To this

was added a form of Refer-

endum, and Mr Balfour very
honestly and courageously
offered as a pledge of good
faith to submit Tariff Reform
to this popular test. The only
Liberal retort was the school-

boy one about a " death-bed

repentance
"

: the accusation

not unnatural in such tacti-

cians that the scheme was
an electioneering dodge : and
the odd plea that a referen-

dum was " undemocratic."

Democracy, on this curious

doctrine, is whatever may be
trusted to vote the straight
Radical or Labour ticket.

Happily for its comfort Liber-

alism rarely worries itself

about reason. While the or-

dinary party hack shouted
on a thousand platforms that

the strife was Peers against

People, another section de-

clared that the issue was the

Constitution against Revolu-

tion. A great deal of uni-

versity-extension history was
furbished up to show the

merits of our traditional sys-
tem and the Jacobinism of

the Conservatives. The result

was a month of political Babel.
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The nation was asked to re-

ject the Conservatives on the

grounds that (a) they pre-
ferred a class to the people;

(6) they had a Jacobinical

trust in the people; (c) they
were about to destroy an

ancient, interesting, and con-

stitutional House of Lords, and

replace it by a jerry-built, new-

fangled foreign structure ;
and

(d) they proposed to keep the

House of Lords, and the House
of Lords must go. Great must
have been the bewilderment of

the British voter when asked
to accept these consistent and
conclusive arguments. Mean-
while Mr Lloyd George un-

selfishly devoted himself to

the task of creating prejudice.
In the East End of London he
made a gallant attempt to

resurrect the horse on which
the German workman is be-

lieved to support life. Then
he discovered an aged Dart-
moor convict with a "bitter

cry." At last, finding these

appeals less effective than he

thought, he settled down into

his Pleasant Sunday Afternoon
manner of pious vulgarity.
He has never shone in argu-
ment, but he has to his credit

the only Radical plea yet ad-
vanced against the Refer-

endum. He declared that it

would cost 2,000,000. The
figure is interesting, for it

works out at 6s. 8d. per voter.

Can this be a reminiscence of

early days in the profession he
has since maligned?
The Liberal party suffered

only one disadvantage, and
that not a serious one to them

the lack of any rational

argument. Conservatives un-

fortunately were confronted
with many. As an Opposition
they were handicapped by the

shortness of time that had

elapsed since the last Election

ten months, of which at least

five were a political moratorium.
The stale register increased

this handicap, for it lessened

the chance of any change in

opinion showing itself. More

important, the Conservative
case needed time for presenta-
tion, and the time was denied

it. It is not easy to impress
new and not simple ideas upon
the popular mind in a fort-

night. A proof of this is the

topography of our gains and
losses. In Scotland we have
held our own in seats, and

largely decreased the majorities

against us. The same reduc-

tion of majorities is seen in

Yorkshire. In Lancashire and
Cheshire we have won eight
seats on the balance, and
halved most of the hostile

majorities. In East and South

London, on the other hand,
where in the large slum areas

ideas have little weight, we
lost ground. Something, too,

was lost on last January's
basis by the fact that the

Labour party from lack of

funds, and also because of the

virtual identification of their

aims with Radicalism, en-

gineered fewer three-cornered

fights. The counties on the

whole have manfully stood by
us; but in eastern England
Nonconformity, a little fright-
ened last January by Mr Lloyd
George's Budget, has returned
to its traditional allegiance to

the creed which offers it re-

prisals on squire and parson.
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Let it be added that the Con-
servative organisation, bad at

the best, is reduced to chaos by
a fight at short notice. Every
election brings the same miser-

able complaint. There is no

supervision of local associa-

tions, no attempt to make
backward localities efficient, no
selection of the right men for

the right seats. A great deal

of money seems to have been

spent on newspaper advertis-

ing, the most idiotic form of

waste that can be conceived.

It would be worth the Con-
servative party's while to stay
for ten years out of office, if

thereby we could scrap the

present party machinery and
learn the rudiments of sane

business.

II.

And what has all the tur-

moil proved ? That the country
in ten months has not seriously

changed its mind. That in

Radical strongholds Conser-
vatism has begun to make
way. That the movement of

opinion apparent if judged
by seats, but conspicuous if

judged by votes is in favour
of the Opposition. We do not
see what other morals can be
drawn from the Election, and
we cannot see how they im-

prove the position of the Gov-
ernment. If Mr Asquith had
not a sufficient majority to

carry a constitutional change
before the Election, he has not

got it now. He was very clear

that the contest of last Janu-

ary was fought on the power of

the House of Lords, and that
the result gave him a triumph-
ant majority for his Veto Bill.

Surely he cannot argue that
this mandate had gone stale in

ten months. Unless the appeal
to the country of a month ago
was pure caprice, the results of

the polls are a blow to Liberal-

ism. They have given no man-
date to the Government to do

anything apart from Mr Red-

mond, a gentleman who, as Mr
Asquith said nobly some years

ago, was ready to do business

with either party. On the

same occasion he declared the

Liberals could not honourably
take office unless they could

rely on an independent ma-

jority. Where is this inde-

pendent majority, not for office

merely, but for constitutional

revolution ? Throughout the

Election Mr Asquith, Sir Ed-
ward Grey, and Mr Lloyd
George have been throwing
out hints about the kind of

majority they wanted. It is

well to keep a line of retreat,
for the sea of Liberal politics
is a very Hadria for sudden

tempests. It is true that the

Prime Minister has since de-

clared that he meant nothing
by his speeches, that he is

satisfied with his majority
and his loyal Irishmen. But
the thing is too obvious to be

affected by tactical denials.

Mr Asquith as a lawyer is

perfectly well aware that, since

Britain has no constituent law,
it is a statesman's duty to

treat constitutional change as

different from ordinary legis-
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lation. There must be a ma-

jority in its favour which shall

at least compare with such

overwhelming majorities re-

quired in democracies like

France and America. Where
is this majority in Britain?

How is it possible to argue
that the Government have a

constitutional mandate for their

Veto Bill when 42 members of

their following want precisely
the opposite of what the

Cabinet has pledged itself to,

and 76 members want the Veto
abolished only in order to force

through a measure from which
it is certain that the majority
of the British people are heart-

ily averse ? "Without these 118
members the Goverment have
no majority. Where, in

Heaven's name, are we to

discover their mandate for

constitutional change?
Indeed, so far from emerging

from the Election with increased

prestige, the Government have
suffered a serious loss of repu-
tation. The speeches of Lib-

eral leaders have been weaker,
thinner, more irrelevant than
usual. Mr Asquith has re-

lapsed into a fine, crusted, John
Bull unreasonableness " I'm
not arguing, I'm telling you"
which suits him well, and

is perhaps his wisest course.

He knows perfectly well that
half his following, and all in it

that is respectable and thought-
ful, detest the Veto Bill and
loathe the Irish bondage. If

ratting were less unpopular,
there would have been many
converts from Liberalism. As
it is, these poor gentlemen
console themselves with the
absurd Preamble, and flatter

themselves that their course

may be Conservative after all.

But if the Whig section be

uneasy, the Radical Rump is

uneasier still. Its leaders have
fallen uncommonly flat. Mr
Lloyd George, of course, can

always command an enthusi-

astic audience of believers for

his peculiar rhetoric, but he
makes no way. His Billings-

gate amuses or irritates with-

out convincing ;
but his piety

offends without impressing.

People have a dim conscious-

ness of what Thomas Carlyle
has put into famous words :

"It is a sad but sure truth

that every time you speak of

a fine purpose, especially if

with eloquence and to the ad-

miration of bystanders, there

is the less chance of your
ever making a fact of it in

your poor life." As for Mr
Churchill, he is rapidly be-

coming a tragic figure. He
is detested by his opponents,
and disliked and distrusted by
his allies. He has unclassed

himself to lead what he calls
"
Democracy," but " Democ-

racy
"
neither likes nor under-

stands him. For sheer ability
we do not believe he has an

equal in his own party, or

a superior in any party. He
has a gift of oratory which
recalls the great days of Par-

liamentary debate : he is a

master of pure and nervous

English prose: he is a serious

and widely read student of the

world's history and politics.

But these great endowments
are as useless to him as swords-

manship would be to a navvy
in a street row. He has de-

liberately chosen a sphere of
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action where they can only be

a handicap. He follows the

Chancellor of the Exchequer
in his homely ribaldries, but

they do not come so naturally
to his lips. He knows too

much to be crude with a light
conscience ;

he has too deep a

sense of what constitutes sub-

limity and passion to be at

ease among parlour pieties.
The result is that he is in-

effective. If he speaks with
his own voice he is giving his

audience unwelcome fare
;
if he

copies the Limehouse manner
his hearers not unnaturally
prefer the original patentee.

III.

What of the immediate
future? Parliament will as-

semble in a month's time,
and Conservatism must be

clear on its policy. What the

Government will do depends
on so many things, including
the psychology of Mr Red-

mond, that it is idle to specu-
late

;
but we may take it that

the Veto Bill will pass the

Commons and be presented to

the Lords. Let us consider

the various alternatives.

It may be taken as certain

that the Lords will amend it,

on the lines of the Rosebery
and Lansdowne resolutions.

That is to say, the provisions

abolishing the Veto on a purely
financial measure, with certain

safeguards against tacking,
will be accepted. For other

Bills the automatic disap-

pearance of the Veto at the

third time of asking will be re-

jected. In the event of serious

difference the method of joint-
session will be added, and, of

course, in the case of grave
constitutional changes a poll
of the people. These are very
general provisions, and there

is abundant scope for amend-
ment in details. If the Govern-
ment show themselves reason-

able and are willing to give up
their preposterous abolition of

the Veto on matters other than

pure finance, the Conservative

party will be most ready to

meet them on details, so as to

make the system a truly equit-
able and enduring reform. If

once an agreement were arrived

at on the powers of a Second

Chamber, we do not believe

that we should be far distant

from a reform of its composition

by consent.

Many Liberals, we are con-

vinced, would welcome such an

arrangement ;
but we do not

think that Mr Asquith, even if

he desired it, would be capable
of carrying it through. The
Irish members and the extreme
Radicals would forbid it. To

accept amendments from the

House of Lords immediately
after a victorious Election

would argue a degree of Christ-

ian humility to which poli-
ticians rarely attain. It is

likely that if the House of

Lords amended the Veto Bill

the House of Commons would

reject the amendments. The
Bill would be returned in its

original form to the Second
Chamber. And then? Well,
the one thing perfectly clear
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is that the House of Lords

cannot pass the Veto Bill

unamended. The Conservative

majority must resist it to the

uttermost, for it goes to the

very root of Conservatism. If

we accept single
- chamber

government we are betraying
the liberties of our country.
We demand reform, but we can

be party to no change which
will lessen the proper powers of

a Second Chamber. The re-

forming Preamble to the Bill

is a mere pious opinion. The
Government is willing to reform
the composition of a Second
Chamber after they have de-

stroyed its powers. We dare-

say they are; but by that

time it matters little what

they do, for the Chamber will

be dead. Even if the Liberal

policy of reform involved the

ultimate restoration of a Veto,
we should still strenuously
oppose it. For in the interval

during which the Veto was

abrogated the opportunity
would be taken to pay Mr
Redmond his price and pass a
Home Rule Bill, a measure on
which the Liberal Government
dare not take the opinion of

the nation by Referendum, for

they know that they would be
beaten. The whole business is

one of political blackmail, and
the Conservative party must

stubbornly resist it. There
will be the usual cry that
the policy of No Veto has
received the assent of the peo-
ple in two elections, and that
therefore on their own principle
the Lords are bound to submit.
We sincerely trust that no
Conservative will be deceived by
this fallacy. As we have shown,

for such a change a sweeping
majority is demanded, and a

majority on the one issue. In
this case there is no majority
apart from the Irish and the

Labour members, and these

are voting on quite different

issues the first for a Bill which
will only be passed if the Lords
are made impotent ; and the

second for the abolition of a
Second Chamber altogether.
Who is bold enough to argue
that the unintelligible patois of

the Coalition is a clear call for

anything ?

Let us assume, then, that the

House of Commons rejects the
Lords' amendments, and the

Lords refuse to give way.
Three things may happen. Mr
Asquith and his Whig col-

leagues may revert to the r6le

of constitutional statesmen,
and admit that the will of the

people is not clear enough to

allow them to press the matter
further. We have no doubt
that such a course would com-
mend itself to many Liberals

;

but there is one formidable

difficulty in the way. There is

the veto of Mr Redmond, who
holds the balance of power. If

the Prime Minister chose to

defy him, to accept instead of

the Veto Bill a scheme of

genuine reform, and to appeal
to the country once again for a

majority on the old Liberal

lines, it is possible that his

courage might be justified by
success. That, however, would
be a heroic course which we
are scarcely entitled to expect.
More probably Mr Asquith
will redeem his promise, and
ask for the creation of a
sufficient number of peers to
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pass his Bill. We have no
wish to dogmatise on his

Majesty's duty as a constitu-

tional monarch. We would

only point out that the 1832

precedent gives no warrant for

such a creation, since the new

peers proposed by Lord Grey
were merely a threat which
never materialised into flesh

and blood. The rules that

govern the situation must be

sought far back among the

principles and conventions of

Constitutional practice. If his

Majesty did not see his way to

fall in with the suggestion of

the Prime Minister, there would
be no other course but resig-
nation. Mr Balfour would be
called upon to form a Govern-

ment, and, being unable to

command a majority in the
Lower House, would be com-

pelled to dissolve. The country
would consequently be plunged
into a General Election in or

about the month of March, an
election which in all likelihood

would be equally inconclusive.

The Coronation would take

place in the midst of the most
ohaotio political situation that
the country has seen fer two
centuries.

In the third alternative, if

his Majesty accepts the views
of his Prime Minister, some
four or five hundred new peers
will have to be manufactured
in bulk. If the Lords are firm,
no mere threat will suffice :

there must be the actual

creation. It will all be ex-

tremely funny. The hearts of

moneyed Liberalism will suffer

from acute palpitation. Where
sufficient candidates of the

slightest distinction are to be

found we do not know. Life

will become very complex for

those who are much thrown
with the new peers, for

the numerous Liberal crea-

tions of recent years are

in all conscience confusing

enough. We sincerely trust

that, for the sake of clear-

ness, the new peers will be

persuaded to stick to their

patronymics. Half a dozen
Lord Joneses, distinguished
as "of Swansea," "of Mon-

mouth," "of Bradford," &c.,
will be much easier to re-

member than a string of

uncouth place
- names. The

Government might also be

well advised to take out an
insurance policy at Lloyd's

against the new peers ratting
within six months. It will all

give vast amusement to the

world; unquenchable laughter
will arise from every corner

of the land
;

and it may be

doubted whether a political
leader is wise to make him-
self ridiculous. Assuredly the

Liberal party will attain the

topmost pinnacles of the comic.

They may pass their Bill, but

at a tremendous price, which
it will take generations to

pay in full. Besides, there

are other difficulties. What
will the Labour party, who
hate above all things par-
venu peers, have to say to

it all ? And there is a multi-

tude of difficult legal ques-
tions. It was the opinion,
we believe, of both Brougham
and Lyndhurst in 1832 that

Lord Grey's threat was bluff,

and could not be legally
carried out. Whatever hap-

pens, there is no cause for
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alarm on the part of the

Lords or the Conservative

party. The modern peerage
is debased enough : the addi-

tion of 500 nonentities will

only accentuate the distinc-

tion of those who hold an
old and famous title or a

new title given for famous
services. As for the constitu-

tional aspect, we as a party
have given up the hereditary

principle. Mr Asquith's per-
formances are no menace to

the reformed Chamber for

which we stand. When the

time comes, as come it surely

will, to carry out our policy,
the 500 Asquithian peers will

return to their native ob-

scurity. It is not likely that

any of them, either by popu-
lar election or by nomination,
will have much part in the

future councils of the nation.

Poor souls, they will be hope-
lessly tainted with farce.

Scarcely less grave will be
the fate of the Liberal war-
chest. How in the world are

party funds to be forthcoming
when the market value of the
chief commodity has been so

hopelessly depreciated ?

On the Veto Bill as it stands
there can be no compromise.
We cannot urge this too seri-

ously. Whatever it costs them,
the House of Lords must reject
it unhesitatingly. If their

amendments are refused, they
must demand an ad hoc Refer-
endum. Mr Asquith has de-
clared that this election, having
been fought on the single issue
of the Lord's veto, has all the

quality of a Referendum. No
one who had the slightest ex-

perience of the contest will

agree with him. The present
writer had the chance of seeing
the fight in a variety of con-

stituencies, of which he may be

allowed to give four examples.
One was a Scottish county,
where the Liberal candidate

advocated not a Veto Bill, but
a scheme of reform slightly
more advanced than that which
the Conservative party has

promulgated. One was a large
industrial town in the north of

England, where the House of

Lords question was scarcely

mentioned, and war was waged
on the old Free Trade v. Pro-

tection lines. A third was a

London East-end constituency
where the issue was nakedly
Socialism and anti - Socialism.

The last was an English county,
where the Liberal candidate,
with entire acceptance, de-

clared himself not for No-Veto
but for Reform, and added that

he was uncompromisingly op-

posed to Home Rule. He won
because his Conservative op-

ponent had voted in the House

against the Old Age Pension

Bill. In all four constituencies

the coalition candidate was

successful, and they are types
of dozens throughout the land

;

but the election was as little

of a referendum on the Veto
Bill as on bimetallism.

By amendment or by Refer-

endum the Lords must deal

with the Veto Bill, and if both

are refused, then they must

reject it. There can be no
other course, unless Conservat-
ism is to become a squalid tac-

tical game, and forswear prin-

ciples for ever. The doctrine

of a Second Chamber with the

proper powers of a Second
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Chamber is at the very heart

of our creed. It is perfectly
idle to talk about passing the

Government measures and pro-

fiting by the reaction which
must follow. We agree that

sooner or later the people of

Britain will turn to Conservat-
ism ; but where will they find

it if its sworn exponents have
forsaken their faith ? Such so-

called tactics are not merely
unworthy of a great party,

they are utterly short-sighted.
As the case stands we have the

power, if the Government will

not listen to reason, to put
them in the most preposterous
situation known to English
political history. Let them
create the peers and see what
follows. It is on them that
the vengeance will fall. The
Conservative party will in no

way suffer, but on the contrary
its prestige will be increased

by its aloofness from the mob
of mushroom noblemen. We
cannot repeat it too often or
too seriously. The only danger
which Conservatism has to fear

is that out of timidity, or a
facile acceptance of the falla-

cious constitutionalism which
our opponents preach, its fol-

lowers consent to something
which should be opposed to the

uttermost.

We do not believe that Mr
Asquith has any wish to

force the combat & outrance.

If he does so, it will only be
because he is compelled by
those elements in his following
with which he has least sym-
pathy. It is common know-

ledge that the policy of House
of Lords Reform which the
Conservative party has ac-

cepted was, with one small

exception, the scheme on which
the Conference all but agreed.
Is there no possibility of reform

by consent ? If Ministers

speak honestly, there is no
difference of principle between
themselves and their opponents.
We stand apart only on a few
matters of detail. We believe

that rather than force matters
to a desperate issue, and turn
the Coronation season into a

tumult, Ministers, after the

first heroics have been ex-

hausted, will turn their minds
towards settlement by con-

sent. Obviously it is the

only real settlement of con-

stitutional differences : for if

changes are won at the

sword -
point, the first task

of an Opposition on its return

to power is to reverse them,
and constitutional see-sawing
is good for nobody. Here, now
that the election is past, and

politicians are once more free

to speak their minds, are all

the materials for agreement.
The principle of reform is ad-

mitted by both sides, and as

an earnest of our sincerity we
have propounded a more radi-

cal scheme than most Liberals

ever dreamed of. Whether
this assent comes about by
informal discussion or a formal

conference is a small matter.

The only advantage of the

second method is that it gives
a better chance for the discus-

sion of details, and the details

of the relations between the two
Houses and the reform of the

Upper House will not be settled

in a day. Such a conference

might well last over the Coro-

nation, and so prevent a
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season of Imperial rejoicing
from being clouded by party

quarrels.
There is one last word to be

said. An election may be upon
us at any moment, and it is

our business to be ready. In

the last two contests the

country has had some experi-
ence of the Conservative organ-

isation, and a volume would be

needed to do justice to its

defects. We are beaten on

every point by the rival office

intelligence, literature, selec-

tion of candidates, organising

power. The events of last

January showed how great
was the need of a change, but

nothing has been done. It is

high time that the rank and
file of the Conservative party
took the matter into their own

hands and compelled reform.

It is intolerable that the energy
and loyalty of the party should
be nullified by muddling at

headquarters. The first step
should be the separation of the

Chief Whip's Department from
the Central Office, for there is

no real connection between
their duties. The second
should be a different method
of raising and administering
funds. The third should be a
drastic reorganisation of the

Central Office and its local

relations on business lines. A
man who could drive the

party machine on the same
methods as a successful manu-
facturer conducts his own
business would be cheap
at the salary of a Cabinet
Minister.

I'ritited by William Blficbwood and Sons.
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AVIATION IN 1910.

BY T. P. FARMAN.

WHETHER it be for the weal or

woe of the human race, it is no

longer doubtful the year 1910
will mark the commencement
of a veritable revolution in the
art of war. The aeroplane has
entered the battlefield. It has

already proved its utility as an
instrument for scouting ; and
the heavy weight it can carry,
even when required to extend
its flight a very long distance

without contact with the earth,
indicates its capacity both as

an offensive and defensive

weapon. This application of

the flying machine to military
and even naval purposes is in-

contestably the most important
fact in the history of aviation

during the last twelve months.
War in the air is no longer
simply a subject for works of

fiction, but a stern reality which

humanity must face. The
French War Minister, who at

the end of 1909 showed by his

VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLIV.

speeches in the Chamber that

he vaguely foresaw that aerial

craft heavier than air would

perhaps one day supersede
steerable balloons in war, took

the initiative of making the

first experiments, and they were
so conclusive that both he and
his colleague of the naval de-

partment have ordered a little

fleet of the aerial craft, and at

the same time instituted a com-

petition for military aeroplanes

capable of fulfilling the require-
ments of war more completely
than those already in the pos-
session of the French army and

navy.
The enumeration

principal

of the

conditions of that

military aeroplane competi-
tion will suffice to indicate

the uses to which the aerial

craft are destined to be put.
The final test speaks volumes.

The competing aeroplanes
will have to make a cross-
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country flight of no less than

300 kilometres (186 miles) out

and home to their starting-

point without contact with the

earth, and carrying not only
the necessary gasolene, oil, water

for cooling the motor if neces-

sary, &c., but an additional

load of 300 kilogrammes (660

lb.), including the weight of

three persons the pilot, an
assistant pilot, and a military
observer. The Minister of War
offers rich rewards for the

accomplishment of this feat.

He undertakes to give 4000
for the machine with which the

flight may have been accom-

plished in the shortest time,
and to lodge with its con-

structor an order for ten similar

machines to be paid for at the

rate of 1600 each. The con-

structors of the aeroplanes
whichmay be classed second and
third will obtain orders for six

and four machines respectively
at the same price of 1600 each.

There is, however, a premium
attached to all those orders.

To secure any one of them the

minimum speed of the aeroplane
must not be less than 60 kilo-

metres (37 miles) an hour, but,
in the case of the speed being
greater, to a maximum of 80
kilometres (50 miles) an hour,
the constructor is to be awarded
20 per kilometre (| mile) of

additional speed for each aero-

plane ordered of him. In the
case of only one flying appa-
ratus fulfilling all the conditions
of the competition, its construc-
tor will receive the order for

the whole batch of twenty
aeroplanes. The final com-

petition, to be held dur-

ing the month of November

1911, will be preceded in the

month of October by prelim-

inary elimination tests. To
have the right to participate
in the final trial, the aerial

craft must be provided with
three seats, be capable of carry-

ing 660 lb. in addition to the

fuel, &o., for an uninterrupted
flight of 186 miles, as stated

above ; be able to travel at an

average speed of at least 37
miles an hour, and to land on,
and start from, ploughed fields,

ground covered with standing
crops, such as lucerne, pastures,
fields of stubble, &o., without
the assistance of any one be-

sides the persons manning the

aerial craft. Moreover, the
machine must be so built as

to render it easy to take it to

pieces and pack it for trans-

port by rail or road, and it

must not require any very min-
ute precautions to put it to-

gether again for flight. Among
the preliminary tests is also

one of altitude flying. The
machine must be able to rise in

the air to the height of 500
metres (1640 feet) within fif-

teen minutes. By this com-

petition the French War Min-
ister provides for the purchase
of only twenty aeroplanes, but
it is well known that his inten-

tion is to order hundreds, and

perhaps thousands, of the suc-

cessful aerial craft, but, of

course, at a much more moder-
ate price.
The circumstances which led

the French Minister to intro-

duce the aeroplane into the

army should not be overlooked.

They were the exploits of the

officers who were trained to

pilot the few aeroplanes of
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different types the French
Government had purchased to

experiment with. They were
all the more remarkable be-

cause they were effected by
men who had not previously

occupied themselves with aerial

locomotion. The first great
achievement of the military
aviators was the non -

stop

cross-country flight from Camp
de Chalons to Vincennes effected

on 9th June 1910 by Lieutenant

Fequant, with Captain Mar-
oonnet beside him, on a Henry
Farman biplane. The distance

separating the two military

camps is about 91 miles, and
it was covered in 2 hours 20
minutes. By this feat the

officers beat all the then exist-

ing records of cross -
country

flight, and the biplane which
had transported two persons
so great a distance had still

on board when it reached its

destination sufficient gasolene
and lubricating oil for a farther

flight of some 60 miles. It

was Colonel Estienne who, with
the approval of the War Min-

ister, General Brun, ordered

the young military pilots to

attempt that aerial raid, but
with little hope they would

accomplish it without being
obliged to descend to the

ground on the way. The satis-

faction of the Minister at the

success of the enterprise was
testified by the honours paid
the heroes of the record flight.
It was, however, nothing but
the commencement of a long
series of similar performances,
many of which were executed

by military officers who had
but just obtained their aviation

pilot's certificate. To partici-

pate with the War Minister's

permission in certain competi-
tions reserved for them at

various aviation meetings, they
flew from their respective

camps to the aerodromes and
astonished the spectators with
their skill.

It was when most of the still

few military pilots were thus

absent from their camps that

Colonel Estienne suddenly sent

them orders to return by the

aerial highway to Paris or to

towns in the east of France.

The War Minister had decided
to make a first trial of scouting

by means of aeroplanes in con-

nection with the cross-country
raid organised by

' The Matin '

for professional airmen, and

consisting in flights on pre-

viously fixed days from Paris

to Troyes, from Troyes to

Nancy, from Nancy to Mezieres,
from Mezieres to Douai, from
Douai to Amiens, and from
Amiens to Paris, making a

total distance of about 485

miles. The military aviators,
who arrived on their machines
from various places in the north
of France, were instructed to

scour the country in front of

the professional men. A par-
ticular mission was given to

each of them. In spite of the

tempestuous weather which pre-
vailedwhile Leblancand Aubrun
were accomplishing the aerial

raid imposed on them by the

Parisian journal, the military

aviators, for the most part

carrying a passenger on their

machine, preceded and followed

the racing men, and at the

same time explored the country
to the right and left of the

indicated route. On reaching
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Nancy some of them extended

their flight to the German
frontier. Indeed General Man-

noury, commander of the 20th

Army Corps, was on board one

of the aerial craft piloted by
Lieutenant Fequant, at whioh

the German sentinels looked

up with astonishment as it

passed in the air almost over

their heads. The frontier was
not crossed, but the incident

gave rise to an outburst of

chauvinism in France which
for a moment threatened to

become dangerous.
' The Stras-

burg Post
'

published a violent

article in which the hope was

expressed that if any French

aviator, military or civil, ven-

tured to fly over the fortifica-

tions of Metz, the German
soldiers would bring him down
with their rifles.

Not all the military aviators

who had received orders to

escort Leblanc and Aubrun

during the last stage of their

aerial voyage back to the

French capital succeeded in

doing so. Four aeroplanes
should have accompanied the

professional airmen from
Amiens to Paris, but only one
reached its destination. It

was a Farman biplane, piloted

by Lieutenant Cammerman,
with Lieutenant Vuillierme
seated beside him as military
observer. They had covered a

considerably greater distance

during
' The Matin '

aerial raid

than the professional men, each
of whom was, however, alone
on his Bleriot monoplane. The
absence of the three other aero-

planes was deeply regretted,
because the officers piloting
them had greatly distinguished

themselves by mounting their

respective machines in all

weathers and in the teeth of

very high wind. The truth
was soon known. Before start-

ing from Amiens they had been

supplied with defective oil for

the lubrication of their motors,
which were so seriously dam-

aged by it that they soon
refused to work, with the con-

sequence that the aeroplanes
came to the ground. At first

it was believed the crime of

wilful deterioration, entailing
imminent danger for the safety
of the military aviators, had
been committed, but the judicial
and military inquiries seemed
to demonstrate that the pres-
ence of sulphuric acid in the
oil was accidental. The per-
formances of the military avi-

ators had, however, been so

remarkable that General Brun

expressed his entire satisfac-

tion.

That first attempt at mili-

tary scouting with aeroplanes
was only the prelude to a yet
more convincing trial at the

Grand Autumn Manoauvres.
The aerial fleet on that occa-

sion consisted of four dirigibles
the Colonel Renard, the

Liberte, the Clement Bayard,
and the Zodiac III., twelve

aeroplanes, two Bleriot mono-

planes, two Antoinette mono-

planes, five Henry Farman
biplanes, one modified Wright
biplane, one Breguet biplane,
and one Sommer biplane. It

is needless to go into all the

particulars of the services they
rendered to the commanders of

the two hostile armies in the

mock warfare, especially as full

publicity was given them at
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the time by the daily press of

London, and indeed of all the

capitals of Europe. However,
it is of importance to note that

the aeroplanes fulfilled all the

missions confided to them, some-
times in a strong wind which
held the dirigibles prisoners in

their sheds. Indeed, on more
than one occasion the com-
manders of the hostile forces

in the mock warfare altered

their plans in consequence of

the information brought back

by the officers who had been
sent scouting on aeroplanes.
Without proving aeroplanes

to be invulnerable, or that

means will not be invented to

enable troops in the field to

attack them, the experiments
made during the French man-
oeuvres showed that the latter

task would be difficult. The

military arbitrators pronounced
that, in spite of the specially
invented guns mounted on a
swift automobile and capable
of firing almost perpendicularly
into the air, all the aeroplanes
and the persons on board
would have escaped unscathed,
whereas the dirigibles would
have been brought to the

ground. On the other hand,
their power to sow destruction
as well as to reconnoitre seems
undeniable. At any rate, the
French military authorities are

seeking to make the aeroplane
an offensive weapon. They
naturally preserve secrecy on
the matter, but it has been

published in the Paris daily
press that, in order to render
the little aerial craft capable
of wrecking the Dreadnoughts
of the air with all the greater
ease, they are examining a sort

of javelin invented by Captain
Sazerac de Forge. If dropped
from an aeroplane on the gas-

bag or metallic envelope of a

dirigible it would pierce it, and
the shock would be sufficient

to fire a minute cartridge, en-

suring the explosion of the gas.
Then it is no secret for any one

that a body falling from a

height accelerates its speed

enormously, and that, for in-

stance, a bullet falling from the

height of 500 metres would,
on reaching the ground, have
attained the speed of 99 metres

per second; from 1000 metres,
140 metres a second

;
and from

2000 metres, 198 metres a

second. That is the theory,
but it is probable there is

a point where the resistance of

the air would be equal to the

force of attraction, and conse-

quently prevent the speed of

the fall increasing beyond it.

However that may be, there

can be no doubt a bullet

dropped from a considerable

height, especially if it were

given a conical form, would, on

reaching the earth, be travel-

ling at a sufficiently high speed
to place a man hors de combat.

The tables of firing with the

1874 French rifle show that

the bullet weighing 25 grammes
has at the distance of

1800 metres a speed of 126
metres a second; at ISOOmetres,
a speed of 143 metres a second;
and at 800 metres, a speed of

205 metres a second. Conse-

quently, a bullet dropped from
an aeroplane from the height
of a little over 2000 metres
would have the same speed
that is to say, the same force

of penetration as a bullet fired
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from the French rifle from a

distance of 800 metres ;
from

the height of 1000 metres, as a

bullet tired from a distance of

1500 metres; and from the

height of 500 metres, as a

bullet fired from a distance of

about 2000 metres. Whether

military aeroplanes will sow
such missiles on the heads of

hostile troops, or be armed with

yet more destructive weapons,
suoh as explosive bombs, &c.,

there can be little doubt that in

a near future aerial craft heavier

than air will be used as a means
of attack, and will have to

defend themselves against the

enemy's aerial forces. The mili-

tary capacities of the aeroplane
which it would seem easy to

develop may lead, not, as some

people think, to the suppression
of the dirigible as an instru-

ment of war, but to increased

importance being attributed to

it. It would be difficult to

exaggerate the damage which
a fleet of dirigibles, escorted

and protected by aeroplanes,

might inflict on an enemy,
especially if that enemy were
taken by surprise or unprovided
with aerial craft capable of re-

pelling the attack.

One of the first developments
which it seems likely will be

given to the usefulness of mili-

tary aeroplanes is their em-

ployment in connection with
the wireless telegraph. No
doubt, as scouts their action
is rapid, but it would be
rendered instantaneous if the

military observer on board

could, by wireless telegraph,
communicate with his head-

quarters. The experiments
made last December by Maurice

Farman at BUG are calculated

to show that such will be the

case. Having installed a very
small wireless telegraph trans-

mitting apparatus on his bi-

plane, he mounted the machine
and piloted it to a distance of

some ten kilometres (6J miles).
While on the way, he operated
the wireless apparatus at

various intervals. His messages
were all received distinctly by
the clerk seated at the receiving

apparatus in the office of the

BUG aerodrome. The experi-
ment was repeated several

times, and always with success.

Maurice Farman is convinced

that, with a slightly more

powerful transmitting appara-
tus which he could carry with
ease on his biplane, he will

be able to transmit wireless

messages to the distance of at

least 100 kilometres (62 miles).

Also that it will be found quite
feasible to install a receiving as

well as a transmitting appara-
tus on the biplane which would
enable the military chief at

headquarters to give instruc-

tions to his subordinate after

receiving the report of his

observations.

If the rather contradictory
attitude assumed by the British

Government towards the Inter-

national Conference of Aerial

Navigation, which was to have
resumed its sittings in Paris on

29th November last, and was
then adjourned sine die, can be

taken as an indication, it has

appreciated at its just value the

extraordinary progress made
in aviation since the beginning
of 1910. When the delegates
of the nineteen European Gov-
ernments assembled on 18th
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May to draw up a convention
for the regulation of inter-

national aerial traffic, the

aeroplane had not yet achieved
the wonderful feats which led

to its definitive adoption as

an instrument of war, and the

Clement-Bayard and 'Morning
Post

'

steerable balloons had
not crossed the Channel. In
a word, the situation was un-

defined, and the British Govern-

ment, as proved by the fact

that it sent Rear-Admiral Sir

Douglas Gamble at the head
of a delegation of seven mem-
bers to represent it at the

Conference, saw no reason to

reject the idea of consecrating
the principle of the liberty of

international aerial navigation
by the signature of a con-

vention. Nevertheless, it is

necessary to note that the ad-

journment from the end of June
till the end of November was

provoked by the action of the

British delegation, which de-

clared its Government consid-

ered the questions treated by the

Conference of such importance
that it required several months
to study them before it could

authorise its representatives to

sign the projected draft con-

vention. At the same time
Hear - Admiral Sir Douglas
Gamble presented an important
proposal, which, while recog-

nising the liberty of inter-

national aerial navigation,

stipulated that each of the

contracting States would be
free to impose such restrictions

to it as might be necessary
to ensure its own safety, and
that of the lives and property
of its subjects, and that con-

sequently each of the con-

tracting States would be free

to prohibit aerial naviga-
tion or to regulate it as it

might think fit,
" in certain

zones of a reasonable extent."

Before the expiration of the

delay for the reassembling
of the Conference certain

Powers, and among them
Great Britain, intimated
to the French Government

through diplomatic channels

that they considered the re-

strictions stipulated for in the

British proposal insufficient,

and that they could only
authorise their representative
to sign the projected conven-
tion if the international deed
conferred on each of the con-

tracting States the right to

close its frontiers against the

airships dirigibles and aero-

planes of any or all the

Powers, without being required
to give any reason for the

adoption of that measure. It

was a fundamental objection
to the very object of the Con-

ference, and betrayed on the

part of England the apprehen-
sion that the advantages of her

insular position might one day
be endangered by the conquest
of the air. It is true negotia-
tions are pending with a view
to surmounting that difficulty,
but it is doubtful whether
Great Britain can accept a

compromise permitting the

prompt reassembling of the

international assembly. In

any case, it would seem natural

that the Governments of the

various interested countries

should regulate aerial naviga-
tion at home before occupying
themselves with the elabora-

tion of laws destined to regulate
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international intercourse by the

aerial highway. Several of

them have already undertaken
that task, which is found diffi-

cult to perform with equity.
A new and, it must be ad-

mitted, a disturbing factor has
been introduced into the world,
and it is now necessary to re-

concile the rights of citizens

with it. Probably in all

countries severe restrictions

will be placed on the naviga-
tion of airships over fortified

positions, military camps,
arsenals, &c. It may be that
the prohibited zones will be
made unnecessarily extensive.

The German Government has
indeed decided that no airship
shall be permitted, without a

special written authorisation
from the Prussian War Minister
or from the military commander
of the place, to navigate the
air within a radius of 6^ miles

(10 kilometres) from any forti-

fication.

In 1909 the exploits of avi-

ators were almost exclusively
performed over aerodromes,
and in 1910 numerous aviation

meetings and displays were
held. Dense crowds of specta-
tors witnessed the flights with
interest. But the very in-

adequate space provided by
most of the organisers of those
exhibitions often made it im-

possible for the airmen to

achieve remarkable feats. The
defective organisation also led
to many extremely regrettable
accidents, too many of which
proved fatal. Moreover, owing
to the heavy cost of hiring the

land, building the sheds for the

aeroplanes and stands for the

public, and providing the ad-

ministration, as well as the

necessity of offering rich prizes,
and in many cases of paying
heavily the more renowned
aviators to induce them to

come and participate in the

competitions, those enterprises

were, with few if any excep-
tions, complete financial fail-

ures. It does not, however,
follow they will in the future

continue to be so. The or-

ganisers have profited by ex-

perience, and the immensely
increased and ever - growing
number of aviators makes it

possible to reduce the amount
of the prizes and to dispense
with paying men to come and

compete for them. It may
therefore be taken for granted
there will be no lack of aviation

meetings, which are undeniably
useful to familiarise the public
with a means of locomotion

evidently destined to play an

important part in the affairs

of the world. However, though
aviation meetings and displays
are not likely to be suppressed,
the great interest felt in them
has been shifted to the open
country. Aerial touring has
been born.

Though at the end of 1909 a

few timid cross-country flights
had been made by such men as

HenryFarman, Bleriot, Maurice

Farman, de Lesseps, Latham,
&c., real aerial touring may be
said to have been inaugurated
by Henry Farman on 17th

April 1910. On that day he
started on his biplane, accom-

panied by Paulhan as a pass-

enger, from his aerodrome at

Etampes for Chevilly, close to
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Orleans. The following day
Paulhan piloted the machine
from Chevilly to Arcis-sur-Aube,
a distance of no less than 107

miles, and on the 19th April
remounted the Henry Farman

biplane in the teeth of a verit-

able gale, and flew to Camp de

Chalons, covering the 42 miles

separating the two places in

1 hour 5 minutes. Almost

immediately after Paulhan's
first great cross-country per-

formance, Grahame White, on
23rd and 24th April, piloting
a Henry Farman biplane,
astonished the whole of the

civilised world by his flight
from London to Hademore,
near Lichfield, in his attempt
to gain 'The Daily Mail'

10,000 prize offered for a

flight from the English
capital to Manchester. His

machine, being left all night
in a field without protec-

tion, was so seriously dam-

aged by a storm that it was

impossible to repair it suffi-

ciently quickly to enable the

daring aviator to complete the

voyage to Manchester within
the stipulated forty-eight hours.

Taking advantage of the mis-

hap, Paulhan hurried from
France to England with
another Henry Farman biplane.
It is unnecessary to relate all

the incidents of the aerial duel

which followed between the
two intrepid airmen, and in

which the Frenchman was the

victor, though Grahame White

gave proof of undaunted, if not

foolhardy, courage in attempt-
ing to overtake his rival.

Having descended on a little

field surrounded by trees and

telegraph posts and wires, he
started from it in complete

obscurity at 2 A.M. ! That he
succeeded in rising in the air

on his aeroplane sufficiently

quickly to clear those obstacles

was almost miraculous. It

would be superfluous and weari-

some to give a list of all the

subsequent feats of the same
character accomplished by
aviators in almost all European
countries, not to speak of

America. The English Channel
was crossed several times, the

Irish Sea was flown, and
aviators in ever increasingly

large numbers piloted their

biplanes and monoplanes from

place to place over plains,

valleys, hills, rivers, forests,

&c. Some were alone on their

machines and others were ac-

companied by passengers.
Those aerial voyages and

the uninterrupted raids of the

military aviators, the prelude
to veritable aerial touring, de-

monstrated the necessity of at

once providing landing-places
and shelter for aerial craft in

the vicinity of large towns,
and also of placing landmarks
to guide aerial travellers.

With regard to the first de-

sideratum an association has
been constituted by M. Balsan,
Vice - President of the Aero
Club of France, to encourage
provincial aero clubs, private

industry, and municipalities, to

make preparations to receive

aerial visitors. What is re-

quired at the gate of every

large town is a convenient

landing-place, with adjoining
sheds for the touring aero-

planes and a depot of gasolene
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and oil. There should be also

a workshop at which minor

repairs could be effected. It

is stated that M. Balsan has

received encouraging promises
from a great many aero clubs,

private persons, and muni-

cipalities, and expects his

association will in the spring
be able to furnish a fairly long
list of aerial ports where avi-

ators will find all the neces-

sary conveniences for touring.
The task he has undertaken,
with the direct patronage of

the Aero Club of France, in

whose hotel in Rue Fran9ois I.

he has been permitted to

establish the offices of his

association, is, however, so

considerable that it cannot be

completed in a day, month, or

year. However, in a compara-
tively short time aerial ports

may become a paying concern,
because the aerial craft will

be called on to pay dues in

the same way as ships entering
harbours.

The French Government, the

Aero Club of France, the

National Aerial League, and
numerous private individuals

are studying the problem of

how best to indicate to aerial

pilots the place over which

they may be passing. It has
been suggested that the

simplest means would be to

write the name of the place
in big white letters on the
roof of some prominent build-

ing, but there are many ob-

vious objections to it. M.
Quintin, President of the
National Aerial League, is the
author of a project consisting
in the display on the ground

of figures showing the distance

in kilometres north, south,

east, and west of Paris. That
method would not necessitate

more than two sets of figures,
as a dot or line above or below
them would show whether they
referred in the one case to

north or south, and in the

other to east or west. The
War Minister seems to approve
of the proposal, but he thinks

it would be wise, so far as

France is concerned, to choose

the extreme westerly point of

the country as the starting-

point. He considers it would

simplify the figures and signs
on the ground, as one set of

figures would always show the

distance eastward, since there

would be no west. Also to

avoid the employment of too

large a number of figures
he would make the unit

not one kilometre but ten,

which he says would be

a sufficiently precise indica-

tion. Many aviators, however,
affirm that seen from any con-

siderable altitude it would
often be difficult to distinguish
a 3 from an 8, a 7 from a 9,

and that a 2 might be mis-

taken for a 4, to say nothing
of the confusion likely to arise

between 6 and 9. Most of

them would prefer a code of

signs. Several such codes

have been invented, and one

of them, of which M. Maurice
Oiler is the author, has met
with much approval. It con-

sists in tracing on the ground
three square chess-boards, each

containing nine square com-

partments. The first chess-

board would represent the
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whole of France. An aviator

flying over it would perceive
that one of the nine squares
of this first chess-board was

painted black, while all the

other eight would appear in

white. By consulting a little

map of France, also divided

into nine squares, he would
know by the black square on
the ground in which region he
was. For clearer information
he would consult the second

chess-board, representing not
the whole of France but only
the territory comprised in the

square painted black in the

first chess-board, that is to

say, the region in which the

spot was situated. On this

second chess-board the square
painted black would show the

position of the spot to within
X
T portion of the country.
As that indication would not
in many cases be sufficient, the

third chess - board of nine

squares would represent the
black square on the second
chess - board, and the black

square on it would indicate the

position of the place to within
the 729th part of the country,
which would be quite sufficient

for all practical purposes.
Since last year no revolu-

tionary alteration has been
made in the form of aero-

planes. To the casual ob-

server their aspect is the same
as it was at the end of 1909.

Nevertheless, the curve of the

bearing - surfaces, the position
of the horizontal rudder, the
dimensions of the hind cell,

and in some cases its complete
suppression that is say, the

leaving of nothing but a hori-

zontal plane and vertical rud-

der, the greater or less dis-

tance left between the bearing-
surfaces of the biplane, and
numerous modifications in the

mode of construction, have,
with the greatly improved re-

liability of more than one
aviation motor, rendered the

aeroplane a much more prac-
tical instrument of locomotion
than it was twelve months

ago. This is not the place to

insist on technical details, but
the truth of the above asser-

tion is proved by the perform-
ances of aerial craft chronicled

every day. As for the re-

spective advantages of the

various types of flying ma-
chines the monoplane, the bi-

plane, the helicoptere, and the

ornithoptere, only the two
first can be said to exist,

though the Salon of Aerial

Locomotion held in Paris last

October contained a heli-

coptere, which, however, had
never risen into the air, and a

toy ornithoptere, which flew so

well with its beating wings
that its inventor decided to

construct a full-sized machine

capable of carrying a man.
Another ingenious toy of a

somewhat similar description
was also exhibited at the

same show. It consisted of

a little machine which flew

with what was called revolv-

ing wings, resembling the

paddles of a steamer. The
inventor of this toy has al-

ready constructed a full-sized

machine, but till now it has

not fulfilled the hopes with
which the toy model had in-

spired certain persons. To
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predict that the rigid bear-

ing-surfaces of the monoplane
and biplane will never find a

rival m either the helicoptere
or ornithoptere would, perhaps,
be rash. At any rate, there

seems no reason to doubt the

possibility of inventing a suf-

ficiently light and powerful
motor to raise, by means of

a propeller, not only itself but
a man in the machine off the

ground in a vertical direction,
or the feasibility of making a

flying machine with beating
wings, though the mechanical
difficulties to be overcome in

the construction of an ornith-

optere are extremely serious.

But whether either the one or

the other of these types of fly-

ing machines will ever, or at

least for a long series of

years, be able to compete suc-

cessfully with the monoplane
and biplane, is quite another

question. The advisability of

adopting the beating wings
system has been, and is still,

advocated by certain persons
in France as a means of en-

suring the greater safety of

aviators. It is, however, very
difficult to understand how
that desirable result can be
attained with the ornithoptere.
The complicated nature of the

machinery which would have
to be employed would seem
calculated to increase rather
than diminish the danger of

accidents. Moreover, the mono-
plane or biplane with its rigid

bearing
- surfaces can, in the

case of a breakdown of the

motor, return in comparative
safety to the earth in gliding
flight; whereas it is very easy

to imagine that the beating
wings of an ornithoptere
might be stopped, by a sim-
ilar accident to the motor, in

such a position as to make
a gliding descent utterly im-

possible. Indeed the chance
of anything else happening, if

the motor failed to work pro-

perly, appears extremely small.

The argument so often used
in favour of the beating wings
system that, to reach per-
fection, Nature, which has

given wings to birds, must
be copied does not bear
a moment's examination. It

would be just as reasonable
to pretend that legs should
be given to locomotives and
all sorts of vehicles, and fins

to seagoing vessels and sub-

marines, because neither the
wheel nor the screw nor the
turbine exists in Nature.
Each of the two types of

really existing flying machines
the monoplane and the

biplane has during 1910

proved it possesses advan-

tages. The monoplane is swift

and the biplane can carry
weight. At the present mo-
ment the Bleriot monoplane
is the possessor of almost all

the speed records
;
and Henry

Farman has carried five pass-

engers with him on his bi-

plane that is to say, the

machine, during an hour's

flight over Camp de Chalons,
was weighted with six per-
sons, to say nothing of the

gasolene, oil, &c. The Breguet,
the Sommer, and the Maurice
Farman biplanes have also

carried into the air loads

varying between 650 and
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700 Ib. The speed of those

machines, though less high
than the Bleriot and An-
toinette monoplanes, is never-

theless very considerable as,

for instance, the Maurice Far-
man biplane can travel at the

rate of about 53 miles an
hour. It must not be for-

gotten that in reality the

severest test of carrying power
to which it is possible to put
a flying machine, depending
for its support in the air

on the speed with which it

is propelled through it, is to

reduce its speed to the lowest

point at which it can fly.

To give the monoplane the

same carrying capacity as

the biplane, it would be

requisite to make the wings
extremely long, because the

bearing capacity of a plane is

not proportionately increased

by adding to its breadth
after a certain limit. Apart
from the cumbersomeness of a

machine with extremely long

wings, the great strength, and

consequently weight, which it

would be necessary to give the
main arm of the wing, com-

pared with the number of

square yards of bearing-surface

gained, would annul much of

the desired augmentation of

the carrying capacity of the

machine. Moreover, the diffi-

culty of attaching the immense

wings to the body, which is

already so great with the
moderate-sized existing mono-

planes, in such a manner as to

prevent the possibility of their

doubling up, would be most

considerably increased.

That difficulty of fixing the

wings of the monoplane to its

body has been one of the causes

of the too numerous fatal acci-

dents which have occurred

during the last twelve months
in connection with the conquest
of the air. On 4th January
Delagrange lost his life owing
to the wings of his monoplane
being, so to say, torn off the

body ;
on 3rd July a similar

accident at the Rheims aviation

meeting proved fatal to Wach-
ter; on 23rd, Auguste Chavez,
who had flown over the Simp-
Ion Pass, was on the point of

landing at Domodossola, when
the wings of his monoplane
doubled up, resulting in a fall

in which the daring aviator

was so seriously injured that

he died a few days later
;

and on 28th December, Laffont

and Paula, while circling on
their monoplane over the Issy
les Moulineaux drill -

ground,

just outside Paris, previous to

starting for an aerial voyage to

Brussels and back, were killed

on the spot by one of the wings
of their machine giving way,
and entailing a fall from the

height of about 600 feet. Other
accidents believed to be due to

the same cause have happened,
but in many cases it has been

impossible to determine with

certainty the exact reason of

the fall of the monoplane or

biplane. Many fatal and minor

mishaps have been attributed

to defects in the construction

of the machines, and certain

persons have agitated in favour

of every aeroplane being offici-

ally tested before it is delivered

to the purchaser. The aeroplane
constructors, who are so deeply
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interested in rendering their

flying apparatuses a safe means
of locomotion, would hail with

joy the institution of anything
like a "Veritas Bureau," if

competent persons could be

found to test the machines and
vouch for their solidity. It

would relieve them of responsi-

bility often unjustly thrown on

their shoulders. They do not

pretend to have reached per-

fection, but there is not a single
one who would wittingly de-

liver a defectively constructed

machine. However, when once

the machine is in the hands
of the purchaser they cannot
know what is done with it, and

many aviators have been im-

prudent enough to try, without

possessing the necessary tech-

nical knowledge, to improve it.

In too many cases the result

has been disastrous, and the

blame has been wrongfully im-

puted to the constructor.

Another frequent cause of

accidents has been the neglect
of aerial pilots to verify the

condition of their aeroplanes
before trusting their lives to

them. Many mishaps would

certainly have been avoided
if every pilot before starting
had examined his machine

thoroughly to see that the
main stays were intact, the

steering-gear in good order, all

the wires properly taut, and
that the motor worked satis-

factorily. In connection with
this subject certain persons
have elaborated statistics des-

tined to show that aerial loco-

motion is not more dangerous
than travelling by automobile.
It is, however, very difficult,

[Feb.

if not impossible, to estimate

even approximately the num-
ber of miles travelled in the
air by aeroplanes and by auto-

mobiles on the road. It is

true fatal motor-car accidents

are reported every day and but
little attention is paid to them,
unless the victims happen to

be persons of note, whereas
the death of an aviator in

whatever country it may take

place is telegraphed to all the

principal newspapers of the

world. It is therefore suf-

ficient to note with deep regret
that during 1910 thirty-three
brave pioneers of aerial loco-

motion lost their lives ;
and to

express the fervent hope that

such men as Commandant
Kenard and M. Archdeacon

may be right, who recently de-

clared they were convinced the

number of aviation casualties

will for the future go on de-

creasing in proportion to the

number of aviators and miles

flown, till in a comparatively
near future the aeroplane will

be recognised as one of the

safest means of transport.
Without going into details

which would fill many pages,
the immense strides with which
aerial locomotion advanced in

1910 can be indicated by men-

tioning a few of the perform-
ances of aviators in the last

week of the old year. At the

end of 1909 the world's record

for the duration of flight was
held by Henry Farman, who,
on his biplane, had remained
in the air 4 h. 17 m. 53 s. On
the last day of the old year the

same aviator had raised that

record to no less than 8 h. 12 m.
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On 31st December 1909 Henry
Farman also held the world's

record for distance, with a

score of 144| miles, but it now
belongs to Tabuteau, who, on a
Maurice Farman biplane, last

December made a non-stop
flight of 363f miles. Most of

the speed records had been

during the last six months
raised most considerably by
the various pilots of the Bleriot

monoplane. However, on al-

most the last day of 1910,

Laurens, accompanied by his

wife on a K.E.P. (Robert
Esnault Pelterie) monoplane,
beat all the speed records of

double-seated aeroplanes up to

100 kilometres (62 miles), while

competing for the 1000 prize
offered by M. Deperdussin for

the fastest flight effected in

1910 by a monoplane carrying
two persons over a distance of

] 00 kilometres. The 100 kilo-

metres (62 miles) were covered

in 1 h. 16 m. 5 s. The world's

altitude record was at the end
of 1909 held by Latham, who,
on an Antoinette monoplane,
had on 1st December of that

year reached the height of

475 metres (1558J feet). That
record had on 27th December
1910 been raised by the la-

mented Canadian aviator Hox-

sey, on a Wright machine, to no
less than 3497 metres (11,470

feet). That flight does not,

however, seem to have been

officially controlled, and doubt
is thrown on the correctness of

the figure, but the previously
well-established world's record
created in December by Legag-
neux at Pau, piloting a Bleriot

monoplane, was already 3200

metres (10,496 feet). The
Lazare Weiller 1000 prize for

the longest cross-country flight
with two persons, the pilot and
a passenger, on a military aero-

plane, and reserved for officers,

was won by Lieutenant Cam-
merman, who, with Lieutenant
Maillols as passenger, flew on
a Henry Farman military bi-

plane from Camp de Chalons
to Chausse'e Saint Victor, near

Blois, and back to his start-

ing -
point, in 3 h. 15 m.,

thus covering the distance of

126^ miles. The Coupe Femina
for the longest distance covered

by a lady aviator in a non-stop
flight was gained by Mademoi-
selle Dutrieu on a Henry Far-
man biplane, with a score of

103| miles. The Automobile
Club's great prize of 4000 was
on 31st December awarded to

Wynmalen, who, with Dufour
as passenger on a Henry Far-
man biplane, had made the

stipulated aerial voyage from
Paris to Brussels and back to

the French capital on 16th
and 17th October in 28 h.

36 m. 43 s., the time actu-

ally occupied in flight being
11 h. 25 m. The Baron de
Forest 10,000 prize reserved

for British aviators on all-

British machines was won by
Tom Sopwith, who flew from
Isle of Sheppey to Beaumont
in Belgium, a distance of 174f
miles. These and the very
numerous performances of the

unsuccessful competitors, whose
achievements were scarcely less

remarkable than those of the

prize
- winners, together with

the marvellous flights made by
the military and naval aviation
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pilots during the past year,

thoroughly well justified the

allusion to the progress of

aerial locomotion made by the

British Ambassador in Paris

and the President of the French

Republic on the occasion of the

New Year's Day official recep-
tion of the Diplomatic Corps
at the Elysee. Sir Francis

Bertie said: "The year 1910

will be remarkable in history
on account of the wonderful

progress realised in the naviga-
tion of the air, and in that

domain France will have
marked her place in the first

rank of the peoples of the world
both by the discoveries of her

scientists and by the exploits
of her aviators."

M. Falliere's reply was an

equally flattering recognition
of the progress effected. He

said: "I rejoice with you at

the unexpected development of

aerial navigation. It is one
of the marvels of our time !

Everywhere in the two con-

tinents we see intrepid men,
daunted neither by passing
non-success nor by the most
terrible catastrophes, and who
without hesitation place hero-

ically their lives at the service

of the great cause of progress,

vieing with one another in

sang-froid and courage. France,
as you were kind enough to

proclaim aloud, and I thank

you for doing so, exerts herself

to the utmost in order not
to be below her destinies, and
she brings her stone to the

monument which is being
raised with the assistance of

all to the glory of human
genius."
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A HOLIDAY IN SOUTH AFRICA.

BY THE RIGHT HON. SIR H. MORTIMER DURAND,
G.C.M.G., K.C.S.I., K.C.I.E.

BULUWAYO CHRISTMAS AT THE VICTORIA FALLS THE
GRAVE OF CECIL RHODES.

XII. BULUWAYO.

RHODESIA is not, strictly

speaking, in " South Africa "
;

but the two are so closely con-

nected that a visit to South

Africa, however short, would
not be complete without a

view of the southern part at

least of the country which
Rhodes saved for the Empire.

It is pleasant to pass from
the bare plains of the Trans-
vaal and the long backs of

the treeless downs, beautiful

as they are in their own
way, to the forest country
the " Bosch Veldt "through
which the train runs for

hundreds of miles on the way
to Buluwayo. The timber is

not fine, not like English
timber, nor is the forest

thick; but the grassy glades,
with their clumps of yellow
mimosa and other trees, are

very restful to the eye, and
there are many wild - flowers.

The solitude of it all, and
the feeling that even in the

modern railway carriage one
is surrounded by real nature,

bring peace to one's soul.

Here and there, at long dis-

tances apart, one comes upon
little wayside stations, a shanty
or two of the eternal corru-

gated iron, with perhaps a
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few native huts of branches
and thatch. The rest is un-
broken forest, which looks,
and is, ideal game country,

though the larger game has

mostly disappeared before the

inroads of hunters.

Nearly forty -eight hours of

travel from the noise and rush
of the Rand gold-mines brings
one to Buluwayo, the former

capital of the ill-fated chief

Lo Bengula, now a flourish-

ing English town of four or

five thousand inhabitants.

Although it was midsummer
when I arrived, the weather
was cool, almost cold, with
much rain at times, and a

high wind ; and the country
round looked rather desolate.

As far as the eye could see,

on all sides stretched the un-

dulating forest
;
there were no

salient features in the land-

scape, and the impression
was one of sameness and

monotony.
This impression wears off

after a time particularly if

the sun comes out and touches
the little fluffy balls of the

yellow mimosa. Then the near
forest turns into a sheet of

gold, as bright as a stretch

of Cornish gorse; and farther

M
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away the gold merges into

green, and the green fades

away into the blue depths of

the distant atmosphere.

Only seventeen years ago
Lo Bengula was at the height
of his power; and Buluwayo,
the "Place of Slaughter," was
the centre of his dominion. It

is not easy to say how far his

rule extended; but in a coun-

try about as large as Great
Britain there was no one

who dared oppose him. His

Matabele warriors kinsmen
of the Zulus who fought us

so fiercely at Isandula and
Rorke's Drift were regarded

by the neighbouring tribes and

by themselves as invincible.

Many thousands of them were

gathered about his "kraal" at

Buluwayo. One is shown still

the low umbrella - shaped tree

under which the king sate

dispensing his wild justice
while the great forest - birds

wheeled overhead. It stands

now in the grounds of our

English "Government House,"
and Lo Bengula lies in some
hidden forest grave which his

tribesmen will not make known
to his conquerors ;

but he was

strong in those days, only
seventeen years ago.

Then, in an unhappy hour
for him, he let loose his

warriors upon the tribes which
had come under the influence

of the white man; and the

white man rose in sudden
wrath and decided that his

power must be broken. It is

a pitiful story altogether, like

so many of the stories of the

savage and the white man;
and one cannot help sympa-

thising to some extent with
the savage. It is generally
an evil day for the uncivil-

ised nations, or at least for

their rulers, when the white

pioneer first comes into their

country ;
and one cannot won-

der that some of them should

cling to the only safe policy
that of absolute exclusion.

Still Lo Bengula was a

savage; and though one may
feel sorry for the fall of a

ruler who had his good points,
it is undeniable that the

establishment of white influ-

ence in such a country puts
an end to many horrors to op-

pression and torment of every
kind inflicted upon great
numbers of men ; perhaps to

frequent and widespread mas-
sacres depopulating whole dis-

tricts. The native rule is

picturesque ;
and the character

of the savage has many fine

qualities, which seem to dis-

appear when he comes into

contact with civilisation. It

is much to be doubted whether
the black man who is to be

met to - day riding across the

veldt on a bicycle, with an
old pot hat on his head, to

work in the mines, is the

equal of the black man who
used to fling himself, assegai
in hand, upon the lines of

our breechloaders. One thinks

with regret of the tall regi-
ments of Cetewayo and Lo

Bengula wiped off the face

of the earth, and their proud
traditions gone for ever. But

certainly they were kept up at

an awful cost of blood and suf-

fering. No doubt one should

put sentiment aside, and be
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glad that the sons of those

magnificent fighting men will

read good school - books, and
talk bad English, and spend
their lives peacefully grubbing
out gold and diamonds, "the
two great enemies of mankind,"
or tilling the fields of the white
man.
You will see them in the

white man's hotel at Buluwayo
now, doing the rough work,
while the tables in the modern

dining-room are served by In-

dian waiters from Natal, who
look upon them with scorn as

an inferior race.

The Indians have some rea-

son to think highly of them-

selves, for the white em-

ployer in Buluwayo evidently
thinks highly of them. It

would astonish the Madrassi
"
boy

"
in his own country to

be told that his kinsmen here

were drawing pay at the rate

of six or seven pounds a-month,
with board and lodging found,
or a great deal more if they
cook the curries which they
have made a standing dish all

over South Africa. These are

not good, by the way. It

passes the wit of man to make
a good curry out of India.

There are some fine buildings

upon the wide roads of Bulu-

wayo, the signs of a time when
it was believed that a second
Rand was to be found among
the forests of Rhodesia. There
are some good, and expensive,

shops ;
and a public library ;

and "one of the largest drill

halls in the world for the
Volunteers.

Sitting in the " bird cage
"

verandah of the comfortable

club, looking out through the
blossoms of the Bougainvillea
at the statue of Cecil Rhodes,
who stands at the cross-ways
in his sack coat with his hands

joined behind him, while the

southerly breeze makes the

Union Jack on the hotel fly
out against the clear blue

sky, it is difficult to persuade
oneself that only seventeen

years ago Jameson and Forbes
marched into the place with
their little colonial army.

It is a wonderful story, the

story of that short campaign.
Few finer things have been
done by Englishmen. Think of

it seven hundred men march-

ing straight on the capital of

a famous chief, master of many
thousands of well-trained and
hitherto unbeaten warriors

;

sustaining and repelling two
fierce attacks

; finally driving
him away into the forest, with
the relics of his shattered regi-
ments about him, shattered but
still outnumbering them by ten

to one. And then the " Wilson

Patrol," thirty-five in all, many
of them English public school

boys, young still but hardened

by some years of colonial life,

led by the Scotchman Alan

Wilson, riding into the midst
of the enemy, with the night

coming on, to take the king
in his own camp. They failed,

and one of the best of South
African writers has told us,

in the words of the Matabele,
how they fought their last

fight how,
" when only five or

six of the thirty-five were left,

they took off their hats, and
under fire from all sides sang
something as the English do,
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standing up, and then went on

fighting. And how at last

only one man was left, one man
bigger than the rest, who wore
a broad-brimmed hat

;
while

beside him a wounded comrade
reached up to hand him cart-

ridges, until he too went down,
and the big man fought alone."

Now those days are gone.
Alan Wilson and his men lie

together on the lonely hillside

by the grave of Cecil Rhodes,
and in place of the Matabele
kraals an English town has

grown into being.
Now you can drive out

through the mimosa jungle to

a pretty racecourse and polo-

ground, or watch good tennis

played on excellent courts of

pounded ant-hills, or attend a
ball where scores of English-
women are enjoying themselves,
all the more perhaps because
there are men enough in Rho-
desia to go round, men who
are not too lazy and selfish to

dance.

The second Band has not
been found, but the gold out-

put of Rhodesia is very con-

siderable ;
and the numberless

remains of ancient workings
which have been discovered in

various parts of the country
show clearly that whether or

not Rhodesia was, as some
think, the Ophir of King
Solomon's days, it has pro-
duced in the past great quan-
tities of the precious metal.
But this is a story which has
been told by many.
One of the small private

mines which are turning out

gold now is an interesting

thing to visit. Riding through

the mimosa forest in search of

it, a man is as likely as not
to lose his way, for there is

no road, and the track is faint.

But one finds the mine at last

a small engine, which you
could almost cover with a sheet,

working a rough crushing-ma-
chine

;
an Englishman in shirt

and corduroy trousers super-

vising a dozen natives, who are

digging out pieces from a little

ribbon of white ore, which runs

along the side of a shallow

gravel-pit. Among the bushes
all round are a few more pits,

dug to test the continued exist-

ence of the little white ribbon ;

and two or three huts of

branches and thatch for the

workers to sleep in. The

Englishman is cheery and

hopeful. He volunteers the

information that the initial

expense of the whole thing was
about a thousand pounds, and
that he thinks, if all goes right,
he will soon be making five

hundred pounds a-month out
of the venture. But of course,
he says, that depends upon
many things : upon the reef

in the gravel remaining as rich

in gold as it is now
; upon his

having enough money in hand
to tide over any blank weeks,
when the run of gold ore stops ;

and so 'on, and so on. The

monthly bill for labour, coal,

and other things is heavy
100 to 150 a-month and

many promising mines break
down that way. Also, it is

almost impossible to get any
white help. The natives are

good enough, but they are a
bit lazy when they are not

being looked after; and you
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cannot get a decent white man
to help you for love or money.
The lowest wage here for a
white miner is forty pounds a-

month, and when you get him
ten to one he drinks, or if

he does not drink he does

nothing.
" The last one I had

never did a hand's turn. He
would not even put a drop of

oil in the engine said it was
Kafir's work. He just sat on
that log and smoked, and
sometimes kicked a nigger. I

could not stand him, so after

three months I gave him the

sack. Then he asked for a

character, and when I refused
he asked for a drink." It is

the old trouble which one
meets all over South Africa,
the cry of " Kafir's work," the
curse of the country.

Still our friend in the cor-

duroys was very cheery and

hopeful. He had been at gold-

mining for a good many years
and "had his ups and downs,"
but he had made a little capital
now and thought he was going
to do well. "It is just that,"
he said, "you want something
for the rainy days."

May he prosper ! Many
companies doing the same

thing on a larger scale have

failed, I am told. So have many
private workers. But many
of the latter get along fairly

well, and some become rich.

I felt very much inclined to

offer myself for the place on
a month's probation and try to

help him through. It would
have been a novel experience ;

and a month in camp in the

mimosa jungle ought to have
been pleasant enough. But I

had other engagements, and
was obliged to refrain.

XIII. CHKISTMAS AT THE VICTOEIA FALLS.

When Bryce visited South
Africa and Khodesia fifteen

years ago, he was prevented
from seeing the Victoria Falls

because this would have meant
a three weeks' march from Bulu-

wayo. Now the train covers
the distance in twenty -four
hours or less. The railway line

to the Zambesi lies through one
almost unbroken stretch of

forest, and about half-way, as

the sun was setting, I saw in

a grassy open patch to the left

a palm-tree which warned me
that we were getting near

tropical country. All about
were many wild-flowers, espe-

cially a five-petalled flower of

true scarlet colour about the

size of a buttercup, which is

very common in Rhodesia.

No one could tell me what it

was called. Early in the

morning, a cool bright delicious

morning, the train drew up at

the little open station near

the falls.

Among the trees, close to

the station, was a low red-

roofed hotel of corrugated iron,

with wooden verandahs, which
looked northwards towards the

river. Not that the falls

themselves could be seen.

Immediately in front of my
verandah was a newly laid

tennis-court. A water-wagtail
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with white collar and little

black shirt-front was running
about over the moist earth of

it. All round were trees and

flowering
- shrubs, and a few

bananas, their broad smooth
leaves wet and glistening with
recent rain. Just beyond the

tennis-court was a narrow line

of railway, and two or three

feet beyond that the edge of a

very deep ravine running down
to the hidden river. As it

was midsummer, everything
was green. The forest stretched

away on all sides as far as one
could see, not flat, but undulat-

ing, the green waves passing
into distant blue. To the right,
not far away, two lines of rocky
cliff broke the forest. To the
front and left there rose, be-

tween and over the trees,
several hundred feet into the
fresh blue sky, shifting columns
and masses of white vapour,
like the smoke of some great
fire. They were always chang-
ing in height and form, as

clouds change on a windy day ;

and through them one could

get occasional glimpses of a
calm reach of river above the

cataract. A dull, ceaseless roar,
like the sound of a heavy sea,
came from under them. It

was distant, and through it

one could hear the cooing of

doves and the calls of other
birds one very like the Indian
"
coppersmith

"
tonk, tonk,

tonk.

Walking down after break-
fast towards the river, I passed
through a quiet wood full of

wild -flowers, all new to me,
pink and yellow and blue.

On the moist paths were

beautiful little beetles, like

scraps of scarlet velvet. A
troop of baboons sat and

watched, or cantered slowly

away through the trees.

A few minutes' walk brings
one to a white single arch rail-

way bridge over the river just
below the falls. This is as

little disfiguring as one could

expect a railway bridge to

be, iron, of course, for the

height is too great to allow of

a stone bridge. It is said to

be over four hundred feet,

though it looks less. But the

bridge is not ugly, as such

things go, and the line on both

sides is hidden by the forest.

From the bridge one has a fine

view of the gorge and part of

the fall itself, which is so close

that with a northerly wind
the spray comes down in a

steady soft rain upon the road-

way.
Passing over the bridge and

turning to the left, one finds

beautiful paths through the

wood which lead to the eastern

end of the falls. Standing
there by the water's edge above
the falls, one sees the mile-

broad river sweeping slowly

down, through islands covered

with reeds and tropical jungle,
to the rocks at the verge of

the drop. These split the

river into innumerable streams,
which pour suddenly over the

verge, falling at first solid

and green and heavy, then

quivering into veils of white

foam, and mingling hundreds
of feet below with the great
white cloud which seethes eter-

nally over the bottom of the

chasm. From it rise swirls of
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vapour which fly up swiftly
into the sky overhead.

At one spot near the end of

the chasm there is a narrow
break in the cliff opposite the

falls
;
and through this break,

across which one can throw a

stone, the river rushes south-

ward.
As I stood on the rocks by

the water's edge a storm came

rolling down from the north,

along the line of the river.

The sun was blotted out by
leaden masses of cloud, and
soon they were cloven by per-

pendicular streaks of lightning.
Over the ceaseless roar of the

water the thunder boomed out

at intervals. The rain came
down at first in heavy drops
like bullets, then in a fierce

tropical shower. When it was
over I recrossed the bridge and
walked along the top of the

cliff opposite the falls. This is

the "Rain Forest," where the

spray cloud from the chasm
eddies continually above one's

head, drenching the grass and
the palms and other trees. It

is a very wet walk, through
the luxuriant dripping forest,

but indescribably beautiful.

The most striking feature of

the falls is that the country
to the south of them is prac-

tically at the same level as

the country to the north. The
river does not fall over a ledge
and pour away down a moun-
tain side. It stems to drop
into an abyss which swallows
it up, for the narrow canon by
which it escapes is of great
depth and almost hidden in the

forest, nothing but the upper
cliffs showing here and there.

Another day was spent in

seeing the western end of the

falls, where the "Devil's cat-

aract," a mighty mass of water,

pours round the corner of the

chasm
;
and on the river above,

among the islands, from which
David Livingstone, greatly

wondering, first saw the falls.

In the deep pools over which
one's canoe is paddled the hip-

popotamus still has his home,
and one may lie at ease in the

warm sunlight waiting for the

broad snouts to come up, or
" watch the grey alligator slide

into the still bayou."
Christmas morning broke

with heavy tropical rain, which
sounded loud on the iron roof,

almost drowning the distant

roar of the river. Over the

forest the sky was a dull grey.
The smoke from the falls

formed one continuous wall

behind the trees, a wall a
thousand feet high. Against
it some birds like swifts were

wheeling.
The empty hotel dining-

room was decorated with palm
branches and Union Jacks.

Some of these were incorrect,
of course. That is our English
way. But it was pleasant to

see the flag, even so.

Soon after breakfast the rain

stopped. The sky was as grey
as ever, but looked more broken,
as if it might clear later. The

wagtail with the black shirt-

front came and sat on the

drenched tennis-net, and sang
as I never heard a wagtail sing
before. Then the train for

North Rhodesia glided gently

along the farther side of the

tennis-court, an engine and
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tender, one passenger waggon,
quite empty, and a corrugated
iron goods van, apparently

empty too. It looked like a

toy as it gave a soft little

whistle and disappeared into

the forest on the left.

By noon the sky was more

promising, so we ventured out,

two of us, with the intention

of paddling up the river a few
miles to Livingstone. We had
not gone a hundred yards
through the wood when the

bottom seemed to fall out of

the sky, and a sheet of water
came down, turning the paths
into streams, and carrying the

little red velvet beetles off their

indignant legs. But it was

apparently a mistake, and

stopped as suddenly as it had

begun.
Then we walked on along

the edge of the rain forest,

through a perpetual Cornish
"
skew," which wetted every-

thing within a quarter of a
mile of the falls. We went to

the edge of the cliff in two or

three places and watched the

Devil's cascade rushing head-

long over its rocks into the

seething caldron below, the
bottom of which was invisible

for rising
" smoke." Driven

away at last by the wet, we
turned the corner of the falls

and embarked on the smooth
river above. It was a beauti-

ful sight, as our canoe threaded
the islands with their rich

tropical foliage, reeds and
trees growing very thick and

overhanging the water. Tall

palms towered up over all one
kind feathery, like the date-

palm of southern Persia, its

long streamers waving in the

breeze
;

the other bold and

stiff, like the common palm of

Bengal. There were no croco-

diles or hippopotami to be

seen, the sun not being hot

enough perhaps to make bask-

ing a pleasure. One saw no
life but bird life a heron sail-

ing slowly overhead, a black
and white kingfisher quivering
in the air, a few swallows

skimming the reed -
fringed

pools, a grey diver hanging
himself out to dry on a dead
tree.

In less than an hour's

paddling we came to the

bottom of a fine straight reach
on which the sporting com-

munity of Livingstone have
their boat - races, and the
world's sculling championship
has lately been contested be-

tween an Englishman and a

New Zealander. Fifty years

ago it was in the heart of

darkest Africa. Here we
landed at the little solitary
boat-house. Close by it in the

forest was another wooden
house raised on piles and sur-

rounded by green wire-netting
to keep out mosquitoes and
fever. Some unfortunate ser-

vant of the Chartered Company
had once had to live there, but
the fever had been too strong
for him.
A narrow tramway has been

carried down from Livingstone,
four or five miles, to the river ;

and we found on the bank a

trolley with some black "
boys,"

who ran us up through the

sandy jungle. Amid the

clumps of palm and mimosa
and other trees grew quanti-
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ties of wild - flowers, pink
lilies, and the scarlet flower of

Rhodesia, and many more.
As we neared Livingstone

we came upon a corrugated
iron railway station, and some
sheds of the same invaluable
material. What South Africa
and Rhodesia would do with-
out it one cannot imagine.
Livingstone itself is a pretty
little place, like an Indian
" mofussil

"
station, palms and

poinsettia and heavy warm
rain. It is the headquarters of

North -Western Rhodesia, and
has something like two hundred
white people; with a club,
and a hotel, and a police mess,
and many brick houses, and a

newspaper,
' The Livingstone

Mail,' published by the local

chemist, which is the only
Rhodesian paper north of the

Zambesi. The Administrator's
house is a fine bungalow, with
broad verandah and a garden
full of mixed English and
African flowers. The petunia,
of course, which has the con-
stitution of a crow, does as

well here as on the dry plateau
of Central Asia. It always
seemed to me a rather un-

interesting flower, but it will

apparently thrive anywhere,
and it makes fine patches of

colour.

The police corps here con-
sists of natives from other

parts of Africa, with English
officers. These and all the
white men whom I saw in

Rhodesia seemed cheery and

capable, like the good men who
are making the Empire all over
the world. There is nothing
on earth like England ; and

yet getting away from Eng-
land, from the warping un-

fairness of party, from the

uneventful luxurious English
life, seems to develope a type
of Englishman which is very
refreshing to meet. He may
not have the Balliol manner,
or much regard for Mrs

Grundy, but he has done

things, and the stamp of it is

on him.

We had some tea in the

broad verandah of "Govern-
ment House," and then went
to the golf-course, a pleasant
nine -hole sandy course, with
some rough grass and rolled -

earth putting -
greens. You

cannot get turf in Africa, but

you can have a good game
without it.

While I was in Livingstone
the weekly train came in from
the north. It is the great
excitement of the week, and
the natives streamed down to

the station in scores, running
hard, to see it pass. Two
freshly captured giraffes had

just been brought in, but they
did not seem to arouse any
interest. Then we went down
to the river again.

By the time we got there it

was near sunset a fine even-

ing, with some showers in the

distance. To the south the

smoke of the falls rose far into

the sky, and little rosy clouds

were detaching themselves from

it, one by one, and sailing over

to the west, like the " snow
banners

" which float away
from the white shoulder of

Kinchinjunga over the Tibetan

plains. As we dropped down
the river the sunset faded
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about us, and a flock of

white birds flew past us

down-stream, their reflections

in the water below them.

We were hardly safe under

shelter again when a tremend-

ous thunderstorm broke over

the forest vivid lightning and
a deluge of rain. One could

not hear the sound of the

falls.

So ended my Christmas Day.
One is often asked by South

Africans how the Victoria

Falls compare with Niagara.
To my mind the Victoria Falls

are far the more beautiful. It

is true that the volume of

water at Niagara is greater.
The broad rushing river above
the cataract, and the fierce

speed of the heaped-up nar-

rows below, impress one with
a sense of tremendous power.
But "man marks the earth

with ruin." Some of the sur-

roundings of Niagara are dis-

tressing to the eye. The tame,
cultivated country, the electric-

power works, the crowded

hotels, the artificial gardens,
the flaring advertisements, all

combine to spoil one of

nature's grandest works. In
Africa there is nothing of the

kind. The work of nature is

left almost untouched. There
is a railway bridge, but it is

from most points invisible, and
it is nowhere a great disfigure-
ment. The unbroken forest

stretches away on all sides

just as God made it. You
may wander for hours about
the falls and never see a

human being or a trace of

man's handiwork. Then the

body of water, though not so

great as at Niagara, is still

immense
;

the height of the

fall is more than twice as

great ;
and the way in which

the river is split up by wooded
islands and rocks adds much
to the beauty of the picture.
So does the contrast between
the calm broad reach above
and the sudden plunge and
thunder of the chasm. So do
the far -

rising columns of

smoke. Perhaps at some time

long ago Niagara may have
been as beautiful as the falls

of the Zambesi. To my mind
it is certainly not so now.
As I sat smoking in the

verandah that Christmas night,

thinking over all that I had
seen of natural wonders in my
life, by sea and mountain and

desert, it seemed to me that

only once before had I felt

so deeply awed and touched

by the mingled grandeur
and beauty of God's works.

Twenty years ago, after the

Tibetan War, I had been sent

to negotiate a treaty with
the Chinese; and the place
where I was to meet them
was near the Tibetan frontier,

just below the watershed of

the Himalayas. On the last

day of my journey, the 24th

of December, I had to ride

up the mountain - side, some
thousands of feet, by a road

through dense bamboo jungle.
As we rode, in heavy rain and

mist, the air grew colder and
more rarefied, and our pace
slower, with constant rests to

breathe our animals. All at

once the grey dripping mist

above us seemed to turn to

a dull blue; and as I was
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wondering what it meant, we
came out suddenly into a

patch of dazzling sunlight.
We rode on a few yards, up
a bare rocky hillside, in al-

ternate sunshine and drifting

cloud, and then found our-

selves in the open near the

summit of an isolated peak
which the cloud did not
reach. Pulling up, we sat in

our saddles and looked about

us, and I can never for-

get the sight that met our

eyes. Around us, as far as

we could see, cutting us off

from the world of men, lay a

vast canopy of white cloud.

Near our feet it was moving

slowly, stirred by faint eddies

of air. Farther away it looked

still and solid, as if one could

ride over it. But breaking
up through the cloud alone

and towering into the deep
blue sky, rose the gigantic
mass of Kinchinjunga, sixteen

thousand feet of rock and
snow and ice-field glittering
in the midday sun.

The two scenes were very
different, but the remembrance
of my Christmas on the Zam-
besi always brings back to me
now that earlier Christmas on
the borders of Tibet. And
those two memories are among
my most treasured possessions.

XIV. THE GRAVE OF CECIL RHODES.

For one who never knew him
in life, it is not easy to form a

clear conception of the char-

acter of Cecil Rhodes. One
hears in South Africa some
hard things said about him,
and, on the other hand, one
hears him spoken of with al-

most unbounded enthusiasm.

During the later part of his

life, after the Jameson raid, he
was for a time regarded by
the Dutch population as their

greatest enemy, and it is said

that the desire to capture him
had much to do with the
obstinate persistence of the
Boers in the siege of Kim-
berley. Some of them have
not forgiven him yet. Nor is

it only the Dutch who speak
evil of him. Conan Doyle in

his history of the war criticises

Rhodes severely, and Conan
Doyle only says what many

others say. But whatever his

faults may have been, there can
be no doubt that he was a man
of vast thought and powerful
will, who loved the country of

his adoption, and always had
before his eyes the ideal of

a great united South Africa.

Nor can there be a doubt that

while he was in one sense an
Africander of the Africanders,
with the deepest goodwill for

the Dutch, he was intensely

loyal to England, and regarded
the interests of South Africa as

bound up with those of the

Empire. We may surely be

content to forget his reputed

shortcomings, and to remember
him only as a great and patriotic

Englishman, whose aims were
as high as his courage.
Rhodes was fond of getting

away at times from the stress

and worry of his daily life to
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the solitude of the forest, which
seemed to soothe and refresh

him as nothing else could do.

He felt the need of solitude to

think out his big thoughts ;

and it is in the forest, 011

the summit of a rocky hill,

which he chose out during his

lifetime, that he now lies at

rest.

It is easy for any one visiting

Buluwayo to see his grave,
which has become one of the

places of pilgrimage in South
Africa. The journey to the
heart of the Matabele country
can now be made in a motor-
car. The road is not, though
much trouble has been taken
with it, what would be regarded
as a good motoring road in

England ; but in spite of some

rough bits, and occasional

divergences into the bush, the
drive is pleasant enough.
Passing slowly through a
stretch of mimosa forest,

golden in the morning sun,
and leaving behind one or two
farmhouses of corrugated iron,
one arrives after an hour or so

at a wayside bungalow used as

a hotel. It stands above a

valley where Rhodes carried
out one of his innumerable

projects throwing a dam
across between two hillsides

to make a lake, from which a

large farm is now irrigated.A few miles farther on, after

passing at long intervals two or

three small clusters of native

huts, one comes to some fine

craggy hills overgrown with
forest the Matoppos. At the
end of a gorge in these hills

the road ceases, and one has to

go the rest of the way on foot.

We got out of our car willingly

enough, and began the ascent

to the grave. It is an easy
walk, first along a grassy valley

among the rocks, and then up
a stone slope to the top of the
hill.

At the top there is an irreg-
ular platform of rock, one end
of it lower than the other. At
the lower end is a fine monu-
ment erected over the graves
of Alan Wilson and the men
who fell with him. Their

memory deserves every honour
their countrymen can bestow ;

but it might have been better,
unless Rhodes himself wished
them to lie near him, to give
the monument a site of its own.

Standing where it does, it seems
in some measure to strike a
false note, to divert the mind
from its main object, the grave
of the man who chose that

lonely hill as his resting-place.

Perhaps the desire was to let

Rhodes have about him some of

his comrades, the men who died
to carry out his orders and win
Rhodesia for the Empire; but
however that may be, it would,
I think, have been more in

keeping with the spirit of the

place to let Rhodes lie there

by himself, alone in death with
the hills and the forests, as he
loved to be in his life. And
their death was so noble that
it should surely be treated as

a thing apart, a memory to

which men might give them-
selves up altogether, undis-

turbed by a different train of

thought.
The top of the hill is

bare, with some weather-
worn boulders at the higher
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end. Among these is the a flat slab bearing the in-

plain rook - hewn tomb, with scription

HERE LIE THE REMAINS OF CECIL JOHN RHODES.

On the surrounding rock are

small patches of sulphur-
coloured lichen. As we stood

by the grave some white butter-

flies fluttered past us down
wind, and a lizard ran in little

jerks, a few inches at a time,

slowly over the stone. There
was no other life in sight.
The "World's View," as it

is called, cannot be compared
with many mountain views
elsewhere

; but it is fine a far-

stretching wilderness of hills

intermingled with forest, their

rocky summits carved by the

hand of time into a great

variety of forms. Many of the

rocks are rounded, but some
have taken the shape of turrets

and battlements, or are bal-

anced one upon another. Here
and there one saw a little smooth

green patch, showing where
cultivation had been

;
and there

was one deserted kraal, a mile

or more away, a little thatched
hut surrounded by a rough
fence of cut branches.

Perhaps Lo Bengula, con-

quered and betrayed, lies in

some hill cave not far from
his great enemy ;

but the

Matoppos keep his secret well.

( To be continued.)
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BENJIE AND THE BOGEY MAN.

BY STEPHEN REYNOLDS.

THE change of weather fore-

told by Benjamin Prowse

came, just as he had predicted,

during the night with the turn
of the tide. First a little

billow rolled in from the sou'-

south - east
;

then the wind

dropped out to that quarter.
The sea began to make. A
misty cloud hid the setting

moon, filled the sky, and
cloaked the tops of the cliffs

in vapour.
At peep of day Benjie's

nephew crept round the foot

of West Cliff towards Western

Bay. So long as his feet

scrunched companionably on
the narrow strip of shingle
between the cliff and Broken
Rocks he continued talking to

himself. "'Tis full o' it," he

complained, glancing at the

cloud and mist. "Benjie won't
never stay down along there

just when he'd better to for

once. Who'd ha' thought thic

fellow'd ha' turned up here

this time o' day ? Never see'd

the like o' it !

"

Arrived at the bay, Bill

Prowse sat down and waited

silently, peering along to the

westward, and at intervals

looking above his head to

make sure that the soft red

cliff was not falling out upon
him.

It was one of those very
grey dawns, when there seems
to be plenty of light long be-

fore any object can be made
out distinctly. The white calm

of the evening before, when
Benjie had put to sea, was re-

placed by several broken lines

of surf flowing in across the
flat sand, fading westward into

the loom of Steep Head, and

filling the whole bay with a re-

echoed plaintive rattle. Gulls,

looking nearly twice their size,

stalked about in the shallow
water after sand-eels.

By and by a boat became
visible suddenly, just outside

the broken water. Prawn-nets
were piled up high on the

stern. One man was sheaving
standing up with bent back

and rowing forwards whilst

the other man pulled in the

ordinary manner, seated face

astern.

"That's ol' Benjie, right

enough," observed Bill Prowse.
He got up, walked to the

water's edge, and, putting his

hands funnel - wise to his

mouth, shouted as if he did

not want to be overheard.
"
Bogey man ! Bogey man to

beach ! 'Speotor ! Bide here
a bit."

The rowing ceased. A word
like "What?" came from the

boat.
"
Bogey man ! Fishery

'Spector !

"

The next words from the

boat sounded like, "Be the

capstan fixed ?
"

"
Bogey man !

" answered
Bill.

But voices failed to carry
across the noise of the surf.
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The boat could approach no
nearer. Benjie had to turn it

quickly in order to meet a

broken wave bows on. He be-

gan rowing again with short,

irritable strokes, and finally
steered the boat outwards to

clear Broken Rocks.
Bill Prowse's shouting died

away helplessly :
"
Bogey man!

Bogey-ey-ey ..."
And still the boat held on

its course for Saltertown
beach.

Bill followed hurriedly along-
shore. " This here's what
comes," he grumbled,

" of Ben-

jie blowing his hooter to the

likes o' Vivian Maddicke.
'Don't care,' he says, 'for no

inspector what ever lived.' But
'tis best never to say nort to

gentry always was an' always
will be."

II.

Two or three fishermen, and
one other man slightly apart,
stood waiting at the foot of

the beach. Benjie ran the

boat ashore, high on the crest

of a wave ;
then jumped into

the wash and lifted out half a

dozen prawn-nets with their

lines and cork buoys.
" That'll

lighten her," he said. "Now
haul !

"

His round sailor's cap was

perched on one side of his

head; his torn jumper was
askew ;

seawater ran in

streams from his patched
greenish-blue trousers, which
also were askew ; and his

wrinkled face, within its fringe
of grey beard, was noticeably

haggard after the night's toil.

With his arms spread wide
over the hoops of the nets and
his head bent down by their

weight, he almost bumped into

the stranger. Whereupon he

pulled up short. Screwing
himself still farther sideways,
he quizzed the man

; mocked
him silently with deeply erows-
footed blue eyes, at once both
childlike and shrewd.

" Who be you then ?
" he in-

quired, placing his prawn-nets
very deliberately on the

shingle. "Who be you? 'Tisn't

often the likes o' you starch -

collar sort o' people comes
down for to help lend a
hand."
The fishermen drew nearer.
" N'eet any o' our own sort

nuther," flashed Benjie, "so

early as this in the day."
The stranger, a man in a

bowler hat and a dark stun
overcoat of indifferent fit,

cleared his throat.
" 'Tis the bogey man, Benjie
the 'Spector!" put in Bill

Prowse breathlessly.
" I knows that," said Benjie

with scorn. " I know'd 'en all

right. How long is it since

you've a-favoured us wi' a

visit, sir ? Eh ?
"

" Let me see your crabs and

lobsters," demanded the bogey
man.

" Hold hard, Mister 'Spector.
Us been shrimping prawning
you calls it prawning wi' the

boat - nets an' the prawns I

catches I never shows to no-

body. I an't got no lobster

pots. They was washed ashore
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an' broken up last October

gales, an' I can't afford to re-

place 'em."
" But you catch lobsters in

your prawn-nets . . ."
" For sure us do."
"
Well, I want to see them."

" There they be then."

Benjie pointed towards the

boat and made as if to lift up
his nets.

"Show them to me," said

the Inspector, taking a meas-
ure from his pocket.
"You be the 'Spector, ben'

'ee ?
"

" No nonsense, now," re-

plied the Inspector irritably.
"It's my duty to inspect the

catches in this fishery dis-

trict."
"
Very well, then

; inspect

away. If 'tis your duty, you
can't help o' it. You'm paid
for the same. But 'tisn't my
duty for to help 'ee. I bain't

paid for thic. There's the

boat."

Benjie scratched his whis-

kers : "And lookse here, Mister

'Spector. These here's me
prawns what I've a-laboured

for this night. Be so kind as

to look."

He took a small canvas bag
from the bows of the boat,
walked into the sea, and shook
out its contents. The few

prawns that stuck in it by
their spines he picked out and
threw into the water after

the rest.
" There !

" he said

amiably.
" Nort but prawns

there. You see'd that. But

you didn't see how many Ben-

jamin have a-catched, an' you
never won't

; n'eet they there

starch-collar jokers nuther

gen'lemen they calls them-

selves what goes downshore

disturbing o' it an' catching a

man's living for sport, so they
says. Poaching / calls it.

'Twas some o' they set 'ee on
to me 'cause I won't tell 'em
what I catches, nor where I

shoots my nets. Iss, 'twas !

/ knows. There's the boat.

You can b y well 'spect the

rest o' what I catched. I be

going in house for me dinner
an' a couple o' hours' sleep.
An't had a bite since yesterday
noon nor any sleep this three

nights. I on'y hope your duty
won't never bring 'ee to keep-

ing a roof over your head wi'

shrimping an' measuring the

crabs and lobsters what you
catches wi' an inch - rule in

the dark"

Leaving the boat and the

nets where they were, Benjie
shouldered some drift-wood and
strode up the beach.

" I shouted to 'ee t'other

side o' rocks," Bill Prowse pro-
tested.

Benjie stopped and turned,
his bearing and appearance
that of an ancient prophet.
" Hell about your shouting !

Let 'en 'spect, I say. I'll get
in out o' it."

He did.

The other fishermen stood

with their hands in their

pockets on top of the sea-wall,
while the bogey man routed

about in the boat. Under-
sized lobsters had been thrown

for'ard, among some old cord-

age and bottles of tea
;
crabs

were scuttling all over and
under the bottom-boards and
stern-sheets. Most of them
were wildsters, but the bogey
man did find half a dozen or so
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of tamesters. Doubtful speci-
mens he measured carefully.
When he had finished, he put
the under-sized shell-fish into

one of Benjie's sacks.
" An' the sack alone's wuth

half a pint," Bill Prowse re-

marked in the Bogey man's

hearing.
" OF Benjie's so

honest an' harmless a man as

ever put to sea, for all he has
his say out when he's a-minded.
HeVe a-worked too hard all his

life for to deserve a turn-out
like this here, I reckon. I tried

to warn 'en, but Benjie won't
never hear . . ."

"What be talking 'bout.

You can swim, can't 'ee ?

Could ha' done that could ha'

swimmed out to 'en."

" You didn't try to warn 'en

't all, did 'ee ? An' then you
blames me . . ."

"What's the fine? Twenty
pound ?

"

"
Benjie '11 never pay thio out

o' his profits. He'll hae to sell

up his fishing-boat an' nets

aye, an' then go short after

that. P'raps they won't make
'en pay, fust time an' all. If

the likes o' they, what makes
such laws, know'd what the

likes o' us has to contend with.

. . . But there ! they don't

know, nor never won't, n'eet

care. Benjie '11 tell 'em off,

you see . . ."

"G'out! Let's haul up the

boat for 'en. What's the use

o' Benjie blowing his hooter?
"

III.

Benjie was all but late for

court. He had gone west
downshore to pick up some
driftwood for firing, and an

unexpected easterly breeze gave
him a pull home against wind
and chop such as few men
would have attempted. No
time was left him to change
his clothes.

Vivian Maddicke was on
the bench. He always is.

He takes his duties as a gentle-
man and a magistrate almost
as seriously as he takes him-
self. That is to say, he does

try, at considerable personal
inconvenience, to administer

justice, to hold the balance
between an efficient and re-

spectful police force and an

unruly lower class. He spends,
indeed, not a little of his abun-
dant leisure in pointing out
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to the poor the advantages
of hard work, and in impress-

ing upon them his own view
of right and wrong. Hence
it is, possibly, that his sub-

scriptions and charities and

justice hardly bring him a

fair return in popularity.
When Benjie entered the

court in his ragged discol-

oured longshore rig, a faint

expression of disgust passed
over Vivian Maddicke's pale
but otherwise healthy face.

He ordered two windows to

be opened.
" Let us have

some fresh air," he said.

"Never mind the draught."

Benjie, though he appeared
to be examining the nail-heads

in the floor, was all the time

looking up at the bench from
beneath his shaggy eyebrows.
He understood the slur very

N
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well. Still fingering nervously
his old round cap, he turned
a pair of candid eyes full on
Vivian Maddicke, and Vivian

Maddioke, who had been gaz-

ing benevolently round the
court -room, turned his face

to the papers on his desk.

The case proceeded. There
was no legal defence : Benjie
had not purchased legal advice.

"When I tells 'em how us
be situated . . .

" he had said.

But he was too much on his

guard to give any useful evi-

dence, even on his own behalf.

The undersized crabs and lob-

sters were produced it is

wonderful how they fall off

in appearance when they have
died otherwise than in boiling
water. Vivian Maddicke took
the opportunity of remarking,
"I thought we should require
some fresh air."

The Clerk to the Sea Fish-

eries Committee a spruce
young lawyer in a hurry
did not wish to press the case

too hard. They would be
satisfied with a fine sufficient

to show that the regulations
of the Sea Fisheries Com-
mittee must not be trifled

with. The costs of inspection
and of prosecution were heavy.
He would respectfully suggest
to his worship . . .

But his worship was not
to be hustled among his own
people, as he regarded them,

by an outside lawyer. He sat

back in his chair, crossed his

legs in the magisterial manner,
and dug his quill into his desk.
When the lawyer had quite
finished, he began.

In fining Benjie one pound,
including costs, he remarked

that it was not a large sum
(murmurs of disapproval from
fishermen at the back of the

court), and that fishery in-

spectors were not to be trifled

with or defied. Furthermore,
he impressed upon Benjie in

the most kindly manner pos-
sible that little lobsters grow
into big ones.

"
Iss, sir," said Benjie,

" but
the little ones be better eating
if people only know'd it, same
as mackerel."
With a passing reference to

the depletion of the North Sea

fisheries, the magistrate stated

it as a fact, that if the fish

were not in the sea they could
not be caught out of it.

"For sure, sir!" Benjie as-

sented. Under cover of being
ready and willing to learn,
he was edging in his remarks

skilfully; for it was by no
means the first time he had
tackled the gentry who think

they can teach fishermen their

trade. With every show of

respect, moreover, he was cap-

turing the laugh in court.

Fishery Boards, Vivian Mad-
dicke continued patiently, were
created to protect the fisheries.

Their regulations were framed
in the interests of the fisher-

men themselves, so that there

might be more fish caught.
"Don't you believe that, sir,"

burst forth Benjie with intense

conviction. " Do you think
the likes o' they makes rules

and regylations so that the

likes o' us can catch more
fish? 'Tisn't likely! They
bain't afeard o' us not catch-

ing fish. What they'm afeard

o' is that they won't hae no
fish to eat, or won't hae 'em
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so oheap. Us ! I've a-know'd
the time when I could go down
along an' catch a pound's-wuth
o' lobsters in half a dozen
rounds wi' the boat-nets; but
I can't do it now. An' why
for? Not 'cause us have a-

oatched 'em. That's just what
us an't done. An' nuther you,
sir, n'eet they there Fishery
Boards, nor eet me, that have
know'd this coast for sixty

years, can tell where they'm
gone to. Don't you believe

they makes their regylations
for the good o' us. I can
tell 'ee better. How have 'em
bettered fishing ? I wants to

know."
The magistrate's clerk had

risen during Benjie's passionate
harangue. Vivian Maddicke
motioned him down. Benjie,

by force of his sincerity and in

virtue of his long hard experi-
ence, held the court.

"I did not, you understand,
frame the regulations," Mad-
dicke explained.

" My duty is

to see they are enforced."
" Iss ! Duty ! That's what

thic Inspector said down to

beach . . ."

"One pound," Vivian Mad-
dicke repeated with dignity.
" And you can have a fortnight
to pay in."

Rising from the bench, he

added, "If you care to talk

to me out of court about the
conditions of your work, I shall

be pleased to hear; and per-

haps, if there is any special

hardship, I can do something
in the matter."

"
Hardship ! Hardship, do

'er say ?
"

Addressing every-
one around, gesticulating,

trembling with speech, Benjie

was hustled from the court-

room by those whose duty it

is to do such jobs.
He did not go home as he

was told to do ; he waited out-

side the magistrate's entrance

(other fishermen waited too at

a discreet distance), and when
Vivian Maddioke appeared,

picking bits of fluff from the
front of his coat, Benjie stood

resolutely before him.

"You said as you'd like to

know, sir
;

an' you ought to

know how we'm situated ; an'

I be going to tell 'ee. You
ought to know the nature o' it,

sir ; you ought to know what
us got to contend with, afore

you fines a man more 'n he can

pay wi'out selling up some o'

the gear what he's got to earn
his living with."

"But you've a fortnight to

pay in."

"An' I thank you, sir, for

that. An' I tell 'ee what, . . .

I know'd your father
;
a proper

gen'leman he was
;
he used to

go fishing 'long wi' me afore

you was born. You come down
'long wi' me one night an' see

what 'tis like for yourself. Then

you'll know. Duty ain't never
no excuse for not knowing.
You can row, can't 'ee ?

"

"I used to go in for rowing ;

and if you'll send up and let

me know when you're going,
I will come."

" That's spoken proper, sir,

like your ol' man hisself.

'Tisn't everybody I'd take 'long
with me

;
but you come, just

for one night. That'll teach

'ee more 'n any amount o'

chackle. I'll send up for 'ee

right 'nuff. Why! I mind
when .
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Maddioke said " Good morn-

ing
" with the air of a man

who has an appointment to

keep.
" Good morning, an' thank

you, sir," returned Benjie.

To the other fishermen, who
joined him for the walk back
to the beach, all he would say
was :

" You bide a bit an' see.

The likes o' they sort thinks they
bain't ignorant, an' us be."

IV.

Benjie had luck. One after-

noon the next week he hauled
his boat down the beach, piled
his prawn-nets beside it, then

waited, instead of telling his

fisherman mate to get ready.
" What be biding for ?

"

asked Bill Prowse. "You
bain't going to take he t'night,
be'ee?"

"Iss, I be. Why for not?
Nice calm night, ain't it. 'Er

can't very well be sea-sick."

Bill Prowse jerked his head
to seaward.
The sun had begun to sink

behind the dark mass of Steep
Head. The water, a dead calm,
was nevertheless not white

calm, as it should have been, for

to the south'ard and overhead
the piled-up sky was black and

heavy. It overshadowed the

sea
;

seemed to be pressing
down upon the water. And
there was a feeling of unrest

in the still air.
" Looks thundery, don' it ?

"

Bill observed. "Twas just
such another day as this us

had thio waterspowet. Don't

like the looks o' it. You'll get
he catched in a storm o' rain,

an' wind too, p'raps."
"What if I do? 'Twon't

hurt 'en. An't never hurted

me. Send your Polly up to

tell 'en I be shoving off in an
hour an' should be glad o' his

company if he's minded to

come. Tell 'en 'twill be perty
cold come midnight."

Vivian Maddicke, clothed as

if for a shooting expedition in

the Arctic regions, was down
to the minute. " You might
have given me a longer warn-

ing," he remarked with make-
believe jollity.

"Ah!" said Benjie, "so

might, if you was going for a

drive on land, like you'm used
to. But when you'm depend-
ing on the sea you never knows
from hour to hour what you'm
going to be about."

Very polite as host, but as

skipper of his own craft not to

be played with, he put the

bow-oar into Maddicke's hand.
With the fleet of sixteen nets

and their buoys piled up on
the stern seats, they rowed

away westward over Broken

Rocks, along the shore, into

the wet golden haze of sunset.

Whether or no Maddicke found
his sea oar and the beamy boat

heavier than he had expected,

they did not arrive underneath

Steep Head till its outlines

were blurred in the twilight,
till its redness was become

black, and it seemed nothing
but a vast overhanging shadow
tenanted by mewing but hardly
visible seagulls.

"Now," commanded Benjie,
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"you row wi' both paddles,

please, while I baits the nets,
an' then us'll shoot 'em across

Conger Pool just the other side

o' the Head. Keep her like

that. You'll get wet if you
splashes. You don't need for

to strain yourself."
From one of his catty sacks

Beujie took out a mass of

putrid fishmonger's offal fish

heads and plaice from which
the meat had been filleted

which he cut up and fitted into

the cross-strings of the nets.

The smell made Maddicke

shudder; he turned his head
this way and that, but there

was no escaping the stink

the various sorts of stink. It

took the strength out of him
as the smell of dead things
will do.

"An' now," directed Benjie
with a quiet chuckle of satis-

faction,
"
you paddle along slow

across Conger Pool, while I

shoots the nets."

Taking up the hoops from a

tangle of corks and lines, trying
the baits again to make sure, he
cast the nets into the water
about three boats' length apart,
and threw the buoys and lines

after them. Maddicke was glad
to see them go. He heard Benjie

talking all the time, but his

brain did not gather very well

the sense of what the old man
was saying. He sweated at

the oars, and yet he was cold.

Steep Head loomed above them.
The sound of the swell, break-

ing, rattling, swishing among
the rocks, had in it a sullen

wildness not noticeable during
full daylight.
"An' now," said Benjie, when

he had shot the sixteenth net

and had taken its bearings,
"
you can hae a bit o' supper.

Us got a night's work afore us.

No? Won't 'ee hae nort?
Well I never don't nuther
when I be shrimping, 'cept a
mouthful o' cold tay. The
bread and butter I brings I

gen 'rally gives to the birds or

else carries it home to break-
fast. There ! Did 'ee hear
thic cliff rooze out to the west-

'ard? 'Twill all be into the

sea one day, Steep Head an' all.

Aye! 'tis an ironbound shop,
this here, but the sea has it

sooner or later, specially after

rain."

"There hasn't been much
rain lately?"
"No. But there's been

frostises, an' that's every bit

so bad. Now us'll haul up
an' see what's there. Perty
night for shrimping, this, if it

don't come on dirty. Can 'ee

see the end buoy ? You can't ?

There 'tis ! Now row t'ards it

easy now!"
Benjie's directions came fast

and peremptory whilst, with
the help of the tiller, he grabbed
the lines and hauled the nets

up through the water, at first

gently, then as swiftly as pos-
sible. "Pull your outside oar

pull inside inside, not out-

side back outside back both.

You'm on the line steady
steady there ! Pull outside

both easy. Easy, easy now !

I can't haul 'em up straight
while you be pulling. Wants
some learning, don't it, this

here job? Now row easy up
to the next buoy while I shoots

this out again. Can't 'ee see

it? / can. There 'tis, thic

little black mark in the water
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just outside the shadow o' the

cliff."

Feeling around the inside of

the net, shaking it, holding it

up dripping to what light
there was, Benjie caught the

lobsters and threw them for-

'ard in the boat, chased the

wild crabs with his hands
and threw them aft, and

placed the prawns carefully in

a basket beside him. Then he
shot the net, and the volley of

directions began all over again
all over again for each net.

Meddicke was confused by them.
He was still more confused, and
irritated also, by his own mis-

takes. He breathed hard with
vexation. At the end of the

fourth round, the sixty-fourth
haul, he was plainly flagging.
He was "proper mazed."
"You be jumping the water

wi' your oars. You'll catch
one o' they there t'other sort

o' crabs an' crack your skull

if you bain't careful," Benjie
warned him with perceptible
satisfaction. "Better to take
a rest, an' while I count the

prawns, you measure the lob-

sters like they says us ought to.

Here's a footrule I got. The
lobsters be under your feet an'

for'ard. If you can't see, better

to strike a match. We'm out
o' everybody's sight hereabout."

Maddicke felt for a lobster

in the dark, and after several

gingerly attempts and several

amiable warnings from Benjie
to mind its claws he suc-

ceeded in holding it. He found
also the nine-inch mark on the

rule ; but while he was trying
to spread the lobster out flat

on a thwart and to feel where
the tip of its beak was, accord-

ing to regulations, the thing

nipped him suddenly and

savagely.
"
Ough !

" he cried like a

child.
"
Ough ah-h-h !

"

"What's the matter there?

Can't 'ee do it ?
" he heard from

the shadow of Benjie, aft.

"It's bitten me it's biting
me now !

"

"
Squeeze his eyes, then he'll

leave go. Lord ! They bites

me every night, but I don't

take no heed o' it."

Maddicke tore at the lobster.

His other hand was nipped
in the fleshy part of the thumb.
He broke off one claw, and still

the other held fast. He stood

up and dashed his hand about.

He trod on lobsters and crabs.

The boat seemed alive with
them. The squashy cracking
of their shells, partly heard and

partly felt. . . . He breathed
hard with excitement and with

something not far short of

horror.
"
Aye !

" remarked Benjie

coolly, breaking the nipper
from his hand, "a boat in the

dark ain't no fit place for

measuring lobsters. You've

a-spoiled thic. He won't fetch

sixpence now. Fine cock-lob-

ster too, what didn't never

need no measuring."
Maddicke, having done the

wrong thing, tried to put it

right. He fumbled in his

pocket and held out a shilling
to Benjie.

" What's that for ?
"

"
Well, I've spoilt a lobster

that didn't need measuring at

all, you say . . ."

"You just put thio whatever
'tis back into your pocket,

please. The likes o' us an't
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got the money for to pay for

what us spoils. 'Twasn't your
fault. You didn't know. But
there ! You wasn't brought
up to it like us be. A bit

upset, be 'ee ? I could feel 'ee

shaking. You hae a rest while
I goes ashore an' looks in one
or two lobster -holes I knows
for. You stay in the boat.

'Tis nearly low tide an' her
won't hurt for an hour or so

where I'll leave 'ee : 'tis a little

natural harbour like. If you
got time, you can measure the

rest o' 'em an' chuck the under-
sized ones overboard, when

you'm feeling better. My
senses, ain't it dark !

"

Maddicke saw Benjie jump
out of the boat with a skim-net
in his hand, glimpsed him hop-
ping from the nearest rock to

the next one, then saw nothing
except the black darkness ; but
he heard an uncanny chuckle
which might equally have come
from a man or from a half-

awakened sea-bird. Unstrung
already by the cold, by hunger,
by the unusual toil, by the blind

savagery of the lobster, by
Benjie's relentless volleys of

directions, and above all by his

own failures to carry them out,
he heard with an oppressive sense

of something terrible impend-
ing that mutterings of thunder
to the southward were being
answered by rumblings over-

land. Everything else was for

the moment hushed. A flash

of lightning revealed Steep
Head, its pinnacles and the

patches of bush and bracken

upon its upper slopes, and
showed up brightly the tumbled
rocks around the boat and the
blackness of the hollows be-

tween them. Rain splashed
down. Maddicke shrank into

his coat.

Presently, with a flash that
made the blood prick in his

veins, and crashes that hit like

blows, the storm broke right
overhead. Flash followed flash

;

crash followed crash, and echoed

against the cliff. There was
no rest from blinding light and

overwhelming noise. The solid

earth was in an uproar. Steep
Head, it seemed, was toppling
over, was tumbling down upon
him.
He tried to reassure himself,

then suddenly gave way. In
obedience to a blind impulse of

flight, he scrambled out of the

boat into water that was knee-

deep. He gained the rocks,

slipped on some seaweed, bruis-

ing himself, and fell headlong
into a pool. Jumping up
quickly, he felt around him.
Rocks were everywhere wher-
ever he felt, wherever he tried

to go. By the light of the

flashes they looked like squat
live things, extending on every
side, endlessly. The boat was
what he wanted again most of

all ; that at least seemed to be

partly human, to be company for

him. But the boat he had lost.

He did not even know in which
direction it lay. Another flash

lit it up only a couple of paces
from where he was standing.
He lunged out and clutched

it, as if it would have slipped

away from him. It was a

refuge, though the rain ran

down his back as he sat on
the wet stern-seat. "Benja-
min ! Benjamin Prowse !

" he

called. "Benjie! Comeback!"
Had he looked the right way
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during a flash he would have
seen Benjie's face, screwed up
with laughter and mockery,
peeping at him round a rock
close by.

There was no escaping the

cruel brightness of the storm ;

no escaping the continuous
tumult of thunder. Flashes
there were that sounded like

the crackling of dry twigs;
others like the flicking of whips.
The thunder, reverberating in

the darkness, was a relief

from the lightning. Sometimes
Maddicke caught sight of the

grotesque shapes of the shell-

fish : crabs standing up on
their hinder legs, bubbling at

the mouth, and looking at him
with their stalk - like eyes ;

lobsters black, shining, and
fantastic brandishing their

claws. He crouched down on
his seat, away from the mad-
ness of the sky. He tried to

lift up his feet, away from the

malice of the wild crabs. The
noise they made, scuttling
around the boat, teased the
silences between the peals of

thunder. He covered up his

face and ears. He ceased

struggling to escape. A shape-
less fear, a formless misery
that was almost a relief, took

possession of him. He was
done.

At last Benjie stepped care-

lessly into the boat, as if he
were boarding a railway train.

Maddicke grabbed his wet
trousers. " Let's get home !

"

he gasped. "I can't stand
it."

"
Why, what's the matter ?

"

asked Benjie coolly. "You be

flittering like a sail that's up
in the wind's eye. We'm going

home right 'nuff. There'll be
wind along after this. My
senses, what a storm ! Did
'ee hear it? But I've a-see'd

worse, aye ! an' down here-

under, too."

Maddicke stayed still; did

nothing to help put the boat

to rights. He was helpless.

Benjie took hold of him, laid

him gently in the bow of the

boat, covered him up, head and

all, with sacking, took both

oars, and rowed homewards.
Underneath the sacking that

smelt of cats, Maddicke dozed

off, with the regular rocking
sound of the oars in his ears.

When that stopped he awoke
and looked out dully. The
storm had drifted away to the

eastward. It was bright star-

light above. The boat was

just outside Salterport. To
see the sheltering town, with
its gaslights so close at hand,
was like waking from a night-
mare to find the morning sun

shining into the room. Mad-
dicke, safe at home, was another

man. His confidence returned,
and at the same time he felt

ashamed so ashamed that he
did not think of helping to

haul up the boat.

While Benjie was saying,
" An' now you know what the

likes o' us got to contend with,"
he poked stiff, damp fingers
into one of his pockets. "If

you will send up to-morrow,"
he said with returning dignity,
" I will give you the sovereign
to pay your fine . . ."

Benjie flared up. "If you
thinks I be 'bliged to call on
the likes o' you for the pound
to pay me fine wi', you'm much
mistaken. I be only too glad
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you knows the nature o' it.

Now you can tell 'em what you
thinks. Tell 'em all o' it, not

only what's suiting to 'ee. /
don't want no pound for teach-

ing o' 'ee. Be your gold for to

pay me for me silence on what
I've a-see'd this night when I

peeped at 'ee there in the boat
to Conger Pool? Didn' know
I was looking, did 'ee ? A perty

sight for any one as calls hisself

a man ! Pity thic Fishery
Board, what you does your
duty to, couldn' ha' see'd it !

"

Maddicke, with a miserable

gesture, turned towards the sea-

wall lights to go up the beach
;

and, on catching sight of his woe-

begone face, Benjie added in a

kindlier tone: "Lookse here,

sir, you an't got no call proper
for to be ashamed o' fearing
the storm. There's many a
man born an' bred to fishing
what's mortal afeard o' a

thunderstorm to sea, an' 'tis

worse down under they cliffs ;

an' nobody what an't been
there wouldn't think what
'twas like ; for 'tis a great an'

terrible thing, look you, an'

man be nort in the midst o' it.

Lord's sakes, an't I felt like it

when I been down there by
meself. Will 'ee hae a lobster

or two to carry home ? You'm

very welcome. Well, then, good
night to you, sir, an' thank

you. Only don't you deceive

yourself that I be going to

send up to 'ee for money to

pay for what you didn' know.
That ain't Benjamin. Good

night !

"

Benjie went so far as to pat
Maddicke on the shoulder.

The sovereign was sent down

right enough next morning,
together with a note which

nobody has ever seen
;

and

Benjie did accept it. As to

the bogey man Benjie con-

gratulates himself that the

bogey man has never been seen

on the beach since.
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LAMB S FRIEND THE CENSUS TAKER.

IN Cottle's ' Reminiscences of

Coleridge and Southey' there

is a letter written by Southey
in June 1797, from Christ-

church in Hampshire, in which

Southey speaks of going down
to the harbour in the boat of

Mr Rickman,
" a sensible young

man of rough but mild manners,
and very seditious." To this

Cottle has appended a note :

"On visiting Southey at

Christchurch he introduced me
to this Mr Rickman, whom I

found sensible enough, blunt

enough, and seditious enough ;

that is, simply anti-ministerial."

Such is the earliest literary
allusion to John Rickman, who
is worthy of remembrance in

this year of the census, for he

may be called the originator
of the census in England, and
he supervised the compilation
of the population returns from
1801 till 1831. His name is

hardly remembered to-day, yet
he has many claims to be
rescued from oblivion. His
work upon the population re-

turns was most arduous, for

almost single-handed he set the

machinery in motion, and im-

proved it from year to year.

Moreover, the people of Scot-

land should owe him eternal

gratitude, for he was for

twenty-six years secretary to

the two Royal Commissions
for constructing the Caledonian
Canal and for building Roads
and Bridges in the Highlands,
working strenuously to smooth
all difficulties for Thomas

Telford, the engineer. He was
in himself a person of no little

interest, being an intimate

friend of Southey, Coleridge,

Lamb, and Lamb's circle, to

all of whom he was helper,

adviser, and critic. Besides,
he was in close connection with
Parliament for forty years, at

a critical time in Parliamentary
history. He was appointed
Speaker's Secretary to Abbot
in 1802, and in 1814 he became
a Clerk at the Table in the

House of Commons. As Clerk
Assistant he died in 1840.

No complete account has
ever been given of Rickman,
though his name appears in

many books. He is a kind of

literary ghost, to whom flesh

and blood has never been given,

though Mr E. V. Lucas, in his

'Life of Charles Lamb,' has
been the most successful in this

respect. Mr Lucas had the

advantage of reading the

twenty letters from Lamb to

Rickman, published in Canon

Ainger's last edition of the
1

Letters,' and of finding another
inimitable letter from Lamb
in Mr Gordon Wordsworth's

possession, which describes the

famous rescue of George
Dyer from veritable starvation.

The fact is that the large
mass of correspondence left by
Rickman 1 has up to the present

hardly been used. Besides a
certain number of family letters,

it includes well over one thou-

sand letters between Rickman
and Southey, fifteen from Cole-

1 This correspondence has been kindly put into my hands by John Rickman's

grandson, the Rev. W. F. Rickman.
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ridge, twenty from Lamb, while
in the British Museum there

are thirty letters from Rick-
man to Thomas Poole of Nether

Howey. Southey's son-in-law

only printed about one-third

of Southey's letters to Rickman,
and thirty of Rickman's to

Southey ;
while Rickman's own

son, who wrote a memoir which

appeared in ' The Gentleman's

Magazine,' appears never to

have read any of them. This

correspondence, from which a
selection is now being made for

publication, enables us to re-

construct a very sturdy British

character, and to learn a few
not uninteresting details about

literary and political men of

the day. To do justice to these

MSS. in a short article is im-

possible, but it may be worth
while to pick out certain special
instances in which they illumin-

ate Rickman's life, his friends,
and his times.

Let us first speak of his

friends. Of these, Southey was
the oldest and the most in-

timate. Their friendship began
in 1797, only ending with
Rickman's death, and the cor-

respondence stretches over

practically the whole period.
What drew the two men to-

gether is not quite clear, for

Southey was a poet, and poetry
Rickman regarded as a "

toy
in manhood." Certainly what

Southey admired in Rickman
was his vigorous intellect and
his powerful grappling with
economic and political problems.

Writing to Landor, he said of

his friend : "He is the strongest
and clearest-headed man I have
ever known. '

Pondere, numero
et mensura '

is his motto. . . .

The subject he best understands

is political economy. Were
there but half a dozen such
men in the House of Commons,
there would be courage, virtue,

and wisdom enough there to

save this country from that

revolution to which it is too

certainly approaching." It was

probably Southey's strong Tory
politics which attracted Rick-

man, who hated Pitt and all

Whigs like poison : probably,
too, he could discern that

bent for solid learning which

developed in Southey in

his later life. During the

first year of their friend-

ship they speculated upon a

scheme to which they after-

wards returned for founding
a bfyuinage in England, and
Rickman urged Southey to

turn his verse to this good
purpose. When Southey went
out to Portugal in 1800 Rick-

man practically acted as his

agent. He negotiated the sale

of the poem
' Thalaba '

to

Longmans, supplied notes, and
saw to the correction of the

proofs. On his return, Rick-

man procured him the post of

secretaryship to Mr Corry,
then Irish Chancellor of the

Exchequer. Southey soon

gave up this post and retired

to spend the rest of his life in

Keswick. From there he wrote
all his hopes and disappoint-
ments to Rickman, asked for

his criticism, and commented

upon the events of the day.
Rickman answered regularly,
often at great length, spar-

ing of sympathy, lavish of

advice and criticism. When-
ever Southey came to London
he was Rickman's guest and
free of his house. Their friend-

ship, accompanied by little out-
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ward show of affection, was

very deep. Rickman, who even
in family life was the most
formal of men, often ends,

" God
bless you, my dear S. !

" while

Southey says that he counted
Rickman's friendship one of his

best pieces of fortune. When
the agitation over the first Re-
form Bill was rife, Rickman
called upon Southey to save
the State with his pen. He
urged him to come to London
to get local Parliamentary
colour, saying that he would

supply him with all the solid

arguments. The result was the

planning of a book of ' Col-

loquies,' which never appeared,
owing to some difficulty over

publication, and in which

Southey and Rickman were
to sustain the argument in the

fictitious characters of "Mon-
tesinos

" and " Metretes." Writ-

ing in 1830 Rickman says
" My present notion is not to pre-

pare the book as of any party, but as

a warning voice, to prevent revolu-

tion finding men unawares, because it

is not in the shape of popular violence.

I would treat as a problem the effects

of various forms of government in

England, and let all men see that

non-resistance against the growing
power of the Opposition, and non-
defence of what is left to the Crown,
cannot but lead to reform of Par-

liament, which cannot but abolish

tithes, seize Church land, ruin agri-
culture and the landed interest by
free import of corn, and under the
name of 'equitable adjustment' pay
as much, or rather as little, of the
interest of the national debt as the

taxpayers think fit."

Rickman's letters during this

time are particularly full of

observations on the proceedings
of Parliament, and they make
a good antidote to the many
published memoirs of the time,
which are mostly Whig.

But before proceeding to

Rickman's politics, more must
be said about his friends. Next
to Southey in point of inti-

macy though first in interest

comes Charles Lamb, who
came to know Rickman in 1800

through George Dyer, when
Rickman was editing

' The
Commercial and Agricultural

Magazine
'

in London, and

living in Southampton Build-

ings, opposite Lamb. There is

a famous letter from Lamb to

Manning describing his new
acquisition in terms almost of

ecstasy

" He is a most pleasant hand ;

a fine, rattling fellow, has gone
through life laughing at solemn

apes ; himself hugely literate, op-

pressively full of information in all

stuff of conversation, from matter
of fact to Xenophon and Plato can
talk Greek with Person, politics with

Thelwall, conjecture with George
Dyer, nonsense with me, and any-
thing with anybody ; ... up to any-
thing ;

down to everything ; whatever

sapit hominem. A perfect man. All
this farrago, which must perplex you
to read, and has put me to a little

trouble to select, only proves how
impossible it is to describe a pleasant
hand. You must see Eickman to

know him, for he is a species in one.

A new class. An exotic, any slip of

which I am proud to put in my gar-

den-pot. The clearest-headed fellow.

Fullest of matter, with least ver-

bosity."

Their friendship lasted till

Lamb's death, though it was
most flourishing in the early

days, and Lamb's letters are

most frequent while Rickman
was away in Dublin as sec-

retary to Abbot, who was
then Chief Secretary for Ire-

land. Lamb's letters abound
in humorous descriptions of

common friends, particularly

George Dyer and George Bur-
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nett (George I. and George II.

as they were nicknamed). For

Dyer, the butt of Lamb's letters

and essays, the absent-minded,
ultra-benevolent man of letters,

Rickman had the fullest ad-

miration, with an appreciation
of his comic side. He tells to

Southey a story of his forget-

fulness, unfortunately impos-
sible to print, which rivals any
of those told by Lamb, who said

in one of his essays,
" for G. D.

to be apart from the body, is

sometimes (not to speak it pro-

fanely) to be present with the

Lord." Dyer's obsession was
to be useful to his friends. He
had a mania for trying to find

work for all the young men
of his acquaintance, whatever
their merits. There are two

very characteristic letters from
him to Rickman no other

letters of his are known, and
these are unpublished the one

written just after his rescue by
Lamb from starvation, regret-

ting that he cannot do any
more for George Burnett, and

urging Kickman to find him a

snug berth
;
the other recom-

mending Rickman a young
man who was in great destitu-

tion, but was warmly spoken
of by his washerwoman, who
also washed for George Dyer.
This person turned out a thor-

ough rascal. Rickman tells

Southey a delightful story of

Dyer, who never had a penny
in the world, and was the most
unbusinesslike being that ever

held a pen. He says

"Geo. I. is relapsed into the full

enjoyment of petty patronage and
blind benevolence. He went to

Lamb the other day and put Is. 6d.

into his hand, explaining that he had

prevailed on somebody to buy the

unfortunate John Woodville [Lamb's

play] at that half-price (he, Geo. I.,

not having been desired to have any-
thing to do with the sale of the book).
Lamb pocketed the Is. 6d. with due

complacency, and G. D. concluded his

exploit with saying how little he
could now do for those he wished
to serve !

"

Nevertheless, on another oc-

casion Rickman says of Dyer :

"I question whether anybody,
with the same scanty means,
ever created so much happiness
for his numerous friends as he."

With the unfortunate George
Burnett, a joint-pioneer with

Southey and Coleridge in the

mad scheme of Pantisocracy,
Rickman had a good deal to

do. His letters to Southey and
Thomas Poole abound in refer-

ence to his idleness and vanity
and the impossibility of doing
anything for him. We learn

from Rickman many fresh de-

tails about this unfortunate

failure in life, the death of

whom in a workhouse was so

wildly bemoaned by Coleridge
as to bring on a fresh attack

of Mary Lamb's insanity. Over
and over again Rickman tried

to help him, but he was abso-

lutely incapable, even of ruling
lines in the population books.

The unfortunate man who had
to write on these lines was
forced to fetch the sheets one

by one from Burnett's lodgings,
and would then find him in

bed protesting that he could

not proceed for want of ink.

Certainly, Rickman was not

sparing of Burnett's very sus-

ceptible feelings ;
even Southey

tells him that one of his severest

letters to Geo. II. was a " cruel

dose of yellow gamboodge."
Nevertheless, in spite of all his

anathemas, Rickman probably
made more efforts than all his
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friends to set Burnett up in

life.

Lamb's friends have some-

what distracted our attention

from Lamb himself. Lamb's
letters to Bickman, from their

very recent publication in a

new edition of an old work,
are probably less well known
than they ought to be, espe-

cially as the law of copyright

prevented Mr Lucas from quot-

ing them to any extent. They
continue at intervals till the

year before Lamb's death.

Rickman was a familiar figure
at the Wednesday evening
whist - table, a fact which is

noted by Crabb Robinson,

Hazlitt, Leigh Hunt, and Tal-

fourd. In the last year
of his life Lamb dined

with Rickman at the Bell to

be reconciled to Godwin, the

"Professor." His over-indulg-
ence in alcohol probably pained
the severe Rickman, as we may
judge from a passage in a very
interesting unpublished letter

from Coleridge, which gives it as

his opinion that smoking was

entirely answerable for Lamb's
love of spirits. Before the pipe
he was satisfied with porter, but

tobacco sent him to gin. We
may suspect this phenomenon
to be the product of Coleridge's

imagination. Of Lamb's death
Rickman writes to Southey

" Lamb died just before I left

town, and Mr Ryle of the E. India

House, one of his executors, whom I

know, notified it to me and promised
to call, but he has not done so, and I

believe his letter gave too favourable

a statement of the circumstances. He
said Miss L. was resigned and com-

posed at the event, but it was from
her malady, then in mild type, so

that when she saw her brother dead
she observed on his beauty when

asleep, and apprehended nothing

further. In like manner it was said

by Mr Eyle that C. L. died of

erysipelas, but induced (if induced at

all), I now find, by some unhappy vio-

lence he sustained in a state of reck-

less intemperance. I always thought
such must be his end, and am sur-

prised now it was delayed so long."

Before leaving Rickman's
friends I must make a short

reference to Coleridge, who was
introduced to Rickman by
Southey. In 1804, when Cole-

ridge came to town intent on

finding a ship to Malta, Rick-

man did everything for him in

the way of discovering a vessel,

and Coleridge takes leave of

him in the most solemnly affec-

tionate terms. Yet Coleridge's

visionary nature and his weak
character were wholly anti-

pathetic to Rickman, however
much he admired his intel-

lectual powers. The friendship

certainly lasted till 1813, when

Coleridge's tragedy "Remorse"
was staged in London. Rick-

man had apparently suggested
some excisions, and Coleridge

accepted his suggestions with

alacrity, writing an interesting
letter describing a rehearsal at

which the unusual spectacle
was seen of an author insisting
on excisions from his own play,
to which the manager and
actors would not agree. Still,

there was much in Coleridge
which Rickman actively dis-

liked metaphysics, nature-

worship, his opium - drinking,
and his love of self-display as

a talker. His references to

Coleridge in letters to Southey
are never cordial, and there is

no evidence that he regretted
his death.

It is now time to speak of

the political side of Rickman's
life. As I have said, he was
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a vigorous Tory, a hater of

Pitt and the " Tantararas "

during the war with Napoleon,
and a determined opponent of

Catholic emancipation, reform,
and the whole Opposition policy
in later years. It is curious

to learn that he considered his

employment to supervise the

census an attempted political
bribe. In 1796 he had written
a paper on the advantages of

enumerating the population,
which was shown by Mr (after-
wards Sir) George Rose, M.P.,
to Charles Abbot (afterwards
Lord Colchester), who was also

interested in the subject. In
1800 the first population Bill

was passed. Rickman says to

Southey

"At my suggestion, they have

passed an Act of Parliament for

ascertaining the population of Great

Britain, and as a compliment (of

course) have proposed to me to

superintend the execution of it.

Next March the returns will be

made, and I shall be busy enough
for a short time, I suppose. I sus-

pect all this attention (it is more

immediately from G. Rose) is in-

tended as a decent bribe : which I

shall reject, by . doing the business

well, and taking no more remunera-
tion than I judge exactly adequate
to the trouble. It is a task of

national benefit, and I should be
fanciful to reject it, because offered

by rogues. As they know me for

their foe, I cannot suspect them of

magnanimity enough to notice me
with any good intention."

Of Pitt, Rickman says he
"had genius without acquired
knowledge ;

whence his affec-

tation of infallibility and all

the woes of Europe." Rick-
man's letters to Thomas Poole
are full of allusions to politics.
In 1803 he writes :

" I fear we
shall never see our Government

worthy of our country. They

make loans and new taxes,
both badly, and that is the

sum total of their exploits in

the last century." He was at

first glad when Addington suc-

ceeded Pitt, but after the resig-
nation of his Government he

says :
" It is a load off the

mind, to have been lightened
of such pitiful, mean, sneaking,

shuffling fellows." Rickman
seems to have fully expected
a serious revolution in Eng-
land at any tune up to the

passing of the Reform Bill.

In 1805 he tells Poole that

only a despotic form of govern-
ment can save our national

existence. Fox was at first

his hero, but in 1806 he, too,

was rejected.
"
Charley Fox

eats his former opinions daily,
and even ostentatiously, show-

ing himself the worst man but
the better Minister of a corrupt
Government, where three people
in four must be rogues and
three deeds in four bad." When
the long Tory administration

began, Rickman was not much
happier. He found the Govern-
ment too weak in a dangerous
crisis, and badly led against
the attacks of the "

Whigga-
mores," backed by the " Mobo-

cracy
" and the " hell-hounds

of the Press." It is amusing
to think of the staid Parlia-

mentary official breaking out

thus upon Perceval's assassina-

tion: "I expected Mr Perceval
to be murdered, but I had

expected it from the Burdetts
and other vermin rendered in-

furiate by the weekly poison

they imbibe from sixteen news-

papers emulous in violence and
mischief." In 1816 Rickman
writes characteristically to

Southey :
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" I am in a bad state of mind,
sorely disgusted at the prevalence
of that mock humanity which is now
becoming the instrument for dissolv-

ing all authority, government, and
I apprehend human society itself.

Again we shall have to go through
chaos and all its stages. It is of no
use to think, or to try to act for the
benefit of mankind, while this agree-
able poison is in full operation at

present. I retire hopeless into my
own nutshell, till I am disturbed

there, which will not be long if the

humanity men prevail. The revolu-

tion will not, I expect, be less tre-

mendous nor less mischievous than
that of France, this mocking human-
ity being only a mode of exalting
the majesty of the people of put-

ting all things into the power of the
mob."

Liberalism and all its works
were Bickman's bogey. His
economic studies persuaded him
that selfishness was the only
foundation of justice, and that

unsystematic benevolence, as

he looked on the reforms of

Whitbread, Huskisson, and

Romilly, was simple pandering
to the passions of the mob.
While refusing to admit the

distress of the years after

"Waterloo, he tended to ex-

aggerate the magnitude of the

riots, and demanded more re-

pressive measures, especially
the restriction of the liberty
of the Press. Certainly he had
some excuse. The excesses of

Cobbett and his followers

copied by some newspapers of

to-day were calculated to

obscure all right judgment and
breed nothing but class hatred.

The question of Catholic

Emancipation moved Kickman
to a very unreasonable degree
of wrath, but he looked on it

as another manifestation of

mock humanity and Whiggery.
The want of vigour in the

Tories distressed him beyond
measure. In December 1828
he writes to Southey

" The Tory party is no more, and
if they cling together so little as to

leave to ruin our victorious champion
[Wellington], assailed only by a Radi-
cal dissenter shopkeeper, who can
ever serve them ? I do not wonder
much ; but now we have'only to keep
as right as we can our "Whig masters."

Duringl829 he gives Southey
frequent bulletins of the vacil-

lations of politicians over this

question. The passing of the

Emancipation Act he looked
on as a cowardly concession by
the Duke of Wellington, which

brought little profit to him.
In March 1830 we read

"We have spent much time here
in long debates, and have arrived at

nothing useful or agreeable. The
Government began the session know-

ing themselves to be outnumbered,
and have been steering their narrow

course, sometimes buffeted, often

yielding, and the other day beaten.

Of course the Whigs and Radicals

profit by this, and few days pass
without some concession, so that the
Government must soon cease to

govern by influence, and we shall

have to choose between arbitrary

power and democracy."

The introduction of the

Reform Bill made it clear what
the outcome would be democ-

racy. Says Rickman, in March
1831,

" Great sport we had last

evening in the House of Com-
mons laughing at the silly,

though destructive, plan of

Lord Johnny for reform of

Parliament, and the backing
speech of the Tricolour Donkey
Lord was truly asinine."

Southey received almost daily
bulletins of progress. On
March 12

" The Ministers in their desperate
humour are evidently intriguing with
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O'Connell and are rapacious for Radi-
cal aid. . . . We reckon about 260
or 270 will vote for the Bill, 300 or

320 are against it, but there may be
fearful defection by wilful absen-
tees. The coward of Kent (Sir E. K.)
already shows the white feather in

asking a fortnight's leave of absence,

foreseeing ill-health with careful eye."

Of the second Parliament of

1831 Rickman says
" The new House of Commons are

better -
looking and better behaved

people than the last, and I am will-

ing to argue well from physiognomy.
The inconvenience to be apprehended
is just that which Lord A. [Althorpe]
apprehends in his mention of Sir R.

Peel, that, by reason of his frozen
uncordial manner, nobody personally
likes him, and as a grand apostate he
has no right to claim, nor appearances
to justify, confidence in him."

The Tories were still certain

of their House of Lords, though
Rickman writes :

" The Bishops
are most to be distrusted;
their baseness in the R.C. Bill

has nearly destroyed all hope
of them, if promotion of these

Reverend Self-Seekers is well

managed."
Rickman's letters from July

1831 onwards might almost
have been written to-day, so

alike in many ways are the
situations. The letter of July
25, 1831, begins

"We go on with the Reform Bill

about as fast or as slow as expected,
but the Government are dispirited
not only at their defect of answer
or argument, but as foreseeing that
their labours will be lost in the Ho.
Peers, where it is said they already
expect a defeat by a growing major-
ity of 65

; too many for any profli-

gate creation of peers to overcome,
seeing that such creation is prohib-
ited by the adverse feeling of their

friendly peers, who like not thus to
be degraded."

As to-day, so then, the Irish
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party was a powerful factor

in the situation

" The Whigs," says Rickman, "are

wholly governed by the newspapers,
the popular, and Mr O'Connell a
short threat from whom has pre-
vented them from disarming his

Irish subjects, although this was
rumoured as the formal and even

unwilling decision of the full Cabinet
as on a matter of clear necessity."

Again

"Last evening O'Connell's squad-
ron of Irish devils he rates

them at 40 testified through his

mouth their sudden quarrel with
the Whigs, whom they have driven
to some unavoidable rebellion against
O'Connell's wishes. . . . This squad-
ron of 40 are now at the service of

the present Opposition, and boast

they can put out or in any party by
their weight in either scale."

A parallel is not far to seek.

At the end of August Rickman
writes

" The Radicals are become so

troublesome and dangerous to the
Government that I expect the Whigs
and Tories are trying to coalesce.

The D. of W. and Lord Grey have
met on some fair excuse, and Sir

Robert Peel's opposition is more and
more measured. He grows intimate
with nobody, . . . but he will not do

anything very wrong, and his elo-

quence and habits of labour in office

are indispensable to any strong
Government, for all our pigmy states-

men in a mass could scarcely com-

pose a Gov*- of decent strength and

capacity."

As the crisis came to a

head Rickman became less

hopeful. In April 1832 he
tells Southey

" Politics are wilder than ever ;

the rebellion in Ireland being a

palpable concomitant of any such
reform of Parliament as was madly
promised by the Whigs in reward for

Irish support, their English friends

will not go to this length, and they
O
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must keep touch with O'Connell &
Co., or quit office. . . . Whigs,
Whiggamores, Whiggissimi !

"

Nevertheless, reform was
carried, and Bickman took a

malicious pleasure in the dis-

comfiture of the Whigs in the

new Parliament

"Our Pandemonium would be

perfectly devilish and intolerable,
did not the new Devils cuff and
scratch and tear to pieces the Whig
Devilry beautifully, by making
speeches in close imitation of the

factious speeches of the latter, and

always refuting their arguments out
of their own mouths, or of the
former mouth of Lord Brougham.
In time (how soon the tormented

Whigs must decide) they must resist

the Radicals and their enlisted Union,
and I, willing to do good in the day
of need, have sent in an easy plan for

this purpose. It may lie unexecuted
till remedy is too late ; but I have
done my devoir. . . . The Irish yells
are so fierce and frequent that I

can't abstract myself so as to write

letters, &c., at the table."

PerhapsRiokman'smost griev-
ous disappointment throughout
was the weakness and foolish-

ness, as he thought, of the

Tories. My last quotation
shall be his opinion, given
in 1834, of the Duke of

Wellington

"As bad a statesman as he is a

good general, and curiously substi-

tuting one character for the other in

the stratagem of surprise whereby
he carried the R. Oath, question,
the grossest of all specimens of im-

propriety in civil government. His
insult to Scotland in the promotion of

Abercromby was not so bad. But
the worst of proceedings from want
of foresight or pure ignorance of the

working of the English Govern-
ment was the abolition of about 20
offices which produced a regular
squadron in support of the Gov-
ernment in the Ho. Commons. At
present this band of defence is re-

duced to about 20, they are low

enough at 50, and the Government

now lies open to defeat from any
concert of 50 democrats on any
question ;

and by multiplying such

questions the Democrats and Radicals

cannot but succeed in course of time.

So much for the wisdom of the D.

of W. If we can arrive at a

good military Government, the only
chance left, the said Duke will do
well enough ;

till then he is best on
the shelf."

Such was our first census

taker, one of the few Tories of

his day who had studied with

great assiduity economic and

political questions. The statis-

tical results of his population

inquiries obscured at times the

truth of his vision, but the

universal testimony of his

friends is that he was a man
whose advice could unhesi-

tatingly be taken. The amount
of work he accomplished was

enormous, though it brought
him little reward, except that

reward to him the greatest
which is the consciousness of

duty done. He was a sturdy
Briton of the old school, rough
externally, formal in his con-

versation, harsh at times, but

exceedingly generous, and never
too busy to do a service

;
im-

patient of dilettantism, but
devoted to learning of all

kinds ; in himself not humor-

ous, but thoroughly apprecia-
tive of such men as Lamb. He
was the last Clerk at the Table
to wear black knee-breeches
and a stock. The value of his

work on the census cannot be

overestimated, and we are apt
to forget that what is now the

work of a civil department was

originated and carried through
by a single man and a band of

clerks whom he himself in-

structed.

OELO WILLIAMS.
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TALES OF THE MERMAID TAVERN.

BY ALFKED NOTES.

II. THE FAERY BUCK.

[Being the only true account of how WILL SHAKESPEARE went deer-stalking

in Charlecote wood, where unless by the eyes of the poet no deer was
ever to be seen.]

SOME three nights later, if my memory hold,
Ben Jonson and Kit Marlowe, arm in arm

Swaggered into the Mermaid Inn and called

For red-deer pies.

There, as they supped, I caught
Scraps of ambrosial talk concerning Will,
His Venus and Adonis, and how it held

The colours of the Stratford country-side,
And all the glowing passion of his youth
Transmuted past discovery but a-throb

"With the red life-blood of Anne Hathaway
Under the skin of Venus.

"Gabriel thought
'Twas wrong to change the old writers and create

A cold Adonis."
"Laws were made for Will,

Not Will for laws, since first he stole a buck
In Charlecote woods."

"Where never a buck chewed fern,"

Laughed Ben, "unless it chewed the fern-seed, too,

And walked invisible."

"Bring me some wine," called Kit,

And, with his knife thrumming upon the board,
He chanted, while his comrade munched and smiled.

Will Shakespeare's out like Robin Hood
With his merry men all in green,

To steal a deer in Charlecote wood
Where never a deer was seen.

ii.

He's hunted all a night of June,
He's followed a phantom horn,

He's killed a buck by the light of the moon,
Under a fairy thorn.
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in.

He's carried it home with his merry, merry band,
There never was haunch so fine

;

For this buck was born in Elfin-land
And fed upon sops-in-wine.

IV.

This buck had browsed on elfin boughs
Of rose-marie and bay,

And he's carried it home to the little white house
Of sweet Anne Hathaway.

v.

" The dawn above your thatch is red !

Slip out of your bed, sweet Anne !

I have stolen a fairy buck," he said,
" The first since the world began.

VI.

"Roast it on a golden spit,
And see that it do not burn

;

For we never shall feather the like of it

Out of the fairy fern."

VII.

She scarce had donned her long white gown
And given him kisses four,

When the surly Sheriff of Stratford-town
Knocked at the little green door.

VIII.

They have gaoled sweet Will for a poacher ;

But squarely he fronts the squire,
With " When did you hear in your woods of a deer ?

Was it under a fairy briar ?

IX.

Sir Thomas he puffs, "If God thought good
My water-butt ran with wine,

Or He dropt me a buck in Charlecote wood,
I wot it is mine, not thine !

"

x.

"If you would eat of elfin meat,"
Says Will,

"
you must blow up your horn !

Take your bow, and feather the doe
That's under the fairy thorn !

XI.

"If you would feast on elfin food,
You've only the way to learn !

Take your bow and feather the doe
That's under the fairy fern !

"
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XII.

They're hunting high, they're hunting low,

They're all away, away,
With horse and hound to feather the doe

That's under the fairy spray !

XIII.

Sir Thomas he raged ! Sir Thomas he swore !

But all and all in vain
;

For there never was deer in his woods before,
And there never would be again !

And, as I brought the wine "This is my grace,"

Laughed Ben,
" Diana grant the jolly buck

That Shakespeare stole were toothsome as this pie."
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THE INSPECTOR OF GOZ DAOUD.

I.

THE night before I started

on my annual tour of in-

spection up the Blue Nile I

dined with Fortman, the Civil

Secretary, kindest and best of

men. After dinner he said
"
By the way, will you be

stopping at Goz Daoud ?
"

"Yes," I said, "I think so.

The boat takes in wood there,
and I believe we stop for a

night."
" I wish you would look up

Aveling," said Fortman. " You
know him, don't you ?

"

"Oh yes," I said, "I know
him. Melancholy beggar, isn't

he?"
"Well, he always used to

be," said Fortman ;

" but Billy

Graham, who saw him not

long ago, says that he's now
quite a cheerful bird. He's a

jolly good man at his job,

anyway. We got a note
from him on the taxation

of rain - lands two or three

months ago which was really
excellent : the Sirdar thought
it was quite a good scheme,
and I believe it's going to be

adopted. So I wrote to Ave-

ling and congratulated him,
and said I was glad he was

taking such an interest in his

job, and hoped he was get-

ting to like the life here, and
all that sort of thing. Be-

cause, you know, he always
used to be so fearfully de-

pressed : he did his work all

right, but he never seemed to

get any fun out of it, or out
of anything else : and in this

country a man doesn't do

much good unless he's a bib

enthusiastic. Well, the reason

I want you to look him up
is this. He wrote me a very
nice letter, but a most awfully

queer one. He said that he
knew he had always been a

bit of a wet blanket, but that

the most amazing thing had

happened to him which had
made him the happiest man
alive. He said he couldn't

tell me the story then, but
he hoped some day he might
be able to explain it. I sup-

pose it's all right, but it's a

bit odd, isn't it ? He used to

be profoundly depressed, and
now he's extremely cheerful :

and the change, whatever
caused it, has made him one
of the keenest and best men
we've got. But I must say
that I should like to know a

little more about it."

"Why bother?" I said. "It's

all to the good, isn't it ?
"

"Oh, it's not idle curiosity,"
said Fortman. " But I rather

distrust these sudden changes,

especially in this country. The
climate and the life have such
a queer effect on some people ;

and one has to keep an eye
on fellows who are all by
themselves, like Aveling. Of

course, I don't want you to

report, or anything of that

kind : but you might just
look him up, and tell me if

you think he would be the

better for a spell of civilis-

ation. He's doing so well

where he is that we don't

want to move him. All the
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same, if you think lie wants
a change, we could easily

manage it."

So I promised to look him

up, and next day I started

off on my tour. To tell the

honest truth, I didn't think
much of Fortman's story.

Aveling might quite well

have had news that he was
out of some mess about which
he had been worrying ;

and

anyhow, it didn't seem to be

any one's business except his

own. Besides, I didn't take

much interest in the man : he
was such a gloomy beggar, as

I knew him.

II.

It was a week later, and one
of the hottest afternoons I ever

remember. The little stern-

wheel steamer, kicking her

way up against the Blue Nile

in flood, seemed to be baked

through and through by the

sun, like a cake in an oven. It

was too hot to read, too hot
to shoot crocodiles, too hot
even to smoke. One could

only lie and pant, and wait
for the setting of the sun.

Even Abdou, my fat Ber-

berine servant, seemed to feel

the heat. He was late with

my afternoon tea, and he

appeared to have something
on his mind : for he stood

about, when he had put
down the tea -

things, looking

distinctly uneasy. At last he
said

"After an hour and a half

we get to Goz Daoud."
"
Yes," I said sleepily.

" Does your Excellency land
there for dinner with the In-

spector," he asked, "or will

the Inspector dine with us on
board?"
"I expect I shall dine with

him," I said,
" and very likely

I shall sleep there to-night.
The boat won't go on till to-

morrow morning."
Abdou seemed more embar-

rassed than ever. " Better

your Excellency stop on board,"
he said ; and when I asked him

why, he replied,
" Who knows

if the tale is true? Yet a tale

is told which I do not under-

stand. It is said that his

Honour the Inspector, Aveling
Bey, has always with him a

Djinn, who tells him of things
unknown to mortals."

"Nonsense," I said; and
Abdou said

" As your Excellency pleases.
This is the story. Who knows
if it is true ?

" and he waddled
off.

After he had gone, I remem-
bered my conversation with

Fortman, and Aveling's letter

about the "
amazing thing

"

which had happened to him.

Had this anything to do with
Abdou's yarn ? Of course, one
thinks nothing of stories of

Djinns or " Afreets
"

in the

Sudan : according to the

natives, they are everywhere.
One, I remember, used to haunt
the road leading down to the

river past the Adjutant-Gen-
eral's house in Khartoum. The
boldest donkey-boy would never

think of going that way after

dark. But I had never heard
before of an Afreet or Djinn
befriending an Englishman.
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I puzzled over it for a bit,

and then gave it up. It was
too hot to worry over any-
thing.
The sun was setting as we

oame into the Goz Daoud reach.

The Blue Nile widens out there
for two or three miles, and the

soene was one of those which
so print themselves on the
brain that it is impossible ever
to forget them. The westward

sky was full of that lavish

and fantastic splendour which
seems peculiar to the Sudan :

the wide river was as red as

blood with the reflection. A
great herd of breeding camels
had come down to drink, and
showed dimly on the western
bank : behind them a row of

palm - trees stood out black

against the blaze of the sun-

set : and above the palms
hundreds of cranes flew in long
lines across and across, like

some strange pattern worked
in black on a background
which changed each moment
through every shade of orange,
scarlet, and purple. Slim Arab
girls, in their dull blue robes,
stood along the bank, balancing
their water-jars on their heads,
and greeting the steamer with
their high, quavering cry. We
see such gorgeous pictures
sometimes in the Sudan, and

forget for a moment the green
hills and the soft grey light of

England, which at other times
are never very far from our
minds.

As the steamer drew up to

the Goz Daoud landing-place,
I saw Aveling waiting for usj
and he came on board the

moment we tied up. Never in

all my life have I seen a man
so completely changed as he

was in the six months since I

had last met him. The hard
lines had all gone out of his

face, and he looked at least

ten years younger ;
but the

startling thing was that his

settled melancholy seemed not

only to have disappeared, but

to have been replaced by a

happiness too complete and
absolute to be described as

placid. He simply radiated

happiness. The Sudanese
soldiers on the lower deck
became one vast grin the

moment they saw him. His

manner, too, was completely

changed. Formerly he had
seemed to make an effort to

take his part in conversation,
or even in the most ordinary

interchange of civilities ;
but

now he was the perfect host,

genuinely glad to see his guest,
and conveying his pleasure

naturally in every tone of his

voice.

As we turned to walk up to

his house, I noticed at once
that all was well with Goz
Daoud from an administrative

point of view. They say that

the experienced general can
form a very good opinion of

the military value of troops

merely by seeing them march

past on the parade-ground.
We who are engaged in the

business of government soon

get to know at a glance
whether the machine is working
smoothly or not in any station

we visit. When Aveling gave
the usual evening greeting,
"
May your night be happy,

oh Sheikh," the answer,
" And may yours be happy
and blessed, oh Master," came
with a readiness and enthu-

siasm which left no doubt of
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his popularity. The Sudanese
Arab is always polite, but he
is not always very hearty in

his greetings. The sheikhs

and notables of Goz Daoud

evidently thought Aveling a

gentleman and a good fellow,
and were glad to let you
know it.

Something had happened to

Aveling, and it had improved
him out of all knowledge. So
much, at least, was evident.

But I could form no sort of

conjecture as to what it was.

However, after all, it was no
affair of mine : I had no right
to cross-examine him about

rumours, and no sort of wish
to do anything of the kind.

All seemed to be well, and I

dismissed from my mind Fort-

man's anxiety and Abdou's
foolish tale of the Djinn.
He gave me a surprisingly

good dinner, and the more we
talked the more I liked him.

Towards the end of dinner,

something he said reminded
me of the latest Cairo story
which had drifted down to

Khartoum. It was a typical
Cairo story, rather amusing,
rather improper, very malici-

ous, and probably not in the
least true. I began to tell it

to him, but when I was half-

way through he leaned over

and touched my arm. " Would
you mind," he said, "not fin-

ishing that story." I suppose
I looked surprised, for he

laughed, and went on. "
Oh,

I'm not so squeamish as all

that, you know : I daresay
I should be a good deal

amused, if we were alone. But,

you see, we aren't," and he

laughed again.
"What do you mean?" I

said
;

" there is nobody here

but ourselves."

"Yes, there is," he said.
" My little Doll is here, though
you don't see her. She came
down with me to the boat to

meet you ;
but I could see she

wasn't visible to you."

Frankly, I thought the man
had gone clean off his head

;

and I suppose he read my
thoughts, for he said,

"
Really,

you know, I'm not in the least

mad. Doll's here all right,

though you can't see her. I

sometimes wonder whether any
of the natives can : I've a sort

of idea they think there's some-

thing unusual, but they don't

say anything. I see I must
tell you the whole story. I

meant to, really, all the time :

in fact, I made up my mind
that I would, as soon as I

heard you were coming, for a

reason you will soon under-

stand. But it's a long yarn :

let's get into more comfortable
chairs while I tell it. The
drinks are by you."

III.

" Did you ever

some people called

Colonel Marinier, of the
Indian Army, and his wife ?

"

asked Aveling.

hear of said. " Wasn't there some
Marinier tragedy ?

"

"I'm coming to that," said

Aveling,
"
but, in order to

explain a rather unusual story,
I remember the name," I I must begin with myself. My
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father and mother both died

when I was quite a little kid :

I don't even remember either

of them. I was brought up by
a guardian, who was kind

enough, but really, you know,
didn't care much about me.

Nobody did, much, that I can
remember: I rather liked one
of the grooms myself, but he

thought I was a little nuisance.

Then at school I got on all

right with everybody, but I

never had any particular pal.
There were several fellows who
were pretty friendly asked me
to stop with them in the holi-

days, if two or three fellows

they liked better couldn't come,
and all that sort of thing but
no one who was really an
intimate pal. I should have
liked one, but somehow they
didn't seem to come my way.

" It was pretty much the
same at Sandhurst

;
and then,

just after I was gazetted, I got
a letter from Colonel Marinier,

saying he was an old friend of

my father, and had just left the
Indian Army and settled down
in Hampshire, and asking me
to go down and stop with
him whenever I could get away.
I went down, and somehow
from the very first I found my-
self liking them much more
than any one else I ever met.
Marinier himself was a very
good sort, and his wife was

simply and entirely delightful.
She was the best - looking
woman I ever saw, I think, and,

quite apart from that, she was
the sort of person every one

liked, because no one could

possibly help it. They had one
little daughter, and she was
Doll, who is here now, though
you can't see her. She was

about nine then, and we took

to each other from the start,

didn't we, old lady ? I re-

member she announced the

first evening I was there, first,

that she liked me, and secondly,
that she was going to call me
Dick, which isn't my name

;
and

Dick I was to all of them from
that time on. I was there a

week that first time, and before

I went I was much fonder of

that kid than of all the rest of

the world put together which
sounds absurd, but it's true.

And when I was going away
she came and hugged me, and

said, 'I wish you were stop-

ping here for a month. I wish

you weren't going away at all,

ever.'
" I can't tell you how much

those people were to me, and
Doll in particular. I used to

spend pretty well all my leave

with them, and Doll and I were

always knocking about the

country together, when she

could get away from her

governess. Wasn't it Charles
Lamb who said,

' What a lass

to go gypsying over the world
with'? That just describes

Doll : she was the best com-

panion you can imagine. As
good as gold, too, and such a

wise little beggar.
" One day, when she had

been very silent for a good
time, and seemed to have been

doing some serious thinking,
she said,

' When I'm a grown-
up person, do you think, Dick,
that perhaps you'll like to ask
me to marry you ?

'

I told her
I didn't think anything about

it, and that of course I was

going to marry her when she

grew up, whether she liked

it or not. She said, 'I think
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I'd rather you asked me, Diok,

though of course I should say
yes.' Mrs Marinier laughed at

us, and said Doll was too young
to think about such things.
So we didn't talk about it any
more; but I was quite deter-

mined in my own mind to

marry her just as soon as she
was old enough.

" Then came the South Afri-

can War, and we were ordered
out. I got a couple of days'
leave, and went down to the
Mariniers to say good - bye.
The last afternoon Marinier
and I went out to shoot some
rabbits : I hadn't a gun with

me, and he lent me an old one
of his. We were coming back,
and I had taken out my car-

tridges and given the gun to

the keeper, when he called out,
'

Stoat, sir, there in the spin-

ney,' and gave me back the

gun. I couldn't see anything,
so after a moment we went on.

Marinier was talking about

outposts, and I was very
much interested, and wasn't

thinking about the gun, which
I didn't give back to the

keeper. At the corner of the

wood we met Doll : I hate

going on with this story ;
it

almost makes me sick to think
about it, even now. I said,
'

Hullo, there's another rabbit !

'

and pointed the gun at her,
and it went off and killed her
stone-dead on the spot. Stone-

dead, that's one comfort : she
can never have known what
hit her : she was not three

yards off, and was shot right

through the heart. There's no

possible defence or excuse for

ever pointing a gun at any-
body ; and I knew that as well

as any one else. Of course the

keeper had slipped in a car-

tridge when he saw the stoat.

If I had thought, I should have
known that he wouldn't have

given me an empty gun. But
I suppose something in my
brain stopped working : one
can't account for these mad
follies.

"I don't remember much
what happened next. I wanted
to shoot myself, and the

keeper, very properly, wanted
to shoot me; but Marinier

stopped us both. He picked

up poor little Doll, and started

to carry her home. I asked
him if I might carry her, but
he said, 'No.' Then, when we
were half way home, he said,
' I must go on and tell Mary.
Take her, Dick,' and gave her

to me to carry. That was the

kindest thing any one ever did,

I think.

"Then, when we were near
the house, Mrs Marinier came

running out, very white and
fierce. She said nothing, but

took Doll in her arms and car-

ried her indoors ;
and I wand-

ered into the garden and
wished I could wake up from
this horrible nightmare. I sat

down on the step of the school-

room door, and wondered in a

dull sort of way what would
be the best way of killing my-
self. I hadn't the least idea or

intention of going on living.

Presently Mrs Marinier came
out of the house and Marinier

after her : he said something
to her which I didn't hear.

She came towards me, and
then turned and walked two or

three times up and down the

lawn, trying to control herself.

Then she came to me and be-

gan, very coldly, 'My poor
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boy ,' and then she stopped
and sat down by me on the

step and cried and cried. ' You
poor Dick,' she said,

'

you poor
old Dick, it's most dreadful
and horrible for all of us, but
it's much worse for you.' She
took my hand and held it, and
we both sat there crying like

a couple of babies. At last I

said,
' I can't go on living, you

know : I really can't : I must

go out.'

"Marinier had come up, and
was standing close to us. He
said, 'You're a soldier, and
war is declared. You've got
no right to go out.'

"Mrs Marinier kept tight

hold of my hand, but she

didn't speak for some time.

At last she said, 'Dick, my
dear old boy, I'm sorry for you,
but you must go on living till

your time conies. "What would
Doll think of us if we let you
kill yourself? You must pro-
mise me not to, Dick, for Doll's

sake : you will, won't you,
Dick?'
"So I had to promise; and

I went to say good-bye to Doll,

my little Doll that I had

killed; and I told a coroner's

jury of my damned folly, and
I rejoined my regiment, the

unhappiest man, I suppose,
that God ever made."

IV.

" I remember well that first

day on the transport. Martin
oommanded the troops on
board Conky Martin, who
afterwards did so well in the

war. He was looking through
a list of the officers on board
when I came up, and when he

got to my name he said,

'Aveling, Aveling, isn't that

the damned fool who shot

Marinier's kid?'
"There was an awkward

silence
;
and then I said,

'

Yes,

sir, I'm the damned fool, only
the expression isn't nearly
strong enough.'
"He looked at me for a

minute, and then he said, 'I

entirely agree,' and went on
with his list.

"All that voyage I kept

looking at the sea with a sort

of sick longing to jump over-

board and have done with
it ; but I couldn't, because of

my promise. If only someone

would have fallen overboard
and given me an excuse, I

could have gone in after him :

but nobody would. My colonel

talked to me like a father

about my depression.
' Damned

silly thing to do, of course,' he

said, 'but, after all, a pure ac-

cident. We all do silly things
sometimes. Why make a song
about it? What?' But, of

course, neither he nor any one
else realised that Doll had been

anything more to me than just
a kid, like another. My old

colour -
sergeant also did his

best to console me. 'If I

might take the liberty, sir,' he
said one day, 'my advice to

you would be, sir, do not be
down -'earted. "What is the

use of ree-pining ?
"
as the song

says. You take this regret-
table incident too much to

'eart, sir, I do assure you.'
But that's just what it was :

to them it was a regrettable
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incident, while to me it was a

tragedy which had wiped all

the happiness clean out of my
life.

"We had a long spell of dull

work when we first landed, and
I brooded over my disaster

more and more. Then at last

we suddenly found ourselves in

the middle of some hard fight-

ing in the north of Cape
Colony. Martin turned up to

command the force to which
we were attached

;
and shortly

after he came we had a sharp
brush with brother Boer, who
attacked us in force. The
bullets were falling pretty
thick, and I thought my chance
had come : I jumped up from
behind the entrenchments, and

began observing the advance
and waiting for a kind bullet.

'Lie down, that officer,' came

Conky's angry voice from the

rear : as bad luck would have

it, he had come for a look

round. I hesitated, but I

couldn't well disobey, and I

wasn't touched. When the

scrap was over, Conky Martin
sent for me. 'Look here,' he

said, 'young fellow my lad,

you aren't paid and trans-

ported out here to spoil my
casualty returns, so don't you
think it. If you want to get
killed, I'll give you a chance
later on. But if I see you
standing up again to be shot,

by God I'll have you broke for

cowardice in the face of the

enemy.
'

"I will say for him that he
did give me some chances,

though none of them came off.

All I wanted was decent death
and burial, so of course no one
could hit me, though I used to

go in bald - headed for every

chance of a scrap. After one
hot thing, later on in the war,

my Colonel wanted me recom-
mended for a V.C. ; but Conky
wouldn't hear of it, and quite

right too. I found I could

forget my troubles when the

fighting was actually on, and

really at moments I quite en-

joyed life : but it was as bad
as ever when I got back to

camp. When Conky got a big
command he took me on his

staff, to my great surprise, and
he worked me hard and gave
me lots of exciting jobs. But
I couldn't get hit, and I was
never sick or sorry all those

three years.
" I used to write constantly

to Mrs Marinier, and she to

me. We talked quite freely in

our letters about Doll
;

and

nothing could have been kind-

er than the way she wrote.

She told me that she had
known that I was really, seri-

ously devoted to Doll; and
that Doll had been quite as

devoted to me. She said that

I wasn't to think her too

miserable, because she had a

consolation, about which she

would tell me when I got
home. Then her letters stopped
suddenly : and a month later

came a letter from Marinier to

say she was dead. When I

read that, I thought it really
was the last straw : but Mar-
inier went on to give her last

message to me. He wrote :

'An hour before she died she

said that she had just seen

Doll, who was very happy.
She also said :

" You must
write and tell Dick that I have
seen her, and that some day
he will see her too : and tell

him he must wait, and not be
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so miserable. Mind you tell

him." She kept on insisting,
and I promised to write.'

"That message consoled me
a good deal, though I didn't

then understand what it meant.
I had got to stick it out some-

how, and something would

happen some day; but how I

could hope to see Doll again
was more than I could under-
stand. When the war at last

came to an end, I was one of

the very few who regretted it,

on personal grounds. My regi-
ment was going home, and I

didn't much look forward to

life in an English station, as

you may imagine. I asked

Conky if he could get me a

hard job. He said, 'I think
I can get you into the Gippy
Army, my old show. They're
a very good crowd. When
you get to the Sudan, ask to

be transferred to the Civil

Administration. They'll give

you four men's work to do, and
there are always plenty of

chances of pegging out in the

Sudan, if that's what you're
after.' He went on, 'I can't

quite understand your case,

Aveling. There seems to be
more in it than meets the eye.

Any one would be pretty sick

who had shot a kid by acci-

dent; but I should have thought

you'd have got over it by now,
after all this fighting and see-

ing facts as they are. You
didn't shoot the kid on pur-

pose, did you?'
"I suppose I looked rather

savage, for he said,
' All right ;

don't shoot me, any way. I

know you didn't ; only I can't

explain you. How old was
she?'

" ' About eleven,' I said.

"'Well,' he said, 'it beats

me altogether. Go to the

Sudan and work yourself right

again, if you can
;
but I doubt

it. I think a good clean death
is what you want. Pity, too :

I could have done something
with you. If you come out all

right, just write to me any
time, and I'll find something
for you.'

"Well, he got me the job
here, and went off to India

himself. Good man, Conky : I

liked Conky. You know him,
don't you? Long, thin man,
with a big beak and hollow

cheeks, rather like a hungry
wolf. A bit of a terror, but
a good man."

V.

"
Well, you know what I've

done here. The work always
interested me a good deal, but
I never could get really excited

about it. I took no leave last

year, except a month's shoot-

ing up the White Nile, where
an old bull - elephant nearly
got me, but not quite. What
was the good of going home?
Marinier was away, travelling

somewhere, and I had no one
I much wanted to see. But
those long hot afternoons, when
you can do nothing but wait
for it to get cooler, got on my
nerves a good deal, and I began
seriously to consider whether I

was really bound to go on with
it. Mrs Marinier was dead,

peace be upon her : she knew
much more about things now,
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and probably wouldn't keep me
to my promise, knowing what a

burden life was. Marinier's ob-

jection was gone, now that there

was no war. Why shouldn't I

put an end to the whole thing ?

" There is a convenient eddy
half a mile down the river from

here, which takes you right
under and only lets you up
again a mile and a half down.
We lost several black soldiers

there when we first came up.
I could easily engineer a little

boating accident, which would
do the trick.

"Well, about five months

ago I had got all my affairs

pretty well settled up, and had
made all my arrangements. I

was to go out by myself in a

small sailing -boat about five

next morning to shoot duck,
and I was going to do a heavy
gybe and upset just above the

eddy. I turned in early the

night before, feeling quite light-

hearted, like a schoolboy just

going home for his holidays. I

woke up at dawn, and there

was Doll sitting on the foot of

my bed, and positively grinning
at me. I thought it was a

dream at first
;

but there I

was on the roof as usual, and
it was light enough to see. I

said, 'Have you come to say

good-bye, my dear, my dear ?
'

She said,
' Don't be an old

duffer, Dick. You're not going
to drownd yourself.' She al-

ways used to say 'drownd,'
and insisted it was right, in

the face of all argument. I

was glad to see her again, by
Jove : but I hardly dared move,
I was so afraid she'd disappear.
But she said, 'It's all right,
Dick. I've come to stay and

keep you company till you come

over to us. It won't be very
long now, Dick.'

"
Well, well, I can't tell you

much more, you know. Ever
since Doll has been here I've

been perfectly happy. We
don't talk much to each other

nowadays, because we can un-
derstand each other quite well

without words. I wanted her

to tell me about her world,
and now, I think, I do under-
stand it pretty well; but I

could never explain it to you,
because there are no words
that apply. Doll and her

mother are together, and yes-

terday she told me her father

had ' come over '

too : so I

suppose he's dead. They are

all perfectly happy that I'm
sure of. Doll always laughs
about having been shot by me,
as if it had been a rather

amusing incident. That is

their view of most of our

tragedies, so far as I can make
out. They talk about them
much as we talk about the

little disasters we had when we
were kids. The other world is

all quite simple, really much

simpler and more natural and
much better than we imagine ;

only there aren't any words to

describe it.

"I fancy my time must be

pretty well up, and I'm quite

ready to go. Doll says it will

be very soon. I wanted to tell

some one all about it, because

there may very likely be lots

of other miserable beggars, as

I used to be, who are worrying
themselves about nothing. I

don't say you don't have to

pay for wrong-doing ;
but it's

what you are that matters

most in the end, not what you
have done. Perhaps my story
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may be some use to some of better turn in. You'll sleep here,
them. won't you? I've told them to

"Pretty late, by Jove : we'd make you up a bed on the roof."

VI.

A fortnight later I stopped
again at Goz Daoud on my
way down. To my surprise I

saw Billy Graham, who be-

longed to another district,

waiting on the landing-stage.
"Hullo," I said, "what are

you doing here ?
"

"Taking charge," said Billy,
"till some one is sent to take

Aveling's place."
"What has happened to

Aveling?" I asked, though I

knew already.

"Dead," he said. "Black-
water fever. The day before

yesterday."
I went on shore with him

and saw Aveling's grave. Billy
said, "I only just turned up
in time to see the last of him.
He was quite cheerful, as if

he'd been just off on leave,
after a long spell. The people
here were most awfully cut up :

I never saw a crowd so cut up
as they were. One old sheikh
made a long speech, in which
he said that it was perfectly
well known that Aveling had
been under the special protec-
tion of Allah

;
and he talked

as if there had been some kind
of miracle. They all seemed to

agree : but when I talked to

the old sheikh afterwards he
said that nothing was certainly
known, and that it was better

not to pry into mysteries.
We went back to the boat

for dinner, and afterwards

Billy said
" Before he died Aveling said

that you knew all about him.

Can you tell me, or would you
rather not ?

"

I hesitated a good deal.

Three years before, when Billy
first came out from Oxford, I

shouldn't have dreamed of tell-

ing him such a story. He
would have dismissed it with
a confident disquisition, in

which the words "subjective"
and "objective" would have
occurred several times; and
that is the sort of thing it is

difficult to stand when you
get to a certain age and know
your ignorance. But three

years in the Sudan make a lot

of difference. I told him the

whole story.
When I had finished, we

smoked for some time in sil-

ence. Then I said, "Do you
believe it, Billy?"
"Who knows," said Billy.

"Yes, I do believe it, I think.

A few years ago I believed

nothing, and thought I knew
everything worth knowing.
Now I know next to nothing,
and believe a whole lot. Yes,
I believe it. At least, I hope
it's true."

After that he went ashore
;

and we cast off from the

landing-stage, and went down
river with the flood. All the

wide reach was a sheet of silver

in the brilliant splendour of

the moonlight. I repeated to

myself Billy Graham's words
"At least, I hope it's true."

E. C. WINTON.
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BARBIZON.

" I was for some time a consistent Barbizonian ; et ego in Arcadia vixi, it

was a pleasant season ;
and that noiseless hamlet lying close among

the borders of the wood is for me, as for so many others, a green

spot in memory." R. L. STEVENSON, Fontainebleau.

To the philosophic wayfarer,
the changed character that
comes to a town or village is

a matter to engage the interest.

As with men so with hamlets :

the features may remain the

same, there may be few added
wrinkles and not more than
one or two new houses, but
the expression is altered so

that it more truly represents
the new habits. To me, coming,
after the lapse of no more than
five years, to renew my ac-

quaintanceship with Barbizon,
there were many unremembered

signs that blurred the old im-

pression ; to the men of thirty

years ago, to the free republi-
cans of Siron's Inn, there would

be, I fancy, an unrecognised
stranger in whose companion-
ship they would with difficulty
recall the familiar glances of

a pleasant friend, now dead.

The forest stands at the door
of the village, still unchanged ;

there still are glades, and they
are not difficult to find, where

you may wander undisturbed,

dreaming what dreams you
will

;
the Long Kocher, the

Bas Breau, and the Heine
Blanche show, it may be sup-
posed, a minimum of change ;

the blue marks, on rock and

tree-stem, shall, now as yester-

day, guide the wanderer back
to dinner and to bed. But

amongst these pleasant places,
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in the silence of the forest, a

man intent on meditation must

keep a wary eye about him
;

snares are set for him on every
side. For should he be too lost

to his surroundings, wandering
on in a mixed company of

dead men and of future hopes,

vainly imagining himself upon
the threshold of great artistic

achievement, he will likely
stumble upon a family of

picnickers, whose innocent en-

joyment and undoubted mirth
will chase away his fancies,

and send him fuming down
a less frequented path. For
him " the broad white causeway
of the Paris road "

is become
a dusty horror, which at all

costs must be shunned ; no

longer
"
only at intervals

"
is

the " vehicle of the cruising
tourist

"
seen " far away and

faintly audible," but rather at

all times of the day, and very

frequently, does it go by with
a maximum of noise and en-

veloped in a choking cloud of

dust. But let him not com-

plain ;
he can avoid the high-

way even, with a little care,

the picnic party, which stirs

not very far from its supply
of food and in some sunlit

aisle, or resting beneath the

shadow of some lizard-haunted

rook, may shape his thoughts
in peace. The Gorges d'Apre-
mont will surely provide him
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with some lonely spot ; and,

supposing him to be in a
mood of idleness, disinclined to

wander far afield, there is a

quiet valley just beyond the

Nid d'Amour des Peintres, a

place of bracken and cool

shade, where he may lay long
odds on finding solitude.

So he may refresh himself,
with no more than the vague
consciousness of a possible in-

terruption to disturb him,

among scenes that have
charmed a generation that is

past. He will delight in the

subtle spell which the place
casts

;
he will have profit of

his idleness
;
and if he be en-

dowed with any decent sense

of justice, will pay the passing
tribute of his thoughts to those

men whose writings and whose

pictures led him to this pleasant

playground. To that band of

artists, to Rousseau, Millet,
and Stevenson, who found in

this forest of Fontainebleau a
friend that was kind to them,
and, through their vision, kind
to many others, he should, sit-

ting at ease in the well -fur-

nished chamber of his mind,
" turn down an empty glass."
But to be in such company,

when the bells of Barbizon or

of Chailly may be heard in the

silence of the forest, is to touch
a note of melancholy ;

for at

such times the village of the

past will confront the new

masquerader, and in the com-

parison a cause for complaint
will be found. As the sights
and sounds of the new Barbizon
fall upon his senses, when, com-

ing from the forest, the village
street lies before him peopled
with a crowd of tourists, the

meditative traveller will suffer

some disquiet, bearing Fate a

grudge that the spot is no

longer as it used to be.

Already, when Stevenson
described the village and its

inn nearly thirty years ago,
the danger threatened, the

shadow of dissolution haunted
the dinner - table at Sirou's.

The blow has fallen
;

the

ancient peace has fled ;
the

bourgeois and the tourist have
knocked with such unfailing

persistence at the gate that

the door has been opened, and
the whole place has been in-

vaded by their respectable and

noisy presence. The artist has
cried his threatened " Not
here, O Apollo !

" and the

summer sees him no more at

Barbizon. "The lesson of un-

limited credit
"

is unlearned

by the present race of inn-

keepers ;
and the impecunious

traveller, though he be an
honoured master in the House
Beautiful of art, must steal

darkly from his lodgings, leav-

ing his baggage behind him,
if he be minded to leave his

bill unpaid.
No more does an inexorable

community of artists drive the

objectionable stranger from its

doors
;

rather the community
itself is gone, seeking with an
ever - growing despair some

quiet corner to which the
circular ticket gives no access,
where the noise of the excur-
sion is not heard. A little

while ago and the artist chose
the spot that called to him,
and there established himself

in comfort and great freedom
;

being ever mindful of his own
convenience, which must be
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seen to include that of a lean

purse, he settled not far from

Paris, withstanding the half-

hearted invasion of the lay-
man world. To-day his enemy
has triumphed, and he himself

is fled and routed, hiding in

quiet corners and in small

numbers, lest the report of a

prosperous settlement should

bring the army of guide-book
equipped pleasure-seekers about
his ears.

And so to Barbizon the art-

ist comes no more
;
or coming,

arrives quietly and when the

tourist is gone, straggling in,

himself and fellows, like pale
shades that haunt the scenes

of ancient splendour, all the

pride of ownership departed,
and content to catch the fad-

ing colour of late autumn or

the first stirring of the early

spring. Then when the fam-

ilies, the small tradesman with
his brood, the stranger

" from
across the seas," have departed ;

when the dust and noise of

their transit has died down ;

when for a breathing-space its

former peace descends upon the

village, they come back, the

sobered artist men back to

the inn of Siron, changed and

altered, back to a rehabilitated

Barbizon, where they must pay
their shot and live the life of

the "intelligent bourgeois," or
suffer ignominious expulsion or

the rigours of the law.

And at the inn of Siron,
whither in pious pilgrimage
they turn their steps, all is

changed. Siron is gone these

many years ; Barbizon had yet
to buy new clothes when death
came to him. The inn itself,

now flaunting a new title and

a new proprietor, offers to the
world a face so altered that

old friends might pass it by.
In place of the old plastered

front, there is erected a con-

scientious imitation of a tim-

bered building much decayed,
the ravages of time being faith-

fully represented by the brush
of the house decorator. Carved
beams that might grace bar-

onial halls are affixed to the

fa9ade. St Hubert about to

fall from his horse in an

ecstasy of astonishment at

sight of the stag this surely
the masterpiece of the com-

placent decorator conveys a

nice suggestion of the sylvan
nature of the neighbourhood.
A new sign creaks in the

wind. Within much is new
;

a more conventional comfort
has superseded the old order.

Buildings to house the new
invader have sprung up round
the garden; electric lamps
hang from the trees, so that
the tourist, seated on the
former site of cabbages, may
enjoy at his ease his dinner
and the summer night, con-

juring up the while visions of

Robert Louis Stevenson and
other strangely clad, eccentric

artist folk.
" The high inn

chamber, panelled with in-

different pictures," still re-

mains
;

but here again the

old character is gone, and the

change is surely marked by
the neatness of the apartment,
which proclaims it a habita-

tion rarely used. Candles no

longer gutter here, talk and

laughter seldom disturb the

night ; occasionally, when the

weather is bad or the evening

chilly, a party of tourists will
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take refuge in the room
;

at

other times it may be seen

empty, exuding a strong odour
of paint, aping in somewhat

pathetic fashion the manner
of an exhibition of painting.
As I last saw it a short while

ago, its exhibits would claim
no high standard of artistic

merit, yet it was distinguished

beyond any exhibition that I

have ever seen. Facing the

door and covering the greater

portion of one wall were many
canvases from the same hand

pictures I dare not call them.
The crudest oleographs, set

cheek by jowl with texts upon
some cottage wall, had cer-

tainly put them to a blushing
shame. The hand of their

creator, it would appear, is

very fruitful, so that his ac-

cumulated output might well

become a danger to the vil-

lage had he not the pleasing
habit of scraping his can-

vases when the winter calls

him back to Paris. He is

reported a man of means, and
is named an untiring worker

a combination of circum-

stances that surely does him
credit. In the name of faith-

ful service, it is much to be

regretted that this zealous

slave of the goddess had not

known Barbizon in other days ;

amidst a community of artists

he had likely learned a lesson,
and turned his energy to other

things.
An established tradition is

a thing the hand of time is

slow to kill
;
so about this for-

est village there still hangs
a diminished population of

painters, living apart from the

tourist, shunning as far as

possible his contact, but haunt-

ing the place which was sacred

to their tribe. Men of sub-

stance, owning carefully kept
villas, some of them, one, at

least, the holder of a name

greatly honoured in the world
of art, but, for the most part,
men to whom success or fail-

ure has become established, who
seek, amid pleasant surround-

ings, domestic quiet and ease.

Youth with its energy, noisy
in its hope of recognition, has

passed the village by. The
tourist to whom, despite the

most careful upbringing, the

painter, equipped with the

materials of his work, is always
something of a side-show, has
driven the worker into hiding.
The noise of the motor-car;
the shouts of intending picnic

parties; the strains of the

Tzigane orchestra making a

brave show above the clatter

of dishes; the prospect of

fashionable dresses being dis-

played in the gardens of the

new hotels
;
a much-frequented

village street such things will

force the artist, his head full

of dreams of work, into the
closest concealment. Occasion-

ally, in the early hours of the

morning, while most of the

pleasure-parties are yet engaged
with their coffee or their toilet,

a furtive figure, carrying the

apparatus of his craft with

something of defiance, may be
seen stealing down the village

street, coming from the forest :

there, since the first dawn of

day, he has painted at some

spot already chosen by a

hundred of his predecessors,
which now, from nine of the

morning until dark, is filched
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from him by the conquerors of

the village. So at Barbizon
the life of the vanquished is

hard to support. The tide

may turn
;
the approval of the

populace may be diverted ; but
the restoration of the artist

republic to its full powers will,

or I am much mistaken, remain
the unrealised dream of faithful

loyalists.
The village is now concerned

with other interests : it is con-

nected with the outer world

by a steam tramway which

occupies the greater portion of

the village street ;
a man may

step from his inn door into the

train, and within two hours be

seated in his cafe on the

boulevards of Paris
;
the morn-

ing paper comes to Barbizon,
so that the inhabitants may
read it as they sip their

coffee. But for the forest,

which unmoved surveys so

many changes, and for a cer-

tain quiet clearness of the air,

the place is in a fair way to

lose its individual character,
and to become classed with a

mass of doubtful companions
as a minor holiday resort. To
the native Barbizonian, who by
reason of a weight of years
does not reckon this connection
of the village with the town
the sign -manual of happiness
and of success, the rapid dis-

appearance of all traces of the
old life should be a circum-
stance of much regret. One
old dame of my acquaintance
is, in any case, inclined to

style the bargain but a poor
exchange. To Madame Veuve
Siron the old order held some-

thing that the new can never

give.

And here, in the dislike of

this old Barbizonian to that
which now prevails, there is

something more than the
alarmed distrust of age ;

there is

the memory of a village which
made its way with a pleasant

independence, and which was
not minded to seek an entrance
to fashionable entertainments
clothed by a country tailor.

The peasant if he is once per-
suaded to a loss of interest in

his country life, if in a moment
of folly he sets to copying the

manners of his neighbours in

the town, is embarked upon a
road of failure. Having be-

littled his own merits so that

they appear to him as defects,
he foolishly attempts to model
his life as far as possible on
that of the citizen, and lacking
both opportunity and training
for such a way of living, arrives

at monetary loss and needless

discontent.

La Veuve Siron is of the old

peasantry, now but rarely
found in the vicinity of towns :

the love of the land about her

birthplace is more than the

love she bears her children,

and, since it is wider, holds a

stronger warp upon her life.

To the man born of a long race
of sires who have been masters
of a tract of land, the blood
that is his, holding its tradi-

tion of rule, is very dear; but
from the peasant, whose fathers

served in place of ruling, the

land must claim allegiance,
he is born of it, and his life is

spent in tending to its needs,
and in this double claim upon
him there is more than any off-

spring alone can show. Madame
Siron was born on the same
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spot where, later, she and her

husband built, in some part
with their own hands, "that
excellent artist's barrack "

which housed such goodly
company. For more than

seventy years she slept, and

ate, and lived on the same

ground, making an occasional

excursion, after, we may sup-
pose, much talk and pre-

paration, to some village of

the neighbourhood. To have

looked, night and morning,
upon the same scene during so

long a period ;
to have passed

a lifetime facing the same trees,

with the same fields spread
beyond the garden; to have
been maid, and wife, and

mother, and never to have
known strange rooms and new
surroundings, is to have estab-

lished oneself as a friend and
intimate. In this business of

mortality, in which we are all

of necessity engaged, the way-
farer gains acquaintances which
he may number by the

hundred; he is hail-fellow-

well-met with many different

ways of living ;
he is the inti-

mate, perhaps, of some; yet
with no single phase of all the

business around him is he

really thoroughly at home. He
moves in a world where he sees

many familiar faces, the city
and the village, the high seas

and the mountains, the west
and the east

;
these he may hold

the honoured companions of

many pleasant years, but be-

tween himself and these ac-

quaintances there stands the

barrier of strangeness, a wall

that cloaks surprise; much of

their life is hid from him, and
he makes no complaint at the

circumstance. The resident

envisages the thing in very
different fashion

;
he seeks no

large acquaintance, but having
made one friend is content to

rest in that companionship till

death. Though he misses much
that had probably pleased him,

he^aces no impregnable barrier,
nor does he encounter, since he
has looked so long on the kind-

ly face of his friend, either sur-

prise or want of welcome, and
for him the years go on, placid
and quiet.
A journey very ordinary in

its beginning, the life of Ma-
dame Veuve Siron

;
an affair

in no way different from that
of her neighbours. When she

had ripened to womanhood, a

man sought her to wife
;
and

since he had money but no

land, and since she had land
but no other dowry, he came
to live with her, not she with
him. Therefore as a married

woman, and later as a mother,
she lived where birth had set

her, housing and feeding her

parents as a decent peasant
should. Then, the old couple
dead, the younger generation
formed plans for the arrest of

prosperity. Madame Siron, it

would appear, was seized with
an inspiration, born of the

chance sale of milk to passers-

by. Their cottage had no
more than two houses set

between it and the forest ; the
nearest inn was at the other

end of the village ; people,
either going or coming from
the wood, had often asked for

drink. Now, where one per-
son is found to drink milk,
which was all the Sirons had
to offer, ten may be found to
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drink wine. Along this road
Madame Siron argued, over-

coming there is no matter for

surprise in the circumstance
the hesitation of her husband.

Being a woman of action, she

risked no return of her lord's

timidity, but set a branch
above the door, before such is

the inference her more slow-

witted mate had fully realised

the matter. And there, for

a while, the enterprise stood

still, the Sirons gaining no
more than the price of casual

refreshments. Yet Fortune

eyed the pair with kindness,
and Chance was posting hot-

foot to the door. A painter
a Spaniard, if I have the

story right stood for the mes-

senger of Fortune. He wished
to paint the forest, in which

thing he showed no originality,
and he wished the Sirons to

house him while he stopped at

Barbizon, by which action he
not only exhibited some enter-

prise but established himself as

the founder of a colony. Here
was the occasion which had,

doubtless, been in the woman's
mind when she set the branch
above the door, and it may be

imagined that neither the wife
nor the husband was slow to

use it. The wandering artist

had cause to congratulate him-
self upon his choice, and said as

much to his hosts : being, be-

sides, disinclined to keep his

new discovery to himself, he
informed his friends of the ex-

cellent lodging which he had
found, so that when he returned
he came with a small company.
With three or four guests,

who pronounced themselves
content with the entertainment

offered to them, the Inn of

Siron was fairly launched upon
the world, and might be seen

in a good way to play second
fiddle to the established village

hostelry ;
but Siron, even

though he was something
timid about the first step in

a new enterprise, having
begun the business, was not
inclined to see it fail through
want of careful tending. He
was a shrewd man, and, accord-

ing to his wife's statement, was
not hazed in his judgment by
dreams of riches, but was very
much set on providing his

evening years with comfort.

He, therefore, seeing his chance,
took firm hold of it, and shaped
it to his purpose. A certain

class of men had come, unasked,
to his door, and he was content
to have that class and no other

beside. The artist is an accom-

modating fellow, and in a world
of rogues passably honest. He
has, moreover, one great virtue

when judged from the standard
of the village innkeeper he is

well content to let appearances
go by and to take things as he
can get them. Give him decent

food, some drink, and a clean

bed to sleep in, and, if he is

allowed his liberty and en-

counters no restraint on the

irregularity of his habits, he
will pronounce himself satisfied,

although the service is of the

roughest and the guest become
a waiter on himself.

This the Sirons did not fail

to recognise, and from this

amiable artistic habit they
derived much benefit. Siron

himself might still work in the

fields; his wife could manage
the house, cook the food, and
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even find time to join her hus-

band when the season called

for extra hands. To have
enticed the bourgeois to the

inn would have been to double
the labour of the place, to have

encouraged an occasional and
more exacting race of clients,

and to have driven the first

comer from the door. There-

fore, the host as much as the

guest, one is forced to imagine,
was content to watch the

cuttlefish at work, saw with

great complaisance "the waters
of his chosen pool

"
blackened,

and nightly sought the con-

gratulations of his wife that

the intruders had, again, been

put to flight.
From the first, such is Ma-

dame Siron's statement, the

business promised much as a
home for artists ; so that the

establishment of the "bar-

racks
" was no more than an

affair of time. " The lesson of

unlimited credit" being learned,
the innkeeper was in a position
to secure not only the return

of former guests, but the intro-

duction of others of the same

persuasion ;
and the house

being accredited and patron-
ised, having found and kept its

public, grew in prosperity and
in repute, to the satisfaction of

both the keeper and the kept.
Madame Siron is very em-

phatic upon the point of giving
credit : she will name it a thing

impossible under present con-

ditions, but essentially wise in

the Barbizon of thirty years

ago. Since she and her hus-

band had need of very little

capital to run the inn, they
lost nothing from the fact that

debts were often long unpaid ;

and since it was of the utmost

importance to the community
which they housed that all

payments might, if necessary,
be much deferred, the guests
themselves were concerned to

see that the host incurred no
such loss as should induce an
alteration of his methods.
" To - day !

"
cries Madame

Siron in scorn of this present
which obliterates her yesterday,

"To-day! No. When those

who arrive at the door are al-

ways strangers, the thing holds

good no longer." Disclaiming
any charity in the matter of

payments, this old hostess of

the artists will lay the burden
of changed circumstances on the

doorstep of the present time,

suggesting that the tourist has
banished the idea of trust.

Therefore the artists came to

Barbizon, and to the inn of

Siron; ate what they were

given ;
drank what they could

find; and, conforming strictly
to the habits of the place, paid
their score when money came
their way ; but, whether they
departed with a receipt in

their pocket, or whether they
set forth owing much, held

their debt an affair of honour
which must be cancelled on the

first occasion. It is, in conse-

quence, no matter for surprise
that there remain to Madame
Siron many pleasant memories
of the company that dwelt
beneath her roof, or that, hav-

ing these memories, she holds

herself privileged beyond her

neighbours in that so many of

her guests have called her

friend. Yet, that she is minded
to pass over the achievement
which came to some of them,
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and to dwell alone upon the

men themselves, would show
her no lion-hunter, flaunting
her connection with the great,
but would indicate her fitness

to manage as she did a com-

pany of men engaged in the

same endeavour, to whom a

classification on the basis of

success had been an intolerable

distinction. For, should it be

your privilege to engage in

conversation with this old

peasant woman, you will find

her very readily inclined to

talk of the men whom she once
fed and housed, and you will

hear much of the life they led,

but little of the work that was
its outcome. And should you,

rashly assuming that one so

far removed from the world is

in ignorance of that which her

lodgers have accomplished, seek

to inform her of their distinc-

tion, you will find yourself in

error, and she perfectly in-

formed of their achievements,

yet little inclined to dwell on
them. And, in face of her
obvious desire to talk of the

men rather than their deeds,

you will be forced to the con-

clusion that herein she shows
her wisdom. The world has
their work before it, and can

indulge in the fullest discussion

of its merit : to her, in success

or failure, as great men or as

unknown students whose best

endeavours scarcely served to

pay their bills, they come with
memories about them, and
serve to frame the vision of

forgotten days. To one who
had known Caesar, talk of his

merit as a general would come

something flat and cold.

Should you, however, having

a certain wisdom, be content
to hear the annals of a very
pleasant community, you may
have them for the asking; for

the Veuve Siron is not at

war with talk, and she has
some knowledge of her sub-

ject. She will tell of nights
on which the company were

merry, and of how they sallied

forth into the forest, carrying
tables and a supply of re-

freshment with them, and
there danced and sang until

weariness silenced the last

songster and brought the most
tireless reveller to bed. She
will make mention of the

abominable untidiness of these

artistic gentlemen, explaining
that they shed their property
about as the trees their leaves

in autumn a thing, it would

appear, very distressing to the

housewife. She will speak of

the dinner -
table, where the

company such is her boast

did full justice to the foods

that she had cooked ;
for

during a period of several

decades, which was her tenure

of the inn, she reigned alone

in her own kitchen. The
meal was not marked by
silence. "These messieurs," re-

cords Madame Siron, "were
never silent." Moreover, there

prevailed a pleasant custom

productive of a genial bon-

homie : each man in turn, be-

ginning at him who sat on
the left of the mess president,

paid for the evening's liquor.

Clearly no place for the

morose and teetotal. Although
the table echoed, without

doubt, to much talk that is

better unrecorded, and al-

though the standard of the dis-
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cussions was, perhaps, not very
high, it may be assumed, be-

yond all question, that en-

thusiasm and the warm cham-

pionship of strange opinions
did not lack, and that no

single aspect of all life's

varied puzzle was left un-
mentioned. Surely this same
salon, when, to-day, it drones
with the murmured small-talk

of the respectable tourist, must
recall the clamour and the
heat of other nights, and, as

a dining-room should, sigh for

a generation whose viands
warmed them to a decent
show of spirit.

So, agreeably discoursing,
Madame Siron will shape a

picture of the inn
;
and to

her talk she will introduce

many names, so that the
matter becomes no general
record, but the collected anec-

dotes of many lives. A mot-

ley crowd, a symposium of

Europeans, all embarked on
the same endeavour, and for

the most part with high
hopes. Most of the men of

whom she speaks are alto-

gether unknown to fame, and,
it may be conjectured, to

fortune also
;
a few have done

good work; no more than
two or three have gained the
laurels of the goddess, and
left their happy gifts for un-
born men; yet all of them,
so she who knew them would

maintain, were " brave gar-

fows," good fellows, amusing
companions for the way, and

beyond their good comrade-

ship they met upon another
common ground, they were
all " without the sou."

About two names she will

particularly associate many in-

cidents ; of the two Stevensons
of Robert Louis, un grand

maigre noir, and of his cousin

she has much to say. R. A. M.
Stevenson was the first of the

pair to arrive, and when he came

again brought his cousin with

him; and their hostess, with
a laudable impartiality, to this

day maintains that there was

nothing to choose between the

two of them. In her affection

both are highly placed. That

they were, apparently, seldom

serious, although endowed with
such fiery enthusiasm that a
Frenchman from the Midi had
seemed slow -blooded in their

presence, causes Madame Siron

much admiring astonishment,
and makes her, I fancy, the

more inclined to eye the

Briton with indulgence. The

couple were, during the middle

seventies, pretty constant visit-

ors, and were sometimes accom-

panied by others of their circle
;

but the Sirons held these two,
whose name Madame Siron

pronounces with as near an
imitation of the gulping Eng-
lish accent as I have ever

heard in France, in a very
special favour. The Steven-

sons, not to be behindhand in

the matter of courtesy, made
themselves both useful and
comfortable in the house.

Robert Louis had, it ap-

pears, somewhat of a fancy
for the kitchen as a place to

sit in : there he might often

be seen, seated by the door
which gives into the yard,

very busy with the peeling of

potatoes, and engaged in talk

with Madame Siron or with
others of the household who
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paused within hail. He was
often the proposer of those

nocturnal expeditions which
led to the Brigands' Cave at

Bas Breau nob then the re-

sort of tourists, nor guarded
by a stall adorned with picture

post-cards, and which were
crowned with the drinking of

much punch. One or other

of the cousins would bulk

large in the programme of

the evening's amusement, and

they set something of a fash-

ion for dancing in the open.
Tables and chairs were carried

into some convenient clearing ;

some one, having a certain

aptitude for inducing the
minor portable instruments
to give forth their melodious

notes, was set to play ;
each

member of the company would
see to it that he was supplied
with the beverage of his choos-

ing ;
and the makings of an

agreeable entertainment were
to hand.
Yet the Stevensons were

not exempt from the common
inconveniences which visited

the community; they were no
luxurious amateurs assuming
the prevailing condition of

poverty as a fitting pose ;

not less than their companions
they perceived the merit of

the Barbizonian habit. Of
which fact Madame Siron will

supply supporting evidence.

One day, so runs her story,
after a visit of some length,
the pair presented themselves
to the hostess. "Madame,"
says Robert Louis, acting
spokesman,

" we should like

to pay our bill."
" But certainly, Messieurs,"

replies Madame Siron, pro-

ducing the account ;
"

it is

quickly done."

"Ah! pardon, Madame,"
corrects R. L. S. "You de-

ceive yourself. We should
like to pay the bill that would

give us satisfaction, but we
cannot."

Which, being the essence of

an explanation not infrequent-

ly offered in this connection,
was immediately accepted ;

and
the debtors departed, to settle

the obligation at their conveni-

ence.

Madame Siron, although she

has some knowledge of the

achievements of her guests,
is in ignorance that ' The Epi-
logue to an Inland Voyage

'

was ever written, for she will

supply an epilogue to this epi-

logue with the manner of one

announcing unrecorded facts.

One morning, about the time
of the arrival of the diligence
from Melun, she was surprised,
as she worked in the court-

yard, by the appearance of a

familiar figure in the gateway.
"
Tiens, Monsieur Stevenson !

You are returned !

"
cries she.

"I am back in safety," cries

Stevenson with much meaning.
"Figure to yourself, Madame,
that I have suffered an ad-

venture. I have been in

prison."
Then follows the tale of the

incarceration, which, even when
rendered in Madame Siron 's

patois, gives forth faint echoes

of the laughter of the victim.

And when, later, "the trav-

ellers were telling their mis-

adventure in the dining-room
at Siron's," the laughter which
the recital induced disturbed

the clatter in the kitchen.
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With these and other inci-

dents, Madame Siron would
recall the years when Bar-
bizon was given to the artist,

when its present invasion was
a thing which did not even

threaten. Of Millet and of

Rousseau she remembers much;
and she will throw aside the

placid habit which her years
have brought her, to combat,
with a fine show of heat, the

statement that the former was

unhappy in his poverty: he
had enough, she will main-

tain, since he cared nothing
at all for money. So, from
the hired apartment in which
she now awaits the finish of

her life, this old peasant looks

out across the way to where
the house, of which she was
the foundress and the mistress,
flaunts it in new clothing. Yet
to her, it would seem, the

change is often not apparent :

time steps back a year or

two, and, obscuring St Hubert
and the sham baronial front-

age, there shapes a plain and
whitewashed building ;

voices

that the grave has quietened
laugh and hector in the court-

yard ; and from the lighted
windows of the old dining-
room, now little used, there

sounds the bustle of a meal
in progress. Looking back as

the road turns, she sees the

valley down which her life

has brought her, marks the

place where yesterday she

stood, and so, cheered by many
memories, journeys onward to

death's sea.

To any one at all acquainted
with Barbizon, or with the dis-

trict for some miles around,

Apache will be a familiar figure.

It is unlikely that you will

miss his ungainly body during
the first day of your visit; it

is impossible, if you happen to

be an Englishman, that you
shall go more than two or

three days without his ac-

quaintance. He is a dog of

a most uncommon character,
a true bohemian : something of

a kindly cynic, I should fancy
him, yet tolerant of the folly
that he sees about him, and by
no means blind to his own
faults. The history of his life

is full of incident, touching the

borderland of tragedy ; yet to

load him with unseemly pity
would be an error in good taste

which would, very properly,
cause you to be shut out from
his companionship. He came,
it is reported, to Barbizon in

company with an English
painter; and since his former
master was at the pains to

bring him from his English
home, it is likely that between
the man and dog there did not
want affection, on which count
the subsequent conduct of both
becomes the more inexcusable.

The Apache under what name
he walked his native land does
not transpire was born of re-

spectable parents, exhibits the
well - mannered ease of polite
canine society, and claims to

have the blood of the Irish

terrier in his veins ; but the

circumstances of birth often

fail to account for character,

and, with dogs and men, the

carefully nurtured sometimes
belie their upbringing. At
Barbizon Apache entered into

a kingdom of many delights
became, indeed, so enamoured
of the spirit of the place that
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the habits of his youth passed
from him. After some months,

during which he lived in per-
fect companionship with the
man who owned him, this

master of his went off to Paris,

leaving the dog behind. Being,
it may be argued, well meaning,
though somewhat lacking in

perception, he provided that

Apache should be housed and
fed at one of the local inns

against his coming back. Now,
your ordinary dog is a good-
hearted fellow : he will smil-

ingly put up with all manner
of folly and selfishness on the

part of his master
;
he will see

the man depart for a protracted
holiday, and will greet him
with undiminished affection on
his return

; but that which no

self-respecting dog can suffer

without protest is that he
should be put to board in some

strange lodging, should be cut

off from the companionship of

his human friends, should be
tended and cared for by strange
persons of the servant class.

Therefore Apache, when, after

many months, his master saw
fit to return, greeted him

coldly ; was more than inclined

to dispute his authority ;
and

made small alteration in his

wandering, independent habits.

The man, no fit owner of a dog
at best, resented this ; Apache
cared nothing for the resent-

ment
; and the two fell out.

Off goes the man from Bar-

bizon, and the Apache is oast

upon the world to make his

way alone : which thing he has

accomplished for some years.
His meals he takes where he
can get them

;
his walks with

any of his many friends
; his

sleep at the inn of Siron (under
its new name), where the land-

lord has set him apart a corner

of the courtyard. No man
pays tax for him, and no
officer of Inland Revenue would
have the temerity to ask for

payment. A stranger and an

outcast, he yet maintains a
decent dignity and eschews the

airs of the beggar. He is as

well known in all the forest

between Barbizon and Fon-
tainebleau as the Bas Breau
or the Long Rocher, and his

knowledge of the country sur-

passes that of any woodman.
He will guide you without
fault or hesitation wherever

you may wish to go ;
will see

that you walk upon a decent

track, not stumble awkwardly
among the rocks and heather

;

and should you, foolishly, dis-

trust him, will stand patiently
while you seek the blue marks
on tree or stone. He is a
marauder and a thief, yet
never robs his friends ; he will

fight and put to flight most
of the dogs with whom he
meets

; yet should he have
chosen you as his companion
for the day, he will treat you
with the utmost consideration,
and supposing that you have

tramped to Fontainebleau and

spend an hour or two in the

cafes and the shops, he will

reassume the habit of his long
dead youth, will walk to heel,

obey your whistle or your call,

and see to it that you are

put to no embarrassment on his

account. Here, at Fontaine-

bleau, he is no less well known
than at Barbizon; the greet-

ing,
"
Tiens, 1'Apache ! Bon-

jour, mon vieux," will be given
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to him by many passers-by;
yet he will do no more than
smile at these acquaintances,
having a nice regard for the

companion of the day. Blear-

eyed, sadly out-at-elbows, with

scarred, misshapen paws, the

pads worn off by frost-bite or

by abscess, he yet maintains a
bold face on life. It may be,

no, I am sure it is, that he has
lost much in losing his prestige,
in dropping from his accus-

tomed place in his dog's world.

It is no strained effort after

sentiment to find him aware of

his position, resenting the turn
of fortune that made him de-

pendent on a casual charity,

recalling at times the different

life of other days. So to the

Englishman, I have already
said, he will come with an

especial gladness, will talk

with him in his own tongue,
and will gain some return of

an old happiness by the poor
play of walking at his heel.

Yet the hand of time has set

a seal upon the past, so that
the door behind may not again
be opened. For the Apache,
no more than for Barbizon,
shall there be any return to

the old days. New ways, and
with them new happiness as

well, are come, and the old

may not, however much we
wish it, be summoned back

again. The Apache, with a
wisdom that is sometimes con-

spicuously lacking in men,
takes a grip upon the present,
and makes the best of what
there is to hand. There were,

in other times, other homeless,
nomad dogs in Barbizon ;

there

was " the notorious Cocardon,
the most ungainly and ill-bred

of all the crew," but Apache is

not of these : even this dog,
the last of the true bohemian

Barbizonians, is changed from
the light

- hearted mongrels
who once fought and yapped
at the entrance to the forest.

Amongst the picnic parties
and the shouting tourists he
shows sadly out of place : in

the village of yesterday he had
found a more congenial home.
The air of Barbizon is good,

fresh and sweet beyond its

remarkable clarity ;
children

may play about the forest

with neither danger to them-
selves nor yet anxiety to their

parents. It may be, therefore,
that the future will bring
much prosperity to the village
in the swelling crowd of sum-
mer visitors. For the sake of

the present race of innkeepers
it is to be hoped that this may
come about. But the price

paid, seeing that the purchase
is so ordinary, would seem too

high ;
and the change that is

come, with its careless destruc-

tion of so much that is rare,
remains a matter heavy-laden
with regret. To have been the

nursery of high hopes, to have
been the cradle of much, and
some of it immortal, achieve-

ment, is to have played a more

important part than the pres-
ent village can ever hope to

fill.

HUMFREY JORDAN.
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THE TWYMANS.

BY HENRY NEWBOLT.

CHAPTER XV.

IT was full summer when
the day came for which
Percival had so long been

preparing the day when he
was to present himself at

Downton for his scholarship
examination. Right across

England he went, and far to

the South : indeed he had only
once in his life been so far

South, and that was long ago.
He seemed now to be travelling
in a foreign country : his bare

wolds and smoky Midlands
looked cold and dark in retro-

spect, as he moved hour by
hour down into the rich warm
radiance of the West he felt

as if he had come into a

golden fortune and was leav-

ing years of poverty behind.

Last of all came the drive from
the station to the school. It

was at first uninteresting : but

presently the drowsy - paced
oab emerged from a terrace

into the glare of a wide white
road which at first descended

by a gentle slope. On the left

side of it stood a row of sub-

stantial houses, taking the sun

comfortably on their backs

among lilacs and laburnums :

on the right was a long range
of black paling with a guard
of netting above it, and behind
both a line of young lime-trees.

Even now, while the leaves

still hid the view from him,
Percival heard again and again
the sweet crack of bat on

ball : then as he drew level

and looked between the trees

he saw that which took his

breath with an entirely new
delight. In the distance were

buildings large and stately

they seemed, but he hardly
thought of them in front lay
a wide green sward, level as a

lawn, flooded with low sunlight,
and covered in every direction

with a multitude of white

figures, standing, running,
walking, bowling, throwing,
batting in every attitude that

can express the energy or the

expectancy of youth. At the
first glance Percival felt his

old love of cricket revive in

him so strongly that he would
at that moment have exchanged
all the wolds and woods of

Lincolnshire for this one field

and what it held. At the
second glance something broke
over his spirit like a wave : he
took it for the tide of joyful

anticipation, but I think it was
more than that the inrush of

an idea, the sudden perception,
however vague and distant, of

the meaning of the scene : a

glimpse, behind the mere

beauty of the white young
figures shining so coolly in the

slant evening sunlight, of the

finely planned order and long-
descended discipline they sym-
bolised. He enjoyed keenly
every minute of the four or five

days that followed : the quiet
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Lours of concentration in the

high airy gymnasium where
the examination tables were

laid, the conversations with the
eccentric and abruptly courte-

ous housemaster who gave him

hospitality, the intervals when
he was free to wander about
the Close, taking stock of that
which he already regarded as

his own inheritance. But what
remained in his mind when he
returned home was that first

impression, interpreted, con-

firmed, and amplified by every-
thing else that he had seen.

"You see, mother," he ex-

plained, "it's all just the

opposite of Casterby : there
the fellows did what they liked,
until Nix spotted them, and
then they had to do what he
liked. But at Downton they're
all governed by the laws,
masters and all, even the

headmaster. Mr Don said so.

He said we all make the

Commonwealth together, and
no one can do what he likes."

"I'm very glad to hear it,"

said Amelia, who was always
in favour of laws, "but you
talk as if you were there

already you may have failed,

you know." She did not her-

self believe it : he knew that
she did not, and she was quite
aware that he knew. So, con-

ventional decency having been

observed, they both laughed
and settled down closer on the
sofa to enjoy the future.

"I say, Motherkin," Percy
began in his most alluring

voice, "you'll let Alan come
too, won't you?"
Alan had been too delicate

for Casterby winters.

"You will, won't you?"

Percy repeated ;

" Downton's

jolly warm, you know."
Amelia had her own line to

cast, and cast it as usual with
a light hand. She smiled

mysteriously at the boy and

pressed his fingers a little

closer.

"Very well," she said, "but

you must do the same for me
you must let me come too."

"Of course what do you
mean?"

"If you are both going to

live at Downton, I thought I

should like to live there too."
" But you couldn't live with

us at school," said Percy
incredulous.

"
No, but you could live with

me at home," she replied.
There was a moment of sus-

pense, but the strain was soon

over. The scheme glowed in

the boy's imagination he saw
himself leading the family car-

avan into that golden Southern

country and in some unde-
fined way combining all the

joys of home and exploration.
" Mother !

" he exclaimed,

"you are splendid!"
That Amelia's success was

so much more easily won than
she expected was of course due
to Percy's ignorance of Public

Schools and their traditions.

He did not know that at the

Rugbys and Etons the "day
boy" has always been an ex-

ceptional being, under excep-
tional disabilities, anomalous,

isolated, despised : or that

those other great foundations,
where day scholars form the

vast majority, have generally,
for that very reason, failed to

attain the corporate life and

discipline of a typical Public
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School. His mother had been
well advised on this point, and
she had discovered that at

Downton alone the two sys-
tems were so combined in one
as to secure the advantages
of both without the disad-

vantages of either. Her boys
might sleep every night under
her roof, and escape the sordid

barrack life of dormitories : yet
by day, as members of one of

the two great
" Town Houses,"

they would enjoy and endure
as full a citizenship as any

of the exiles in boarding-houses.

Perhaps it was mainly of health
and morals that she was think-

ing now, for her younger boy's

delicacy had always been her
chief anxiety. But she must
have been aware, too, that the

merit of the Downton plan did
not end there. A school in

which one boy out of every
four is growing up in the
house of his parents may suc-

ceed as well as another in

impressing the ideals of public
spirit and public order : cer-

tainly it will not be so fully
under the domination of that
half - barbarous and wholly
pagan tradition commonly
spoken of as "Boys' public

opinion," and sentimentally
admired by those who have

long professed an exactly op-

posite faith. The mere fact

that a home life the life of

civilised man is present un-

interruptedly side by side with
the makeshift existence of the

barrack, gives a power of com-

parison which is more effici-

ent against the tyranny of a

primitive superstition than

any definite right of appeal
could be.

These considerations, then,

may have vaguely influenced

Amelia's decision : about her

action there was nothing
vague. The list was no sooner

out, with Percy's name in it,

than she began to organise
her migration. Her income
had been opportunely doubled

by the death of a relative

some twelve months before :

she was free to move at will.

In a fortnight she had let

her house, in three weeks she

had bought a new one at

Downton, and was busy with

papers, paint, and the removal
of furniture. The new house
was on the shady slope of

the road by which Percy had

approached the school, and

exactly opposite the spot
where he had caught the

first glimpse of that white-

clad fellowship.

CHAPTER XVI.

Before the end of September corded that from the day he
the second great change in entered Downton he remem-
Percival's life was accomp- bered Casterby dimly and
lished : he had become "

Twy- without regret. If he looked

back at all, it was upon a

primitive chaotic existence,

troubled by irrelevant miseries,

man major," a member of the

Lower Fifth Form, with a
" minor " some way below in

the Third. It must be re- out of which he had escaped
VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLIV. Q
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into a secure and well-ordered

state, worthier of a man of

sense. There was a loss of

romance the elements of

wildness and unexpectedness
had disappeared altogether,
but there was something about
the new life that made it more
and more absorbing every day.
What that something was, a

boy of fourteen could hardly
be expected to realise : but he

explained it clearly enough to

his mother without knowing
that he was doing so, and
Amelia did her best to im-

press it upon his guardian,
Mr Mundy, who was a gentle
but determined critic of Public
Schools.

With his usual fairness and

deliberation, Mr Mundy de-

layed his first visit of inspec-
tion until the boys had been
a full year at the school. The
British Association happened
then to be meeting at Down-
ton, and he foresaw that by
attending it he would gain
the opportunity of making
acquaintance with some of the

masters on neutral ground,
and at a time when they were
not too much immersed in

their work to be able to dis-

cuss the theory of it.

This fell out as he expected,
and by good fortune the

master whom he first encount-
ered chanced to be Mr Don,
Percival's host of the year be-

fore, a man of quaint appear-
ance and eccentric manner,
but, like many of the Downton
staff at this time, of strong
and original character, not
without a touch of genius.
The meeting took place during
an excursion down the Bristol

Channel, the two men leaning
side by side against the rail of

the small steamer and watch-

ing the cloud-shadows on the

Welsh coast while they talked.

Mr Mundy had been an-

swering a series of questions on
the geology of the district, but
he was glad when they came
to an end, for he was more
interested in the personality of

his companion a curious and

arresting figure, with his long
grey hair, high forehead, goat-
like beard, and intense vision-

ary eyes.
"I thank you," said Mr Don

after a moment's pause.
" You

shame my ignorance. I thank

you." He compressed his lips,

grasped his chin with one
hand and forced it down upon
his chest, as if in meditation.

"I wish," replied Mr Mundy
with the slow, modest manner
habitual to him, "I wish you
would be kind enough to do
the same for me. I have never

known enough about Public

Schools my criticism of them
has probably been beside the

mark in some ways."
"In all ways, no doubt,"

said the other. "Our critics

are as much in error as our
defenders. You say we play
too much : we reply that

Waterloo was won upon our

playing - fields. Where, then,
was America lost ? Where do
French or German boys learn

the battle of life? We are

stupid : we lie without think-

ing."
Mr Mundy was puzzled :

but he felt the vehemence
and abruptness to be full of

meaning.
"What is your reason then,"
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he asked, "for giving so much
importance to athletics ?

"

" We do so because they are

wholly unimportant. This is

the doctrine of by-products.
Pursue one thing to gain an-

other seek the trivial to find

the permanent. Observe : I

must have an object for my
walk: I go to buy a pig, or

pay a call upon a fool : as I go
along out of the corner of my
eye I gather beauty. My
liver, too, benefits."

He drove an earnest glance
into Mr Mundy's eyes, and
then continued as if he had
heard a reply.
"No certainly not. At

nothing of importance must

you aim directly. Art pleases

by felicities, but it does not
aim at them. They are a
bonus. So in religion which
is not Salvationism : seek ye
first the Kingdom, but by los-

ing your life, not by saving it.

You were thinking of educa-
tion : very well, we grasp in-

formation by handfuls, we find

learning somewhere in the

bunch. Yes, the bunch," he

repeated in a tone of intense

reflection, "the bunch."
Mr Mundy ventured again.

"I understand something of

by-products in chemistry," he

said, "but what is the by-
product you get from ath-

letics ?
"

"I wandered," replied Mr
Don,

" I did not stray : I

wandered to the other side of

the road. It is all one : we
learn to hit a ball, to call it

cr(j>alpa or pila what do we
gain by that? Nothing, but

incidentally we learn to con-

struct the Universe. I say to

my form,
' Why do you come

into this life, where you cheat
and waste, and beget cheats

and wasters? Why do you
come to this school to idle and
kick each other's shins and

worry me? My boys,'" he
raised his right hand and low-

ered his voice dramatically,
" '

you come because you have
to build a new world, every
one of you for himself : a new
world : the world you see is

chaos raw material in heaps
a box of bricks. Out of it

you must make a house the

House of Eternity."
:

"I agree," said Mr Mundy,
"that facts are useless until

they are co-ordinated, but you
have still to convince me that

your schools
"

"Not as schools," Mr Don
interrupted, "but as societies,

microcosms complete with na-

tions, senates, battlefields,

crimes, and seats of justice.

They have even birth and
death : their generations are

always coming to them from
an obscurer life and passing
away into a wider one. There,

too, it is building that is learnt,
sometimes better than at

school, sometimes worse."

"You think that teaching is

more efficient at the Univer-
sities?"

Mr Don's equanimity was
not in the least disturbed by
this misunderstanding : his

candour and his courtesy re-

inforced each other. " My
dear sir," he replied, "you have

dropped the catch : I am glad
of it : you see how difficult is

the receiving of direct inform-

ation difficult for you, more
difficult for softer and less will-
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ing hands. We talk of teach-

ing, but you and I do not
mean the same thing there is

an Undistributed Middle be-

tween us. Information, I say,
is nothing an illusion of

thoughtless parents. For in-

formation you would purchase
a text-book, an encyclopaedia,

perhaps a tutor. For educa-
tion you live in a society.
Man is a builder from birth,
but he does not learn his build-

ing in solitude. A Public

School is a Guild, a Fellow-

ship of builders : it has a

tradition, the secret of a style.
I would say, an Order : best

if akin to the Doric. Spartam
nactus es."

The word Sparta seemed to

Mr Mundy to offer a clue.

"I think I am following," he
said. "We send our sons to

you not only for instruction,
but for discipline which we
should find it difficult to en-

force ourselves."

"You do," replied Mr Don,
" it is another of your illusions

'Flog my rascal for me,
Dominie.' But Magister is not
Dominie. No, the People must
be their own Police Prefect is

the word. A crime is a crime

against the community, not

against me. Amicus curice

I cannot go beyond that if I

am to remain amicus pueri."
"If I may take you liter-

ally," said Mr Mundy,
" the

whole duty of a Public School-

master is neither to instruct

nor to control, but to befriend

his boys."
Mr Don grasped his chin

once more, and looked down :

there was a tragic sincerity in

his attitude.

" My friend," he replied,
"
you press me home : you

pierce me. To befriend would
not that be also to instruct

and to control ? Yes ! We
fail the Masters of the Guild
we fail. I fail : I have been

boasting to you. I take these

young friends you send me :

with them I follow the paper-
chase, the rotifer, the irregular
verb. I say to myself,

' While
we are running together surely

they will see and hear what I

see and hear the light on the

horizon, the music to which
the City is built."

3

The long-drawn intensity of

his voice changed suddenly to

a candour without self-pity.

"They do not see," he said,
"
they go away : they have

heard nothing but a middle-

aged pedagogue talking to

himself. You have heard him
too : I beg you will forgive me,
and forget as they do."

Mr Mundy's heart was
touched : between this man's

point of view and his own
there was a wide difference,
and he did not lose sight of it,

but he recognised and honoured
a selfless enthusiasm.

" Oh ! no," he replied sym-
pathetically ;

" that is, if I

may say so, an illusion on your
side. Whether they profit or

not, I am quite sure they don't

forget."
He was probably right : upon

him, the mere acquaintance of

an hour, that strange dramatic

personality, that abrupt and
vital utterance, left an im-

pression that was long in

fading. Upon Percival's mem-
ory they had for a year past
been stamped indelibly.
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CHAPTER XVII.

Mr Mundy reported his con-

versation to his hostess the

same evening. "I can hardly
say," he concluded, "that I

agreed with Mr Don
; but I

was impressed by the man.
He has a clear idea of the

system, and he believes in it.

Perhaps I should, if I under-

stood it as well as he does."

"I am sure no one could

understand it, if you don't,"

replied Amelia loyally.
Mr Mundy pondered. "Per-

haps not," he said, without
self-consciousness ;

" an ideal is

hard to communicate. How-
ever willing the hearer may
be, he can't catch the intensity,
or even the exact outline. In
Science a disciple may go be-

yond his master, but in other

lines of thought he is generally
a caricature, or, at best, a poor

copy. I feel that I have not
done justice to Mr Don's ideal."

Amelia had no such mis-

givings. "And I feel," she

replied,
" that you have under-

stood perfectly, and made me
understand too."

Mr Mundy was silent. "At
any rate," he said presently,
"it will be very interesting to

see what Percy gets out of the

ideal that's the important
point. Meantime I'm glad to

find that both the boys are

being well grounded in Chem-

istry and Physics."
"I've given them a room in

the basement for a laboratory,"
said Amelia, with some pride.
"
They call it the Den. Do you

think I ought to give notice

to the Fire Insurance Office ?
"

This question was soon

settled, but the other remained
to trouble Amelia's mind : for,

confident though she was, she

never missed a hint from those

whom she trusted. What was
the Public School system giv-

ing Percival ? The answer
was not to be discovered all

at once, or by the same person :

and if in the end it proved
satisfactory as a whole, to

each of the inquirers there

was something for criticism,

something lacking to perfec-
tion.

Amelia's one and only cause
of disappointment may be re-

corded at once. She readily

accepted Mr Don's idea, as she

understood it : but for the

man's more visionary faith

and patience she substituted

the woman's eagerness for the

concrete and immediate. For
her " the House of Eternity

"

meant the Church of England,
and in school life, as in the

life of society at large, she

demanded visible efforts in the

process of building, and tang-
ible results. When it came
to the time of Percival's con-

firmation, Downton was found

wanting, in her judgment.
For an occasion like this,

the Commander, her husband's

brother, was her best friend.

He accepted her invitation

readily, for he was the boy's

godfather, and had the Twy-
man way of taking things nat-

urally, as they came. But this

time he had also a sense of his

own inadequacy, which troubled

him, and the week proved in
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fact even more uncomfortable
than lie had expected. Cere-

monial he understood, as a

reasonable part of any Service :

religious feeling he shared

largely and obeyed with great

simplicity : but during these

days there came back to him
with new force certain recol-

lections long hidden away
recollections of a despairing
sense that for once ceremonial

and feeling were not being

brought into a true relation

to each other.

The disquiet began on the

morning after his arrival.

Amelia had written to ask old

Colonel Twyman, Percival's

other godfather and a distant

relative, to be present at the Con-
firmation Service, and had been

considerably perturbed by his

reply. It was an affectionate

letter, deeply pious and touch-

ingly honest, but it stated

plainly that the ceremony in

question was not one of which
the writer, as an Evangelical
Christian, could approve.
Amelia expressed her indig-

nation with characteristic

point and vigour.
The Commander was not

wanting in sympathy.
" But

it's a good letter," he added,
" a very good letter : Uncle
John is a dear old saint, and
he knows what he believes

more clearly than we do
than I do, at least."

" I don't know how you
can talk like that," she re-

plied. "We must all make

public profession of our faith,

or what is the Church for?"

Her brother-in-law felt un-

equal to a discussion on this

without further inquiry and

reflection. In the evening he

got the boy to himself, and

began the inquiry.
Percival answered his uncle's

first questions with an embar-
rassment never before known
between them. The Comman-
der came to close quarters at

once.

"I didn't mean to bother

you, old boy," he said, "but
I can't help seeing that you
look worried. You'll be glad
to have this over."

"I want to be confirmed,"

replied Percival steadily.
"
Certainly," said the Com-

mander
;

" but you'll be glad
to have it over. I remember
that feeling myself."

"Well, Uncle Koland," said

the boy, "it's no wonder they
do it all in such a rotten

way."
"The preparation part, you

mean ?
"

" Oh ! that's nothing noth-

ing at all. When I went up
to the master who prepares
us, he only just read my name
off a list and asked me, 'Is

your language all right ?
' and

then said,
' That will do, then,'

and I came away."
"
Well," said the Commander,

" that was not overdoing it

certainly : it doesn't sound as

if he saw much reality in

religion."
" Oh ! I'm sure he does," said

the boy warmly, "only you see,

generally they say nothing
about it, and now they have
to they're in an extra funk
of it."

"Why?"
" Oh ! I don't know there's

a sort of fish-out-of-water feel-

ing about it." He forestalled
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a further question by adding
hastily, "Then the fellows

rot it so. Ever so many of

them know the old Bishop by
heart, and they do him to the

life. They say that when he

gets up into the pulpit you
can't help grinning, because

you know every word before-

hand, squeaky voice and all."

"No doubt," said the Com-
mander,

"
it's only too easy to

grin when you're nervous. But

you'll find you're not nervous
when the time comes a really

great service makes you clean

forget yourself."

"Yes, of course," replied

Percy very dubiously, "but
there'll be all the school there

to remind us, and we shall be

sitting in the order of the

houses at football."

"By jove!" said the Com-
mander,

" that is a rum idea of

ceremonial. But look here,

Percy, what do you mean about
the fish-out-of-water feeling

about the masters 'funking
it

'

?
"

"
Well, they do rather : at

least they don't seem to know
what to make of it they treat

us as if we'd got something
infectious. You needn't think

I'm inventing there's a notice

up that those who have been
confirmed in the morning won't

play football that afternoon."

The Commander's eyes lit

up : he longed to laugh, but he

thought of Amelia and loyally
refrained.

"All right," he said, "I'm
not sorry for that, Percy, you
and your mother and I can
have the afternoon to our-

selves. I'll take you over to

Wells."

When the day came, they
went accordingly, and Percival

found in the Cathedral service

something that had perhaps
been lacking in that morning's
ceremony. The Bishop had
exhorted him to fight man-

fully against temptations : the

phrase, like an old mirror that
has ceased to reflect, gave back

nothing to his questionings.
But here the peace of ages
answered him : beneath the
vast symmetry of these aisles

his own small weaknesses ap-

peared in juster proportion,
and the chanting sang to him
of an infinite aspiration that

seemed to gather up and trans-

form all the small desires of

personality.

CHAPTER XVIII.

Though his equanimity was
thus happily restored, Percy
still felt that Downton needed

justifying. For his own re-

assurance and the overruling
of his elders' criticism, there

was but one power that he
could trust. Instinctively
rather than of any reasoned

purpose, he begged his uncle to

stay over the following Sun-

day and hear the headmaster

preach.
When the time came Mrs

Twyman and the Commander
were seated in a high gallery
at the back of the chapel,
remote from the serried mass
of the school, and actually in-

visible to the boy himself,
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But from the moment when
the preacher's voice was at last

heard, the feeling of separation

ceased, and a vivid conscious-

ness came upon Percy of the

significance of what was said,

a significance doubled and
trebled by the fact that he

knew it to be echoing in the

thoughts of those other hearers

as well as in his own.
Dr Cumberland's eloquence
in Percy's opinion stirring

beyond all comparison was

eloquence only to those who
heard it. His thought was
clear rather than rich, forcible

rather than subtle : it was ex-

pressed in language which had
no special beauty of its own.
The printed record of his

sermons or his speeches could

scarcely tell more to a reader

who had never known the

living voice, than the score of

a sonata could convey its

moving power to one unskilled

in music. But the instrument
once heard, the bare notation

will suffice to bring back the

full sound to memory : Percy
could never afterwards read a

line of these brief and un-

adorned utterances without

seeing instantly and with the

clearness of life the tall spare

figure, the chiselled face, with
its lofty and remote air, saved
from too dominant an austerity

by the grace of the slightly

stooping head : or without

hearing again in every sentence

the lingering north - country
accent that gave so curious a

distinction to the voice, and
the unconsciously melancholy
cadence that softened its

strenuousness with a grave
beauty of resignation.

"Every one members one of
another."

" Since we last met in this

place," the preacher began,
" a

great change has come upon
some among you : you have
entered into the full member-

ship of a world -wide society.
You have been helped to realise

the social character of Christian

faith, the truth that corporate
life is a necessity to all of us.

To you this new experience,
this widening of the spiritual

outlook, has no doubt come
with less strangeness than it

must often come to those less

fortunately placed, for you
have already, as you meet here

term by term, become familiar

with the idea of a common

activity and a common purpose.
Even the least thoughtful
among you cannot have been
here long without becoming
aware that our character as

members of a society or fellow-

ship is something different from
our individual character when
we are living apart or in soli-

tude. There is a latent fire in

our souls which does not burn

up till it gathers an accumu-
lated force by the contact of

life with life. There is a

certain infection of nature
which goes from one of us to

another as if by some chemical

process, so that our juxta-

position and our common life

give to all of us new qualities.
We here in this congregation
are not merely the same six or

seven hundred isolated souls

that we should be if scattered

over a wide area and unknown
to one another. As we sit here

side by side, with one purpose
and one aim, uttering the same
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words, thinking the same

thoughts, stirred in some

degree by the same impulses
and penetrated by the same in-

fluence, our spirit moves as it

were all together, in something
like a rhythmic harmony ; we
feel that something has been
added to us, that we are not the
same as before we met. For
the time, at any rate, if not
indeed for all time, our life is

a different thing : for by mere-

ly coming together we have
created a new element of life,

which is reacting on every one
of us with its influences, as the
case may happen to be, either

invigorating or fatally injur-
ious."

Yes, to Percy, as to every
other member of the school,
this was all familiar. The very
phrases, insisted upon again
and again, were old and well-

known : yet such was the

strange pathos of the voice,
the dread seraphic intensity of

the presence from which they
issued, that they seemed, like

music itself, to gain rather than
lose in meaning by constant

repetition.
" And you will feel the truth

of all this," continued the

preacher, after developing and

reiterating his first theme,
"feel it, that is, in its highest
and best sense, as something to

purify and stimulate your daily
life. You will feel it in propor-
tion as you are penetrated arid

possessed by that ideal, that
standard of school life which
is associated in the minds of

Englishmen with the Rugby of

Dr Arnold and his successors.

It is an ideal which is drawn

largely from the patriotism of

the Jew, the Greek, and the

Roman from those records

which form subjects for your
exercises and furnish you with
historical parallels.

" Let us recall for a moment
what it is that a historian has
to speak of when he comes to

this theme of ancient patriot-
ism. He begins with examples
of heroic self - sacrifice and

passionate devotion : he goes
on to tell of the pride of

patriotism, the sense of dignity

inspired by it, the bond of

sympathy it produces, the

common aim : the energy,

tenacity, and elasticity of

character that grow out of it.

These, he says, are the parents
of great enterprises, and these

were the common inheritance

of the nations of antiquity the

root and origin of many virtues.

No other influence, he tells us,

has produced so great a growth
of the sterner and more robust

virtues fortitude, self-reliance,

intrepidity. And we must add
to these devotion to the common
weal, in political as distinct

from philanthropic matters,

public spirit, general readiness

for united action and self-

sacrifice. These things, and
such as these, make up what we
call the old classic type. And
one reason why we value so

highly our school life, with all

its associations, its discipline,
and its memories, is that it

does so much to preserve

amongst us these same elements

of character, calls into play
similar feelings, and fosters the

same virtues."

The insistent iteration of the

sentences, the tonic sadness of

the voice, vibrated through the
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silent half -lit chapel, and set

Percy's heart -
strings quiver-

ing. The Roman virtues

needed no other recommend-

ation, he felt, than this : for in

this gauntly beautiful figure
and clear-cut face he saw the

old classic type before his

eyes.

"This, then," continued the

preacher, "is the secret of our

school, the secret of all our

schools, the one condition of

their enduring worth as a part
of our national life. Let us

hear for a moment the true

founder of our system, the man
who was himself the imperson-
ation of its greatness, whose
name is synonymous with the

highest aims of school life.

' When I look round,' he said,
'

upon boys or men, there

seems to be one point or

quality which distinguishes

really noble persons from or-

dinary ones : it is not religious

feeling, it is not honesty or

kindness
;

it is moral thought-
fulness, which is at once

strengthening and softening
and elevating, which makes a
man love Christ instead of

being a fanatic, and love truth
without being cold or hard.'

"It may seem to you, per-

haps, as if this were scarcely

religious teaching; but let me
ask you not to be misled by any
conventional words. The root

and centre of our religious life

lies in these common things,
for true religion is the purify-

ing and ennobling of our daily
life and actions. God draws
us to Him by the cords of our
common life, and by every good
element in it. And you boys
will best cultivate this common

life, which we hope will be our

stamp and mark, the contribu-

tion of our school to the world-
wide society of which I have

spoken, when you look well to

the force of your own example,
and when, besides, you remem-
ber that public life means pub-
lic spirit, if it is to have any
virtue in it. Next to a pure
and blameless life the greatest
virtue which any of you can

exercise, in this place and
afterwards elsewhere, is that

which you know by this name
of public spirit. If you culti-

vate the sense of brotherhood,
which lies at the bottom of

that quality, and denounce

everything that is mean or

selfish, or in anyway opposed
to it, then you cannot fail to

sow the seeds of a good life,

which will grow by your
efforts, as time goes on, into

a life that can never die."

Percy returned home glow-
ing : neither his mother nor
his uncle were enthusiastic

enough to please him. The
Commander tried to put things
right.
"But I thought him splen-

did," he said warmly ;

" I never
saw any one like him. When
he's a Bishop the House of

Lords will look plebeians be-

side him."
"
Yes," grumbled Percy,

"but that's nothing to do with
the sermon. You're keeping
something back, Uncle Roland
some criticism."

The Commander spoke out
at once. "

Only this, old boy,"
he said.

" I wondered whether,
as a matter of history, the
Roman virtues did produce a
life that can never die."
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"No, I suppose not," said

Percy slowly. "I see what

you mean."
But he remembered the ser-

mon, the words of it, and the

very sound of it, twenty years
after the criticism was for-

gotten.

CHAPTER XIX.

By the beginning of the

following summer Twyman
major had made his way into

the Sixth Form, and thereby
passed from the condition of

subject to that of ruler. His

pleasure at this promotion was
no doubt considerable, but he

studiously concealed it at

home, where the enthusiasm
of his younger brother Alan
reduced his privileges to an

absurdity by representing
them in the glow of a Fourth
Form imagination.

" You
know, mother, Percy's an aw-
ful swell now he can do

anything without leave from

anybody, he can go out of

bounds he could go up to

London if he liked."

"I'm sure he won't do that,"
said Mrs Twyman decidedly ;

" the return fare's nearly a

pound."
"Well, but he could if he

had the money," rejoined the ir-

repressible youth, "and he can
thrash any one in the school

he could thrash me if he chose."

But this supreme proof of

authority revolted his mother
still more.

" I should write to the head-
master at once if he did any-
thing of the kind. I can't

think how you can imagine
such things of your brother."

" Oh ! mother, you won't
understand. Of course I don't

mean that he will do it."

But here Percy's patience
was exhausted. "Won't I?"
he cried. "I will, this minute,
if you don't shut up bothering
us with such nonsense. Go
and do your work for to-

morrow."
So Alan departed to the

study, and Percy gave his

mother a more sober account

of his powers and privileges.

They were in truth not very
remarkable : necessary and
useful as they were for the

good order of the school, they
involved few practical advant-

ages for the young prefect
himself. But the change, for

all that, was a decisive one :

the real value of the new posi-
tion lay in the opportunities it

gave Percy of getting the best

out of his school in every direc-

tion.

To begin with, he was now
finally classed as a being with

rights and reasons of his own,
one whose actions were beyond
suspicion, almost beyond re-

buke, at any rate to be taken
as presumably rational, and

always with his own interpre-
tation upon them. Masters
could now befriend him in per-
fect accordance with Mr Don's

ideal, for there was no longer

present in their relation to him

any trace of a disciplinary
element. If in this common-
wealth they possessed a more
senatorial dignity and filled
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the high offices of headmaster,
housemaster, form -master, he
on his part was one of the

Tribunes of the People, with
an authority which could not

be overruled, and a personal

security upon which no one
could lay a sacrilegious hand.
Besides this, he had the ad-

vantage of belonging to the

militant services of the State,
as they could not do : he had a

place and a voice in all those

games and sports which, in

the eyes of masters as well as

boys, are, ostensibly at least,

the main object of a Public

School's existence.

Certainly it was in the play-

ing-fields that the public spirit
of Downton chiefly showed it-

self, that public spirit so often

preached by Dr Cumberland
in a less restricted sense or

perhaps he too was a believer

in the theory of by-products.

Percy and his friends, at any
rate, had no doubts about the

duty that lay nearest them.

They translated their head-
master's exhortations into

pure Spartan, interpreted his
" moral thoughtfulness

"
as a

kind of stern, heroic athleti-

cism, and treated work, meals,
and sleep as literally interludes

mere necessary pauses be-

tween a game and a game. No
doubt in these incessant wars

they were each striving for his

own honour and satisfaction,
but none the less it was for

each an honour and satisfac-

tion not purely selfish, but in-

variably bound up with a cause

greater than his own.
In such a way of life there

is much to raise inquiry, some-

thing perhaps to excite the

humour or the indignation
of an outside critic, but when
all is said the system is a pre-
ventive of many maladies and
the cause of only one. The
successful athletes are the

heroes of the school, and among
them from time to time one
will arise so successful and so

unstable as to lose the balance

of his own temperament and
even to disturb that of the

community. But this is a
trouble of rare occurrence, and
one against which Downton at

least was always on guard :

the Cumberland tradition in-

sisted that physical and intel-

lectual superiority should, as

far as possible, go together,
in every department and at

all costs the Sixth must hold
their own against the school.

Percy was not himself in

danger of an athletic popular-
ity, though it may be confessed

that he would have accepted it

joyfully. He must be pictured
at this time as a lanky youth,
responsive and bright

-
eyed,

but thin and rather sombre of

countenance : devoted, in his

own opinion, to football, for the

wear and tear of which he was
not solid enough, and to cricket,
in which a too great impulsive-
ness invariably cut short his

best efforts. The truth is that
these pursuits had in reality
less hold upon him than he

imagined : their obligatory
nature and importance took
from them a good deal of the

sporting element which makes
a recreation. Little as he re-

alised it, his games were a

compulsory military service, a

duty to the State, and it was
in his character to perform a
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duty with too much rather
than too little intensity.

Fortunately for him cricket

and football were not the only
opportunities at Downton for

service or training : competi-
tion was carried on with the

same keenness on the running
track or across country, and
also on the rifle-range for

Percy at any rate with more

enjoyment and more perman-
ent advantage.

It is not surprising that in

stories of school life so little

has been said of running, the
first of all games. A match
between two teams is a battle,
with attack and defence, pro-

longed hand-to-hand fighting,
visible tactics, and time to view
them fully. The scene is emi-

nently one for elaborate descrip-
tion. A race, on the other

hand, is only a race : its object
is simple and unchanging, its

duration too short for any
great spectacular effect, its

drama silent, mainly internal,

appealing faintly to any but
the instructed imagination.
Yet, when the race is a re-

presentative one, when the
runners are each of them the

champion of an ardent fellow-

ship, when they know that

they contend before the eyes
of a crowd which overlooks no

sign of courage or judgment,
but with tense loyalty follows

their fortunes and almost shares
the stress of their labours, then
it may well be doubted whether
this is not the greatest of all

forms of sport. Certainly
Percy thought it so, he was
successful enough to realise all

the pleasures that victory and

applause can give, and yet so

nearly matched by his two or

three chief rivals as to learn

perforce and by hard proof
the two lessons of the track

self - reliance and unflinching
resolution. They were not
mastered in a day or in a

year, indeed experience never
delivered him altogether from
that cold, deadly sense of lone-

liness, when the runner comes
down to the line where to right
and left of him every man is

his strenuous enemy, and even

among the distant crowd of

partisans there is no human
being who can help him in his

extremity. Nor could famili-

arity do much to lessen the

strain of that merciless struggle
between the will and mortal

weakness, when the soul, like

a determined rider, exacts from
the body effort beyond effort,

endurance beyond endurance.
The reward, when it comes, is

proportionate. The joy of

Percy's last quarter-mile race

at Downton never faded : the

keenness of it kept even the

details of the scene sharp and
vivid : the March sunlight on
the green Close, the sound of

the bell summoning the com-

petitors into the open, the

ropes that bounded the course

and kept back the surging
mass of the crowd, the quiet
unemotional face of the starter,
so long familiar, so suddenly
strange. Then the release of

the vital spring, the fierce rush
for the first bend, the dis-

appearance of all but two or

three of his rivals, the steady

flying beat round the half-

circle of the course : and at

last the moment of entering
the straight for home, the
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Imudred yards in whioh for

the possibility of victory the

price must be paid to the

uttermost farthing.

Percy knew himself by now,
with the wisdom of many de-

feats : he knew to a yard what
he could do and when his time
had come. In thirty yards he
had shot past two of his three

men : in thirty more he had
drawn up to the right shoulder
of the third. No need of any
backward glance to tell the

challenged that the challenger
was there. For five desperate
strides he held his own : but
he had spent too much on his

long lead : his last effort failed

ten yards too soon. Percy
saw the tension of his neck
and shoulders break and his

arms begin to whirl
;
he knew

that for himself, too, that

breaking - point was all but
here. But then the calm, re-

mote, inexorable power that

was riding his heart at will,

drove both spurs home and
sent him in one terrible rush

across the line into a dark-

ness full of a thousand faint

tumultuous voices and one
tremendous sobbing, as of a

stormy tide beating itself to

death upon the shore.

CHAPTER XX.

Many a man has made a

garden for himself out of what
was once a ploughed field or

a bare hillside : but it would

probably be useless to ask him

twenty years later for an ac-

count of the successive diggings
and sowings by which the

transformation was effected.

So it must be with the mind and
all that it contains of literature

or ideas : no inquiry can re-

discover what was its condition

at any stage of its first plant-

ing. The flowers and trees are

there now, they may be few
or ill-chosen or badly grown,
but some there must be, or

the mind is no garden at all :

there will be a vista of some

sort, masses of colour, places
of shade, but there is seldom

anything to tell how this or

that came to be where it is,

or in what order the various

treasures were acquired.

Still, there may be excep-

tional instances, cases of happy
accident not so easily forgot-
ten. Percival would have
found it difficult to ascertain

when and where he first read

Scott or Swift, or what he
then thought of them the one
was so necessary, the other so

impossible a part of any world
in which he could consent to

live. But there were others,
the moment of whose first

springing in his imagination
was clearly remembered.

"With Homer he had long
been familiar before he entered
the Sixth Form, that is to

say, he had drudged through
certain battles of the Iliad,

where men killed each other
with barbarous weapons, after

unchivalrous boasting, and by
the unfair assistance of pre-

posterous gods. He hardly
realised his good fortune when
Sherwin, the master of the

Upper Fifth, proposed to read
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the OJyssey with him out of

school hours. He did not even
remember at the moment that

this friend, whose duty to him
had ended when he left his

form a year ago, was offering
him a gift of pure generosity
and of considerable cost. But
he accepted readily, glad of

any reason for spending time
with a man whom he liked,
and sure of the coming pleas-
ure because he had not forgot-
ten how invariably, in the days
of his pupilage, Mr Sherwin's
tastes had confirmed and en-

riched his own.
So it proved again : the gift

was one of those fortunate ones

that can never be exhausted.

The Odyssey, its matchless

story, its wine -dark sea, its

caverns welling with the fresh

springs of Romance, the

Odyssey itself was but the

half of it. To read with
Sherwin was to walk in a
hall of mirrors, all the splen-
dours of literature flashing
back light upon each other,

setting each other forth in

new aspects, illuminating, ex-

tending, revealing. About the

man himself there was some-

thing Pythian or Sibylline :

in the half obscurity of a per-

petually renewed cloud of

smoke he sat with large round

eyes and a faint ironic smile,
as classic and as wise as

Athene's owl. His speech was

winged with a soft unwearying
enthusiasm, and his pauses
were no less alive, for when
he threw back his head and
closed his eyes in the odd

way he had, it was always
to find an apt phrase, or to

touch the words he had just

read with a meaning never
before perceived, never after-

wards forgotten.
How should Percy ever for-

get the scene where Odysseus
on his return home in disguise
reveals himself to his dear son,
so strangely hard and un-

believing ? To begin with,
Telemachus cannot see the

goddess, standing close at

hand, and manifest enough to

the old beggarman: "for the

gods do not by any means

appear visibly to all" "a re-

mark," said Sherwin, with his

faintest smile,
" that might

still, I think, be earning its

living among us."

Then when Telemachus is at

last told the truth, that the
old beggar is his own father,

long and ardently expected,
he doubts and questions and

argues, until Odysseus rebukes

him, for marvelling overmuch,
in words that have a strangely
deep echo :

" for thou shalt find

no other Odysseus come hither

any more." " Art thou He that

should come," said Sherwin

quietly, "or do we look for

another? It appears that the

meeting of Doubt and the
Deliverer is always so : whether
in Homer's age or Huxley's."
They read fast, having no

need of dictionary or grammar,
but the better part of every
evening was consumed in

digressions. In a hall of

mirrors you may find your eye
drawn irresistibly down avenue
within avenue, till it loses itself

for the moment in the infinitely
distant perspective. Around
these too hung all the classics

of the old and new worlds, and

though it must be admitted
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that they did not very percept-

ibly increase PercivaPs chance
of making a living as a stock-

broker or an engineer, yet he

may not have been altogether

wrong when he imagined him-
self to be learning as well as

enjoying himself. From Sher-

win's Vergilian ramblings,
which were of constant occur-

rence, he got perhaps the

greatest satisfaction of all a

continual suggestion of feeling,
of mystery, of the underlying
significance of things. The

politics of Cicero, the artistic

common-sense of Horace, the

positive tone of the books re-

commended to him by teachers

of science, the arid realism of the

novels then in vogue, all com-
bined with the routine of the

school and its practical inter-

pretation of ideals to parch
a tongue that was by nature

thirsty for the waters that are

beneath the earth and above it.

In Vergil's country, for those

who tramped with Sherwin,

they welled up on every page,
or fell in the finest dew. Percy
was here at one with the men
of the Middle Ages a period

hardly ever in sight of Down-
ton he recognised in these
"
pathetic half - lines," these

haunting and inexplicable

rhythms, the presence of a

supernal power : and was as

ready as any of his forefathers,
at the Wizard's word, to be
"
going dimly through shadows,

beneath the lonely night."
No other of the ancients,

except perhaps Sophocles, gave
him anything like this help :

but he found it again in the

poets of his own century,
found it with the sense of

immediate certainty, of com-

plete ownership, which always
came to him at the moment
of meeting with great romance
in either prose or verse.

" And they are gone : ay, ages long ago
Those lovera fled away into the storm."

It is surprising that these lines

had not been among his early

possessions : but Keats hap-
pened to be absent from the

family bookshelves, and in-

sufficiently represented in the

anthologies then popular.
There they were now, under
the lamplight of a January
evening, lying upon the table

in the handwriting of the

sixth-form master, reproduced
in the bilious violet ink peculiar
to the copying-machine of that

period. Three stanzas were

there, headed only with the

words "For Hexameters."

Percy loved Latin verses,
and wrote them with some
ease : the evening devoted to

them was generally one of

those which passed most

quickly and profitably. But

to-night a stronger spell was

upon him : he had not
read six lines of the twenty-
seven before he had forgotten

dactyls, duty, marks, and mas-
ters as completely as any
truant had indeed most truly
run away from school alto-

gether.
" Down the wide stairs

a darkling way they found"
who were they, those stealthy

passionate companions, for

whose sake he was so ready
to risk his life in a blind

adventure ? Ha ! what was
that? The arras, rich with

horseman, hawk, and hound,
fluttered in the besieging
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wind's uproar, and the long
carpets rose along the gusty
floor. What was this endless,

shadowy, sleeping house, so

strange and yet so intimately
remembered, so stirring with
mediaeval beauty and the

terror of the living moment ?

He could half believe it his

own home, yet every nerve is

straining in the effort to escape
from it. A cold, tense hand
draws him : they glide like

phantoms into the wide hall,

like phantoms to the iron

porch : a-tiptoe now, past the

huge besotted porter, and

again with an agony of the

heart past the great blood-

hound, friendly after all. The
door ah ! softly ! by one and
one the bolts full easy glide

softly again, and the chains lie

silent on the foot-worn stones

the key turns the door upon
its hinges groans and they
are gone !

Ay ! ages long ago, and
to -

night, and forever, those

lovers fled away into the

storm, and by some malign
enchantment their poor young
friend Percival found himself

alone in the rain, hurrying
under the lamps of College
Road towards the house of

Mr Smith.
" What is it, Twyman ?

"

"The verses, sir, the verses

for to-morrow : could you lend
me the book ?

"

"Why, have you lost your
copy? I have plenty more."

"No, sir, but I can't get on
with the verses till I've read
the whole poem."
Mr Smith had been only

half attending, in his absent-

minded way, but he was roused

by this reply. "Hullo!" he

said, "what's this? You don't

know Keats?"
He took the volume from

the shelf and began to read
aloud. Percy's mortal part
was comfortably dumped upon
a sofa by the fire : the rest

of him was shivering back

through the elfin storm to

that arras -hung and windy
house. This time he entered

by the way we all know,
through the chapel aisle

; he

passed the sculptured dead on
each side, imprisoned in black

purgatorial rails knights,
ladies, praying in dumb
oratories, passed northward

through a little door to

where already he could hear
the silver snarling trumpets
beginning to chide : already
the level chambers were glow-
ing to receive a thousand

guests. . . .

The dream was broken : Mr
Smith had been interrupted.
"You'll stay to supper, Twy-
maii ?

" he said, as the white
cloth was laid upon the table.

"We can finish this after-

wards, and the verses we'll

take as written."

So, with Mr Smith's wine
and cakes, Percival kept his

first St Agnes' Eve.

(To be continued.}
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SHOPPING IN INDIA.

BY IAN MALCOLM, M.P.

"OF the making of fools

there is no end," and the

manufacture of this universal

commodity is extensively prac-
tised iu the bazaars of the

shiny East. I cannot find it

in my heart to decide whether
the male or female variety is

easier to produce, for the en-

trance to the spider's parlour is

ornamented with the remains
of flies of either sex in about

equal numbers. Shopping is

the tourist's constant delight
in all parts of the world, even
as sight -seeing is his duty.
But in India and in Burma
its joys are multiplied by the

infinite variety of conditions

under which it can be enjoyed ;

and, for the benefit of those

who contemplate a visit to

India, I cannot do better than
enumerate a few of the plea-
sures that are in store for them.

To begin with Burma and
its bazaars : you may walk

through the muddy old markets
of Rangoon for hours at a

time, or through the brand-
new bazaar at Mandalay, with-
out any of the sales -

people

taking the slightest notice of

you as a possible purchaser of

their wares. The dear little

ladies sit cross -
legged upon

long tables in front of the

high cupboards containing
their goods. They are placidly

smoking, or chatting, or paint-

ing their faces, or braiding

their hair. They are not at-

tending to business in the least.

If the European is conspicu-

ously dressed, or presents a

figure which the Burman, with
his finely trained sense of

humour, considers at all ridicu-

lous, then a gay ripple of

laughter passes along the stalls,

and then, indeed, the would-be
customer is noticed

;
but other-

wise the tourist is an object
of no interest whatever. It

requires a great effort to get
a Burmese shop-woman (they
are nearly all women) to show

you her silks, and when at

last she has spread her
merchandise broadcast upon
the table, and you are revelling
in the illusion that you are

living in the middle of a rain-

bow, with a chance of holding
fast to some of its colours,
she will ask her price (which
is seldom more than one rupee
too much) and will stick to it

" like glue." She is an indolent

lady in many ways, who loves

a quiet life, and she has de-

termined that her most com-
fortable course is not to haggle
in the market-place. So you
may make up your mind that

bargaining and persuasion are

useless arts to practise in

Burma, however valuable they
may be elsewhere. You may
also be sure that the little

shopwoman will bear you no

grudge if you do not purchase.
She will thank you with a
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bright smile and, having packed
up her rainbow, will return to

her cigar. So with the silver-

smith and the dealer in preci-
ous stones : Burma is the
home of the prix face, whatever
class of tradesman you may be

dealing with. Do you want a

silver bowl or a betel - box
chased with those curiously

ugly figures of Burmese myth-
ology, you can get it but not

by chaffering. Your silver

material will be weighed out
before you, and you will be

charged at the current rate per
ounce

;
an equal sum is due for

the labour entailed in fashion-

ing the design, and so the total

is arrived at with a precision

worthy of a mechanical calcu-

lator. Do not try to bargain :

you will waste your breath,

although your efforts may be
the cause of undue merriment
to the apprentices, whose smil-

ing faces beam upon you out
of the darkness which envelops
the rickety wooden houses in

the silversmiths' street.

Or do you seek for rubies
from the mines of Upper
Burma, or for sapphires from
Siam? These, too, you will

find in the bazaars of Rangoon
and the neighbourhood. This
is a most fascinating form of

shopping to sit in the back

parlour of a very humble-look-

ing shop and to handle precious
stones by the handful, letting
them rain through your fingers

upon the cotton-wool beneath
like so many drops of radiant
dew. You may take them out
into the daylight of the crowded

thoroughfare to examine their

colour; you may even take

them back to your dwelling
to match them with other

stones. The trust thus reposed
in the Sahib is most appealing
in its confidence, and is rarely

misplaced ; but " business is

business," and you are given
to understand that nothing
you can do or say will alter

the scheduled price of the

stones you covet. And so it

is all through Burma, so far

as my experience goes. I

have followed a native street

band for hours, trying to buy
a duloima at a bargain. Im-

possible : I had to pay the

tariff price and it was cheap
then. I have used every de-

vice known to the amateur in

the hopes of inducing one of

the wild men north of Myit-
kiiia to part with his sword

(which is his chief article of

dress) at a reduced figure.

Hopeless : nothing would in-

duce him to part with it for

less than he originally asked.

So with a basket of persim-
mons at Bhamo, or with red

and gold lacquer-work on the

Irrawaddy. There is only one

thing in this changeful world
that never seems to alter, and
that is the mind of a Burman
as to the value of the article

that he is prepared, though
not eager, to sell.

But in India the case is

completely altered. Your rep-
utation is gone if you give more
than half the price asked by a

native merchant, whatever his

commodity. Of course, I do
not speak of shopping in

Calcutta, which is just as dull

as shopping in Glasgow or in
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Bombay, where every counter
is manned by smart young
gentlemen who cultivate an
American accent and a bustling
manner. I am writing more

particularly about the indigen-
ous shopman, with his keen

eye to business and to human
nature, his everlasting patience
and his ingratiating speech.
Each town appears to have its

own methods of commerce, and
these are most interesting to

note as one passes from East
to West.

In Benares, for example, the

bazaars are very narrow, but

bright with brass ware and
shoes and caps glistening with

gold and silver thread. When
the tourist makes his appear-
ance there is a general shout
and a rush for him, each man
carrying as many articles as

he can hold, and declaiming
their prices at the pitch of his

lungs. If you are blest with
a keen sense of hearing and a

slight knowledge of the lan-

guage, you will detect a good
many still small voices offering
considerable commissions to

your guide upon any purchases
which he can induce you to

make. But the leading trades-

men do not appear in these

public places. If you waut the

cloth of gold or silver for

which Benares is famous, you
have always to turn aside by
a narrow passage into a dim

courtyard. There, ascending a

rickety staircase into an upper
chamber, you will find a solemn
band of respectable old gentle-
men ready to do business to

any extent, to the accompani-

ment of a cup of coffee (if you
will) and the pattering of

monkeys' feet as they gallop

wildly over the roof.

The Agra bazaars used to

be very much the same, but
now the well-to-do-shops are

moving out of the city toward
the higher ground where the

hotels are situated. Their

shops have become "empori-
ums," their flimsy advertise-

ments are replaced by "illus-

trated catalogues," and their

merchants drive about in the

smartest of dog-carts. I sup-

pose that Ganeshi Lai is the

best-known tradesman in Nor-
thern India, as his house is

one of the most fascinating.
His parlour is carefully laid

out for the flies of every con-

tinent, a beautiful bungalow
of five handsome apartments,
situated in the centre of a

garden of shrubs and flowers.

Each room is hung with rare

rugs and Eastern draperies,
which induce a sense of luxury
and sudden opulence in the

most cautious visitor. To
tread such carpets, to examine
such embroideries, to handle
such jewels, is surely the privi-

lege of Croesus ! And so we
feel millionaires all over, and
the pauper spends his money
like the prince. Who can re-

sist such a salesman as this

accomplished Hindu, with his

silken manner and his honeyed
speech? For half an hour he

has lavished his best atten-

tions upon a British matron
of adamantine resolution, who
has "just come in to look

round." He consults her about
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fashions in England, admires
her taste, and observes her
demeanour. Beneath his subtle

treatment she generally softens,
and asks to see "something
very cheap." The trick is

done. It only remains to show
her fabrics which Ganeshi
knows from long experience
cost rather more than she

ought to give, then to reduce
the price, and the dress is

consigned at once to England,
to the mutual satisfaction of

both parties. And if you do
not buy, but admire, then in

the evening a soft knock is

heard at your door in the

hotel. "I have brought a few

pretty things : would you care

to see?" So, as the hours
between dinner and bedtime
are hard to fill, you admit
the tempter. In steps our
friend with his brother and
a train of coolies carrying iron

boxes and lighted lamps. A
display follows of necklaces,

rings, bracelets
;

of jade and

turquoise and enamel
; of carved

emerald and uncut stones.

How enchantingly they gleam
in the lamplight !

" I should
like to do a little business
with you," murmurs the voice.

"You can send me a cheque
from England." Crash go
good resolutions, and some

long-resisted trophy is yours.

Let us pass on to Delhi, where

you can only get out of your
hotel (after 9 A.M.) by stepping
over the recumbent figures of

a score of tradesmen aligned
upon the verandah with their

wares. From early morning
until after dinner they are

there, representatives of all

the merchants in the Chandni

Chauk, ready to sell you any-
thing, from a picture post-
card to a pearl necklace ; but,

frankly, their importunities are

liable to make one avoid the

hotels which encourage them.
We leave the hotel amid a

shower of advertisements from
the assembled traders, whom
we find again in the afternoon
at their shops in the city. They
appear to recognise us, which
is flattering. They shout

against one another for the
honour of a visit from persons
so illustrious as our humble
selves, and here again we suc-

cumb to the inevitable ivory,
or embroidery, or miniature

painting. For the spirit is

willing, though the funds are

weak. In contrast to these

methods of doing business,
successful though they be, I

recommend a visit to the shop
of one Imre Schwaiger, a dapper
young Austrian, who is an
artist to the tips of his fingers.
He has only been in Delhi
about five years, and has already
made a name and, I imagine,
a fortune. Here are great
repose and distinction after

the clamour of the bazaars.

Here is a museum of objets d'art

tastefully displayed, the very
best of their kind, and ranging
between the highest and lowest

prices. For myself, I find a
wonderful attraction in such

surroundings the meshes in

that parlour are so marvel-

lously fine though similar ad-

ventures in the native states

of India have delights of

hardly inferior rank. Think,
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for instance, of the romance
of sitting on the carpeted floor

of an open shop-front in the

Bankers' street in Gwalior,

gazing upon masses of silver

and gold brocade, unrolled for

you by salesmen apparelled in

all -
glorious costumes, anxious

to bargain and positively dying
to sell! And do not forget
those curious little back-shops
in the slums of Hyderabad,
where, to our endless surprise,
we really did happen on some
wonderful occasions in the

shape of fine old suits of

armour, long sleeve - handled

swords, and strange to re-

late quite a number of French
enamelled bonbonnieres of the

eighteenth century. In all

these instances, and in a score

of others that occur to me as

I write, the time at our dis-

posal was quite as important
as the money. Hurry has
ruined quite as many nego-
tiations in the East as has a

lack of funds.

Now let us leave populous
cities for a while, and go shop-

ping in the hills. I have pur-

posely refrained from taking
you through the cheaper native

bazaars, which are pictur-

esquely dirty, for I want to

save you from at least one

temptation. Yet, why should

I hesitate? You are sure to

go the way of all flesh and buy
a certain amount of Indian

silver, which you will loathe

when you get home, of ham-
mered brass and embroidered

slippers, which will sooner or

later find their way to the

church bazaar in your own

village, of native ornaments
which look so captivating in

their own surroundings but so

perilously common under a

Western sky. So, spend your
rupees in the bazaar. You
will have an amusing after-

noon if you are fond of a native

crowd, and I will wait for you
at Darjeeling.

There, on the frontier of

Tibet, there is only one curi-

osity-shop in the place, which
it is always hard to enter

through the circle of Tibetans
and Bhutanese and Nepalese,
who would have you buy from
them. This is by far the most
cheerful form of shopping that

I know to see a jade-hilted
knife stuck in the girdle of a

stalwart Lepcha and make a

bid for it ;
to admire a barbaric-

looking necklace or a curious

silver chatelaine dangling from
the shoulder of a handsome
Bhutea girl and to secure it.

You feel that you have got the

real article this time, at any
rate

;
no middle-men here, and

similar comforting reflections.

But your confidence is certainly
disturbed when you notice the

lady (from whom you have just

purchased necklace, earrings,
bracelet, girdle, and I know
not what else) dive down a
little lane and reappear in five

minutes, caparisoned more bar-

barically than ever. So with
the swords and daggers, the

war-drums and conchs, and the

thousand curios that are now
imported from Tibet. We
never seem to come to the end
of them. But they are genuine,
and they are cheap if you are
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iirm. "Mornin' time, bargain
time !

"
calls out one of these

pedlars cheerfully, as he sees

you returning from a glimpse
of the snows at sunrise. You
bid him come to you, and from
one of the innumerable pockets
concealed in his voluminous
robe he will produce a perfect
little jade cup, or a Tibetan

coffee-pot of gold, copper, and

precious stones, or perchance
a huge lump of rough turquoise,
hewn to look like a couch, with
a tiny gold Buddha reclining
on it. Then comes the bar-

gaining, in which he and all

his friends take part against

your single self. It can all

be done by signs and smiles

and patience, and in the long-
run you will get some things
well worth having at a very
reasonable price. But you
must have no false pride about

bargaining. It is an elementary
part of these people's nature,
and the joy of selling will

leave them for ever when the

day of haggling is done. I

found it very hard to depart
from Darjeeling while such
wonderful things remained to

be bought. As it was, my
boxes were full of Central
Asian curios bought from these

delightful people, who had in

their turn extracted them from
the Tashi Lama's attendants
when they were passing down
into India

;
and my memory

is stored with the fun I had
for my money when shopping
in the hills.

Finally, let us mount upon
our magic carpet and be borne
to Peshawar, there to spend

what remains of our pocket-

money. You are now in a

Central Asian city, to all ap-

pearances. The broad streets

are thronged with Afghans
and Pathans, with Turkestani
and Bokharans, wild -looking
individuals with keen eyes,
hooked noses, and flowing robes

of sackcloth and dirty white
linen. Ten years ago it was
considered dangerous for Euro-

peans to go into the city ;

to-day we can walk about un-

molested and even welcomed.
In Peshawar City there are

two good shops. One is kept
by Moolkan Chand, and the

other by a portly old Afghan
called Safdar Ali. He is a

great character, this latter.

Understanding English as well

as we do, he is overtaken by
an impenetrable deafness when
it becomes a question of bar-

gaining. He is very fond of

money, but even more so of

his choicest Persian rugs, which
he will show you, but will not

sell. In the dimness of his

tiny shop, which is stacked
with carpets and furs and

priceless china, the langour of

the Middle East steals over

you as your eyes rest upon
the rich, soft crimsons and
blues so deftly interwoven, and

you find yourself wondering
whether after all three thou-

sand rupees is too much to

give for a genuine Persian silk

carpet. All this time Safdar
Ali is crooning, with the mono-

tony of a Persian wheel, "Very
cheap, sahib

; very good," as he

carelessly throws one gorgeous
material after another over the

balcony of the cock-loft to which
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he has miraculously climbed,
and you are soothing your
conscience with the empty con-

solation that you may never
be so near the laud of ancient

carpets again. And thus, be-

fore you step out of this musty
room, you find yourself sign-

ing a considerable cheque for

prayer-rugs and saddle-bags,
for astrachan skins and sable

cloaks, sub -
consciously con-

gratulating yourself that you
at least have made Safdar Ali

part with some of his old

favourites.

Thus we may conclude our

typical shopping, for beyond
the mountains we are far from
welcome. One charm of India

is that we can all "
shop," how-

ever slender our means, and

get as much amusement out
of it as if we were millionaires.

But in order to get good
things, or even to see them,
in Native States, the length
of your patience is infinitely
more important than the size

of your purse. It may be a

question of coffee and cigarettes
for hours, of long silences that

last for minutes
;
but eventually

the tradesman recognises that

you have played the game
before, and your patience will

be rewarded by production and
reduction to the measure of

your desires. . . . Now let us

depart, with countless and
crowded portmanteaux, an

empty treasury, and (provi-

dentially) return -tickets, for

the land of our birth
;

to

decide under sadder skies how
we shall dispose of the pur-
chases which we have laboured
for in the market-places of

the gorgeous East.
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ASK A POLICEMAN !

" WELL, if that does not beat

cock-fighting I should like to

know what does. A Minister

of the Crown ; the heads of

all the police departments,
city and metropolitan ;

seven

hundred ' bobbies
'

;
two hun-

dred ' Guardees '

;
a maxim

gun ;
a section of horse artil-

lery ;
a company of sappers,

and the fire brigade ! All to

circumvent two miserable

'dagoes.'"
The speaker threw down the

morning paper, and, walking to-

wards the mantelpiece, turned
his back to the fire and solilo-

quised as above to the half-

dozen members lounging in the

club anteroom. There was no
other topic of conversation in

the club that morning. The

extraordinary story of the

affray in Stepney had put
everything else in the back-

ground. Another member
joined in the tirade against
the police.

"It is the most disgraceful
exhibition of police incompet-
ence that the world has ever

seen. The truth of the matter
is that, having found the men
there, they did not know what
to do. They were scared stiff

by the tragedy of the affair in

Houndsditch, so they thought
they would throw stones from
a safe distance and leave the
rest to Providence."

" And Providence right well

came to their assistance," said

another member; "if the two
men had not set the house on

fire, I believe that the police,
Home Secretary, troops, and all

would have been there still.

There is no doubt in my mind
that the police are totally in-

competent. They are notori-

ously incompetent, and it is a

public scandal."
" Which is where you make

a considerable error." A tall,

fair man, so immaculately
dressed that the finish of his

toilet was almost effeminate,
shot this interpolation from
the depth of a luxurious leather

Chesterfield. He was usually
a very silent member of the

club, but was known to be one
of the wealthiest amongst the

aristocratic young landowners
in the country. "And I will

tell you why. You are con-

demning the police because

they have proved themselves

incompetent to deal with two
determined criminals who were
resolved to defend themselves

against arrest with the most
scientific firearms yet invented.

It is no proof of the inefficiency
of the police that they, as a

body, did not know how to

deal with a situation that was

absolutely new to them. In
the first place, they are neither

trained nor armed to arrest

criminals of the kind who defied

them in this Stepney outrage.
In the second place, two men
armed with a battery of auto-

matic pistols, when lodged
within an interior, represent a

killing power that is totally
incommensurate with their
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own numbers. Judging from
the reports, these men had
a Mauser and a Browning
pistol apiece. These weapons,
being automatic in their mech-

anism, represented in a confined

space the concentrated killing

power of a force of thirty men.
What training have our police
had to cope with a situation

such as this? what suggestion
has ever been made to them
that one day they might be
called upon to deal with crimi-

nals armed in this manner?

Personally, I would attach no
blame to the police in this.

They have a hard and fast

formality for the arrest of crimi-

nals. This is not Russia, nor
were our police a posse of

Sheriff's men out West in

America, where shooting on

sight is permissible. This is

London city, where people have
to be arrested with all due for-

malities, before the police are

entitled either to shoot them
or beat them over the head
with staves. That this dis-

graceful scene happened is due
to the legislation that has

neglected the police and en-

couraged the lodgment of the

criminal alien in our midst.

If you were to ask my opinion,
I would say that up till the

actual point of contact between
the ruffians and the police, the

detective work of the latter

force was admirable in the ex-

treme. Their information was
so good that they were able to

act with directness and rapid-

ity. Judging from the paper,

they only received certain in-

formation that the two crimi-

nals were in a particular house

about an hour before midnight.
So exact was this information

that by five o'clock on the

following morning, not only
had they isolated the locality,
but they had also removed all

the inhabitants of the neigh-

bouring rooms from the house,
and practically had their quarry
interned in one room. That

they did not know how to act

at this moment is true, but I

do not find them altogether

blameworthy on this account.

None of you would say that

a hunter was not a good
hunter because he had not
been schooled to climb trees.

Neither would you ask a

hunter to climb trees. There-

fore you should not expect a

good policeman, whom you
only arm with a truncheon,
to be expert in the matter of

dealing with desperate crimi-

nals carrying efficient firearms.

The locating of those criminals

was a police job, and it was
well done. The capture or

destruction of those criminals

was not a British policeman's
business, any more than it

would be the business of a

hunter to climb trees.
" You may be surprised that

I support the police when
public opinion is so strong

against them. Well, I have
a reason. I know something
about them which in all prob-

ability you fellows do not. I am
not concerned altogether with
the non-emotional beggars in

blue who stop the traffic in the

streets. I am referring to

the detective coves who, while

you know nothing about it,

are taking a devil of a lot of
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pains to look after your pro-

perty. You don't see them
about, or if you do see them,

you don't notice them, because

they take very particular pains
not to be noticed. That's part
of their cleverness. It may
sound very improbable to you,
but I was once mixed up in

one of these secret police affairs.

I was never more surprised in

my life. I can assure you the

trouble was not of my mak-

ing, and I don't even now know
what particular impulse it was
that induced me to take the

hand. As you fellows know
well enough, mine is not the

kind of temperament that
hankers after breathless ex-

citement. But the story is

so strange that you ought to

hear it.

" It is just about three years
ago, during the season, that my
wife wanted me to go with her

to a jeweller's in Bond Street

about the re-setting of some

jewellery, or the matching of

some pearls. It was a lovely

day, so I said I would go
down with her if she would
walk. She stuffed the gew-
gaws and some money into her

bag and we went out. There
were a lot of people out, and
we met several pals and didn't

hurry. Just before we came
to the shop I remembered I

wanted something myself a
little lower down, so I told

my wife that if she went on
and got her business under

weigh I would come along
later and join her at the

jeweller's. I rolled up I sup-

pose, about ten minutes later,

and, looking through the

door, saw there were several

people in the shop, and a par-
ticular lady I wasn't over

anxious to meet, so I thought
I would stroll up and down
outside and wait for my wife

to come out. I noticed three

well-dressed men go into the

shop and several women, and
I was just beginning to wonder
whether I had better face the

obnoxious lady in the shop and

join my wife, when one of the

well-dressed men came out

through the glass doors of the

shop and pushed rapidly past
me as he turned up the street.

At the same moment I was
seized violently by the arm by
a milkman who had been in-

nocently arranging his cans on

his hand-cart just in front ef

the shop. 'Quick, governor,'
he shouted,

' after 'im, as if you
had a hundred blue devils be-

side you, or we lose him. Look !

he's passed the bag to a pal.'

Now, for the life of me, I can-

not tell you what impelled me,

I'm not the kind of man that

you can picture tearing up
Bond Street in the wake of

an agitated milkman. But
there was something in the

grip that man took of my
arm, something in the urg-

ency of his appeal, that im-

pelled me, so that I threw away
my cigar and ran with him as

hard as I could. I had seen

the well-dressed man throw a

bag to an unkempt fellow

waiting in the gutter. I saw
the latter turn and cut up
Conduit Street like a hare that

has jinked, and I ran neck and
neck with the milkman, who
exhorted me to continue in my
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efforts by shouting, 'Throw a

leg, governor. If we lose sight
of him, we lose him for ever.'

We tore up Conduit Street. I

don't know what the passers-

by thought, I had no time to

think of them. When we
reached Regent Street our

quarry dived into the traffic

like a frog into a mill-race.

We went in after him. How
I missed being knocked down
by a ' taxi

' and pinched be-

tween two motor 'busses, I

don't know. The milkman took
the same risks. We were across

almost as soon as the man,
and he nipped down a passage
into Kingly Street. We sped
after him. I don't know what
streets we doubled down. I

know that at this period it

flashed across my mind that I

was making a conspicuous ass

of myself. Here I was racing
down the slums of Soho at the

bidding of a strange milkman,
who had only his earnestness

to recommend him. But he
never stopped in his exhorta-

tions to me. He never gave
me a chance to stop.

'

Keep
it up, governor ! We'll get
him.' Our quarry doubled and

tacked, but somehow we stuck
to him, till, just as we were

pacing down the very worst-

looking street of the lot, he

suddenly slipped into a low

house, of which the door was

open. My milkman never lost

a second. He whispered
hoarsely in my ear,

'

Stop here,

governor, and grab the first

person as comes out of that

house, no matter who he is. I

know the way behind.' In a
flash he was gone. He had

nipped down some alleyway
and disappeared. I felt a real

fool. Now my milkman had

gone, the whole folly of my
action rushed in upon me. I

had left my wife stranded in a

shop in Bond Street. I had
lost my hat and my stick. I

had nearly been run over in

Regent Street, and here I was
in an unknown and almost

deserted street, standing out-

side a door, waiting with
orders from a strange man to

grab the first person that came
out of it. If I had had two
seconds more to have made up
my mind I would have left

the place and gone back to

the nearest hatter, a wiser and
chastened man. But just at

that moment a boy of about
fifteen came out of the door
in front of me. My milk-

man must have left his spell

upon me, for I immediately
threw my arms round him
and held him fast. 'Lemme
go, governor,' he shouted

;

' I

ain't done nuffin' to you.' He
struggled hard, and the more
he struggled the more I felt

impelled to hold him. And
then suddenly, as if by magic,
two policemen appeared on the

scene and seized my boy for

me. My milkman, wreathed
in smiles, appeared in the door-

way from which the boy had

just come, saying blithely and

quite respectfully, 'You've done
that very well, sir. We've got
the other two inside.' He then

added, 'I'll just put my hands
over this young feller.' He
took off the boy's battered

bowler, and out of the lining
came a roll of 80 in Bank of
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England notes. He then felt

the boy's clothes, and produced
out of his socks a pair of ruby
and diamond earrings which,
to my astonishment, I saw
were the very gewgaws that

my wife had taken with her
to have re-set. The detective,
for my milkman was nothing
less, then pinched the boy's
ear and said, 'Where's the

lady's bag ?
' ' In the airey, sir,'

he answered sulkily enough.
The milkman retrieved it, and
sure enough it was my wife's

bag. 'But,' I said to the de-

tective, 'how did you know
that I was connected with the

lady who owns this bag ?
'

The man smiled and replied,
'It's our business to know a

few things, sir. But if you
hadn't been game to run we
should have lost the lot, we
were only just in time.' We
left the boy and the two men
in the house in the custody
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of the constables, and took a

cab back to Bond Street, and
here the strangest part of the

story comes in. We found my
wife still discussing her pearls
with the jeweller

- man, and

quite unconscious of the fact

that her bag had gone.
"After an experience such

as this you will understand

why I refuse to believe in the

incompetence of our police
force. They are police, and
real good police. That they
are not military police is not

their fault. As I said before,
it is the fault of the legislation
that has permitted an alien

population largely composed
of the criminal classes to es-

tablish itself in this country,
and has at the same time
omitted to control it with a

military police to safeguard a

law-abiding country from such

outrages as we have just been

discussing !

"
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FROM THE OUTPOSTS.

A QUIET DAY IN TIBET.

GKRB RR R comes from
the Blue Dog with no other

name, followed by a yap and
the pattering of feet on the

floor. Then three tame burhel
enter my bedroom. They have

slept on the roof of some shed,
the nearest approach to the

rocky ground which they haunt
when wild, and at the first sign
of dawn they are stirring. A
cold nose is pushed into my face,

effectually waking me, and I

hear one of them drinking out
of my water -jug. The dogs,

although great friends and,

indeed, playmates of these wild

sheep, resent their entering the

house, and while I am quieting
them I hear a sound of broken

glass. The ram has leaped on
to the window -

sill, and in

doing so put a horn through
a pane. This somewhat alarms
the sheep, and they move off

to do some mischief among the

flower-beds.

I lie in bed waiting for my
servant to bring me the morning
tea, and listening to the chirp
of the sparrows and the curious

"hooping" of the hoopoes who
have nests in the turf-wall of

the house. The latter are great
friends, and have introduced
me to their four youngsters,
whose heads are perpetually

looking out of a hole in the

wall, but whose beaks and
crests have not yet grown to

the length that gives the

parents their curious hammer-
headed appearance.

It is a beautiful day in

October, and I am one of the

three British officers at the

most advanced Agency which
the Indian Government main-
tains in Tibet. The first

question that presents itself is,
" What is to be done to-day ?

"

At sunrise this morning the

post started, to the accompani-
ment of a jingle of bells, on its

hundred-mile trek to the next

post-office on the road to India,
and no more letters can arrive

for four days. The obvious

answer to the query has just

presented itself
" Let us kill

something," when I recollect

that this is a polo day. My
mind being thus at ease, I dose

until I hear my servant arrive.

In any other country he would
cause some remark. Dorje
Pentzog is small in stature,
with a very Mongolian coun-
tenance set between two large

turquoise earrings, and wears
his hair in a queue in the

Chinese fashion. He is followed

by a troop of dogs, each of

whom receives a biscuit. The
Blue Dog, an Australian grey-
hound, is rather sorry for him-
self and moves stiffly, for

yesterday "Butch," the tame

panther, gave him a playful
scratch on the tail. "Bob,"
the old English sheep-dog, is,

perhaps, the most boisterous of

them all, while "
Peach," also a

greyhound, and the essence of

laziness, looks beseechingly from
the chair where she lies, and
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asks me to throw her biscuit

there, as it is too much to ex-

pect the mother of two hungry
puppies to walk to my bed-

side at that hour in the morn-

ing. Then a quarrel has to

be settled between "Apso," a
Tibetan dog like a Skye terrier

on long legs, arid the Blue

Dog, caused by two English
spaniel pups who charge clum-

sily about, and in their eager-
ness upset everyone's temper.
There is also the Brown Dog,
a mongrel greyhound with no

heart, who is as cunning as a
cat when coursing, and who
stands in the background,
lacking the pluck to thrust
his way forward among the

hungry crowd. We must not

forget the wolf -like Tibetan

hunting -dog, who is a new
arrival, and at present is so

wild that he will not enter the

house, preferring the nomadic
tent life to which he is ac-

customed. After each of the

nine dogs has been given a

biscuit, they are led away to

be brushed, leaving their mas-
ter to dress. What is that
noise varying between the

squalling of a thousand cats

and the plaintive crying of a

baby? I go up and feed the
litter of snow leopard cubs
which has just arrived. They
are too young to rear, and

though I feed them on raw
meat juice and various things
prescribed by the doctor, they
only survive a few days. These
animals do considerable harm
to the flocks, and the people
dig out the young and exhibit
them among the sheep-owners,
who, glad to see these beautiful

marauders exterminated, pay a

small sum in reward for their

capture.
Then breakfast, which is

made interesting by the sight
of three half - tamed wolves,
who stand in the French
window leading to the garden
and hungrily watch each
morsel that is eaten. At last
"
William," bolder than "Clar-

ence "
or "Percy," steps into

the room, but immediately
repents his rashness, and all

three scamper to the farthest

corner of the garden, only to

return warily.
" William "

again enters, and this time,
much to the horror of his two

companions, actually comes up
to the table and makes a
ravenous grab at a bone which
I give him, nearly taking my
hand with it into his capacious
mouth. He immediately rushes
into the garden, where he has
to defend the fruits of his bold-

ness against his two more
timorous companions, until to

keep the peace I get up and

giye a bone to each of the
others. The garden is a curious

place and hardly worthy of the

name, as it is the home of the
three wolves, who litter it with
bones. Such flowers as remain
are destroyed by "Butch," who
loves to stalk them when they
are swaying in the wind, pounc-
ing on them with all the play-
fulness of a kitten.

The corners of the mud wall

are scored with the footmarks
of various animals, the wolves

continually trying to get over

it, while the burhel are always
climbing in and out. It is a

fine sight to see one of the lat-

ter jump out of a ten-foot en-

closure. He rushes at the wall
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near one of the corners as if he
meant to knock it down, then

leaps lightly at the face of it

like a circus girl going through
a paper hoop. All four feet

touch the perpendicular side,

and for a second gravity seems
to be defied. Then a kick, and
he turns in the air and bounds

gracefully to the top of the

other wall of the right angle.
After breakfast there is al-

ways a certain amount of

business to be transacted. A
mule-driver wants leave to go
to his home

;
a postal-carrier's

wife is ill, and he wishes to go
to some holy Lama to purchase
a charm

;
a letter has been re-

ceived from a Tibetan friend

asking for photographic chemi-
cals or phonograph records.

Such matters attended to, we
stroll round and look at the

polo ponies which are to take

part in the game. They are

curious little animals, as shaggy
as bears, and varying in height
from 11| to 13| hands. Over
one stall is a rough picture of

a man on a horse surrounded

by Tibetan writing. This is a
charm to frighten the demon
which is bewitching the animal,
and no doubt a cure ascribed

as much to it as to the more
scientific remedies administered.

Then we wander into the gar-
den, sown with English vege-
table seeds, which, at 13,000
feet above sea-level, is for the

greater part of the year merely
a brown frozen patch of earth.

While I am here a messenger
arrives from the local Tibetan
officials politely asking when
it will be convenient for me
to see them. I reply that I

shall be playing polo this morn-

ing, but that I hope they will

come and watch the game and

stay to lunch after it is over.

We then proceed to the polo

ground, where all the ponies
are waiting to be divided among
the various players. The latter

are a curious medley. An ex-

sergeant of the Royal Horse

Artillery proves an invaluable

stand-by, as also does one of

the telegraph sergeants, who,

though an infantry man,
acquits himself manfully, and
makes up for bad riding by
fearlessness and straight hit-

ting. Then there is a detach-

ment of Indian Mounted

Infantry, and last, but by no
means least, the Tibetans who
are employed in the Agency in

various capacities. The game
commences and proceeds with-

out accident, much to every-

body's surprise, for the rules are

obeyed but slightly, and bad
fouls are of frequent occur-

rence.

The menagerie previously de-

scribed is always brought down
to the polo ground, where I feed

the various beasts and handle
them to overcome their fear

of human beings. Besides the

burhel there are two young
kyang, the wild ass of Tibet, a

young Tibetan gazelle, and a

full-grown serow (a species of

wild goat). The last named
was captured in the forests of

the Upper Himalayas ;
he is

wild and savage and quite un-

approachable. A young one

of the same species has re-

cently escaped, owing to our

rule that no animal shall be

tied up except for a few days
when first obtained. That un-

pleasant experience undergone,
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the young serow preferred
freedom to pleasant well - fed

captivity.
At last as I come in from a

game I meet the two Tibetan

officials, a monk and a layman.
Dressed in pleasingly coloured

silks, they are mounted on

gaily bedecked mules, and are

preceded by several servants.

All the mules have round their

necks strings of bells, which in

the distance make pleasant
music, but which one would
think must be very wearying
to the rider. We greet each

other, and they courteously
ask if I am not very tired after

playing, inwardly marvelling,
no doubt, that I take so much
trouble for what to them seems
no reasonable end. After
effusive compliments on both

sides, we sit down in the tent

pitched for shelter from sun or

wind, and I offer them wine,
which the layman accepts with

avidity, while the monk re-

gretfully declines, as he is not

allowed to touch strong liquor.
The layman is the proud pos-
sessor of three wounds received

when fighting against us in

1904, and playfully scans the

polo ponies, searching for a

particularly fine dun of his,

which he maintains fell into

our hands when he himself was
shot. He bears no ill-will, and
treats the whole thing as a

joke, saying he is sure I have
his pony, but that I hide it

when he comes to see me.
While we are watching the

game, one of the young kyang
suddenly rushes on to the

ground : as her foster-mother

is playing she has broken loose

to join in the fun, and suc-
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ceeds wonderfully well in get-

ting in everyone's way. Just

before the last game is finished

we see a pony roll over : it

looks a nasty fall, and we are

more than horrified to see that

the victim is our Tibetan cook !

What is to be done for lunch ?

and company too ! However,
he is soon up and galloping
home to see how the joint is

getting on.

After the last game we stroll

back to the house, and then for

half an hour I am closeted

with the Tibetan officials, who
have probably come to talk

about the arrangements for

supplying the Agency with
fodder and fuel, or some similar

matter. Great patience is re-

quired in listening to long
speeches which could easily be
condensed into a few words

;

but the first lesson to be learnt

in dealing with these people is

never to be in a hurry, and

always to allow them to have
their say, however long-winded
they may be. Everything being

satisfactorily settled, we go
down to lunch. This is eaten

to the music of a gramophone
blaring out Tibetan songs,
which, although to our ears

somewhat trying, please our

guests immensely in spite of

their having heard them all

many times before. During
lunch the monk explains to the

doctor that he has a pain in

his back, and inquires whether

whisky would be a good cure.

The tactful doctor rises to the

occasion, and says that whisky
is what he invariably prescribes
for this complaint, and indeed

it was only yesterday that he
was obliged to administer some

s
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to me for a similar attack.

The monk looks inquiringly at

me for confirmation, and when
I dilate on the relief immedi-

ately obtained therefrom, he
looks a little suspicious. He
is half inclined to think that
we have seen through his ruse,
but we turn the conversation,

and, his conscience quieted,
he becomes quite convivial.

After lunch a photograph is

taken of the party, with the

servants standing behind, and
I have dozens of such groups,
as the entertainment is not con-

sidered complete without one.

Before the departure of our

guests I offer to take one of

them for a short drive. The
vehicle is a low - seated trap
just imported from India, but

unfortunately no harness has
arrived as yet : however, I have

improvised some with raw hide,
and we start off down the

stony road and across the

bridge. My guest and all the

onlookers are vastly amused
;

the tears roll down their faces

at the laughable idea of sitting
in a chair and making a pony
pull it along. There are no
wheeled vehicles in Tibet, and
these people had only seen the

rough ekkas which were used
for transport during the ex-

pedition in 1904. Their sur-

prise at the motor-car imported
by my predecessor had sub-

sided, though they were always
glad to surround and stare at

it. For sheer entertainment,

however, let them gaze on
the white man's new invention

going down the road. After
a spin of half a mile we return,
but as we are crossing the

narrow bridge, innocent of para-
pets, it occurs to me that the

pony is farther off than he
should be. I am puzzling over
this phenomenon when sud-

denly the shafts slip clear of

the harness, the trap tilts back,
and we are lying on it with our
heads hanging over the rush-

ing water and our feet point-

ing to the skies. Meanwhile the

pony, who " never in this wise

had treated been before," tears

the reins out of my hand and

gallops home. The Tibetan

groom, with great presence of

mind, closes the hood of the

trap so that we cannot see the

awful doom that awaits us if

we stir, though the danger is

no farther off on that account.

With some difficulty we are

rescued, nay Tibetan friend in

a terrified condition, and I have
never been able to persuade
him to come for a drive again,
even behind the best Cawnpore
harness.

Our guests now depart, but

just as they are leaving a mes-

senger arrives to say that a

Chinese official wishes to see

me, and he comes to tea. He
is a thorough gentleman and a

very pleasant man to deal with,

but, unfortunately, he speaks

nothing but Chinese, and all

conversation has to be carried

on in Tibetan through his in-

terpreter. While I am thus

engaged there is a rattle at

the door-handle, and a small

face peers through the glass :

this is the small monkey who
has spent the day where the

ponies' corn is being crushed,
and who always comes in to

tea with both pouches bulging
with grain. I admit him, and
he sits on the mantelpiece mak-

ing happy, contented noises as

he is fed.
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When our Chinese guest has

gone it is about sunset, and
we all three walk out to the

little pond, some half a mile

distant, to wait for the geese
and duck which frequently
come in great numbers at this

time of day during the months
of October and November. As
we approach, a flight of teal ar-

rives, but, seeing us, moves off

without settling. As we are

wading to a small island we
hear the distant " honk "

of

geese, and hurriedly crouch
down behind a low wall which
we have built. Presently a

sharp eye will detect in the

west a thin horizontal line,

which gradually resolves into

a long row of dots, and finally
into a flock of a dozen geese.
Not yet ! Wait ! Now ! No !

Now ! and six reports are heard
in quick succession. Three

geese have fallen, and two of

them drop at our feet, splash-

ing us till we are soaked. If

we are fortunate we may bag
a dozen geese and half as many
ducks in a few minutes at this

time of the evening. It is

fascinating sport, and one is

tempted to stay on after dark,
when only the whistle of wings
can be heard and nothing can
be seen.

We return in time for dinner.

This is a quiet meal, and the

evening is usually spent in

doing any office work which

may be required. Life is not

always like this, however, for

every fifth day the post leaves,
and then our time must be
devoted to correspondence.

During the whole of the

summer there is, of course,
no small game shooting, but
burhel and gazelle can always
be found on the neighbouring
hills, and a day spent in

search of them is seldom
fruitless. Then the larger
wild sheep, known to sports-
men as the Ovis ammon, can
be got within two or three

days' journey ; and I was
once fortunate enough to bag
three in as many days' ab-

sence from home. A less

strenuous but more interest-

ing amusement in the sum-
mer is collecting the eggs
of the various rare birds

which inhabit this little-

known region. In the spring
months all enjoyment is spoilt

by the wind and by dust-

storms of daily occurrence,
while in the rains the ground
is too slippery for polo. These
are our dark days in Tibet,
when perhaps we hanker after

the civilisation that seems so

far off from our outlandish

plateau.
F. M. BAILEY.

THE SILENT ONES.

In Western Africa life is a great block of the country,
short, events move extraordin- Its raison d'etre was of course

arily quickly, and the years the earning of dividends ; but
are very full. Fifteen years besides capital it possessed also

back takes one to prehistoric a charter, and in virtue of

times. In those days a trad- this charter it administered,

ing company held sway over after a fashion, such of the
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natives as were peaceable, and

fought the truculent ones.

For the purposes of this

latter operation, the company
maintained a little army of

blacks, recruited locally. The
men were armed with rifles,

and were trained and led

by European military officers

whom the company hired and

exported to West Africa. The
force was an excellent one,
and did excellent work. It

was kept busy, now here,
now there, up and down the

country, but most of its busi-

ness was provided by the

various secret societies with
which West African politics
are undermined.
Of these secret societies that

of " The Silent Ones "
is per-

haps, in virtue of its mem-
bership and aims, the most
formidable. The "Society of

the Leopard
" runs it close.

At present we are concerned
with the "Society of The
Silent Ones." It probably
numbers its adherents by
millions. Periodically large

parties of these go on the

war-path, in obedience, appa-
rently, to orders received

whence, from whom, it is im-

possible to say. These excur-

sions are very horrible affairs

towns and villages are looted

and burned, people are mur-

dered, and in many cases

their bodies are devoured by
the assassins. Blood - stained,

smoking ruins and wasted
farms mark the path of "The
Silent Ones." They always
move at night, entire secrecy
shrouds their intentions, and

they never speak. Hence their

name. The terror they exer-

cise over other natives is in-

describable. News that "The
Silent Ones "

are out is suf-

ficient to depopulate a whole

countryside. Men, women, and
children abandon home and

farm, and rush terror-stricken,
mad with fear, to hide in

the friendly bush. Up-country
trading stations are usually
fortified and the traders

armed, and to them the

wretched fugitives will come
for protection. As a rule

"The Silent Ones" fight shy
of such places, but there have
been cases wherein the trader

and his people were massacred,
the store looted, and the whole

place reduced to ashes.

To-day the society is not

what it was. In more than
one bloody encounter its mem-
bers learned the price exacted

by the white man from them
that go a-murdering and pil-

laging. Here also, as else-

where, the road has proved
itself the great factor work-

ing for peace and order. The

country is being rapidly opened
up, new roads are being cut,

old ones are being extended

daily, and the reign of " The
Silent Ones "

is passing to its

close.

Fifteen years ago it was at

its zenith. In a district which
the society only occasionally

ravaged there established itself

a mission - station. The per-
sonnel of the Mission consisted

of two French Fathers. One,
Moulain, was a man of middle

age, an Alsatian many years
in West Africa, who spoke
fluently several of the native

languages. Father Ridout, his

colleague, was a young man
newly arrived in the country,
and quite without experience.
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The house they lived in was
close alongside a big native

town, whence there ran a

trade road forty miles down
to the great river. On the
far side of the river stood a

large settlement garrisoned by
a considerable portion of the

company's army.
The Fathers had a fine

farm, and were satisfied that
their presence and efforts were

appreciated by their neigh-
bours the townspeople, with
whom their relations were
most friendly. One afternoon
the chief of the town pre-
sented himself at the Mission.

The man was all gone to

pieces. He gasped out that

news of the coming of "The
Silent Ones " had just reached
him. He said they came be-

cause the town had welcomed
and entertained the white
man. Normally an intelli-

gent, reasonable fellow, terror

had turned the chief into a

gibbering, drivelling incom-

petent. He was too fright-
ened even to run away. He
prayed the Fathers to leave

at once. There might yet be

time, he said, for them to

reach the settlement. For
his own part, perhaps, if

"The Silent Ones" found
the white men gone they
would content themselves with

leoting and destroying the

Mission, plus a fine from the

town. The prospect was not
a bright one, but if the
Fathers remained, then would
murder be the portion of all

infallibly. And the poor
miserable wretch grovelled
and sobbed in his agony of

fear.

Father Moulaiu comforted

him as well as he could, but

sympathy did the man no

good at all, and the Father
took a different line.

" More
than a year I have lived in

your town," he said, "and

you do not know me. You
think I fear. Did I fear

when I came first to you ?

You were not then my friend,

remember. And your people
would not help me at all;

they threatened me, and tried

to drive me away from the

town. Afterwards it was
different. But at the begin-

ning, you know how close I

was to death at your hands.
And now to-day you come to

tell me to leave my house
and run away from a lot of

bushmen whom I have never
seen." [In West Africa the

term " bushman "
is the most

insulting that can be applied
to any native. In several of

the languages it seems to

be synonymous with "
ape."]

" My friend, you mistake me.
It is not my habit to run

away. I shall stop here.

And you, go back to your
house. 'The Silent Ones'
shall not harm you, nor your
people neither." And the fiery
little Padre turned and went
back into the Mission.

Men turn in early in the

tropics, and the Fathers had
been asleep some hours when,
about midnight, a "

boy
"

rushed into Moulain's room

screaming. Evidently the

chief had been well informed.

"The Silent Ones" had ar-

rived. The "
boy

" cowered
in the corner, groaning and

gibbering, quite beside him-
self. Moulain slipped into

his long white cassock, and
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went out into the moonlight.
A wonderful spectacle met
his eyes. Between the mis-

sion - station and the town
wall was a large clear space,

many acres in extent. This
was filled with a great army
of men sitting down. One
can read small print by the

light of a full moon, and the

little thick-set Alsatian could

see that the naked savages
before him were armed, and
that many of them were
daubed over with a white

pigment. Not a sound arose

from the vast assembly. Per-

fectly still, utterly silent, in-

finitely sinister, "The Silent

Ones "
sat, many thousands of

them. And the little, lonely
white man, black - bearded,
white cassocked, standing be-

fore them in the cool, mellow

radiance, felt he could under-

stand something of the awe

they might inspire in meaner-
fibred men. A white man, a

Frenchman, in his own in-

domitable soul there was

nothing of fear, and he ad-

vanced coolly towards his

visitors. Arrived within a

few yards of the front rank
he stopped, and in their own
language courteously saluted

them. No man answered
him. He continued

"It is the custom here,

when my friends come to see

me, that they send before-

hand to tell me. Then I

prepare food for them, that

they may rest and eat after

their journey. You did not

send to me, and nothing has

been prepared, but I have
told my '

boys,' and soon they
will bring some food for the

great ones amongst you."

No response from " The Silent

Ones." The Padre went on
" It is not the custom for

honest men to come unan-

nounced, with arms, in the

middle of the night, to see

their friend. But you, no

doubt, have good reason.

What is it?" And he

paused, vainly, for reply.

"Then, since you won't tell

me, I'll tell you. You are

murderers. You are cowards.
Like the hyaena you skulk
in the shadows by day. You
fly before a child with a

stick in the sunlight. You
are no men. In all of you
there is not so much pluck
as in one small dog. You
call together a great band,
and secretly by night you
crawl about in the bush till

the devil gives you courage
to fall upon a sleeping man.
Pah ! I spit upon you." And
he spat.
"You have come to murder

me. I am but one, unarmed.
You are many, and in your
hands I see spears and knives

and axes. It is night, and

your father the devil has

given you all the courage
you can hold, apes that you
are. Come, then, and kill

me. You bushmen !

" And
he spat again.
With a gesture of contempt,

" You fear to touch me," he
said.

" Why ? See, I have no
stick ! You curs ! I called

you hyaenas. I flattered you !

You are mice !

"

And the small missionary
told them off in this strain for

other ten minutes. He was
of an eloquence, this Moulain !

His address finished, he paused
for some moments. Still from
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" The Silent Ones "
there came

no sign nor sound.
"Stand up!" he thundered.

They started to their feet.
" There is the road back to the
bush. Follow it !

" No man
moved.

" Follow it !

" he roared, with

imperious gesture in the direc-

tion. And the mass, moving
native fashion, in single file,

slunk off. The Padre watched
the last of them depart, and
went back into the Mission,

where, after a search, he dis-

covered Father Ridout hiding
under his bed. He addressed
him shortly, and went himself

back again to bed.

Late in the following after-

noon, dusty, hot, tired beyond
expression, there arrived Cap-
tain Jervis with a small column
sent up in all haste from the

settlement. The soldiers ex-

pected to find the place in

ruins, and Jervis thought
himself the victim of a
false alarm when the Fathers
came running out of the

Mission to greet him. They
escorted him and the three

white officers with him to the

verandah, gave to each a chair

and a long cool drink, and
then Father Ridout withdrew.
Moulain narrated the events of

the previous day,
"
and," he

ended,
" when you see Father

Ridout, please take no notice

of him. Do not speak to him.
For one week he is a '

boy,' he
will take his meals with the
'

boys,' and he is forbidden to

speak to me or to any white
man during that time."

"
Come, come, now," said

Jervis. "That's very hard on
the little man. Certainly it

wasn't very brave to go and

hide under the bed, but he's

very young, he's fresh to the

country, and we have it on the

best authority that it's not

given to many men to be

plucky at 2 A.M. And he isn't

a soldier anyway."
" I beg your pardon," said

Moulain very gravely. "He
is a soldier, much more even
than you are."

There resulted from the

episode four several things.

First, the power and prestige
of " The Silent Ones " were for

ever destroyed in that neigh-
bourhood, and they went raid-

ing there never again. Second,
Jervis and his officers sub-

scribed together and bought
for Father Moulain the very
latest pattern revolver, with
hundreds and hundreds of

cartridges. Third, the govern-
ing body of the company at

home, who had the reputation
of being very nearly the meanest

upon earth, stirred by Jervis's

report, bought a very hand-
some gold watch, paid for a

most eloquent inscription that

completely covered the back of

it, and sent it out with orders

to the greatest of their ser-

vants that he was to make a

special journey for the purpose
and present it to the Father
with all possible ceremony.
Fourth, and last, Father
Moulain is to-day the head of

a large and flourishing Mission

at the scene of his encounter
with "The Silent Ones." He
says that there are only three

useless things on the Mission

viz., himself, the revolver, and
the watch, which took a dis-

like to West Africa soon after

reaching him and has never
worked from that day to this.
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S. H. BUTCHER.

BY MRS EDGAR DUGDALE.

IT is a hard thing to set

down on paper the qualities of

living light. Nevertheless the

desire of all who knew Henry
Butcher must be to fix some

impression of his personality,
that others who knew him not

may understand the greatness
of its beauty. He felt beauty
so intensely himself, and his

joy was always in sharing.
His friends entered with him
into numberless treasure-houses

of the soul, and he gave the

stores of his deep knowledge
very joyfully to every one.

"Whether they knew much
or little mattered not; the less

they knew the more one was
bound to give them of one's

best."

He spoke these words of his

own students in Edinburgh
University, but they describe

as truly his intercourse with
his friends as they do the labour

which he loved to give to the

teaching of his pupils. Only
these last can tell of how he
could call up the splendour of

Hellas to shine again within
his class-room ; but outside its

walls those who lived beside

him learned through him to see

its glory. This, his quality of

giving his companionship in all

things, is what makes it possible
for one who never touched his

life on the side of his public
work still to try to describe the

radiant spirit that he was.

He brought to the joys and
sorrows of his private friends

the same ardour of sympathy
and interest that he gave to

his work for Ireland, or to his

interpretation of the mind of

Greece. The scholar, the poli-

tician, and the friend were one.

To know one side of that rich

nature was to understand some-

thing of all. As there was no
detail in the lives of those he
loved which did not interest

him deeply, so there was no

part of his own of which he
would not speak freely.
Thus he excelled in friend-

ship, a very model of chivalry,

wisdom, and fire, as a friend

said of him when writing of

his death.

He gave much, and not the

least of his gifts was the joy of

giving back to him. No one
who cared for him could ever
feel uncertain of the pleasure

they provided.
On his mountain-peaks there

was no solitude, but a glad
welcome for whoever could
climb the heights, in his com-

pany all the way. Character-

istically, just as the doors of

his mind were never closed,
neither was the door of his

room against a friend. The
most living picture of him in

many hearts is the vision of

his head bent over his writing,
under the lamp in the dim

study of his Edinburgh house
;

of his quick, upward look, the

work shoved aside, and the

eager greeting for the new-
comer.
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Of interruptinghim therewas
no fear

;
on the most crowded

of the days, which were always
over-full, he never lacked a
little while to spare.

" I have had my ten minutes
and must go back to duty,"
he wrote once at the end of

a letter. "It is near dinner-

hour, and the first spare
moment I have had since I

got up, so I may fairly take
a few minutes' refreshment
with you."

Knowing him, it was easy
to imagine the ceaseless occu-

pations of that day, and the

energy with which lie threw
himself into every one of them,
but it was an unending wonder
that refreshment could be
found in turning to the writ-

ing of another letter when he
had got through the needful
ones.

For twenty-one years he
filled the Chair of Greek in

Edinburgh, and during all

that time he and his wife
made their house a place of

joy. Each year increased the
number of those who crossed

its threshold with glad hearts.

It was a house which ex-

pressed its owners completely.
It is impossible to speak of

Henry Butcher's home and
make no mention of her who
made it what it was for him.
The charm of Mrs Butcher

lingered over everything she
touched. Her rooms were

arranged as no one else's

could ever be
; her entertain-

ing of her guests brought ease
and gaiety always, and mingled
all elements happily together.
For young people the house

was a centre of all delights.

The Master of it transfigured
the world at its opening for

many a one of the younger
generation, whom he loved to

gather round him, by his eager
interest in life's aspect for

them, until in the light of that

wide sympathy they learned

to dwell as he did among the

things which are lovely and

pleasant.
These are recollections of

working days in Edinburgh,
very different from those of his

holiday months in his house in

Ireland. During the Univer-

sity session he was driving
the machine always beyond
its strength, snatching from
the full hours the moments
for human intercourse which
to him was rest. He was
often on the edge of a break-

down.
"If it were not for what

Stevenson calls that wind
which blows towards the west
in Edinburgh, I should probably
be still at work among you,"
he said in his speech at the

dinner given to him by his

friends in Scotland when he

resigned his Professorship in

1904. I cannot leave the re-

collections of his Edinburgh
life without recalling some from
that last scene of it, which will

be remembered by many who
read this.

The form in which he oast

his speech was very typical of

himself. He reviewed his life

in " this northern City of en-

chantment and romance "
in

the light of the friendships it

had brought him. More than
a hundred and fifty of those

who were proud to claim that

bond with him were there to
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do him honour, and among
them many leaders of the

thought and aotion of their

generation.
He spoke to them of others

who are gone, and then of the

men whom he had taught, and
who were gone forth to carry
the torch into the ends of the

earth. Who could listen to

the pride and pleasure in his

voice as he told of them and
of the greatness of Greece,
without realising that no
nobler hand than his ever
lifted that immortal torch ?

This dinner was the outcome
and expression of the love borne
for him in Scotland, the coun-

try which he called his "
by

adoption and grace." In his

native Ireland he held as high
a place in men's hearts.

His home was among the

Killarney lakes. Across the

water, Tore Mountain, green
with trees, and the bare slopes
of Mangerton were the back-

ground for the tangle of flowers

which was the garden. Mom-
bretia grows there thick and

high in the soft Kerry rain,
and blooms in a blaze of col-

our which colder, drier places
never see, under the sun
which changes all the circle of

the hills into amethyst with
shadows of sapphire. Behind
the house the bog stretches far,

and deep bohireens lead to the

cabins where the "mountain

people" live. He knew them
all, and every summer he and
Mrs Butcher gave a feast to

the children from the mountain
school-house. Invited for two

o'clock, the pattering of bare

feet on the gravel was always
heard before ten, and host and

hostess received their too punc-
tual guests with delighted de-

spair, ungrudging of the extra

hours by which the little wild

things lengthened their day of

days.
Some of them came down

from the hill farms whose
names carry horror for those

who recall the black days of

the Land League. Many times

Henry Butcher had ridden,

armed, with the police on the

track of moonlighters to where
murder had been done in some

lonely house within a few miles

of his own. Once he came
home to find the boycott notice

fixed upon his own gate-post.

Instantly he let it be known
that he would find work for

every one who dared to come
and seek it in defiance of the

League. In spite of their fear

of its mysterious vengeance,
some of the people, who were

starving, came to him that

night under cover of the dark.

He told them to go and find

others who would join them,
and next day his little oat-

fields were filled with men
working, given courage by
their own numbers, and all

day he and Mrs Butcher
moved about among them,
not heeding the danger which

might be very near. There
was never any attempt to

boycott him again, in spite
of the active part he took in

the public life of Ireland in her

darkest days. Again the open
doors of house and heart

brought their consequence, and

neighbours of every class

turned to him for every kind
of help. He had more time

to give to them and to enjoy
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the society which thronged
about him than was the case

when he was in Edinburgh,
although it was never his way
to be without work of his own,
but there was less press of the

uncongenial. The edition of

Demosthenes, unfinished at

his death, was rather a toil,

and kept for mornings in Ire-

land. " Demosthenes had to

be abandoned," he wrote once,
in the midst of an attack of

his enemy, lumbago. "He is

an austere man whom you
cannot play with on a sofa,
or propped up with cushions in

an arm-chair."

Many of his friends resented

the time and trouble which
that edition cost him. It was

dreary labour for a soaring
spirit, and filled years in which
the world might have been the

richer for his work.
The books he wrote have

been few, yet through love of

them many who never knew

his face will grieve for his

death. The great translation

of the world's greatest book,
which he and Mr Lang made

together, is a most true type
of his light -giving soul, for

through it the glory of the

age of gold shone wider over
this hurrying world.

It was the same with the

two volumes of essays which
he published, 'Harvard Lec-

tures on Greek Subjects' and
' Some Aspects of Greek
Genius.' Of all that could be
said of his work he would have
liked best to hear that it had

accomplished that.

But it may be that the most

undying part of him left on
earth will be found to be in

the results of his genius as a

Teacher, and that the flame

which he kindled in the hearts

and minds that looked to him
for instruction may illumine

the ages in unreckonable ways.
BLANCHE E. C. DTTGDALE.
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

POLITICIANS AT PLAY MB GEORGE IN FRANCE MR CHURCHILL
AT STEPNEY "THE HIGHEST POLICE AUTHORITY 1 ' THE GENTLE
SHEPHERD OF DARTMOOR A THINLY-VEILED REVOLUTION THE
EXAMPLE OF FRANCE PEDANTRY AND MURDER.

THE interval which has

passed between the Election
and the meeting of Parlia-

ment has been spent by the
more active of our Ministers
in thoroughly characteristic

fashion. Released from the
toils of office for the moment,
these great men have taken
their pleasure, each after his

guise, and they have given
their admirers an opportunity
to observe them, animis solutis,

as it were in dressing-gown
and slippers. We cannot say
that the spectacle of our poli-
ticians at play is edifying. It

lacks restraint and dignity.
The heroes forget too easily
that the eyes of the world are

upon them. The power of the

Press and the cinematograph
appears to escape their eager
mind, unless, indeed, they cal-

culate nicely how much the

advertisement is worth to

them in votes. Above all,

they neglect the wise advice
of St Paul. They will not
"
study to be quiet

"
; they will

not be content to do their own
business

;
and their restlessness

injures both their country and
themselves.

Mr Lloyd George is by far

the worst offender. He spent
a holiday, doubtless well-

earned, in France. Yet, chang-
ing his sky, he kept his mind

unchanged, and no sooner had
he crossed the Channel than
he thought himself in Lime-
house once more. All his battles

were fought again in the pres-
ence of a willing journalist.
His budget, and his pensions,
and the House of Lords all

those subjects, in brief, which
are best discussed at home
he freely exposed to the aston-

ished gaze of France. In thus

taking a foreign nation into

his ministerial confidence, Mr
George created a precedent
which, we hope, will not be

followed. It is a precedent

fraught with inconvenience,
even with danger. And this

is not the only precedent
created by the Chancellor of

the Exchequer. He is the first

of English Ministers, we be-

lieve, openly and frankly to

visit France as the leader of

a party. We are justly proud
of the continuity of our foreign

policy. We recognise freely
that the entente which binds

us to France is the work not
of Tories or Radicals, but of

England. Moreover, an Eng-
lish Minister visiting a foreign

country speaks, if he speaks at

all (and he had far better hold

his tongue), with the voice of

England. Time-honoured ob-

servances are nothing to Mr
George. He assumed an atti-
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tude which was obviously in-

correct, and he is probably still

ignorant that he has cast a
slur upon the high office which
he holds.

Equally disastrous was his

choice of a confidant. M.
Jaures' paper, 'L'Humanite,'
is the champion of anarchy
and sabotage. It is resolute-

ly opposed to government of

every kind and shape, and it

finds M. Briand, a Socialist

Prime Minister, no less offens-

ive to its lawlessness than it

would find a constitutional

monarch or a military dictator.

Such was the journal into

whose ear Mr George poured
the secrets of his soul, and so

lightly does he esteem the con-

ventions of political life that
he doubtless believed he was

offering no affront to the

friendly country which shel-

tered him. Having elected to

discuss the affairs of Great
Britain with a French an-

archist, Mr George did the

thing thoroughly. He let him-
self go with the fury familiar

to Mile End. He poured forth

statements which had not the
remotest touch with fact. He
assured his interlocutor that
Lord Rosebery and Mr Cham-
berlain during the South Afri-

can War denounced France

every day; he "gave his word"
that " the Lords' Veto must
and shall be abolished"; and

pleasantly discussed " the fin-

ancial resources
"

of his next

budget.
To the more sober ' Matin '

Mr Lloyd George repeated his

frank criticisms of France
and England. He complained

fiercely that the French looked

at English politics from the

Conservative point of view.
" Is nothing about history," he
asked indignantly,

" known
among you all? Has every-

thing been forgotten ? Since
Fox the Liberal administrations

have always been the friends of

France." It is a noble spec-

tacle, Mr Lloyd George reprov-

ing the journalists of France
for their ignorance of history.
Would it not make an ad-

mirable subject for a fresco

in the House of Commons?
But before he asks rhetorical

questions of this kind he should

be sure of his own knowledge.
Had he read as much history as

a schoolboy should know, he
would have omitted the name
of Fox from his argument.
Fox was never the friend of

France, until France became
the enemy of England, and
then he went over to her side

in the same spirit of hostility
as animated Mr George in the

Boer War. He hailed the

victory of our opponents with

equal enthusiasm whether they
were American or French.

Previously he had been a

staunch foe to France. When
Pitt had suggested a treaty of

commerce with our neighbours,
Fox loudly denounced France
as the natural political enemy
of Great Britain. "What
made her so ?

"
said he. " Not

the memory of Cressy and

Agincourt : the victory of these

fields had nothing to do with

the circumstances. It was the

overweening pride and bound-

less ambition of France her

invariable and ardent desire to
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hold the sway of Europe."
Nor did the French contem-

poraries of Fox harbour any
illusion. Even after he had

ostentatiously espoused their

cause against the cause of his

own country, they would still

have none of him. When
France, in a moment of crazy
exultation, determined to annex
Great Britain, in fancy she con-

demned Fox to transportation,
on the ground that he was a
" faux patriote, ayant souvent
insulte la Nation fran9aise dans
ses discours, et particuliere-
ment en 1786." In these

words there is an exquisite

irony, which Mr George might
well ponder, and for the rest

he should be careful that his

own facts are correct before he

imputes ignorance to the people
of France.

Still less excusable was Mr
George's reference to the Drey-
fus case. We do not expect
from our Chancellor of the

Exchequer profound historical

research. But when he asks

indignantly whether French-
men have forgotten the Liberal

attitude during the Dreyfus
affair, may we not turn against
him the accusation of a short

memory ? It is true that many
Radicals in England took the

side' of the General Staff, which

persecuted Dreyfus, with a

strange ardour. They did this

either from a general love of

obscurantism, or because the

Nationalist Party of France,
the bitterest opponents of Drey-
fus, resolutely counted England
among its enemies. But since

that time, as Mr George should

know, the whole temper of

France has changed. The pre-
sent Government is essentially

Dreyfusard that is to say,
while it is the declared enemy
of the Church, it regards Gene-
ral Picquart as the most valiant

of its soldiers. What, then,
did Mr George mean ? Prob-

ably nothing ;
or as little as he

meant when he asked whether
" Frenchmen knew that till

now land in England had paid

hardly any taxes ?
"

Now, it may be said that it

doesn't matter much what Mr
George says. Nor does it, so

long as he stays at home.
Limehouse and Mile End have

taught us how to interpret his

utterances. We know that his

standard of accuracy is not

high. He has given us no
reason to take him or his

theories, such as they are, se-

riously. When he crosses the

Channel, the situation is com-

pletely changed. He goes

among people who do not under-

stand the habit of his mind,
and he goes thither, not as Mr
George of Limehouse, but as a

Cabinet Minister, a Chancellor

of the Exchequer, a statesman,

upon whose shoulders rests a

responsibility for the mainten-

ance of the British Empire.
What are the Parisians to

think of us, when our Minister

assumes on the Boulevard the

tone and temper of a party
leader, demands that French-
men should take sides in the

party strifes of England, and
thus forgets the proper dignity
of his position? We cannot

expect him to learn the late

lesson of discretion. We can

hope only that when next he
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goes abroad he may put an
ox of silence upon his tongue.
The Home Secretary never

lags far behind the Chancellor
of the Exchequer in the race

for notoriety. Mr George
called attention to himself by
giving a lesson in English pol-
itics to the ignorant French.
Mr Churchill stayed at home
to witness an attack made

upon innocent Englishmen by
the anarchists, whom the acute

sympathy of the Government to

which he belongs has encour-

aged to land upon our shores.

It is in strict accordance with
the irony of events that the

politicians who are responsible
for the whittling away of the

Alien Act, should suffer in their

credit and reputation for the

monstrous excesses of desper-
ate aliens. The pretty theory
that the scoundrel who pro-
fesses sound Radical principles
can be guilty only of "political"
crime, and must be given the

benefit of the doubt, is all their

own. We are sure that the

two well-armed ruffians who
died in Sidney Street would
have supported the party of

Messrs Churchill and George,
had they been possessed of a
vote. After all, in their at-

tempt to make the rich pay
for the poor, they were but

giving a practical illustration

of a favourite Radical doctrine.

But when they put their

principles into practice with
Mauser pistols, they carry
political crime too far, even
for those zealots who still wish
London to be the moral dust-

heap of Europe.
Meantime, while we await

without much confidence a

salutary change of law, we
cannot but make a few re-

flections upon the amazing
event, which will be known
to history as the Siege of

Sidney Street. For many
hours two ruffians held at bay
all the forces of the police and
a detachment of Scots Guards,
to say nothing of artillery and

engineers. As the day wore
on, the East End became the

picnic - ground of sightseers.
For the capture of two

burglars all the chiefs of the

police were assembled together,
and at last, to give the proper
touch of melodrama to the

affair, the Home Secretary him-
self appeared on the scene.

That he should have been
there at all was obviously as

incorrect as it was that the
Chancellor of the Exchequer
should discuss domestic politics
with a foreign journalist. A
Secretary of State should gov-
ern his actions with some
sense of dignity, and that
"the highest police authority,"
as Mr Churchill boasts himself
to be, should embarrass the

police in the discharge of their

duty is a plain misunderstand-

ing of a Minister's function.

Nor can Mr Churchill plead
in excuse the necessities of the
case. He was present, it seems,
as a mere spectator. When
he arrived at Sidney Street
he did nothing but attract the
attention which a politician

always attracts in a mob.
His own statement is clear

and explicit. "I did not as-

sume the direction of events in

Stepney," he says.
" I did not
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' take the charge of the opera-
tions out of the hands of the

executive officers.' I did not
interfere in any way with the

dispositions made by the police
authorities on the spot. I

never overruled those author-

ities nor overrode them." Why,
then, did he not stay at home ?

Could you excuse a Minister

at War who comes upon the

field to criticise the action of

the generals in command ? And
if you cannot, how shall you
forgive a Home Secretary, who
watches in an attitude of

silence and inaction the mis-

takes of his subordinates, who

by his own indiscretion is

forced into the witness - box,
and there compelled to speak
with the two voices of the

detached observer and of the

"highest police authority"?
For the mismanagement of the

battle of Sidney Street a precise

explanation will be demanded.
The world will want to know

why all the resources of civili-

sation failed to arrest two men ;

why soldiers were summoned
to the aid of the police when
there was no riot and no mag-
istrate to make a pretence of

reading the Riot Act ; why the

Guards fired volleys in the

street ineffectually it is

true the first time for a cen-

tury. In the meantime, Mr
Churchill has enjoyed a vast

advertisement ; he has been

seen on every cinematograph
in London in the familiar atti-

tude of Casabianca, and he has

lowered appreciably the stan-

dard of public life. So far

he and Mr George are equal.
There is another exploit for

which they must share the
credit. The memory of the

gentle shepherd of Dartmoor
will, we hope, never fade away.
They were together the Home
Secretary and the Chancellor
of the Exchequer when they
discovered this blameless old

man, and their meeting could

not fittingly be celebrated save
in a Virgilian eclogue. The

shepherd was (and is) aged,
criminal, and accomplished.
Not merely did he know his

sheep by name, and on Dart-
moor he tended his sheep, but
he had a trick of whistling
which brought them at once
to his side. Here, then, was a
situation which delighted the

politician. The shepherd of

Dartmoor engrossed all the

graces which make an instant

appeal to the sentimental elec-

torate. It was Mr George who
first divined his possibilities.
Hot-foot he went to Mile End,
and poured forth his plaint to

willing ears. "My friend the
Home Secretary and I," he said

in a burning passage,
" the other

day paid a visit to Dartmoor.
On that bleak, mist-sodden up-
land I saw an old man of sixty-
five in a convict garb, who had
been sentenced to thirteen

years' penal servitude, because,
under the influence of drink,
he had broken into a church

poor-box and stolen 2s." It

is easy to reconstruct the

scene. The two hardened men
of the world, mingling their

tears in the presence of the

persuasive shepherd ! Is it

surprising that Mr George
carried to Mile End a story
that was not strictly accurate ?
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We all know that a demagogue
is not on oath when he takes

the platform, and Lloyd-
Georgeisms are by this noto-

rious. As a matter of sober

fact, the wily shepherd was
not sentenced to thirteen years'

penal servitude at all. Three

years was the measure of his

punishment for breaking into

a poor-box, and stealing all that

it contained. It was a poor
two shillings. The other ten
were given to him in accord
with the present Government's
own Act, which provides for

the preventive detention of

the incorrigible criminal. The
truth is, the shepherd is a jail-

bird, and nothing more. He
has spent more than half his

life in prison, and no doubt
knows perfectly well how to

make the best of a hard lot.

But the Chancellor of the

Exchequer and the Home
Secretary, proud of their dis-

covery, and feeling something
of the satisfaction which be-

longed to Haroun-al-Raschid,
were determined that the

gentle shepherd should again
breathe the free air of heaven.

They brought him out of his

comfortable jail, and they
found him a situation upon
a Welsh farm. The Welsh
farm was not to his mind.
Two days of well-ordered free-

dom were enough for the old

man, who disappeared with

disconcerting suddenness, and
is now mourned by two great
departments of State.

What happens to the old

shepherd is immaterial. He
has electrified Mile End and
served his turn. Perhaps he
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has returned to the comfort
of Dartmoor, perhaps he has
taken up again his profession
of quiet pilfering in the hills

of Wales. He is never violent,
we are told, and would not

willingly hurt a fly, but the

excitement of stealing objects
of little worth has always been
too great for him. Moreover,
on the farm to which a grate-
ful Government consigned him
there were cows to tend, and
he never had the smallest in-

terest in cows. Why, after

an impassioned speech had
been delivered by a Cabinet
Minister in praise of his talent

for the minding of sheep, he
should have been sent to a
remote farm where no sheep
were, we do not know. For
the present he has been raised

from martyrdom to mystery,
and we eagerly await the open-
ing of Parliament for news of

him. The whole episode is

ludicrous. In vain you will

search the annals of the Com-
mons for a parallel. Yet,
ludicrous as it is, it contains

also an element of tragedy.
We cannot forget that these

Ministers, whose ignorance or

triviality astounds us, aspire to

nothing less than an absolute

tyranny. The thinly
- veiled

revolution which they are con-

ducting would, if it succeeded,

place untrammelled power for

ever in their hands. Suppose
that they achieve their ambi-
tion and suppress the veto of

the House of Lords ; suppose
also that they abolish plural

voting, without a redistribu-

tion of seats, which, as Mr
George kindly informed the

T
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people of France, would in-

crease his majority by fifty,

what will happen then? Messrs

George and Churchill will be

able to do what they will with
the minority, which, we have
been told, has no rights, and
no hindrance will be set in the

path of persecution. Are these

politicians, who know so little

how to control themselves, fit

to usurp an autocratic sove-

reignty the sovereignty, as

they call it, of the people

compared with which the gov-
ernment of the fiercest tyrant is

a free government ? The inter-

views confided to the French

press, the episode of Sidney
Street, the eclogue of the

gentle shepherd, all convince
us that they have neither the

knowledge nor the dignity of

rulers. And if they could only
check their own indiscretions

by a study of the past, they
would understand why the sys-
tem of misgovernment which

they propose could never en-

dure. The politicians who, to

win the favour of the people,
remove the checks which tradi-

tion has placed upon hasty
legislation, are foredoomed to

failure. If only they would
read or think, the experience
of revolutionary France should
be sufficient for them. Let
Lord Acton, himself a Whig,
speak the just word of warn-

ing. "The errors that ruined

their enterprise," said he of the

States -General, "may be re-

duced to one. Having put the
nation in the place of the

Crown, they invested it with

the same unlicensed power,
raising no security and no

remedy against oppression
from below, assuming or be-

lieving that a Government

truly representing the people
could do no wrong. They
acted as though authority,

duly instituted, requires no

check, and as if no barriers are

needed against the nation."

With a few verbal changes,
this passage accurately de-

scribes the dangers that lie

ahead of our present Govern-
ment. The licence of the

French people was cured only

by twenty years of warfare and
a military dictatorship. The
licence, which is the aim of

Mr Asquith and his colleagues,
were it achieved for a moment,
could be arrested only by a

counter-revolution. If democ-

racy be unchecked by a Second
Chamber there can be no resort

save to arms, and we believe

that when the time comes, if

ever it come, a patriot will be
found to save the country from
an infamous oppression.

The history of the French

Revolution, indeed, contains

many apt lessons for the pre-
sent day. Like all revolutions,
it began in pedantry, and

passed through seas of wantonly
shed blood to an iron-handed

tyranny. Even in the recently

published Lectures 1 of Lord

Acton, an inveterate Whig, the

main lines of its movement may
be clearly observed. At the out-

set the reformers filled their

mouths with specious phrases.

1 Lectures on the French Revolution, by Lord Acton. London : Macmillan & Co.
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They had learned enthusiasti-

cally the lesson of the American
rebellion. By an irony of fate

the King and Queen of France
suffered through the very
opinions which they had en-

couraged in America. The

hospitality extended to Paul
Jones and Benjamin Frank-
lin had its logical result.

The Parisians chattered lightly
of that absurd chimera called

the Rights of Man. They pro-
fessed a passion for freedom,
and yet were incapable, like

all the champions of freedom
from the beginning of time, to

define it. They were sure that
Nature was a better guide
than civilisation. Rousseau
had declared that the people
was infallible, and Rousseau
found fervent followers through-
out the length and breadth of

France. It was accepted as an
axiom of life that " the people,

necessarily sincere and true and

incorrupt, cannot go wrong."
Polite maxims were babbled
on every side. Copybook
headings appeared to contain
the last words of prescience
and philosophy. Tom Paine
was elevated to the throne of

wisdom, and his clumsy in-

sults to all that was comely
and of good report filled the

empty heads of the infallible

people. Even when bloodshed

began to stain the pedants
red, the sanctity of the assas-

sins still gained credit. La-
voisier wrote to Priestley

" that
if there had been some ex-

cesses, they were committed
for the love of liberty, philos-

ophy, and toleration, and that
there was no danger of such

things being done in France
for an inferior motive." That,
no doubt, is precisely the argu-
ment that would be urged by
the heroes of Sidney Street in

their own behalf if they still

lived. The Mauser pistol is

but its logical conclusion.

The next stage in revolution

is easily reached. When the

infallible people has been suf-

ficiently flattered and endowed
with all the virtues, it is fit

to govern. And constitutions

are put before it by the dozen.

Like undergraduates sitting for

an examination, all the false

prophets of France sat them
down to answer questions
about government. They de-

vised schemes, they drew up
codes, they invented systems
of representation. Like Sieyes,

they were " thinkers
"

all, and
a "thinker" is the greatest

danger that can be let loose

in a State. For a "thinker"

argues always from first prin-

ciples. He is quite sure that

the country to which he be-

longs exists in vacuo that

it is not disturbed by in-

grained habit, by irrefragable

tradition, or by original sin. For
him twice two make four, even
in the world of passion. France
was given more constitutions

in a few years than could be

applied in as many centuries,
and it is a proper tribute to

their folly that not a vestige
of any one of them is left to-

day. They are enshrined, all

of them, in the history books,
and they are as much like

living things as is a dried leaf

in a botanist's collection.

During the early stages of the
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Revolution, before it had settled

down to the congenial work of

slaughter, one man of force,

and one man only, emerged
from the general mass of ped-

antry Mirabeau. He, says
Lord Acton in dispraise, was
not a "thinker." Happily he
was not. He was something
far greater ; he was a keen

observer, endowed with a pro-
found understanding of politics
and of mankind. In brief, he
was a man of genius, and if he
had lived France would prob-

ably have escaped the shame of

the Terror. To him the problem
which confronted his country
was plainly intelligible : he saw
that salvation lay in federal-

ism and in the checks that it

imposed. Unhappily he died

with his work unaccomplished,
and left France a miserable

prey to slaughter and death.

It is a strange and incon-

testable truth, that moral
maxims influence the foolish

mind more ardently than
a direct appeal to rapine
and assassination. France,

glutted with proverbs and
freed from the common checks
of human life, settled down
comfortably to the guillotine.
As Lord Acton says in a

passage which our Radicals
would do well to ponder,

" the

parting of the ways in the
Revolution was on the day
when, rejecting the example
of England and America, the
French resolved to institute

a single, undivided legislature."
After that rejection, there was
no chance of moderate counsels

or revised judgments. The
reins of power fell into the

hands of those who knew no

argument for their opponents
in opinion save murder, and
who proved eloquently the

tragic conclusion of Taine :

" Man is a wild beast, carni-

vorous by nature, and de-

lighting in blood." But the

wild beasts of the Revolution,
the man-eating tigers, escaped

suddenly from the jungle, went

beyond the usual ferocity of

such beasts, because they acted
in concert and by design. They
were not satisfying their in-

dividual appetites. They were

obeying a law of lust, imposed
upon them all. It has been

pretended by the apologists of

the Revolution that the Sept-
ember massacres were the

irrational and spontaneous act

of some hundreds of jail-birds.

This, Lord Acton proves to be

wholly untrue. "In reality,"
he writes,

" the massacres were

organised by the Commune,
paid for by the Commune, and
directed by its emissaries. We
know how much the various

agents received, and what was
the cost of the whole, from the
2nd of September to the 5th."

The hireling murderers, who
actually shed the blood, were
the most humane of them all.

If they could spare a victim,

they rejoiced. The pitiless
monsters were those who
armed and directed them, who
saw no punishment but death
for men of other breeding and

opinions than their own, and
who were themselves the vic-

tims of inverted erotomania.

These were a pleasant com-

pany, these preachers of the

doctrine of equality, which
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meant, as it means to many
politicians of to-day, "govern-
ment by the poor and payment
by the rich." Each will doubt-
less have his own favourite

among them. Perhaps Le
Bon, whom Lord Acton no-

where mentions, was the most

richly endowed. But many com-

petitors run him close. There
is much to be said in favour of

a gentleman called Vincent,
who was "of so bloodthirsty a

disposition that he found com-
fort in gnawing the heart of a
calf as if it was that of a royal-
ist." Robespierre in some re-

spects outstrips all rivals. For
him cruelty was an organised
and definite profession, with
which he permitted no vices

to interfere. He put himself
in training, as it were, for

slaughter. He thought the

guillotine the only solution for

the problems of State, and he
could show himself, in his hours,
a very pleasant gentleman.
When he walked in the famous

procession to Notre Dame, bril-

liant in his blue coat, flatterers

compared him to Orpheus, and
he delighted in the comparison.
Such were his recreations. The
serious business of his life was
blood, and Lord Acton does not

exaggerate when he says, "only
this is certain, that he remains
the most hateful character in

the forefront of history since

Machiavelli reduced to a code
the wickedness of public men."
But even Vincent, even

Robespierre himself, pales to

amiability beside the arch-
criminal Marat. He was the
Revolution incarnate, a thing
of terror, whose wretched life

has no excuse, except that it

called forth the austere virtue

of Charlotte Corday, a heroine

who honoured the rat by kill-

ing it, and whose name stands

for ever in letters of gold upon
the page of history. This

gentleman based his cruelty

upon an opinion which of late

years has been expressed by
responsible Ministers. He con-

sidered "that the rich have no

right to enjoyments of which
the masses are deprived." He
carried his theory one step

farther, holding that what he

called "the guilt of selfishness

and oppression could only be

expiated by death." Death, in

fact, was the only punishment
he knew save torture. He
actually proposed from his

place in the Assembly that

"obnoxious deputies should be

killed by torture, and their

quarters nailed to the walls as

a hint to their successors."

That would have given to

politics a poignancy of interest

which, for the rest, in his time

they did not lack. And though
this amiable suggestion was

strangely rejected, when he died

in his bath there perished the

most hideous monster of a
monstrous age.
Such was the new era which

Lord Acton says
" dawned

upon the world." After the
death of Robespierre there

came a sudden lull. It was as

if the lust of blood had worn
itself out, and war followed

fortunately with its cleansing
influence. The work of the
Revolution was already done
and extinguished. Nothing
had been put in place of the
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monarchy which the Revolu-
tionaries had abolished, and
the way was made plain for

the genius of the autocrat.

Napoleon brought back all

that the apostles of bloodshed
had destroyed a strong Gov-

ernment, a haughty nobility,
the stern pride of power and

place. Nothing save aggres-
sion could have purified the

conscience and purged the

wickedness of France, and she

went to war with a light heart.

The few pages which Lord
Acton dedicated to this war
are deformed by Whiggish
prejudice. He declares at the

outset that Fox might have
avoided hostilities, because he
understood the new ideas. As
we have pointed out earlier in

these pages, Fox was disliked

in France, and could not have

engaged the sympathies of

our opponents. He was, more-

over, thoroughly discredited at

home. No one would trust the

politician who, having refused

the alliance of Shelburne, had
taken office with North, his

enemy of many years. To
Pitt, Lord Acton is openly
unjust. In the first place,
he declares that Pitt might
have saved the life of Louis

XVI., and that he refrained

because " the execution of the

King of France would raise

such a storm in England
that the Whigs would be sub-

merged." For this statement,
we believe, there is no warrant.

Again, he freely admits that

England was drawn into the

war; that it was, in fact, the

Convention which declared hos-

tilities. But, not to lose a

chance of airing a prejudice,
Lord Acton asserts that Eng-
land "maintained it with

unflagging resolution, by the

prospect of sordid gain. It

brought increase of rents

to the class that governed,
and advantage to the trader

from the conquest of depend-
encies and dominions over

the sea." What would Lord
Acton have had Pitt do ?

Should he have maintained
the war with flagging energy ?

Should he, at the moment
that England was willingly

spending her life-blood, have
disdained the advantage of the

trader ? And did Lord Acton

really believe that the war,

upon which the existence of

England seemed to depend,
and which involved us in a

vast national debt, still unpaid,
was maintained merely for the

prospect of sordid gain ? If he

did, he was credulous even for

a Whig, and he read the

authorities, of which he is

reported so great a master,
with a partial eye.
Lord Acton declares that we

shall never rightly understand

the French Revolution if we

regard it as exceptional. We
should think very ill of the

human race if we did not re-

gard it as an exceptional

episode of folly and madness.
It is true that few great or

honest men came out of it

until it was purified by war.

It created pedants and crimi-

nals by the dozen. It brings
us into the society of men
"fit for Tyburn," to use Lord
Acton's own expression. But
these men were exceptional,
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every one of them. Maniacs,
with the lust of blood and

torture, rarely come into the

world. More rarely still do

they come in battalions. And
if the French Revolution be
not exceptional, then must we
tremble for our own future.

For the most desperate cham-

pions of blood started from
the same point at which
our own politicians stand to-

day. They began, as the

Radicals of England have be-

gun, by hating the nobles and
the Church, by reciting like

drones the commonplaces of re-

volution, by prostrating them-
selves before the infallible

people. They ended in the

September Massacres and the

Terror. If their progress were

normal, how will it be possible
for England to escape from
its present crisis save by the

way of Tyburn or Tower Hill ?
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POLITICAL SOUTH AMERICA.

IP any man still believes

that Democracy has virtue to

promote honest politics, or even
to secure fair treatment for

the poor man, let him go to

Brazil and Argentina. Those
two countries may stand as

representative of all South
America. Brazil will show
what it is, where it is tropical,
and its people are very much
more black or red than white.

Argentina is the model state

of that lesser portion which lies

south of the tropics, and is in-

habited by men who are more
white than black or red. And
that these sometime colonies

of Portugal and Spain are

democratic is a statement
which admits of no denial.

They have rejected all inherited

superiority of class, and recog-
nise no dignity of office. Men
in place, from a president down
to a policeman, may have power,
and may use it brutally, but
their offices inspire no respect.
The heads of the Church are
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ignored, and the whole clergy
are despised by the men. The
chiefs of the law, though they
may be more conspicuous than
the bishops, are but insignifi-
cant social figures. Nothing
causes an Argentine more sur-

prise than to be told of the

position held by a Lord Chief-

Justice of England. And if

office has no honour, social

rank is naught. Great land-

owners are to be found in

numbers, but they do not live

on their estates, and do not

lead the countryside. A Bra-
zilian "

fazendeiro," or an

Argentine "estanciero," puts
an "administrador" or "mayor-
domo "

to manage, or to muddle,
his land. For his own part, he

lives in Rio or Buenos Aires,
when he is not enjoying him-
self in Paris as one of the
" rasta

"
colony. In short,

South America has reached

the democratic ideal, as defined

by Lord Sherbrooke whom
the world remembers as Bob

TT
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Lowe a dead level, on which

every thistle appears a forest

tree. Without dignity of office,

privilege of rank, squire or

parson, South America ought,
on democratic principles, to be
a poor man's paradise. It is

precisely that part of the world
in which the place-holder in his

meanest form, and the money-
bag in its basest manifestation,
rule the roast.

The kindly apologist may
be heard to plead that South
American ways are not our

ways, and that we must not

judge them by an unfair

standard. If this defence has

any force it might be extended
to Dahomey. But the real fact

is that the ways of South
America in practical politics
are utterly incompatible with
its own avowed principles.
When Senor Saenz Pena, the

actual President of Argentina,
took possession of his post, he

spoke with the tongue of an

angel. Nothing could have
been more dignified, more be-

coming in form, than his man-

ly avowal of surprise that his

countrymen should have given
him so great a proof of con-

fidence as to elect him Presi-

dent, though he had been
absent for some years. The
whole scene was simply one of

many proofs of how easy it is

for well -trained augurs to

meet and discharge their func-

tions without laughing in one
another's faces. Every man
who was present at that

solemn function, and indeed

the whole population of Ar-

gentina, knew perfectly well

that the country had had as

good as nothing to do with the

election of Senor Saenz Pena.
He had been chosen as suc-

cessor by his predecessor Seiior

Alcorta, simply because he had
no following in the country,
and was a nonentity, whose
real business was to keep the

place warm. South America
holds strongly to the faith that

offices ought to go round. It

has been taught to dread the

Dictator. Therefore it does
not love consecutive terms of

office for its Presidents. But

nature, as we know, though
driven out by a pitchfork,
finds a way to come back.

South American Presidents

provide for their future re-

turn by
"
making

"
the elec-

tion of a dummy successor

who will keep their seat till

they can resume it. This is

the whole history of the last

revolutionary outbreak in that
hotbed of risings the Republic
of Uruguay. Senor Wileman,
a man of German descent, was

put in under a bond to resign
when called upon by his pre-

decessor, Senor Battle. There
were persons in Uruguay who
had cause to dread his re-

appearance, so they revolted,
not against Senor Wileman,
but against the candidature of

Senor Battle. The disturbance
has quieted down, after we
know not what secret arrange-
ments, but the end is not yet.
Guzman Blanco, "the great
American," played this game
with success for years in Vene-
zuela. Our poor friend Castro
tried it. Porfirio Diaz, the

undeniably able President of

Mexico, has won it conspicu-

ously up to now. Whether
he will win to the finish is
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another question. As he is a

very old man he may die in

office before defeat comes, but
in spite of all attempts to sup-

press the truth it is plain that

he is to-day contending with
formidable opponents.

Thoughtful commentators
on the other side of the line

may be heard to argue that

the South American is also the

universal Republican method,
and they quote the example of

Mr Roosevelt and Mr Taft.

The case shows that the

method is not infallible, and
it does not always answer even
in the southern hemisphere. We
can learn as much from the story
of the election of the President
of Brazil who is now in office,

Marshal Hermes da Fonseca.
President Penna, who died in

1909, and was succeeded by
his Vice - President, Dr Nilo

Pe9anha, had begun to prepare
the election of a successor. He
chose his Minister of Finance,
Dr David Campista, who, like

himself, was a native of the
State of Minas Geraes. Dr
Campista was a young man, not

widely known, but that would
have mattered little but for

other grounds of objection to

him. There are those who say
that he was disliked because
he was an honest administra-

tor, and would not allow the
funds of the National Bank to

be risked in advances to party
politicians. Here we may
briefly note that, though the

probity of individual public
men is occasionally affirmed by
their friends, testimony that

corruption is rampant in the
Brazilian administration is

offered on all hands, and it is

not otherwise in Argentina.
The visitor to Buenos Aires
who reads one of the various

newspapers published in the

city can come across advertise-

ments in which a person, who
candidly gives his name and

address, offers to sign an I.O.U.

for the first three months of

his salary on behalf of any one
who will get him a place under
Government. To return from

this, I hope no idle digression,
to the story of the election of

Marshal Hermes da Fonseca.
Dr Campista, for this reason or

for that, was unacceptable to

men of influence, and notably
to General Pinheiro Machado,
Senator for his native State
of Rio Grande do Sul. This
"
boss," or, as the name goes in

Brazil, "chefe politico," is a
landowner and cattle-breeder
in Rio Grande. He figured in

the civil wars of the early days
of the Republic. He is rich,
controls his State, and is by
far the most powerful man in

Southern Brazil. General Pin-
heiro Machado looked about
for a candidate to oppose to

Dr Campista, and he found
Marshal Hermes, who was

popular with the army officers.

It was a significant choice.

There are those in Brazil who
tell how Marshal Hermes ter-

rorised Senher Penna into

withdrawing the candidature
of Dr Campista by threatening
to bring the troops into the
streets. Of course this asser-

tion is denied. What is certain

is, that Dr Campista withdrew
and the Marshal held the field.

Not altogether, however.
Some Brazilians had no desire

to return to the regime of
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military presidents. One of

them was Dr Ruy Barbosa,
Senator for, and ohefe politico

of, the State of Bahia. Dr
Barbosa is known to Europe as

the eloquent delegate of Brazil

at The Hague. In his own
country he is best known as

the man who, when the Re-

public began in 1889, managed
the finances, and who used his

power to flood the country
with paper money, bring
the milreis down from an ex-

change value of 2s. 3d. to 5|d.,
and intensify for Brazil the old

evil of a debased currency.
His candidature was terrifying
to the business community,
native and foreign. Yet his

friends assert that he would
have won if the election had
not been falsified by fraud and
violence. They can quote one
fact in support of their conten-

tion. In the city of Bio itself,

under the eyes of all the world
and to the knowledge of every-

body, no voting was allowed in

districts where Dr Ruy Bar-
bosa was understood to have a

strong following. The autho-

rities, who were in the hand of

Pinheiro Machado, simply said

that as ill-disposed persons
were known to be prepared to

do a damage to the Doctor's

friends, they prevented the

voting in the interest of

public peace.
With that incident we come

to a person of the utmost im-

portance in South American

politics. By various names
men know him, and in all

those lands he dwells. In
Brazil he is called "O capanga";
in the Argentine his name is
" el mazorquero" ; in English he

is just the bully, the bravo, the
ruffian who beats or murders
for hire. The capanga of

Brazil is a half-breed of Por-

tuguese and Negro blood a
mulatto more commonly than
a "

caboolo," who is a combina-
tion of Portuguese and Indian.

He may, of course, come of the

combination of all three. In a

country where the percentage
of the population apart from
recent immigrants who are of

unmixed European descent is so

small that it can hardly be

counted, and where no restric-

tion is placed by public opinion
or law on the mixture of races,
it is never safe to be sure as to

how many or how few elements
have gone to the production
of any individual. Yet it is

generally allowed that the

capangas are usually mulattos,
because the combined Portu-

guese and Negro is the most

unstable, vain, and bloodthirsty

type in the country. They are

notoriously open to hire by
private persons to assault or

murder their personal enemies.

A few months ago a brewer in

the State of Santa Catarina,
who was offended because a
local tavern-keeper would not

buy his beer, hired a gang of

fifteen capangas and beat the

man nearly to death. But the

oapanga is undoubtedly seen in

his glory during an election,
when he is hired by bosses to

coerce voters. "
Capangagem,"

or the employment of eapangas,
is universal and notorious.

During a recent election in

the State of Rio de Janeiro

(which the reader will under-
stand is not to be confounded
with the federal district of
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the capital Sao Sebastiao do
Bio de Janeiro), an elec-

tioneering agent of one party
careered through the street

in a motor - car full of

capangas, who fired revolvers

right and left and shot a voter

of the other side. And this

incident did not occur in a

remote village, but in the

capital of the State, Nictheroy,
which lies on the east side of

the Bay of Eio, and within a

twenty minutes' run of the

federal capital by ferry-boat.

Nobody was as much as ar-

rested for the murder. If he
had been, the results to him
would not have been seri-

ous. Capital punishment is

not allowed in Brazil, and the

imprisonment of the agent of a

person of strong political in-

fluence would not last long.
The reader will be prepared to

hear that murder is very com-
mon in the Republic, and so it

is. There is almost a murder a

day in Rio alone between acts

of private revenge and assassi-

nation of one capanga by an-

other in the course of disputes
over the division of spoils, or

under the influence of the
native cane spirit "cachacha."

If the mazorquero is now
unknown in the Argentine
then are the newspapers of

Buenos Aires the greater liars,

if I may use a favourite phrase
of the author of the ' Discoverie
of Witchcraft.' They assert

that he is constantly employed
for the purpose of terrorism
in political strife. The word
" mazorca " was first heard of

or first became generally
known in the days of that

typical South American tyrant,

Juan Manuel Rosas. It was
liked because it had a suggest-
ive appearance of being made

up of " mas horca," which being

interpreted means "more gal-
lows." The mazorca was sim-

ply a mob of Negroes, mostly
African-born blacks, first im-

ported as slaves. These savages,
men and women, were devoted

to Rosas, who flattered, paid
them, and used them to terror-

ise his political enemies, the

"savage unionists," as he was

pleased to call them. Their

particular function was to

murder unionists, wreck their

houses, and flog their wives

and daughters. The account

presented by the mazorca for

whipping Senorita Anita Cane,
and cropping her hair, is still

in existence. The mazorca is

not so conspicuous as it was
in the days of Rosas. In the

chief cities and on the main

railway lines some measure is

kept, but even there terrorism

is not unknown at election

time, and in outlying dis-

tricts the excesses of the com-
missaries of police and district

judges, who are the electioneer-

ing agents of bosses, are many
and gross.
When the control of affairs

is in the hands of office-seekers

who work by the use of force

and fraud, reputable people

prefer to stand aside from

politics. They are perfectly
frank on that point. A man
of business will tell you that

as politics are very sordid in

his country he takes no part
in them. He may add that

when he was young and credu-

lous he did once bear arms in

a revolutionary movement, but
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oame to the conclusion that he
was a fool to risk his life for

self -
seeking politicians. An

"
estanciero," a cattle-breeder,

in the Argentine will say that
the drought, the rain, or the

locust, are far more important
to him than a change of presi-
dent. Both look on the busi-

ness of government with in-

dolent scorn. When they have

anything to do with politicians
it is for the purpose of obtain-

ing some advantage for them-
selves in return for a bribe.

Exceptions may no doubt be
found. In the Argentine there

is, for instance, not quite a real

party, but a body of gentlemen
of position and character, the
Union Civica, which wishes to

promote a policy of adminis-
trative reform. Unfortunately
it is, so far, a general staff

only, without rank and file.

The weakness of the Union
Civica was shown just when
President Aleorta was about

"making" the election of his

successor, Senor Saenz Pefia.

It wished to test the question
whether it could hope to carry
a candidate of its own as

President. So it presented
its leader, Senor Udaondo, as

candidate for a vacant seat

as Senator for Buenos Aires.

He was defeated by a high-
handed use of Government
influence, and the Union Civioa

withdrew from the field.

How comes it to pass that
a body of honourable and re-

spected men, such as the leaders

of the Union Civica, is so help-
less? The answer to that

question must be sought in

the elements forming the popu-
lation of the Republics. The

British reader who does not
know South America by
personal experience, and who

only knows that the Republics
were once Spanish or Portu-

guese colonies, is very subject
to be misled by a false analogy.
He can hardly help taking it

for granted that Brazil, or

Argentina, is a country in-

habited by men of Portuguese
or Spanish race. He knows
that there are Indians and

Negroes and half - breeds

among them, but he is very
liable to assume that these

men of colour are subordinate

in South America as they are

in the United States, or at the

Cape ;
of course he may find

evidence to the contrary in

text-books. But he probably
does not read them, and even
if he does, he cannot realise

how very weak the strain of

European blood is till he has

seen the countries for himself.

In such an important town as

Bahia in Brazil, there are

probably not a dozen native

families which have not a

strong element of black blood.

The great majority of the in-

habitants are Negroes, or near-

ly pure Negroes. Statistics,

which, indeed, are of small

value in Brazil, and of doubt-
ful worth in Argentina, mis-

lead. They may state that the

Whites form this or the other

considerable percentage of the

population. But these Whites
so-called are rarely without an
admixture of Indian or Negro.
Brazil is a country of half-

breeds, with a large proportion
of pure red or black men.
Down as far as Sao Paulo it

is predominantly Negro. In
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Sao Paulo it is predominantly
Indian. Families of wealth
and position prefer to bear
Indian names. A conspicuous
example may be found in a

former President of the State,
Senhor Tibiri9a, who uses the

name of a Tupi chief from
whom he claims to descend.

The case is not very different

in Argentina. In the cities,

notably in Buenos Aires, there

is, apart from immigrants, a

large proportion of the de-

scendants of Europeans,
Basques, who are by far the

best element Spain sent to

America, Galicians, and Cata-
lans. The city of Buenos Aires

includes a well-marked element
of descendants of "New
Christians," that is to say,

forcibly converted Jews, who
took refuge in America because
the Inquisition was less power-
ful there than at home. But
in the "camp" that is, the

country the population is

"ohino" or "Criollo" (which
is pronounced Criojo in Argen-
tina), and both words stand
for pure Indians or Indians
with a slight strain of Spaniard
or Negro.

It is too often assumed that

foreign immigration must have
a considerable influence on
South America. So it has
on the industrial side; but on
the political it has so far had
no effect, and there is much
probability that it never will

have any. The character of the

European migration to South

America, the treatment and
the fate of the immigrants,
make a large and interesting

subject. For the present it is

sufficient to note certain proved

facts. In the first place, much
of this immigration is a mag-
nified hop -

picking. Multi-

tudes of Italians, Spaniards,
and Portuguese come yearly
to take in the coffee harvest

of Brazil between April and

September, then to go on to

Argentina to take in the

wheat and maize harvests,
and then to return home. In
the second place, we have to

look to the quality of those

who remain. No doubt an
actual majority of the six

million odd inhabitants of

Argentina to - day either be-

long to the two million and
a -half (in round numbers) of

immigrants who have come to

stay since 1857, or are their

children. But the overwhelm-

ing majority are Italians or

Spaniards farmers, labour-

ers, small shopkeepers who
brought no political training
with them. They often do
not even become naturalised.

If they acquire the right to

vote, they use it as they do
at home. They obey the
" boss

"
for safety's sake, or

for a consideration. We may
add comparative handfuls of

Russians, who are half Jews,
Poles, and Syrians from Bey-
rout by way of Marseilles, of

whom a good half are Ma-
hometans. They behave as

the Italians and Spaniards
do. As for the English,
French, and Germans, they
are capitalists, managers, clerks,

shopkeepers, skilled workmen,
who come to make a fortune

and then go home. They do
not often become naturalised,
and have no political signifi-

cance. The body politic of
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South America is still, and
to all seeming will continue
to be, the oreole boss, who
directs, and the mixed races,
who follow his orders and

supply him with capangas
and mazorqueros.
What are the views, what

are the principles, of these

managers ? To say, as the im-

patient foreigner is tempted
to do, that their views are

only to fi]l their pockets, and
their principle is self-seeking
alone, is to do them an in-

justice. They do indeed hold
as firmly as the statesmen

of, say, King James I., that

the man who serves the State
has a right to make his for-

tune by it. But they have
a conception of the State.

When ISouth America threw
off the rule of the kings
in the Peninsula, it did

not, and could not, throw off

the beliefs instilled into it by
the divine right monarchy and
the Inquisition. Now from the

political point of view the most
vital of these was a belief in

the omnipotence of the State

represented by the man in

office. Rousseau and the
Jacobins showed Europe that
it is just as easy for an office-

holder to be tyrannical in the
name of the People as in the
name of the Royal Authority.
It is simply a question of re-

placing one abstraction by
another. The South American,
too, had been sedulously taught
by the Inquisition that the
worst of sins was heterodoxy.
The heretic is a man with an

opinion, said Bossuet. Who-
ever has an opinion, not doled
out to him by authority, is a

potential, if not actual, rebel.

There is, indeed, actual rebellion

in daring to think for yourself.
Such persons are to be sup-

pressed. Starting as they did

with these guiding principles,
the men who headed the revolt

of South America naturally
considered that they had in-

herited all the powers of the

Spanish viceroys. That the

viceroys acted in the name of

the Royal Authority, and they
in the name of the People, was
of no practical consequence.
The title of the abstraction had

changed, and that was all.

There was somebody who said

he spoke for " la autoridad," for

authority, for the State. Who-
ever opposed him was traitor,

rebel, heretic a sinner to be
killed. Don Ezequiel Ramos
Mejia, in his instructive book on
'Rosas and His Time,' has said

that the dearest ambition of the

typical Argentine was, and

always has been, to get com-
mand of three policemen whom
he could oppress and use for

the purpose of oppressing
others. That is a brief but
not unfair representation of

what politics have meant in

South America. To "atro-

pellar por todo," to ride rough-
shod over everybody and every-

thing, is the South American
ideal of vigorous government.
Within the last two years

the Argentine has given proof
that there has been no change
in that respect. When several

murders of officials were com-
mitted by Russian anarchists,
the Congress, in a fit of panic
and rage, passed a law of

public safety which put the

life and property of the whole
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community at the mercy of the

police. The press was muzzled

by a state of siege. Foreign
correspondents were told that
if they sent news which the
Federal Government wished to

suppress "they would disappear,
and nothing more would be
heard of them." And this was
no idle threat. It is certain

that whole batches of men
were shot without trial, and
that decent workmen did dis-

appear, and have not been
heard of since. The Italians

became the victims of something
like a general persecution, and
that is one reason why they
have been leaving the country in

large numbers during the last

two years. And this is only an

example in large of what goes
on in little, and at all times,
whenever a commissary of

police or district judge chooses

to exercise his power to fine

and imprison. When the state

of siege was raised at the end
of last year, the Buenos Aires

papers found their voices and

began to say that the anti-

anarchist law had swept away
half the constitution. "When
their criticism might have
been of some effect they were
silent.

Where the mass of the popu-
lation are half-breeds incapable
of so much as understanding
what a political question means,
there can, of course, be no

parties in the sense of bodies

of men combined to apply
principles to the conduct of

government. Where the men
in office take it to be a matter
of course that they are to

overbear not only all opposi-
tion, but all criticism, by force,

it follows as the night the day
that there is no defence

agains misgovernment except
armed rebellion. As a matter
of fact, it is always in the air.

The comparative stability and

peace of Argentina and Brazil

appear far more solid than

they are, because Europe does

not care to be well - informed

as to their real condition. But
in Brazil Sao Paulo is for ever

threatening to break away,
and for years past the southern

states have talked of cutting
the Negro north adrift. The
rubber boom has brought money
to Brazil through the north,
and has somewhat reconciled

the south to the connection,
but Brazil is very far from

being safe against disruption.
We have heard of the mutinous
outbreak of the ships in Rio

harbour, because the thing

happened in the midst of

foreign shipping and at the

end of a submarine cable.

But who heard of the horrible

story of murder which took

place at Santa Ana do Livra-

mento, on the border of Uru-

guay, in the course of a local

conflict between the followers

of the local boss, Pinheiro

Machado, and certain enemies

of his ? And such things are

common in Brazil. As each

chefe politico excludes all but

his own tail from office, his

rivals have no resource but to

take to arms. Argentina may
be safe against disruption,

though it is far from certain

that the inflow of Chilian

settlers on the west and south

may not some day cause it a
loss of territory. But Argen-
tina is by no means secure
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against rebellion. During the

last three months of Seiior Al-
corta's administration Buenos
Aires was on the verge of a

pronunciamento. The danger
was averted because the Presi-

dent made free use of the anti-

Anarchist law and the state of

siege to lay opponents by the

heels. If the failure of the
maize crop through the pro-

longed drought, which is also

doing injury to the cattle in-

dustry, brings on the financial

crisis which many good author-
ities have been predicting must
be the result of recent excessive

speculation in land, then a
civil war in Argentina will be

highly probable. There is

much discontent in the pro-
vinces with the high-handed
proceedings of the Central
Government of Seiior Alcorta,
and Senor Saenz Pefia has
been pretty plainly warned
that he must not follow the

example of his predecessor.
Mere violence on the Santa Ana
do Livramento model does not

commonly occur in Argentina,
but a few years ago the whole
business community of Rosario

stopped work as the best way
it could find of forcing the

Central Government to bring
a local governor to reason.

This was simply one method
of applying pressure. The

rougher method of plain fight-

ing may, and will, be used on

provocation and a good oppor-

tunity. It must never be for-

gotten that the men at head-

quarters are liable to be blinded

by greed for their own imme-
diate profit to the dangers they
are incurring.
The question how it is pos-

sible to account for the pros-

perity of Brazil, and the truly

stupendous increase of wealth
in Argentina, if their Govern-
ments are what is here de-

scribed, may fairly be asked.

The answer is easy. Men who
control the spigot of taxation

do not require to be very wise

in order to understand that a

copious flow of taxable revenue
is to their advantage. The

Argentine, who is more rational

than the Brazilian, grasps this

elementary truth more firmly.
In both countries prosperity
has been made for the natives

by foreign capital and labour.

The native rulers have allowed

them to act. Argentina has
been more liberal, because there

is in it far less of the puerile

vanity, libidinousness, and fer-

ocity which come of negro
blood. It has profited accord-

ingly. Three hundred millions

of British capital have been

poured into Argentina, by the

estimate of good authorities.

With the capital there have
come some forty thousand

Englishmen and Scotchmen to

manage and to teach. Add
the hop-pickers' immigration at

the harvest season, a million

and a third of Italian settlers

mostly from hard - working
Lombardy and Piedmont, and

eight hundred thousand Spani-
ards. Here you have capital,

direction, and labour. There
are French, German, and other

elements, but they have been

subordinate. These foreign

managers and workmen, fed

by foreign capital, have been
allowed to create the cattle-

breeding industry and the agri-
culture of Argentina. Patriotic
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Argentines have no hesitation

in saying that they themselves
have done nothing. Other

Argentines are not so modest,
and indeed it is too strongly
said. The Argentines have at

least seen the wisdom of allow-

ing the good work to be done.

The wisest of them ardently
desire to see the new-comers
coalesce wholly with them-
selves. Long years are required
to create a race, and much
water will flow from the

Uruguay and the Parana into

the Rio de la Plata before the

fermentation is clear. In the

meantime the foreigner is

making money, but he is rather

in the Argentine than of it. In
Brazil he is even more apart.
The conclusion of the whole
matter is that government is

as South American as ever it

was in these countries, but
has been taught to allow the

foreigner to work for it. The

general
"
supply of pigswash

"

has been notably augmented.
But there is a sad lack of ideas

and principles, and the future

is not wholly promising.
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MRS SMITH.

I HAD lived in London long
enough, with no break but
that of a brief yearly holiday
and such short absences as I

was able to steal from work
for shooting with my friends.

In winter I made a point of a

day's hunting on a Saturday,
and hunting by train is tiring
and unsatisfactory. London
will always have its charms for

me. I know it and love it. I

can find my way about it in

the densest November fog. I

feel at home in a thousand odd
corners of it. I have been
blessed with many friendships
made and cemented there. ;And
yet I began to feel that I

wanted to make my home in

the country, more especially
since it seemed likely to be a

bachelor home till the end. I

have seen too many old London
club bachelors to wish to fos-

silise into one myself. Only
the other day I saw in 'The
Times' the death of one of

them. I had known him pretty
well for twenty years, and liked

him
;
but I had not heard he

was ill, and I went to the

lodging-house in Bury Street

where he had lived. The land-

lord of the house opened the

door to me himself, and I asked

sympathetically about my old

acquaintance.
"Was any one with him at

the end?" I said.
" Oh dear, no, sir

; just the

nurse in the nursing home we
had to take him to. She said

he went hoff very nicely. I

went up the next morning, and

his cousin, Mr Blackwell, came
next day. We buried him this

morning at Kensal Green, poor
old gentleman. Thirty

- three

years he lived here, sir. I

bought him with the lease

he had only a bedroom had
all his meals at the club.

That's all he had" turning
and pointing to a portmanteau,
a bag, and a hat-box, lying

together in the passage. "We're

sending them on to Mr Black-

well's in Leicestershire to-

night." And he laughed a

little, not unkindly, at the

meagre show the battered old

luggage made.

Well, I turned away with a

shudder. It mustn't come to

this with me. Yet how easily
it might ! Here was a man
who, twenty years before, had
crowds of friends, was welcome

everywhere, had good looks,

good breeding, to commend
him and yet it came to this,

a hired bed and a hired nurse

at the end. Where was the

woman he had loved and lost,

whose arm should have been

round him, whose lips should

have been on his tired fore-

head?

Perhaps she read it in ' The
Times' perhaps she missed

it. She chose otherwise years

ago, and he became a London
clubman.

Now, surely in the country
there would be less risk of

such a dreary exit. Some
kindly neighbour would know

my house and know that I

lived there, and would hear
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that I was dying and come and
see me. So the news would

spread a little in my back-

water, and the other denizens

would surely come and ask
about me, and perhaps oome
in and see me. And if I had
a couple of servants they might
attach themselves to me, and

perhaps let my surviving rela-

tions, if I have any, know
and so on. Yes, the country is

kinder then. It knows more
than one wants it to know
sometimes, but that makes for

sympathy in the long - run,

perhaps.
I took a small house in the

hunting country where I was
wont to go, and where my
horses were standing, and I

furnished it and rebuilt the
stables and moved in.

This was all tolerably easy,
and there is no trouble about

managing stables and stable-

men.
But my domestic troubles in

the other department of my
household were really rather

overwhelming at first. All my
female relatives had taken the

deepest interest in the question
of my establishment. It was

quite clear I couldn't "keep
house" myself I didn't know
tapioca from sago, and don't

know it now and I hadn't the

remotest idea how many pounds
of meat or butter " went to

"

each person in the establish-

ment per week, nor could I

remember it for twenty - four

hours when I was told.

One said I must have a

"general," and she advertised
at her own charges in her own
local paper for a "

general
"
for

me. Another declared that

"
generals

" were unsatisfac-

tory, and that I must have a
"cook -housekeeper." Another
said I absolutely must have a
man and wife, and get rid of

Clarke.

Well, I began rather badly.

My relations had all written

voluminous letters on the sub-

ject, but not one of them had
found me the woman she was

seeking for me, and described

with such insistence and

graphic power. The less able

they seemed to find me any
one, the better able they were
to describe the ideal I must
strive for, and must on no
account exchange for any other,
even if I starved and failed

to get my bed made in the

meantime.
So when it was getting near

the time for moving in, I went
to an agency near my lodging
and took the first woman
they recommended to me. She
seemed a pleasant sort of per-

son, and the agent said she

had a good character, and she

came. I wrote to each of my
advisers, and said I hoped I

had found just the person she

had been so anxious for me
to have

;
and I invited them

all to oome and stay with me
later on and see for them-
selves.

I had to put off their visits.

I had quite a good dinner the

first evening I went down to

my new house. Mrs Woolley
had arrived earlier in the day.
Before dinner she sent me a

message through Clarke to say
that there was no sherry to

cook with. I didn't know one
cooked with sherry, but Clarke
said it was usual in "

good
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houses," so I sent him to the

kitchen with a bottle, and he
came back and said Maraschino
would be necessary for the ice.

So I sent Maraschino. My
relations all said afterwards
that was unwise. Anyhow,
breakfast was very unpunctual
next morning, and I had reason

to complain of other matters,
and Mrs Woolley left in tears,

invoking alternate blessings
and curses on me and my
house, and escorted to the
station by Clarke and my
groom, who gave her a bottle

of soda-water for her refresh-

ment on the journey to her

home and handed her ticket

to the guard.
I dined for several nights

at the mess it was on the

outskirts of a garrison town
I had settled by the kindness
of my military friends, or at

my club in London. And then
I found Kate Cleary. She was
a "general." A poor fellow I

knew had married on two-

pence a-year and no expecta-
tions, and his pretty little wife

had died and left him stranded
with a baby and a nurse and a

small flat in Kensington and a
"
general." His mother took

the baby and the nurse, and
I took the general at his

urgent request. He said she

was a treasure, and had been
one of the oomforts of his short

married life.

I don't know why, but my
bachelor establishment didn't

seem to suit her. She was
Irish and a Roman Catholic,
and I think Clarke must have
aired some offensive heretical

doctrines at tea the evening
she came, or have spoken dis-

respectfully of the Pope of

Rome. She sent me up a

beastly dinner, and I have a

suspicion that Clarke made
discourteous remarks about it

when it became his supper in

the kitchen later in the even-

ing. Kate Cleary resigned the

next day, and totally declined

to stay even for the usual

month. I dined out once or

twice again, and then I went

up to London for a day or

two to think it over. And
there I found Mrs Smith.

I was dining with some
friends of mine, and described

my situation in such affecting
terms to an old friend whom
I had taken in to dinner, that
she declared she must sacrifice

something herself to help me,
and that if I would like to

have her housemaid, who had
been with various members of

her family, in various capaci-
ties, for years and years, and
was an excellent cook, she felt

sure I should never regret it.

She was quite frank about it

all, and told me Mrs Smith
had been with her and her

family so long that they re-

cognised their obligation to

pension her before many years
were past, and would certainly
do it, whether she came to me
or not, when the time arrived

;

that she was, however, still

able and anxious to work, and
that their only reason for want-

ing to part with the woman
was that the rest of their

household was banded together
in arms against her, and the

retreat of one side of the battle

was necessary for the general

peace and comfort. Obviously
the retreat of the numerically
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smaller, if not the weaker,
side would cause less incon-

venience, so Mrs Smith should

come to me.
" Now, don't argue about

it," Lady Colesden said. " You
know I wouldn't send you any
one I didn't think would really
suit you, and the old soul is

honest as daylight and as sober

as a judge, and I'll send her
down to-morrow to see you.
If you are very nice to her

and make the best of the place,

perhaps I'll be able to drive

her out of my house and into

yours by next week, and then
we shall both be happy ever

after. If you find her intoler-

able, let me know at once and
I'll take her away and send
her to the country in some

capacity or other, but I really
believe she is exactly what

you want."
So Mrs Smith came, and my

material comfort was assured

from that moment. We didn't,

however, take very readily to

one another. It occurred to me
that perhaps she thought I

was more deeply concerned in

the plot to eject her from Lady
Colesden's than was the case

;

and I doubted her remaining
with me long. But she was an
excellent cook, never plagued
me to order dinner or anything
else, and she kept the weekly
bills down to a figure that the
most critical of my female ac-

quaintances were fain to admit
was miraculous.

And I couldn't help feeling
an interest in the woman. She
was remarkable to look at.

She was very tall, spare, and
muscular. And her face had

evidently been of remarkable

beauty in youth. Even now in

her old age her chiselled features

and dark eyes would have at-

tracted attention in a woman
of any rank in life, and had a
look of breeding that is rare

in the humbler walks. Age
and hard work had furrowed
her features ; the fire in the
woman's eyes, one could see,

would be unquenchable. Her
thick grey hair was hidden

away in a servant's cap. She
was illiterate : her house ac-

countswere miracles of laborious

ill-spelling. Clarke hated her.

He complained bitterly to me
of the wrongs he suffered at

her
[
hands ; but, whenever I

investigated a complaint, it

turned out Mrs Smith was in

the right and Clarke was in

fault. So he soon gave up
complaining to me.

It was during the investi-

gation of some of these indict-

ments that I came to know the

woman better and to like her
more. Her rigid devotion to

my interests became apparent,
as well as her loyalty to a
fellow - servant, even under

pretty difficult conditions. And
I took occasion to tell Clarke
that I thought him a poor-
spirited individual, and that
if he didn't work amicably
with my housekeeper there

were plenty of other valets

who would. He wasn't a bad
sort of fellow in his way, and
he responded to treatment and

got on better. But he was
afraid of Mrs Smith.

Now, in order to show the

extraordinary character of Mrs
Smith and the influence she

has had upon my affairs, I

must go back to earlier years
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and relate certain circum-
stances that I have never
cared to speak of to any one
since they occurred.

And the three beloved people
for whom alone I am writing
this must understand that the

whole course of events which fol-

lowed my engagement of Mrs
Smith only became known to

me afterwards : at the time of

their occurrence I was kept in

ignorance of them, and, as far

as Mrs Smith was concerned,
I should have remained in

ignorance of them to this day.

We had played together as

children, Helen and I : our

homes were within a couple
of miles of one another : our

pfcrents were intimate friends.

My father was master of fox-

hounds and friend of all the

county. Helen's father was
in the diplomatic service, and

only came home from abroad
at rare intervals during her

childhood. After her mother

died, the little girl of four or

five was sent home and lived

there entirely during the five

years of her father's widow-
hood and until his second wife

a cousin of Lady Colesden,
mentioned before in this chron-

icle came to take charge of

her. During those five years

my mother had had the child

a great deal with her, and
when I was at home for my
school holidays we had hunted

together on our ponies and

together enjoyed all the fun
and amusement that boys and

girls can devise in an English
country home. And Helen was

happy on the whole lonely at

times, but with an intense joy

in life and activity and the
human sympathy of those she
knew and loved

; shy and re-

served with strangers, afraid

of her grave and silent father,
whose caress was a cold hand-

shake, whose vision was too

short to see the love and long-

ing drowning in the child's

great brown eyes just for lack

of a touch, a word, to draw
them to him from those depths.
Then for six or seven years

Helen lived nearly altogether
abroad. I don't think I saw
her more than once or twice

during that time. I was grown
to manhood

;
she was growing

to womanhood. My father

died, and our old home was
broken up, and I only went
back to its neighbourhood
when I could find time from

my work to pay visits. When-
ever I rode through Alderholt
its blinds were down, its

chimneys smokeless. Rumour
told that Helen had grown
into a beautiful and gracious
woman, tall and grave, but
with a sweet smile, people
said, that charmed all and

sundry. It was reported that

all the under-secretaries were
her willing slaves, that foreign
nobles risked their lives and
limbs freely at the "chasse au
wild -fox" when Helen rode
and negotiated her fences as

neatly as my father had taught
her. En amazone she was
irresistible; and the Marquis
de Gallifet-Perpignan, who had
never been on a horse in

his life, but attended every
"rendezvous

"
in a "mail" had

a scarlet dress-coat faced with
blue made at his tailor's, and

gilt buttons adorned with his
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own coronet, and wore the

thing at the Embassy ball, to

his own intense satisfaction,

feeling certain that the sub-

jection of mademoiselle was
then only a matter of moments
to any one so killing and so

altogether sporting in appear-
ance.

Helen wrote to my mother
an amusing account of it, and
of the poor little man's after-

doubts as to whether he
shouldn't have worn spurs to

complete the effect.

That Christmas she came to

London, and stayed a little

while with my mother, and I

saw her again.
She was as cordial and

friendly with me as ever, and
we talked over all our old

adventures and jaunts to-

gether, and laughed over our

happy days, our rides, our

long, cold waitings under the

fir-trees for wood pigeons, when
Helen had the chilly satisfac-

tion of holding the next two

cartridges for my gun, and

hung between joy on the one
hand and horror at the sight
of the killed on the other, a

wounded bird was more than
she could bear without pro-

testing tears. But to my
wondering delight she was no

longer the child whose moods
were as open to me as the
air. She was a shy and lovely
woman, trained in the ways
of society to a savoir faire

perfect for her youth and

position. With her gracious
friendliness there was a serene

and womanly reserve that
seemed to compel courtesy and

chivalry wherever she went.

My mother was charmed
VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLV.

by her; the girl's attention

to the eJder woman was beau-
tiful in its unostentatious and
natural kindness and simplic-

ity. When she went abroad

again my mother openly la-

mented. She said she wished
she had a daughter like Helen
to comfort her in her old age.
I didn't answer that rather
wistful remark.

Helen was gone, and life

seemed rather drab and work
rather more than usually dry
and uninteresting for a long
time after.

Some few months later we
heard of her stepmother's
death. Helen wrote that her
father was much broken, and
had thoughts of retiring from
the service and coming home,
but she almost hoped he would
not do so ;

she could not think
what he would make of life

alone with her at Alderholt.

After some hesitation he chose,
we heard, to remain in the

service; and Helen did not
come home that winter. Her
father asked my mother if she

would have her to stay in

London during the following
season, when her mourning
might be mitigated, and she

might see something of so-

ciety in London
;

and my
mother accepted the plan with

pleasure.
Her father wrote again : he

was infinitely relieved he had
of late been deeply concerned
about Helen's future and pros-

pects. He had the greatest

anxiety as to her proper

chaperonage and care. Situ-

ated as he was, he scarcely
knew whether it was right
she should be abroad with

x
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him at all with no other

lady in the house. My mother
smiled a contemptuous smile,

and gave a little snort of

impatience at the man's stu-

pidity. "But he always was
a selfish toad," she muttered
with apparent irrelevance.

Helen's coming to my mother
at the earliest date that could

be arranged was the most

satisfactory way out of his

"anxieties and difficulties," as

he called them, as to his child,

and he thanked her sincerely.
It was April before she

reached London, and she came
rather sad and troubled. Her
father had decided to break

up his household altogether
and dismiss all his English
servants to their homes. Helen
foresaw that she would hardly
prevail on him to let her collect

an establishment again later

in the year, and it meant
either his coming home to

England then, or living abroad
without her, or without a

settled home for her to share

with him. Above all, she de-

plored losing her own especial

Catherine, who had been her

particular and attached guar-
dian and body -servant since

her childhood, ever since Helen's

stepmother had brought her to

the house. I believe Catherine
was what is called a school-

room maid. Anyhow, Helen
loved the woman and valued

her. She was to have a

lady's-maid with all the ac-

complishments requisite in such
a person, and Catherine was
to return to Larks Lacey to

her dead mistress's family
with whom she had lived many
years. Helen was especially

sad the day she parted with
her Catherine in London. She
came downstairs with her eyes

very bright, and my mother

gave her a watch on a little

chain for her birthday soon

afterwards, since from that

afternoon Helen wore no watch.

Well, the season wore on
and Helen enjoyed it. My
mother, I think, enjoyed her

own rejuvenation, as she called

it, as keenly as the beautiful

girl. It was a delight to the

elder woman to have so strik-

ing and altogether charming
a companion to take about, to

present to her Sovereign
Helen's high-bred beauty shone

resplendent that day, to talk

to of all the womanly things
that women love to discuss.

My mother was womanly to

the core, though she took a

masculine, and never a femi-

nine, view of all questions, if

there were such a choice of

views.

I was never much of a ball-

goer, but I went to balls that

year just to see Helen dance
and to help her, if I could, to

enjoy them. We rarely stayed
late. She liked her morning
canter in the Park, and my
mother made me get the most

perfect hack I could procure
for her to ride. I enjoyed

taking her to the Row more
than going with her to balls,

and I think, on the whole, I

preferred the young men who
wanted to ride alongside her

to the young men who crowded
round her in the ballroom pray-

ing for dances. There were

plenty of them in both places.
There was one who rarely

failed to appear both at the
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balls and in the Bow, and I

know I didn't like him to be

near her in either place. He
was the handsomest man in

his way I have ever seen, and
a born actor. Of an old en-

nobled family, he was the eldest

of a large number of sons, every
one of whom was wild and un-

governed. He alone of them

preserved a show of respect-

ability and decorum, and did

it very well. His pose was

respectability and decorum
under difficulties. He had the

art of living in public with
the appearance of wishing to

be obscure and retired of

showing that he knew all his

family's shortcomings while

seeming to strive to hide them
from the world. He belonged
to good clubs, but had no inti-

mate men friends. I had been
at Eton with him and remem-
bered him at Oxford too. Well,
I wasn't his intimate friend at

either place.
It was only after he had left

those seats of learning that the

actor's art had been brought
to such perfection, though it

had served him well with
masters and others in authority
in his boyhood. But then he
had over - acted, and we, his

contemporaries in age, were

perhaps more disgusted with
his attempts to conceal his

misdeeds than with his iniqui-
ties themselves. Youth will

forgive most things to the

ingenuous and sincere.

Now Helen liked him, and
it worried me to see him about
her.

Early in July she had a

telegram from her father and
was called abroad. He had

had a severe accident, and
Helen left us in haste in charge
of a suitable chaperone for the

journey.
Her accounts of her father

were not reassuring. My
mother wanted to go out to

her, but Helen wrote they were

up in the hills where her father

had met with his accident, and
there was no accommodation

except for the necessary nurses

and the doctor, and that she

was well and was well looked
after. Should need arise she
would telegraph.

By degrees the injured man
mended, and at last they were
able to move him down to the

sea at Bordighera, and there

it was proposed they should
winter.

My mother went to them in

November and sent me news
from time to time. Helen was
well her father very much
failed. That man whose pres-
ence near Helen had troubled

me was at Bordighera too, and

they saw a great deal of him.
He was kindness itself to the

sick man
;

and his musical

genius as real as his facility
in foreign languages was a
constant solace and pleasure to

them all.

Well, it all ended as I knew
from that moment it would
end. Helen loved him, and in

March, before her father died,
she married this man.
For four years I never saw

her at all, nor was she in Eng-
land for more than fleeting

visits, and I only heard of

them when she had gone. And
then I saw her again.
We met in Curzon Street by

chance as she was turning to
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go into a house; and, after

warmly greeting her, I asked
if I might come in and see her.

I have never paid so sad a
visit as this. Helen looked

twenty years older than when
she left us a sad, broken

woman, careworn and tired.

I could scarcely believe it was
our Helen. She opened the
door of the room on the first

floar, evidently a sitting-room
in a private hotel, and seemed
nervous and anxious on enter-

ing. But no one was there.

We talked long about my
mother and her recent death,
and Helen's tears fell when she

deplored her loss and recalled

her friendship and affection.
" I am a good deal alone in

the world now," she said and
I dared not reply.

" You see I

have lived so much abroad and
seen so little of people here,
and my relations are all gone :

I never had many. Still, I

mustn't groan, for those friends

I have are near and dear."

And she smiled very sadly, I

thought, and half rose, as if

she must be alone. So I left

her. It was more than I could

do to remain longer without

speaking out and asking what
was killing her. And all the

time I was certain I knew the

answer. I could have shot

that man then.

I had a letter from her next

evening telling me they were

leaving London. They were to

take a house there later on
and live in England. She
didn't know if she was glad or

sorry. She hoped to see me
when they came.

I could do nothing : I went
to Lady Colesden and heard

from time to time where they
were, and where the house was

they had taken, and when they
were coming. I wouldn't ask

Lady Colesden about Helen or

what was wrong, and she said

little, but enough to confirm
what I felt before.

When they came to London
I wrote and asked Helen if I

should come and see her, and
she replied I must come, and

often, but I should not find the

house very lively. She was
not very well, and had lost the

art of cheerfulness. I went as

often as I could, but it was a

misery and a torture to see my
dear companion of the past so

changed and ill. It seemed to

do her good at first, and then
later on I could see she was
more wretched still. She kept
a brave and smiling face, you
must remember, and it was
terrible to us both when one

day I was shown into her

drawing-room and found her

whiter than a ghost, shivering
and cold, though it was July,
while on the parquet of the

long inner room I heard a

man's step I knew it was her

husband's retreating towards
the staircase.

What had passed I knew
not, but I took Helen's hand
and held it in both mine and
told her I had always loved

her as a dear sister that her

bidding was my law that if

there was any service in the

world I could render her, then
or ever, she must speak and it

were done.

It was not many months
after then that I left London.
She had made me promise to
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keep away. She had promised
that if I could help she would
let me. She had begged me
not to write.

I felt I could not ask Lady
Colesden or any one else about

her, but Helen's sad voice

haunted me night and day.

To return to my bachelor

home. I was away on a shoot-

ing visit for three nights. It

was freezing hard and five

o'clock in the evening. Mrs
Smith was alone in the house
at tea in her tidy little kitchen,
and my old dog was comfort-

ably curled up in front of the
fire. Suddenly he lifted his

head and a moment later the
front - door bell rang. Mrs
Smith went to the door and

opened it.

"
Catherine, is it you ?

"
said

a trembling voice, and a trem-

bling hand caught her arm
;

"but are you alone? Is this

your house ? Oh, surely I have
made some mistake."

"My dearie, no, no mistake
to come to Catherine. Oh, my
lamb. Oh ! my lady, no, no,
it's all safe here. Catherine is

all alone there's no one else.

Come to the fire you won't
mind the kitchen, Miss Helen,
and here's tea, for you're cold

and shivering."
"Are you sure you're alone,

Catherine ? I couldn't come in

if you weren't. I only got
your address to -

day, and I

thought you were in your own
home. Whose house is it ? I

wanted to rest quietly for a

little, and I've brought a hand-

bag so that I might stay with

you."
And Catherine told her

whose house it was. "But

you've come to see me, Miss

Helen, nobody but me. I know
that. And when you've had

your tea and are warm, we
will talk it all over and settle

what you are going to do.

Now, don't cry, my dearie, it's

only stupid old Catherine fuss-

ing about you and you're cold.

Catherine is going to take your
shoes off and warm those poor
chilled feet. You must have
come by train," and the poor
woman talked on to hide her

horror and distress, and to give
herself time to think and plan
for her dear little girl as she

ever called her in her heart.

She was the Catherine from
whom Helen had parted years

ago in my mother's house.

"No, now, Miss Helen, you
must trust me. I'll never tell

any one. We must get you
warm and strong before the

seven o'clock train and then
we will go together. No one
will come in till then

;
the

stablemen have their tea in

their own room and don't come
in till supper -time, and then

you and I will be gone. Now,
rest in that chair," and
Catherine turned down the gas
and made the warm kitchen

dim in the firelight to hide

those tears that wrung her

very soul to see.

And the poor tired girl
rested for an hour in my house,
tended by the woman who
loved her best in the world.

"But he must never know,
Catherine. Oh, if I had only
known you lived here I should

have missed this happy hour

you've given me, for I shouldn't

have come ! Now, I must
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go, and must go back to

London."
"I am coming with you,

Miss Helen. No, I will come.

I couldn't let you go alone."

So the two women left the

house. Mrs Smith turned back
after they had gone a hundred

yards or so and went to the

stables. There she gave my
groom the house key, charging
him to wait till she came back,
and an hour and a half later

her dear Helen was back in her
" home "

in London, lying dry-

eyed in her bed waiting for the

dawn.
I came home the next day.

Life went on in its usual

channels, and Christmas was

approaching. It was unusu-

ally cold and wet, rain and
snow alternating, till the river

was in flood and the country
almost too deep to ride over.

The river runs past the back
of my house, at the bottom of

a steep hill, on which, sloping
to the sun, is my kitchen-

garden. There is a rough
road that was formerly a tow-

path between my garden wall

and the river, and there is a

door in the wall leading on
to it by four or five downward

steps. The poorer part of the

town lies a little way up-
stream ; and, down-stream, the

road leads to some brickfields

and the railway embankment.
Late in December I was

dining at the barracks one

night, and was to dress there,

to save myself the trouble of

going home and turning out

again. Clarke had taken on

my things, and Mrs Smith was
alone in the house. There was
a knock at the door, and in

a moment she knew what had

happened, and in another mo-
ment her dear Helen was in

her arms again. She was very
pale and very calm.

"
Yes, Catherine, I knew this

time whose house it was. I

have to see him. Some one
must protect me now, and I

know nobody but him and

you."
"Oh my dearie, come in

and let us think what's best,"

and, supporting her, Mrs Smith
led this poor child into the kit-

chen again, and darkened it

and fussed round her, search-

ing and craving for some guid-
ance in this hopeless trouble.

They had been there less

than an hour when Helen
started up as a man's foot-

steps passed the window on
the gravel -walk and the dog
rose growling and moved to-

wards the front hall.
" Oh ! Catherine, some one

is coming. You mustn't let

him in. What shall I do?"
Silent and absolutely calm,

Mrs Smith took her to the
back stairs and pointed to the
door of a room at the top. It

was her own bedroom.
" Go in there."

Swiftly she went herself to

the front door and opened it.

Through the wet fog she saw
the figure of a man she recog-
nised. He asked if I was at

home.

"No, sir, he is not. He is

dining out and will not be
home till late. Would you
please to leave any message ?

"

she asked, as the man hesi-

tated and had no card to hand
her.

He was silent a moment, and
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then, with an oath, said yes,
he had a message. "There is

some one in this house I want
to see. I don't believe he is

dining out," and he strode into

the hall. Mrs Smith could see

he had been drinking, and was
livid with passion as well, but
she kept very still.

" You must be making some

mistake, sir. There is no one
here. My master is dining at

the barracks, and his servant
has taken his things there.

You will find him there if you
like to call; it is not far. Or
would you like to come in

and write a note?"
He hesitated. Yes, he would

come in
;
and he passed into

my sitting-room and looked

round. Mrs Smith had taken
in a lamp from the hall, and
then she opened the door that
led into my dining-room ; that,

too, was dark and empty.
He cursed again as he took

up a piece of paper from my
writing-table and then threw it

down. He got up and swung
round to the door and out into

the hall. There he listened a

moment, and then Mrs Smith's
face paled, but she stood quite
still. He cursed again, and
asked the way to the barracks

no, to the railway station,
in that damned fog who could
find his way ?

" The station, sir ? Oh, well,
that's not far at all, but the

road is full of turns
; and if

you would like to go a

straighter way, I can let you
out by the garden -gate. If

you had a train to catch, it

might be better. Would you
come this way?" And she
moved to the door leading to

the garden. He followed her,
and she passed rapidly on,
down the slope of the garden,
to the river door.

"This way, sir; you come
to the railway a little way
down. You can see the lights
now. If you follow the road
it brings you to the station."

This was true, but it was
Tatfield Station, our junction,
and three miles away.
She was holding the door

open for him to pass on to the

steps. He moved through it,

looked down the stream, and,

misliking the blackness of the

road, he turned to repass into

the garden, saying he would
rather go by the way he came.
In an instant the heavy door

swung round with tremendous

force, struck him on the out-

stretched hand and full on the

face. He crashed down the

steps, with an oath for every
step, and as he collected him-
self and gained his feet, to find

the door firm and blank, Mrs
Smith was coursing up the

path swifter than one can tell

it and back into the house.

"Miss Helen, come at once.

We can catch the train, and
we must get to London and
then think what to do. This

is no place for you to-night,
Miss Helen."

Swiftly she dressed for the

journey. In two minutes she

was with Helen in the road,
and then went back to warn

my men in the stable that she

should be away till late
;
would

they tell me if I came in before

she returned.

When I got home at mid-

night Mrs Smith was there,

and hot soup was ready for me
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by my fire, and the house was
as ordered and comfortable as

she always made it.

It was a Friday night that

I dined at the barracks : on

Sunday morning I had a letter

from Lady Colesden :

"I think I ought to write

and let you know what is

happening to Helen, since you
and I are perhaps the nearest

approach to real relations

she has in the world. You
know I have scarcely seen her

for years. After my poor
cousin died and that idiot of a
father of hers let Helen make
that deplorable marriage of

course he didn't know what he
was doing, but any one but an
idiot would have known : I

never had any patience with
the man Helen has been more
and more difficult to find, and
for several years now she has

kept away from us quite

pointedly. She is a perfect
dear, and it broke my heart to

think why it was.

"Well, last night, imagine
my astonishment when I got
home from dining out. There
was a very untidy note scrib-

bled in pencil, and Hicks said

a street messenger brought it

about ten o'clock. It wasn't

signed, but asked me to go at

once to Eaton Place to Helen's

house, as some one should be
with her.

"I didn't quite like it, so I

thought I would take Robert
with me in case he could be
useful there are times, you
know, when he really is a

prop !

" When we got to the house

the servant said Helen had
come home about nine o'clock

and gone straight to her room,

saying she was tired and would
not come down. She had been

out since afternoon. He did

not know where she had dined.

She had left no message about

me, and I was rather hesitating
what to do, and Robert said,

as she had gone to her room
two hours before, she was pro-

bably sound asleep by then,
and there must be some mis-

take about the note. That
seemed reasonable, and just as

we were leaving, a cab drove

up to the door and there was
a fuss and bother about getting

something out of it. A police-
man who had come in it was

pulling and tugging, and pre-

sently there emerged the figure
of Helen's husband.

"It was here that I began
to be most sincerely thankful

that I had had the foresight
to bring Robert with me. We
could see some of the trouble

at once. The man had been

drinking ;
he was drenched

(you know what a night it

was); he was covered with

mud, and his face was dread-

fully bruised on one side and
his right hand damaged.
Robert is capital when things
get tangled, and he took charge
of the situation at once. He
found the policeman was a

railway man they had dis-

covered the wretch in a first-

class carriage of the train at

Paddington, and he was just
able to say he had come from
Tatfield but could give no
account of his injuries ;

but he

gave his address.

"Robert and I both had
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misgivings while the police-
man was speaking that the
man was really ill as well as

battered, and though I wouldn't
have touched him with the

tongs otherwise, that somehow
did compel me to see what I

could do for him when we had

got him on to a sofa in the

library. Robert simply en-

veloped that policeman in the

necessity for letting nothing
get into the papers, and talked
about the chairman of the rail-

way whom he meant to see

about it all in the morning ;

then he sent the footman for a

doctor, while I prevented any
one going upstairs to Helen till

we knew what was wrong.
"
Well, my dear friend, it was

a positive relief to me when
the doctor came and said the
man was very seriously ill. I

felt so dreadfully afraid he was

going to say I was wasting my
sympathies and energies en the

animal's disgusting habitual
state.

" Then we had him carried

up to his room, and I sent for

Helen's maid to tell Helen I

was downstairs. There I sat

wondering whether she had a

servant in the house who was

any sort of comfort to her, and

grudging you old Mrs Smith,
who used to be with her, as I

daresay you know, when she

was a child, till Alice died and
that senseless father of Helen's

broke up the household and
sent her back to Larks Lacey
and I took her as housemaid.

" Helen came down at last,

but, of course, she had heard
them moving in his room and
had been in there to see. So
.she knew before I saw her,

and it was evidently a fearful

shock. I have never seen any
one look so worn and broken,
and she was so dear and nice

to me.
"I came over to her this

morning after I had been home
for breakfast and a change of

raiment, and here I am. Helen
has been with him nearly all

day. The doctor says he must
have been in a bad state of

health for a long time, and the

chill he has had will be very
hard to recover from. The
shock of the injuries is severe,

and that is what prevents him

being clear enough to tell how
he came by them and what he

was doing at Tatfield if by
chance he wanted to enlighten
us : perhaps he doesn't.

"Helen is well; that is to

say, she isn't ill, and you
needn't be anxious about her

at present. She is nursing
the man as if he had been

a model of all the virtues all

the time.
" I will tell you if there is

any change. I have written

folios, and must stop and try
to get the dear thing to rest a

little. And you are not to

come now, Helen says. She
would rather see you later on.

Also, I would rather not share

her with anybody at present,
so you see I am not loth to

pass you on her order. I don't

seem to have any time to attend

even to Robert and the children

at present.
" But who in creation was

it that sent me that note tell-

ing me to come here ? ? ?
"

Mrs Smith did not come for

.orders next morning, and, as
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there was some household thing
I had to tell her about, I sent

for her. Then I told her I had
bad news from Lady Colesden
of Helen's husband, and that I

had heard for the first time
that she had been Helen's maid

long ago.
"
Yes, sir, and I was very

fond of the young lady, sir

very fond. And I am very
sorry, sir, if she is in any
trouble. I would be pleased
if you would tell me if you
hear again. And what would

you like done with the wood-

cock, sir? Shall I cook them

to-night, or keep them till next
week?"
Mrs Smith had changed the

subject.
Three days later came an-

other letter from Lady Coles-

den.

"It is nearly all over the

doctors say to-night must end
it. Helen is very brave. She
has been with him all day, and
he is quite himself now, and
able to talk. They have been
alone together, and she seems
thankful and relieved, but

inexpressibly sad. I suppose
if I see much more of her I

shall begin to be sorry he is

going to die."

Summer came and went, and
autumn was fading into early
sunsets and frosty mornings,
and I was wondering whether
I really took any interest in

the General Election that was

shaking the country, or not.

Looking back, I know that I

took none. But one day, hav-

ing waded through the mass of

election news in the paper, I

came on a paragraph in the

personal column saying that

Helen had gone to Alderholt.

In ten minutes I had for-

gotten the meeting that even-

ing at which I was to speak
in support of our ardent Jingo
candidate, and was on my way
to shire.

I found Helen, and told her

I could wait no longer.
When we had settled one

or two interesting matters,
she told me the whole story
of Mrs Smith's Catherine's

action on those fatal days.
At the end her husband had
recounted it all to her his

awful purpose in following her

to my house, after he knew
he had driven her by his

cruelty to go ;
the servant-

woman's treatment of the

problem that faced her. He
begged Helen's forgiveness,
and she gave it. She had
told him all that she did on
that unhappy day, and how
the loyal woman had shielded

her from danger and from

every breath of ill as far as

lay in her resolute soul to

do it.

And then what ceuld we do,
we two together, to recompense
such devoted service ?

Just before we were mar-
ried we made her come and
see us, and told her we knew
all she had done that we
owed her more than we could

ever repay for her devotion

and strength of purpose and

loving care.

"You're not sending me
away, Miss Helen ?

"
(She

never would call Helen by
her first married name, or

any version of it, if she could
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help it.)
"
Oh, don't send me

away ! I only came to you,
sir, because I knew you were
Miss Helen's friend. And if

I may stay, don't, please, Miss

Helen, ever talk about all

that. You see, sir, I am
just your servant, and hers,
and if you were to make any
difference with me I couldn't

be still her servant. All I

want is to stay and work
for her. I've had trouble

myself in my time. I knew,
sir, that when a person's
trouble is at its worst, there

is something coming to help.
It was like that with me. It

was nothing I did nothing.
And please, Miss Helen, never

speak of it again oh, never,
never !

"

And the strong woman broke

down, and we were fain to let

her have her way.
So she stayed till she died

;

and I know that if Helen
had a devoted husband and
I hope she had she had an
old servant-woman who loved

her no less. And while that

old servant lived, the story
she would never bear to have
told was heard by none.

Now it is written only that
those three children of her
beloved mistress she nursed
them all through childhood ;

and I can think of no one
else to whom their mother
would have entrusted them

may know how much they
owe to Mrs Smith.

C. H. B.
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A STUDY IN FAILURE.

ALL kinds of failure are

pathetic, but some are more

pathetic than others. Pompey
and Fran9ois Villon were fail-

ures, and so was Mr Jingle, but
there was something heroic

in their lives which compels
admiration as well as compas-
sion. Some of the most famous
men in the history of the arts

have been considered failures

during their lifetimes, but in

their case posterity has cor-

rected the verdict of contem-

porary ignorance. The failure

which is truly pathetic is the

unmitigated failure of a person
whose attainments, but for

some twist of circumstance or

character, would with certain-

ty have commanded success.

Nearly everybody can call such
an one to mind. The brilliant

boyhood has suddenly been

blighted as though the spring
had dried up, and has ended in

a mediocre middle age ;
or

drink and dissipation have

sapped great powers before

they reached maturity; or,

through a weak spot in his

character, a man has been un-
able to rise to take the great
chance of a lifetime, or through
inordinate vanity has fallen

headlong like Icarus. The
streets of great cities and the
distant places of the earth are

filled with failures, and few of

us have not heard, once at least,
the saddest of all stories, the

story of a ruined life.

George Burnett was an un-

mitigated failure, and his

story is peculiarly pathetic.

He might have lived happily
and died as an obscure but

respectable clergyman ;
he

might, at any rate, have passed
out of the knowledge of men
at the end of his unhappy life.

But it was his fate to be the

friend of great men Lamb,
Coleridge, and Southey and
to be immortalised in their

correspondence. Lamb's de-

scriptions of the vagaries of

Burnett whom he called

George II. or the Bishop in

his letters to John Rickman
are exquisitely humorous, so

that Burnett has become a

shadowy figure with whom
readers of Lamb's works have
become vaguely familiar, with-
out knowing very much about
his history. A correct account
of him has, indeed, never been

given, either in the '

Dictionary
of National Biography,' or in

Mr E. V. Lucas's 'Life of

Charles Lamb,' or in Mrs
Sandford's ' Thomas Poole and
his Friends,' where his name is

to be found. The letters of

John Rickman, the census-

taker, on which I have touched
in a previous article, enable me
to throw more light upon
Burnett's career, and I take
this opportunity, one hundred

years after his miserable death
in a workhouse infirmary, of

gathering together the avail-

able information.

George Burnett was the son
of a farmer who lived at Hunt-

spill in Somersetshire, and he
was born in 1776. He ap-

parently showed considerable
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talent in his youth, and was
therefore given his patrimony
to spend in going up to Balliol

College, Oxford, with a view
to entering the Church. In
1793 he entered the University,
and this was his undoing, for

his unstable mind came under
influences which were far too

strong for it. The revolution-

ary ferment was at its head,
and it intoxicated poor Burnett,
whose need at this crucial time
was for firm guidance. His

ingrained faults, vanity and

idleness, might have been
eradicated in a peaceful univer-

sity career, instead of which he
encountered Southey, who was
then hot for the fray. In the

summer of 1794, Coleridge and
a friend came on a walking
tour to Oxford, and were intro-

duced to Southey. At this

meeting the mad scheme of

Pantisocracy was broached,
and, as Southey told Cottle in

1836, it was talked into shape
by Burnett and himself.

Southey and Coleridge both
lived to regret the day when
they first met Burnett, for they
could not help seeing that the

youthful madness which they
had outlived had been deadly
poison to the weaker character.

Bickman put the case to

Southey with characteristic

bluntness
" About George II. Lamb indeed

thinks that you and Coleridge did mis-
chief to the man by your notice and

society : but does not therein find
fault with the agents but with the

patient. The fool always thought
himself a wit, which was a mistake,
and after you noticed him, an eminent

wit, which was a greater mistake. But
only the material was to blame ; what
had been polish to a firmer substance,
was dissolution to his flimsy skull."

For the time, however, all

was rose-coloured, and Burnett
took part, bursting with enthu-

siasm, in framing that delight-

fully hare-brained scheme, by
which twelve gentlemen and
twelve ladies were to found a

Utopian colony on the banks
of the Susquehanna, the men
to supply 125 each and work
two or three hours a-day, the

ladies to rear children, and all

to have ample leisure for study
and discussion. Coleridge and

Southey came to see him in

Somersetshire the first occa-

sionwhen Coleridge metThomas
Poole of Nether Stowey, and
later on Robert Lovell, another

Pantisocrat, took him over to

see Cottle at Bristol. Cottle

pronounced his talents to be
not very conspicuous, but

praised his honesty and good
temper, qualities which were
rather wanting in Burnett.

Pantisocracy was short-lived ;

it died before the money was
collected, but it had some re-

sults. It caused Coleridge and

Southey to marry Sarah and
Edith Fricker respectively, and
it spoiled George Burnett for

ever. His religious beliefs were,
of course, undermined, and he
threw up his university career.

After spending some weeks
with Coleridge during his honey-
moon at Clevedon, he seems to

have gone to study surgery in

Edinburgh, and in 1798 he
became a Unitarian minister

at Yarmouth, where he tutored

Southey's younger brother, and

gained the warm friendship of

William Taylor, the translator

of Goethe.
A year or two later Burnett,

who was then cursed with the
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idea that no career was good
enough for him, oame to try
the effect of his talents upon
London, with nothing to live

on and a lofty contempt for all

occupation which he considered

mercenary. In 1800 Rickman
oame to London, where he had
rooms opposite Lamb in South-

ampton Buildings, Strand.

George Dyer, the immortal

"George I.," both introduced
Riokman to Lamb and pro-
cured him the editorship of 'The
Commercial and Agricultural

Magazine.' It is probable that

his passion for assisting other

people brought Dyer into con-

tact with George II., and that

through his means Burnett
came to know Lamb and Rick-

man. Riokman, for all his

harshness to the incompetent,
was from the first a firm friend

to Burnett, and for the next
few years was tireless in his

efforts to make him a respon-
sible, wage-earning member of

society. In 1801 Rickman was

busy over the first census re-

turns, and engaged Burnett as

one of his clerks, and he writes

to tell Southey in July that

Burnett is very abstracted and

thoughtless about the future,
and that he is trying to teach

him the worth of money by
making him live on two guineas
a - week. Later in the same
month he writes again

" I am much distressed about
Burnett : I never saw so uncon-
vertible talents as his. I puzzle
myself in thinking what he can be
fit for. He thinks too highly of

himself for common purposes ; and
God knows he is fit for no other.

I am trying to starve him into

common-sense and moderate expect-

ations, but I fear he is incurable."

Rickman also complains that

he has not yet condescended
to understand the population
work, and scouts all idea of

becoming a schoolmaster as a

disparagement of his abilities.

However, Southey received

more cheerful news from Rick-

man on August 1

" Burnett improves ; he has had
a recommendatory letter from Nor-

wich, from Mr Taylor to Dr Aiken.
This letter extols the said Burnett as

one of the first men of the age ; and
has had the good effect thus to rouse

him from his lethargy, and make him
erect. Dr Aiken will admit his pro-
ductions into the Monthly Mag., and

may perhaps get him other literary

employ. But at this Burnett can
never thrive anything like a task

scares him, and gives him the Blue
Devils

; during whose influence he
is fit for nothing but pestering his

friends with moping epistles."

In September 1801 Rickman
went to Dublin as secretary
to Charles Abbot, the Chief

Secretary for Ireland, who was
afterwards Speaker Abbot.

During this time he received

the news of the town from

Lamb, whose amusing letters

were published in Canon

Ainger's last edition. Lamb
describes a great metaphysical
essay to which George Burnett
had just given birth, which
"
metaphyz," as Lamb calls it,

seems to have been a not very

original discourse upon ethical

commonplaces. However, he
was sharing rooms with a

young surgeon, whose uncle,
a wine merchant, gave his

nephew long tick, so the two
lived happily, drinking two
sorts of wine. Lamb says that

Burnett was turned out of his

former lodging because he used
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to oall up the girl, and send
her down because he had for-

gotten what he wanted, and
then oall her up again to ask
what the time was. He had
become a literary hack to

Phillips, the publisher, and
was engaged in work upon Dr
Mavor's ' Universal History,'
which came out in 1802 a
dull compilation in some twenty
small volumes. Lamb's opinion
of his work is fully expressed
in a letter to Rickman, found

by Mr Gordon Wordsworth,
and reproduced by Mr E. V.
Lucas. This letter opens with
an inimitable account of George
Dyer's rescue from starvation

by Lamb, and proceeds to

speak of Burnett, who had

apparently suffered from one
of his fits of vanity, which

usually came to a head in a
violent letter to Southey, whom
he looked on as the cause of

all his misfortunes. He was
under the delusion that he was

doing a favour to Phillips in

working for him, and talked

big about the tax upon geniuses.
"Poor devil," says Lamb, "he
is not launched on the ocean
and is sea - sick with afore-

thought. . . . He had his yawns
from nature, his pride from
education." Lamb asks Rick-
man if he can do nothing to

find an office for Burnett, for

he would never live by writing,

being too proud to go the usual

way to work. He had told

Southey that the die was now
casting that should consign
him to honour or dishonour,
but "these expressions," says
Lamb, "are the convulsions of

fever," and they only meant
that Burnett perceived that

the choice lay between work
and starvation.

Curiously enough, in the

MSS. correspondence between
Rickman and Southey is in-

cluded a letter to Rickman
from Dyer from whose pen
no private letter has ever been

published written at this very
time, just after his convalesc-

ence in Lamb's house. It was
sent by Rickman to Southey on
November 7, 1801 thus dating
Lamb's letter with certainty

facetiously annotated by the

sender. It runs thus

" DEAR SIR, I am much obliged
by your favour, and ought to have

replied sooner, tho' indeed I have

lately been so unwell, that I have
been obliged to lay aside attention

to letter-writing. Yes, I have had
a fever, and have been this fortnight

past the guest, night and day, with
our good friend Charles Lamb ; his

sister has been my kind nurse, and

by help of her and a physician I

am brought right again. ... I am
glad you find employment that you
like, and I most heartily wish you
could find some for Burnett. I

begin very much to fear, from what
Lamb says, that he will succeed but

poorly in authorship, for it is not for

every one, even of talents, to live

by authorship (climax here) ;
and

Burnett will not engage in tuition.

In short, Rickman, I fear, if you do
not stand his friend he is likely to

fare but ill. I can render him, I

fear, no service. His objects are out
of my sight, and his wishes beyond
my reach. The truth is I can, now,
render nobody any service, and must
confine my attention to a very few

subjects, and a very few persons : I

shall be obliged to do so, as well from
the weak state of my health, as from

my total inability ;
much seclusion,

little company, and few anxieties I

am determined to seek after, as the

only means that can now make me
tolerably easy or render an existence

for a few years either probable or

desirable. So among other cases of

distress I must give up Burnett, for
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I fear his -will prove one case of dis-

tress (G. Dyer still) unless you can
find him some snug berth in Ireland :

you know the man. If I could
render him some service I should
be happy : but things that I pro-

posed to him he disapproves, and
therefore I entreat you to think of

him, for he seems to me to possess
some good qualities (G. Dyer again),
and if you could serve him, I think

you would have no reason to accuse

your own humanity only to cause

you folly. . . ."

Golden-hearted G. D. lived

many years to plague his

friends with requests to help
undesirables. Southey and
Rickman tried to do their best

for Burnett, in spite of his very
irritating determination to put
every obstacle in their way.
Southey wrote to Rickman of

Burnett's letter

"
It is the history of his own mind

the out-blaze of a vanity that has
been smoaking under green weeds
for seven good years written with
warmth and feeling, for the subject
was at his heart and in his heart.

If he could but be as animated by
anything else, it would do. A fair

trial of the trade will do him good.
At work he is, and where no great

despatch is needful, George can work
as well as any of Mr Phillips' merry
men. When he has found out that

his metaphysics are not saleable,
that he has not quickness enough
ever to acquire much knowledge,
and that what knowledge he has is

not ready at need, then I suppose he
will condescend to the common em-

ployments of life." 1

Riokman answered Southey
in a stern mood, for Burnett
had tried his patience also

r "
. . . Your picture of G. Burnett

is very just. I am quite sick of him
;

longer connection naturally keeps him
nearer you, and I should be sorry he

were quite deserted. Additional to

his silly letter (a place at six weeks

notice) the same post brought me a
letter of information about him, for

which I had laid a train. ... I left

him a trifling task ruling certain

lines in the Population books merely
to try his power of attention to any-

thing like a fixed task. The unlucky
wight who was to write in the said

lines suffered for this, forced to go for

the sheets one by one, to urge the

gentleman daily for supply, some-
times finding him in bed at one, at

other times at a stand on plea of

wanting ink, and finally by necessity
the task thrown up in despair ! A
good specimen of activity in business.

I have done with him. . . ."

Meanwhile Rickman had
written a scarifying letter to

Burnett, which both Southey,
who was then in London, and
Lamb deprecate as being much
too severe. Southey even went
so far as to say that Burnett

would still make " a very pretty
historian quite as good as any
of the Scotch breed." "It

puzzles me," he says, "how
he has learnt to sound his

sentences so ear-ticklingly. He
has never rough - hewn any-

thing, but he finishes like a

first journeyman."
Rickman expressed peni-

tence, but Burnett did no
more work for him. Instead

he was given the job of making
up matter for 'The Courier 'from

the French papers and 'Paris,'

the French paper published in

London by Peltier, a refugee.

Southey informed Rickman
that he lost even this situa-

tion by his "sawneying and
unteachable indolence," and
that he was "

tottering now in

Coleridge's leading -
strings."

This letter of Southey's is unpublished.
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However, another note from

Southey announces " the real

and true second birth of George
Burnett," who had apparently
found out that he was not fit

to be an author.

In 1802 accordingly Burnett
was appointed tutor to the two
eons of Lord Stanhope, at a

salary of 200 a-year. It was

unlucky that before the end of

January the two boys were

spirited away from their

father's house by the machina-
tions of the Pitt and Grenville

party, who disliked democrat

peers. Nevertheless, Burnett
was kept on by Lord Stanhope
as a kind of secretary, sent to

do any "fiddle-faddle errand,"

says Lamb, and looking impor-
tant as a king's messenger.
But before long even the de-

mocratiQ Stanhope had had

enough of Burnett, and dis-

missed him with a full year's

salary. Having nothing better

to do, George II. went to see

Southey at Bristol, and gave
way to another paroxysm of

wounded vanity. Southey com-
ments on the subject to Rick-
man in an unpublished letter

of October 1802
" Burnett God knows why

thinks my acquaintance beneath him,
and talked so very absurdly about me
to Danvers, that Danvers made him
answer :

'

George Burnett, if I had
a horsewhip, and we were not in the

street, I would lay it over you as

long as I was able.' Poor fellow, an

envy, of which he is too proud and
too self-satisfied to be conscious, has

ripened into a dislike, and will end in

hatred. I am really sorry, for you
know what a bottom of affectionate

goodwill there has been and is in all

my feelings respecting him. He talks

of a pistol, and will talk of it till pure
shame forces him to play the fool

with it, because he is laughed at for
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his cowardly bravados. God Al-

mighty must have designed him for

a gentleman at least, if not for a

higher rank, he is so utterly unfit for

any one earthly employment."

Kickman's reply is charac-

teristic

" I did not suppose the Bishop had
been so silly as you mention, and I

no longer regret that caustic I once

applied to his over-weening folly. . . .

I did not know before your letter

told me that Geo. II. was at Bristol.

I believe there is no fear of his using
a pistol, but it might be well if in an
absent fit he should walk over the

quay. So would the aliment be be-

stowed on some profitable animal
which is now consumed by him. As
a cosmopolite, it is moral to wish
him dead."

Burnett returned later in the

year to London, where he

quickly spent his 200, and
took to opium. The beginning
of 1803 saw another outbreak

against Southey and Coleridge.
On January 12 the former
writes to Rickman

"
George the Second has quarrelled

with me in the oddest of all possible

ways. He says I treated him with

neglect and contempt in London, and
that another person saw it as well as

himself. There is reason to believe

that he means Lamb, and if it is so,

Burnett has been making some mis-

take about him as well as me, taking
jest perhaps for sober earnest. This
however is the least part of my
offence. I and Coleridge, he says,
have been the cause of all his un-

happiness and what he justly calls

idiotism ;
we never treated him pro-

perly. Now treated is here used in

the dispensary sense of the word.

'Every human being can influence

the mind of another human being
if placed near him, and upon this

great truth all the principles of edu-

cation depend. The Second George
laid down the proposition in Bristol

streets at noonday, speaking so loud

that everybody might hear him, and
Y
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rolling his eyes to see who listened.

Well, now for the minor. ' But you
and Coleridge did not properly in-

fluence my mind,' and so the syllogism
is to end in a quarrel, that is, he

gravely desired never to see me while
he was in Bristol : his mind was not

healthy enough to form a sound re-

sult (tho' he was sure he was right),
and if on his recovery from a stomach

complaint he found out that he had
been mistaken in thinking thus

harshly, why he would let me know.
All this is truly absurd, but certain

old habits of affection make me sorry
for it. . . He is ... mad as ever
was Don Quixote or Loyola, and pre-

cisely from the same cause, exclusively

reading what he did not understand."

Now comes the most amazing
incident in Burnett's career.

After a fit of repentance, which
took the form of a circular to his

friends announcing his recovery
from "mental distortion," he
decided to become a surgeon
in the Navy. Through the

interest of Southey and Rick-

man, Carlisle, the surgeon, gave
him hospital experience free and
coached him generally. Before

long, however, the naval serv-

ice struck him as too arduous
for one of his sensibilities, so

he transferred his affections to

the Army, much to the disgust
of Biokman, who hoped some
nonsense would be drubbed
out of him at sea. Finally
he passed the preliminary ex-

amination for becoming a

surgeon in the Militia. He
made this an excuse for writing
to all likely sources for money
to buy his uniform to a friend

of Southey's whom he had
never seen, to William Taylor
of Norwich, who sent him a
sum of money, and to Thomas
Poole, who was thea in

London supervising the Poor
Law returns, a position which

Rickman had procured him.

Burnett's letter is preserved in

Poole's letter -book, which is

in the British Museum. It is

quoted in part by Mrs Sand-

ford, and runs as follows :

" December 1803.
" MY DEAR SIR, I doubt not you

will be surprised to receive a letter

from one of whom you possibly have
not even heard for some years. I have
learned from Mr Bickman the circum-

stance of your being in town, as also

your place of abode. The subject of

my present address will perhaps still

more excite your wonder. But I

will not take up your time by need-

less apologies, indeed my only ex-

cuse for troubling you is that of

necessity.
"I have lately procured an ap-

pointment as assistant surgeon in a
Militia regiment, but the expenses of

equipment are far too considerable

for my purse, which in truth is ex-

hausted. As the regiment is in

barracks, and bedding, &c., in addi-

tion to regimentals, must be found

by the officers, I have calculated, or

rather it has been done for me, by
the person I am to succeed, that not
less than 40 will be required to fur-

nish the perquisites to my entering
upon duty. I know not any one

among the number of my friends who
both can and will advance me such a
sum. Indeed, I have already made
some ineffectual applications. Would
such a favour too far exceed the limit

of your generosity ? My means of re-

payment are these : My pay will be
2 a - week, exclusive of the Mess

dinner, and as the regiment is in

barracks my other expenses may be

comparatively trifling. Surely I may
save half my pay and devote it to

the liquidation of my debt, which I

should prefer doing by instalments at

4 or 5 a-month. In the course of

a twelvemonth, at any rate, the

whole may be discharged.
" I have moreover a prospect of

obtaining some literary job from

Phillips when I know what exercises

of this sort will be compatable [sic]

with the above-mentioned situation.

On this source of repayment how-

ever, you perceive, I do not rely.
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" " I have set my heart on this situ-

ation, not only because it seems to

be my only present resources for a
maintenance but because I feel a
confidence that it will rouse me from
that joyless torpor into which I have
been long sunk. It is of little con-

sequence whether the situation be

desirable, absolutely considered, it

is enough that it prove good as a
mean. The enchantment of Pantisoc-

racy threw a gorgeous light over the

objects of life, but it soon disap-

peared and has left me in the dark-
ness of ruin !

"Allow me to request a speedy
answer. I have written not with
the expectation but only with the

hope that your kindness will oblige,

your obedient servant,
. BURNETT."

Poole apparently showed this

to Rickman, who was very in-

censed with Burnett for refus-

ing to enter for the final

Surgeons' Hall examination,
when Eickman offered to pay
the fee. Burnett's reply to

Rickman was forwarded with
a note to Poole

"November 1803.
"
SIR, The now or never do not

appear to me the only possible alter-

natives. Should I hereafter deter-

mine to look forward to advancement
in His Majesty's service it would

perhaps be advisable to take out my
diploma. This expense would be
considerable and I should have an

objection to incurring what I should
deem au unnecessary obligation. I

thank you however for your good
intentions and remain, yours, &c."

" Was ever before such an animal
extant? He lives at 27 William
Street if you chuse to give him a
driye. J. E."

Poole seems to have urged
Burnett to do as Rickman
wished, whereupon he received

this pompous communication
"
SIR, I have now scarcely a doubt

remaining that I shall be able to

accomplish my own object. If there-

fore an examination at Surgeons'
Hall should hereafter be thought
necessary it will be easy, at any time

during the ensuing winter, to get
leave of absence for a few days, and
to come to town for that express
purpose. In this case I shall incur
no obligation." You say that in submitting myself
to an examination at the present
time I shall oblige Mr Rickman.

Surely in a matter which concerns

my own happiness only I have a

right to choose. Whether Mr Rick-
man designs me any future good is a

question impossible for me to decide.

He has never treated me with suf-

ficient respect and confidence to de-

clare any intentions he might possibly
have formed respecting me. For this

reason only therefore it behoves me
not to look to him for any future
elevation. I have moreover his posi-
tive declaration that I am to expect
nothing from him under any condi-

tion. Besides I had lately a note
from him in which he trusts I shall

look forward to advancement in the

army or navy only for my future
means of support. Hence, unless
there be nothing in words and

declarations, I have nothing either

to hope or to fear from Rickman. If

the promises he has given me be

just, I have shown it would be vain
to hope, it would be in like manner
absurd to fear, because I am too in-

significant a personage to be thought
worthy even of Mr Rickman's con-

tempt.
"Your note evidently proceeds on

the supposition that my means of

going into the militia will fail me.
Allow me also to add that your
plans, if such they may be called, as

well as those of Rickman, rest on the

opinion not only of my present inca-

pacity but on the assumption like-

wise of paulo post future incapacity.
This may be the case ; perhaps it is

likely it will, still I cannot help
thinking that such an inference is

not perfectly logical. It is now
about five years since all enjoyment
of life, that deserves the name of

enjoyment, has to me been anni-

hilated. Thus a tyranny of con-

dition which withers the soul more
than can be imagined by those whose
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situation in life has been different.

Yet I own that myself am chiefly to

blame. As soon as I suffered anxiety
to make my rSle I grew continually
worse and worse till from failure of

memory I had lost the power of self-

improvement. Latterly I have been

gradually rising again, and I trust

that as soon as I have a definite situ-

ation I shall be once more restored

to health, to confidence and hope.
But I forget that I am trespassing

upon your time. Yours, &c."

A letter from Lamb to Rick-

man of Dec. 9, 1803, informed

him that Burnett had joined
his regiment, but he was not

destined for a military life.

Early in 1804 Rickman remarks
in a letter to Southey

" This reminds me of George 2nd,

who, having reached his regiment,
immediately discovered that it was
not worth while to retain a situation
' which he might get any day.' So he

returned without having purchased
regimentals, and now feeds on money
procured by his mendicant circular.

Qucere, is not this to obtain money
under false pretences: uncourteously
termed in the vulgar tongue swind-

ling ? I understand that he now
thinks, or pretends to think, that he
is going with a Polish nobleman to

Poland, to take care of some books

there, a private collection."

But Burnett did go to Poland,
and the next few years of his

life were more promising. For
nine months he was absent

from England in the employ-
ment of a Count Zamovski,
who lived on his large estates

in Poland. To Rickman's sor-

row he turned up again in

1805, head over ears in love

with Princess Czartoriska.

Nevertheless, he settled down
to steady literary work, his

only eccentricity being to turn

Methodist in 1806 and to at-

tempt the conversion of his

family. His three published
books are very respectable pro-

ductions, which show no signs
of his crazy disposition. In

fact, they prove that Southey's
estimate of his intellectual

powers was hardly a just one.

The first work he published
was '

Specimens of the Eng-
lish Prose Writers to the End
of the Seventeenth Century,' a

book of the same kind as

Lamb's ' Dramatic Specimens,'
and very probably Burnett was

considerably helped by Lamb,
for a letter from Mary Lamb
to Miss Stoddart contains the

news that Burnett "calls as

usual for Charles to point out

something for him." In 1807

appeared his ' View of the

Present State of Poland,' a
series of letters which first

appeared in the '

Monthly
Magazine.' This is a most

lively and spirited account,
after the manner of the times,
and is full of just observations.

For such an ill-balanced mind
as Burnett's it is a wonderful

piece of work. In 1809 he

compiled a new edition of

Milton's prose works for John
Miller of Chancery Lane, in-

cluding some new translations

from the Latin. This, again,
is a very praiseworthy per-

formance, with a particularly

good introduction, which proves
Burnett to have had a scholarly

appreciation of style.

During these years Burnett's

conduct seems to have been so

exemplary that he disappears

entirely from the correspond-
ence of Rickman and Southey.
But in February 1810 Rickman
announces the receipt of three

begging - letters from " the
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wretch," and tells Southey
that his morals are so shat-

tered that it is not worth
while to help him. Probably
he had again taken to opium.
Nevertheless, Burnett tried to

get the post of assistant

librarian at the London In-

stitution, and only failed, ac-

cording to Rickman, through
his own absurdity. He might
still have returned to his

home at Huntspill; but he

preferred to lead a vagabond's
life in London, and early in

March 1811 he died in a
workhouse infirmary a fact

which is noted in Crabb
Robinson's Diary. The first

reports were that he died of

starvation, and this news so

affected Coleridge and drove
him to such exaggerated la-

mentations on visiting the

Lambs, that Mary Lamb was
attacked by a fresh fit of in-

sanity.
" The over - acted sor-

row of Coleridge has been

very mischievous," wrote Rick-
man. "Would to God he had
not come to London !

"

Such was the end of George
Burnett, who failed in life

because he was taken out of

his proper sphere and exposed
to influences from which he

was not strong enough to

benefit. His story, which in

many ways is commonplace
enough, gains most of its in-

terest from the fact of his

association with three men
whose names are famous

among those of English
authors, and whose lives in

their turn were chequered with
misfortune and ill -health. It

is Lamb's friendship, above all,

that calls our attention to

Burnett, for we can never
know too much of that "

rag-

ged regiment
"

of " intimados
"

which Elia chose with such

seeming neglect and such
real care. We may be sure

that Burnett had many at-

tractive qualities, or Lamb
and the others would not
have stood by him so long.
It was, we may suppose, with

genuine sorrow that Southey
wrote, after the news of

Burnett's death

" It shocked me the more because
I could not but think it was as well
for the world that he should be out
of it, and better for himself. Poor

fellow, in an evil hour did he be-

come acquainted with me, and yet
had he always listened to me he

might at this day have been a

happy and useful member of society."
ORLO WILLIAMS.
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A HOLIDAY IN SOUTH AFRICA.

BY THE EIGHT HON. SIK H. MORTIMER DURAND,
G.C.M.G., K.C.S.I., K.C.I.E.

SALISBURY THE LAST OF SOUTH AFRICA ST HELENA-
HOME AGAIN.

XV. SALISBURY.

SALISBURY, the capital of

Southern Rhodesia, is a pretty
little town, containing some
fifteen hundred white people,

many good houses of brick

not corrugated iron and some
excellent if rather expensive
shops. In those shops you
can buy anything you please,
from the last English novel, or

a packet of blades for an
American safety razor, to a

ready-made iron farmhouse.

Salisbury also contains a

hotel, more than one I think,
but certainly one, a comfort-
able and unpretentious build-

ing embowered in Bougainvillea
and passion-flower.
On the door of each bed-

room is nailed a printed paper,
which the occupant is

" invited
to soan." It reads in parts as
if it came from across the At-

lantic, from the West of fifty

years ago, but I suppose the
air of Rhodesia produces that
form of humour. The follow-

ing extracts will give some
idea of the attractions of the
hotel :

"
Special accommodation is pro-

vided for pets such as elephants,
hippos., crocs., or lions ; but dogs,

including those of high birth and
doubtful parentage, must be kept in

the bedrooms, which for this purpose

are furnished with a special line in

white counterpanes. . . .

" As the ladies of this country are

specially trained to enjoy bad lan-

guage, ribald songs, step dances, and

shouting at all times, male visitors

arriving home between midnight
and the milk are requested to make
as much noise and curse as flowery
as they possibly can. . . .

"Valuables should on no account
be locked up, but should be thrown

anywhere, or, for preference, placed
outside the door with the boots.

Locks are fixed on the doors solely
for ornamental purposes. Should

anything be missing, in spite of this,
visitors are asked to remember that
the Proprietor MUST GET A LIVING
SOMEHOW."

I am bound to say that the

proprietor maligned himself
and his hotel, which, under the

management of a kindly and

capable Irish housekeeper,
proved most comfortable. It

is true that the first night I

was there some of the guests
dressed for dinner by taking
off their coats

;
and later, a

gentleman whom I did not

know, on a holiday from some

neighbouring gold mine, beat-

ing in short tacks up the

verandah, fell over my chair,
and then, after some vivid

language about me, which
seemed to me undeserved, in-

sisted, with his arm over my
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shoulders, upon my joining
him in "

something short."

Finally, when I had escaped
to my room, he whistled
and sang in the courtyard
below, chiefly hymn tunes,
until someone else opened
a door and threw a boot
at him. But the meals in

the little dining-room, lined

with zebra heads and the

horns of antelopes, were excel-

lent
;
and the Mashona warrior

who did my chambermaid's
work was most friendly and
attentive. Altogether, it was
not much less comfortable, and
it was certainly more pictur-

esque, than a London hotel.

If one tears oneself away
from it, and goes out to dine

at one of the hospitable homes
of the English residents, the

conveyance is a jinriksha, drawn

by two men, one behind and one
in the shafts. They are not

decorated, like the prancing
riksha men in Durban or Mar-

itzburg, with horns and paint
and feathers, which is a pity,
for an African tribesman in

an old pot -hat and cast-off

European clothing does not
look his best.

Salisbury has a comfortable

club, where I read in ' Punch '

a notice of my last book. It

also has a pack of hounds, and
a polo-ground, and many other

pleasant things; and as the
climate was perfect it seemed
to me a very delightful resi-

dence. But I noticed that

punkahs were hanging in the

dining-room; and was told that
before the summer rains began
the heat was considerable, the
thermometer sometimes reach-

ing 100 Fahrenheit. The heat,

however, does not last long, and
no one seemed a penny the

worse for it. The complexion
of the ladies was as fresh as

in England.
Salisbury is the headquarters

of one of the military police
forces which are so marked a
feature of South Africa and
Rhodesia. I had the pleasure
of going over the lines, and
was much struck by all I saw.

The commandant of the corps
had seen service, and he and his

officers bore on the breasts of

their blue uniforms decorations

for various wars. In the neat
little mess they showed me the

colours of the regiment, the

only colours, I was told, granted
to a police corps. The men's
lines were on the pattern of

the regular army, long corru-

gated iron rooms, very clean

and well kept. The corps con-

sisted, I think, of 450 white men
and over 500 blacks. It was
broken up into many detach-

ments, for it had to keep order

in a country about as big as the

United Kingdom, so that there

was rarely a large number of

men at headquarters; but the

men who were there seemed

very good. There were old

soldiers among them, with the
unmistakable stamp of their

calling. The corps is mostly
recruited in England, and the

men are said to learn their

business quickly. The high
pay given, five shillings a-day,
secures men of a good class and
fine physique. A lately joined
recruit to whom I spoke told

me he came from London. He
would have made a typical
Guardsman, for he was a strong
fresh -coloured boy, nearly six
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feet high; but he had chosen
a life of African service and
adventure in preference to the
red coat and bearskin. It

does one good to come to South
Africa and to see how many
men of the same type are still

to be got.
The country about Salisbury

is more open than that about

Buluwayo, and is extremely
pretty, a mixture of rolling

grassland and wooded hills.

There is much land available

for farming on very low terms,
and there seems to be a like-

lihood of considerable immi-

gration from the southward.

Certainly at first sight one
can hardly imagine any pros-

pect more attractive, to a

young man whose tastes lie

in the direction of farming,
than a stretch of this beautiful

country.
I shall not quickly forget a

day spent on one of the Salis-

bury farms. There had been
rain not long before, and the
air was delicious. As I drove
in a mule-cart mile after mile
over the soft track, the blue

sky mottled with light white
clouds sailing before a gentle
breeze, and the grass to right
and left full of wild -flowers,
I found myself quoting old

George Herbert

" Sweet day, so cool, so calm, so bright,
The bridal of the earth and sky."

I was almost sorry to find my-
self at the end of my journey.

I was received with a hearty
welcome by the owner of the

farm, an English gentleman
and public school boy, who
told me he had never regretted
his choice of life. He had

suffered severe trouble in

former days from cattle dis-

ease, but the remedy for that

had been found, and he had
no fears for the future. Cer-

tainly the cattle I saw looked

as well as cattle could look :

reddish native beasts some of

them, others showing signs of

Ayrshire blood, but all sleek

and bright and healthy. The

sheep also looked in excellent

condition. These were of the

so - called Persian breed, fat-

tailed, with black heads.

The mealie crop and potatoes
in the rather red-soiled valley,
where the rain used to wash
down the leaves from the little

wood above, seemed flourish-

ing, and the tobacco was doing
well.

As we sat in the verandah
of the house, as good a home
as any reasonable man could

desire, and smoked a cigarette
"
grown on the farm," my host,

still a young man, told me
that when he first came he
had been somewhat tormented

by lions and leopards, which

steadily raided his live stock.

Herds of the great sable ante-

lope, the most beautiful of all

the African antelopes, could

be seen from the farm almost

any day.
The antelopes are gone far-

ther away now, and the lions ;

but the leopards still carry off

a sheep or a goat at times.

I asked him how such quan-
tities of game as he described

had been destroyed in a few

years, and he gave me an
instance. Two families of Dutch
farmers had come up with their

waggons prospecting for farm

land; every facility had been
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given them
;
and they had re-

mained for several weeks or

months wandering over a con-

siderable tract of country.
When they left, for they did

not remain, it was found that

they had spent their time

shooting down every living

thing they saw, and selling the

meat to the native kraals. The
three waggons which they took

away with them were loaded

almost to breaking-point with
"
biltong," made of buck flesh.

And my host observed, "It is

not only the Dutch who do
these things. Englishmen
come up to Rhodesia for sport,
men from home some of them,
and they seem to have no more
idea of sport than the Boer
farmer who shoots for meat.

They will kill anything, how-
ever small. No amount of

game can stand that sort of

thing long. It is either wiped
out or goes away north to safer

country."
As in other parts of the

world, the sporting globe-trotter
is far from welcome in Rho-
desia. The man on the spot

prefers to shoot the game him-

self, and above all he resents the

intrusion of "
sportsmen

" who
have no sporting conscience.

Before I went away from
the farm my host told me he

thought any man who had a
little capital, and would con-

descend to learn the work for

a year or so, before risking it

all in a purchase, would be
certain to do well. He him-
self liked the life, and it gave
him a good return for his

money and trouble. Of all

the farming country I have

seen, this country about Salis-

bury seemed to me the plea-
santest. Whether there is

market enough to make it

the most lucrative is another
matter. It would not be lucra-

tive if a young man went there

with the idea of spending a

considerable portion of his time
in sport. Farming wants a
man's whole attention if he is

to succeed.

I notice that Colquhoun, the

first Administrator of Mashona-

land, is far from sanguine about
Rhodesian farming. Many
South Africans and Rhodesians

regard him as a pessimist of

the deepest dye on this and
other subjects, and they may
be right ; but Colquhoun's
book, 'The Africander Land,'
like everything he writes, de-

serves careful consideration.

However this may be, I think
that an Englishman who visits

Rhodesia is pretty sure to come

away with two feelings about
it. The first is a feeling of

deep gratitude to Cecil Rhodes,
who saw the vast importance
of the country from a strategi-
cal point of view, and saved
it for the empire. But for him
we might have seen a belt of

foreign territory stretching

right across the Continent,
and cutting off South Africa
from all our more northerly
possessions. The second feel-

ing is, that South Africa must

eventually extend to the Zam-
besi. That seems the natural

boundary; and I imagine
every keen Africander wishes
to make it the actual boundary.
Southern Rhodesians have no
desire to see their beautiful

and hard -won country, now
so distinctively British, merged
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in the Union, and this is com-

prehensible; but it is difficult

to see how the natural con-

summation can in the end be

avoided. The rest of Rhodesia,
north of the Zambesi, is not a

white man's country, and has
no affinity with South Africa.

XVI. THE LAST OF SOUTH AFRICA.

To my regret I saw very
little of the Orange River

Colony, nothing, in fact, but
what could be seen from the

railway, or from camp on the

Vaal, where I went to watch
a cavalry regiment practise

swimming its horses. I had

hoped to spend a short time
on an English farm within

Orange River territory, and go
on to Basutoland, but this plan
fell through owing to the illness

of my host. I had hoped, too,

to return from the North to

Cape Town vid Bloemfontein,
and to spend a few days there ;

but when I arrived at Johan-

nesburg railway station I was
informed that there had been a

"washout," and that the line

was broken for an indefinite

time, so that also fell through,
and I had to go round by
Kimberley again. Someone

cheerfully remarked that I

had not lost much, as most of

Bloemfontein had lately been
burned down, but it was dis-

appointing.
I was somewhat consoled for

the disappointment by finding
when I arrived in Cape Town
that among the many promi-
nent people who were staying
there, attending the Union

Convention, was President

Steyn. I had a pleasant talk

with him, in the course of

which he questioned me closely
about America, and the differ-

ence of principle between Re-

publicans and Democrats, which
like many other people he had
never been able to understand

small blame to him. He
seemed much interested in the

question of State rights, and in

the future of the Panama Canal.

General De Wet came in while

we were talking, and General

Herzog. The former could not

speak English, and I could not

speak Dutch, so that our con-

versation was limited, but I

was glad to meet a Boer leader

of whom I had heard so much.
General Herzog is a man of

much reading, and is generally
credited with having carried a

Cicero in his poeket throughout
the war.

During the next few days I

met many interesting people,

among them Mr Merriman,
whose culture and charm of

manner made him a delightful

companion ;
Dr Jameson, who

received me kindly at Groote
Schuur and talked to me about
Cecil Rhodes ;

Mr Moor, the

Prime Minister of Natal, whom
I had already met at Durban
and Maritzburg ; Sir George
Farrar from Johannesburg, and
others. Lord Selborne and the

popular Governor, Sir Walter

Hely Hutchinson, were also in

Cape Town.

Naturally the main topic of

conversation at that time was
the prospect of Union, for
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the Convention had nearly
oome to an end of its labours,
and its decision was expected
before many days. I did

not, of course, ask any ques-

tions, but it was evident that

all was going fairly well, for

almost everyone seemed cheer-

ful and contented. I felt much
tempted to stay until the result

came out, but I had been away
from England several months,
and could not spare more time,
so I reluctantly made up my
mind to leave the Convention

sitting, and took my passage
for St Helena and Home.

It had been a very pleasant

experience. Throughout the

South African summer the

climate had been almost per-
fect. I had seen many people

and places I had long wanted
to see, and had met with the

greatest kindness everywhere.
It was not the season for sport,

so, with the exception of a very
exciting whale hunt at Durban,
I had done nothing in that

way ; but in all other respects
I had found South Africa de-

lightful, and I left fully intend-

ing to return to it as soon as

possible for another visit, and
some big

- game shooting in

Rhodesia. Whether that in-

tention will ever be fulfilled

I do not know, but in spite
of the unpopularity of the

sporting globe-trotter, I hope
so. In any case I shall al-

ways look back upon my first

visit with the greatest interest

and pleasure.

XVII. ST HELENA.

More than fifty years ago,

wandering about the edge of

a pine forest in Switzerland,
which my childish imagination
had peopled with all sorts of

mysterious inhabitants, I came

upon an old man sitting in

front of a log hut. After I

had got over my first fear of

him, I found he had been a

cavalry soldier and served

under Murat. From that time
I began to read all I could

about the Napoleonic wars, and
before long the glamour of

Napoleon had seized upon me.
Since then everything con-

nected with that most wonder-
ful of men has had for me, as

it has for so many, an absorb-

ing interest.

I have now in the room
where I am writing a remark-

able picture of him. It is a

copy, but the original belongs
to my brother, Sir Edward
Durand. The picture was, I

believe, painted from life by
an Englishman, Mr Bertie

Greathead, who was travelling
in France when the Peace of

Amiens came to an end, and
was detained. The story is

that he was kindly treated by
the Bonaparte family, and that

Napoleon's mother eventually
induced the First Consul to

let Mr Greathead paint him.

Napoleon is represented in

uniform, with his hand thrust

into his waistcoat. The mouth
is somewhat straighter than in

many of the known pictures by
professional artists. The paint-

ing descended to my brother

through Mr Greathead's daugh-
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ter and heiress. Unfortun-

ately no first - hand account
of it remains on record.
I remember reading twenty
years ago a manuscript journal
by Mr Greathead, mentioning
amongst other things a review
and reception held by the First

Consul at the Tuileries, and, if

my memory serves me right,

Napoleon was therein described
as walking round the circle of

guests after the review, and

speaking pleasantly, but look-

ing "more like a greasy little

Italian priest than a con-

queror." I think I remember
these words correctly, because

they offended me.
At the death of the then

owner of the picture the journal
had disappeared, and though
I have often tried to recollect

what was said in it about the

picture, I cannot do so. I have

only a vague idea of Napoleon
as being pressed for time and

very restless under the inflic-

tion; and this is an idea one
would be apt to form for one-
self without any description by
the artist.

Mrs Charles Bagot mentions
the picture in her interesting
book, 'Links with the Past.'

She adds, "It is said by con-

temporaries to have been a

striking likeness, and
' Madame

mere '

said it was the best por-
trait there was of her son."

On leaving South Africa I

decided to go home by way of

St Helena, and see the place
where Napoleon spent the last

years of his life.

As one approaches the island

its form is bold and striking.
The cloud-capped hills seem to

rise straight from the water,

and there are some fine outly-

ing rocks. Running along the

coast towards the landing-place,

Jamestown, one passes close

under dark cliffs of igneous
rook cloven by bare narrow

gullies.
Jamestown itself lies at the

foot of one of these gullies,
hemmed in by stony hillsides

which rise at a very steep

angle. Looking at it from
the sea, one feels as if one could
throw a stone across the "town"
almost anywhere. To the right,
above the town, is the old

military station, now aban-

doned, to which leads a straight
cliff "ladder," said to be 800
feet high.
At the top of the gully in

which the town stands one can
see from the ship's deck some

gardens and cultivation. Be-

yond tkese, a little to the left

and nearly 2000 feet above the

sea, are some dark trees and a

straight-topped plateau Long-
wood Napoleon's last home.

Landing in a boat, I found
some carriages drawn up on
the narrow quay, and select-

ing one with a sturdy-looking
black mare, I started for Long-
wood. The road runs for a
few yards through the town,

passing on the left a little

courtyard, where are the Gov-
ernor's offices, and then turns

sharp to the left and climbs

the bare hillside. As I went

up I saw among the buildings
of the town below a few palms
and bananas, also some oleander

in flower and one or two other

trees and shrubs. The hillside

itself was not quite so bare as

it had looked at first. One
soon came upon some prickly
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pears with yellow or pink
flowers, and some aloes and

Cape creeper and wild ger-
anium. Still, the whole aspect
of the place was dry and
barren. As one nears the

head of the gully it broadens
out. Below, to the right, is an
old house with a garden, the
"
Briars," where Napoleon is

said to have lodged when first

he arrived. Some distance

above it a little waterfall comes
down into the green top of the

gully.
To our left were some wil-

lows and pines, mostly stunted,

among which were flying some
doves and minahs, and beauti-

ful little birds with scarlet

heads and breasts and backs. I

saw none of the canaries which
are said to exist on the island.

On the steep zigzag ascent

I overtook a white man wear-

ing the uniform of the ubiquit-
ous Salvation Army, with two

negroes, belonging to the same

service, who were carrying
trombones.

Bearing to the left, by a

roughish muddy road, past
some rather melancholy look-

ing houses, we passed from the

top of the Jamestown gully to

another and much broader one.

The lower part of this, the
"Devil's punchbowl," is rocky
and bare. The wide upper
part has some pine-trees and

grassy slopes, on which a few
red cattle were grazing among
furze-bushes and other shrubs.

There was a little gorse in

bloom. Many of the pine-

trees, when not in sheltered

ground, had been bent and dis-

torted by the perpetual tor-

menting of the south-east wind.

This is the spot chosen by
Napoleon for his grave.

Diverging to the left from
the road, which runs round the

head of the gully, we drove
down by a track cut across the

grassy slope until we reached
the gateway of the little en-

closure in which his body lay
for twenty years. The place is

much changed very unlike the

pictures one used to see. The
familiar willow - tree is gone,
and the grassy hollow in which
the grave was dug is now sur-

rounded by a ring of tall pines
of various kinds, with other

trees beyond them. In the

centre of the ring is the broad
stone slab which covered the

grave. A few red geraniums
were growing round it, and it

was enclosed by a rusty black
iron railing, with two or three

broken points. Some ferns

grew on the bank at one side

of the hollow, and below was
the caretaker's house, with a

small kitchen -garden. Over-
head among the pines the wind
made a sound like the distant

murmur of the sea a sad
sound. The sky was grey, and
the mist was drifting about
the hill-tops.

Writing my name in a little

shed above the tomb, as desired

by the English caretaker, a
native of the island, I got into

the carriage again, feeling de-

pressed ;
and we climbed back

to the road by a zigzag track

up the farther side of the gully.
As we emerged from it upon
the Longwood plateau I saw
before me some trees and
low buildings, among them

Napoleon's house, which is

approached from the side.
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The carriage stopped outside

the entrance, a narrow gateway
between stone pillars, topped
by cannon - balls

;
and I walked

into the little grounds. The

pathway leads to a door at the

end of the house, on the left.

Walking up two or three

low steps from a gravel path
you find yourself in the

"salon," a bare room with a
small fireplace. From this you
pass on to a similar room, in

which, to the right, is a railed

space, where Napoleon died.

It is surmounted by the well-

known laurelled bust, taken,
but evidently altered, from the

oast made after death.

These two "salons" project
from the body of the house.

Going on from them, you
enter Napoleon's dining-room,
a dark room seven or eight

paces long, which lies at right

angles to the other two. Fac-

ing you is a small fireplace.
To your left is another fair-

sized room, Napoleon's
" Biblio-

theque
"

; to your right a
room about five paces square

(Lord Rosebery, I see, says 14

feet by 12), and then beyond
it another of the same size, with
small fireplace and windows.
These two rooms to the right

were Napoleon's private apart-

ments, the farther one being
his bedroom. They are about
ten or eleven feet in height,
and quite bare of furniture or

pictures, as is the rest of the

house. The paper on the bed-

room walls is the same as

Napoleon had, a light-yellow.

Leading out of the bedroom
is another marked "chambre
de bains," and beyond it the

offices, with some rooms above.

Just outside, in the angle
formed by the "salons" and

Napoleon's private rooms, is

the little garden patch in

which he used to work, and
on the other side of the salons,
a small reservoir which he
built for storing water.
The French Consul now in

charge of Longwood told me
that after Napoleon's death the

room in which he had died

was used for a chaff-cutting
machine. This statement was
confirmed by Mr Deason, the

English farmer whose familyhas
held the neighbouring farm for

many years. He now lives in

the house which was General
Bertrand's. The Consul also

said that when the great

Emperor's body was removed
to France in 1840, Napoleon's
bedroom was being used as a
stable. The empty squalid
little house was sad to see, and
the outlook from it inexpress-

ibly dreary. A dull grey sky ;

dark rocky hills with mist

hanging about their tops; a

wind-swept plateau, with few

trees, and those mostly stunted

and warped. What a prison
for the conqueror of Europe,
and for a sun-loving Italian !

But I was there in February.
At other times of the year
sky and sea are probably blue

enough. Wellington, according
to Lord Stanhope, "thought
the aspect of the country very
pleasing." Nor did he appa-
rently see that the house had
much the matter with it. It

was, he said, "the second best

house in the island," and

Napoleon must "a thousand
times in his life have been very
much worse lodged in his
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own headquarters." The Duke
doubtless referred to Napoleon's

headquarters as a general in

the field, and the remark is

instructive.

No doubt in Napoleon's day
people were accustomed to

small private rooms, as witness,
for example, Marie Antoinette's

rooms at Versailles ;
and

though the house is a poor
one, the public rooms were

certainly large enough for the

few members of the fallen

Emperor's household. As to

the bareness of the rooms, one
can only hope that no in-

judicious attempt will be made
to furnish them. From all I

oould hear, there are very few
relics of Napoleon's time now
to be found on the Island, and
it would be impossible to make

any collection such as the

Americans have made in

Washington's house at Mount
Vernon. Better leave the

empty shell than alter it

still further. It is saddening,
but it is better left alone.

When I came out of the

house I found that my friend

of the Salvation Army was

trying to hold a meeting in

the open just beyond the gate-

way. The meeting consisted

of the two black men with the

trombones, and three or four

native boys, who were lying
on the grass. Napoleon, if he
had come out of the house,
would no doubt have entered
into conversation with his

fellow-soldier, and shown much
interest in his religious views,
and laughed at him a little,

and pinched his ear, and gone
away, leaving behind another
devoted adherent.

The controversy about Nap-
oleon's treatment, and the

character and conduct of Sir

Hudson Lowe, is painful read-

ing. Lord Rosebery's book in

particular fills one with in-

dignation against our Govern-
ment and its chosen represent-
ative. No doubt Lowe was

placed in a difficult position,
and had very strict orders.

If the solitude and responsi-

bility of his post warped the

judgment and sense of propor-
tion of a man to whom nature
had evidently given no sense

of humour, it was hardly sur-

prising. Napoleon, too, could

be very tricky, and very
offensive to a man he dis-

liked. And he had desolated

Europe for many years, so it

was perhaps no wonder that

our Government had come
to regard him rather as a
criminal than anything else

;

or that in their anxiety to

prevent any further disturb-

ance of the peace of the world,

they showed themselves vin-

dictive and pitiless. It is easy
for us to be more generous.
We have felt the glamour, and
we have not felt, or feared to

feel, the weight of his yoke.
Still, when one has tried to

make all conceivable allowances,
it seems to me impossible not
to be ashamed of the way in

which he was treated. If our
Government had been only piti-
less one could have forgiven
them

;
but it was all so small

and spiteful, so unworthy of

the nation which had fought
him so well.

The whole thing was a

tragedy beyond words ; but to

me it seems the most pathetic
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fact of all that through those

six years of long-drawn death

Napoleon should have been

denied the certainty of endur-

ing fame. Nothing else was
left to him. Fallen from a

height of power such as per-

haps no man had ever attained
;

separated for life from the child

who had been his joy and pride ;

knowing that the wife who had
deserted him was openly un-

faithful ; not allowed to see the

mother to whom he had been

so good a son ; brooding al-

ways over the triumph of his

enemies, and the defection of

the comrades who owed him so

much ; ravaged by an agonising
and hopeless disease; without

any religious belief to help him,
he had to bear a punishment

such as few men have borne.

If only he could have known
what his place in history would

be, his sufferings, dreadful as

they were, would have been

more endurable. It seems
wonderful that he could have
had any doubts about it, but
he did doubt. "I shall soon be

forgotten," he said. "
History

will hardly mention me." To
him, who had set glory above

all, this must have been the

very crown of sorrow.

XVIII. HOME AGAIN.

At Las Palmas, in the Grand

Canary, an Englishman who
sails into the harbour will see

a long white town, rather

mean in appearance, remark-
able only for its cathedral of

dark grey stone. When he

lands, the native guide will,

if allowed, take him to see

the criminal courts, and will

show him various instruments
of torture, with some swords
and knives illustrious for hav-

ing been used by murderers.

Then the man will point to

a dirty whitewashed ceiling
covered with scribbled names,
and say let us hope without
sarcasm "English nation."

Why will the English nation

do this thing wherever it

wanders over the seven seas?

It is horrible to find English
names scrawled over every
spot however sacred over the

lonely grave of Cecil Rhodes,
on the very cross which

marks the spot where Colle^
fell.

It is a little thing, no

doubt, but it really is a bad

thing one of the signs of a

certain roughness of thought
and feeling which combines
with other causes to make us

disliked by foreign nations.

For we are disliked; and the

dislike is due not only to

envy of our good fortune, but
also to some qualities on our

part which are not altogether

pleasing to others.

And yet, when all is said,

one never returns from a

voyage to distant parts of

the Empire without feeling

prouder of one's countrymen.
However unattractive the

Englishman may be to other

nations, there is a power
about him which no one can

help recognising. It does not

strike one nearly as much in

England as it does when one
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sees the Englishman dealing
with strange conditions in

strange countries. In Eng-
land one is at times tempted
to fear that he has changed,
that he is no longer the

Englishman who stood up for

so many years against the

might of Napoleon ;
and one's

heart sinks at the thought of

what may be coming upon a
nation which seems to put
play before work, and will

not prepare for self-defence.

See the Englishman in

strange lands, and all is right

again. Crossing the ocean seems
to bring out the old spirit,
which is there after all. You
may find him you do find

him too often, if he is fresh

from England a man of in-

different physique, and unused
to manly exertion; and you
may doubt whether he is fit

for anything but to scrawl
his name upon some better

man's grave and go back to

the gazing crowd in the foot-

ball field. You will be wrong.
He is scrawling it with his

life - blood upon all the waste

places of the earth. We can

point to many a spot which
he has made sacred in our
own day, and say with
the little Spaniard, "English
nation."

The old spirit is there still,

thank God.
But is that enough? The

old military spirit of France
was not dead in 1870. The
Frenchman was still what all

history has shown him to be,
the best natural fighting-
man on the Continent. And
yet that did not save France
from the bitterness of seeing
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her armies marched away into

captivity and her capital in

the enemy's hands. Is all

really well with us in Eng-
land, and in the Empire upon
which England's continued

greatness depends? Are we
doing all we can to hold
that Empire together, and to

keep the heart of it sound
and safe from attack?

Perhaps; but our birth-rate

is declining rapidly, and at

present our people will not
face the burden which foreign
nations face, the burden of

making themselves fit to de-

fend their country. Empire
cannot long be retained by a
race whose women will not
bear children and whose men
will not bear arms. Granted
that the old spirit is still alive,

there does seem to be in Eng-
land, among all classes, a cer-

tain carelessness about the

things which really matter, an

apparent want of patriotism,
which are disquieting.

There has no doubt been a

revival or a new birth of Im-

perialist feeling in the course

of the last few years. The

pernicious influence of the
Manchester school appears to

have been shaken off. Many
good men are working in all

sorts of ways to awaken the

nation, and arouse in us a
sense of our dangers and re-

sponsibilities. Still much re-

mains to be done.

The contrast between the

intense patriotism of the

American, taught from his

babyhood to worship the Stars

and Stripes, and the apparent
indifference of the Englishman,
who too often hardly knows

z
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his own flag, is not pleasant to

see. Patriotism does not con-

sist of flag
- waving ? True,

but symbols and forms are not
to be despised. Indifference

as to forms is apt to be com-
bined with indifference as to

the things they represent. I

do not mean to say that in all

things we should imitate the

Americans, but in this respect,
as in their attitude towards

women, they certainly set us
an example.

South Africa has shown how
easy it is even for small ad-

jacent communities to become

separate, almost hostile, nations,
and how hard it is to cure the
evils of disunion. What hap-
pened in South Africa can

happen elsewhere, and the

longer we delay in bringing
about the closer union of the

Empire the more difficult the

task is likely to prove. If

small adjacent communities
tend to drift apart, it is evi-

dent that great and distant

dominions like Canada and
Australia and the rest must
tend to differentiate and crys-
tallise even more quickly and
more completely.

Englishmen who remain in

England have perhaps a diffi-

culty in realising how strong
the tendency is. There is

much talk of the "
loyalty of

the Colonies," and rightly.
The very foundation of British

Canada, for example, was the

passionate devotion of the
United Empire Loyalists, who
gave up everything they had
in the world to stick to the

flag. And the same feeling
has been shown over and over

again. Yet we deceive our-

selves if we imagine that great
communities, separated from

England by thousands of miles

of sea, with varying conditions

and varying interests, do not
in time come to look upon the

land of their birth as the

country to which their first

loyalty is due. The " Colonies
"

recognise that Great Britain

has defended them stoutly in

the past against foreign attack,
and is ready at any time to do
it again ; and in communities
of British blood there is much
real affection for the Old

Country. But still the feeling
of patriotism tends to attach to

the soil, and as the Colonies de-

velope into great nations that

tendency must get stronger
and stronger.
What did we see in the

American Civil War? Even
a man like Robert Lee, per-

haps the foremost officer in the

United States army, felt that

his first loyalty was due to

Virginia, not to the United
States. The parallel is not

exact, but it is instructive.

A South African talking to

me when I was in South Africa

said,
" My father was an Eng-

lishman who came and settled

here in Cape Colony. He was
an Englishman first and last.

To him England was always
' Home.' Well, it is less home
to me. I am English too; I

was at Oxford, and I served

through the war, and would
serve again ;

but still South
Africa is really my home.

England is less to me than it

was to my father, and it will

be less to my sons than to me."
He went on to advocate the

old proposal, apparently so
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difficult to work out, of an

Imperial Council, in which the

various dominions could be

represented, so as to bring
them all into touch and keep
up in them the idea of belong-

ing to one Empire ;
but he was

very clear as to the first point
that the loyalty of an Afri-

cander was given primarily to

South Africa, not to England ;

and he believed that this local

loyalty would go on growing
as the National spirit in-

creased.

Surely this is natural enough.
Englishmen are the best pion-
eers and colonists in the world,
because of their independence
of character. They are ready
to go into a new country and
settle down in it, without per-

petually looking over their

shoulders to the old home.
But that very quality makes
them, when they have settled

down, less inclined to regard
themselves as mere colonists,
as just Englishmen in another

country. They rapidly de-

velope views of their own, and

begin to resent "interference."

This may not be an easy
thing for us in England to

understand and accept ;
but it

is well to face facts, and make
no pictures for ourselves.

It is to be remembered also

that as national feeling and a
national type develope there

arises a certain want of per-
sonal sympathy between the

country - born man and the
British emigrant. The town-
bred Englishman, whom our
commercial system has brought
into being, is not altogether ac-

ceptable to the sturdy "colon-
ial." Though he has inherited

many of the qualities of his

race, he does not seem to the

Canadian or the South African

farmer and often he is not

a very fine specimen of physical
manhood. He seems rather

soft and helpless. Something
disagreeably like contempt be-

gins to enter into the "colon-

ial's
"

feelings, and in time it

must act to some extent upon
his sentiment for the Mother

Country.
Again, we English, or certain

classes of us, are apt to be

supercilious in our attitude

towards the "colonial," and
this detestable habit of mind
arouses extreme resentment.

Even if not supercilious, we are

often ignorant to an almost in-

conceivable degree about the

geography and circumstances
of the oversea dominions. For

example, I lately heard of a

case in which an Englishman,
who was supposed to be an
educated man, talked to Cana-

dians, knowing them to be

Canadians, about their Presi-

dent, naming the President of

the United States. The effect

of that upon men descended
from the United Empire
Loyalists can be imagined.

Altogether we must bring
ourselves to understand and

recognise the fact that the
"
loyalty of the Colonies

"
may

in time be tried too far. It is

not safe to assume that an

Englishman wherever he may
go remains simply and wholly
an Englishman. America is

always before us to teach the

painful truth that a large pro-

portion of Englishmen, when-
ever their material advantage
is concerned, seem to care no
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more about changing their flag
than about changing their sky.
Some care very much but

many do not. We can hardly
expect the man born in

Australia or the Cape to care

more about the flag than the
man born in England, though
as a fact he often does.

Times have changed, and the

old conception of a Colonial

Empire is no longer suited to

them. That the dominions

beyond the seas are loyal to

the Empire there is no sort of

reason to doubt. They have

given the clearest proofs of it.

But we must be loyal to the

Empire too, if we expect their

loyalty to continue. There
must be an end to the super-
cilious and false assumption
that the man born in England
is in some way superior to

the man born in Canada or

Australia or the Cape. There

must be an end to patronising
of all kinds. There must be
a real knowledge in England
of the Empire as a whole, and
a real pride in every part of it.

Finally, if Great Britain is to

remain Home to all the People
of the Flag, we must see to it

that the Home is secure, and
that for them the way to it is

open at all times in peace or

in war.
There are signs which seem

to show that men like Lord
Roberts and those who work
with him are not working in

vain
; that we are rising to

our responsibilities ; that our

Navy will not always have
behind it a defenceless nation ;

that before long every English-
man capable of bearing arms
will be doing his duty. Then
the whole Empire will feel

safe, and, as they say in South

Africa,
" All shall come right."
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THE TWYMANS.

BY HENRY NEWBOLT.

CHAPTER XXI.

YOUTH is rightly said to be
the time for making friends,
but in this sense boyhood is

hardly a part of youth it is

certainly not true that the

earliest friendships are those
which last the longest, or best

deserve the name. Boys are,

as a rule, very adaptable, loyal,
and given to generous admira-
tion : they easily fall in with
their next neighbours in class,

ally themselves with their

house companions, and set up
the heroes of their games on

pedestals. But these attach-

ments are for the most part
ephemeral : the comradeship is

one created by circumstance
and passing away in the
inevitable course of change ;

the pedestal, when the wor-

shipper looks back, too often

seems to be rather out of pro-

portion to the figure upon it.

It is true that most ef us are

happy enough to count among
our life-long friends some who
were also our schoolfellows,
but they are seldom those with
whom we most commonly
linked arms about the play-

ing-fields or shared the hours
of preparation over our books :

for in those days our choice

was restricted to the lines of

least remoteness, and too often

rendered ineffective by the

rapid divergence of careers

or characters.

Percival found, within five

years of leaving Downton, that

of those who had been his

most congenial companions the

greater number had been taken

from him by mere distance.

For some time he kept up a

correspondence with them, and
he long continued to follow

their doings with a peculiar

pride ; they lit up for him all

the horizons of the Empire,
and he never ceased to feel

that in an age of abounding
romance, theirs were the most
unaided achievements, the lone-

liest adventures, the most
heroic fields of death. But
with whatever affection or

regret his memory clung to

them, they were but ghosts :

there were even among them
some whose return he would
have dreaded. As a set-off for

these losses Time brought him
the realisation of one of the
best inheritances of school life.

Again and again in after years
it was his fortune to meet with
men who had been his con-

temporaries, though not his

intimates, at Downton : to be
attracted once more by their

character and distinction, and
to found, or refound, in an

hour, a friendship which be-

tween men who had been

strangers in youth could never
have been so quickly or so

durably built up.
But we are now considering

the influences of those earlier

days, and it is certain that

neither the first nor the last of
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his chosen schoolfellows could

truly be said, while they were
all men in the making to-

gether, to have changed the
direction of Percival's intel-

lectual advance. Influence of

course they had, but it was

intensifying rather than form-
ative the kind of influence

that our own actions may be
said to have upon us. They
were, in a sense, part of his

acts as he was part of theirs,
and by their interaction they
created that intenser life of

which Dr Cumberland had

spoken, the life that was the
sum of them all and something
more a new thing, a thing
greater than any intention of

their own, called into being by
the mere fact of their coming
together and glowing side by
side upon the same anvil. But
the hammering was adminis-
tered from elsewhere.

Percival, when he came to

think over his five years at

Downton, was not unaware of

this. Looking back from a

changed standpoint he saw
here and there patches of

failure in the garden, causes
for regret or dissatisfaction

;

but he was never tempted to

make the mistake of attribut-

ing any shortcoming of his

own to the influence of this or

that one among his friends.

The State, the Code, which

they had helped him to create

and administer, he could and
did criticise with some severity,
but his criticism touched no

responsibility beyond his own.
This was only fair, for no
one ever believed in the doc-

trine by which he lived more

whole-heartedly than Percival

did at the time. In spite of

his mediaeval inheritance, his

natural mysticism, his inborn
love of romance, the antique-
modern ideals of Downton
gripped him every day more

closely. To be in all things
decent, orderly, self-mastering :

in action to follow up the

coolest common-sense with the

most unflinching endurance :

in public affairs to be devoted
as a matter of course, self-

sacrificing without any appear-
ance of enthusiasm : on all

social occasions except at the

regular Saturnalia to play
the Horatian man of the world,
the gentleman after the high
Roman fashion, making a fine

art, almost a religion, of sto-

icism this scheme of life drew
Percival by its scientific positiv-

ism, its lofty reasonableness,
its immense possibilities for

power. For the time, not even

Virgil, Keats, and all the

Earthly Paradise could turn
him from following it to ex-

tremes : he became an ascetic,
a Puritan, a blind believer in

the curious taboos of his tribe.

To show emotion in public, or

indeed to show it at all
;
to

make any sound at a match,
beyond a hand -clap, to ap-

plaud at the fall of an op-

ponent's wicket or the failure

of his kick at goal ;
to wear,

even in holidays, any but a
black or undistinguished dresp,

all these were grave mis-

deeds, acts significant of moral

rebelliousness, or, at the best,
of moral deficiency.

In a reconstruction of the

universe upon these rigid and
somewhat narrow principles,
it was naturally hard to allow

space for the free play of cer-

tain vital forces. Religion was
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admitted to this Platonic Re-

public, but without her altar

lights ; Art, Music, and other

Joys of Earth, but on condition

that they spoke to no one

except on public business.

There remained the power that

is greater even than these, and
more inevitable the power of

Sex and for this Percival and
his friends could see in theory

no place at all : suppression,
or in the ultimate resort ex-

pulsion, was apparently the

only method of dealing with
it. Here they argued not un-

reasonably from their par-
ticular point of view, for they
were considering only the good
order of the commonwealth.

"I see nothing to debate

about," said one of the senior

prefects at a conference on a

sudden scandal, "we know
exactly where we are. This
is a purely scientific matter :

falling in love is like wine
it may be a good article of

diet, but not for boys at school.

Those with precocious tastes

must go."
Percival heard him with a

quick instinctive feeling of

repulsion. He had himself

been hot against the offender

for disturbing the public peace ;

but he was now hotter against
the prosecution, for the Cru-

sader, almost to his surprise,
was with him still, and though
often silenced by more educated

voices, still ready to champion
love and defy hypocrisy.

" I don't agree," he said with

unexpected anger, "I mean I

agree that the fellow must
be sent up, but you know
he's not precocious, and the

word ' diet
'

I call well, it's

materialism, that's all, rank
materialism."

He also, as you will see, knew

exactly where they were : he
had been in love all the summer,
and not without discovering
how truly and how untruly
that passion may be likened

to wine. His colleagues could

not know this
;
the conviction

in his tone seemed to them

deplorably vehement, and quite

unintelligible. Moreover, he
was leading them on to very
uncomfortable ground.

Most of them were deter-

mined not to follow, and signi-
fied their refusal by remaining
silent, with eyes fixed upon
their desks. One only, Giddy
the humourist, seemed to be

relishing the situation.

"I'm not a married man
myself," he began in a tone

of solemn candour. But the

senior prefect was too quick
for him. "I know what Giddy
means," he said; "you were

going a little off the rails,

Twyman, weren't you ? What
you say may be all right, but
it's not an argument for the

defence."
"
Oh, no !

"
replied Percival

hastily. He had just perceived
that it was an argument in his

own defence.

CHAPTER XXII.

It must not be supposed,
because little has been said of

Percival's sister Molly, that

she was an unimportant mem-
ber of Amelia's household or

counted for little in her
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brothers' lives : but the time had
not yet come when she could

be expected to influence them
in any denned way. Being the

only girl, and the youngest of

the family, she had two rdles

open to her, both equally
feminine despotism or de-

votion. Her loyal and tender
little heart knew nothing of

such a choiee; from the first

possible moment she became a

glowing Cinderella, a voluntary
or more than half voluntary

fag-of-all-work. She attended
the boys before their departure
to school, with boots, caps, and

notebooks, and again, on their

return, with slippers, buttered

toast, and consolation for the

troubles of the day. In the

holidays she bowled and fielded

for them at small cricket, a

game in which her skill be-

came quite professional ;
car-

ried their fishing -creels, their

luncheon, even their ginger-
beer bottles

; kept them sup-

plied in the wilds of York-
shire or North Wales with

newspapers, chocolate, shot,

methylated spirit, and a dozen
other unprocurable commod-
ities : and accepted as pay-
ment in full for all her serv-

ices the name of "
Terts,"

Twyman Terts, afterwards

changed by way of promotion
to Tertia, as more feminine
and better suited to her age,
which was now some months
over fifteen.

Of her two brothers, Alan,
who was only a year older

than herself, had hitherto

been her chief ally, but the

time was at hand when she

was to find Percival the more

interesting. For the past year

she had been going every
day to the neighbouring High
School for girls, where the
charm of her own brightness
and the warmth of her affec-

tions had lit up her career

with a succession of electric

friendships, the current flow-

ing sometimes from her pole
to the other, and sometimes
in the reverse direction. The
latest of these attachments was

perhaps the most one - sided :

Molly was the adorer, and

thought any return too good
for her. Her adored, Nelly
Egerton, was more than a

year older than herself, and
both in school and out of it

decidedly ahead of her : a tall,

staid creature with a kind of

veiled beauty, and a reserved

but passionate character which
seemed capable of finding ex-

pression only through music.
In this she excelled all her

contemporaries, and it became
one of the familiar things in

Percival's home life to hear,

evening after evening, as he
sat over his Virgil or his

Greek Play, the still deeper
flood of Beethoven's tragedy
rolling towards him, lifting
him up on irresistible waves
and finally drowning the efforts

with which he struggled to

finish his allotted voyage.
When this happened he

could only give himself up
to the tide, and the tide, by
a kind of natural undertow,
drew him across the hall to

the room from which its own
force was still flowing. The

evening would then pass from
mood to mood, as Mozart,
Schumann, Brahms, and Chopin
succeeded one another : and
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these moods, undeniably tran-

sient as they were, called into

being by the musio of the

moment and passing away
with its cessation, Peroival

felt nevertheless to be among
the most intensely real experi-
ences of his life. He went
further than this, and dis-

covered for them a double

origin discovered that what
he received was the gift not
of the composer only, but had

something added to it by the
hands through which it came,
something which made it un-

recognisable for the same work
as that presented by a less

sympathetic touch, a less kin-

dred understanding.
"But, Percy," his mother

said more than once to him,
"
surely you know that piece :

we heard Sarabandi play it."

"Sarabandi and Nelly are

not the same person," Percy
replied.

" But the Chopin is the same

Chopin."
"My dear mother! you

wouldn't say that Mrs Han-
kinson's whitebait is the same
as yours."
"No," said Amelia, "but I

can tell you why that is : she
doesn't give her cook the right
kind of oil."

Laughter followed, and the
thread of the argument was
lost in the oil. But Percy had
made his point clear to him-
self : he continued to prefer

Nelly's interpretation of musio
to all others, to feel that she
was for him the creator of it,

and to find her indirectly re-

vealed in it, as one may see

in a beautiful stream the re-

flection of a sunset light other-

wise entirely hidden by rocks

or trees.

Molly and her mother were
neither of them blind to the

little romance which was go-

ing on before them, but they
looked upon it with very differ-

ent eyes. Amelia's was a
wistful pleasure, much tem-

pered by common-sense : as a
mother she was more than

willing to enter into the dream
of the next generation, but she

was too much awake to be
able to take this for anything
beyond a dream she knew
how seldom, in the daylight
world, marriages of seventeen
and eighteen come true. But

Molly had no such misgivings :

her reading of life inspired

by a charming jumble of 'The
Heir of Redclyffe,' Browning's
shorter poems, and the 'Re-

ligio Medici' enabled her to

see every thing that was per-
fect and nothing that was
ominous in a possible attach-

ment between her brother and
her most intimate friend.

It followed that in her

eagerness to secure by giving
it away what was already
hers, she was taken with a

temptation common to women
she could not resist an im-

pulse to help the unconscious

players in the game at which
she was an onlooker. For
some time it had been her
custom to walk home with her
friend at ten o'clock, accom-

panied, naturally enough, by
Percival, for convoy on the

return journey. But now,
when the warmer nights of

May were beginning, and these

quiet, starry walks were be-

coming more and more desir-
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able for their own sake, Molly
found one good reason after

another for withdrawing from
them.

Percival seemed to remark
this change as little as if he
had been walking in his sleep.
At first, indeed, it was hardly
a change, except in the pure-
ly arithmetical sense, from a

party of three to a party of

two : for the walk was a short

one, and passed as a rule in a
kind of silent afterglow, with
few words or none. But where

youth and the spirit of music
are together under the stars,
there oan be no true silence :

night after night the dim and

lonely space of road that lay
between the garden doors of

one house and the other was
for Percy alive with half-heard

whispers, and every whisper
seemed to promise a strange
and unparalleled fortune.

For some time he was con-

tent to wonder if these alluring
murmurs were being heard by
his companion too : then the

wondering gained upon him
till it became an overpowering
desire to know, to make cer-

tain. Speech was of no use for

such a question he would not

have known how to word it,

even to himself but it seemed

quite natural and unavoidable
that he should stretch out a

hand softly and try the live

darkness for an answering

pressure. The answer was re-

turned, more softly still, but
with a dazzling and bewilder-

ing effect, as if light had been

suddenly kindled in many ob-

scure by-ways of his mind.

So it came about that night
by night these young people

accomplished their little jour-

ney for the most part hand in

hand, like two children stray-

ing time after time through
the same endless meadow, with
no goal beyond it. Their
farthest wandering was one
breathless July evening, when
the stillness was so deep that

they seemed to hear even the

fall of the jessamine blossoms
which dropped about them as

they stood in the shadow of

the gate at the moment of

parting. They looked into the

wells of darkness which they
knew for each other's eyes, and
without perceptible movement
leaned towards one another for

a kiss that was like the long,
faint touch of the night-wind
on sleeping waters.

The moment's trance was
broken by a sound of foot-

steps : a long, elastic stride

passed their bower without

stopping : but a gruff voice

came back to them like a stone

flung with intentional rough-
ness into their dreaming pool.

"Good-night, Miss Egerton,"
it splashed. "Good -

night,
Percival."

CHAPTER XXIII.

That was a perplexed and he felt himself exposed to an
broken night for Percival : assault on both flanks at once,

towards dawn something like There was first the attack of

a panic seized upon him, for conscience, already pressing
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him hard with the heavy artil-

lery of custom, convention,
school morality, the code of the

Republic, his own duty and

consistency. On the other side

of him he had heard only a

single voice, but a voice which
told of a danger more formid-
able than a thousand lances

bearing down for his destruc-

tion.

That grim, unerring, incon-

trovertible voice, passing so

quickly in the darkness, but

divining all, accusing all in an
instant what was it ? Alas !

it was the voice of Bullingham,
Housemaster of the "West Town,
Percival's housemaster, his

chief, his colleague, his intimate

friend, the man in all Downton
who had done the most for him,
loved him most, looked most

confidently to him for every
kind of loyalty. At what
moment would he deliver his

attack, and from what point?
Upon that, Percival felt, hung
his only chance, the whole sav-

ing of his position, the whole

possibility of marching out of

Downton at the end of this, his

last summer's campaign, with
the honour that he had striven

for so ardently, still intact and

shining. To leave under a
cloud that was exile for life,

a shame that could not be

thought of without prickings
of hot, desperate terror.

To-morrow: what was Bull-

ingham going to say to him,
and he to Bullingham, to-

morrow ? He lay, now awake,
now in a restless half-sleep, de-

vising dialogues interminably.
But they were all guesswork,
as he miserably knew. How
could he hope to foretell what

Bullingham would say or do?
He had never known so original
or so uncertain a temperament.
There was the man before him,
the tall, fair, full - bearded

Viking, with huge loose-hung
limbs, and frank, unwavering
blue eyes. He saw him in a

hundred scenes, exhorting his

House like a Skald, thanking
them like a victorious Berserk,

cheering them with the merri-

ment of a sea-wind, rebuking
them with the thunder of a

Miltonio archangel; he saw
him at home, delighting in a

generous hospitality, talking
three languages at once, and
all the sciences, rolling on his

own hearthrug with the play-
fulness of an enormous dog,

laughing Homerically the kind-

liest of laughter, pouring out

sudden ^Etnsean torrents of

wrath at some light word, in-

significant perhaps to every-
one else present, but potent to

rouse in him the subterranean
fires of a profoundly moral
nature.

Yes, that was the core of

him: often unexpected, some-
times unintelligible, always
Miltonic. It made him a friend

to live and die with, but a judge
as terrible as any ever pictured

by the religious conscience. To
face him was surely going to

be the greatest trial of Perci-

val's life, with only one cer-

tainty for comfort in it, the

certainty that subterfuge, pre-

varication, excuse, were not
even to be thought of. When
a bear grips you in his hug he
saves you the pain of wriggling;
and the voice had left Percival

in no doubt that the grip had
closed upon him.
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Morning came at last, and
the common routine of school

began ;
but its monotony had

disappeared. Every separate

part of the day had now its

moment of danger, and soon
or late one of these moments
must, he knew, bring the crisis.

He saw Bullingham come into

Big School at prayer time ; on
the way out he brushed close

by him as they went down to

first lesson; but there was no

sign of recognition. It was
true that in the clatter of this

cataract of boys and masters
that streamed every morning
down the great staircase there

was seldom any opportunity
for a greeting it was, perhaps,

hardly once in a year that
Percival had caught Bulling-
ham's eye at such a moment,
or exchanged a word with him.
But to-day he felt somehow con-

vinced that the silence must
have been intentional.

From ten to eleven the Sixth
were not in school. Percival

glanced at his next lesson, saw
that it offered no special diffi-

culties, and decided to prepare
for it by refreshing his mind.
He engaged himself with three

or four others for an hour's

batting at the net, and placed
his Tacitus and his notebook
beside theirs on a bench under
the parapet wall of the Close.

As he was in the act of laying
his coat upon the books he
heard again the familiar long
stride upon the gravel of the

quadrangle just above him.

Bullingham was looking right
over his head, and passed once
more without a word.

This again might have been
chance : but the third meeting

was decisive. On his way
home after twelve o'clock Per-

cival saw his housemaster in his

own garden, one part of which
looked out into College Road.
He was tying up a plant

against the railings and talk-

ing to a friend as he did so.

Percival touched his hat as he

passed : he had meant to say
"Good-morning" too, but his

voice refused, and Bullingham
appeared as unconscious as ever

of his presence.
Percival began to feel indig-

nant : after all he was not only
Bullingham's friend, but the
head of his House, a high
officer of state who might be

impeached, but who could not
be ignored, or condemned with-

out a trial. Moreover, he was
no coward : he was never for

sitting still to be shot at when
it was possible to go out and
meet his fate. Dinner was no
sooner over than he marched

resolutely upon Bullingham,
missed him only by a minute
or two, followed him instantly,
and ran him down in the

Museum, where he was busy
identifying butterflies for two
small members of the Fourth
Form.
But now, having found him,

Percival suddenly perceived
that it was hardly possible to

do more than force himself

upon his attention
;
he could

not openly demand to be
accused. He hesitated, and

Bullingham looking at him
with wide, uncommunicative

eyes, disposed of him without
an effort.

"These are jolly butterflies

that Kankin has got," he said

in his most ordinary tone.
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"They are giving us a good
deal of work. You don't go
in for butterflies, Peroival, I

know."
He turned to the glass-

covered drawer again, and
Percival walked on. There
was not a shade of meaning
in the tone, it was neither kind
nor unkind : but he took this

treatment for a method of pun-
ishment, and a cruel one. It

did not occur to him that

Bullingham might have his

reasons for putting off the
moment of speech.
At six o'clock he dressed for

the evening's cricket and was

making for the Close again,
when he heard the Berserk's

voice hailing him loudly. He
turned and saw the huge loose

figure coming down the road
from the direction of the

town.
"
No, no !

" he thought with
a rather bitter satisfaction,

"you wouldn't before, and now
you can't. In five minutes I

shall be fielding out." But he
waited for Bullingham to join

him, and they entered the

wicket-gate together.
"I was coming to look for

you," said the big, serious

voice. " I remembered that

yesterday was your birthday,
and I've been up to buy you

a present." He held out a
book.

Peroival was bewildered.

"My birthday!" he repeated,
"
Yesterday ?

"

"Certainly," replied Bulling-
ham, "your birthday. It is

always a man's birthday when
he begins the New Life."

Peroival opened the book :

the title-page told him that it

was the 'Vita Nuova.' On the

fly-leaf was written his own
name, with yesterday's date,
and a quotation:

"Good is the lordship of

Love, for that it draws away
the mind of his servant from
all things mean."

He looked up and struggled
to find thanks : but the bear

took no notice of his struggles.
"It was her birthday too,"

he said, with the same huge
gravity.

" She is the youngest
of the Angels."

All this Percival understood
some twenty-four hours later :

at present he could only taste

the consolation in the cup. He
was himself, it appeared, after

all, and no villain. That even-

ing he missed every catch that

came to him, and smiled ecstati-

cally at the poor young bowler's

reproaches.

CHAPTEB XXIV.

The alarm which Percival belief that there was nothing
had suffered made him doubly unnatural or even precocious
careful not to pursue his own
affairs to the disturbance of

in his devotion to the lady he

now called his donna gentilis-

The result of this, as wethe public conscience ; but sima.

Bullingham's unexpected sym- have already seen, was a revolt

pathy confirmed him in the against the more conventional
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view of his fellow-prefects, and
he carried it so far that the

offender, less prudent and less

fortunate than himself, but

hardly more guilty in any
serious sense, escaped with a

simple caution from the Head-
master.

A fortnight later the summer
term ended, and Percival's

school-life with it. It consoled

him to feel that he was still a

member of the fellowship, an
Old Downtonian, one of those

fortunate inheritors of a life-

long privilege and an almost
world -wide prestige; but the

change was none the less an

uprooting, a painful wrench :

and between his high romantic

passion and his farewells to

his friends he was in some

danger of an attack of senti-

mentality.
His uncle, the Commander,

who had come down for Speech
Day, saw that a complete diver-

sion was necessary : he spoke
seriously of this to Amelia, and

she, with her usual prompt-
ness, decided on taking her

family abroad without a mo-
ment's delay. This was the
more courageous of her, because
she had herself never been
across the Channel before ; but
the Commander volunteered to

act the part of personal con-

ductor, and he put so much
goodwill into it that the expe-
dition was a success from the

beginning. The three young
people had never seen their

uncle in such spirits : he was
a great favourite with all of

them, but his mood was gen-
erally sympathetic rather than

jovial, his long face was, to

their eyes, melancholy when

in repose, and his humour was
often too ironical for their com-
fort. But now he appeared
simply as a sailor on a holi-

day, the youngest and most

eager of the party, playing the

eccentric Englishman of old

Continental tradition, talking
a mixed and fluent jargon of

French and German, curious

and admiring of everything
foreign, convulsing but charm-

ing every one he addressed.

Dullness, self - consciousness,
traveller's shame, could not
exist in the same carriage or

the same hotel with him. At
times his reckless fun carried

away even his sister-in-law,
the only sober member of the

crew, but as a rule she saved
the ship's reputation by her

steady common-sense and digni-
fied conventionality the more

easily because she had an in-

born unfaltering contempt for

everything that was not Eng-
lish. Manners and customs,

money and cookery, railways
and their regulations, Luther-
anism and Catholicism, even
snow mountains and the daily

sunshine, all suffered damaging
comparisons, and were con-

demned to a kind of perpetual
banishment. They were pro-
duced "

abroad," and they
might stay there.

This attitude, of course,
doubled even Amelia's enjoy-

ment, and trebled that of her

children, who were in opposi-
tion from the first, declared

that they never wished to go
home again, and spent all their

pocket-money liberally sup-

plemented for this occasion

in buying up carved boxes,

Swiss clocks, dying lions,
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groups of wooden bears, and
other gimcraoks not then pro-
curable in the shops of Down-
ton. Moreover, each of them
had a plan for future years :

Molly intended to get her friend

Nelly to herself for a month
at Lucerne, and go to organ
recitals and concerts in the

Cathedral every day ; Alan

longed to collect flowers at

Engelberg ; Percy meant to

come again to the high valleys
with more athletic companions
and an ice-axe of his own. It

may be inferred from this that
the tour had brought him all

the distraction he needed.
His light

- heartedness was
in fact rather puzzling to his

elders. They could not easily
discuss it, for they were hardly
ever alone together for a
moment

; but the opportunity
came at last during a descent
from the Rigi, when the young
people had completely out-

stripped them, and could be
seen far below among the

orchards of Weggis, still zig-

zagging at a great pace to-

wards the deep shadowy blue
of the lake.

"They'll be there an hour
before the steamer," said their

uncle, laughing.
"Nevermind,"repliedAmelia,

" we needn't hurry after them :

I want to talk to you." She
paused a moment before con-

tinuing.
"
Roland, I can't tell

what to make of Percy. Is he

thinking of Nelly Egerton?
if he is, he never gives the least

sign of it."
" I suppose they write."

"No, Molly says they do
not : he sends a message now
and then by her."

" He can't have forgotten

already ?
"

Amelia was indignant at the

suggestion, even in this nega-
tive form. "If he has," she

said, "it must be the girl's own
fault. Percy is as steady as

old Time."
"No doubt," replied the

Commander; "besides, he has

brought his Dante with him,
and reads it often."

"I know nothing about

Dante," replied Amelia. "I
looked into this ' Vita Nuova '

of Percy's, but as far as I can
make out it is very melancholy

not at all the kind of poetry
for a young man in love."

The Commander reflected.
" My dear Amelia," he said at

last,
"
you know your children

as well as any mother could

do far better, of course, than
I know them. But in a foggy
channel like this, perhaps I

can make a nearer guess for

once, because I've been a boy
myself."
Mrs Twyman gave a formal

assent to this, but evidently
with reservations.

He continued :

" You know,
Amelia, we are rather queer
creatures when we are boys.
We are not always exactly
what you could wish, or what

you might expect if Nature
were as well arranged as

Mundy thinks it is."
" Mr Mundy !

"
she replied

caustically. "He doesn't be-

lieve things are arranged at

all; he imagines that we
evolved ourselves."

"Just so," said her com-

panion soothingly.
"
Well,

then he must admit that evolu-

tion has produced a very oddly-
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adapted creature in the natural

boy."
"
Oddly adapted for what ?

"

"For continuing the evolu-

tionary process," he replied

cautiously; "in fact, for keep-

ing up the stock. One would

expect instincts to show them-
selves at the right moment
the moment when they could

be of use and not before. But
we all begin to think of mar-

riage in childhood : most little

boys have quite a bent that

way, just as most little girls
nurse a doll twenty years be-

fore the maternal instinct is

needed. Surely that is a very
odd state of things, a pure
waste of time, one would think,
on Nature's part, and it makes

complications too. The minia-
ture stage we may call that.

The second is the animal stage,
the stage when the boy de-

velops his powers and becomes
a perfect animal again much
too soon."

Amelia interrupted with de-

cision :
" My boys never be-

came animals, I am certain."
" Oh ! I hope for the sake

of the family ..." began the

Commander, "but no matter:
what I was coming to is this,

that there is a third of these

apparently purposeless stages,
and that is the one Percy has
now reached. He is at present

possessed by a feeling which
is not ignorant and empty like

the childish one, or instinctive

and blind like the animal one :

it is a passion, but an ethereal

disembodied kind of passion.
You might call it real love,

but not love for a real person."
" Oh ! you are quite mistaken

there, Roland," said Amelia

warmly.
" I won't hear a word

against Nelly. She's a dear
child."

"I believe she is in every

way adorable," he replied. "I

only mean that she is to him
a distant divinity rather than
a live woman I doubt if she

is the wife that he will actually
wed when he has come to the

fourth and last stage."
"And what may that be?"

asked Amelia rather distrust-

fully.
"Some one called it 'The

undivided faith of body and
soul.'

"

" I hope you won't put such

ideas into Percy's head," she

replied ;

"
young people ought

not to remember that they
have bodies at all."

Her brother-in-law looked

away.
" May I quote Brown-

ing?" he asked, and went on
without waiting
" I always see the garden, and God

there

A - making man's wife : and, my
lesson learned,

The value and significance of flesh

I can't unlearn ten minutes after-

wards."

Amelia rose with some dig-

nity from the bench on which

they had been sitting. "Let
us go on," she said

;

"
you know

I don't like to hear you mak-

ing fun of the Bible."

"That was not my intention,"
he replied, "and I doubt if it

was Browning's."
"No; I'm sure it was not

yours," she said, relenting at

his tone, which she took for

serious, "and I know you'll

really be very much interested

in Percy's marriage when the

time comes."
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"How soon do you think
that will be?" he asked with
the same gravity.
"Oh !" she replied, "it can't

be for three or four years : not
till he leaves Oxford."

" My dear Amelia !

"
the Com-

mander almost shouted with

astonishment,
"
he'll be twenty-

two ! and what do you imagine
he is going to marry on ?

"

I could give him half

my income," she replied,
" and do very well with the

rest."

Her brother-in-law stopped
short and looked at her, aghast
with admiration. "

By jove !

"

he exclaimed, "I believe you
are capable of it : and you call

yourself a practical, prosaic
woman !

"

CHAPTER XXV.

Successful as the tour in

Switzerland was, it once came

very near disaster
;
and if any

one was to blame for this it

was Percival. He had begun
by enjoying everything with

every one else, but when a

fortnight's experience had
taken the edge off this col-

lective amusement he suddenly
found himself, as it were, yawn-
ing mentally he perceived
that the family coach was a

cramped and rather stuffy con-

veyance for a man. One day
he suggested casually to his

brother Alan that it would be

jolly for the two of them to

have a week of travelling by
themselves, to escape from the

slow, comfortable progress so

suitable for ladies and older

persons, and take to the road
with knapsacks and nailed

boots. Alan was more than
enthusiastic : he openly ad-

mired Percy's assumption of

independence. His mother,
however, did not : she was
taken by surprise and un-

fortunately made a hasty move,

putting Percy in the wrong
and also in the right, at the

same moment, a position
VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLV.

which hardly ever fails to pro-
duce obstinacy.
"I can't think what has

come to you," she said in an

unusually reproachful tone.

"It is not like you, Percy, it

is not loyal to try to break

up our party."

Percy had no answer to

this: consciousness of the fact

made him furious. His silence

brought Amelia near to re-

lenting. "Well," she con-

tinued, "I will talk to your
uncle about it."

But this was opening an

entirely new channel for wrath.
" I beg you will do nothing of

the kind," he replied.

"Then," said Amelia more

coldly,
" I don't see how I can

allow it."

"Allow it !" There was in-

dignation enough in the tone
to have alarmed the Thirty
Tyrants too much indeed, for

it roused Amelia's courage and

prevented her from seeing her
own mistake. The word she

had let slip was in truth an
anachronism: Percy had been

living in her house these five

years, but for the last two he
had been entirely his own

2 A
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master. His mother had of

necessity recognised this in all

matters relating to the school ;

she was proud of his high
position there, and she had be-

come accustomed to his holiday

visiting with friends beyond
her own circle. But she still

clung to the belief that her

parental authority, though
never exerted, was as valid and

indispensable as ever, and she
was the more confident of this

because she supposed her son
to be in all practical matters
as dependent on her judgment
as on her purse.
The mistake was natural

enough it is one which prob-
ably every good mother makes
in her turn. There are whole
tracts of thought and ambition
and desire in a boy's life which
none will ever know of but

himself, and the more careful

and henlike the anxiety to

spread protecting feathers till

the latest possible moment, the

more painful must be that

moment, when it is finally re-

cognised that the chick has
been learning, unobserved, to

swim in an element entirely
his own. Amelia's case was
harder than the common one,
for by living so close to her

boys and entering into their

school lives as few parents do,

by making them not their

mother's darlings but her

friends, she had, on the one

hand, come to believe that she
knew all there was to know
of them, and, on the other, she

had herself trained them for

the independence from which
she was now to suffer. More-

over, she need not have suf-

fered at all if Percival had

shown his webbed feet in a
less startling and peremptory
manner. Poor gosling ! his

best excuse must be that he
too was startled by the sound
of clucking so long out of date

he had already paddled in so

many deeper little ponds !

But his course was indefens-

ible as any vindication of

right is apt to be. For the

remainder of that day he

appeared to have abandoned
his project altogether: but
on the following morning he

put it forward again, this

time explaining it to his

mother in a patient and

quite reasonable tone. They
were sitting on the verandah
of the Thunerhof, looking out

over the lake
;
for the family

coach, after going a fairly

complete round of the Ober-

land, had now reached Thun;
and from here it had been

resolved, on the advice of some
chance acquaintances, to break
fresh ground and conclude with
a few days at Zermatt, a place
then beginning to displace
Chamouni in the esteem of

English tourists.

"You see, mother," Percival

urged, "I am not suggesting
any alteration of your plans :

only while you go to Zermatt
as you proposed, we two shall

go by road, walking, and meet

you there. It will cost no
more than if we went with

you."
The words "shall" and

" will
" were of course a

counterblast to yesterday's
"allow," and, of course, like

all counterblasts, they revived

the heat of contention.

"You talk of cost," replied
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Amelia, "then you .do admit
that I have some right to be
consulted."

For the second time Percival's

own mistake had defeated him :

but this time, for some reason,
he did not seem at all put out
of temper.

" My dear mother,"
he expostulated, "of course I

do : I have consulted you : all

I stand out against is the
notion of having to ask for

leave."

Amelia pushed her advan -

tage gently but steadily.
" You have to ask for money :

it comes to the same thing."
But Percy seemed quite

pleased to have it put in this

way.
" All right !

" he said

cheerfully,
" then I've only got

to raise the money, and the
leave is included."

His mother smiled back at

him : the affair seemed to be

turning to a jest. She knew
he had spent nearly all his

ready money, and quarter-day
was a month off. In her

pleasure at his good -humour
she felt almost inclined to put
her hand in her pocket and

give him his way after all.

She only restrained herself

because she was genuinely
afraid of vague things that

might happen to such inex-

perienced travellers if they
were once out of her sight.
But she was still so much
tempted by affection and gener-

osity that she did not venture
to say a word on the subject
to her brother-in-law he was
too sure to take what would

appear to be her side, and
she was not clear that she
wished her own side to prevail.
For that evening, however,

she remained undecided, and

by next morning it was too

late. Molly came into her
room before breakfast, as usual,
but not with her usual gay
early-morning air of enjoyment.
" Mother !

"
she exclaimed with

an energy that made Amelia

jump, "the boys are gone!
Their things are all packed up,
and they've left a note one
for you and one for me."
Amelia opened her note : it

ran thus

" DEAREST MOTHER, We
have walked on, to Zermatt, and
will meet you there on Satur-

day: Molly will bring our

luggage. I hope you won't
mind our leaving you for these

few days, we have enough
money to last us, staying at

small inns, and it is quite an

easy tramp for Alan. Your

loving son, PERCIVAL."

This had taken some trouble

to compose, and there are no
doubt mothers who might have
been led off the scent by it.

But Percy's mother was not

one of them : she picked out

the true slot unerringly.
"
Enough money. Molly, do

you know anything of this?

Where have they got the

money from ?
"

Molly looked more guilty
than she was. "I lent Alan
ten shillings," she confessed,
"but that was some days ago,
and it was only because he had

nothing left."
"
They can't live for five days

on that," said her mother em-

phatically.

Molly's tender heart failed

her at this : she pictured her
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brothers footsore and starving,
in a strange land, and burst
into tears. Amelia comforted

her, and they went down to

breakfast together.
At breakfast the Commander

was informed.
"
Yes," he replied,

" I thought
they must have gone I looked
into their room an hour ago."
His own air was much that of

a detected schoolboy.
Amelia pressed him. "Ro-

land, why did you give them
the money to do what I didn't

wish?"
"To save you the trouble,"

he replied, gathering courage.
" I told Percy I disapproved of

his going, but I knew you
couldn't wish to hold him only

by the purse-strings."
"How much did you give

them ?
" He named the sum.

"That was enough," she said,

not without a shade of relief in

her tone. She paid him across

the table, and the subject was
never again mentioned between
them.

Five days later, when the

boys marched into Zermatt,

they were received as if their

divergence had been one of

route only and not of opinion.
Whatever they may have heard
from Molly, who could at times

be a very vivacious critic, they
were never troubled with any
reminder of their escapade
from their mother herself. But
some time afterwards, when
she was discussing with Percy
the furnishing of his fresh-

man's rooms at Oxford, she

did allow herself one wistful

allusion to it.

" I suppose, now that you
need only my money," she said

half-playfully, half-sadly, "you
would be above accepting your
mother's help to settle you in

up there ?
"

He put his arm round her

waist. " My dear little mother,"
he replied magnanimously, "I
couldn't think of it."

She sighed, looked proudly
up at him, and accepted the

situation for good.

CHAPTER XXVI.

It was past the middle of

October when Percival left

home for Oxford. His thoughts
were all straining eagerly for-

ward into the future a mood

very different from that of his

mother and sister as they
walked the platform with him
for the ten minutes before the

moment of separation. For
these five years they had
sat by his side, reading one

story with him : now he was
to turn the page which they
could not turn, and press on

and on to chapters where they
could not follow. A peep
between the leaves would no
doubt be possible now and

then, and something would be
told them in the more-than-
shorthand of an undergrad-
uate's letters. Percival was

generous with promises to give
what he could, but his eyes
were frankly not upon the

past.

Molly jumped into the car-

riage to give him one more hug
at parting : it was a clinging
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one, but she was not thinking
of herself. "I am so sorry,"
she murmured, "that Nelly
was not back to say good-bye
to you : what shall I tell her
when she comes home ?

"

"
Oh, give her my love," he

replied gaily,
" and say that I

hope she'll come up with you
to see my rooms."

Disappointment and hum-
our struggled visibly on Molly's
face : the smile broke through.
"What an old stick you are,

Percy ! I suppose men have
to grow up like that !

"

The train moved off. Percy
waved his hand till it left the

station, and then sinking back
into his corner took his new
pipe and pouch from the pocket
of his new covert coat. Unfor-

tunately he had forgotten the

matchbox, and there was no
one in the carriage to lend him
one. He had to fall back upon
the pleasures of anticipation
not less warmly glowing than
the tobacco might have been,
nor indeed less certain to

exhale in smoke and disappear.
For of all coming years, those

to be spent at Oxford are per-

haps the most difficult to anti-

cipate, and of all expectations

concerning them, those sug-

gested by the experience of a

public school are the most

likely to fall short of the

reality. Percival at any rate

was far from suspecting the

true beauty and extent of the

country he was entering. He
was simple enough to suppose
that he already knew some-

thing of it, because he had

spent a week of examination
there during the last Christmas

vacation, and could find his

way about the principal streets.

In the University he saw, as

he thought, a glorified Down-
ton, a Downton multiplied into

a federation instead of a single

republic, and set in a rather

superior kind of cathedral city.
The life to be led there he

imagined would be in all essen-

tials that with which he was
familiar : an improved school

life, with greater freedom and

dignity, a more intense and

glorious patriotism, wider op-

portunities for distinction both
in work and games. This con-

tinuity seemed the more inevit-

able because there were, as he

knew, some hundred Downton
men in residence in the Uni-

versity, and twenty more were

entering it this term with him :

how could he doubt that he
would hear all the old war-
cries on a broader field, echoed

by greater companies of more
stalwart heroes?

Of these imaginations part
no doubt were realised, part
quickly forgotten, part given
up in sharp disappointment.
But almost all were wide of

the secret, as such guesses
must be. The real charm of

Oxford and the life men live

there is not to be seen or

imagined from outside. It is

not an effect of mere senti-

ment, aroused by the presence
of beautiful buildings, of im-
memorial customs, of gardens
laid with ancient turf and
shadowed by stately trees. It

does not lie in the quality of

the learning that is offered

there, or the pastimes and

pleasures that abound in many
kinds : nor in the prestige of

the great names of the past,
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nor in the morning freshness

of youth. Te all these there

is one thing added : the city is

a fairy city, neither in the

world nor of it, neither far

from the world nor oblivious

of it
; it stands solitary but

near by, as it were upon the

cloud -hills of dawn, at the

meeting-place of all yesterdays
and all to-morrows, and its life

is timeless. While you are

there so the Percival of a

later day might have said to

his younger self the world of

men will be always before yourJ v

eyes, a vivid and curious spec-
tacle for your philosophy to

muse upon : but it will have
no power to trouble you. You
will suffer none of its anxieties,

limitations, perplexities : you
will be delivered from the pain
of transitoriness, for though
you yourself will change in-

cessantly, it will be only as

thought and feeling change,
to be incessantly renewed, and
in all circumstance you will

be untouched set in an un-

fading oasis, a point of wind-
less calm. Give yourself up to

work or play, as you will : it is

not these that will haunt you
all your life after : it is the
sure and certain continuance,
the life of timeless, changeless,
fearless perfection that we
who have so long lost it so

long and poignantly regret.

Farewell, we said, dear city of youth
and dream !

And in our boat we stepped and took
the stream.

But these thoughts, though
Percival's own, were as yet
unborn : to - day he knew no
better than to put the scenes

of the last five years into the

magic - lantern of hope, and
take the brilliant enlargement
for a picture of the future.

One or two touches he added

among them were the substitu-

tion of a briar pipe for occa-

sional cigarettes, and the col-

lection of a complete library of

the classics but for the most

part his view was limited by
two straight lines : he ex-

pected to find very nearly what
he had found before, and in-

tended to do very nearly what
he saw others doing. The
virtue of citizenship that he
had learned thoroughly, but at

the price of more than half his

dreams.
It was at this moment this

climax of eager dullness that

he entered, without knowing
it, the forest track of a seven

years' quest. Its starting-

point was the dingy platform
of Didcot Station, along which
the great gale of that October
was beginning to scream as he
hurried across to the Oxford
line. This train was fuller

than the one he had left, and

passengers came crowding in

from several quarters. One of

the last of them, an elderly

gentleman of short stature,
with white whiskers, very red

cheeks, and round, deep -set

eyes, came quickly to the door
of Percival's carriage and en-

deavoured to open it. The
handle was too stiff: Percival

sprang up and tried it from
inside in turn, but without suc-

cess. He saw a younger man
holding open another door
farther down the train and

shouting to the old gentleman
in a tone between respect and
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impatience : behind him a guard cival with a deliberate and
was ready with his green humorous smile, raised his hat

flag and whistle : everything with a word of thanks, as

seemed to be making for a short as it was courteous, and

desperate flurry. But nothing walked to his place as if he

apparently could flurry the old were well accustomed to be

gentleman : he looked at Per- waited for.

CHAPTEE XXVII.

The beginning of term being
still two days off, Percival
settled himself at the Mitre

Hotel, where he dined in solit-

ary and oppressive state, coldly

envying a noisy party at the

opposite table. Next morning
he began by inspecting his new
rooms. They adjoined the
tower over the entrance-gate
of the College, up two flights
of a turning staircase, and
looked out onto one side of

Oriel across a narrow street.

The bedroom was cramped and

uncarpeted ;
the sitting-room,

though well-proportioned, had
a very low ceiling, and looked
dark on so gloomy a day as

this. Peroival turned in dis-

may to the under-porter, who
was conducting him

" Is there no choice of

rooms ?
"

"
Oh, yes, sir," the man re-

plied, with an odious tone of

managing servility.
" The best

rooms are always reserved for

the scholars, sir. Mr Marjori-
banks had the first choice : I

think you were second scholar,

sir, and this is the second best

set the second best for gentle-
men of your year, sir."

Then, as Percival remained

silent, he added, "This is the
Founder's Tower, sir, a very
quiet staircase, there's only

the Dean and one senior gentle-
man below you, sir."

A quick, heavy foot was
heard on the stairs ; the under-

porter vanished suddenly, and
his place was taken by a

black, thick-set man, who in-

formed Percival in a tone of

absolute mastery that he was
his servant. His manner de-

clared that he was ready to

settle everything and stand no
nonsense : he took from his

pocket a paper containing a
list of things which he judged
necessary to the refurnishing
of the rooms. Percival ac-

cepted it at last, but went out

determined to buy an entirely
different set of things at an

entirely different set of shops.
It annoyed him afterwards

that in almost every case he
was driven to adopt his scout's

suggestions. His frame of

mind, if he could have known
it, would have been a distinct

consolation to Amelia.
As he was passing through

the gate on his way out to the

town, the porter called his

name, and delivered a message
that Mr Marjoribanks would
be glad of the honour of Mr
Twyman's company at tea-

time that afternoon. He
pointed out the rooms, which
were in the same quadrangle,
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and added a remark or two on
the weather and the havoc of

the gale among the trees in

Christ Church meadows.
Percival was reminded that

the Broad Walk was one of the

things which now belonged to

him, and felt moved to go and
see how much damage had in

fact been done to this part of

his property. He turned down
through Merton fields, and saw
at once that it had not been

exaggerated several of the

biggest elms at this end of the

avenue were lying in tremend-
ous ruin, and even in the long
walk which leads down to the
river some of the trees, though
much younger and smaller, had
been rocked until the ground
was broken and upheaved
about their roots.

It was a dismal scene, and
he turned to come back. As
he reached the corner where
the two avenues intersect, he
saw the old gentleman of

yesterday, with his younger
companion, standing to look
at the wreckage of the giants.
He walked slowly past them
and had time to see that the
second figure was that of a
man of his own age, neither

short nor tall, but well made
and with a peculiarly frank

upright carriage of the head.

His hat was for the moment in

his left hand, and with his right
he was pushing back an unruly
shock of fair and almost red

hair. The older man, as Perci-

val passed them, touched his

hat with formal courtesy : the

younger one, seeing this, called

out " Good morning
"

in a

genial tone, and could be heard,
before Percival was out f ear-

shot, asking with the same
free and unconcerned manner,
" Who was that ?

"
for he had,

of course, had no reason to

observe Percival the night
before.

This second meeting seemed
to introduce the young stranger
into Percival's new world as a

fellow-freshman : but it would
have made little impression on
him if a third and fourth en-

counter had not followed im-

mediately. In his progress
that afternoon through the

shops of the High Street he
came presently to one display-

ing a window full of wood

carving and painted coats of

arms. He entered with the
intention of buying the shield

of his college, and while doing
so it occurred to him that he

might have his own arms

painted to match. He was
assured that this was an easy
matter : paper and pencil were
laid before him, and he wrote
out the heraldic blason. The

shopman read it half aloud
with some attention :

"
Bendy

of six ... a crescent for dif-

ference." He looked up with
a deferential smile.

" We have just had the

pleasure of receiving a similar

order from your brother, sir

Mr Donnelly of New College."
Percival did not under-

stand. "I have no brother

up here," he said,
" and if I

had, his name would not be

Donnelly."
"Indeed, sir," replied the

man
;

" then I hope you will

excuse my mistake. The two
coats are exactly the same, as

you will see except for the
mark of cadency." He handed
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a second sheet of paper across

the counter.

Percival stared at it : his

astonishment was not unmixed
with indignation. The blason
was identical, except that it

lacked his own crescent the
mark of a junior branch : be-

low the written description was
a rough sketch that looked as

if it had been stolen from his

own note-book.

"Who is Mr Donnelly?" he
asked.

" I should say he had just
come into residence, sir a

gentleman of about your
height, with reddish hair. He

came in with an elderly gentle-

man, who had white whiskers
and was very much the gentle-
man, sir."

The description was an ab-

surd one, but it sufficed :

Percival recognised the pair
at once as his semi-acquaint-
ances of the morning, and his

curiosity was doubled by the

coincidence.

He was still more impressed
when he reached Mr Marjori-
banks' rooms at tea-time, and
after being introduced to his

host's mother and sister, found
himself shaking hands with Mr
Donnelly of New.

(To be continued.)
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THE CAVALRY MARCH TO CAIRO.

BY COLONEL SIR C. M. WATSON, K.C.M.G., C.B.

HAVING had the good for-

tune to take part in the rapid
advance of General Sir Drury
Lowe with the cavalry after

the defeat of the Egyptian
army at Tel-el-Kebir, and to

command the small force which

occupied the citadel of Cairo
and turned out the Egyptian
garrison, I think it may be of

interest to give a short account
of the operations. I was at-

tached to the cavalry division

as intelligence officer the day
before the battle of Tel-el-

Kebir.

The cavalry division was
ordered to take up a position
on the extreme right of the
British army, quite clear of the

right infantry division, so as

to avoid any risk of confusion
with the latter in the dark.

At 12.45 A.M. on September
13 General Lowe gave the

order to march, the Bengal
Lancers leading. A flagstaff
had been fixed at some distance

in the desert to mark the pro-

per direction for the column
;

but, after this had been reached
and passed, it was necessary
to move by compass, aided by
the stars which shone here and
there through broken masses
of cloud. In places the deep
sand of the desert muffled the

sound of the horses' hoofs, and
viewed from a short distance the

column looked like a spectral

body of troops moving noise-

lessly through the darkness.
At 3 A.M., as the division had

reached what appeared to be
the correct position, the order

was given to halt, there to wait

until the infantry attack on
the lines of Tel-el-Kebir had
commenced. The men took
what rest they could, holding
their horses, and wishing for

the day to break. Just as the

first glimmer of light appeared
in the east, the order was given
to mount. Immediately after-

wards the dull boom of a gun
far away to the left, followed

by the roll of musketry, and
then the continuous crash of

artillery and rifle fire combined,
told us that the struggle had

begun.
The cavalry advanced at a

trot. When we came in sight
of the entrenchments I noticed

an Egyptian battery in action

on the left flank of the works,
but this was quickly silenced

by the horse artillery, and the

Egyptian gunners ran away.
Not far from us, on the left, the

infantry of General Graham's

brigade were seen crossing the

lines, and the cavalry passed
the latter at a point near the

Egyptian battery already men-
tioned. Here the entrench-

ment was very weak, being
little more than a shallow

ditch, which was practically
no obstacle to horsemen or

guns. After crossing the lines

the cavalry wheeled to the left,

and rode southwards inside

the works, driving the flying

Egyptians before them.
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When the division had
advanced some distance, the

heavy brigade was halted,
while the Indian cavalry

pushed on to the line of rail-

way near Tel-el-Kebir station,

pursuing the routed Egyptians,
who were trying to escape into

the country. Some trains

which were standing in the

vicinity of the station were
filled with fugitives, and two
of these succeeded in getting

away, but the third was

stopped. Arabi Pasha him-

self, having failed to escape

by train, mounted his horse,

and, with some of his staff,

fled in the direction of Belbeis,
about eighteen miles distant,
not giving much thought to

the fate of his army.
General Lowe ordered Gen-

eral Wilkinson to continue the

pursuit with the Indian cavalry

brigade and the Mounted In-

fantry along the north bank
of the freshwater canal, and I

was directed to lead the column.
Lowe himself waited at Tel-el-

Kebir to meet Sir G. Wolseley,
and then, as soon as the heavy
brigade and the horse artillery
came up, took them across the

bridge and marched by the

south bank. At Belbeis the

two brigades were to unite

for the march to Cairo.

I had a good general idea

of the road to be followed,
and knew that there would
be no difficulty except at the

point where the branch canal,

coming from Zagazig, joined
the main canal at El Abbasa,
as there was no bridge there.

But, fortunately, there was a

foot-bridge at the lock, over
which the cavalry were able

to march in single file. It

was well that there was no

artillery, as it would have been
a somewhat difficult matter to

get the guns over.

After crossing, at the village
of El Abbasa, the troops halted

a short time to water the horses.

The inhabitants came out to

meet us, waving flags and

asking for peace. They prob-

ably feared that the British

soldiers would burn their houses

and carry off their goods, but
were soon reassured when they
found that they received kind
words instead of ill-treatment.

The Egyptian soldiers were

flying before us in hundreds,
and made no attempt at resist-

ance. The action at Tel-el-

Kebir had taken away any
courage they may have pos-

sessed, and their sole thought
was to get home as quickly as

possible. They were ordered

to throw down their rifles and

ammunition, and to go where

they liked
; many of them

stripped off their uniforms also,

and, in the twinkling of an eye,
were transformed into harmless

peasants. The rifles were left

on the ground, and years after-

wards I came across some of

these Remingtons in the hands
of tribesmen in the Jordan

valley, and was told that after

the British cavalry had passed

many of the rifles were col-

lected by the Beduin, who,
later on, did a good trade by
selling them to the Arabs in

the Sinai peninsula and else-

where.

It was a warm September
morning, and one looked with

longing eyes at the shady
groves of palm - trees which
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were passed as we rode along.
As the column approached
Belbeis there was a slight

attempt at resisting its ad-

vance, and a few shots fired

from a group of palms on the

right showed a feeling which
it was necessary to check at

once, so the Mounted Infantry

opened fire, and the Indian

cavalry formed line and ad-

vanced at a trot, upon which
the Egyptians disappeared.
Then we saw some distance

ahead a small body of mounted

Egyptians making off as fast

as they could, and, from in-

formation I obtained after-

wards, it seems probable that

this was Arabi and his party
on their way to Cairo. He
arrived at Belbeis only a short

time before us, and finding a
train coming from Cairo, had
the engine detached, and,

mounting on it, told the driver

to go to Cairo "like the wind."
He seems to have been the

first person to bring the news
of his own defeat at Tel-el-

Kebir rather a unique position
for the general of an army.

Shortly before noon we saw
the minarets of Belbeis stand-

ing out sharply against the

clear sky. Soon afterwards

the bridge over the canal was
reached, and the first part of

our march to Cairo was com-

pleted. General Wilkinson
directed me to seize the railway
station, the telegraph office,

and the post office, and to

bring him the Governor of the

town. So I took a small escort

and proceeded to the station,
which was on the other side of

the town and at a considerable

distance from the canal.

It was probably many years
since the bazaars of that quiet
little place had been so excited,

and it was quite a scene for

an artist, as the inhabitants,
dressed in every kind of east-

ern garb, swarmed round the

British officers and their Indian

escort, while the notables ex-

pressed the delight of the town
at the arrival of the British

army. Perhaps what they said

was true, as no doubt all they
wanted was peace and quiet,
but I am inclined to think that

they would have said some-

thing of the same kind to

Arabi's officers twenty - four

hours earlier. On arriving at

the station I went into the

telegraph office to see what was

going on. There were some

interesting telegrams just re-

ceived from Arabi, who had
reached Enshas, the next sta-

tion on the way to Cairo, where
he had stopped to telegraph
to the officer in command at

Salahiyeh, ordering him to

send his troops at once by
train to Mansureh. In another

telegram he asked for news as

to the movements of the Eng-
lish, but as no reply was sent

to his messages he probably
assumed that Belbeis was cap-
tured, for he went on at once

to Cairo.

Late in the afternoon General

Lowe, Colonel Baker Russell,
and Colonel H. Stewart arrived

with the 4th Dragoon Guards,
and we then heard that the

heavy brigade and the horse

artillery had been much ham-

pered in their advance in

consequence of having to cross

a number of small canals.

General Lowe decided to make
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an early start on the morning
of September 14, and we
were all up and ready for the

advanoe soon after 3 A.M.

But there was still no sign
of the missing brigade and the

guns, so, after waiting an hour,
he decided to proceed without
them.
The column, about 1200

strong, consisted of the 4th

Dragoon Guards, the 2nd Ben-

gal Cavalry, part of the 6th
and 13th Bengal Cavalry, and
the Mounted Infantry.
The sun had not yet risen,

and the morning air was cool

and refreshing, while the hard,

gravelly surface of the desert

made good going for the horses.

There were no more Egyptian
runaway soldiers to be seen,
and the inhabitants of the

villages which we passed
seemed all to be peacefully dis-

posed. Two Egyptian officers,

Dhulier Bey, a Belgian, and
Hussein Effendi Ramsi, who
had been sent by the Khedive
to Ismailiyeh, and were at-

attached to General Lowe's

staff, read out, every now and

then, a proclamation to the

villagers, assuring them of

peace and security if they were
faithful to the Khedive. To
this the people replied with
loud cries of " Aman," " Aman,"
"
Peace,"

" Peace." Not a word
of regret was to be heard for

the defeat of Arabi, which had

by that time become generally
known.
As the morning wore on and

the sun rose higher in the sky,
the heat steadily increased until

it was like that of a furnace,
but no halt was made until a
little after noon, when we

reached the village of Es Siri-

akus, about twenty -five miles

from Belbeis. Here some food

for the men and forage for

the horses were easily obtained,
and an hour's rest under the

shade of the palm-trees was
much appreciated.
When the column started

again we left the canal, which
had been followed from Belbeis,
and went into the desert so as

to avoid the low ground, broken

up with little irrigation canals

and not suitable for the move-
ment of cavalry. We were
now drawing near to Cairo,
and naturally our conversation

turned to the question as to

what kind of reception we were

likely to meet with, as it was
known that there was a garri-
sonof about 20,000troops which
had not fought at Tel-el-Kebir,
and which might be prepared
to resist our advance to the

capital. I told the General
and Herbert Stewart of what
we had heard as to the prob-

ability of Cairo being burnt
like Alexandria, and pointed
out the great importance of

putting British troops in the

Citadel that evening. There is

an old Egyptian saying, "He
who holds Cairo holds Egypt,
he who holds the Citadel holds

Cairo," and it was almost cer-

tain that once the population
knew that the Citadel was in

the possession of the British,
all resistance would collapse.
But it was, of course, not

possible to say how the Citadel

was to be secured until it was
known what the Cairo garrison
would do, and whether Arabi
would spur them on to fight,
or would bow to fate and
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acknowledge that he was beaten
at Tel-el-Kebir.

Soon we saw the line of the

Mokattam hills, which rise

sharply over the city of Cairo,
and then gradually we could

make out the dome and
minarets of the mosque of

Mohamed Ali in the Citadel.

An hour more brought us
within sight of the great
barracks of Abbasiyeh, situ-

ated in the desert, two miles

north-east of the city, round
which we could see thousands
of Egyptian soldiers swarming,
and looking just like ants

whose ant-hill has been dis-

turbed. General Lowe ordered

his force to advance by echelon

of squadrons from the left,

making as great a show as

possible with the small number
he had under his command.
Then he halted the cavalry
and sent Colonel Stewart for-

ward to reconnoitre and to see

what was going to happen.
Stewart took an eecort of

fifty men, and, accompanied
by Lieutenant - Colonel H.

M'Calmont, the Brigade Major,
the two Egyptian officers, and

myself, started on his mission

of investigation. We rode on
towards the barracks, and
saw an Egyptian squadron of

cavalry coming out to meet us,

every man of whom had a

white flag, or something that

represented a white flag, tied

to his carbine. The Abbasiyeh
garrison had decided to sur-

render, and was determined to

do it in good style !

It may be interesting to

relate what happened in Cairo

while the British cavalry were

advancing from Tel-el-Kebir,
and I will give the account
as described to me afterwards

by one of the members of the

Egyptian Council of Defence.

It was known in Cairo that

the British army had concen-

trated at Kassassin on Sept-
ember 12, and that there

might be a battle at any time,
but when it would come off

was of course uncertain. As
I have already mentioned,
Arabi Pasha, escaping from
Tel-el-Kebir after the fight,
had got to Belbeis and started

from it by rail just before

General Wilkinson's column
arrived. When Arabi reached

Cairo, he went to the Kasr-en-
Nil Palace, where the Council
of Defence were holding a meet-

ing.
"

He was tired out, and

quite collapsed when he sat

down; then raising his head
after a time, he said, "It is

all finished," and told the

Council of the defeat of the

Egyptian army, and that the

English would soon be in

Cairo. Then there was a great
discussion as to what was to

be done. Some were for

making further resistance,
while others were for sending
their submission to the Khedive.
A little later news came in

that the British had taken

possession of Zagazig, which
General Macpherson, with the

Indian contingent, had occu-

pied on the afternoon of Sept-
ember 13.

General Macpherson, as soon
as he reached Zagazig, tele-

graphed to Cairo to announce
his arrival, and, late that even-

ing, the Egyptian Council de-
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cided to send a deputation to

the Khedive offering their sub-

mission to him, and they sent

a telegram to Sir G. Wolseley
informing him of the fact, and

begging him to take no further

action "until you receive

orders from His Highness the

Khedive." There can be no
doubt that the Council wanted,
as the Chinese say,

" to save
their face "; they wished it to

be understood that they made
their submission to the Khe-
dive, not to the Commander-in-
Chief of the British army.
Nothing more, according to

my informant, was done that

night, but the next morning
when theyfound that theBritish

had not yet arrived the more
warlike members got in the

ascendant, and it was decided

to take steps for defending
Cairo in case the British army
advanced towards it. It was

arranged that entrenchments
should be thrown up in front

of Abbasiyeh, and an engineer
officer was sent to carry this

out. The line was traced and
the work of digging had act-

ually begun when the small
force of cavalry under General

Drury Lowe was seen in the

distance, and a messenger was
sent in at once to the Council
to inform them that "the
whole English army was

arriving."
Then there was naturally

the greatest excitement, and
the members of the Council
were at their wits' end what to

do. I was never able to ascer-

tain whether they came to any
decision, nor whether they sent

orders to the garrison of Ab-

basiyeh to surrender, but I am
inclined to think that it was a

case of every man for himself,
and that the Commander of

the troops at that place de-

cided that it was the best

policy to surrender, no matter
what the Council might do.

But, however that may be,
there can be no doubt that

when Colonel Herbert Stewart
and his handful of men ap-

proached the Abbasiyeh bar-

racks, the Commanding Officer

came out to meet him, and

surrendered, unconditionally,
with his force of cavalry,

artillery, and infantry, about

10,000 in all.

It was quite a dramatic
scene : in the centre was the

little group of British and

Egyptian officers discussing
the terms of surrender, while
on the one side were the Brit-

ish and Indian troopers, and
on the other the squadron of

Egyptian cavalry ; behind, the

white mass of the Abbasiyeh
barracks, about which we
could see great numbers of

Egyptian soldiers some drawn

up in column, and some wan-

dering here and there like

sheep without a shepherd.
Then, as a background, Cairo
in the distance, and beyond all

the Eastern sky, bright with
the red gleam of the setting
sun.

The preliminaries were soon

arranged, and then the British

advance - guard moved on to

the barracks, while Stewart
sent me back to General Lowe
to tell him that all was well.

As soon as the troops heard
that Abbasiyeh had sur-
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rendered, they gave a ringing
cheer, and were then ordered
to close up and advance. The

greater part of the cavalry,

however, were kept out in the

desert, and not brought into

the barracks, as the General

thought it wiser not to let it

be seen what a small number
of men he had with him.

Immediately after the sur-

render at Abbasiyeh, Colonel

Stewart ordered the Command-
ing Officer to send to Cairo and
summon the Governor, the

Chief of Police, and the Com-
mandant of the Citadel, and
these gentlemen all came out

in a short time and tendered
their submission to General
Lowe. The Chief of Police

was asked for information about
Arabi Pashi, and stated that

he was in his own house
;
he

was directed to return to Cairo

and bring Arabi out to Abbas-

iyeh. The Governor and the

Commandant were then in-

formed that the Citadel must
be surrendered that evening.
The Governor begged General
Lowe not to send any troops
into Cairo that night, as he
feared it might cause a disturb-

ance ; but the real danger was,
of course, that if British troops
did not occupy the Citadel at

once, the evil -disposed people
of the town would feel that

there was no one in authority
and would do mischief. After

some discussion the Command-
ant agreed, though rather re-

luctantly, to surrender the

Citadel, if required to do so.

After darkness had set in, Col-

onel Stewart informed me that

he was to take a small force of

cavalry and occupy the Citadel,
and that I was to take pos-
session of the fort on Mokattam
heights, which commanded the

Citadel, with another small

force. This seemed a very
satisfactory arrangement, as it

was desirable that the Egypt-
ians should be turned out of

both these positions before the

sun rose, and before the people
realised what an insignificant
British force had reached Cairo.

The hour named for the start

was 8 P.M., as it was important
that we should not march until

it was quite dark.

At that hour, when the

troops were falling in, Colonel

Stewart told me that the plan
had been changed, and that he
was to remain at Abbasiyeh
with General Lowe, and that,
as I knew Cairo, I was to take

command of the force which
was to occupy the Citadel and
turn out the Egyptian garrison.
He gave me no written orders,
and said that I was to carry out
the operation in whatever way
I thought best. I asked him
what was to be done about the

fort on Mokattam, as it was

impossible for me to go to both

places at the same time, and he

replied that I must use my own
discretion with regard to it.

Although it was a certain re-

sponsibility, it was, on the

other hand, rather satisfactory
not to be hampered by detailed

orders, as I was thus able to

make my own arrangements.
The force placed at my dis-

posal by Colonel Stewart con-

sisted of 5 officers and 84

non-commissioned officers and
men of the 4th Dragoon Guards,
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under Captain Darley ;
and 4

officers and 54 non - com-
missioned officers and men of

the Mounted Infantry, under

Captain Lawrence. I also

took with me Hussein Effendi

Ramsi, who had come with us
from Tel-el-Kebir, and three of

Arabi's officers, one of whom,
an engineer, had been em-

ployed on strengthening Ab-

basiyeh against us a few hours
before. I made it clear to

these officers that their future

in life depended on doing ex-

actly what I told them, but

they fully realised the situation

and were very helpful.
As it was important that we

should not be seen by the in-

habitants of Cairo until close

to the Citadel, I decided not
to enter the town by the Bab
Husseiniyeh, the gate nearest

to Abbasiyeh, but to follow

the desert road leading by the

Tombs of the Memluk Sultans,

commonly called the Tombs of

the Caliphs, and to enter by a
small and little used gate called

the Bab el Wezir, which is

just under the Citadel. It was

very important that we should
find this gate open, as if it was
closed it would have been

necessary to go round to

another gate some distance

off, and this would have lost

considerable time. The en-

gineer officer, who was thor-

oughly acquainted with the
fortifications of Cairo, assured
us that we would find the Bab
el Wezir open, and as his own -

interests depended on his tell-

ing the truth, I decided to

trust him.
As soon as the little force
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had fallen in I marched them
off, and then rode to the head
of the column, telling each file

as I passed that they must
never lose sight of the file in

front of them : this was essen-

tial, as the night was pitch
dark, and, with the dust raised

by the horses, it was difficult to

see more than a few yards
ahead. Those who know the
road in the daytime will under-
stand that it is not an easy one
to follow on a dark night, but

my Egyptian guide knew it

thoroughly, and I soon felt that
he could be trusted to lead us

right.
We first crossed the desert

for about two miles, then

passed through the great ceme-

tery of Kait Bey and over
mounds of rubbish, full of

holes, which were hard to avoid
in the dark

;
and we seemed to

have ridden for an interminable
time when at last the walls of

Cairo rose before us. Then we
drew near to the Bab el Wezir,
and I became a little anxious
lest it should be shut after all.

But when we got close the door
stood open, and I rode through
the dark tunnel and found it

quite clear to the far end
;

neither was there a sign of a

sentry nor of any one watching
the gate, so I brought our party
through and led them up the
hill to the Citadel.

The street leading up from
the gate was very narrow and

very steep, and the houses on
each side were in darkness,

except for the little shops
below, in which were collected

a number of people who looked

at the British soldiers with
2B
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surprise, probably not unmixed
with fear. At the end of this

short street we turned to the

left into the broad road, lead-

ing up to the main gate of the

Citadel ; and I halted the party
at a little distance from the

gate, and went on to the gate
with the Egyptian officers to

see how matters stood.

There was a strong guard on
the gate, who evidently had
not expected us, and it was
soon clear that, notwithstand-

ing the promise of the Com-
mandant, no arrangements had
been made for sending the

Egyptian garrison out of the

Citadel. I therefore ordered

the officer in charge of the

guard to go to the Command-
ant and tell him to come to

me at once. This took a con-

siderable time, and I am in-

clined to think that the good
Commandant had gone to bed.

He came out at last, how-

ever, accompanied by a num-
ber of officers, and asked what
I wanted him to do. I said

that he must parade the whole

garrison without any delay,
and send them down to the

Kasr-el-Nil barracks, in the
lower part of Cairo. I said

that I had brought a British

force to garrison the Citadel,
and that the keys of all the

gates were to be handed over
to me at once. He seemed a
little doubtful at first, but not

having any idea how many
men we had, he decided to

comply, and sent for the

keeper of the keys, who
brought a number of very
large keys in a beautiful bag,
and handed them over. Then

the Commandant sent officers

to the different barracks, and
soon bugles were heard all

over the Citadel sounding the

assembly, and the troops began
to hurry out of their quarters
and to fall in on the large open
space between the mosque of

Mohamed Ali and the mosque
of Nasr ebn Kalaoun.
As I was anxious not to let

the Egyptian troops pass our
small party, I arranged to

march them out by a different

road to that by which we had
come up. Those who know
the Citadel will remember
that there are two principal

entrances, of which one, the Bab
el Azab, or lower gate, is in the
Place Rumeyleh, opposite the

great mosque of Sultan Has-
san. This was the old entrance,
and from it a steep road, the

scene of the massacre of the

Memluks by Mohamed Ali in

1811, leads up to the Bab el

Wastani, or middle gate. The

present principal entrance, on
the other hand, known as the

Bab el Gedid, or main gate,
which was built by Mohamed
Ali when he reconstructed the

Citadel, is much higher up the

hill
;
the road passing through

it joins the road leading up
from the Bab el Azab, just
outside the middle gate. This

disposition of the gates was

very convenient for my pur-

pose, as I was able to place
our men on the road leading
from the main gate to the

middle gate, while the Egyptian
troops were marched out by
the steep road, which went
down to the Bab el Azab, and
did not pass by our men. One
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of our officers and a couple of

men were placed at the Bab el

Azab, to hurry them out into

the town.
I was considerably struck

with the good discipline of the

Egyptians, who fell in by com-

panies and marched off as if

they were quite accustomed to

being roused up in the middle
of the night and turned out by
foreign troops. But, in addi-

tion to the regular soldiers,

there were a great number of

what appeared to be camp-fol-
lowers women, laden camels,

donkeys, &c., and these hur-

ried out of the Citadel with
the troops, much interfering
with the regularity of the

march of the latter. For more
than two hours the stream of

Egyptians came out through
the middle gate, and it was

past midnight before the last

stragglers went down the hill.

As already mentioned, I had
ordered them to go to Kasr-el-

Nil barracks, but a considerable

number never arrived there,
as they took the opportunity,
while marching through the

streets of Cairo in the

dark, of slipping away and

going to their homes. This,

however, was a good thing, as

they were useful messengers to

spread the news of how they
had been turned out of the

Citadel by the English army.
While watching the strange

procession at the gate, I

thought over the question of

the fort on Mokattam heights,
and considered how the Egyp-
tian troops were to be got out
of it. It was clearly no use

trying to do it with our troops,

as none of our officers knew
where it was, and the men
and horses were too tired for

another expedition. At last

a happy thought struck me,
and I hailed an intelligent-

looking Egyptian officer on his

way out of the Citadel, and
said that I would be much
obliged if he would go up to

the fort, send the garrison to

Kasr-el-Nil, lock the gate,
and bring me the keys. He
thought for a moment, then

said, "Hadir, ya Sidi," "All

right, sir," and went off at

once. From his manner he

gave me the idea that he
would carry out his mission;
and my confidence was justi-

fied, as he came back in two
hours with the keys.

Before leaving Abbasiyeh,
Colonel Stewart had instructed

me that, after I had cleared

out the Citadel, I was to leave

the next senior officer in com-
mand for the night, then to

examine into the condition of

Cairo, and return to Abbasiyeh
to report to General Lowe.
As soon, therefore, as the

garrison had evacuated the

Citadel, I told Captain Law-
rence, the next senior and an
excellent officer, that he was
to take command when I left,

and took him round to give
him a general notion of the

fortifications. I had been ac-

quainted with the place some

years before, and had a fairly

good idea of the important
points, but to one who saw it

for the first time on a dark

night it must have seemed a

puzzling labyrinth. Hussein
Bamsi and the Engineer officer
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accompanied us, and sentries

were posted on the different

gates with orders to let no
one in or out during the

night.
The Citadel seemed quiet,

and I thought our task was
over, but as Captain Lawrence
and I were "returning to the
middle gate, we were rather
startled by hearing a tremend-
ous noise, shouting and clank-

ing of chains, as if pandemonium
had broken loose. We then
found that the din was caused

by the prisoners, of whom there

were many hundreds, who had
been roused by the sound of

the departing garrison, and
had opened the prison door
and were trying to escape.
We succeeded in driving them
back, and then went into the

prison, which smelt badly.
Here were a great number of

prisoners, closely packed to-

gether, some regular jail-birds,
and others who looked as if

they might be respectable
members of society.
The latter crowded round

us, and said that they had
been put in prison because

they would not support the

rebels, and they asked me to

investigate their cases im-

mediately and release them.
The idea of holding a court

under the circumstances was
rather humorous, and I told

them that it was impossible
to do anything for them that

night, but that as the English
had taken possession of Cairo
their cases would be gone into

as soon as possible, and justice
would be done. The following

day, when Colonel Sir Charles

Wilson arrived in Cairo, I told

him of the state of the prison
in the Citadel, and he obtained

authority to go into the matter,
and to release all those persons
who had been imprisoned with-
out due cause.

Having quieted the prisoners
as far as possible, we went out
of the prison, the doors were

locked, and sentries were

posted with orders to shoot

any one who tried to escape.

Notwithstanding this, I be-

lieve that a certain number did

succeed in getting away after

I left the Citadel, and I know
that one man at least was
shot. This was an inoffensive

individual, coachman to one of

the American officers in the

Egyptian service, who had
been put in prison because he
was supposed to be in favour
of the Europeans. Fortunate-

ly he was not much hurt, and
soon recovered.

After the episode with the

prisoners had concluded satis-

factorily, I went with the

Commandant to his quarters
to discuss the situation. Hav-

ing been a supporter of Arabi,
he was naturally anxious as

to his prospects, and inquired
whether I was satisfied with
the way he had acted. I told

him that he had behaved ad-

mirably so far, but that he
must remain in the Citadel for

the night and do all he could
to assist Captain Lawrence,

explaining to him at the same
time that if anything disagree-
able happened he would be
held responsible. I then ques-
tioned him as to the composi-
tion and strength of the Egyp-
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tian garrison which had been
in the Citadel, but, rather

curiously, neither he nor his

officers could give a definite

account of the number of men,
and their estimates varied from
5000 to 7000. By a rough
calculation I had made while

they were marching out, there

were about 6000, and this

number, or perhaps a little

more, was probably nearly
correct.

After again giving a word
of caution to the Commandant,
I bade him good -

night, and
went with Captain Lawrence
to the main gate. Here the

Egyptian officer had just ar-

rived who had carried out
the evacuation of the fort

on Mokattam heights, and I

thanked him for having as-

sisted me, and let him go
home. Then, leaving Captain
Lawrence in charge of the

Citadel, I started to carry out
the second part of my in-

structions as regards the ex-

amination of the state of

Cairo, taking with me Hussein
Ramsi and the Engineer
officer.

We followed the main road
down from the Citadel to the

mosque of Sultan Hassan, and
then proceeded along the
Boulevard Mohamed Ali to

the Esbekiyeh Gardens. Cairo
was like a city of the dead :

the news of the occupation of

the Citadel by the English
had become known, and the
inhabitants wisely kept to

their houses. The Engineer
asked if we might go round

by his home to get his

greatcoat, as the night was

chilly. So we made a de-

tour, and I found all the

streets we rode through equal-

ly tranquil. It was rather a

curious situation : here was I,

an officer of the invading

army, riding quietly through
what had been supposed to

be a hostile city, having as

companion an officer of the

enemy who, less than twelve

hours before, had been pre-

paring to put Abbasiyeh in

a state of defence against us;
and yet it seemed quite nat-

ural, and as if there had never

been a war at all.

After passing the Esbekiyeh,
we rode by the Coptic quarter
of the town, which was also

perfectly quiet, though, as I

learned afterwards, the Copts
had been in a great state of

anxiety since the defeat of

Arabi at Tel - el - Kebir, and
were much relieved when they
heard that Cairo was in the

possession of the English, and
that all danger was past.
Then we went on to the

Fagalla ;
and as by this time

I had been through the city
from one end to the other, I

had seen sufficient to justify
me in reporting to General
Lowe that Cairo was peace-
ful. So we took the road
to Abbasiyeh by the mosque
of Zahir, and reached the

barracks a little after 4 A.M.,

just twenty -five hours since

we had prepared to start

from Belbeis. It had been an

interesting day, but I was
not sorry it had come to an
end at last.

On entering the barracks I

went to find Colonel Stewart,
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who told me that during my
absence in Cairo Arabi Pasha
and Toulba Pasha had come
out from the city and sur-

rendered. The Egyptian mil-

itary revolt was at an end.

Stewart took me to General

Lowe, to whom I reported
that all had gone well at the

Citadel, and that Cairo was

perfectly quiet. He said,
" Well

done," and in a few minutes
we were all asleep.
The next morning General

Lowe ordered me to accom-

pany a squadron to the rail-

way station to meet Sir Garnet

Wolseley, who was expected to

arrive by train from Zagazig,
where he had been delayed by
a breakdown on the line; so

he did not reach Cairo until

9.45 A.M. On returning from
the station, I made a written

report to General Lowe re-

specting the surrender of the

Citadel, and strongly recom-
mended the Commandant for

favourable consideration. I am
glad to say that, though he
was a senior officer of the

Egyptian army, and a great
supporter of Arabi, he re-

ceived a free pardon from his

Highness the Khedive.
The Engineer officer was, of

course, also pardoned, and a
few months later, when I was

employed under General Sir

Evelyn Wood on the organ-
isation of the new Egyptian
army, he became one of my
subordinates in the War Office.

We often talked over the night
of our first acquaintance, and
he asked me once whether there
was any chance of his getting
the British war medal. I told

him that, though I was greatly

obliged to him for his assist-

ance on the night of September
14, it was not in accordance
with English custom to give
medals to officers of the enemy's
forces. But there can be no
doubt that but for the cordial

way in which he and Hussein
Effendi Ramsi assisted me, it

would have been much more
difficult to carry out General
Lowe's instructions.

The cavalry march to Cairo
affords an excellent instance of

the importance of following up
a beaten enemy without an
instant's delay, and Sir Drury
Lowe is worthy of the highest
credit for the manner in which
he carried it out. It is to be

regretted that in the 'Official

History of the Campaign,' pub-
lished by the War Office in

1887, neither Sir G. Wolseley 's

orders to General Lowe nor
that officer's report upon the

march is given. As regards
the former, all that is stated is

" that the cavalry were directed

to continue their pursuit, and
advance upon Cairo with all

possible rapidity, to save it, if

possible, from the destruction

intended by Arabi Pasha."

Apparently this meant that

Lowe was to take the whole
of the cavalry division to Cairo.

If this is so, he took a consider-

able responsibility on himself

in leaving the greater part
of one brigade and the whole
of the artillery behind when
he started from Belbeis ; but

his action probably saved the

situation, as, if he had waited

for the heavy brigade and
the guns, he would not have
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reached Cairo until Septem-
ber 15.

What would have occurred
in the interval it is, of course,
not possible to say with cer-

tainty, but one of two things
might have happened. Either
the forward military party
would have taken the lead, and
an attempt would have been
made to defend Cairo with its

large garrison, or else the fan-

atical Mohamedans would have

put Arabi and his colleagues
on one side, and Cairo would
have been treated like Alex-
andria. In either case the
result would have been dis-

astrous for the city.
In after years I often dis-

cussed the question with Egyp-
tians who had lived in Cairo

during the war, and metinany
who thought the latter event

the more probable. The Coptic
Patriarch, for example, used to

say that he was sure there

would have been a massacre
of the Copts on the night of

September 14, had it not been
for the arrival of the British

cavalry on the afternoon of

that day, and their taking
possession of the city. The

burning of Alexandria might
without any doubt have been

prevented, if British troops had
landed immediately after the

bombardment
;

but the un-
fortunate delay in that case

led to the loss of many lives,

and the destruction of prop-
erty of the value of 4,000,000,
which Egypt had to pay.

It is probable that the rapid
advance of Sir Drury Lowe
saved Cairo from a similar

fate.
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THE STAIN IN THE CORNER.

WHEN my regiment returned
from service on the frontier in

October 18 we were ordered
to the little station of B .

This was good news for us

all, as B was known as a

capital place for sport, and,
more important to me as a

married man, had a good
climate in the cold weather

months, and was in reasonable

distance of the hills. No cav-

alry had been stationed there

for some years, and our orders

were due to the readjustment
of garrisons then taking place
all over India. My wife had
been in England for the last

two years with the children,
and I at once cabled to her
to bring them out and join
me as soon as possible. I had

engaged a bungalow from the

list sent to my regiment by
the Station Staff Officer. From
the description he gave, it

seemed just what we wanted,

plenty of accommodation and
a very low rent, marvellously
low in fact, the reason stated

being the distance from the

mess, and lines, which made
it a difficult house to let.

We reached B late in

the evening, and a friend in

the Gunners put me up for the

first night ;
while my servants,

under the charge of Jaila

Deen, my old bearer, went to

my new abode to get things a

little ship-shape. I was full of

curiosity to inspect it for my-
self, for my wife was rather

particular, and taking a house

without her help was a dis-

tinct responsibility. All the

morning, however, I was kept

busy in the lines, and it was
not till the afternoon that I

was free to look after my own
affairs. I felt very light-
hearted as, after twenty
minutes' ride, I turned in at

the gateway. It was so good
to know after these weary two

years of separation I should be

starting to meet Meg and the

children in a few days' time.

The first eight of the house

impressed me favourably ;
it

certainly looked what house-

agents would describe as " most
desirable." It stood in an

unusually large compound
and the servants' quarters, I

noticed with satisfaction, were
some distance in rear. There
was a capital garden, rather

run to riot, with a tangle of

flowering-shrubs, oleanders, jas-

mine, and roses. A charming
walk, bordered with orange-
trees, was quite a feature, and
the house itself was clothed

with masses of the lovely

Rangoon creeper.

"Ho, bearer," I shouted as

I rode under the porch, and
Jalla Deen appeared in spotless
white garments, salaaming
with grave dignity. Jalla

Deen had been in my service

for ten years, and when I

married I prepared for trouble

on his account, for as a rule

the ways of bachelor's servants

are not approved of by mem-
sahibs, but fortunately my
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wife liked him at once, and he
was certainly devoted to her
and the children. "Is this

house a good house ?
"
I asked.

"Sahib will himself see,"

was the non-committal answer
and we forthwith started on

our tour of inspection.
The main part of the build-

ing was on the usual plan; a

large verandah ran all round,
in the centre were the drawing-
room and dining-room, and
on either side of these a bed-

room, dressing-room, and bath-

room. There was, however, a

smaller bungalow to the left,

which was connected by means
of a covered-in verandah. It

consisted of several very fair-

sized rooms opening one into

the other ; they were wonder-

fully well finished, with doors

which could be locked and
shutters which would close ;

I

noticed, too, rings for stair-rods

on the steps leading to the

bathroom, and the floors were
of a hard cement like marble,
which would look well with

rugs only, very different

to the usual flooring of dried

clay, which must be completely
covered with matting. Evi-

dently this part of the house
had been at one time arranged
to suit some one with a dis-

tinct taste for luxury ! But

why, I wondered, were the

windows, without exception,
all heavily barred ?

"Huzoor," said Jalla Been,
a slow smile spreading over
his usually rather sombre

countenance, "for the baba-

logue
"

(Anglice, baby-people),
"this will be very good!"

"
Yes, capital 1

"
I agreed.

Jalla Deen was full of plans
about furniture, and eager

everything should be in order

in good time ; and as we
talked I imagined our jolly,

sturdy boys and their little

fair -haired sister playing in

these rooms, which now felt

cold and dreary ! What a

difference their gay voices and

merry laughter would make !

And yet an unaccountable

chilly feeling was creeping
over me, and, against my own

judgment, I began to have a

sensation of distaste towards
the proposed nurseries. My
wife's little fox terrier evi-

dently shared my feelings, for

he stood in shivering discon-

tent in the doorway, and as

soon as he caught my eye he
sat up and begged, with quiver-

ing paws, to be taken away.
"You must light fires," I

said, "and clean up that stain

in the corner," and I pointed
to a brown patch on the wall

near the window, which spread
down to the floor.

" The
mem -sahib won't like to see

that."
"
Huzoor, I will give the

order," said Jalla Deen grave-

ly ;

" but men say no one can
ever wash that out."

" Nonsense !

"
I replied an-

grily. "It is the order."

Jalla Deen salaamed sub-

missively, conveying by his

gesture, as only a native can,
that my command of course

settled the matter. I was

turning away, when I caught
sight of a decrepit old man
peering in anxiously at the

window. His dull eyes seemed
fixed with a look of intelligent
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interest on the stain, near
whioh we stood, and he was

shaking his head in a most

provoking fashion. Evidently
he was one of those who had
said it could never be washed
out.

"Who is that old fellow?"
I asked impatiently. And
Jalla Deen, with unmoved
gravity, presented him to me
as the chowkidar (night-

watchman). It was too ab-
surd : he was a regular old

skeleton, and looked at least

a hundred !

"He will never do," I said.

"He is far too old."
"
Huzoor, he has been chow-

kidar here for fifty sixty

years," urged Jalla Deen de-

precatingly.
" He can do the

work, and his sister's son
is chowkidar at the nearest

bungalow."
"Oh, well, in that case we

had better keep him," I said

indifferently.
A chowkidar is, after all,

merely a moral safeguard to

prevent his brethren from loot-

ing you; and I knew well, if

I dismissed this veteran, his

relation would take good care

that I paid for my rashness
sooner or later. I turned

away, my new domestic fol-

lowing at a respectful dis-

tance
;
and we went the round

of the servants' quarters,

where, with Jalla Deen's as-

sistance, I evicted large fam-
ilies of their relations, and
secured one "go -down" for a

fowl-house, another for storing
firewood, and ordered a general
clean-up before my wife should

arrive. I was returning to

the house, well pleased with

nay work, when I stumbled
across something right up
against the little bungalow.
Overgrown with creepers and
coarse grass as it was, it was

unmistakably a grave. It even

had a rude headstone ;
but if

there had ever been any in-

scription, it had been obliter-

ated by time. I turned in-

quiringly to the old man, but
he shook his head apathetically,
and I could get nothing out
of him but that he was an
old man and knew nothing ;

and yet there was a flickering
look of intelligence in his eye
which belied his words.

"I am sure he knows all

about it, stupid old fool!" I

said angrily to Jalla Deen.

"Huzoor, he is too old, he

has no good sense," said the

bearer,
" but the mali [gardener]

says,
' a white mem-sahib runs

along this verandah, and cries at

night.' God knows ! they are

poor ignorant men, and the

landlord told me it is the talk

of fools," he added with lordly

contempt. After all, it was

probably the grave of some
favourite horse or dog, though
it was not like an Englishman
to bury either so near the

house.

I strolled back to the ver-

andah, and, throwing myself
into a long chair, soon forgot
the neglected grave, while my
thoughts turned to the happy
meeting with Meg and the

children, now so near at hand.

Then I fell to picturing her

running through the big empty
rooms : how busy and happy
she would be, planning this and
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that, siiiging, talking, laugh-

ing, making a home of this

somewhat gaunt Indian bunga-
low, as so many pretty young
English wives must have done
before. How many happy
meetings and tearful partings
its grey walls must have seen.

If stones could speak, what a
varied tale these could tell

very often a sad tale, alas !

of " the changes and chances
of this mortal life."

I think I was half asleep
when my eye fell on the old

chowkidar crouched on the

ground in front of me. "The
Huzoor speaks true words," he
said. (Had I unconsciously

spoken aloud ?)
" Many sahibs

and mems and baba-logue have
lived in this old house. ... I

have been here a long, long
time, forty or fifty years per-

haps ; I am a very old man
now, and my father was chow-
kidar before me I have served

many of the white sahibs

... I used to think them all

mad, but perhaps it is I, Chuni

Lai, who am mad, God knows.
... I could tell the protector
of the poor a great many
stories, but my head soon gets
tired, and it was all long ago,

long ago. I have seen a mem-
sahib who walked about this

verandah at night, waiting for

the sahib, waiting all night (it

was trouble, for I had to keep
awake too), and then, when the

morning was just coming, the
sahib would ride home, with
the reins all hanging about the

pony's feet (he would surely
have been killed, but ponies are

wiser than men) ;
then I would

call the bearer, and we would

help the sahib to bed, and mem-
sahib would pretend to be

asleep . . . but I knew. . . .

Before many moons had passed
the sahib shot himself in this

verandah . . . yes I, Chuni

Lai, found him lying there, but
the mem-sahib was dead then

. . . and no one cared. . . .

"There was another mem-
sahib, I remember. Every night
she used to meet the colonel

sahib of the Kissala, down by
those orange-trees (the Huzoor
can see them from here), and
one day she went away with
him. They thought no one

knew, but I could have told my
sahib ;

but for what good ? he

would have beaten me . . .

and she was bad, why keep
her?

"I have seen strong sahibs,

and mems like pearls, and

sonny-babas and missee-babas

carried away to the English

graveyard, and every one cried
'

aie, aie
'

. . . but other sahibs

and mems and babas came, and
we soon forgot.

"Huzoor saw the barred

windows in the'little bungalow?
My father told me why they
were put there. It was a very

long time ago, and Gunpat
Rao, a rich sowcar [native

banker], lived here. There was
a Missee in the barracks, who
was fair as the dawn. Her
father was a sergeant in the

gora [white] regiment, and

Gunpat Rao lent him too much

money, my father said, and in

the end a marriage was made,
and Gunpat Rao brought the
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Missee here. . . . Then one day
the regiment marched away to

fight the Afghans, and there

were no white people left, only
the Missee. Gunpat Rao was

very good to her he made the
little bungalow where she lived

like a rajah's palace : there
were carpets and curtains and
all she wanted, nothing to do,
but eat and be happy ;

but

English mems are not like our

women, and she was always
crying and got whiter and

whiter, and one day she tried

to go after the regiment.

"Then Gunpat Rao had those
bars put, and she was never
allowed to go out. How she
cried ! My father said he used
to hear her at night, 'Let me
out, let me out, will no one
come ? oh, let me out !

' She
beat on those bars, and pulled
at them with little white
hands : he used to watch from
far off for if she had got
away, Gunpat Rao would have
beaten him ! She had no good
sense ! What did she want ?

She had good food and bright
clothes. She offered all the
servants money to help her to

get away ; but they were afraid,
and after a time she grew
quieter. . . .

" Then it came that Gunpat
Rao had to go away for two

days. . . . He gave her plenty
of food and water and locked
the door . . . and told the
servants he would kill them
if they went near. . . .

" It was the time of the great
sickness, and the night he left

the Missee was ill ... the ser-

vants, sitting in their houses,

heard her crying all that night
and the next day and the next

night, but when the morning
came all was quiet, and so they
knew she was dead what ! all

alone, did Huzoor say? Why,
what could servants do? Gun-

pat Rao had locked the doors,
and they were afraid.

"There was one very good
mem-sahib, just when I began
to get old. The sahib was in

the Rissala, like the Huzoor.
She was quite a new mem-
sahib I knew that, because
when I asked for a blanket and
said it was dustoor [custom],
she did not say at once like the

other mems,
' Then where is the

blanket your last mem -sahib

gave you ?
'

No, she said,
' Poor old man, I dare say
you are cold at night,' and

gave me Rs.5, instead of telling
the bearer to buy me the cheap-
est blanket he could in the

bazaar! I got a blanket and
a chudda [sheet], too, and had
still Rs.l left,

"The sahib and mem-sahib
were very young, they used to

run after each other and play
like children. I thought it

very strange, but English
sahibs are strange. The hot

weather soon came, and then

they were quieter. They
walked in the evenings up
and down that path at the

foot of the garden where the

other mem-sahib who ran away
met the Rissala colonel sahib

and then when it was very
hot, so hot that the ground
burnt our feet, a baba came.
We native men are very fond
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of our sons, but this sahib and
mem thought quite as much of
'

Sonny-baba
'

as any of us

ever did of our boys and, of

course, all we servants were

very proud of him too.

"It was about a year after,

when the talk in the bazaar
was bad. We heard some-

thing of it, but not much.
. . . Sahib went out early
one morning ;

I saw him
stand with Sonny-baba in his

arms, laughing and talking,
and then he rode off, waving
his hand to the mem - sahib.

He did not know that he would
never come back. I only saw
him once again, and he was a

good sahib, too, not often angry
like some.

"Later, when the sun was
hot and all the house shut up,
mem - sahib sat playing with
the baba, and the bearer's son
came and told us that the

sepoys were killing all the

sahibs and mem-sahibs. . . .

" While we stood frightened
and talking, wondering what
to do, we heard a great noise

and shouting, and just round
that corner by the gate we
saw a great crowd of budmashes

[ne'er-do-weels] from the bazaar

coming : they were shouting
and were very angry. . . .

" Then the other servants ran

away but I was old, and I did

not think they would hurt me.
I crept round the other side of

the house and tapped on the

glass door of the drawing-room.
Mem - sahib was singing and

Sonny-baba was nearly asleep.
Mem - sahib thought I was

ayah, and without looking up

called out softly, 'Ayah, tell

Orderly to send those men
away ;

I will not have these

tamashes [merry -
makings],

they will waken Sonny-
baba !'...! waited a

minute, and then I tapped
again and harder, for they
were coming nearer : then the

mem - sahib looked up, and
when she saw my face she
was frightened, and I called

through the glass, 'Quick,

quick, mem-sahib, run through
the chota bungalow and I will

hide you !

' She just looked

through the other door and
saw all the crowd quite near,
and then she got white, so

white, I thought she would
fall and then she ran, and I

ran. She got to the bath-

room-door first, which is the
nearest way to the go-downs,
the Huzoor knows but the
door was locked, locked on the
outside. Then she turned and
ran back

;
I had just reached

the first window with the bars.
' Take Sonny,' she said, and she

pushed him through to me.
. . . There was no time to get
round to the bathroom - door

again, for the first men were in

the room then. The mem-
sahib ran to the corner where
Huzoor saw the mark on the

floor, and hid her faee in the

sahib's greatcoat that was

hanging on the wall and then
in a moment the room was full.

They were screaming and shout-

ing. Oh sahib, I am an old

man, but I have never forgot-
ten : they looked like devils,

and they were mad mad for

blood. They stopped a minute,
and the mem -sahib lifted her
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bead and looked round : she

saw Ram Sing (Bam Sing
was the sahib's orderly, and
often used to play with the

Baba). She made a step for-

ward and called to him quite

hopefully, 'Ram Sing, help
me.' Then some one at the

back threw a stone. It hit her

on the forehead, and she fell

forward against the wall all

bleeding and then they killed

her!

" I took Sonny - baba to his

ayah, and we kept him for

many weeks and then the

English people gave plenty
money for him, but ayah and
bearer got that. . . .

"The grave, the sahib says?
Yes, that is the mem-sahib's
we buried her there that night.
And the sahib ? No, the sahib

never came back. ... I saw
him, though, next day, lying

right out on the parade-ground
with some of the other sahibs.

Dead ? oh yes ! quite dead.

We thought all the English
were dead but they came
back yes, they came back. . . .

"The brown mark Huzoor
told them to wash out has been

plenty trouble. . . . All the
mem-sahibs say,

' make clean
'

!

. . . but no one can. . . .

" I could tell the sahib many
other stories." . . .

... I started up. Yes I

suppose it was really the old

chowkidar who had been talk-

ing. . . . There he sat, a
bundle of rags and bones
huddled under a dirty cotton

sheet. . . . He did not look

as though he had a single idea

in his head and yet it seemed

impossible that I should have
dreamt his story ! I gave the

old fellow a rupee and sent him

away, and then sat gazing out

into the darkening garden.
The glistening green of the

orange - trees showed dark

against the sky, and in fancy
I saw the form of an English
woman stealing noiselessly
down to meet her lover.

What manner of woman had
she been, I wondered, and
what of her husband, and the
lover for whom she had sacri-

ficed so much? Had she left

children, too, for him? Was
she happy after, and how did
her story end? Did she and
her lover know Chuni Lai had
watched their meetings? But

they would not have cared I

He was only a native; yet
she had given him the right
to call an English lady
bad. . . .

Then through the screen of

trees I imagined a couple

pacing backwards and for-

wards. His arm was round
her waist and his head bent
over her, as she leant confid-

ingly on him, with her fair

pale face turned up to his.

It was well with this pair, I

knew, as long as they were

together ; . . . hard that such
a little weak woman should
have faced death, and such a

death, alone. This was the
verandah where night after

night a woman had watched
till the grey morning broke.

What killed her, I wondered !

Fever, cholera, ... a broken
heart? God knows, as Chuni
Lai would say. Where I sat,

the man for whom she watched
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had died. He had sat as I

sat, but no doubt with despair
in his heart, and at last one

morning, very early, at the

hour when birds and trees and
flowers and grass just stir and

rustle, with the first hint of

awaking to a fresh day he
had felt the light was more
than he could face ;

and so

Chuni Lai had found him,

lying face down. A wasted
life . . . and " no one
cared." . . .

I started up, determined to

break the spell, and walked

noisily into the house
;
but it

was useless. I found myself

walking softly, and had there

been any one with me I know
we should have talked in

whispers. Here were the

windows, behind whose bars

Gunpat Rao's captive had
fretted and sobbed. I almost
saw those little white hands

pulling and straining at the

rusty iron, and heard her wail-

ing voice :
" Let me out, let

me out ; oh ! I want my
mother and my own people."
And she had died there all

alone, and not her fault the

poor little thing. . . .

Now I had reached the

farthest room the room with
the stain in the corner, me-

chanically I found myself at

the bathroom - door. Locked,
on the outside again as on that

dreadful day many years ago.
The air felt damp and cold

now but then it was midday
and heavy with heat. The
windows must have been shut
to keep out the burning wind,
and just here that frail girl
had flung her soft body against

this unyielding wood in a

vain attempt to force her

way. If Gunpat Rao had
not barred the windows she

might have been saved with
her baby. . . .

I moved back, and stood by
the stain. There she had
buried her head in her man's
coat (and all the while he lay
dead on his own parade-
ground, powerless to help

her), but I think the touch
of something that was his had

brought comfort and courage
for I know when the mob

burst in she faced round on

them, and they, with some

lingering remnant of the fear

of the Sirkar (Government), in

which they had been bred,

hung back for an instant.

That was Ram Sing's chance,

for, after all, these were men
with wives and children of

their own; but he hesitated,
and the moment passed, with
that fatal stone thrown from

behind, and now there was

nothing left but the stain in

the corner and the forgotten

grave. . . . Thank God it is

all over and done with, years
and years ago ! Gunpat Rao's

prisoner, the man who drank,
the runaway wife, the oflicer-

boy murdered by his own men,
and Chuni Lai's kind, little
" new " mem - sahib, all sleep
well. . . . But our great Em-
pire has been paid for time

and again, full measure and

abundant, with the blood and
the tears of such as these.

Over the length and breadth
of India their graves are

hidden. Young lives given,
some willingly, many with
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sorrow and pain, but still

given for the honour of Eng-
land.

My mind was made up,
no power on earth should in-

duce me to bring Meg and the

children to this house of many
memories, and next morning I

moved, bag and baggage, to

the staring, new blue bungalow
on the top of the hill. It was
not so large there was no

garden to speak of, it was

commonplace to a degree, and

utterly uninteresting ; but I

had had enough of romance,
and I breathed freely when the

move was accomplished.

Meg often wonders what

induced me to let the delight-
ful house with the beautiful

garden, which we pass daily,

slip through my fingers but
I keep my own counsel ! A
Eurasian, employed on the rail-

way, lives there now. The

gate hangs on one hinge, and
bits of paper and empty tins

decorate the garden. The
verandah is usually occupied by
a large and shapeless woman,
clad in a dirty, cotton dressing-

gown ;
and her swarm of pie-

bald children squabble and

play at her feet. I wonder if

they ever dream of those who
went before them ! . . . But I

think not.

'
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A ROSE IN DECEMBER.

WELL can I mind your mother, the pity it is she's gone,
An' her sort is lost out of Ireland, women like her there's

none!

Blue were the eyes an' kindly, soft an' slow was the tongue,
I mind her words the betther for that, an' the quare ould

songs she sung ;

She had many a poor one's blessin', an' blessin' she'd give

golor,

Aye, a rose in December was growin' by her door.

But you were all the daughter she had, an' faith, 'twas just
as well !

For if it wasn't for manners now, straight to your face I'd

tell

That two like you is too many, an' one is more than enough,
But rightly I know for an ould man's talk you'll care not a

pinch o' snuff;

For looks you were never the peel of her, for larnin', I may
be a fool,

But I wouldn't give much for the larnin' that's got at the

National School.

Young people should be conducted, but that's where they're
all asthray,

There were none o' this loiterin' home from fairs in Father

McCarthy's day,
'Twas he would ha' had their lives for less, so he would then,

who but he !

Your mother he called " the flower o' Layde," an' none minds
that but me;

An' she had the voice of a song-thrush, but you have the

laugh of a jay,

Och, she was a rose in December, but you are a frost in May !

MOIEA O'NEILL.
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A RIDE TO THE WADY SALAMUNI.

BY AETHUR E. P. WEIGALL.

IT was at about noon in the

month of August when my
friend and I, perspiring in a
rest-house at Sohag in Upper
Egypt, conceived the idea of

setting out at once for a sixty-
mile ride into the Eastern
Desert and back. The weather

during the last few days had
been unusually hot, and the

thermometer had registered
with regularity each afternoon

its 115 degrees Fahrenheit
in the shade. Looking now
through the half-closed shutters

towards the Nile, one saw the

muddy river rushing past in

full flood, with the sun glaring
down upon it from a leaden

sky ;
the parched fields and

weakly coloured trees stirring
in the baking hot wind

; and,
in the distance across the

water, the hazy hills of the

Eastern Desert with no ap-

parent vestige of shade upon
them. In the sandy garden
around the house the few
flowers appeared to be scorched,
and the despairing gardener
could be seen lying asleep in

the single patch of shadow.
The sparrows, sitting upon the

palings, held their beaks open
and kept remarkably still. A
dog, with its tongue lolling
out of its mouth, crawled de-

jectedly past the sentry at the

gate, who was too hot to

kick it.

The morning's work being
finished, we were seated in

long chairs, clad in pyjamas,
drinking lukewarm lemonade,
and taking about Scotch moors,
when the idea came.

My friend had told me of

a remarkable valley which he
had visited some years ago,
called the Wady Salamuni,
wherein there were the ruins

of a Coptic monastery still the

object of a pilgrimage on cer-

tain occasions to pious Copts,
and near by a well, known as

the Bir el Ain, charmingly
situated amongst the rocks.

It was to this well that we
proposed to ride.

Speedily we arranged for

horses to be sent round, and

rapidly we filled our saddle-

bags with the requirements
for twenty-four hours : a small

pillow and a blanket apiece,
some hard - boiled eggs, cold

meat, and biscuits, and two

large bottles of water. That

done, we dressed and ate a

hasty luncheon, setting forth

into the blaze of the sunshine

at the infernal hour of one.

Mounting our horses at the

gates of the rest-house, and

accompanied by one policeman,
we rode along the glaring river

bank to the jimcrack landing-

stage, where the little steam-

ferry was waiting without a

single passenger at this hottest

hour of the day. The three

horses were led into a clumsy
native vessel which was then

attached to the ferry and towed
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aoross the swollen river to the
eastern bank, where it arrived
with a bump that sent the
horses staggering aoross the

boat. We saddled up and were
off well before two o'clock,

cantering along the embanked
road towards the town of

Akhmim. On either side of

the road, and spreading around
the town, the floods stretched

in a glaring sheet of brown
water, beaten into small waves
on our left by the hot wind
from the north, but smooth

upon our right, and alive with
millions of tadpoles swimming
in the shelter of the embank-
ment. Here and there villages
formed islands in the sheet of

water; and a few palm-trees
rose from the flood at various

points like pin flags upon a
war map. Outside these vil-

lages the small boys splashed
about in the water, having, it

would seem, the time of their

lives
; and as we rode along

the straight unsheltered em-

bankment, buffeted by the

wind, roasted by the heat

arising from the road, and
baked by the sun above, our
horses jumping about until the

perspiration streamed from
them and from us, we cast
envious eyes at those happy
children bathing in the shade
of the palms, and omitted to

realise for a while that we also
were out for our pleasure.
At length we clattered over

the bridge into the town of

Akhmim, and were swallowed

up for a while in the narrow
streets and winding alleys,
where the sun beat down
on us with renewed force,

and the dust rose in clouds

around us.

Akhmim is one of the most
ancient cities in Egypt, and in

fact Leo Africanus says that

it is the oldest, having been
founded by Akhmim, the son
of Misraim, the offspring of

Gush, the son of Ham ! It is

built upon the site of the

ancient Panopolis, the main
seat of the worship of Min,

that Egyptian god who was
identified in Greek days with
Pan. Herodotus tells an ex-

traordinary story which relates

how Perseus came to this

city while searching for the

Gorgon's head, because he had
been told by his mother that
it was the place in which his

ancestors had dwelt. It is

now much fallen from its

ancient glory, but it is still

a town of some 30,000 inhabi-

tants. It is a peculiarly

picturesque place, unspoilt by
the introduction of debased

European architecture, as are

so many Egyptian towns. It

is now largely inhabited by
Copts (i.e., Christians) a fact

that is made apparent by the

presence of very filthy pigs
which run unchecked about the

streets, and which are rather
inclined to frighten one's horses.

The houses are well built, and
in places pass across the street,
so that one rides, as it were,

through a tunnel, in the

shadow of which the fruit-

sellers spread their dates,

pomegranates, and melons,

upon richly coloured shawls,
at the sides of the road.

Akhmim, by the way, is famous
for the manufacture of these
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shawls; and Strabo tells us

that in old days the inhabi-

tants were notable manufac-
turers of linen.

There were few people about
as we rode through the town,
for the natives have a proverb
which states that only dogs
and Englishmen move abroad
in the heat of the day. Never-

theless, we had sudden en-

counters, rounding sharp
corners, with heavily laden
camels or sleepy-eyed buffaloes

;

and once or twice we had to

ride with caution through
groups of sleeping figures.
At the far side of the town
we passed a very beautiful

mosque, surrounded by a high
wall, the doorway in which
was ornamented with fine blue

tiles. Through it we could see

the courtyard with its cool-

looking sycamore and place
of ablution, and the highly-
coloured mosque in the back-

ground ;
but our horses were

restive, and, with this passing

glimpse, we were off once more

along another embanked road

leading towards the Eastern

Desert, the hills of which now
rose before us in the far dis-

tance. Again the hot wind
beat upon us across the in-

undation, and once more the

full glare of the open day
surrounded us.

The afternoon was drawing
in when at last we floundered

through a half-flooded field on
to the sandy slopes of the

desert at the foot of the hills.

Here there is a vast cemetery
dating from the days of

the last Pharaohs, when the

people of Panopolis laid their

bones at the edge of the

wilderness, the Eastern Desert

being dedicated to Pan -of -

the-Goodly-Way, Havi Evo&wi,
as so many ex-votos testify.
The graves have all been dug
out many years ago by robbers,
and now the surface of the

sand is littered with skulls

and bones and portions of

mummies. Dry, black faces

grin at one, with set teeth and
blind eyes, from the open
tombs

;
and mummified hands

and arms supplicate the passer-

by from the sand. My horse

put his hoof through the brain-

pan of some old subject of

Pharaoh ; and, dismounting
presently, I picked up the

remains of a blue glazed drink-

ing-vessel that had belonged to

another. It is this plundering
of ancient cemeteries that the

Department of Antiquities has

set itself to check; but here

the Government was thirty or

forty years late in taking the

matter up, and the watchman
who now parades the cemetery,

gun in hand, has little left him
to protect.

These dead men's bones lie

before the entrance of the

Wady Salamuni, as though
protecting the sacred place
from the curiosity of modern

eyes. No tourists have found
their way here, and indeed
but few white men of any kind.

Sohag, the capital of the Pro-

vince, is not a convenient or

interesting town at which to

stop ;
and to most persons

it would seem unreasonable to

suppose that anybody could

wish to ride the long and
tedious distance over the
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breadth of the Nile valley,
and to penetrate amongst the

forbidding hills of the desert,

guarded by so many objection-
able dead bodies. On the ad-

vice of my friend, the native

Governor and his companions
made the excursion; but though
marquees were erected and
refreshments were lavishly dis-

played therein, I do not think
that he made any pretence of

enjoying himself.

Riding across the cemetery
and picking our way amongst
the open graves, we reached
and entered at last the mouth
of the valley, which cut into

the solid range of hills like a

great fissure, with walls of

yellow limestone rising on either

side to a height of some four
hundred feet. Here we were
sheltered from the wind, and
at intervals there was the deep
shadow of the rocks to give
us comfort. Overhead, the

strong blue of the sky formed
an almost startling setting to

the bold crest of the cliffs,

where white - winged vultures

circled above us or perched on

ledges of rock to take stock

of our cavalcade. In places
the cliffs rose sheer to the

sky ; sometimes the rock shelved
back with tumbled debris of

boulders and gravel sloping a
third of the way up it

;
or

again, huge pinnacles of rock
and cavernous ledges broke up
the face of the cliff, as it were
into grimaces. A prehistoric
torrent had scooped out a deep
recess in the base of the cliffs

on either side, and had tumbled
a mass of water-worn boulders
into the bed of the valley,

where they lay encased in

gravel. This torrent at one
time must have rushed and
roared down from the desert,
half filling the valley on its

way to join the huge Nile
; but

now it has sunk to a trick-

ling subterranean stream, in-

filtrating through the gravel,
its presence only indicated by
the few bushes of scrub, and oc-

casional stunted tamarisks and
other trees which grow amidst
the boulders in its old bed.

A path worn by Coptic
pilgrims, and perhaps by others

before them, wound in and out

amidst the rocks, and upon
this our horses picked their

way. Now it would lead us

over the soft gravel in the

middle of the valley ;
now it

would rise high upon the slop-

ing hillside to avoid a mass
of boulders below

;
and now it

would pass over a level plat-
form of rock, upon which the

horses clattered and slipped.
The pace was necessarily slow,

and, as it was now past five

o'clock, we were beginning to

feel weary and uncommonly
thirsty. The sun presently

passed off the valley, and shone

only upon the upper part of

the cliffs, thus throwing a soft

glow around us which gave a

wonderfully rich tone to the

browns and greys of the rocks.

As we proceeded farther up
the wady, the clumps of vege-
tation became less infrequent,
and here and there one was

surprised to see a small,

purple-flowered creeper wind-

ing amongst the stones. Pro-

truding from small holes in

the face of the rock another
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kind of creeper was growing.
This is called by the natives

by a word which we would
translate as "capers." It has
a small round leaf of a silvery

green, and it hangs down in

thick clusters from the minute
holes in the rock wherein, as

by a miracle, it has taken root.

I do not know its technical

name, but I can testify to its

beauty as we saw it, in the

glow of the late afternoon,
surrounded by the barren mag-
nificence of the cliffs and rocks.

At one point, upon the right-
hand side of the valley, the

path led us past a large rock,

upon the west face of which
there were several Greek and

Coptic inscriptions. One of

the former is interesting, for it

records the existence of a kind
of sporting club whose members
hunted wild animals in the

desert. Two of the chief hunts-

men, ap^tKvvrjjoi, are men-
tioned by name : Messoueris

and Alexikrates. The old in-

habitants of Panopolis seem to

have prided themselves upon
their sporting tendencies, and
Herodotus says that they used
to hold gymnastic games, com-

prising every sort of contest,
in honour of Perseus.

In this connection I should
like to record an incident which

happened while we were at

Sohag. Upholding the sport-

ing traditions of the neighbour-
hood, the Deputy - Governor

thought he would organise
some shooting expeditions

amongst the notables of the

town, there being a few gazelle
in the desert and plenty of duck
in the pools at its edge. Hethere-

fore sent to Cairo for his three

sporting-guns and some ammu-
nition. These were forwarded
to him by railway ;

but some
over -

suspicious official exam-
ined the package, and immedi-

ately the rumour spread that

a haul of contraband arms had
been made. The Coptic papers
next day published the astound-

ing news, which was copied
into the European press, that

twentyguns and a large amount
of ammunition had been seized,

and that an anti-Coptic rising
in Sohag, led by the Deputy-
Governor, was imminent. Much
excitement was caused thereby,
and not a little trepidation

amongst the Copts of Akhmim
and elsewhere, at which the

kindly owner of the guns, with
a twinkle in his eye, expressed
his concern to us, as we sat

with him one evening in the

club which he and his friends

have recently founded for the

purpose of bringing Copts and
Mussulmans together. Thus is

the Unrest kept in the forefront

of men's minds.

Proceeding slowly up the

valley, we rode, slipping and

scrambling, along the narrow

pathway : the noise of our

going echoed from cliff to cliff.

Occasionally the shrill cry of a
hawk rang through the wady,
and its soaring flight would
lead the eye up from the mellow
tones of the rocks to the deep
colour of the sky. Then a

stumbling step would bring the

attention down to the pathway
once more, where a lizard,

scuttling away over the stones,

would direct one's glance into

some shadowed cranny where
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the creepers flowered amongst
the gravel. At intervals along
the path small piles of stones

had been placed upon the rocks
at the wayside, either to mark
the road or to act as the record
of the passage of a pilgrim, this

latter being the custom obtain-

ing amongst desert people from
remote times, though I have
never been able to ascertain

clearly whether it has a religi-
ous origin. Guiding ourselves

by these little heaps when the

path was obscure, at length we
came, quite suddenly, upon the

Coptic ruins to which the pil-

grims were wont to journey ;

and here we dismounted for a
few minutes.

High up upon a ledge of

rock, a hundred feet from the

valley, a small, ruined building
of unburnt bricks clung peril-

ously to the cliff, and marked
the site where a forgotten

Coptic hermit had dwelt in the

early centuries of the Christian

era. A chimney in the rock

appears to have led up to it,

for there is some more brick-

work to be seen here. But

probably a rope-ladder against
the face of the cliff was also

used, for these anchorites were
not uncommonly as agile as

they were saintly, choosing to

live, as they so often did, in

inaccessible caverns, or on the

perilous tops of ruined temples,
or even upon the capital of an
ancient column. Upon the

shelving cliff-side ran a ledge
of rock, a continuation of that
on which the building was
erected. This had been made
into a kind of promenade about
a hundred yards in length,

blocked at the far end by a

stout wall. A low fender of

stone passed along the brink of

the ledge, thus preventing the

danger of a headlong fall into

the valley below on the part
of the star-gazing hermit, who,

presumably, took his daily con-

stitutional at this fine eleva-

tion.

In honour of the saint, as it

would appear, a small chapel
had been built at the foot of

the cliff; and though this is

now much ruined, two of its

arches, constructed of thin, red

bricks, are still intact, and
some of the whitewashed walls

are yet standing. Near this

chapel there are the much-

destroyed ruins of what seems
to have been a small monastic

settlement, perhaps founded in

honour of the hermit of the

cliff dwelling ;
but very little

now remains of the settlement.

A dramatic residence, in-

deed, for a man of God and
for his followers ! Here, in

the splendid desolation of this

valley amongst the hills, one
could well imagine an anchorite

turning his thoughts to things

beyond the ken of the dweller

in the cities. There is an

atmosphere of expectancy in

these desert canons, a feeling
that something lies waiting
around the corner, a sense of

elusiveness inviting a search,
a mysterious suggestion of an

impending event which I do
not know how to describe, but
which might well be inter-

preted by a religious mystic
as a revelation of a higher

power. The feeling that one

is watched, and indeed watched
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benevolently, is experienced, I

should think, by almost all

travellers in the desert
;
and

there is no locality where one

may lie down o' nights with a

greater sense of security, nor

any place where words may be

whispered to the unknown,
with better hope that they are

heard. The people of the

Greek age in Egypt, offering
a prayer to Pan in this desert,
were wont to make their sup-

plication to Havl 'ETT^KOCOI, to

Pan who was " within hear-

ing
"

; and now, though the

old gods are dead and the new
God very far off, those who
journey in the wilderness still

may believe that there is Some-

thing listening and always
" within hearing."

Continuing our way up the

valley a short distance farther,
we came, just before sunset, to

the Bir el Ain, where we pro-
posed to spend the night. As
we approached the end of our

journey we had noticed that
the vegetation, such as there

was, was fresher in colour, as

though more fully watered;
and several birds were observed
hereabouts. A black and white
wheatear flew from rock to

rock beside us ; two little pink-
beaked finches rose from a
tamarisk as we passed ; and in

a soft, feathery tree of the
acacia family, which grew soli-

tarily in the gravel bed,two very
small birds warblers of some
kind flitted silently from
branch to branch, their little

weight hardly stirring the

twigs upon which they alight-
ed. The nearness of water
thus was obvious

;
but the

charmed surroundings of the
well were an extraordinary
surprise. After the heat and
exertion of the day, and the

long ride through the almost
sterile valley, the scene of our
cool camping - ground beside

the water possessed a charm
which perhaps it would have
held in lesser degree under
other circumstances. To me it

appeared as a kind of fairy-
land.

Under an overhanging cliff

at one side of this magnificent
canon there was a small pool
of clear water, on to which one
looked down from the gravel
surface of the old torrent bed.

A few yards farther up the

valley, amidst smooth, moss-
covered boulders, there was a
thick cluster of vivid green
reeds and grasses. A gazelle-
trodden path through these

led to the brink of a second

pool, which passed, in serpen-
tine fashion, amongst the

rocks, bordered by reeds sway-
ing gently in the breeze. The
water was clear and still, and,
in the twilight, most mysteri-
ous. A few yards away three

palm - trees spread their

branches towards the enclos-

ing walls of rock; and near
them a slow trickle of water

passed out from a hole in the
face of the cliff and ran tinkling
down to feed the pool below.
In all directions grasses and

creepers, growing amidst the

gravel and the boulders, made
the valley alive with colour;
and yet this virility was en-

closed in dead stone, like a

jewel held in its case.

I must admit that I left my
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companion to superintend the

policeman's work of watering
and feeding the horses

;
for the

silent pool amidst the reeds

kept me, as it were, enchanted

by its side. How still it was
in the gathering dusk, how
far removed from the world of

work ! Surely Pan was " with-

in hearing
"

: Pan, whom the

people of the nearest villages
and towns had all worshipped
in bygone days. If one kept
quite still, moved not a muscle,

perhaps he would suddenly
appear, seated amongst the

reeds over yonder, pipes in

hand. The birds which had

lately twittered and chirped
in the valley were now silent,

and one might have supposed
them listening to music which
the mortal ear could not dis-

tinguish. Perhaps of a sudden
one's ears would be opened,
one's eyes would see, and the

god who, more than all other

gods of his day, still holds the

imagination, would be made
manifest beside this desert

pool. But the darkness in-

creased and Pan did not come
;

and soon the preparations for

the night could wait no longer.
When at last I arose from the

cool and silent place, it was
with the conviction firmly set

in my mind that this pool and

valley were not only sacred
to the Copts, but had been

holy ground, a sacred place
of the god of Panopolis, or
ever the Christian faith had
been heard of.

It is not unusual in Egypt
to find that the worship of a

Coptic or Mussulman saint has
been substituted for that of

an ancient Egyptian god. At
the head of the Nubian high-
road at Aswan the shrine of

the ancient gods has been made
the site of a mediaeval shekh's

tomb
;
and those who now go

there to make their prayers
before and after a journey are

but carrying on a custom as

old as history. Amongst the
ruins of Thebes there is a hill

up which barren women and
as yet childless brides climb at

dead of night to lay their sup-

plications before the shekh
whose tomb is there erected.

They do not know that their

ancestors climbed the same hill

in the days of the Pharaohs to

offer the same petitions to

Meritseger, the serpent goddess
who had dwelt thereon since

the beginning of things. And
so in this valley I feel sure that

the Coptic hermit who resided

here was of no great conse-

quence as judged upon his own
merits, as indeed the fact that

he is now forgotten indicates,
but that the inhabitants of

Akhmim, accustomed in the

pagan days of Panopolis to re-

gard this place as holy ground,
came gradually to ascribe to

him the origin of its sanctity,
and to forget that in reality
its sacredness dated from those

days when Pan admired him-

self in the reedy pool and
danced upon the rounded rocks.

Sic transit gloria divini I

The modern name of the

place, Bir el Ain, is the Arabic
for "The Well of the Well-

spring," a somewhat uncom-

fortable-sounding title, I am
told, to native ears

;
and I am

inclined to think that ain is
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derived from the ancient

Egyptian word of probably
similar sound, meaning

" a

religious festival." The place

might, in that case, be so called

because it was the well to

which the yearly processional
festival of Pan made its

journey. We know that the

image of the god Amen was
conducted in this manner
round the deserts over against
Thebes, in a festival which,
Professor Sethe thinks, may
have given its name to the

famous Wady Ain whither
there is some reason to sup-

pose that the procession made
its way. It does not require
an undue stretch of the im-

agination, therefore, to sup-
pose that a similar religious

ceremony was performed over

against Panopolis.
However, be this as it may,

no one who has visited this

pool, and who has sat at its

edge in the cool of the twilight,
will deny that Pan might be

expected to have made an ap-

pearance here in the days of

his power.
In the darkness my friend

and I spread our blankets upon
the gravel, and set to with
relish upon our meal of cold

meat and eggs, drinking deep
from our water-bottles. Then,
after a cigar smoked in the

silence of contentment, and a
last inspection of the horses,
we settled down for sleep. The
moon, rising behind the cliffs,

threw a warm light upon the

opposite crest of the rocks and
cast the valley wherein we lay
into deeper shadow. Not a
sound was to be heard except

the contented munching of the
horses

;
and long before the

moonlight had waxed strong
we had dropped quietly to

sleep and to dreams of Pan.
At about midnight my friend

started up from the ground of

a sudden, and as he did so a

dark creature bounded away
up the valley to the pool, send-

ing the gravel flying beneath
its feet. In the light of the

moon it appeared to be of great
size, but its form was indistinct

as it rushed past.
"It was licking my forehead !

"

said my friend, not quite sure

whether he had been dreaming
or not.

"It was probably Pan," said

I. And as it was too much
bother to get up and find the

policeman's rifle, my companion,
rubbing his forehead, returned

to the realms of sleep, whither
I had preceded him; and neither

of us know whether our mid-

night visitor was a prowling
hyena or something more un-

canny.
An hour later he again sat

up with a start, and away flew

an enormous eagle-owl which
must have been contemplating
him at a distance of a few
inches from his face. I see,

by the way, that Shelley,
the great authority on Egyptian
birds, states that this neigh-
bourhood is much infested with
this species of owl

;
and I will

testify that they are very for-

midable creatures. By this

time the moon was sailing

overhead, and it was difficult

to sleep in the strong light,
which turned the rocks to

alabaster and the vegetation
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to wax. Moreover, there were

things moving about the valley :

silent footfalls and deep breath-

ings. And one of the horses

became restive. However, sleep
at last claimed us, and we did

not wake again until the first

light of dawn was apparent in

the sky.

Speedily we arose and washed
in the cool water of the spring,
thereafter making a breakfast
from the remains of the even-

ing's meal, washed down with
water. At five o'clock we set

off to walk a further distance

of three or four miles up the

valley, to a place where my
companion, upon his last visit,

had found another hollow full

of clear water which passed
into a passage between the

overhanging cliffs and thence

opened out into a cavernous

pool. He had dived in and
had swum into this further

pool, where the daylight pene-
trated in subdued power
through an opening in the

rocks above ;
and we now were

desirous of repeating the per-
formance. A rough path,

probably made by the people
of the desert who watered their

flocks in this valley, led us,

with some interruptions, up
the narrowing wady, as yet
untouched by the sun's rays.
Now we clambered up the hill-

side, now down into the river-

bed
;
now we jumped from

boulder to boulder, and now
trudged through soft shingle.
At length we came to a place
where the valley forked, and
here a dark cleft in the rocks
on our left front marked the

spot where the pool should

have been. But, alas ! the

water had dried up, and even
the mud at the bottom, stamped
by the' hoofs of gazelle, was hard
and firm. Along the narrow

passage where my friend had
swum in deep water we walked

dry-shod, and so entered the

cavern hollowed out by the

downward rush of long-for-

gotten torrents. Nevertheless

the place was not without its

attractions, and its romantic
situation amidst pinnacles of

rock and gigantic boulders

made it well worth seeing.

Returning to the valley out-

side, we became the object of

the hostility of two grey hawks,
who made a spirited attack

upon us, swooping down to

within a few feet of our heads
and screeching at us in a truly
brave manner. Their nest must
have been close at hand, but we
had not time to make a search

for it. Walking back to the

Bir el Ain with the sun now

blazing upon us, we reached
once more the shadow of the

palms and the cool sight of the

water, somewhat before eight
o'clock.

I should mention, perhaps,
that I found in the pool a

curious creature, swimming
near the bottom. It was

shaped almost precisely like a

scorpion, having the long tail

and the claws of that objection-
able creature ; but it was of a

dark olive -green colour, and

appeared to be both helpless
and harmless. I have no idea

what it is called technically,
nor how it comes to be found
in isolated desert-pools.

Lying down at the edge of
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the pool with my back against
a comfortably sloping stone,
and a water-bottle by my side,

half an hour of profound com-
fort slipped by. The cool

breeze of early morning rustled

amongst the reeds and swayed
the branches of the palms ;

dragon-flies hovered over the

quiet water; finches uttered
their strange note from the
tamarisk near by ;

and over-

head the hawks circled and
cried above the majestic cliffs.

It was enchanting here to lie,

remote from the worries of

work, and to let the mind
wander in a kind of inconse-

quent contemplation of things
in general. But soon it was
time to be moving out into the

sun once more, and we had to

bid adieu to this holy place of

Pan, where life was cool and

shadowed, and where there was
water for the thirsty and the

soothing sound of the wind
in the reeds for the weary.
The blazing ride down the

valley and along the embanked
road to Akhmim was accom-

plished at a tolerable pace, but
from Akhmim to the river-

bank we went at full gallop,

arriving in a cloud of dust just
in time to catch the steam ferry;
and half an hour later the rest-

house at Sohag was echoing
with the impatient shouts for

drinks, baths, shaving - water,

luncheon, and all the rest of the

urgent and unordered require-
ments of two very hot, very
dirty, and very hungry mortals.
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TALES OF THE MERMAID TAVERN.

BY ALFRED NOTES.

III. A KNIGHT OP THE OCEAN-SEA.

"
WINE, Ben, red wine or white ?

" "
O, red for me,

The blood of Venus that first stained the rose !

"

"Good! I'll have white!" "I'll pour it! Juno's cream
That first made lilies whiter than her breast !

"

"Good! Keep that for a poem!" Marlowe cried,

And, as Ben brimmed the cup, through the brown fog
A link-boy dropping flakes of crimson fire

Flared to the door, and through its glowing frame,
Gallant in silken doublets and trunk-hose
Some five late-comers from the theatre streamed
As from a recent glory.

"The best play
Greene ever wrote," one cried; and then the voice

Of Raleigh rang across the smoke-wreathed room,
"
Ben, could you put a frigate on the stage,

I've found a tragedy for you. Have you heard
The true tale of Sir Humphrey Gilbert?"

"No!"
"Why, Ben, of all the tragical affairs

Of the Ocean-sea, and of that other Ocean
Where all men sail so blindly, and misjudge
Their friends, their charts, their storms, their stars, their God,
If there be truth in the blind crowder's song
I bought in Bread Street for a penny, this

Is the brief type and chronicle of them all.

Listen !

" And Raleigh, with the deep half-chant

And the full rhythm that makers of a song
Give to its utterance, sent the rugged verse

Of the blind crowder rolling in great waves
Of sound across the gloom. At each refrain

His voice sank to a broad deep undertone
As if the distant roar of breaking surf

Or the low thunder of eternal tides

Filled up the pauses of the nearer storm,
Storm against storm, a soul against the sea :

A KNIGHT OP THE OCEAN-SEA.

Sir Humphrey Gilbert, hard of hand,
Knight-in-cnief of the Ocean-sea,

Gazed from the rocks of his New Found Land
And thought of the home where his heart would be.
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He gazed across the wintry waste
That weltered and hissed like molten lead,

" He saileth twice who saileth in haste !

I'll wait the favour of Spring," he said.

Ever the more, ever the more,
He heard the winds and the waves roar!
Thunder on thunder shook the shore.

The yellow clots of foam went by
Like shavings that curl from a ship-wright's plane,

Clinging and flying, afar and nigh,

Shuddering, nying and clinging again.

A thousand bubbles in every one
Shifted and shimmered with rainbow gleams ;

But had they been planets and stars that spun
He had let them drift by his feet like dreams :

Heavy of heart was our Admirall,
For, out of his ships, and they were but three !

He had lost the fairest and most tall,

And he was a Knight of the Ocean-sea.

Ever the more, ever the more,
He heard the tvinds and the ivaves roar!
Thunder on thunder shook the shore.

Heavy of heart, heavy of heart,
For she was a galleon mighty as May,

And the storm that ripped her glory apart
Had stripped his soul for the winter's way ;

And he was aware of a whisper blown
From foc'sle to poop, from windward to lee,

That the fault was his, and his alone,
And he was a Knight of the Ocean-sea.

" Had he done that ! Had he done this !

"

And yet his mariners loved him well
;

But an idle word is hard to miss,
And the foam hides more than the deep can tell.

And the deep had buried his best-loved books,
With many a hard-won chart and plan !

And a king that is conquered must see strange looks,
So bitter a thing is the heart of man !

And "Who will you find to pay your debt?
For a venture like this is a costly thing !

Will they stake yet more, tho' your heart be set

On the mightier voyage you planned for the spring ?
"

He raised his head like a Viking crowned,
"I'll take my old flag to her Majestic,

And She will lend me ten thousand pound
To make her Queen of the Ocean-sea !

"

Ever the more, ever the more,
He heard the winds and the waves roar/
Thuiider on thunder shook the shore.
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Outside they heard the great winds blow !

Outside the blustering surf they heard,
And the bravest there would ha' blenched to know
That they must be taken at their own word.

For the great grim waves were as molten lead
And he had two ships who sailed with three !

"And I sail not home till the spring," he said,

"They are all too frail for the Ocean-sea."

But the trumpeter thought of an ale-house bench,
And the cabin-boy longed for a Devonshire lane,

And the gunner remembered a green-gowned wench,
And the foc'sle whisper went round again,

"Sir Humphrey Gilbert is hard of hand,
But his courage went down with the ship, may-be,

And we wait for the Spring in a desert land,
For he is afraid of the Ocean-sea."

Ever the more, ever the more,
He heard the winds and the ivaves roar/
Thunder on thunder shook the shore.

He knew, he knew how the whisper went !

He knew he must master it, last or first !

He knew not how much or how little it meant
;

But his heart was heavy and like to burst.

" Up with your sails, my sea-dogs all !

The wind has veered ! And my ships," quoth he,

"They will serve for a British Admirall
Who is Knight-in-chief of the Ocean-sea !

"

His will was like a North-east wind
That swept along our helmless crew

;

But he would not stay on the Golden Hind,
For that was the stronger ship of the two.

"My little ship's-company, lads, hath passed
Perils and storms a-many with me !

Would ye have me forsake them at the last ?

They'll need a Knight of the Ocean-sea !

"

Ever the more, ever the more,
We heard the winds and the ivaves roar!
Thunder on thunder shook the shore.

Beyond Cape Race, the pale sun splashed
The grim grey waves with silver light

Where, ever in front, his frigate crashed

Eastward, for England and the night.

And still as the dark began to fall,
Ever in front of us, running free,

We saw the sails of our Admirall

Leading us home through .the Ocean-sea.

Ever the more, ever the more,
We heard the winds and the ivaves roar!
But he sailed on, sailed on before.
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On Monday, at noon of the third fierce day
A-board our Golden Hind he came,

With a trail of blood, marking his way
On the salt wet decks as he walked half-lame.

For a rusty nail thro' his foot had pierced."
Come, master-surgeon, mend it for me

;

Though I would it were changed for the nails that amerced
The dying thief upon Calvary."

The surgeon bathed and bound his foot,
And the master entreated him sore to stay ;

But roughly he pulled on his great sea-boot
With " The wind is rising and I must away !

"

I know not why so little a thing,
When into his pinnace we helped him down,

Should make our eye-lids prick and sting
As the salt spray were into them].blown,

But he called as he went "Keep watch and steer

By my lanthorn at night !

" Then he waved his hand
With a kinglier watch-word, "We are as near
To heaven, my lads, by sea as by land !

"

Ever the more, ever the more,
We heard the gathering tempest roar!
But he sailed on, sailed on before.

Three hundred leagues on our homeward road,
We strove to signal him, swooping nigh,

That he would ease his decks of their load
Of nettings and fights and artillery.

But joyfully cried our Admirall there
As he sate abaft with a book in his hand,

Clear from the windward, "We are as near
To heaven, my lads, by sea as by land !

"

And dark and dark that night 'gan fall,

And high the muttering breakers swelled,
Till that strange fire which seamen call

" Castor and Pollux," we beheld,

An evil sign of peril and death,

Burning pale on the high main-mast
;

But calm with the might of Gennesareth
Our Admirall's voice went ringing past,

Clear thro' the thunders, far and clear,

Mighty to counsel, clear to command,
Joyfully ringing, "We are as near
To heaven, my lads, by sea as by land !

"

Ever the more, ever the more,
We heard the rising hurricane roar!
But he sailed on, sailed on before.

And over us fled the fleet of the stars,

And, ever in front of us, far or nigh,
The lanthorn on his cross-tree spars
Dipped to the Pit or soared to the Sky !
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Twould sweep to the lights of Charles's Wain,
As the hills of the deep 'ud mount and flee,

Then swoop down vanishing cliffs again
To the thundering gulfs of the Ocean-sea.

We saw it shine as it swooped from the height,
With ruining breakers on every hand,

Then a cry came out of the black mid-night,
As near to heaven by sea as by land!

And the light was out ! Like a wind-blown spark,
All in a moment ! And we and we

Prayed for his soul as we swept thro' the dark
;

For he was a Knight of the Ocean-sea.

Over our fleets for evermore
The winds 'ull triumph and the waves roar!
But he sails on, sails on before!

Silence a moment held the Mermaid Inn,
Then Richard Eden, raising a cup of wine,
Stood up and said,

" Since many have obtained
Absolute glory that have done great deeds,
But fortune is not in the power of man,
So they that, truly attempting, nobly fail,

Deserve great honour of the common-wealth.
Such glory did the Greeks and Romans give
To those that in great enterprises fell

Seeking the true commodity of their country
And profit to all mankind; for, though they failed,

Being by war, death, or some other chance,
Hindered, their images were set up in brass,
Marble and silver, gold and ivory,
In solemn temples and great palace-halls,
No less to make men emulate their virtues
Than to give honour to their just deserts.

God, from the time that He first made the world,
Hath kept the knowledge of His Ocean-sea
And the huge ^Equinoctiall Continents
Reserved unto this day. Wherefore I think
No high exploit of Greece and Rome but seems
A little thing to these Discoveries

Which our adventurous captains even now
Are making, out there, Westward, in the night,
Captains most worthy of commendacion,
Hugh Willoughby God send him home again
Safe to the Mermaid ! and Dick Chauncellor,
That excellent pilot. Doubtless this man, too,
Sir Humphrey Gilbert, was worthy to be made
Knight of the Ocean-sea. I bid you all

Stand up, and drink to his immortal fame !

"
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

THE AMBITION OF DEMOCRACY LITERATURE AND THE PEOPLE

THE ONE POET OP DEMOCRACY SCIENCE AND THE CRAFT

OF LETTERS LORD MORLEY's VIEW OF LITERATURE THE

MODERN HELLENISM HOMER AND GYMNASTICS.

THE state of English Liter-

ature, if we may believe the

physicians who gather at its

bedside tc feel its pulse and
note its symptoms, should give
us cause for grave anxiety.
It is settling down into a state

of irrecoverable decay, says
one. It withers from a pallid

mediocrity, says another. It

has no right to survive in

a world of science, boasts

the hardy biologist, and

nothing remains for it but
decent burial. Then comes the

philosopher to suggest that

it is not strong enough to

resist the influences of modern
life. And the hopeful sign is

that literature goes gaily on,

turning a deaf ear to quack,
biologist, and philosopher alike.

Lord Morley, our thrice-

noble Cincinnatus, who was
called from the furrow of

journalism to govern India, has
been speculating lately what
is to be the effect of the

democracy "upon the great,
the noble, the difficult art of

writing." He notes, with
obvious truth, "the wholesale

admission of the principle of uni-

versal franchise into the world
of letters." It is true that in

the black year, 1870, it was
decreed that men and women,
hitherto profitably and hap-
pily employed, should be
forced to acquire the rudi-

ments of book-learning. The
result of this compulsion has

been disastrous both for the

individual and the State.

With the help of the rotary

press a vast deal of printed
matter has been provided for

the consumption of those who
read and write by Act of

Parliament. This printed
matter is imbecile rather than
noxious. Its purpose is to

weaken the intellect rather

than to corrupt the morals.

Disseminated industriously for

forty years, it has rendered its

victims wholly incapable of

continuous thought and clear

judgment. It has taken away
the wholesome knowledge, once

treasured, of the countryside.
It has substituted an immense
deal of worthless and unrelated

information as, for instance,
how many miles of railway
there are in China, or how

many columns of a daily paper
would be required to encircle

the globe. But the unholy al-

liance between the democracy
and the printing

-
press has

not had the slightest influence,

for good or evil, upon the art

of literature.

The last five years have
made us all familiar with the

processes of Democracy. We
repeat every day, with the

sincerity of parrots, that the

People is all-good and all-wise.
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The tanner and the sausage-
seller strive to outdo one an-

other in the blatant arts of

flattery. Whatever the People
shall be pleased to order must
be done at once. Everything

wealth, prosperity, learning,

dignity must be sacrificed to

the mutability of its will and
whim. The People, which, as

a Scots philosopher said the

other day, cannot be trusted

to take a holiday (in Glasgow)
until all the public-houses are

shut, can alone be trusted with
the delicate art of govern-
ment. The highest gift of

which statesmanship may be

possessed is obsequiously to in-

terpret the People's will. Fin-
ished orators think it no shame
to degrade their intelligence to

the People's level, lest the sen-

sitive monster should feel him-
self surpassed. Three elections

have come and gone, at which
the People has expressed its

sovereign will, and it has
evolved but one principle of

fear and greed: "Your food
will cost you more "

! There
sits the Democracy, like an
old village idiot, mumbling in

his toothless gums, "Your food
will cost you more." In these

six words are summed up all

the generous impulses, all the

political ambitions, all the far-

seeing patriotism of the De-

mocracy to which we bend the
knee of obeisance. A chance
comes of gathering together
our scattered dominions into

one invincible empire, a
chance which none who have
studied the German Zollverein

and the burning words of Bis-

marck will underrate. And
the people, with glazed eye,

merely murmurs, "Your food

will cost you more." What
matters that the flag follows

the trade? that Canada, with
the door of England banged,
bolted, and barred against her,
is driven into a commercial alli-

ance with the United States?
The Sovereign People, "fools

duped by knaves," repeats the

six poor words, which it is able

to carry in its memory, and

grins with conscious wisdom.
A vague hope survives of re-

storing to the once industrious

countryside the half-forgotten
craft of agriculture. Again
the People, glutted with im-

ported eggs and frozen meat,

interposes with its cry,
" Your

food will cost you more." The

simple-minded politician goes
down into the country, eager
to defend the constitution, the

kingdom, and the Empire, and
he is met with no better answer
than the silly, reiterated gag.
The Sovereign People, whose
word is law, knows nothing of

the House of Lords. It could

not find Ireland upon the map.
For it the pride of Empire does
not exist. One principle only
it knows; one answer it finds

for every question; with one
heart and one tongue it

shouts in infamous unison,
"Your food will cost you
more." And when its food

really does cost it more, forced

up in price by its own ignor-
ance and cowardice, how shall

we pity it? The bread of

honour was offered it pre-
ferred the stone of greed ;

and

upon its own foolish head be

the responsibility of hunger.
Politically, then, we are en-

slaved body and soul to the
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People. Beyond the domain
of politics the People has no
existence. Nobody in the

world, save the interested

politician, would dream of

flattering it. It exerts not
the smallest influence upon any
of the arts, because between
the two there is and can be
no point of contact. At the

polling
- booth the People is

supreme. The hypocritical
adulation of majorities is prac-
tised there and there alone.

The People may ruin an

Empire, nay, it has always
ruined every Empire upon
which it has laid an idle

finger. It may not change
by its numbers the form of

a single book, or outvote the

beauty of a single canvas.
The printed matter which is

provided for its amusement,
the pictures designed to satisfy
its curiosity, live only in its

momentary approbation. A
brief day and they are torn to

shreds, or used, perchance, to

enwrap cheap food. They are

as remote from the arts as

the Chinese pork, forced by
politics upon the People, is

remote from the once home-

grown, wholesome, and familiar

Pig-.
Literature, then, is not anti-

democratic, merely because it

does not recognise the De-

mocracy. Its roots are sunk

deep into the past. It lives

by law and tradition, by all

those restraints and impulses
which the People has been

taught by demagogues to

despise. The chain which
binds the present to the
worlds of Moses and Homer
is unbroken in a single link.

The material of literature may
change with the lapsing years.
Its form and purpose are un-

alterable. Now and again,
a writer, greatly daring, has

neglected the laws of his craft,

and never has his licence

escaped punishment. And by
a just irony, he who sacri-

fices his conscience for a

large circulation, who, like

the politician, puts his faith

in the god of numbers, is

speedily whelmed in oblivion.

You will search history in vain

for any contradiction of this

universal principle. No form
of Government, no popular
boastfulness, has ever impaired
the native aristocracy of letters.

When the Athenian Empire
crumbled to pieces at the touch

of radical socialism, Aristo-

phanes sang its dirge of death
in the loftiest strains of poetry.

Of all the countries in the

world none has proved itself

more genuinely democratic in

temper, if not in constitution,
than the United States of

America. Here, if anywhere,
we might expect to find a
literature shaped or influenced

by the will of the People. Yet
the literature of the United
States differs neither in design
nor in form from the English
literature which was its origin.
The men of letters who have
worked and thought on the

other side of the Atlantic have
made little attempt to create

a new system for themselves.

They have obeyed the voice

of tradition as patiently as

their English colleagues. They
have abjured licence with the

loyal respect of artists, and

they are not separated by
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democratic extravagance from
the main stream of literary
achievement. Poe showed so

fine an observance of the laws
of art, that he has been as quick
an inspiration to France as to

England. If Thoreau's material
were fresh to experience, it was
treated with the beauty and
reverence of ancient days.
Even the respectable anarch
of Boston, Emerson himself,

respected his craft too highly
ever to outrage the least of its

conventions. Parkman is an
historian as Gibbon is an

historian, and he must be
measured by the old standards.

Hawthorne and James and
Howells are in the straight
line of descent from Fielding,
our prose Homer. One ex-

periment and one experiment
alone has been made in de-

mocratic poetry, and that ex-

periment, if it has encouraged
parody, has not tempted imita-

tion. Walt Whitman stands

apart, an awful warning to

those who would break the

laws of literature. He came
before the world a strange,
inchoate monster, a savage
with a half-articulate voice,

one who might perchance have
been a poet had he not dried

up the wells of poetry in his

breast. Already he is forgot-
ten, with all his tricks of poly-

glot familiarity and Yankee

journalism. Now and again
he may be mentioned as the

drunken helot of literature
;

the best and the least charac-

teristic of his works will be cited

in anthologies ;
and another

generation will recognise that

he was tolerable only when
he abandoned his antics and

did his utmost to conform to

the rules of his craft. Yet he
lived not in vain, for he proved,
even to the doubter, that there

is no music without melody,
and that poetry cannot be

fashioned in contempt of sound
and sense.

Lord Morley, not content

with wondering
" how our

English will fare amid the

swelling tides of democracy,"
discovers another influence in

the scientific spirit of the age.

Again, we think, he is indus-

triously ploughing the sands.

Science and literature are

neither friendly nor hostile one

to the other, because they are

in no sense related. The whale
and the elephant can come
neither to blows nor to caresses,
because the world provides no
common meeting - ground for

them. None the less each,
after his fashion, is a noble

animal, and it is idle to pre-
sume that there exists between
them any rivalry. It may
be that during the last half

century science has arrogated
to herself more duties than she

can perform. There was a

time when, not content with
the observation, which is her

proper domain, she was pre-

pared to solve all the mysteries
of life and death, to show man-
kind a short cut to what she

believed salvation. But the

years have brought her mod-

esty and wisdom, and she

knows now that she will best

attain her end by the patient
collection of facts.

Lord Morley, however, im-

bued with the spirit of the

nineteenth century, anxiously
demands what effect science
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and the vast increase of scien-

tific inquirers will have upon
the English language and

English literature. They are

as little likely to exert any
influence whatever as De-

mocracy itself. The hybrid
Greek and Latin jargon, in-

vented by scientific men for

their practical use, will get no
farther into the language than
the pages of a dictionary.
When the man of science

attempts the graces of literary

expression, he must be tried as

a writer by the standards of

literature, and by them alone.

The fact that he doubles the

parts of science and letters

proves him a man of versa-

tility; it does not prove, or

even suggest, the smallest link

between the two branches.

Darwin, like many another

writer, disliked the irksome
task of composition. He told

Sir Charles Lyell, says Lord

Morley,
" that a naturalist's

life would be a happy one if

he had only to observe and
never to write." Neverthe-

less, he was himself a master
of plain and lucid exposition,

a mastery which, as we have

said, proves his high endow-
ment. It does not demon-
strate the smallest connection

between his gift of science

and his gift of literature.

But the complete divorce of

the one from the other may
be seen most clearly in the

work of Buffon. The years
have stripped Buffon of all

pretence to be regarded as a

man of science. Time can
never wither the beauty and

eloquence of his French prose.
The truth is that Lord Morley,

like many other critics, regards
literature as a solid substance,
which may exist apart from
men of letters, and which may
be shaped and influenced by
contemporary accidents of gov-
ernment or research. We be-

lieve that history gives no
warrant to this opinion. Lit-

erature can be affected by those

who produce it, and by none
other. Readers come or stay

away as they list. ! For twenty
years George Meredith worked
in silence and alone. He
answered the dictates of his

own heart and brain. What
mattered it to him that his

contemporaries were immersed
in science or truculent with

politics ? He knew no guide

except his own genius. He
wrote for the approval of

none other than his critical

self. The spread of education,
the triumph of the newspaper,
the popularity of the com-
mercial novelist, were not fac-

tors in his life. But he pro-

foundly influenced the art

which he practised ;
he handed

on the torch of literature,

bright and trimmed, to those

who came after him. And as

for the cunning man, subject
to all the influences, who gives
the people what it wants,

wraps up the truths of science

in neat parcels of fiction, is

eagerly sensitive to every gust
of the political breeze, he has
his instant reward in applause
and money, and is as speedily

forgotten as yesterday's news-

paper. The true man of let-

ters, in brief, is impervious
to politics as to science. If

he plays no part in the drama
of flattery, which drives the
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Empire upon the rooks of ruin,
he is not perplexed by the

rapid increase of scientific in-

quirers who have no touch with
his craft. After all, there is

room in the world for all. A
superfluity of blacksmiths does

not necessarily imply a dearth
of bishops.
No age is a secure judge of

its own literature, and we need
not repine, even if, as Lord

Morley says, there is at present
no monarch upon the literary
throne. The acknowledged
king of letters does not always
deserve his crown

;
his rule is

often nothing better than a

popular usurpation. When
Byron drew the eyes of Europe
to the vigour of his verse and
the ill-omened scandal of his

life, Shelley and Keats were

living in unbroken seclusion.

What contemporary enjoyed
the success which greeted the

tepid muse of Martin Tupper ?

The epoch to which Lord

Morley belongs allowed its

greatest man, George Meredith,
to work in patient obscurity,
and it remained for a later

generation to discover the

genius which its contemporaries
had neglected. What verdict

will be passed upon this present

age of ours we can only sur-

mise. Many reputations, no

doubt, will be sternly revised.

Those that are exalted to-day
will be abased to-morrow

; the

popular idols will be rudely
shattered

;
the flood of forget-

fulness will overwhelm many a

braggart man who deems him-
self secure upon the table-

land of fame from the rising
tide. Concerning the opinion
of the future we have no wish

to speculate. We may, how-

ever, find some satisfaction in

observing that our present

age has a far keener interest

in literature for its own sake
than its predecessor. The

spirit of didacticism waxes
faint. Of the pontiffs who
once aspired to govern not

only our tastes but our lives

Lord Morley alone is left.

Huxley was a pontiff, Tyndall
was a pontiff. To them and
to their friends it was a first

necessity to thump a tub.

Lord Morley, we imagine,
never professed a heart-whole
interest in humane letters.

Literature for him was, and is,

a vehicle of instruction or of

prejudice. He has always had
a puritanical dislike of what
is known as "style." In his

latest address he ascribes to

Darwin, with perfect truth,
"a noble and transparent
candour in stating what makes

against him." Had he paused
at this point there could have
been no argument. But he

goes on to say of this candour

that, if it is "not what is called

style, it is better for the reader

than the finest style can be."

Now candour is admirable, and

style is admirable. But they

defy comparison. The one can-

not be better for the reader

or worse than the other. A
hat is a useful object ; a pair
of boots is also a useful object.
It would be absurd to dispute

concerning their usefulness or

elegance. It all depends upon
whether the wearer desires to

shelter his head or his feet.

Wherever you turn in Lord

Morley 's works, you find this

interest in moral statistics
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obscuring the clear intelligence
of literature. Once upon a
time he wrote a life of Diderot,
and commented in a spirit of

strange perversity upon that
wonderful masterpiece,

' Le Ne-
veu de Rameau.' For Diderot
the musician out at elbows is

but a character in the comedy
of life, who enchants by his wit,
and who carries his rags with all

the bravery of an artist. Lord

Morley is content to murmur
"
repulsive theme," to complain

of "the sordid and the foul,"
to judge what was but a gay
and witty invention by the
standard of the Old Bailey.
His one aim is to discover a

fitting punishment for the

rascality which he detects in

Diderot's masterpiece, and he
finds it in " the purifying flame
of Jacobinism," which was soon
to consume the rotten material
" out of the land with fiery
swiftness." There is nothing
in Diderot's dialogue, even if

we give it Lord Morley's literal

and blind-eyed interpretation,
so "brutal" and "revolting"
as "the flame of Jacobinism."
But that is not the point upon
which we would insist. The
point is that Lord Morley has

completely missed the literary,
creative value of Diderot's
work. He sees in its vivid
and exquisite fancy, in its

quick irony and resistless in-

terchange of wit, nothing but
a moral question that has
not been efficiently solved.

In other words, the inven-
tions of literature are but so

many men and women whom
he might meet in a drawing-
room (or in a police-court),
and whom he must appraise

by the standards not of art

but of life.

A confusion of a similar

kind overtook Lord Morley in

a work which he dedicated to

the genius of Voltaire. "When
the right sense of historical pro-

portion is more fully developed
in men's minds," thus he opens
his treatise, "the name of Vol-

taire will stand out like the

names of the great decisive

movements in the European
advance, like the revival of

learning or the Reformation."

Voltaire a movement ! How
bitterly the philosopher of

Ferney would have smiled at

this complete misunderstand-

ing of his intensely human,
intensely wayward character !

Voltaire was a man of letters,

perhaps the greatest man of

letters in a limited sense since

Cicero. And as Cicero reduced

the Latin language, so did

Voltaire reduce the French, to

a formula which all men could

apply. Both men dealt a heavy
blow at the writing of prose.
A craft, when it becomes too

easy, loses the individuality
which is its greatest merit.

Compare the great French

prose which preceded Voltaire

the prose of Rabelais, Mon-

taigne, and Bossuet with the

best that came after, and you
may measure how much of

substance was taken from it

by the light-fingered facility
of the man whom Lord Morley
calls "a movement." What
was the movement which he
constituted or directed we
know not. We know that his

many treatises are forgotten,
that few care to-day what
views he held concerning the
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Christian faith or the phil-

osophy of Locke. We know
also that he was the author
of an ironical masterpiece,
'

Candide,' which will last as

long as the French tongue is

read or spoken, and that his

letters are the mirror of an
acute and living mind. But a

movement ! That he never

was, and never will be, until

Rameau's nephew, as pre-
sented by Diderot, is proved
a real criminal, and safely

lodged in jail.

We will cite one other ex-

ample of Lord Morley's pre-

judice and have done. His
well-known essay upon Carlyle
affords an excellent example of

his strange limitation. There
he quotes the famous passage
from 'Sartor Resartus': "We
emerge from the Inane; haste

stormfully across the astonished
Earth

; then plunge again into

the Inane. . . . But where ? O
Heaven, whither ? Sense knows
not ; Faith knows not

; only
that it is through Mystery to

Mystery, from God and to God."
Would it be believed that Lord

Morley closes his quotation at
the words "to Mystery," sup-
pressing without a mark to

warn us "from God and to

God "
? This excision, unjust

alike to his author and his

readers, needs no comment. It

illustrates, in a flash, the poor,
narrow processes of Lord Mor-

ley's mind.

In truth, Lord Morley does
not set a very high value upon
the craft of letters. "To have

really contributed in the hum-
blest way to a peace between
Prussia and her enemies in

1759," he says, "would have
been an immeasurably greater

performance for mankind than

any given book which Voltaire

could have written." This is,

indeed, a modest estimate, and
literature should bow her lowly
head. And Lord Morley is not

alone in teaching a lesson in

humility to humane letters.

Not long since a distinguished

biologist declared, with all the

pomp of a partisan, that science

was the Hellenism of to-day.
What precisely he meant by
that we do not know. The

phrase suggests a contest be-

tween science and literature,
which need never take place.
There is between them, as we
have said, and there can be, no

hostility. But we gather that

the biologist condemns the

study of Greek, and would
substitute for it in our schools

and universities the study of

science. Whether he succeeds

in his purpose or not, we can-

not accept the bold claim of

Hellenism which he makes.

Indeed, if we consider, even

superficially, the theory and

practice of Greek education,
we shall recognise how far

apart our modern science lies

from the Hellenic ideal of

culture.

In the first place, it was
essential for the Greeks that

their education should serve no

practical end. To know them-
selves and the best that had
been done and thought in their

world these were the end and
aim of their ambition. As
Mr Kenneth Freeman says in

his 'Schools of Hellas,' an
earnest of what this scholar

might have achieved, had not
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a premature death overtaken

him, "for the Hellene educa-

tion was the training of taste

and character, the symmetrical
development of body, mind, and

imagination." It was not,

then, concerned with profit and
loss. No Greek boy was sent

to school that he might learn

the banausic craft of making
money. Plato permitted the

study of arithmetic, only "if

it were pursued for the love

of knowledge, and not in the

spirit of a shopkeeper." Thus
there was no idle talk in

Athens of what subjects would
best fit a boy for the struggle
of life. Utility held no part
whatever in a decent educa-

tion. Aristotle boldly con-

demned as vulgar
"
any occu-

pation, art, or science which
makes the body or soul or mind
of the freeman less fit for the

practice and exercise of virtue."

He insisted, furthermore, that
the object which the pupil set

before him made a vast differ-

ence :
"

if he does or learns

anything for his own sake or

the sake of his friends, or with
a view to excellence, the action
will not appear illiberal."

And when we set these noble

utterances side by side with
the greedy ambition of modern

boys and modern masters, we
may measure how far we have
fallen in these days of vulgarity
and provincialism below the

proper ideal of Hellenism.

How, then, did the young
Athenian set about attaining
the harmony and rhythm of

limb and heart and brain

which the philosophers and his

parents devised for him? In
his childhood he studied but

four branches : (1) Reading and

writing ; (2) gymnastic exer-

cises
; (3) music, to which was

sometimes added (4) drawing.
That is Aristotle's brief ac-

count, and it shows with
what exquisite moderation the

Greeks prepared their youths
for a life of virtue and cul-

ture, and for the ultimate

knowledge of political science

the highest science of them
all. The Greeks had no dead

languages to study. Had they
had knowledge of them, their

natural exclusiveness, which

regarded as barbarous the

outside world, would have
counselled neglect; nor could

they seek, as we seek, the

springs of their literature in

an alien tongue. But they
went back as far as possible.
No sooner had the Greek boy
mastered his letters than he
read and re - read the works
of Homer until he had them

by heart. And to the young
Athenian the Greek of Homer
was almost as a foreign tongue.
As we know from Aristophanes,
it was not without a forced

drudgery that he learned the

meaning of the strange words
he found in the ' Iliad

' and
'

Odyssey.' And thus not mere-

ly did the schoolboys of Greece
find a proper discipline for

their minds, but they mastered
in the verse of Homer the first

lessons of warfare and state-

craft which served them till

their life's end. In Athens,
as in England, gymnastics
came second; and in Athens,

again as in England, gym-
nastics threatened presently to

usurp a far greater space than
was reasonable. Not merely
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did the excessive pursuit of

games interfere with the study
of Homer and Hesiod, but the

young athletes injured them-
selves so constantly by over-

training, that he who won
prizes as a boy was seldom
crowned as a man. Worse still,

the idle gymnasts of Athens
became at last as great a

pest as the idle gymnasts of

Britain a useless horde in

peace and war.
So far the education of the

young Greek differed little

from the education of the young
Englishman. Each found (or

finds) his best training in a

judicious mixture of Homer and
the playing-fields ; and though
to-day our schools are threat-

ened by jealous hands, we be-

lieve, in spite of science, in spite
even of athletic tyranny, no
better system of education was
ever devised. But the Greek

boy was carried further along
the road of culture. He could

not escape the study of music.

He who knew not how to play
the seven -

stringed lyre was
outside the pale. And the lyre
not merely attuned the ear to

melody it enforced a know-

ledge of lyric poetry, and thus

aided in the study of literature,
which always held a first place
in the curriculum of Athens.

Therefore, said Aristotle, let

every youth learn enough
music, not merely to criticise

but to perform. In drawing
it was enough to reach a mere
modest standard. So much
knowledge sufficed as ensured
an intelligent appreciation of

the masters.

As the Athenian grew up he

pursued with still greater

energy the study of literature,

he learned a certain amount of

mathematics and whatever the

Sophists might teach him of

science, he acquired a know-

ledge of Athenian law and con-

stitution, and he practised
rhetoric. So that when he
reached man's estate he was
in no sense a specialist. He
was prepared to discharge
whatever duty came to him.

He was fitted by training for

no particular craft or pro-
fession. In brief, his parents
and masters had interpreted
his education in the most
liberal sense. He was not a

lawyer, or a statesman, or a

poet; he was, which is far

better, ready to turn a trained

and developed talent to what-
ever task it was his business

to perform.
But, in our sense, he was not

a man of science at all
;
and the

true Hellenic spirit, were it

sought in England, might have
been found some years since,

not in the laboratory, but in

our public schools, before they
were complicated with "modern
sides." As for the exclusive

study of science, it gains noth-

ing by claiming what can never

belong to it. If it be intelli-

gently pursued, it will, no

doubt, produce accurate obser-

vers and clear reasoners. It

will not induce the harmony of

mind and body which was the

essence of Hellenism ;
it will

not give us all that is implied
in the Greek word ev(f>via, which
Matthew Arnold happily trans-

lated, in the phrase of Swift,

by
" sweetness and light."

There may be many a useful

lesson to be learned from the
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examination of an earthworm.
We shall do the worm no injus-
tice if we suggest that he is less

worthy study (and dissection)
than the works of Homer.

Democracy, Science, and

Literature, in truth, will fol-

low their own paths of progress
or decline. But these paths lie

far away one from another,
and will never cross. Until the

happy reaction come, what
Defoe called "the Lady Major-
ity, the Infallible decider of

Cases, known or unknown, the

great Pope Joan of the Age,"
will flourish exceedingly, and
do all that she can to ruin the

country, but she will not touch
even the hem of literature's

garment. Science meanwhile,
having abated the claim, which
once she made, to be a substi-

tute for theology, to govern our

lives, control our tastes, and
direct our morals, will perform
her invaluable tasks of re-

search. And as for literature,

though in this radical and
interested age she be hopeless-

ly out of fashion, she will do
what work she has to do with-
out the interference of dema-

gogues, chemists, or biologists.
Honour or disgrace can come to

her, as we have said, only from
those who profess her worship.
No influence, no popularity, no

contempt can affect her for good
or evil. As Lord Morley said in

an eloquent peroration,
" no-

body can tell how the wonders
of language are performed, nor
how a book comes into the

world. Genius is genius. The

lamp that to - day some may
think burns low will be re-

plenished. New orbs will

bring light." But what hand

will replenish the lamp, or

whence it will come, none
knows. There is only one way
of certainty to look for it in

an unlikely place. The reason

why Shakespeare was born of

illiterate parents in a War-
wickshire town cannot be re-

duced to a formula. And so

it has come about that the

pedants, who call themselves

Baconians, regard him and his

name with a kind of personal

rage. Here, they say, is a

poet, wise and witty, a noble
inventor of harmonies. Sure-

ly we must seek him among
the great ones of the earth.

And so, with a strange wan-
tonness, they pitch upon Bacon,
a profound lawyer, a finished

scholar, a concise writer in

prose utriusque linguce. He
and none other must be our

poet, they cry ;
and they for-

get that all the learning and

purpose in the world cannot
entice the smiles of genius.

Poetry has never been made
by those whose qualifications
for the job satisfy the pedant.

Shakespeare came into Strat-

ford by a divine accident.

Keats,
" the young Cockney

who had Shakespeare in his

blood," was surprised by the
Muses in a livery

- stable.

Shelley was "cradled into

song" under the roof of a

country squire. As it has been,
thus it will ever be. Litera-

ture, disdaining the transient

thing called democracy, refus-

ing to lean upon science, will

do her own work and win her
own triumphs in happy ignor-
ance of the pitfalls designed
for her by politicians and

philosophers.
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THE STRATEGICAL POSITION IN THE LOW COUNTRIES.

THE proposals contained in

the Dutch Defences Bill on the

subject of the fortification of

Flushing have attracted atten-

tion all over Europe. Much
diversity of opinion with re-

gard to the question has made
itself apparent in this country,
and somewhat extreme views
have found expression in cer-

tain quarters as to the effect

which the scheme, supposing
that it is carried out, may
exert upon the strategical posi-
tion of the United Kingdom
in conceivable contingencies.

By some, the contemplated ac-

tion of the Netherlands with

regard to the Scheldt is re-

garded as a grave menace
to our national interests ; by
others, the project is attrib-

uted to a legitimate anxiety
on the part of the responsible
Ministers of The Hague to

ensure that the neutrality of

Holland shall not be infringed
were a European war to break
out in which the central and
the western Powers found
themselves in conflict. Some
see the sinister influence of the

diplomats of Berlin in the pro-

posed step ;
others are satisfied

that the plan merely stands for

a wise measure of self-protec-
tion about to be undertaken

by a small State which fore-

sees that its territory may be
made the battle-ground of

formidable neighbours if the

opportunity be afforded them.
There is much to be said in

favour of either point of view.

But, whatever differences of

opinion with regard to the

fortifying of Flushing may
divide us, all of us who have
studied the strategical situa-

tion under existing political
conditions are at one in hold-

ing that the independence of

Holland is a matter of vital

importance to the United

Kingdom.
It was a universally ac-

cepted principle of British

statesmanship for more than
a century, that our national

security would be put to haz-

ard were those portions of the

Low Countries which are now
included in the kingdom of

Belgium to be incorporated in

the territory of a great Power
;

and it was generally considered

that the situation would be

especially dangerous to this

country were that region to be
added to the French dominions.

It was in obedience to this

theory of defence policy that

the Walcheren enterprise was
undertaken in 1809, that an

expedition was despatched to

reduce Antwerp in 1814, and
that the Cabinet of St James's
took so prominent a part in

bringing about the interna-

tional settlement under which

Belgium in 1839 was finally
transformed into a perpetually
neutral State under the guar-
antee of the five Great Powers.

That principle, no doubt, still

holds good up to a certain

point ;
but the rise of Germany

as a military, a naval, and a

commercial empire has brought
it about that to-day the main-
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tenanoe of the neutrality and
of the independence of Holland
are of even greater moment to

the United Kingdom than the

maintenance of the neutrality
and of the independence of Bel-

gium. The generation which
has passed away rightly re-

garded an Antwerp in French
hands as a pistol pointed at

the heart of England. But
we are coming to realise that a
Rotterdam in the hands of

Germany would be as grave a

menace to our national exist-

ence in the future as a French
fortified arsenal and dockyard
on the Scheldt would have
been during the half-century
between Waterloo and Sedan.

Treaty obligations of the most
solemn kind pledge this country
to defend Belgium from aggres-
sion. We have undertaken no
such responsibility with regard
to Holland, but the independ-
ence of that northern half of

the Low Countries is, if possible,
of even greater concern to us.

It is no secret that numbers
of Germans look upon it almost
as a matter of course that the
Netherlands shall in due season
become part and parcel of the
Fatherland. Nor can it be
denied that their ambition to

swallow up the little State is

a natural one. The control of

the mouths of the Rhine, of

the Meuse, and of the Scheldt,

coupled with the acquisition of

Dutch colonial possessions in

many portions of the globe,
which would accompany the
annexation of Holland, would
benefit German sea power
almost incalculably, both in its

commercial and its strategical
sense, and would provide means

of expansion that are sorely
needed in a land where the

population is ever increasing

by leaps and bounds. There
is no secret about this. The
Dutch are well aware that

their independence is placed to

a certain extent in jeopardy
by the aspirations of their

powerful neighbours ; but they
are justified in hoping that
their independence may not be
wrested from them unless they
provide foreign nations with
an excuse for intervening in

Dutch concerns. Their states-

men perceive that an excuse
for such interference might
easily arise were the country
to become involved in the

quarrels of adjacent Powers.

They realise that the mainten-
ance of a strict neutrality in

the event of a European war is

imperative. They see the in-

terests of the German Empire
clashing in various directions

with the interests of Great
Britain and of France, and

they cannot disguise from
themselves the fact that this

state of things may some day
produce a conflagration against
which it is their duty to take

precautions in time. They are

entitled to ask themselves by
which side their neutrality is

the more likely to be infringed,

supposing such a conflagration
were to break out.

The development of a system
of railways in the Rhenish

Provinces, which are evidently

designed for strategical pur-
poses, and the construction of

elaborate sidings at a number
of localities, which are of little

importance except from the

military point of view, on the
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eastern side of the Belgian
and Luxemburg frontiers,

show unmistakably that Ger-

many, in the event of war with

France, proposes under certain

circumstances to move at least

a portion of her fighting forces

through those neutralised

States. Apart from questions
of right and wrong, and leav-

ing guarantees and pledges

entirely out of consideration,
there is no doubt some justi-

fication to be found for such a

course of military action. Un-
less those defences can be

avoided by making a move-
ment through neutral territory,
the chain of fortresses and bar-

rier forts fringing the western
side of the Franco - German
frontier will render it almost

impossible for the German
armies to assume at once that

vigorous offensive in which
their leaders trust. But were
the campaign to take this form,
the United Kingdom would be

involved in the struggle, and
the violation of Belgian neu-

trality would be met by the

despatch of British troops to

the Continent, in addition to

resolute action at sea by the

British Navy. Antwerp is

one of the greatest seaports in

the world. It possesses quays
of vast extent, which are fur-

nished with every convenience

for the rapid disembarkation
of troops and for the discharg-

ing of military stores. The

city is, moreover, the focus of

a diverging system of railways,
and its environs are very

strongly fortified. It further-

more is so situated geographic-

ally, that an army coming from
over-sea and using it as a base,

would of necessity threaten the

flank of military forces from

Germany which were travers-

ing the south-eastern districts of

Belgium en route to the French
frontier. This great emporium
of modern commerce suggests
itself, in fact, as in some re-

spects an excellent starting-

point for our expeditionary
force were the case of a viola-

tion of Belgian neutrality at

the hands of German troops to

arise. And of this the Dutch
are well aware.
Now it so happens that the

approaches to Antwerp from
the open sea traverse Dutch

territory. In consequence of

this, the passage of our troops
and warships through the lower
Scheldt in time of war would
be just as much an infringe-
ment of the neutrality of the

Netherlands as a march of

German armies through the

Ardennes would be an infringe-
ment of the neutrality of Bel-

gium and of Luxemburg. The

appearance of a British armada
in this waterway under such
circumstances would, in fact,

place Holland in a position of

extreme perplexity. It is not

suggested that anything of the

kind is contemplated by the

experts who are responsible for

drawing up our plans of naval
and military action under vari-

ous circumstances : a project of

defending the neutrality of one

country by violating the neu-

trality of another is on the

face of it absurd. But we have
no right to complain if the

Dutch Government desires to

make its country safe from the

possibility of such outrages.
It must be remembered that,
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if the Netherlands were, under
the supposed circumstances, to

assent to our using the Scheldt,
such assent would constitute

an act of hostility against Ger-

many, and would justify re-

prisals on the part of that
Power ; and even if the Dutch
declined to sanction the ar-

rangement, but failed to pre-
vent it by force of arms, this

might well afford Germany an
excuse for sending troops into

Holland to sustain that country
in defending its rights. On
the other hand, were assent

to be refused, the refusal might
involve the Dutch in difficulties

with the United Kingdom,
France, and Belgium.

It is obviously for the interest

of a weak State, such as Hol-

land is, to avoid becoming
embroiled in the quarrels of

its stronger neighbours, and
the Dutch have every reason
to wish that this awkward
problem of the Scheldt shall

not be raised at all in times
of crisis. A fortress dominating
the entrance into the channel

practically puts an end to any
projects which other Powers

may be supposed to entertain

with regard to using the estuary
of the river for warlike pur-
poses, and it of necessity obliges
British naval and military
authorities to give up any
plans they may have had in

mind if they ever had such

plans in mind for using Ant-

werp as a military base,

except with the full concur-

rence of the Netherlands. To
assume that the Flushing pro-

ject is an act of hostility
towards this country, is to

admit that this country pro-

poses in certain eventualities

to violate Dutch neutrality ;

for it must be remembered that

batteries and mine-fields at the

mouth of the Scheldt would
not prevent our using the

waterway if the nation to

which it belongs sanctioned

such action.

But it is not only in the

Scheldt that the Dutch may
foresee possibilities of the

United Kingdom, or of the

United Kingdom acting in con-

cert with France, infringing
the neutrality of their country.

Assuming the present naval

preponderance of the British

Empire over Germany to be

maintained, then our warships,
or our warships in conjunction
with the French fleet, ought
to be able to drive the German
marine off the high seas. But
the maritime situation would
in all likelihood be such that

the allies would stand in need
of an advanced naval base,
within short steaming range
of the estuaries of the Ems,
the Weser, and the Elbe, for

the use of their smaller fight-

ing craft ;
and it may have

occurred to the expert advisers

of Queen Wilhelmina's Govern-
ment that there are Dutch

ports which provide localities

well situated for this purpose.
It is not suggested that we
or the French have any inten-

tion of acting in this high-
handed manner. But when
statesmen in the Netherlands
read writings on military sub-

jects emanating from the

United Kingdom which assume
that Dutch rights in the Scheldt
can be ignored in time of war,

they may conceive that those
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rights might perhaps also be

trampled upon at other points
of the littoral. It will not be
denied that Holland is seriously
concerned in this matter, and
it is therefore expedient to

examine it from the Dutch

point of view as well as from
our own.

It will perhaps be urged
that Germany has a far

greater temptation to violate

the neutrality of the Nether-
lands than the United King-
dom has. But is that the

case? This is not a question
of the absorption of Holland
into the German Empire, nor
of strategical situations which

might arise were Holland a

province of that empire. It is

a question of the position of

Holland as an independent
State at a time when Ger-

many is engaged in hostilities

with France and the United

Kingdom. Now, it may be

suggested that if German
armies marched through Lux-

emburg, the Netherlands, as

one of the Powers guarantee-
ing the neutrality of that

duchy, would be bound to take

up arms. But a country of

such limited military and
naval resources as Holland
could hardly be expected to

take action in such an event
unless vital national interests

were involved which is not
the case. Then, again, it may
be suggested that if Germany
found it necessary to send her

troops through Belgium and

Luxemburg, she might also

find it expedient to send them
through Dutch territory, and
this aspect of the question
deserves a brief examination.

VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLV.

On the eastern bank of the

Meuse a tongue of Holland
extends southwards to near

Aix-la-Chapelle, and a glance
at a small scale -map will

convey the impression that it

might be convenient for Ger-
man troops to cross this

tongue on their way to

Belgium. Such a course of

action would seemingly permit
them to advance on a some-
what broader front, although
nothing obviously would be

gained unless the troops thus

violating Dutch neutrality
crossed the Meuse below Liege.

Liege and Namur are, how-

ever, formidable fortresses,
which the invaders could not

hope to gain possession of by
assault; so that a German
contingent thus traversing
Dutch territory and crossing
the Meuse, would find itself

separated from the rest of the

army by a formidable line of

permanent Belgian defences.

The wisdom of a divided ad-

vance of this character would
be very much open to question
in any case ; but it has the

additional drawback that it

might range the Dutch on the

side of Germany's enemies, and
that it would certainly raise

very inconvenient questions
with regard to the status of

the Netherlands as a neutral

Power.
Then there is a very import-

ant point which is sometimes
overlooked in this country. As

long as Holland remains inde-

pendent, it will be for the in-

terests of the German Empire,
when opposed to a stronger
maritime coalition, that the

Dutch should remain strictly
2 E
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neutral. The fighting re-

sources of the Netherlands are

not formidable at sea nor yet
on land; but they are not so

inconsiderable that even so

powerful a country as Ger-

many could regard them as

absolutely negligible, when
hostile. If, on the other hand,
the Dutch were to throw in

their lot with Germany against
the Western Powers, then the

result would almost inevitably
be that their ports from the

Scheldt to the Helder would be

blockaded, and that Germany
would be completely shut off

from the sea. Were Holland a

portion of Germany, great naval
establishments might have

sprung up in the estuaries

facing East Anglia ready to

play a very prominent part
in the operations of the con-

tending fleets ; but a sudden
alliance between the Germans
and the Dutch would not create

these naval establishments, and
from the maritime point of view
such an alliance would do Ger-

many nothing but harm. The
truth is that a neutral Holland

might in the case of a prolonged
European struggle almost be
the saving of Germany, because
Rotterdam and other Dutch

ports would remain open to

neutral shipping. It is for our

interests that the Netherlands
should not be involved in a con-

flict, because that might pos-

sibly lead to the absorption of

the country into the German
Empire. It is for the interest of

Germany during a conflict that
the Netherlands should not take

part in that conflict, because
otherwise the avenues of trade

which lead from the sea to West-

phalia and Rhenish Prussia

would be automatically closed.

Both Belgium and the Duchy
of Luxemburg stand in a

very different position from

Holland, in that a powerful
neighbour as has been shown
in an earlier paragraph has a

very strong inducement to de-

spatch military forces through
their territory in case of a great
war. The neutrality of both
States is guaranteed by other

Powers. Luxemburg is, on

paper, the better off", because

Italy and Holland have under-

taken responsibilities with re-

gard to it, in addition to the

United Kingdom, Austria,

France, Prussia, and Russia,
which made themselves spon-
sors for Belgium. But recent

events in the Near East have
shown how much such treaties

are worth, and nations dwell-

ing afar off are not likely to

intervene in defence of two
minor States whose welfare

concerns them only indirectly.

Belgium can, however, fairly
calculate upon assistance from
the United Kingdom, because

British interests are seriously
involved in the maintenance of

the status quo in the Low Coun-

tries, and it has been freely
assumed by some writers in the

Press that, were Belgian neu-

trality to be infringed, our

troops would, as a matter of

course, proceed to Antwerp.
Such a course might conceiv-

ably commend itself to our

Government, even in spite of

the difficulty as to the Scheldt,
were Belgium to be attacked

by Germany, or by France, or

by Holland, and were no other

Power to intervene. But that
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is not a state of things that

seems likely to arise. The

eventuality that we and the

Belgians have to be prepared
for is an invasion of Belgian

territory by German troops
in the course of a cam-

paign in which Germany and
France are in conflict, and
under such conditions the

virtues of Antwerp as a base
for our expeditionary force

disappear. The United King-
dom will then be acting in

conjunction with France, and
if the allies are to gain the

upper hand on land, it will be

imperative that their armies
shall operate in concert. There
can therefore be no question
of sending transports to the

Scheldt, even supposing that
Dutch neutrality were not in-

volved. If our troops land in

Belgium at all, they will pre-

sumably land as near to the

French frontier as possible, so

as to ensure their being able

to join hands with the French
host in Champagne and Lor-
raine

;
but with a number of

excellent harbours extending
from Dunkirk to Cherbourg
available, it is difficult to see

what military object would be

gained by selecting Zeebrugge
or Ostend as disembarking
places, even granting that
those ports offer the necessary
technical facilities.

The best way to defend

Belgium in the supposed case
will be to overthrow the armies
of the nation which has violat-

ed Belgian neutrality, and to

achieve that purpose the allied

forces must be concentrated,
and not divided. It may be
added that if the British ex-

peditionary force elected to

disembark in Belgium, the
almost inevitable result would
be to convert practically the
whole of Belgium into a theatre

of active war. That consum-
mation would in all probability
be avoided if our troops were
based on French ports in the

Channel, and if they united
with the French armies on the

Meuse. It will be seen, there-

fore, that the strategical con-

ditions which seem likely to

arise in case of a conflict

where France and the United

Kingdom are ranged against
the German Empire, reduce to

moderate proportions the im-

portance of the question
whether Flushing is fortified

or not.

The Dutch are now taking
steps to diminish the chances
that the neutrality of their

country will be infringed.
But what are the Belgians
doing, seeing that their

neutrality is so much more

likely to be set at naught ?

Because a triangle of national

territory happens to be thrust
in like a wedge between
France and Germany, the in-

tegrity of Belgium is gravely
endangered. Something has

undoubtedly been done to

diminish the attractions which
a march across this triangle
offers to either belligerent
should those ancient antagon-
ists engage in war. For the
line of the Belgian Meuse has
been efficiently fortified. But
this line only represents the

base of the triangle. The rest

of the triangle mainly consists

of the broken, wooded region of

the Ardennes, a region where
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roads are none too plentiful, and
where in consequence a number
of localities of minor strategical

importance are to be found.

Money has no doubt been

poured out freely on the de-

fences of Antwerp ; but if

some of this outlay had been
diverted to the construction of

barrier forts in the part of the

country which may otherwise

well form an arena of combat
for foreign armies before many
years have passed, there would
be less prospect of an enemy
within the gate. Belgium is

one of the most prosperous
countries in Europe, and the

kingdom has a not inconsider-

able population. But there is

scarcely a nation on the

Continent upon which the

burden of national service falls

more lightly, and there is

scarcely a single civilised State

where so small a proportion
of the country's wealth is de-

voted to defensive purposes.
The strategical position in

the Low Countries presents

many features of undoubted

complexity. S till, certain points
in connection with it are well

denned. The independence of

Belgium and of Holland, which
are political factors of such
vital importance to the United

Kingdom, hinge to a great ex-

tent upon the question whether
those States will be able to

maintain their neutrality in case

of a European war; and it is

for us to do what we can to

aid them in maintaining that

neutrality. To raise lamenta-
tions because the Dutch con-

template placing batteries at

the mouth of the Scheldt, is to

hint that we should not hesi-

tate to infringe the neutrality
of the Netherlands ourselves,
if it suited us. That is an
attitude which a people with
whom we ought to maintain
the best of relations are justified
in strongly resenting. Instead

of uttering protests because

they are doing something to

protect themselves, we ought
to utter protests because the

Belgians are doing so little in

the same direction.
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REFORM OR REVOLUTION?

THE first session of the new
Parliament was opened on the
6th of February, and meagre
as the King's speech might
appear to be, its very brevity
only brought into stronger
relief the one object to which
it was practically devoted. If

we do not indulge in any
conventional expressions of

alarm or indignation at the

prospect which lies before us,
it is not because they would be

inadequate, but because they
would be superfluous. In the
midst of a common calamity
or a common peril, men do not

indulge in loud lamentations.
We must take the first para-
graph of the speech as it now
stands, with the Parliament
Bill in our hands, and con-

sider what it means, if passed
into law in its present shape,
which we are bound to suppose
is what its authors intend. It

may turn out that this is not

so, and that the Bill may ulti-

mately be more or less modi-
fied. But what we have to

deal with at the present
moment is the precise measure
which the speech from the
Throne invites us to accept.
That is our first concern. On
a later page we may consider

what the chances are that the
Government may be willing to

take something less.

We are told in the speech
that a measure will be pro-

posed for "
settling the relations

between the two Houses, and

securing the more effective

working of the Constitution."

But these relations have been

settled for centuries
;
and the

Parliament Bill, so far from

securing the effective working
of the Constitution, entirely

ignores the foundation on
which it is based. The

language used in the speech
from the Throne requires us to

believe that the British Consti-

tution is not Government by
the three estates of the Eealm,
as it has existed for eight
hundred years, but something
else which has never existed

at all. The Keform Bill of

1832 was really an amend-
ment of the Constitution, re-

pairing the machinery as we
clean the works of a watch,
but leaving its springs and
wheels untouched. As the re-

moval of any essential organ
stops the watch, so the re-

moval of the Veto manifestly

stops the Constitution. The
Parliament Bill is no amend-
ment. To call it by that name
is an absurdity.
Yet the fallacy invoked in

this use of the word Consti-

tution will no doubt be played
for all it is worth in the

coming struggle, in hopes of

disguising the real nature of

the transaction embodied in

the Government Bill. The
Government say that they
must fix the power of the

House of Lords before recon-

structing it. The Opposition
answer is, "No; we must see

the whole scheme at once." In
the Keform Bill of 1884 Mr
Gladstone wanted to separate
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the Extension of the Franchise
from the Redistribution of

Seats, and to take the former
first. "No," said the Opposi-
tion; "that would leave the

redistribution of seats entirely
at your mercy. We must see

the whole scheme at once." So
now, too, if the Government
abolish the Veto before the
House of Lords is reconstruct-

ed, they can impose any reform

they like on the Upper Chamber
or, if they like it better, none

at all. They hold out some
kind of shadowy suggestion
that, at some remote period,
the Veto may be restored.

Now what does this really
mean? It means this: The
Veto is to be suspended the

gate is to be opened for Home
Kule, Welsh Disestablishment,

Payment of Members, and a
whole string of revolutionary
measures to pass through ;

and
when that is done the gate
may possibly be closed again.
Not that it ever would be.

But suppose that it was it

would be only shutting the
stable door when the horse
was stolen. During

" the in-

terregnum," as Mr Balfour
called it, so created, all these

burning questions are to be
settled. With an Upper Cham-
ber that is neither one thing
nor the other without either
the constitutional power of the
old system or the moral author-

ity of the new this sweeping
bouleversement is to be carried
out virtually by the will of

the House of Commons alone.

It is very well for Mr
Asquith to say that he is all

for a Second Chamber. But
while this revolution is in

progress, we shall have no
Second Chamber. The whole

programme will be carried out

by what is practically a single-
chamber Government. The ex-

tent to which Ministers are

bent on misrepresenting the

true nature of the question is

shown by the constant asser-

tions that the proposals of the

Opposition are far more revo-

lutionary than their own. The
difference between the two is

what we have already pointed
out. Lord Lansdowne and Lord

Rosebery would really amend
the Constitution ;

the Govern-
ment would dismember it. The
Constitution can never be again
what it has been from its

birth after the check upon
the Lower House, exercised

so long with so much wisdom
and moderation, has been taken

away. That operation must

necessarily be its death-blow.
And now we are told that

this is less revolutionary than

changes in its composition.
Whatever the abolition of the

Veto may be in the abstract,
to call it a constitutional

amendment is pure nonsense.

The final cause of a Second
Chamber is the necessity for

arresting hurried and partial

legislation, so as to give the

nation a chance of speaking
their mind thereon before it

becomes law. A Second
Chamber deprived of the

power of doing so is a roi

faineant; nor would its evils,

as has been pointed out before,
be purely negative. As with

many other shams, a positive

danger lurks within it, the

danger, namely, of its being
mistaken for a reality, leading
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people to believe that they
still have the same protection
as before against snap ma-

jorities which do not really

represent the matured opinion
of the nation.

How much more is this

reflection forced upon us when
we consider that it is not even
an English or a British faction

which has seized the reins of

power. The British Constitu-

tion is being overthrown by an

organised gang of foreigners,
the implacable enemies of this

country, to whom, to their

eternal shame, the Liberals and
Kadicals have sold themselves.

This bitter truth is as clear as

daylight to all who have eyes
to see and ears to hear. Un-

happily, a very large number
of the British electorate at

the present moment possess
neither. The "political mys-
tification

"
which, according to

Lord Beaconsfield, the Whigs
practised so successfully in the

eighteenth century, has con-

tinued down to our own times.
" The artful orators

" and " the

bewildering phrases
" which

secured the ascendancy of

Whiggism have done quite as

much to secure the ascendancy
of Liberalism, which, in spite
of brief Conservative interludes,
has prevailed more or less for

the last eighty years. And
even now it has succeeded in

blinding a large class of the
electorate to the infamy which

they are patiently enduring in

allowing American Fenians to

dictate the policy of the British

Government, and their accom-

plices in England to reap the

reward of their compliance in a

prolonged term of official power.

Mr Ian Malcolm's amend-

ment, moved on the 15th of

February, brought this special

point to the front. The

speeches of that night pro-
mised to be the most interest-

ing that have been listened to

in the course of the debate on
the Address. But the House
and the public were disap-

pointed. Mr Asquith refused

to give any further explanation
of his Home Rule policy than
what he had already given,
and the '

Daily News ' asked

"Why should he?" Perhaps
we shall get a little nearer

the truth if we ask "Why
shouldn't he?" Both Mr Ian
Malcolm and Lord Hugh
Cecil complained that he had
said little or nothing to help
the British public to under-
stand what the Government

really means. The question is,

Does he want them to under-

stand it? In the apathetic
mood in which the people of

this country seem at present

wrapped, we may well ask, Do
they care to understand it

themselves? But to waive
that point, Mr Asquith and his

colleagues are doubtless aware
that this frame of mind may not

endure for ever, and that when
the country awakes from it, it

may be expedient for them to

know as little about the matter
as they do now. Home Rule
is a Protean monster, and may
assume any one of half a dozen
different shapes. To keep it

in the background, and give
the people no time to analyse
its machinery, or ponder on its

probable results, is clearly the

Government game. And in

the meantime we are expected
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to be satisfied with Mr Red-
mond's assurance that it will do
no harm there shall be no reli-

gious persecution. The Ulster

Protestants are told that not
a hair of their heads shall be

touched. So Charles the

First assured Strafford. But
Strafford lost his head soon
afterwards. The Home Rule
demand in Ireland is not

merely a political movement.

Rightly understood, it is still

more an ecclesiastical move-
ment. Remember Lord Bea-
consfield's words apropos of the
Irish Church "

Through all

the strife of discordant factions

moves the steady purpose of

one Power." If people suppose
that Rome has given up all idea

of making Ireland a Roman
Catholic country, they are

much mistaken. The Roman
Catholic priesthood are secretly

working for the same object.
Home Rule will give them their

chance. In an Irish Parlia-

ment the Roman Catholics
would have a powerful ma-

jority. "Why shouldn't they
use it for their own purposes?
The Protestant communities of

Ireland certainly come under
the head of "Irish affairs." As
we have already said, and as

Lord H. Cecil repeated, the
abolition of the Veto would
enable the Government to force

any measure they pleased down
the throats of both Ireland and
Great Britain. Home Rule,

threatening Irish Protestant-
ism with spoliation or destruc-

tion, would, we say again, as

Mr Ian Malcolm said in the

debate, be the work of a single-
chamber Government.
What the Government may

be willing to do in the last

resort we shall scarcely know
till that situation is reached.

They would not be expected to

show any signs of wavering on
the first reading. The Home
Rulers and the disestablish-

ment party have recognised
the necessity of allowing their

demands to be postponed till

the House of Lords question is

settled, because they know that

they cannot get what they
want while the Veto is still

in force. What they would
do if they saw any signs of

flinching on the part of the

Government it is easy to

guess. The situation may have

changed before the bill reaches

the Committee stage, or even
before the second reading, but
we do not expect to know the

final resolution of the Govern-
ment very much sooner. They
will push the bill at first with
the utmost vigour, and then, if

met by the Opposition with
firmness and frankness, and
with a popular Reform Bill of

their own to lay before the

people, it is quite possible they

may signal for a compromise.
At all events, it is clearly the

policy of the Unionists to go
boldly forward to meet changes
which they cannot prevent, to

show themselves masters of the

question, and to make it, if

possible, their own.
Such was the aspect in

which the approaching contest

presented itself when, on the
21st of last month, Mr Asquith
introduced the bill. As we
have already predicted, the

Prime Minister at this early

stage of the struggle spoke
with great confidence and
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courage, and showed no signs
of any disposition on the part
of the Government to modify
the bill, or to meet the Opposi-
tion in a conciliatory spirit.

He accepted the anomalous

position in which Parliament
would be placed by the "in-

terregnum" the interval, that

is, nobody knows how long a

one, between the abolition of

the Veto and the reconstruc-

tion of the House. He re-

peated, in short, only what he
has said all along of the check
on Radical legislation exercised

by the House of Lords, which
he declared to be intolerable.

His sorry attempt to show
that when the House of Lords

rejects measures passed by the
House of Commons we are

living under single
- chamber

government, is hardly worthy
even of the name of sophistry.
It is too transparent, and
draws no distinction between

positive and negative action.

The rejection of a measure
which may be brought up
again at any time is one thing ;

the forcible carriage of one
which becomes law at once,
and cannot be repealed for a
considerable period, if ever, is

quite another. The latter is

really single-chamber govern-
ment

; the former is only the

legitimate exercise of the re-

vising powers which properly
belong to a Second Chamber.

But Mr Asquith gave him-
self away completely when he

charged the House of Lords
with having committed suicide
when they rejected the Budget,
while introducing a bill at the

very same moment which

proves that they were quite

right. The refusal of a tack-

ing bill by the House of Lords

requires no other justification
than the introduction of a

bill by the Government to

make tacking illegal. Mr
Balfour replied to him, as

he has often replied to him

before, pointing out the gaps
in his argument and the ob-

jections which have never yet
been answered, and which, being
unanswerable, are quietly ig-

nored. Sir Robert Finlay
showed with great acuteness

how the provisions of the Par-

liament Bill must necessarily
work in practice, and how, while

aiming at exalting the power
of the Commons, they would
at the same time entail great
humiliation on them, making
them, in fact,

"
absolutely ridi-

culous." The House of Com-
mons may

"
suggest

" amend-
ments to the bill in the second

or third session, for the con-

sideration of the House of

Lords. These are not to be

inserted in the bill unless the

House of Lords accept them ;

but they would show that the

Commons thought the bill in

some respects a faulty one.

The House of Lords, believing
it to be vicious in principle,
would reject these amendments,
and thus a bill would become
law which both Houses had
condemned.
We are glad to see that Mr

Balfour protests against the

doctrine that both political

parties ought to be equally

represented in the House of

Lords. If the Second Chamber
is to be a revising chamber, it

is against bold, violent, or un-

constitutional changes that it
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is to exercise this function.

These, of course, will be sent

up by the Radical party in the

House of Commons. But if

there is to be an equally strong
Radical party in the House of

Lords, how is the work of re-

vision to be carried out? We
ourselves, only last August, as

well as on several previous
occasions, called attention to

this same absurdity. And it

is well that it should be properly
exposed, and put to shame by
the leader of the Opposition.

But, after all, the central

point of interest in Mr Balfour's

speech is his emphatic declara-

tion against compromise. He
would do a great deal, he said,
to help forward a peaceable
accommodation of this quarrel.
" But there are some gains for

which too great a price may be

paid." "Much as I desire

peace, anxious as I am to

ensue it, gladly as I would do
much in the way of compro-
mise, there are some issues so

great that no compromise is

possible." And he concluded a

speech well worthy of the great
position which he occupies in

these decisive words :

" If you are going to use the desire
of this country to have some change
in the relations between the two
Houses as an instrument for getting
something they do not desire, we on
this side will have no part or lot in

your plan, and we should think our-

selves disgraced for ever if we gave it

our support."

Mr Balfour fully recognises
the gravity of the existing
situation. "Does any man,"
he asked,

" who has any power
of reading the signs of the

times, look forward with any-

thing but deep anxiety, as I

do, to the course of the

struggle, or debate, which has

begun to - day ?
" To judge

from what he said in another

part of his speech, he is not

here referring so much to the

ultimate result as to what
we may have to go through
before the end is reached.

Undoubtedly, if the conflict

is to be fought out to the

bitter end, it may become
an affair of campaigns. For
this is one of those contests in

which the vanquished party is

not bound to know anything
about finality. Suppose the

Parliament Bill to be carried

in its present shape, the return

of the Unionists to power
would be the signal for repeal-

ing it. If Home Rule were
ever carried, then even if the

Nationalist members retained

their seats in the British Parlia-

ment, they would have no par-
ticular reason for supporting a

Radical Government, or play-

ing the game of Socialists and
Secularists whose principles

they dislike. Thus the turn
of the Unionists and Conserv-
atives is sure to come round

again, and then the fight
would be renewed. We may
firmly believe that the con-

stitutional cause will triumph
in the end, and yet anticipate
with much anxiety the vary-

ing fortunes of the struggle
which is likely to precede it.

To prevent, if possible, so

disastrous a period of pro-

longed strife, with all its de-

moralising effects, is what
most men capable of estimat-

ing its mischief would, like

Mr Balfour, do much to pre-
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vent. Various schemes have
been devised for satisfying the

legitimate demand for reform
without sacrificing the House
of Lords, now our sole pro-
tectors against the threatened

revolution. What the House of

Lords has to do is to draw up
such a scheme of reform as

shall satisfy the nation that

the Veto shall only be exercised

with due regard to popular
rights. This is the task now
before them

;
and though diffi-

cult, it is, we hope, not im-

possible. At all events, it is

the only way by which we
can hope to repel an attack

which, if successful, would

swamp all those political and
social principles, all those im-
memorial traditions and pre-

scriptions, to which we owe
mainly both the character
of the British people and
the greatness of the British

Empire.
In the first place, then, the

Unionist party, both in the
Lords and Commons, must
speak with no uncertain voice.

Recognising that one of those

occasions has arisen when
changes are required in the
structure of national institu-

tions, let them unhesitatingly
proclaim their determination
to lead the party of constitu-

tional reform against those

who, in the name of reform,
would destroy the Constitu-
tion itself, standing as it does
between themselves and their

most cherished objects. There
are three great principles
which are now openly threat-
ened sanctity of family life,

security of property, and free-

dom of industry. A strong

Second Chamber with the right
of Veto is their only safeguard,
and the Unionist party must
lose no time in showing how

they would construct it. On
this point there can, as Mr
Balfour says, be no compro-
mise. The Lords must hurry
on their own Reform Bill,

and have it in their hands
to show before they throw
out the Parliament Bill. Lord
Lansdowne has already given
notice of his intention to in-

troduce such a measure at an

early date; and though we
do not much believe in any
case in the creation of 500

new Peers to force the Bill

through, what would make
such an outrage still more
doubtful would be the pro-
duction before the public of

a well-considered and thor-

oughly popular Reform Bill,

the work of the Lords them-
selves.

And what we must never

forget is this, that there are

two parties in the House of

Commons whom no reform will

satisfy ;
whose hostility to the

Second Chamber no changes
could disarm. Apart from the

fact that no reconstruction re-

taining the Veto could possibly
be accepted by them, the Irish

party have little interest in the

character or construction of the

House of Lords. A bill which
abolished the Veto, while de-

ferring the question of reform
to the Greek calends, leaving
the House of Lords a log upon
the waters, would be agreed
to by the Nationalists just as

readily as any other bill. The
Radicals don't want a Second
Chamber at all. It is useless
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therefore, we fear, for theUnion-
ist party to attempt to con-

ciliate either of these two

opponents. They must appeal
rather to the great body of mod-
erate Liberals throughout the

country, who are not of course

without their representatives in

the House of Commons and the

Cabinet, but who are powerless,
as far as we can see at present,
to give effect in action to what

they really believe in their

hearts, or else are spellbound

by old associations and shib-

boleths. All alike should be

brought to see that they can-
not serve two masters. If they
stand by the Constitution they
must throw over Home Rule. If

they stand by Home Rule they
must throw over the Constitu-
tion. Their conduct at the pre-
sent crisis will be a test of their

sincerity. They have always
posed as champions of the Con-

stitution, and the British people
have taken them at their own
valuation. We shall continue
to believe that there are enough
of such men still left within
the bounds of Great Britain to

break the wand of the en-

chanter, and burst through the

spell which Radical sorceries

have laid upon them. This is

how such men acted a quarter
of a century ago, and it is to

these we say that the Union-
ists must address themselves.
It is to their common -sense,

political traditions, and con-

stitutional loyalty that the
House of Lords must adjust
whatever measure they may
frame for the reconstruction
of the present Chambers.

It is agreed on all hands
that the new House is to be

largely leavened with an elec-

tive element. But there are

many different ways by which
that object might be effected.

One which is regarded favour-

ably by the Radicals, if the

total destruction of the Second
Chamber cannot be compassed,
is that the House of Lords
should be greatly reduced in

numbers, and that in any
critical emergency they should

sit jointly with the Commons,
thus giving the decision ar-

rived at the sanction of an
elective assembly. This is a

solution of the problem which
must be approached very

warily ;
for a very brief cal-

culation is sufficient to show
us that the reduction in the

number of the Peers below a cer-

tain point would make a Con-
servative majority in a House
of Commons like the present
one impossible. A joint sitting
under these conditions would
be a mockery. Should the

suggestion of a joint sitting
ever come to be seriously con-

sidered, Unionists must take

care that they are not caught
napping. Say the House of

Lords was reduced to 200
and this has been proposed,

probably at least one -fourth

of them would be Liberals,
in which case the Ministerial

party would still have a clear

majority. This is a contin-

gency against which the

Unionist reformers must be
on their guard. That is all.

There might be liberty and

fraternity in such an arrange-
ment, but there would be very
little equality.
The suggestion that Peers

should be elected by members
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of the House of Commons is Curzon would like to see a

scarcely worth consideration. Peer representing a county or

We should only have the some great centre of popula-
House of Commons over again, tion. A man would be proud
What we want in the first of saying that he was Peer

place in the election of a for Yorkshire or Peer for

Second Chamber is to get rid, Liverpool. The defect of this

if possible, of all sectional, local, plan is that it lacks sim-
or provincial interests. The plicity. There are Unionists
Chamber should be formed on who would agree with Lord
as broad a basis as possible. Crewe that a "tessellated"
And members should be House would not be popular,
chosen by constituencies too The reader may remember

large to be affected by the that, in 1858, Mr Disraeli

usual party machinery which proposed some such plan for

plays so large a part in the the election of his Indian
election of members of the Council. But it did not
House of Commons. In a meet with public approval,
word, our new senators must and had to be withdrawn,
not be delegates. That is a This scheme, however, is

sine qud non. When Sir James not to be dismissed lightly.

Graham, "in his stately cyni- Lord Curzon, who backs it, is

cism," adjured the House of an authority of great weight.
Commons to rise out of "the That one hundred members of

region of nisi prius," he was the Upper Chamber should be

unconsciously paying tribute to Peers chosen by the Peers them-
the qualities which we must selves is a provision by which
all desire to see prevailing in the constitutional claims of the
the deliberations of a great aristocracy would be recog-
Senate. nised, and a principle main-
Lord Curzon's proposal is tained which it might be

an Upper Chamber consisting hazardous to part with al-

of three hundred members together.
one hundred to be chosen by On the other hand, a sug-
the Peers themselves from gestion which finds favour in

among the Peers
; fifty to be important quarters is that the

men who had held high office House of Lords should be
or "

acquired renown "
in the entirely elective the mem-

service of the State
; fifty to bers to be chosen by pro-

be nominated by the Crown portional representation from
on the recommendation of the large areas with populations
Prime Minister; and one hun- of, perhaps, a million or

dred to be elected by muni- more. It is thought that

cipal bodies, such as County great Peers and distinguished
Councils, Borough Councils, men generally would be sure

&c., these to be grouped to be chosen. These spacious

together where, singly, they constituencies could not be can-

would not represent a suffici- vassed, it is said, from house

ently large population. Lord to house by one man; nor
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could obscure individuals con-

duct a Mid-Lothian campaign
or the famous Northern pere-

grination of Mr Bright in

1858. It takes men of great
eminence to do that kind of

thing. It is asserted that

great Peers like the late Lord

Salisbury, the Duke of Devon-

shire, Lord Derby, Lord Lans-

downe, the Duke of West-

minster, the Duke of Buccleuch,
Lord Londonderry, &c., would
be sure of their election

;
and

that men belonging to the

same station in life would be

generally chosen, were the

question raised above the at-

mosphere of pure party pol-

itics, and freed from the

machinations of the local Tad-

poles and Tapers. It is al-

leged, however, that for the

success of this plan it is

essential that the whole House
should be chosen by popular
election. Were a certain num-
ber to be elected by the Peers

themselves, and take their

seats in virtue of their hered-

itary right, the Peer who pre-
sented himself for election to

a large constituency would be
told to " Get along ! "that his

proper constituents were his

brother - Peers, and that his

place was elsewhere.

This particular plan has
some support among the
Unionists who count much on
the hold which the aristocracy
still possesses on the English
nation, and no doubt when a

Peer, dissociated from the idea

of a privileged class, sought
their votes on terms of equal-

ity with themselves, the people
might experience the force of

those social instincts which un-

doubtedly still survive among
them more strongly than per-

haps they do at present. Were
the scheme to be adopted and
these anticipations to be realised,
we should unquestionably have
a Second Chamber of superla-
tive excellence, and one for the
sake of which we might be

justified in trying the experi-
ment. But it would certainly
be a bold one. If the new
system failed, we could hardly
go back to the old one. We
believe, indeed, that the British

aristocracy is still popular with
the country; that its great
national services still linger in

the memory of the people;
and that its gracious influence

and generous sympathies, its

efficient and gratuitous dis-

charge of great public duties,
and the wise and liberal spirit
which it displays in the
administration of the large

properties which still belong
to it, are fully appreciated by
millions. But there is now
among us what until lately
was unknown in this country,
an organised combination for

counteracting that influence,
and for representing the char-

acter and conduct of the

aristocracy as exactly the
reverse of what the people for

many generations, trusting to

their own experience and the
traditions of their fathers,
have believed it to be. It is

difficult to gauge the extent
to which lying tongues have
undermined this ancient faith.

But that they have not been
without their effect is pretty
certain ; and any scheme for

the reform of the House of

Lords, depending on its sur-
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vival, however excellent in

itself, must be very carefully
considered before it is finally

adopted.
We doubt, moreover, whether

it would be quite so easy to

prevent the intrusion into these

same large areas of the sectional

influences and prejudices which

operate in smaller ones. Could

any constituency be so large
but that Tadpole and Taper
could worm their way into it.

For these gentlemen are to be
found in both parties alike.

Could any county or borough
council be found capable of

selecting a candidate without

any regard to local interests

or prejudices? Could the
widest possible extent of

electoral areas do anything to

lower the influence of the

Trades Unions?
Mr Balfour says that in no

great country has a purely
elective Upper Chamber been
found consistent with the pre-
dominance of the Lower. He
referred to France and the

United States in support of

this assertion. The Second
Chamber in Australia is main-

ly a Labour Chamber, which
would be hardly likely to an-

swer the purpose for which we
desire one in England.
The great body of the Eng-

lish people, who are but imper-

fectly represented in the pres-
ent Parliament, call on the

Unionist party to save their

ancient heritage from the hand
of the destroyer. This can
never be done by a policy of

hesitation or vacillation. We
must have no " waverers "

in

our ranks. As was said of the

Whig Ministers in 1832, they
might have made terms with
a resolute foe : they trampled
on a hesitating opponent.
The present Cabinet might
recoil from coming to extrem-
ities with a determined and
united Opposition having a

much larger body of public

opinion at their back than
their mere numbers represent.
At all events, that is the only

game to play. Its failure could

bring no worse consequences
than a policy of cowardice and
concession must inevitably

bring with it. Let the Union-
ists wait till the Lords have
matured their own scheme of

reform, and then appeal to the

people to support their con-

stitutional authority. We
firmly believe that this appeal
would not be in vain. But if

it was, let the defenders of that

"Old England," which would
then be lost to us for ever,
fall with their faces to the foe.
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BY ST JOHN LUCAS.

CONCERNING the fatness of

abbesses ecclesiastical history
has much to tell us, and legend
has been busy with the same
theme. Tertullian, in his mel-

ancholy treatise, 'De Jejuniis,'
has a terrible description of

the anguish endured by a

saintly female of Philadelphia,
whose girth was too great to

permit her to pass the door of

heaven until St Peter rolled

back his sleeves and tugged
her in as he would have hauled
an overweighted net at Galilee ;

the learned and severe Aldhelm
devotes a page of his 'De
Laudibus Virginitatis

'

to the

peculiar temptations that beset

or are caused by plump per-

sons, with examples that are

unquotable; and the strange
case of the prioress of the Tor
de' Specchi oblates, who flew

into a passion and stamped on
VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLVI.

the floor, which straightway
opened (either by act of God or

because she was of prodigious

bulk) and admitted her with

great rapidity to the cellar, is

well known to the wise. That
her fall was broken and her

death averted by the body of

the cellarer, who had observed
the feast of St Martin of Tours

by eating the greater part of a

goose and drinking much crude

wine, has afforded argument
to many jolly schoolmen and

sophistical topers, from the

grand Rabelais to the long-
winded Redi, and it is rum-
oured that the curious and
erudite author of ' The Path to

Rome ' has written a mono-

graph on the affair. It were,

indeed, a nice theme for the

speculative, whether fatness in

women have not some eternal

co-relation with holiness. In-

2F
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stances to the contrary are not

lacking, suoh as the wives of

some Methodists and Calvin-

istic men, who are commonly
gaunt and bleak, and a certain

notable fat nun of Caen, who
of pure malice and devilry did

immure the present writer for

the space of two hours in a

nasty and filthy subterranean

cell, whither he had descended
to gaze on an antique sar-

cophagus. And it is true that

no one can think of St Agnes
or the Beatrice of Dante as

gross in body, and that to the

early painters lantern -jaws
and attenuated shanks were
the very symbols of virtue.

Yet the holy women of Raphael
were of a type that in middle

age attains to an honourable
and matronly plumpness, and
the prophets and saints of

Michelangelo were no bare-

bones. But these latter, being
for the most part men, are

outside the argument, and so

for the same reason are the

bishops and certain other

officers of the Church of Eng-
land, whose costume is de-

signed to cover that part
whereof ample men are most

ashamed, namely, the belly,
and to display that part
wherein they most find glory,

namely, the calf of the leg.

IL

Now of all fat women who
ever brought honour to a Holy
Church and to a profane sex,

the abbess of Saint-Ernoul was
the most enormous. She moved
with the gestures of a hobbled

elephant, and her nose and eyes
were almost lost behind two
vast and rosy cheeks. Yet she

was an active woman, observ-

ant, and fond of snuff, and she
worked with vigour and success

amongst the poor. She was

greatly beloved by the orthodox
and also by many amiable sin-

ners : of the former, the Arch-

bishop of P presented her
with a snuffbox, and of the lat-

ter, the Bishop of C sent her

snuff, and Madame la Vieom-
tesse de N kept her sup-
plied with perfumed essence for

the bath, which essence all found
its way into the house of Master
Peter the woodcutter, who had
never washed himself in his life.

Pope Leo XIII. sent her an

extraordinary blessing, and the

atheistical and disputatious
folk regarded her as a too,
too solid pillar of the Church.
She had great celebrity. There-
fore when the crash came, and
all the poor little nuns were
driven out of their homes by
order of a beneficent and pro-

gressive Government, the abbess
of Saint-Ernoul was marked
down as one of the first victims.

She was denounced as a danger-
ously influential woman, a sup-

porter of ancient ideas, a wily
schemer who could extract

large sums of money from the

rich by methods and for pur-

poses best known to herself.

All of which was perfectly
true : she had immense influ-

ence, for her smile was more

persuasive than fifty sermons;
she supported the ideas of

gentleness and cheerful self-
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sacrifice, which, as all the world

knows, are terribly rococo ; she

was always scheming to make
new and nourishing bouillons

for the sick, and she was a

merciless plunderer of the

rich for the sake of the

poor.

in.

There was a large town near
her convent with a lace - in-

dustry. The mayor of this

town called himself an advanced

free-thinker, but he was really
a very ignorant and vulgar
person who was suffering from
a surfeit of the ideas of certain

people cleverer than himself.

He was a meagre man with a
double chin (this is always a

dangerous combination), and he
hated the good abbess with all

the capacity of his stupid soul.

He accused her before various

high officials of obtaining an
influence over the girls in the

lace-factories, and of persuad-
ing some of them to enter the

convent as lay sisters and to

continue their work within its

walls, which was true. He
also accused her of selling the

lace which they made to certain

establishments in Paris which

supplied the less virtuous Paris-

ians with extremely ornamental

underclothing, and of thus en-

couraging immorality and the
lusts of the flesh, which was a

lie, as he knew right well. He
succeeded in obtaining a writ
of ejectment, or some such

document, from the Minister of

the Interior, and he made a

speech in the city which al-

luded to the Bights of Man, to

Liberty, and to several other
abstract affairs, concluding it

with an impassioned demand
that all pure-minded reformers

and moral progressivists should

help him in the noble
1

task of

turning a colony of dangerous
women neck and crop out of

their lair. The pure-minded
reformers obeyed him to a man.
There were about three dozen
of them. The mayor put on
his tricolor scarf, added a few

policemen to the band of dis-

ciples, and set off for the con-

vent, amid the consternation of

the honest market-women and
the satirical ululations of many
small boys.
When the procession reached

the convent gate it found the

abbess waiting to receive it.

The mayor struck a majestic
attitude, inflated his chest, read

the lucid prose of the Minister
of the Interior, and wound up
with some original remarks of

a triumphant and hectoring
nature. To this the abbess,
whose blood was up to a height
most dangerous for anyone of

her habit of body, replied that
he was a miserable liar, and
that she intended to stay in the

convent for as long as she

chose to do so. The mayor
indicated the policeman (who
looked remarkably sheepish, for

the abbess had known them all

ever since they were born), and

regretted that he should be com-

pelled to use force. The abbess,
with a magnificent gesture, in-

vited him to do his worst. At
the same moment the under-gar-
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dener, a poor, fond peasant who
cared nothing for the dignity
of mayors but worshipped the

abbess, directed a powerful jet of

water from the convent fire-hose

full against the mayor's tri-

color scarf. The mayor collapsed

abruptly, and lay struggling in

the flood like a stranded Levi-

athan, and when the police
advanced to arrest the under-

gardeuer he bowled them over
like ninepins, shouting joyously
as he performed this horrid act.

He then turned his attention to

the thirty odd pure-minded
reformers, who withdrew in

disorder. Meanwhile the ab-

bess, with an agility that was

certainly lent her by Heaven,
waded gallantly forth, snatched

up the document, which had
fallen with the mayor, tore it

in half, and sent the fragments
sailing down the wind that

blew coldly on the saturated

moralists. Then she returned
to the convent, and the gar-
dener remained on the watch
with his hose at the window.

IV.

The infuriated and sodden

mayor went back to the city
and lay in bed for two days.

During this period he was
visited by the commandant of

the garrison, and when he had
recovered from his cold he set

out for the convent accom-

panied by twenty soldiers, half a

dozen engineers, and a machine-

gun. In justice to the mayor,
we must add that the last

dreadful item of the expedition
was intended for the under-

gardener. The soldiers were

pelted by little boys with
various missiles, both vegetable
and mineral, and cheered by a

vagrant imbecile, who was ar-

rested. They approached the

convent in good order, but
when they had prepared the

machine-gun for action they
discovered that the front door
was open and the abbess and
nuns had disappeared, taking
with them everything of any
value. The soldiers smoked

cigarettes in the ehapel (by
request of the mayor), broke

a few windows with their

bayonets, and marched back
to barracks. In this way,
after five hundred years of

error, the foundation of Saint-

Ernoul was finally abolished by
the intrepid pioneers of a new
age.
The abbess, knowing well

that she would be forcibly
driven from the convent after

her defiance of the mayor, had
contrived to place most of her

nuns in various communities
which had not yet been dis-

persed by the Government.
She herself was the last to

leave the convent, but when
she had seen all its few valu-

able possessions safely packed
and sent to a great ecclesiastic

in Paris who was an old friend,

she departed late one afternoon,

accompanied by three sisters

whose names were three sweet

symphonies. She did not for-

get the under -
gardener, but

obtained employment for him
in a place that was sufficiently

distant from the revengeful
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mayor. Finally, she drove
with her three handmaidens
to a small station about two
miles distant from the convent,
and took a slow train to the

capital.
The three handmaidens were

called Ursula, Margaret, and
Veronica. Ursula was plump
and cheerful, with pink cheeks
and large blue eyes ; Margaret
was dark, with a pensive and

gentle face, although she was
really extremely practical and
could do book-keeping by double

entry. Veronica was the eldest
;

she was about forty-five, with

sandy hair and a small mous-
tache. She was sensible and
faithful and slightly sarcas-

tic. They were all intensely
devoted to the abbess, and

wept copiously when they
left the convent. The abbess
did not weep, but there was
a nervous tremor in her third

chin.

It was late in the evening
when they reached the capital.
The younger nuns were be-

wildered by the noise of the

station, but the abbess remained
calm and majestic. When she
became engaged in an alter-

cation with a profane cabman
who alleged her bulk as the

reason for his refusing her offer

of employment, she spoke with
such dignity and point that

the cabman removed his hat

and demanded her blessing.
It is true that he adhered to

his refusal. At length a driver

who had an adventurous soul

was discovered : the abbess,
after a sharp struggle, entered

his cab, taking Sister Veronica
with her, whilst Ursula and

Margaret followed in another

vehicle. The latter pair were

greatly alarmed by the brilliant

streets, the crowds, and the

strange exhortations of the

driver to his horse; but the

abbess waved a reassuring hand
to them at every street corner.

Eventually they were deposited
at the garden-gate of a large

orphanage on the outskirts of

the city, where they received

a most affectionate welcome
from the Mother Superior and
the sisters in charge. The
three nuns were tired and
rather frightened, but the

abbess had recovered her good
spirits, talked and laughed in-

cessantly, and simulated a keen

anxiety as to whether she

would be the largest orphan of

the community. She was the

largest orphan.

V.

The orphanage for some
reason escaped the attention
of the Minister of the Interior,
so that the four good women
abode there in peace for several

weeks. The abbess had many
visitors ; she was a member of

an old aristocratic family, and
had several relatives in the capi-

tal. Amongst them was a cer-

tain Monsignor B
,
an old

gentleman with beautiful silver

hair and a thin face that was

always puckered into a humor-
ous smile. He was a great ad-

mirer of the abbess, who was
his first cousin, and never
missed an opportunity of com-
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ing to see her. Like the abbess,
he had the fatal quality, so

sanely detested by Ministers of

Interiors, of inspiring affection

wherever he went, and all the

orphans adored him. He was
a monomaniac, obsessed con-

tinually with a wish to make

everyone that he met as happy
as possible, and he succeeded

frequently. The anti-clerical

papers denounced him every
week as a- dangerous intriguer ;

he subscribed secretly to all of

them, and read the denuncia-
tions with immense delight to

the abbess in the orphanage
garden.

It did not take this excellent

Monsignor B very long to

discover that the abbess, al-

though she seemed to be in

good spirits and was always
making bad jokes, was really

pining for the convent which
she had been compelled to leave.

She liked the orphanage, but
of course she was only a guest
within its walls, and therefore

her capacity for wise govern-
ment was rusting unused. He
discovered also that she had a

burning ambition an ambition
which she had flung aside

whilst she was in her convent,
but one which had returned
with greater intensity now that

she had leisure. She longed
to see Home. She admitted it

herself in the course of their

many conversations, and she
stated frankly that the yearn-
ing had its profane side. "

Oh,
of course I'm dying to see the

Holy Father and St Peter's

and the house of the Blessed

Cecilia and the Tre Fontane,"
she explained to him. " I've a

map and a Murray, and I know

all the churches as well as if

I'd knelt in every one of them.
But I'm not going to pretend
that I should pass by all those

terrible beautiful pagan things
with my nose in the air. I

should climb to the top of the

Colosseum
"
(Monsignor B

looked ghastly),
" and sit in

Hadrian's Villa and poke about
those wonderful tombs in the

Campagna for all the world as

if my name was Washington
and I came from Chicago. I'd

go first to St Peter's, and then

to the Scala Santa and the Ara
Coeli and San Clemente and
the Catacombs, but I'd keep a

whole day for the Palatine

and no one should come with
me."

Monsignor B shook his

head and smiled.
" You would shock them all

dreadfully," he said. "You
know what the attitude of the

Holy Church has been for cen-

turies with regard to all those

very interesting relics of the

pagans."
" If it had only been an atti-

tude I wouldn't have minded,"
said the abbess with vigour.
" Heaven forgive me ! I find

it hard to forgive some of us

for the things we did. The

Holy Fathers, to ! Urban the

Fifth selling stones from the

Colosseum, and the Farnese

ruining the Arch of Titus, and
Urban the Eighth melting
down the Pantheon roof.

Don't shake your head; he
did !

"

"
Quod non fecerunt barbari

fecere Barberini" quoted Mon-

signor B .

" It is perfectly
true. Also he issued a bull

excommunicating those who
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took snuff in the churches of

Seville."
" Ah ! In church that be-

comes serious," said the abbess.

Monsignor B took a pinch
from her box. "How would

you like," he said very quietly,
" how would you like to go

to Rome this year ?
"

The abbess glowed visibly at

the suggestion.
" How would I like it ?

"
she

repeated with rapture, and
then she descended to reality.
" My dear good man," she said,
"

it's about as likely as a flight
to the moon."

" You have leisure this year

for the first time in your life,"

said her friend.

She shook her head. "I have
leisure but I am not free," she

answered. " I have received my
orders ;

I must remain here."
" Hum," remarked Monsignor

B
,
and he began to talk

botany. He took leave of her

shortly afterwards. She spent
the afternoon making linseed

poultices, but in spite of the

engrossing nature of this self-

inflicted penance she could not

get the thought of Rome out of

her head, and this made her

almost angry with Monsignor
B

VI.

He came to see her three

days later, and, as usual, they
walked together in the garden.
The intelligent face of Mon-

signor B wore a mys-
terious expression, and he
smiled frequently at nothing
in particular. He seemed pre-

occupied, too, for when they
met one of the orphans he
offered her, instead of his usual

pat on the head, a pinch of

snuff from the abbess's box,
which he happened to be hold-

ing. The poor child was ter-

ribly scandalised, and retired

to report the matter to the
Mother Superior. Even the
tolerant abbess was surprised,
and demanded why he was
so oddly absent-minded.
He did not answer, but after

a moment he turned to her and
asked an extraordinary question.
"Did you ever," he said,

" when you were young, think
of becoming an ambassadress ?

"

"Do you mean did I ever

contemplate marriage with an
ambassador ? Certainly not !

"

replied the abbess with asperity.

Monsignor B smiled.
" That was not quite what I

meant," he explained. "Did

you never feel that it might
be your task your duty to

run on errands for the Holy
Church?"
The abbess still stared at

him.
"I was taught to make

myself generally useful," she

answered,
" but I must confess

that I never could run. At
least, not since I was twenty-
five. It was then that I ran
after the burglar who broke
into the refectory. But I didn't

overtake him. That was the

last time I tried, and I hope
you don't want me to try
now."

Monsignor B chuckled.
" I don't want you to try, but
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the Holy Church does," he
said.

" The Holy Church !

"
echoed

the abbess.

He nodded slowly. "The
Holy Church knows that you
are one of the best of her ser-

vants, and she doesn't like to

see you pining for some good
work to do. So she has ar-

ranged for you to run on a
little errand. The little errand
is the organisation of a new
convent for countrywomen of

ours."

"Mercy!" cried the abbess,
with an unmistakable thrill of

joy in her voice. "And where
is it ?

"

Monsignor B held out
his hand for the snuff-box, took
a large pinch for each nostril,
inhaled them slowly, and with

equal deliberation wiped away
the superfluous grains with a

huge red cotton handkerchief.

At last he spoke.
"It is let me see to the

best of my belief ifmy memory
is not deceiving me, it is in

what's the name of the place ?

somewhere in Italy Rome.

Yes, decidedly, it is in Home."
The abbess stared at him

keenly for at least half a

minute, and then she threw up
her hands and stood in an
attitude of ecstasy, murmuring
something which he could not

hear. Afterwards she beamed
at him like a tropic sunset.

"
Oh, you delicious man !

"

she said.

"You'll go?" asked Mon-

signor B- with a wicked
intonation of astonishment.

" Won't I !

"
said the abbess.

Her voice was the voice of a

girl of twenty, but there were
tears in her eyes as she spoke.

VII.

Now of the doings of the

great and holy abbess in the

great and holy city of Rome
the diary kept by Sister

Veronica contains the chronicle.

For Sister Veronica was chosen
to accompany her, being the
senior of the three hand-

maidens, and a wise and prac-
tical woman who was not
afraid of foreigners and tour-

ists and all such trash.

Arrived (says the first entry
in the diary), June the 1st. It

is very warm. A long jour-

ney ; the train went up and
down mountains. The R.M.

[Reverend Mother] pleased
with the milk of Switzerland,

and with two English children

who conversed with her in her
own language. ^ Mary, Mother
of Heaven, have pity on all

heretics. ^ Drove in a carriage

through streets to a hill called

Aventine. The smell of Rome
is strange. The new convent

large and very dirty. The

garden full of roses and little

beasts, with a view over the

city that is beautiful.

June 2nd. Very sunny. There
are little beasts in my bed, but
not the worst kind. The R.M.
at work all day with arrange-
ments for the new convent.

She regrets that she is ignorant
of the Italian language, but it

is of no consequence since all
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who come here speak our own.
His Eminence the Cardinal
B visited the E.M. He
laughs much. Bought six

scrubbing-brushes from a man
with a cart full of ironware
and crockery. Twenty - five

beggars slept in the cloister.

Fed them in the morning ; they
had bad manners.
June 3. J- "Went with the

B.M. to receive the Holy
Father's Blessing. ^ Almost
too nervous to open my eyes.
The Holy Father spoke much
to the B.M. It is regrettable
that on no occasion can she
refrain from laughter. > Mary,
Mother of Heaven, implant the

spirit of charity in my breast,
so that, remembering my own
weakness, I may not be censori-

ous of the defects of others. <%*

All the bristles came out of all

the scrubbing-brushes.
June 4. The convent now

cleaned and ready. Paid the

eleaners, who afterwards made
a riot in the cloister. Visit

from the Papal Secretary,
Cardinal M . He laughs
like a boy when the B.M. talks.

His suggestions were practical,
and I told him of the drains.

The garden is shady, but
the flies are a trouble to

the B.M. The gardener, when
paid, joined the riot in the
cloister.

June 5. Visited St Peter's

and most of the other churches
in Borne. Very tired. The
B.M. not tired. Two sisters

arrived from Brittany.
June 6. Hh Sunday. f
June 7. Visited more

churches.

June 8. More churches. Two
sisters from Chambery.

June 9. Churches.
June 10.

Junell. Extremely hot. The
B.M. visited churches alone.

Bebuked by B.M. for curiosity
when I asked their names.
June 12. Sister Sophia

has jaundice. B.M. visiting
churches alone.

And so on. There is a gap
in the diary between the 12th

and 16th of June, when Ver-

onica was probably nursing
Sister Sophia. The entries

after the latter date are for

the most part very brief :

June 11th. Sophia able to sit

in garden, but complained of

flies and afraid of little beasts.

Drove with B.M. to the Tre
Fontane. SS. Paul, Bernard,

Vincent, and Anastasius, orate

pro nobis. %
June 18th. Much beset by

beggars in the streets. B.M.
told me to say avanti to them,
which means go away, avaunt.

When I say it they march in

procession in front of me. Has
B.M. mistaken the word ?

June 19th. Mother Superior
arrived. Italian, but speaks
our language. B.M. explained

everything to her. Seems sen-

sible, but rolls her eyes. Car-

dinal B brought his sister,

the Princess V
,
to see the

convent. A scented woman.

Sophia sick again in the

evening.
June 20. Sunday. %> High

Mass in St John Lateran. Our
last Sunday in Borne. B.M.
in low spirits.
June 2 1st. Very hot. Sophia

very sick all day. B.M. visited

churches. Letter came in the
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evening from the Princess
V offering RM. the use
of her villa on the hills for

a fortnight. R.M. consulted
with me whether it would be

good for Sophia to have a

change.
June 22nd. Sophia very weak.

RM. accepted the offer of Prin-
cess V .

June 23rd. Intensely hot.

R.M. out all day. Returned
exhausted.

June 24th. Left Rome with
R.M. and Sophia.

At this point, unfortunately,
the diary ceases, but the so-

journ made by the three holy
women at the Princess V 's

villa is a matter of ecclesiastical

history.

VIII.

The villa, which stood on the

slopes of the Alban Hills be-

tween Frascati and Marino,
was a square white edifice

which had no particular pre-
tensions to beauty. It pos-
sessed, however, a delightful

garden with a fine view of the

Campagna and of Rome. The
custodian, who lived in a tiny
lodge near the gates, was a
cheerful personage called Marc-
antonio Bern. He wore a red
shirt and had princely manners.
His wife, Giua, who equalled
him in amiability though she
was less picturesque, looked
after the domestic economy of

the villa and cooked simple
and excellent meals for the nuns.
Both Marcantonio and Gina
had learnt French from the
Princess's maid. The air of

the hills proved beneficial al-

most instantly to the suffering

Sophia, and the abbess, whom
immense excursions into an-

tiquity had greatly exhausted,
became exuberant with energy.
Veronica wrangled incessantly
with Gina, whose culinary
methods, though they were

immensely successful in the

result, were startling in process.

It was a pleasant existence,
but after about a week Sophia
had recovered completely, and
therefore the Abbess and Ver-
onica had nothing to do, and
found their time began to pass
very slowly. The abbess gazed
wistfully at Rome, and thought
of all the interesting relics of

the past which she had omitted
to see ; Veronica's temper be-

came uncertain, and she made
sarcastic allusions to Sophia,
who displayed the hearty appe-
tite of convalescence.

One morning, however, some-

thing happened which gave a
new direction to their activity.
The abbess, who by this time
knew some Italian, was in the

garden talking to Marcantonio
when a small and ragged urchin

entered. He wore a huge
wide - awake hat which com-

pletely hid his face from the

sight of any one taller than

himself, and he carried a flask

of wine which was presum-
ably destined for Marcantonio's
luncheon.

The abbess spoke to the

urchin, and the urchin took off

his ridiculous hat with a flour-

ish. At the sight of his face
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the abbess started ; it was scar-

let, vividly inflamed, and cov-

ered with small protuberances.
She examined him closely and
found that her first suspicions
were correct. The urchin was

suffering from a hearty attack
of measles. He admitted that

his head was aching violently,
and that, when he walked, the

landscape and all its details

danced a mad tarantella in

front of him. Then he sat on
a flower-pot and wept many
self-pitying tears, whereat the

ruthless Maroantonio grinned.
"He can walk; he is not

so ill as he believes," he said,

standing well to windward of

the boy, however. " Down
there, around Marino, they
have all caught it the rosolia,

and some of the people have
died even those of mature

age. But what can you ex-

pect, Blessed Lady ? They herd

together like pigs in the

slush." And he threw a self-

satisfied glance towards his

own neat abode, whence the

voice of Gina arose in an out-

burst of unmelodious song.
The abbess looked thought-

fully at the sufferer for a

moment ; then she took his

hand, led him into the villa,

and put him to bed. That after-

noon she walked with Veronica
to the village whence he had

come, and found that Maro-
antonio had scarcely exagger-
ated the state of affairs. An
epidemic of measles was raging,
and also, there was a dan-

gerous low fever which at-

tacked the victims just when
they seemed to be convales-

cent. The two plagues were
not confined to the village,

but had spread all through
the district that lies about the

lake of Albano. The inhabit-

ants of this district were for

the most part extremely poor,
and had notions of hygiene
which were worse than rudi-

mentary. SisterVeronica made
the acquaintance of several

other species of little beasts.

The good abbess, undaunted

by such drawbacks and by
her own scanty knowledge of

Italian, at once set to work

alleviating the condition of

those who were sick, and teach-

ing those who were well to

take the obvious precautions

against infection. Sometimes
she made Marcantonio come
with her as interpreter : Marc-
antonio hated the office, but
nevertheless obeyed. Veronica
became active and contented,
and Sophia sulked because she

was not allowed to share in

the work, but might only
nurse the small boy at the

villa.

"We have only a week,"
said the abbess; "but miracles

may happen in a week."
A day or two later some-

thing happened which, if not

a miracle, seemed at any rate

an intervening of Providence
on behalf of the good work.
A letter came from the Mother

Superior of the orphanage
where the abbess and nuns
had taken shelter after they
had left Saint-Ernoul, bringing
the news that the Minister of

the Interior had swooped upon
her domain, and that there-

fore she was unable to offer

any further hospitality to the

abbess. The letter was for-

warded to Cardinal R
,
and
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by return of post a note came
from his sister begging the

abbess to regard the villa as

her own for so long as she

wished.

The abbess rejoiced, and

pushed on her work with re-

newed vigour. The Princess
V sent her doctor a
brilliant young man, who
dressed very smartly and had
no particular love for religious
Orders or squalid peasants.
But he promptly fell in love

with the abbess, and it is

rumoured that he neglected
all kinds of rich and fashion-

able neurotics in Rome for

her sake. In spite of this

combination of energy and

genius, the epidemic increased :

there were more deaths, and
the poor people grew despond-
ent and gave themselves up
for lost as soon as they felt

slightly unwell. The abbess
toiled and toiled until she

grew perceptibly thinner, cur-

tailing her sleep and tramping
from cottage to cottage with
food and medicine

;
Veronica

was possessed by a devouring
devil of energy, and the young
doctor soiled innumerable speci-
mens of exquisite linen in the
dirt of plague-stricken hovels.

But though the measles abated,
the fever assumed a more
severe form as the heat in-

creased. At last, one evening
when three children and an
old woman had died, the

doctor, who was in consulta-
tion with the abbess at the

villa, admitted that he be-

gan to share the general
despondency.

" We should have an army
of workers, madame," he said,

"though, certainly, you have
an army in yourself. The

poor people are becoming
panic - stricken; they believe

that the Madonna delle Grazie
of Marino has frowned upon
them. They are strangely

superstitious I demand par-
don, easily depressed. The

procession of the Holy Picture

has so far failed to reassure

them."
" We must send for more

quinine," said the abbess.

"All the quinine in the
world can't save people who
are certain that they are on
the brink of death," said the

doctor,
" and imagine that their

patron saints have forsaken

them. Apropos, there is one

thing that they are always
demanding."
"What is it?" asked the

abbess.

The doctor laughed quickly
and glanced at her with a tiny

glint of malice in his full, in-

tensely black eyes. He brushed
the sleeve of his smart flannel

suit with the back of his hand
and twisted his wiry moustache.

"A relic of some holy person,"
he answered. "

Or, better still,

several relics. It appears that

there are few fin the district,
and that these have not proved
very efficacious." He smiled
at the abbess, who looked
solemn and nodded thought-
fully.
"As you know, dear madame,"

he said, "I know nothing of

such things. I am concerned

only with the practical side

of the healer's art." And
he bowed half -

ironically to

her.

The abbess regarded him
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sternly, and then her face

puckered into a reluctant smile.

"You may be an infidel,"

she said gruffly, "but at any
rate you're a very kind infidel.

I've seen you at work." And
when she had spoken the young
doctor suddenly lost all his

perkiness and ironical swagger
and looked like an embarrassed

boy.
" I beg your pardon," he said

after a moment,
" and I advise

you to obtain some relics from
Rome."

" I shall go there to-morrow,"
said the abbess.

And on the next day she

went. Before departing she

warned Veronica to expect a
box containing relics and to

make inquiries at the post
office if it did not arrive within

forty-eight hours. For she had
determined to pass two days in

Rome in order to enlist the

sympathy of certain influential

persons on behalf of her poor
people.
When she reached the city

she drove at once to the Vatican
and explained the whole affair

to Cardinal R . His Emin-
ence was extremely sympathetic
and despatched a messenger to

some address which the abbess

did not overhear. Whilst they
were awaiting his return the

Princess V was announced.
This scented but kindly woman
was delighted to see the abbess,

asked all sorts of questions
about the poor contadini, and
insisted that the holy woman
was to sleep for two nights in

her palace. The abbess had
intended to stay at the convent,
but eventually she accepted the

princess's invitation. Then the

messenger returned, bearing a

large wooden box which con-

tained many holy bones, frag-
ments of hair, and something
in a bottle which proved to be
a toe-nail. The Cardinal ex-

patiated on the origin and the

merit of the relics, and even
whilst he did so the abbess

nailed up the box, corded it,

sealed it, and addressed it to

Sister Veronica. She intended
to send explanations and in-

structions that evening. The

messenger took the box to the

post office, and the abbess

departed on her round of visits.

She had only paid three when
a remarkable event happened.
The day was very hot, the

abbess was overwrought with

nursing and late hours. As
she was descending the steps
of the Trinita de' Monti she

fainted. She recovered con-

sciousness immediately, and was
assisted into a carriage by some

sympathetic passers-by. But
when she reached the palace of

Princess V she was too ill

to do anything but go to bed,
and far too ill to write to

Veronica.

IX.

At Grottaferrata, halfway
between Frascati and Marino,
dwelt an aged and very surly
man named Angelo Grazioli.

He was a professional beggar,
and earned a decent income by
making himself a nuisance to

all the tourists who visited the
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district. This venerable rogue
existed in extreme squalor, but
it was believed by his neigh-
bours that he had a com-
fortable sum invested in Gov-
ernment securities. He lived

with his daughter, a grim lady
of some forty-five years ; they
quarrelled incessantly.

Shortly before the arrival of

the abbess, Angelo Grazioli fell

sick of a fever, and took to his

bed, where he alternately be-

moaned his imminent demise
and reviled his daughter, who
did not believe that he was

really ill, and called him a lazy
old fool. He became rapidly
worse, and when the abbess

and the doctor visited him,

they had scarcely the faintest

hope of his recovery. Marean-
tonio shared their forebodings,
but was resigned. "The old

Angelo has orders to march,"
he informed everyone whom
he met. " He doesn't like it,

but it is the will of God, and

certainly he was a very great
rogue."
On the day after the abbess

went to Rome, it seemed that

Angelo was about to obey the

orders mentioned by Marcan-
tonio. Sister Veronica sat by
his bedside all the morning,
and his daughter, scared at

last, wept copiously in the back-

ground. About four o'clock

in the afternoon, however, he
rallied slightly, and when she
had done everything that was

possible, Veronica seized the

opportunity of returning to

the villa for some medicine.

When she arrived, she found
Sister Sophia drooping in

ecstatic contemplation over a

large box.

" Dear Veronica," said Sophia,
" the holy relics have come. I

recognise the handwriting of

the Reverend Mother, and al-

ready a heavenly fragrance has

spread through the house."

Veronica inspected the box.

She, too, recognised the hand-

writing of the abbess on the

label. At the other end of

the box was another label, and
on it was printed in large
letters the one word SPEDITO.

Veronica's experience of Italian

parcels was small. She stared

at the word and wondered what
it meant.
"We had better open it,"

she said. They took off the

lid. Inside they found the

holy bones and the bottle con-

taining a toe-nail. Kneeling,

they touched the relics rever-

ently. But though they
searched in every corner of

the box, they found nothing
to tell them the names f the

original owner or owners of

these glorious fragments.
Veronica was much perplexed ;

she was convinced that the

abbess would not have for-

gotten such an important
matter. Sophia was nearly
sure that the object in the

bottle belonged to a certain

holy man of the fourth century
who was famous for allowing
his finger-nails and toe-nails

to grow exceedingly long. But
Veronica was scornful of her

theories, and became, indeed,

quite cross.

"It's impossible to go down
to the sick people and tell

them that these bones belong
to so-and-so when really they

belong to someone quite dif-

ferent," she said; "and if we
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say that we don't know whose
bones any of them are, they
won't have any faith in them.

They'll think they belong to

some saint who takes no in-

terest in the district."

"Then we must wait until

the Reverend Mother returns,"
said Sophia.

" I don't want to wait," said

Veronica. "I want to take

them to Angelo Grazioli this

very evening. There is a fine

chance of a miracle. Oh !

there must be a name some-
where !

"

She turned over the lid of

the box. Then she uttered

an exclamation of surprise and

joy.
" Look !

"
she cried.

She was pointing to the

large label.
" How blind we were !

"
she

said. "That is the name of

the saint."

Sophia peered at the label.
"
Spedito," she spelled slowly.

" Is that really the name ?
"

"
No, of course it's not, foolish

one," retorted Veronica. " S
stands for saint. Pedito is his

name. Saint Pedito. It's clear

enough."
"I don't seem to remember

him," murmured Sophia.
"You are a very ignorant

young woman, and I am a

very ignorant old one," said

Veronica. " Who are we that

we should presume to remember
all the glorious names in the

Calendar? And Pedito is with-
out doubt the Italian way of

pronouncing the name of some
saint whom we know well

under another title, possibly
the blessed Saint Peter him-
self."

" Ah ! I understand," said

Sophia, looking hopelessly be-

fogged.
" Whoever he is," continued

Veronica triumphantly,
" he

was very holy, or the Reverend
Mother would never have sent

his portions. And the wax is

sealed with the seal of an

Eminence, you can see the

Hat above the shield. And
now pack up the box for

Marcantonio to carry. I am
going t the dispensary to

make medicine for the old

Angelo."
Sophia obeyed, and as soon

as the medicine was prepared
they summoned Marcantonio.
He entered with his hat in his

hand, grinning cheerfully.
"The holy relics have ar-

rived," said Veronica.

Marcantonio dropped on one
knee and crossed himself.

Then he rose and gazed with

great reverence at the box.
"Ah !

" he said. " And what

may be the name of the glori-
ous defunct ?

"

" Saint Pedito," answered
Veronica.

Marcantonio repeated the

words thoughtfully. "I can-

not recall the name, but I am
only a poor, ignorant sinner,"
he confessed. "No doubt Gina
will know it. Gina is very
wise concerning saints, and is

always rebuking me for a fool

in such matters." He went to

the window, made a trumpet
of his hands, and shouted
" Gina !

" There was an an-

swering cry from the garden,
and in another moment Gina

appeared. Her bare arms
smelt powerfully of onions.

" What do you desire, blessed

ladies ?
"
she asked.
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"
Gina, my beloved one," said

Marcantonio,
" do you know a

saint called Saint Pedito ?
"

Gina surveyed him scornfully.
"Saint Pedito!" she cried.

" If I know him ! Only a fool

would be ignorant of so holy a

man
;
a healer, a prophet, a

martyr, a worker of miracles !

Was he not the patron saint

of my paternal aunt and of my
mother's mother ! Know him,
indeed !

"

Marcantonio beamed with

pride.
" You see, blessed ladies, she

knows him. She knows them
all. There is not a saint in

the calendar of whom she is

ignorant. In that box, my
Gina," he continued,

"
you see

the bones of the blessed and

glorious Saint Pedito. For
whom be praise in scecula scecu-

lorum, Amen." Gina crossed

herself and contemplated the

relics.

"You spoke of him as a

healer, Gina," said Veronica
;

"do you know what diseases

he was especially fond of

healing ?
"

"
Mumps, measles, toothache,

malaria, typhoid, boils, rheu-

matism, colic, and the itch,"

answered Gina, enumerating,
without a second's hesitation,
the ailments with which she

was most familiar. Veronica
and Sophia rejoiced greatly,
and intimated to Maroantonio
that they were ready to start.

Marcantonio picked up the

box, balanced it on his shoul-

der and strode out. The liar

went back to her onions.

As they w'alked towards
Grottaferrata Veronica noticed

that a cool and healthful

wind was blowing across the

Campagna, and, later, that

the air in the village seemed
fresher than she had ever

known it.

X.

When they reached the hovel

of Angelo Grazioli the daughter
met them at the door and, with
much wailing, informed them
that the old man was already
in extremis. They found him

sitting up in bed, gasping for

breath and rolling his eyes

terribly. Sister Sophia sank
to her knees and began to

recite the prayers for the dying,
but Marcantonio took a less

despondent view, addressing
the old man cheerfully and
indeed gaily.

" Let us have no more of that

groaning, you old rascal," he

said,
" for here is a blessed saint

come on purpose to give you
one more chance of mending
your ways and living in de-

cency. Behold the relics of

the ever-blessed and glorious
San Pedito, prophet and

martyr."
The old man's gasps ceased.

"I never heard of him," he
said sullenly, glaring at the

relics.

"Which only shows," said

the irrepressible Marcantonio,
" what a besotted old ignoramus
you are. Any person of ordin-

ary education and piety knows
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that he was the patron saint of

all holy women, that he was
not only a prophet and martyr,
but a healer, a worker of

miracles, when called on to

intervene in bad cases of

mumps, measles, malaria, tooth-

ache, typhoid, boils, colic, and
the itch. Am I not right,
blessed ladies ? So touch the

relics and try to repent your
long career of roguery."
And after this eloquent ex-

ordium Sister Veronica brought
the relics one by one to the
bedside.

Now whether the bones and
the hair and the toe-nail which
were attributed to the late

Saint Pedito had really be-

longed to some person of extra-

ordinary and contagious virtue,
or whether the cool wind that

blew across the Campagna
brought a healing influence,
on this vexed question it is not
the province of the present his-

torian to decide. The abbess
had her opinion and the doctor
had his, and they did not agree.
It is sufficient to chronicle the
hard fact that as soon as

Angelo had touched the relics

his condition began to improve.
He slept, he was able to take

nourishment, he ceased to an-

ticipate death, and he swore
more heartily than ever at his

daughter. On the next day
the doctor pronounced him out
of danger, and in a week he
was once more annoying tra-

vellers on the Appian Way.
He displayed no very marked
symptoms of gratitude for the
miracle that had been accom-

plished by the relics; but his

daughter, who was pious
VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLVI.

though cantankerous, conceived

a fervent admiration for Saint

Pedito, and at once spread the

news of his virtues throughout
the district. During the three

days when the abbess lay ill in

the palace of Princess V
the relics were borne by Veron-
ica and Sophia to every sick-

bed that it was possible for

them to reach, and in every
case, whether it was one of

fever or measles or asiy other

of the unpleasant diseases en-

umerated by Gina, the patient
was soon on the mend. The fame
of Saint Pedito spread far and
wide over the Campagna : pro-
cessions of the devout came
from Tivoli, Palestrina, Subiaco,
and Segni ;

a lame beggar who
dwelt on the sea -coast was

brought on a litter, and sub-

sequently walked all the way
back to Ostia, singing and re-

joicing. The drivers of oil-

carts and wine-carts were vol-

uble in praise of the saint and
carried his fame to Rome, and

very soon the priests in the

churches of Trastevere were
harassed with inquiries as to

why there were no altars dedi-

cated to so holy a martyr and
healer. When the story reached
the Vatican is unknown, but
the abbess heard it forty-eight
hours after the miracle of old

Angelo, on the very day when
she was packing her carpet-

bag to return to the villa. She
nttered a brief but emphatic
exclamation and took the first

train to Frascati.

Veronica met her at the gates
of the garden. One glance at

her was enough to tell the

abbess that she was in a state

2G
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of religious ecstasy that bor-

dered on delirium. The abbess
assumed her sternest expression.

"Veronica," she said, "you
have done a dreadful thing."

Veronica stared at her.

"I, Reverend Mother?" she

cried in amazement. Then her
voice became inspired, rhapso-
dical. "I have done a won-

derful, wonderful thing," she

chanted, "a thing that shall

never be forgotten, a deed of

glory. I have brought back a
saint to the earth, and he has
healed the sick and caused the

lame to walk. And I did it, I,

poor Veronica ! Not unto me
be the glory." She gathered
breath for a new outburst, but
the abbess cut her short.

" Calm yourself," she said,
"don't be hysterical. You know
perfectly well that there is no
such saint as Saint Pedito.

He is an invention, a forgery.
You made him up. What on
earth possessed you?"

Veronica's face became ghast-

ly. "No such saint?" she
cried. " Is that true, Reverend
Mother?"

"Perfectly true," said the

abbess, taking snuff. "And
you know it. I'm afraid that

you are mad. What made you
invent that particular name?
Why didn't you call the relics

by the name of a real saint ?
"

"I call Heaven and Sister

Sophia to witness that the

name is the name written

by you on the box," cried

Veronica. "We could find

nothing inside to tell us whom
the holy relics belong to, but at

last we remembered the cover.

Ah, Reverend Mother, don't

look at me with such eyes !

What has happened ? What
have I done?"
The abbess sat down on a

garden -seat. Her face was
seamed with wonderful lines.

For a long while she could

not speak. "You have done

nothing, my dear Veronica,

nothing," she said, "except
that you have created an active,

miraculous saint out of a a

luggage-label." And then she

laughed so convulsively that

Veronica thought she was about
to die.

Veronica did not laugh. She
was pallid with dismay.

" Then
whose were the bones ?

" she

cried.

The abbess conquered her

laughter and wiped her

eyes.

"They were nobody's in

particular," she said. "They
came from the catacombs, and

certainly belonged to some very

holy person. Oh dear, oh dear !

And now let us think of what
has to be done."

XI.

It was a difficult question, for were planning a jollification in

even as they sat there the fame his honour. There was a crowd
of Saint Pedito was spreading of rejoicing peasants at the

like wildfire, and the good people villa gate that evening, and
of Marino and Grottaferrata Marcantonio, to its huge de-
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light, fired salvoes to the glory
of the saint from the small brass

cannon on the terrace. To ex-

plain to all these happy people
that Pedito was a fraud that

he had never had any bones,
never existed seemed impos-
sible : either they would refuse

to believe the explanation, or

there would be a grand riot

and the Holy Church would be

discredited. The abbess hesi-

tated for several days, during
which Saint Pedito accom-

plished miracles of the utmost

splendour, not limiting his

attention to human beings, but

including oxen and horses in

the fold of his beneficent influ-

ence. Votive offerings to him
were hung all about the ex-

terior walls of the villa garden,
and the local poet composed
strambotti in his honour which

every one sang. Meanwhile
the healthful wind continued to

blow and was acclaimed as the

venticello di San Pedito, a
title which it bears to this

day.
At last the abbess could no

longer bear the strain of con-
scious duplicity and went to

Rome, where she poured the
whole story into the astonished
ears of Cardinal E . He
listened gravely to her, and
when she had ceased to speak
he remained lost in thought
for some moments. Then he
looked up at her.

"What do you propose to

do, my sister?" he asked.

The abbess made eloquent
gestures with her fat hands.
" I came to your Eminence for

advice," she said. " I'm at my
wits' end. If we take away

their saint we shall take away
their faith in the holy relics;

yet we can't let him go on.

He's not a real saint, and all

the honour that the real saints

ought to have is bestowed on
him. I give it up ;

I feel

beaten. It's the first time in

my life."

The Cardinal was again deep
in thought.

"After all," he murmured,
" why shouldn't we let him go
on as you phrase it, my
sister ?

"

The abbess looked scandal-

ised.
" Eminence !

"
she cried.

He held up a long thin hand.
" Wait a moment," he said.

" Saint Pedito has worked mir-

acles
;
how do we know that

the invention of his name was
not a miracle

;
that perhaps

there really was some saint of

that name or something very
like it whose existence has

unfortunately been forgotten ?

Eh ! there used to be so many
good persons in this bad world,

my sister !

"

The abbess stared at him.

"Your Eminence really thinks

it possible
"
she said.

The Cardinal smiled bril-

liantly. "The whole affair is

very wonderful and mysteri-
ous," he said.

" If there is no
saint of that name there cer-

tainly ought to be. At any
rate, it will be worth while to

make inquiries. I will give
instructions

;
meanwhile "

he paused.
" Meanwhile ?

"
echoed the

abbess.
"
Meanwhile, say nothing,"

said the Cardinal. " The whole
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affair wears too divine an aspect
to admit of human interference

for the present."
So the abbess said nothing.
But how the Cardinal set a

scholar to work in various

libraries, and how the scholar

discovered that a certain Ro-
man soldier called Expeditus,
who lived in the third century
of our era, became a Christian
and died a martyr in the Colos-

seum, beiag slain of lions, and
how an expert osteologist re-

cognised the marks of lions'

teeth on the bones which had

accomplished so many miracles

are not these things written
in the official account of the

saint's canonisation ? He was
established on such a Definitely
Historical Basis that even the

abbess ceased to have any doubt
that Veronica's misreading of

the label was divinely prompted,
and Veronica is quite convinced
that mystic fire burnt all about
the word when she first beheld

it. She gives herself tremend-
ous airs over the whole business.

But if the abbess had not been
a very fat woman, and there-

fore, as we proved at the out-

set of this history, extremely
holy and given to charitable

works, who shall say if the

contadini would have ever con-

quered their epidemic, if the

noses of the other saints would
have been put so sadly out of

joint, or if Saint Pedito or

Spedito would have ever been
rescued from the limbo of for-

gotten virtue in order to send

prayers to heaven so expedi-

tiously that theyovertook others

which had started long before ?

Palmam quce meruit ferat.
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THE OXFORD BOOK OF ITALIAN VERSE.

BY MOIRA O'NEILL.

MOST lovers of English poetry
now possess the ' Oxford Book
of English Verse.' A great
many are fortunate enough to

have also the ' Oxford Book of

French Verse.' How many
readers will be found, we
wonder, for the ' Oxford Book
of Italian Verse,' now chosen
and edited by Mr St John
Lucas ?

One hopes the answer will

be,
" A great many, and of the

most intelligent kind "
; for,

indeed, the collection deserves

such. But English people,

though lovers of poetry, are

not so commonly lovers of

foreign languages. Most of

them have some conscientious

knowledge of French, but com-

paratively few have more than
a travelling acquaintance with
Italian. They think it a beauti-

ful language a point on which
all but the deaf must agree ;

but they usually prefer listen-

ing to it to reading it.

Perhaps a change for the

better is beginning in this

direction. During the last few

years it has seemed to me that
interest in Italian poetry is

growing and spreading in

England. The Dante societies

are numerous, and if people
care to read Dante they will

probably care to read other

poets, his compatriots. We
have heard it asserted lately
that the Dante societies are

content to read their poet in

translations. It is a dark accus-

ation, and one should not be too

ready to believe the worst. I

certainly know three Dante
societies of which the members
are diligent students of Italian.

As one of them remarked,
translations were so difficult

it was simpler to learn the

language. I suspect that this

member had been struggling
with Gary ;

but it would be

easy to give the remark a
wider application.
The new "Oxford Book"

should prove a great en-

couragement to those sensible

people who think it natural to

learn a language. Here they
will find five hundred pages of

Italian poems ranging from
the thirteenth to the nine-

teenth century, long and

short, religious and profane,
sweet and sensitive, grave and

gay-
The Anthology begins fitly

with St Francis of Assisi's

well-known Psalm of Praise,
that noble and childlike thanks-

giving for all the fair Creation
of God

" for our lord brother the sun
Who lighteth up the day for us ...

for sister moon and for the stars

Which Thou hast made in heaven all precious, shining, fair,

for sister water
Who is most meek and serviceable, precious, pure . . .

for brother fire

Who ia beautiful and joyous, wayward and strong."
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There is nothing like the
" Laudes Creaturarum "

in the

rest of the book ; but that per-

haps is saying no more than
that there was never another
St Francis of Assisi.

The poem by Ciullo d'Alcamo
which follows it is one of the

kind called a Contrasto, a

dialogue between an ardent
and very plain -spoken lover

and a lady of the too-much-

protesting order. It is no
doubt given by Mr Lucas
because of its interest, being,
as was once supposed, the

oldest piece of Italian poetry
extant. There is only half of

it before us here, with no inti-

mation of the existence of the

other half. A few notes might
have been mercifully granted,
as it is quite the most difficult

piece of Italian in the book,
with words of Sicilian and

Proven9al origin, such as

abento, perperi, and aritonno.

What would the average
reader make of this verse ?

" Se i tuoi parenti trovanmi
E che mi pozon fari ?

Una difesa mettoci

Di dumilia agostari ;

Non mi tocar& patreto
Per quanto avere ha' in Bari.

Viva lo 'mperadore, graz' a Deo !

Intend!, bella, questo ti dico eo."

Could he be expected to

know that certain coins called
"
Augustals

" were struck in

the year 1231, and that in the

same year the Emperor Fred-
erick II. instituted the system
of the Defensa, which provided
that an inferior unjustly at-

tacked by a superior was
allowed to invoke the sov-

ereign's name, and this was
called a Defensa?

We would refer the inquir-

ing reader, who is perhaps not

exactly the same person as the

average reader, to 'The Fore-
runners of Dante,' a perfect
little book by that perfect

scholar, Mr A. J. Butler, the

loss of whom we still deplore.
His editing of the early Italian

poets is an example of what
such a thing should be, for it

combines the knowledge of the

expert with the fine taste and

sympathy of the born man of

letters. The editing of Mr
Lucas leaves something to be
desired. It may be that he is

a little deficient in the love of

perfection; it may be that he
does not interest himself in

the complicated and scientific

versification of Dante's fore-

runners and contemporaries.
But for whatever reason, it is a

pity that he should have given
a faulty version of the most
beautiful thing written before

the ' Vita Nuova,' and not even

by that surpassed.
The lovely elegy of Gia-

comino Pugliese (No. 8),

' '

Morte, perchd m' hai fatto si gran
guerra,"

is one of the wonders of litera-

ture. Comment is helpless ;
it

is too exquisitely simple and
sweet. One might as well

comment on the lament of the

nightingale.
One other poem of the same

period, though not equal, may
be compared with it Rinaldo
d'Aquino's song of the for-

saken girl whose lover has
" taken the Cross

"
for his own

salvation and to her very piti-
ful loss. It is a song of sorrow,
naive and pathetic.
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" Gia mai non mi conforto,
Ne mi vo' rallegrare :

Le nave sono al porto,
E vogliono collare.

Vassene la piti gente
In terra d' oltra mare :

Ed io, lassa dolente,
Como deg" io fare ?

La croce salva la gente,
E me face disviare :

La croce mi fa dolente,
Non mi val Dio pregare.

Oi croce pellegrina,
Perche m' hai si distrutta ?

Oi me, lassa Tapina
Ch' i' ardo e 'ncendo tutta !

"

Never can I forget my woe,
And comfort naught avails.

The ships are in the port below,

Waiting to hoist their sails.

The men are all for sailing
To lands beyond the sea :

And I alone am wailing
What will become of me ?

The cross that saves all living
Has set my steps astray :

The cross such grief is giving,
To God I cannot pray.

Oh, cross of pilgrims faring,
What of my lonely strife !

The grief my heart is bearing
Will waste away my life.

Many such a song went

sighing down the wind that
filled the sails of Crusaders'

ships.
We do not often hear the

maiden's own voice in these

early poems. But it sounds

again clearly in the two sonnets

(Nos. 16 and 17) in which a

gentle girl refuses to rejoice
with the rejoicing spring, be-

cause of the evil apparently so

triumphant around her, and
because her father resolves to

wed her to some unknown
and probably villainous person,
while she is bent on entering
the cloister. That maiden has
lived in all centuries and is

living yet, though the world

has lately grown incredulous

of her. And the fierce and
cruel spirit in men that made
life terrible to her, breathes

with savage eloquence in the

two sonnets of Cecco Angio-
lieri (Nos. 30 and 31):

" S' i fosse foco, arderei '1 mondo ;

S' i fosse vento, Io tempesterei ;

S' i fosse acqua, io 1' annegherei ;

S' i fosse Dio, mandereil in profondo."

If I were fire, this world I'd make a

burning heap ;

If I were wind, I'd blow it down ;

If I were water, it should drown ;

If I were God, I'd hurl it to the

Mr Lucas places these two
sonnets with dramatic effect

between the stately amenities

of Guido Cavalcante and other

lesser singers of his century.
And then we come to the 'Vita

Nuova '

itself.

Eleven of the lovely sonnets

and six canzoni are given from

it, breathing the wonderful

young love of Dante for Beat-

rice, the most famous passion
known to poetry. With their

pure flame of adoration and
the mystic quality that lifts

them always just above the

level of earthly love, even when
the young heart's beating is

felt along the lines, as in the

incomparable (No. 49),

"
Negli occhi porta la miadonnaAmore,"

they waken in us a feeling
that no other love - poetry
wakens, a tender awe like their

own before the spiritual mystery
of beauty. One canzone ends

with lines that seem to fore-

shadow the place of Beatrice

in the ' Divina Commedia '

:
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" Perche il piacere della sua beltate

Partendo s6 dalla nostra veduta
Divenne spirital bellezza grandc,
Che per lo cielo spande
Luce d' amor che gli angeli saluta,
E lo intelletto loro alto e sottile

Face maravigliar ; tanto e gentile !

"

Wherefore the pleasure of her loveliness

Departing from this region of our sight
Became a spirit-beauty great and high,
That spreads through all the sky
A ray of love greeting the angels bright
Till their deep minds and keen do

marvel much
;

The wonder of her gentleness is such !

Beautiful as these earlypoems
of Dante's are, they are only
the work of his youth. We
cannot from what is included
in this Anthology form the
remotest conception of his

genius at its full strength.
The amazing scope of the
' Divina Commedia,' its heights
and depths, its bitterness, its

exaltation, its dramatic inten-

sity, its prophetic vision, all

these are what we think of

when we name Dante, and
none of these are here. An
Anthology of English poems
which should include a dozen
of Shakespeare's sonnets, his
" Venus and Adonis " and " The
Rape of Lucrece," would give
an idea of Shakespeare about
as adequate.
Another great poet and glory

of Italian literature is hardly
represented at all. Mr Lucas

gives us just ten pages of

Ariosto's trifling, ending with
a sonnet of perfect and simple
sincerity. But how, indeed, in

a collection of lyrics, is the

wonderful story-teller to find

justice and a place? Ariosto
is a poet of the rank of Chaucer,
wide of vision, gay and musi-
cal of tongue, amused, sympa-

thetic, and ironical by turns,

keeping his story swiftly

moving with an art that looks

like naivete, and a superb
variety of circumstance. He
is not Chaucer's equal in hu-

manity and wit, but more than
his equal in melody and force.

The sonnet already alluded to

we shall quote, not as char-

acteristic of Ariosto, but for

exactly the opposite reason.

In literature as in life, people
sometimes speak out of char-

acter, and the result is invari-

ably interesting (No. 155) :

" Come creder debb' io che tu in ciel

oda,

Signer benigno, i miei non caldi

preghi,
Se gridando la lingua che mi sleghi,
Tu vedi quanto il cor nel laccio

Tu ch' il vero cognosci, me ne snoda,
E non mirar ch' ogni mio senso il

nieghi :

Ma prima il fa che di me carco

pieghi
Caronte il legno alia dannata proda.

Iscusi 1' error mio, Signore eterno,
L' usanza ria che par che si mi

copra
Gli occhi, che 1 ben dal mal poco

discerno.

L' aver pieta d' un cor pentito, anch'

opra
E di mortal : sol trarlo dall' inferno

Mal grado suo, puoi tu, Signor,
di sopra."

Can I believe in Heaven they reach

Thine ear,

O Lord benign, my prayers that

are so cold,
When my tongue cries on Thee to

loose the hold

Which yet Thou see'st my secret

heart holds dear ?

Thou Who dost know the truth, re-

lease me here,
And heed not though my senses,

rebels bold,

Deny Thee : hasten ! when my
corpse is cold,

Let me not in that barque with

Charon steer.
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Forgive me all, eternal Lord ! too well

Hath evil custom blinded my clear

sight
Till good from ill I scarcely now

can tell.

A heart that's penitent can ask with

right
A mortal's pardon, but to draw

hearts from hell

Against their will Thou only hast

the might.

Now to turn back a century
or so and to think upon a poet
who is at least distinctly if not

fully represented in the collec-

tion, Francesco Petrarca. His

very name brings gracious

melody into the mind. There
is an art that may reach per-

fection, and that art was his.

It would be impossible to over-

estimate the influence of

Petrarca upon Italian litera-

ture. His work was studied,

worshipped, and, alas ! imitated,
more or less consciously, by
every man of poetic and am-
bitious talent, for at least two
centuries. No one ever imitated

Dante. The reason is hardly
worth pointing out. Dante is

one of the universal poets, as

Shakespeare is. Men read

Shakespeare who read no other

poet, and who believe that they
care nothing for poetry. Men
read Dante as if a spell were
laid upon them to read him,
as indeed it is, the spell of

an intellect so concentrated, a
heart so ardent, a voice so

vibrating with passion, that it

arrests the listener's mind and
holds him prisoner. The men
who read Petrarca are those
whom the gods have made
poetical. He is the poets' poet,
as Spenser was called, but for

a different reason. All that

he does is perfect, cleanly out-

lined, full of melody, and
finished to the limit of the

possible, yet without a trace

of effort. The ars celare artem
had never a better exponent.
He carried his learning lightly,
he who was the most learned

man in Italy, as well as the

immortal lover of Laura.
From the " Canzoniere

" Mr
Lucas has given us both songs
and sonnets, chosen excellently
well. It is difficult to make a

selection from work so even in

quality. The same kind of

difficulty would be felt in

making a selection from the

works of Thomas Campion,
who, though not nearly so

great a man as Petrarca, was

yet a lyrio poet of exquisite

quality, and whose work was

similarly even in merit. There
is not a more beautiful canzone

in Italian than (No. 66)
"
Chiare, fresche e dolci acque,"

or the one which Mr Lucas

gives, following this (No. 67)

1 ' Di pensier in pensier, di monte in

monte."

But we miss the radiant little

poem
" Giovane donna sott' un verde lauro,"

and many a lovely sonnet
beside ; such as

"
Qual rosignuol, che si soave piagne,"

and

" N& per sereno ciel ir vaghe stelle,"

for which we cannot but think

space might have been found,
as well as for that fervent

" Cara la vita, e dopo lei mi pare."

Our special thanks are due,
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however, for the inclusion of

(No. 88)

" Italia mia, benclic '1 parlar sia

indarno."

There is no nobler patriotic

poem, or more perfect, in the

language. In one stanza alone,

what a thrilling pathos is com-
bined with a pride that sud-

denly takes fire !

"Non e questo il terren ch' i' toccai

pria?
Non e questo '1 mio nido

Ove nudrito fui si dolcemente ?

Non e questa la patria in ch' io mi

fido,

Madre benigna e pia,
Che copre 1' uno e 1' altro mio

parente ?

Per Dio, questo la mente
Talor vi mova ; e con pietii, guardate
Le lagrime del popol doloroso,
Che sol da voi riposo

Dopo Dio spera ; e pur che voi mos-

triate

Segno alcun di pietate,
Virtu contra furore

Prenderi 1' arme, e fia '1 combatter

corto :

Che 1' antico valore

Negl' italici cor non e ancor morto."

Is not this land the same where first I

stood?
Is it not here, the nest

Where I was nursed so sweetly day
and night?

Is not this fatherland my own wherein

my faith I rest,

Mother benign and good,
That covers now both parents from

my sight?
Oh, that at last this might
For God's sake move your minds to

feel

Compassion for a people's tears and

woes,
Who but for God can hope repose
From none but you ! let their appeal
Call forth your pity now to heal,
Else men to stop this fury's way
Will take up arms, and short will be

the strife :

The valour of an ancient day
Still in Italian hearts can wake to

life.

We are sometimes a little

surprised at the things Mr
Lucas thinks worth including,
and at none more than the

effusion by Andrea del Basso

(No. 105) a piece of mere

cruelty and ugliness, eminently
suitable for oblivion. He may
have thought the dramatic
contrast was worth some-

thing, as he has placed it

immediately before the poems
by Boiardo, delicate and joy-
ous things, with an ineffable

grace of their own. Of all

the celebrations of Spring
which this volume contains,
and they are upwards of fifty,

we should award the palm to

the following "Madrigale" by
Boiardo (No. 107) not for the

flutter of wings in it, or the

song of the little stream be-

tween its flowery banks, but

for that strange, earnest con-

fession of a burden of joy too

heavy for the heart to lift

alone. This has never been

sung elsewhere, to our know-

ledge :

" Cantate meco, innamorati angelli,

Poi che vosco a cantare Amor me
invita ;

E vui, bei rivi e snelli,

Per la piaggia fiorita

Tenete a le mie rime el tuon soave.

La belta, de ch' io canto, e si in-

finita,

Che '1 cor ardir non have

Pigliar Io incarco solo ;

Ch& egli e debole e stance, e '1 peso
6 grave.

Vaghi angelletti, vui ne gite a volo,

Perche forsi credete

Che il mio cor senta duolo,
E la gioia ch' io sento non sapete.

Vaghi angelletti, odete ;

Ch6 quauto gira in tondo

II mar, e quanto spira ciascun vento,
Non e piacer nel mondo
Che agguagliar si potesse a quel ch' io

sento."
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Sing now with me, ye wooing birds in

bowers,
Since Love has bidden me to join your

singing,
And all among the flowers

That on your banks are springing,
Fair streams, lend to my rhymes your

own soft tone.

Of beauty infinite my songs are ring-

ing,
No heart that lives alone

Could lift such load on high,
For the tired heart is fainting and

the weight like stone.

Fair little song-birds, still before me
flying,

Is it that here below
Ye think my heart is sighing,
And the joy I have within me ye can

never know ;

Fair little song-birds, think ye so ?

Hearken ! the seas that bound us

In all their circles have no treasure,

Nor has the earth, nor have the winds
around us

One joy that's equal to my deep
heart's pleasure.

The "Canzone alia Morte,"

by Collenuccio (No. 117), is

fine in every way. It has

great dignity, and a resonant

music that rises and falls in

noble cadences.

The poems that follow it

by Lorenzo de Medici, Angelo
Poliziano, and others of their

century are for the most part

lacking in interest. They are

gay, or witty, or clever, but

they are not truly poetical.
Mr Lucas thinks that Lorenzo
de Medici was "almost a great
poet." He does not prove it

by anything in this volume.
Lorenzo was a man of extra-

ordinary power in a great
variety of ways, and deeply ap-

preciative of all that was finest

in art. He wrote verse like the

able and accomplished person
he was, not like a poet. His
sonnets are echoes of Petrarca.

Only in the "Trionfo di Bacco

ed Arianna "
(No. 130) we feel

a touch of genuine inspiration.
It has the vivid colouring of

a picture : that sudden and
reckless gaiety which we as-

sociate with habitual melan-

choly is in it. The refrain

"
Quant' e bella giovinezza
Che si fugge tuttavia !

Chi vuol esser lieto, sia :

Di doman non c' e certezza,"

is almost translated, curiously

enough, by the Clown's Song
in " Twelfth Night

"

" What is love ? 'tis not hereafter ;

Present mirth hath present laughter ;

What's to come is still unsure :

In delay there lies no plenty ;

Then come kiss me, sweet and

twenty,
Youth's a stuff will not endure."

And now we have left the

great period of Italian poetry.
The clear beauty of the early

singers, their freshness of heart,
their high inspiration, these are

behind us.

The solitary glory of Dante,
and the welling fountain of

Petrarca's pure melody, these

are behind us too. During the
latter half of the Cinquecento,

during the whole of the Sei-

cento and onwards, Italian

poetry was declining, even as

liberty was dying, and the

sense of brotherhood was being
lost among Italians. It is a

very long and highly depress-

ing period : during the whole
of it poetry of a sort was writ-

ten in abundance, the sort

which, once read, can never be
remembered. Facility in poetry
is one of the chief hindrances

to excellence
;
and it must be

acknowledged that the Italian

language lends itself to poetry
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with a sometimes fatal facility,
it is so flowing and musical,

full of softness and spirit.

Sudden movement and sweet
cadence betray the writer to a
too easy confidence in his own
emotional commonplaces, and

nearly betray the reader into

accepting rhetoric and senti-

mentality for the true thing.
It is unfortunate that Mr

Lucas should have included
such a quantity of this merely
facile verse in his Collection,
for it suffers loss instead of

gain thereby. A Collection

may be made too represent-
ative. It should have the best

and not the second-best in it
;

and if there be a period in a

country's literature when fer-

tile talent takes the place of

poetic genius, that period were
best represented by a blank.

Of course there are people
who think otherwise, and no

one, therefore, should feel sur-

prise at that most irritating

phenomenon in every domain
of art, the popularity of the

second-best. Mr Lucas appar-
ently sets quite a serious value
on the second-best, and even
extends his courtesy to work
that cannot by any stretch
rate as high as second-best.

Could anything be duller than
the ode by Celio Magno (No.
202), a prolonged lamentation
over himself? or anything
more commonplace than the
" Serenata "

by Fulvio Testi ?

(No. 321) or more trivial than
the effusion by Francesco di

Lemene ? (No. 235) or more
worthless than the clumsy
satires of Berni? (Nos. 178,

179). Mr Lucas finds space
for all these, but accords only

four pages to Michelangiolo,
while giving just twice as

many to the learned trifler,

Angelo Poliziano. We do not

deny that Poliziano possessed
all the accomplishments of

verse, but Michelangiolo had the

heart of a poet. It is sad to

miss his most touching sonnet
from the Collection, but we
shall console ourselves by giv-

ing it here :

" Giunto e gia'l corso della vita mia
Con tempestoso mar per fragil

barca

Al comun porto, ov3 a render si

varca

Giusta ragion d' ogni opra trista

e pia ;

Onde 1' affettuosa fantasia

Che 1' arte si fece idolo e monarca
Conosco ben quant' era d' error

carca ;

Ch' errore e cio che 1' uom quag-
giu desia.

I pensier miei gi& de' mie' danni

lieti,

Che fian or s' a due morti m'
avvicino ?

L'una m' e certa 'e 1' altra mi
minaccia.

Ne pinger n& scolpir fia piti che queti
L' anima volta a quell' amor

divino,
Ch' aperse a prender noi in croce

le braccia."

Over a stormy sea a fragile boat

Has borne me to the port for which
all steer,

Since all must answer for their

doings here :

My course is nearly run, though
still I float.

My wild affections that would ever

dote

On Art their king and idol doubly
dear,

As false idolaters I now see clear ;

For earthly love is blind, at last I

note.

My thoughts which once rejoiced at my
own harm,

How are they changed now that I

come to die !
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What if my soul too perish when I'm

dead?
No painting more, no sculpture can

bring calm
Into my heart which turns to Love

on high,
Whose arms to take us on the Cross

were spread.

Here is no accomplished
verse-making, but a cry from
the heart. All his poems have
the same directness and sin-

cerity. There is no ornament,
no studied melody, no super-
fluous line

;
but a certain stern

and spiritual beauty attained

one scarcely knows how, save

by intensity of feeling. Michel-

angiolo's nature was, like

Dante's, single
- hearted and

passionate, with the tragical
bent which his lonely life

among crowds and his coun-

try's fate had accentuated.

Of the sonnets given by Mr
Lucas, the first one (No. 156)
contains a central idea which
is difficult to seize, but it is

splendid and profoundly orig-
inal. The next sonnet is as

simple as it is lovely. What a

pity that we have not with
these

" La vita del mio amor non e 'I cuor

mio,"

and

"Non vider gli occhi miei cosa mor-

tale,"

for there is something noble
and touching in Michelangiolo's

religion of beauty, as it might
be called. To that supreme
artist beauty was the supreme
reality. Instead of lamenting
over its fleeting nature, he
exalts it as eternal, because to

him it was the language of the

divine. As he says

" Similemente la tua gran beltade,
Ch' esempio e di quel ben che '1 ciel

fa adorno
Mostroci in terra dall' artista eterno,
Venendo men col tempo e con 1'

etade

Tanto avra pih nel mio desir soggiorno,
Pensando al bel ch' eta non cangia o

verno."

Because to me thy beauty wondrous

great

Example true of what makes heaven
fair

By the Eternal Artist shown to earth,
When it grows less with changing

time and state

Not less but greater love my heart will

bear,
Nor time nor cold can change that

beauty's worth.

A little more of Michel-

angiolo's manliness of heart
and a good deal less of smaller

men's fluency of tongue would
be a welcome exchange.
After these complaints, which

we consider just, we must not
omit to thank Mr Lucas for

introducing us to a really de-

lightful poem by an unknown
writer (No. 140). Here we
meet with a fascinating hero,
a young cavalier probably not

twenty years of age, and long-

ing for death. His enjoyment
of life is vivid enough while fair

maidens, apparently numerous,
hold his stirrup, gird on his

sword, and watch him away to

Avignon. But all the while he
is looking forward to dying
triumphantly and pathetically
in battle, and being brought
back to Florence to be wept
over by all the women, young
and old. He hears their lamen-

tations, he sees their hands

dropping flowers on his corpse,
and nothing in life could be

half so satisfying. It is a most

delightful song, so spirited, so
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young I and its music is

irresistible.

" La mi tenne la staffa,

Et io montai in arcione :

La mi porse la lancia,
Et io imbracciai la targa."

Poets are not often the sons

of poets, and one finds there-

fore a point of interest in the

pastoral ode by Bernardo

Tasso, father of the great
Torquato. It is a fine ode (No.

172), and full of all the good
old sentiments about the beauty,
harmlessness, and untroubled

peace of the pastoral life. The

younger Tasso is necessarily

represented by his less im-

portant work
; but to form an

idea of Tasso without the
' Gerusalemme Liberata '

is

not quite so impossible as to

realise Ariosto without his

'Orlando Furioso.' Tasso is,

of course, an epic poet, but

though not nearly so great an

epic poet as Ariosto, he has

lyrical qualities of a very high
order indeed. Here is the

opening of his lovely song to

the river-nymphs (No. 204)

"
Vaghe Ninfe del Po, Ninfe sorelle,
E voi dei boschi e voi d' onda

marina
E voi de' fonti e de 1' alpestri cime,
Tessiam or care ghirlandette e belle

A questa giovinetta peregrina :

Voi di fronde e di fieri ed io di

rime ;

E mentre io sua belta lodo ed

onoro,

Cingete a Laura voi le trecce d' oro.

Cingete a Laura voi la trecce d' oro

De P arboscello onde s' ha preao il

nome,
pur de' fiori a' quali il pregio ha

tolto ;

E le vermiglie rose e '1 verde alloro

Le faccian ombra a 1' odorate
chiome

Ed a le rose del fiorito volto ;

E de 1' auro e del lauro e de' be'

fiori

Sparga 1' aura nell' aria i dolci

odori."

Lovely Nymphs, ye sister Nymphs of

the river Po,
And ye from out the greenwood,

and where the sea-waves beat,
And ye who live by fountains and

on hill-tops high,
Let us weave dear garlands of the

fairest flowers that blow
All for this wandering maiden,

young and sweet.

Ye shall weave the buds and

leaves, the rhymes will I ;

And while I sing her beauty and

praise it to the height,
Crown ye the locks of Laura's hair

so golden-bright.

Crown ye the locks of Laura's hair so

golden-bright
With leaves from off the slender

tree whose name she still doth

bear,
Or else with flowers that seem less

rare now she is in this place,
And let the crimson roses and

green-leaved laurel light
Make shade above the sweetness

of her flower-scented hair,

And shade her cheek rose-tinted

and all her flower-like face

Until the fragrant laurel and the

breath of blossoms spread
Are lifted on the gentle air and

wafted overhead.

It is a good example of

Tasso's peculiar, silvery melody,
the quality by which he so

fascinated Spenser. But it is

not equal to his "
Song of the

Rose," as the magical bird sang
it in the garden of Armida
" Deh mira, egli canto, spuntar la rosa

Dal verde suo modesta e verginella,
Che mezzo aperta ancora, e mezzo

ascosa,

Quanto si mostra men, tanto e piti

bella !

Ecco poi nudo il sen, gia baldan-

zosa,

Dispiega ; ecco poi langue, e non

par quella,

Quella non par, che desiata avanti

Fu da mille donzelle e millc amanti.
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Cosl trapassa al trapassar d' un

giorno
Delia vita mortale il fiore e '1 verde ;

Ne, perch& faccia indietro april

ritorno,

Si rinfiora ella mai, n6 si rinverde.

Cogliam la rosa in sul mattino

adorno
Di questo di, che tosto il seren

perde ;

Cogliam d' amor la rosa ; amiamo
or quando

Esser si puote riiamato amando."

Spenser, in the ardour of his

admiration for Tasso, translated

exquisitely his whole descrip-
tion of the garden of Armida ;

and substituting Sir Guyon
and the false Acrasia for

Rinaldo and Armida, he made
it one of the most beautiful

incidents in the '

Faery Queene.'
Here is his translation of the
"
Song of the Kose "

:

" The whiles some one did chaunt this

lovely lay ;

Ah ! see, whoso fayre thing doest

faine to see,

In springing flowre the image of

thy day !

Ah ! see the virgin rose, how
sweetly shee

Doth first peepe foorth with bash-

full modestee,
That fairer seemes the lease ye see

her may !

Lo ! see, soone after how more bold

and free

Her bardd bosome she doth broad

display ;

Lo ! see soone after how she fades

and falls away !

So passeth, in the passing of a day,
Of mortall life the leafe, the bud,

the flowre ;

Ne more doth flourish after first

decay,
That earst was sought to deck both

bed and bowre
Of many a lady, and many a para-

mowre !

Gather therefore the rose whilest

yet is prime,
For soone comes age that will

her pride deflowre :

Gather the rose of love whilest yet
is time,

Whilest loving thou mayst loved

be with equall crime."

When the poets translate one

another, we get the only trans-

lations really worth having.

Surrey's translations of Pet-

rarca's sonnets, which may be
read in 'Tottel's Miscellany,'
deserve to be much better

known than they are. One has
often heard the version of

Spenser given above praised as

far exceeding its original un-

justly, we think. But at least

it proves that the English lan-

guage on the lips of a master
can equal the Italian in melody.
The life of Tasso was so

tragical, and there is so much
mystery connected with the

tragedy, that his name sounds

mournfully to us even yet.
Whether it were really

through the heartlessness of

Leonora d' Este, or through
the mental disease that dark-

ened his life, his long imprison-
ment in Ferrara is a piteous

thing to reflect on. Some of

the poems Mr Lucas gives were
written in the asylum of St
Anna ;

one to Leonora d' Este

(No. 214), and another, in a

pathetic sort of jest, to the cats

which kept him company in his

loneliness (No. 216).
" To the lover of lyric poetry

the seventeenth century in Italy
is almost destitute of interest."

To this saying we accede, and

regretfully add that the eigh-
teenth century is very nearly
as destitute, at least during
two-thirds of its course. All

this while numbers of people
were writing, and mistaking
themselves for poets. They had
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a passion for versification, they
were ingenious, sentimental,
and eloquent to a degree. "Why
is it that the mass of their

productions makes such tiring

reading? Why does it seem
to have so little connection
with reality ? Was anyone
ever really moved by Chia-
brera? by Fulvio Testi? by
Vincenzo Monti ? For all their

excitable rhetoric, the root of

the mattsr seems wanting in

them. Their work is light.

It rings in the ear, but it never
reaches the heart.

The dithyrambs of Francesco

Redi, the anacreontics of Vitto-

relli, how perfectly accom-

plished they are, and how
chilling ! The music of Metas-
tasio is like water gliding over

stones, it is so smooth and
unbroken. We long for some-

thing more deeply felt, more

vital, even if less admirably
expressed. This gift of ex-

pression was in fact a snare
to the men who were so poverty-
stricken in matter for expres-
sion. A sense of humour would
have proved a saving grace and
a light to their path; but it

was denied them. The gift of

humour was not at any time a
characteristic of Italians, even
in the greatest period of their

literature. Goldoni may be

regarded as a very useful ex-

ception to prove this rule. The
Italians have gaiety in plenty,

they have wit, and a certain

fine power of mockery. In
Ariosto they had a past-master
of irony. But none of these

will take the place of humour,
for they are not founded on the

deep and broad bases of life,

as humour is. Neither is the

Italian poetry, during the cen-

turies of which we are speak-

ing, founded on anything deep
and broad in life, except the

one vital instinct of patriotism.

Through all vicissitudes that

instinct lives in the hearts of

Italians, and no literature is

so rich in patriotic poetry as

theirs. From the days of

Dante and Petrarca, to the

days of Filicaia, Alfieri, and

Leopardi, love and grief for

their country inspired her poets
to heights beyond their reach

on any other theme. It is grief
which gives poignancy to such
love as Filicaia's, in his famous

"
Italia, Italia, o tu cui feo la sorte

Dono infelice di' bellezza, ond' hai

Funesta dote d' infmiti guai,
Che in fronte scritti per gran

doglia porte ;

Deh, fossi tu men bella, o almen pin
forte,

Oude assai piu ti paventasse, o

assai

T' amasse men chi del tuo bello

ai rai

Par che si strugga, e pur ti sfida

a morte !

Ch' or giu dall' Alpi non vedrei

torrenti

Scender d' armati, e del tuo sangue
tinta

Bever 1' onda del Po gallici armenti.

N te vedrei del non tuo ferro cinta

Pugnar col braccio di straniere

genti,
Per servir sempre o vincitrice o

vinta.
"

Since we can have a poet's
translation here, let us re-

member Byron's :

"
Italia, oh Italia ! thou who hast

The fatal gift of beauty, which
became

A funeral dower of present woes
and past,

On thy sweet brow is sorrow

plough'd by shame
And annals graved in characters

of flame.
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Oh, God ! that thou wert in thy
nakedness

Less lovely or more powerful, and
couldst claim

Thy right, and awe the robbers

back, who press
To shed thy blood, and drink the

tears of thy distress :

Then mightst thou more appal ; or,

less desired

Be homely and be peaceful, un-

deplored
For thy destructive charms ; then,

still untired

Would not be seen the armed
torrents pour'd

Down the deep Alps ; nor would
the hostile horde

Of many - nation'd spoilers from
the Po

Quaff blood and water ; nor the

stranger's sword
Be thy sad weapon of defence,

and so,

Victor or vanquish'd, thou the slave

of friend or foe."

It is not only poets of the

rank of Filicaia and that fiery

patriot Alfieri to whom we
would refer. The sacred flame

of patriotism burns in poems
like Pastorini's on the bom-
bardment of Genoa (No. 244),
in Manzoni's on the Carbonari

rising in Piedmont (No. 306),
in the popular songs of Fran-
cesco dell' Ongaro (Nos. 324,

&o.), and in a pathetic ballad

by Mercantini (No. 334)

" Eran trecento e non voller fuggire,
Parean tre mila e vollero morire ;

Ma vollero morir col ferro in mano
E avanti a loro correa sangue il

piano ;

Fin che pugnar vid' io, per lor

pregai,
Ma un tratto venni men, ne pih

guardai :

Io non vedeva piu fra mezzo a loro

Quegli occhi azzurri e quei capelli
d' oro . . .

Eran trecento, eran giovani e

forti,

E sono morti !

"

VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLVI.

Here again a translation by
one less than a poet must serve :

They were three hundred and they
would not fly,

They seemed three thousand and

they chose to die ;

But they chose to die each with
his sword in his hand,

And the blood ran before them,

drenching the land ;

While I could see the fight, I knelt

for them to pray,
But all at once I fainted, and saw

no more that day ;

'Twaa when I missed suddenly out
of the fight

The head with the golden hair and
blue eyes bright . . .

They were three hundred, they
were young and strong,

And they are dead !

These popular songs speak
the love of her poorest sons
and daughters for Italy. The
devotion of the noble and gifted

equalled but could not exceed

theirs. Leopardi's ode,
" All'

Italia
"
(No. 312), is a fine proof

of this.

In Giacomo Leopardi we have
an extraordinary genius. As a

poet he is head and shoulders

above any modern Italian. He
has a place of his own in the

language, as Shelley has in

English ;
and except Shelley

we hardly know with whom
to compare him. He was born,
like Shelley, of an old family of

importance in the country, an
eldest son, with a constitution

physically delicate, and a men-
tal outlook radically unlike that

of any one around him. Like

Shelley, he was a hard Corker,
a classical scholar, and a phil-

ologist. But his health gave
way in early life from over-

study ;
and whether from this

or some other cause, he lost the

natural joy and spring of hope
2H
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which are the rightful heritage
of a human soul

;
and he lost

besides all faith in human
goodness or divine love, and
all aspiration after immortal-

ity. The result was a melan-

choly so deep that it seems

strange his reason survived,
and stranger yet that with a

spirit so darkened in despair
he wrote poetry of marvellous

beauty, clearness, and perfec-
tion of form. Leopardi was a
true descendant of the great
classical poets of his country.
His work has always a propor-
tion, a justness, a purity of

outline, that we know no word
to describe except

" classical."

If we read what is perhaps his

greatest and certainly his best-

known poem, "La Ginestra
"

(No. 321), while its melody
absolutely fills the ear, and its

beauty conquers the mind, there

is a desolation, a hoplessness in

it that causes a constriction

of the heart. Here are no

tears, no loud lamentations,
but a mortal frost and the

shadow of death.

Beside this Italian pessimist,
suoh pessimism as Byron's or

Matthew Arnold's seems a light

thing. Arnold with his gentle-

spoken scepticism, Byron with
his glooms and his petulance,

might serve to remind Leopardi,
as Prince Arthur in prison was
reminded, that

" in France

Young gentlemen would be as sad as

night

Only for wantonness."

It is not easy to characterise

poetry of which the chief ex-

cellence lies in a fine balance
of qualities. In Leopardi there

is nothing sacrificed, nothing

exaggerated j his style is virile

and noble, perfectly free of

adornment, and beautiful in its

closeness to truth and harmony.
His blank verse has that dyn-
amic quality which is the most

indispensable attribute of blank

verse, and the one in which all

but the greatest poets fail.

How satisfying it is in this

short poem,
" L' Infinite !

"
(No.

313) :

"
Sempre caro mi fu quest' ermo colle,

E questa siepe, cbe da tanta parte
Dell' ultimo orizzonte il guardo esclude.

Ma sedendo e mirando, interminati

Spazi di 1& da quella, e sovrumani

Silenzi, e profondissima quiete
10 nel pensier mi fingo ; ove per poco
11 cor non si spaura. E come il vento

Odo stormir tra queste piante, io quello
Infinite silenzio a questa voce

Vo comparand : e mi sovvien 1' eterno,

E le morte stagioni, e la presente
E viva, e il suon di lei. Cosi tra

questa
Immensita s' annega il pensier mio :

E il naufragar m' e dolce in questo
mare."

This lonely hill was ever dear to me,
With this one hedgerow, shutting out

of sight
So great a part of all the far horizon.

But when I sit and gaze, interminable

Spaces beyond that bound, and super-
human

Silences, and quietude profoundest
I fancy in my thought ; till by degrees

My heart forgets its awe. And as the

wind
Rises and storms among the trees, this

voice

I hear contrasting with that infinite

silence,

And it reminds me of eternity, of

seasons dead and gone,
And of this present living time, with

all its noise.

Thus lies my thought, drown'd in

immensity,
And shipwreck in that sea is sweet

to me.

Here is beauty unadorned ;

language as simple as Words-
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worth's, conveying an idea of

the utmost sublimity. As he

describes the wind rising in the

trees, his voice seems to swell

and sink like the wind ;
and

the last two lines are perfect in

their haunting melody.
All his descriptions of nature

have the same restraint and

power. There is no word-

paiiiting ; the impression is

rather on the mind than on the

eyes, and therefore indelible.

It is not the shadow and
shine of moonlight that he
dwells on, but the pensive
remoteness of the pilgrim moon

sailing on high across the

desert :

" Pur tu, solinga, eterna peregrina,
Che si pensosa sei, tu forse intend!

Questo viver terreno,
II patir nostro, il sospirar, che sia ;

Che sia questo morir, questo supremo
Scolorar del sembiante,
E perir dalla terra, e venir meno
Ad ogni usata, amante compagnia."

But thou, eternal pilgrim of the sky,

Lonely and pensive, haply thou dost

know
This earthly life,

Our suffering and our sighing what
it is ;

What is this dying, this supreme
Fading of form and colour,

Perishing from the earth, and vanishing
From all familiar loving company.

By the lake-side no alluring
colours or soft reflections does

he notice, but the deep and
motionless quiet of a lonely

place where still water is ; a

quiet that can communicate
itself to the mind till sense and
motion are forgotten, and the

limbs slacken and lie as if in

death :

" Talor m' assido in solitaria parte,
Sovra un rialto, al margine d' un lago
Di taciturne piante incoronato.

Ivi, quando il meriggio in ciel si volve,
La sua tranquilla imago il Sol dipinge
Ed erba e foglia non si crolla al vento,
E non onda incresparsi, e non cicala

Strider, n6 batter penna augello in

ramo,
N6 farfalla ronzar, ne voce o moto
Da presso ne da lunge odi ne vedi.

Tien quelle rive altissima quiete :

Ond' io quasi me stesso e il mondo
oblio

Sedendo immoto ; e gi;\ mi par che

sciolte

Giaceian le membra mie, ne spirto o

senso

Piu le commova, e lor quiete antica

Co' silenzi del loco si confonda."

Sometimes I choose a solitary place
Above a slope that borders on a lake,

Set round with silent trees as with a

crown.

Here when the noon is past the wester-

ing sun
Paints his own tranquil image in the

lake,
Nor blade nor leaf stirs in the passing

breeze,
And never ripple breaks, no grass-

hopper
Shrills, no bird-wing stirs on bough,
No butterfly wanders, nor any voice or

motion
Is either heard or seen, from near or

far.

In deepest quiet all those shores are

held;
Till I forget the world, almost forget

myself

Sitting unmoved, until at last it seems
That freed in death these limbs of

mine are lying,
That neither sense nor spirit can move

them more,
That they are back in their primeval

quiet,

Mingling with all the silences around.

This is a wonderful passage
from " La Vita Solitaria," a

poem not given by Mr Lucas :

the sound of the limpid Italian

conveys an effect like stillness,

truly a poetical paradox.
The delicate idyll, "A Silvia

"

(No. 318), and the faithful

picture of Saturday evening in

an Italian village, "II Sabato
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del Villaggio" (No. 315), are

poems in which there is less

bitterness, though the music is

always mournful. " Le Ricord-
anze

"
(No. 314) begins with a

lovely recollection of night in

his father's garden at Recan-

ati, the golden stars overhead,
the whispering, flower-scented

breeze, tall cypresses in the

wood, and fire-flies flickering

among shadows. Suddenly the

thought of what this long-
familiar beauty had meant to

him in boyhood seizes his heart
with the sharp pang of dis-

illusion and wild regret for

that lost youth :

"
speranze, speranze ; ameni inganni

Delia mia prima et& ! sempre, parlando,
Ritorno a voi ; che per andar di tempo,
Per variiar d' affetti e di penaieri,
Obbliarvi non so. Fantasmi, intendo,
Son la gloria e 1' onor

; diletti e beni

Mero desio ; non ha la vita un frutto,
Inutile miseria."

Oh hopes, my hopes 1 illusions false

and sweet
Of my first youth, how do I still return

Ever to these ; for spite of time gone
by

And changed affections and an altered

mind,
These I must still remember. Well I

know
Glory and honour are but phantasms ;

all joys and goods
Are mere desire ; never a fruit has life,

'Tis useless misery.

It must not be denied that

Leopardi's poetry makes very
sad reading, the saddest per-

haps in the world. But there

is nothing ignoble or supine in

his attitude of mind. His

scepticism is complete, his

scorn of life determined. But
his intellectual force was that
of a giant. Had he not been

a poet at all, as a classical

scholar and a philologist he

surpassed all his contempo-
raries, and when he was but

twenty - two his learning
amazed the learned Niebuhr.
It is well that Mr Lucas has

given us an ample and repre-
sentative selection from his

poems ;
for with their perfec-

tion of form, their finish and

purity of diction, they should

be a peculiarly valuable study
to English-speaking people.

It is impossible to compare
Leopardi with any of his suc-

cessors : they are happier and
smaller men. But one other

poet must be mentioned, whom
Italy has but recently lost,

Giosue Carducoi. He is no

mediocrity, but a poet of full

stature : serious, original, deep-

ly enthusiastic and learned in

his country's literature, with a

fine sensibility to beauty, and
a manner and message of his

own. No. 342 is his tribute to

the memory of Shelley. "La
Chiesa di Polenta" (No. 344)
is a singularly touching poem,
revealing a romance of history
and the perennial spell of

Dante over the spirits of his

countrymen.
Here we close our notice of a

most interesting book. An un-

pretending review requires no

peroration or ornamental last

paragraph. It closes more fitly

with thanks ;
and we offer our

sincere thanks to Mr St John
Lucas for his ' Oxford Book of

Italian Verse.' It cannot fail

to be welcomed by all lovers of

literature on both sides of the

Atlantic.
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PALABRA INGLESA.

WHEN a South American,
having made a promise, adds
the formula "

palabra inglesa,"
he says, in the outward and

dictionary sense, "This is an

English promise." In the in-

ward and spiritual sense, he
means "honour bright." He
has given the word of an

Englishman, which is to be
trusted because it will be ful-

filled in action. Now this

belief of the South American
that our trading ways are

honourable is a great asset

for our countrymen who do
business in the continent, and
is valued as such by the better

sort of them, who also are the

large majority.
Let us begin by giving a

proof proper to our present

undertaking, that this reliance

on our regard for truth is not

misplaced. A wise candour is

not incompatible with patriot-
ism. All the representatives
of our race who are to be found
between the Isthmus of Darien
and the Straits of Magellan
are not men of their word.
We cannot jump off our
shadow. The ugly caricature

of adventurous British enter-

prise which is British vaga-
bondage is so far from un-
known in South America, that
it is pretty general. The
traveller may be, and indeed
often is, stopped on the quays
of Rio, or in the streets of

Sao Paulo, by a creature with
a watery eye, a bulbous nose,
and a shaky hand, who has

spotted him as coming from

the old country. He is just
the undiluted British vagabond
as he is to be met on the great
North Road, or loafing outside a

public. Of course he is fluent,

patriotic, and thanks Heaven
that he has at last met a

gentleman. It is in the nature

of things that he has a tale to

pitch a tale of a cock and a

bull, of undeserved misfortunes,
of a bag of tools pawned under
the pressure of necessity ;

of a

good job offered, but only to

be obtained if that bag is

released, and of the peremptory
need for five milreis. You
know that the milreis will

be spent on "
cachacha," com-

monly pronounced "cashash,"
which is a sweet and heady
cane spirit, very cheap when
new. If you are wise you
firmly refuse the money.
Commonly you give something,
and probably you try to help
that plausible, wordy, shifty

tramp to get work to keep
him steady or at any rate,

to go away, and so remove a

disgrace to his country. In
the higher lines the superior
swindler turns up from time
to time with a scheme to

induce somebody to cash a

cheque. The " new premises
"

of the Beachcomber's Club at

Barracas, on the sea front of

Buenos Ayres, are nothing we
can be proud of. Two "

horses,"
such as house - painters use,

support a damaged sheet of

corrugated -iron roofing. Un-
der its shadow the beachcomb-
ers sleep and idle, and eat,
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smoke, and drink whatever they
can get by cadging on the
crews of British ships. They
have their "Mumpers' King"
called a chairman, and he
makes rules which are said to

be well obeyed. He decides,
for instance, that whoever on

any British ship gives them
food is under a moral obliga-
tion to give them money to

buy drink also. Every incom-

ing ship is visited by a deputa-
tion of two from the Beach-
comber's Club, and it rarely

happens that they come back

empty - handed. The open-
handed sailor and the charit-

able resident are the providence
of these men, who are not al-

ways mere common sailors and
stokers. Some of them hold
mates' andengineers'certificates.
One of these top-sawyer beach-
combers recently caused great
hilarityin Barraoas. Heboarded
a steam-trawler which serves

the Buenos Ayres market an
Aberdeen built and manned
boat, and naturally he came
at the dinner-hour. The trawler
was at the wharf and the crew
were busy. Dinner had been

prepared by the cook. The
beachcomber who came for

broken meats grew impatient
when kept waiting, and lifted

the whole savoury mess. He
got safe away with his booty.

Everybody laughed except the

Aberdeen men, and even they
saw the joke in time. Where
do these irreclaimable vaga-
bonds come from? From the
same sources as their like at

home the failures of all classes.

Seamen and stokers who have

deserted, mates and engineers
who have gone down by idle-

ness, by drink, and by violence,
workmen debauched by

" cash-

ash," with here and there a

man trained in a great English
public school who was once a

gentleman, they and others

make up the army of beach-

combers.

Yet perhaps in part because

they are unlike the southern
Italian who swells the prison

population of South America,
and do not murder, these

"wasters" do strangely little

harm to our national reputa-
tion. The chief reason why
they do not is, however, that

there is over against them and
above them the great English
business community which is

"muy honrada," very honour-
able. We would avoid all ap-

pearance of pretending that the

Englishman is the only honest

man in South America. France
does not send her best abroad,
but French probity in money
matters is known and trusted.

The Germans, who are largely

replacing us in the retail trade

because they are more com-

placent to native ways, are

the less respected for the

very flattery which pleases ;

but they are good men of

business, which implies that

they do not cheat. The Italian

in trade is suspected of giving
short weight, and of being too

ready to take money for serv-

ices which no honourable man
renders. Yet the northern
Italian is an admirable "colono"
or tiller of the soil. The coffee

plantations of Sao Paulo and
the agriculture of the Argen-
tine flourish on his labour.

The southern Italian is feared,

and employed chiefly when no-
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body else can be found
;
but

the South American saying,
that God made the Neapol-
itans and the Neapolitans
made the railways, has truth.

The Spaniard is a close-fisted

shopkeeper, and on the land he
is less industrious, less man-

ageable, than the Italian; but
he is commonly an honest man,
and Englishmen who may pre-
fer the good Italians as work-
men will say that they like

the Spaniard better as a man.
He is not so servile nor so

given to underhand revenge as

the Italian. When his "dig-
nity of man," of which he thinks
much and not always wisely,
is offended, he breaks out like

a man. The Basque stands

apart. By common consent
he is in the highest rank of

those who come to South
America. He has, in fact, done
a fine thing. He says that
he is, by the grace of God, a

gentleman, and therefore can-

not fall from grace because he
does humble work. What de-

files, according to his admir-
able code, is the dishonest do-

ing of the work. Therefore he
can be trusted, and prospers

greatly. His women are like

himself industrious, well-bred

according to their place, and
clean in all conceivable mani-
festations of cleanliness. When
the native is not a Government
official and in individual

cases, even when he is he,

too, can be an honest man.
The pure negro, when in his

natural position as the well-

treated servant of a white

man, is an excellent fellow.

The Brazilian of Portuguese-
Indian blood, the "caboclo," and

that born horseman and herds-

man, the Argentine "Criojo,"

require only to be wisely ruled

and fairly treated to be good
men. Of the mulatto the

mixed Spaniard or Portuguese
and negro it is not easy to

speak favourably. He is the

standing proof of the accuracy
of the Arab proverb, which
will have it that Allah made
the white man and the black,
but that Satan made the half-

breed.

The case is not that English-
men monopolise the honesty of

South America, but that, for

reasons not easy to disentangle,
he tends to thoroughness of

work and to a certain com-

pleteness of effort. The mani-
festation is so much more vis-

ible than the cause that one

can hardly do better than take

an example. Suppose that

you are travelling on the

Mogyana railway, which runs

far north from Sao Paulo.

You will notice the houses you
see on the sides of the line.

They are of sun-dried brick,
and are frequently mere shan-

ties in the country. In the

towns they are one - storied,

dusty, ill looked after, with,
from time to time, a flashy

place soaring up to a showy
height. But at one station you
see a house with a verandah,

manifestly well swept and gar-
nished, and round it a garden,
well planted and exactly kept,
which stands out from sur-

roundings of red dust and

litter, as an enamelled plate

might shine on a bin of refuse.

It is the house of the English

engineer. He may not be a

more skilled man than the
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German or Frenchman; it is

highly probable that when it

comes to algebra he may not

be the equal of either of them ;

but he will have the work
done well, and that beautifully

kept little house of his is the

outward and visible sign of his

capacity to stamp himself on
all he touches, of his determina-
tion to have comfort, cleanli-

ness, decency about him, and
of his capacity to get what he
aims at.

One has to listen to a good
deal of lamentation over the

obstinacy of our countrymen
who will not learn languages
and conform to alien weights
and measures. There is some
truth in it all witness the

growing displacement of

Englishmen for Germans in

retail trades. But it is pos-
sible to make too much of the

value of a knowledge of lan-

guages in countries into which
men of thirty tongues and races

are pouring from Beyrout
round to Hamburg. Nobody
can know all their forms of

speech, and he who knows
six is just as much, or as little,

at a loss when he is called

upon to give directions in the

seventh as if he knew none.

It happened at no remote period
from to-day that a gang of

navvies was sent down from
Buenos Ayres to labour at

certain irrigation works on the

Palenque river in Argentina.
There was already a consider-

able flowing together of types
of men in the place, and it

possessed an interpreter one
of those polyglot Levantines
who speak all the languages
of the Mediterranean with

equal fluency. The interpreter
tried the new-comers in all the

baker's dozen of languages he
knew for business purposes, and
failed signally to make himself

understood. At last he gave it

up in despair, and came to his

chief, the English engineer,

saying with an irreverence of

phrase not necessary to be

quoted that it passed the wit

of man to understand these

fellows. How then could he
tell them what to do? The

English engineer looked at

them, saw that they were tall

men, round-headed with high
cheek-bones, broad-shouldered,
and in all ways sufficient, who
gazed at him in a bovine way.
He took a spade and a pick-

axe, signalled them to follow

him, walked to the place where
their labour was needed, then
fell to without waste of words
and did a piece of the kind of

work they had been hired for,

before them. Then he pointed
to the tools and the earth he
had turned over and went his

way. Several weeks after-

wards the origin and language
of the new-comers were still

mysteries, but they were doing
their day's work and fairly

earning their day's wage of

three Argentine dollars (Is.

9d.) twenty cents. Linguistic
skill could have done no better.

That English engineer showed
on that occasion one-half of the

secret the capacity to do the
work with your own hands,
and the readiness to take your
coat off and fall to when neces-

sary. A Spanish employer once
declared that when he wanted

algebraical calculations he could

find plenty of his own country-
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men to make them. When he
wished to have a boiler built he

preferred an Englishman, who
not only knew how indispens-
able it was that the riveting
should be properly done, but
could and would take care that
it was rightly finished even if

he had to get inside and do it.

But efficiency is not all a man
may have it and fail. He is

particularly likely to fail if he
has to deal with men of the
southern European races, and
the various crosses between
them and the native Ameri-

cans, and he has only his

efficiency to help him. They
can be governed, but they must
be managed. We pass in the
world for being self-sufficient

and contemptuous of other
races. Yet it is borne in upon
the witness of Englishmen at

work in South America that

they are on extraordinarily
good terms with the people
they employ, and speak of

them kindly. They look for

the best of their workmen,
and they have learnt or even
never had occasion to learn
to abstain from insult, which
to the Spaniard, the partly
Spaniard, and the Italian, is

more grievous than actual ill-

usage. These three form the
bulk of the working popula-
tion. The Spaniard expects
to be " treated like a man,"
not petted, not flattered, not
allowed to dawdle but not
addressed in taunts and with

oaths, and not to be struck,
which is the worst of insults;
and as he feels, so do the
"
Criojo

" and the Italian. All
three resent interference with
their women. All three appre-

ciate straightforward fair-deal-

ing, and practical recognition
of the, to them, indubitable

fact, that they also have their

"dignity of man." "Pobreza
no es vileza," says the Spaniard

"
Poverty is not vileness."

Now we ought not to be

surprised to see that our

countrymen do undeniably
shine as fair dealers in act

and manner in South America.

Of all the Europeans who went
to India, the English East
India Company was the most
careful to endeavour to under-

stand native ways, to conform
their methods of trade to them,
to abstain from religious and
social outrage, to make it pos-
sible for the native, and profit-
able also, to work for them
and with them. The English-
man who does not understand
that this is precisely why the

trading company, during a

century and a half of honest

business, laid the solid founda-
tion of the British Empire in

India, has either not read

history, or has read it to very
little purpose. A British

Empire in South America is

unthinkable. When we tried

to found one at Buenos Ayres
in 1807, we were well and

truly beaten. The Peninsular
War soon gave us other fish

to fry, and the attempt was
never renewed. We may be
confident it never will be.

Yet South America can show

Englishmen acting on the rules

which the solid men of busi-

ness who founded the Company
of the Merchants of London

trading into the East Indies

directed their factors to follow.

They were, roughly stated, to
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remember that foreign trading
ways are natural to the for-

eigner; that you will deal

more profitably with him if

you observe them than by
offending against them

;
that

all ways are capable of being
honestly used ; that honesty
inspires confidence; and that
a man is most likely to deal

with you when you allow him
to find an advantage in the

bargain ao well as yourself.
There is, to be sure, a limita-

tion, a line, a barrier which is

rarely passed. When it is

passed, as sometimes happens,
the result is still more rarely a

happy one. The Englishman
finds it easier to be a good
master than to be a friend.

It is a side of his existence

in South America somewhat
difficult to touch. For the

Englishman who assumes what

may be accurately defined as

the "
dirty negro

"
tone towards

the native of a position corre-

sponding to his own there is

manifestly nothing to be said.

He goes into another man's
house to seek fortune for him-

self, and insults his host. His
insolence is justly resented,
and as the South Americans do
not lack spirit, he comes to grief.
But there are differences which
a wise man recognises, and they
are of a kind to preclude any
real union between us and

them, an incompatibility of

moral code which is uncon-

querable. It comes out most

strongly in the great test of

character and life, the relation

of men to women.
No union between races is

possible until they can inter-

marry, and are content to see

their children brought up
together. Now it must be

asserted roundly that marriage
between an Englishman and a

South American woman is the

beginning of a fall in life to

him. As for marriage between
an Englishwoman and a South

American, one thinks of it with

disgust. The South American
woman is incomparably supe-
rior to the man in morality and

feeling. She is a loyal wife

and devoted mother. She is

very willing to take an English
husband. Though she is a good
Churchwoman, she will be

content with a civil marriage.
She knows that an Englishman
is less likely to think himself

not only entitled but bound by
his rights as a man to be un-

faithful, while exacting the

utmost fidelity from her. But
she is a mere housewife of a

somewhat slovenly kind, and
she cannot be on friendly terms

with the women of her hus-

band's race. As for the men,
their attitude to women is

made up of all that is worst

in the teaching of the Church
of Home and the essential

grossness of Southern Europe.

Englishmen cannot willingly
see such men approach their

women or allow their sens to

be brought up with the sons of

such fathers. Where there can

be no general intermarriage,
and no comradeship of school

and college, there can be no
real friendship between races.

We who are all called English

by foreigners, and who can use

the name for ourselves even

when we are Scots or Irishmen

for short and for the avoid-

ance of pedantries can do
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inuoh in South America, but
we must do it by standing
apart and setting an example.
The workers are of many kinds.

There are British skippers who
navigate Brazilian coasting
steamers. They are there be-

cause the insurance companies
will not insure a vessel com-
manded by a native, and trust

no other foreigner. The east-

ern coast of South America
has no seafaring population.

Argentine shipping is manned
and commanded by Italians.

There are engineers who come
out to make town improve-
ments and railways, bank

managers and bank clerks,

millers, engine-drivers, and in-

deed workmen of all kinds.

There are oddities which you
cannot class. It may happen
to you to meet well inland in

Brazil a wiry Englishman who
came out as a jockey, and
has ended by obtaining a

place as headman of a settle-

ment of Italian "colones" on
a coffee plantation. He in a

small way is a member of the

corps of Englishmen who are

governing, for that is what it

amounts to, no small part of

the life of South America.
Take as example such a

place as the great English
coffee plantation the Fazenda

Dumont, in the State of Sao
Paulo. It is a little world

by itself, governed by an

Englishman Mr Davy. There
are some thirty-two thousand
acres of it, of which half are

"cafesal," coffee plantation, of

four and a half million trees
;

and half is forest, pasture,
rubber plantation, and maize
field. It has its private nar-

row - gauge line and foundry,
and of course its mills, dry-

ing
-
grounds, and all the im-

mense apparatus of a coffee

plantation. And then it has

a population of five thousand
workmen and women. The
Dumont is not the largest

single possession of coffee-trees

in Sao Paulo. The famous
Colonel Schmidt, the "Coffee

King," whose boast it is that

he came to Brazil as a small

boy, can neither read nor

write, owns eight million trees,

and is a colonel in the Sao
Paulo Militia, is a larger
owner. There are others as

large as the Dumont, but not

all in one ring fence and not

so civilised. For that is our

point. Nothing can be more

gaunt, more barren of comfort

and decency, than the house

and surroundings of the Brazil-

ian or Argentine who lives in

the country. There are al-

ways exceptions, and showy
places are to be found in the

"camp," the country, of Sao

Paulo, or the State of Buenos

Ayres. But the Brazilian and
the Argentine are town dwell-

ers. They do not try to carry
civilisation into the country,
which they visit as little as

they can. To them the decency
on which the Englishman in-

sists is useless "luxury." They
live by preference in the town,
and even there what we
call comfort and decency are

unknown. A part of the

house for show and the rest

given up to slatternly dis-

order is the rule. And as

they are in their houses, so

they are in their manage-
ment of business.
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It is clean and clear im-

possible to explain what an

English-managed coffee plan-
tation or " estancia

"
is, with-

out also saying what the
native places are. Now it

would be a sheer burking of

the truth and a mean flattery
of the Paulistas to deny that
their plantations lean to be

slovenly in management, and
that the treatment of the

workpeople is too often vile.

Slavery was not abolished in

Sao Paulo till 1889. The

middle-aged men of the state

grew up in the old slavery

atmosphere. It was bad every-
where in Brazil, and particu-

larly bad in Sao Paulo, which
had been not only a slave-hold-

ing but a slave-hunting State.

The Paulistas of whom Southey
has written at large in his
'

History of Brazil
' were

raiders for slaves among the
forest Indians of precisely the
same stamp as Tiboo Tib and
other African rnffians. It had
become impossible for the
Paulistas to look upon those

who worked for them as having
any rights. So when slavery
was abolished and Italians were

tempted in large numbers
more than a hundred thousand
in one year to work on the

plantations, they were shame-

fully robbed and defrauded,
and their women were brutally
misused. The law courts are

corrupt, the administration

rotten with corruption. The
fazendeiro the landowner, or

his overseer,
" administrator "

went about with a gun on
his shoulder, a knife in his

waistcoat, a revolver in his hip
pocket, and his "capangas,"

his negro bravoes, went with
him. He denied payment, he

beat, and he violated. A long
series of murders was the re-

sult. A very few years ago
one of the largest landowners
in Sao Paulo, a brother of the

then President of the State,
was shot dead on his own
plantation in broad daylight

by an Italian, and in revenge
for an outrage on a woman.
Now the Fazenda Dumont

is precisely the contrary of all

that : nothing is neglected,

nobody is ill-used, and every-

body is paid. There is no "
por

Inglez ver
" on the Dumont.

That phrase may not be under-
stood by all readers, and we
will explain. In the days of

the contraband slave-trade the

Brazilian smuggler of negroes
was wont to cover his

human cargo with a layer of

innocent goods. They were

put there "por Inglez ver,"
for the English naval officer

to see, and the phrase has
established itself to express,

making a show of good work
to delude the world say, for

instance, trimming the outside

trees of the coffee plantation
and leaving all the middle un-

weeded. What there is on the

Dumont is the "palabra in-

glesa." Therefore its produce
has a name on the market, and
it is a model of good manage-
ment to all the State. Its

varied population live in as

much peace as is possible for

Italians, Spaniards, and Portu-

guese. The "
colonos," who are

the permanent settlers, the

"camaradas," who are re-

cruited for harvest, and the

seven hundred workmen of the
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foundry, do at times take knives

or revolvers to one another.

So they do at home. They
strike and haggle for terms.

So they do everywhere. But

they do not hate their em-

ployers, and lie in wait for

them with guns. The "colonos"
can prosper for a family of

a father and two sons can
make 160 a -

year among
them, and live rent free. On
a native fazenda they will pro-

bably have to live in a hut of

sun-dried mud with a thatched
roof. The cottages on the
Dumont are solidly built and
tiled. As the Brazilian officials

and police never leave the

neighbouring town of Bibeirao

Preto if they can help it, the

English manager deals out the

justice of the cadi with steady
hand, and settles even matri-

monial disputes. He may be
called upon to grant restitu-

tion of conjugal rights to a

young married woman whose
husband has turned her out of

doors because she has no chil-

dren. There is no armed force

at hand. The staff do not

even carry weapons in a coun-

try where all natives, and most

foreigners, have their pockets
stuffed with knives and re-

volvers. The power of dis-

missal is the management's
only means of coercion. And
it is enough. There is law
and there is order under " la

palabra inglesa
" on the

Fazenda Dumont.

Moreover, there is a decency
and comfort of life in the
houses of the staff unknown in

the native South American
home. "We have been the

targets for not a little cheap

derision because of our British

love of comfort. The foreigner
finds, or professes to find, some-

thing comic in the determina-
tion shown by Englishmen to

have bottled beer and Lea
& Perrins' "Worcester Sauce
wherever he goes. The thin

satirist among ourselves is

fond of sneering at the slaves

of suburban respectability, and
of comparing them, much to

their disadvantage, with the

bold spirits who can live in

natural freedom whatever
" natural

"
may be supposed

to mean in this connection.

But it is not a question of

preferring suburban respecta-

bility to a brave unhampered
life of picturesque barbarism.

On a Brazilian fazenda, a sugar
refinery in Tucuman, or an
" estancia

"
in Buenos Ayres

or on the western "
camp," the

day's work is to be done every
whit as much as in Brixton or

Galashiels. The choice is be-

tween doing it in a slovenly

way, or intelligently and work-
manlike. And as the work is

executed, so will the home life

be managed. The Englishman
who spares no pains to make
sure that his coffee-trees shall be

thoroughly pruned and weeded,
his beans picked and sorted

exactly, or the sheep on the

station rigidly protected from

scab, and his wells kept in

order, is also the man who
will dress for dinner and will

have the much-derided " Wor-
cester Sauce " which we will

take to be a symbol for a

well -laid table. His women-
kind who insist that the house
shall be kept nice are also

women who do not drift about
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all the morning, slatternly in

dirty dressing-gowns, till it is

afternoon, and therefore time
to lard themselves with paint,

put on a showy frock, and sit

at the window in idleness ef

body and vacancy of mind.
And both will face danger
coolly as part of the day's
work.
The danger is never very

far off when the work has
to be done by crowds of ex-

citable Italians, Spaniards,
Criojos, to say nothing of

Chiruanas from the mountains
of Bolivia, and Mattocos from
the Chaco, in countries where
the police is efficient for nothing
except for oppression, where

capital punishment for common
crime is unknown, and murder
is therefore frequent. On the
western side of the Argentine
Republic sheer brigandage,
carried on mainly by

" rotos
"

from Chili, is rampant. The
"roto "

is the Chilian plebeian,
and poverty at home drives

him to Argentina. The Andes
afford him refuge at a pinch,
and he is a drunkard. The

Argentine police, who are

great at bullying and fleec-

ing the weaker among their

countrymen, and the foreign
settlers, are helpless before the
Chilian " roto

" with his knife,
his revolver, and his perfect
readiness to kill. In the
southern territories of Argen-
tina the population is still

savage, and is not even quite

beyond downright cannibalism.
Whoever says that life and

property are as safe in Argen-
tina as in this country, speaks
on insufficient knowledge. It

is not true even of the city

of Buenos Ayres, and is fla-

grantly untrue of the camp.
There the cattle thief and the

unscrupulous trespasser are

standing pests. They must
be faced with firmness, and at

the risk of need to defy, or

to use, the revolver. It is true

that few of our countrymen
die violent deaths, though it

is not long since an English
bank manager was murdered
in Argentina by a gang of

brigands who came from, and
returned to, the Andes. They,
by the way, came from the

United States, and one of them
was a woman, and they had

completely terrorised the Ar-

gentine police. It is true also

that Englishmen rarely use

force, and that some make it

a rule not to carry arms. But

they suffer or use violence little

because they manage.
Can human wisdom go be-

yond the few and simple fare-

well words of Sir Walter to

Lockhart? "My dear, be a

good man." It covers the

ground completely. Be good
to adventure, good to face

danger calmly in the day's

work, good to keep your
temper in order, good to re-

spect the rights of others, even
to the extent of suffering fools

gladly, good to strike manfully
when there is no remedy, good
to deal honestly with every-

body. Verbal fireworks may
sound newer, but they will

probably mean nothing. Sir

Walter's rule covers the whole
field of conduct, and in that

his advice was very old and
obvious : it was all the wiser,

for it had been amply tested.

Now one comes from South
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America with the pleasant con-

viction that, take it for all

in all, sumidas cuentas, when
the balance is struck, as the

Spaniard has it, the English
in South America have gone
by Sir Walter's guidance,

though they may never have
read his words. They have
made good railways, and con-

duct them well
; good harbour

works
;
and their cattle-breed-

ing has been good. So has
their treatment of those who
work for them. Therefore

they are asked to make more

railways and more harbour
works. Therefore and this

seems, at least to some of us,

a juster cause for pride the

Englishman is trusted, not

only by the man of business,

but by the confused multitude
of workmen foreign immi-

grants and native Creoles or

Indians, who are often but
children in intelligence, and
men in strength and passion.

They come to him for help

against brutal police and op-

pressive judges, and as far as

is in his power they get it.

He will live as an Englishman,
and will not conform to native

ways, whether in his business

or his sport. Sport, of course,
he does, football and polo are

part of the Worcester Sauce,
and in them, too, he sets the

example of fair-dealing. And
just because he "plays the

game" in all relations of life,

he enforces respect for "la

palabra inglesa."
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THE LITTLE COMPTON SENSATION.

BEHIND the bar of the " Dove
and Easel" (famous as being
the only inn BO called in the

country), Mr John Gandy stood

reading a newspaper; when
business was slack Mr Gandy
always read a newspaper, and
in consequence was the best

informed man upon public
affairs in Little Compton. Mr
Gandy laid down the paper
and gazed severely from be-

neath his gold
- rimmed spec-

tacles at nothing. He was a
model publican, from his velvet

skull-cap and immaculate Dun-

dreary whiskers to his bril-

liantly polished and squeaky
boots. As he pursued his con-

templation, the outer - doors

were pushed open, admitting a

stream of yellow sunshine, and
with it a little, bald-headed
man with a red nose and a

green baize apron. He ap-

proached the counter, eyed Mr
Gandy deliberately, and ordered

a pint of ale. Mr Gandy drew
the beer as if it were a sacred

office, wheezing the while. He
was a man with a ponderous
manner, and a full bar or an

empty bar made no difference

to the sacred flow of the liquor.
He had an eye that could

cower a "drunk" more effect-

ually than the muscle of a bar-

man.

"Dry work movin'," said

the man with the red nose

pleasantly.
Mr Gandy wheezed.
"I'm a stranger 'ere," con-

tinued the man, as he produced
some bread and cheese from
a piece of pink newspaper.

"Funny little 'ole, I calls it.

Nothin' to do, far as I can see.

No street accidents 'ere, I'll

take my oath," and he laughed
genially at his own joke.

" You're one of the pantech-
nicon-men from Holmleigh ?

"

queried Mr Gandy with dig-

nity.
"
Eight, first time !

"
laughed

the irrepressible, with his

mouth full of bread and cheese.

"I'm up at the Fort, I am.
Oh! It's b

,
I tell you.

Sorry ! it slipped out." This
had reference to the word he
had used, which had caused
Mr Gandy to "look" at him.
"The Fort?" queried Mr

Gandy. "The Fort?"
"Yus! the Fort," grinned

the man. "That's what I calls

it. Never saw so many guns
in all me puff, millions of 'em.

What the what 'e wants 'em
for I can't think. Millions !

"

The man was obviously seri-

ous, and Mr Gandy became
interested. At that moment a

carter entered. The pantech-
nicon - man immediately pro-
ceeded to get into conversation

'

f.a him. Presently he caught
Mr Gandy's eye and read in it

curiosity. He was a man
whose thirst was always a day
in advance of its quenching,
for to-day's liquor never seemed
more than to satisfy yester-

day's craving. Host Gandy
fixed the pantechnicon

- man
with his eye, and then slowly
transferred his gaze to the

door of the bar-parlour. The
man followed the eye of mine
host with a grin, and saun-
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tered towards the door, looked

round, saw that he was right,

passed through, softly closing
it behind him. A minute later

Mr Gandy moved in the same
direction, lifted the flap of the
bar and passed into the room,
also closing the door behind
him. As he left the bar he
touched a bell which produced
Mrs Gandy, in black, wearing
much jewellery, and a musical-

comedy smile as persistent as

Mr Gandy 's wheeze.
When the pantechnicon-man

went forth from the bar-par-
lour it was with a thirst only
half a day in arrears, a joyous
look in his eye, and a vague
uncertainty about his gait.
Outside the " Dove and Easel "

he lifted his green baize apron,
a finger and thumb at each

corner, and made a few shuf-

fling movements with his feet,

then he winked, grinned, and

finally laughed as he passed
on his way up the road. Mr
Gandy left the bar -parlour,
spoke to Mrs Gandy, and dis-

appeared through the glass
door into the private parlour.
Two hours later Mr Gandy re-

appeared. He had made up
his mind.
The pantechnicon-man felt

as only a man can feel who has
made up a fifty per cent deficit.

His mind was working busily.

He was obviously in possession
of a secret that other people

thought worth paying for. As
he walked down the village
street he pondered deeply, un-

steadily. Presently he paused
and slapped the green baize

apron covering his leg. He
walked over to where Mrs
Grinder was standing at the

door of her little general shop.
A remark of Mr Gandy's had
set him thinking, with the re-

sult that he was soon ringing
the bell at The Towers. Half
an hour later" he walked down
the drive of The Towers, the

residence of Sir Charles Cust-

ance, J.P., a sovereign richer

than when he entered, and the

thirst deficit still further re-

duced. At the gates of The
Towers he paused. Coming
towards him was a dogcart,
driven by a small, fierce-look-

ing little man. It was Mr
Roger Greenhales, who farmed,
as a hobby, at a considerable

yearly loss, to prove that the

outcry against the unprofitable-
ness of English land -culture

was ridiculous. The pantech-
nicon-man spoke to Mr Green-

hales, and in ten minutes re-

ceived five shillings. He then

proceeded to Holmleigh, where
he found his foreman, and also

that he had extended his

dinner-hour into two.

II.

"It's a national affair, I tell

you, Wrannock, a national

affair!" Sir Charles leaned
back in his library chair and

surveyed the impassive feat-

ures of Sergeant Wrannock as

VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLVI.

if searching for some contra-

diction
;

but Sergeant Wran-
nock of the Suffolk County
Constabulary merely shuffled

his feet and said :
"
Yes,

sir

2i
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"I'll call at the house this

afternoon and see if there is

anything to be discovered. I'll

go now ; damme if I don't.

We'll both go."
Sir Charles jumped up forth-

with. He was a short, stout

man, with bushy, magisterial

eyebrows, a red complexion, a

bald head, a monocle, and a

fierce don't-argue-with-me-sir
manner.
He was a man who had

but one topic of conversation

the coming German In-

vasion. It would not be his

fault if the Germans found
Little Compton unprepared.
He had pointed out that, be-

ing an East Coast village, it

lay in the very centre of the

battle-ground. At first Little

Compton had felt uncomfort-

able, but later it had appar-
ently become reconciled to its

fate. It did nothing. In any
case, no village in England
knew better what invasion

would mean. Sir Charles had
drawn a vivid picture of what
would be the fate of the

women of Little Compton un-

less their men - folk repelled
the invaders, with the result

that the Dorcas Society, with
the full approval of the vicar,
wrote to Sir Charles protest-

ing against such things being
said on a public platform.
As he trotted towards the

door, Sir Charles turned to

the Sergeant and said

"This is a big business,

Wrannock, a big business.

We'll find out more before

we communicate with head-

quarters. See?" Aud Sir

Charles glared fiercely at the

Sergeant.

Sergeant Wranuock did see.

He saw many things, includ-

ing promotion for himself, and
he replied

"It is indeed, sir!" And
the two men went out.

From The Towers to Holm-

leigh is not more than half a

mile. Sir Charles went first,

leaving the Sergeant to fol-

low on his bicycle. If they
were seen together it might
arouse suspicion. Sir Charles

was to go to Holmleigh, mak-

ing the best excuse he could

think of, and spy out the land
;

and the Sergeant, who for-

tunately was not in uniform,
was to follow half an hour
later. At six o'clock they
were to meet at The Towers.
On his way up the drive

of Holmleigh, Sir Charles met
Mr Gandy coming away with
a flushed and angry face. For
the first time in his history
his look had failed. He had
been insulted, and that by
a foreman pantechnicon

- man.
Sir Charles acknowledged Mr
Gandy's salute, attaching no

significance to the presence of

the host of the "Dove and
Easel" in the grounds of

Holmleigh. Most probably he
had called to solicit the new
tenant's custom. So Mr Gandy
passed down the drive with a

stormy face, and Sir Charles

passed up with a determined
one.

The hall door was open, and
men were passing to and fro

carrying various articles of

furniture. Sir Charles's eyes

greedily devoured all that was
to be seen in particular some

long, coffin-like wooden cases.

He stood at the door for a
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minute; it seemed unnecessary
to ring with so many men
about. Presently a man came

up and stared at him, rather

offensively Sir Charles thought ;

but remembering the delicate

nature of his mission, the bar-
onet adjusted his monocle and
said politely
"I er want to see one of

the er er moving-men.
"

"
Certainly, sir," responded

the man. " 'Ave you any
choice ?

"

Sir Charles fixed his monocle
more firmly in his left eye,
and stared at the man in

astonishment.
" We've got 'em from twenty-

three to sixty-five. I'm forty-

eight meself, but perhaps you'd
like a young 'un. Fair or dark,
tall or short, sir?"

Sir Charles gazed at the

man in utter bewilderment,
then went very red, but con-

trolling his wrath he re-

plied
"I do not know his name,

I'm afraid. He has a green
baize apron, and er is rather

bald, and er has a rather red

nose."

The man smiled broadly,

insolently, intolerably, Sir

Charles thought.
"That won't 'elp us much,

sir. You've described the
whole perfession. Hi 1 Gin-

ger !

" This to a man who
was passing. Ginger ap-

proached. "This is rather a

tasty little lot, sir. 'E's got
a red 'ead as well as a red

nose. Not 'im ? Well, let me
see. Tell Bindle to come 'ere.

I think Bindle may be your
man, sir, 'e's got some pals in

these parts, I think." For a

full minute Sir Charles glared
at the man before him, and the

man grinned back. " This 'im,

sir?" he queried, as the pan-
technicon-man approached.
"Damn your insolence!"

burst out Sir Charles. "I'll

report you to your employers !

"

But the foreman had disap-

peared to give an order, and
Bindle also had slipped away.
Sir Charles raged back down
the drive, striving to think of

some means of punishing the

insolence of the foreman pan-
technicon-man.
A quarter of an hour later

Mr Greenhales arrived at the

hall door of Holmleigh. The
foreman was there to receive

him.

"I want to see one of your
men. I don't know his name,
but he's

"

"A rather bald little man,
with a green apron and a red

nose?" interrupted the fore-

man blandly.
"
Exactly !

"
responded Mr

Greenhales genially. "Ex-

actly ! Kindly tell him !

"

" I'm very sorry, sir, it was
'is reception-day, but 'e's been

took ill, and 'e asked me to

apologise. 'E's got a lot of

friends round about 'ere. I

shouldn't be surprised if that

was the cause of 'is illness.

Good arternoon, sir. I'll tell

'im you called."

The foreman shut the door
in Mr Greenhales's face, and
for the third time that after-

noon anger strode down the

drive of Holmleigh.
In the hall the much-wanted

Bindle was listening intently
to his foreman.

"You seem to be 'oldiug a
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levvy to-day, Bindle. Seem
to 'ave a lot of friends 'ere too!

Didn't know you was a society

man, Bindle. They're all so

fond o' you, so't appears. 'Adn't

you better give up this line o'

business, you with your gif's,
and take to squiring it ? You'd
look tasty a-follerin' the 'ounds,

you would. Now, it's about
time you decided what you
really are. Two hours you
take for your dinner, an' spend
the arternoon receivin' callers,

me a-openin' the scarlet door.

Now you get back to the

brilliant furniture movin', and

give up yer stutterin' ambi-
tions. If I was you

"

Bindle was never to know
what his foreman would do
if in his place. At that
moment a loud peal at the
bell caused him to pause. He
gazed from Bindle to the door,
from the door to Bindle, and

during the two seconds that
his superior's eyes were off

him Bindle slipped stealthily

away. Then the foreman went

slowly to the door and opened
it. He found there a middle-

aged, rather stout man, dressed
in tweeds, with the trousers

clipped for cycling. Behind
him he held a bicycle. It was

Sergeant Wrannock. The
foreman eyed the caller aggres-

sively, his hands moving con-

vulsively. There was that
about his appearance which
caused his caller to step sud-

denly back. The bicycle over-

turned with a clatter, and the

Sergeant sat down with great
suddenness on the front wheel.
The foreman eyed him indiffer-

ently. The tears were stream-

ing from the Sergeant's eyes,
for he had sat with consider-

able force upon one of the

coasters. When he had picked
himself up and replaced the

bicycle, the foreman spoke.
"If you've come 'ere to show

me that trick, you've bloomin'

well wasted your time. You
aint no Cinquevally, ole son !

If, however, you're a-lookin' for

a bald little man with a green
apron and a red nose," the

stranger's eyes brightened be-

neath the tears, "well, 'es been
took ill, an' 'is mother has
taken 'im 'ome. 'Is address is

1 Dempsey Street, Stepney,
London, South -East. Now
you'd better go, ole sport, 'fore

I set the ruddy dog on you.
I'm pretty damned well sick of

the sight of yer, comin' 'ere

with yer bicycle tricks inter-

ruptin' o' the day's work.

'Ere, Bindle where's Bindle ?
"

he shouted into the house, but
the Sergeant did not wait.

He mounted his machine and

disappeared down the drive.

Before Bindle came, and Bindle
was uneager to respond, he
was a quarter of a mile up the

road.

Sergeant Wrannock was
stunned at the treatment
he had received. From such
men he was accustomed to

respect, deference, and blind

obedience. To be called "Ole
son

"
by a workman astonished

him. Soon he became an-

noyed, in time his annoyance
crystallised into anger, and

eventually, passing through
the alembic of professional

discretion, it became distilled

into a determination to teach

this man a lesson. He had
no intention of letting him
know that it was a police

sergeant whom he had thus
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rudely treated, as if he were presented himselfatTheTowers,
some ordinary person. He told his history, and was bid-

could not understand the refer- den by the Magistrate to leave

ence to the " bald little man
with a green apron and a red

nose." The particulars tallied

the matter until the morning,
when it would probably be

better to report the whole

exactly with the description of affair to the Superintendent at

the man of whom Sir Charles Lowestoft. Sir Charles had his

had spoken. At six o'clock he reasons for suggesting delay.

III.

By nine o'clock the last

pantechnicon that was going
back that night had rumbled
off to Lowestoft, there to be
entrained for London. One
still remained on the drive,

waiting to be taken back by
the horses that would bring
the first van in the morning.
Holmleigh was shut up and in

darkness, save for a slit of

light that could be seen be-

neath the Venetian blind of the

dining-room. Inside the room
sat the foreman pantechnicon-
man. He was smoking a medi-
tative pipe, and cursing the

luck that left him at Holmleigh
to play the night-watchman.
He was not a nervous man,
but his mind instinctively trav-

elled back over the events of

the day. Why had so many
people been desirous of seeing
Bindle ? He had subjected
Bindle himself to a very
thorough and picturesque
cross - examination. He had
told Bindle what he thought
of him, and of those respon-
sible for his being. He had
coaxed him and threatened

him, but without result.

Bindle had expressed the
utmost astonishment at his

sudden popularity, and pro-
fessed himself quite unable to

account for it. Once or twice

the foreman thought he saw
the shadow of a grin flit across

the unprepossessing visage of

his suspected subordinate, espe-

cially when the fellow had im-

pertinently suggested that he
should act as night

- watch-

man, adding as an excuse the

obvious fatigue of his superior.
It was this that had termin-

ated the interview with great
suddenness.

Thus meditating upon the

curious occurrences of the day,
the foreman dropped off to

sleep, for he was tired, and
the arm-chair, in which he half

lay, half sat, was extremely
comfortable.

As the foreman slept, a dark
form moved stealthily up the

drive towards the house. Keep-
ing well within the shadow of

the trees, it paused to listen,

then moved on for a dozen

yards, and stopped again.
When it reached the top of

the drive it crept off to the
left in the direction of the
tradesmen's entrance. Dis-

playing great caution, the

figure finally reached the scul-

lery window, which by a cu-

rious chance was unfastened.
After great deliberation and
much listening, it opened the
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window, inserted itself feet

foremost and disappeared.
Three minutes later the back
door was noiselessly unbolted
and opened. The figure looked
out cautiously, then retreated

within, leaving the door open
to its fullest extent.

The first figure had scarcely

disappeared before another ap-

proached the back door from
the opposite direction. It must
have come through the hedge
or skirted it from the main
entrance on the inside. The
second figure paused, as if

astonished at finding the back
door open. For ten minutes
it stood in the shadow of the

water-butt listening. Finally,
with a quiet, insidious motion
it slid through the door-

way.
The first figure, passing

cautiously through the ser-

vants' quarters, had reached
the hall. Finding all the doors

shut, it proceeded stealthily up-
stairs to the large drawing-
room that overlooked the drive.

The door was open ! Groping
its way, the figure for one
second allowed the light of a
dark lantern to show. The
effect was startling. The whole
room was piled up with long
narrow wooden cases. On
several tables, formed by boards
on trestles, were laid out what

appeared to be dozens of

modern rifles. The figure

gasped. The room was ap-

parently nothing less than a

huge arsenal. The long nar-

row cases contained guns !

guns ! ! guns ! ! !

The figure had just picked
up one of the guns to make
sure that its eyes were telling
the truth, when there was the

sound of a footfall on the

landing.
The figure turned quickly,

and the rifle dropped with a

crash to the floor. For a full

minute it stood as if petrified
with horror, then with a swift,

stealthy movement reached

the door. Here it turned

sharply to the left and ran
into something small and soft.

With a yell the something
turned. In a moment the two
forms were locked together,
with a thud they fell and lay
a writhing, wriggling mass at

the top of the stairs.

The foreman had no idea

how long he had slept, or what
it was that had awakened him

;

but suddenly he found himself

in full possession of his facul-

ties, with a feeling that seme-

thing was happening. The

lamp had gone out, there was
no moon, and he felt cold,

although he knew it to be

July. For a minute he listened

intently. Not a sound broke
the stillness, save the rustle of

the trees as the wind sighed

through them. He went to

the window and looked out

under the blind. It was quite
dark. The foreman shook him-

self, then pinched his leg. Yes,
he was awake. Then he heard
a creak overhead, and it sud-

denly came home to him that

the house was being burgled.
A passionate anger seemed to

grip hold of him. Silently
and swiftly he opened the

door that led into the hall.

He had not moved three steps
before he was brought to a

standstill by a yell that echoed

through the whole place. It

was followed a moment later
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by what appeared to be an
avalanche descending the stairs.

From stair to stair it bumped
through the darkness, and fin-

ally lay heaving and grunting
almost at his feet. There were
muttered exclamations, curses,

threats, and the dull sound of

blows. The foreman sprang
forward and clutched with his

right hand a human ear. Feel-

ing about with his left hand,
he secured a handful of hair.

Then he brought two heads

together with a crack. The

muttering and movement
ceased, and the foreman pan-
technicon-man struck a match.

"Crikey!" The exclama-
tion burst involuntarily from
his lips. He rummaged in his

pockets and presently produced
about two inches of candle

;

this he lighted and held over
the recumbent mass at his

feet.

"Well, I'm brilliantly well

damned !

" he stuttered. There
at his feet lay Mr Greenhales
and Sergeant Wrannoek, whom
the foreman recognised only as

two of the afternoon's visitors.

For fully two minutes he stood

regarding his captives, then,
with a grin of delight, he
blew out the candle, carefully

opened the front door, and
looked out. There was nothing
to be seen save the trees and
the empty pantechnicon van.
The great black shape ap-
peared to give him an idea.

The doors were open, and
without hesitation he stepped
back into the hall, picked up
one of the prostrate figures
and carried it into the van

;

a moment later he did the
same with the other. Closing
the doors, he barred and pad-

locked them and re - entered

the hall. Later he returned

to the pantechnicon, unfast-

ened the padlock, and left

the doors merely barred.

Still grinning to himself, he
once more entered the house
and picked up an old-fashioned

pistol from many that lay

upon the dining - room table.

Next he opened the dining-
room windows at the bottom,

performing the same operation
with those in the morning-
room. Finally, locking the

doors of both rooms from the

outside, he made a tour of

the whole house, and, having
satisfied himself that no one

was secreted within, he slipped
out of the front door and
closed it behind him, unaware
that a pair of terrified eyes
were watching him from the

head of the stairs.

"There's two still to come,"
he muttered and waited. At
the end of an hour he heard
a grind as of gravel beneath
a boot. He listened eagerly.
There was fully five minutes
of silence, followed by another

grind, and a dark shape ap-

proached the dining - room
window. The foreman still

waited. It took a quarter of

an hour for the shape to

make up its mind to raise

the window higher and enter.

The foreman distinctly heard
the sound of suppressed wheez-

ing. When the figure had
with difficulty forced itself

upon the window -
sill, he

leapt out, grasped its leg,

and pulled. There was a

wheezy shout, and the fore-

man was kneeling on the path,
with a figure between his knees
and the gravel.
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Again he struck a match,
which disclosed the ashen
features of the landlord of the

"Dove and Easel." Without
hesitation the foreman picked
him up and bundled him into

the pantechnicon, and once
more barred the door. As he
turned back, he saw the hall

door open slightly. At first

he thought it was his imagina-
tion. As he watched, the door
continued to open stealthily,
inch by inch. A figure ap-

peared. Dawn was just break-

ing. The figure crept along
by the side of the house. At
first the foreman watched,
then, seeing that his man
was likely to escape, he

sprang out. The figure ran,
the foreman ran, and ran the

faster. Then the fugitive

stopped, and facing round

caught the foreman a blow
in the chest as he came on
unable to stop. With a yell
of rage the foreman lifted his

pistol and brought it down
with a crash upon his op-

ponent's head. In a grey
heap the trespasser dropped.
Another match was struck, re-

vealing Sir Charles Custance's
rubicund features, down which
a slow trickle of blood wound
its way.

"That's the lot, I s'pose!"
commented the foreman grimly,
as he bundled the portly frame
of the magistrate into the van.

Having done so, he addressed
the interior at large. "I'm
a - watching outside, and if

yer so much as kawf or blow

yer noses, I'll shoot through
the sides with this 'ere damned
ole blunderbus. D'ye 'ear, old

cookies ?
"

With that he banged the

doors to, barred and pad-
locked them, and sat on the

tail-board watching the grey-
ness of the dawn steal through
the trees, struggling to keep
himself awake. He was still

so occupied when, at half-

past seven, a distant rumble
announced the arrival of the

expected pantechnicon from
Lowestoft. As it slowly lum-
bered up the drive, the fore-

man grinned, and he grinned
more broadly when he saw
Bindle slip off from the tail-

board, followed by Ginger.
"
Mornin', Bindle ; mornin',

Ginger," he called out politely.

"Slep' well?" Bindle and

Ginger grinned.
" Now, one o'

you two go an' get my break-

fast, and the other telephone
for the perlice." The men
stared at him. "Ginger," he
continued complacently, "you'll
find two eggs and some bacon
in the 'all, and a stove in the

kitchen, an' a pot of coffee

which only wants warmin' up.
I'm 'ungry, Ginger as 'ungry
as 'ell is for you, Ginger.
Bindle, give my compliments to

the perlice at Lowestoft, and
ast them to send four scarlet

peelers over 'ere at once to

take charge o' what I caught
larst night.

"Yes, Bindle, ole sport, I've

got 'em all all in Black

Maria," and he jerked his

thumb in the direction of the

empty pantechnicon. "All yer
very dear pals, ole son. Like
to see 'em?"

Bindle looked puzzled ; but
when the foreman had ex-

plained, his grin transcended
in its breadth and good-
humour that of his superior.
Then the foreman changed the
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style of his idiom, and his sub-

ordinates went their ways as

he had intended and directed

that they should.

The foreman was just finish-

ing his breakfast by wiping a

piece of bread round the plate,
when there reached him the
sound of a motor-car chunking
its way along in the distance.

The news of the night's doings
had spread rapidly, and a
small crowd was collected

round the gates of Holmleigh.
Bindle grinned through the

bars, and occasionally threw
to the curious neighbours bits

of information. The car ap-
proached and drew up. In it

was a tall, spare man of about

thirty-eight or forty, with thin,

angular features. He seemed

surprised to see the crowd
;

but turning the car through
the open gates drove slowly up
to the house. The crowd re-

cognised the stranger as Mr
Richard Miller, the new tenant
of Holmleigh. He nodded to

the foreman, who immediately
descended from the tail-board

and approached.
"Good mornin', sir," he said.

" You're 'ere earlier than I 'ad

'oped, sir; but that's on the

lucky side. I've been 'aving
rather a lively night, sir." . . .

At this moment there was a
loud and continuous pounding
from within the pantechnicon
that he had just left.

"If you're not quiet I'll

shoot, God forgive me, but I

will," he yelled over his

shoulder. Then turning to Mr
Miller he winked jocosely.
"Gettin' a bit impatient, sir.

I've 'ad 'em there for several

hours now. Ah? 'ere's the

perlice !

"

As he spoke another car ap-

peared round the bend of the

drive, and an Inspector in uni-

form and three plain-clothes
men got out.

"Now there's goin' to be
some fun," he chuckled to him-
self as, addressing Mr Miller,
he told of the happenings of

the night before. When he
had finished, the features of

Bindle, who had been relieved

by Ginger, were suffused with
a grin so broad and good-
humoured that it contrasted

strangely with the astonish-

ment written on the faces of

the others.

"That's the story, gentle-
men, and there's my bag,"

jerking his thumb in the

direction of the pantechnicon.
"Four of 'em there are, I

counted 'em carefully, an' every
one a Charles Peace. You'd
better be careful as you let 'em

out," he added. "I 'adn't

time to search 'em. They
came so quick, like flies in

summer."
The Inspector breathed hard,

Mr Miller looked grave and

concerned, the plain
- clothes

men looked blank, Bindle looked

cheerful, whilst the foreman
looked as a man looks only
once in the course of his life.

Deliberately he approached the
tail of the van, undid the lock,
removed the bar, threw open
the doors, and stood quietly
aside. For fully half a minute

nothing happened, then the

portly form of Sergeant Wran-
nock emerged.

" Wrannock !

"
gasped the

Inspector from Lowestoft. The

Sergeant forgot to salute his

superior officer. He was hu-

miliated. His collar was torn,
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one eye was black, and his

nose was swollen. Closely fol-

lowing him came Sir Charles
distance and Mr Greenhales,
who between them supported
Mr Gandy, wheezing pitifully.
All were much battered. Sir

Charles's face was covered with

blood, Mr Greenhales had lost

his wig and his false teeth,
whilst Mr Gandy had lost the

power to move.
"What in Heaven's name is

the meaning of this?" asked
the Inspector from Lowestoft.

"It means," thundered Sir

Charles, who was the first to

find his voice, "that we have
been brutally and murder-

ously assaulted by a band of

ruffians."
" That's me and me only !

"

commented the foreman com-

placently.
" I'm the band, ole

cookie, and don't you forget
it."

"It means," said Sergeant
Wrannook, "that having in-

formation that this house
was packed with firearms, I

came to make investigation
and "

" Got caught, ole son," inter-

polated the foreman.
"Hold your tongue!" shouted

Mr Greenhales, in a hollow,
toothless voice, dancing with

fury.
" Hold your tongue !

You shall suffer for this."

At last, from the incoherent

shoutings and reproaches in

which the words "German,"
"Spies," "Herr Miiller," were
bandied back and forth, Mr
Miller and the Inspector from
Lowestoft pieced together the

story of how four patriots had
been overcome by one foreman

pantechnicon - man. The In-

spector from Lowestoft turned
to Mr Miller.

"As a matter of form, sir,

and in the executien of my
duty, I should be glad to know
if it is true that your house
is full of arms and ammuni-
tion?" he asked politely.

" Of arms, certainly, In-

spector, most certainly," Mr
Miller replied.

" I am sup-

posed to have the finest col-

lection of firearms in the

country. Come and see them,
or such as are unpacked."
And the Inspector from

Lowestoft looked at Sergeant
Wrannock, and the plain-
clothes constables looked away
from him, and Sir Charles and
Mr Greenhales looked lustfully
round for Bindle ; but Bindle
was not to be seen. As the

Inspector and Mr Miller, with
the foreman, entered the house,
Sir Charles and Mr Greenhales
walked down the drive as men
stupefied, leaving the host of

the " Dove and Easel
" wheez-

ing upon the gravel. Sergeant
Wrannock watched the door-

way through which his superior
officer had disappeared as a

man might look who had sud-

denly been petrified by a great
horror, and the three plain-
clothes men stood aside talk-

ing to Ginger, who was relat-

ing to them some biographical

particulars of his hero-foreman.

A little farther down the

drive, edging its way cautiously
nearer, was the crowd. Ginger
had deserted his post : for the

first time in his life he was a

man of importance, whose words
were listened to with eagerness
and respect.

HERBERT IVES.
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" BlSMlLLAH !

"
exclaimed my

rais, and the cry was re-echoed

by the boat's crew, as we ap-
proached the west shore of

that beautiful gem of the Nile,

Ghezireh-al-Zag, the Flowery
Island. We had but to coast

round the south of the island

and thus arrive at Assouan,
our anchorage, the crew mean-
while rejoicing at the long
rest they would have after the

voyage, and the rais contem-

plating in advance the piastres
he was to receive as part pay-
ment for his services. It was
noon when we reached the
island. I determined to re-

main on the west side till the

evening and then proceed to

the town, if such a title may
be given to a collection of mud-
built houses, half of which were
without any roof other than
that which is obtained by
placing a few loose branches
of the palm-tree transversely
from wall to wall.

There is nothing to relieve

the monotony of the voyage
for some hours previous to

arriving within sight of the

island, which may account for

the delight I felt at the beauties

it presented to me. The Nile

was then as it were exhausted,

leaving masses of granite of

every variety of form uncovered,
which at other seasons of the

year would have been less con-

spicuous. Having fixed on a

tongue of land terminated by
huge rocks through which the

waters had in the course of

time forced a passage, leaving
three sides smooth as marble
and shining with the rays of

the reflected sun, now in its

full splendour, I had the boat

moored. On my left was
desolation and barrenness, on

my right one of the richest and
thickest groves of palm-trees I

had seen. I looked down the

Nile over the granite rocks,
and behind me I might have
fancied myself cut off from all

further progress by the hills

which closed my view. My
boat's crew were soon extended
on the ground at some distance

out of sight under the shade of

the trees to enjoy the Arab's

supreme delight, repose. My
servant landed to obtain pro-

visions, and I was left alone.

The left bank of the river is

not a stone's -throw from the

island of Elephantina. On an
extreme point, at a short dis-

tance, terminating the ridge of

the Mokattam l which advances

1 The Mokattam is a rocky range of granite hills lying to the east of the Nile,
and extending from Assouan to Cairo. On a spur of this range, 250 feet in height,
stands the Citadel of Cairo, and on another an observatory was built by the Kalifa

Hakim in the year 1000 A.D.
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towards the river, and mark-

ing a sloping descent to it,

stands a ruined Sheik's tomb.
Below this are the ruins of a
convent half choked up with
sand and known by the name
of St George. Round the point
a track of cultivable land is

left by the Mokattam taking a
more respectful leave of the

Nile, and assuming its blackest

colouring.

My beat's matted covering
over the half - deck bespoke
clearly that it had a Frank on

board, and in my days of

travel Franks in those regions
were not so common as they
since have been. They were

not, however, subject to the

contumely of earlier times : the

French had beaten Mamelukes
and Arabs, the English had
beaten the French

; therefore

Frenchman or Englishman was
a subject to respect, and the
latter in a higher degree, in-

asmuch as he had shown
most power, which is the only
criterion by which an Arab or

Egyptian guides his opinion of

a fellow-creature.

I had been contemplating
for some time the rich hues
and deep colouring on my right
and in front of me, comparing
them with the barren appear-
ance of the shores on my left,

when I was attracted by a

figure sallying forth from the

Sheik's tomb. He at first re-

mained attentively watching
my boat, and seemed to be look-

ing about to discover who were
within it, and whether the crew
were near. My own presence
he could easily distinguish, as

the matted walls at each end
of my roof had been thrown

down to favour a slight breeze

which had sprung up and to

give me the advantage of a

through -draught. I believe I

was making a sketch or some
memorandum of the spot when
his figure attracted me. As he

caught my eye he spread a

carpet, and began to say his

prayers with all the abstrac-

tion for which the followers of

Mahomet are remarkable. As
soon as he performed the last

ceremony of nodding his head
to the right and to the left to

the attendant good and evil

angel, he resumed his legs,
entered the tomb, and issued

forth again with a spear in

one hand and a sword slung

diagonally across his back,
while his other hand assisted

him in shouldering what ap-

peared to be a large club, but
the use of which I was soon
to learn. It was high time to

look at my own means of de-

fence. I examined my pistols,

put them in their usual place
for action, namely, one in each
inside pocket of a loose nankeen

jacket I wore, and girded on

my trusty hanger. I knew
that my pistols would keep a

dozen common Arabs at bay,
and therefore was not disposed
to shout for the aid of my
boatmen. There was evidently

going to be an adventure, and
I was desirous of having it all

to myself. I watched my man,
who descended slowly to the

water's edge, where he stopped
and threw down his apparent
club. He observed I did not
flinch from my position, which
made him begin to think of

his own, for he was now near

enough for me to have sent
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him to his looked-for paradise
without much difficulty. Al-

though the natives are very
expert in the use of their

spears, yet it would have been
a vain attempt on his part
to have tried to reach me
with his from the place where
he stood. Discretion is the
better part of valour. He gave
me a salaam, which I returned.

He then laid down his spear,
unbuckled his sword, and

having stripped off his clothes,
which did not give him much
trouble, as they consisted only
of a loose blue shirt, which

may be compared to a blouse

of modern fashion, folded them

up, placed them on the sup-

posed club at the end nearest

himself, launched it and its

cargo into the stream, and

immediately plunged in him-

self, keeping one hand on the

floating wood and with the

other striking out and direct-

ing his course to my boat. As
I saw that he still kept one
of the deadly curved knives

fixed to his left arm a little

below the shoulder, which
forms part of the equipment
of the inhabitants of this part
of the Nile, I begged him very
firmly but courteously to steer

to the land, at the same time

showing him one of my pistols.
He understood my hint, ex-

claimed "Taweel omrek ma
laish haif

"
(Long life to you, do

not fear), and obeyed it. On
landing, he drew his log out of

the water, dressed himself, pro-
strated himself to the ground
and repeated his prayers, then
stood in front of my boat,
where I kept my position. He re-

newed his salutation,
" Salaam

aleik," which I returned again,
and had an opportunity of con-

sidering the sort of hero with
whom it was now my fate to

be in communication, whether

peaceably or no I was yet to

learn, though I had not at

present much cause for fearing
his hostile movements if he
were inclined to attempt them.
He was a fierce-looking man

of about forty
- five years,

broad shoulders and stout body,

supported by the usual thin

lower limbs of the Berber tribe,

with thick overgrown black

hair hanging like a sheep's

fleece, not, however, in irregu-
lar courses down the back, but
rather preserving the compact
shape of a coachman's wig.
His figure was erect, and he
met my scrutiny with a full

front, as much as to say,
" My

bearing shall be that of an
honest man, though I did give

you some reason for suspecting
me just now.

" He broke silence,

and finding I was an English-
man, exclaimed,

" Wallamdu-

lilla," Thank God, "mobar-

rattek," you are welcome. He
beckoned to me to leave the

boat. I told him of his dagger.
He immediately took it from
his arm and threw it into my
boat and bade me keep my
pistols. This settled the re-

maining doubts, if I had any,
of his intentions, and I then

said that if he liked he might
enter my boat. He accepted

my invitation, and stepping
over a mass of rock near the

boat, leaped into it. Having
given me a salutation of peace,
he squatted himself down under

my matted awning with the

familiarity of a native of the
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East who has not to dread
an oppressive chief. He looked
at me for a short time, cast

his eyes on my camp -
table,

on my muskets suspended over
the head of my bed, and the

other travelling apparatus I

had with me. Then he broke
silence. At first it was by a
series of questions relating to

my country, myself, and the

object of my voyage, which

having Batisfied, I addressed

myself to him, and asked why
he was alone, whether he had
left his family in the tomb,
and what was his reason for

descending the hill armed, for

he could not suppose that a

single stranger could have any
hostile object.

" I am a Berber,"

replied he,
" the last of my tribe,

yea, the last of my family. I

am Zerish el Goubli, and once

possessed an Arab's wealth,
had buffaloes for milk, land for

dhoura, palm-trees of my own,
and watered my own tract of

ground in yon Shellaal,"

pointing to the scattered rooks

behind me,
" but am now the

sole occupier of the tomb
whence you saw me descend.

It has been my habitation now
fourteen suns gone by, and it

will be so till the angel of

death wafts me to paradise. I

count the hours for his arrival,

but the decree of the most high
has predestined when that will

be, Zerish must wait his fiat."

My servant now made his ap-

pearance, and I desired him to

prepare some coffee, which was
soon presented to my guest,
who had in the meantime

dropped his voice, and, seem-

ingly unmindful of our pres-

ence, began to count his

beads and mutter prayers,
interlarded with ejaculations
to the Prophet. Having
leisurely sipped his cup to

the dregs, he seemed again
disposed to continue his con-

versation with me. I had
with me Denon's Travels in

Egypt, where that agreeable
and faithful French writer

describes his adventures

amongst the cataracts of

Philse, when he accompanied
Desaix in his pursuit of the

Mamelukes. Amongst these

adventures is a description of

the horrid measures adopted
by the women to prevent their

children falling alive into the
hands of the French soldiers.

I compared this with the

fourteen revolutions of the sun
that had passed since Zerish

had occupied the tomb, and

immediately conjectured he had
been a witness to, and perhaps
an actor in, the scenes described

by Denon. I now hoped I

should derive an interesting
return for my guest's interrup-
tion, and prepared to draw
from him what he remembered
of those days. I explained to

him that the Franks visited

countries not their own for the

purpose of information, some to

improve themselves in medicine,
others to describe the wonder-
ful things they saw, and others

to ascertain whether former
travellers had spoken truth.

"Now," added I, "here is a book

telling such terrible stories

against the Berbers that I do
not believe them, because by
what I have seen in you I am
disposed to think the rest of

your tribes are equally good
with yourself." His curiosity
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being excited, I found the

passage relating to the women
of the cataracts, and as well as

I could translated it to him.

"By your life, Howajee, stop,
read no more

;
the man has said

true, my life for his, I knew
him. It is because the truth

has been told that Zerish is

alone in the world. Hear my
tale, his cannot unfold our

sufferings ; you will know why
I dedicate myself to God and
his Prophet, and why I armed

myself when I saw your boat,
I who have not wielded a

weapon since those times."

The reader must understand
that in the neighbourhood of

Assouan the free navigation of

the Nile is interrupted by a
succession of rocks and islands

as far south as Philse, a dis-

tance of three or four miles.

At the period of my visit the
Nile was so low that the course

of the river in this interval was
marked only by a number of

narrow swift-running streams,
the broadest of which I leaped
over. This interruption to the

free course of the river has
been dignified by the name of

cataracts, which, till I saw
them, I had always figured as

a sort of Niagara, and was
therefore disappointed, though
the surrounding scenery, be-

speaking savage and wild na-

ture, compensates in one way
for its defect in the other.

The natives give it a more ap-

propriate name,
"
Shellaal," or,

properly translated, "Rapids,"
which in the time of inundation

they become. The islands and
the slips of cultivable land,

chiefly on the west side, have
been from time immemorial

inhabited by a race at one time

almost distinct, who are called

Berbes Goublis, to distinguish
them from the Nubians, who
are called Goublis, or people of

the south, by the inhabitants

of Egypt. Some of them spoke
Arabic, but their common lan-

guage was that of the Nubians,
with some remnant of their

own tongue. They were con-

sidered a savage, treacherous

race, and could hardly be called

followers of Mahomet. It is

probable that the changes of

the last quarter of a century
have caused their complete
destruction as a distinct race.

The forms even of Mahomet-
anism were hardly observed by
any of them, but my acquaint-
ance Zerish was an exception.
He had suffered sorrow, and
had turned to the chance he
had of consolation in this world,

by devotion to the only worship
he knew.
But to return to his history.

It appeared that the Mamelukes

retreating before the army of

Desaix, being hard pressed and

desirous, if possible, of causing
some little respite to the pur-
suit, had filled the minds of the

inhabitants of this spot with
accounts of the dreadful cruel-

ties the French perpetrated on

every inhabitant that came in

their way. The Mamelukes,

pointing out the possibility of

revenge, promised that if the

Berbers, taking advantage of

their rocky position, would

resist, they would support
them. In an evil moment the

Berbers determined on hostil-

ities. Philse, Bigge, and the

neighbouring islands were occu-

pied, and advantage was taken
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of any other spots favourable
to defence. One of these was
inhabited by the family of

Zerish, who at that time was
in the enjoyment of such happi-
ness as is the lot of the native

of a barbarous country. He
had his wife and children to

greet him on his return from

daily labour, had an aged
father and mother to bless him,
and four or five other families

connected with him by blood

living near. His family con-

sisted of a son twelve years
of age, and two girls younger
in successive gradation. The
different spots relied on for

resistance were apportioned to

those families who lived near-

est them. Such firearms and
ammunition as could be col-

lected were distributed amongst
those who knew their use ;

the

others assumed those weapons
to which their uncivilised life

was accustomed, the deadly
lance, the unwieldy sword

shaped like that of the Roman
soldiers but much longer, the
curved dagger with a blade

disproportionately short, fixed

to the left arm, and as a defence
to their bodies a round rudely
formed shield covered with
trebled and quadrupled folds

of the buffalo's hide. Such
enemies were not likely to give
the French much trouble, but

despair for a short time steeled

them against fear. The spot

occupied by Zerish and his tribe

was well chosen, as I after-

wards had an opportunity of

seeing. It was on the western
shore north of Philae. The

strip of land they cultivated

was abruptly terminated by a

projecting rock on the south,

the bottom of which was washed

by a deep channel made by the

Nile. On that side it could not

be passed. This rock was con-

nected by a ridge ten or twelve
feet high, having an equal
breadth level on its summit to

a perpendicular mass of the

Mokattam which defied all

approach. Three or four palm-
trees grew near the northern
side close to the stream, and
these unfortunately were the

ultimate cause of the exter-

mination which ensued. The

French, who had successively
driven the Berbers from Philae,

Bigge, and the different spots
which had been occupied,

bayonetting their helpless ene-

mies whenever they reached

them, were appalled by seeing
the women, who had accom-

panied their husbands and en-

couraged them to resistance by
howls of despair, point to their

children, and, weary with the

conflict and unable to support
them longer in their flight,
make a sudden halt, and as

fast as hands could lift up their

daggers, plunge them in suc-

cession into the breasts of the

poor children. In vain the

French soldiers shouted and
made signs, as if to say the

women and children would be
safe : the work of destruction

was carried on without remorse,
and as the pursuers had been

stopped in their advance by
surprise at the deed they
saw, some little respite was

given to those who were re-

treating, who took the road

to the spot above described.

Here they were received with

welcome, and here they seemed
determined to make a last
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stand. There were collected

about two hundred men and

women, and some few children

the offspring of Zerish's tribe.

The French advancing found
themselves impeded by the

stream at the foot of the rock
and by a well - directed fire

from the summit, part of

which formed a natural epaule-
ment and protected the de-

fenders. It was in vain they
offered to spare the lives of

the natives if they would sur-

render ; their offers were met
with shouts of vengeance and
a determination not to survive

unless it was obtained. The

poor wretches were not long
allowed to remain in security.
The French, having spread
themselves in different direc-

tions so as to cut off all retreat,
sent forward a body of pioneers,

who, in spite of a sharp fire

kept up on them, succeeded in

cutting down the palm-trees,
two of which in their fall

leaned over the ridge, thereby
facilitating the advance of a

party which was immediately
ordered to storm. By ascend-

ing the trunks of the palm-
trees to defend this ascent, the

natives were obliged to expose
themselves to the galling fire

from their enemies. It was in

vain that Frenchman after

Frenchman was hurled to the
foot of the rock, as soon as he
reached the top; fresh assail-

ants advanced, and fewer
natives remained to oppose
them. The summit was at

last attained by two or three
who were able to keep their

ground till others had mounted :

they then assailed their oppon-
ents with their bayonets, and
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drove them foot by foot to

the other end of the ridge.
Flushed with victory, and en-

raged at the resistance they
had met with, the French used

the right of war, and massacred
without pity their unfortunate

victims. Quarter was net
asked : life to these poor
wretches was of no value their

children, wives, and parents
had fallen before their eyes.

My acquaintance was one of

the last who remained un-

touched. He had seen his

aged father and his mother

fall, struck by the fatal bullets ;

his boy had been bayonetted
while vainly endeavouring to

defend his mother, who, before

she fell a victim to the soldiers,

had followed the example of

her countrywomen and plunged
her dagger into the hearts of

her poor daughters, already
senseless from fear, and who
were thus spared the horror of

knowing that the hand that

had fed them had caused their

death. The survivors, driven

to the extreme point under
the Mokattam, calmly awaited
their fate : no hope of escape
was left them, as the French

troops at the foot of the ridge
had closed their line. Zerish,
who had been foremost in every

struggle to drive the enemy
from the point at which the

storming - party ascended, ad-

dressed a few words to his

companions : they were worthy
of a Spartan, and were listened

to. His companions showed no

signs of submission, but made
one desperate rush on their

opponents with their spears,
and having abandoned them
on closing, made their last

2K
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deadly efforts with their dag-
gers, for which the French
were not prepared. Numbers,
however, prevailed ;

the Berbers
fell pierced with wounds, or

were precipitated over the

ridge on the bayonets of their

enemies below. The work of

death was over. There was no

plunder to collect
;

the dead
were left to bury the dead.

The French collected their

scattered divisions, and carried

off their wounded men. Sure
that the vultures and jackals
would soon leave few traces of

the victory, they spared them-
selves the trouble of interring
their own dead, and thought
little of the carcases of their

enemies. They then proceed-
ed to take possession of the

islands at the entrance of the

Shellaal, where they found
shelter amongst the ruins of

the seven temples of ancient

Egypt, and in the huts of

the natives. What was equally

acceptable, they found a supply
of cattle collected there. The
Mamelukes in the meantime
had profited by the respite

given them by the resistance

of the Berbers, and eluded their

enemies, who, having few cav-

alry, were contented with hav-

ing driven the Mamelukes en-

tirely out of Egypt. The

inscription in memory of the

victory, to be read in one of

the temples of Philse, proves
that this island terminated
their march.

Zerish had survived to the

last, and was at length hurled
over the ridge near the channel
of the Nile which it overhung,
dragging with him in a death-
like embrace one of the French

soldiers who had felt the fatal

force of his dagger. Both were

precipitated together. The fall

was broken by the Frenchman

being undermost, but Zerish

was stunned, and as life was
fast flowing from many a

wound, he was considered dead,
and left unmolested. In fall-

ing, the lower part of his body
was plunged in the stream.

He remained in this position
for some hours. When life re-

turned, on opening his eyes he
saw a female hanging over him
and bewailing his fate. 'Twas
his slave. She had been
crouched from the commence-
ment of the attack behind a

rock, had witnessed the vain

attempts at defence, had been

unnoticed, and survived un-
hurt. On the retreat of the

French she had quitted her

hiding -
place, and wandered

about in despair at finding
herself alone amongst her dead

companions. While searching
for the bodies of those she

knew, she had recognised those

of Zerish's family, and with
the pious intention of consign-

ing them to one grave, had
carried them one by one over

the ridge to the north, where
she imagined she would be un-
molested by their murderers,
whose march to the south she

had observed ; and having
vainly endeavoured to discover

the body of her master, had
come towards the stream to

purify herself from the blood

with which she was covered.

There she saw her master, had
knelt down to recognise him,
and was preparing to add one
more corpse to those she had

collected, when she found there
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was yet life in him. Women
are prompt in their aid to those

they love, and Zerish had been
a kind master to his slave.

There may also have been some-

thing more than duty, for she
was young, and Zerish was one
that even at the time I saw
him might have been very ac-

ceptable to a Sennaar beauty.
She tried to revive him, drew
him out of the water, washed
the gore from his wounds,

sought for herbs which she
chewed and applied to them,
tore off shreds from her burnous
to bind up the gashes which
marked the various stabs he
had received, and at last had
the satisfaction of seeing him

open his eyes. He recognised
her. He bade her leave him
to die, and waved her to flee

from the spot. "The Kaffirs

are gone, Habeebee [my friend,
or my beloved], thou must try
to live even for revenge, if not
for thy slave, thy poor Anees :

we are left alone, rouse thyself,

help me if thou canst to save

thy poor slain family from the

wild beasts ; thou believest in

the Prophet he bids thee live

till he sends the Angel of Death
to waft thee to paradise : he

says, live whilst thou hast the

power ; pity thy dead and cover

them with earth, that their

spirits may not be vexed by
Eblis till the day of judgment.
I will help thee. Already thy
eyes show that thou hast re-

vived
;
rouse thyself ; perhaps

the Kaffirs' blades have not

pierced thee mortally, and thou
knowest the power of our herbs

against common wounds. I

will support thee to the hills,

where we shall find some cavern

for shelter. I will seek food

for thee. Already has Allah

befriended me. Thy favourite

camel has escaped the plun-
derers ;

she will give thee milk,
and I will find thee dates

amongst our hidden stores ;

the Kaffirs will not seek thee,

they are gone to the islands,

which they will not quit, since

there they will find food. May
Allah choke them when they
eat it." The love of life and
the reflections awakened in him

by the affectionate attention of

his slave made him attempt to

raise himself from the ground.
He found that, though weakened
with loss of blood, he still could

exert himself ; he had miracu-

lously escaped, he knew not
how

; though he had numerous

wounds, yet none pierced a
vital part. The position in

which he had fallen had pre-
vented the effusion of blood,
and he had been shaded from
the deadening heat of the sun

by the projecting rocks. His
faithful Anees helped him to

stand on his legs ; she sup-

ported him slowly towards the

mountains, and taking a path
she knew, the ascent was rend-

ered less difficult. There were
no want of recesses and caverns

for retreat, and into one of

them they soon found their

way. On entering, she drew
a calabash of milk from the

camel and made her master

partake of it, then, causing the

animal to kneel down in the

cavern, placed the wounded
man so that his back was sup-

ported by its body. The poor
beast seemed to understand the

service she had to perform and
remained motionless. Anees
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sallied forth to procure branches
of the palm -trees sufficient to

form a bed, which was soon

arranged. She flew to the

place where she had dragged
the bodies of her master's

family, and covered them with
the largest branches she could

procure; and to prevent their

being removed, heaped stones

on them. This at least would

protect them for a short time
till Zerish could help her in

consigning them to a more
secure grave. With a heavy
heart she sought the deserted

spot where the tribe had dwelt,
and found the store of dates

untouched. There was dhoura

flour, too, means for kneading
it into cakes, and the iron on
which to bake it. Laden with
such necessaries, she hastened
back to the cavern where she
had left her master.

Bruised with his fall and
stiffened with his wounds,
Zerish was yet alive to the

affectionate attentions of his

slave. Allah had preserved
him, and though his thoughts
wandered on his past mis-

fortunes, yet his creed taught
him not to give way to despair.
The resignation of the Arab
under every trial, whether of

pain or calamity, is worthy of

the imitation of more civilised

people. It is this passive state

which enables them to endure
the greatest torments without

sinking under them, and gives
nature a greater chance of

working a cure. He was re-

freshed by sleep, fanned into

repose by Anees, and preserved
from the irritation which would
have disturbed it had not she
driven away the myriads of

flies and insects ever on the

watch in tropical climates to

plague a helpless man. When
night arrived she led the camel
to pasture, and again carried

away a supply of provisions
from their old habitation. The

French, having no enemies to

fear in the valley, took posses-
sion of the eastern bank of the

river, where they could obtain

supplies without crossing to

that of the west. Elephantina
being nearer to the east than
to the west, was entered only
on the east. In a few days
Zerish was able to rise ; his

wounds were closed
;
he thought

of the still unburied dead. It

was in vain to attempt to

shroud them in the earth ;
his

strength would have failed in

digging their grave ;
the rocks

offered many a recess to receive

their bodies. One was found,
near the spot where Anees had
left' them. Thither they pro-
ceeded in the night. They
found the bodies untouched,
their covering having saved

them but indeed the supply of

prey left exposed in the valley
to the birds and wild animals
secured them from molestation.

One by one these unfortunate

victims of the rash attempt at

resistance of the inhabitants of

the Shellaal were slowly and

silently deposited in their final

resting-place. The aged father,

the mother their withered

limbs had not yielded to cor-

ruption, the heat had rather

dried up their bodies ; the blood

that had flowed slowly through
their veins when alive had soon

oozed out of their wounds or

had been exhausted by the sun
after their death. The wife

who had so hastily followed the

wild despair of the other women
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of the Shellaal, and sacrificed

the two children of their love,
had met her death in all the

vigour of life. She had

struggled long with her
murderers and with her fate

;

furious, maddened by the past,
she had with the impotent rage
of a woman, but with all the

fury of a lioness, clung to the

enemies of her tribe, hurling
imprecations on them ; and
with the knife yet reeking with
the blood of her offspring, in-

flicted not trifling wounds on
the assailants. Her corpse was
found with one arm round her

boy's neck ; the other held the

knife still fast clenched in her

grasp. The distortion of her

countenance was even at that

time still marked, but putre-
faction had seized her remains,
swollen by the heat : a few
short hours more would have
rendered it impossible with

safety to have removed her.

Not so the poor children. They
still seemed to sleep. Their
death had only prolonged that

repose into which, from fear,

they had sunk. The boy's
countenance seemed to retain

that resignation which at an

early age his race are taught
to show at their last hour.

The task of removing the bodies
of the children, though the
most trying to the poor sur-

vivors, was soon performed. It

was God's will to take them

away, they were at peace. It

was long before Zerish could
find that blessing. He felt a

bitter pleasure in contemplating
the space he had left between
the bodies of his wife and
children and those of his

parents. 'Twas for himself;
there he should await the hour

when the Prophet, perched on
the projecting stone still left on
the walls of Jerusalem, looking
into the valley of Jehoshaphat,
would sit in judgment over the

faithful and would wateh the

passage over that fatal bridge,

which, slender as the gossamer
and equally thin, yielded to the

sinful soul, but firmly supported
him who had fulfilled the

obligations of the Koran,

carrying the latter safely to

the blissful abodes of paradise,
or projecting the former into

the dreadful abyss of Gehenna.
Zerish and Anees, having laid

the bodies in their resting-place,
collected stones and rubbish,
which they piled up at the en-

trance of the cavern and closed

it against intruders. They
then descended slowly together
to the stream and there purified
themselves in its waters from
the pollution received in their

late office. To Zerish it was
difficult : he was assisted by
Anees, whose heart was kindled

with new warmth for her
master. She could not hope to

be his wife, but she wished for

his love. It is the only existence

of an African woman for that

she lives, for that she would
die

;
but she knew that for the

present there was no room for

love in his breast. She hid her

feelings, and only redoubled her
care of him whose existence

was necessary for her.

The wants of an Arab are

few. They were secured against

hunger by the stores which had
been intended for a larger

party. Zerish recovered his

strength and from his wounds,
but, from the first, nightly
visited the sepulchre of his

family. There he poured forth
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his devout prayers for their

souls, and there he learnt to

compose his own mind to the

devotion which afterwards

marked his life. The French
after some weeks abandoned
the neighbourhood of Assouan:
his retreat had not been dis-

covered nor his slave molested.

When he descended once more
into the valley, he proceeded
to the spot of ground which
had supported his family, with
the intention of resuming its

cultivation. Life was to be

preserved, and without the

labour of his hands neither he
nor his slave could exist. He
would have given Anees her

freedom, but whither was she

to go? Brought in her in-

fancy from her native country,
she had but one attachment,
the spot which was now her
home. To drive her from
thence would have been to her
no freedom. She remained to

prepare his food, to tend his

camel, to give him words of

comfort when he thought of

the desolation that had been

brought on his race. She loved

Zerish and was doomed to pine
without return. It was in vain

she gave him those endearing
names which sound so soft and
harmonious on the lips of a

woman "Ayoonee (light of my
eyes), kalbee (my heart), habee-

bee (my beloved), thy slave

lives but for thee." He thought
of her only as the slave of his

house. His affections had been
all buried in the grave; for

her they were dead. He was
kind, treated her as the child

of his house, acknowledged all

her services with gratitude,

repulsed her not harshly, be-

sought her to seek amongst

happier scenes some object who
could repay her warmth ;

he
would be a father to her, and
enrich the man she should

choose with all the possessions
that were his, and dedicate

himself to God. Alas! these

are weak arguments in a

woman's breast. She received

them with submission to this

her life had been accustomed,
she even restrained all expres-
sions of love, appeared to have
resumed the distance of the

slave in her future communi-
cation with him, and silently

performed the duties she had

assigned to herself. She wept
no more ; the inward fire she

felt had dried up the fountain

of all tears. Anees had deter-

mined on release from her

misery, the dagger of Zerish

was to terminate it. 'Twas

rusty with the blood of the

Kaffirs. She obtained it under
the pretence of cleaning away
its impurity, and seemed to

occupy herself with her usual

industry. Knowing that Zerish

would on that evening visit

the cavern of his dead, she pre-
ceded him with hasty steps,
and removed the stones that

closed the entrance. When he

appeared she plunged the dag-
ger into her breast, and fell

before he could prevent her.

She was not dead : the wound,
though mortal, gave her time
to witness his sorrow. He
would have her live, he would

try to love her; he reproached
her for her rashness, time might
have produced the love she

required ;
the space between his

former misery and this event

had been too short for him to

recover from his grief and to

think of any earthly consola-
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tion : she had now deprived
both of the chance of any
happiness, 'twas bataal (fool-

ish).
"
Zerish, my master, thy

poor slave was mad for thee :

thou wast kind to me when I

became thy slave
;

I learnt to

love thee ere thou wast left the

only one of thy tribe. I wit-

nessed the destruction of thy
race, I thought thee gone, I

found thee living when I sought
only to save thy body from the

vultures. With thy reviving
life my love returned. I

thought that Allah would re-

compense me for my pious wish
towards thee and thy kindred.

I encouraged the wanderings
of my maddened brain. But
I found thee steeled against

my love. Anees dies to

prove that death alone can
now give it peace, but this

death has no pang for me.
I see thee hang over me
with affection. Thy eyes tell

me that this last proof of re-

gard hath won thee. I would
die now, Zerish

;
'tis enough

from thee
;
take me to thee ;

lift my head from the cold

ground ; 'tis thus I would die.

The Angel of Death drags me
from thee; draw near to thy
slave, receive her last breath.

Zerish, bury me with thy dead.

I die, and wait for thee in

Paradise." Thus her spirit
fled.

Long and mournfully did
the now solitary Zerish hang
over his unfortunate Anees.
He may be forgiven if he

reproached himself for having
been so unmindful of the debt
of gratitude he owed to her as

not to have been sensible that

by some return to her wild

passion he might have pre-
served her from her untimely
end. He wept over her, and

vainly thought that, could he
have restored her to life, he

might have made her happy.
Her self-destruction, so uncom-
mon amongst the Eastern

race, was an additional curse

sent down on him from

Heaven, whose wrath he could

only appease by sanctity of

life. To this he was now more

fully prepared than ever. To
Allah would he now abandon
himself. He would now be
no longer of this world

;
his

prayers and self-denial should

propitiate the Creator and the

Prophet, and prepare him for

a seat amongst the faithful.

Having folded the reeking,

bloody garments of his slave

round her corpse, it was not
without strong emotions of

horror that he ventured to

enter the sepulchre that had
been opened. The hour, the

darkness, the remembrance of

the past, the still uncorrupted
bodies it contained, sickened

his soul, yet the last offices

were to be performed for one

who indeed merited all his

pious feelings of regard. She
had saved his life, and gave
her own to prove her last love.

Even the presence of the at-

tendant demons, always on the

watch near the dead to take

advantage of any neglect on
the part of those good angels
who protected the mortal re-

mains of believers from being
devoured by their adversaries,
did not daunt him. He stepped
within the precincts of the

tomb and placed his slave in

her last resting-place.
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THE TWYMANS.

BY HENRY NEWBOLT.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

Two letters, which it con-

cerns us to read, left Oxford

by that night's post. One
was addressed in a strong
but careless hand to Sir

William Twyman, Bart.,

Hampton St George, Wilt-

bury, Wilts, and ran as

follows :

MY DEAR SIR, You're only

just gone and here I am writ-

ing to you. The fact is, the

unexpected has happened
something to tell you already.
Fell out of a boat, you'll

imagine, or lent money to my
tutor. Not much, my old one,
I'm Polonius his grandson and
I don't forget it. But I've

met the other Twyman the

Twyman of the Future, as

Thea calls him when she wants
to be plaguey. And who do

you think he is? that man
you saluted in the Broad Walk
this morning, the slim fellow

with the big nose and diamond

eyes. Of course he asked after

you, and jumped when I told

him your name. But the co-

incidence went further than
that. Do you know, he had
chanced on the same shop to

order himself heraldic glories,
and saw my drawing there.

So he asked me as polite as

a poker what a gent, by the
name of Donnelly was doing
with the arms of Twyman.
He was quite keen, I can

assure you. I said I knew I

was rather a fraud at present,
but when I came of age I was

going to get a Royal Licence

to take the name and arms

complete. So then he asked
whether that would make me
head of a family I didn't be-

long to
;

and like an ass I

grinned and said that when
the time came he and I could

toss for the headship. My
eyes ! you should have seen

the diamonds flash at that !

But he kept his manners

nicely, and we agreed to be
tenth cousins and make the

best of it. I thought this

would interest you, and you
might send it on to Thea, if

she isn't coming home shortly.
So farewell from your dutiful

grandson,
EDWARD DONNELLY.

It is impossible to say what
Sir William felt about this

letter. The only witness pres-
ent when he 'received it was
his sister, Miss Kosabelle

Twyman, a valued but obtuse

companion, to whom he never

thought of confiding anthing :

and as she was now half blind,
rather deaf, and much en-

feebled by rheumatism, she had
little chance of making dis-

coveries for herself. Althaea,
Edward's sister, was away on
a visit, and even when at home
her keen young eyes did not
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always succeed in tracking her

grandfather's line of thought.
Genial as he was, he was never

really transparent. He would
be hospitable and friendly to

all : he loved his two grand-
children with a very complete
affection, personal, parental,
and dynastic. But his kindli-

ness was always shrewd and un-

impulsive, and he kept his own
counsel, by a natural gift. In

speech he was a born tactician,
and never uttered at random :

if his acquaintances had known
how deliberately he could edit

what information he gave them,
at least half of them would
have reproached him with un-

scrupulousness. But his pleas-
ant red face and courteous

manner saved him from sus-

picion, and moreover he never
made mistakes of > an obvious
kind : he was always ready for

any event, however unexpected,
and always kept the unshaking
hand of the scientific experi-
menter. On this oceasion I be-

lieve he read his grandson's
letter twice before he for-

warded it, but that was not
because it took him by sur-

prise : he was only considering

exactly how it bore upon cer-

tain combinations which he
had long been preparing.
The second letter was from

Percival to his mother the

longest he had ever written
her. It began with an account
of his furnishing, vague enough
to hide his discomfiture from

himself, but not to deceive
Amelia for a moment. "There
now !

"
she exclaimed as she

read it, with Molly looking
over her shoulder,

" he is being
swindled right and left. Ah !

my dear, I knew . . . but young
people will never listen to

advice."
" Never mind, dearest," said

Molly cheerfully,
"
you'd rather

have him swindled than stingy,
and you've given him plenty of

money, and anyhow it's done
now let's go on."

She captured her mother's

right hand, and turned the

page with filial firmness. They
read the story of the two
shields in silence. "What a

rigmarole !

" was Molly's com-
ment : but then came the de-

scription of Mr Marjoribanks'

tea-party, which explained the

mystery. The letter ended in

a characteristic vein of self-

congratulation.
"
Altogether

it was tremendously exciting,
and I think the whole thing is

a very lucky start for me.
Term doesn't begin till to-

morrow, there's hardly any one

up yet, and I've made two
friends already. Besides, this

one is a sort of relation : I have
so few relations, and he's just
the kind I should have chosen.

I do hope you'll like him I

know you always hate red hair,

but his is the good soft red,
not metallic or hot. Of course

he has the red - haired com-

plexion, rather pink and trans-

parent, but his face is very
straight and handsome really,
and he has a way of looking at

everything as if he had a right
to I mean he never lowers his

eyes or turns them away too

soon. Then he's very amusing ;

he and Marjoribanks have a

curious quaint fashion of speech,
almost a language of their own

it doesn't make you laugh,
but it tickles you quietly all
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the time and makes you feel

on tiptoes to be witty yourself.
It's as if he was tasting what
he says, and enjoying it so

much that you enjoy your part
too. I found myself almost

falling into the very same tone,
and I know Molly would do it

perfectly. Tell her that as

soon as I'm straight she must

bring you up to see the new
cousin, and then I hope you'll
be glad you married into our

family. Forgive that old joke,

but, my dearest mother, you've
simply got to like him."

Molly loosed her hold upon
the letter and moved away
with a dancing step, thrusting
both hands into the pockets
of her blue overall. Her bright
brown eyes were as usual

brimming with the zest of life.
"
Mother," she exclaimed,

" how
like Percival ! the moment a

thing becomes his own, it's

perfection."
Amelia was still absorbed in

the letter : her daughter pur-
sued the point.

" Don't you
think it's absurd? Of course

we put a fancy price on our
brothers and sons, but you
can't make swans of every
goose in the family, however
distant they may be."

Amelia was still silent.
" How distant is this cousin

goose ?
"
asked Molly, still danc-

ing, and then suddenly perceiv-

ing that she was unanswered,
she stepped to her mother's

side again, tapped her with a

single knuckle and asked in a

formal neighbourly voice, "Is
Mrs Twyman at home ?

"

Amelia looked up with a
smile and touched her arm

caressingly.
"
Yes, run away

now, dear," she said absently,
" I have something that I must
think over."

Molly flashed with amused

indignation.
" Oh ! you funny

little mamma !
' Run away !

'

why not 'run away and

play'? I once had a sweet
little doll, dear, is that what

you're thinking of ? I'm afraid

you don't know your dates

I must ask you to write them
out for me, twice."

Then at sight of her mother's

face, still grave, tenderness

turned her suddenly in mid-

flight. She half -ran, half-

fluttered back, like a wagtail
to her young a kiss "How
lovely you are to rag, mother !

"

another kiss, and she was

gone again, to chase her winged
little follies elsewhere.

CHAPTER XXIX.

Amelia sighed a kind of about opening it, the dry hard

pro formd sigh, "Ah! my band of india-rubber cracked

dear, it's well to be young !

" and fell apart : but the papers
and went to her writing- had buckled slightly at the

table. There she unlocked a waist and still held together
drawer, lifted a mass of well- as if from long habit. She
ordered papers, and took out separated them and looked
a packet from the bottom of them through there were a

all. As her quick fingers set dozen letters, mostly in the
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handwriting of her brother-

in-law the Commander, a large

sheet-pedigree, a Statement of

the Case on brief-paper, with
Counsel's opinion, and some

explanatory notes. She laid

the bulk of the documents
aside and unfolded the notes.

Yes, there he was, Sir

William, underlined in red,

just as she remembered him,
with the date of his marriage,
and the birth of his only
child, Margaret Althea Cecilia.

Her marriage to Turlough
Donnelly, and her death a few
weeks after the birth of her

second child, were added to

the record in pencil and in a

different hand. There they all

were " the Enemy," as she

had always thought and spoken
of them, these Donnellys who
were lying in wait in their

unscrupulous Irish way just
like Barry Lyndon to steal

the Twyman inheritance from
her Percival : and now here

was the boy himself falling

headlong into friendship with
them. Who could tell what
webs they might entangle him

in, what blind promises they
might extract from him? It

was her own fault, no doubt,
she should have warned him :

and she had always wanted
to do so, at some far-off in-

definite future moment before

he came of age. She had for-

gotten Oxford, forgotten that

there or in any other chance

meeting-place beyond the school

close, he might easily enough
come within the reach of this

pretender, this plausible im-

postor, who of course lived only
to foist himself like a change-
ling into Percival's birthright.

This was the dangerous time

the two years before twenty -

one and she had forgotten
it!

In reality the mistake was
not one of memory, but of

imagination. She had never

forgotten
" the enemy," but she

had always thought of them
as existing at present only on

paper, lying dormant in a
bundle of documents, as in a

chrysalis, till the day that

should hatch them out, the

day of Sir William's death,

then, of course, to be caught
and crushed at once. It had
not presented itself to her
mind that "

they
" were already

living persons, or rather a living

person, a boy of much the same

age as her own son, growing
up in the same small island,
even in the very next county
of it.

Well, the mischief was done
now : it remained only to face

the situation. What should
she tell Percival? A little

reflection showed her that it

must be all or nothing. He
had always been eager to

hear about the family, the more
so because he had retained

from very early days some
recollection of a secret that his

mother was keeping for him in

that locked drawer of hers.

Tell him that the time for

unlocking had come, and he
would certainly insist on know-

ing everything. She had once

seen her young scholar de-

ciphering an old Latin deed
for some friend, and his thor-

oughness seemed to her posi-

tively ferocious. " Like a ter-

rier at a rabbit-hole," his uncle

had said,
"
wearing his claws
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out mad to get to the bottom."

Anything of that kind would
indeed be waste of claws, for

whatever Percy's rights might
prove to be, they could not be

effective during Sir "William's

lifetime. It was this last con-

sideration which made her de-

cision so difficult. On the one
hand she saw the ingenuous
hero of her romance exposed
to vague but possibly fatal

dangers, on the other she ima-

gined him spoiling perhaps the

whole of his Oxford time in

preparation for a fight which

might not come off for years.
It was a real dilemma. So
much she discovered in less

time than it has taken to write

down her thoughts : the next

thing the very next thing,
for so prompt a lady was to

find out which was the least

deadly horn to rush upon. In
an hour's time she had written
a clearly-outlined and highly-
coloured sketch of the position
to each of her two counsellors,
and despatched both letters to

an early post.
The answers arrived together.

The Commander's she opened
first, because she expected that
of the two it would be the less

encouraging : her brother-in-

law had never shared her
ardour in this particular cause.
" You know my feeling about
the claim," he wrote now ;

"
it

always seems to me like trying
to revoke the Norman Con-

quest. For hundreds of years
these people have been in, and
we've been out. It may be
our property, but it's their

home. Besides, isn't it rather
a poor-spirited programme for

a boy like Percival, this idea

of going out into the world,
not to make his own fortune,
but to find it ready made to

say nothing of taking it from
someone else ? In any case,

why suggest it to him before

you must? So many things

may happen before Sir William
dies : he may marry again, even

now, and have a Twyman to

succeed him, or these grand-
children may die there's been
an astonishing clearance in

that family already or we on
our side may all become extinct.

I don't say that any of these

chances is very likely : what I

do say is that where every-

thing else is uncertain in this

business there is one plain cer-

tainty the bad effect on Percy
of having his character put to

such a strain while it is still

growing. Give him the two

years why not the whole
four ? and when he leaves

Oxford he'll be man enough to

choose the right line, at any
rate, to choose his own line,

which he could hardly do at

present."

Every sentence of this letter

irritated Amelia none the less

because she knew well that it

expressed the view which her

beloved husband himself had

always held. She was de-

termined, for good and suffi-

cient reasons, to set aside that

view : she wished to be sup-
ported in doing so, to hear it

controverted by authority, and
here was Roland reaffirming
it in his disinterested, sincere,

exasperating way. In two
minutes she would take pen
and mow down his crop of

rank absurdities ;
in the mean-

time she set her lips very firm-
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ly and tore open Mr Mundy's
envelope.

" How good of him ! how
like him !

" he was coming by
an early train and would be
with her by luncheon time.
" On his way to Exeter "

that, Amelia thought, was

only a kind excuse. He was

taking the matter seriously,
not in Roland's abstract and

unpractical way. The con-

trast showed her how impro-
perly her brother-in-law had
treated his nephew's inter-

ests, and sharpened her resent-

ment. She spent the next
hour and a half in composing
a reply, exhausting to herself

and not likely to be soon for-

gotten by the recipient.

This, when Mr Mundy ar-

rived, she handed to him for

his approval, and watched him

reading it, with a look of sup-
pressed indignation, ready to

blaze up again at a breath.

Mr Mundy read the corre-

spondence on both sides with
his usual deliberation. He
took all Amelia's arguments,
and being himself the gentlest
of men, rather admired the

vehemence with which they
were put. She was defending
her young, why should not the

points come through the vel-

vet ? But he saw also that she
was hurting herself as well as

her adversary. His blue eyes
rested kindly upon her: there

was a mountainous quiet about
him that soothed her nerves.

"Amelia," he said in his old con-

fidential tone,
"
you write very

well, if I may say so. Percy
is very fortunate to have such
an advocate." A waterfall in

August could not have sounded

more refreshing to Amelia's
ears. She drank, and mur-
mured her contentment. " I

can see only one omission," he

continued,
" one thing more

that you might have said in

reply to Roland's letter. You
might have reminded him that

you only asked his advice on
the one question of immediate

importance, whereas he has

gone beyond that and launched
out into general considerations

on the claim itself. In fact, the

larger part of his letter is off

the point and needs no reply."
Amelia was silent : she no

longer felt sure in what direc-

tion she was being led.

"You asked us simply
whether Percy should or should

not be now informed of his

position. I gather that you
would wish not to distract

him from his work at present,
but that you fear he may for-

feit or compromise his rights
in some way if he is not put
on his guard. I know just

enough of the law to know
that that is impossible : no
man can forfeit his rights as

long as he is unaware of their

existence. I feel certain of

that : and you will see that it

is a reason for keeping Percy
in ignorance he is safer so,

actually safer. Do you see

what I mean?"
Amelia was far too quick-

witted not to see the argument
and its force : but she was not

satisfied the personal point
remained.
"Of course I shall do what

you advise. But as Roland
did raise all those questions

though I agree that they are

utterly irrelevant don't you
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think I was right to answer
them?"
Mr Mundy paused.

" I

think," he said at last, "if I

were you I wouldn't send the

letter."

Her face changed : a black
fear had leapt upon her. " You
don't take Roland's view you
don't think it's like the Norman
Conquest, or that Percy would
be mean-spirited ?

"

He smiled a grave reassuring
smile. "I disagree with him
from beginning to end from
the Conquest downwards.
Roland is a good man, but he
is imaginative. He never looks

at things objectively he has
had no scientific education.

This business we are consider-

ing is a purely legal matter.

Either it is the law that this

property comes to your Percival,
or it is the law that it goes to

someone else. We do not know
at present which way it is, but
when the time comes the proper
authority will decide. Peroival

is in no way responsible for the
state of the law. His only
obligation is to act in con-

formity with it."

Amelia, like many another

client, felt a little uneasy at

the way in which her advocate
stated her case for her.

" You don't think," she asked

rather timidly, "that Peroival

will have any choice in the

matter? Roland speaks of his

taking a right line, a line of

his own."
Mr Mundy was as deliberate

as ever, but perhaps his reply
was a little less diffident than
usual : he wished to settle his

anxious client's mind. "
No,"

he said, "in a case like this

the individual can take no line

of his own ; his line is laid

down for him by the law, the

system under which he lives.

The more civilised life is, the

more strictly conditioned it

becomes. It is better so

lawlessness is the worst of

evils."

"Percy would never be law-

less," said Amelia with satis-

faction, and added,
" Then I'll

just put Roland right about

that, and tear up what I had
written about the rest."

Mr Mundy looked doubtful,
but it was time for him to go.

CHAPTER XXX.

On the same day and at the
same hour Percival was setting
out with Edward Donnelly for

the Upper River, the haunt of

those who take to the water
for pleasure. As they left the

last skirt of the town an un-

expected sight awaited them.
The stream, swollen high by
the late rains, had overflowed
its left bank and completely
flooded the vast green pasture

known as Port Meadow, which
stretches along it between
Woolvercot and Oxford. The
whole level of the landscape
was one broad sheet of smooth

water, bordered by lines of

pollard willows, now gaunt and

leafless, which rose straight
from the glimmering surface

and showed like witches'

brooms outlined against the

silver autumnal mist. Here
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and there, moving like sleepy

gulls across the scene, were a

dozen tiny white-sailed yachts :

not a sound came from them,
and the quiet ease of their

movement in so gentle an air

gave a curious sense of un-

reality to the picture. The
sun, too, though still an hour
from setting, was already
transformed by the earth-magic
of the October afternoon : he

hung like a dull red lantern

over the water, with a light
which seemed only to make
more remote and more mysteri-
ous its infinite expanse of palely

shimmering distance.

Beside the embanked foot-

path, which here served in

emergency for a wharf, one

yacht still lay waiting for a

hirer. As the two friends

approached, Percy fixed a long-

ing eye upon her, but before he
could suggest a ehange of plan,

Donnelly had settled the matter
for him by signalling to the
man in charge that he accepted
his offer of the boat.

"We needn't go further," he

remarked to Percy in his cheer-

ful offhand way ;

" this looks

better than the labouring oar

about three sizes better."
" Can you sail ?

" asked

Percy.
"No, but I expect the ship

can." In two minutes they
were being pushed off from
shore by the bargee, with
voluble instructions as to the

management of sail and centre-

board. Percy might perhaps
have listened to them if he had
been alone, but his companion
mocked at precautions.

"That will do, my good
man," he said, "heave her off!

You see we don't care which

way we go, or when we get
there, and if we upset we shall

just step out and walk ashore."

Percy laughed : the careless

mood exhilarated him. "I

suppose it is pretty shallow,"
he said by way of assent.

" It's a lagoon," replied Don-

nelly, "a two-foot-six patent

grass-bottomed lagoon. You
sit there, between the punt-pole
and the centre-board, and see

that we don't go aground, while

I steer her I'm going to take

you all round the Ewigkeit."
The sail drew taut, the shore

receded in a dreamlike imper-

ceptible way, and Percy found
himself in the middle distance

of the picture he had been ad-

miring five minutes before. He
had nothing to do but lean con-

tentedly against the gunwale
and enjoy the smooth, gliding

motion, which quickened now
and again out of perfect silence

into a cool, delicious gurgle
beneath the boat, like the ghost
of a drink satisfying the mem-

ory of a thirst.

Donnelly steered a serene but

erratic course, heading always
in whatever direction the wind
most easily took him, and rely-

ing on the punt-pole whenever
the ship had not enough way
on to go about. The method
was quite satisfactory to Percy :

he was useful at intervals and

delighted all the time. They
pointed now for Woolvercot

mill, now for Cumnor Hurst,
back again for the campanile
of St Philip and St James,
and then once more right up
towards Godstow Nunnery.
Every view had a wide deso-

late beauty that became from
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moment to moment wider and
more desolate, as the sun fell

with an almost staccato motion
to the fringe of the hills and
lit up the water levels with a

faint smouldering glow above
which the mist shone more and
more coldly.

"
Ah-h-h," said Percy at last,

with mingled contentment and

regret in his voice, "and to

think that as soon as the floods

run down we shall have to row
instead of sailing !

"

" Not any for me !

"
replied

Donnelly with his air of delib-

erate gusto. "I've told them
that this child is not taking
compulsory games."
The attitude was a new one

to Percy, and he felt bound to

differ.

"Well," he said, "of course I

should feel unpatriotic if I did
that but then we are a much
smaller college."

Donnelly continued to radiate

with unabashed humour. " Old

man," he said slowly, "do you
know what your Torpid crew

weighs? About twelve stone

per man, and you are some-
where round about ten. Go to,

my son, you cannot make oars

without beef."

Percy laughed; the tone
tickled him so pleasantly : but
he stuck to his point like a good
Downtonian.

" Those of us who don't row
are expected to play footer for

the College."
" Exercise in the prison-yard

twice a week," replied the other;
" but happily you needn't obey
the regulations."

Percy felt again that he must

protest, but he was careful to

keep up the light tone of the

argument.
" One would think,"

he said, "that you had just
come out of five years' penal
servitude."

"So I have, and I'm not

going to do four more in the

galleys."
" If every one said that, what

would become of the College ?
"

" My son," replied Donnelly,
"that's one of the Vulgar
Errors : a very gross Super-
stition. The true faith is that

the College was made for man,
not man for the College. Even

Thucydides knew that. You
remember he says it is the men
that make the city, not the

buildings nor the boats. I

expect he had observed that

when rowing stops it's not the

College that ceases to exist, but

only the Captain of the Boat
Club. Of course if you want to

be Captain
"

"I don't," laughed Percy,
"but I want our boat to go
up."

" Personal pride, anyhow,
"

said the other, "and I have
it myself. I'll tell you what
I'm going to do about it. I

shall have the crew to break-

fast, bet on them at current

odds, and run with them every

day of the races. Meantime I

shall go out sailing, sculling,

canoeing, and punting with

every Twyman I can find."

Percy was silent : his new
friend's manner gave him a

peculiar pleasure; the argu-
ment, though whimsically put,
seemed reasonable, and he would
have been glad to believe it

sound. But he could not bring
himself to accept so easy a view
of life : he had so long been

trained to believe in the neces-
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sary opposition of duty and
inclination.

" See here," continued Don-

nelly, "you don't really think
this University was founded as

a School of Rowing ? It hasn't

even one Remigius Professor-

ship. And look at the land-

scape look at it ! Do you
come up to a place like this to

be told to keep your eyes in

the boat ? Oh ! I know what

you're going to say football

and esprit de corps and the rest of

it. Well, I grant you a certain

amount of patriotic mudlarking
on wet days : but when it's fine

you've got to invite your soul,

and play the Seholar-gipsy with

me, all up and down the strip-

ling Thames. Do you know
where you are now, Wanderer ?

your face is towards Hinksey
and its wintry ridge, those are

the green-muffled Cumnor hills,

and they say that Bablock-hythe
is somewhere beyond.

Percy was beaten this time.

He had long loved the poem
from which Donnelly had pulled
a line or two in his random
fashion : now he found a mean-

ing in it for himself, guessed
dimly that such things were

part of a truer Oxford than
that which he had looked to

find. Cumnor and Bablock-

hythe the names had always
murmured of romance, now
they called him to follow after

beauty visible and invisible,

promised him the happiness of

that double pilgrimage, earthly
and immortal. He perceived
that his friend had changed
the language of their conversa-

tion, and was speaking in a

tongue in which the trite catch-

words of school life had no

equivalent.
" The sun is setting," he

said quietly ;

" how the mist
rises we must be going
home."

CHAPTER XXXI.

That evening Percy dined in

Hall for the first time. He
might have done so before,

for this was the third day of

term, but on the two preceding
nights Marjoribanks and he
had supped together in their

own rooms, neither being yet

prepared to say the long Latin

grace in public a duty allotted

by the rules of the foundation
to the junior scholar present
in Hall. To -

night, however,

Marjoribanks, seeing that he
would be quite safe himself

provided that Twyman his

junior was there, came round
to fetch Percy in good time,
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overruled his laughing reluct-

ance, put his gown on his

shoulders, took him firmly by
the arm, marched him across

the Quadrangle where several

groups were collecting, and

planted him in front of the

great fireplace.

They were unnecessarily early,
and had still a few minutes in

which to roast themselves and
take in the details of the scene.

The Hall itself they had both
known before, but only in the

dreary daylight of an examina-
tion week. Now the dazzling
lights that half-lit the sombre
and stately building produced

2L
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on Percy the same effect of

enchantment, the same feeling
of timelessness, that he re-

membered to have known years

ago in Casterby church. He
looked with a confused but
vivid sense of recognition at

the dark cedar panelling of

the walls, at the high mullioned

windows, and the great black

timbered roof above. From the

ends of the hammer-beams hung
rich oarven pendants, like black

lanterns : below every bracket

and over the two door-heads

bright shields of arms stood

out in relief : the quiet eyes of

great men looked down from
their portraits above the dais.

In the centre, and apart from
the rest, the blind old Founder
seemed to stand, with a face

full of resignation and tenacity,

listening always to the hum of

the bees for whom he had
builded. Below him stretched

the long white tables, shining
with silver : that they were

empty at the moment only
added to the mysteriousness of

all this dusky splendour and
made Percy's satisfaction more

complete. What was satisfied

in him was not an ordinary
expectation, or an ordinary
feeling for the picturesque, but
a longing, as it were, for a past
that had been his and was

forgotten, the desire of a dream

long vanished or perhaps never

yet dreamed. The light in

which he stood and warmed
himself was not the light of

this century or of that, but a

light in which all were one : it

had power to reanimate, to

recall, the spirits that had once
known its secret.

A bell rang outside, the door

opened, and a stream of black-

gowned figures poured into the

Hall. Through the middle of

them a single file of more

dignified personages advanced
in procession and arranged
themselves in attitudes of pass-
ive expectancy at one end of

the High Table. The group of

scholars round the fire made

way for Percy, or motioned
him forward, and he found
himself standing alone near the

dai's, with his hands folded

awkwardly in front of him,

rattling off the grace mechan-

ically in a clear voice which
seemed to come from some-
where outside him. "...
alamur, foveamur, corrobore-

mur." Scarcely had the con-

cluding words been uttered,
when conversation burst forth

in a joyous buzz all down the

Hall : for it is here, in the

centre of the hive, and at the

time of feeding, that the human
bees hum most vigorously.
And this is not unnatural,
since they are even then using
their wings and making honey,
no less than when they are

skimming the Attic fields, or

fixed, proboscis downwards,
between the leaves of their

antique garden, as the

Founder well knew when in his

immortal statutes he included

regulations for the conduct of

conversation at the dinner-

table. They have been oddly
amended tince his time.

Percy seated himself at the

lower end of the scholars' table,

next to Marjoribanks. The

place on his other side was
taken by a bachelor who had
come in a moment too late to

sit among his contemporaries.

Presently a scout touched

Percy's sleeve and asked him
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whether he preferred ale or

older. He chose the latter,

and almost immediately a huge
covered tankard of silver was

placed before him. It held a

quart, and contrasted absurdly
with the modest pints and half-

pints of all his neighbours.
" Hi ! you've brought me too

much," he called over his

shoulder. A gust of laughter
ran boisterously down the table.

The scout, grinning but ob-

sequious, bent down to reply,
" That's your sconce, sir, it's

always a quart."
The bachelor, a hard-looking

hawk-faced little man, ex-

plained to Percy in a tone of

rather beaky humour. The
sconce was a penalty, inflicted

for breaking any rule of the

table, in this case for having
omitted three words in the

middle of the grace. A message
followed, from the Head of the

table, that Mr Twyman was

requested to drink and pass
the sconce up.

"If you finish it all at a

breath," added the bachelor

with an aquiline look, "you
sconce the whole table."

Percy was reasonably thirsty,
and the look roused him : he
drank long and deep, but he
was beaten before he reached
the bottom, if only because the
tankard was as cold as a well.

The sconce was passed to

the senior scholar, who raised

it and nodded down the table

to Percy as he placed the

empty cup before him, shut-

ting down the lid with a clank.
"
Now," murmured the

bachelor, speaking as it were

sideways out of his clenched

beak, "ask what were the
words you left out."

Percy had no sooner put the

question than it was answered

by several quick voices. The
Head of the table, who had re-

mained silent, smiled blandly
and ordered sconces for every
one who had replied. Three

words, it appeared, of Latin,

Greek, or Holy Writ, were

enough to earn the penalty.
The condemned all protested

against their sentence : a hub-
bub of argument followed, till

one of them borrowed a half-

sheet of paper and wrote a

statement, which was handed

up to the dons at the High
Table by way of appeal. It

seemed to give a much-needed

fillip to the festivity of the

Olympians, and the Dean was

inspired to return a singularly

happy judgment. He decided
that the offenders were rightly

punished, but added that their

wrong-doing was caused by a

dereliction of duty on the part
of the senior scholar, who
ought to have given Twyman
notice of his failure before

sconcing him, and must there-

fore pay a similar penalty him-
self. The decision was greeted
with vociferous joy, the Head
of the table duly sconced him-

self, and the supply of mild
drinks being now ample the

humming became more like

that of bull -roarers than of

bees.

But the beaky voice beside

Percy could be heard through
it all.

"
You, I gather, are a sort of

John Twyman."
"My name is Twyman, but

not John."
" Oh ! yes, we are all John

here the President is John

Pre., the Porter is John Porter,
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and you are John What's-your-
name."
The diamonds in Percy's eyes

began to flash, but he re-

flected that such gratuitous
rudeness had probably a

humorous point somewhere,
which it would be better not
to fall upon.

" You come from Downton, I

believe," was the next remark.
"I do," was the reply.
The eagle eye surveyed him

inquisitorially : its sidelong

glance seemed to be taking
stock of his costume.

" Whist or waistcoats," said

the examiner, "have you made

your choice yet ?
"

Percy contrived to smile as

he replied that he did not
understand.

" Oh ! yes, . . . m'yes, you
Downton men always take to

one or the other. You lace the

ego up so tight at school, you
must begin by a little outburst.

M'yes, you all dress or gamble :

dress is the safer. I was quite

glad when I saw your friend

John Quiller yesterday, looking
self - conscious in a crimson

plush vest. He's taken the

right turn, at any rate. So I

daresay have you."

Percy began to be amused,
though he still disliked feeling
so soft and callow before this

incisive old bird of prey.
"Well," he said, "I confess

to a waistcoat : I ordered one

to-day."
"
M'yes, I thought so. Bring

it for me to see then, at lunch
jon Thursday. We'll have Q.'s
too. I like Downtonians to be

virtuous."

At this moment someone on
the opposite side of the table

asked Percy if he would come

up and play whist after Hall.

Before he could reply the beak

snapped, "Twyman doesn't

play."
" Not well," said Percy,

" but
I will come. Thank you."

"I said waistcoats or whist,"
remarked the bachelor. " What
are you doing with both ?

"

" Ah !

"
replied Percy,

"
per-

haps I laced my ego tighter
than the rest."

The table rose, and he escaped
to his game.

CHAPTER XXXII.

In three weeks' time Percy
had made notable progress : he
was attired with a gaiety suffi-

cient, if there was anything in

the theory of his friend the

bachelor, to deliver him from

any temptation to gamble ;
and

he had learned to call for

trumps with a skill which, on
the same principle, should have

guaranteed him against extra-

vagance in dress. His tutor

was pleased with his Latin

prose, and his companions with

his English verse both com-

posed during the lectures on
familiar subjects, which would
otherwise have been so much
wasted time. He was rapidly

losing the shyness which had

always seemed to him a natural

disability that no experience
could cure. Confidence and

outspokenness were in the air :

whereas at school even the

most friendly of his companions
had seemed bent on smothering
all thought and feeling except
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the merely commonplace, here

he found an almost universal

frankness. Everyone was in-

quiring, no one was reticent.

Downtonians, whom he had
seen every day for five years,
could be heard in a mixed com-

pany expressing views of which
he had never even suspected
them of which, perhaps, they
had never suspected them-
selves. Percy again and again
discovered opinions of his own,
which seemed to have come
from nowhere

;
as if a flock of

birds should appear in a photo-

graph where none were known
to have been within range of

the camera indisputably real,
but unlocked for and discon-

certing. Already there were

enough of them to make a
marked difference in his mental

picture : they not only added

something, but they obscured

part of what was there before.

Into this changing scene a

figure from his old life was

suddenly projected. His sister

wrote that Nelly Egerton, who
had now left school, was com-

ing to Oxford at once, to stay
for a day or two with the

Heavitrees, before going abroad.

Dr Heavitree was the Head of

a neighbouring college : Molly
did not know the etiquette of

Oxford, but supposed that

Percy would be allowed to call.

This news brought Percy plea-
sant anticipations, but nothing
that could be called excitement.
He thought of it as an event,

certainly, but if Molly could

have examined his emotions
her warm romantic heart
would have been disappointed
in them, for they were more
concerned with family affect ion

than with love. He was ex-

hilarated by the first actual

touch between his home life

and his new surroundings.

Nelly was welcome, very wel-

come, but as part of the past
rather than the future. Yet
so out-of-date was his know-

ledge of his own feelings that

he imagined himself about to

resume a dream that had been

only interrupted.
He was already slightly

acquainted with Mrs Heavi-

tree, whom he had once met at

Downton. But a note must be

written to her, and this was a

distinct check to his pleasure.
There was something very un-

comfortable in thus putting
himself forward : he became

suddenly aware that at Oxford,
and in the eyes of a President's

wife, he was far younger than
he had been at Downton and
in his mother's house. He had
come down from the position
of a Senior Prefect to that of

a freshman, and freshmen do
not go a-wooing without a risk

more than a risk of ridi-

cule. Nevertheless he faced the

situation, as he would have
faced an even more absurd one,
and received a kindly, matter-
of-course invitation to call next
afternoon. At half-past three,
when everyone was down at

the river or in the parks, he
dressed with care and hurried

quickly from the gate of the

one college to the gate of the

other.

Mrs Heavitree was at home :

Miss Egerton was not, but
would be in presently. Percy
sat with his hostess in a draw-

ing-room that seemed by its

size and dignity to reduce a

freshman almost to childhood.

Mrs Heavitree's conversation
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was not patronising, not even

condescending, but it was ter-

ribly kind. She exhausted the

whole range of possible in-

quiries about Downton, and

Percy, as he answered, began
to feel at last as if he were

applying for a situation, and

giving an account of his ante-

cedents too orthodox to be

convincing. Worse still, his

account was smilingly accepted
as if subject to a usual dis-

count, and he was encouraged
to take up his duties at Oxford
with the assurance that he
would like them better as time
went on.

At length the door opened,
and they both rose. " I think

you and Miss Egerton are

already acquainted," said Mrs
Heavitree. " You will stay for

a cup of tea with us, I hope,
Mr Twyman."
She saw them shake hands,

and then left the room with a

large and unembarrassed sweep.

Percy stood irresolutely by his

chair, and Nelly took a seat

on the sofa from which their

hostess had risen. The choice

was an unfortunate one: it

seemed to Percy to identify her

somehow with the Heavitree

dignity, and set a certain fixed

distance between them. No,
he could not find his dream

again as he had hoped, could

not see how to strike back into

it. If only he had found Nelly
alone, the moment of greeting

might have shown him the

way, an impulse might have
carried him over the barrier.

Even now but he looked in

vain for any signal from her

side : he could see only that

he had been entangled and
thwarted by circumstances, as

by briars about his knees. The
fact chafed him, and the chafing
ended all possibility of a suc-

cessful leap at the hedge. He
sat down.
Adumb preoccupation seemed

to seize upon the inner con-

sciousness of both : above it

their voices kept up an ex-

change of obvious remarks.
" Have you seen Molly

lately ?
"

" I saw her yesterday no,
the day before."

" Did she give you any mess-

age for me?"
" No particular message

she sent you her love."

It seemed impossible to find

the door into the past. He
began again.

" I suppose you are going
abroad for music ?

"

"
Yes, I am going to Dres-

den."

"Are you going for long?
"

"Six months certainly, per-

haps a year."
The future did not appear

likely to bring them nearer

together. She seemed to be

turning away from his path,
the path that was so alluring,
so clearly the path for him.

" Do you know Oxford ?

Have you been up before ?
"

No, she had not, and she was

sorry to have only one more

day : there seemed to be so

much to see.

A sense of strangeness fell

upon Percy while she answered
him. This was the lady whom
he had called " madonna "

; he
had thought of himself as her

own, yet he did not even know
whether she had ever been in

Oxford before. He embarked
with a desperate energy upon
a description of the buildings
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and treasures of his College : he could not frame an invitation,
determined to ask her hostess he could not even press his

to bring her to view them on lady's hand an instant longer
the following day. But when than formality required. He
Mrs Heavitree returned she went away still remembering
brought with her the President,
several other guests of mature

age, and the full glare of con-

vention and common - sense.

Downton and the jessamine of

the garden -gate, still looking
forward to another June : still

unaware that the flower was
When Percy took his leave he dead, simply for lack of root.

CHAPTEE XXXIII.

Percy was not mistaken when
he imagined himself to have

undergone some curious process
of rejuvenation of regenera-
tion he might have said since

the days of his power and

responsibility at Downton. But
the change was not one to be

regretted, nor was it due to

any sinister influence : it was

simply a natural and salutary
reaction, preliminary to fresh

growth, a return to the grow-
ing age, nowhere more neces-

sary or more certain to be

experienced than in Oxford.
For Oxford is always boyish,

always a playground strewn
with disused statutes and
broken regulations. The under-

graduate of the thirteenth

century, with his taste for

faction -fighting in the High,
sallies from Logic Lane, arrow-
shots at Carfax, sieges at St

Peter-le-Bailey, and generally
for intermittent war against
dons within and town without,
makes a striking character in

a printed book : a quaint ex-

tinct animal from the old world
of our imagining. But the

really striking thing about him
is his persistence. His name
and date may be fossilised in

records : his vitality is not. In

every generation he is reincar-

nate, and still enjoys the per-

petual contest with authority,
the rebellion against obsolete

ceremony ;
still in wilder mo-

ments finds delight in mere
clamour and breakage, dances
round bonfires among venerable

buildings, or saves himself from
trivial fines by running des-

perately through a labyrinth of

midnight streets and passages.

To-night,when Percy's spirits
were recovering with a rebound
from the depressing influences

of Mrs Heavitree's drawing-
room, this mediaeval devil found
him with certain of his com-

panions, and entered into them
with all the force of demoniacal

possession. They had been

playing cards in Marjoribanks'
rooms : the game had lasted

longer than they intended, and
it was now more than half-

past nine much too late, as

Marjoribanks said, to begin

working, and much too early
to go to bed. Percy was

walking restlessly up and down
the room, wishing he had not
missed his chance of getting
out of College before the gates
were shut. Griffiths, a big
commoner with a passion for

whist, was still seated at the
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table, dealing imaginary hands,
which Thirlby, a still bigger
commoner, persistently spoiled
at the critical moment by a
well-directed sofa -cushion or

tobacco-pouch.
Griffiths was growing irrit-

able. "Confound you, you
red-headed punt-pole," he said

at last, "I wish you'd go and

rag someone as silly as your-
self."

At that moment the flat

familiar clang of the chapel
bell was heard, calling atten-

tion to the daily ten o'clock

service. The monotonous tone
had an unfortunate effect on
the nerves of those who heard
it it was so obviously futile

and despairing.

"Hang that beastly bell,"

remarked Thirlby, "what's the

use of it ? no one ever goes."
"That's all you know," re-

plied Percy. "There's always
a scholar there to read the

lessons it was my turn last

night."
"Thank the Lord I'm a

commoner, then," said Thirlby;
"but I'll bet you had no con-

gregation."
"There was the chaplain,"

said Percy, "and the under-

porter, and me, and that fellow

Gould the quiet dark man."
"
By Jove !

"
exclaimed Mar-

joribanks. "Was Gould there?

He was there when I read,
too."

Griffiths looked up as he
shuffled his cards. "Gould

goes every night," he re-

marked maliciously, as if con-

scious that he was throwing
something more annoying than
cushions.

Marjoribanks knit his black
brows. "Every night!" he

said. "And what the devil

does he do that for?"
Griffiths smiled broadly.

" To
make a quorum," he replied.
"Scholars and under -porters
don't count, you know."
"Do you mean to say

"

" That's it : when two or

three are gathered together,

you wretched hirelings have
to read to them; when there

aren't, you don't."
" Confound the fellow !

"
said

Marjoribanks, "and I had to

come all the way back from

Keble, if only I had known
I'd have settled with Master
Gould beforehand."

"Oh, no, you wouldn't,"

laughed Griffiths
;

" the fourth-

year men have tried that game
already. Gould told them

solemnly that he considered

it his duty to support the

institutions of the College.
He couldn't row in the

boats, he said, but he could

keep the chapel going."
"Oh, could he?" said Mar-

joribanks with grim humour.
"We'll see about that: I bet
he doesn't do it to -

night.
Look here, you fellows, let's

go over and talk to him."

"Talkiug's no good we
must screw him up."

Marjoribanks was a man of

practical gifts : he opened a

cupboard, and there lay ham-
mers, nails, gimlets, screws,
and screw - drivers ready to

hand. "We've just time," he

said, as he took them out :

and the four conspirators
rushed across the quadrangle.
To Percy, as he ran madly

with the rest, the enterprise
seemed suddenly to be a

supreme crisis, full of romance
and glory. He could not have
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found you a reason for this,

either then, in the heat of

the moment, or a week after-

wards upon cool reflection: it

was simply a quick ferment of

youth, an intoxicant stronger
than any wine of grapes. He
plunged from the echoing stair-

case into the shadowy silence

of the quadrangle as a Poly-
nesian diver plunges, shouting
with delight, into a still, dark

pool below the rocks, desiring

nothing but to fling himself
out of the whole visible and
reasonable world for the sake
of one whirling, blinding crash
into an element in which he
could not live or breathe be-

yond the ecstatic instant.

The first rush over, there
was a check. Gould's name-

plate stared at them in neat
black and white, but entrance
was impossible : the thick outer
door was shut. This was not
Gould's first experience.

"Ugh! sported his oak!"
said Marjoribanks. "Well,
that won't do him much good.
If we can't get in, he can't

get out,"
" Hi there ! Gould !

"
shouted

Thirlby, hammering on the
door. "Let us in; we've come
to call on you."
"Thank you," replied a

muffled voice from within,
"but would you mind coming
some other time? I'm just

going to chapel."
"There won't be any chapel

to-night."
"Who says so?"
"I do."

"Then what is the bell

ringing for ?
"

"It isn't," replied Marjori-
banks : and in fact the bell

had that moment stopped.

Absolute silence followed.

Then Marjoribanks delivered

an ultimatum.
"Look here," he shouted

through the oak, "you're too

late for chapel now : if you'll
let us in we'll explain : if you
don't, we'll screw you up."
But there was no answer,

nor any sign of life.

"Obstinate brute!
"

said the

four, and two of them screwed
screws into the edge of the

door while the other two beat
a devil's tattoo upon it with
hammers. Then they went
down into the quadrangle,
placed themselves under Gould's

window, and sang "We won't

go home till morning," with
a coda of wild screeches and

tallyhoes.
After this they drifted back

to Marjoribanks' rooms. Be-
fore they had been there five

minutes a knock was heard
at the door. It opened, and
on the threshold, in cap and

gown, stood the sober and
courteous figure of Gould.

"May I borrow your screw-

driver ?
" he asked.

The quiet naturalness of the
tone stunned Percy. He looked
at Marjoribanks, whom noth-

ing, surely, could stun. But
even Marjoribanks was star-

ing now as if he saw an im-

possibility personified.
"Where the blazes have

you come from ?
" he asked

presently.
"I've been to evening ser-

vice, and I want to get back
to my rooms."
"You may have the screw-

driver," said Marjoribanks,
"when you tell us how you
got out."

Gould put out his hand for
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the tool.
" You can't blockade

the staircases on that side,"
he said simply; "their coal-

cupboards are all connected.

Thank you." He left the
room as if nothing had

happened.
While he was going down-

stairs, Thirlby rushed for a
water -jug and carried it to

the open window. The in-

stant Gould's cap appeared in

the doorway below, as though
peeping out to reconnoitre, the
water was discharged. But
Gould walked out untouched,

replacing his cap on his head.
" Done ! by Jingo !

" shouted

Thirlby, and with one impulse
the four hurled themselves
downstairs in pursuit. Gould
took the nearest staircase, van-
ished behind a friend's oak,
and was immediately visible

at his own window, looking
down placidly on his discomfited

pursuers.

By this time the whole

neighbouring population was
aroused, and the quadrangle
began to resound with laughter
and remonstrances. The party
of disorder was joined by a
dozen other lusty spirits into

whom the demon entered in

like manner. Someone threw
down a football, and a mad
fantastic game began, a game
played on hard gravel, in the

dark, without rules, and with

only one principle, that every-
one was against the man with
the ball. Percy found himself

dribbling, kicking, charging,

collaring, with extraordinary

success : running swiftly like a

shadow among shadows, for it

was a cloudy night and no
faces were distinguishable, nor

did shocks or bruises seem for

the moment to produce their

usual effect of pain. The feel-

ing of exultation rose to a

climax : a dozen victories were

compressed into one Percy
seemed to have spent the whole

evening in a brilliant and sus-

tained forlorn hope.

Losing the ball for a time,
he paused for breath near the

entrance of his own staircase.

There, in the shadow of the

doorway, unobserved but ob-

serving, stood Mr Smallman,
the Dean, a philosopher whom
Percy had learned already to

respect.
" What are you all

celebrating to - night, Twy-
man?" he asked quietly, with-

out leaving his shadowy am-
bush.

Percy could not find the

answer: he had seen it clearly
all evening, brilliantly but two
minutes since; now it was
irrecoverable as burnt-out fire-

works.
" Never mind," continued the

Dean; "at what hour are per-
ambulators ordered ?

"

He stepped out, and at the

mere rumour of his coming the

gentleman from the thirteenth

century vanished. The bodies

from which he was cast out

were, as is usual in such cases,

rent and dishevelled : Percy's
ached heavily as he climbed

the Founder's Tower and went
to bed.

(
To be continued.)
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AN ELIZABETHAN PAMELA.

AMONG the crowd of second-

ary figures that cluster round
the giants of the Elizabethan

age, Gabriel Harvey is not the
least interesting. It is true
there is a prejudice against him
which is not altogether un-
reasonable. Of the pedantry
and coxcombry which distin-

guished the University wits of

the day he had his full share
;

and, thanks to his pursuit of a

respectable academic career,
he was a fellow of Pembroke
Hall and took orders, he lacks

that Bohemian glamour which
still makes romantic such dis-

astrous lives as those of his

contemporaries, Robert Greene
and Tom Nash. As intolerably

prolix as they, he is more

ponderous and more disagree-
able : his principal work,

" The
Rhetor," is among the books
which no one but specialists
can read now. Perhaps the

best that can be said for him
is that, when he likes, he
can write vigorous and racy
English ;

but this would not
have saved him from oblivion

if he had not happened to touch
at certain points the lives of

greater men than himself. Not
that the contact is altogether
to his credit. At college he
was the friend of Edmund
Spenser, who embalmed him as

Hobbinol in "The Shepherd's
Calendar," and was even at one
time so far influenced by him as

to be infected with his passion
for forcing English verse into

classical metres, an evil ex-

ample, surely, if we may judge
by such specimens of Harvey's
English hexameters as this

typical couplet :

"See Venus, archgoddess, how trimly
she mastereth old Mars ;

See little Cupid, how he bewitcheth

learned Apollo."

And if the influence of Harvey's
classicism over Spenser's genius,

"moving through its clouded

heaven," was malign, his con-

troversy, or rather his in-

terminable and scurrilous

brawl, with Tom Nash, which
filled a large part of his later

life, does not leave any
pleasanter impression of his

character. Then, again, we
remember his quarrels with the

fellows of Pembroke, when they
refused to pass the grace for

his admission to the degree of

M.A. ;
and when we read his

whining letters to the Master,
in which he complains that the

only charge against him is the

false one of being arrogant and

unsociable, we suspect that he
must have been an insufferable

and " unclubbable
"
person in-

deed. But there is no profit
now in discussing the rights
and wrongs of these dusty dis-

putes, of which the details are

only interesting to the professed
student of antiquities. The

object of these pages is to

recall a little known but very
curious and very human in-

cident in Gabriel Harvey's
domestic circle, or rather what

purports to be such an incident.
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It may lead us to reconsider the

current estimate, if not of his

personality, at any rate of his

literary importance. But what-
ever the proper interpretation
of the story to be related, it is

worth reviving for its own sake
as a vivid little fragment of

drama, as if a shutter were

suddenly opened on a sharply
illumined square of common life

cut out of the blackness of the

past.
Gabriel Harvey's father was

a rope-maker established at

Saffron-Walden. He seems to

have been a tradesman of good
estate, for he sent three sons, of

whom Gabriel became the most

eminent, to the neighbouring
University of Cambridge. Be-
sides these sons he had two

daughters, of whom one called

Mercy is the heroine of our tale.

While the sons were at college,

constantly moving to and fro

between Cambridge and the
home at Saffron- Walden, the

daughters would stay at home
and do their share of such work
as milking and helping in the
brew -house. Mercy was the

good - looking one of the two

girls. One windy autumn day
in 1574, as she was passing a

green where a game of bowls
was in progress, her hat blew off.

There happened to be amongst
the players a certain young
nobleman (Gabriel Harvey
calls him "Phil"), who at this

moment looked up from his

game. We can imagine the

blown hair, the bright cheeks,
the disordered dress : Phil saw,
admired, and determined to

conquer. A country maid, he
would naturally think (if he

thought at all), is fair game for

a lord, even when the lord

happens to be married, for

that Phil had a wife already
is one of the only two facts

that we are told about him,
the other being that he was

nephew to "my lady W."
Accordingly, as the first step
towards his wicked ends, he
sent "his man P." to sound
the maid and find out whether
he would have any chance
with her. P., with sound

instinct, did not brusquer the
affair by dazzling the rustic

Danae with his master's mag-
nificence, but took the less

romantic course of appealing
to her love of delicate food : he

began by inviting her " to the

eating of a couple of conies in

the town," and within a few

days followed this up by an
even daintier lure. He
" watched her going a-milking a mile

from the town, having with him a
bottle of malmsey and short cakes to

move her appetite. The malmsey
was drunk of, and the cakes eaten in

a wood they passed through, none

being there but P. and the maid and
a poor woman that bare the maid

company. The woman going a little

aside to gather up sticks that lay

scattering in the wood, P. began to

commence his master's suit."

Mercy at first could not believe

her ears. It was impossible
that my lord "would motion

any such suit to any other,

having so goodly a lady of his

own "
; besides,

" she was but
a milkmaid and a plain country
wench, and if my lord were so

disposed he might have many
a one at commandment far

more likely than she." P.'s

next move was to dispel these

doubts by presenting her, as

from my lord, with "a good
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fair silk girdle and a handsome

pair of gloves
"

;
within a few

days he even brought her " a

pretty inamelld ring, with this

posy, Don Jamye, which he
swore my lord took from his

own hat not two hours before,
whereon it was sewn, given
him by his aunt."

Meroy now began to marvel

greatly; but she "pleaded for

her honesty," and would go no
farther than modestly and

humbly to thank my lord for

his great condescension. Evi-

dently a cool-headed creature,
she had no notion of risking
her virtue, though at the

same time, naturally flattered

and excited, she did not want
to be rid too quickly of her

glittering pursuer. The daugh-
ter of a Saffron-Walden trades-

man can have had few chances
of amusing herself in the

sixteenth century, and no one

will blame her for liking a little

fun, or for letting herself be

finally prevailed upon by P. so

far as to grant his master an
interview. This is how Gabriel

Harvey tells the story of the

assignation that came to no-

thing :

" The day came, and my lord and P.

came according to their appointment.
But instead of the maid herself,
which was not there, there were as

it happened in the malthouse the

maid's mother, her sister, and two of

her father's servants, and in the

parlour one of her brothers, that saw
them come fair and softly up the

street, and stay a pretty while at the

door, looking of a like to be enter-

tained of the maid ; but she not being
at hand, as they hoped for, they
stepped both prettily into the entry,
and P. went peering to the malthouse
door to spy if she were there ; but

having one of his feet in the malt-

house, he saw that he looked not

after, and missed that he came for.

Whereupon they conveyed themselves

away as handsomely as they could,
and were fain to get themselves home-
wards as they came, being well mired
and wearied for their labours, besides

that it was the mistiest and foggiest

night that was that winter."

My lord's plight, as he rides

home through the mud and fog
of the winter evening, is amus-

ing, and yet may excite a

certain compassion ;
for it is

obvious that he is being played
with by a girl who is perfectly

capable of taking care of her-

self. Naturally enough he was

indignant, and P., by repre-

senting him as smarting under
a sense of injury, succeeded in

extracting from Mercy a letter,
" which was as P. would have

it, for then he thought her dead
sure." The letter was a com-

position breathing humble but
virtuous resolution : she ex-

cuses herself for breaking tryst,
and goes on,

" I have heard my
father say, virginity is the

fairest flower in a maid's garden,
and chastity the richest dower
a poor wench can have." It is

signed "Pore M.," and a post-

script asks my lord to "rend
this paper all to pieces." My
lord replied, and more letters

passed between them, he press-

ing his suit, and she urging
moral objections which he must
have found extremely irritating.
The upshot of the correspond-
ence was that she allowed P.

to arrange another interview,
to take place on a Saturday,
just a week before Christmas

Day. This time Mercy kept
her word, and they met in a
room in a neighbour's house.

My lord at once began to de-
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clare his passion, and was be-

coming uncomfortably violent

and importunate when there

came a knocking at the door.

The goodwife of the house, of

course by arrangement with

Mercy, had stolen out into the

street at a side-door,
" and came

and knocked aloud at her own
door, and told one in the house

Mercy's mother had sent for

her in all haste." Small won-
der that " my young lord fell to

swearing. . . . Here was good
M., good M., and a great deal

more. God confound me, if

thou wants while I have," &c.
But all was no use, not even
the "13s. in testers and shil-

lings
" that he thrust into her

hand
;
he had to let her go and

be content with a promise to

meet him again. Sunday, the

day after Christmas Day, was
fixed.

"This Sunday" (so the narrative

proceeds)
" was a marvellous wet day,

and suddenly there arose great waters,

by reason of the rain and snow that

fell together. Notwithstanding, the

maid purposely took a journey a seven
miles off in the morning before six

o'clock, dreading the worst if my lord

should chance to come. The rain con-

tinued the whole day, and yet P. in

the morning came to the place ap-

pointed (he was fain to come on

pattens because of the great wet),

thinking verily to have the maid
there. It was told him the maid
was gone to a friend of hers this

Christmas to make merry. But they
thought she would be here again by
New Year's Time. And this was all

the news P. had to his master."

It looks, in fact, as if Mercy
had begun to think that things
had gone far enough ; or per-

haps her family had discov-

ered the affair. But how to

break off without offending my

lord, and without abandoning
the r6le which she had hitherto

kept up, of the meekly obedient
handmaiden ? An ingenious
plan was devised. "

By counsel
of one she trusted well

"
she

wrote my lord a long letter,

beginning thus with doggerel
verse :

" My lord, I thank you heartily,
For your late liberality ;

I would I were able to requite
Your lordship's bounty with the

like."

The letter then went on to pro-

pose (but, as we shall see, with
the deliberate intention that it

should be discovered) what pur-
ported to be a neat contrivance
for continuing a clandestine

correspondence. My lord, when
he replied, was to seal his letter

"and write thus in the back-

side, in a small ragged secretary
hand: To my loving brother,
Mr G. H., one of the fellows of

Pembroke Hall in Cambridge."
This letter was to be sent by
P. " to the pore woman you wot
of," and would then be brought
to Mercy by

" one that cannot
read himself," whom she will

charge "to bring me in his

purse such a letter that I had for-

got in such a place ;
which to be

sure I will say I wrote to be sent

to my brother of Cambridge con-

cerning his coming down into

the country." Thus if the letter

is offered to her before company,
she will have a plausible ex-

planation ready. These instruc-

tions my lord duly carried out.

But the "
country fellow

" was

intercepted and the letter taken
from him by Mercy's brother,

who, as it seemed to be for him,
broke the seal and read it. He
then wrote to my lord, explain-
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ing that by a mere chance he
had lighted upon this letter

addressed to himself, and ex-

pressing his astonishment at

its contents :
"
Whereupon I

was somewhat strangely af-

fected on the sudden, musing
greatly who this lusty suitor

should be, and what should be

meant by the lofty subscription

within, and the subtle super-

scription without." And that

is all we are told. The curtain

abruptly drops. Darkness again
swallows up Mercy and her

noble persecutor and the astute

P. trudging on pattens to per-
form his nefarious errands

through the East Anglian
mud.

II.

Now there are several rather

suspicious circumstances about
this story. Under the title of
"A Nobleman's Suit to a Coun-

try Maid," it is preserved for

us in Gabriel Harvey's Letter-

Book a document of a miscel-

laneous scrap
- book character

into which the writer has

copied with his own hand
drafts of letters, verses, and
sketches of various literary

projects. This Letter-Book is

best known as the source of

certain pieces of information

having an important bearing
on Elizabethan literary history :

in particular, it contains some

heavily jocose letters to Spenser
(whether they were intended

to be actually sent is doubtful)
which have often been quoted ;

and it is besides a repository
of curious details about life at

the university. But it is arid

stuff for the most part, and,

wedged in between heated
letters on university politics
and strings of conceited dog-
gerel, satirical and amatory,
the adventure of Gabriel's

sister stands out as a strangely
refreshing piece of unstudied
realism. That it is real, in the
sense of being a record of fact,

has never been doubted ; yet, if

its truth be accepted, there are

several difficulties that need to

be explained away.
In the first place, it must

occur to every reader to wonder
what motive Gabriel Harvey
can have had for writing down
in circumstantial detail a story
which, if not greatly to his

sister's discredit, is yet slight-

ly damaging from the family

point of view. The record

could serve no good purpose,
no such purpose as, for instance,
is served by many of the draft

letters in the book, which would

obviously be useful for future

reference. Apart from letters

which it would be important
for him to keep for business

reasons, the book consists

mostly of jottings of literary

experiments written down for

his private amusement
; and,

regarded as a narrative of

what actually happened, the

Nobleman's Suit could scarcely
be brought under this head.

In the second place, one cannot

help feeling that there is a cer-

tain strangeness in the mere
fact of Mercy having fair-

copied her letters and kept the

rough drafts to give to her
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brother. Some half-dozen of

these letters are woven into

the narrative, and to say

nothing of the elaborate art-

fulness of their tone so much
deliberation does not look much
like a simple country maid

writing to her persecutor.
And connected with this is

another point. Gabriel Harvey
only gives us one of my lord's

letters, and that a short and
colourless note

; he professes to

quote the others, but their

places are represented by gaps
in the manuscript. Now, if

Mercy kept her drafts and

passed them on afterwards to

her brother (as we must suppose
she did if the story is true), she

would surely have been at least

equally careful to keep the

answers to her letters as well.

How, in other words, if we
take the story at its face

value, can we account for the

presence of Mercy's letters

and the absence of Phil's?

There is, indeed, one way in

which this difficulty may be

plausibly turned, and that is

by supposing that the affair

did actually occur, but that it

was carried on more or less

from its beginning as a kind
of practical joke on the part
of the Harvey family. That
at all events the end of the

affair (supposing that it hap-
pened at all) was a hoax, is

certain : we have seen Mercy
and her brother " one she

trusted well" putting their

heads together to concoct a

stratagem by which my lord

should be finally warned off

without the girl's incurring
any of the odium of a rupture.
And if we suppose that not

merely this last letter, but all

the letters, were written by
Gabriel himself, or by the two

together, that Mercy con-

fided in her family from the

beginning, and that they de-

termined to lead her noble

admirer on and make a fool

of him, then of course the

puzzle as to Gabriel's being in

possession of the draft letters

vanishes. The point as to

the absence of Phil's letters

also loses its sting on this

hypothesis ;
for even though

the accomplices might neglect
to keep the replies, Gabriel
would -not be likely to mislay
his own compositions in which
he had so amusingly hit the

note of rustic virtue outraged
and gently protesting. And
finally, if Gabriel was privy
to the business from the be-

ginning, we can explain, what
is otherwise a little odd, the

great particularity with which
he dates its various stages.
At the same time, the prac-

tical joke hypothesis does not
seem completely satisfactory.
For one thing, if we can rely
on the indication which Gabriel
himself gives in the last letter,
he was at Cambridge during
the progress of the " suit

"
up

to about its conclusion
; and,

in any case, we should not

naturally expect him to be at

home until the vacation began
at Christmas. But if so, how
was it possible for brother and
sister to carry on the hoax in

concert? Our hypothesis re-

quires frequent consultation

between them, for such an

intrigue would be by no means

easy to manage; but if they
were separated by some sixteen
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miles of road (and we must
remember that in the sixteenth

century a road at Christmas
time was a mere mud track),
it is difficult to see how they
could co - operate properly.

Then, again, if Gabriel was his

sister's accomplice from the

start, why, in his private ac-

count of the affair, should he

pretend only to have come into

it at the end when she wanted
to break it off? Such consider-

ations as these suggest that

perhaps we must look deeper
for a solution of the riddle;
and when we observe that the
Letter-Book is full of literary

experiments, such as those

tentative English hexameters

already noticed, and also con-

tains what is perhaps more to

the point a copy of the first

English verses that Gabriel

Harvey ever wrote, another

explanation begins to suggest
itself, which, though it may
seem fantastic at first sight, is

perhaps not really improbable.
This explanation is that the

Nobleman's Suit may be, like

the verses, simply a literary

experiment, that it is not a
true story at all, but a fiction

from beginning to end, or

perhaps a fiction evolved from
some minute seed of fact

now undiscoverable. Gabriel

Harvey, in short, was trying
to write a novel : that is the

theory on which we are thrown
back, if the difficulties in the

way either of taking his story
literally, or of interpreting it

as a hoax, are to be considered

insuperable. One obvious ob-

jection to this is that when
a writer starts to sketch the

plan of a novel or to work out
VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLVI.

its opening scenes, he does not

usually label his characters

with the names of real people,
much less with those of himself

and his family ; nor does he
take the trouble to tie down
his events to a particular year
or day of the week. And no
doubt this objection would be
fatal if we had to suppose that
what Gabriel Harvey had in

mind was a romance of the

sugared Euphuistic type then

coming into fashion, in which

Menaphons and Amorettos
suffer strange adventures with

shepherdesses in Arcadia; but
it loses its force if we take the
view that by some transitory
inspiration he was aiming at

a mark the realistic novel of

everyday life which would
never have occurred to the
Nashes and Greenes and Lylys.
For to get the illusion of life-

likeness, names exactly like

real names must be chosen ;

and we can easily imagine that
in an age long before Defoe
had discovered the trick of

forging real names, the would-
be realist could think of no
other means of getting inside

the skin of his personages
than by investing them with
the whole personality, names
included, of the people he knew
best

;
and for the same reason

it is conceivable that he would
set their action at definite

familiar places and time it at

definite dates. It must be
remembered that what we are

supposing is that Gabriel

Harvey, out of the disorderly

fertility of his talent, stumbled
here by accident on a com-

pletely new and untried form
of art, so that it is not sur-

2 M
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prising that he should have
made a crude and naive use

of this novel engine of im-

aginative expression. That he

should have failed to realise its

possibilities, and should have

dropped it as soon as he had
taken it up, is also not sur-

prising ;
for the literary trend

of the times was on the whole

away from realism. In every
department of human activity
the Elizabethan age was fer-

menting with a vast variety
of new births, of which only
those best adapted to the

environment survived. Real-

istic fiction was not adapted
for survival then, and the world
had to await another hundred
and sixty-five years before the

novel carried on by letters

sprang fully to life. It is a

curious coincidence that, when
this did happen, Richardson,
who is the acclaimed father

of this form, should have chosen
in " Pamela "

a theme which he

might with perfect appropriate-
ness have intituled "A Noble-
man's Suit to a Country Maid."
Differences of course there

are : Richardson's wicked Mr
B. was unmarried, and Pamela
Andrews consequently had the
chance (which, as we all know,
she pulled off) of securing him
for her lawful spouse : but the
central figure of a humble girl

successfully resisting tempta-
tion from a high-born libertine

is identical in the two cases;
and, moreover, Mercy is of the
same stuff as Pamela, in that

they both more or less un-

consciously betray a certain

measure of coy enjoyment in

being pursued. But the con-

ditions which enabled the
middle - aged London printer
to succeed and to found a

genre were absent in the
sixteenth century. The eigh-
teenth century had developed
a keen sentimental interest in

the morality and wellbeing of

the lower classes
;
and when

Richardson composed a series

of letters to serve as models
for the illiterate, he only had
to infuse a moral, and to

connect them by some kind
of story, to score an immediate
and astounding success in the

realm of fiction. For the want
of some such sympathetic at-

mosphere, in an age that en-

couraged guides to deportment
for gentlemen and courtiers,

but was neglectful of servant-

girls, Gabriel Harvey's tale

not only bore no fruit, but
remained an embryo, and did
not even see the light of day.
It must thus be regarded (if

there is anything in our theory)

merely as an extraordinary
stroke of anticipation, as an

example of the many-sidedness
of the Elizabethan age in

general, and, in particular, as

evidence that Gabriel Harvey,
though he was a quarrelsome
Cambridge don, possessed a

strain of original genius of a

higher order than has hitherto

been suspected.
SYDNEY WATERLOW.
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DAMASCUS.

BY GERTRUDE LOWTHIAN BELL.

FOR the first time I journeyed
to Damascus by train. Not
that the railway from Beyrout
was an innovation it had
existed long before I knew
Syria ;

but I had always ridden

in to Damascus out of the
eastern or the southern deserts,
or marched over the passes of

Anti-Libanus with my caravan.
No doubt these are the best

ways of approaching the Arab
capital, but the railway is not
without its charm, nor, in mid-

winter, without its advantages.
Before we were half-way up
the steeps of Lebanon the snow
was falling thickly round us ;

when we reached the summit,
the long opposing ridge of Anti-
Libanus rose up before us a

barrier of dazzling white; the

hollow plain of Ccele-Syria was
snow -

besprinkled, and to the

south Mount Hermon gleamed
frostily in the January sun. A
wintry landscape. My com-

panion in the railway-carriage
drew his thick brown cloak
more closely about him, and
for the twentieth time he asked
me whether I thought he would
be able to get a glass of tea at

the next station.

"Effendim," I replied (also
for the twentieth time), "the
Arabs know not tea, but coffee

will be found."

He wrinkled up his old face

into a patient smile and pro-
ceeded to expose to me in

voluble Turkish the superior
comfort of travel in his country,

which was Persia, where there

was not a posting-house but
would supply you with the

desired refreshment at an
instant's notice ;

and with that

he relapsed into his mother

tongue and recited verses from
the poets, wherein I caught
the words snow and tulip, and

guessed therefrom that they
referred to the manifold beau-

ties of nature. He had en-

gaged my sympathies from
the moment his servant had
bundled him and his immense

hold-all, his sole luggage, into

the train at Beyrout. No
sooner had he given me the

salutation and settled himself

breathlessly into his corner

than he composed his counten-

ance and recited the morning
prayer. When his religious

obligations were fulfilled we
contrived to hold some con-

verse, what with my scanty
Turkish and his yet scantier

French.
" My age," said he abruptly,

"
is sixty-five ;

I think you must
be thirty."

I left it at that, since it

seemed to satisfy him, it

represents a heavy weight of

years for a woman to carry in

the East, and he took up the

matter in French and repeated

contentedly,
" Soixante -

cinq ;

terente, terente, terente," I

wondering meanwhile whether
all the information he gathered
on his journey were equally
valuable and trustworthy. He
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pressed upon me portions of the

bread and sour curds and goafs-
milk cheese which, in default of

tea, he purchased at every halt-

ing-place, and was much grieved
because I would not share with
him the joys of his hubble-

bubble. He, too, was going to

Damascus : he would be obliged
if I would tell him which was
the most commodious hotel. I

satisfied him on this head to the

best of my ability.
The curds and cheese had

not blunted my appetite, as I

found when we stopped at the

half-way station of Rayyak,
where lunch was awaiting us

at the buffet. Immediately
after leaving Rayyak we entered

the narrow gorges of Anti-

Libanus, through which I had
ridden a couple of times on
former journeys. The tiny vil-

lages huddled against the flanks

of the hills had a familiar air
;

in spite of the railway they
are still very remote from civil-

isation, and their inhabitants

belong to a Moslem sect which
is noted for fanaticism and

ignorance. But the prospect

changed when we had topped
the summit of the pass and
run down to Zebedani, famous
for its apples, I had camped
in its orchards when they were
as white with scattered blossom
as they were now white with
snow. My Persian friend

scrambled out and bought me
a basket of the fruit : small

and rather tasteless it is, for

all its renown. From Zebedani
the line follows the course of

the Barada, the Abana of

Naaman, through a cleft where
the rocks are honeycombed
with ancient tombs, and so

down a winding valley rich in

fruit-gardens and poplar groves,

grey and leafless now, against
the grey and snow-flecked wall

of the hills. The gods of rock
and stream had beenworshipped
here : I should not have liked

to confess to my pious com-

panion that I had once poured
out a libation of curds over

the Roman masonry of a small

temple platform on the hillside,

where, below a rushing spring,

many a passer-by before me
and before the Romans had

given due meed of thanks and

praise.

My thoughts were brought
back from prehistoric sacrifice

by the insistent present. We
had drawn up at a station, and
from out the carriage next to

mine a boy he was little more

wearing the uniform of a

private soldier was alighting.
He kept the muscles of his

round beardless face under the

strictest control ; not a sign of

emotion did he exhibit, although
a large family party and all

his village friends, including
the station porter, were eagerly

watching his descent on to the

platform. Before he would
allow himself to embrace his

father (the relationship was
not difficult to guess) he turned
back anxiously to the carriage
and received from the hands
of his fellow-travellers his mis-

cellaneous baggage bundles

tied up in cotton handkerchiefs,

nondescript packages, together
with a number of large earthen-

ware jars, such as the Syrian
cottager uses for the storing
of his drinking-water. These

jars, being of a highly brittle

nature, required delicate hand-
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ling, and it was not till they
had all been placed carefully
in a row by the lean and
weather - beaten old peasant
who was to be the happy
recipient of them, that father

and sou had leisure to greet
each other with a kiss on either

cheek. Then came the turn of

the porter ;
next various small

males (younger brothers, per-

haps, of the gallant soldier)
were embraced with much
solemnity, and finally a selec-

tion of the onlookers was

similarly honoured. Mean-
while the mother you had

only to see the beaming satis-

faction that irradiated her face,

and the eyes that followed

every movement of the newly-
arrived passenger, to know
that she was the mother
stood in the centre of the

crowd, a stout woman and a

plain, except for the happiness
that illumined her. She bided
her time, but just as the train

moved away I saw the boy go
up to her and throw his arms
round her, and the double kiss

was given not once but over
and over again. Then suddenly
I realised the significance of

the scene. They were Christ-

ians, these people. That fat

old peasant woman with the
unveiled face had not come out
of a Moslem harem, and they
were welcoming back their

soldier son, the first Christian
soldier I had set eyes on in

the Ottoman Empire. I leaned
back in my seat with a gasp
of surprise, and if my Turkish
had been more fluent I would

gladly have confided my feel-

ings to the Persian. Christian

soldiers ! why, of course, I

knew that the law enjoining
Christians to serve in the

army had been passed eighteen
months ago, yet its actual

execution seemed nothing short

of a miracle. How often have
we not been told that the

Moslem army is the lynch-pin
of Moslem supremacy, that the

Khalif can only be defended

by those who believe in his

spiritual as well as in his

temporal authority, that no
Christian can be trusted to

follow where a Moslem officer

leads nor any Moslem to follow

a Christian, and here were
these worn - out sophistries

fading away before the simple
human presence of a recruit

embracing his mother. Yet so

conservative is the mind of

woman that I did not quite
recover from astonishment till

after a second encounter with
the Christian soldiery. I was

standing in the shop of a
Damascene photographer when
the door opened and four pri-
vates entered. The photo-
grapher kept us waiting, and
I fell into talk with him who
stood nearest to me.

"Effendim," he said, "we
have come for our pictures, for

these three are from Csesarea

in Anatolia, and they wish to

send their pictures to their

family." Now two years ago
Caesarea narrowly escaped the

horrors of a massacre.

"And you," I asked, "are

you from Damascus ?
"

"I am from Jerusalem," he
answered. " Your Excellency
knows Jerusalem the Holy?
It is a beautiful city."

" Please God I may return

there," I said.
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"Please God," said he, and
added: "These three are Ar-

menians, and since they speak

only Turkish and are newly
come, I am their dragoman to

interpret for them in the

bazaars."
"But you are a Moslem?"

said I.

" Praise God," he replied.
" Have you many Christians

in your regiment ?
"
I asked.

"
Wallah, many !

" he af-

firmed. "They are all Ar-
menians from Anatolia."

Thereupon we returned to

our respective businesses, but

the three Armenians from

Csesarea and their Moslem

dragoman had taught me a

lesson. The old order changes.
No less remarkable are the

adventures of the aged Persian.

The train ran down the Barada

valley, past Douma, where

wealthy Damascenes have
built among gardens their

summer resorts, past the house

of the Amir Umar, that mighty
hunter, son of the great Al-

gerian, Abdul Kadir, and out

into the plain of Damascus.
The hour was near sunset.

The western light struck the

minarets of the eity, and was
reflected from the windows of

the high -
lying suburb of

Salahiyeh ; it bathed the

fertile plain which is the

frontier of the Desert, and

picked out every curve and
hollow in the barren hills that

reach out like a long arm of

the Desert itself, into the heart

of the well-watered meadows.
However often you may come
to Damascus, the sight of its

fair landscape, bidding defiance

to the wastes beyond, calls up

undimmed the keenest of former

impressions, and awakens anew
that sense of the permanence
of impermanent beauty, which
clothes without a hint of dim-

inution its gardens and its

spires. I helped my old friend

out of the carriage and trundled

his hold-all after him. He re-

assured himself as to the name
of the hotel, and disappeared
into the crowd. Then I got
out, stepped into a cab, and
drove to the hotel. But I

could not find it in my heart

to stay there, though the sun
was setting. I slipped on a

fur coat and hurried out into

the streets, for I was deter-

mined, before night closed in,

to feast my eyes upon the

splendours of the Great Mosque.
It was six years since I had
last found my way through
the bazaars, and I had no very
clear recollection of their wind-

ings. Consequently I plunged
into a dark alley which led

nowhere but to the citadel,

where a sentry turned me back.

He stood where the Roman
had stood, and the Greek, and
who knows how many before,

for the citadel occupies the site

of all the former citadels, and
Damascus is one of the oldest

towns in the world. A mo-
ment's wandering brought me
to the bazaar of the Greeks
the modern Greeks, be it under-

stood, and here I was upon
familiar ground, for I remem-
bered that it led straight to

the Great Mosque. The bazaar

is covered with a vaulted roof

(it is, alas ! of corrugated iron,

but in the darkness I might be

permitted to forget its ignoble

substance), the shops were
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nearly all closed, a very few

lights burned at long intervals

down either side, and I hast-

ened stumbling through a
deserted city, full of mystery
and full of the past. Between
two tall columns which once
flanked the central opening of

the triple outer gate of the

temple, the precursor on this

site of church and mosque, I

passed into the narrow street

lined with smaller columns
which leads to the door of the
Moslem sanctuary, as it once
led to that of the Pagan ; and

looking backwards I recog-
nised between the battered

capitals of the colonnade the

splendid mouldings and enrich-

ments of the outer gateway,
crowning the southernmost of

the triple openings of the
Roman entrance. Apollodorus
of Damascus, the famous archi-

tect whom Trajan brought to

Rome to build his Forum, may
have designed them. I stepped
through a small door into the
court of the mosque. It was
too late for tourists. The man
sick of a palsy, who has lain

within the door ever since I

knew Damascus, had been car-

ried home; the box of cotton

slippers which he keeps for the

use of the Infidel was locked,
and it was too cold to take off

my shoes. Therefore I com-
mitted the sacrilege of walking
through the arcades into the
court fully shod. But it was
the only sacrilege of which I

was guilty : the place and the
hour would have inspired the
least devout. The court was

plunged in silence, the min-
arets pointed quiet fingers to

a heaven wherein pale stars

were mastering the last flush

of sunset, the windows of the

mosque glowed with the lamps
that lighted those who were
assembled within at the even-

ing prayer, and under the

arcades the shadowy night
had gathered. The sanctity
of temple, church, and mosque
were joined together in a holy
calm, that the congregation of

the Faithful might bow down
and worship at the evening
prayer the name of God.
When I returned to my hotel

I was greeted by a somewhat

unmannerly landlord in the

following terms.

"I am much obliged," said

he sarcastically, "for your re-

commendation, but I could not
take in your friend."

Now my thoughts were busy
with the age of the Seleuoids.

At all events, any one posterior
to the Khalif Walid, who built

the mosque, had escaped my
memory for the moment, and I

replied rather snappishly, "I
have not the least idea what

you are talking about," and
went into my room to unpack.
But I had barely unfastened a

single strap before I brought
to mind my fellow-traveller.

" The Persian!
"
said I, hast-

ily reopening the door.
"
Yes, the Persian !

" he re-

plied angrily.
" He came here

and gave your name. / did not
know who he was, but I let

him come in. What did he do
but go into the salon and begin
to say the evening prayer
and I have an English bishop
in the house ! And then he
called for a hubble-bubble.
That was too much : I turned
him out."
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" Wah, wah !

"
said I. "Alas,

alas !

" And the English bishop,
when I related the anecdote,
echoed the exclamation.

This is the end of the story
of the aged Persian. He van-
ished with his hubble-bubble I

know not where. But I like to

think of him as a political exile,

of merit as distinguished as is

his courtesy.

My first care next morning
was to revisit the Great Mosque.
As everyone knows, the interior

was gutted by fire some fifteen

years ago, and except for the

long lines of Koman columns
and capitals, all is modern.

No, not all, for a few frag-
ments of mediaeval mosaic still

cling to the transept walls both
inside and outside. The de-

struction of the interior, re-

modelled though it had been
since the days of Walid, was
an irreparable loss, but the

magnificent proportions of the

building, and, it must be added,
the discretion with which it

has been repaired, make it one
of the finest of all mosques, in

spite of the misfortunes that
have fallen upon it. I did not
confine myself to the inside,
but examined the whole of the
outside as well, climbing, by
means of a ladder balanced pre-

cariously upon a wooden table,
on to the roof of a bazaar to

photograph the southern door-

way, now blocked, which is a
relic of the temple, though the
Christian inscription upon the
lintel must have been added by
Arcadius, the founder of the
church. That done, I hunted

through the bazaars for re-

mains of the vast outer enclos-

ing wall of the temenos. And

when I had begun to realise

the nature of the problems to

be solved, I sought the aid of

one who has that love of ancient

walls and that reverence for

ancient masterpieces that mark
the true antiquarian, and with
him wandered through the

bazaars afresh. He pointed
out to me the fragments of

columns that give the line of

the outer arcade of the temenos,
showed me where the inscrip-
tion had been found which con-

tained the name of Apollodorus
involuntarily in our thoughts

we connected it with the re-

nowned architect, and called

my attention to the plan where
a Koman doorway, leading
doubtless into the temenos, had
been inserted into the massive

pilastered wall of an earlier

time. Here was a clue : that

earlier wall must have been

Seleucid, the enclosing wall of

the precincts of the Greek

temple ;
but if so, then the

similar wall, with its huge
masonry and pilasters, that

forms the south-west angle of

the mosque, was Seleucid too,

an explanation which account-

ed for the curious capitals with
the Egyptian gorge profile that

crown the pilasters. Thus it is

that the work of all periods,

Greek, Roman, Early Christian,
and Moslem, is still to be seen

in this wonderful structure. I

devoted another day to the

tracing of the line of the city
wall. The greater part of it

dates from the time of the

Mamluks, but here and there

remain the huge foundation-

stones which, to my thinking,
were of Seleucid origin, and

frequently the same stones
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have been re-used by Roman
and Moslem. All the oriental

cities of the Roman and pro-

bably also of the Seleucid age
were built upon a definite plan.
The two main streets, lined

with colonnades, crossed each
other at right angles ;

the
smaller streets, many of them
also colonnaded, ran parallel to

them. At Damascus the main
street from east to west still

exists : it is the street called

Straight, the Long Bazaar.
At its eastern end stand the
ruins of a Roman triple gate,
but the western gate has van-
ished. One more trace of the
Greek fortification round the
town is to be seen in the solid

arch which spans a street to

the north of the mosque. To
the south of this arch, within
the city limits, are the remains
of another doorway, Roman
this time, and without ques-
tion one of the entrances of the

temple temenos
; while to the

north of the arch a fine door-

way of Mamluk architecture,
the Bab el Hadid, show that
the city wall of the later

Moslem period ran outside the
defences of the Greek. The
quarter between these three

gates is called to-day Bein es

Surein, Between the Walls;
but whether the name implies
the space between the temenos
wall and the Greek city wall,
or that which lies between the
Greek and the Mamluk city
walls, I cannot say. Moreover,
the Roman temenos gate is

known as the Gate of the

Mosque, and the name pre-
serves the memory that it

once served as an entrance to

the sanctuary.

Damascus was the capital of

the Umayyad khalifs, but of

their palaces and shrines no-

thing remains save portions of

the Great Mosque. Their suc-

cessors, the Abbasids, removed
the capital to Baghdad, and
their building activity was ex-

pended on Mesopotamian cities ;

but with the Mamluks, Da-
mascus became once more an

important centre of the arts.

One of the best examples of

the architecture of this period
is the library of Malik ez

Zahir. You must not go there

in search of the latest litera-

ture, nor yet in the hope of

finding complete editions of the

Arab classics, for the collection

of books is small, though it con-

tains some valuable unprint-
ed works. Above all, do not

attempt to study in Malik ez

Zahir's library upon a cold day.
Not the smallest apology for a

fire lurks under that high dome,
half the windows are broken,
and in winter the keen airs

chase one another merrily
round the single bookcase that

stands in the middle of the

room. I went, not to read,
but to photograph Malik ez

Zahir's mosaics, for the compo-
sition of which the artificers of

Persia and of Byzantium seem
to have joined hands. One
or two turbaned scholars of

mature years were shivering,

wrapped in their furs, over

crabbed texts.

"Lady," said one, "in your
library in London is the reader

provided with a pencil to write

down what he reads ?
"

"Without doubt," said I.

" And with pens and ink."
" Mashallah !

" he exclaimed.
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"Not even in Egypt is ink
allowed."

"Ink!" interposed the

librarian. "Who would allow

ink where there are ancient

books ?
"

I tried to soothe his ruffled

feelings by offering to send
him copies of my photographs.
" God reward you !

" he re-

plied politely.
" I have the

original, what do I want with
the picture ?

"

From the library I went to

the tomb of Saladin, which is

close at hand. The building is

old and contains some fine

tiles, but the tomb is modern
renewed, perhaps, in honour of

the German Emperor whose
wreath, a memorial of his visit,

lies in a glass cupboard at the
head of the grave. More inter-

esting than the imperial wreath
is the tomb of Saladin's wazir,
which stands under the same
dome. It has been mueh in-

jured and badly repaired, but
it still shows some fine wood-
work. Thence I carried my
camera to the north gate of the

mosque, where hang two fine

bronze doors adorned with the
heraldic devices of the Mam-
luks. And as I was coming
away, reluctant as ever to
leave the precincts of the

mosque, I fell into the arms
of an old friend whose green
turban proclaimed his high
status in the world of Islam.
He is one of those who lead
the Friday prayers, and he
lives but a few steps from the
main entrance.

"
Kinship and welcome !

" he
cried, and wrung me by the
hand. " Honour us ! we are
now at my house."

With like effusion I accepted
the invitation, further extended
to the Nakib's companion, with
whom I had also the pleasure
of being acquainted, a man
with a great reputation for

learning and for agile wits.

Over the cups of coffee he em-
barked upon a discussion of

which the subject was the rela-

tive merits of diverse creeds.
" Your Excellency," said he,

"has travelled much; which

religion have you found to be

nearest to the truth?"

"Effendim," I replied cau-

tiously (for to meet Doctors of

the Law upon their own ground
is a dangerous thing),

" I have
found truth in all and honest

men in all."
" But I," he pursued,

" believe

the Protestants to be nearer

the truth than the Catholics,
for the Catholics worship pic-
tures."

" The ignorant worship pic-

tures," said I, not wishing to

see half the Christian world

disposed of in this summary
fashion.

"Eh! the ignorant," he re-

plied ;

" in Islam neither the

ignorant nor the wise bow
down to any image."
"You do well," said I.

" In Islam," he continued,
" we bow down to one God, may
He be praised and exalted,

the Creator of heaven and earth

and of all living things. But
the Christians worship three

Gods."
" The three Gods are but

one," I said.
"
Effendim," he returned,

" once I spoke with a divine of

the English, and to him I said,
' How do you know God ? Do
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you see Him? Do you hear
Him ?

' He answered,
' No

; by
the intelligence we know Him !

'

Then I said,
'

Expose to me
the doctrine of the three Gods.'

But he replied,
' It is a matter

above the intelligence of man.'
I said, 'How is it that you
know God by the intelligence,

yet the three Gods are above
the intelligence ? Is not the

knowledge of God the highest

knowledge ?
' '

"True," said I, non-commit-

ally ; and then by good fortune

the Nakib, who had wearied of

a disquisition which he had

probably heard many times be-

fore, interposed and asked me
whether I did not wish to see

the latest photograph of him-
self. It was a question which
I found easier to answer than
those of his acute friend.

The time had come for the

return of the Hajj. The
bazaars of Damascus were
crowded with pilgrims from

Mecca, Turcomans and Central

Asiatics, many of them Russian

subjects, clothed in high boots
and shaggy fur caps and dingy
fur coats, which they were

busily replacing with garments
of a more fashionable cut. A
group of these natives of the
mountains and steppes was to

be seen before every clothier's

shop in the Greek bazaar,

haggling over the extortionate

prices which the Damascene
tradesmen wring out of their

ignorance and their harmless

vanity, you can imagine that
a new outfit from Damascus
must create a considerable

sensation in Turkestan. The

hardships of the pilgrimage
had been increased this year

by the unusual cold. The rail-

way to Beyrout was blocked

for ten days by snow, and the

poorer pilgrims, not being able

to afford a lodging in the

town, had spent several bitter

nights packed into the car-

riages which stood weather-
bound in the station. More-

over, other risks had attended
the journey along the Mecca
line. The desert had for some
time past been restless, un-

easily aware that a new Gov-
ernment had come to birth in

Turkey, and that upon their

secular liberties of raid and

revenge a stronger hand might
now be laid than any to which

they had been accustomed.
In the autumn the Vali of

Syria resolved to give proof of

his authority, and he ordered

the registration of the settled

Bedouins in the desert fortress

of Kerak and of the nomad
tribes in the neighbourhood,
that their young men might
be forced to serve in the army
and their old men to pay up
arrears of taxation. The order

was ill-timed. The desert saw
that its worst fears were to be

realised, and it took precau-
tions. The Kerak Arabs per-
suaded the commandant of

the town to send out the half

of his garrison in small bands
to execute the Vali's decree,

assuring him that their nomad
brethren intended no resistance.

The desert Arabs fell upon
these bands one by one and
annihilated them, the gates of

Kerak were thrown open, and
the governor and the com-
mandant were besieged in

the citadel. Nor was this all.

At Katraneh, the station for
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Kerak, the Bedouins held up
the train that runs three times
a-week from Medina to Damas-
cus. The station-master, see-

ing the clouds of horsemen

bearing down upon him, tele-

graphed up the line for help,
and was shot down as he

completed the message. The

engine-driver took fright, un-

coupled his engine, and fled

away. The train was sur-

rounded and looted. It was a
rich haul, for, as ill-luck would
have it, there were among the

passengers two Mecca mer-
chants who were conveying a

large sum of money to Bey-
rout. Strict inquiry was then
made as to whether any serv-

ants of the railway were in

the train, but a staunch neg-
ative was returned to the

question, and the life of the

guard was saved. One of the

railway accountants hung on
the edge of death for several

minutes. His European clothes

roused the suspicion of the
raiders :

" when in doubt, a
rifle-shot

"
might be taken as a

summary of desert policy, and
this solution was about to be

applied, when one of the Mecca
merchants had the presence of

mind to exclaim,
"
Why, this

is Yusef, my secretary," and
the man was spared. Not so

fortunate was a doctor who
was wearing an Ottoman deco-

ration. "This is one of the

Government," cried tha Bed-

ouins, and shot him where he
sat. Finally, they stripped the

passengers naked to the pkin,
burned the train, and wrecked
the station. It was night, and
winter

; for ten hours men and
women wandered naked along

the line until the relief train

for which the station-master

had telegraphed brought them
succour. The railway was

hastily repaired and strongly

guarded, and the pilgrims came

up it in safety ;
but the desert,

when once it breaks into re-

volt, is not easily quieted, and
a long task yet lies before the

Turkish soldiery. They are

better prepared to cope with
it than they were before the

granting of the Constitution,
for they are now well clothed,
well fed, and regularly paid,
and their commanders show

greater energy and decision

than they dared to exhibit in

the Days of Tyranny.
Yes, it is changing, this

Eastern world. Six years ago,
when I sat in the great houses
of Damascus, we talked of sport
or of desert politics, and some-

times, under our breath, we
whispered of the terrible mis-

government, of the jealous

spite that pursued the high-
minded (Fuad Pasha lay in

durance close at hand to point
our woids), and of the spies
that lingered behind every
door. Now I sit in the same
rooms, and we discuss whether
fathers who wish to give their

sons every advantage should

send them to Paris or to Lon-
don or to Berlin

;
we develop

projects of reform, and we
weigh the merits of the can-

didates at the coming election.

But do not think that we con-

duct our elections here as you
conduct them in England ? We
have not, in two years and a

half, attained to a full and

comprehensive understanding
of the Parliamentary system.
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Firstly, our candidates have no

programme, nor is a public

expression of their political

opinions expected of them. In
a recent election in the Syrian
vilayet one man only published
what might be regarded as an
election address, and he re-

ceived for his pains two votes

out of a hundred and fifty.

Secondly, they do not repre-
sent, nor are they selected by,

any political party, except al-

ways by him who is understood
to be designated by the Com-
mittee at Salonica. And here-

in, be it said, lies the strength
of the Committee : its views
are more or less current, and
it has a definite organisation.
And thirdly (though far be it

from me to urge this as an

objection in Turkey), the depu-
ties are elected by a method
which approaches but dis-

tantly to popular suffrage.
The body of secondary electors

is very small; it is composed
of members of the municipal
and administrative councils of

the vilayet, who have in the
first instance been appointed by
primary electors, also limited

in number. The real weak-
ness of the system is the in-

ordinate number of candidates
who see fit to present them-
selves : the man chosen can

rarely, if ever, command an
actual majority. To take,

again, a Syrian example : in

an election which has just
occurred here, nineteen candi-

dates offered themselves, the

secondary electors number 150,
the successful candidates re-

ceived 28 votes, and the other
122 votes were divided between
his opponents. The difficult

arts of a Western scheme of

government are not to be mas-
tered in a day.
Would that they could be

wisely combined with methods
more suited to the present con-

dition of the Ottoman Empire !

Would that the old and the

new could merge together, each

rectifying the faults of the

other, fortifying the virtues !

If the Turk with his adminis-

trative capacity, the Arab with
his sharp wit, the Greek with
his commercial ability, the Kurd
with his martial qualities,
would work harmoniously with
one another, what a State

they might bring into ex-

istence !

But I have wandered far

from the Seleucid and the

Roman, scarcely less far from
the aged Persian and the
Christian recruit. He who
speaks of Damascus touches a

many-sided theme. The life

of the desert and the life of the

city are combined in her heri-

tage : she has played her part
bravely through all the ages of

recorded history, and her voice

is not yet silenced.
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A SWEEP OF THE PEN.

BY ROBERT AUGUSTIN.

THE great are proverbially
careless of the consequence of

their actions
;
even so, it will

be seen, was the case in this

story.
That great prop and main-

stay of the comic journalist, the

almighty War Office, issued

forth an order not an unusual

proceeding. The date matters

not, nor the exact purport of

the publication. It merely in-

augurated a new regime, and

upset many firmly established

and much cherished institu-

tions.

In their place was set up a
new thing with a new name
totally different in constitution,
excellent no doubt in theory,
but lacking vitality. This new
system had a distinct effect

upon the life of James Brady,
labourer, of Irish origin.

James Brady was in the

Militia, the Garrison Artillery
Militia, in which he had served
seven years as a soldier. He
had also been out to South
Africa in a military capacity.
He was a man of forty-five,
small but heavily built, and of

no mean weight.

By the kindly dispensation
of the Government of his

country he was converted from
a militiaman into a special
reservist of the Royal Field

Artillery. This remarkable

metamorphosis was accom-

plished by means of that
redoubtable implement the

pen.

His military record was good
and his conduct -sheet clear.

It was true that as a militia-

man his duties had not been
of an exclusively military
nature in fact, he had always
been employed as assistant

regimental cook.

Officially, however, he was
a soldier, and as such there

were many interesting details

regarding his personality which
were kept pigeon-holed in an
obscure office the office of his

militia unit : such details as

his height, the size of his feet,

his next of kin, and religion

(if any). These various facts

were contained in a dossier

known suceinctly as the man's
"documents."
When he became a special

reservist the documents were
transferred to a new office,

the office of his special reserve

unit. In consequence, the word
" Garrison

"
in his documents

had to be erased and the word
" Field

"
inserted

;
but this was

not the only change. When
he was in the Garrison he was
a gunner, but in the Field he

might become either a gun-
ner or a driver. However, a

thoughtful Government had
foreseen this, and provided a

regulation. The Government
fixed a height those below
that height were drivers, those

above, gunners. Thus by
reason of his stature James

Brady was a heaven - born
driver.
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All these portentous events

happened in an office, and
never really affected Brady.
It is doubtful if he ever realised

the remarkable change that

had come over him.
In the ordinary course of

events notice of his annual

training came to him. He
went to the place appointed
fairly well up to time punctu-
ality was not a virtue he had
cultivated with very great

assiduity in the Militia. James

Brady's system received a

severe shock he learned that

he had to begin to live again.
The preliminaries of going out

to training seemed much the

same, only the officers and

sergeants were strange. They
seemed to be rather in a hurry,
not to say impatient. It ap-

peared that they were regulars.
A smart little man with a

very confident manner inquired
his name. This was Brady's
Battery Sergeant-Major. Po-

litely Brady answered his

question.

"Well, my man," said the

Sergeant-Major, "I warn you
for office. You are late coming
up for training." This was a

shock. However, the Sergeant-

Major had gone before Brady
could expostulate.
The men fell in to march off

to the station. "Advance in

fours from the right
" was the

order. Not a move. The very
drill was new and strange to

them. "
Blimme," said the

man next to Brady,
" that's

cavalry drill. We'll have to

begin again like bloomin'
recruits."

The scene at the station did

in no way suggest military

precision of movement. A too

liberal lubrication with alcohol

gave an uncertainty of gait to

the majority. All this that

is, on such a scale was unus-
ual to the new authority. The
methods of repression seemed

likely to be severe.

The training had begun and

camp life was in full swing.
There had been a somewhat

unpleasant crop of " crimes
"

at the start, but Brady had

escaped with admonition.
There was in Brady's unit

a permanent establishment of

regulars. Cock-a-hoop young-
sters most of them, with hardly
any service. Great was the
flow of badinage between these

boys and the aged militiamen.
" And when did you join the

service ?
"
said a lad to Brady.

"Well, I don't rightly re-

member," says Brady with slow

emphasis,
" but the last entry

in my Company Crime-sheet
was for having a dirty bow
and arrow."
Much laughter greeted this

answer. Jimmy Brady became
an established favourite among
them all.

" Driver Brady, go and groom
that horse," had been one of

the first orders he received.

Brady had never touched a
horse before. In his early

youth he had driven a donkey
once

;
that was his only ex-

perience. Brady approached
the horse. The horse looked at

him, snapped at the rope which
attached his head-collar to the

picket line. The horse was in

no way vicious, but Brady's
method of approach was un-

certain, and the animal did not
care for shilly-shallying. The
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horse pretended to bite Brady,
and then Brady refused to

groom him. Needless to say,
this meant considerable trouble

for Brady.
Again Brady went to office ;

the rigour of the law was

applied, but not the extreme

rigour. In fact, he got off

rather lightly with a sentence

of ten days C.B.

The mind of Brady began to

see things in a new light.

There were others, however,

among his comrades who were
not so adaptable. They began
to grumble. What was worse,

they were showing their dis-

content.

The average day in camp
was one continual struggle

against Fate unpleasant Fate,
with nasty new methods. The

morning began with Swed-
ish drill. A squad of beer-

laden old men hopping
about, jumping over forms,

bending and stretching their

knees, and going through
many other contortions, was the

cheering sight which greeted
the subalterns at 5.30 A.M. after

fatiguing guest nights. The

particular exercise which was

always productive of the great-
est mirth was that of lying on
their backs and raising their

legs towards heaven. This

strengthens the stomach mus-

cles, but it also displaces the

beer. Brady enjoyed his pint of

beer, and consequently greatly
disliked this (for him) acrobatic

feat. Then there was what
was felicitously termed "riding-
drill." The same old men
climbed laboriously on to old

horses and meandered round
in circles on an open plain.

Never was there a body of men
who more thoroughly disliked

the motion of the trot of the

ancient hairy horses.

Of course, for the rough-rider
instructors these riding-lessons
were the occasion of a lifetime.

The opportunities for airing
their native wit were innum-
erable. iThe youngest acting
bombardier felt himself capable
of coping with the situation in

the matter of linguistic expres-
sion. The vocabulary of the

riding-school was greatly en-

riched, for the good old stock

soon failed.

At times the horses displayed
their character. Brady indeed

was the first who fell a victim

to equine caprice. The horse

he was riding, an uncomfortable

brute, suddenly turned out of

the riding manege and went

straight back to the horse

lines. Brady could do nothing.
The horse entirely disregarded
his exhortations, but gathered
speed as it neared its goal,

going at a canter. Brady then,
much to his surprise, made the

discovery that the canter is the

easiest pace at which to stay
on a team hairy. The horse

slowed up suddenly and Brady
dismounted, not of his own free

will. The whole incident caused
considerable amusement, and
soured Brady's mind against

equitation.
A kind of Greek chorus to

the whole day, unpleasantly
recurring at intervals, were
"stables." The horses seemed
to have an insatiable desire to

be groomed. Not that they

appreciated the operation in

any way, when performed by
the aged militia amateurs. It
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was extraordinary what a dis-

like the horses conceived for

the poor old men, many of

whom experienced considerable

difficulty with animals which
were quite quiet with others.

Brady disliked stables more
than anything else.

Like any other body of men,
this contained a great variety
of characters. Every type,
from the good soldier down to

the worthless corner-man, was
there. Not a few had been in

the regular army, some indeed
were regular reservists at the

time, a thing which transpired
on quarter day, for several men
deserted just before that date.

They deserted for the purpose
of drawing their reservist pay
in fact, they served the Govern-
ment in a dual capacity, both
as regular and special reservists.

Interesting to speculate what
would happen to such a man in

the case of complete mobilisa-

tion. It was certainly an in-

genious method of defrauding
the public. For an enterprising
man might possibly belong to

several Militia units as well.

All these incidents, together
with an accumulation of petty
crimes, rather hardened the

hearts of commanding officers.

The bonds of discipline became
somewhat tighter. Brady so far

had not fared badly, considering
Nature had intended him to be
a cook and not a horseman.

Indeed, on the few occasions

when the sergeant-major had

put him on potato -
peeling

fatigues, his work had been very
creditable. After one of such

occasions, which had happened
to coincide with a pa> -day, he
had celebrated the evening in
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a slight over-indulgence of his

favourite drink. During the

night, however, he did not

cause comment, and all was
well.

In the morning a bad, wet

morning Brady felt justifiably
irritable. The training was

nearly over. He had been at

it a long time. The camp had
not been a dry one. The day
before his clothes had been

soaked, and they were not yet
dry. It was raining, raining
hard. He was damned if he
was going to get up.

His absence from parade was
noticed. A junior non-com-
missioned officer was sent to

order him to get up. Brady's
reply was couched in pictur-

esque language which conveyed
an emphatic negative. The
bombardier in the way of

kindly advice suggested that

it would be wiser for him to

come on parade. Brady grew
more coloured in phrase and

got up. Then, with the aid of

a judiciously placed kick, he
ushered the bombardier out of

the tent, and relapsed with

blasphemy to sleep. An escort

took Brady to the guard tent to

await the disposal of his case.

Very little has been said of

Brady's civilian existence. He
was married, and a labourer

employed on a job which was

kept open for him during his

period of training. In no sense

was he a heroic figure. A com-
mon working man, of a common
type. It is doubtful if he ever

had realised the principles of

military discipline.
A day before the training

ended the court-martial took

place. Nothing sensational in

2N
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character happened. The pro-

ceedings in a draughty and

damp tent took about three-

quarters of an hour. Brady
was sentenced to a period of

detention, euphonious name
for military imprisonment with-

out stigma. The sentence had
been duly confirmed, and was

promulgated on parade. In-

stead of going home to his wife

and work, Brady went to a

military gaol.

Brady came out. The spell
of incarceration seemed to have
aroused all the vice which had
been latent in his easy good-
nature. His job was no longer
waiting for him, and he soon
sank into evil ways.

On Mrs Brady fell the whole
brunt of the misfortune. Now
Brady has said good-bye, and
she is left to shift for herself.

Should the traveller who
arrives at Eus ton Station be

so prehistoric as to take a

four-wheeler for the sake of his

luggage, he will inevitably be

pursued by two men. These
men follow the cab in the hope
of a few coppers for helping
with the luggage on arriving
at its destination. One of

these men is a short man with
medals on his waistcoat. This
is Brady, no longer plump and
a humorist, but a soured victim

of a great practical joke on the

part of destiny.
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TALES OF THE MERMAID TAVERN.

BY ALFRED NOTES.

IV. THE COMPANION OP A MILE.

THWACK! Thwack t At dawn upon our old inn-door
I heard the bladder of some motley fool

Bouncing, and all the dusk of London shook
"With bells ! I leapt from bed, had I forgotten ?

I flung my casement wide and craned my neck
Over the painted Mermaid. There he stood,
His right leg yellow and his left leg blue,

With jingling cap, a sheep-bell at his tail,

Wielding his eel-skin bladder, bang I thwack I bang I

Catching a comrade's head with the recoil

And skipping away ! All Bread Street dimly burned
Like a reflected sky, green, red and white
With littered branches, ferns and hawthorn-clouds

;

For, round Sir Fool, a frolic morrice-troop
Of players, poets, prentices, mad-cap queans,
Robins and Marians, coloured like the dawn,
And sparkling like the green-wood whence they came
With their fresh boughs all dewy from the dark,

Clamoured, Come down I Come down, and let us in t

High over these, I suddenly saw Sir Fool

Leap to a sign-board, swing to a conduit-head,
And perch there, gorgeous on the morning sky,

Tossing his crimson cocks-comb to the blue

And crowing like Chanticleer, Give them a rouse !

Tickle it, labourer t Nimbly, lasses, nimbly f

Tuck up your russet petticoats and dance !

Let the Cheap know it is the first of May !

And as I seized shirt, doublet and trunk-hose,
I saw the hobby-horse come cantering down,
A paste-board steed, dappled a rosy white
Like peach-bloom, bridled with purple, bitted with gold,
A crimson foot-cloth on his royal flanks,

And, riding him, His Majesty of the May !

Round him the whole crowd frolicked with a shout,
And as I stumbled down the crooked stair

I heard them break into a dance and sing :
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SONG.

I.

Into the woods we'll trip and go,

Up and down and to and fro,

Under the moon to fetch in May,
And two by two till break of day,

A-maying,
A-playing,

For Love knows no gain-saying !

Wisdom trips not ? Even so

Come, young lovers, trip and go,

Trip and go.

II.

Out of the woods we'll dance and sing
Under the morning-star of Spring,
Into the town with our fresh boughs
And knock at every sleeping house,

Not sighing,
Or crying,

Though Love knows no denying !

Then, round your summer queen and king,

Come, young lovers, dance and sing,
Dance and sing !

"
Chorus," the great Fool tossed his gorgeous crest,

And lustily crew against the deepening dawn,
"
Chorus," till all the Cheap caught the refrain,

And, with a double thunder of frolic feet,

Its ancient nut-brown tabors woke the Strand :

A-maying,
A-playing,

For Love knows no gain-saying !

Wisdom trips not ? Even so,

Come, young lovers, trip and go,

Trip and go.

Into the Mermaid with a shout they rushed
As I shot back the bolts, and bang, thwack, bang,
The bladder bounced about me. What cared I ?

This was all England's holy-day !
" Come in,

My yellow-hammers," roared the Friar Tuck
Of this mad morrice,

" come you into church,

My nightingales, my scraps of Lincoln green,
And hear my sermon !

" On a window-seat
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He stood, against the diamonded rich panes
In the old oak parlour and, throwing back his hood,
Who should it be but Ben, rare Ben himself ?

The wild troop laughed around him, some a-sprawl
On tables, kicking parti-coloured heels,

Some with their Marians jigging on their knees,

And, in the front of all, the motley fool

Cross-legged upon the rushes.

O, I knew him,
Will Kemp, the player, who danced from London town
To Norwich in nine days and was proclaimed
Freeman of Marchaunt Venturers and hedge-king
Of English morrice-dancery for ever !

His nine-days' wonder, through the country-side
Was hawked by every ballad-monger. Kemp
Raged at their shake-rag Muses. None but I

Guessed ever for what reason, since he chose
His anticks for himself and, in his games,
Was more than most May-fools fantastical.

I watched his thin face, as he rocked and crooned,

Shaking the squirrel's tails around his ears ;

And, out of all the players I had seen,
His face was quickest through its clay to flash

The passing mood. Though not a muscle stirred,
The very skin of it seemed to flicker and gleam
With little summer lightnings of the soul

At every fleeting fancy. For a man
So quick to bleed at a pin-prick or to leap

Laughing through hell to save a butterfly,
This world was difficult ; and perohance he found
In his fantastic games that open road
Which even Will Shakespeare only found at last

In motley and with some wild straws in his hair.

But " Drawer ! drawer !

"
bellowed Friar Ben,

"Make ready a righteous breakfast while I preach ;

Tankards of nut-brown ale, and cold roast beef,

Cracknels, old cheese, flaunes, tarts and clotted cream,
Hath any a wish not circumscribed by these ?

"

"A white-pot custard, for my white-pot queen."
Cried Kemp, waving his bauble,

" mark this, boy,
A white-pot custard for my queen of May,
She is not here, but that concerns not thee !

A white-pot Mermaid custard, with a crust,

Lashings of cream, eggs, apple-pulse and spice,
A little sugar and manchet bread. Away !

Be swift !

"

And as I bustled to and fro,
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The Friar raised his big brown fist again
And preached in mockery of the Puritans
Who thought to strip the moonshine wings from Mab,
Tear down the May-poles, rout our English games,
And drive all beauty back into the sea.

Then laughter and chatter and clashing tankards drowned
All but their May-day jollity a-while.

But, as their breakfast ended, and I sank

Gasping upon a bench, there came still more
Poets and players crowding into the room

;

And one I only knew him as Sir John
Waved a great ballad at Will Kemp and laughed,
"Atonement, Will, atonement!"

"
What," groaned Kemp,

"Another penny poet ? How many lies

Does this rogue tell ? Sir, I have suffered much
From these Melpomenes and strawberry quills,
And think them better at their bloody lines

On The Blue Lady. Sir, they set to work
At seven o'clock in the morning, the same hour
That I, myself, that's Cavaliero Kemp,
With heels of feather and heart of cork, began
Frolickly footing, from the great Lord Mayor
Of London, tow'rds the worshipful Master Mayor
Of Norwich."

"
Nay, Kemp, this is a May-day tune,

A morrice of country rhymes, made by a poet
Who thought it shame so worthy an act as thine

Should wither in oblivion if the Muse
With her Castalian showers could keep it green.
And while the fool nid-nodded all in time,
Sir John, in swinging measure, trolled this tale :

With Georgie Sprat, my overseer, and Thomas Slye, my
tabourer,

And William Bee, my courier, when dawn emblazed the skies,
I met a tall young butcher as I danced by little Sudbury,
Head-master o' morrice-dancers all, high headborough of hyes?

By Sudbury, by Sudbury, by little red-roofed Sudbury,
He wished to dance a mile with me ! I made a courtly bow :

I fitted him with morrice -
bells, with treble, bass and tenor

bells,

And " Tickle your tabor, Tom," I cried,
" we're going to market

now."
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And rollicking down the lanes we dashed, and frolicking up the
hills we clashed,

And like a sail behind me flapped his great white frock a-while,

Till, with a gasp, he sank and swore that he could dance with
me no more

;

And over the hedge a milk-maid laughed, Not dance with
him a mile ?

" You lout !

"
she laughed,

"
I'll leave my pail, and dance with

him for cakes and ale !

I'll dance a mile for love," she laughed,
" and win my wager, too

Your feet are shod and mine are bare ; but when could leather

dance on air ?

A milk-maid's feet can fall as fair and light as falling dew."

I fitted her with morrice-bells, with treble, bass and tenor bells :

The fore-bells, as I linked them at her throat, how soft they
sang !

Green linnets in a golden nest, they chirped and trembled on her

breast,

And, faint as elfin blue-bells, at her nut-brown ankles rang.

I fitted her with morrice-bells that sweetened into wood-bine

bells,

And trembled as I hung them there and crowned her sunny
brow :

" Strike up," she laughed,
" my summer king !

" And all her
bells began to ring,

And " Tickle your tabor, Tom," I cried,
" we're going to Sher-

wood now !
"

When cocks were crowing, and light was growing, and horns

were blowing, and milk-pails flowing,
We swam thro' waves of emerald gloom along a chestnut

aisle,

Then, up a shining hawthorn-lane, we sailed into the sun again,
Will Kemp and his companion, his companion of a mile.

"Truer than most," snarled Kemp,
" but mostly lies !

And why does he forget the miry lanes

By Brainford with thick woods on either side,

And the deep holes, where I could find no ease

But skipped up to my waist ?
" A crackling laugh

Broke from his lips which, if he had not worn
The cap and bells, would scarce have roused the mirth
Of good Sir John, who roundly echoed it,

Then waved his hand and said,
"
Nay, but he treats

Your morrioe in the spirit of Lucian, Will,
Who thought that dancing was no mushroom growth,
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But sprung from the beginning of the world
When Love persuaded earth, air, water, fire,

And all the jarring elements to move
In measure. Right to the heart of it, my lad,

The song goes, though the skin mislike you so."
"
Nay, an there's more of it, I'll sing it, too !

'Tis a fine tale, Sir John, I have it by heart,

Although 'tis lies throughout." Up leapt Will Kemp,
And crouched and swayed, and swung his bauble round,

Marking the measure as they trolled the tale,

Chanting alternately, each answering each.

II.

The Fool.

The tabor fainted far away behind us, but her feet that day
They beat a rosier morrioe o'er the fairy-circled green.

Sir John.

And o'er a field of buttercups, a field of lambs and buttercups,
We danced along a cloth of gold, a summer king and queen !

The Fool

And straying we went, and swaying we went, with lambkins
round us playing we went ;

Her face uplift to drink the sun, and not for me her smile.

We danced, a king and queen of May, upon a fleeting holy-day,
But O, she'd won her wager, my companion of a mile !

Sir John.

Her rosy lips they never spoke, though every rosy foot -fall

broke
The dust, the dust to Eden-bloom ; and, past the throbbing

blue,
All ordered to her rhythmic feet, the stars were dancing with

my sweet,
And all the world a morrice-dance !

The Fool

She knew not
;
but I knew !

Love, like Amphion with his lyre, made all the elements conspire
To build His world of music. All in rhythmic rank and file,

I saw them in their cosmic dance, catch hands across, retire,

advance,
For me and my companion, my companion of a mile ! j
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Sir John.

The little leaves on every tree, the rivers winding to the

sea,

The swinging tides, the wheeling winds, the rolling heavens

above,
Around the May-pole Igdrasil, they worked the Morrice-master's

will,

Persuaded into measure by the all-creative Love.

That hour I saw, from depth to height, this wildering universe

unite !

The lambs of God around us and His passion in every flower !

The Fool

His grandeur in the dust, His dust a blaze of blinding

majesty,
And all His immortality in one poor mortal hour.

And Death was but a change of key in Life the golden
melody,

And Time became Eternity, and Heaven a fleeting smile
j

For all was each and each was all, and all a wedded unity,
Her heart in mine, and mine in my companion of a mile.

Thwack ! Thwack / He whirled his bauble round about,
"This fellow beats them all," he cried, "the worst
Those others wrote was that I hopped from York
To Paris with a mortar on my head.

This fellow sends me leaping through the clouds

To buss the moon ! The best is yet to come
;

Strike up, Sir John ! Ha ! ha ! You know no more ?
"

Kemp leapt upon a table. " Clear the way,"
He cried, and with a great stamp of his foot

And a wild crackling laugh, drew all to hark.
" With hey and ho, through thick and thin,

The hobby-horse is forgotten.
But I must finish what I begin,

Tho' all the roads be rotten,
"
By all those twenty thousand chariots, Ben,

Hear this true tale they shall ! Now, let me see,

Where was Will Kemp ? Bussing the moon's pale mouth ?

Ah, yes !

" He crouched above the listening throng,
" Good as a play," I heard one whispering quean,
And, waving his bauble, shuffling with his feet

In a dance that marked the time, he sank his voice

As if to breathe great secrets, and so sang :
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III.

At Melford town, at Melford town, at little grey-roofed Melford

town,
A long mile from Sudbury, upon the village green,

We danced into a merry rout of country-folk that skipt about
A hobby -

horse, a May -
pole, and a laughing white - pot

queen.

They thronged about us as we stayed, and there I gave my sun-

shine maid
An English crown for cakes and ale her dancing was so

true!

And "Nay," she said, "I danced my mile for love!" I answered
with a smile,

"Tis but a silver token, lass, thou'st won that wager, too."

I took my leash of morrice- bells, my treble, bass and tenor

bells,

They pealed like distant marriage
- bells ! And up came

William Bee
With Georgie Sprat, my overseer, and Thomas Slye, my

tabourer,

"Farewell," she laughed, and vanished with a Suffolk

courtesie.

I leapt away to Rockland, and from Rockland on to Hingham,
From Hingham on to Norwich, sirs ! I hardly heard

a-while
The throngs that followed after, with their shouting and their

laughter,
For a shadow danced beside me, my companion of a mile !

At Norwich, by St Giles his gate, I entered, and the Mayor in

state,
With all the rosy knights and squires for twenty miles

about,
With trumpets and with minstrelsy, was waiting there to

welcome me
;

And, as I skipt into the street, the City raised a shout.

They gave me what I did not seek ! I fed on roasted swans
a week !

They pledged me in their malmsey, and they lined me warm
with ale !

They sleeked my skin with red-deer pies, and all that runs and
swims and flies ;

But, through the clashing wine-cups, O, I heard her clanking
pail.
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And, rising from his crimson chair, the worshipful and portly

Mayor
Bequeathed me forty shillings every year that I should live,

With five good angels in my hand that I might drink while
I could stand !

They gave me golden angels ! What I lacked they could not

give.

They made Will Kemp, thenceforward, sirs, Freeman of Mar-
chaunt Venturers !

They hoped that I would dance again from Norwich up to

York;
Then they asked me, all together, had I met with right May

weather,
And they praised my heels of feather, and my heart, my heart

of cork.

As I came home by Sudbury, by little red-rooi'ed Sudbury,
I waited for my bare-foot maid, among her satin kine !

I heard a peal of wedding-bells, of treble, bass and tenor bells :

"Ring well," I cried, "this bridal morn ! You soon shall ring
for mine !

"

I found her foot-prints in the grass, just where she stood and
saw me pass,

I stood within her own sweet field and waited for my May.
I laughed. The dance has turned about ! I stand within : she'll

pass without,
And down the road the wedding came, the road I danced that

day I

I saw the wedding-folk go by, with laughter and with minstrelsy,
I gazed across her own sweet hedge, I caught her happy smile,

I saw the tall young butcher pass to little red-roofed Sudbury,
His bride upon his arm, my lost companion of a mile.

Down from his table leapt the motley Fool.

His bladder bounced from head to ducking head,
His crackling laugh rang high,

" Sir John, I danced
In February, and the song says May !

A fig for all your poets, liars all !

Away to Fenchurch Street, lasses and lads,

They hold high revel there this May-day morn.

Away !

" The mad-cap throng echoed the cry.
He drove them with his bauble through the door

;

Then, as the last gay kerchief fluttered out,
He gave one little sharp sad lingering cry
As of a lute-string breaking. He turned back
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And threw himself along a low dark bench ;

His jingling cap was crumpled in his fist,

And, as he lay there, all along Cheapside
The happy voices of his comrades rang :

Out of the woods we'll dance and sing
Under the morning-star of Spring,
Into the town with our fresh boughs
And knock at every sleeping house,

Not sighing,
Or crying,

Though Love knows no denying !

Then, round your summer queen and king,

Come, young lovers, dance and sing,
Dance and sing !

His motley shoulders heaved. I touched his arm,
" What ails you, sir ?

" He raised his thin white face,
"Wet with the May-dew still. A few stray petals

Clung in his tangled hair. He leapt to his feet,
" 'Twas February, but I danced, boy, danced
In May ! Can you do this ?

" Forward he bent
Over his feet, and shuffled it, heel and toe,
Out of the Mermaid, singing his old song

A-maying,
A-playing,

For Love knows no gain-saying !

Wisdom trips not ? Even so,

Come, young lovers, trip and go,

Trip and go.

Five minutes later, over the roaring Strand,
Chorus, I heard him crow, and half the town
Reeled into music under his crimson comb.
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

MR ASQUITH'S DECLINE AND PALL AN INSTRUMENT OP REVOLU-
TION TAMMANY JUDGES ; AN OLD YELLOW BOOK ' THE RING
AND THE BOOK' PROSE AND POETRY.

THERE has been no more

sadly deplorable spectacle in

our recent history than the
decline and fall of Mr Asquith.
He was always a Radical, with
a clear capacity for inflicting
an injury on the State. But
until he pretended to grasp
the reins of leadership, he
could still exhibit, on occasion,
a certain fortitude; he could
still speak and act as though
the collection of votes was not
the whole duty of man. His

early career in the House of

Commons was not inglorious.
He had the courage, as Home
Secretary, to defend the sen-

tences which had been passed
most righteously upon Gal-

lagher and his fellow - dynam-
iters. Not knowing what Mr
Churchill had in store for us,
he boldly declared that "persons
who proceed in their methods
with reckless disregard of life

and the safety of the weak, the

innocent, and the helpless, are

persons who deserve, and will

receive, no consideration or

indulgence from any British

Government." He dared even
more than this. He was not
afraid to justify the action of

the soldiers who in the Feather-
stone Riots had actually fired

upon the sacred (and lawless)

People. His championship of

the law was matched (in 1899)
by a championship of the

country. At the outbreak of

the South African war he
ventured to think for himself

and to translate his sound

thoughts into the plainness of

speech. Incredible as it may
seem, he did not shrink from

telling the truth, unpalatable
to his friends, that the ultimate

responsibility of the war lay

upon the shoulders of the Boers.

With the valour of recklessness

he confessed that Lord Milner,
Mr Churchill's " discredited

public servant," was a man
of honour. When Mr Lloyd
George asserted, without the

smallest warrant, that every
child in South Africa under two

years of age was dead
;
when

an unspeakable member of Par-

liament declared in the House
that it was Lord Milner's

callousness and cruelty to

women and children that had
earned him his promotion to

the peerage, Mr Asquith
indignantly repudiated the

calumnies of his colleagues,
and confessed that the cam-

paign would "compare favour-

ably in point of humanity with

any of the great campaigns in

the history of the world." In

brief, he was an Imperialist

who, unashamed of his country,
refused to believe as gospel all

the lies manufactured by Dr

Leyds and his confederates.

What the Mr Asquith of
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those days said was some
indication of what he thought.
His present utterances give us

no clue to his opinions or

beliefs. Nothing has survived

in him of his old self save the

innate parochialism of his style
and mind. No sooner did he
return to office (in 1906) than
he put off the garment of

statesmanship and indued the

wig and gown of the advocate.

Henceforth he was to explain
the thoughts and demands of

others. Henceforth it was his

fate to be not a man but a

mouthpiece. The three elec-

tions which have given him
office have been fought upon
issues which his intelligence
must have convinced him were
false. The hollow cry of Chin-
ese Labour found no echo in his

address or in his speeches. Yet
so far was he from demonstrat-

ing its hollowness, that he pro-
fited exceedingly by the mon-
strous effect which it produced
upon an ignorant electorate.

We cannot think so meanly of

him as to believe that he ac-

cepted Mr George's careless

statements concerning offal

and black bread. But he gladly
took the authority which these

statements gave him, and he
must be condemned as at least

an accessory after the fact.

The last election, without any
protest from him, was fought
to the raucous cries of cheap
food, which neither he nor his

colleagues have power or in-

clination to ensure, and of the

hereditary principle, which he
has not the slightest intention
of abolishing. But his hench-
men repeated the familiar clap-

trap without hindrance from

him, and with its support he re-

turned triumphantly to power.
Mr Gladstone's Home Secre-

tary would never have stooped
to any one of these artifices.

Evil communications corrupt

good manners, and the recent

associations of Mr Asquith have
rendered him also callously in-

different to facts. We know
no more flagrant example of a
broken pledge than that of

which he was guilty a year ago.
He would not assume office, and
he would not hold office, said

he, unless certain guarantees
were forthcoming. He assumed
office eagerly, he still holds

it with a feverish persistence,
and the guarantees are as far

off as ever. He boasts loudly
of his mandates and majorities,

majorities which were seduced

by false cries, and mandates
which have nothing to do with
the gospel of " free food

"
that

alone was sedulously preached.
But his majority shifts and

changes with his changing
humour. Last year he acknow-

ledged withregretthatitwas not

homogeneous. To-day we are

told that it is not merely solid-

ly united, but even progressive ;

and as it is, save for a trifling
loss to himself, the same this year
as it was last, we find it diffi-

cult to follow the doublings and

redoublings of his mind. That
which stands in sternest need
of explanation is the "

progress"
of his vaunted majority. There
is no indecision in his boast.

"After three elections," said

he on the second reading of the

Parliament Bill,
" in which the

electors have given a progress-
ive majority, . . . how do we
stand ?

" The election of Jan-
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uary 1910 diminished the ma-

jority of the Coalition by more
than 200. The wanton and in-

excusable election of December
1910 took away two Liberals,
and left the House otherwise

unchanged. What, then, does

Mr Asquith mean by "pro-
gress

"
? The progress of the

crab, no doubt, which moves
backward.
The truth is that Mr Asquith

stands on a lower plane this

year even than last. We have
said that he is a mouthpiece,
not a man, and he is appar-
ently ready to plead the cause

of any branch of his dissevered

coalition. A bunch of votes

will instantly ensure his ad-

vocacy. There is none with
whom he will not strike a

bargain. The complacency
wherewith he is prepared to

cede the demands of Patrick
Ford and his nominees is noto-

rious. In order to guard the

reluctant loyalty of the Welsh,
he informed a deputation from
the "

gallant
"

principality the

other day that "
it was the in-

tention of the Government, on
the assumption that the Parlia-

ment Bill is carried into law this

year, to give to the Welsh Dis-

establishment Bill such a posi-
tion next year as would enable
it to override the Veto of the

Lords during the present Par-

liament." The Labour Party
has not yet formulated its

precise demands. We have
not the smallest doubt that,
however large they be, they
will be eagerly granted. In
other words, the Government

clearly has its price, and Mr
Asquith is there to see that

each group of his "
progressive

"

coalition gets good value in

exchange.
We know now what the

Irish and the Welsh and the rest

expect to gain by this simple

policy of bargain. The profit
of Mr Asquith and his col-

leagues is equally evident.

They will receive in exchange
a guarantee of office, with all

its dignities and emoluments.
But what of England, and
what of the Empire? They
are discreetly left out of the

question. They are not things

upon which the Radical puts
a high value. They are not

mentioned in their speeches ;

they make no effect upon the

hustings. It is characteristic

of Mr Asquith's unimpassioned
advocacy that he seldom, refers,

even in passing, to his country
or its dominions. You would
never discover from his speeches
that he was the first Minister

in a vast Empire. Mandates,
electors, and parties engross all

his waking thoughts. As an
orator he is adroit, concise, and

perspicacious. But he speaks
to his brief, and nothing but
his brief, and never by a single

phrase does he stir the pulses
or quicken the patriotism of

his hearers. It is the party
always which he defends. In
the many discourses which he
has delivered concerning the

Parliament Bill, he has fixed

his mind always upon the

future of Liberalism, never

upon the future of England ;

it is always the tactical ad-

vantage of himself and his

friends which seems of su-

preme interest. In brief, no
better example could be found
than Mr Asquith of the mere
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politician, for whom the gover-
nance of the country is a game,
and for whom the ultimate end
is not the welfare of the State
but a political advantage.

It follows from his evident

limitations that Mr Asquith
is an opportunist, who ap-

proaches in a spirit of cyn-
ical opportunism the gravest
of Imperial questions. It is

characteristic of him that at

the very moment at which
Canada and the United
States were contemplating an

agreement of reciprocity, he
should denounce Colonial Pref-

erence as a " fiscal imposture."
The tactlessness of this utter-

ance is evident. It was sur-

passed only by Mr Churchill's
JL V V

ridiculous glorification of " the

banged, bolted, and barred
door of good British oak."

Preference may or may not be
a piece of prudent policy. But
our dominions are united in

their approval of it, and there

is no excuse for a British

Prime Minister who denounces
it roundly as "fiscal imposture."
And there is another reason

why Mr Asquith's statement
is wholly indefensible. If it is

imposture that England and
her dominions should make a

reciprocal treaty of commerce,
it is a double imposture that

Canada and the United States
should contemplate a similar

arrangement. Yet Mr Asquith
and his colleagues did their

utmost to seduce Canada, and

gladly permitted Mr Bryce, a
British Ambassador, to aid and
abet what Mr Asquith describes

in the case of England as im-

posture. Not even the Prime
Minister, adroit as he is, can

argue on both sides of the ques-
tion. As Mr Austen Chamber-
lain said, "it was one of the
most curious things in this

controversy that every Liberal,

every free-trader, was jubilant
over the agreement between
Canada and the United States

Government. They said it

would promote the peace of the

world oversea, and would bring
the two branches of the Anglo-
Saxon race more closely to-

gether. But if it would do

that, why should the same kind
of agreement between Great
Britain and her sister States be
denounced as sordid bonds ?

"

Why, indeed? That is the

worst of basing arguments on
the ballot-box. Confusion and
contradiction are the necessary
consequence, and after Mr
Asquith's reference to fiscal

imposture and his loud approval
of Mr Bryce's good offices, it is

impossible to put the slightest
faith in Radical sincerity.
So it is that Mr Asquith,

cynically content to be a

phonograph, to speak new for

this group, now for that, has
become the willing instrument
of revolution. For it is a
revolution which he proposes,

nothing more and nothing
less. And the iniquity is all

the greater because he is not

by temperament a revolution-

ary. He is not the kind of

man who by his own impulse
would mount a barricade.

Subversion is not the natural

habit of his mind. But in

order to secure the "homo-

geneity
"

of his majority, he
is prepared for anything. If

only he have his way for the

next few years, he will leave
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no honoured institution intact.

He approaches the task of

iconoclasm with a cold, dis-

passionate air of indifference,
and it is far harder to for-

give his breaking of the im-

ages than the intemperance
of those who honestly believe

that salvation can come of

wrwrkage alone. If you can-

not excuse, at least you can

palliate, the enthusiasm, which
is born of misguided generosity.
The calculating connivance in

revolution displayed by Mr
Asquith can find no excuse in

the minds of loyal citizens.

All the signs of revolution

are present to our sight.
There can be no mistaking
of the portents. To begin
with, the House of Lords
must be rendered impotent.
And it must be rendered im-

potent not because, after ma-
ture discussion, its impotence
appears advantageous to the

country, but because, after

no discussion at all, its impot-
ence is necessary to the destruc-

tion of Church and State. In
other words, it is to be removed
for specific purposes, and as a
shameless preliminary to the

undoing of the patient work
of many centuries. Indeed,
when once the Constitution is

destroyed the rest is easy.
The Union between England
and Ireland will be dissevered.

The Churches of England and
Wales will be disestablished

and robbed of their just endow-
ments. Then the assault will

turn upon secular property.
Mr Asquith's power to do

evil resides not in his strength,
but in his weakness. During
the last few years he has lame-
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ly surrendered himself and his

independence to his militant

supporters. He has ceased to

lead
;
he can do no more than

follow where they call. The
reins of power are in his hands

;

he is not permitted to direct the

chariot of State. He is carried

along the road of revolution,
unable to resist the weight of

those who press behind. The
moderation of his speech has
ceased to deceive anybody. All

the symptoms of revolution are

there, and no one who possesses
a knowledge of history can fail

to diagnose the disease. Mr
Asquith hopes to achieve de-

struction by the usual policy of

gagging his opponents and sup-

pressing the freedom of debate.

He is emulating, perhaps half-

unconsciously, the methods of

the French Revolution. In the

grave words of Sir Henry
Maine, "we are drifting to-

wards a type of Government as-

sociated with terrible events

a Single Assembly armed with
full powers over the Constitu-

tion, which it may exercise at

pleasure. It will be a theo-

retically all-powerful Conven-

tion, governed by a practically

all-powerful secret Committee
of Public Safety, but kept from

complete submission to its

authority by Obstruction, for

which its rulers are always
seeking to find a remedy in

some kind of moral guillotine."
It would be difficult to frame
a more accurate description
of the tyrannical Government
under which we live. It be-

lieves that the Single Assembly
is within sight, and, by a fine

stroke of humour, has just sent

the complacent Mr Haldane
2o
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into the House of Lords, that

he may lead the attack upon
its privileges. The Conven-
tion is already a patient slave

to register its decrees. The
Committee of Public Safety, in

other words the Cabinet, arro-

gantly believes itself supreme
and omnipotent. It has even,
it thinks, broken the power of

Obstruction, and nothing is left

for it save to turn its moral

guillotine into practice.
We have long foreseen that

our demagogues, having organ-
ised their attack on the House
of Lords, would presently assail

the bench of judges. Of what

profit will it be to them if,

having achieved a Single
Chamber, they find the admin-
istrators of the law a check

upon their lawlessness? It

was inevitable^ therefore, that
some attempt should be made,
or some promise given, to

bring the judicature "into

harmony with the democratic

spirit." Obviously our judges,
who administer the law with-
out fear or favour, can give
little satisfaction to the gov-
erning proletariat. They are

learned gentlemen, chosen for

their profound knowledge and
their strict impartiality. But

they are not chosen by popular
election. The honourable tra-

dition which they accept from
the past and hand on to their

successors is not approved by
the sacred People. They stand

sternly between the law and
the lawlessness of those who
firmly believe that justice re-

sides only in the will of the

majority. Therefore they must
be discredited, and presently
replaced by partisans better

suited to the temper of the

hour. In other words, it will

be the business of the judges
to support the omnipotent
majority. Tammany Hall has
shown our democrats the way.
A Tammany majority means

Tammany judges and Tammany
justice. Nor will the great
heart of the Radical party
beat equably until the system
of Triumphant Democracy is

adopted in our midst.

It was Mr Churchill who
took the first step in the dis-

crediting of the judicature.

Replying to a deputation of

the Trades' Union Congress
Parliamentary Committee, the

Home Secretary, who should

be the guardian of our justice,
declared amiably that " he
was not going to mention

names, but it was true that

on several occasions statements
had been made from the Bench

reflecting on Trade Unions in

language which was extremely

ignorant, and wholly out of

touch with the general de-

velopment of modern thought,
and which had greatly compli-
cated the administration of

justice, and added bitterness

and a sense of distrust to the

administration of the law."

These are the conventional

terms of protest. When the

Trade Unions lose a case it is

natural that they should leave

the court with a sense of

bitterness and distrust. It is

the weakness of human nature

to hail him as "a Daniel come
to judgment

" who decides a

case in its favour. But we
have not hitherto seen a Home
Secretary who thought it

necessary to deprecate "any
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general expression of opinion
from the Bench calculated to

destroy or weaken the con-

fidence of the great mass of

the wage-earning class of this

country in the impartial ad-

ministration of justice." Mr
Churchill "named no names."
It would have been better if

he had. He preferred to leave

the whole Bench under the

stigma of his displeasure, to

involve in a general unspeci-
fied charge a body of public
servants of whom the country
is justly proud. Nor does the

Home Secretary appear to

understand what duties our

judges are asked to perform.
Their business is to administer

the law simply and imparti-

ally, and, since the law does

not change with every gust
of political passion, they will

best preserve the dignity of

their office by keeping stern-

ly out of touch with what
Mr Churchill calls "the gen-
eral development of modern

thought," an evident euphem-
ism for the " will of the

People."
Mr Asquith, being a lawyer,

should be able to take a proper
measure of Mr Churchill's en-

ormity. He remains silent, and
thus drives us another step to-

wards the goal of revolution.

If there be no reaction, then

assuredly the People will choose
what sort of justice they will

have meted out to them
;
and

nobody will be secure in life

or property who dares to

remain " out of touch with
the general development of

modern thought," or who,
in other words, belongs to

the minority. And not con-

tent with condemning the

Bench, Mr Churchill found
another injustice to the People
in the character of our juries.
If it were desirable, said he,
" that some distinction should

be made between common and

special juries, that distinction

ought not to turn on the

rateable value or on the num-
ber of windows in a person's
house. . . . The present law
secured the payment of a

guinea per day to a special

juryman, and nothing at all

to a common juror, who might
be a poorer man." We are

by no means sure that Mr
Churchill's facts are correct,
and if they are, the fallacy of

his conclusion is obvious. The

special juryman is paid at a

higher rate than the common
juror, for the sound reason
that the business which he is

asked to neglect is justly sup-

posed to be of greater im-

portance than the business of

the common juror. But in

the suggestion that the poor
man shall turn the duties of a

juryman to his own profit, we
see another clear sign of revol-

ution. There was no worse
feature in the State socialism

which destroyed the democracy
of Athens than the eagerness
of the paid jurymen to live at

the public expense. No less

than six thousand of these

gentry levied toll upon Athens,
and gave such verdicts in ac-

cord with the Sovereign Will
of the People as were dictated

by political passion and politi-

cal prejudice. Perhaps, in the

golden age that is coming, the

professional juryman will be

restored to us, the gallant
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citizen who will earn an easy
livelihood by attendance at the

Courts, and will dispense the

sort of justice which even the

Trades Union Congress can

approve. The Radical party is

nothing if not bureaucratic,
and the temptation of adding
two hundred thousand stalwart

supporters to their pensioned
band might prove irresistible.

But before our juries are turned
to the profit of the "great mass
of the wage-earning class," the
Government would do well to

study, in a convenient crib,

the works of Aristophanes.

It is pleasant, indeed, to

turn from the stuffy air of

politics to the more liberal

atmosphere of humane letters,
and to consider a poet's treat-

ment of so squalid and poignant
a tragedy as that of Pompilia
Franceschini. A small volume
has just been published, with
the title of 'The Old Yellow

Book,'
1 which throws a vivid

light upon Robert Browning's
masterpiece, 'The Ring and
the Book.' The circumstances
in which this dramatic poem
were composed are familiar.

Once upon a time Browning
discovered at Florence a

"square old yellow book," with
"
crumpled vellum covers." It

lay upon a stall,
"
'mongst

odds and ends of ravage," and
it contained an account, or
rather many accounts, of a

tragedy which took place in

Italy some two centuries ago.

Browning, as he tells us, took
this "

pure crude fact secreted
from man's life when hearts

beat hard," and made it his

own. He has sketched his

capture so vividly that the

Yellow Book has seemed a

reality to many readers. "I
learned a little," he says,

" and
overlooked my prize
" By the low railing round the fountain-

source

Close to the statue, where a step de-

scends :

.... And ....
.... though my path grew perilous,

Still I read on, from written title-page
To written index, on, through street

and street,

At the Strozzi, at the Pillar, at the

Bridge ;

Till by the time I stood at home again
In Casa Guidi by Felice Church,

I had mastered the contents."

Such is Browning's own account

of his first acquaintance with
his Roman murder-case. For

eight years the story, mastered
in a stroll, engrossed the poet,
and at last there appeared (in

1868-9) 'The Ring and the

Book,' which was no more and
no less than a poetic version

of the murder which had taken

place in Rome two centuries

before. After the poet's death

the " old yellow book "
passed

into the possession of Balliol

College, Oxford, and it is now
given to the world, in workman-
like translation, to reveal half

the secret of the poet's brain.

The story, broad and savage
in its outlines, is precisely such
as we should expect to captivate
the dramatic genius of Robert

Browning. There is life and

tragedy on every page of it.

Even in the bold prose of the

Yellow Book the characters

1 'The Old Yellow Book,' translated and edited by Charles W. Hodell.
London : J. M. Dent.
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are vividly set forth. The

lawyers, who, all unconscious
of artistry, compiled the facts,

lifted the curtain, in their

own despite, which hides the

motives of men's hearts. The

very crudity of the drama
makes it easily intelligible.
Here are no finer shades, but

merely cruelty, revenge, and
death. There is small suspicion
of love anywhere. The hope-
less marriage, which is the

cause of the tragedy, was a

marriage of greed and interest.

The guilt of the miserable wife

was never proved, and he would
be a churl indeed that would
not give Pompilia the benefit

of the doubt. But the murder
was clear and undisputed.
That Guido Franceschini and
his ruffians killed Pompilia
and her parents is admitted on
either side, and no miscreants
ever went more justly to the

gallows.
The plain statement of the

lawyers makes up in life what
it lacks in artistry, and the
Yellow Book gives us the same
irresistible impression as one of

our own State Trials. Guido

Franceschini, the head of an

honourable, impoverished fam-

ily, attempted to restore the

fortunes of his house by a

wealthy marriage. He had
failed to make a success of

his life, and found himself at

the age of forty penniless in

Rome, and without a prospect
of better things. There was

nothing in his person to com-
mend him. He was neither

handsome nor accomplished,
and even in a marriage of

convenience he could not look

higher than the family of a

well-to-do burgess. Accord-

ing to his enemies, it was his

habit to hang about the shop
of certain women hairdressers.

There he would boast of the

grandeur of his country, his

birth, and his property, and
in the confiding ear of these

women he confessed that

he intended to set up his

house with a good dowry.
He persuaded one of them
to find him a suitable

match, and she at last dis-

covered to him the unfor-

tunate Francesca Pompilia, the

daughter, real or reputed, of

a tiresome couple, Pietro and
Violante Comparini. The

couple, as they appear in the

record, are sordid enough.
Truly they deserve no pity,
and they get none. Pietro,
a garrulous scoundrel, was
content if he could spend his

daughter's money in the

neighbouring wine-shops. Vio-

lante had aspirations. A
distinguished match for her

daughter was all that she

wanted to satisfy her ambition,
and she eagerly accepted the ad-

dresses of the infamous Guido.
No sooner had she sacrificed

the child of thirteen, for

that was Pompilia's age, upon
the altar of social advancement,
than the whole family departed
for Arezzo, where was situated

the ruined palace of the Fran-
ceschini. The Comparini, sim-

ple burgesses as they were,
had no experience of the pom-
pous squalor and dignified

privation that reigned therein.

If we may believe their story,

they were starved both by cold

and hunger. They received

nothing at the hands of the

noble Franceschini save insult

and ridicule. The unhappy
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Violante was not allowed the

solace of a brazier even in the

bitterest weather
;
and if the ac-

count that is given of the food

doled out to them is true, it is

wonderful that starvation did

not make the hatchet unnec-

essary. The Signora Beatrice,
we are told, sent her servant
to purchase a sucking lamb
or two pounds of beef, which
was expected to feed the whole
household for a week. On fast

days there was nothing to eat

but a little salt - pike and a

few boiled chestnuts. The
wine was assiduously watered,
and even from these slender

comforts the wretched Pietro

was excluded if he dared to

stay out after the front door
was locked. Worse still, the

young wife and her parents
were exposed continually to

the brutal insolence of Guido
Franceschini and the more

highly polished impertinence
of his brother, the Abate Paolo.

Is it any wonder, then, that

they determined to escape from
the bondage of the Palace, and
to seek refuge again in the

simpler life of Eome ?

It was not long, indeed,
before the Comparini escaped,

leaving the poor little Pom-

pilia alone in her cage.
And when they got back to

Rome, the tale of the Frances-
chini's poverty and squalor
did not lose in the telling. So
there began a long campaign
of slander and exasperation,
until at last the Comparini
declared that Pompilia was no
child of theirs, but a changeling
of the basest birth, fathered by
Violante upon Pietro. And as

though the affront of this de-

ception were not a heavy enough

blow for the pride of the Fran-

cesehini, they began an action

at law for the recovery of the

dower, which, if Pompilia were
no child of theirs, should not
have been paid. The amiable
Franceschini responded to the

challenge by making Pompi-
lia's life a living torture.

Guido spared her nothing in

the way of insult and reproach.

Reproach grew to violence, and
at last the poor child, beaten
and defenceless, appealed for

aid to Caponsacchi, a priest,
with whom she fled from her

husband's house, which was
her prison.

Guido pursued the fugitives,
and overtook them at Castel-

nuovo. Had he there and then
wreaked his vengeance upon
them, he might have pleaded
his outraged honour as an
excuse. But fear or hesitancy

stayed his hand, and he per-
mitted the law to take its

course. Caponsacchi was con-

demned to three years at Civita

Vecchia, and Pompilia was sent

to a convent, a sentence which

proves that the law took a more
lenient view than did Guido of

his wife's character. For the

moment quiescent, Guido yet
meditated revenge, and when
a few months afterwards Pom-

pilia had been permitted to

return to her parents' house, he

went thither with a band of

hirelings and took the ven-

geance of a savage. The Com-

parini were stabbed to death,
and Pompilia was left a-dying,
with twenty-two wounds upon
her frail body. The case, which

engrossed the gossips of Rome
for many a day, ended in the

just condemnation of Guido
Franceschini and his accom-
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plices, and the one word that
can be said in favour of Guido
himself is that he died with

courage. "When he had
mounted the platform," says
the Yellow Book, "he asked

pardon for his sins, and begged
them to pray for his soul, add-

ing that they should say a

Pater, an Ave, and Salve

Regina for him. When he had
made the confessor announce
that he was reconciled, he ad-

justed his neck upon mannaia,
and with the name of Jesus on
his lips he was beheaded. The
head was then shown to the

people by the executioner."

Thus died the infamous
Guido Franceschini, who, but
for the accident of the Yellow
Book falling into the hands
of Robert Browning, would long

ago have been forgotten. The
accident, which gave Guido

immortality, was happy for

the poet. The theme was

perfectly suited to Brown-

ing's talent and temperament.
The life which burns in every
line of it gave his dramatic

genius its best opportunity.
Even those for whom, as for

ourselves, Browning's style is

a thing of corners and rough
edges, cannot but admire the

amazing vitality of ' The Ring
and the Book.' Here we are

confronted not so much with

poetry as with life itself. Guido
and the Abate Paolo speak and
move as they spoke and moved
at Arezzo. The hapless and

injured Pampilia suffers again
the cruellest tortures. The
characters and incidents of the

tragedy are alike so real that

you forget the words in which

they are clothed : you look upon

them disembodied of their art.

And the comparison of the

Yellow Book with the poem
reveals most vividly the poet's
method. In many a passage
he keeps so close to his original
as to reproduce word for word
the actual speeches of the dead.

Then by a flash of insight he

shows you how little he is

trammelled by the literal truth.

The characters of the drama
are realised with an under-

standing which will astonish

all those who read the Yellow

Book, at once by its simplicity
and by its justice. The raw
material is all there, to be sure,

but how wonderfully it is

transformed by the magician's
wand ! And in one respect the

poet gives us the same impres-
sion as the record in prose.

He, too, like the Yellow Book,
turns the story this way and

that, looks at it from every-
one's point of view, and snatches

the heart of truth from the

body of discordant statement.

On every page the strange

process of translation from

prose to verse is visible. But
nowhere can you judge better

of the charity with which

Browning has put his case

than in the two books entitled
" Half-Rome " and " The Other

Half-Rome," which give in

plain substance two pamphlets,
written, while the case was

pending, for and against the

infamous Guido. Here, then,
is a book which we may com-
mend to all readers, which
not only sets before us the

clear outlines of an ancient and
bitter tragedy, but lights up
in a sudden flash the inward

processes of a poet's brain.
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RECIPROCITY IN DEFENCE.

IT is being more clearly
borne in on us day by day
that our method of setting up
strictly local defence systems
in the outlying portions of the

Empire, dependent in every
case on the supposition of

supplementation in war by
the armaments of the United

Kingdom, cannot, under mod-
ern conditions, be consid-

ered sound. However suffi-

cient such a general system
may have been when our sea-

power was unchallengeable,
and while all modern naval

powers were Western, it is by
no means necessarily so when
these conditions no longer ob-

tain. The immense develop-
ment of foreign armaments in

Europe renders the supplement-
ation, both as regards sea-power
and expeditionary forces, to

be obtained from the Mother

Country less certain ;
while the

development of foreign power
in the East renders it more
than ever necessary. Without
that supplementation not one
of these provincial systems can
for a moment be considered

sufficient. Nor is there any
possibility of any single one of

them being made sufficient by
local effort alone within any
reasonable period of time. It

is evident, then, that neither

the general system of Imperial
defence, nor any one of the
local systems, can be considered

sound, unless some provision
is made for the necessary sup-
plementation by some other
method than entire dependence

on the Mother Country. That

provision can only be made,
economically and efficiently, by
grafting on to the present

system one in which some

reciprocity as regards mobile

forces, naval and military, will

be maintained between the out-

lying parts of the Empire them-
selves. For such a system to

be truly efficient, and at the

same time truly economical, it

will have to be based on the

fullest recognition of the special

strategical and political char-

acteristics of the different units,

and their mutual strategic

interdependence.
No Imperial unit will derive

greater benefit from the estab-

lishment of a reciprocal system
of defence than would India.

Owing to her unique strat-

egic position, the sea forces

which are necessary for the

protection of her own inter-

ests, under modern conditions,
must also have immense

strategic value for the whole

Empire. She may, therefore,

reasonably count on assistance

from other units in the estab-

lishment and maintenance of

her new system ;
and also hope

for reciprocal measures in their

defence systems, which would
ensure her having at her ser-

vice that reserve of mobile land

forces which may at any time

become necessary for her effici-

ent protection.
The idea of reciprocity in

defence has already been moot-
ed and is receiving consider-

able support in India. 'The
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Civil and Military Gazette,'

Lahore, published last August
a series of articles outlining a

scheme for defensive union be-

tween India and the North
Indian Ocean Crown Colonies,
as a preliminary step towards
a reciprocal Eastern defence

system. The Crown Colonies

would afford India the best

bases for sea defence, and could
also give her very considerable

financial assistance in main-

taining a naval force. India,
on the other hand, could,
without weakening herself in

any way, supply the urgent
need of larger normal gar-
risons in the Crown Colonies,
whose security inasmuch as

they are her natural defences
from the sea is of vital inter-

est to herself. Here we might
find a solution for the question
of disposal of any surplus of

land forces in India due to the

improvement of our relations

with Russia.

But the scheme is intended
to have even wider aims than
these. A naval force main-
tained by this North Indian
Ocean combine, if based alter-

natively on ports in Ceylon
and the Straits, would tend
to balance developments in the
Near and Middle as well as

the Far East, and could be so

constituted as to fill up the
loose design of the "Pacific
Fleet" determined on at the
Defence Conference last year.
A battle - squadron so based
would revolutionise the whole

question of naval defence east
of Suez. It would benefit not

only the North Indian Ocean

group, but also all the domin-
ions touching the Indian or

Pacific Oceans, to such an
extent that it might well form
the basis of discussion as to

the reciprocal measures which
the latter might undertake
such as the organisation of

well-trained mobile land forces,

which, while strengthen-

ing their own local systems,
and allowing of mutual re-

inforcement, would also solve

the difficulty of reinforc-

ing the garrisons of the De-

pendencies in case of need.

The value to India of the

existence of such forces in the

Dominions is clearly shown by
the fact that, of all the mobile

forces of Great Britain, the

British garrison in South Africa

alone escapes the immobilising
influence of foreign armaments
in Europe ;

and in the event of

complications in Atlantic and
Mediterranean waters, would
be the sole asset which could

be counted on for rapid rein-

forcement of the Indian garri-
son. But the mobility of even
this reserve asset, be it re-

membered, is entirelydependent
on our command of the Indian

Ocean, which in case of com-

plications in Europe would be

by no means assured.

'The Civil and Military
Gazette

'

scheme, embracing as

it does separate political units,
such as India and the Crown
Colonies, must inevitably pre-
sent certain administrative

difficulties. But, owing to our

multitudinous forms of polity,
this is an unavoidable condition

which we have to reckon with
in every step of our Imperial

progress. In this connection

it is interesting to observe that

the policy outlined has been
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strongly supported by the lead-

ing organs of public opinion
in both Crown Colonies, where
administrative objections might
be expected to have most

weight. This support is the

more notable in the case of

Ceylon, of which, owing to its

present low rate of defence

expenditure, the largest pro-

portional financial sacrifice

seems to be demanded. The
sacrifice would, however, be
more apparent than real, in

view of the important part
which must be necessarily
allotted to Ceylon in any sound
Eastern defence system. This,
the shrewd instinct of the

Colony has clearly perceived.
'The Times of Ceylon' has

strongly advocated the adop-
tion of the scheme in a series

of remarkable editorials, in the
last of which emphasis is placed
on the very considerable fin-

ancial assistance the Colony
could afford to give towards
the establishment of any such

co-operative scheme of defence
in the North Indian Ocean, in

which India was recognised
as the administrative centre.

This final condition is worthy
of careful note. There is no

suggestion, either in India or

the Crown Colonies, of a mere

subsidy to the Admiralty, which

might be used for lightening
the burden of the British tax-

payer. An increased naval

subsidy being an addition to

"Home Charges" would be
a positive political danger in

India ; whereas contribution
from the Crown Colonies to

the Indian exchequer, for the
maintenance of an Imperially
provided fleet, in their common

interest, would be an offset to

Home Charges, and politically

popular as enabling the De-

pendency to take a pre-

eminently important part in

Imperial Defence. The estab-

lishment of a naval adminis-

tration within the Indian
Government itself is an
essential part of the scheme,
and probably that part which
would make it politically

possible.
'The Times of Ceylon' and

'The Straits Times' have both

favourably received the idea

of the Crown Colonies being

regarded as sea -
outposts of

India. They recognise, of

course, that as such their

security, and therefore the

sufficiency and efficiency of

their garrisons, will be a matter
of immediate interest to an

Imperial unit which is their

natural protector, and whose

military resources are second

only to those of the United

Kingdom. They realise that

their defence, if intrusted to

Indian Adminstration, will be
more efficiently provided for,

owing to closer control and
closer interest, and because it

would not be so exposed to the

fluctuating influences of political
vicissitude at home. The sup-

porters of the scheme maintain
that the naval forces of the

combine, if administered by the

Indian Government, would not

offend the principles of naval

unity, because, the Indian

Government being under con-

trol of the Imperial Govern-

ment, an Indian Naval Ad-
ministration would be under
the ultimate influence of the

Admiralty. It may even be
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suggested that a naval admini-
stration in India, being a part
of the Indian Government it-

self, might in many ways prove
to be a powerful ally to the

Admiralty, in its almost super-
human struggle to ensure our
naval supremacy throughout
the world. So much for the

question of a local naval ad-

ministration.

The Dependencies, moreover,
are fully alive to the fact that

what is requisite for their

own security, and for Imperial
defence in general in the East,
is not mere contribution to-

wards the maintenance of a

two-power standard, but pro-
vision for an addition to that

standard, as an essential part
of a Reciprocal Eastern Defence

system, embracing sea as well

as land armaments. Few
students of strategy in the
East are inclined to treat a

two - power standard as a

strategic fetish, or as a panacea
for all strategic ills. They
realise, perhaps better than
we do, that it was designed

solely with reference to

Western Powers (i.e., Powers
within the direct strategic

sphere of the British Isles),
whose fleets, however distri-

buted, remained under our

strategic control, owing to our

strategic possessions, and our
command of their communica-
tions with their home bases.

From such Powers our Eastern

Dependencies, or Dominions,
had little or nothing to fear.

But this two -power standard
was in no way designed to cope
with any first-class Power ab-

solutely outside the strategic

sphere of the United Kingdom,

for the simple reason that no
such Power existed when it was
formulated. The advent of such
Power is an entirely new factor

in British Imperial defence, and
therefore in world -

strategy.
For all our possessions in the

Indian or Pacific Oceans it

presents itself as a factor of

supreme importance, inasmuch
as they lie within the direct

strategic sphere of this new
genus of foreign Power, and
far outside the effective de-

fensive sphere of a two-power
standard Navy, which, being
absolutely dependent on the

disposition of Western fleets,

may, under modern conditions,
be forcibly tied to Western
waters. Nor are the Crown
Colonies, in particular, oblivi-

ous of the fact that by their

actual position they, most of

all, are open to attack; that
their strategic importance in-

vites attack ; and that their

potential influence on hostile

communications renders their

seizure the inevitable prelimin-

ary step in hostile operations, of

which any one of the Dominions
is the main objective. They
realise, moreover, that no such
deterrent influence can be ex-

erted by naval forces based in

the Dominions on any attack
on them. The Dependencies
see, then, that their own vital

interests demand a considerable

local addition to our existing

two-power standard Navy, as

part of a supplementary de-

fence system, in the East.

For the establishment of that

supplementary system, and not

for the maintenance of the

existing insufficient system,

they are willing, and even
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anxious, to pay according to

their means. They demand,
and rightly demand, in return,
that consideration be paid to

their individual strategic re-

quirements ; and that, in the

interests of efficiency, the fullest

recognition be given to their

intrinsic strategic value, in the

matter of the constitution and
location of the forces they are

ready to maintain in a recipro-
cal system of defence.

Such are the main principles
of the scheme suggested in 'The
Civil and Military Gazette.'

Whatever its minor and ad-

ministrative difficulties, it has
the value of showing that, if

due account be taken of the

strategical distribution and

political characteristics of the

various units of the Empire, it

is possible for them to establish

between themselves a highly
efficient and at the same time

financially advantageous sys-
tem of reciprocity in mobile

forces, to counterbalance
modern strategical influences

in the East and the West.
With reciprocity there is no

single unit which could not

secure a very much larger
accession of force to supple-
ment its existing defence

system in any crisis, than it

would have to maintain with
its own expenditure in peace.

This is particularly remark-
able in the case of India, and

rightly so, owing to her pre-
eminent strategic position, and
in consideration of the con-

siderable armaments which she

has long maintained. It will

be noticed that in this scheme
she would secure additional

naval protection and ample
reinforcements of her garrison,
at the cost of paying a part

only of the maintenance (the
Crown Colonies also assisting)
of a fleet lent to her from

Imperial resources. If a policy
of reciprocity in defence can
hold out prospects of so advan-

tageous a bargain, it is well

worth the careful consideration

of responsible statesmen in

India, and of all those who
are anxious for true economy
in her expenditure on arma-

ments, in the interests of the

internal development of their

country.
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THE FOREIGN LEGION.

" IN other regiments soldiers

can conquer, in the Legion they
can die." Thus did General de

Negrier sum up the reputation
won by the famous corps he
loved so well, a reputation
borne unsullied through three-

quarters of a century of war-
fare.

In all the armies of the
world no regiment has a

history more glorious, more
crowded with deeds of heroism.

Thrice has the Foreign Legion
been wellnigh wiped out of

existence, and in the Salle

d'Honneur at Sidi-bel-Abbes,
its headquarters, amongst tro-

phies won in every quarter of

the globe and marble tablets

bearing the names of its officers

killed in action, pictures of

forty
-
eight battles recall the

splendid deeds which have
made its name famous in the

annals of France. To have
numbered on its muster-rolls

MaoMahon, Canrobert, Saint

Arnaud, Chanzy, de Negrier,
VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLVII.

Saussier, were enough to render

any regiment illustrious
j
and it

was in the Legion, in Africa

and the Crimea, that Bazaine
won the renown eclipsed for

ever in the tragedy of Metz.
The nations of the Continent

know the Legion well. Spain,
Russia, Austria, and Germany,
each in its turn, have learnt

to respect its prowess, and the

soil of Italy has run red with
the blood of the exiles fighting
for her freedom. But in Eng-
land its splendid story, even
its very name, is almost un-

known. In ranks where men
of every race in Europe may
be numbered by hundreds,
Britons, happily for themselves,
are almost unrepresented.
To write the history of the

Legion were almost to write

the military history of France

during the last eighty years,

for, except in the Siege of

Rome and the Chinese War,
wherever the Tricolor has flown
in battle, there, in the thickest

2p
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of the fighting, has the Legion
been found. In Algeria and Mor-

oooo, in the Crimea, in Mexico,
in Tonquin, Formosa, Madagas-
car, and West Africa, in Spain,
in Italy, and on the sacred soil

of France itself, have the

legionaries fought and died
j

by bullet and sword, by pesti-
lence and famine, in numbers

untold, untellable, for, amongst
its records, the French War
Office keeps no tale of the

countless lives of the strangers
laid down in its service, and

only the memory of their hero-

ism remains. And ever the

fame of the Legion, won in

the first years of its existence,

its reputation for endurance,
for dash and dauntless valour,
have grown with the years,
nor has it ever acknowledged
defeat, save when defeat was
almost more glorious than

victory.
The Legion is the direct

descendant of the mercenary
regiments Scottish, Irish,

German, and Swiss which
for centuries formed part of

the standing army of France,

though it differs from them
in being a colonial corps. Its

immediate forerunner was the

Royal Foreign Legion, formed
at the Restoration from Swiss
and other foreign troops in the

service of Napoleon, which, be-

coming successively the Legion,
and the Regiment, of Hohen-
lohe, was disbanded in January
1831, its place being taken by
the 21st Light Infantry.

It was a time when France
could ill afford to lose the
men who had served her so

long and so well. Launched
on a career of adventure

in Africa, in the hope that

the glamour of foreign con-

quest might save a tottering

dynasty, she had passed
through the throes of the

Revolution of July which had
driven Charles X. from his un-

easy throne, only to be faced

by danger abroad and disorder

at home, imperatively necessi-

tating the recall of every sol-

dier who could be spared from

Africa, no matter how much
the safety of those who re-

mained behind might be im-

perilled. Algiers, indeed, was
in French hands, but its capture

by a Christian Power had been
the signal for a general ris-

ing throughout Mohammedan
Africa, so that the French
commanders were hard put to

it, not to extend their con-

quests, but to hold what they
had already won. The forma-

tion of the first Algerian
regiments the Zouaves, re-

cruited from a friendly Arab
tribe ;

the African Light In-

fantry, composed of the bad
characters of the French Army,
and the Chasseurs d'Afrique, of

time-expired cavalrymen had
indeed given some accession to

the strength of the army of

occupation, but the numbers
obtained by these expedients
were altogether inadequate.

In this emergency it was
decided to re-enlist for service

in Algiers the men of the

Regiment of Hohenlohe, and
to fill up the ranks from

amongst the foreigners who,
from every nation in Europe,
had sought in France a refuge
from the reactionary tyranny
of their own rulers, and who,
those who had been soldiers
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more than the rest, were suffer-

ing great privations. On the

4th February 1831 a law was

passed authorising the forma-
tion of a Foreign Legion for

service abroad, the command
of it being conferred upon
Colonel Stoffel, a Swiss veteran
of the Empire.
The response to the call for

volunteers was immediate.
From all parts of the Conti-
nent exiles and refugees flocked

to enrol themselves in the new
regiment, some thankful to

obtain a livelihood at the

only trade they knew, some
lured by dreams of adventure
and of plunder. In a few
months seven battalions were
formed three of Germans and

Swiss, one of Spaniards, one
of Italians and Sardinians,
one of Dutchmen and Belgians,
and one of Poles ;

and before

the end of the year the first

four battalions of the "Legion
Etrangere" left Marseilles for

Algiers, under the heroic

Colonel Combes, fated a few

years later to announce in one

breath, like Browning's Trum-

peter of Ratisbon, the fall

of Constantino and his own
death.

Clad as they were in old-

time uniforms, often in little

but rags, the arrival of the

legionaries was hailed with

contempt by the Arabs ; with

astonishment, not unmixed
with dismay, by the French,
for which the indiscipline
and the want of training
of many of the men afforded

no little justification. In
his diary a Staff Officer

wrote of them :
" We have a

battalion of foreigners here

which disembarked eight days
ago. . . . The first day
thirty-five were absent from

evening roll-call
; the day be-

fore yesterday a whole company
got drunk and beat their offi-

cers." Mistrusted by the

French, despised by the Arabs,
the ragged regiment of mer-
cenaries speedily showed that
it possessed qualities unsus-

pected alike by friend and foe,

which were to change mistrust

to admiration, contempt to fear

and respect. Ragged and tur-

bulent the legionaries might
be; from the very first they
proved themselves no mean
soldiers, needing but training
and discipline and the years
of constant fighting with the
Arabs which followed, to de-

velop into a force equal in

courage, daring, and resource

to the flower of the French

Army, superior in recklessness

and contempt of danger and
death.

Yet in one respect the mis-

trust of the French com-
manders proved only too

well founded. With no feel-

ing of patriotism to restrain

them and subjected to a dis-

cipline exceptionally severe, the

legionaries deserted in large
numbers; and desertion, always
a serious military crime, was a

grave danger to the French in

Algeria, and one which was to

cost them dear. Escape by
sea being impossible, the fugi-
tives had no choice but to

throw in their lot with the

Arabs, and to place not only
their arms, but their knowledge
of warfare, learnt in the service

of France, at the disposal of

her implacable enemies, thus
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avenging themselves for the

oppression and ill - treatment
which made them doubly exiles.

At its baptism of fire two
German deserters were found

by the 3rd battalion amongst
the Arab dead

;
and on one

oooasion a party of thirty

Spaniards went over to the

enemy in a body, after a

murderous assault upon an
officer. The armies of Abd-
el - Kadir numbered in their

ranks hundreds of these men,

many of whom rose to high
position in his service. The
first of the Emir's regular
battalions, raised in 1835, was
trained and commanded by a

German from the Legion, and

proved itself, on many a bloody
field, fully a match for its

adversaries
;
and each of his

six other regular battalions in-

cluded an European company.
At a later date, when the power
of Abd-el-Kadir was broken
and the chief a fugitive, the

deserters found a ready wel-

come with the Sultan of

Morocco.
For this state of affairs the

French had only themselves to

blame. The organisation of

the Legion in national bat-

talions, under officers unable
either to speak the language
of their men or to sympathise
with them, afforded exceptional

opportunities for petty tyranny
on the part of unscrupulous
non-commissioned officers and
for concerted action on the

part of the soldiers
;
whilst a

discipline which tolerated pun-
ishments almost Chinese in

their barbarity, goaded its

victims to despair, madness,
and crime.

After an existence of little

over four years the Legion
became the subject of the

strangest
" deal

"
in history

since Hessian princes ceased to

traffic in the lives of their

subjects. For the sum of

612,727 francs, the price of its

arms, uniform, and equipment,
it was sold by Louis Philippe
to Queen Maria Christina of

Spain, to fight in defence of the

throne of her infant daughter,
Isabella, in the bloody struggle
known as the first Carlist War,
and, by royal decree, was
struck off the strength of the
French Army. Protest was

unavailing. The orders were

peremptory, and though the

officers were given the option
of obedience or dismissal, the

men had no choice at all, and
on the 16th August 1835 the

Legion, 4000 strong, landed at

Tarragona, to serve for the next
four years as part of the

Christine Army. So completely
did the French Government
wash its hands of the men it

had sold like so many slaves,
as to reply, with rare cynicism,
to Colonel Bernelle's appeal
that the Carlists might be

compelled to accord to his men
the ordinary rights of belliger-

ents, that as they were in

Spanish service all intervention

on their behalf by a foreign
Power was impossible.
To the Carlists the Legion

was an object of especial de-

testation. By express order

of the Pretender, it was ex-

cluded from the benefits of the

Eliot Convention, the humane

agreement negotiated by Great
Britain to put an end to the

frightful massacres of prisoners
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which had horrified the world
at the commencement of the

struggle ; and, its status as part
of the Queen's regular army un-

recognised, all prisoners made
by the Carlists were summarily
shot. Nor was its treatment

by those it served such as to

make amends for its sufferings

during a campaign of extra-

ordinary ferocity. To Bernelle

it speedily became apparent
that if the Legion was to

continue in existence it must
be prepared to stand and act

alone. Not only were the men
unpaid, unclothed, unfed, but

they could not even depend on
the Royalist leaders for the

protection and assistance which

infantry needs from the other
arms. From amongst his Poles,

therefore, Bernelle raised three

squadrons of cavalry, and with

help from France he armed
and equipped a mountain

battery, in addition to organis-

ing a small ambulance corps.
At the same time, by abolishing
the national battalions he put
an end to a potent cause of

disorder and danger in the

Legion itself, and inaugurated
the system, ever since in force,

of posting the men to companies
and battalions as they were

wanted, wholly irrespective of

their nationality. This done,
worn out and disgusted by
Spanish arrogance and incapac-

ity, Bernelle, whose wife had
shared his dangers and priva-
tions, resigned the command to

Colonel Conrad, and retired to

France. Of the men, sufficient,

ere long, to form a battalion in

the Carlist Army, deserted a
cause they had been sent to

serve against their will and

a sovereign who requited that

service so ill.

Yet whenever there was

fighting to be done the Legion
behaved magnificently. At

Terapengi blockhouse a bat-

talion triumphantly repelled
the repeated assaults of five

times its own numbers ;
and

at the disastrous battle of

Huesca, it was the heroism of

the Legion and its steadfastness

in retreat which saved the

Christine Army from destruc-

tion, at such cost, however,
to itself, that only sufficient

officers and men survived to

form a single battalion. It

needed but one more such
battle Barbastro, where Con-
rad was slain for the Legion
to exist no more as an indepen-
dent corps ;

and in the spring of

1839, when the war came to an

end, of all who had landed in

Spain four years before, only
five hundred survived to testify
in France, by their rags and

penury, to Spanish gratitude
and Spanish faith.

Meanwhile a new Legion had
come into existence, orders for

the formation of which were
issued within a few months of

the departure of the old ene,
and which, for the next twenty
years, was constantly engaged
in the long struggle with Abd-
el-Kadir, and after his surren-

der, in the conquest of Grande

Kabylie. Coudiat -
Aty, Con-

stantine, the most gallant feat

of arms in all France's African

wars, commemorated in the

Gallery of Battles at Versailles,

Djejeli, Zaacha, a hundred

fights, of which the very names
are almost forgotten, each
added to the renown of the
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Legion, which from a single
battalion in 1836 had gradual-
ly increased to two regiments,
each three thousand strong.
Under Bazaine in the Crimea,

the Legion formed part of

Canrobert's division at the

battle of the Alma, and

throughout the siege of Se-

vastopol its steady valour was
ever conspicuous. Nicknamed
the " Leather Bellies

"
by the

Russians, from the enormous

cartridge-cases carried, it was
in repelling their attacks on
the French trenches near the

Quarantine station that it

especially distinguished itself ;

and, as a reward for a cam-

paign which had cost the lives

of 1700 officers and men, the

Emperor granted the privileges
of French citizenship to as

many of the legionaries as

chose to claim it.

More fighting against the

Kabyles awaited its return to

Algeria, and then it was again
recalled to Europe, this time
to Italy. At Magenta, stand-

ing shoulder to shoulder with
the Zouaves, the 1st Regi-
ment met and repulsed the
advance of the right wing
of the Austrians, a furious

charge by the 2nd Regiment,
during which its colonel, de

Chabriere, was killed, driving
them back into the village,
which was finally carried, after

desperate street fighting that
cost the division the life of its

commander, General Espinasse,
himself an old officer of the

Legion. At Solferino, only
the 2nd Regiment was en-

Four years later saw the

Legion, Legion no longer but

"Regiment Etranger," and
reduced to half its former

strength, in Mexico, where,

employed on the lines of com-
munications and in the low-

lying plain known as the
" Terres Chaudes," it suffered

so severely from the deadly
climate that of 2000 officers

and men landed with the

expedition, in six months 800

were dead. To meet the wast-

age of war, battalion after

battalion was raised and sent

out, until by the end of the

campaign the Legion had

again attained its old estab-

lishment of eight battalions.

It was during this campaign,
so inglorious and in the end so

humiliating to France, that

was performed one of the most
famous exploits, not only in

the long and tragic history of

the Legion, but of the French

army. On 30th April 1863 a

detachment of three officers

and sixty-two legionaries under

Captain Danjou was attacked

on the march near the village
of Camaron by a horde of

Mexican regular and irregular

cavalry. Forming square,

Danjou twice beat off his

assailants, and then, charging
with the bayonet, succeeded

in gaining the shelter of a

farmhouse, where he hoped to

hold out until relief came.

Early in the day Danjou fell

with a bullet through the

brain, but not before he had
exacted an oath from every
man never to yield, but to

fight on to the end. Five

times summoned to surrender,
five times the little band of

heroes, mindful of the word

plighted to their dead leader,
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refused; and in stifling heat,
without water or food, for

a whole day it held an army
at bay. At midday the sound
of distant drums gave hope of

succour, only to be disap-

pointed, for they did but an-

nounce the arrival of three

battalions of infantry to swell

the already overwhelming
forces of the enemy ;

but it

was not till six o'clock in

the evening, when every officer

was dead or dying and only
nineteen unwounded men re-

mained to carry on the un-

equal combat, that the Mexi-
cans succeeded in forcing an
entrance. Truly the word
" Camaron " on the colours of

the 1st Regiment of the

Legion, though won by half

a company, is a battle-honour
of which any regiment might
well be proud. 4205 officers

and men of the Legion found
their graves in Mexico, more
than half of them on the battle-

field.

It was in France itself, in

the year of downfall and hu-

miliation, that the Legion won
its proudest laurels, not in

victory, but in defeat. Sum-
moned from Algeria after the

first disasters of the war, and

augmented by a battalion,

hastily recruited at Tours, on
the llth October 1870 the

Legion took post with the

rearguard to the north of

Orleans, to cover the retreat of

de la Motterouge's army over
the Loire after the battle of

Artenay ;
and here, in vineyard,

garden, and hamlet, for six

hours it helped to hold at bay
von der Tann's Bavarians,
reinforced by a Prussian di-

vision and supported by more
than sixty guns, obstinately

disputing every yard of ground,
every hedge, every wall, every
cottage, with a valour which

compelled the admiration of

von Moltke himself. Night
fell before the Germans, utterly

exhausted, forced their way
into Orleans, but the Army
of the Loire was saved : no

pursuit was possible. But the

Legion existed no longer. Nine-
teen officers and over nine

hundred men lay on the field

they had so gallantly defended.

Although at Coulmiers and at

Cercottes they fought again, for

the rest of the war the sur-

vivors were but little employed,
but in the suppression of the

Commune the Legion played
a conspicuous part, especially

during the three days' fighting
at Neuilly (16th-19th April),
and the storming of Les Buttes
Chaumont (27th April).
For the next twelve years,

save for more fighting with the

Arab tribesmen, the Legion en-

joyed comparative peace, and
it was in a very different land,
a land of mountain and river,

of reeking swamp and stifling

j ungle, Tongking, that it

next saw active service. In a

campaign of exceptional diffi-

culty, it was, as ever, con-

spicuous for its heroism. At
the capture of Son Tay by
Admiral Courbet, it was a

battalion of the Legion which,
after two attacks had been

repulsed, carried the breach by
storm and, sweeping the de-

fenders from the walls, secured

the fall of the city. It was the

Legion which, after the defeat

at Langson, covered the re-
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treat of the French troops, and,
ten months later, led the ad-

vance which, after seven days'
incessant fighting, avenged the

disaster and carried the Tricolor

northward till it flew on the

Chinese border. It was the

Legion, too, which bore the
brunt of the fighting during the

fruitless operations in Formosa.
Its most splendid achieve-

ment, however, was the defence
of Tuyen Kwang, where, for

three months, two companies,
with a company of native
Tirailleurs and a few artillery-
men and engineers, six hundred
men in all, under Commandant
Domine, held at bay a Chinese

army twenty thousand strong,
well drilled, well armed, well

led sustaining, for over a

month, a regular siege, by
parallel, sap, and mine, with
dauntless courage and resolu-

tion. Within the space of six-

teen days, in spite of incessant

labour by the garrison in

counter-mining, no less than

eight breaches were made in

the walls of the little fortress,
and seven furious assaults

delivered and repulsed, ere

rockets far to the south an-
nounced the approach of a re-

lieving column, and the heroic

garrison, reduced to half its

original strength, was saved.

Madagascar (1883) and Da-

homey (1892) offered but little

chance of fresh glory to the

Legion, to whom the climate

proved a foe far more dangerous
than the natives ; but in all the

fighting of yesterday round
Casablanca it has had its full

share. Half the infantry of

the force landed by General
Drude in August 1906 be-

longed to the Legion, and

though the Moorish horsemen
were never able to face the fire

of modern artillery and maga-
zine rifles, the name of yet one
more leader, the gallant and
beloved Commandant Provost,
has been added to the long
roll of its heroes who have met
their death in action.

Such is a brief record of the

campaigns in which the Legion
has played its part, and which
are but a fraction of its achieve-

ments, for never has it been
suffered to be long at rest.

Year after year France extends

her empire further and further

over the wild lands far to the

south of Tunis and Algeria,
where her border line creeps
onwards over the sands as

imperceptibly as the incoming
tide and as irresistible, a "

pene-
tration paoifique

"
of which the

world hears little, but which
has nothing pacific about it

save its name.

During the eighty years of

its existence the Legion has

undergone countless changes
in organisation and strength.

Capable of immense expansion
in time of emergency, for only
once, when during the Crimean
war the Emperor Napoleon
sought to raise a second legion,
has the supply of recruits been
known to fail, it has varied in

strength from a single regiment
of four battalions to two regi-
ments each of five battalions,
with an effective strength of

about 10,000 men, its present
establishment, fixed seventeen

years ago to supply an adequate
force for the needs of France's

growing colonial empire. From
time to time, as in Mexico, it
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has included cavalry, artillery,
and engineers, but for the most

part it has remained purely an

infantry force, as it is at the

present day. More than once
its title has been changed, but
whatever name it might bear
on the official Army List, to the
men in the ranks and to France
it has always been "the Legion,"
unchanged in character and

tradition, unique amongst the

armies of the world.

What manner of men are

they who have done so much
for France, the exiles who, in

such countless numbers, have
lived and fought and died in

her service ?

The direct and only de-

scendant of the mercenary of

the middle ages, by Frenchmen,
soldiers and civilians alike, the

legionary is regarded with
much the same feelings as

those which the sleek citizens

of Florence and Milan had for

the condottieri who fought
their battles, or the Bengali
has for the Pathans of the
Indian Army, as a splendid

fighting man but a villain, at

all hazards to be kept at a safe

distance. Though his merits
as a soldier and the great ser-

vice he has rendered to France,
facts writ deep in blood in her

history, are readily acknow-

ledged, he is both feared and
disliked and for this he has
no one but himself to blame.

Exemplary on active service,
save for an incorrigible pro-

pensity for looting, in time of

peace no soldier is more tur-

bulent or more difficult to

manage, more prone to drunken-
ness and insubordination.

At every station through

which they pass on their way
to Marseilles for embarkation,
the recruits for the Legion are

objects of awe and curiosity,
the crimes they have com-
mitted the subject of fearful

speculation. A Russian can

be nothing but a nihilist, a

Spaniard or Italian an anar-

chist, a German is of course

a deserter, and for the rest any
crime will suffice. For though
no foreigner, known to have
been convicted, is enlisted, in

the Legion France has created

an Alsatia where, for any crime

save murder, an alien fugitive
from justice can find sanc-

tuary, a Purgatory wherein
her own erring sons may re-

deem their character and blot

out the record of their trans-

gressions, winning in five years
the "rehabilitation," the clean

sheet, which otherwise it would
take them ten to regain. On
enlistment, the legionary, no
matter what his past, obtains a

fresh start in life, and a chance

of regaining, by his valour and

obedience, the position lost by
his offences.

Yet to consider the Legion
as composed only of criminals

is altogether erroneous, unless,

indeed, poverty be a crime, for

the Legion has no recruiting-

sergeant more persuasive than

want. Offenders against their

countries' laws many of the

legionaries may be, but as-

suredly not criminals, victims

rather of political systems, of

oppressive and unnatural laws,

of outraged social conventions.

It was tyranny and persecution

which, in its early days, drove

Poles, Spaniards, and Italians

by thousands into the ranks of
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the Legion, tyranny which
later filled them with Russians
and refugees from the Balkans,

oppression and ill - treatment
which to-day drives German
deserters across the frontier,
whilst Alsace and Lorraine
send hundreds of their sons to

the Legion to win back by
service the right to call them-
selves Frenchmen, rather than
live under a sway to which

forty years have not availed

to reconcile them.
Peasants these for the most

part, simple folk whose ignor-
ance of any language save
their own to help them in the

weary search for work has
driven them to take the easiest,

almost the only, means by
which to fill their empty bellies.

But for the rest, the men of

birth and education, to say
what sends them to the Legion
were to tell the whole story of

human frailty and folly. Ex-

travagance, drink, love dis-

appointed or betrayed, the turf,

the tables of Monte Carlo, ruin,

passion, despair and grief, each
adds its quota of victims; whilst

with a few it is lust of adven-

ture, rebellion against the drab

monotony and emptiness of a

life of pleasure, that drives

them to seek in the Legion
fame and fortune which as-

suredly they will never find

who, in more stirring times

and on a wider stage, had
found an outlet for their rest-

less energy as free-lances and
soldiers of fortune. In its

ranks are to be found men
not only of every race but of

every profession under the sun,
and it was no idle boast of

de Ndgrier that there was

nothing his men could not do,
from building an engine to

providing the staff of a uni-

versity, from fighting a cam-

paign to writing its history,
but a fact proved again and

again when, in emergency, ex-

pert knowledge and technical

skill have had to be sought
amongst the legionaries. More
than fifty years ago, General

Carbuccia, then colonel of the

2nd Regiment, wrote of them :

" I could have built a town. I

had in my companies architects,

engineers, artists. If I wanted
a man of science, a writer, an

artist, I had but to put it in

orders, and next morning the

sergeants -major brought me
ten names instead of one. I

could have formed an Institute

with all its different depart-
ments." It is to these men,

highly educated, intelligent,

reckless, and desperate, more
than to any others, that the

Legion owes its distinctive

character and not a little of

its fame, and it is a marvellous

testimony to the efficiency of

the training and discipline
which can mould those, who

might be well considered hope-
less, into the finest soldiery in

the world. Many go under
in the process ;

some break
down in health, some revolt

against the discipline and the

hard life and for the mutinous
there is scant mercy in the

Legion, but for the rest, no
soldiers can equal them.
The ruined aristocrat, the

broken officer, the graduate,
the artisan, the wastrel, and
the peasant, the Legion wel-

comes them all under the broad

folds of its flag, heedless of the
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past, careful only of the present
and the future. No questions
are asked, no papers required.
What a man has been matters
as little as the race from which
he springs or the colour of his

skin, only he must satisfy the

recruiting officers that he is

over eighteen years of age
and must undergo a medical

examination, thorough and

searching, as it well may be,

considering the countries in

which he will have to serve

and the exertion he will be
called upon to undergo. He
must then sign a contract

engaging to serve for five

years in return for his uni-

form, his rations, and pay
at the rate of a halfpenny
a-day, to be increased after

three years to a penny. He
takes no oath, for none is

needed. The contract is more

binding than any oath, and,
once signed, the bond is ir-

revocable, not to be cancelled

by money, whatever the sum
offered, nor by the intervention

of any Chancery in Europe. It

were well, then, that a man
should pause and think before

taking a step from which there

is no turning back.

But, to their credit be it said,

the French recruiting officers

are by no means encouraging,
at any rate to candidates of

gentle birth who seek admission
to the ranks of the Legion,
often out of sheer kindness of

heart doing their utmost to

dissuade them from entering a

career, the hardships of which

they cannot even guess. To

an Englishman,
1 who has re-

corded his experiences, the

officer to whom he presented
himself in Paris thus summed

up the life of the legionary :

"Hard work, hard knocks,
hard discipline, and no thanks ;

and how does it end? Your
throat cut by some thieving
Arab if you have luck : if not,

wounded, and then his women
make sausage-meat of you. In

Tenquin the same sort of thing,

only worse, with fever and sun-

stroke into the bargain. A bad
business ! yes, a bad business!"

Whilst to an Irishman 2 a

friendly sergeant was hardly
more encouraging :

" Poor
devil ! poor devil ! Rascals all,

but first - class fighting men.
Whatever their crimes, they
were surely punished, for their

stations are on the borders of

the Great Desert, where were
sand and sun and tedium so

great that an Arab raid was a

pleasant relief."

Once enlisted, the recruit, a

"bleu" in French military

slang, ceases to be German,
Spaniard, or Russian, peasant,

beggar, or lord; he becomes

"Legionnaire," knowing no

country but the regiment, no
home but the barrack - room,
no rank but that of the

army. Shipped off to Oran
in Algeria, he undergoes his

preliminary training at Sidi-

bel-Abbes, eighty miles inland,
where are the depot of the

Legion and the headquarters
of the 1st Regiment. Here he
is served out with uniform,
similar in all respects to that

1 G. Mannington, 'A Soldier of the Legion,' 1907.
8 De la Poer,

' A Modern Legionary,' 1904.
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of the French linesman, save
for a star on the kepi instead of

a regimental number, and for

a broad blue sash of woollen

cloth, worn under the belt in

undress uniform
; and here he

remains until sufficiently pro-
ficient to take his place in the

ranks of a battalion.

As a preparation for war
the training of the legionary
is almost ideal, designed to

teach him to march, to shoot,
to use his bayonet, and, above

all, to think and act for him-
self. There is no pedantry, no
red tape, no wearisome parrot
repetition. Everything is prac-
tical, and infinite care and

patience are exercised to make
the soldier understand the

object of all that he is taught.
And this training is practically
continuous. From the day the

legionary enters the barrack-

gates to the day he leaves them
for good and all, year in, year
out, it never ceases. There
is no "drill season" in the

Foreign Legion, and as long
as he remains in it the soldier

is kept at the highest point of

physical fitness and efficiency,

ready at any moment to march

anywhere, any distance, against
any enemy.
The instruction of the recruit

is entrusted almost entirely to

the non-oommissioned officers,

and it is from them and the

older legionaries that he im-
bibes the spirit of the Legion,
which is its life - blood and
which has made it the splendid
instrument of war that it is,

an intense loyalty to company,
battalion, and regiment, and a

perfervid resolution to maintain

its proud tradition for daunt-
less courage. His first lesson

is absolute and instantaneous

obedience, the next scrupulous
cleanliness, for in contrast to

the slovenliness of the French

linesman, in the Legion fault-

less turn-out, spotless neatness
of uniform, polish of buttons
and accoutrements, have been
exalted into a passion. He
must learn to keep every article

of kit in its appointed place
in the barrack -room and the
"
paquetage," the knapsack

which holds all his worldly
goods, ready at all times to

turn out in ten minutes, com-

pletely equipped for service.

More difficult than all, he
must learn patience, a stoical

indifference to hardship, and
a wide tolerance for human
frailty. The Legion is no
school for saints, and from
the shoulders of those in its

ranks the conventions of civi-

lisation fall like a garment,
leaving the natural man naked
and unashamed, amenable to

no laws but the military code
and the unwritten rule of the

Regiment. For the Legion
has its own code of honour,
its own etiquette, and woe
betide him who should offend

against either : the legionaries
have a way of dealing with
him more effective than any
prescribed by military law.

In the battalion, field man-
oeuvres and all the manifold

arts which go towards the

making of the trained soldier

scouting, entrenching, recon-

naissance, and for the better

educated, map - reading and

sketching, with sufficient know-
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ledge of the stars to find the

way in the desert by their aid

take the place of the formal
exercises of the parade-ground,
each man's intelligence and

individuality being developed
to the utmost. With this

object single soldiers or small

parties are constantly detailed

to carry out tasks such as

they might have to perform in

actual war, criticism of their

performances by their comrades

being freely encouraged, thus

fostering a spirit of competi-
tion, almost of sport, in the

performance of duties other-

wise tedious and irksome. If a

camp has to be pitched, a shel-

ter-trench dug, a position forti-

fied, no matter what the task

may be, each section, each

company, vies with the rest

to accomplish it best and in

the shortest time. The same

spirit of emulation is shown in

everything : in accuracy and

precision of drill, in smartness
of "turnout," in marching and
in musketry.

It is in marching power that

the Legion prides itself most,
and for which it is especially
famous. At least once a-week
each battalion parades

" en

tenue de campagne," to cover

the regulation distance of

twenty-eight miles in ten hours,
the march, as often as not, end-

ing, as it might in war, in the

attack of a position. In addi-

tion to these regular weekly
marches at any moment, by
day or night, the trumpets
may sound calling the legion-
aries to march out with am-
munition distributed and carts

packed within half an hour

of the alarm, whither none

know, often not to return for

days and weeks. It is on these

marches that the soldier's

endurance is most sorely tried.

Carrying on his back an
enormous load, under a burn-

ing sun and in stifling dust,

parched with thirst, with

straining eyeballs and a burst-

ing head, no matter how ex-

hausted, hour after hour, day
after day, the legionary must
march on, keeping his place
in the ranks and the same even

pace, though hardly able to

drag one foot after the other.

To fall out is to commit one
of the most serious offences

known to the Legion, punished
in characteristic fashion by
dragging the laggard along at

the tail of a cart or a mule. No
matter what the distance to

be covered in the day, save

for five minutes' rest every
hour, it is traversed without
a halt, but at the same time

the soldier is hampered by no
vexatious restrictions. He may
carry his rifle and equipment
as he pleases ;

if the knapsack
galls his shoulders, he may
carry it in his hand or sling
it on his rifle

;
he may open

his coat, sing, smoke, do what
he will, only he must march
on. How he does it nobody
cares. Not an order is given.
When the halt sounds he falls

out, to sit or lie down till

the trumpets sound the ad-

vance, and again the weary
tramp is resumed.

Great as is the strain, leading
often to complete breakdown
and premature old age, and

always taxing human endur-
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ance to the utmost, yet it is

dictated not by caprice but by
stark necessity, expressed in

the grim maxim of the Legion,
" march or die." In the lands

where the legionary lives and

fights, water is often scarce,

only to be got from wells

at immense distances apart.

Transport, save for the sick and

wounded, for rations and am-

munition, there is none, and to

fall out is to die, not by exhaus-

tion, starvation, or thirst, but
under the most terrible torture

savage imagination can invent.

For the legionary seldom fights
in civilised lands but against
enemies whose cruelty is pro-
verbial, whose hatred implac-
able. The fate of the straggler,
unable to keep up with a

marching column, is a lesson

drummed into the brain of

every recruit immediately he

joins, and kept alive by old

legionaries by dreadful stories

of ghastly objects found in

desert and jungle, which once
were men and comrades, and
of reprisals only to be spoken
of with bated breath.

As a result of this training
the Legion is able to cover

distances quite impossible for

troops less highly exercised,
whilst a notable feature in

its organisation is a mounted

infantry company in each regi-

ment, unlike those of any other

army. To every two men one
mule is allotted, the soldiers

taking turns to walk and ride,

the rider carrying his com-
rade's kit, a system which has

proved most successful in a
land where troops must travel

fast and far to come up with

an enemy exceptionally mobile

and elusive for it is stated

that these companies have

frequently covered forty -four

miles in a day.
When he is not marching or

at drill, the time of the legion-

ary is fully occupied by
"
corvees," the "fatigues" of

the British Army. Whatever
work is required in camp or

cantonment, work from which
French and native soldiers

alike are exempt, it is entrusted
to the legionary, and as a
labourer as well as a soldier,

he is hard to beat. Half the

public works in Algeria, in

Madagascar, in Indo- China

roads, bridges, fortifications,

barracks have been executed

by his toil at a cost of little

over that of the tools and
materials.

At five in the afternoon his

work is over. He has only
his uniform and accoutrements
to clean, and then he is free

until evening roll - call. At
Sidi-bel-Abbes and Saida, the

headquarters of the 2nd Regi-
ment, a stroll through the

streets of the town or to the

public gardens to listen to the

band ends the legionary's day,
as much part of his life as is

the morning parade. For the

bands, with the exception of

that of the Garde Republicaine,
are the best in the French Army.
Almost all the musicians are

Germans, and their music pro-
vides the only means of en-

joyment in stations none too

cheerful.

Every five days the legionary
makes holiday, for it is then
that he receives his pay, tw-
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pence halfpenny, and the hall

where Madame la Cantiniere

reigns supreme becomes the

scene of wild and uproarious

gaiety, a gaiety almost child-

ish in its unrestrained light-

heartedness, as though every
soldier sought to forget, if only
for a moment, regret and weari-

ness and care.

For his life is one of much
hardship, of arduous and un-

ceasing toil performed under
conditions often irksome in the

extreme. Not only is the clim-

ate trying to men from temper-
ate lands, their comforts few,
their discomforts many, but
in the Legion the non-com-
missioned officers enjoy excep-
tional power and more oppor-

tunity than is usual for petty

tyranny, to resent or resist

which is fatal. In such a corps,
it is only by inflexibly support-

ing their authority that dis-

cipline can be maintained, a
fact appreciated to the full

by all ranks, so that, whatever
his grievances, the soldier had
best bear them in silence.

Hard as is the life of the

legionary at headquarters, it is

nothing to what he is called

upon to endure in the Saharan

outposts. Not only must he go
without the little luxuries he
so greatly values, but water,
even for drinking, is measured
out to him with jealous care;
and in heat unspeakable, in

torment of flies and all manner
of insect pests, he must suffer

a loneliness indescribable and

ever-present danger from Arab
or Moorish marauders. As a

result, many of the legionaries
become afflicted with a form of

madness,
" oafard

"
in Legion

slang, which betrays itself in

many different ways by silence,

by moroseness or intense irrit-

ability, by sudden insubordi-

nation and violence and which
not infrequently ends in suicide.

And yet it largely depends
upon the soldier himself whether
or not his life be endurable.

To a German-American, 1 who
has recently published an ac-

count of the Legion, an
American bugler gave shrewd
advice :

" You must look at

things in the right way.
Legion life can be stood right

enough if you don't let yourself
be worried by anything at all.

. . . No use getting mad about

things here. . . . "When you're
dead played out and you think

you can't stand it any longer,
. . . say to yourself,

' C'est la

Legion.' . . . Do your work
and don't worry

" a counsel of

perfection which some could

never follow, but which, onee
taken to heart, would at least

make existence bearable. He
who, of his own free will, has
lain him down on the bed of

Procrustes, had best accommo-
date himself to it if he can.

For in the Legion the way
of the transgressor is hard.
For trivial offences are extra

fatigues, confinement to bar-

racks, punishment drill
;

for

those more serious the lock-up
and solitary confinement, and,
if these fail, a spell of service

with the "Zephyrs," the male-

factors of the French army,

1 E. Rosen, 'Iii the Foreign Legion,' 1910.
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leading in "
compagnies de dis-

cipline" a life of almost un-

exampled hardship and sever-

ity. As a last resource there

is the court-martial at Oran,
notorious for the pitiless sever-

ity of its sentences.

It is not surprising, there-

fore, that attempts to desert

are many, though few succeed.

It is very difficult for a deserter,
even though possessed of money,
to make good his escape. Even
if he should manage to evade
the military patrols, the native

police and gendarmerie, ever

eager to win the reward for

his apprehension, his difficul-

ties are by no means at an end.

On the coast every port, every

ship, is closely watched ;
whilst

if he take to the desert, to

the danger of death by starva-

tion and thirst is added that

of death, almost inevitable, at

the hands of the tribesmen.

One such attempt to desert

has wellnigh found its way
into history, the efforts of the

German consul at Casablanca

only a year or two ago to pre-
vent the arrest ef a number
of his compatriots, bringing
France and Germany almost
to the verge of war.

In one respect the legion-

ary has a just grievance. No
matter what his abilities, he
can hardly ever hope to be-

come an officer. It was not

always so. Formerly a very
large proportion of the officers

were foreigners, amongst them,
in 1846, a son of tae poet
Moore

;
but to-day almost all

are Frenchmen, and though
promotion is nominally open
to all, few foreigners, even

such as have served as officers

in their own armies, ever rise

beyond the rank of sergeant.
The only privilege accorded
these is the exemption from
recruit's drill and immediate

appointment as non - commis-
sioned officers on probation
(Sieves caporaux). As a result,
and from the fact that many
of the men in the ranks are

of doubtful character, a wider

gulf separates officers and men
than is usual. Not that the
officers are careless of the

welfare of their men, whose
worth they know and whose
troubles they can understand,

only they are of different race,
with different ideas, different

customs, different methods of

thought, and only in their

devotion to the honour of the

Legion do they meet on com-
mon ground. And in no corps
are the characters of the officers

more keenly criticised, more

accurately gauged. For those

who win their confidence and
their respect, there is nothing
the legionaries will not endure,
no exertion too great, no danger
too appalling, no enterprise too

difficult. But this confidence

and this respect must be de-

served. It is by deeds, not

words, that their worth is

apprised ;
and whilst strictness

is approved rather than re-

sented, incompetence and ne-

glect of duty are unforgiven.
Whatever may be said of

the severity of the training
and discipline to which the

legionary is subjected, it pro-
duces a soldier whose like can
be found nowhere else. In

precision and skill at arms, in
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accuracy of drill and manoeuvre,
no regiment in the French

army can compare with the

Legion, any more than in

physical endurance and ex-

haustive knowledge of the
science of war, and the shifts

and expedients of camp and
bivouac; whilst in a nation
which has exalted valour above
almost all other moral qualities,
its supremacy is unchallenged.
For the spirit which inflames

the Legion is unlike that of

any other troops in the world.
For the conscript of Europe
and Japan, the professional
soldier of Great Britain and

America, there is a home await-

ing him when his service is

done ; and however patriotic he

may be, however ready to risk

his life, for him it is worth

living, and it is for his Father-
land that he risks it. But the

legionary, outcast and exile,

knows no home, no friends,
no kith, no kin. To him life

has little of joy and happiness
to offer, and he risks it as a

thing of no worth, fit only to

be thrown away, with an

apparent unconsciousness of

danger and a superb con-

tempt of death, often, indeed,

deliberately sought as a release

from a life burdened with

misery and regret. It is not

for love of country that he

fights. For him war is no

grim necessity. Rather is it

a glad interlude, a pastime
eagerly looked forward to,

eagerly welcomed, as a relief

from the drear monotony of

cantonment, desert, and jungle.
It must be acknowledged

that the French military au-
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thorities do their best to satisfy
this craving for active service.

Wherever there is fighting to-

ward, wherever the climate is

most deadly, the work most

arduous, the danger greatest,
there is the Legion to be found.

It is natural enough. The

legionary is a foreigner, a mer-

cenary pure and simple, but
one who can be trusted im-

plicitly to achieve success, if

won it may be, and whether he
lives or dies nobody cares. His
death will leave no French
home desolate ; no French
mother or wife or child will

watch in vain for his return, to

seek the charity of neighbours
or the State if he come back
no more. A whole battalion

may perish without France

being any the poorer, almost
without her knowing that it

had ever been. There are so

many rifles less in the firing-

line, but never any lack of

others to fill the gaps. No
Deputy will rise in the Cham-
ber to ask a reckoning for the

squandered lives, to call to

account General or Minister,
to wreck, maybe, a Govern-
ment. Were it not for the

Legion, its task would fall

to Frenchmen whose deaths
would bring misery to many a

quiet home beside the Seine

and the Loire, and who, living,

may raise up sons, each in his

turn, to serve the land of his

birth.

And the cost of it all ! The

legionary's food, his clothes,

and a halfpenny a -
day, at

most a penny, with, if he
lives to earn it, a pension of

five hundred francs after fifteen

2Q
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years. Surely never were sol-

diers so cheap. And yet the

supply of recruits never fails,

though assuredly few would
enlist if they knew what lay
before them; though, stranger
still, not a few re-enlist. At
the end of his five years' ser-

vice the ordinary legionary is

no more fitted for civil em-

ployment, or more likely to

find it, than he was at the

beginning. True, he knows
some French, but the manner
of it, the strange mixture of
"
argot

" and foreign words,

stamps him for what he is, if

it were not sufficiently pro-
claimed by the uncouth gar-
ments served out to him on dis-

charge. And in France, what-
ever the Legion may be, the

legionary himself is not popu-
lar. Out of his miserable pay
he cannot hope to save enough
to buy a passage to America,
and, more often than not, he
dare not return to his own
country. Once more he is a

beggar in a foreign land, and
so he goes back to the Legion,
where at least he will be fed

and clothed.

It is Germany which to-day
sends most men to the Legion ;

the British Isles, as ever, the

fewest. To Germany its con-

tinued existence is a source of

constant irritation, for no small

proportion of the Germans in

its ranks are refugees who
have fled to escape the harsh-

ness of her own service or

punishment for some breach of

discipline. Of the Englishmen
who join the Legion, not a

few have once been officers

who, broken and untrained for

any other means of livelihood,
have sought to hide their

shame under a foreign flag.
To the rest of their country-
men, ignorant for the most

part of its very existence, the

Legion has nothing to offer,

even were not innate aversion

to military service, insular

contempt for foreigners, and
traditional hatred for France,
sufficient to deter them from

entering her service. Freedom
their birthright, needing no

refuge from oppression, if the

spirit of adventure calls them
to wander, the Colonies and
the United States offer a wel-

come to all. Facilities for

emigration and the call of the

New World for labourers have,

moreover, reduced the number
of foreign applicants for enlist-

ment considerably of late years,

especially of Italians and

Spaniards, and the number of

Frenchmen has increased pro-

portionately.
To the historian of the future

the survival of the Legion, with
the system it represents, must

appear an extraordinary ano-

maly. Imagine a body of men,
numbered not by hundreds but

by thousands, drawn from every
race in Europe, to whom the

whole world is open, serving

voluntarily as mercenaries in

the pay of a nation alien, if not

hoatile, in race, alien in thought,
in customs, in tradition, and for

what ? For gain ? The pay of

the legionary would move the

beggar in the streets to laugh-
ter. For glory? He lives

and dies unknown, his utmost

guerdon a medal or a cross.

For ambition? No legionary
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has ever risen from the ranks
to command the armies of

Franoe. For the gallant life

of the " free companion
"
? He

endures toil, privation under
the strictest discipline in the

waste places of the earth,

amongst hostile peoples, from
whose hatred only fear protects
him. Why ? What can induce

him to consent to such condi-

tions when, over the seas, lie

lands calling for willing hands,
for strong arms ? Are poverty,
shame, fear of punishment
sufficient to explain such mad-
ness ? Imagine, too, in Europe
of the twentieth century, a

nation pre-eminent in art, in

science, in letters, in all the

graces of civilised life, whose
watchword is "fraternity," and
to whom the worship of the

Fatherland is a religion, wel-

coming to its shores the out-

casts of the world, and shielding
them, one and all, from the

offended justice of their fellow-

countrymen. A nation, gener-
ous and warm-hearted, quick
to compassion and noble im-

pulse, buying the lives of the

unfortunate at a price the

very Jews of the Ghetto would
blush to offer.

And yet the existence of the

Legion, the banding together
under discipline, on the border-

land of savagery, of the unruly
spirits of the world, is a benefit

both to the men in its ranks and
to society at large, obvious to

all save to the latter-day Social-

ist, whose doctrine of exalting
the desire of the individual

above the welfare of the com-

munity is the very negation of

true Socialism, the Socialism

of Plato and Sir Thomas More.
But for the Legion many of

these men would be leading
lives of idleness and crime,

preying on their fellow-men or

expiating their faults in gaol,

beyond all hope of redemption.
In its ranks the lawless learn

to obey, the wastrel and the

idler to work, the spendthrift
and the gambler to deny them-

selves, and all to live laborious

days not only for the good of

France but for the civilisation

of the world, beyond all ques-
tion the better for their labours.
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SPACE.

BY JOHN BUCHAN.

"fist impossibilf.? Cerium est." TERTULLIAN.

LEITHEN told me this story
one evening in early September
as we sat beside the pony track
which gropes its way from
Glenavelin up the Correi na
Sidhe. I had arrived that

afternoon from the south, while

he had been taking an off-day
from a week's stalking, so we
had walked up the glen to-

gether after tea to get the

news of the forest. A rifle was
out on the Correi na Sidhe beat,
and a thin spire of smoke had
risen from the top of Sgurr
Dearg to show that a stag had
been killed at the burn-head.
The lumpish hill pony with its

deer-saddle had gone up the

Correi in a gillie's charge, while

we followed at leisure, picking
our way among the loose granite
rocks and the patches of wet

bogland. The track climbed

high on one of the ridges of

Sgurr Dearg, till it hung over

a caldron of green glen with
the Alt-na-Sidhe churning in

its linn a thousand feet below.

It was a breathless evening, I

remember, with a pale-blue sky
just clearing from the haze of

the day. West-wind weather

may make the North, even in

September, no bad imitation of

the Tropics, and I sincerely

pitied the man who all these

stifling hours had been toiling
on the screes of Sgurr Dearg.
By-and-by we sat down on a
bank of heather, and idly

watched the trough swimming
at our feet. The clatter of the

pony's hoofs grew fainter, the
drone of bees had gone, even
the midges seemed to have

forgotten their calling. No
place on earth can be so deathly
still as a deer forest early in the

season before the stags have

begun roaring, for there are no

sheep with their homely noises,
and only the rare croak of a
raven breaks the silence. The
hillside was far from sheer

one could have walked down
with a little care but some-

thing in the shape of the hollow
and the remote gleam of white
water gave it an air of extra-

ordinary depth and space.
There was a shimmer left from
the day's heat, which invested

bracken and rock and scree

with a curious airy unreality.
One could almost have believed

that the eye had tricked the

mind, that all was mirage,
that five yards from the path
the solid earth fell away into

nothingness. I have a bad

head, and instinctively I drew
further back into the heather.

Leithen's eyes were looking
vacantly before him.

" Did you ever know Hol-
lond?" he asked.

Then he laughed shortly.
"I don't know why I asked

that, but somehow this place
reminded me of Hollond. That

glimmering hollow looks as if
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it were the beginning of eter-

nity. It must be eerie to live

with the feeling always on
one."

Leithen seemed disinclined

for further exercise. He lit a

pipe and smoked quietly for a

little. "Odd that you didn't

know Hollond. You must have
heard his name. I thought you
amused yourself with meta-

physics."
Then I remembered. There

had been an erratic genius who
had written some articles in

Mind on that dreary subject,
the mathematical conception of

infinity. Men had praised them
to me, but I confess I never

quite understood their argu-
ment. "Wasn't he some sort

of mathematical professor ?
"

I asked.

"He was, and, in his own
way, a tremendous swell. He
wrote a book on Number which
has translations in every Euro-

pean language. He is dead

now, and the Royal Society
founded a medal in his honour.
But I wasn't thinking of that

side of him."
It was the time and place

for a story, for the pony would
not be back for an hour. So
I asked Leithen about the

other side of Hollond which
was recalled to him by Correi

na Sidhe. He seemed a little

unwilling to speak. . . .

" I wonder if you will under-
stand it. You ought to, of

course, better than me, for you
know something of philosophy.
But it took me a long time to

get the hang of it, and I can't

give you any kind of explana-
tion. He was my fag at Eton,
and when I began to get on at

the Bar I was able to advise

him on one or two private
matters, so that he rather

fancied my legal ability. He
came to me with his story
because he had to tell someone,
and he wouldn't trust a col-

league. He said he didn't want
a scientist to know, for scientists

were either pledged to their own
theories and wouldn't under-

stand, or, if they understood,
would get ahead of him in

his researches. He wanted a

lawyer, he said, who was ac-

customed to weighing evidence.

That was good sense, for evid-

ence must always be judged by
the same laws, and I suppose
in the long - run the most
abstruse business comes down
to a fairly simple deduction

from certain data. Anyhow,
that was the way he used to

talk, and I listened to him, for

I liked the man, and had an
enormous respect for his brains.

At Eton he sluiced down all

the mathematics they could

give him, and he was an

astonishing swell at Cambridge.
He was a simple fellow, too,

and talked no more jargon than
he could help. I used to climb
with him in the Alps now and

then, and you would never
have guessed that he had any
thoughts beyond getting up
steep rocks.

" It was at Chamonix, I re-

member, that I first got a hint

of the matter that was filling

his mind. We had been taking
an off-day, and were sitting in

the hotel garden, watching the

Aiguilles getting purple in the

twilight. Chamonix always
makes me choke a little it is

so crushed in by those great
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snow masses. I said some-

thing about it said I liked

open spaces like the Gornergrat
or the Bel Alp better. He
asked me why : if it was the

difference of the air, or merely
the wider horizon ? I said it

was the sense of not being
crowded, of living in an empty
world. He repeated the word
'

empty
' and laughed.

"'By "empty" you mean,'
he said,

' where things don't

knock up against you ?
'

" I told him No. I meant

just empty, void, nothing but
blank aether.

" ' You don't knock up
against things here, and the
air is as good as you want.
It can't be the lack of ordin-

ary emptiness you feel.'
" I agreed that the word

needed explaining.
' I suppose

it is mental restlessness,' I said.
' I like to feel that for a tre-

mendous distance there is no-

thing round me. Why, I don't

know. Some men are built the

other way and have a terror of

space.
" He said that that was bet-

ter. 'It is a personal fancy,
and depends on your knowing
that there is nothing between

you and the top of the Dent
Blanche. And you know be-

cause your eyes tell you there

is nothing. Even if you were

blind, you might have a sort of

sense about adjacent matter.

Blind men often have it. But
in any case, whether got from
instinct or sight, the knowledge
is what matters.'

" Hollond was embarking on
a Sooratic dialogue in which I

could see little point. I told

him so, and he laughed.

" * I am not sure that I am
very clear myself. But yes
there is a point. Supposing
you knew not by sight or by
instinct, but by sheer intellec-

tual knowledge, as I know
the truth of a mathematical

proposition that what we
call empty space was full,

crammed. Not with lumps of

what we call matter like hills

and houses, but with things as

real as real to the mind.
Would you still feel crowded ?

'

"
'No,' I said,

' I don't think

so. It is only what we call

matter that signifies. It would
be just as well not to feel

crowded by the other thing,
for there would be no escape
from it. But what are you
getting at ? Do you mean
molecules or electric currents

or what ?
'

" He said he wasn't thinking
about that sort of thing, and be-

gan to talk of another subject.
" Next night, when we were

pigging it at the Geant cabane,
he started again on the same
tack. He asked me how I ac-

counted for the fact that ani-

mals could find their way back
over great tracts of unknown
country. I said I supposed it

was the homing instinct.
" '

Rubbish, man,' he said.
' That's only another name for

the puzzle, not an explanation.
There must be some reason for

it. They must know something
that we cannot understand.

Tie a cat in a bag and take it

fifty miles by train and it will

make its way home. That cat

has some clue that we haven't.'
" I was tired and sleepy, and

told him that I did not care a

rush about the psychology of
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cats. But he was not to be

snubbed, and went on talking.
" ' How if Space is really full

of things we cannot see and
as yet do not know? How
if all animals and some savages
have a cell in their brain or a
nerve which responds to the
invisible world ? How if all

Space be full of these land-

marks, not material in our

sense, but quite real ? A dog
barks at nothing, a wild beast

makes an aimless circuit.

Why ? Perhaps because Space
is made up of corridors and

alleys, ways to travel and

things to shun ? For all we
know, to a greater intelligence
than ours the top of Mont
Blanc may be as crowded as

Piccadilly Circus.'

"But at that point I fell

asleep and left Hollond to re-

peat his questions to a guide
who knew no English and a

snoring porter.
" Six months later, one foggy

January afternoon, Hollond

rang me up at the Temple
and proposed to come to see

me that night after dinner. I

thought he wanted to talk

Alpine shop, but he turned up
in Duke Street about nine with
a kit-bag full of papers. He
was an odd fellow to look at

a yellowish face with the skin

stretched tight on the cheek-

bones, clean-shaven, a sharp
chin which he kept poking
forward, and deep -set, grey-
ish eyes. He was a hard fel-

low, too, always in pretty good
condition, which was remark-
able considering how he slaved

for nine months out of the

twelve. He had a quiet, slow-

spoken manner, but that night

I saw that he was considerably
excited.

" He said that he had come
to me because we were old

friends. He proposed to tell

me a tremendous secret. 'I

must get another mind to work
on it or I'll go crazy. I don't

want a scientist. I want a

plain man.'
"Then he fixed me with a

look like a tragic actor's. ' Do
you remember that talk we had
in August at Chamonix about

Space ? I daresay you thought
I was playing the fool. So I

was in a sense, but I was feel-

ing my way towards something
which has been in my mind for

ten years. Now I have got it,

and you must hear about it.

You may take my word that

it's a pretty startling dis-

covery.'
" I lit a pipe and told him to

go ahead, warning him that I

knew about as much science as

the dustman.
" I am bound to say that it

took me a long time to under-

stand what he meant. He
began by saying that everybody
thought of Space as an '

empty
homogeneous medium.' ' Never
mind at present what the ulti-

mate constituents of that med-
ium are. We take it as a

finished product, and we think

of it as mere extension, some-

thing without any quality at

all. That is the view of civilised

man. You will find all the

philosophers taking it for

granted. Yes, but every living

thing does not take that view.

An animal, for instance. It

feels a kind of quality in Space.
It can find its way over new

country, because it perceives
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certain landmarks, not neces-

sarily material, but perceptible,
or if you like intelligible. Take
an Australian savage. He has
the same power, and, I believe,
for the same reason. He is

conscious of intelligible land-

marks.'

"'You mean what people
call a sense of direction,' I

put in.
" '

Yes, but what in Heaven's
name is a sense of direction ?

The phrase explains nothing.
However incoherent the mind
of the animal or the savage
may be, it is there somewhere,

working on some data. I've

been all through the psycholo-
gical and anthropological side

of the business, and after you
eliminate clues from sight and

hearing and smell and half-

conscious memory there re-

mains a solid lump of the

inexplicable.'
" Hollond's eye had kindled,

and he sat doubled up in his

chair, dominating me with a

finger.
" '

Here, then, is a power
which man is civilising him-
self out of. Call it anything
you like, but you must admit
that it is a power. Don't you
see that it is a perception of

another kind of reality that we
are leaving behind us? . . .

Well, you know the way nature
works. The wheel comes full

circle, and what we think we
have lost we regain in a higher
form. So for a long time I

have been wondering whether
the civilised mind could not re-

create for itself this lost gift,
the gift of seeing the quality of

Space. I mean that I wondered
whether the scientific modern

brain could not get to the stage
of realising that Space is not an

empty homogeneous medium,
but full of intricate differences,

intelligible and real, though not

with our common reality.'
"I found all this very puzzl-

ing, and he had to repeat it

several times before I got a

glimpse of what he was talking
about.

" ' I've wondered for a long
time,' he went on, 'but now,

quite suddenly, I have begun
to know.' He stopped and
asked me abruptly if I knew
much about mathematics.

" <
It's a pity,' he said,

' but
the main point is not technical,

though I wish you could appre-
ciate the beauty of some of my
proofs.' Then he began to tell

me about his last six months'
work. I should have mentioned
that he was a brilliant physicist
besides other things. All Hol-

lond's tastes were on the border-

lands of sciences, where mathe-
matics fades into metaphysics
and physics merges in the

abstrusest kind of mathematics.

Well, it seems he had been

working for years at the ulti-

mate problem of matter, and es-

pecially of that rarefied matter
we call aether or space. I forget
what his view was atoms or

molecules or electric waves. If

he ever told me I have for-

gotten, but I'm not certain

that I ever knew. However,
the point was that these ulti-

mate constituents were dynamic
and mobile, not a mere passive
medium but a medium in con-

stant movement and change.
He claimed to have discovered

by ordinary inductive experi-
ment that the constituents of
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aether possessed certain func-

tions, and moved in certain

figures obedient to certain

mathematical laws. Space, I

gathered, was perpetually
'

forming fours
'

in some fancy
way.

" Here he left his physics and
became the mathematician.

Among his mathematical dis-

coveries had been certain curves
or figures or something whose
behaviour involved a new
dimension. I gathered that
this wasn't the ordinary Fourth
Dimension that people talk of,

but that fourth - dimensional
inwardness or involution was

part of it. The explanation
lay in the pile of manuscripts he
left with me, but though I tried

honestly I couldn't get the hang
of it. My mathematics stopped
with desperate finality just as

he got into his subject.
" His point was that the

constituents of Space moved

according to these new mathe-
matical figures of his. They
were always changing, but the

principles of their change were
as fixed as the law of gravita-
tion. Therefore, if you once

grasped these principles you
knew the contents of the void.

What do you make of that ?
"

I said that it seemed to me
a reasonable enough argument,
but that it got one very little

way forward. "A man," I

said, "might know the con-
tents of Space and the laws of

their arrangement and yet be
unable to see anything more
than his fellows. It is a purely
academic knowledge. His
mind knows it as the result

of many deductions, but his

senses perceive nothing."

Leithen laughed.
" Just

what I said to Hollond. He
asked the opinion of my legal
mind. I said I could not pro-
nounce on his argument, but
that I could point out that

he had established no trait

d'union between the intellect

which understood and the
senses which perceived. It

was like a blind man with
immense knowledge but no

eyes, and therefore no peg to

hang his knowledge on and
make it useful. He had not

explained his savage or his cat.
'

Hang it, man,' I said,
' be-

fore you can appreciate the

existence of your Spacial forms

you have to go through elab-

orate experiments and deduc-
tions. You can't be doing that

every minute. Therefore you
don't get any nearer to the use

of the sense you say that man
once possessed, though you can

explain it a bit.'
'

"What did he say?" I

asked.

"The funny thing was that
he never seemed to see my
difficulty. When I kept bring-

ing him back to it he shied off

with a new wild theory of per-

ception. He argued that the
mind can live in a world of

realities without any sensuous
stimulus to connect them with
the world of our ordinary life.

Of course that wasn't my
point. I supposed that this

world of Space was real

enough to him, but I wanted
to know how he got there.

He never answered me. He
was the typical Cambridge
man, you know dogmatic
about uncertainties, but curi-

ously diffident about the obvi-
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ous. He laboured to get me
to understand the notion of his

mathematical forms, which I

was quite willing to take on
trust from him. Some queer
things he said, too. He took
our feeling about Left and

Right as an example of our
instinct for the quality of

Space. But when I objected
that Left and Right varied

with each object, and only ex-

isted in connection with some
definite material thing, he said

that that was exactly what he
meant. It was an example of

the mobility of the Spacial
forms. Do you see anv sense

in that?"
I shook my head. It seemed

to me pure craziness.
" And then he tried to show

me what he called the ' involu-

tion of Space,' by taking two

points on a piece of paper.
The points were a foot away
when the paper was flat, but

they coincided when it was
doubled up. He said that
there were no gaps between
the figures, for the medium
was continuous, and he took
as an illustration the loops on
a cord. You are to think of a

cord always looping and un-

looping itself according to cer-

tain mathematical laws. Oh,
I tell you, I gave up trying to

follow him. And he was so

desperately in earnest all the

time. By his account Space
was a sort of mathematical

pandemonium.
"

Leithen stopped to refill his

pipe, and I mused upon the

ironic fate which had com-

pelled a mathematical genius
to make his sole confidant of a

philistine lawyer, and induced
that lawyer to repeat it con-

fusedly to an ignoramus at

twilight on a Scotch hill. As
told by Leithen it was a very
halting tale.

"But there was one thing I

could see very clearly," Leithen
went on, "and that was Hol-
lond's own case. This crowded
world of Space was perfectly
real to him. How he had got
to it I do not know. Perhaps
his mind, dwelling constantly
on the problem, had unsealed

some atrophied cell and re-

stored the old instinct. Any-
how, he was living his daily
life with a foot in each world.

"He often came to see me,
and after the first hectic dis-

cussions he didn't talk much.
There was no noticeable change
in him a little more ab-

stracted perhaps. He would
walk in the street or come into

a room with a quick look

round him, and sometimes for

no earthly reason he would
swerve. Did you ever watch a

cat crossing a room ? It sidles

along by the furniture and
walks over an open space of

carpet as if it were picking its

way among obstacles. Well,
Hollond behaved like that, but
he had always been counted a

little odd, and nobody noticed

it but me.

"I knew better than to chaff

him, and we had stopped argu-
ment, so there wasn't much to

be said. But sometimes he
would give me news about his

experiences. The whole thing
was perfectly clear and scien-

tific and above-board, and

nothing creepy about it. You
know how I hate the washy
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supernatural stuff they give us

nowadays. Hollond was well
and fit, with an appetite like a

hunter. But as he talked,
sometimes well, you know I

haven't much in the way of

nerves or imagination but I

used to get a little eerie. Used
to feel the solid earth dissolv-

ing round me. It was the

opposite of vertigo, if you
understand me a sense of

airy realities crowding in on

you, crowding the mind, that

is, not the body.
"I gathered from Hollond

that he was always conscious

of corridors and halls and

alleys in Space, shifting, but

shifting according to inexorable

laws. I never could get quite
clear as to what this conscious-

ness was like. When I asked
he used to look puzzled and
worried and helpless. I made
out from him that one land-

mark involved a sequence, and
once given a bearing from an

object you could keep the

direction without a mistake.
He told me he could easily,
if he wanted, go in a dirigible
from the top of Mont Blanc
to the top of Snowdon in the

thickest fog and without a

compass, if he were given the

proper angle to start from.

I confess I didn't follow that

myself. Material objects had

nothing to do with the Spacial
forms, for a table or a bed in

our world might be placed
across a corridor of Space.
The forms played their game
independent of our kind of

reality. But the worst of it

was, that if you kept your
mind too much in one world

you were apt to forget about

the other, and Hollond was

always barking his shins on
stones and chairs and things.
"He told me all this quite

simply and frankly. Remember
his mind and no other part
of him lived in his new world.
He said it gave him an odd
sense of detachment to sit in

a room among people, and to

know that nothing there but
himself had any relation at

all to the infinite strange world
of Space that flowed around
them. He would listen, he

said, to a great man talking,
with one eye on the cat on
the rug, thinking to himself

how much more the cat knew
than the man."
"How long was it before

he went mad ?
"

I asked.

It was a foolish question,
and made Leithen cross. "He
never went mad in your sense.

My dear fellow, you're very
much wrong if you think there

was anything pathological
about him then. The man
was brilliantly sane. His mind
was as keen as a keen sword.
I couldn't understand him, but
I could judge of his sanity
right enough."

I asked if it made him happy
or miserable.

"At first I think it made
him uncomfortable. He was
restless because he knew too

much and too little. The un-

known pressed in on his mind,
as bad air weighs on the lungs.
Then it lightened, and he ac-

cepted the new world in the

same sober practical way that

he took other things. I think

that the free exercise of his

mind in a pure medium gave
him a feeling of extraordinary
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power and ease. His eyes used
to sparkle when he talked.

And another odd thing he
told me. He was a keen
rook - climber, but, curiously

enough, he had never a very
good head. Dizzy heights

always worried him, though
he managed to keep hold on
himself. But now all that
had gone. The sense of the
fulness of Space made him
as happy happier I believe

with his legs dangling into

eternity, as sitting before his

own study fire.

"I remember saying that
it was all rather like the
mediaeval wizards who made
their spells by means of num-
bers and figures.

" He caught me up at once.
' Not numbers,' he said.

' Num-
ber has no place in Nature.
It is an invention of the
human mind to atone for a
bad memory. But figures are

a different matter. All the

mysteries of the world are in

them, and the old magicians
knew that at least, if they
knew no more.

" He had only one grievance.
He complained that it was

terribly lonely.
' It is the

Desolation,' he would quote,

'spoken of by Daniel the

prophet.' He would spend
hours travelling those eerie

shifting corridors of Space
with no hint of another human
soul. How could there be?
It was a world of pure reason,
where human personality had
no place. "What puzzled me
was why he should feel the
absence of this. One wouldn't,

you know, in an intricate prob-
lem of geometry or a game of

chess. I asked him, but he
didn't understand the question.
I puzzled over it a good deal,

for it seemed to me that if

Hollond felt lonely, there must
be more in this world of his

than we imagined. I began
to wonder if there was any
truth in fads like psychical
research. Also, I was not so

sure that he was as normal as

I had thought : it looked as if

his nerves might be going bad.
"
Oddly enough, Hollond was

getting on the same track him-
self. He had discovered, so he

said, that in sleep everybody
now and then lived in this

new world of his. You know
how one dreams of triangular

railway platforms with trains

running simultaneously down
all three sides and not colliding.

Well, this sort of cantrip was
1 common form,' as we say at

the Bar, in Hollond's Space,
and he was very curious about
the why and wherefore of Sleep.
He began to haunt psycho-
logical laboratories, where they
experiment with the char-

woman and the odd man, and
he used to go up to Cambridge
for stances. It was a foreign

atmosphere to him, and I don't

think he was very happy in it.

He found so many charlatans

that he used to get angry, and
declare he would be better

employed at Mothers' Meet-

ings!"

From far up the Glen came
the sound of the pony's hoofs.

The stag had been loaded up,
and the gillies were returning.
Leithen looked at his watch.
" We'd better wait and see the

beast," he said.
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. . . "Well, nothing hap-
pened for the better part of

a year. Then one evening in

May he burst into my rooms
in high excitement. You
understand quite clearly that
there was no suspicion of

horror or fright or anything
unpleasant about this world
he had discovered. It was

simply a series of interesting
and difficult problems. All
this time Hollond had been
rather extra well and cheery.
But when he came in I thought
I noticed a different look in his

eyes, something puzzled and
diffident and apprehensive.

" ' There's a queer perform-
ance going on in the other

world,' he said. 'It's unbe-
lievable. I never dreamed of

such a thing. I I don't quite
know how to put it, and I

don't know how to explain it,

but but I am becoming aware
that there are other beings
other minds moving in Space
besides mine.'

"I suppose I ought to have
realised then that things were

beginning to go wrong. But
it was very difficult, he was so

rational and anxious to make
it all clear. I asked him how
he knew. There could, of

course, on his own showing
be no change in that world,
for the forms of Space moved
and existed under inexorable
laws. He said he found his

own mind failing him at points.
There would come over him a
sense of fear intellectual fear

and weakness, a sense of

something else, quite alien to

Space, thwarting him. Of
course he could only describe

his impressions very lamely,

for they were purely of the

mind, and he had no material

peg to hang them on, so that

I could realise them. But the

gist of it was that he had
been gradually becoming con-

scious of what he called

'Presences' in his world.

They had no effect on Space
did not leave footprints in

its corridors, for instance but

they affected his mind. There
was some mysterious contact

established between him and
them. I asked him if the

affection was unpleasant, and
he said 'No, not exactly.' But
I could see a hint of fear in

his eyes.
"Think of it. Try to realise

what intellectual fear is. I

can't, but it is conceivable.

To you and me fear implies

pain to ourselves or some other,
and such pain is always in

the last resort pain of the

flesh. Consider it carefully
and you will see that it is

so. But imagine fear so subli-

mated and transmuted as to

be the tension of pure spirit.

I can't realise it, but I think

it possible. I don't pretend to

understand how Hollond got
to know about these Presences.

But there was no doubt about
the fact. He was positive, and
he wasn't in the least mad
not in our sense. In that very
month he published his book
on Number, and gave a Ger-

man professor who attacked

it a most tremendous public

trouncing.
" I know what you are going

to say, that the fancy was a

weakening of the mind from
within. I admit I should have

thought of that, but he looked
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so confoundedly sane and able

that it seemed ridiculous. He
kept asking me my opinion, as

a lawyer, on the facts he
offered. It was the oddest

case ever put before me, but I

did my best for him. I dropped
all my own views of sense and
nonsense. I told him that,

taking all that he had told me
as fact, the Presences might
be either ordinary minds tra-

versing Space in sleep ;
or

minds such as his which had

independently captured the
sense of Space's quality ; or,

finally, the spirits of just men
made perfect, behaving as psy-
chical researchers think they
do. It was a ridiculous task to

set a prosaic man, and I wasn't

quite serious. But Hollond
was serious enough.

" He admitted that all three

explanations were conceivable,
but he was very doubtful about
the first. The projection of

the spirit into Space during
sleep, he thought, was a faint

and feeble thing, and these

were powerful Presences. With
the second and the third he
was rather impressed. I sup-

pose I should have seen what
was happening and tried to

stop it ; at least, looking back
that seems to have been my
duty. But it was difficult to

think that anything was

wrong with Hollond
;

indeed
the odd thing is that all this

time the idea of madness
never entered my head. I

rather backed him up. Some-
how the thing took my fancy,

though I thought it moonshine
at the bottom of my heart. I

enlarged on the pioneering be-

fore him. 'Think,' I told him,

' what may be waiting for you.
You may discover the meaning
of Spirit. You may open up
a new world, as rich as the

old one, but imperishable.
You may prove to mankind
their immortality and deliver

them for ever from the fear of

death. Why, man, you are

picking at the lock of all the

world's mysteries.'
"But Hollond did not cheer

up. He seemed strangely
languid and dispirited.

' That
is all true enough,' he said,
'
if you are right, if your alter-

natives are exhaustive. But

suppose they are something
else, something . . .' What
that '

something
'

might be he
had apparently no idea, and

very soon he went away.
" He said another thing be-

fore he left. He asked me if

I ever read poetry, and I said,

Not often. Nor did he : but he
had picked up a little book
somewhere and found a man
who knew about the Presences.

I think his name was Traherne,
one of the seventeenth-century
fellows. He quoted a verse

which stuck to my fly-paper

memory. It ran something
like this :

" ' Within the region of the air,

Compassed about with Heavens fair,

Great tracts of land there may be found,
Where many numerous hosts,
In those far distant coasts,

For other great and glorious ends

Inhabit, my yet unknown friends.'

Holland was positive he did

not mean angels or anything
of the sort. I told him that
Traherne evidently took a cheer-

ful view of them. He admitted

that, but added :
' He had re-

ligion, you see. He believed
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that everything was for the

best. I am not a man of faith,

and can only take comfort from
what I understand. I'm in the

dark, I tell you. . . .'

"Next week I was busy
with the Chilian Arbitration

case, and saw nobody for a

couple of months. Then one

evening I ran against Hol-
lond on the Embankment, and

thought him looking horribly
ill. He walked back with me
to my rooms, and hardly uttered
one word all the way. I gave
him a stiff whisky -and -soda,
which he gulped down absent-

mindedly. There was that

strained, hunted look in his

eyes that you see in a frightened
animal's. He was always lean,
but now he had fallen away to

skin and bone.

"'I can't stay long,' he told

me,
' for I'm off to the Alps to-

morrow and I have a lot to do.'

Before then he used to plunge
readily into his story, but now
he seemed shy about begin-

ning. Indeed I had to ask
him a question.

"'Things are difficult,' he
said hesitatingly, 'and rather

distressing. Do you know,
Leithen, I think you were

wrong about about what I

spoke to you of. You said

there must be one of three

explanations. I am beginning
to think that there is a

fourth. . . .'

"He stopped for a second or

two, then suddenly leaned for-

ward and gripped my knee so

fiercely that I cried out. ' That
world is the Desolation,' he said

in a choking voice, 'and per-

haps I am getting near the

Abomination of the Desolation

that the old prophet spoke of.

I tell you, man, I am on the

edge of a terror, a terror,'

he almost screamed,
' that no

mortal can think of and live.'

"You can imagine that I

was considerably startled. It

was lightning out of a clear

sky. How the devil could one
associate horror with mathe-
matics ? I don't see it yet. . . .

At any rate, I You may be
sure I cursed my folly for ever

pretending to take him seriously.
The only way would have been
to have laughed him out of it at

the start. And yet I couldn't,

you know it was too real and
reasonable. Anyhow, I tried a

firm tone now, and told him the

whole thing was arrant raving
bosh. I bade him be a man
and pull himself together. I

made him dine with me, and
took him home, and got him
into a better state of mind
before he went to bed. Next

morning I saw him off at

Charing Cross, very haggard
still, but better. He promised to

write to me pretty often. . . ."

The pony, with a great eleven-

pointer lurching athwart its

back, was abreast of us, and
from the autumn mist came
the sound of soft Highland
voices. Leithen and I got up
to go, when we heard that the

rifle had made direct for the

Lodge ^by a short cut past
the Sanctuary. In the wake
of the gillies we descended the

Correi road into a glen all

swimming with dim purple
shadows. The pony minced
and boggled ;

the stag's antlers

stood out sharp on the rise

against a patch of sky, looking
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like a skeleton tree. Then we
dropped into a covert of birches

and emerged on the white glen

highway.
Leithen's story had bored and

puzzled me at the start, but
now it had somehow gripped
my fancy. Space a domain of

endless corridors and Presences

moving in them ! The world
was not quite the same as an
hour ago. It was the hour, as

the French say,
" between dog

and wolf," when the mind is

disposed to marvels. I thought
of my stalking on the morrow,
and was miserably conscious

that I would miss my stag.
Those airy forms would get in

the way. Confound Leithen
and his yarns !

"I want to hear the end of

your story," I told him, as the

lights of the Lodge showed half

a mile distant.

"The end was a tragedy,"
he said slowly j

" I don't much
care to talk about it. But
how was I to know ? I couldn't

see the nerve going. You see

I couldn't believe it was all

nonsense. If I could I might
have seen. But I still think
there was something in it up
to a point. Oh, I agree he
went mad in the end. It is

the only explanation. Some-

thing must have snapped in

that fine brain, and he saw the

little bit more which we call

madness. Thank God, you and
I are prosaic fellows. . . .

" I was going out to Chamo-
nix myself a week later. But
before I started I got a post-
card from Hollond, the only
word from him. He had printed
my name and address, and on
the other side had scribbled

six words '/ know at last

God's mercy. H. G. H: The

handwriting was like a sick

man of ninety. I knew that

things must be pretty bad with

my friend.
" I got to Chamonix in time

for his funeral. An ordinary

climbing accident you prob-

ably read about it in the

papers. The Press talked

about the toll which the Alps
took from intellectuals the

usual rot. There was an

inquiry, but the facts were

quite simple. The body was

only recognised by the clothes.

He had fallen several thousand
feet.

"It seems that he had
climbed for a few days with
one of the Kronigs and Dupont,
and they had done some hair-

raising things on the Aiguilles.

Dupont told me that they had
found a new route up the

Montanvert side of the Char-
moz. He said that Hollond
climbed like a 'diable fou,'
and if you know Dupont's
standard of madness you will

see that the pace must have
been pretty hot. ' But Monsieur
was sick,' he added; 'his eyes
were not good. And I and

Franz, we were grieved for

him and a little afraid. We
were glad when he left us.'

"He dismissed the guides
two days before his death.

The next day he spent in

the hotel, getting his affairs

straight. He left everything
in perfect order, but not a line

to a soul, not even to his sister.

The following day he set out

alone about three in the morn-

ing for the Grepon. He took
the road up the Nantillons
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glacier to the Col, and then he
must have climbed the Mum-
mery crack by himself. After
that he left the ordinary route

and tried a new traverse across

the Mer de Glace face. Some-
where near the top he fell, and
next day a party going to the

Dent du Requin found him on
the rocks thousands of feet

below.
" He had slipped in attempt-

ing the most foolhardy course
on earth, and there was a lot

of talk about the dangers of

guideless climbing. But I

guessed the truth, and I am
sure Dupont knew, though he
held his tongue. ..."
We were now on the gravel

of the drive, and I was feeling
better. The thought of dinner
warmed my heart and drove
out the eeriness of the twilight

glen. The hour between dog
and wolf was passing. After

all, there was a gross and jolly
earth at hand for wise men
who had a mind to comfort.

Leithen, I saw, did not share

my mood. He looked glum
and puzzled, as if his tale had
aroused grim memories. He
finished it at the Lodge door.

"... For, of course, he had

gone out that day to die. He
had seen the something more,
the little bit too much, which

plucks a man from his moor-

ings. He had gone so far into

the land of pure spirit that he
must needs go further and shed
the fleshly envelope that cum-
bered him. God send that he
found rest ! I believe that he
chose the steepest cliff in the

Alps for a purpose. He wanted
to be unrecognisable. He was
a brave man and a good citizen.

I think he hoped that those

who found him might not see

the look in his eyes."

VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLVII. 2n
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THE BIG BASS OF SALAJAK.

ON a hot afternoon in the

middle of July, I took train

at Haidar Pasha Terminus for

Pendik, a village at the en-

trance of the Gulf of Ismidt,
and there picking up my ancient

fisherman Yanni, with his

hulking son, and an extra

slave to row, we waited for

the Bey, whose smart 35-ton

yawl was riding free outside

the pier-head. Our party was
small, consisting only of the

Bey, my friend A., and my-
self, with the aforesaid fisher-

men, and a crew of three

brothers and thehouse gardener,
taking down flowers for the
villa on the sea at Dermendereh.
At seven o'clock our host arrived,
and in ten minutes we were

heading for Touzla Point under
a fair breeze. One of the
beauties of yachting in the Gulf
of Ismidt is the night wind,
which blows steadily from sun-

set till dawn, and no sooner had
we rounded the head than we
were served at the rate of a

good nine knots. It was a

glorious night, with the moon
just waning from the full, and
the air fresh and cool after

the almost tropical heat of the

day. The origin of the ex-

pedition was an old yearning
of mine to make acquaintance
with the big bass of Salajak,
a place lying between Derinjeh
and Ismidt, near the head of

the Gulf on the European side.

A. had just come back from
six weeks spent in pursuit of

them, in company with Niko,
the hopeful son of Yanni, the

master of craft ;
and his record

of seventeen -pounders caught
on the rod, and bigger fish, as

usual, lost, had fired my soul

with emulation. When the

Bey said to me over a eup of

coffee in Stamboul that he was

going down for the week-end
to a little property he had

bought at Dermendereh, not
an hour's row from Derinjeh,
and that if I liked I could

come with him and fish, it was
too good an opportunity to lose.

And in spite of his recent long
sojourn on the waters of the

Gulf, A. was almost as anxious
as myself to have another try
for "that twenty-pounder" who
had thus far beaten him, and he
was included in the invitation.

On our way down, the Bey
entertained us with bottles of

stout, and stories of the revol-

ution and of his own checkered

career. He had been for a
while one of the ruling spirits
of the Committee, and was now
contemplating the result of his

efforts. It cannot be said, how-

ever, that he looked upon it

with entire satisfaction, and no

European critic could have been
severer on the errors committed,
or more keenly alive to the

difficulties that still beset the

new regime. He was quite a

self-made man, and told us

how, when a mere lad, employed
in one of the Ministries at five

pounds a-month, he had con-

ceived the ambition of founding
a newspaper. But he had not

a farthing in the world, and to

begin with he started trans-
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lating one of Jules Verne's
novels. When he had saved

up by dint of the utmost

economy some couple of hundred

francs, he had the first sixteen

sheets of his Turkish translation

printed, and, with his mother
and sister, folded, cut, and
stitched them at home. The
sale far exceeded his expecta-
tions, and enabled him to con-

tinue, and put by a little profit
on each serial issue. He then
decided on a venture so daring
as almost to frighten himself,
and with nearly the whole of

his capital bought up the plates
of the French editions to illus-

trate a Turkish one. It was
the first attempt in this direc-

tion, and it was a huge success.

And so he went on from small

beginnings, till he determined
on publishing a weekly illus-

trated paper. Before doing this

he went to Paris, and worked
for three months in an office

there, to learn the various

stages of lithographing and
other illustrative processes.
Two of his yourig friends he
himself was not much more
than twenty joined in fur-

nishing the capital, and the

paper was launched and has
continued ever since. The Bey
is at present at the head of this

and another daily paper, and
of the largest and most modern

printing establishment in Con-

stantinople, filled up with the

newest English, French, and
German machines, the whole

having been made into a Com-
pany of which he is manager
and principal shareholder.

The hours slipped by quickly,
and towards eleven we turned

in, with the sure and certain

hope of reaching Dermendereh
at dawn next morning. But
the extra deck passengers prob-

ably had a great deal to talk

about, and instead of attending
to the chart, were so engrossed
in cigarettes, coffee, and ex-

changing ideas, that at two
o'clock we were roused by a

slithering jar, and shouts of
" Kathisomai" ("We are a-

ground "), and so we were,

piled up on a sandbank within

a couple of hundred yards of

the lighthouse at Dil Bournou,
too, a most extraordinary pro-

ceeding on a fine moonlight
night, for which no excuse was,
or could be, forthcoming. The

captain appeared to have gone
to sleep, and left the tiller to

his second brother, who must
have left it to itself. The Bey
took the accident philosophic-

ally, and there was none of the

language that most skippers
would have employed, though
his silence did not exactly bode
well for the culprit. Of course

there was a tremendous show
of activity now evinced by all

hands, but after laying out
anchors in various directions

and tugging on them, it was
clear that we were bedded for

two-thirds of our length on the

sandy bottom, and that, except

by being hauled off by some

passing steamer, there was not

the remotest chance of moving.
At about five Yanni ranged up
in his caique, which we had
towed behind us from Pendik,
and with a cunning leer on his

crabbed old face whispered,
"
Suppose we throw a shrimp?

"

As no steamer was likely to

pass much before ten, I slipped

overboard, and we rowed off
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along the Asiatic shore. A.
would have liked to come too,
but the dinghy was wanted
round the yacht, for appearance
sake at least, so I took my
chance alone. The sun was

already up over the hills as we
rowed and rowed ever on, un-

ceasingly. In answer to my
suggestion to begin trolling,
the ancient man would not
hear of it until he had reached
a particular stretch of beach
miles away. When we finally

arrived, he peered down through
the crystal water at the grass-

carpeted bottom, and declared
that the bass were there. This
he gathered from big, lazy
bubbles that rose to the surface

alongside as we drifted on,
which he said were made by
fish disturbed at our approach.
Bass may be anywhere, how-
ever, without being inclined to

feed, but here again he was
optimistic. In this particular
water there was no other food

except shrimps, and if the bass
were there, they had come for

shrimps, and would take ours.

It was too late really to hope
for any large fish, which, in

summer, rarely feed later than
half an hour after sunrise, but
we soon were ready to do justice
to anything that might come
our way. The line was of

natural reddish twisted horse-

hair, sixteen strong, with a long
six or eight yard collar of single

gut. I recognised it as the same
line I had fished with eight

years before, and Yanni, with a

chuckle, confirmed my memory.
The hook was of medium size,

about that of an ordinary sal-

mon fly, and on it he first

threaded one shrimp, and then

impaled two or three more,

leaving them free to kick en-

ticingly, but first depriving
them of all their tails, which
he bit off as a preliminary.

This line is allowed to trail

some thirty or forty yards
behind the boat, which is softly
sculled over the best ground,
whilst the angler keeps up a

perpetual seesaw motion, draw-

ing the line up a yard and
then letting it slip back to its

full length, the shrimps being
thus able to kick, which they
can hardly do when the line id

taut. I had scarcely paid out

all the regulation length when
I was fast in a small fish of

about a pound and a half, and

directly after in another of

about three pounds. Alto-

gether we rowed up and down
that hundred and fifty yards
of water till past eight o'clock,

and until the sun had fairly
scorched my face and hands,
and my right arm was aching
with sawing the air. The
result was eight bass, the two

largest being, as near as could

be guessed, seven and five

pounds, and the others tailing
off in weight. This was an
excellent morning's sport for

less than two hours' spinning,

though we had to count four

hours' rowing into the bargain ;

but had we reached the place
earlier we should probably have
had some larger fish. It was

nearly ten before we could

fetch the yawl, which was flying
a distress flag and anxiously

looking out for steamers, which,
of course, were unusually scarce

that particular morning. Fin-

ally, the Tobacco Regie pre-
ventive service steamer ranged
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up, but it proved no easy job
to deliver us. After half a

dozen cables had parted, one of

them mixed itself up in the

screw, and threatened to disable

our would-be rescuer. There
was much diving and shouting
before this little mishap could

be remedied, and it was not

without being dragged in many
directions, and loosened as a

dentist loosens a tooth, that we
were finally hauled off trium-

phantly, stern first into twelve
feet of water by the aid of four

cables. The Bey being a man
of note and letters, and the

steamer being a Government
one, we had no salvage to pay,
but in lieu of fees we presented
the skipper with a brace of

fresh bass and distributed a
handful of dollars amongst the

crew, thus parting with mutual
satisfaction and cheers.

So came we in the cool of

the evening to the village of

Dermendereh. It stands on
the Asiatic shore, and under
the shade of a score of giant

sycamores were seated the tur-

baned and slippered elders of

the place, gravely smoking
pipes of ineffable peace. Four

caf6s filled the four corners of

the open space, whilst on the

beach were two or three large

coasting feluccas in course of

construction at the rate of a
rib or a few planks a - day.
Others lay rocking at anchor

waiting for freight, or merely
passing an idle day or two.

Beyond this there was little

sign of activity. Three Ana-
tolian hounds testified to the

presence of some native sports-

man, and the cafd proprietor
was especially proud of a duck

and drake that he had recently
been presented with, the first

that had been seen in these

parts. A " mail steamer "
now,

since the establishment of the

Constitution, called twice a-day
for letters or passengers, the

latter at a fare of fourpence,
between Ismidt and Stamboul.
On the opposite shore two
trains a - day ran each way
from Haidar Pasha to the in-

terior of Asia Minor, but few
of the villagers had ever

travelled by them. Behind
us stretched a valley, cleft be-

tween two tree-clad hills, the

whole being swathed in the

most luxurious vegetation,

green as in spring, spite of

the torrid summer sun. In
front of the caf6 was a well,
sunk ten feet deep, which was
all that was required to find

sweet water, whilst a noisy
brook, tumbling down from

above, gave drink to the

thirsty roots of tender plants
that could not strike down far

enough for the subsoil supply.
The gardens sloped gently up
from the sea, and were easily

irrigated by primitive little

canals, and a system of mini-
ature barrages of mud, that
could be built or shifted by a
man's foot. A very portly,

perfect gentleman, seated on
a rush-bottomed stool, invited

me to take coffee, and I learned

that he averaged an income
of fifty pounds a -month on a

capital of a thousand pounds.
And he did this mostly by
sitting smoking on the beach,
and buying and selling fruit,

fish, and mulberry leaves, be-

sides rearing a certain number
of silkworms. This industry
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alone brought in an easy com-

petence. The sterilised eggs
he bought from the Dette

Publique at thirty shillings a

packet. He set small boys to

pick mulberry leaves in his

garden, or on the mountain-

side, and hired a Christian

woman to nurse the silkworms,
and keep the mice off them.

The average return for each

packet, after paying expenses,
would be about eight or nine

pounds. He also sold cherries

cheap, after buying them

cheaper. He sent about a

couple of hundred thousand
baskets off, perhaps half of

which reached town fit for

sale. Either there was no

wind, and the fruit went
rotten on the way, or there

was too much, and it had
to be thrown overboard to

lighten the oai'ques. There
was a good garden, just be-

hind the cafe, that I could

buy if I wished for two hun-
dred and twenty pounds. No-

body looked after it much, but
it was full of cherry - trees,

and the fruit from it fetched

twenty-five to thirty pounds
a -year. If it were decently

planted with pears, plums,
apricots, and vegetables, and

properly attended to, he

thought it might easily bring
twice or three times this sum.
It was too much trouble, how-
ever. Nobody in the village
ate fruit, as they were sick

of it. If there had been a
steamer or ferry service across

to the Anatolian Railway, of

course fruit would rise in price.
At present it was about a half-

penny a pound, or leas, and
most of it rotted.

Later I strolled up with the

Bey through his own garden
that had been bought for a
hundred and twenty pounds.
He had planted five thousand

mulberries, with other fruit

trees, and vegetables for his

own consumption. A few
roots of melon and cucumber
had run riot over twenty
square yards, and were covered

with flower and fruit, with a
maize crop, seven feet high,

rapidly ripening side by side

with them. At the top of the

garden two noble walnut-trees

had been felled. The Bey ex-

plained to me that though
they stood in his garden they
belonged to the man whose
father had planted them, and
he was rather glad that the

owner was cutting them down.
All that the man required was
two ribs for a rowing - boat,
which he was fashioning with
a rough adze out of a beauti-

ful grained piece of the heart
of the tree. We sauntered

slowly up the valley along
the course of the brook, which
here and there set going prim-
itive mills that gave their

name to the village)
" The

Valley of the Mills "), through
a wealth of almost tropical

growth. Nobody seemed to

be at work but Nature, yet
flowers, grain, and fruit

abounded on every side. As
we returned to the house we
met half the village that had
been spending the day in the

gardens or down by the sea,

the men mostly riding, the

women toiling after. In the
little bay the ladies of mine
host's family were sculling
themselves and the children

over the glassy water. At
sunset we had dinner on the
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balcony, and the two Britons

regained the yacht for an hour
or two's rest, since we were to

start in the very small hours
for Salajak, six or eight miles

away. I was roused by the
ancient one at about three, to

find that A. had left long
before, but we had two men
to row, and expected not to be
far behind when the famous
waters were reached.

It was a lovely morning,
with a gentle land-breeze just

rippling the sea ideal weather
for bass -

fishing ! And soon
we came to ideal - looking

ground. I write "ground"
advisedly rather than "

water,"
for it is according to the

bottom that the fisherman
chooses his field. From ten

to twelve feet of water and a

carpet of sea-grass beneath is

what he looks for, and what
we soon found. There was,

however, no sign of Niko and

A., so that this was evidently
not yet Salajak.

I had heard so much of this

especial spot, a stretch of water

by a rush -lined bank, that I

wished to press on, but Yanni,
who has a fine contempt for

his son Niko, and, in fact, for

everybody's opinion except his

own, thought fit to begin
operations. No sooner had we
the line out, however, than we
were hampered by a rise of

weed that is to say, thou-

sands of ribbons that had been

stripped from the bottom by
wind and swell rose and swam
the surface. Nothing can be
much more fatal to success

than this, and continuous was
the blasphemy that rolled

cavernously forth from old

Yanni as I was perpetually

forced to pull in and disencum-
ber my line and shrimps from
tassels of sea-grass.
He soon grew quite sulky,

and spoke of nothing less than

giving up the job, since I had

only caught two sprat-like fish

in the first five minutes, and
there was no sign of the

legendary monsters. Any sug-

gestion of going in search of

Niko and Salajak was only
met with a growl, until I

thought it was time to growl
myself, and ordered him at

once to row inshore, where a

fixed net had lately been
taken up. Scarcely had we
turned, however, when a furi-

ous tug told of a heavy fish,

and to wild shouts of " Sia

Sia
" " Back water "

the

caique followed the straining
line. Luckily a big bass does

not often run far before burrow-

ing in the weed, and we were
soon close to our fish. He was
off again, though, and great was
the excitement on board. Old
Yanni frantically endeavoured
to take the line out of my
hands, declaring that I could

never land such a monster,
whilst I told him to mind his

own business and keep the big

landing-net handy. Gradually
the bass seemed to tire, and
we drew to within two or

three yards of him, the single

gut being now between my
fingers. I could see a huge
tail in a flurry of weed, and
inch by inch I crept to a

closer feel of him, not daring
to slack in the slightest. Then
with a sudden turn he twisted

his head, and, dealing a mighty
thrash of his tail, fell full on
the gut, which parted as a

thread, and off he went like a
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torpedo. A veil had best be
drawn over what followed the

vanishing of these twenty odd

pounds of lithe and silver

bass flesh. Yanni nearly wept,
and when his grief and rage
found words it was in the song
of " I told you so !

" He may
have been right, perhaps he
was

; but I remarked that,

really, if he was to catch the

bass, I might just as well stay
at home in the hotel and have
them forwarded by train. He
could not understand how any
sane human being could prefer
the furious joy of playing and

losing such a fish rather than

letting somebody else catch it.

Despondency now set in, but

having once asserted authority,
I insisted on going straight off

for Salajak. Half way there,

hewever, just as we had sighted
Niko, another long and strong
pull brought the caique up
standing. And then the fight

began again, but I became

quickly aware that this was

only a very small brother of

the escaped giant. Made wise

by experience, I scarcely kept
the line so taut as we came to

close quarters, and we had the
satisfaction of netting a ten-

pounder without mishap. I

very much doubted, and still

doubt, whether any skill or

experience could have saved the

first fish, but it was nevertheless

a consolation to have one very
respectable specimen to show.
The more so that when A. came

alongside he could not even
boast as much. With that bad
luck that dogs a man sometimes,
he had gone straight to his old

fishing-ground, but had found
no fish there. He would not

believe it, and persisted in

fishing on until it was too late

to go elsewhere. What had

happened was that the bass,
which are cruising fish, had
moved a few miles down the

Gulf to where Yanni's experi-
ence had told him that they
would be, and were. It was
the floating weed that had

prevented us from possibly

making a huge basket. It

was now well past six o'clock,

and the sun was growing hot,
so there was nothing for it but
to row stoutly back to Der-

mendereh, and say good-bye to

the bass of the Gulf.

The expedition was a memor-
able one to myself, for during
years of residence at Constanti-

nople I had scores of times

pursued the wily "leverack," as

the bass is called in Turkish,
and had never brought back
one of more than three pounds,
or more than three fish, at

any one time. Yet at this im-

promptu attempt I had landed

twelve, and lost three or four

more, including the hero of

the tragedy just related. It is

true, however, that I had never
been in the famous Gulf waters,
and from all that I saw and

heard, I believe that an experi-
ence like the foregoing, or even
more brilliant, awaits any
patient and early-rising fisher-

man who trusts to the local

knowledge of his professional,
and can put up with ways that

are often crooked, and customs
that are not always pleasing.
But a man will bear with a

good deal for fifteen and twenty
pound bass as a prospective
reward.

ABDEKN HULME BEAMAN.
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MR TUDOR CARREG AND NORAH.

A HUNDRED years ago, Mr
Tudor Carreg, riding home

through the mountains on his

journey from Oxford, and hav-

ing no very taking result to

show for his nearly three

years at that fountain of Good

Standing, was in no very
cheery mood as he rode.

Had he done very brilliantly
at Oxford, after the manner
of most students from his

native wilderness, then he
would have paraded home by
way of Chester, Conway, and

Carnarvon, swaggering with
due modesty before his thirtieth

and fortieth cousins there. As
it was, he was lurking along far

south of that, by way of Dol-

gelly and Harlech, intending,

moreover, to give even those

ancient troglodytic places as

wide a berth as possible. But
here he was, on this point

overlooking Dolgelly, only to

find all the streams out in full

flood, so that he must either

lose a whole day in going
round the heads of the waters,
or go through the little town
and cross at its bridge. He
had half a mind to turn round
and go to the wars and fight
old Bonaparte instead. He
could at least give as good
as he got at that game.
Then came defiance. Hang

. luck and hang everybody !

He'd ride right through Dol-

gelly and be hanged to it.

And he did ride into Dolgelly
and dismounted at the Cross

Keys Inn.

It could hardly be said that

the Cross Keys stood in a back
street then. In fact, in those

days there were no back streets

in Dolgelly nor front ones

either. Whoso built a house

simply quarried where he stood,
or levered the nearest mono-
liths together and clapped a

roof on them. Whoso wanted
to get about to any particular
house simply threaded his way
between the rest till he came
to it. Like a wise inn, how-

ever, the Cross Keys stood

handy to the centre of the

conglomeration, as it does still,

and so Mr Tudor Carreg came
at it naturally.
The desire to lurk unseen

of men was so strong upon
him, however, that he dived

through the darkness of the

doorway so swiftly, and there-

fore so unheralded, that the

four men sitting inside were

caught in confab, one man in

the middle of a speech, which
he broke off by shutting his

jaws like a steel trap. Such

abrupt stopping of the words
struck the attention of Mr
Carreg, so that he took a

swift glance at the man's face.

The lok of the man's face

nudged the mind of Mr Carreg
to the fact that the man had
been speaking English. The
two things together reminded
Mr Carreg that fellows of such

a kidney as these had no right
to be speaking English there,

or, if they had, then they had
no right to need to break it

off at the entrance of an
innocent traveller. And the
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suspicion which straightway
flashed through his mind at

that, as instantly flashed out

through his eyes, so that the

four men, grimly staring at

him, as instantly suspected
that he suspected them. With
them, apparently, to suspect
was to act. "Well?" de-

manded they all in one breath,

threateningly.
The ordinary young man of

common horse sense would have
made some insinuating remark
and backed out on the plea of

a mistake, but Carreg means

stone, and Mr Carreg had

enough of it in his nature to

stand his ground. He yielded

enough to human weakness,

however, to pretend to mistake
the first speaker for the inn-

keeper.
"Is there bread and cheese

and ale here ?
" he asked, with

a sheepish sort of grin. And
he asked it in Cymric, not

English.
The four were no way molli-

fied. The first speaker, with
the steel - trap mouth, simply
strode to the door ostenta-

tiously, opened it still wider,
and then as ostentatiously

pointed outside, while he faced

Mr Carreg and growled forth

the single word,
" Out !

"

Mr Carreg had still the same

sheepish grin, but he had also a

most unexpected "left," which
he promptly landed under the

ear of the gentleman at the

door with such a force as drove

his head against the wall and

dropped him senseless on the

floor. Also Mr Carreg had an

equally unexpected pistol in

his right, which he turned

upon the other three at the

table so nearly instantaneously
that they sat back again, half-

way through their instinctive

motion to rise. Then, while

they stared at him like men
moonstruck, he turned an in-

sinuating thumb to indicate

that their departure by the

door would be desirable. And
"Out," he said, with grim

softness. If he had not gradu-
ated in book learning at Oxford,
he was at least a Master of

Some Arts.

The astonished three seemed
too surprised to obey, but Mr
Carreg and his pistol came one

step nearer and the three

hurried out.

The one on the floor by the

door began to pull himself

together. "Eh! What!" he

jerked out dazedly. "Where
am I ?

"

" Too near my boot," replied
Mr Carreg, proving the state-

ment by applying the boot to

the proper part of the rising
man for kicking him into the

street. And as the propelled
one landed in the street on his

nose, he was none the more
mollified by that. Still, the

sight of the pistol behind him
stirred him to slink away in

search of some more normal

quarters.
Mr Carreg felt in high feather

with himself. He turned back
into the inn and planted him-
self on a seat in the corner,
which gave him stone walls at

his back and both shoulders,

and also gave his pistol com-
mand of both door and window.
Then the wise innkeeper at

last appeared, stepping deli-

cately and saying no more
than "Good afternoon," adding
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an inclination of the head to

indicate a willingness to bring
what might be ordered.

In turn, Mr Carreg made no
more of the dramatic change
of guests than did the host.

He affected to be just as in-

different. All he asked for

was the bread and cheese and
ale of his former formula. And
all he asked was all he got ;

just that and nothing more
not even a word.

Nevertheless, underneath all

that fine indifference, and under
the relish with which he de-

spatched the viands, his mind
must have been working in

the direction of discretion, for,

presently, after the meal, as

he caught a ghostly glimpse
of the innkeeper in the shadows
which darkled between him and
the kitchen door, he asked an
indicative question, "Is my
cousin of Bryn Annel in the

town, or my cousin of Plas
Barcut ?

"

At this question, which with
delicate casualness proclaimed
him kin to two of the strongest
clans in that country, the inn-

keeper came out of his silence

and half out of the shadows.

"Nay, you have missed them

by half a day. They are both
ridden over to a great cock-

fighting at Pennal. Great

pity 1

"

"And when will they be
back?" went on Mr Carreg,

entirely as one who merely
makes conversation for want
of other interest.

The landlord shook his head.
"
They have some horses, too,

and a boxer and a wrestler

and a runner very good all.

They mean to cross the Dyvi

river and clean out all those

clever devils of Cardies. But
there is a deal of Cardies be-

tween Pennal and the bend of

the Teivi. They may be gone
a month and more."

"Ah," returned the Oxford

non-graduate, entirely as one

unconcerned. "Then I can't

wait. I may as well get on."

The landlord surveyed him
for a moment in indecision be-

fore he made up his mind and

stepped clear out of the shadows.
" Your cousin of Bryn Annel
I am kin to him too. His
mother and my mother "

Oh," Mr Carreg's indiffer-

ence dropped like a veil off his

face. "Then who were these

four here when I came in ?
"

The landlord nodded, as one

who perfectly understood the

suspicion in the other's mind.
"No good," he said. "But I

have a farm up on the Camlan
river, and my son is there, and

my daughter helping him, and
one gwas only. They might
revenge themselves on me by
going there." He nodded

again.

"Perhaps I had better not

go by your son's house, then ?
"

returned the guest, all for some-

thing to say to hide the work-

ing of his mind.

"No, no," returned the host

earnestly. "They might hold

you fast there till they could

get all their crew and burn

you all alive."
" Ho ! How many are they,

then?" Mr Carreg began to

look to his pistol, as if the

danger were suddenly nearing
him.

" I don't know how many,"
said the host guardedly.

" But
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many there must be, with all

the things that keep happen-
ing. If I were you I would
either get my horse and ride

out quickly now, or else you'd
better tell me which way you
intend to follow, and then
follow some other." There
was no mistaking the nod
with which he emphasised that

last.

Mr Carreg nodded back.
" But my little horse has come
a long way and over high
countries to-day," he said.

"He could not get me to

Harlech before dark."

"But but," returned the

host.
" He will surely get you

past the Stones of the Swords
and over the Pass of the

Ravens before dark. Then the
new moon would be enough to

light you to Cors Gedol. You
could stay there : you must be
kin there."

"I am and I'll try," re-

turned Mr Carreg, with a de-

cision in his tone and manner
which would have brought
down the odds on the thieves

with a run in any local Tatter-

sail's. "What's my score

horse and all?"

"A shilling. Is your pistol
well loaded?"

" Both "Mr Carreg tapped
the butt of another pistol
under the flap of his waistcoat
as he rose. Then he paid his

shilling.
" Go out through the kitchen

as soon as I bring your horse
to the back door," went on the

host, taking the shilling and

going.
Thus it was that Mr Tudor

Carreg rode stiffly and warily
out over the narrow old

bridge across the foaming
river, while the four who lay
in wait for his coming out of

the front door of the Cross

Keys lost a good deal of time
as well as what had seemed a

good chance.

Once across the river, the

rider had a thought to take
the high trail by Nannau, to

cut into the old Roman road
that goes to Mur Castell, and
there forks to go by the Grave
of Pryderi. But that way he
had no kin, and, besides, his

name was Carreg, and so was
a deal of his nature. He would
still stick to the main road to

Harlech, and be hanged to all

thieves. So he took the high
road that more or less followed

the river.

The high road then, how-

ever, meant no more than a

bridle-path, worn into a deep
trench where the soil was deep
eneugh, and grey and bare
where it crossed the rocks.

Its one advantage was that

where it came to deep rivers

there were bridges to serve it.

So this one came to the old

bridge over the main river at

Llan Elltyd.

Now, as he went, this young
man with the pistols and the

other things (as, for instance,
a shame of his home-coming,
a pride of his little doings at

the Cross Keys, a fear that

he would be follewed, and an
entire ignorance of the wilder-

ness he was riding through, as

well as the knowledge that his

shaggy little pony could take
no short cuts to safety because
he was altogether too small for

crossing flooded torrents) this

young man looked back from
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time to time, as well as up the

shaggy slopes to his right.
He thought all along that

his left was quite secured by
the raging river rushing there

between the trees and bushes.

And when he rode under the

scanty ruins of Cymmer Abbey
and came to the ancient bridge,
it did not trouble him to see

four coracles making their way
across the wide water, where
the floods of the two rivers

met the high storm tide at the

head of the long estuary the

loveliest estuary in the world.
In a vague sort of way he

thought they were out a-fish-

ing, and let it go at that.

The league -
long comb of

Cader Cader Idris propping
the sky along his left, on the

other side of the valley, did

not appeal to him. It was the

rocks and bushes within pistol

range that drew his eyes and

kept them as he went. Still,

as one mile after another

proved them harmless, his

natural carelessness came out

again. Then, as he drew
abreast of Varoh Ynys, he

suddenly rose in his saddle at

sight of a roe dashing across

his front and into the hazels

on his left, followed by as

unmistakable a lurcher as ever

belonged to a poacher or

any other candidate for the

gallows.
For the moment, however,

the fact of its being a lurcher
did not strike Mr Carreg. It

was only the chase that struck

him, and away he spurred
after it, by bush and tree,

with a great view-holloa and
a yoicks ! and a tally-ho ! that
came back in a score of echoes

from the rocky mountain over-

head. And inside fifty yards
his pony rose with a frightened

scurry and jumped something
which gave its rider's heart

such a scurry that the yells
died into instant silence, and
he reined his pony to a dead

stop and looked again.
That was a grave surely ;

an open grave, and close be-

yond it, at another angle, as

the open spaces suited, yawned
another grave, open too. It

was marshy, plashy ground,
and each grave showed water
in it, but they were graves for

all that, graves ready for folk

still to be murdered, as every
bone in his body felt and
crawled at.

And there, in that willow

bush, lay the half-hidden shovel

and mattock which had been
used by the diggers, with the

footprints of those ghouls
themselves showing all over the

place. That lurcher after the

roe must be their dog. They
themselves must either be fol-

lowing the chase, and therefore

close upon him, or lying close

to the road, and therefore close

ahead. Close in any case :

they must be deuced close.

Out he whipped a pistol, and
in he clapped his spurs, and

away he swung out of the line

of the chase.

But what next? His left

was barred by the great

estuary, rimmed with bog and

pitfall there. His right was
blocked by the world that

stood on end and was called a

mountain, steeper than a roof

and smoother. Behind him
were the thieves on his track

from Dolgelly. Before him
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were the diggers of those

graves ! He swung down from
his saddle and began to lead

his pony into the thickest

bushes.

A rueful grin struggled into

his face. He dived his hand into

his inmost breast - pocket and

pulled out a lady's mask ! a

domino! "Faith! as Norah
herself would have said

Faith ! I knew already I was
to pay for this all my life, but
I didn't think I'd have to pay
my life itself for it."

He did not go on to repeat
how it was that his college
chums had stolen away to a

certain masked ball at a near

enough town, which shall be

nameless, and brought such
stories back of the wearer of

this domino, Irish, and witty
and shapely and adorable, but
obstinate in refusing to un-

mask, that he had wagered to

succeed where they had failed,

she having told them that she
would be at another ball a
month afterwards. And it

was his success, and the risks

he had run and the scrape he
had got into in winning, and
the reckless cheek of his

answers when brought to

book, that had ended by land-

ing him home to Wales on this

pony, and Norah home to

Ireland on some ship, which
should have landed her there

by this time. Ah ! well, she
was safe, while he was here in

the bushes, his grave behind him
and his murderers in front.

His murderers ? Well, yes ;

unless unless, that is, he could

spring some little game on
them that should change the

thing a bit. And at that the

grin on his face lost its rueful-

ness, took on a quizzicalness,
and ended by becoming so broad
a grin that the next spread
must have burst into a huge
guffaw. And slowly then, like

one enjoying the thing, he tied

the lady's mask on his own
face.

Norah must have had ador-

able eyes at least, for they were
so large and far apart that the

eyelets of this mask fitted his

man's bigger face exactly.

"Now," said he, and mounted

again, peering through the

alders till he saw where the

mountain came forward in

front and pressed so closely on
the marsh that the thieves

must be lying there, if any-
where, because there alone

there was neither right nor left

to the road, but bare room for

one rider to pass.
" That's the

spot," he said to himself, and
reined his horse that way.
And for proof of his diag-

nosis he straightway plumped
on to a faintly

- traced path
which led him directly towards
his mark. "That's the path
they bring the bodies back by
to bury 'em," said he. He was
no way short of imagination.

Twenty yards from the road

he raised a gallop and plumped
upon three ragged rogues with
blackened faces and long horse-

pistols.
"
Hi, brothers !

" he
shouted laughingly. "Time to

climb for it ! The runners are

out after you, coming from

Dolgelly !

"

The three jumped up at

pause till one of them had a

thought. "Runners in Meri-

oneth ?
"

"Ha 1

"
retorted Carreg.
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"They're from Chester and

Shrewsbury. That little affair

you remember ?
"

"Oh," returned the leader of

them, evidently hit by the

chance shot. "And why are

you here to tell us ?
"

"They're after me too. It's

following me that they hit on

your slot. You'd better bolt.

Hear them ! They're mounted !

I'm off."

And sure enough, the sound
of hoofs did come from some-
where. Without another

thought two of the thieves

bolted into the marsh, while

the third, the leader, looked

this way and that so long that

Mr Tudor Carreg was gaily

galloped out of pistol
- shot

along the track before any
decision oould be come to.

Nevertheless Mr Carreg
thought it wise to make haste

while the way was clear. Just

here was a furlong or two of

rocky spines running between
narrow strips of level, velvet

turf, the rocks shaded with

scrub-oaks, and the going good.
And then, presto ! a bay of the

estuary spread in front, the

track swung to the right along
the very base of the mountain,
and here in his face as he gal-

loped was the muzzle of a

blunderbuss, behind which was
the grizzled muzzle of a tall

mountaineer, behind whose
elbow was the very pretty
muzzle of a face that he knew
at once

;
the face of Norah !

none other, riding pillion be-

hind the mountaineer and his

blunderbuss, and the two of

them on a pony so small that,
if he got stuck in a bog, the

mountain man could let his

knees down and walk off with
his companion, or lift all out

by the saddle, pony and all.

At least that was the first idea

of Mr Tudor Carreg, struggling

open-mouthed with the ridicul-

ous certainty that that was

Norah, for all the Welsh-
woman's scarlet cloak and
hood that hid everything but
her face and feet, and the

hands that held fast round
the waist of the mountain
man. That little squeal and

scream, too the very squeal
and scream which had begun
all his troubles in the hour of

his success in getting the

domino and kissing her !

Phew!
But the mountaineer had

opened his own muzzle.
" Diaoul i ! You drop your
pistol and you give me your
money ! And you shall strip
to your shirt and breeches and
swim for it, or I shoot a hand-
hole in you, even if it does

make the lady sick as she

said."

He was roaring in Welsh,
but the blunderbuss was taking
a fresh level to roar in its more
common tongue, and Norah
was crying out "Holy mur-
ther !

"
when, just in time, Mr

Carreg remembered that
.
he

was even more disguised than

Norah, and promptly whipped
off the mask. "Norah," he
said with a grin of remem-
brance. ' ' Norah.

' '

If she didn't hear the name,
at least she saw the face, and
her mouth slowly opened till

every pretty tooth in front of

it gleamed her astonishment.

Then the grin must have roused

her again, for she broke out in
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full voice. "
Ah, you ! it's

you it is, is it ! All the sorrow
of my life begins with you, and
now it's you again in this awful

country."
It was the grin on Carreg's

face was the only part of it

the man with the blunderbuss

thought he understood. He
quartered his pony across the

road and endeavoured to keep
one eye and the blunderbuss
on Carreg, while he tried to

swivel the other eye on to the
fair puzzle behind him. But
Mr Carreg's ears were still

cocked back for sounds of the

grave - digging gentry behind

him, and he out this front

suspicion very short.
" Good day, old kinsman !

"

he cried in Welsh. "There's
seven thieves after me behind,
and that's the girl I'm in love

with. I was coming to look
for her. Turn and go now, as

fast as you can ride ! I put
this mask on to trick my way
through the thieves. Go now!"
The mountaineer was still

suspicious. "Ride on in front

of me, then. Keep close ;
a

horse's length, so I can blow

you to pieces if you're false,"
he answered.

"Right," answered Carreg,
obeying at once to save the

precious seconds, and the grin
on his face broadening to its

widest.

The mountaineer promptly
followed, and Norah caught
fresh alarm. " Ah ! now
you're carrying me off, you
thief of the world! Oh, if I

was only in Ireland now !

"

"No," roared Carreg over
his shoulder. "It's thieves,
seven thieves, behind us, chas-

ing me ! We've got to get

away fast or they'll catch

us!"
" Och ! holy murther ! And

it's you that's running away in

front, and me that you're keep-

ing behind to get shot in the

back instead of yourself. Oh,

you gentleman I
"

"No! It's your man that's

going to blow a hole through
my back if the thieves come.

He won't believe me because of

your mask that I was wear-

ing !

"

"My mask? I had no
mask "

began Norah, when
the resourceful Mr Carreg
calmly turned in his saddle

as he rode and held out the

mask, with its dainty little
" N " between the eyes, in green
silk. "Oh sorrow !

"
she ended.

" That's it I'll not forget the

villainous thing in a hurry."
"Villainous!" returned Mr

Carreg, with such a heave of

sentiment in his face, and slow-

ing his pace to such an extent

that the muzzle of the blunder-

buss could almost have touched
him. "If you'll take the mask

again and give me a kiss, this

man will believe me and let me
ride behind and defend you."
"A kiss indeed! 'Twas the

pleading for that first made me
foolish, till I let you take the

mask. A kiss indeed !

"

"These seven behind they've

dug graves ready in the bushes

for us. It was seeing the graves
that put me on my guard.
And there's water in the

graves 1

" He fetched a great
shudder.

It was that water in the

graves that fetched Norah ap-

parently. It was the rascal
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wink which Mr Carreg turned

secretly on the man which
made the latter pause while Mr
Carreg gave her mask to Norah
and snatched a kiss without
too much struggle at the same
time.

"Now you can see that she
is my cariad truly," asserted

the suspected young man to

the man with the blunderbuss,

carefully speaking the language
Norah didn't understand.
"Then how does she come

to be sailing in a vessel for

Ireland and get driven back
and wrecked here at Barmouth
and persuade us to start her
on her way for London ?

"
re-

torted the mountaineer.

"Oh, that's it, is it?"

grinned Carreg. "Well, she
was being packed off home out

of my way, and I was follow-

ing to cross after her from the

coast here or from Lleyn,"
went on this ready weaver of

suitable inventions, and forth-

with he proceeded to a rapid
outline of his own adapted
yersion of the winning of the

mask.
No way so quick to the

confidence of a true Welshman
as by a nudging, bubbling,

winking little tale of a love-

making spree. The shrewd

grin that dawned into the

face of the mountaineer, an-

swering the sly grin of the

duly modest teller of the tale,

broke at last into a sudden

quick laugh that instantly
lit the suspicions of Norah

again.
"
Faith, now ! and

what lying jokes of a tale are

you telling of me now ?
"

she

demanded in heat of Carreg.
" But 'twas never else but
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sorrow came to Ireland from

Wales, anyhow, wid your
Cromwells and your Geraldines.

Well we Burkes do be know-

ing it."
"
Sure, I'm trying to blarney

him into letting me have the

blunderbuss and ride behind,"
returned Carreg with a mixed
look that was for both maid
and man.

"
Och, I'll believe nothing

but murder of the pair of ye,"
retorted Norah triumphantly.
"You hear the fire in her,"

said Carreg, with quizzical

patience, to the man.
" She'll need some handling,"

began the man, when the other,

looking backward, suddenly
started in his seat.

" Have you a pistol ?
"

de-

manded Carreg hastily, as the

other looked back too and saw
the first of the robbers, riding
full tilt after them.

" I have," said the man.
"Then take this other of

mine and give me the blunder-

buss. Ride on as fast as you
can, and I'll keep these fellows

back as often as I come to a

good place."
The man nodded and

promptly made the exchange,

adding the rough ammunition

necessary for the bell-mouthed

blunderbuss. Then away he
went at the short trot which
was all that any pony could

have raised under such a bur-

den, and as they went poor
Norah changed her tune again.
"Oh! don't be getting killed

at last for me, dearie !

"
she

cried dolefully.
Mr Carreg nodded ;

he was
too busy with seeing to the

priming of his new weapon for

2s
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more, halting as he did it till

the two were out of sight
round a jutting point of rook,
and the nearest of the thieves,

three of them, were sure they
had him. Then he clapped in

both spurs, galloped round the

point, pulled up and jumped
off, ran back and took a rest

off the rock and pulled the

trigger, in time to dust all three

thieves and their horses with
some part of the roaring,

whistling charge of odds and
ends and bullets, just as other

four thieves came running into

sight behind.

The three roared and yelled
as this or that fragment hit

them. Their horses swerved
and whirled and bolted. Mr
Carreg, however, saw none of

that, nor indeed of anything
but stars for a moment, as he

lay flat upon his back, where
the kicking old carronade of a

gun had landed him as she

went off.
" Ah !

" he said, as

he pulled himself together.
"What happened?"
The sight of the gun beside

him, and the sound of his pony's
rattling snorts as it stood off

from him, recalled his mind,
however. Stiffly he picked up
the gun and mounted again.

Cautiously he looked round
the point of rock. Yonder
were the thieves, seven of them,
the four from Dolgelly and the

three from the road, and some
were trying to quiet the ponies
and some were jawing with
each other. "I think I'll get
on a bit and then reload," said

Mr Tudor Carreg.

Hardly had he gone a hun-
dred yards, however, than he
came to a bush, and beyond it

saw a rough-looking ale-house,

as he judged it. But that

might well be a rendezvous of

the thieves and a harbour for

more thieves. His suspicions
were confirmed by the tact that

the man with Norah had passed
the ale-house and was pushing
on. It would be wise to reload

while he had the chance. He
did so

; but a brace of balls

was load enough for him this

time well, three pistol balls at

least, at any rate. Seven dead
thieves in front of the gun
would be small compensation
if a scholar from Oxford must
be kicked dead behind it at the

same time.

Then as fast as he could go
he galloped on till he came to

the black bridge of Bont ddu,
and there he saw the man and
Norah along a trail to the right,

up stream, and the stream in

full flood. If he should dis-

mount and hold this bridge
now, like Horatius of old

But Horatio had two allies,

with a whole host and a walled

city behind to back him. Mr
Carreg was alone, with who
knows what thieves to come

upon him from behind. Yon-

der, too, he could see that the

thieves had recovered them-

selves, for the four on foot were

moving along the face of the

mountain, above the rock where
he had made his stand. Then

they began shouting and point-

ing, and he knew they had

marked, not only himself upon
the bridge, but Norah and the

man further on. And they
began to cut across the slope
as though they knew some way
of chopping in on their line of

retreat. The bridge was no
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further use. He spurred on
and overtook the others.

"Yea," said the mountaineer
as he heard the tale.

" But

they'll get horses somewhere

by Bont ddu, and a mile or

two up they'll cross the waters
above where the streams come

together. Then they'll cut in

on us, they riding single and
we double."

They were come, however, to

a place so steep that both men
had to dismount and climb,

only Norah still riding. And
where they climbed so fast

that even the long - legged
mountaineer panted for breath,
it will be believed that the non-

graduate from Oxford debated

earnestly whether it were not
better to be clean killed by
thieves, than to live on as a
wind-broken roarer for the rest

of a useless life. Before he
could decide it they came to a

tumbled upland of rook and
heather and scant - patched
tillage. "Ah," cried the moun-
taineer, "another mile and
we'll see my house."

" Oh ! och ! another mile

yet !

"
cried poor Norah de-

spairingly, when Mr Carreg
had translated the words.
A spasm of heroism took

Mr Carreg. "Look you," he
cried to the man. " Leave the

lady on your horse and you
take mine ! I'll walk, and let

them catch me if they can
me with this blunderbuss."

" Not yet," returned the man.
" If they come too close before

we reach my house we may
try it." And from that no-

thing would move him.
Mr Carreg scanned the slopes

and crests on the other side of

the valley they had followed

up.
" I see no sign of them

yonder," he said.

"If they were not too wary
for that they'd have to drop
thieving and go to work," re-

turned the other, pushing on
faster and picking a fresh line,

so as to pass the heads of all

streams between them and his

house.

"And you call this a coun-

try ?
"
cried poor Norah desper-

ately, as she looked on grey
peak and dark crest and dusky
waste around and about them

everywhere.
" Sure I know

now why we could never keep
ye out of Ireland or any other

Christian country. Ye'd die of

fright if ye stayed here, where
them that can speak English
are such villains as you, and
them that's not villains can't

speak a Christian language
like this poor soul leading my
horse."

"Ah, Norah darling," plead-
ed Mr Carreg languishingly,
" this isn't my home ; my
home's further on."

"Then it's worse than this,"
she retorted vigorously.

" I

know it, for the further you
go in this country the worse
it gets."
"Then you don't love me

any more?" demanded Mr
Carreg dolorously.

" Any more, is it ! How
dare you say I ever did love

a man that could bring me
into such a place as this, and
is taking me further still ? Ah !

and what is he seeing
now ?

"
for the mountaineer

was staring very hard across

the waste.
" Why did those kites leave
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that carcase ?
"
said the moun-

tain man to the other.
" That means we'd better

push on, eh?
"
returned Carreg

cheerily for Norah's sake.

The mountaineer nodded and
checked his horse beside a great
stone, from the top of which he

deftly got into the saddle in

front of Norah again. Mr
Carreg mounted too, at that,
and away they spurred through
the waste.

The world holds nothing of

his inches to compare with the

Welsh mountain pony, but in

such a ragged waste of bog
and stone and gorse and
ancient heather, weight must
tell doubly. The fastest speed

they could make seemed ter-

ribly slow to the young man,
and once he thought whimsi-

cally of those graves in the

marsh far down below. Up
here there could be no graves.
The kites and the ravens would
be their only sextons. And,
yea, yonder came the seven, in

a half-moon spread, gaining at

every stride of their fresher

ponies, pressing on as if to a

view - holloa !

" Mother of

God!" cried Norah. "There

they are ! Save us !

"

The girl in her terror saw

only the felons behind her.

The mountaineer and Mr
Carreg were in their own land,
so that neither of them saw

anything particular in the

lonely grandeur of the great

grey ooom which opened before

them from under the bare

Ridge of the Ravens to their

right, for the mountaineer had
led them a line which would

give them a slight descent,
instead of a stiff climb, when

the final race should come.
Here as they went they passed
a vast block of rock split into

three. "Cerig y Gledde !

"

muttered the man, and Mr
Carreg looked and saw why
they were so named, "Stones
of the Swords," for on two

parts of the rock were carved

deep models of "the terrible

Blade Spear" of those dim
heroes of the ancient Gael of

earliest days, all far forgotten
now. To their left stood a tall

maenhir beside a little circle of

boulders, and, in spite of their

danger, a line from "The Verses
of the Graves "

rose in Mr
Carreg' s mind, the line which

may be Englished,
" The grave

of the Stone of the Gael in the

recesses of Ardudwy," though
he did not know that the line

belonged more likely to "The
Stones of the Swords."
Then he heard the man say

loudly, "There is my house,"
and looked where the other

pointed to a solitary stone

cottage, a couple of hundred

yards in front. It was but a

single-roomed affair, with no

outbuildings, not even a lean-

to stable. But its walls would
be monolithic in thickness, its

door of hewn oak, and yonder,
well in sight, were the clustered

buildings of Sylvaen, the ancient

homestead of the one time chief-

tains of this valley.
A bullet fired from a cocked-

up muzzle lobbed past Mr
Carreg and plumped into the

plash of marsh they had come
to. His instinct made him
turn to face their chasers long

enough to let Norah and her

squire reach the safety of the

cabin. " Don't !

"
roared the
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man at that. "Two will face

you and cut you off, while the

rest keep on and surround me
with the girl. Bide ! Ride !

"

And Mr Carreg rode.

"Bang! Bang I Bang!" The
felons were so close, and so

fearful of being cheated of their

prey at the last moment, that

they were coming headlong,
yelling like fiends and shooting
as they yelled and spurred.
Mr Carreg stooped over his

pony's withers and spurred.

They were within a hundred

yards of the oot, on smooth

turf, and he saw the moun-
taineer fling himself out of the
saddle in some wonderful way
and run alongside his pony,
smacking and frightening it

into a gallop with his open
hand and amazing yells, and

yet keeping up with it like a

stag. And that was how they
just won.

Here was the door. A
brown -faced woman with a

long black -bladed bill in her
hand flung the door open and

caught Norah from the pillion
and swung her inside. Two
deft movements of the man
unsaddled the jaded pony, and
one smack on its rump sent it

snorting across the waste. Mr
Carreg had just time to follew

suit when he felt the brown-
faced woman snatch him inside

too, and saw the tall man nip
inside after him, carrying both
saddles and bridles. Then the
door was banged to in face of

the banging pistols, the tall

man snatched the blunderbuss
and stuck it out through the

twelve-inch window, and a roar

like the blowing up of a mag-
azine announced that the de-

fence had opened. "Murther
an' turf ! Are we safe in

here?" cried Norah, her pretty
hands to her pretty ears.

But no one answered her.

The man was busy at the win-

dow, and the brown - faced

woman was showing Mr Car-

reg a very ingenious little slot

by the door, which would
allow him to shoot at any one

trying to break in. So, in

order to share in the general
excitement, he promptly stuck

the muzzle of a pistol into the

slot and fired. Prevention is

better than cure. If the thieves

were aware of that slot they'd
leave that door alone.

Then he heard the roar of

the blunderbuss again, this

time behind him, and found
that his host had taken a stone

out of a sort of a "
leper's

squint
"

of a window on that

side, and had evidently aston-

ished one enterprising felon at

least, to judge by the doleful

curses that were being howled
at lengthening distances from
that window. "

Splendid !

Great !

"
thought Mr Carreg to

himself, as he reloaded.

Then he suddenly bethought
him that night was dropping
swiftly, and his looks dropped
too. Darkness would be all in

favour of the thieves, and he
turned to look at his host and
hostess to see if they had any
misgivings. They were too

busy, apparently. As to the

thieves outside, a sudden quiet
had fallen on them. He looked

out. They were just out of

range, three of them standing
and three more lying down,

bandaged men, as far as he

could see. The seventh must
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be the one just hit behind,

busy bandaging himself to the
wail of his own curses.

While he watched he saw
darkness begin to gloom over
the wild scene outside. Clouds
seemed to be coming up from
the west to blot out the twi-

light. He did not know that
it was the shadow of the great
crest between them and the
sea that reached across so

swiftly, spreading night like a
tide across the waste. Night
was here ! Now would come
the danger.
The woman made Norah sit

on the stone seat in the chim-

ney - corner, beside the dully

glowing embers of a couple of

peats. The man made Mr
Carreg take post at the squint
hole in the back wall. His
wife stood by the slot at the

edge of the door with a pistol.
The man himself held his

blunderbuss ready to thrust
out at the little window in

front. Mr Carreg reflected

that on the western end of the
house they had no loophole.

True, the wall was massive as

a rock, but the roof was of

thatch. If the thieves should
think of it, nothing could pre-
vent them approaching on that
side and tiring the thatch.

Long before the flames could

bring help, from Sylvaen and

beyond, such a fire would roast

them all alive, or drive them
out to be shot like ferreted

rabbits by the waiting thieves.

The notion got hold of him,

worrying deeper, till he turned
and looked at Norah. For
himself and the man and his

wife, well, this was their own
country, and they couldn't

make too much complaint about

what happened in it. But
Norah ! It seemed monstrously
unfair to her. And it was all

through him in the first place !

By the Soul of Ffaraon ! it

was his job to find some way
of saving her, though for the

life of him he couldn't just
think how. A minute ago she

had seemed so snug and safe,

there in the corner of that old

open fireplace, that yawned like

a cavern or a smaller room be-

yond this. Nine feet wide and
four feet from the front edge
of the stone hearth to the back

wall, the opening of it was but

some five feet high. That

high - backed settle of hewn
oak, which came slanting out

from one corner of the fire-

place, would block up two-

thirds of the whole epening, if

it were swung inwards till the

seat was in on the hearth.

Bullets could never reach her

through that. But fire, if

they fired the roof that

thatched roof which was a

mere foot or two above their

heads as they stood what
could save her then? And
while his mind went whirling
after some idea, a faint gleam
flashed past the loophole
beside him, but so faint that

it was more as if it flashed

upon his consciousness than

upon his bodily eyes.
Then his straining ears

caught the sound of some-

thing on the roof at the danger
end. Next a sudden flare of

light came in through the

loophole, and a devil's chorus

of blaspheming yells, close by,
told what had happened they
had fired the thatch. Five
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minutes more would see the
end. It was now or never to

save poor foolish Norah.
The flames of the burning

thatch, as it fell in upon their

heads, would rush in to that

chimney-place, where she sat,

as through a furnace. "Will

they ?
" he snapped to himself

savagely, and straightway he
was putting all his back into a
furious heaving at the ponder-
ous settle, to jam it into the

opening and block some part
of it. Iron itself would hardly
resist fire so long as that solid

heart-oak timber.

The woman and the man took
the notion that it was to pro-
tect Norah from bullets, and

they heaved away with a will

till the settle was jammed into

place, leaving less than three

feet of the opening unblocked.
Then by that time the flame
on the thatch was roaring out-

side, and a little hole burnt

suddenly through it, dropping
a wad of burning thatch and

sparks and smoke on to the

earthen floor, by the west end-
wall. " Duw cunwyl I Tan I

"

cried the woman, " Dear God !

Fire !

"

"The door!" yelled Mr
Carreg above the roaring
din. "If we can jam that
door over the rest of this

opening !

"

" And I can put my bed and

things inside the fireplace !

"

cried the woman in flashing

hope.
Mr Carreg did not under-

stand that. He ran to the
door instead. The man under-
stood everything apparently.
He jumped to the door too.

One jerk sent the oak bar-beam

back into its socket in the wall

and left the door unbarred.

Mr Carreg saw that the door

was of a fashion older than

hinges, one that swung in

socket stones, top and bottom,
instead. He saw that the bot-

tom socket stone was split, and

only held to its service by
being wedged fast by another

stone in the floor behind it.

He saw the man tear that

stone out of its place, tear out

the half of the split socket

stone next to it, and then seize

the bottom of the door and

drag it inwards. Mr Carreg
grasped the idea and also the

side of the door, with its tim-

bers four inches thick, to clap
it over the rest of the fireplace

opening, with themselves safe

on the hearth behind it, where
the woman had already deftly

jammed most of her very, very

scanty household goods. They
had their ammunition and

weapons inside. The woman
had brought in even the water-

bucket and the milk-pan.
The opened doorway had let

the air oome in with a rush
that helped them every way.
It struck the burning thatch

from underneath with such
a blast as made the flames

lick it up like the straw it

was, so speedily that there

was no time for heat in the

room below. It made the

flames fly away in sheets that

brought the air up swifter, and
so kept the room below almost

clear of smoke. And the roof-

tree and the scantlings, which
had upheld the thatch, were of

such hard, black, bog-soaked
stuff that they would only
flicker and smoulder. Five
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minutes would see the end of

the fire but what of the

thieves ?

Ha ! yonder was one of them

just peering in at the door,

pistol in hand. Mr Carreg,

peering out of the crack be-

tween the door and the settle,

also pistol in hand, felt his vitals

stir with fury. He jammed the

muzzle of his pistol into the

crack. He took careful aim.

He fired. That thief lurched
forward on his face, half through
the doorway, and stirred no
more in this world. Then the
thatch was gone and Mr Car-

reg heard a scraping noise

overhead. He looked up, and
in the dim light of the peats
made out the boots of the
mountaineer disappearing up
the chimney. A little more

scraping, a soft rumbling curse
or two, and then the roar of

the blunderbuss up there was
followed by a quietly growled
" Got one ! Got the biggest
and ugliest one." Then the
mountaineer came down again
to reload his weapon.
The smoke was beginning to

come in between the cracks
of door and settle thick enough
to smother them. The danger
by fire was gone, but the

smouldering debris on the floor

of the cabin was smoking with
all the vile volume of smoulder-

ing straw. Mr Carreg flung
the door back flat on the

floor, thus obliterating the

fizzing fire under it. Then he
darted out and began to scrape
and kick the rest into one
corner. The man helped him.
The woman followed with the
water - bucket and began to

sprinkle water on the heap

in the corner. In the almost

imperceptible glow from the

smouldering beams overhead,
Mr Carreg and the man nodded
to each other. Now they could

defend the house without the

danger of fire.

Norah looked out from the

fireplace at the woman with

the bucket. " For the love of

heaven, ma'am, come back here

an' don't let me be doin' all

the cryin' an' wailin' alone.

An' ye'll be shot an' then

I'll be left all alone with these

two murtherin' villains of men.

Oh, what was the need ever

of makin' men at all? It's

they bring all the trouble into

the world anyhow. Eve would
never have ate the apple at

all if it wasn't just to taste

if it was nice enough to give
to himself."

The woman had emptied her

bucket, and now she stood and
listened for a moment to the

wheedling voice of Norah in

the language she could not

understand. Mr Carreg kept

post close beside the open

doorway, where the body lay
so still across the threshold,
but the woman went back to

Norah and began to fondle and
soothe her. "

Sure, it's only
a woman is any help in

trouble," Mr Carreg heard
Norah say next

;
heard her

repeat it indeed, and repeat
it in such a tone that he felt

sure she had her face turned

to him that he might be pro-
voked by it.

" Wait till this fight is over,

Norah," he answered at last,

grimly.
"
Ah, wait till there's nothin'

else to interest you, ye mean,"
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she retorted. "The fight's
over since the fire failed."

And it was. Before Mr
Carreg could answer, here
came proof. Outside sudden
shouts were answered by shots,
and shots by shouts, and the

woman in the fireplace set up
a shrill cry of triumph.

" Hear
them! That's Gitto Vrych
Sylvaen and all of them.

They'll all catch it now !

"

Mr Carreg cocked all his

ears. The man with the

blunderbuss said only,
" And

Gwastad Annas too !

" and
out he went with a rush.

Next moment the bang of his

weapon drowned all else.

Mr Carreg stepped out and
looked about. The young moon
hung placid in the west of a

sky as soft as velvet in its

darkness. Ghostly figures on
horseback were racing across

the turf in front, after a grey
blur that might be a huddle
of fugitives on the skyline to

the east. Just in front of him
two men bent over something
lying at their feet. He knew
the voice of the one speaking
for that of the mountaineer,
and he went over to him. The
other was another of the same

type as his host, save that
he had a great forked beard.

The mountaineer introduced
Mr Carreg in a comprehensive
statement. "

Yea, sure, this is

the young man who saved us."

"Oh," said Mr Carreg, too

taken aback by that way of

putting it to follow on with
another word.

" And who are you ?
" asked

the new man, by way of recog-
nition.

"Tudor Carreg," answered

that person modestly. It was

hardly a name to brag of since

he left Oxford.
"
Carregs of Lleyn ?

"
queried

the original mountaineer with

brightening interest.
"
Yea," assented the chal-

lenged one.

"Then you are kin to a

second cousin of mine at Bedd
Goorval ?

"
persisted the moun-

taineer.
" If he is kin to the Carregs

of Lleyn," assented the one

from Oxford.
" He is," returned the moun-

taineer, and the tone betrayed
that his face was relaxing into

a smile as he stretched out his

long hand and took that of

Mr Carreg, shaking hands with

him, not because of the fight,
but because of the newly-dis-
covered kinship. "Come in

till I tell my wife," he ended,

leading the way back into the

now roofless cottage.
Thus Mr Tudor Carreg

found himself in reputable
status again, a man with
known kindred to stand for

him, able with a good face

to walk in and sit down in

any house where he might be

asked to step in. It was that

which made him stand up quite

cheery in front of the woman,
while her husband explained
who he was. It was that also

which made him able to turn

from shaking hands with the

woman to shaking hands with
Norah. "Ah, Norah," he said,
"

I'll soon have you safe in

some decent house now."
" You will not," cried Norah

smartly.
" You'll take me back

to the sea and put me on it for

Ireland or London, if it's only
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a gate and a hurdle I'm float-

ing on. Anything to get out
of this cannibal, roast 'em alive

country ! And take me quick !

"

From far away came the
faint sound of shots. " There !

d'you hear them still at it?"
she urged, stepping out of the

fireplace to go.
The mountaineer and his

kinsman were busy with the

bucket, putting out the last

smouldering embers of the fire.

As soon as it was finished the
woman raked out the centre of

the hearth, placed one glowing
coal there and proceeded to

rake the ashes over it, to keep
the seed of the fire till next

day. Then the door was lifted

and put back to bar the fire-

place for the sake of the house-
hold stuff there. "Now we'll

go," said the woman.
And so they did, the new

man leading the way by the

rough track to Sylvaen, dis-

cussing the whole affair with
the mountaineer and his wife,
while Mr Tudor Carreg brought
up the rear, all but carrying
the terribly resentful Norah,
and having to listen while she
discussed the incomprehensible
reasons why Providence should
have wasted time, patience, and
material in making such a

country, such a people, and,
above all, such a one as Mr
Tudor Carreg. Then the moon
went down and he made no
more ado, but kissed her and
kissed her and kissed her

again.
And she never said a word

at that.

When they were nice and
settled by the fire at Sylvaen,
and the supper was over that

they had enjoyed so much, the

men who had followed the

thieves came back in a body,
nine of them, of all sorts and

sizes, and the spokesman of

them a smooth-faced man with
a big head. The goodman of

Gwastad Annas he was.

"The three we got had all

been wounded," he said. "The

dogs found them, one after an-

other."

As Norah could not under-

stand the words she did not

ask what had happened to the

three after the dogs had found

them. As Mr Carreg not only
understood the words but also

the whole atmosphere of the

time, place, and circumstances,
he merely joined in the nod of

comprehension with which his

kinsman and his new host re-

ceived the statement. And all

the while that his kinsman was

explaining what had happened
from their first meeting, he
himself had to be busy with

Norah, sketching highly im-

aginary stories about his kins-

men at home, till he was called

upon by his host to explain
how he came to be riding about

Ardudwy in a mask.
And when he had told that,

and slyly hinted at the love-

lark out of which the whole

thing grew, forthwith all the

maids of the house, and all

three daughters of the house,

began to pink and preen and
smile and smirk. And one

man brought the harp out of

the corner, and another took

the crwth, and there began
to be singing of roguish

penillion, or verses, all about
the queer things that happen
to people in love, and to
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perky young swains, and vain

young maidens, who think

everybody else is dying to be
in love with them. And, by
Jove, before midnight there
were two stepped out to dance,
and then two more, and then
two more, till at last Norah
looked at Tudor Carreg, and
Mr Tudor Carreg took the hand
of Norah, and out they stepped
and showed them all how
dancing was done in the height
of society.

"Faith, now!" said Norah,
as they sat down again, "if

only you'll go to the wars and
become the great commander
you are for I saw it this

night I'll marry you the
moment you come back."
And " Done with you," said

Mr Tudor Carreg, kissing her
before she could stop him, there

in front of them all.

Well, and of all that hap-
pened afterwards of how
Norah went to London by
land and Mr Tudor Carreg
went to the wars by sea, and
became a famous fighting

major under "Old Picton
" on

the fields of the Peninsula

of how he carne back at the

Peace and found Norah snugly
married to a comfortable mer-
chant of London, and of how
he then went back to Waterloo
and the Army of Occupation,
while Norah turned to and
led her husband such a deuce

of a dance that he presently
died and she promptly wrote
off to the Army of Occupation
that she was a widow also

of how she got an answer say-

ing that widows were very use-

ful persons : he'd just married
one himself

;
a nice plump one

with a fine fat bank account,
of all these things we say
nothing here, because they
were not known to the people
who lived in the great Coom
under the Ridge of the Eavens,
within sight of the Grave of

the Stone of the Gael, far in

the fastnesses of Ardudwy.
All they knew was that part
of the story between Dolgelly
and Cae Tudor, the cottage
that was burnt and rebuilt

again, so that is all we have
told here, and a dashed good
story too.

OWEN YAUGHAN.
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LORD MELVILLE.

THE present age is devoted
to centenaries and celebrations,
and cares little to inquire
whether the person to be com-
memorated is illustrious or

obscure. The passion for such

doings is often carried to ridic-

ulous lengths. But it would
be strange indeed if the

hundredth anniversary of the
death of Henry Dundas
which occurred on the 28th
of May, 1811 were to pass
without some notice in the

pages of '

Maga.'
He was born in 1742, and

came of a house whose apti-
tude for public business has
been signally demonstrated

through many generations
down to the present day. In
1766 he became Solicitor-

General for Scotland, and he
entered Parliament as member
for Mid-Lothian in 1774. In
the following year he was
appointed Lord Advocate.
The office is one whose im-

portance (as one of its later

occupants has told us) is not
to be gauged

"
by a comparison

with the dry, formal office of

Attorney-General." In point
of fact, there was vested in it

then, and for more than a

century afterwards, the whole
executive government of Scot-

land.

It was not until 1782, during
Lord Shelburne's administra-

tion, that the entire control of

patronage in Scotland was
placed in Mr Dundas's hands.
But his influence was already
powerful, and he could afford

to display an independence
wholly inconsistent with
modern conceptions of minis-

terial and party discipline.
Even after Saratoga he opposed
all attempts to conciliate the

American rebels, perhaps be-

cause he saw that conciliation

was hopeless. The King was

greatly incensed against him.
"More favours," he wrote to

Lord North, "have been

heaped on the shoulders of

that man than ever were
bestowed on any Scotch

lawyer; and he seems studi-

ously to embrace an oppor-

tunity to create a difficulty.
But men of tallents," his

Majesty adds,
" when not

accompanied with integrity,
are pests instead of blessings
to society." Matters went
worse with Lord North's ad-

ministration as time went on.

The King's advice to his

Minister was that the Lord
Advocate should be got to

attend during the whole

session, and "brave the Par-
liament." The selection could

hardly have been improved
upon. That George III. was
an indifferent speller may be

frankly admitted. That he
was "

stupid
"

is one of the

many singular delusions which

Whig historians for long suc-

ceeded in passing off as facts.

Not even the "Corinthian
brass

"
of Mr Dundas, however,

could avert the downfall of

Lord North. Already, before

its occurrence, the Lord Ad-

vocate, with that keen eye for
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a political situation which
marks the man of affairs, had
been astute to discern the

dawn of a new luminary on
the Parliamentary horizon in

the person of Mr Pitt. It is

another illustration of the

looseness with which the prin-

ciple of ministerial "
solidarity

"

was then applied, that, along
with Thurlow, he should have
been suffered to remain in

office under Rookingham. It

was only, indeed, after con-

siderable delay that he was

finally dislodged from his post

by the shameful Coalition

Government which had taken
office in 1783. By that time
it is plain how " far ben " he
was in the councils of his

political friends. He may not

have originated the proposal,
when Shelburue resigned, that

Mr Pitt should be invited to

succeed him ; but he was

certainly the intermediary
through whom negotiations
with the youthful statesman
were carried on. For the
moment they were unsuccess-

ful. With characteristic wis-

dom Pitt preferred to bide his

time. When the hour had
arrived, towards the close of

1783, Dimdas was the Prime
Minister's right

- hand man
during the memorable struggle
of which Wraxall has left us

so vivid an account. After the

general election of 1784 had
confirmed Mr Pitt not merely
in office but in power, Dundas
continued to be, in Brougham's
words,

" the only effectual sup-

porter whom he could rely upon
as a colleague on the Treasury
Bench." It must not be for-

gotten that of the seven mem-

bers of whom Pitt's Cabinet
was at this time composed, all

with the exception of Pitt him-
self were members of the House
of Lords.

Dundas was now Treasurer
of the Navy, and was shortly
to occupy a seat on the new
Board of Control. He did not
become its President until 1793,
but he was universally recog-
nised as " the tongue of the

trump." In an imaginary
" Journal of the Right Hon.

Henry Dundas," the Whig
satirist thus represents the

terms on which he stood with
his colleagues in 1787: "Called
at Whitehall took away the
last letters from Cornwallis

[the Governor - General of

India], that Pitt may not see

them before they are properly

copied out by my Private

Secretary. Left orders for

Pitt and Sydney to follow me
to my house, where they would
find my despatches for India

ready for signing." A little

later Dundas is described as

driving to the London Tavern
in company with Mr Pitt, to

dine with the Directors of the
East India Company.

" Pitt

frightened when we got into

the City lest the mob should
hiss. . . . Tried to prevent his

being melancholy threw a

shilling among the black-

guards would not do no

huzzaing. N.B. Not to for-

get to make the Chairman

repay me, the money being
disbursed in the Company's
service." Dundas, as we see,

had thus become the target for

all the stock pleasantries about
Scotsmen which had delighted
the London populace since
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Black Friday, and which for

a season had been concentrated
on the devoted head of Bute.

There was assuredly no attempt
on his part to disclaim or ex-

tenuate his nationality. Unlike
Mansfield and Wedderburn, he
retained the Dorio in all its

native ruggedness and vigour,

preferring the broad Scots to

the "narrow English." Not
the least successful of the
"
Probationary Odes for the

Laureateship
"

is the " Ir-

regular Ode" in the Scottish

vernacular, ascribed to Dundas.
It begins

" Hoot ! Hoot awaw !

Hoot ! Hoot awaw !

Ye lawland bards ! Who are ye aw ?
"

For the remainder of this

amusing composition the reader
must be referred to the volume
which contains "The Rolliad."

In 1791 Mr Dundas entered
the Cabinet as one of the Sec-
retaries of State, and in 1794,
on the accession of the Port-
land Whigs to Mr Pitt's govern-
ment, he accepted the Secretary-
ship for War and the Colonies,
which was in reality the third

Secretaryship of State revived,
with definite duties assigned
to it. It would be vain to pre-
tend that Dundas was a great
War Minister. Mr Fortescue,
in his monumental History of

the British Army, has passed
judgment in unsparing terms

upon his military administra-
tion. "

Ignorance, folly, and

presumption
"

are among the
more venial offences with which
he is taxed, and he is allowed
no credit for the conduct of the

campaign in Egypt, which had
hitherto been supposed to be

the redeeming episode in a

record of melancholy failure.

It is pleasanter to turn to his

brief tenure of office at the

Admiralty, to which he was

appointed as First Lord on
Mr Pitt's return to power in

1804. There his energetic

management presented a strik-

ing contrast to the feebleness

and ineptitude of his prede-

cessor, Lord St Vincent.

The crash came in 1805. No
one now seriously contends that

Dundas as Treasurer of the

Navy had misappropriated
public funds for his own benefit.

That there had been irregu-
larities in his office on the part
of a subordinate, which he had
either overlooked or condoned,
could not be questioned. Many
of the members who took a

view of the transactions in

question adverse to Lord Mel-

ville (ashe had now become) were

undoubtedly actuated solely by
a sense of public duty. Among
such was Mr Wilberforce, who
in fact turned the scale against

him, and whose defection cut

Pitt to the heart. But it is

impossible to acquit the regular

Opposition of undue vindictive-

ness in their prosecution of the

case. They were eager to strike

at so formidable an antagonist
as Dundas. They were still

more eager to strike through
him at the arch-enemy, Mr
Pitt. And they succeeded.

The wound which they exult-

ingly inflicted was never healed ;

the "
deep and bitter pang

"

which it occasioned was never

assuaged. The House of Lords

in due course acquitted Lord
Melville of the high crimes and
misdemeanours of which the
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Commons had impeached him.

But^by that time Pitt was no
more :

" The trumpet's silver sound was still,

The warder silent on the hill !

"

Dundas himself never returned

to office, though his name was
restored to the roll of the Privy-
Council. He died suddenly, a

few days after Lord President

Blair, and in the next house to

that in which the President's

body lay awaiting burial.

Henry Dundas has often been

denounced as a venal and un-

principled politician, and, if a

flawless consistency is to be

taken as the statesman's ideal,

it must be owned that he fell

far short of it. Yet it is no

easy matter to draw the precise
line which separates adherence

to principle from obstinate

pedantry, or distinguishes legi-

timate ambition from unscrupu-
lous pursuit of office. Dundas,
like all strong men, was enam-
oured of power. But to depict
him with Wraxall as bringing
his talents to market and inquir-

ing of prospective purchasers,
"Wha wants me?" is to de-

scend into the region of crude
and misleading caricature. To
cement the coalition with Port-

land and Spencer, he was
content to sacrifice one of

the chief sources of his in-

fluence, and when evil days
were about to fall on him
he displayed no embarrassing
eagerness in clinging to his

cherished honours, but sought
to make the difficult path a

little smoother forMr Pitt. His
intimate political and personal
alliance with that statesman

is, indeed, the salient feature

in his career : an alliance of

which the bonds were relaxed

for only a comparatively short

period during Mr Addington's
administration. We have
mentioned that he was chosen
to approach Pitt in 1783.

Twenty years later it was

again he who, on behalf of

"the Doctor," attempted to

induce Pitt to join the govern-
ment. It was in a letter,

too, addressed by Melville to

Addington, that Mr Pitt took

occasion to expound the then

novel but now familiar doc-

trine of the function of the

Prime Minister in our con-

stitutional system. For the

close friendship between the

two there were many reasons

to account. For one thing,
there was Dundas's personal
charm, as to which the testi-

mony of friend and foe alike

is unanimous. Wilberforce,
who was not apt to be over

lenient in judging his fellow-

sinners, allowed him "a frank
and joyous temper," and pro-
nounced him in many
respects a fine warm-hearted
fellow." In the next place,
there was the fact that

Dundas held at his command
the practically solid phalanx
of the Scotch representatives
in the House of Commons ;

and the support of five-and-

forty
" stalwarts

"
is not a

thing which any Minister can
afford to despise. But there

was a still stronger link be-

tween them, unless we mistake

the matter. The lesser man
supplied the deficiencies of

the greater : Dundas was

strong where Pitt was weak.
Dundas's forte was not elo-
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quence, though his "strong
natural sense," combined with
an easy and fluent delivery,
made him powerful in debate,
and he reserved his " Scotch

metaphysics" for the King's
closet. Where he did excel was
in "a turn for facilitating busi-

ness" (as Pitt put it), and
in the art of governing men,
which is perhaps much the

same thing. Pitt's other lieu-

tenant, Lord Grenville, was

conspicuously wanting in this

invaluable gift, and, precocious

though Pitt himself was, there

was something about him in

his earlier years of the Aca-
demic politician. Nothing,
fortunately, is so fatal to a

political career in these islands

as the infection of the genuine
Academic virus. From this

dangerous complaint Pitt

found permanent relief in the

society and counsel of Dundas,
and the joyous symposia of

which the villa at Wimbledon
was the scene were not held
in vain.

In no department were
Dundas's peculiar talents dis-

played to greater advantage
than in the management of

his native country. He has
been violently attacked, it is

true, for the measures taken
in the last decade of the cen-

tury for suppressing sedition

and treason. Too much, we
think, has been made of the
trials of Muir and Palmer, of

Watt and Downie, of Margarot
and Skirving. These proceed-

ings must be judged of in the

light of contemporary circum-
stances. Your Jacobin ever
welcomes the cloak of the
" constitutional reformer "

to

cover his true designs, whilst

the latter cannot afford to

dispense with the assistance

of the Jacobin in rousing pop-
ular passion and "getting up
steam." In times of stress

it is a difficult problem for

the executive to determine at

what point the one character

merges in the other. We be-

lieve that, if the Lord Advocate

erred, he erred on the safe side.

The course of the French Re-
volution had only too faithfully
verified the gloomy prognosti-
cations of Mr Burke. And the

great lesson which the Sept-
ember massacres and the mur-
der of the King had taught
the world was, that all conces-

sion to demands for reform, so

far from inaugurating the mil-

lennium, is but the certain

prelude to bloodshed, to out-

rage, and to the dissolution

of society.
We might on this topic have

excused Mr Dundas, if excuse
were necessary, on the plea
that the Lord Advocate, and
not he, was the Minister im-

mediately responsible for the

repressive measures which it

was found necessary to adopt.
But there can be little question
that what the nephew carried

out the uncle planned and

approved. He was "virtually

King of Scotland," Sir Henry
Craik tells us; he was "Dic-
tator of Scotland," says Mr
Mathieson, echoing the words
of Lord Cockburn. For this

unchallenged supremacy he
was indebted in part to his

remarkable personality, in

part to his thorough know-

ledge of the national char-

acter, and last, but not least,
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to the extensive patronage
which it fell to him to dis-

pense. Brougham has given
an entertaining picture of the

consternation and bewilder-
ment which prevailed when
he followed Mr Pitt into

Opposition. "No man could

tell whom he might trust :

nay, worse still, no man could
tell of whom he might ask

anything." "I have seen,"
wrote Sir Walter Seott to

George Ellis,
" when the streets

of Edinburgh were thought
by the inhabitants almost too

vulgar for Lord Melville to

walk upon." With all his

power, he was singularly free

from the taint of jobbery. He
may have sometimes bestowed

places with a view to strength-

ening the position of his party,
but he did not bestow places

upon notoriously unsuitable

men. He refused to appoint
a Sheriff for the county of

Sutherland on the strength
of local and political connec-
tions

;
and Lord Minto testifies

to his belief that "there was
scarce a gentleman's family in

Scotland, of whatever politics,
which had not at some time
and in some one of its mem-
bers received some Indian ap-

pointment or other act of, in

many cases, quite disinterested

kindness from Henry Dundas."
To him we owe that long suc-

cession of civil and military
officers who have reflected so

much glory both upon our
East Indian possessions and

upon their native land. It is

impossible to refrain from smil-

ing at the indignant remon-
strance addressed by Lord

Sydney to Mr Pitt upon the
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exercise of Indian patronage
in 1784. Out of a long list of

promotions England and Ire-

land between them had cap-
tured only three. But what
the Home Secretary attributed

to " a combination of the most
insatiable ambition and the

most sordid avarice and vil-

lany," the Scot will be charit-

ably disposed to ascribe to

somewhat nobler motives.

It was this indefatigable
solicitude for their interests

which secured for Dundas the

affection and regard of the

great body of his countrymen.
He has had no successor. Since

1832, if not for longer, Scotland
has been the corpus vile upon
which Treasury officials, in

conjunction with successive

Chancellors of the Exchequer,
have conducted their curious ex-

periments in economy. A tardy
perception of this fact may
account in some measure for

the spasmodic demand which
is sometimes heard for " Home
Rule" for Scotland. But the

true remedy for the evil lies in

no such mischievous and insane

project. It lies rather in bring-

ing the Scotch Radical members
to a due sense of their responsi-
bilities. From the date of the

first Reform Bill the Scotch

Whig or Liberal or Radical

representatives in the House
of Commons have enjoyed a

marked numerical preponder-
ance. They could have exer-

cised an irresistible pressure

upon any Government which

they habitually supported had

they been minded so to do.
" Instead of which," they have
done the bidding of the Liberal

whips with an unquestioning
2T
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fidelity which the devotion of

the Scotch members to Dundas
never surpassed. Nowhere has

the party system, with its blind

adherence to "the machine,"

operated so balefully as in

Scotland. It is, of course,

responsible for our number-
less "

carpet - baggers
" men

who knew rather less about
the country they condescended
to misrepresent than they did

about the South Sea Islands.

Most of these, it is perhaps
unnecessary to mention, have
been perceptibly inferior in

ability and eminence to their

great forerunner, Mr Fox.
But in point of cheerful readi-

ness to postpone Scottish in-

terests to the exigencies of

faction, we doubt if any dis-

tinction can be taken between
the indigenous and the exotic

element in the party. A char-

acteristic illustration of our
contention has quite recently
been given. The Treasury has
taken it into its head wantonly
to withhold an addition to the
salaries of the Principals of

the four Scottish Universities

which had been voted for

the financial year just ex-

pired. The existing salaries

are ludicrously inadequate ;

the anticipated increase could

hardly be described as muni-

ficent; and the augmented
stipends would not have

equalled the remuneration

granted out of public funds
to the heads of certain edu-
cational institutions which
have been established of late

years in the English provinces.
Yet not a single Scots Radical

member, to the best of our re-

oollection, has raised his voice

to protest against this high-
handed and pettifogging action

on the part of a Government

department. Can any one

imagine Mr Asquith's or any-
body's ministry treating Ire-

land in a similar manner?
The thing is inconceivable.

Well may we exclaim with Sir

Walter,
" Ah ! Hal Dundas,

there was no such truckling
in thy day !

"

All systems of government
and administration have their

drawbacks. The system of

one United Parliament for

Great Britain and Ireland is

not perfect. But its superi-

ority over any other possible
scheme is so manifest that it

is well worth while to attempt
to reduce its disadvantages to

a minimum. At no period
since the Union, as we have
endeavoured to indicate, has
that attempt been attended
with more conspicuous success

than during the years of

Dundas's dictatorship. Sound
common-sense, a knowledge of

the world, a wholesome freedom
from fanaticism and cant, and
a fixed determination to pro-
mote the interests of their

particular corner of the vine-

yard, are the qualifications
which Scotsmen have a right
to expect in their representa-
tives. If the occurrence of

this anniversary should induce

a little meditation upon his

political career, should breathe

into them a portion of his spirit,

and should stimulate them to

follow, however feebly, in his

footsteps, their constituents

will have good cause once more
to bless the name and extol

the example of Henry Dundas.
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THE TWYMANS.

BY HENRY NEWBOLT.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

FOR Percy, as for other

dwellers in the Enchanted City,
the sense of Time, as we know
it in the outer world, practically
did not exist. The Seasons,
it is true, flitted round him in

their accustomed circle, and a

very gay dance they made of

it, with the help of the nine

Muses, the seven -and -seventy
Spirits of Delight, Pan and the

River Nymphs, Thyrsis and
the Dryads : among them too

the iridescent wings of Cupid
flashed continually in and out.

The whirl was unresting, but
it never seemed to move : it

changed without advancing.
As it was last year, so was
life to-day, so it would be the

next year and the next, as full

of mad pursuit and wild ecstasy
as the men and maidens on
the Grecian Urn, as fixed too

in its unfading beauty, the
audible and visible beauty of

the little town by the river,

the forest branches, the songs
for ever new, the loves that
are always winning near the

goal, but always unfulfilled,

the beauty of the marble that
has no thought for the day
when it will wake and pass

beyond into the world of at-

tainment and mortality.

Percy, then, and his friends

saw nothing of Father Time
;

but with his daughters they
danced merrily enough, one
after another, round and round

the magic circle. Soon May,
for the second time, was calling

them, with blowing of horns

through sleepy streets, with

singing of psalms on high
towers at sunrise, with early

wanderings in "the forest

ground called Thessaly." One
more week and the festival of

the Eights was here again.
At this the town filled sud-

denly with fresh life and un-

familiar beauties : you saw
them everywhere bright faces,

bright frocks, bright parasols,

glowing patches of colour,

turning old grey streets to

the semblance of garden borders

newly blossomed
;
or crossing

and recrossing before the set

background of cloisters and

quadrangles like the light-
footed groups which pass over
the stage when the curtain
rises and the play is just

beginning, but hardly even

yet begun.

Among them, Percy knew,
was to be Althea Donnelly,
the sister of whom his friend

so often spoke, the cousin of

his own silent imaginings,
she who had named him " the

Twyman of the Future "
: but

she was not among the earlier

comers. On the first three

days of the races Percy and
Edward ran with their re-

spective boats, and afterwards
assisted at the tea-parties of

various friends. The knowledge
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that something more interest-

ing was in store for them,

gave a feeling of suspense to

their pleasure whioh heightened
it, and, for Percy at any rate,

added to it that touch of

significance which marks the

difference between great oc-

casions and lesser ones. It

may perhaps seem unnecessary
to suspect youth, whioh has
so many absurdities to answer

for, of the supreme absurdity
of falling in love by antici-

pation. But there is evidence

that even well-built and lasting

strongholds of affection have
been founded before dawn :

others, if not begun entirely
in the dark, have certainly
been reared very quickly upon
ground strangely well prepared
to receive them. If Percy had
not been busy with some such
unauthorised planning, he
would hardly have felt the
sense of unanswered expecta-
tion which made the long-
looked -for meeting, when it

came, seem almost like a dis-

illusionment. For, judged by
all that could be said of it

in words, that Monday was
a day of days. True, it was
blurred from beginning to end

by the continual mist of con-

fusion in Percy's mind, yet
that mist was itself fascinating
as well as dazzling, full of

changing colour as an opal :

and the details whioh it ob-

scured at the time long after-

wards reappeared in memory
with minutest clearness. Percy,
when he thought of it, was

again back in the bright world-

without - end twenties, again
contentedly lounging upon
Edward's comfortable window-

seat and looking out upon that
massive remnant of the ancient

city wall which divides the
new buildings of New College
from the older portion of the

College. Again he saw the

heavy round towers as they
slumbered in sun and shadow

;

the smooth turf below them
was pied with fresh spring
daisies

; rooks cawed lazily ;

the sky was of tender un-
flecked blue. Opposite to him,
like a doorway from the past,
was the narrow arch which

pierces the old wall, and leads

from the inner quadrangle to

the outer court : upon this his

eyes were fixed in an expecta-
tion that was dreamy rather
than intense.

Presently from this doorway
the expected group emerged :

he could always see them more

clearly and solidly than one
ever sees the hurrying phan-
toms of the moment that is

with us. First came Edward
with a short, stout lady how
the bugles on her black silk

flashed in the sun ! then two
more short ladies, very young,
dark and pretty, dressed exactly
alike, and sharing one proud
undergraduate between them :

lastly their brother, and with
him beyond doubt the real

Althea not, after all, much like

the image Percy had made for

himself. That image vanished
for ever as he saw her, but it

fled with a kind of remon-
strance an indignant protest,
as it were, against the dis-

crepancy that remained in

his mind to trouble it. How
came she to look so much older

and more experienced than his

own sister? They were both,
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he knew, upon the upward
slope towards eighteen, with

only a few months between
them : why, then, should one
be the child he could command
at will, and the other a woman
grown, elegant and self-pos-
sessed ? With what a leisurely
air she stopped and turned to

admire the feudal aspeet of the

old wall ! It is true that the

whole group had also turned,
and lingered for exactly the
same space of time

;
but Percy

did not observe this, for in his

eyes she was already the sole

cause of the party and all its

actions.

When at last they met, a
new discrepancy faced him.
He had been told that Althea
was much like her brother :

and certainly she had Edward's

upright carriage of the head,
and the soft auburn of his hair

;

her grey eyes were as quiet
and unflinching as his, her
voice in the same rich tones

spoke of the same unfailing

vitality. But the differences !

the slender springing of the

figure, so essentially unmascu-

line, so like a flower -stem
drawn by the hand of Diirer :

the delicate modelling of cheek
and chin, the shell-like perfec-
tion of the ear and the living
curve of the hair above it ;

beyond all, that peculiar grace
of the head in listening, with
brows averted and downward,
grave eyes looking up from
under them, and the generosity
of the lips narrowed for the

moment to a whimsical point
of doubt everywhere finish,

completeness, individuality, a
whole new world to be dis-

covered at peril, instead of the

half-familiar landscape he had

thought to see. To the adven-
turous what could be more
desirable ? yet to Percy it was
at first like finding himself in

a land of exile : he was as

much lost as the hero of his

favourite old romance, who
comes back after three days'
absence to his own home, and
finds it with the changes of

three centuries upon it, barely
to be recognised at all.

But now they must be mov-

ing towards the scene of the

races, whither, as it soon ap-

peared, the rest of the world
had gone some time before

them. The streets through
which they passed were empty :

empty too the avenues in Christ

Church Meadows; but a faint

confused roar came up the

Long Walk to meet them, and
died away with sharp pistol-
shots like the cracking of whips.
The lower division races were
over : no matter, their own
boats were both in the First

Division, and for that part of

the contest they were exactly
in the nick of time. Here was
the river at last, a sheet of

dancing gold wherever it could
be seen

;
at present it was only

visible between the College

barges, which lay in a seem-

ingly endless line close under
the near bank. Strange am-

phibious structures they looked
to the visitors, half ship, half

pavilion, or as the more criti-

cal wits observed, something
between a canal-boat and an
omnibus. Each was distin-

guished by its own colours, its

own heraldry, its own flag at

the masthead : on one a band
was playing, on the roof or
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upper deck of all the brilliant

crowd of frocks and parasols
were gathered in bunches.

The New College barge was
soon reached, the ladder was

climbed, and the whole scene

lay open to the view. Down
the shining waterway boat

after boat was disappearing
towards the starting

-
point,

their eight oars moving with
the live precision of an in-

sect's legs for these were all

good boats, the fittest sur-

vivors of the past. There goes
the Pelican, there goes New

;

there goes the Head of the

River last of all, you see,

because these are bumping
races and she starts nearest

to the winning
-
post. Look

now at the opposite bank the

towing-path is dense with a

very different crowd from ours

one which provides occasion

for much astonishment and
mirth. Strolling, hurrying,
endless, it passes along down-
stream like the march of a
Rabelaisian army, or the chorus

of a Greek Pantomime : a pro-
cession of athletic bare-legged

figures, dressed, so far as they
are dressed at all, in garments
of grotesque proportions and

phantasmagoric colours. Now
they too are gone, the bend of

the river hiding the mass of

them, as it also hides tke line

of boats that lie waiting for

the signal. Then suddenly the

deep boom of a gun startles

the spectators they press to-

wards the outer thwarts of

their various barges, giving
them a decided list to port.
The men take out their watches.
" No hurry : there's a minute

yet. There'll be two guns

when they start." " Why
two ?

" " One might miss

fire," says Percy, still looking
at his watch and Althea's face

alternately, as if to claim a
certain fellowship in the excite-

ment. Yet they are enemies,
for his own boat is next behind
that of New, and likely to

bump it.
"
Twenty seconds

more "
the same words are

being called out all down the

line on both banks. "Ten
seconds more," and they begin
to count each second. "Five,

four, three, two " The last

word is cut off by the double
boom of the guns, and close

upon that follows a strange
noise, like the discordant

clamour of a moving flock of

gulls. Nearer and nearer it

comes, and changes suddenly
to a louder note as the head
boat is seen emerging from the

jut and crossing into full view.

Keeping pace with it upon the
bank the Rabelaisian rout

reappears, more Rabelaisian

now than before, bareheaded,

brazen-lunged, running reck-

lessly, with half-turned heads,
elbows working, hands grasp-

ing bells, rattles, and pistols,

ready to give the signal for

supreme effort. In the midst
of clanging, rattling, and
frenzied yells a bump is made :

the defeated coxswain holds

up his hand, the two boats,

conqueror and conquered, fall

out of the line, and the re-

mainder of the race goes past
them. The leading boats are

now abreast of the barges,
with the winning-post in sight :

the first of them reaches it

unbumped, and is once more,
for to-night at least, Head of
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the River. A few places be-

hind come New College, fated

apparently to fall within sight
of their own barge. Percy,

seeing his own boat spurt for

the bump, for one tense

moment forgets everything but
the coming triumph.

" What is happening ?
" asked

Althea, as he bent eagerly for-

ward. " Will they catch us ?
"

The boats were already over-

lapping : only the wash of the

rudder was saving New for a

second or two more. Then a

faint crash, and confusion

among the pursuers : they
rallied stoutly, but an oar had
broken, and they ended by
struggling past the line their

full distance behind. The

barge, as one corporate whole,
drew a long breath : on the

towing-path exactly opposite
their friends waved and yelled

untiringly.

Percy and Althea looked at

one another : each was seeking
something, and neither of them
found it. How should they?
The situation was sudden and

complicated : and they had
known one another for less

than two hours.

"Is that all right?" she

asked. "Is that fair?" She
was inwardly rather troubled,
almost frightened: but he

thought her strangely cool.
" Oh ! yes, it's right enough :

the fortune of war.
" He meant

to spare her, by a lofty affect-

ation of indifference : but she

took the tone to imply sup-
pressed indignation, perhaps
even resentment. Her head

drooped, her lips drew to a

point, and she looked up at

him with her pretty little

stolen glance of puzzled humour.
He caught it, and his magnan-
imity drew itself up an inch

higher.
"You have nothing to

regret," he said
;

" that kind of

accident often happens: ask
Edward."
"Old man," said Edward

with his usual gusto, "we
don't care whether we have

anything to regret or not : you
tried to bump us and you
didn't do it: regret is not a
business proposition." Every-
body laughed, but neither to

Percy nor to Althea did the

laughter bring any satisfaction.

They had discovered that they
were strangers, and they both

regretted that.

CHAPTER XXXV.

Two days later the races

ended : but Old Mayday is not
a time when any one would
wish to leave Oxford who
could conveniently stay there,
and many of the visitors ling-
ered on. Althea's friends were

departing, but she herself ac-

cepted an invitation from the

wife of Edward's tutor, who

had a pleasant house beyond
the Parks. The general gaiety
continued. A dance in the
Masonic Hall was improvised :

there were daily expeditions by
river to Nuneham, to Godstow,
to Water Eaton : the comedy
of Love's Labour's Lost was

played once more in every

college garden, between irresist-
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ible young ladies who might
have forced any blockade, and
irresolute young gentlemen who

proved, like Biron, how well read

they were, by finding plenty of

reasons against reading.
At this appropriate moment

a meeting of the Browning
Society fell due. Edward and

Percy were members : Althea
could be introduced by her
hostess as a guest. The pro-

ceedings were announced to

consist chiefly of a paper by
Mr Hedgeley on the Love
Poems of Robert Browning :

they began, however, with a
kind of evening tea-party in

the Hall of one of the smaller

Colleges, whose master, a great
scholar with a literary wife,
was chairman and entertainer

for the occasion. The Society
was unique among Oxford in-

stitutions : one - third of the
members were dons, one-third

ladies, one - third undergradu-
ates : to-night most of them
were present, and the addition
of a fourth contingent of visitors

made the gathering unusually
large and animated.

" Who is this Mr Hedgeley?
"

Althea asked Percy as she

sipped the tea which he had
hastened to offer her.

"The Hedger?" he replied.
" He was my Mods, tutor the

best in Oxford. It is a splendid

piece of luck that he should be

reading when you are here
there's no one near him for

things of this sort."

"There's no one near him
for things of several sorts,"
remarked Edward, who was
standing by. "He's the only
man here to-night who's not in

evening dress."

Althea marked Mr Hedgeley
at once : a handsome man with
a fine forehead, and a blush-

rose complexion which com-
bined rather oddly with his

flowing beard of silver. He
seemed to be amusing those

who stood near him with a
series of delicately dramatic
stories.

" What a nice quick way he

has," she said,
" that way of

laughing heartily and getting
it over and going on again.

Yes, I think there is something
different about him."

Percy's criticism was gener-

ally light enough, but he was

always serious when he praised
a friend. " I assure you," he
said quite gravely,

" that he is

the man in all Oxford who has
made the most difference to

me."
" My child," said Edward to

his sister, "that's a testimonial

you needn't swallow there's

not enough bread behind the

butter. The dismal fact is that

our young friend is a rank

Tennysonian, and the Hedger
hasn't been able to convert

him to Browningism in two

long years."

"Perhaps he may succeed

better to-night," she replied.
" The paper was written, I

understand, with that object,
and when Mr Hedgeley sits

down Mr Twyman will be
called on to reply."

Percy could not help laugh-

ing, but he was hit : there was
a certain amount of truth in

his friend's accusation. The

language of the Lotus Eaters

and the windless Valley of

Avilion was still the language
that he understood best: he
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contrasted it with that, say, of

Flemish troopers riding noisily
from Ghent to Aix.
But now a door was thrown

open, and the whole company
was conducted from the hall

into a large withdrawing-room,
where groups of chairs and
well-shaded lamps had been

arranged. Every one sat down,
and the reader of the evening
was called upon.
Mr Hedgeley was already on

his feet, though no one had
seen him rise. He stood at one
end of the room, in the open,
without a desk, without a pose
of any kind, holding his paper
out before him with one hand

only, tilting his head a little

back and casting his eyes down
so as to show the eyelids al-

most closed. This effect, com-
bined with the flowing silver

of his beard, gave him a re-

semblance to a bust of Homer,
which struck Althea at once.

She noted, too, that the un-
conventional attitude was one
which could hardly be im-

agined in a dress-coated figure.

Finally, when he began to

read she was attracted by his

singularly quiet and pleasant
voice.

From the first moment the
whole audience was silent and
attentive : they sat spellbound
all through the shadowy room.
The paper was grave in tone,

grave even when it was humor-
ous : it flowed on from one

point to another with as little

apparent art as an essay by
Montaigne, and much of the
time was taken up by the

reading aloud of considerable

passages, and even of whole

poems. To the hearers these

were probably all familiar, but
familiar only in the dumb show
of print : to-night they took en
from the beauty of the reader's

tones and the subtlety of his

interpretation all that wealth

of meaning and reality which
the living voice confers even

upon its least memorable utter-

ances. At every pause, low
murmurs of admiration and
assent came from the obscure

corners of the room : the Society
was responding like an instru-

ment to the hand of a skilled

player.

Percy overheard Althea re-

plying to a glance from her

brother. "
Joachim," she whis-

pered.
Edward affirmed her judg-

ment in less cautious tones.

"The old man's dead on the

note every time," he said
;

" ev-

er-y time."

The paper was not a long
one : at the end of forty min-

utes it ceased as quietly as it

had begun, without a word of

summing-up or anything like

a peroration. The audience,
after following as happily as

the children of Hamelin behind

the Pied Piper, felt a sudden
sense of loss the music had

stopped, and they were bewil-

dered to find that they had
been led so far. There was a

certain strain about the pause
which followed.

At a slight stir every one
looked up : another speaker had

risen, a tall, dark man with

rugged features, whose contours

were etched by the shaded

light in strong contrasts of

pallor and blackness. As he
stood silent for a moment,
grasping the back of a chair
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with nervous intensity, Althea
turned to Percy with a ques-
tion. But he was already

leaning towards her.

"Arthur Turnbull," he mur-

mured; "he's a Balliol don."

A lady sitting at Mr Turn-
bull's side was seen to look

up at him as he stood hesi-

tating. He saw, and began
to speak at once with perfect
confidence.

"The paper to which we
have been listening has ex-

ceeded even our hopes. I do
not presume to praise. I am
unable to criticise. I desire to

express my gratitude for it,

and especially for the gener-

osity with which the writer

has given us of himself. It is

but rarely that for a convito

like this, a host can be found
who will draw for his guests
the wine of price, the wine
from the inner chamber. My
own store is of no such value,
but I am moved to set it forth :

I feel that the example is bind-

ing upon me."
He looked down at his com-

panion. Percy, with a hot
and almost shamed feeling of

tension, glanced sideways at

Althea's face
;
but it showed

nothing more than sympathetic
interest.

"The point," continued Mr
Turnbull, "upon which I have
to speak is one upon which
Mr Hedgeley touched but

lightly : he put aside the his-

torical question, the inquiry
into the origins of Browning's
ideas on love. I would go
further. I would venture to

say that it matters little to us
where he got them, since we
know where alone we got them

we, the men and women of

to-day. I am speaking rash-

ly perhaps : the influence of

Robert Browning is for me so

personal, so dramatic a force,

that in thinking of it my own

experience becomes a universal.

I may well be wrong, but I

cannot believe that I am wrong,
in saying that he beyond all

other poets is the creator of

our modern world. The poets
of the past have spoken much
to me of love. First, and

mainly perhaps, of instinctive

love that which Browning,
too, acknowledges as 'the ob-

vious human bliss,' needed and

sought for 'To satisfy life's

daily thirst With a thing men
seldom miss.' They have

spoken also in more reflective

and more uplifted moods. To
some love is a dream ;

to some
it is a devotion. I do not

despise such conceptions, or

the beauty born of them. As

long as we are men we shall

at times cherish the vision of

'a shadowy isle of bliss Mid-
most the beating of that steely

sea, Where tossed about all

hearts of men must be.' As
long as we are men, love will

send youth on quest and pil-

grimage, for the sake of distant

or half-mythical Madonnas. I

do not claim that we have out-

grown either of these notions

of love the idyllic or the

chivalric. But in the mind
and work of Browning I find

a new, a greater, form of love.

It includes all the old primitive
colours and lights in one rain-

bow. It arches the whole

landscape in which we make
our earthly journey. It reveals

life as dynamic instead of
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static, spiritual instead of sen-

timental.

"Nothing is omitted there.

Instinctive love Browning
forgets least of all poets, the

body's meaning and glory. He
knows the moth's kiss and the
bee's kiss the old measure of

Women and Roses. He knows
too the love of great moments,
of brief eternal hours. But

they are not idyllic, for with
him love is never an escape
from life. It is always a part
of life, the chief part of it, that

part to which all else, in our
own experience or the history
of mankind, is but an ap-

proach, a climbing of steps.
It is Earth's returns

" ' For whole centuries of folly, noise,
and sin !

Shut them in

With their triumphs and their glories
and the rest !

Love ijs best.'

" It is something more than
best :

"
'Ages past the soul existed,

Here an age 'tis resting merely,
And hence fleets again for ages,
While the true end, sole and single,

It stops here for is, this love-way
With some other soul to mingle.'

"But if we believe that life

is love and nothing else to

speak of, what then must
we say of love? Love surely
cannot be anything less than

life, the whole of life, and
the highest to which life

can reach. Instinctive it may
be, and idyllic too and

chivalric, but it must go
beyond all these and take

into itself every possible com-
munion of man and woman.
It must be an intimate per-
sonal alliance for all the ends
of being.

" ' Oh ! I must feel your brain prompt
mine,

Your heart anticipate my heart :

You must be just before, in fine,

See, and make me see, for your
part,

New depths of the divine.'
"

CHAPTER XXXVI.

The night was not late when
the meeting broke up, but to

Althea, as she walked home-
wards with Percy, the town
seemed curiously silent and de-

serted. The Broad, as they
turned into it, was empty of

all sign of life, except the

barely recognisable figures of

Edward and his companion,
moving at some distance in

advance of them. The heavy
front of Balliol, the picturesque
houses by the gate of Trinity,
the sombre mass of the old

Clarendon building, seemed in

the light of stars and gas-

lamps to be remote from

humanity as the architecture

of some huge black engraving.

Percy, too, was reluctant to

speak. In old days he had

thought a walk by starlight
the most perfect of all enjoy-
ments : but that was when the

spell of music had for the time
thrown both him and his com-

panion into one dreaming mood.
Much as he desired to like

Althea, he was uncomfortably
wide awake to the fact that

her mood, or at any rate her

habitual way of thinking, did

not entirely agree with his
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own. He had not yet recog-
nised the truth, which after-

wards seemed to him so obvious,
that the first meeting with a

personality or an idea which
is destined to work a vital

change in us, can seldom be
free from all sense of disturb-

ance. It is only when very
old and familiar inmates enter

our consciousness that we are

spared the trouble of rising
from our mental easy-chairs.

They turned the corner of

the street and passed towards
the elm - walk which leads in

the direction of the Parks.
Under these deep shadows con-

versation seemed more possible
to both of them.
"Are all your meetings like

that ?
" Althea asked.

" Not at all," he replied.
" I

have never heard so good a

paper there before, and Turn-
bull's speech was extraordin-

ary, don't you think?"
"In what way extraordin-

ary?"
"Well, you wouldn't expect

a man to speak quite like that

before strangers, would you?"
" I don't know what is usual

in such societies . . .

"
she

hesitated a moment " but if a
man is going to speak about
that subject, I think that is

rather what I should have

expected him to say."
"
Oh, I'm not criticising what

he said."
" But wasn't the manner good

too ?
"

"Yes, the manner was all

right, but . . . the whole thing
seemed to me so excessively
personal, with his wife sitting
there too, it was a kind of

making private things public,

I thought : rather what we call
' an exhibition.'

'

"
Still, you do discuss things

very openly in Oxford, don't

you? you told me you ap-

proved of that."

"Oh, among ourselves, of

course, we are absolutely open."
His thoughts went back to

certain meetings of the Flam-

ingo Essay Club, a College

society, the " cardinal rule
"

of

which was that "
acceptance

of the principle of full and free

discussion on any subject is

indispensable to membership."
Perhaps Althea had heard of

something of the kind : at any
rate she pressed her inquiry.

"I don't quite understand,"
she said. " Weren't you among
yourselves to-night ?

"

"
No, not at all you see the

Browning Society is unlike any
other : it admits ladies."

" But you praised it to me
for that very difference."

"
Certainly, it is delightful :

but it does make it more
difficult to talk of certain

things."
"
Poetry, you mean ?

"

"Well Browning's poetry."
She laughed. "Then the

Browning Society is just the

one in all Oxford which is least

fitted to discuss Browning's
poems !

"

Her frank merriment carried

him along with it. "You are

like Socrates," he retorted.

"You make me appear to be

standing on my head, but all

the time there really is some-

thing to be said for my point
of view."

"Of course there is."

He suspected her now of

sarcasm, and was driven to
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reassertion. "You do agree,"
he asked, "that there is a
difference between Browning's
poetry and most other kinds ?

"

"
Tennyson's for instance ?

"

Again he suspected an
ironical intention, and fought
against it.

" I'm not afraid of

being called a Tennysonian," he

said, in the tone of one who
had often suffered under the

accusation. " My point is that

you could always talk about

Tennyson's poems to anyone,
because he takes you away
into a world of his own

;
but

Browning comes down into

the real everyday world and
insists on talking about that."

"Yes?"
"Well, then, if you discuss

Browning you have to speak of

real feelings. I mean feelings
which are your own and not
the poet's at least, not the

poet's only. That is what I

should find embarrassing."
She seemed to reflect a

moment before the next ques-
tion. "Have you ever read

papers to any of your societies?"

"Yes, but always on poets
like Tennyson or William
Morris."

"What Mr Turnbull would
call the idyllic, not the rainbow
sort."

"I don't call them idyllic:
I should say that their poems
are dreams and Browning's
dramas."

"And don't you agree that

there's more life in a drama
than a dream?"
"Not necessarily. I should

say that life may be a drama,
but it must be a dream. In
art you can only represent
life through your dream of

it : drama is a frantic at-

tempt to get at it more

directly to make it, and not
its picture."

Their companions were now
visible, waiting for them by
the garden gate. By a common
impulse they both lowered their

tone a little for the final ex-

change, and thereby gave it a

more personal turn.
" Mr Turnbull," said Althea,

"seemed to find Browning's
method satisfactory : is it not

perhaps a question of age ?
"

"
Perhaps but then you

agree with him, and you are

not older than I am."
"Well but I have been

through the idyllic period the

age of dreams."
" And left it outgrown it ?

"

"No, but women naturally
admire action most. You re-

member the Lady of Shalott ?
"

"I should think he did re-

member the Lady of Shalott,"
remarked Edward as they
came up. "He is always re-

membering her. But which
one do you mean? I have
known three-and-twenty Ladies
of Shalott."

CHAPTEB XXXVII.

Though Edward and Percival

had been friends for nearly two

years, it was so far only in

Oxford that the round of their

lives bad intersected. A home
visit on one side or the other

had been more than once pro-

posed, but slight dislocations
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had always prevented the com-

pletion of suoh plans. The
truth about these failures was

perhaps known only to Sir

William : it is at least possible
that he may have been waiting
for a particular occasion. At

any rate, when the decisive

invitation reached Percival it

conveyed not only Edward's

wishes, but also a personal

message of welcome from his

grandfather, which seemed at

once to give the engagement a

fixed place in the calendar.

The particular occasion was
Edward's twenty-first birthday

the coming of age of Sir

"William's heir. Amelia, when
she first heard of it, suffered a
shock: she could not conceal

the indignant prancing of her
emotions. Molly was quick to

observe this, but she naturally
mistook the cause.

"Dearest," she said, as her
arm stole round her mother's

waist, "I wish you could be
there too : you ought to be
there it's a family celebra-

tion."
" That's impossible," Amelia

replied. "I couldn't accept
invitations from people I have
never seen."

Molly flashed a look at Per-
cival : the half-combative tone
was easily recognisable as a
mere salve to disappointment.

"
Well, mum," she said firm-

ly, "they haven't asked you
yet, but if they do you'll have
to go remember that !

"

Three days later the invi-

tation came in Sir William's
own hand and style.

"DEAK MRS TWYMAN, Al-

though I have never yet had

the pleasure of meeting you,

you will, I am sure, forgive me
for addressing you directly upon
a matter of interest to the

family to which we both belong.

My grandson will shortly be

attaining his majority, and we
are marking the event by a

gathering of relatives and by
a small entertainment to our
tenants and workpeople. It

would add much to our pleasure
if we could have the support
on this occasion of the only
other living representatives of

the name. Your son has kindly
consented to come to Hampton
early in August for a visit of

some length, so that if you
would give us the honour of

your company from the 16th
to the 19th of that month,

you would find him already
here to receive you, and my
sister and I trust that in

these circumstances you may
be able to feel yourself at

home among us.

"Believe me, with compli-
ments to my young kinsman,

yours very faithfully,
"WILLIAM TWYMAN."

" At home !

" Amelia's eyes

sparkled she tossed her head
at the words. " Ah !

"
she said

aloud,
" fine phrases ! but I

know what they mean and
what they don't mean."
To Molly, this exclamation

was a lingering trace of the

indignation she had before

interpreted correctly ;
but into

Percy's mind a different theory
began to push its way. Some-
how, at some time or times

unremembered, he had gleaned
from his mother's conversation

a handful of stray hints that
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could just be twisted together
into a meaning.
"You are wrong, Molly,"

he said when they were alone.

"Mother's feelings are never
hurt for more than two minutes,
and they're always soothed

again by the least little at-

tention. She likes being asked
to Hampton, and she'll come

right enough : what she is

kicking at now is the contrast
between my coming of age and
Edward's. He belongs really
to another family he's not a

Twyman at all but he gets
the name and the property.
I am the genuine article and
I get nothing. Of course,
that's all right, and it is

absurd to mind it, but if

you once begin to worry
over it as she does, it

does make rather a contrast,

you know, especially as my
twenty-first birthday happens
to come only ten days before

his."

So far, then, he saw what
he had gathered ;

but he had
no suspicion of what the thing
would prove to be when his

gleanings were completed.
Amelia had kept the secret

with very creditable tenacity,
and was intending to keep it

for two years more, but there

she was over-estimating her
own fortitude, as she presently
discovered.

CHAPTEE XXXVIII,

The ninth of August was
hot and cloudless. On such a

day even two hours of travelling
seemed long, and by half-past
four Percy was glad to escape
from the train and mount the

high dog -cart which Edward
had brought to meet him. The
drive from the station roused
him partially from the after-

noon lethargy of the railway
journey, but his imagination
was still sluggish, and he had
none of the feelings appropriate
to a first visit to the home of

his ancestors. Conversation
was an effort : the dusty road,
bordered by dusty trees, seemed
monotonous and interminable.

A turn down a by-road brought
them across two streams and
into a long avenue of white

poplars, lofty, cool, and re-

freshing : woods darkened it

on the right ;
to the left lay

water-meadows, deep with rank

green grass and fringed with

willow-copses. Again the road
turned sharply and led through
the tiny village of Hampton
St George, a mere row of

cottages comfortably spread
in gardens and lying back
behind a stiff line of Lombardy
poplars. At the further end
stood a church with a quaint
tower of old red brick : beyond
that the lane passed through
an open gate with plain wooden

posts, and became the carriage
road of the park : a hundred

yards more and the house came
into the view.

At first sight of it Percy
was a little disappointed ; it

was so small and unpretending,
so successful, as he afterwards

discovered, in hiding the bulk
of itself under one wing. But

though it is three times as
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large and more than three

times as beautiful, as he first

thought it, yet he was not

altogether mistaken, for Hamp-
ton is far from being a great
house. It was built in days
when baronets were not in-

vented, and when a manor-
house was not bound to be

a palace, or even to imitate

one. It is a house of three

storeys and of no great height :

its ground-plan is simple, and
was originally simpler still.

The Elizabethan founder was
content with a long straight

building, placed end-on to the

road, and separated from it

by a forecourt with a stone-

flagged path and a pair of

wrought-iron gates. The walls

were of the chequer
- work

stone and flint alternately
which is common to many old

Wiltshire houses ; the windows
were numerous, but small. The
founder's grandson, when he
came back with King Charles
to enjoy his own again, rebuilt

the upper storeys in brick,

enlarged the windows, and
added two wings, converting
the shape of the building from
an I into something like an E
without the central member.
The lower wing, which faces

south to the road, he dignified
with a fa9ade of solid stone.

This was handsomely done :

the reveals of the windows
which pierce it are unusually
deep, and in the centre of

them, above the entrance, is

a characteristic round-headed
niche which seems to this day
to be waiting for a statue to

occupy it, and gives a curiously

personal touch to the formal

design. The parapet above is

now adorned with three stone

urns in a later and more florid

style, but the side-lines of the

elevation fall away outwards
and downwards in severely

graceful curves, the beauty of

which is enhanced rather than
obscured by a light web of

creepers roses, wistaria, win-
ter - sweet, and trumpet - ash.

Beneath and between these

you will admire the colour

which glows faintly upon the

stonework in shady hours a
kind of exquisitely minute rust,
but in sunshine more like a

delicate mist of many-coloured
bloom, breathed out from a
surface no longer hard or

cold.

Some, at any rate, of these

details Percy marked, though
vaguely and ineffectually : but
his more definite approval was

gained by the position of the

house, which looks across a

level stretch of park to the
wide slope of the downs, but
is itself closely embowered
within the forecourt, of ex-

actly its own width, and
screened from the carriage-
road by a trim hedge and by
the tracery of blue armorial

gates. The sight of the fam-
iliar shield, too, added a little

shock of pleasure, the kind of

empty but undeniable pleasure
that is caused by reading one's

own name in a not dishonour-

able list.

"Same old coat," remarked

Edward, as he saw him glanc-

ing up at it. He took Percy's
arm, and they passed through
the open gate into the fore-

court. The door of the house
was also wide open, and gave
a cool shadowy glimpse of the
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hall within. Before they could

reach it the dusk was crossed

by a white figure, and Althea

appeared in the doorway.
She advanced a step or two

to meet them : her light hat
and dress, her quiet voice and
cool hand-clasp, brought into

the hot glare of the August
sun some of the tranquillity
and freshness of the dusk from
which she came. She seemed
to be surrounded by an at-

mosphere of inviolable peace,
to be receiving the voyager,
as it were, in a deep, still bay,
where he had no choice but to

strike his sails at once and

forget the bustle of the out-

side waters. He obeyed with-

out resistance or difficulty : the

fatigue of his journey left him
at the first word, and he ceased

even to feel that slight fret,

that need of adaptation to a

new environment, which com-

monly makes the moment of

arrival a discomfortable one.

The whole place took on a

different aspect : it was still

new to him, but it was no

longer alien. Though he was

seeing it for the first time, it

was all natural, all recognis-
able : he looked at it as one
re-reads a favourite book, with

liking rather than curiosity.
His friends credited him with

the more ordinary kind of in-

terest, but they knew better

than to begin by over-feeding
it. Still, there was just ten
minutes before the elders would

return, and tea was not quite

ready. Instead of taking their

guest straight into the house

they led him across the grass
to a door in the side-wall of

the forecourt. As he stepped
VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLVII.

through it after them he found
himself in an entirely new pic-
ture. On his right lay the

west side of the house the

whole length of the original

building, totally different in

style from the stone front

which he had left a moment
before. The much greater ex-

tent of this, its low proportions
and long even line of windows,
as well as the simplicity of the

straight flower-border out of

which it rose, gave it a char-

acter that had something
homely and something mon-
astic in it at the same time.

On the opposite side of the

long smooth lawn upon which
it looked out lay another bor-

der, with a blue wooden paling
at the back of it, over which
the orchard trees and thatched
roofs of a home farm were vis-

ible. At the near end the road
was screened off by a high old

brick wall, thickly bushed with
roses and honeysuckle. The
far end of the lawn was framed
with a low yew hedge, beyond
which a wilderness garden
merged in the park, and the

park in a blue distance of

woods and water-meadows.

Percy in deeper and deeper
contentment paced the turf

between his companions. At
the yew hedge they made him
turn to see the high line of

the downs above the old wall,
and the quaint effect of the

white Corinthian porch which
formed the garden entrance to

the drawing-room. From a
nearer side-door tea was now
being carried out to a table,

with deck-chairs and cushions

scattered round it. This slight
touch of living comfort added

2u
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a sense of ease and ordered

pleasure to Percy's aesthetic

satisfaction.

"There's just one thing more
he ought to see," said Edward.
"
Thea, you might take him to

the other side while I get some
tobacco."

So Percy walked on with

Althea, behind the yew hedge
and along the north wing of

the house, shady and window-
less. Another doorway in the

blind wall led through to a

second surprise. The inner

side of the house was a court-

yard still more homely and
more monastic an open quad-
rangle, on the fourth side of

which lay an old square gar-
den with high thatched walls,

green cross alleys bordered
with flowers and espaliers, and
in the centre of all a sundial

on a pillar of grey stone.

Apples gleamed among the

leaves, a south wall was clus-

tered with peaches, hollyhocks
lifted their faint beauty in a

long still line against the sky,

bending slightly as if drowsed

by the hum of the bees who
came and went in thousands

among their bells.

Althea led the way to a seat

under the wall, from which the
dormer windows of the quad-
rangle were seen as a fitting

background to the green alley
with its sundial. This, Percy
felt, was a scene of absolute

and final peace : all the pos-
sible repose and charm of a
human dwelling-place seemed
to be here summed up and
made perpetual, as if Time,

having spent slow incalculable

years in ripening its perfec-

tion, had himself fallen asleep

under his own spell, and be-

come only a memory only the

dream on which all other

dreams are woven.
For us who are mortal, the

beauty that brings this peculiar
charm brings pain too. Percy
was positively aching with it,

and searched hastily for some
form of words to assuage the

ache. He found a quotation
for quotations are the patent
medicines of youth and ap-

plied it gently.
" A haunt of

ancient peace."
Althea looked up at him

with that little sidelong look

of hers was it timid or

mocking ?

" You are still a Tennyson-
ian."

He found the challenge flat-

tering it implied recollection

and a mutual understanding.
"I wonder," he replied, smil-

ing, "how you can be com-
bative in such a place : you
must admit that this, at any
rate, is idyllic."

"
Oh, no," she said,

"
it is

states of mind that are idyllic,
not places. This looks quiet

enough now, but the most
dramatic things may have

happened here or be going
to happen."
"The appearance of it is

against you."
"Oh, but think of the ap-

pearance of a landscape on the

morning of a battle as quiet
as this, perhaps, but only like

the curtain of a theatre. If

you could roll it up you would
see a whole tragedy behind it,

waiting to be acted, a tragedy
that can't be altered."

"Yes," he said, still struggl-

ing, "but a garden isn't quite
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a landscape, men don't fight
or die in gardens, do they ?

"

"No, but hopes and fears

may." Certainly she was timid

now, afraid of pressing him too

hard.

He knew she had the best of

the argument, girl as she was,

younger than himself and not

even one term deep in Oxford

philosophy. He did not like

the situation, but he could not

shuffle out of it the Crusader

must be obeyed, even on so

trivial an occasion.

"I believe you are right,"
he said decidedly ;

"
you have

thought it out and I haven't."

Her heart beat fast with

pleasure : she had never liked

him so well before. This he
could not know, but as they
walked back the slight embar-
rassment between them told

him that a new intimacy had
stolen into their friendship.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

Percy was swinging very easily
to his new anchorage, and be-

fore the next evening he might
be said^to have landed in this

new country, surveyed the

general lie of it, and made
friends with its inhabitants.

They, like the house, began to

gain a hold upon him which
he had not at first expected.
Sir William talked a good deal

to him, and led him on to talk

still more in reply : Percy
found himself invited to discuss

Edward's affairs as though his

own superiority in age were of

ten years rather than ten days.
He perceived that this appear-
ance of a consultation might
be only tactics on his host's

part, but he enjoyed it never-

theless. He further flattered

himself that he was getting on

extremely well with old Miss

Twyman Edward's deaf and

purblind aunt. But there, too,
he was a little sanguine : in

spite of her infirmities, Aunt
Rose was a caustic lady with
a considerable power of re-

sistance.

"I'm rather disappointed in

your young friend," she told

Edward after the first twenty-
four hours of examination ;

"he
has a sort of good looks, and
his manners are well enough,
but he is nothing out of the

common. Lively, I call him
not more than that."

"Sir appears to find him all

right," Edward bawled back at

her.
" William is always silly

about the family," she replied ;

" he talks as if it was something
extraordinary to be a Twyman.
I tell him we are very decent

people, but nothing particular,

nothing at all."

Edward grinned and bowed.
" Thank you, aunt !

"

" What for ?
" asked the old

lady.
" You aren't even a

Twyman, you're only plated

goods."

"My poor old relative," re-

torted Edward, "it must be

maddening for you that Thea's

going to be ' Miss Twyman
'

now."
He linked his arm in hers

and took her out to see him

play bowls with Percy, whom
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she astounded by an unpro-
voked broadside.

"I've been telling Edward
that you're nothing extraor-

dinary."

Percy murmured confusedly,
and Edward pretended to re-

peat his answer.
" He wishes he could say the

same of you, Aunt."
But the old lady knew her

nephew too well : she turned

upon him at once, and made
common cause with his injured
friend.

So even with Aunt Rose

Percy was soon on terms of

domestic intimacy. In a few

days more the whole family
had adopted him by the simple

ceremony of the Christian

name, and before the week was
over they and their home

seemed to be for him no longer

among the mere landmarks of

life, but to have taken their

place as one of the constella-

tions which are always with
the voyager.

Satisfactory as this change
was, he was aware that it was
not really complete, or rather

that it was complete only from
his individual point of view.

There still remained the vital

question of his own family and
their relation to this other

house which seemed so ready
to adopt him. Natural pride
assured him that his mother
would be welcomed too : but
he was equally sure that she

would have her own way of

receiving the welcome, and of

accepting it only on her own
terms.

CHAPTER XL.

Sir William and his sister

drove in to meet Amelia in the

barouche, that slow and stately
descendant of the family coach.

She arrived at tea-time, as

Percy had done a week ago,
and it was a great pleasure for

him a pleasure, too, of a new
kind to welcome her to a
house where he was himself

already established. But other

guests had arrived by this time,
the simmer of the coming fes-

tivity was beginning, and in

the general gay disorder he
found it impossible to get his

mother quietly away and alone
for an exchange of confidences.

Amelia herself was perhaps the
chief cause of this : she was
tremendously alive, enjoying
herself to the very height of

the opportunity, eager to see

everything and talk to every-

body, bright, alert, critical,

confident, prominent, even

dominating. Sir William pro-
fessed his admiration openly,
in his own courteous and un-

assured way.
" Your mother is

the only Mrs Twyman living,"
he said to Percy,

" but if there

were ten others they would
not eclipse her." Percy was

delighted, but all the more

impatient to be able to report
her success to her in private.

It was not until next morn-

ing after breakfast that he
succeeded. They walked out

together into the walled gar-

den, and sat down on the bench
under the wall at the farther

side, where Percy had sat once,
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and more than once, with
Althea. As they went,
Amelia was talking of a hun-
dred things, to which he lis-

tened with a quiet, almost

indolent, smile of satisfaction.

Their moods were, in truth,

very different : he was care-

lessly happy, pleased with

every circumstance of his life,

and content to watch the

ripples on the stream : she was

furiously busy in mind, full of

energy and resolution, watch-

ing that same current with the

determination to embank, di-

vert, or dam it for the further-

ance of her own purpose. She
had thought and thought over

her boy's claim and his present

position until the oceasion now
before them seemed, in her

imagination, to be a crisis of

the last importance. Her in-

tentions were prudent, no

doubt, but as she always felt,

thought, and acted in flashes,
and was now as fully charged
as an electric accumulator, the

chances were all in favour of

a spark sooner or later.

They sat down. " Now," she

said, after closing her parasol
with a snap,

"
tell me what you

think of this place."

Percy looked lazily at the

sunlit garden and smiled. " I

like everything about it : don't

you?"
" Of course, any one might

like it : but that is not what I

mean. I mean, what do you
feel about it being who you
are ?

"

"Oh, I feel quite at home
now quite as if I belonged to

it." Again he smiled, as if to

himself, with half-closed eyes.
Amelia almost flashed, from

sheer impatience of his placid
innocence.

"
People don't belong to

places," she said ;

"
places be-

long to people."
" My dear mother !

" He
laughed indulgently. "Well,
in a way I feel that this be-

longs to me.
" You do ?

"
the spark was

there now unmistakably : it

seemed as if it must leap
out in speech. But the

connection was never made :

before the words could be

discharged her face changed
suddenly. At the end of the

green alley of turf, beyond the

sundial, Sir William's short,

upright figure was seen ap-
proaching. There was evi-

dently no help for it she must
rise to meet him.

"
Pray do not move," he said,

with serious courtesy, "but if

you have a moment to spare, I

should be glad of your advice."

He looked at Amelia only :

Percy excused himself and left

them.
"It was about your son,"

Sir William began, "that I

wished to consult you. I hope
he enjoys being with us, and
likes the place."

Amelia's heart beat to arms
at once. " How could he help
it ?" she replied. "He was just

saying so as you came up."
"You are most kind," her

host answered,
" and what you

say is a relief to me. I have
been a little anxious lest any-
thing in our doings to-morrow
should jar upon him."
"What can you mean, Sir

William? Is there anything
which is likely to jar?" His

reply was not direct. " May I
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tell you about our pro-

gramme ?
" he said.

"We pro-

pose to divide our entertain-

ment : to have the fireworks

to-night and the dinner and
the dancing to - morrow.

Legally, as I daresay you
know, a man oomes of age on

the day before the anniversary
of his birth: to-morrow is

Edward's birthday, but he

attains twenty-one to-day."
"
No," replied Amelia firmly,

" I did not know that."
" What I was going to do,"

he continued, "if you thought
it would not be troublesome,
was to ask your son to make
a short speech at the tenants'

dinner."

She was silent, swiftly sur-

veying all the possible bearings
of this proposal.
"You must remember," he

added, "that Percival is not

only Edward's friend, but his

nearest relative of the name."
"I am not likely to forget

it!" She looked him full in

the face, but his dark deep-set

eyes continued to glow genially
without embarrassment.

"My dear lady," he said, I

am very glad to hear you say
so : the more fully it is in your
remembrance, the better you
will understand my reason for

asking you to decide in this

matter."

Amelia drew a breath : the

fog of silence and secrecy had
rolled away ;

the claim, of which
neither had actually spoken,
was yet confessedly in both
their minds. It seemed sud-

denly to have become more solid,

since its existence was acknow-

ledged. Her next feeling was
a recognition of her antagonist's

generosity : he had been un-

willing to take advantage of a

boy's ignorance.
"I am sure Percy will wish

to speak," she replied,
" but he

knows nothing of his position :

his speech will seem to recog-
nise your grandson's right to

everything you force me to

tell him."
"I think not," he said defer-

entially. "You will of course

do as you think best : but no

speech of his could prejudice a

position of which he is ignor-
ant."

She was struck by the

argument : the very phrase
was the same with which Mr
Mundy had convinced her two

years ago.
"I will think it over," she

replied, rising from the seat.

"If you please," said Sir

William with a little bow, and

they walked away together.
For the remainder of the

day Amelia was more restlessly
vivacious than before. It was
characteristic of her to seek her

way rather by throwing out

tentacles of quick feeling in all

directions, than by sitting down

deliberately to think it out.

By evening she was tired, and
when the fireworks began at

half -past nine she escaped to

her own room, which was in the

front of the house and would
command an excellent view of

the entertainment.

After some preliminary skir-

mishing with squibs, crackers,
and Roman candles, the sky
became dark enough for the

great set pieces. Percy joined
his mother at her window, and

they sat in the soft night air,

looking on at the fantastic
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coruscations and shadows from
a very advantageous distance.

"This is the finale," said

Percy at last, as lanterns were
seen moving towards a huge
framework in the centre of the

ground.
The fire caught with a rapid

crackling detonation, and ran

up the right-hand side of the
frame. In less than half a
minute it had outlined a toler-

able portrait of Sir William,
which was greeted with a
round of clapping from the

spectators. The crackling con-

tinued as the fire ran across to

the left, and a second effigy
blazed forth, not so successful

perhaps as the first, but still

recognisable as a likeness of

Edward, facing his brilliant

grandfather. The applause
broke out again, and was re-

doubled when beneath the two

figures there was seen blossom-

ing into flame the legend, "A
Twyman for ever." Amelia
was instantly roused ;

the flame
that had lit the words seemed to

be rushing along her veins too.

She was fuming, but she suc-

ceeded in keeping silence. The

portraits began to fall piece-
meal : first Sir William dis-

appeared ; and then his grand-
son, after shining, alone for a

brief space, dripped fierily into

darkness. Only the legend was
left. Someone in the crowd
shouted "A Twyman for ever!"
and there was more cheering.

" Ah !

"
exclaimed Amelia in

her most profoundly significant

tone,
"
they may well say that :

a Twyman indeed !

"

" Dearest !

"
said Percy, tak-

ing her hand,
" don't be so

indignant. Birth's an accident

you can't find fault with
that."

" Birth !

"
cried his mother ;

" whose birth ? I can't help
it, Percy, I must tell you I

don't care what that man
wishes or does not wish. This

place this and all the land
that he is leaving to his grand-
son, is not his to leave, and he
knows it ! It is yours, yours
by right and by law too, every
yard of it, and they invite you
down here to give away your
birthright, to stand by while

they hand over the Twyman
inheritance to an interloper
called Donnelly. Fireworks
indeed ! it will take more than
fireworks to do that !

"

"Steady, my dear mother,"
said Percy in a much lower

voice; "you'll be overheard."

But he made no other reply :

he saw that such an outbreak
could not be wholly without
warrant of some kind.

By a natural sequence her

thought followed his.
" I wish

I had brought the papers with

me," she said, "but how could

I tell? You shall see them

directly you come home."
"Of course I must," he

replied,
" but till then suppose

we say no more about it."

He was more perturbed than
he cared to show: he had

perceived already, and with
acute apprehension, that his

relation to everyone in the

house would be inevitably

changed by this discovery,

(To be continued.)
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FOR WILMA.

(AGED FIVE YEARS.)

LIKE winds that with the setting of the sun

Draw to a quiet murmuring and cease,

So is her little struggle fought and done;
And the brief fever and the pain

In a last sigh fade out and so release

The lately-breathing dust they may not hurt again.

Now all that Wilma was is made as naught :

Stilled is the laughter that was erst our pleasure;
The pretty air, the childish grace untaught,

The innocent wiles,

And all the sunny smiles,

The cheek that flushed to greet some tiny treasure
;

The mouth demure, the tilted chin held high,
The gleeful flashes of her glancing eye;
Her shy bold look of wildness unconfined,
And the gay impulse of her baby mind

That none could tame,
That sent her spinning round,
A spirit of living flame

Dancing in airy rapture o'er the ground
All these with that faint sigh are made to be

Man's breath upon a glass, a mortal memory.

Then from the silent room where late she played,

Setting a steady course toward the light,
Swifter than thistledown the little shade,

Reft from the nooks that she had made her own
And from the love that sheltered, fared alone

Forth through the gloomy spaces of the night,
Until at last she lit before the gate
Where all the suppliant shades must stand and wait.

Grim Cerberus, the foiler of the dead,

Keeping his everlasting vigil there
In deep-mouthed wrath
Athwart the rocky path,

Did at her coming raise his triple head
And lift his bristling hair;

But when he saw our tender little maid
Forlorn, but unafraid,
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He blinked his flaming eyes and ceased to frown,

And, fawning on her, smoothed his shaggy erest,

Composed his savage limbs and settled down
With ears laid back and all his care at rest;

And so with kindly aspect beckoned in

The little playmate of his earthly kin.

For often she had tugged old Hollo's mane,
And often Lufra felt the loving check
Of childish arms about her glossy neck
Lufra and Hollo, who with anxious faces

Now cast about the haunts and hiding-places
To find their friend, but ever cast in vain.

So now, set free from all that can oppress,
And in her own white innocence arrayed,

Made one for ever with all happiness,
Alert she wanders through the starry glade ;

Or, where the blissful Shades intone their praise,
She from the lily-covered bowers

Heaping her arms with flowers

Soars and is borne along
The amaranthine the delightful ways,
Gushes the pretty notes and careless trills

Of her unstudied song,
And with her music all the joyous valley fills.

Yet, oh ye Powers whose rule is set above
These fair abodes that ring the firmament,

Spirits of Peace and Happiness and Love,
And thou, too, mild-eyed Spirit of Content,

Ye will not chide if sometimes in her play
The child should start and droop her shining head,

Turning in meek surmise
Her wistful eyes

Back tow'rd the dimness of our mortal day
And the loved home from which her soul was sped.

Soon shall our little Wilma learn to be
Amid the immortal blest

An unrepining guest,
Who now, dear heart, is young for your eternity.

R. C. LEHMANN.
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A MYSTERY OF DICKENS.

BY ANDKEW LANG.

WBITING on Dickens in ' The

Dictionary of National Bio-

graphy,' Sir Leslie Stephen
speaks of the author of ' Pick-

wick '

as " the novelist of the

middle classes," "the novelist

of the half-educated." Now
most of us novel-readers belong
to the middle classes ;

Mr
Matthew Arnold candidly ad-

mitted that he did for one
;
and

perhaps no mortal is more
than three - quarters educated
at best. But people who
possess an extensive and

peculiar knowledge of the
Greek and Latin languages
and literatures are convention-

ally spoken of as "educated
men." Thus Mr Jowett, the
Master of Balliol, and Mr
Swinburne, were quite educated

men; yet Mr Pickwick was
almost as dear as Dr Johnson
to the Master; while Dickens

nearly rivalled Victor Hugo in

the affections of the poet.
There is fresh and lively

proof of the hold which Dickens

keeps on the most educated of

mankind. When Dickens died

suddenly in June 1870, he had

just written, in a clear and
firm hand, the last words in

chapter xxiii. of his novel,
which was appearing in

monthly numbers, 'The Mys-
tery of Edwin Drood.' For
the clearing up of that mystery

for divulging the author's
intentions there remains no
word from Dickens's pen ;

though Forster, in his bio-

graphy of the novelist, reports

words, later to be quoted,
which were spoken by Dickens
to himself. These words might
be taken as containing the

solution of the mystery, but I

shall prove that this is not

necessarily the case.

Indeed I shall show that it

is impossible to form a plaus-
ible conclusion as to the d6-

nodment at which Dickens,
had he lived, would have
arrived. The impossibility is

caused by Dickens's method
of composition the method,
in Sir Walter Scott's phrase,
of "hab-nab at a venture."

This method was also Scott's,

but as he did not publish
his romances in monthly num-
bers before they were finished,

it was always possible for

him to go back and make
corrections so as to avoid in-

consistencies. The late Mr
Proctor, a well-known popular-
iser of science, attacked the

problem of 'The Mystery of

Edwin Drood ' more than
once : his final effort is en-

titled ' Watched by the Dead '

(1887). In 1895 Mr Cuming
Walters gave us ' Clues to

Dickens's "Mystery of Edwin
Drood,'" Mr William Archer
discussed the theme, and I

myself published 'The Puzzle

of Dickens's Last Plot.' This

trifle had at least the effect

of stimulating speculation and
research in Cambridge, where
it was sympathetically criti-
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oised by a distinguished scholar

and head of a House. But in

Cambridge there are two
schools of thought, one of

which is represented by the

learned Professor of Greek,
Mr Henry Jackson, in his

recent scholarly treatise, 'About
Edwin Drood,'

l and the other

by its critic, the aforesaid

erudite head of a College.
Other professors of eminence
have orally exposed their sys-
tems : at Oxford the wise and
learned mainly agree with the

Greek Professor in Cambridge,
who has made a study of

Dickens's manuscript and of

his brief notes on his plans,
and has examined the topog-

raphy of the scene of the

story,
"
Cloisterham," that is,

Rochester.

The mystery, as far as it is

told by Dickens, must now
be briefly set forth. In the

forefront of the first chapter
appears the tower of Cloister-

ham Cathedral, as beheld

at the end of an opium vision,

in a London haunt of opium-
smokers, by John Jasper, the

apparently reputable choir-

master of the cathedral, and
the young uncle of the hero,
Edwin Drood. In the second

chapter, at Cloisterham, we
learn that Jasper is subject,
after a night with opium, to

sudden " seizures
" and " dazes

of memory," a fact often in-

sisted on throughout. He is

also violently in love with

Rosa, a skittish schoolgirl
more or less affianced in

childhood to Edwin Drood, a

lad of twenty- one. The uncle

and secret rival of Edwin,
Jasper, is not aware that the

two young people, though
friendly, wish to be freed

from their entanglement.
After being introduced to

the Mayor,
" an old Tory

jackass," Mr Sapsea, and to

Stony Durdles, the dirty and

dissipated sub-contractor for

repairs, who has the keys of

the cathedral, we meet the

muscular Christian, Canon

Crisparkle, and his new resi-

dent pupil, Neville Landless.

This youth and his twin-sister,

Helena, are Eurasians, just
arrived from Ceylon ; they are

dark, lithe, fierce, passionate,
and have the air of being at

once pursuers and pursued.
In their flights in Ceylon

from a cruel stepfather, Helena,

disguised as a boy, has always
taken the lead. She is at the

same school as the heroine,
Rosa. When all these people
meet at a little musical party,
Landless falls in love with
Rosa

;
while Jasper stares at

her till she nearly faints. She
confides to Helena that Jasper

secretly persecutes her with
his attentions. Neville is

annoyed by Edwin's arrogant
manner as regards Rosa; Jasper

drugs their wine at his house,
to inflame their fury. They
quarrel, and Neville exhibits

homicidal tendencies. It is

Jasper's cue to make him
murder Edwin, and so take

that job off his own avuncular
hands. Failing here, Jasper
invites the two young men
to dine with him and shake
hands on Christmas Eve.

1
University Press, Cambridge. 1911.
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Meanwhile, in the words of

Dickens's manuscript note for

chapter xiii., Jasper "lays the

ground for the manner of the

murder ; to come out later.

Night picture of the Cathedral."

It seems almost undeniable

that, when Dickens wrote this

note, he meant Jasper to

succeed in murdering Edwin.
" The ground for the manner

of the murder "
is

" laid out "

in a singular way. Jasper
takes Durdles, the deboshed

mason, to the Cathedral. They
start about 8 P.M. on a
moonlit December night, and
climb to the summit of the

tower. Durdles drinks the

drugged contents of a large
bottle of "good stuff" brought
by Jasper, and, about mid-

night, in the crypt, he falls

into an immobile condition,
in which he can, and does,
both hear and see. It is

made plain, from what
Durdles sees and hears, that

Jasper takes from him the

keys of the Cathedral, and
the key of a sepulchral vault

belonging to the Mayor, Mr
Sapsea. It is also shown
that Jasper goes out of the

crypt, and is absent for nearly
two hours, returning about
2 A.M.

What does all this mean?
It is clear, of course, that

Jasper takes in wax the im-

pressions of the keys, so as to

procure false keys. But why
does he climb to the top of the
tower? Why murder a nephew
on a tower-top ? Jasper does

ascertain, as Dickens insists,
the fact that, at night, the

ghost -fearing people of Clois-

terham leave the precincts of

the Cathedral, his intended

scene of operations, in absolute

solitude ; no policemen are

mentioned anywhere, in fact,

there appear to be none, not
even the old-fashioned watch.

Again, why does Jasper
leave the crypt for some two
hours, and why does he want
the key of Sapsea's vault ?

Clearly he meant to conceal

in it the body of his victim.

But Jasper knows that by
tapping the outside wall,
Durdles can detect the pres-
ence of any foreign body
within it. He could therefore

detect, from without, the

presence of Edwin's body in

Sapsea's vault. But, at the

beginning of this midnight
prowl, Jasper received from
Durdles the erroneous in-

formation that quicklime can

destroy the bones of a human
being. There is quicklime in

Durdles's yard : there may be

quicklime elsewhere, not so

remote from the Cathedral.

We know from Forster's

report of Dickens's oral com-
munication to himself (August
1869) that the victim's body is

to be thrown into quicklime.
The manifest suggestion is

that Jasper, during his absence
from the crypt, somewhere
obtains quicklime, which he

places in Sapsea's vault.

Here he will bestow the

body of Edwin, his victim,
for he innocently believes

that if Durdles does tap the

wall, and does discover a

foreign body within, that

foreign body will be merely
quicklime ;

the human re-

mains will have been ren-

dered indiscoverable by science,
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owing to " the corrosive

effects
"

of the lime. 1

Whether or not Dickens was
better informed about quicklime
than the ignorant and im-

pulsive Jasper, we cannot
tell. Whatever Jasper did in

his two hours was known to

a street-boy, Deputy, a friend

of Durdles, and a bitter enemy
of Jasper. Deputy plays the

part of Flibbertigibbet in
' Kenilworth '

;
he is always

round the corner, always
watching, and has a good
"character part."
Meanwhile Edwin has re-

ceived from Grewgious a

lawyer, the guardian of Rosa
her mother's betrothal ring,

in diamonds and rubies, which
he is to restore to Grewgious
if the marriage is broken off.

Jasper knows nothing of all

this, and supposes that Edwin
possesses no jewellery but a

watch, pin, and watch-chain.

Next, Edwin and Rosa meet
and renounce their engage-
ment, parting on affectionate

terms. Here (chapter xiii.)

Dickens does his best to throw
a tragic shadow over a tender
last parting, thereby deluding
his readers if he means Edwin
to survive.

Edwin retains the fateful

ring. On Christmas Eve Land-
less and Edwin walk into

Jasper's parlour ;
a furious

tempest which injures the

Cathedral tower sets in, and,

early on Christmas Day, Jasper
proclaims Edwin missing. He
had gone, about midnight, for

a seasonable stroll with Land-
on a night when King

Lear would have stayed at

home, and has never returned.

Landless, too, non est inventus,
he has set out on a seasonable

walking tour ! Then follow

the pursuit (by amateurs, not

police) of Landless, and his

arrest and detention as pre-
sumed murderer of Edwin ;

and Jasper is active in casting

suspicion on Landless, his new
rival with Rosa, and in search-

ing for Edwin's body.
To Jasper enter Grewgious,

who has learned from Helena

Landless, apparently, that Jas-

per persecutes Rosa with his

sinister affections. Grewgious,
in an insulting manner, slowly
informs Jasper that Rosa and
Edwin have dissolved their en-

gagement. Jasper's crime has
thus been a mere superfluous
hors d'oeuvre, "pleasant to do,"
as he himself says when under

opium, but not business. On
learning this, Jasper turns

livid, shows frightful mental
and bodily anguish, rises from
his chair with a shriek, and
falls like a log unconscious.

Grewgious lets him lie, stirs

not hand or foot to help him.
Now if Grewgious is not an
idiot he is morally certain of

Jasper's guilt, or at least that

Jasper believes himself to have
committed a pleasant but

superfluous murder. When
Jasper returns to conscious-

ness he cleverly pretends that

he supposes Edwin merely to

have decamped privily to avoid

gossip about his dissolved en-

gagement. He next, by merely
"
willing

"
it, makes Crieparkle

visit a weir on the river (Cris-

1 Forster's ' Life of Charles Dickens,' vol. iii. pp. 425, 426.
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parkle does not know how or

why he went thither) and
find Edwin's watoh and
chain tangled in the wood-

work, and recover Edwin's

scarf-pin by diving! All this

is a quite incredible piece of

desperately overworked fancy :

there is too much of the super-
normal in the novel.

Jasper now
" devotes himself

to the destruction
"
of Edwin's

murderer ; Landless is hounded
out of Cloisterham, and lives

secluded in a garret of Staple
Inn, in London. After some

padding, and after six months,
comes a chapter on "A Settler

in Cloisterham." One Datchery
arrives, manifestly disguised in

a white wig, and sets about

playing the part of an amateur

spy or detective : he pretends
to be a retired diplomatist.
In the next chapter (which
Dickens originally meant, as

his MSS. prove, to have placed

before the chapter on Datchery),

Jasper drives Rosa to fly from
Cloisterham and take refuge
withGrewgious in town. Helena
Landless has already come up,
and is living with her brother
in Staple Inn. In company
with a new character (an agile
Lieutenant Tartar, R.N., with
whom Rosa falls in love at

first sight), her friends, on
Helena's proposal, ask Tartar
to visit Landless almost daily ;

to watoh, and, if possible,
to extract information from

Jasper, who himself is spying
on Landless. Rosa goes into

lodgings, where she vainly
pines for a visit from her
Tartar. In the last chapter
Datchery meets at Cloisterham
the woman who keeps the

opium den frequented by
Jasper in London. She has
listened to his babblings, under

opium, about his intended and,
as he at least thinks, pleasantly

accomplished murder. He raves

about an often contemplated
journey with a fellow-traveller
" over abysses where a slip
would be destruction." All this,

and more, the woman has over-

heard. For some unexplained
reason she hates Jasper, as

Datchery discovers by her

shaking her fist at him during
service in the cathedral. Here
the story ends.

What are we to make out of

all this? Did Dickens mean
to spare or to slay Drood?
Who is Datchery? Professor

Jackson and Mr Cuming
Walters are sure that Jasper
slew Edwin

;
Mr Archer, Mr

Proctor, and Mr Jackson's

Cambridge reviewer believe

that Jasper failed in his

attempt. In my little book
of 1905 I was of the same

opinion, but now I have no

theory as to how the novel
would have been wound up.

It is true that, before a line

of the tale was written, Dickens
told Forster that the murder
was to be perpetrated, and that

the "
originality

"
of the tale

was to consist in Jasper's

writing an account of the
whole affair, as if about a third

person, "in the condemned
cell." That would have been

very boring ;
we know enough

of Jasper's motives already ;

we have also guessed that, if

Edwin's " cold remains " were
found in the quicklime, the

indestructible ring would be
used to prove identity. But
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if the lime were represented as

annihilating the remains then
the evidence would hardly
convict Jasper! Tartar was
to marry Rosa, Crisparkle was
to marry Helena ; Landless

(Forster "thinks") was to
"
perish

"
in helping Tartar to

seize Jasper.
Forster's statement would

settle the question, if it were

impossible for Dickens to

change his mind. But he often,
as we shall see, changed his

mind. In his earlier and better

books he merely went where

fancy led him, without sketch-

ing any plan ; later, he picked
up Mr Merdle, in 'Little Dorrit,'
out of a contemporary scandal,
as the story was going on.

Later still, Dickens used to

write a few hasty notes about
his plans.
As long as Dickens wrote

mere "
picaresque

"
strings of

adventure, the want of plan
did no great harm. But when,
in 'Bleak House,' he attempted
to construct a very complex
plot, without making a plan, the

loyal Forster thinks the result a

miracle of construction : but Pro-
fessor Jackson finds "the con-

duct of the persons concerned

wholly irrational." "Tulking-
horn's aims are wholly un-

intelligible ;

"
they are indeed !

' Bleak House ' " no more hangs
together than a nightmare."
But Mr Jackson holds that
Dickens took pains in con-

structing 'Edwin Drood,' and
that he himself has " a

right to look for consistency
"

and common - sense in that

work. This is too sanguine a
belief ! No complete scenario

of 'Edwin Drood' was ever

made, not even a full list of

contemplated chapter
- head-

ings, such as R. L. Stevenson
used to frame. For chapters
xvii.-xx. only headings exist,

for chapters xxi. - xxiii. even
these are absent. There are

some very early jottings for

chapters i.-v., and for two or

three later chapters ;
with later

jottings for chapters i.-xvi.

That is the whole of Dickens's

written preparation for the

plot of a highly complicated

police-romance ! The evil con-

sequences of such want of

method early became con-

spicuous.
At near the centre of the

book, chapter xxiii. bears the

title (which refers to chapter

i.)
of " The Dawn Again." The

attack on Jasper, the beginning
of his detection, has "dawned."

How, when once suspicion was
active, Dickens could have
found matter for some twenty-
five more chapters, no human
being can guess. To quote a

Cavalier ballad, he must have

gone
"
Pad, pad, pad,
Like a thing that was mad."

He must have filled up his

tale of pages with padding ex-

ternal to the central interest.

Dickens himself perceived
that he was in an awkward
position. In his papers was
found part of a chapter in

which Mr Sapsea himself talks

about a Club of eight men
to which he belonged ; how
they laughed at him

;
and

how a young stranger, Poker,
adulated him exactly as

Datchery does adulate him in

the published novel.
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Forster supposes that per-

haps Dickens, "having become
a little nervous about the

course of the tale, from a fear

that he might have plunged
too soon into the incidents

leading on to the catastrophe,
such as the Datchery assump-
tion (a misgiving he had cer-

tainly expressed to his sister-

in-law)," wanted to break new
ground, and introduce new
characters the Eight Club.

But Dickens left this "cramped,
interlined, and blotted

"
chap-

ter unfinished ; nor could it

have helped him, for Poker is

only a first idea for Datchery,
the amateur detective

;
and the

too early "beginning of the
end " would have appeared in

the middle.

It is melancholy to think of

this great and terribly over-

tasked genius tormented by
fears that were only too real.

There was no reason for his

haste
;
no reason why he should

not have kept back the book
till it was finished

;
or at least

have mapped out its course in

writing, so that he might be
sure of material sufficient to fill

his allotted space. But, says
Forster,

" there was no hint
or preparation for the sequel
in any notes to chapters in

advance," no such notes as

Thackeray had made for
' Denis Duval.'

Dickens, according toForster,
in his later years briefly jotted
down his purposes for each
number of a serial story before

beginning to write it, but he
never made a plan of the
whole novel.

Consequently we really can-
not expect, as Mr Jackson

does, much consistency in a
tale for which such slight

preparation had been made,
and which was visibly ap-

proaching its ddnoument when
it had scarcely reached its

middle chapter!
If Dickens had lived longer,

and had seen hopes of getting
more material and more in-

terest out of a living than out
of a dead Edwin Drood, he had
not burned his boats : he could

produce Edwin alive. That
was precisely the kind of change
which he several times, like

Scott and Thackeray, did make
in his plans. All three men
were good-natured, and liked
" a happy ending."
We need not labour to prove

this good - humoured, incon-

sistent changeableness in our

great inartificial novelists.

Thackeray frankly confesses

that he was determined in
' Pendennis '

to hang Blanche

Amory's father,
" Colonel

Altamont," and only reprieved
that genial ruffian at the last

moment. Sir Walter absurdly
resuscitated Athelstane in
' Ivanhoe

'

to oblige James

Ballantyne, and his introduc-

tion shows that Scott did not

marry Rowena (whom he

cordially detested) to Athel-

stane, and let Ivanhoe marry
his own true love, Rebecca
for moral reasons, forsooth !

He also altered ' St Ronan's

Well,' and ruined it, at the

very last moment to oblige
James Ballantyne !

Dickens, in the same way,
spoiled

' Great Expectations
'

by converting Estella and

marrying her to Pip, because

Bulwer (Lytton) "so strongly
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urged it upon me !

" l He pre-
served Edith Dombey from the
wiles of Mr Carker (to whom
an earlier passage indicates

that she had succumbed)
merely to oblige Jeffrey !

Other instances might be

given, so Dickens was very
capable of changing his original

purpose and saving the life of

Edwin.
Whether by accident or

design, curious to say, Dickens
has left himself an open un-

impeded way of retreat from
his original idea of killing
Edwin. First, he had emphas-
ised Jasper's liability to weird
" seizures

" and " dazes of mem-
ory" after an opium debauch,
and had given him that in-

dulgence on the night before

the designed murder. There-
fore Jasper might

" foozle
"
the

murder in a daze, and yet be-

lieve that he had brought it

off. Next, he had made Grew-

gious morally certain that

Jasper had attacked Edwin,
and yet had left Grewgious
inactive, employing no de-

tectives. Clearly this might
be because Edwin, drugged
like Durdles, did not know who
had assailed him, it might
have been Landless; and the

affectionate lad did not wish
to impeach his beloved young
uncle.

Last, Dickens had instructed

his son-in-law, Charles Collins

(brother of Wilkie Collins), to

design a pictorial cover of the

numbers, in which Jasper,

entering a dark vault with
a lantern, finds a substantial

shadow-casting Drood "in his

habit as he lived," soft

conical hat and all, con-

fronting him. If Dickens
killed Edwin, then (in Mr
Jackson's opinion) he could

later explain that the shadow-

casting Edwin was a mere

subjective, though substantial,
hallucination of Jasper, seen by
him when he knew of the fatal

ring and went to the vault to

look for it. If Dickens spared
Edwin, then the picture showed
him lurking in the vault, to

frighten his naughty uncle.

Thus Dickens was "dormy,"
he could not lose ; he could

end his novel as he pleased ;

and no mortal can know how
he would have wound up his

plot. This is the cleverest

point in his work, regarded
as un rowan policier.

Indeed no partisan of the

theory that Edwin is dead has

explained why, in that case,

Dickens insists on Jasper's

lapses of consciousness and

memory after a night of

opium. Did he insist on these

fits merely to account for

Jasper's overlooking the ring
in Edwin's breast-pocket?
No one explains why Grew-

gious, anxious as he is to clear

Landless of the imputation of

murder, and aware, as he is, of

Jasper's guilt, takes, for six

months, no measures for spying
on Jasper. Lastly, the scene

in whieh Jasper finds an able-

bodied Edwin in the vault is

not explained, for the figure,

casting a strong black shadow,
is not a mere spectre of Jasper's
excited fancy unless the sha-

dow is part of the hallucination !

1
Forster, vol. iii. pp. 335, 336.
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Thus Dickens, at the expense
of consistency in either case,

could either kill or spare

Jasper, and he was notoriously

changeable and in favour of

"a good-natured ending." The
learned Cambridge reviewer of

Mr Jackson's treatise makes
this point very strongly.

Dickens confessed to Forster

that he was working in the

style of " hab-nab at a ven-

ture," with his mind so much
occupied by other matters,

arrangements for his last fatal

series of Lectures (January-
March 1870), that "I was

obliged to leave the book . . .

quite gone out of my mind ..."
He had " to transpose

"
(with

visible results)
" a chapter

from number two to number
one, and remodel number two

altogether."
1

All was fluctuating, little

was thought out, anything
might happen. Yet the un-

lucky novel had to wander

on, living from hand to mouth.
Dickens may have been very
capable of framing, first of

all, a plot both complex and
consistent. But he never
framed such a plot in his life.

Even in ' Great Expectations,'
Louis Stevenson, considering
the novel as possible material
for a play, found a woeful list

of errors, not so visible to

the unprofessional eye. When
we observe all these points,
it manifestly passes the wit of

man to discover how ' The
Mystery of Edwin Drood '

would have been solved by its

maker. There are minor

questions no less insoluble.

If Dickens meant to make
Jasper murder Edwin at the

top of the Cathedral tower,
or by pushing or dragging
him down some flight in

the spiral stairs (as in Mr
Jackson's scheme), why did

Dickens mean that? What
could be more inconvenient ?

If Jasper threw the drugged
Edwin off the top, sanguinary
traces of the deed would need
to be mopped up, down below.

If Jasper strangled Edwin at

the top, with the strong,
black silk scarf which he has

provided for the purpose,
what a work it would be to

trundle the body down many
narrow corkscrew staircases

and carry it along the gal-
leries to the bottom, and then
out to the vault !

It was a far more work-
man-like plan simply to lead

the drugged and unresisting
Edwin into Mr Sapsea's vault,
and there strangle him quietly
and comfortably, heap up the

quicklime over him, and go
home to bed.

But if Jasper was sensible

enough to see this, why, in

his opiated visions, it may be

asked, does he babble about

accompanying a fellow-travel-

ler over "
abysses where a slip

would be destruction," and cry
"Look down! look down! You
see what lies at the bottom
there?"
We reply, Dickens had got

up his local colour. He had
visited an opium den, and he
had probably read de Quincey's

'English Opium Eater' and
Crabbe's ' Sir Eustace Grey.'

1
Forster, vol. Hi. p. 429.
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In both, and indeed iu other

sources, he would learn that
visions of suspension over per-
ilous abysses are characteristic

features of the dreams of

opium. Thus de Quincey says :

" I seemed every night to de-

scend into chasms and sunless

Again, de Quincey compares
his opiated dreams to the

engraved
" Dreams "

of Pir-

anesi's delirium. The artist

represents himself on the

summit of gigantic stair-

cases "without any balus-

trade, and allowing no step
onwards to him who should
reach the extremity, except
into the depths below;" and
the aerial flights of stairs are

produced upwards, always
with Piranesi on the top, till

he and they "are lost in the

upper gloom."
In the same style did Crabbe,

a votary of opium, paint the

visions of his Sir Eustace

Grey :

"
They hung me on a bough so small,
The rook could build her nest no

higher ;

They fixed me on the trembling ball

That crowns the steeple's quivering

spire.
"

The heights and abysses of

Jasper's opiated visions of his

crime may thus be the mere
local colour of opium effects,

borrowed by Dickens from
books. It is true that during
one of his visions, Jasper bab-
bles thus :

" Look down ! look
down! You see what lies at

the bottom there?" Clearly
this object is the body of his

victim. " He darted forward

to say it, and to point at the

ground, as though at some

imaginary object far beneath."

But if Jasper is beholding in

vision the actual " manner of

the murder," he must have
decanted Edwin from the top
of the tower into the close

below, "far beneath." But

apart from the absurdity of

thus ensuring detection for

the pavement would be en-

sanguined the process contra-

dicts Mr Jackson's theory,
which is that Jasper

"
flung

or pushed Drood down the

winding staircase of the tower,"
after "

bonneting him with the

scarf as they descended the

staircase." l

If Jasper managed to kill

Edwin by bumping him down-

stairs, he could never, at any
point, have seen his body "far

beneath." The nature of a set

of spiral staircases, and long

intervening galleries, such
as Dickens describes, does not

permit Jasper to enjoy the

spectacle of his dead victim

lying "far beneath." Thus
the connection, if any connec-

tion were intended, between the

top of the tower and " the man-
ner of the murder" is invisible.

Having a handy strong scarf

for the purpose of strangling
Edwin, to climb to the tower

top and use the scarf there

might be "
pleasant to do," but,

as Richard III. said when ha
stabbed the king in the Tower
before strangling the babes,
"business first, pleasure after-

wards."
There remains the great

puzzle, who was Datchery ?

1 ' About Edwin Drood,' pp. 22, 25, 27, 88, 89.
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Was he a new character, or one

of the characters already intro-

duced? Nobody can tell. It

seems incredible, but Mr Jack-

son accepts the theory of Mr
Cuming Walters that the

elderly "buffer," Datchery, is

the slim Eurasian girl of nine-

teen, a stranger newly arrived

from Ceylon, Helena Landless.

Such a girl is not apt, like

Datchery, to "sit long over

a supper of bread and cheese

and salad and ale, and still sit

when his supper is finished."

She might let such a meal be

sent up, but to "
sit long

"
at

it would, to her, be difficult,

and would be unnecessary.
Mr Chesterton has remarked

that Edith Dombey might as

well personate Major Bagstock.
Helena could easily personate
her twin -brother Neville, and

might then have heroic adven-
tures in baffling Jasper. The
brain of Dickens must have been

unhinged if he contemplated
this monstrous metamorphosis
of Helena into Datchery: more-

over, Dickens, on reflection, de-

liberately placed the arrival of

Datchery at Cloisterham at a

moment when Helena was in

London, and before Jasper
drove Rosa to seek refuge
in the metropolis. Mr Jack-
son argues that, had Dickens

lived, he would have trans-

posed his printed chapters so

as to make Helena, who, when
we see her last, is deter-

mined to stay in town, leave

town, disguised as Datchery,
for Cloisterham. Such arbi-

trary conjectures are common
in the higher criticism of the

Bible and of Homer, but are

out of place in serious study
of a modern novel.

Meanwhile a fair correspond-
ent writes to me :

" Dickens's

respect for a young woman
was too great to allow him
to make Helena track Jasper
down. Even Alice Brown
cannot carry it through." The
careful student of Dickens
will know who Alice Brown
was. Thus I can come only
to a negative conclusion. Any-
thing except the absurdity
about Helena might have
occurred in the development
of the romance. In '

Maga
'

for April 1857 a critic,

Colonel Edward Hamley, as

brilliant a student in lit-

erature as in war, driven

desperate by the formless

'Little Dorrit,' wrote "A
Remonstrance with Dickens."
After lustily and joyously ap-

plauding the humour of the

early novels, he spoke his

mind about the later works
in which Dickens used his

romance as a pulpit.
"
Only

here and there a scrap of his

native youthful genius peeps
almost doubtfully through the
lavish upper growth of affec-

tation." Dickens "has less

constructiveness than falls to

the lot of five novelists out

of six ; including all the worst."

It appears from Forster's

book that Dickens wrote :
" I

have kept myself for twenty
years from knowing of any
attack on myself,"

l but he

casually saw, in a newspaper,
that there was an " attack."

In fact, there was "a remon-

1
Forster, vol. iii. p. 140.
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strance," there was criticism.

But Dickens did not read

criticism, and, though he may
have been capable of con-

structing a sufficient plot, he
never did take the trouble to

do so. He started from an

idea, often a good idea, for a

story, and then from number
to number he splashed about,

taking notions and characters
from contemporary occurrences,

and, like Herodotus,
"
seeking

digressions
"

into all sorts of

matters unconnected with his

theme. It is notable that

though
' Edwin Drood '

is

dated in the era of the be-

ginning of railways, both of

Dickens's artists, Mr Collins on
the cover and Sir Luke Fildes
in hisveryremarkable woodcuts,
dressed the characters, men
and women, in the costumes
and coiffures of 1870. Dickens
himself made no error of this

kind
; and perhaps about 1840

there may have really been
no policemen in Rochester.
But no! In 'Pickwick,' Mr
Winkle, when involved in a
duel at Rochester with Dr
Slammer, pathetically entreats
his second, Mr Tracy Tupman,
not to inform the authorities,
and interrupt the gentle and

joyous passage of arms with
"several peace officers." The
date is about 1827-1836, earlier

than the date of 'Edwin
Drood.'

Thus, in the eyes of the

Higher Criticism, the histori-

cal environment of 'The Mys-
tery of Edwin Drood' is, in

the phrase of the lover of Mrs

Nickleby,
"
all gas and gaiters."

Heads of Houses and Professors

of Greek may drop the subject,
and return to The Mystery of

the Homeric Question, on which
the purest bosh may be, and

is, written by the gravest
authorities.

If we ask ourselves what
material had Dickens ready
for the second half of his

novel, we note that he had
no public institutions to yield
matter of abusive padding.
He might spin three chapters
out of the philanthropy of

Honeythunder and the humours
of the Billickin. The detective

business Datchery, Durdles,
and Deputy might yield four

chapters. The visit of Jasper
to the vault, and his view
therein of a hallucination

which he takes for Edwin,
and of the Edwin whom he
takes for a ghost ;

with his

own flight to the cathedral

roof, and the pursuit by
Landless and the agile climber,

Tartar; also the fatal fall of

Landless, might give three

chapters. The trial would

supply one
; the wind-up and

the marriage one. That makes
twelve. Ten more might in-

clude adventures of Helena,

love-making, and then the
Memoirs of John Jasper, who,
obviously, was quite insane in

the condemned cell, and was
sent to an asylum for criminal

lunatics. The material is

certainly thin ! A restored

Edwin would be serviceable,
with his account of his pro-

ceedings.
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FROM THE OUTPOSTS.

MY FIRST EXECUTION.

IN some, I think I am right
in saying in all, of the West
African Colonies there is no
official hangman, and when
there has to be an execution

his gruesome duties devolve

upon the District Officer of the

District where the crime was
committed. Certainly it is so

in the Cotton Coast Colony.
I had been District Officer at

Akia the headquarters of a

very newly opened part of that

Colony for some ten months,
so my year's tour of service

was nearly over, and in West
Africa that means that neither

health nor nerves are up to

much. The official population
of Akia consisted of an As-
sistant District Officer Tre-

herne by name
;

a Doctor
Robertson

; and myself. Tre-
herne was a Cornish giant, a

charming fellow, an excellent

athlete, and an intrepid sports-

man, just the type of man
who looks as if he could defy
any climate in the world and
can except that of the Coast.
He just got away with his life

after eight months' experience
of it. Robertson was very
Scotch, very dour, very sour,

very mean, he spent all the
time which he didn't devote to

the neglect of his work in idle

grumblings that Akia afforded
him no opportunities for private
practice, and that was all he
did spend. I had been some
ten years on the Coast, had
more through luck than any-

thing else weathered thestoim

fairly successfully, and had
reached the point of acknow-

ledging the utter impossibility
of a white man getting at the

back of a black one's mind, so

presumably I knew more about

the natives than many of my
contemporaries and fellow Civil

Servants. Year after year,
now in one part of the Colony,
now in another, at irregularly

regular intervals Home on

leave, I had been hammering
away at my job. I had ham-
mered roads through the forest ;

hammered some gentlemen who
once tried to eat me ; hammered,
too, a little elementary common-
sense into the curly heads of

the rising generation. I had
married some people, buried

more, imprisoned still more,
built Rest Houses, examined in

Government Schools, organised

sports in far-away villages,
and generally tried to do my
coral share in raising the fabric

of Empire. But till now
curiously enough, for murder is

rife on the Cotton Coast none
of my multitudinous duties had
included a hanging.

I had never before played
any part, however humble, at

an execution the leading part
one hopes, with luck, one never

may ;
and though I had been

expecting it for two or three

weeks, I gazed at the Warrant
with something like fascination.

It meant so much to one poor
wretch, and I wondered what
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were the feelings of a man at

Home who received one ordering
him to hang a white man. It

stated curtly that at seven
o'clock on the morning of the

following Tuesday the death-
sentence was to be carried out

according to law, and the body
buried in the usual place of

interment for condemned crim-

inals. In spite of myself, I

couldn't help feeling a little

sorry for a living creature who
was already officially and pro-

leptically alluded to as "the

body." I had to steel myself
against any foolish feelings by
recalling the facts of the crime
as disclosed both at the pre-

liminary investigation made

by me and at the more recent

trial before the Judge on Assize

at which I had been present.
This was the story of it.

For many months there had
been frequent cases of child-

stealing in and near a place
called TJgu a large and unim-

portant town which straggled
for a mile or two along the

slopes of two ironstone hills

some five - and - twenty miles

inland from Akia. The thing
had become a scandal. Little

girls left at home to mind the

baby while their mothers went
to market, tiny boys last seen

puddling in the mud and play-

ing such messy games as all

children love, even babies laid

down in the shade while their

parents worked in the yam-
fields close at hand all dis-

appeared and were never heard
of again. Undoubtedly a gang
of child-thieves was at work,
who only too probably hurried
their poor little victims up to

the far-off borders of the Colony,

whither law and order had not

yet penetrated, and there sold

them or rather the survivors

to nomadic traders.

One night in March, just when
a series of tornadoes announces
the end of the dry season and
the advent of the rains, a

family, consisting of a father,

mother, a little girl aged nine

and another of about six, shut

themselves as usual into their

mud - walled, palm - leaf - roofed

hut and went to sleep, the

mother and the elder child on
one mat, the father and the

younger on another. A small

native lamp an iron pan hold-

ing a little wick afloat on palm-
oil hung from the rafters.

Somewhere about three o'clock

in the morning a tornado came
on. In the midst of it the door
was pushed open it appeared
subsequently that the fibre-

woven hinges had been cut

through and a man crept into

the room. By the light of the

lamp he seized the smaller

child and handed it to an

accomplice outside. The child

whimpered. The father leapt

up with a yell and rushed out
after it. Simultaneously the

thief ran to the other mat and
tried to seize the elder child.

In an instant he must have
realised his mistake. Roughly
pushing the terror-stricken little

wretch behind a pile of mats
that stood in a corner of

the room, the woman all her
maternal instincts roused flew

at him like a tigress. She
clutched him round the waist
and loudly shrieked for help.

By this time the tornado was
at its height. The thunder
crashed continuously, the swish
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of the rain was almost deafen-

ing, and the lightning was in-

cessant flashing and gleaming
in great balls of fire such as it

can only do in places where
there is ironstone. It was a

lurid story of this scene that

the child subsequently narrated

to the court : the screams of

the maddened woman the man
had drawn his machete and
was slashing at her weakening
arms, the curses of the baffled

brute himself, the roar of the

elements, and the moans of the

dying father on the threshold,
for he had been struck down by
the unseen accomplice outside.

At last the poor woman was
forced down on to her knees,

and, weak from loss of blood,
released her hold. The man
made a movement to escape,
but with a last effort she flung
herself upon him and seized

him with her teeth just above
the knee. "With a howl of pain
he struck at her again and

again, till she fell back on to

the floor, and out he rushed.

Almost immediately afterwards

neighbours, disturbed by the

shrieks, clamoured in, to find a
dead man at the door, a dy-
ing and frightfully mutilated
woman inside, and in a corner
of the room a little girl with

glazed wide-open eyes crying
and laughing hysterically.
At daylight the Onin (vil-

lage chief) by his big drum
summoned a meeting in the

market-place. All the men
attended, of course when the

big drum sounds they dare not

disobey, and on this occasion
all the women too. It was an
unheard-of thing for them to

do, but it was no time for

custom and tradition to be
observed : a mother had been
killed protecting her child, and

every old dame whose children

were now grown men and

women, every woman who was
and every maiden who hoped

some day to be a mother col-

lected there. Those who had
children clasped them tight
and looked round them with
sullen scowls, for no one knew
but what he who had done
this abominable thing might
be in their midst. On the

ground lay the two corpses
covered over with plantain
leaves. First of all the Onin

spoke to the assembled people,
and then they heard the story
of those neighbours who had
been early on the spot. It was
a bald recital of facts and con-

jectures : no one could suggest
any possible clue. Just by his

side stood the Onin's mother
a kindly old body, white-haired
and bent with age trying to

comfort the distracted child.

When he had done speaking,
and after the neighbours had
had their say, the old lady took

up the tale. Very softly she

addressed the child so softly
that but few could hear; she

crooned to her to be brave and

try to tell what she had seen,
and bade her remember that

on her alone they relied for

their revenge. At that word

"revenge" the girl straightened
her little back, took in a long,

deep breath, and faced the

crowd.
"I will tell you all I can,"

she said, in a voice that was
still full of tears

;

" and I pray
you all to swear by our country
juju that you will find the
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man and punish him as he
deserves."

A roar of assent came from
the crowd, a roar in which the

women's voices almost drowned
the men's. It was answered by
a shrill yell of exultation from
the child. It must have been
almost horrible to see such fury
in one so young. Then she
told her tale, clearly and con-

cisely. She described the way
her mother had clung to the
murderer till he slashed himself

free, and in confirmation she
removed the plantain leaf that

concealed the poor butchered

figure. The sight unnerved

her, and it was some moments
before she could proceed. She
described the last attack and
the bite just above the knee,
and then broke down again.

"
No," she said in answer to

the Onin "no, I could never
know him again. In all the

fight I never saw his face,
but "

she paused, and point-

ing dramatically at a man who
loitered on the outskirts of the
crowd " There he is !

" she
shrieked. To shorten a long
story, the man was seized, dis-

covered to have the marks of

teeth just where the child had
said, and forthwith bound with

fibre-rope.
And then, no longer sullen

but blood-mad, every woman
there yelled for her revenge.
It was long before the Onin
and elders of the town could
silence them.

" Hearken to me," said he at

length. "Two dry seasons ago
the White man came here, and
we are now under the care of

the great White King. The
White man has done many

foolish things, we all know
that, but he also does some

good : he heals our sick and

opens up our markets, and we
swore obedience to him and to

his King. I promised to have
no more killing in this town,
but that a man who had de-

served death should be taken
to the White man to be under
his law. And that I will do
now. Let the White man kill

him
;
he will take long many

moons perhaps to do so, but
his word is sure. But this I

say too. If the White man
does not kill him who did this

wicked thing, but lets him go
free, then I will bind him again
and hand him over to the

women, and they shall do with
him whatsoever they may wish.

I have spoken."

And that was how this

wretched creature came into

my hands to be executed ac-

cording to the law of the White
man. It was indeed lucky for

him that he had escaped his

countrywomen and their name-
less tortures, and lucky too

for the White man's prestige
in the neighbourhood that the

Governor had been so well

advised as to ignore the text-

intertwisted petition for re-

prieve presented to him by
some local notoriety

- hunters

ignorant altogether of condi-

tions up at Ugu.
Immediately I received the

warrant I set about the pre-

liminary arrangements. They
consisted mainly in digging a

large hole in the ground, in

concocting a trap - door that

would open when and only
when wanted to do so, and
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in fixing firmly the two neces-

sary side -
posts and cross-

beam.

My native inspector of police
had had similar experiences

previously, and the station car-

penter happened to be a man
of some sense and ingenuity.

They worked with a will, for

your West African negro loves

nothing so much as death in

its crudest forms, except per-

haps marriage in its crudest

form. All promised well. We
had two or three rehearsals

with weighted sacks, and save

that every piece of rope in the

place was found to be old and

useless, nothing untoward oc-

curred. I substituted a length
of telegraph-wire for the rope

it happened to be just at the

time that the principal places
on the Cotton Coast were being
connected by telegraph and
rehearsed again. There was
no earthly reason to anticipate
failure, but the possibility of

it haunted me and played on

my battered nerves. All that

day and the next I was obsessed

with old and half -
forgotten

Coast stories of other hangings.
It was always something so

inappropriate as to be funny
that seemed to have taken

place at them, and I hoped
most desperately that I

shouldn't be reduced to laughter
at the critical moment. One
district officer had told me
that he always found the sight
of a human figure jigging

wildly in mid - air irresistibly

ludicrous, and I thanked heaven
I had had the hole dug for my
man's death-dance. There was
another horrible story I recalled

of a man in a non- English

coast colony with the rope
round his neck being sent up
a tree and told to jump. When
he not unnaturally hesitated

"If you don't jump," was
shouted to him in fluent non-

English,
"

I'll pull you down
and have you flogged." And
the man jumped. Another
also non -English of a poor
wretch who had jumped, but
not quite successfully. To
finish things the non-English
officer concerned fired his re-

volver, but his hand shook and
the rope was hit and

Another, told me by my im-

mediate predecessor at Akia,
a highly-strung delicate man
Sterrard by name, the last in

the world who should have
been detailed for such a job.
A French Roman Catholic

Father who had attended the

condemned man since his sen-

tence, it is always the way
of that noble body of men to

succour those who are any
ways afflicted or distressed,

mounted the scaffold with him.

Sterrard, completely unnerved
at the last, went behind a tree,

and said to the head warder,
"When I drop my hand pull
the lever." He dropped his

hand, and there was a crash

and a squeal. The French
Father also had disappeared
into the earth, but was promptly
hauled out, horribly frightened,
but otherwise unhurt.

All night long these and
similar stories haunted me.

Of course it was ridiculous,

foolish, weak, to allow them
to do so : until one has done
ten years on and off the Coast

and then completed another

ten months on it, it is easy
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to criticise, though possibly not

quite so reasonable as it ap-
pears to be. I had a wretched

night, and was up and dressed
at the first streak of dawn.
It was a lovely morning, and
I could not help thinking how
wistfully I would gaze at its

unfolding were I the other

man. The Akia river flowed

some three hundred yards
away its usual dirty slimy
brown touched to loveliness at

that magic hour. It looked
like some splendid, stealthy,

living thing. Here and there

it blushed faintly pink in the

dawn-glow, but for the most

part it was gray, here dark-

gray like a thunder - cloud,
there neither gray nor blue

but something between the

two, elsewhere delicately gray
like the down on a heron's

breast. Now it was primrose
shot with coral, now opal
touched with rose, now black

splashed with blood ! It was
time to be at work.

I sent a message to the

doctor begging him to be in

time, and went down to the

prison. At the gates I met
the Onin and Elders of Ugo,
who had come in at my in-

structions to see what they
should see and report thereon
on their return. They were

very exultant, but a little dis-

appointed at my refusal to have
the day's ceremony in their

market-place. They had actu-

ally brought the little girl
with them her head amaz-

ingly tired for the occasion.

She was frantic with vexa-
tion when I would not hear
of her being present at the
scaffold

;
and eventually, in

order to keep her away, I

had to lock her up in my
kitchen with the stalwart wife

of one of my policemen.

Everything was in order.

I saw the condemned man.
A padre was already with him.

He was quiet, apparently cal-

lous, but he looked most hor-

ribly alive. His eyes gleamed
with unnatural intensity, and

every muscle of his magnificent

physique seemed strained and
tense. I asked if he wanted

anything, and he curtly de-

manded something to drink.

There was still no sign of

the doctor, under whose advice

alone I was strictly allowed to

supply him with alcohol, but
I disregarded that point and

promised to send him what he
wanted. I went back to my
quarters and swallowed some
food. Then I called my boy
and ordered him to take a
bottle of my whisky down to

the prison at once. I had

none, it appeared, so I told

him to borrow one from

Treherne, who was ill in bed
with fever, and to take it

down instead.

It was by this time just
about to be seven o'clock, so

I returned to the prison, every
nerve tingling and strung up
to the highest pitch, expecting
there to meet the doctor. He
had overslept, it seemed, and
for twenty awful minutes we
waited there for him. Then
he appeared in pyjamas, un-

clean, unshorn, slouching along
in an old pair of down-at-heel

slippers. Thank goodness, that

type of man is now practically
extinct on the West Coast : he
is capable of undoing in a day
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the good of another's solid

year's hard work. The doctors

of to-day are of a very different

stamp eager, earnest, active,

skilful.

The rest was soon over.

The "
body

" was fetched, and
walked to the scaffold accom-

panied by the French Father,
who was careful this time not
to disappear. There was a

bang and a quivering "rope,"
and murder most foul was

expiated. It was the point

up to which I had been

nerving myself for days, and

anything afterwards seemed
anti-climax. And yet there

was another sickening wait,
and then the horrible dangling
thing had to be hauled up
and a formal inquest held
thereon. At last even that
was over. Robertson started

grumbling about his fees. I

was briefly but very im-

polite, and then tried hard,
with fair success, by a day's
stiff work to eliminate the

impressions of the morning.
It was nearly dark before

I returned to my quarters.
Treherne was awaiting me
there, having crawled across
in the cool of the evening for

a few minutes' "gup." Just
aa I approached the verandah
I heard his boy and one of

mine having an altercation in

pigeon - English the only
mutual tongue they knew.

"Ha! Whazzamatta your
master no send them whisky
my master done trust him

morning time ?
"

said his.

(Why has your master not

returned the whisky he bor-

rowed from mine this morn-

ing?)
" You lie ! my master no

lend no whisky to your master
this day," retorted mine, who
happened not to be the one
aware of the transaction.

(I think you are making a
mistake. Surely my master
has borrowed no whisky from

yours to-day, has he ?)
" I no lie. He done lend 'em,

and then he go dash 'em for

him friend them one he hang
morning time."

(No, I am not. He borrowed
some which he gave to his

friend the one he hanged
this morning.)

" Him friend ! Them one he

hang morning time ! Ugh !

"

As we met, Treherne and I

both overheard the remark,
and he greeted me with a

shout of merriment. Laughter
is horribly infectious, and after

all, it's better to laugh than
to mope especially in "West

Africa. And so like the Mer-
chant of Venice in the Belmont

garden scene after the stress of

the preceding drama on a note
of light-hearted laughter and
chatter ended the day of my
first execution.

EETALIATION.

It was with genuine regret
that I bade good-bye to Gunga
Singh. In him the regiment

lost a good soldier and I a

personal friend.

As I watched the stal-
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wart figure of the young
Sikh disappear round a bend
of the drive which led from
the bungalow, I felt inclined

to send a message down
to the regimental lines and
summon the Afridi company
that I might tell them exactly
what I thought of them. For
it was they who had driven

Gunga Singh to cut his name.
He had borne their torments

unflinchingly and with calm

dignity for months, but the

breaking-point had been reached
at last, and now he was off

to start life afresh overseas.

The trouble began whilst the

regiment lay on the frontier,

and Sikandar, the Mahsud,
was the fons et origo of the

mischief. Sikandar was a

border ruffian of a pronounced
type. Battle, murder, and sud-

den death were the salient

features of his history. It

is true an undercurrent of

romance flowed beneath the

turgid flood of his sordid brut-

alities, and, at times, there was
not wanting a dash of humour

at the expense, needless to

say, of his victims to relieve

the grimness of the tale; never-

theless Sikandar was an un-

mitigated nuisance, and a

source of terror to His Majes-
ty's peaceful Keges along the

border.

The cold-blooded murder of

a Hindoo merchant on the

Government road, which, even
in the eyes of the clansmen, is

regarded as holy ground, first

placed Sikandar beyond the

pale ;
and once he had fairly

started along the road which
leads to the gallows, he followed

it hot-foot. Having rallied to

his standard a posse of kindred

spirits, he and his merry men
soon established a lucrative

business along the trade-route

between India and Khorassan.
Caravans were robbed, the

mails held up, and sentries

stalked and shot upon their

beats. A price was put upon
Sikandar's head, and in the

frontier posts our lives were
made a burden to us. Patrols

toiled unceasingly over the

gridiron of hills and valleys
which form the marches of

India in its north-west corner,
and at all hours of the day and

night we were worried and
harassed with sensational re-

ports of the arch-robber's ex-

ploits. Zealous " Politicals
"

were continually discovering
clues to his whereabouts, and

we, with equal regularity but

considerably more toil, were

continually proving each clue

to be a mare's nest. Horse
and foot, we laboured inces-

santly to get on even terms
with the miscreants, till the

weeks grew into months and
still Sikandar and his gang
ran free amongst the hills,

levying toll in blood and

money.
But the hour of reckoning

struck at last, and Sikandar
was one day tamely captured
by a small patrol. They came

upon him alone whilst he was

saying the evening prayer.

For, as we discovered on better

acquaintance, Sikandar was
most punctilious in the per-
formance of his devotions. He
had despatched his merry men
upon an errand, and it was
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whilst awaiting their return

that he allowed the patrol to

surprise him. The surprise was
at first mutual. Sikandar had
laid aside his rifle and sandals

in order to repeat his prayers,
and when the patrol appeared
he hesitated for one fateful

moment between war and dip-

lomacy. Diplomacy won the

toss. Theoretically, it should

have succeeded, as the chances
were against his being recog-
nised ; for, in addition to the

fact that none of us had the

honour of his personal ac-

quaintance, the most sanguine
of patrols would have found
it difficult to realise that the

redoubtable Sikandar would

actually walk into their arms.
On the other hand, had he
decided to fight, the odds were

heavily against him.
But Fortune is a fickle jade,

and Sikandar's star was set.

For whilst the non-commis-
sioned officer of the patrol was

passing the time of day with
the devout stranger, an in-

quisitive young sepoy caught
sight of the regimental num-
ber on the stock of Sikandar's
rifle. Without more ado he
threw himself bodily on the
outlaw. In a few moments
the prisoner was securely
bound, and the patrol lost no
time in placing as many miles
between them and the spot as

possible, for they were fully
alive to all the possibilities of

the situation, and had no mind
to meddle just then with the
smaller fry of the gang.
When the party arrived at

the fort, the news of the cap-
lure spread like wildfire, and

Sikandar's vanity should have
been tickled by the amount of

interest his appearance awak-
ened. The joyful tidings were
at once tapped on to the wires,
and soon the whole frontier

was throbbing with delight
and calculating the additional
"
nights in bed "

it could now
enjoy and the arrears of sleep
due. Meanwhile safe lodging
was provided for the captive,

pending the receipt of orders

as to his disposal.
The summer was at its

height. The heat within the

walls of the fort was well-

nigh insupportable. Inside the

guard-room it was more than
human beings could survive.

We had caught the greatest
criminal on the border, but we
had no desire to roast him
alive, so, instead of consigning
him to a lingering death inside

the guard-room cell, we bound
him hand and foot and let him
live in the open air like the

rest of us.

In appearance Sikandar was
not prepossessing. Of middle

height, his broad shoulders,

deep chest, and short, sturdy
legs conveyed an impression of

vast strength. His hair fell in

a tangled mass to his neck, and
was cut off square at the nape.
His face was of a light-brown

shade, eyes deep-set, nose flat

and fleshy, and mouth large,

thin-lipped, and cruel. A close-

clipped moustache and scrubby
beard did nothing to redeem a

decidedly uncomely counten-

ance. A rope of twisted red

cloth, very greasy, was wound
round his head. His body was
clothed in a long dirty-white
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tunic of homespun reachiug

half-way between thigh and
knee. A red waist -

cloth,
voluminous trousers, and a pair
of palm-leaf sandals, completed
his attire.

On first arrival our unwill-

ing guest maintained a morose

silence, refused food and drink,
and behaved much as would a

wild animal fresh taken from
the jungle. But after he had re-

covered from the chill shock of

capture he expanded genially,
and long before the expiration
of the week which, thanks
to the delays and formalities

with which legal proceedings
are ever to be identified, he

spent with us, our captive
was on terms of jovial famil-

iarity with his gaolers. He
appeared to become quite re-

conciled to his fate, and, as

though anxious to make re-

paration for the past, threw
himself with almost frenzied

energy into the exercise of

prayer. At his earnest request
the services of the regimental
Maulvi were placed at his

disposal, and the repentant
Sikandar passed many hours
in the company of His Rever-
ence acquiring merit. Needless

to say, such extreme piety did

not pass unnoticed, but made
a deep impression upon the

Afridi company. So exemp-
lary, indeed, was the prisoner's

behaviour, that no relaxation

compatible with his safe custody
was withheld from him. Indeed
we were all not a little fasci-

nated by the wild border thief.

Villain as he was, he had
shown himself a dauntless

leader of men, and the glamour

of his adventurous career cast

a spell over us, making us

almost wish that the end of

the bold highlander could be

other than a shameful death
on the gallows.
At last, one evening, the

orders arrived for Sikandar to

be marched under strong escort

to the headquarters station of

the district to stand his trial.

All the necessary preparations
were made for an early start

on the morrow. On the whole,
we were relieved to think that

our responsibilities with regard
to so valuable a prisoner were

nearly at an end, though these

feelings were not entirely un-

tinged with a somewhat illog-
ical regret.

That last night of Sikandar's

sojourn amongst us was hotter

than usual. Not a breath of

air stirred, and the mud walls

of the fort seemed almost to

glow with heat after the sun
had set. We all slept sub

love. The guard, as usual, had
the prisoner tied into his bed,
which was placed within a
circle of others occupied by the

sentries' reliefs. The havildar

of the guard slept on the bed
next to that of Sikandar. The

guard consisted, as was the

custom, of a mixture of Afridis

and Sikhs. It is thus that the

maxim divide et irnpera receives

practical interpretation in the

Indian Army. Sikh and

Pathan, Dogra and Punjabi
Mahomedan, stand shoulder to

shoulder, ready to repel the

King's enemies, but equally

prepared to drive bayonets in-

to each other at His Majesty's
command, for oil and water
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will commingle sooner than
Hindoo and Mahomedan will

love one another or share one

another's ambitions, be these

political, social, or professional.
The commander of the guard

that night was Dilawar Khan,
a havildar of the Afridi com-

pany. He was a striking-

looking man, with a fair

complexion and blue eyes, a
handsome nose, and a long
flaxen beard of which he was
extremely proud. In European
garb he would have passed for

a splendid Saxon. Many years
of gallant service stood to

Dilawar's credit, and the day
was not far off when the three

stripes on his arm were bound
to be replaced by the stars of

the Jemadar, or native sub-

altern, on his shoulders, for it

had practically been decided
that he should fill the next

vacancy in the commissioned
ranks of the Afridi company.
But, alas for human hopes !

Dilawar fell a victim to

Sikandar the last that the
outlaw could claim.

Had he remained amongst
the mountains of Tirah in-

stead of entering the service

of Government, Dilawar would

undoubtedly have become a
mullah. He would have

preached jehad for the glory
of Allah and his Prophet. He
might even have turned ghazi
himself, and crowned death
with martyrdom. For the fires

of his faith burned fiercely
within him, and it was only
the iron will of the man that

kept them under restraint.

For an Afridi he was well
educated. He had sat at the

feet of a mullah of great repute
when a youth, and from him
had imbibed education and en-

thusiasm for the faith. A fam-

ily quarrel, however, changed
the current of his life, and
the hot-headed youth forsook

home, kindred, and master, and
took service under the banner
of the Great Sirkar. His con-

spicuous ability, dash, and the
influence he exerted over his

comrades, soon marked him
for promotion, and he rapidly
ascended the ladder till the

topmost rungs were practically
in his grasp.
On this eventful night Dila-

war came face to face with the

second crisis of his life, and this

time he was called upon to

choose between his faith and
his duty. On the one side the

life of a fellow Moslem lay in

the hollow of his hand ; on the

other was loyalty to the Govern-
ment whose salt he ate. One
path led to a blissful hereafter ;

the other to wealth, honour,
and all that a soldier holds

dear on earth. The strenuous

piety of the wily Sikandar had
raked up the smouldering fires

within Dilawar, and it needed
but that last whispered appeal
from the doomed man to his

fellow Mahomedan, as they lay
side by side in the still, dark

night, to fan the embers into

flame. But if Dilawar was a
zealous Moslem, he was also

a Pathan, and a desire to run
with the hare and hunt with
the hounds is a weakness with

every Pathan. So Dilawar
decided upon a compromise.
He would acquire merit by
rescuing a true Believer, but,
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at the same time, he would con-

trive that appearances would
in no way jeopardise his credit

with the Infidel. It was the
will of Allah that he should
be on guard this night, and, if

the prisoner escaped, that too

would be the will of the All

Merciful.

Silence lay over the fort,

broken only by the monotonous
tread of the sentries as they
measured their beats along the

walls. There was no moon, but
the night was clear and star-

lit. The white-sheeted beds of

the sleeping garrison stood

about in clusters in all direc-

tions, and gave the courtyard
of the fort the appearance of a

badly arranged graveyard.
Suddenly a shot >ang out,

accompanied by a piercing yell.
A second shot followed im-

mediately after. In an instant

every bed was empty, and the

men, who slept with their rifles

buckled to their wrists, were

doubling to their alarm-posts.
The guard had already stood
to arms, and Dilawar, a smoking
rifle in his hand, was making
towards one of the sentries on
the wall. The sentry was

leaning over the parapet peer-

ing down into the darkness
below.

There was no need to ask
what had happened. Sikan-
dar's bed was empty, and the

rope with which he had been
bound lay beside it. The
Commandant at once joined
Dilawar and the sentry who
had fired. The man was
Gunga Singh, the Sikh. His

story ran that he had seen

a white figure make a sudden
VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLVII.

dash from amongst the beds of

the guard, climb on to the wall,
and leap over. He fired just
as the fugitive balanced himself

for an instant on the crest of

the parapet, and he felt sure he
had hit him. The second shot

seemed to him to come from
the direction of the guard.
Here Dilawar interrupted the

speaker, and explained that,
awakened by the sentry's shot
and at once realising what had

happened, he fired his rifle to

give the alarm.

Without delay a party of

men hurried out to search for

the escaped prisoner. They
had not far to look. Sikandar

lay dead close under the para-
pet, shot through the back.
He had cheated the gallows
after all.

Again the telegraph instru-

ments were set a- ticking, and
the news of Sikandar's death
was known from Harai to

Peshawar before the sun was
over the hills.

There followed the inevitable

Court of Inquiry, the military
Coroner's Inquest which deals

with all the accidents which
can befall the soldier, from the
loss of his boots to the loss of

his life. After the usual
amount of browbeating and

cross-questioning on the part
of the court, and the customary
contradictions, subterfuges, and

prevarications on the part of

the native witnesses, Havildar
Dilawar Khan was deprived of

his belt and side-arms and
was placed under close arrest.

Then came the court-martial,
and the truth, or rather, as
much thereof as was necessary

2 Y
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to convict Dilawar of permit-

ting, if not aiding and abetting,
the escape of a prisoner confided

to his care, was dragged out of

the witnesses. For it would
indeed be rash to suppose that

any judicial inquiry in India,

be it ever so skilfully conducted,
can be expected to elicit the

whole truth.

In due course the finding
and sentence of the court were

confirmed, and, with military

promptitude, promulgated at a

parade of the whole garrison.
Dilawar was the central figure,
and the cup of bitterness was

surely filled to overflowing
when the drum-major of the

regiment, a Sikh, advanced
towards the unhappy man and

pulled the stripes from his arm,
removed the regimental badges
from his shoulders, and cut off

the buttons of his jacket.
Next day the regiment knew
Dilawar Khan no more.

But sometimes " the evil that
men do lives after them "

;
and

so it was with Dilawar. As
far as the regiment was con-

cerned he no longer lived
;
but

he had left behind him, amongst
his intimate friends and ad-

mirers in the Afridi Company,
as a legacy, a burning desire

to square accounts with the

young Sikh whom in their

childish and vindictive un-
reason these hot - headed par-
tisans blamed for the downfall
of their hero. That an un-

believing dog of a Sikh should
have killed a gallant albeit

outlawed Pathan was bad

enough ; but that he should,

further, have been instrumen-
tal in bringing ignominy and

ruin upon another Pathan
who (and here the shoe pinched
hard) was shortly to become
their patron and a source of

many good things including

promotion and unlimited leave

was more than flesh and
blood could endure. If only

they could have smuggled that

Sikh across the border into

Yagistan, how simply and even

pleasantly the whole affair

could have been adjusted! But,
alas ! in the woefully law -in-

flicted realms of the Sirkar

cumbrously slow and laborious

methods would have to be

employed, and even then the

satisfaction to be derived

would probably be more than
doubtful.

However, days, weeks, and
months passed without any-

thing happening to disturb

the even tenor of our lives.

Sikandar's death had given
the frontier peace for the time

being. His merry men, bereft

of their chief, dispersed to

their homes amongst the

mountains, and, no doubt, lived

luxuriously on the fruits of

more strenuous days. The

stirring events connected with

the capture and attempted
escape had ceased to be the

all-absorbing topic of conver-

sation in the fort, and our

minds began to be occupied
with alternate hopes and fears

regarding the approaching
winter reliefs, which, we ferv-

ently prayed, would see us

moving to more congenial sur-

roundings as far removed from
the frontier outposts as pos-
sible. If there was anything
that might have struck a close
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observer as being a departure
from the normal, it was the

improvement in the behaviour
of the Afridis. They seemed
to have turned over a new
leaf and to have become
models of military virtue. But
if any one gave it a second

thought, the improvement was

probably attributed to the

sobering effect which Dilawar's
fall might have had upon
them. No doubt it would
soon wear off !

Then a strange thing hap-
pened. One night, soon after
"
lights out " had sounded,

and we were all snug in bed,
a series of shots in rapid suc-

cession sent us hurrying to

our alarm -
posts. Again it

was Gunga Singh, the Sikh,
who had fired. He happened
to be on duty at the same

post as when he shot Sik-

andar. This time he explained
that, hearing the tread of

feet, accompanied by the clat-

ter of loose stones, in the
ravine beneath his post, he
had challenged. Receiving no

answer, he had fired at a

dark object which he saw, or

thought he saw, moving to-

wards him. All was, however,
now still, and the enemy or

thieves must have either with-
drawn on finding themselves

discovered, or were waiting till

the alarm should have subsided
before making another ad-

vance. A strong patrol was

immediately ordered out and
the parapet manned. The patrol

cautiously felt their way down
the ravine, but could discover

no trace of an enemy. After
a long and careful search they

were about to return to the

fort, when one of the flank

men reported that he thought
he heard the groans of some
stricken creature. Following
the direction from which the

sounds appeared to come, the

patrol discovered a cow lying

mortally wounded among some
boulders. The mystery was
therefore solved, and a titter

ran round the walls as the

leader of the patrol shouted
out the news.
But for Gunga Singh there

was no humour in the situa-

tion. He, a Sikh, had killed

a cow that is, had commit-
ted the foulest sacrilege of

which a Hindoo can be guilty.
He would thenceforth be un-
clean a pariah amongst his

brethren. The native officer

of his company asked per-
mission for him to be relieved

at his post, and, having ob-

tained it, snatched the rifle

from the unhappy mail and

pushed him from the place
with curses calculated to wither
him on the spot.
The old Sikh priest of the

regiment then took Gunga
Singh in hand, and immediately
instituted a rigorous course of

purification. After certain

preliminaries had been duly
fulfilled, Gunga Singh was

given leave in order that he

might betake himself to the

sacred Ganges and wash and
be clean. Many were the

penances that were required
of him, heavy the fees he paid
before he was permitted again
to share the cup and platter.
But he fulfilled all that was

required of him without a
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murmur and with the stead-

fast courage of a true Sikh,
and came back to the regiment
prepared to take up the thread

of life where he had left it.

This, however, he was not

allowed to do. He met with
no overt hostility ;

no one
abused him or threw the past
in his teeth, yet Gunga Singh
found it impossible to settle

down in his old place. It was
not that his brother Sikhs had
not forgiven him ; they had
received him back into their

midst with every token of good
comradeship, and even his stern

old company officer had bade
him a gruff but kindly welcome.

Nevertheless, even the British

officers could not but be sen-

sible that a subtle influence

was at work throughout the

regiment that strange indefin-

able suggestion of "something
wrong," which none know so

well how to inspire as the

natives of India and Gunga
Singh became daily more
miserable.

The Afridis meanwhile re-

mained steeped in what might
be termed absolutely obtrusive

virtue.

At last the strain became
more than the proud young
soldier could bear, and Gunga
Singh left us to woo fortune

afresh, still beneath the banner
of the Great Sirkar, but under
far distant skies.

On his departure the Afridis

regained their normal high
spirits, and once more the
" defaulter's call

" sounded

through the lines with mono-
tonous regularity.

"Gunga Singh's Cow" has
become a regimental legend,
and any newcomer who seeks

enlightenment on the subject,
or is curious to know "how the

cow got there," is advised to

ask the Afridi Company !
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THE PRIDE OF PRAYER.

" What are we, that our prayers should change the courses of the suns ?
"

I.

WAS it in pride, O sons of light,
So swift, so swift to out-soar your sires,

Was it in pride they knelt last night
Beside their trembling altar-fires?

Was it in pride they dared to dream
Their prayers might sway the cosmic scheme?

II.

Last night I saw a little child

Kneeling beside her snow-white bed :

Dark though my soul be and defiled,

The halo round her still bent head
Hushed me to worship, and my heart

Burst all your narrow bonds apart.

ill.

Doubt not that you had bound it fast !

My boyhood died in that embrace !

Over my soul your legions passed
And hurled it, bleeding, to its place !

I, too, have fought with wolves ! I too,

Stand by this child and answer you.

IV.

Your lowliness of heart we see :

You blazon it for all to mark !

And even this new humility,
So swift to quench the vital spark,

So swift to mock our mortal strife,

Poisons the very fount of life.

V.

Was it in pride that child-like eyes
Grew wide with heaven where ours grow blind?

They never thought those complex skies

Bound by the laws of their own mind !

Time Space they knew not what they were,
But knew a God might grant their prayer.
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VI.

The simple heart, the child-like soul,

Adoring boundless depths of Power,
Found in each part the incarnate Whole,
The Eternal Now in every hour,

And, at each bed-side Bethlehem,
There Thou wast, in the midst of them.

VII.

They found the circle of Thy love

Boundless, its centre in every place,
With equal depths, below, above,

Angel and flower and child's young face ;

Each, in its dark or bright abode,
The centre of all the skies of God.

VIII.

And if they knew not all they knew
;

Yet was Thy heaven of such as these !

And their most ignorant dreams more true

Than our slight foot-rule sophistries
Whose vacant pride still dares to say
Thy little children vainly pray.

IX.

O, not in pride those faltering cries

Went up from simpler lips of old,

Abba, from, Thy eternal skies,

Once more, a little child behold !

O, grant my prayer, roll back Thy sun,
And even in this Thy will be done.

x.

Father, to whom the ephemeral scope
Of all our laws is subject still,

Who canst enfold our finite hope
And make it one with Thine own will,

Out of Thine infinite might, O hear,

Grant, as last night, Thy children's prayer.

XI.

They dreamed that Thou couldst hear them pray,
And from Thine unspent Orient draw

If lesser laws withheld the day
Full morning by a mightier law !

This they believed, in joy and grief,

Help Thou, help Thou, our unbelief.

ALFRED NOTES.
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ABOUT 'MARIE-CLAIRE.'

BY MOIRA O'NEILL.

THE story of how this

beautiful book was written
is as simple, as pathetic and

wonderful, as the book itself.

There was a seamstress
named Marguerite Audoux, as

poor as any other seamstress

working for her bread in Paris,

where, it is said, the working-
time was eleven hours a day
and six days a week. Mar-

guerite Audoux was delicate

and suffered so much from her

eyes that she was finally
warned by the hospital doctor
to stop sewing on pain of

losing her eyesight. Unable
to sew and unable to read,
alone for long hours of every
day, she beguiled her loneliness

and her sore anxiety by writing
the memoirs of her own child-

hood on odd scraps of paper.
This untaught woman had

not the least hope of supporting
herself by writing ; but she

had the instinct for writing
as certainly as she had the

instinct for literature. What
we mean by the instinct for

writing none of us can exactly

explain ;
but it is something

quite distinct from the desire

for a publisher, or for daily
bread, or for future fame.

Frangois Villon was driven by
that instinct when he lay in

prison on the last night with
his fellow - thieves and out-

throats, all in the dismal

certainty of being hanged next

morning, and what was Fran-

9ois Villon doing ? Writing a

ballade ; a ballade which re-

mains to us, and in its sharp
misery is as unforgettable as

the most beautiful thing he
ever wrote, even as

" Oh cst Flora, la belle Romaine "

This is an extreme instance

of the power of the instinct

for writing ; it does not of

course explain it. One hardly
seeks to explain an instinct.

Marguerite Audoux was not

without friends. One of them
had taken her to a sort of

club where various kinds of

people met, some of them

literary and some not. They
found her interesting and

attractive, and all were friendly
to her, knowing nothing of her

writing. She listened to their

discussions on literature and
their own work, and finally
confessed that she too wrote

things for her own pleasure.

They persuaded her to bring
some of these and read them
aloud. Perhaps they were

only kind and sympathetic,

expecting no great pleasure
from the reading. But what
she brought to the next meet-

ing was the first part of

'Marie -Claire,' and she read

it beautifully. Their ears,

their hearts and minds, were
all taken captive ; they bade
her bring more, bring all she

had written, and nothing
loath she brought more and
read to them. With one ac-

cord they saluted the new
genius, the star that had
risen in their midst. How
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they must have rejoiced, these

kind French hearts, to find

that the poor young seamstress

threatened with blindness and

hunger to-day, had the means
in her own hand of winning
freedom and happiness and
fame to-morrow !

To my mind quite the most

delightful part of this true

romance is the conduct of the

members of the club, true lovers

of literature and true friends

of the gentle genius whom they
praised and encouraged to the

utmost, while with perfect tact

they refrained from over-ad-

vising her. She worked on
now in the sunshine of ap-

preciation and sympathy ; she
is a slow worker, and ' Marie-
Claire

' was not written in one

year.
Her friends, of whom Charles-

Louis Philippe was one of the
most admiring, exerted them-
selves manfully on her behalf,

though well accustomed to

exert themselves vainly on
their own. It was Frangis
Jourdain who finally brought
the manuscript when complete
to the notice of the potent
Octave Mirbeau ; and he, as

we are informed, having once
decided that it should be pub-
lished, worked with incredible

fury for long months, prepar-
ing the way for the new
masterpiece.
To the lay mind there is

something mysterious here.

We cannot understand, or ex-

pect to understand, why such'
neroic measures are necessary
before the appearance of a suc-

cessful new book. Of course
we have long resigned our-
selves perforce to the other

mysterious necessity for a pre-
face written by some other

than the author. In the pres-
ent instance we find the Pre-

face to ' Marie-Claire
'

written

by M. Mirbeau unusually in-

teresting, for without it we
should not have known the

pathetically interesting facts

of the writer's life. And
though it may be said that

these have nothing to do with
the permanent value of her

book, the one fact that she

wrote without any intellectual

training or preparation is really
of surpassing importance.

For had we not been told of

this, we should all have said :

"This is the book of a very

experienced writer. It has an

exquisite simplicity of language
that must have cost years of

hard work to acquire. It has

distinction, certainty of touch,
and the very finest economy in

the use of materials. These
are all the gains of experience."

Well, it seems that some of

the acute critics in Paris were
so much puzzled by the dis-

crepancy between the inex-

perience of the writer and the

technical perfection of her

book, that they jumped to the

conclusion that a good deal of

it must be the work not of poor

Marguerite Audoux, but of her

gifted literary friends. That
was a silly conclusion, but a

serious charge to make ;
and

so it happened that a Select

Committee of the Aoademie

Fran9aise sat to consider the

matter. On due consideration

it pronounced
' Marie-Claire

'

to be indubitably the work
of one hand ;

after which
the writer was triumphantly
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crowned, to the great delight
of all, as the author of the best

book of the year.

Only we continue to wonder;
and Marguerite Audoux con-

tinues to find spelling a horrid

nuisance.

But it is the property of

genius to make us wonder,
and this sudden maturity of

power is not an unexampled
phenomenon. When Alphonse
Daudet wrote his 'Lettres de
mon Moulin ' he was consider-

ably younger than Marguerite
Audoux is now

;
for he was

only seventeen when he left

his beautiful native Provence to

try his fortune in Paris, and the
' Lettres

'

appeared nine years
later. Now it is curious to

notice that what Charles
Sarolea wrote of the ' Lettres

de mon Moulin '

is precisely
what the critics have been say-

ing of ' Marie-Claire.'

" Ce qu'il y a de vraiment 6tonnant
dans 'Lea Lettres de mon Moulin'
c'est que, etant 1'ceuvre d'un jeune
homme, elles n'ont aucun des ddifauts

de la jeunesae. La jeuuesse est 1'age
des hesitations, des tatonnementa,
des imitations maladroites

;
or les

'Lettres' sorit d'une surete, d'une
fermete de dessin, d'une originalite,
d'une maturete, d'une possession de
soi qui confondent. La jeunesse est

Page des excea, de Pexub^rance, de
la d6meaure, de 1'outrance ; or les

'Lettres' sont d'une sobriete", d'une

mesure, d'une simplicity attiques.
" Et d'autre part, n'ayant aucune

des imperfections de la jeunesse, lea
' Lettres de mon Moulin ' en ont
toutes lea qualite"s : le fraicheur, la

spontandite", le naturel, la verve, la

facility et ce charme indefinissable

qui ae de"gage, coinrne la senteur du
thym et du romarin, de toute Poeuvre
et de toute la personnalit6 de Daudet.
Les 'Lettres,' c'est le chant de la cigale
a 1'aube, c'est la source limpide
jaillissant de la montagne."

" What is really astonishing about

the ' Lettres de mon Moulin '

is that,

being the work of a young man,

they have none of the faults of youth.
Youth is the age of hesitations, grop-

ings, and awkward imitations ; now
the 'Lettres' have a certainty, a

firmness of drawing, an originality, a

maturity and self-possession, which

are astounding. Youth is the age of

excess and exuberance, of dispropor-
tion and exaggeration ;

while the

'Lettres' have an Attic sobriety,

proportion, and simplicity.
"And on the other hand, though

they have none of the imperfections
of youth, the 'Lettres de mon
Moulin ' have all its best qualities :

freshness, spontaneity, naturalness,

spirit, ease, and the indefinable charm
which breathes like the scent of

thyme and rosemary from the whole

work and the whole personality of

the author. Here we have the song
of the cicala to the dawn, the limpid

spring bubbling from the mountain."

These lines might very well

have been written to describe

the first work of Marguerite
Audoux instead of Alphonse
Daudet. They would of course

have left a good deal unsaid,

but all criticisms are alike

there.

We are told that 'Marie-

Claire' is an autobiography,
and describes the first eighteen

years of the writer's life. It

bears, however, the description
"Roman" on its cover, and
this may as well be remem-
bered.

A little girl of five has lost

her mother, and been deserted

by her father. She is there-

fore taken to a large convent

school, and brought up by
charity until she is thirteen

years old. At that age she is

sent to a farm and taught to

be a shepherdess. The farm

changes hands through the

death of the tenant, but Marie-
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Claire remains on the place as

servant to the new occupier
until she is eighteen. There
is a short period of happiness

through a pathetic love-affair,

which ends quickly; and Marie-

Claire, bitterly reproached by
the family she serves, turns

her back on them and seeks

refuge in the convent where
she had been brought up.
Here she is sheltered for a
while in semi -

disgrace. A
beautiful young nun who had

protected her dies one autumn

morning, and leaves her with-
out a friend. The convent
dismisses her, consigning her
to the care of an elder sister,

who declines to give her a
home. Left alone on the
station platform, where the
train for Paris is waiting to

start, Marie - Claire gets into

the train, and the door that is

closed on her closes the story.
Now it is very easy to tell

that story, but it is not at all

easy to tell how that story is

told. In the first place, as it

begins with a child of five, the

story is nothing but a series of

short and vivid pictures, just
like the reminiscences of a
child. Nothing is added from
the after-knowledge of the nar-

rator. For instance, the child

does not say that her mother
died

; only that she saw her
mother asleep, with her hands
crossed on her breast, and how
surprising it was that a tall

candle should be burning in

the room, and her father lean-

ing down to look at her. The
convent to this little child was
only a great house where there
were so many little girls ; and
all the people in it are char-

acterised very simply, just as

they would appear to a child.

There is one exception the

beautiful nun, Soeur Marie-
Aimee is drawn with intimate

understanding, almost as by
an equal ;

but it will be seen

at once that it is done by the

intuition of a child's love, not

by an intellectual process.
Soeur Marie -Aimee with her

lovely face and imperious

temper, her tender kindness
and hot angers and anti-

pathies, becomes the idol of

Marie - Claire ;
and she is the

one heroic touch in that world
of infinite littleness, the con-

vent charity-school.
It is, to say the truth, a

dreary world. The small

brutalities of the children to

each other, the small hearts

and minds that rule them, the

small tyrannies and jealousies,
the panic fears and hysterical
commotions ofuntaughtwomen,
make a thoroughly discomfort-

ing atmosphere. One is thank-
ful when Marie - Claire is re-

moved to a farm in the

Sologne, and as soon as she
is there, the book, so to say,
bursts into bloom.

"Des le lendemain, la fermiere me
remit un manteau de grosse toile, et

je suivis la vieille Bibiche pour ap-
prendre a garder lea agneaux.
"La vieille Bibiche et sa chienne

Castille avaient une si grande ressem-
blance que je pensais toujours qu'elles
e"taient de la meme famille. Elles

paraissaient du meme age, et leurs

yeux troubles etaient de la meme
couleur. Quand les agneaux s'6car-

taient du chemin, Bibiche disait :

'

Jappe, Castille, jappe.' Elle repe'tait
cela trcs vite, comme un seul mot, et

rneme quand Castille ne jappait pas,
les agneaux se rangeaient, tant la

voix de la vieille ressemblait a celle

de sa chienne.
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"
Lorsqu'on commenga la moisson,

il me sembla que j'assistais a une
chose pleine de mystere. Des homines

s'approchaient du bid et le couchaient

par terre a grands coups rdguliers

pendant que d'autres le relevaient
en gerbes qui s'appuyaient les unes
contre les autres. . . . Les cris des
moissonneurs semblaient parfois venir

d'en-haut, et je ne pouvais m'empecher
de lever la te"te pour voir passer les

chars de bid dans les airs.

"Le repas du soir rdunissait tout
le monde. Chacun se plagait a sa

guise le long de la table, et la

ferniiere remplissait les assiettes

jusqu'aubord. Les jeunes mordaient
a pleines dents dans leur pain. Tan-
dis que les vieux coupaient pre-
cieusement chaque bouchee. Tous

mangeaient en silence, et le pain bis

paraissait plus blanc dans leurs mains
noires."

" The first thing next morning the
farmer's wife gave me a cloak of

coarse cloth, and I followed old

Bibiche to learn how to keep lambs.
" Old Bibiche and her dog Castillo

were so very like each other that I

always thought they must be of the
same family. They seemed the same

age, and their anxious eyes were of the
same colour. When the lambs strayed
Bibiche would say, 'Bark, Castille,
bark.' She repeated it very quickly,
as if it were one word, and even when
Castille did not bark at all the lambs
came back, for the old woman's voice

was so like her dog's.
" When the harvest began, I seemed

to myself to be present at something
that was full of mystery. Men went

up to the corn and laid it low on the

ground with long, regular strokes,
while others gathered it up in sheaves,
which leaned one against another. . . .

The calls of the harvesters seemed
sometimes to sound from above, and
I could not help lifting up my head
to see if carts of corn wei'e passing in

the air.
" The evening meal brought every-

one together again. They all sat as

they pleased down the side of the

table, and the farmer's wife filled the

plates to the brim. The young ones
bit into their bread with their teeth,
while the old ones cut up each mouth-
ful with precision. They all ate in

silence, and the brown bread looked
whiter in their dark hands."

This is the farm of Ville-

vieille, where no one is unhappy,
because the farmer Sylvain and
his wife Pauline are " braves

gens."

"Maltre Sylvain avait de grands
yeux noirs qui s'arretaient tranquille-
ment sur chacun

;
il parlait sans

dlever la voix, en appuyant ses mains
ouvertes sur la table. La fermiere
avait un visage sdrieux et prdoccupe ;

on eut dit qu'elle redoutait toujours
un malheur, et c'est a peine si elle

souriait quand lea autres riaient aux
6clats."

"Farmer Sylvain had large dark

eyes which rested quietly upon every-
one ;

he spoke without raising his

voice, leaning his open hands on the

table. The farmer's wife had a grave
and care-filled face

;
she seemed to be

always expecting some misfortune to

happen, and she hardly smiled when
other people were in fits of laughter."

The clean, wholesome life,

the dependence on nature and
the work of one's hands, the

sympathy with animals, and
the pure consolation of homely
things and faces, all breathe
from these pages with the

breath of life, and in everyone
of them the short-spoken accur-

acy of description is lit up with
the enchanter's touch of imag-
ination, the inner sight of

genius.
This is how winter began

for the little shepherdess.

" Au mois de decembre, les vaches
resterent tout a fait a 1'etable. Je

croyais qu'il en serait de m6me des
moutons. Mais le frere du fermier

m'expliqua que la Sologne dtait un

pays trks pauvre, et que les fermiers
ne r6coltaient pas assez de fourrages
pour nourrir toutes leurs betes.

" A present je m'en allais seule le

long des pres et dans les bois. Tous
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lea oiseaux etaient partis. Le brouil-

lard s'etendaitsur les terres labourers,
et lea boia 6taient pleins de silence.

II y avait dea joura oil je me sentaia

si abaudonnee que je croyais que la

terre a'etait e"croulee autour de moi,
et quand un corbeau passait en criant

dana le ciel gris, sa voix forte et

enroufie semblait m'annoncer les mal-

heurs du monde.
" Lea moutona eux-mfimea ne eau-

taient plua. Le marchand avait

eminent toua lea malea, et les petites
femellea ne savaient plua jouer entre

ellea. Elle? marchaient serr6ea les

unea centre lea autres, et meme quand
elles ne mangeaient pas, ellea reataient

la tte baissde.
"
Quelques unea me faiaaient penser

a dea petites fillea que j'avais counues.

Je lea caressaia en les for$ant de lever

la tete
;

mais leurs yeux restaient

tournes en bas, et leurs prunellea
fixes ressemblaient a du verre sans
reflet."

" When December came the cows
were all housed. I thought the sheep
would be the same. But the farmer's
brother explained to me that the

Sologne was a very poor country,
and that farmers could not harvest

enough fodder for all their animals.
" Now I went quite alone along the

meadows and into the wooda. All
the birds were gone. A mist spread
over the ploughed fields, and the
woods were full of silence. There
were days when I felt so forlorn that
I believed the earth had fallen to
ruin all around me

;
and if a crow

flew by with a call under the grey
sky, his loud hoarse voice seemed to

be foretelling the sorrows of the
world to me.
"The sheep themselves no longer

leapt about The dealer had taken

away all the males, and the little ewes
had no heart to play any more by
themselves. They walked along
keeping close together, and even
when they were not eating, held their
heads down.

" Some of them reminded me of

little girls that I had known. I
stroked them, and made them lift up
their heads ; but their eyes remained
downcast, and their fixed eyeballs
looked like glass that reflected noth-

ing."

How perfectly the few words

give the forlorn feeling of

early winter, the misty dark

earth, the melancholy woods,

" Bare ruined choirs where late the

sweet birds sang
"

and the depressed little sheep

huddling together under a grey

sky ! Later on comes the

snow, and sheep and shep-
herdess have to keep under
the roof of the farm. Marie-

Claire can help Bibiche to

mend the linen, while tall

Martine sits spinning at her

wheel, singing old laments.

" Le premier jour ou 1'on fit sortir

les troupeaux, les sapins etaient en-

core tout charges de neige. La col-

line etait toute blanche aussi
;

elle

paraissait s'etre beaucoup rapprochee
de la ferme. Tout ce blanc m'eblouis-

sait
; je ne trouvais plus les choses a

leur place, et a chaque instant je

craignais ne plus apercevoir la fumee
bleue qui montait au-dessus des toils

de la ferme.
" Les moutons ne trouvaient rien a

manger ; ils couraient de toua cotes.

Je ne les laissaia pas s'ecarter ;
ils

ressemblaient eux-memes a de la

neige qui aurait boug6, et j'e"tais

obligee de faire bien attention pour
ne pas les perdre de vue. Je reussis

a lea rassembler le long d'un pre qui
bordait un grand bois. Tout le bois

6tait occupe a se debarrasser de la

neige qui 1'alourdissait : les grosses
branches la rejetaient d'un seul coup,

pendant que d'autres, plus faibles, se

balancaient pour la faire glisser a

terre."

" The first day that the sheep were
let out, the fir-trees were still all

laden with snow. The hill was quite
white too

;
it seemed to have come

much nearer to the farm. All tbis

whiteness dazzled me
;

I could not
see things in their proper places, and

every moment I was afraid I should
lose sight of the blue smoke that rose

above the roofs of the farm.
" The sheep could find nothing to

eat ; they ran in every direction. I
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did not let them stray ; they looked
not unlike moving snow themselves,
and I had to be very careful not to

lose sight of them. I managed to

get them together in a field that
bordered on a great wood. The
whole wood was busy getting rid of

the snow that weighed it down ;

thick branches threw it off with
one shake, while other weaker ones

swayed to and fro to make it slide

down to the ground."

There could be nothing
shorter or plainer than this;
but also there could be nothing
more alive. Everything lives

in these pages the trees and
the mists as much as the sheep
and the old shepherdess' dog.
The story has no complications
or commonplace excitements.

It moves on, more as a series

of pictures than as a story,
and we follow it with a curious

tenseness of feeling. The beau-
tiful measure of the rhythmical
prose captivates the ear like

poetry; and the strict economy
of words answers to some

quality of reserve in the writer,
a reserve coupled with an un-

failing perception of the essen-

tial thing to note. Hence there

is never a superfluous word,
and every word used is wanted
as every line drawn is wanted
in a fine etching. We have a

distinct vision of M. Tirande,
"a little dried-up man, who
could never keep still, and
when he stopped for a moment
anywhere, still seemed to be

dancing on one foot." His tall

daughter-in-law, who had dark,

heavy eyes and a voice without

tone, is engraved on our minds;
a woman whose whole soul was
in her linen - chests. Once
Marie-Claire, greatly daring,
for the heavy-eyed woman was

then her mistress, tried to

win her compassion to save a

poor man from being turned
out of his house.

"Aussit&t que les deux homines
furent sortis, j'osai parler de Jean le

Rouge.
"J'expliquai combien il avait e'te'

utile a inattre Sylvain : je dis son

chagrin de quitter cette maison qu'il
habitait depuis si longtemps, et quand
je m'arrStai, toute angoissee de la

rdponse qui allait venir, Mme. Al-

phonae retira son crochet du fil et

dit:
" ' Je crois que je me auis trompe'e

d'une maille.' Elle compta jusqu'a
dix-neuf, et elle ajouta :

"'C'est eunnuyeux, il faut que je
ddfasse tout un rang.'

"

"As soon as the men had gone out
I ventured to speak of Jean le Rouge.
"I explained how useful he had

been to Farmer Sylvain. I told of

his grief at leaving that house where
he had lived so long, and when I

stopped, in an agony of suspense for

the answer that should come, Mme.
Alphonse pulled the crochet-needle
out of her work and said

" ' I think I have made one wrong
stitch.'

" She counted up to nineteen, and
added

" 'It is a nuisance, I shall have to

undo a whole row.'
:)

The life on the farm is very
quiet, very monotonous, full of

hard work and peace. All

interests are centred in the

place itself. No one ever gets
a letter there; only one man
reads books. But on the Feast
of St John, Marie-Claire in a

new yellow dress is taken to a

neighbouring village, and to

church. Characteristically she

watches the people, and neglects
the Service

; afterwards, is

much better pleased when the

schoolmaster lends her a book
of fairy tales for half-an-hour.
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" Sur la place clu village les gargons

et les lilies dansaient dans le soleil

et la poussiere. Je trouvai leurs

balancements exag6rds et leur gaiete"

trop bruyante.
"Je sentais en moi comme une

grande tristesse ;
et quand, a la nuit

tombaiite, la voiture nous ramena a la

ferme, j'eprouvai un vrai soulagement
a me retrouver dana le silence et

1'odeur des pr6s."

"On the village green boys and

girls were dancing in the sun and
dust. I thought their movements

exaggerated and their gaiety too

noisy.
"A kind of deep depression came

over me ; and when at nightfall we
drove back to the farm, I felt a real

solace at finding myself back in the
silence and the perfume of the
meadows."

The sensitive little soul, spite
of her true sympathy with

animals, her successful dealings
with the tormenting goat and
with the uncertain bull, was not
after all a model shepherdess,
and so she is made a house-

servant, much to her own
delight, as that enables her to

pay constant visits to a certain

garret where there is an old

book without a cover, 'The
Adventures of Telemaehus,'
which she reads in secret

snatches, being afraid to carry
it away. Reading is her passion,
and she will always sacrifice

sleep to indulge it.

"J'aimais ce livre, il 6tait pour
moi comme un jeune prisonnier que
j'allais visiter en cachette. Je
1'imaginais ve"tu comme un page et

m'attendant assis sur la solive noire.
Un soir, je fis avec lui un beau
voyage.
"Apres avoir ferine* le livre, je

m'accoudai a la lucarne du grenier.
Le jour e"tait presque fini, et les

sapins paraissaient moins verts. Le
soleil s'enfonsait dans les nuages

blancs, qui bouffaient et se creusaient

comme du duvet.
" Sans savoir comment cela s'e'tait

fait, je me trouvai tout-a-coup au-
dessus du bois avec Tel6maque. II

me tenait par la main, et nos tfites

touchaient le bleu du ciel. Te'lernaque
ne disait rien ; mais je savais que
nous allions dans le soleil.

" La vieille Bibiche m'appelait d'en

bas. Je reconnaissais tres bien sa

voix, malgr6 la distance. Elle devait
e~tre bien en colkre pour crier si fort.

Je me souciais peu de ses cris. Je ne

voyais que le duvet brillant qui
entourait le soleil, et qui commencait
a s'ouvrir pour nous laisser passer.
"Un choc sur le bras me fit re-

tomber dans le grenier. La vieille

Bibiche m'e"cartait de la lucarne en
disant :

" '
S'il y a du bons sens a me faire

crier comme 9a ! Voila plus de vingt
fois que je t'appelle pour manger la

soupe.
1

"Peu de temps apres, je ne retrouvai

plus le livre sur la solive. Mais
c'e"tait un ami que je portais dans mon
coeur, et j'en gardai longtemps le

souvenir."

" I loved this book
; to me it was

like a young prisoner whom I went
to visit by stealth. I fancied him
dressed like a page, and waiting for

me, seated on the black beam. One
evening I took a beautiful journey
with him.
"After having closed the book, I

leant on my elbows at the garret-
window. The day was nearly over,
and the fir-trees looked less green.
The sun was sinking in white clouds
which swelled out and made hollows
like down.

"
Withoutknowinghowithappened,

I found myself suddenly flying over
the wood with Telemaehus. He held
me by the hand, and our heads
touched the blue of the sky. Tele-

maehus said nothing, but I knew
that we were going into the sun.

" Old Bibiche called me from below.
I recognised her voice quite well in

spite of the distance. She must have
been very angry to shout so loud.

Little did I care for her shouting. I

saw nothing but that shining down
which surrounded the sun, and was
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just beginning to open to let us pass

through.
"A blow on my arm made me fall

back into the garret. Old Bibiche

pulled me away from the window,
saying

" ' Now what is the sense of making
me call like that ! I have called you
more than twenty times to come and
take your soup.'
"A short while afterwards the book

disappeared from the beam where I

used to find it. But it was a friend that

I carried still in my heart, and I kept
the remembrance of it a long while."

This is just the characteristic

attraction of Marie-Claire, that

anything she loved was "carried

as a friend in her heart a long
while." And she loved so many
things a book more than any
of them, but also the tall old

elm - tree that grew near the

door of the farm, the voice of

the wood-owl that hooted "good-

night
" on summer evenings, the

soft grass underfoot in spring,
the sound of bells carried in

waves on the breeze, and a low
house on the hill with the broom

growing round it as high as the

roof, the house of Jean le Rouge.
When she mentions any of these

things, she does it in a way that

gives one a curious little thrill,

and a sudden sense of intimacy
with the writer. That, I think,
is a sign that all her love is just
a very pure quality of imagina-
tion. She is a creature of two

worlds, and the inner world is

where she lives at home. The
scene in which she moves and
acts is always present to her as a

picture ;
and the extreme beauty

of her language, recounting her

own experience, gives now and
then an almost uncanny feeling,
as if we had heard two voices

speaking where we thought
there was only one person.

When Marie - Claire was

seventeen, she went one day
to the little empty house on the

hill, which had once held her

friends, and made her way
through the desolate small

rooms into the garden at the

back.

" Et maintenant que j'dtais dans
ce jardin sans cloture, tout entoure"

de genets fleuris, le desir me venait

d'y vivre toujours.
" Un gros pommier se penchait a

cote" de moi, et trempait le bout de
ses branches dans la source.

" La source sortait du tronc creux
d'un arbre, et le trop-plein s'en allait

en petits ruisseaux a travers lea

plates-bandes.
" Ce jardin plein de fleurs et d'eau

claire me paraissait le plus beau

jardin de la terre, et quand je tour-

nais la tete vers la maison grande
ouverte au soleil, j'attendais toujours
qu'il en sortlt des tres extraordi-

naires.
" Cette maison basse et sans couleur

me semblait pleine de mystere : il

sortait d'elle des petits glissements
brusques et irrSguliers, et tout a

1'heure, j'avais bien cru entendre le

bruit que faisait Henri Deslois quand
il posait le pied sur le seuil de la

ferme de Villevieille.
" J'avais 6coute", comme si j'espe'rais

le voir s'approcher. Mais le bruit de

pas ne s'e'tait pas renouve!6, et bient6t

je m'aper9us que les genets et lea

arbres faisaient entendre toutes sortes

de sons myst6rieux.
"
J'imaginais que j'e"tais un jeune

arbre, que le vent pouvait ddplacer a
son gre". Le meme souffle frais qui
balan^ait les genets passait sur ma
tete, et emrne'lait mes cheveux

; et

pour imiter le pommier, je me baissais,
et trempais mes doigts dans 1'eau

pure de la source.
" Un nouveau bruit me fit regarder

vers la maison, et je n'eus aucune

surprise en voyant Henri Deslois
dans 1'encadrement de la porte.

"II 6tait tCte nue, et les bras
ballants.

" II fit deux pas dans le jardin, et

son regard s'en alia au loin dans la

plaine.
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" Ses cheveux 6taient se'pare'g sur

le cote, et son front s'allougeait tres

loin vers les tempes."
II resta un long moment sans

bouger ; puis, il se tourna tout a
fait vers moi.

" Deux arbres seulement nous

separaient ;
il fit encore un pas, il

prit d'une main le tout jeune arbre

qui e'tait devant lui, et les branches
fleuries firent comme un bouquet
au-dessus de sa tete. La clarte 6tait

si grande, qu'il me semblait que
l'6corce des arbres brillait et que
chaque fleur rayonnait, et, dans les

yeux d'Henri Deslois, il y avait une
douceur si profonde, que je m'avan9ai
vers lui sans aucune honte.

"
II ne fit pas uri mouvement, mais

quand je m'arretai devant lui, son

visage devint plus blanc que sa blouse,
et sa bouche trembla.

" II prit mes deux mains, qu'il

appuya fortement contre ses tempes,
et il dit d'une voix tres basse :

"'Je suis comme un avare qui a
retrouv6 son tre"sor.'

" En ce moment, la cloche de I'e'glise

de Sainte-Montague se mit a sonner.

Les sons montaient la colline en

courant, et apres s'Stre reposes un
instant au-dessus de nous, s'en allaient

se perdre plus haut.
" Les heures passerent avec le jour,

les troupeaux disparurent un a un de
la plaine : une vapeur blanche se leva
de la petite riviere ; puis le soleil

passa derriere la barriere de peupliers,
et les fleurs des genets commencerent
a devenir plus sombres.

" Henri Deslois me ramena sur le

chemin de la ferme ; il marchait
devant moi, dans le sen tier dtroit, et

quand il me quitta un peu avant
I'all6e des chataigniers, je sentis que
je I'aimais plus que Soaur Marie-
Ainie"e."

" And now that I was in this un-
fenced garden all surrounded with

flowering broom, I began to wish I
could live there for ever.

" A great apple-tree leant sideways
towards me, and dipped the tips of

its branches in the spring." The spring came out under the
hollow trunk of a tree, and the over-
flow ran away in tiny rivulets across
the borders.

"This garden full of flowersar.d clear

water seemed to me the most beautiful

garden on earth, and when I turned

my head towards the house now wide

open to the sun, I kept expecting that
some wonderful beings would come
forth from it.

" That low and colourless house
seemed full of mystery ; little gliding
sounds came from it, sudden and

irregular noises, and all at once I

believed I had heard the sound that
Henri Deslois' foot made when he
crossed the threshold of the farm at

Villevieille.
" I had listened, as intently as if I

were hoping to see him approach.
But the noise of the footsteps was not

repeated, and soon I noticed that the
bushes of broom and the trees were

making all kinds of mysterious noises.
" I imagined myself a young tree

that the wind could move at its plea-
sure. The same fresh breeze that
bent the broom was passing over my
head, and blowing my hair about ;

and to imitate the apple-tree I stooped
and wet my fingers in the pure water
of the spring.

" A new noise made me look
towards the house, and I felt no sur-

prise at seeing Henri Deslois stand-

ing in the frame of the doorway.
" His head was bare, and his arms

swinging.
" He took two steps into the

garden, and gazed far away over the

plain.
" His hair was parted on one side,

and his forehead was very high above
the temples.

" For one long moment he stood
without moving ; then he turned

directly towards me.
"
Only two trees separated us from

each other ; he made another step,
with one hand he took hold of the

young tree in front of him, and the

blossoming branches made a kind of

cluster above his head. So clear was
the light that it seemed to me as if

the bark of the trees was shining,
and as if every flower was beaming,
and in the eyes of Henri Deslois

there was a sweetness so profound
that I went straight towards him
without the least confusion.

" He made no movement, but when
I stopped before him, his face grew
whiter than his blouse, and his mouth
trembled.
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"He took both my hands, which
he pressed tightly against his temples,
and said in a very low voice :

" '
I am like a miser who has found

his treasure again.'" At that moment the clock of the
church of Sainte-Montague began to

strike. The sounds came running up
the hill, and after stopping for an
instant above us, went on to lose

themselves still higher." The hours passed with the day-

light, the flocks disappeared one by
one from the plain ;

a white mist
rose from the little river ;

then the
sun passed behind the barrier of

poplar trees, and the flowers of the

broom began to grow darker.

"Henri Deslois took me back on
the road to the farm ; he walked
before in the narrow pathway, and
when he left me a little before we
came to the chestnut-alley, I felt that
I loved him more than Soeur Marie-
Aime'e."

In all this extraordinary
passage there is something
beyond poetical beauty : there

is actually natural magic, the

rarest of qualities even among
the poets. From henceforth
the garden of poor Jean le

Rouge, where the twisted

apple-trees lean down to the

water and bear blossoms of

light, takes rank with the

wonder - filled places of litera-

ture with the forests of

Spenser, and the sea - washed
islands of Mar veil, and the

ice-palaces of Hans Andersen ;

for, like them, the garden of

poor Jean le Rouge is full of

enchanted air.

It seems to me that this

one passage is amply sufficient

to prove the genius of Mar-

guerite Audoux. It is fresh

and strange, and stirs some-

thing in the brain that never
stirred before. Now it is not

everything to say, There is

genius here. We can gen-
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erally find some account to

give even of this weird pos-
session

;
but the genius of

Marguerite Audoux is strange-

ly unaccountable. Her gift of

a rare simplicity in language,

exquisitely chosen and pointed,
at one time reminds us of the

supreme and concealed art of

Tennyson, and yet oftener it

is like the perfect artlessness

of a child.

She is like a poet when she

speaks of the great field of

wheat bowed by the wind
but rooted to the earth, with
a host of white butterflies

hovering over it, vainly offer-

ing their wings to help the

wheat to fly; and when she

tells of that vast church in

the mist, with its great rough-
columned aisle and far - off

altar-lights, and open doors at

which the sheep tried to enter,
because they knew it was
their own familiar chestnut-

alley leading to the farm,
while their bewildered little

shepherdess thought it was a

church. But she is just like

a child when she speaks of

the lovely rainbow colours on
the foam of the milk in her

pail ;
of what fun it was to

make little pigs wait a minute
for their food, and see them

wriggling their eager snouts ;
or

how dreadful it was alone in the

wood on that stormy moon-
lit night, when the rushing
shadows chased her, and she

had to spring over them for

fear they should touch her

feet. It is hard for a child

not to cry when it is laughed
at, and she nearly cried when
Farmer Sylvain doubled him-
self up with laughing at her

2z
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combat with the wicked white

goat.
Then all her loves and

friendships are so childlike

especially the friendship with

Eugene, whom in her secret

heart she considered as her

big brother; the gentle, quiet
man with amused eyes and a

knack of doing small kind-

nesses and smoothing the way
for other people's hasty feet.

His own were slow, and he

walked with a swing in his

gait, as if he were always
following his leisurely oxen.

He read books and under-

stood many things, and was
loved of all; only he was
useless on a market-day, as

he could not sell so much as

a cheese, and he was consti-

tutionally incapable of killing

anything. Any child would
have loved Eugene, and Marie-

Claire had a secret conviction

that she alone understood when
his eyes hid their amusement,
and what he meant when he
said nothing.

Eugene would certainly have
understood if he had been there

in the dreadful time when
trouble came, so close upon
the shortlived joy, and Henri
Deslois was not man enough
to stand up to it. But Eugene
was far away then he had

passed out of her life. She
had no friend, and had lost

her lover. A wild desire came
over the girl to see Soeur
Marie -Aimee again. She set

off in the falling snow, and
made her way back to the
convent which had sent her
out to face the world at thir-

teen. There was no Soeur
Marie-Aimee there any more.
The same stony-hearted Mother

Superior received her with the

same cold dislike that she had

always shown. The girl was

sinking in despair, and a

young nun, beautiful and

kind-hearted, rescued her and
won her back to life.

In any other book, especially
a woman's book, we should

expect here an excursion into

the inner chambers of grief.

But we find no such thing.
Marie -Claire is not introspec-
tive. It is perfectly clear that

her heart is broken as the

hearts of the young break,
but there are not many words
about it. She has to work

very hard, which is nothing
new to her, and suspicious

eyes are upon her.

She is back now within the

convent - walls that sheltered

her childhood, but she has lost

the only perfect shelter her

heart has ever known, which
was within the arms of Soeur

Marie - Aimee. That heroic

spirit, so loving, so imperfect,
so sorely tried, has won its

freedom at last, and is all but

crowned. Soeur Marie-Aimee for

one short hour returns to the

convent. It is towards even-

ing, in the autumn
;
and Marie-

Claire sees her again, once.

The meeting of these two
women for the last time is like

nothing that one has met with
in literature.

" Elle s'assit, sans s'adosser au

tilleul, et je m'agenouillai dans 1'herbe

a ses pieds.
" Ses yeux n'avaient plus de rayons ;

on eut dit que les couleurs s'e'taient

me'lange'es, et tout son visage, si fin,

s'6tait comme rapetiss<5e, et retire
1

au
fond de sa cornette. Sa guimpe ne

s'arrondissait plus comme autrefois

sur sa poitrine, et ses mains laissaient

voir leurs veines bleues.
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" Son regard se posa t\ peine sur la

fenetre de sa chambre ;
il passa sur

les allees de tilleuls, il fit le tour de
la grande cour carree, et pendant
qu'il s'arretait sur la maison de la

superieure, elle laissa echapper ces

paroles comme un murmure
" '

II faut bieii pardonner aux

autres, si nous voulona qu'on nous

pardonne !

'

" Elle ramena son regard sur moi,
et elle dit

" ' Tea yeux sont tristes.'

"Elle passa ses paumes sur mes

yeux, comme si elle voulait y
efFacer une chose qui lui deplaisait ;

et, en les retenant fermes, elle dit de
la meme voix murmurante

" ' Tant de souffrances passent sur

nous !

'

"Elle retira ses mains pour les

rneler aux miennes, et sans me quitter
du regard, avec un accent plein de

priere, elle me parla" ' Ma douce fille, ecoute-moi : ne
deviena jamais une pauvre religi-
euse !

'

" Elle eut comme un long soupir de

regret, et elle reprit
" ' Notre habit noir et blanc

annonce aux autres que nous sorumes
des creatures de force et de clarte, et

toutes les larmes s'etalent devant

nous, et toutes les souffrances veulent
etre consoles par nous ; mais pour
nous, personne ne s'inquikte de nos

souffrances, et c'est comme si nous
n'avions pas de visage.'" Puis ella parla d'avenir

;
elle

diaait
" ' Je m'en vais ou vont les mission-

naires. Je vivrai la-bas, dans une
maison pleine d'epouvante ; j'aurais
sans cesse devant lea yeux toutes les

laideurs, et toutes les pourritures !

'

" J'ecoutais sa voix profonde ;
il y

avait au fond comme une ardeur ; on
eut dit qu'elle pouvait prendre pour
elle seule toutes lea souffrances de la

terre.

"Sea doigts cesserent de s'entre-

croiser aux miens. Elle les passa sur
mes joues, et sa voix se fit tres douce

pour me dire
" ' La pureto de ton visage restera

gravee dans ma pensee.'
" Et pendant que son regard passait

au-dessua de moi, elle ajouta" 'Dieu nous a donnee le souvenir,
et il n'est au pouvoir de personue de
nous le retirer.'

" Elle se leva du bane, je 1'accom-

pagnai jusqu'a la sortie, et, quand
Bel-(Eil eut referme sur elle la lourde

porte, j'en ecoutai un long moment
le bruit sonrd et prolong6.

" Ce soir-la, Sceur Desiree - des-

Anges vint plus tard dans la chambre.
Elle avait assiste a des prieres par-
ticulieres, pour .le depart de Soeur

Marie-Aimee, qui s'en allait soigner
les le"preux."

" She sat down, without leaning
back against the lime-tree, and I

knelt in the grass at her feet.
" Her eyes had lost their gleams ;

one would have said that their colours

had mingled, and her face that was
so thin had all grown smaller as it

were and farther back under her nun's
hood. Her bodice did not curve across

her breast as it used to do, and her
hands showed their blue veins.

"Her gaze rested hardly a moment
on the window of her room ; it passed
over the lime-tree alleys, it went all

round the great square courtyard,
and while it stopped at the house of

the Mother Superior, she let these
words escape her lips, in a murmur

" ' We must indeed forgive others,
if we would be forgiven !

'

" Her gaze came oack to rest on me,
and she said

" ' Your eyes are sad.'
" She passed the palms of her hands

over my eyes, as if she wanted to

efface from them something that did
not please her ; and keeping them still

shut, she said in the same murmuring
voice

" ' So many griefs pass over us !

'

" She took away her hands to clasp
them with mine, and without moving
her eyes from my face, in an accent
of entreaty, she spoke to me

" ' My sweet daughter, listen to me :

never become a poor nun !

'

" She seemed to breathe a long sigh
of regret, and went on

" ' Our dress of black and white is to

tell others that we are creatures of

strength and of light, and all tears

are poured out before us, and all

sorrows call on us to console them
;

but as for us, no one cares for our

sorrows, and it is as if we had no
faces.'

" Then she spoke of the future
; she

said
" ' I am going away where mission-
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aries go. I shall live down there in a

house full of terror. I shall have for

ever before my eyes all things that are

hideous, all things that are corrupt !

'

"I listened to her deep voice; below

it there was a kind of ardour : one

would have said that she could have

taken upon herself alone all the

Bufferings upon earth.
" Her fingers ceased twining them-

selves with mine. She passed them
over my cheeks, and her voice turned

very sweet as she said to me
" ' The pureness of your face will

remain graven in my mind.'
" And as her gaze was lifted above

me, she added
" ' God has given us remembrance,

and it is not in the power of anyone
to take that from us.'

" She got up from the bench, I

went with her as far as the way out,
and when Bel-(Eil had reclosed the

heavy door behind her, I listened for

a long moment to the hollow drawn-
out sound it made.
"That evening Soeur Desiree-des-

Anges came later than usual to our

room. She had been present at the

special prayers offered before the

departure of Soeur Marie-Aimee, who
was going away to nurse the lepers."

One would not oare to be

the kind of writer who could

offer a comment upon this.

But it is simply impossible to

give any idea of the book
without this passage.
And indeed I am far from

confident of having given any
just impression of the book.
In directness of feeling and

depth of insight it is like

poetry, and what one longs to

say is only
"Read it, read it, and you

will see !

"

For it does not remind one
of any other book : it is, in

simple fact, a new thing in

literature. For this reason it

seems to me that every one
should seek to know Marie-
Claire. For the few people
who cannot read French such

transparent French as this

there is an English translation

by Mr J. N". Raphael. Opinions
are divided as to the merits

of the translation : some of the

objections brought against it

seem rather trivial, but as far

as I am aware, the most serious

mistake it contains has passed
unnoticed.

Marie-Claire tells (on page
181) that it was her habit on

Sundays, when she returned

from hearing Mass, to bring
back her tiny portion of "pain
bdnit," and divide it amongst
the children of Jean le Rouge
in the little house on the hill.

The "pain bdnit" should of

course be translated "blessed

bread." But Mr Raphael trans-

lates it "the consecrated wafer,"
a perfectly impossible idea,

and one that would give most

painful offence to many readers

it might have been supposed,
to all. The same expression

occurring again (on page 210)
is translated in the same way,
so it is evidently no slip. Mr
Raphael apparently does not

know that it is the custom in

some parts of France to dis-

tribute ihQ"pain bnit "amongst
the congregation after certain

religious services : it is a cus-

tom not observed in Italy or

in Ireland or in other Roman
Catholic countries, and I do

not know its origin, though its

meaning is easily guessed. Mr
Raphael will no doubt be glad
to correct his mistake in future

editions of his book.

We hear no more of Soeur

Marie-Aimee. We do not know
what happened at the farm of

Villevieille, or what became of

Eugene and his beloved oxen.

It seems as if Marie - Claire
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were born to lose all her friends,

each in a different way, only
to keep them for ever in her

heart. The last friend of all,

and the one who came to her

in her worst need, was the

young nun with the beautiful

face and name, and beauti-

ful gift of consolation, Soeur

Desiree-des-Anges.
She was a merry girl once,

whose high spirits and curly
hair were well remembered by
Marie-Claire, and yet she did

not know her when she saw
her again in her nun's dress.

This young Sister had con-

quered many an impulse of

youth, and now in her secret

chamber at night she put her

slender hands together "like

the saints," and read Thomas-
is, -Kempis in her plaintive
voice before she slept j

but
there was one thing she could

not conquer, and that was her

aversion to the black and heavy
nun's dress that she wore. She
was ill, yet she was always gay,
and complained of nothing ex-

cept that her dress seemed to

grow heavier.

Marie-Claire slept with her,
and one morning very early
was awakened by hearing her

say something : then she saw
the young nun sitting up in

bed, uncovering her hair.

" Puis elle secoua la te'te, en faisant

rouler ses cheveux courts et boucle"s

sur son front, et aussitot je reconuus
Dusirde Joly.

" Je me levai un peu effrayde ; elle

repdta
" ' Ouvrez la fenfitre, afin qu'il

entre 1

'

" J'ouvris la fenetre toute grande, et

quand je me retournai, Soeur Desiree-

des-Anges tendait ses mains jointes
vers le soleil levant, et d'une voix
soudainement affaiblie elle disait

" '

J'ai 6t<5 ma robe, je n'en pouvais

plus.'" Elle s'e"tendit tranquillement, et

plus rien ne bougea sur son visage.
"Je retina longtempa ma respir-

ation pour dcouter la sienne ; puis,

j'aspirai longuement, comme si mou
souffle devait en me'ine temps entrer

dans sa poitrine.
" Mais en la regardant de plus pres,

je compris que le dernier souffle e"tait

de"ja sorti d'elle. Ses yeux grands
ouverts semblaient regarderun rayon
de soleil qui s'avanait comme une

longue fleche.

"Des hirondelles passaient et repas-
saient devant la fenStre en poussant
des cris comme les petites filles, et des

bruits que je n'avais jamais entendu

m'emplissaient les oreilles.
" Je levai la tote vers les fenfitres

des dortoirs, dans 1'espoir que quel-

qu'un pourrait entendre ce que
j'avais k dire.

" Mais mon regard ne rencontra que
le cadran de la grosse horloge, qui
semblait regarder dans la chambre

pardessus les tilleuls ;
il marquait

cinq heures
;

alors je ramenai les

couvertures sur Soeur D6sire"e-des-

Anges et je sortis sonner le rdveil.
" Je sonnai longtemps ; les sons

s'en allaient loin, bien loin ! Us s'en

allaient ou s'en 6tait allde Soeur

De'sire'e-des-Anges.
"Je sonnais, parce qu'il me sem-

blait que la cloche disait au monde

que Soeur De'sire'e-des-Anges 6tait

morte.
"Je sonnais aussi parce que

j'espdrais qu'elle mettrait encore une
fois son beau visage a la fenfitre pour
me dire

" 'Assez ! assez !'

"M61anie m'arracha brusqueraent la

corde. La cloche, qui 6tait lancee,

retomba k fau*, et fit entendre uue
sorte le plaiute.

" Melanie me dit
" ' Es tu folle, voila plus d'un quart

d'heure que tu sonnes !

'

" Je repondis" ' Soeur Ddsirde - des - Anges eat

morte.'

" Then she shook her head, making
her short curly hair fall down over
her forehead, and instantly I recog-
nised D6sire Joly.

"A little frightened, I got up ;
she

said again
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Open the window, that he may
come in !

'

" I threw the window wide open,
and when I turned round, Soeur

DdsireVdes-Anges stretched out her

clasped hands towards the rising sun,
and in a voice that had grown sud-

denly weak she said

'"I have taken off my dress, I

could not bear it any longer.
1

" She laid herself quietly down at

full length, and nothing moved in

her face any more.
" For a long time I held my breath

to listen to hers ; then I began to

breathe hard and slowly, as if I might
make my breath enter her breast.

"But when I drew closer to look
at her, I understood that the last

breath had gone out of her body.
Her wide - open eyes seemed to be

gazing at a sunbeam that shot out
like a long arrow.

" Swallows passed and repassed
before the window, uttering cries

like little girls, and sounds that I

had never heard before filled my
ears.

" I lifted up my head towards the

dormitory windows, hoping that some

person might be able to hear what I

had to say.
" But my gaze met nothing except

the face of the great clock, which
seemed to be looking into the room
from above the lime-trees

;
it pointed

to five o'clock : then I drew up the

bed-coverings over Sffiur Dsire"e-des-

Anges, and went out to ring the
rdoeil.

" I rang for a long time ; the sounds
went very, very far away ! They
went where Soeur Ddsir6e-des-Anges
had gone.
^'1 rang, because I thought the

bell was telling all the world that
Sreur De"siree-des-Anges was dead.

" I rang also because I hoped that
she would put her beautiful face to

the window once more, to say to

me
" ' That's enough ! enough 1

'

" Melanie suddenly caught the rope
away from me. The bell, which
was starting, fell back wrong, and
made a sound like a kind of lament.

" Melanie said to me
" ' Are you crazy ? here you have

been ringing more than a quarter of
an hour !

'

" I answered

" ' Soaur De'sirde - des - Anges is

dead."'

Anyone who reads this will

feel how absolutely individual

it is. Not the most prosaic of

minds could contemplate it

without realising that here at

last he has encountered the

"
shaping spirit of imagination."

He must feel as certain of it as

that his boots are on his feet.

And if his sense of annoyance
at the wretchedly inadequate
remarks of the present re-

viewer should rise to a height,
let him try to calm it by writ-

ing for himself an adequate
and satisfactory account of

the sensations he has received

from the perusal of 'Marie-

Claire.'

With what will he compare
them?
With sufficient courage I

might confess that there come

floating into my own mind

comparisons with the delicate

and dearly imaginative music
of Grieg, and also comparisons
with the colour of the blue

wind-flowers that open here in

April, and show one colour to

the sun and another when the

cold wind blows.

But how can one seriously
offer such lucubrations to other

minds as " criticism
"

?

No ! I prefer to quote three

lines from a letter received

from the author of 'Thoughts
on Paradox '

:

" Is it not the most perfectly simple

thing in the world ? The last and

greatest art, we know, is the art of

leaving out, but this woman leaves

out almost everything by nature. I

can only say that she must have the

heart of a child and the brain of a

genius."
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

THE INDIFFERENCE OF THE PEOPLE THE DECAY OF PARLIA-

MENT JUGGLING- WITH THE INCOME-TAX LORD GOSCHEN

LIBERAL, NOT DEMAGOGUE THE INTERFERENCE OF THE STATE
GOSCHEN AND HOME RULE.

NOT long since Lord Rose-

bery, from his place in the

House of Peers, deplored, as

well he might, the indifference

of the British People. "The

daily papers," he pointed out,
" were filled with the details of

the Coronation, with football

matches, with contests at golf,
and a few race meetings."
Such topics as these alone

avail to stimulate the popular

curiosity, to absorb the popular
interest. Every candid ob-

server will admit that the

indictment, the gravest that

can be brought against a

nation, is well founded. Trivi-

ality has marked the People's
mind for its own, and if there

be not a reaction, we shall

presently see the sun of our

Empire set in nothingness and

folly.

The indictment is the heavier

because we are passing through
the gravest crisis known to

our history since 1832. In
that year the first blow was
struck at what Mr Gladstone
described as a perfect constitu-

tion. The evil then begun
will be consummated in 1911,
unless the People can be

aroused from its trance of in-

difference. The stealthy revo-

lution prepared by our Govern-
ment marches apace. Rough
hands are ready to disturb the

exquisite balance of our tripar-
tite constitution. The safe-

guards which for centuries

have ensured the personal
freedom of Englishmen are

being insolently torn in pieces.
Hitherto our countrymen have
been proud of their king and
Parliament. They have rev-

erenced the noble precedents
of liberty, the august tradi-

tions of their race. Conscious
that they have been an ex-

ample of good government
to all the world, they have

guarded their privileges with
a jealous care. They have
not bounded their policy and
their aspiration by their pocket.

They have freely recognised the

claims of honour, and have

fought for their country by
land and sea.

And now a sudden change
has overtaken the British

People. With perfect indiffer-

ence it views its traditions out-

raged, its privileges withdrawn.
The Government now in office,

though not in power, is intent

only upon destruction. If it

has its will, that which is shall

no longer be. The House of

Lords torn down, the Throne

threatened, the Empire dis-

membered, the Church dises-

tablished, the law flouted if

the judges decline to do the

work of partisans, these are
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the promised first - fruits of

Radicalism. And let it be

remembered that the sole talent

of the Government, such as it

is, is a talent of destructiveness.

It could not, even if it would,
build up anew that which its

impious hands are pulling
down. Wreckage is its game,
and it employs all the classic

artifices, the false light, the

belled and hobbled horse, which
since the beginning of time
have lured mariners to de-

struction.

That the members of our

present Government should lay
violent hands upon the time-

honoured institutions of our

country need not surprise us.

Their talent is readily sup-

ported by their inclination.

Office and its spoils are dear
to them

;
and so long as they

can persuade Ireland to confer

upon them the places and titles

of power, England is not likely
to receive the smallest con-

sideration at their hands.
What we most bitterly de-

plore is England's carelessness

and inaction. It seems as

though she had lost the

strength of resistance. With
a shrug she sees her honour
and freedom stripped from her.

Twenty years ago such a crisis

as we now confront would
have packed the newspapers
with protest. Public meetings
would have been held to de-

nounce the iconoclasts. The
old landmarks of party would
have been rudely broken

down, and patriots of every
creed and kind would have

joined hands in the defence
of Union and the Constitu-

tion. To-day, as we have

said, apathy holds all classes

in its frozen grip. They are

tired of politics, grumble our
enfranchised citizens. They
care not what becomes of

the country so long as they
can have their bread and
their circus. Their journals
reflect accurately enough their

aims and ambitions. Above
all, they say, let us have no
more politics. If there be a
"scene" in the House, of

course they must be told of

it. Otherwise small type and
the end of a column is suf-

ficient for a Parliamentary
debate. Let us talk, they
murmur, of the weather, of

crime in New York, of any-
thing that does not promote
thought or remind us of the
duties of citizenship. And as

we must have excitement, let

our newspapers make a scandal

of rainfall or sunshine, and re-

serve their most potent head-

lines for the flagrant episodes
in the lives of wholly un-

important persons.
Thus is the People lulled to

forgetfulness of politics, and
with an equal sense of boredom
it regards all other pursuits of

the intelligence. Our theatres,
with a few exceptions, are a

national disgrace. The talent

of our actors is thrown away
upon

"
comedies," spoken or

musical, at which any other

capital in Europe would laugh
in scorn. Nor is the failure

of our stage a mere incident.

It goes deeply into our nature

and helps to explain the sad

triviality ofour citizens. "There
will never be civilisation," said
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George Meredith, with perfect

truth, "where Comedy is not

possible," and civilisation is

falling from our shoulders

like a discarded cloak. The

People cannot laugh ;
it pre-

fers to sentimentalise. Let it

bleat and it is happy. Ask it

not to think or to smile. Wit
and irony are alike distaste-

ful. Either with grim puri-
tanical insistence it will shed
tears over the crudest melo-

drama, or it will shake its

sides with boisterous laughter
at the nimble antics of a knock-
about "artiste." Comedy it

disdains, as it disdains politics,
because comedy is a criticism

of life, and provokes thought.
With a like contempt the

People looks upon literature.

Here, also, it demands no more
than an anodyne. Its printed
matter must be highly spiced
or imbecile, it matters not
which

;
in either case it makes

no urgent demand upon the

intelligence. And so we have
a vast amount of books that
are no books; of notion tit for

the lunatic asylum; of his-

torical compilations written
below - stairs, in which the

past is treated with the pry-
ing curiosity of the Society
journalist. Our popular maga-
zines neither instruct nor
amuse. If they dared to at-

tempt either enterprise they
would be doomed to that worst

inferno, a small circulation. It

is their end and aim only to be

trivial, to record everything
that does not matter, and
therefore they are eagerly
read by an apathetic public.
That which is called the

"personal touch" by the jour-
nalist is prized more highly
than wisdom or eloquence.
What a great man has written

is of no importance. What
causes the generous heart of

the People to throb is a know-

ledge of what the great man
eats, and with what spirit he

faces the camera.

How, then, does the People,

callously reckless of its country
and its fate, ask to be amused ?

As Lord Rosebery says, it de-

mands of its press details of

the Coronation, which does not

take place for two months. It

demands these details that it

may be ahead of the news. The
real appreciation of a great

pageant, which will symbolise
the sovereignty and security of

these islands and our dominions

oversea, is beyond its reach.

When the great day comes,
its poor brain will be too

much fatigued in anticipation
to understand the nobility of

the processions, the grandeur
of the ceremonies. And after

this premature interest comes
a spectator's interest in sport.
The sense of danger in a foot-

ball match just stirs its slug-

gish blood. Fashion and ad-

vertisement have combined to

ensure the momentary popular-

ity of golf. But cricket has
lost the favour of the mob,
which asks, through its ac-

credited mouthpieces,
" What

shall we do to make the

national game attractive?"

Meanwhile gate-money, which

supersedes skill and sport in

the minds of our cricketers,

falls off, and if the batsmen of

England cannot raise the speed
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of their scoring, then their

patron, the people of England,
foiled of excitement, will refuse

to spend their shillings any
more at Lord's or the Oval.
In brief, the popular indiffer-

ence has spread from politics,

through literature, to every
form of human activity, and it

is difficult to believe that any-
thing will arouse the People to

a proper view of its dangers
and duties save revolution or
a foreign war.
The cause of the indifference

is not far to seek. For this,
as for many other evils, the

democracy alone is to blame.

By a curious irony, to thrust

responsibility upon the People
is to deprive it of all energy
and resolution. The flattery
which numbs its individual

victim, destroys the spirit of

the mob. How, indeed, should
the people, uninstructed and

unimaginative, survive the
truculent praises of the dema-

gogues who assure it from a
thousand platforms that it is

all-wise, all-powerful, and all-

just? So it gathers in its

pot-houses, with the smirk of

conscious vanity on its face,
and boldly declares that it is

always right. Why, then,
should it be at the pains to

instruct itself? It can send
what delegates it likes to West-
minster, pledged to guard its

interests and to carry out its

wishes. What these interests

and wishes are it knows dimly
and cares not at all. It has
cast its votes for Cleon, and
Cleon is the man to do what is

right. Why should it trouble
to think or inquire? Cleon's

flattery still buzzes in its ear,

and if under Cleon's captaincy
the ship of state founders on
the rocks, what does it matter ?

The People's wisdom is un-

impaired. No disaster will ever

satiate the people's hunger of

applause.
And the democracy, which

means nothing else than the

worship of numbers, must per-
force destroy the taste of the

community. The polling-booth
controls also the things of the

mind. That theatre is supreme
which can attract within its

doors the greatest number of

spectators. That newspaper,
that book, bears upon it the

true mark of genius which can
boast the largest circulation.

In every field of human energy
there is but one efficient method
of judgment the counting of

heads. And as the majority
votes but does not discriminate,
the worthless play, the worth-
less book, will always head the

poll. Pleasures shared in

common are the meanest plea-
sures of all, and the will of

the People must prevail. So

everybody says, and the People,
assured of its prevalence, sinks

back into a tired attitude of

flattered apathy.
The indifference of the People

has for its necessary con-

sequence a general decline in

the morals of Government.
When the majority is easily
satisfied our Ministers have
small scruple in subordinating
the good of the State to the

security of official tenure. In
a debate on the Parliament
Bill Lord Hugh Cecil pointed
out, with perfect truth as we
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think, that the House of

Commons, which gave its

decisions by a bare majority,
which curtailed debate by an
inexorable guillotine, which
was influenced in all its pro-

ceedings by the power of the

Whips, was unfitted to dis-

charge the enormous duties

which it claimed under the

Bill. He suggested that we
should provide against the new
danger by the old safeguards.
"In the eighteenth century,"
said he,

" that House was inter-

fered with by the Court and
had recourse to secret voting ;

they were now interfered with

by the Caucus, and required
secret voting." Mr Balfour,
with a cemmendable loyalty to

the House, which he has
adorned with his eloquence
for nearly forty years, declared

that he saw no deterioration in

Parliamentary practice and

management. Much as we
admire Mr Balfour's loyalty
and optimism, we cannot agree
with him. We believe that it

would be impossible to find a

parallel in our whole Parlia-

mentary history to the situa-

tion which now confronts us.

Let us consider for a moment
the means by which it is pro-

posed to destroy the Consti-

tution, and to introduce the

experiment of a Single
Chamber, which has meant
ruin and disintegration wher-
ever it has been tried. Of the

four groups into which the

House of Commons is divided,
the Tories are the largest by
a single vote. Mr Asquith,
powerless of himself, with no
definite policy of his own, with

one formula,
" Wait and see,"

for hia only argument, relies

upon two hostile and corrupt
factions to lead the attack upon
his country. On the one hand,
he receives an interested sup-

port from the Labour Party,
which guards its place in the

House of Commons by an open
and unchallenged contempt of

the decision of the highest
court in the land. On the

other hand, he obeys the im-

perious behest of eighty Irish-

men, the avowed enemies of

England, who are kept in

Parliament by foreign gold,
and whose capital has de-

clined to present an ad-

dress to King George. Such a

situation is, as we have said,

without parallel. It marks an
immeasurable step downward
in the corruption of Parliament.
And it is all the worse because
the Irish alliance is the result

of an obvious bargain. Ireland

condescends to destroy the con-

stitution of a country to which
it professes undying hostility,

merely on condition that it may
achieve legislative and political

disruption. Not in 1874, not
in any year of our history,
could such a discreditable

bargain have been possible.
No other English Government
would have dared to deprive
the House of Lords of privileges
conferred upon it in the dim
backward of time against the
will of an English majority.
How, then, shall we accept Mr
Balfour's kindly estimate, and

reject the theory of deteriora-

tion forced upon us by every
debate on the Parliament Bill ?

There is another proof of
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decline whioh all observers must

accept. Time was when party

discipline had not wholly ex-

tinguished the right of private

judgment. Not even Mr Glad-

stone's wilful autocracy could

always stamp out the flame of

independence. When that most
reckless politician attempted to

force Home Rule upon a re-

luctant House, there were men
brave enough and honest

enough to repudiate his leader-

ship. The wildest enthusiast

could not pretend for a moment
that Mr Asquith's cold author-

ity is a match for the danger-
ous temperament of Mr Glad-
stone. Yet Mr Asquith has

accomplished a feat beyond the

reach of his own revered

leader. He has compelled his

colleagues to accept an unwel-
come policy, and has not heard
one whisper of complaint. With
an absurd iteration our Radical
Ministers have declared them-
selves "Second-Chamber men."
With a ready acquiescence they
have agreed to abelish the
Second Chamber. Here is

another step on the road of

corruption, another proof of

deterioration. The Independent
Liberal exists no more, or if he
exists he finds it expedient to

hold his tongue.
For the preamble, which the

Government declines to explain
or discuss, means nothing.
There is not the slightest
reason why it should ever be
heard of again, and if the
Radicals have their way it will

very soon be lost in the dark-
ness of oblivion. Perhaps it

appears to soothe the con-
sciences of one or two mem-

bers, old-fashioned enough to

affect a conscience. If so, we
can observe only that the

soothing of consciences is

nowadays a very simple pro-
cess. There was a time when
even Mr Asquith put some
faith in preambles. "Ever
since the days of Lord Coke,"
he declared once upon a time,
"it has been well said that the

preamble is the keynote of the

statute." To - day he holds

other views. He has devised
a preamble for ornament, and
makes it clear by the dis-

pleasure whioh a reference

to it causes, that even as an
ornament it is unacceptable
to him. Yet he dare not
withdraw it, and retaining it

is guilty of the same decep-
tion whioh he practised when
he asserted that without

guarantees he would not hold

office, and having no guaran-
tees, grasped the reins with
febrile haste. With an even
worse dishonesty the Govern-
ment has been playing tricks

with the national finances. For

purposes of its own it has re-

quested eight railway com-

panies to postpone the pay-
ment of their income-tax, that
it may save some 680,000
from the Sinking Fund, and
use that amount for the pay-
ment of members or the pur-
chase of votes. Such conduct
in a trading company would be
actionable at law, and clearly
demonstrates a lowered stand-

ard. Thus it has come about
that the word of politicians
is lightly esteemed, that Mini-
sters are placed below the
code of honour which ob-
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tains among private gentlemen.
In all the details of Govern-
ment the same decline may
be observed. When, in 1711,
it was proposed to push Sir
Miles Wharton into the House
of Peers for the mere con-

venience of the Ministry, that

county gentleman refused the

unwelcome gift.
" This looks

like serving a turn," said he.
" Peers used to be made for

services which they have done,
but I should be made for

services that I am to do."

Viscount Haldane, in the dim
past the hope of moderate
men, does not share the

scruples of Sir Miles Wharton.
He is quite willing to serve
a turn, to earn his title after

he has assumed it. Forget-
ting that the Crown is the
fountain of honour, he has
declared most improperly that
he leaves the House of Com-
mons "not by choice, but by
force of circumstances." Thus
" honour rooted in dishonour
stands

"
; and if Viscount Hal-

dane does not suffer the

mysterious change which af-

feets most Radicals who as-

cend to the House of Lords,
he will doubtless be ready,
when the time comes, to attack
the Chamber of which he is

the youngest member.

Ten years ago these sayings
and doings of Viscount Hal-
dane would have been im-

possible, and in his grudging
elevation we have yet another

sign of an impaired Parlia-

ment. Nor are we without
abundant evidence of decay
from the past. Mr Arthur
Elliot's 'Life of Lord Goschen ' l

comes appositely to our pur-

pose. In every page it

bears sad, convincing testi-

mony to a change in Parlia-

mentary morals. There is not
a single Goschen left in the

Liberal ranks, not one man
who, for the sake of inde-

pendence or to vindicate the

right of private judgment,
would dare to leave his party.
Goschen was made of another

clay than our present Minis-

ters. He was a living, sentient,

intelligent being, who through
a long life formed his own
opinions, and dared to express
them. He did not enter the
House of Commons as Mr As-

quith or Sir Edward Grey have
entered it, to wear the chains of

slavery. The lash of the slave-

driver never fell on his back,
as it falls on theirs daily.

Strange as it seems to-day, there

was no difference between his

deed and thought. In action

he obeyed the dictates of

reason, never weighing his own
private advantage in the

balance against the advantage
of the Commonwealth. His
sense of patriotism, moreover,
forbade him to look upon
politics as a game. It was
service, not ambition, which

prompted him, and this record

of his career bears all the

marks of the tragedy which
comes of broken ideals and
shattered hopes.

1 'The Life of George Joachim, First Viscount Goschen, 1831-1907,' by the

Hon. Arthvir D. Elliot. 2 vols. London : Longmans', (Jreen, & Co.
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As we look back on Goschen's

career, we cannot but be struck

by its singular uniformity.

Though he served in both

parties, he never abated one

jot of his jealously-held con-

victions. Though he was a

Liberal, in the old sense of

that disused word, he was
never a demagogue. The ex-

tension of the franchise always
found in him a bitter opponent.
He did not believe that a
Reform Bill was a general

remedy for all the evils of the

State, and in 1880 he refused

to join Mr Gladstone's Govern-
ment because he would be no

party to the extending of the

county franchise. You may
search his speeches and letters

in vain for any sign of the cant
which prevails to-day concern-

ing the Will of the People. As
resolutely he declined to make
capital out of class-hatred. In

1864, when he had been in the

House of Commons no more
than a year, a letter addressed

by him to Mr Cobden made his

views perfectly clear. "Mr
Bright believes, if I am not
mistaken " thus he wrote
"in a degree of selfishness on
the part of the governing
classes which in my humble

opinion is a libel on them, and
I feel so strongly on this point
that even when we may both
have the same object in view,
I cannot work towards that
end without declining my share
in what I think a libel." Eight
years later, when he was a
member of Mr Gladstone's

Cabinet, he repudiated on be-

half of his colleagues that

monstrous heresy, which is the

interested gospel of to-day.
" The Liberal Party are in

no sense," said he, "hostile to

rights of property. Ministers

were guided by principles and
knew the goal to which they
were going. . . . And one of

their principles was to refuse

to purchase the support of

classes at the public expense."
Since these words were

spoken the Liberal Party has
died and been buried, and its

illegitimate successor has re-

pudiated every word that

Goschen spoke. If it knows
now the goal to which it is

going, that is because Mr
Redmond permits it to doubt
no longer. A year ago one of

its leaders compared his seat

on the front bench to a den-

tist's chair a plain confession

of uncomfortable obedience.

And as to the one prin-

ciple mentioned by Goschen,
that was long ago forgotten
and discredited. To purchase
the support of classes at the

public expense is the one and

only guiding principle of Radi-
calism. Without it Mr Asquith
would not now be Prime Minis-

ter, and his only chance of re-

taining his leadership is to give
this disastrous principle a wider

application. To such methods
as these Goschen refused always
to stoop. Again and again he
declares that the rich are not

the enemies of the poor. Again
and again he bids the People
" beware of a Salvation Army
in politics." He saw with his

habitual clairvoyance that just-
ice was a better support of life

than philanthropy, and that

there was none upon whom a
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man might so prudently rely
as upon himself. Therefore
he always distrusted the in-

terference of the State. " I

have been interested to find," he
wrote in a retrospect, "in re-

reading my first deliverances,
that I already struck the note
of that objection to the en-

croachment of Government in-

terference on the freedom of

individual action which, for

good or for evil, has coloured
to a great extent my political

opinions throughout my career."

To this danger he refers with-
out unceasing, and the history
of the last few years has

proved triumphantly how just
was his warning. Nor did he
ever follow the ancient Whigs
and the modern Radicals in

their hatred of England. A
new member, he declared his

dislike of the ManchesterSchool,
" with its strong inclination to

non-intervention and its too

absolute devotion to peace at

any price." He would not be-

lieve that surrender was the
first and last duty of English-
men, and it was his refusal to

accept this comfortable and

popular doctrine that caused
the first rift between Gladstone
and himself. In 1878 he re-

cords a long talk with Cotes
about moderate men. "He
declares they are in a majority,"
says his diary.

" I am coming
to the conclusion that a schism
must come. We cannot be

dragged any further by Glad-
stone and Bright. We are

compromised by them every
moment. This is my ruling idea.

We have no opportunity of

showing our anti-Russian feel-

ing." The situation already
filled him with a kind of de-

spair.
" I am annoyed at the

state of the party in the

House," he wrote in the same

year,
" and at the prospect of

standing with Lawrence and

Rothschild, ... at the separa-
tion of Liberals from National

sentiment, at the absence of

any friends on the bench," &c.

After this a separation was
inevitable. How far more
difficult a separation was then

than now a comparison of Mr
Asquith with Gladstone is

enough to show. Gladstone
still dwelt in an atmosphere of

mystery and awe. Even those

who most bitterly hated his

authority bowed to it at last.

That there were a few who
refused to bend the knee
in worship hints how much
our Parliament has decayed
in thirty years. Sir William
Harcourt's valour, for instance,
like Bobadil's, was a valour of

words. He showed signs of

revolt as early as 1875. "I
am a little sick," he wrote to

Goschen,
" of what Glyn called

loyalty, which, as far as I

understand, was a servile

abandonment of all principles
to the whim of an individual.

That sort of loyalty I hope
I shall never practise. My
loyalty is due to the principles
of the party to which I

belong. And I can neither

see them dragged through
the dirt nor suffer myself
to be so. ... A party or a

Cabinet which only meets to

register submissively the vary-

ing fancies of an individual,
without daring even to remon-
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strate or to discuss, is sure to

perish, as the Empire of Louis

Napoleon did, and as the govern-
ment of Gladstone has done."

These are brave words, whioh

Harcourt, though still restive,

was destined to swallow within

ten years, and whioh no living
Radical could dare to utter.

Meanwhile, by a whimsical

irony, Harcourt commiserates
with Gosohen, who was to

prove the most sternly inde-

pendent of them all. Yet he
found comfort in one reflec-

tion.
" I firmly believe," said

he, "that you would think

three times before you killed

your wife and family even at

the command of Gladstone and
G. Glyn."
But protest as they might,

the most of the Liberals followed

their "revered leader" as a will-

of-the-wisp. Nor was G. Glyn
the only one who muttered

"disloyalty." Lord Aoton as

early as 1881 regarded Glad-
stone's capricious utterances

as the sanctified gospel of a

prophet. "Lord Acton," says
Goschen, "was impatient with
me for not throwing in my lot

finally with Mr Gladstone, and

making overtures as to joining
the Cabinet. ' Don't remember,'
wrote Aoton characteristically,
'our difference of opinion at

the disagreement between a

Whig who leans to Burke and
a Whig who leans towards
Fox. It is rather the impatience
of one, who thinks Gladstone
the most efficient political force

in the country, with the next
in rank, who, instead of grasp-
ing the golden hours, forgets
the uncertainty of life, the

caprioiousness of fortune, the

religious sanctity of the Liberal

Cause.'
' These words, a mere

travesty of politics, appear
foolish enough to us. In 1881

they were held by some Liberals

to be spoken by the voice of

wisdom itself. They did not

deceive Gosohen, "the next in

rank." To his honour be it said,

he cared not a jot for office or

its emoluments. He refused to

take the most tempting bait

that was offered him. He saw
the danger, and refused to slip

down the inclined plane of per-
sonal advantage and national

ruin. His mind was made up
long before the crisis of Home
Rule, and his determined action

in the time of supreme danger
followed logically upon what
he had said and thought for

many years.
But if he could not serve his

country in the Cabinet, he did

not spend his days in idleness.

His mission to Turkey, which

gives Mr Elliot an excuse for

an interesting chapter, helped
to solve the profoundest

problem which perplexed the

concert of Europe. In this

conflict he crossed swords with

Bismarck, and held his own
with the greatest diplomatist
of the century. The sketch

which he gives of Bismarck is

vivid and sympathetic. The
first sight of the Chancellor

did not disappoint him. " The
man who had loomed so big in

my imagination," said he,
" was

in every respect as big as my
fancy had painted him, and my
expectations were entirely ful-

filled." The specimens which
he gives of Bismarck's table-
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talk are all memorable. Here
is a characteristic specimen :

"I rather envy you English
statesmen," said the Chancellor,
"the excitement of the House
of Commons. You have the

pleasure of being able to call a

man a damned infernal scoun-

drel. Now I can't do that in

diplomacy." Bismarck's philo-

sophy of eating and drinking,

again, is striking evidence of

the man's candour. "I have
often regretted what I have

eaten," said he,
" but never

what I have drunk." "But
have you not been the worse for

it ?
" Then Bismarck described

his creed about potations by de-

claring, "I did not say I had
not been the worse for them

;

I said I had never regretted
them." An intelligible distinc-

tion, which Goschen keenly
appreciated. More keenly still

he appreciated the high gifts
of diplomacy which the Chan-
cellor displayed. It was a

great privilege, said he,
" to

discuss high matters of State
with a man whose insight was
so clear and quick, whose grasp
of detail as well as of principles
was so perfect and immediate,
and who knew his mind so

absolutely." Here, indeed, was
a perfect contrast to Mr Glad-

stone, but it was with Mr
Gladstone that Goschen's real

contest lay, and it was not

many years after the interlude

of Turkey that the antagonists
were engaged.

It is characteristic of Mr
Gosehen, as we have said,
that he never changed his

opinions. His consistency was
absolute. On the question of
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Home Rule, as on most other

questions, he never wavered for

an instant. "For my part,"
he wrote in 1879,

" in the

earliest days of the Home Rule

movement, I declared that I

would not loosen, by one turn
of the windlass, the bonds which
bind this Empire together."
Six years later he proved his

resolution to the world. In the

comings and goings of 1885, in

the tortuous intrigues which
veiled Mr Gladstone's real in-

tentions, Goschen played a clear

and open part. The tale is

twice-told, yet every new bio-

graphy adds another touch to

the duplicity of those who sub-

mitted to the Irish domination.

Gladstone, we imagine, had
little difficulty in convincing
himself. There was no view
which he could not argue into

his mind if it gave promise of

applause, majorities, and marble
columns. A sketch of the

movement of Gladstone's brain,

given in a letter written to

Goschen by Lord Arthur

Russell, is as vividly dramatic
as it is profoundly true. "We
have been at Knowsley," wrote
Lord Arthur, "and at Ha-
warden, where we saw the

Grand Old Man fell an ancient

oak, and we reverently gathered
the chips that fell from his axe.

At Knowsley, Lord Derby said

to me after a long silence :

'The longer I live, the odder

I find the English people !

'

I did not answer :
' And the

odder they find you,' but I

thought it. Lord Kimberley
asked, 'How did you find the

great chief when you were at

Hawarden?' 'Well, I found
3 A
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him leaning towards Home
Rule,' answered Lord D.,
' what he calls a National

Council. I confess I don't see

my way to it, as I explained
at Blackburn.' '"When I saw
him last,' said Kimberley, 'he

was much troubled by the im-

moral means which were used

to bring about the Union : he
felt that a great National sin

had been committed, and his

conscience was troubled.' '

Oh,
damn his conscience,' answered
Lord Derby." Thus begins the

history of Gladstone's unhappy
attempt to inflict Home Rule

upon Ireland.

Henceforth Goschen's sever-

ance from Gladstone was com-

plete and irrevocable. He
fought against the proposals
of his ancient leader with

energy and courage. It was
his fate most often to follow

the Grand Old Man in debate,
and never did he lose a
chance of tearing the flimsy
rhetoric in pieces which served

that eminent man for argu-
ment. As we are doomed
to fight the same battle over

again, to bring forward with
what force we may the same

arguments, it is well to re-

call the speeches delivered

half a century ago by Goschen.
Here is an armoury ready to

our hand. His defence of the

Loyalists, whom Gladstone pro-

posed to abandon, will serve us

to-day as well as it served us
then. " There have been cases

of countries," said Goschen,
"who, after the humiliation of

defeat, have seen torn from
their sides subjects who have
relied upon them for support ;

but that after a disastrous de-

feat in the field. But for a

nation in the plenitude of its

power to hand over men who
had relied on its honour and its

power is what has never before

been recorded in the annals of

history. If it is done it will be
done by this country for the
first time." His fierce denuncia-
tion of the cry

" Justice to Ire-

land" may be repeated effect-

ively word by word. "When
did it first dawn upon the

thousands," he asked, "who
are now called upon to echo
that cry that Justice demanded
.Home Rule? I think I know.
It was when they were told so

by authoritative lips. . . . We
did not hear of that doctrine

in November last. Yet Justice

is not an intermittent appari-
tion. Justice is not a figure
that can be here at some times

and absent at others. Justice

is not an apparition that can
be invoked at the polling-booth
alone. Expediency may change
from time to time. . . . But
Justice always stands in the

same position. Expediency
may have set in." There is

the truth of yesterday and of

to-morrow. Expediency has
set with a kind of ferocity.
Justice has once more gone by
the board, and the will of Mr
Redmond is the expediency of

English Ministers.

So Goschen fought the battle

of Union. So at last, when
Lord Randolph Churchill for-

got him, he became Chancellor
of the Exchequer in Lord Salis-

bury's Government, and, to

make his severance complete,

joined the Carlton Club. And
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as we review his long and
honourable career, it is not

merely for the services which
he rendered to the Country and
the Empire that we reverence

his memory, but also for the

honourable lustre which he
cast upon the life and character

of Parliament. Never once did

he stoop to accommodate his

friends. Rigorous in express-

ing his opinions, he was de-

termined to translate them

always, if he could, into act.

If only all our politicians were
of the same moral fibre as

Goschen, we should contem-

plate the future of England with

equanimity. For we should

know, as we do not know to-

day, that those who sit upon
the front bench were saying
what they believed to be the

truth without concealment or

self-interest. We should know,
as we do not know to-day, that
our Ministers sought only the

advantage of the Empire, un-

biassed by the profitable per-
suasion of this group or that,

by the necessity of winning
here or there a parcel of votes.

We should know, as we do not
not know to-day, that the fatal

policy of purchasing support
in the country with public

money was discarded for ever.

In brief, we might have con-

fidence that the politicians
who hold in their hands the
fate of Great Britain were

freemen, and not the slaves of

their country's enemies. There
is a passage from Taine, quoted
in Mr Elliot's book, which not

merely sums up Goschen 's

character and ambition, but

sketches, very roughly, what

should be the statesman's

ideal. Thus it runs :
" A

proud man desires power to

execute the ideas which he

has, not to execute the ideas

of others. He wishes to be

the author of a work, not the

instrument of a caprice. It

is a mean ambition to aspire
to the state of a servant, and
he is a servant who trembles

at the murmuring of a hun-
dred thousand dirty

- handed
loafers as much as he who
kneels at the august smile of

a Highness in an embroidered
coat." There is not one mem-
ber of our present Cabinet
who with truth and sincerity
could echo these wise and

winged words.
Mr Elliot's 'Life of Lord

Goschen,' though it contains a
vast deal of excellent material,
is not of itself a good book. As
a biography it deserves little

praise. It is less an account
of Lord Goschen than a sketch
of the times in which he lived.

The central figure is too often

blurred; the narrative is too

rashly broken by documents to

satisfy the artistic require-
ments of the biographer's
craft. If at the end of the

second volume we realise what
kind of a man Lord Goschen
was, it is because we have con-
verted the raw material into a

portrait for ourselves. More-

over, the tone of the book is

the tone of a superior person.
A note of priggishness is heard
now and again, which should
not be heard in a life of

Goschen. It is true that in

a sense Goschen was what is

called a "moderate" man, and
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moderation, if it be not closely

guarded, tends to priggishness.
But, as he said himself, Goschen
was a " violent moderate "

man,
and thus found a salvation

with which Mr Elliot does

not always credit him. Nor
can Mr Elliot be quite fair to

the Tories who are Goschen's

colleagues. He is a Liberal-

Unionist in a narrow sense,
and finds it difficult to give the

Tory party a fair meed of

credit for its splendid fight

against Gladstone and the
forces of disruption. How-
ever, despite its faults, here is

the biography of an honest and
honourable statesman, whose
career is unblotted by a single
meanness of thought or deed,
who proved that independence
is possible even under a rigid

system of party, and who gave
an example of constancy in

fight which we trust will be
followed courageously in the

coming years.
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Sceptre tottfj tfje

& Coronation oe.

BY ALFKED NOTES.

" Ultima Cumsei venit jam carminis setas ;

Magnus ab integro saeclorum nascitur ordo. . . .

Pacatumque reget patriia virtutibus orbem."

VERGIL.

I.

IN their grandeur as they rise to the mist-wreathed skies,

The Minster-tower^ of England that crown her long renown,
Have they heard the mighty rumour, rolling inland from the sea,

Of the centuries to be ?

Hath the sea-wind told them ? Is the hallowed dust they keep
Stirred by a word across the deep ?

Hath a whisper touched the sleep of our ancient island kings ?

Hath a trumpet-call not reached them on the wings of the wind

In the shrine where they were crowned, long ago,

In the shrine that crowned the Saxon ere the conquering
Norman came,

In the shrine whose rival glories make a single beacon-flame,

In the shrine that saw the Red Rose wedded to the White,

And the warring shires of England 'neath a single crown unite,

And the Rose of England triumph in the fore-front of the fight,

As they swept in their might to meet the foe.
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II.

Shrine of mighty memories,
Binder of the centuries,

O, hear'st thou yet the paean and the vast exultant throng
Of the golden world approaching? Thou hast listened for it

long !

Can the dust of conflict blind thee ?

Canst thou dream the light withdrawn
To a mythic age behind thee ?

Hast thou dreamed it all a dream,
Hast thou caught not yet the gleam
That shall thrill thy grey old watch-towers with the clear

Memnonian song
Of the dawn ? Thou hast listened for it long !

Through the thunder of the City, through the silence of the

ages,
Ere the hamlet that was London heard thy lonely curfew tolled,

Thou hast pleaded, thou hast called, across the pasture and the

fold,

Drawing scattered tribes to worship from the river and the

wood,
In a close-knit brotherhood.
From century to century,
In ever-widening unity,
Thou hast crowned us here a people, in the splendour of the sun,

Till, around thee waiting, listening still, the great new oceans

rolled,

And thy seamen plunging Westward bade the Golden Gates

unfold,
And the vision that sustained them deepened onward to this

hour,
When the crown is yet to set upon the purpose of thy power,
And the mightiest page is yet to turn of all thy golden pages !

O, lift thy towers to heaven, for thy work is not yet done !

Nations, not shires, this day,

Bring thee their worlds and say,

Keep thou thine ancient way,
Weld us in one !

With tumult of multitudes, with trample of cavalry,
With clangour of trumpets and with brilliance of steel,

Surging like an ocean thro' the channels of the City,
Flows the single splendour of a world-wide Commonweal,

Bolls the single thunder of the royal flag of England
Shaken to a thousand winds beneath the Eternal sun.

God of all power and might,
Bless Thou our crown to-night,
Make it our beacon-light,

Weld us in one.
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III.

Like a great cliff thro' smoke of ocean-spray

Soaring to meet the skies' rare amethyst,

Silently through the drifting London mist

Swims the grey Minster, crowned with golden day.
Builded by men, its deep foundations yet
Are on the heavens' eternal substance set :

The seas of life its mighty bastions fret,

Day-long, age-long, but wear them not away.
And here the long line of our sceptred kings,
And once, and twice, a mightier maiden's brows

Received the crown of England, the proud sign
Of that high Law from whose pure service springs
Our only and perfect Freedom. For this House
Is still the House of God, the hallowed shrine

Of that great Word which is a lanthorn still

Unto the feet of our world-wandering hosts,

Unto our storm-tossed fleets a signal-fire,

Kindled three hundred years ago,

Born of that fire which leapt from hill to hill

In terrible triumph round our wreck-strewn coasts

Mocking the Invincible Fleets of earthly pride,

A torch, a beacon and a funeral pyre ;

Ay, and a sword to such as not fulfil

Thy Law, a sword and a great shattering wind

To all dark anarchs that forget
Whereon the bases of thy power are set.

Thine is the Word that little children know,
The Word that side by side

Our fathers and the pilgrim fathers knelt

And slowly to a purer meaning spelt,

And, by its deepening glory, lived and died,

From century to century,
In ever-widening unity.

They sundered ! But how mightily they meet,

Now the great months have run their course again !

Hark, o'er three thousand miles of sea they greet
The first gleam of the nobler years to be !

They stand together in the morning-light,

Here, in the vanguard of humanity,

Shaking the heart of Chaos and old Night,
With one harmonious Word Peace and good-will 1

Peace upon earth, good-will, good-will tow'rds men.
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Builded by men, but not of stone it seems,

This hallowed Temple of our unity,

Kather the sky-born Spirit of our dreams

Whose trembling earth-wrought robes of stone are less

Than air and colour to its loveliness,

Or Time to the great faith that keeps us free.

The passing throng but sets it more apart

A steadfast and a visionary shrine

Amidst the loud streams of the turbid mart,

A sentinel of high faiths and things divine,

Which though the hands grasp at a meaner prize,

And the feet hurry to a baser goal,

Still keeps one quiet fragment of the skies,

One lovelier hope in the grim City's heart,

One holier memory in its wrestling soul.

IV.

Hark ! For the cannon proclaim
The approach of a world-wide march,

Through thick-set ranks of vast acclaim

And arch on proud triumphal arch,

Where every flag is a leaping flame

Born of our faith in England's fame
;

And on to the mighty shrine they sweep
Thro' a multitude shouting a royal name,
Till out of the pomp of the world at last

They stream thro' the shadowy aisles of the soul

Where ancient warriors grandly sleep

And statesmen, grasping a marble scroll,

Lay their life-long wars aside

And equally rest in England's pride ;

And the sculptured kings in the purple gloom,
And the faded banners of battle await

The rending Judgment Trumpet-blast,
And the dawn of a grander doom.

V.

Lay in his hand the Sceptre with the Dove,
Set on his brows that more than golden Crown,

That radiant circlet of a world-wide love
Which till our last sun sink in our last sea,

Endures, the symbol of our unity,
A signal-star that never shall go down.
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Lay in his hand the Sceptre with the Dove !

The Swords ye bear before him, let them be

One Splendour, one in three,

The Sword of Temporal Justice, and the Sword
Of Spiritual Justice, and above
Their single glory, yet in pure accord

With their immortal sovranty,
Bear ye the Sword,

Bear ye the Sword Curtana, the great Sword
Of Mercy, inseparable in supremacy,
One Splendour, one in three,

Three rays of one fair star

Blazoning to the world the world's new birth

And triumph over the dark night of war,
The star of Peace and everlasting Love,

Shining in this dim fane, bright as of old,

Bright thro' our faded banners now as then,
When the three kings beheld it from afar,

And brought their myrrh and frankincense and gold,
And heaven re-echoed to the height again,

' Peace upon earth,
Peace upon earth,

Peace upon earth, good-will tow'rds men !

'

VI.

Shrine of mighty memories,
Binder of the centuries,

Remember, O remember, while the glory of this hour
Crowds thy gorgeous heart with the pomp of many nations,

Gaze, O gaze again across thy vanished generations,

Gaze, recall the story of the founding of thy power 1

Minster of our memories,
Look back across the centuries,
Seek that little spark of light,
In that wild mid-winter night,

When England in a forest-darkness lay,
And where thy solemn music storms the height

Of heaven with choral praise and golden exultations,

Only the blood-red internecine fight

Raged, or the lonely hunter stole upon his prey,
And the wolf howled where London stands to-day.

O, keep amongst thy memories,
This legend of the centuries :
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VII.

The king of dark old England
Sate in his council-hall,

With the thegns of Woden and Thunder,
Ealdorman, priest and thrall.

Pale in the midst a pilgrim,

Ringed by their naked swords,
That flashed blood-red in the fire-light,
Held them thrall to his words.

" News ! Good news I bring you
And a song from the stars above !

Ye have heard the roll of the thunder !

I bring you a word of love !

"I bring you the secret whisper
Of earth and sea and sky,

How the Maker for love of His making
Came down on earth to die."

The king of dark old England
Bowed down his eagle-face,

And silence covered the council

As he mused for a little space.

And ever the roaring night-wind
Beat on the gloomy hall,

And stirred the purple banners
On the high smoke-blackened wall.

" Battle and storm and thunder,

They have reigned for a thousand years :

They will reign for a thousand ages,"
And his eyes grew dim with tears.

The king of dark old England
Stood up before them all,

" Choose ye this day, my people
Ealdorman, priest and thrall.

" We have bowed our necks to the Thunder !

Shall we lift them anew and say
That the Christ-child reigns in England ?

Choose ye choose ye this day !

"
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Silence covered the council !

They mused for a little space,
For the light on the face of the pilgrim
Was the light of an angel's face.

And ever the roaring night-wind
Beat on the gloomy hall,

And stirred the purple banners
That leaned on the fire-lit wall.

Suddenly, out of the darkness,

Quick as an angel's word,
There fluttered before their faces

A little storm-beat bird.

Swift thro' the crimson fire-light,
From door to rough-hewn door,

Out of the night for a moment
Then into the night once more.

"
King, O King of England,
Since the old grey world began,

As the bird that came from the darkness
Even so is the life of man.

"O King, if this God can bring us
Some word of a far-off light,

Choose we this God for England,
Choose we, choose we this night !

"

They looked on the face of the pilgrim !

He held his arms out wide,
As the Maker, for love of His making,
Held out His arms and died.

And a shout went up on the night-wind
That shook the stars above

" We have broken the yoke of the Thunder,
We have taken the yoke of Love."

VIII.

Lay in his hand the Sceptre with the Dove !

The mighty months have run their course again !

Shall not that iron brood at last be slain,

And Justice, like Astrsea, shine above,
And Peace imparadise his golden reign ?
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Lay in his hand the Sceptre with the Dove !

O, silent Minster of our dead,
Hear'st thou the wings of Peace upon the wind,
Hear'st thou what glorious hosts draw nigh

Thy solemn shrine ? What shout of victory
Adown the listening ages now is sped ?

O, silent Minster of our hallowed dead,

Here, where his fathers laid their glory down
See'st thou what great new splendour waits to crown his

crown ?

Hast thou not heard, hast thou not heard,
That more than mightiest thunder-word,
That more than Marathonian cry

Shaking earth and sea and sky,

Drowning all the thunder of war
In a whisper from afar,

In a little word of love ?

The mighty months have run their course again !

The golden word is passed o'er land and main !

Lay in his hand the Sceptre with the Dove !
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THE CORONATION.

IN the year 785 Eogferth,
Prinoe of Meroia, was "hal-

lowed to King
"
by Offa, his

father. The form of words
then used has been changed
but little in the twelve cen-

turies which have intervened.

It would be difficult to match
elsewhere this splendid con-

tinuity of ceremonial. We
have changed our dynasties;
we have suffered an inter-

regnum, in which no king
reigned ; but when our mon-
arohs have been publicly con-

secrated, it has been with the
service approved by Offa, the

Great, King of Mercia, and
no other. The respect for

custom and tradition, thus

exemplified, has assured the

grandeur of England. "There
is no trusting to the force

of Nature," said Bacon, "nor
to the bravery of words,

except it be corroborate by
custom." And though it is

the sad habit of to-day to

despise tradition, we may yet
acknowledge that no ceremony
of State is so strictly

" corro-

borate by custom "
as the

crowning of our kings.
Thus when King George

enters Westminster Abbey
with his Queen, in all the

panoply of state, he will take

part in a pageant which for

more than a thousand years
has been attended by our kings.

Every word that is spoken,
every symbol that is employed,
belong to the very beginnings
of our ancient history. We
are bound to the past in the

strictest bonds of ceremony,
and in honourable obedience

George V. wears the chain

of immemorial custom. The
Coronation Chair in which he

will be seated has so august
a history as belongs to no
other throne in Christendom.
The stone enclosed beneath it

has been an object of worship
from the beginning of time, if

we may believe the legends
which have gathered about it.

The Lia Fail or Stone of Des-

tiny, as it is called, is said to

be that on which Jacob's head
rested when he saw the vision of

the angels. The son of Cecrops,
we are told, carried it to Spain,
whence, after a sojourn in

Ireland, it was brought to the

royal castle of Dunstaffnage.
From Dunstaffnage it found its

way to Scone, where for some
centuries it witnessed the

crowning of Scottish kings,
until in 1296 it was taken,
the fruit of conquest, to West-
minster Abbey, and placed in

the chair, the work of Master

Walter, the painter, which still

guards it. Ever afterwards

the kings of England, and
since the Union the kings
of Great Britain, have been

crowned in this chair, which

remains, in Dean Stanley's

words,
" the one primeval monu-

ment which binds together the

whole Empire," and " connects

the charm of our complex
civilisation with the forces of

our mother- earth the stocks

and stones of savage nature."

The Crown, the Sceptre, and
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the Orb, mythical though their

use may be, cannot boast the

ancientry of the chair. One of

the benefits conferred upon the

country by the Long Parlia-

ment was to destroy the splen-
did regalia of the past. As

though jealous of our noble

annals, these politicians ground
to powder the sacred crown
of Alfred, St Edward's rod
of justice and equity, and

"Curtana," St Edward's blunt-

ed sword, the time-honoured
emblem of mercy. At the
Restoration the old Regalia
were replaced by new, which
nevertheless retained the old

name and fashion
;
so that what

might be done was done to

repair the ruthless destruction
of a ruthless Parliament. Nor
did all the jewels of the

king's royal ancestors perish.
When Edward VII. was
crowned his diadem contained,

among other precious stones,
a sapphire which once graced
the Confessor's ring, and " the
fair ruby, great like a rocket

ball," given by Pedro the Cruel
to the Black Prince, and worn
by Henry V. at Agineourt.
Thus it is that our English

kings still retain the same
symbols of power and dedica-
tion as were borne by their an-
cestors

; and, as we have said,
the service too has descended
to us in its essentials from the

beginning of our history. To
read the noble Coronation Ser-
vice is, in truth, to wonder how
the King should support the

weight of authority laid upon
him, or how the People, hav-

ing thus paid a free and
public homage to their mon-
arch, should ever falter in
their allegiance. The ceremony

of the Recognition is unmis-

takable in its simplicity. The

Archbishop, turning to the

East, South, West, and North,
"at each of the four sides

shall with a loud voice speak
to the People." "Sirs," he
will say,

" I here present unto

you King George, the un-

doubted King of this Realm :

Wherefore all you who are

come this day to do your
homage and service, Are you
willing to do the same ? Then
the People shall signify its

willingness by loud and re-

peated acclamations," the trum-

pets shall sound, and the cry
shall go up, "God save King
George !

"
Surely in this plain

declaration there are the seeds

neither of tyranny nor re-

bellion. It contains, on the

one hand, what Stanley calls

"the utterances of 'the fierce

democracy
'

of the people of

England
"

;
on the other, the

"undoubted" claim to sover-

eignty, which all men allow.

After the Sermon the King
shall kiss the book and sign
the oath, and presently be

anointed beneath a pall of

silk or cloth of gold, held by
four Knights of the Garter.

Then the Lord Great Chamber-
lain shall touch his Majesty's
heels with the Spurs, the

symbol of honour, and shall

gird him about with the

Sword of State, which he

may "use as a Minister of

God for the terror and punish-
ment of evil-doers, and for the

protection and encouragement
of those that do well." So
shall he be invested with the

Imperial Robe and Orb, the

Robe of Righteousness, and
the Orb under the Cross, which
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shall be taken for a sign
" that

the whole world is subject to

the Power and Empire of

Christ, our Redeemer." After
which he shall receive the

Ring, the ensign of kingly
dignity, and the Royal Sceptre,
the ensign of kingly power
and justice. And finally, the

Archbishop shall reverently

put the Crown upon the King's
head, amid the loud and re-

peated shouts of the People,
the blaring of the trumpets,
and the reverberation of the

great guns at the Tower.
Then shall the Choir sing, with
an almost blunt appropriate-
ness :

" Be strong and play
the man ; keep the Command-
ments of the Lord thy God,
and walk in His ways."

Before the Inthronization

and the Homage, which is the

clear mark of our ancient

Feudal System, one thing re-

mains the Presenting of the

Holy Bible. As he gives it to

the King, the Archbishop shall

first say these words :

" Our

gracious King, we present you
this book, the most valuable

thing this world affords. Here
is wisdom; this is the royal
Law

; these are the lively
oracles of God." There is not
in this brief speech a word to

alter or omit
; and though the

presentation of the Bible, one
foundation of our life and
literature, goes no further back
than the crowning of William
and Mary, none would now
doubt its perfect propriety.
At each step, in truth, the

symbolism of the ceremonies
is plain for all men to under-
stand. The Union of King and

People is perfect. The People's
trust is in its King ; the King's

dedication to the service of his

People is indicated with equal

clarity. Thus King George
takes his place in the long
and honourable line of kings,

pledged to give justice to the

nation, and to defend his

Empire against the assaults

of all its foes.

As you read the impressive
service you lose all sense of

time. The same names, the

same titles, echo in your ear

as echoed in the ears of the

subjects of our Plantagenet
kings. The Lord Great Cham-
berlain, the Archbishop of

Canterbury, the Dean of West-

minster, the High Steward,
the Earl Marshal, these have
taken part in the ceremony of

coronation for many centuries.

They cease, for an hour, to be

this man or that. Their office

obscures their personality.

They are but links in the

great chain of history, the clear

signs of England's strength and

continuity. Who that reads

their titles can refrain from
an honourable pride that he
too has a share in a great

Empire, that he too is a

citizen of this no mean city ?

Vast are the privileges of

kingship ;
vast also, as we have

said, are its responsibilities.
A crown, though it be put
on with pomp and honour,
is heavy to bear. No king
will hold in his hands the

Sceptre and the Orb, or will

wield the Sword of State, save

in a spirit of proud humility.
However much his power be
limited by custom or the con-

stitution, he is still the head of

the State, who by his tact and
wisdom may affect the happi-
ness of all his subjects. And
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with the passage of the cen-

turies the State has taken on
a wider meaning than it had
for his ancestors. When Offa

hallowed Eogferth to the king-

ship, it was but a poor realm
which he could bequeath to his

son. King of Meroia, not of

England, he did not merit the

proud title, "rex Anglorum,"
which the Pope put upon him.

It is true that he "devastated "

the south Britons, and ordered

the head of Ethelbert, King
of the East Angles, to be struck

off. But for all his energy he
was little better than a tribal

king; and George V., looking
back to so small a beginning,
may well wonder at the vast

Empire over which it is his pride
and duty to rule. Mercia grew
to England, England to Great
Britain and Ireland. Then our
dominions overseas increased in

prosperity and loyalty to the
throne. The jewel of India
was added to the Crown, and
where villages once made obei-

sance, great nations now pay
homage. And never was the

responsibility of a king heavier
than to-day. The throne is

no mere seat of ease and

dignity. It is the corner-stone
of Empire. "Were it abolished

by the madness of demagogues,
England would be once more
enclosed within her own borders.
Nor could the work of dis-

integration stay at this pitiful
enclosure. In fifty years we
should revert to the quarrels
and dissensions of the hept-
archy. Mercia's hand would
be raised against East Anglia,
and Northumbria would once
more descend from her moun-
tain fastness upon undefended
Wessex.

In truth, the throne which

George V. ascends, strength-
ened by the wisdom of Victoria

and the unfailing discretion of

Edward VII., is a far more

perilous seat than the throne

of George IV. Danger grows
with growing duties. The
thorns multiply quickly in

the cushions. A century

ago foreign policy meant the

dissensions of England and

France, with the occasional

intervention of Austria and
Russia. The German Empire
was not. Not even the pro-

phets busied themselves with

Japan. The competition of

Empire, like the competition
of commerce, increases daily.
The battles of the future are

not likely to be fought in the

English Channel or on the

Balkans. Who is bold enough
to assert that the theatre of

to-morrow's war will not be
in the Pacific Ocean? We
cannot confront the new situa-

tion with the old policies. We
cannot confront it at all, with
a good hope of success, unless

we attach to ourselves in the

bonds of interested loyalty our

dominions overseas.

And as our difficulties abroad
are greater than heretofore, so

are our difficulties at home.
At last the dying feudal system
is dead indeed. The old links

of honourable affection which
bound all classes together
are wilfully and irrevocably

snapped. The place of the old

benevolent landlord will soon

be taken by middlemen or

public bodies, to whom the land

will be a source of profit and no
mere. Not since the reign of

Henry VIII. has there been so

vast a transference of landed
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property from one hand to

another as to-day. And what

happened then will happen
again. The new landlords,

lacking the tradition of their

office, will think more of sheep
than of men. Pasture will en-

croach still further upon what
was once the corn-lands of Eng-
land, and those who in happier
days lived by agriculture will

join their brethren in the towns,
or take refuge in emigration.
Nor is it only in the tenure of

land that uncertainty prevails.
The people, just conscious of its

power, knows not how to use it.

The democracy, less than half-

educated, and easily deceived by
the foolish rhetoric of politici-

ans, is intent upon destruction.

With an easy faith in what it

calls its own wisdom, it believes

that it is competent to undo the
work of centuries. In the pride
of a new-felt influence, it would

pit its own poor ignorance
against the collective wisdom
of all the ages. Where it will

stay its unknowing hand none
can tell. That experience will

teach it better things is prob-
able. The danger is that expe-
rience will teach the salutary
lesson when it is too late, when
the Empire, which is our pride
and our safeguard, shall have
crumbled to atoms. Meanwhile,
it is characteristic of the demo-

cracy that not one of its leaders
has the courage or the independ-
ence to thwart its lightly ex-

pressed will.

Thus it is that George V.
will be crowned in Westminster

Abbey, and for the first time
in India, at a moment when all

his kingly qualities may be put
to the test. The tradition of

loyalty, hardly tarnished as yet,
is in his favour. His own in-

herited tact and simplicity will

match in keenness of edge the

symbolical sword of state. As
he is the first of our English
sovereigns to be crowned in

India, so he is the first to

possess a profound and inti-

mate knowledge of our Colonies

and their needs. By training
and experience he belongs more

closely than any of his prede-
cessors to the British Empire.
He is already winning that

place in his people's affection

which Edward VII. conquered
and held with so easy a per-

suasiveness, and which, when
once conquered, makes light
the task of government. Nor
is anything more needed to

establish him firmly on the

throne than his coronation

held in the presence of all the

Empire. And never has Lon-
don been so truly the centre of

this Empire as it will on the

day of the king's crowning.
Thither will throng our citizens

from every corner of Great

Britain, and there they will

meet, bound in a common pur-

pose, their fellow-citizens from
across the seas. Thus once

more the binding force of

pageantry is recognised by
king and statesmen, and in

the stately processions through
the streets of London, in the

noble ceremonial of Westminster

Abbey, we shall find exempli-
fied, let us hope, the pride, the

purpose, and the loyalty of the

British Empire.
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THE TERCENTENARY OF A GREAT CAPTAIN.

BY BKIGADIEB-GENERAL G. K. SCOTT-MONCRIEFF, C.B., C.I.E.

IN the year 1611 two events

occurred, both of great, though
not perhaps equal, significance
to our nation. One of these

was the publication of the

Authorised Version of the

Bible. The other was the ac-

cession to the throne of Sweden
of Gustavus Adolphus.
On the importance of the first

of these it is needless to dwell.

It may, however, be questioned
whether the influence of the

Bible published even though
it was in the language of the

golden age of English literature

would have had its recognised

far-reaching effect if there had
not been concurrently an or-

ganised and successful effort

to obtain for the people of

Northern Europe freedom of

worship and opportunity to ex-

ercise the responsibility which
is an accompaniment of free-

dom. Such freedom was un-

questionably threatened three

hundred years ago. To resist

the movements which threat-

ened it, earnest efforts were
needed and carried into effect,

not without a long struggle
and bitter bloodshed. The
leader who turned back the
tide of oppression when it ap-
peared to be overwhelming was
the Swedish king.
Whether we regard it as a

dispensation of Providence, or

merely a coincidence, that such
a remarkable character should
have appeared on the stage
of European history at this

particular juncture, the fact

remains that, just at the time
when the building up of the

Keformation in England had
received its coping-stone in the

form of a notable translation

of the Scriptures, a king, who
was to be the champion of

the faith, had ascended the

throne of the country which

perhaps more than any other

had accepted the Reformed doc-

trines. The circumstances of

the case and the natural

qualities of the man were

such, moreover, as to render

his character in itself a most

worthy object of study. Rare-

ly, indeed, is one born to royal
honours so surrounded with

stupendous difficulties as he

was. Still more rarely is one
born the heir - apparent to a

throne endowed with such per-
sonal attractiveness, combined
with an iron will, far -

seeing

sagacity, and extraordinary

military genius. To use the

words of a celebrated French
historian :

"
II apparut dans

cette horrible guerre de Trente

Ans, ou il n'y avait plus ni

loi ni Dieu, comme un divin

vengeur, un juge, la Justice

elle-m^me."

The political map of Europe
was, it need hardly be said,

very different three hundred

years ago from what it is

to-day. Spain, in spite of the

disasters of the Armada and
the heroic resistance of the

Dutch, was by far the most
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powerful of European Powers,
her king being lord of the

Netherlands and Franche-

Comte, King of Naples and

Sicily, Duke of Lombardy, lord

of many places on the African

coast, of the West Indies,

Mexico, and Peru, and of the

Philippines and other islands

in the Far East. Closely
allied to him by blood was the

Emperor, ruling from Vienna
the greater part of modern

Austria, and claiming lordship
over the whole of Germany.
France had just been de-

prived by assassination of the

rule of Henri IV., and the

actual, though not nominal,

power had passed into the

hands of a young ecclesiastic

named Richelieu. In the

Netherlands the heroic de-

fence of the Dutch, under
Maurice of Nassau, had at

last secured a truce with the

Spaniards thanks largely to

a gallant band of English-
men under the noble brothers

De Vere. There the old

enemies, English and Scots,
had fought side by side, and
had shown in conflict with the

veterans of Alva the same
undaunted qualities that the

English seamen of the day
had manifested under Drake
and Grenville, and had in-

dicated, for the first time in

European warfare, the splen-
did qualities of British in-

fantry. The British Isles were
now under one sovereign, but
their peoples had little in

common except readiness for

adventure. In Scandinavia,

King Christian IV. of Den-
mark was lord over Norway
and the southern provinces of

Sweden. And in Germany the

many States were torn asun-

der by jealousy and religious
hatred ;

while among their

rulers there were no men of

weight or character. In

Sweden, although there had
been internal factions for many
years, constant wars and con-

sequent poverty, there was at

least lordship over Finland,

Livonia, and nearly all the

shores of the Baltic except
the south, but no outlet to

the west either for commerce
or international influence.

Gustavus Vasa, the grand-
father of Gustavus Adolphus,
a contemporary of Henry VIII.
of England, had been the prin-

cipal agent in the Reformation
in Sweden. Like the English
king, he had mingled tempo-
ral advantage with religious

aspirations, in that he had
annexed for secular ends the

lands and revenues of the dis-

placed Church. The work of

the Reformation was, however,
more fully accomplished in

Sweden than in England, and
the people, in whose hands much
political power was vested, in

accepting the Lutheran creed,
were very much opposed to a
monarch of the old faith ruling
over them. Thus when Sigis-

mund, grandson of Gustavus
Vasa and King of Sweden,
became King of Poland through
his mother, he was rejected by
the Swedes as their king, after

he had changed his faith and
had endeavoured to force his

countrymen to do likewise.

His northern subjects, after

some little experience of his

despotism in religion, insisted

on his deposition in favour of
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his uncle, Charles IX., a younger
son of Gustavus Vasa. Sigis-
munrl retired to Warsaw,
breathing vengeance against his

countrymen. He had reigned

long enough in Sweden to show

that, had he been allowed to

continue there, he would have
reintroduced those rigorous
methods of religious coercion

which had become so notoriously
associated with the power of

Spain in Holland and else-

where.

Charles IX., who succeeded
to the throne in 1604, carried

out during his brief reign of

seven years many valuable
internal reforms. The power
of the nobility, like the fifteenth

century lords in England and

Scotland, was too great for the
due position of subjects, and

many of the king's reforms
were directed towards the cur-

tailment of this power and the
amelioration of the condition
of the lower class, so much so

that he is often spoken of as

"The Peasant's King." He
managed the public finances

with much economy, he pro-
moted commerce, regulated the

mining industry, and adminis-
tered justice impartially. Yet
with it all he was a man of

vast ambition, filled with as-

pirations for extensions of his

kingdom and for foreign
alliances and enterprises on
a far larger scale than his

country could afford. He was
constantly at war with Den-
mark, Poland, and Russia.
Thus it happened that when
he died at the age of sixty, he
bequeathed to his son, then a
lad of seventeen, not only a

country much impoverished,

and a band of nobles bitterly
hostile to the ruling dynasty,
but no fewer than three coun-
tries engaged against Sweden
in active hostilities.

Gustavus Adolphus was his

elder son by his second wife

Christine, daughter of the Duke
of Schleswig-Holstein. Born
at a time when there was con-

stant warfare between his father

and the Swedish estates on one

side, and Sigismund and his

partisans on the other, the

young prince was familiar with

stirring military operations
from his earliest childhood.

His father devoted to his edu-

cation the tenderest care, while
his mother, a lady of handsome

presence but most imperious
nature, allowed no softness or

luxury in his home life. The
lad grewup strongand vigorous,

standing physically as well as

mentally head and shoulders

above his subjects. His father

admitted him at a very early

age to the counsels of the

nation, and prepared for him
a series of instructions, wise
and careful, in regard to his

private and public conduct.

As soon as he was old enough
to understand the rules of

government he had committed
to him the charge of a portion
of the kingdom, where he was

encouraged to act on his own
responsibility and direct public
affairs in the king's name.
Meantime his mental accom-

plishments were sedulously
tended. He learnt to speak
fluently five foreign languages,
and to read both ancient and
modern authors. Indeed these

studies did not cease after he
ascended the throne, for it is
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related that he devoted for

some years at least one hour

every day to reading. Especi-
ally interested in military
matters, he learnt to assimilate

all that was wisest in the works

relating to the wars of the

great captains of antiquity,

early learning to discriminate

between what was merely trans-

itory and that which had its

application to all time. Eager
to begin his active military
career, he had begged his father

to allow him to take the field

while he was still only fifteen

years of age. But it was not
until two years later that he
was deemed of a fit age to bear
arms and to be intrusted with
a command. In this his first

campaign the young prince
showed not only the skill in

handling men and in the con-

duct of war which were after-

wards so characteristic of him,
but he also showed that absolute

fearlessness which often led him
afterwards into the very fore-

front of the battle, and ulti-

mately to his death. Handsome,
brave, sagacious, and kind-

hearted, it is no wonder that

he became the beloved of his

people, and that he exercised a

personal influence which led

them in later years cheer-

fully to endure poverty and

privation for a leader so

adored.

At his father's death, being
only seventeen years old, he

was, according to the law of

the land, not eligible for the
throne for two more years.
But the Swedes had already
learnt his worth, and after two
months' interregnum he was
chosen king. He, in his turn,
VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLVIII.

chose as his chief Minister his

friend Axel Oxenstiern, a

young man of ripe sagacity,
but only twenty -

eight years
of age. And thus these two

men, whose united ages only
amounted to forty

-
five, faced

the world with its many diffi-

culties, together.
The difficulties were indeed

stupendous. Early in the six-

teenth century the Danes had
ruled Sweden with cruelty and

oppression. Gustavus Vasa
had, by djnt of hard fighting,
thrown off the foreign yoke
from the northern part of the

country, but the southern

provinces were still under the

Danish king. At war with
the Swedes at the time of

Charles IX. 's death, King
Christian IV. thought that,
with a young and untried lad

on the throne, the opportunity
had now come for a strong
effort to regain the lost

sovereignty.

Similarly, Sigismund, who re-

garded his cousin as a usurper
and himself as a martyr to

conscience, considered that the

time for enforcing his legiti-
mate claims of birthright had
arrived.

In Russia, too, the campaigns
of the late Swedish king had
resulted in irritation and an-

nexation. The time seemed

opportune for reprisals.

Moreover, the dissatisfied

nobility were only too ready
to reassert their claims irre-

spective of the general welfare

of the country, and, to gratify
their personal spite, were eager
to subvert the authority of the

young monarch.

Finally, the public treasury
3c
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was exhausted, and credit was
low.

Thus it happened that the

man who later on became the

military dictator of Europe,

began his career by fighting,
as it were, with his back to

the wall, for bare national

existence.

Yet there were certain valu-

able assets. The truce con-

cluded between Spain and the

new Dutch Republic in 1609
had set at liberty, for fresh

adventure, various, fighting
men of many nations, chiefly

Dutch, English, and Scots,
some of whom came to Sweden,
attracted by its wars, bringing
with them the experience and
science of Maurice of Nassau.
This science Gustavus had al-

ready carefully studied, and
with his usual acumen had
selected from the Dutch prac-
tice those elements most

worthy of imitation. Of these

one was the science of forti-

fication. Maurice had been
one of the first to recognise the
use of the spade in warfare,
and to establish a separate
school of military engineers.
But here Gustavus was to

improve on his teachers in this

as in other ways. More im-

portant even than this, he
realised that much of the
Dutch success was due to a

rigid discipline combined with
moral control. The Spaniards
were not lacking in iron dis-

cipline, Alva, whatever else

he may have been, was far
too capable a soldier to allow

laxity of obedience, and in his

great march from the Medi-
terranean through Switzerland
and Lorraine on the Nether-

lands in 1567, had allowed no

marauding of the natives, but
the root of their discipline was
in no way connected with

morality of life. In the Dutch

service, and with the English
who fought there, discipline
was based on the Bible. This
lesson Gustavus learnt. He
was as careful about the reli-

gious discipline of his troops
as he was of their military

training. He appointed chap-
lains to regiments. Daily the

men were assembled to morn-

ing and evening prayer. Not

only so, but he himself knelt

with his men, led them audibly
in prayer, and exhorted them
with stirring words.
For the strongest of all the

national assets was the young
king himself. The spirit of

energy, of courage and wisdom,
that he displayed was the very
pith and marrow of his system ;

and though he observed and
utilised every lesson of war-

fare, ancient and modern, yet
it was his personality that gave
to these lessons vital force and
abundant strength.

It is a fascinating study to

follow the details of his cam-

paigns, and to trace how, first

in his own land, then in his

over-sea dominions, and finally
in Poland, he gradually threw
off the dangers that had at first

seemed so overwhelming. But
to do this would far exceed the

limits of a brief sketch, and
would be foreign to our present

purpose. It must suffice to say
that in two years, before he was

twenty years of age, he had
freed Sweden from the Danish
invaders and secured terms
of peace with Christian IV., a
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treaty which gave Sweden in-

dependence and an honourable

opportunity of increasing by
commerce the prosperity of the

land. In four years more his

success against Russia had
secured for his country the

eastern shores of the Baltic,
and had consolidated the hold

of Finland aad Livonia. The

campaigns against Poland, in

which again and again he had

sought in vain for peace, were
not concluded until some ten

years later, but at the conclu-

sion of his wars with his cousin

he had secured not only his

own country from Catholic

aggression, but also free com-
merce between the two coun-

tries and freedom of conscience

in all the regions bordering
the Baltic.

During these years he was

perfecting that system of the

art of war which was destined

to give him a place among the

great captains of all ages. No
such leader of men had risen in

the world's history since the

days of Julius Caesar. Among
those great captains he stands

unique as one who was devoid

of personal ambition and the

desire for wealth or aggrandise-
ment. He alone used his great

military talent as a means to

an end first to free his own
country from the shackles

which hindered its development,
and second and most important,
to help to give his people the

freedom to worship according
to their conscience. Yet with
it all he delighted in the excite-

ment of battle. Again and

again he was wounded. Again
and again his staff had to urge
him to be more careful of a life

which he valued little, but
which they knew was infinitely

precious. It was in vain they
pleaded. He took their re-

monstrances with good-humour,
but paid little attention to

them.
Meantime the internal affairs

of his country were not neg-
lected. Like his father, he
realised the importance of the

welfare of the humbler classes

of his subjects, but, unlike

Charles IX., he encouraged the
nobles to do their part in the

general welfare of the State.

He consequently reinstated

many of them in the positions

they had formerly occupied,
but it was not wholly a success-

ful policy, for in several cases

those who had been thus
treated failed to respond to

their sovereign's generosity.
Defiance of law, cruel exactions

towards the peasantry, and

neglect of military service were
at first too common among the

aristocratic families of the

kingdom, offences which at

first the young king had not
felt himself sufficiently strong
to repress. But gradually, as

he became more assured of

the confidence of his people, he
was able to take measures to

repress this lawlessness with

firmness, and instil into the

nobility something of his own
disinterested and patriotic

spirit, by giving them a new
ideal of life and directing their

energies towards national union
and honour. Thus he gradu-
ally gathered round him a
brilliant circle of all that was
most noble in the land, whom
he inspired with a noble emula-
tion in devotion to their country
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and its interests. Without this

band of nobles, animated by the

king's example, it would have
been impossible for him to have
left his kingdom for the great

campaign in which he ulti-

mately ended his career.

But while the king (in op-

position, it may be noted, to

the advice of one of his coun-

sellors, who recommended the

forcible suppression of the

aristocracy and their exclusion

from the Government in favour
of the burghers and peasants)
was careful to avail himself of

the power and influence of his

nobility, he was in no way un-

mindful of the other classes of

the community and their wel-

fare. He showed the utmost
solicitude for education. The

improvement of universities

and of schools was one of the

earliest reforms he took in

hand ; he made liberal annual

grants to the former from
crown tithes, and he gave
prizes to professors and students

to stimulate their studies and
to enable poor men to obtain
the best of training. Deeply
religious himself, he showed the

utmost anxiety to have the

clergy well taught and carefully
selected, taking such steps to

that end as were reasonably
possible, though not without
considerable difficulty with the

hierarchy, who wished in these

matters to have no control
from the throne.

With the welfare of the
commercial classes the king
was equally concerned. He
sought by every means in his

power to foster home industries,

by obtaining from other coun-
tries those who could instruct

the Swedes to develop their

own resources. Cattle and

sheep were imported from
Holland and Germany to im-

prove the native stock, and
were distributed among the

people in various parts of the

country. Manufactories of

various sorts, tanneries, brew-

eries, paper-mills, &c., were
constructed. The mineral re-

sources of the country were
committed to the care of a

special department of the State,
miners were imported from

foreign lands, and every effort

made to improve this branch
of industry. To facilitate in-

land transport, roads were im-

proved, and the first naviga-
tion canal in Sweden begun.

Generally it may be said that

the interests of all classes

were sedulously guarded, and
in the administration of the

country a certain democratic
basis was admitted in almost

every department. In return

for this, the people were called

on to make great sacrifices.

Taxation was very heavy, and
the drain on the population
for military reinforcements was

specially severe. Yet it is

recorded by foreign travellers

that the people, though poor,
were not in destitution ; they
were cheerful and contented,
because they had confidence in

their king and in the purity
and justice both of his laws
and of those called upon to

administer them.

Doubtless, if the events of

the time had admitted, nothing
would have pleased Gustavus

Adolphus better than to de-

velop the resources of his

country and the industries of
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his people, reducing the burden
of taxation as time admitted.
But it was not to be. The
march of events in Germany
was such as to involve Sweden
in the struggle for freedom of

conscience ;
or else, if in a spirit

of selfish indifference she left

matters alone, there was im-
minent danger lest in a brief

period the forces of oppression
and coercion, as manifested in

the dealings of Sigismund with
his subjects, would be too

strong for any measure of

resistance which the country
could afford.

It is impossible to dwell here

on the intricate politics which

actually led up to the Thirty
Years' War that awful period
of bloodshed, rapine, and

robbery which devastated

Germany in the early part of

the seventeenth century. It

may suffice to say that its

origin was partly political

viz., the desire on the part of

the Emperor to have real as

well as nominal authority over
the whole of Germany, from the

Alps to the Baltic and from
the Rhine to the Oder. But
a more potent cause than the

political were the religious
animosities of the period. By
the Treaty of Augsburg in

1555 the warfare of the vari-

ous religious parties had been

suspended, on the agreement
that there was to be freedom
of worship in such cities

and under such rulers as

had accepted the Confession
of Augsburg (the Lutheran
Statement of Faith); that the

Protestants for their part were
not to give disquiet to those

rulers and States who adhered

to the Church of Rome
; that

no attempt was to be made to

settle religious differences ex-

cept by persuasion and confer-

ence
;
that no Roman ecclesi-

astics were to claim spiritual

jurisdiction in such States as

had received the Confession of

Augsburg ;
and that those

States which had seized the

benefices of the Church of

Rome were to be permitted to

retain possession thereof with-

out prosecution from the im-

perial Government. Further,
it was agreed that the supreme
civil power in each State was
to have the right to establish

the form of doctrine and wor-

ship it deemed proper, and
that if any of its subjects dis-

agreed therewith they were to

be at liberty to remove where-
soever they pleased with all

their effects. Finally, if any
prelate abandoned the Roman
Catholic form of religion he
should instantly relinquish his

diocese or benefice, and those

who were authorised to ap-

point his successor should have

authority to do so as if the

office were vacant by death.

Such were the terms of this

famous agreement, founded

upon political expediency
rather than upon liberal and

enlarged sentiments regarding
religious liberty. It did not
extend its provisions to any
Protestants other than those

who adhered to the Confession

of Augsburg only, and it there-

fore excluded Calvinists and
other sects, the adherents of

which were fairly numerous,
and in some instances influen-

tial. The mutual attitude of

these Protestant sects to one
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another was marked by bitter-

ness and hatred. Had it been

otherwise, it is possible that

by unity of action and firm

mutual support the end free-

dom of conscience would have
been attained without the

agony of war so prolonged.
But there was neither among
the people the spirit of mutual
forbearance nor was there a

leader like the Swedish king
or Henri IV., nor a statesman
like Oxenstiern or Richelieu.

The prince who had been
chosen emperor in 1619, Fer-
dinand II., was a devoted

Catholic, intensely hostile to

the reformed religion, and not

hesitating to execute the most
intolerant and unjust acts to-

wards those of his subjects
who professed it. During the
whole of his eighteen years'

reign the most terrible for

suffering that the German
people were ever called upon
to endure there was never
a cessation of war.

Acting in alliance with him
was his near relative Maxi-
milian of Bavaria, also a rigid
adherent to the claims of the
Roman Church, but actuated
in his advocacy of those claims
more by political than religious
motives.

Of the Protestant rulers, the

majority were grossly selfish

and narrow-minded, intensely
jealous of each other, and in-

capable of mutual action. Such
were John George, Elector of

Saxony and George William
of Brandenburg.
With such discordant ele-

ments and such antagonistic
leaders, a conflict sooner or
later was inevitable. Yet

there were some attempts at

mutual action. In 1608 an

Evangelical Union was started,

composed both of Lutherans
and Calvinists. A counter

organisation the Catholic

League was started in 1609.

Thus the opposing ideas grad-

ually began to assume definite

and visible shape, ominous of

the coming conflict. Foreign
Powers began to be interested,

and to show their sympathy
by joining one side or the

other. There was evidently a

feeling in Europe that the

strife between the rival forms
of faith was destined to break
out afresh.

In 1614 the Netherlands,

Switzerland, and England, on
behalf of the Evangelical Union,

approached Gustavus Adolphus
with a view to enlisting his

active sympathy. But the

young king, though fully re-

alising the need for united

action on behalf of freedom of

conscience, was constrained to

reply that he was then far too

much occupied with the enemies
of his own country to be able

to give any positive help to the

Union. Nor, indeed, was such

help then needed, for civil war
had not broken out. The act-

ual spark that set the whole of

the inflammable materials in a
blaze was the revolt in Bohemia
in 1619. Frederick V. of the

Palatinate, son-in-law of the

English king, had been chosen

King of Bohemia, not without
sore misgivings on the part of

his royal father-in-law, who
was endeavouring to enter into

alliance with Spain and obtain

the hand of a princess of that
most Catholic country for the
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Prince of Wales. The accept-
ance of the crown of Bohemia
was, however, urged on
Frederick by his beautiful and

high -
spirited wife, Princess

Elizabeth, for whose sake many
gallant English and Scottish

gentlemen fought afterwards
for the Protestant cause with
a chivalrous devotion worthy
of the middle ages.

Frederick, too, was devoted
both to his wife and to the

religion he professed, but he
lacked wisdom. He alienated

the Lutherans by his rigid

Calvinism, and he had the full

force of the Roman Catholics

against him. In a very short

time he was swept from his

throne, and, with his wife and

children, henceforward was
exiled and homeless.

The Catholic generals were

capable and notable men, far

more so than those on the
Protestant side. Of the latter,
the only man of mark was
Count Mansfeld, a leader of

energy and courage, but very
erratic and wanting in judg-
ment. On the other side was

Tilly, a Walloon from Liege, a

devoted Catholic and capable
soldier

; Pappenheim, a fiery
and impetuous cavalry leader ;

and, above all, Wallenstein.
This remarkable man was

originally a Protestant, but
his religious convictions seem
at a very early date to have
been subordinated to his in-

satiable ambition. Possessed
of great wealth, he lived in the

utmost splendour, surrounded

by a court of regal magnifi-
cence, whom he ruled with

despotic power, and by whom
he was feared and hated.

Without endorsing the opinion
of an eminent French writer

that Walleustein was the evil

genius of the Empire, there is

no doubt that his cold and

proud character stands in

strong contrast to that of his

great adversary. Yet there

were many traits in his charac-

ter worthy of our respect. He
was far-seeing, industrious, and

resolute, while his military

capacity was much beyond
that of any soldier of the day,

except the Swedish king; in

an age of bigotry he was not

intolerant, and in spite of his

intense pride he despised those

who flattered him.

With leaders of this stamp
the cause of the Empire, during
the first few years of the war,

prospered exceedingly, though
at the cost of awful devastation

in Germany, so much so that

the increasing power of Austria
roused the apprehensions of

England. In 1624 two am-
bassadors Anstruther and

Spens from King James ap-

proached both Gustavus Adol-

phus and Christian of Denmark.
The former was under no mis-

apprehension as to the gravity
of the situation. He pointed
out that all the opponents of

the house of Austria should
unite together in unison. He
stipulated for the command
himself of the united troops, of

whom half should be raised in

Germany from the threatened

States, and of the remainder
half should be Swedes and half

English. He also laid down as

a necessary preliminary that he
should have an assurance of a

monthly subsidy of pay for his

army, and that four months'
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pay in advance should be handed
over to him. Christian IV.

stipulated for less expensive
terms, and the English King
now Charles I. accepted the

cheaper offer, which was to the

effect that 30,000 a -month
was to be paid by England to

the Danish king. This, like

many other promises of King
Charles, was not fulfilled, but
he gave permission to one of

his subjects Sir D. Maokay
to raise 5000 men in Scotland
to help the Danes, and this

Soots brigade formed, later

on, the backbone of the army
which Gustavus Adolphus led

to victory.
At first, however, in spite of

many gallant actions, they had
to share the defeat which Chris-
tian suffered at the hands of

Tilly and Wallenstein. The
close of 1627 saw the imperial
armies in control of the southern
shore of the Baltic save only
the fortress of Stralsund and
the Hanse towns and Stettin.

Wallenstein was at the very
summit of his glory.
Meantime Stralsund, open to

the sea, was being assisted by
reinforcements both of men
and munitions of war from
Sweden. Leslie's Scots and
Baner's Swedes were fighting
alongside of the valiant burgh-
ers and successfully defying the

imperial assaults. Moreover,
the Swedish king had com-
mand of the Baltic, and frus-
trated an attempt on the part
of the Poles to co-operate by
sea with the imperial troops
on land.

The time, however, had now
come for more active participa-
tion in the war. The Swedish
king realised that in bringing

an army from Sweden across

the Baltic he was running a

tremendous risk, for to the

west lay one of his ancient

antagonists, and on the east

the Poles were smarting under
recent defeat, and would be

only too ready to make common
cause with the Empire, Again,
under no circumstances would
Gustavus make war by plun-

dering the innocent people of

the country, his army must
be administered and organised
on true principles of supply
and transport, and for this

money was needed. Yet he
never was doubtful of victory.
He realised that by dint of

training and discipline he had
more powerful forces on his

side than any that could be

opposed to him, and he was
convinced that, with proper ad-

ministration, he could drive his

army like an irresistible wedge
through the mass of opposition.
And thus it happened that

in the course of two brief years
he drove that wedge straight

through the heart of Germany,
from the Baltic to the Danube,
scattering the imperial forces

like chaff, and breaking for

ever the arrogant claims of

dominion which the two great
Catholic Powers had formed.

Meantime, however, in con-

sequence of the success of his

armies, theEmperor had decreed

that all the Protestants in

Lower Germany must either

surrender their religion or go
into exile, and that all the

various bishoprics and monas-
teries that had been secularised

subsequent to the treaty of

Augsburg were to be restored

to the Roman Catholics. This
Edict of Restitution, as it was
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called, was signed in 1629.

It spread terror in Germany,
not only on account of what
it actually stipulated, but on
account of the spirit it dis-

played, for the memories of

the massacre of St Bartholo-
mew and the atrocious deeds
of the Duke of Alva and the

Spaniards in Holland were
fresh in the memories of man-
kind. It really appeared as

if the work of the Reformation
had been in vain, and the forces

of intolerance were too over-

whelming for resistance.

No more solemn or pathetic

assembly ever met than that of

the Estates of Sweden on May
20, 1630. The king entered

carrying in his arms his little

daughter, Christine, the heir to

the throne, scarcely four years
old. He commended the child

solemnly to the care of the

Estates, and then proceeded
in dignified and pathetic lan-

guage to thank them for the

provision they had made for

the expedition, and to justify
the action which he had taken
in resolving to lead an army
into Germany. He expressed
thankfulness to God that for

many years the soil of Sweden
had been free from the ravages
of war, and had been permitted
to be victorious over herenemies.
But now a more important
struggle was imminent. He
called God solemnly to witness
that this was not undertaken
for any selfish reason, but be-
cause the Emperor had com-

pelled him to do so by insults

to himself and persecution to
his allies. He, Gustavus Adol-

phus, was not unaware of the

personal danger to which he
was exposing himself. He was

ready to lay down his life for

the welfare of his country, and
that was the reason of this

solemn address. To each of

the classes of the community,
members of the Senate, nobility,

clergy, burgesses, and peasants
he had a special message, and
after deep silence, broken by
the sobs of the assembly, the

king again raised his voice in

a brief prayer. The assembly
was dismissed for the last time

by the king.
On the 30th May he em-

barked, never to return.

He was espousing a wrecked
cause. Against him was the

allied weight of the two

mightiest Powers in Europe,

Spain and Austria. Denmark
and Holland were jealous, Eng-
land's king treacherous and

unreliable, Poland a bitter

enemy, France unable as a

Catholic Power to render

overt assistance. He had only

poverty-stricken Sweden at his

back.

On the credit side of the

account there was the fact

that the savage cruelties of

the imperial armies had roused

the horror of Europe, that

France viewed with appre-
hension Austria trampling on
the liberties of Germany, that

the Emperor had deprived
Wallenstein of chief command
owing to his overweening ar-

rogance and pretensions, and
that Stralsund, under the com-
mand of Leslie and his gallant
Scots, was holding out cheerily.
Above all, there was the per-

sonality of the king himself,
with an army who trusted him

implicitly, and who had learnt

that trust in the experience of

many a hard-won field.
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j Meantime, among the Goli-

aths of the Empire there was
much derision at the appear-
ance of this modern David.
" We have another little enemy,
it seems," remarked Ferdinand

contemptuously.
" The Snow

King will melt when he comes

sonth," said others.

The islands of Rugen and

Usedom, on the coast of Pom-
erania, about a hundred miles

due north of Berlin, at the

mouth of the Oder, were the

objective of the Swedish fleet

of transports. Delayed by con-

trary winds and rough weather,
the landing did not take place
till July 4. It was precisely
one hundred years after the

Confession of Augsburg was

published that the champion of

Protestantism made his land-

ing in Germany.
Leslie had already attacked

with success the Imperialists
at Rugen which island, there-

fore, served as a shelter for

the Swedish fleet. The land-

ing of the troops was effected

on Usedom, the king being
the first to set foot on land.

As soon as he stepped on
German soil, he knelt and

audibly offered thanksgiving
for his voyage and implored
the Divine sustenance in the
work he had undertaken. Then,
seizing a spade, he traced out
the entrenchments for covering
the landing.
A detachment of the Scots

under Colonel Munro, which
had embarked at Pillau with
the intention of co -

operating
in the landing of the Swedes,
was wrecked off Rugenwalde,
which was held by the Im-
perialists. Though the Scots
had lost everything, they seem

to have stuck to their arms
like good soldiers, and with
these they calmly attacked

the imperial garrison and

captured the town.
No sooner had Gustavus

landed than he incorpor-
ated into his own army
of 13,000 the 5000 of the

garrison of Stralsund. He
expected, as was natural, that

the Protestant powers of Ger-

many would have welcomed
him with open arms. But
not one of them showed any
signs of assistance neither

prince, nor city, nor corpora-
tion. It was a chilling re-

ception, and to one less resolute

than the Swedish king it might
have been disastrous. Yet he
never faltered. East and west
from his landing-place he sent

out troops to broaden his base

and secure his position. South-
ward he pushed his troops,

driving the imperial army
before him, securing every

position and fortress by his

skill as a military engineer,
and using each as a basis for

further advance.
But in one lamentable re-

spect a German city acted

prematurely. Magdeburg, one

of the first cities to suffer

from the Edict of Restitution,
had thrown off the imperial

yoke, trusting to the help of

the Swedish army. The ad-

ministrator of that city at

the beginning of the war was
Christian William of Bran-

denburg. The Edict of Res-

titution had imposed Catholi-

cism on the place, the ad-

ministrator being driven from
his estates and an archduke
of Austria placed in his stead.

In addition, the people had
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been exposed to the cruelties

of Wallenstein's army, and
were only too ready to revolt.

Christian William, who had
found an asylum with Gus-
tavus in Sweden and had re-

turned with him to Germany,
reached the city in disguise, in-

formed the people of the near

approach of deliverance, and
induced them to drive out the

imperial troops. But Gustavus
was far too distant to give

any active help. He sent one
of his trusted officers Falken-

berg to command the feeble

garrison, and he endeavoured
to push on to its relief; but
he had very much ground to

cover before he could come
within relieving distance. Tilly
and his troops were close at

hand and took up the siege
in earnest not at once, how-

ever, for Gustavus had kept
him busy further north. The
" Snow King

" was steadily

advancing south, and, far from

melting, was daily increasing
in strength. Many of Wal-
lenstein's disbanded soldiers

joined him
;

and it speaks
volumes for the disciplinary

power of Gustavus that he
was able to make excellent

soldiers out of these lawless

ruffians.

But his difficulties increased

likewise. He found himself

surrounded by a network of

petty jealousies and selfish

interests on the part of the
German princes. George Wil-
liam of Brandenburg, his own
brother-in-law, was fearful to

offend the Emperor, and would
not raise a finger to help the

Swedes. The case was one
that demanded very faithful

dealing. With a select body

of troops Gustavus marched
on Berlin, and there told

George William plainly that
if no one would help him, he
would go back to Sweden,
make peace with the Emperor,
and leave the dastards to their

well-deserved fate.

Similarly he could get no-

thing out of the Elector of

Saxony. Message after mess-

age was sent, in which he en-

deavoured to rouse that selfish

ruler to a sense of his duty
towards those who were fight-

ing for liberty of conscience.

He went so far as to beg for

a personal interview, to plead
the cause of the besieged citi-

zens of Magdeburg. It was of

no avail. John George would
not permit the Swedish armies
to enter Saxon territory.
While these negotiations

were proceeding Magdeburg
fell. Of the horrors of the

assault of the city we can only

say that the fiendish atrocities

which had marked the progress
of the imperial troops in other

places pale into insignificance
before the ghastly carnival of

murder, rapine, and robbery
which then took place.
Too late to save the unhappy

city, Gustavus had entrenched
himself at Worben, at the

junction of the Elbe and the

Havel. Tilly lost no fewer
than 6000 men in repeated
assaults on this position, and

exasperated at his failure pro-
ceeded to invade Saxony with
the usual hideous accompani-
ment of devastation. This

brought John George a hum-
ble suppliant to the feet of

Gustavus, ready to agree to

any terms to rid him of the

imperial troops. He placed
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the entire Saxon army under
the orders of Gustavus, threw

open to him all the fortresses

on the Elbe, and promised to

supply all the needs of the

Swedish troops while they
were on Saxon territory. On
these terms Gustavus now had
under him some 43,000 men,
of whom 20,000 were Saxons,
to oppose to almost equal
numbers under Tilly.
At Breitenfeld, near Leipsio,

the armies met and fought one
of the most momentous battles

of the world's history. It was
the duel between reaction and

progress, between despotism
and liberty. From a military

point of view it was the first

trial of strength between the

ponderous masses of the middle

ages and the tactics of modern
war, fire discipline, mobility,
combined operations, individ-

ual and collective training, in

short, all that now pertain to

the .soldier's profession.

Tilly took up his position on
a low range of heights, with
his ponderous artillery on high
ground in rear, with eighteen
solid regiments under his per-
sonal command in the centre,
his famous Walloons among
them, like masses of iron which
no newfangled light troops
could penetrate or move. He
had on one wing opposite the

Swedes, Pappenheim, eager to

try conclusions with the Snow
King. In front of them lay a

marshy brook which their ad-
versaries must cross to reach
them. The whole had vantage
of sun and wind, and their

leader, though seventy years
of age, had never lost a battle.

The allied Saxon and Swed-
ish armies crossed the brook in

two places the Saxons to the

left, the Swedes near a village
which Tilly had set on fire to

confuse the enemy with its

smoke. But they crossed in

perfect order, the four Scots

regiments, under Sir J. Hep-
burn, leading the way and ex-

tending to cover the passage
by the rest of the army. Then
the whole formed up in line

with absolute precision. The

king rode from point to point

speaking cheerily to the men,
and exhorting them to reserve

their fire. And then there was

silence, a significant lull before

the storm. Gustavus rode to

the centre of the line, halted,
removed his cap and lowered

his sword, and, raising his

voice, offered a brief prayer,
which was heard by a large
number of his army.
The battle opened with an

artillery duel, in which the

Swedish guns, better served

and more numerous, put in

three shots to the enemy's one.

Then Pappenheim, furious and

impatient, charged, without

orders, on the Swedish right.
Seven times he renewed the

assault and was driven back
with fearful loss.

On the other flank Tilly
threw his force on the Saxons,
whom he scattered like chaff,

John George taking refuge in

headlong flight. Then the

victorious brigades were turned
on the steadfast Swedes and
Scotsr the latter of whom were
in the forefront of the fight.
But now the new tactics and

supple formations wielded by
the hand of a master turned
the scale. The new field-artil-

lery overcame the old, and the

imperial guns were captured
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and turned on to their own
side. Six thousand of the

Imperialists were left dead on
the field, five thousand more
wounded or prisoners. The
rout of the Imperialists was so

complete that Tilly, who was

severely wounded in the sauve

qui pent which ensued, could

hardly rally two thousand out
of the forty thousand that had
been under his orders that

morning.
The effect of the victory

was overwhelming. To the

oppressed Protestants of Ger-

many it was the advent of a

new era. To the Emperor it

meant the sweeping away of

the fruits of his career of eon-

quest, the shattering of his

reputation, a retribution for

his cruelty.
It has always been a moot

question whether Gustavus
should have at once marched
on Vienna. Napoleon under
similar circumstances would

probably have done so. If

military conquest alone had
been the aim of the king, he

might not have hesitated.

Oxenstiern evidently thought
he ought to have pushed on at

once, and did not scruple to

express this opinion to his

royal master. But beyond the

military reasons there was the

main object of the Swedish

expedition the relief to the
Protestants of North Germany.
These demanded his assistance.

There were free cities and

petty states who had no
chance of political influence,
who were grievously oppressed

by the Catholic usurpation.
And there were the pusillani-
mous electors of Saxony and

Brandenburg, who were not to

be trusted to act honourably if

the Swedes were in the south.

So the king decided to march
to the Rhine by the valley of

the Main, the Scots, as usual,

being put forward for every
desperate service.

At Mainz, then as now one
of the strongest of the Rhine

fortresses, there was a Span-
ish garrison of picked troops.

These, however, made a very
poor resistance to the siege
which the king conducted, as

usual,- in person, and the town
with its great wealth and
munitions of war fell into his

hands.

There he spent the last

winter of his life.

Early in the spring of 1632
he moved down towards the

Danube, relieving especially
those cities which had suffered

from the Edict of Restitution.

His army by this time had so

increased that he was able to

take with him 40,000 men,
leaving garrisons on the main
and other positions in rear.

At the Lech he found his

old adversary Tilly with
the Elector Maximilian in a

strongly prepared position. By
a series of most admirably
planned operations the king
forced the passage of the Lech
and defeated the imperial

troops in a combat, where old

Tilly received a mortal wound.
The Swedish advance into

Bavaria was unchecked.

Meantime the Emperor, in

desperation, implored Wallen-
stein to take command of his

armies at any price. The proud
Bohemian, who was now tasting
the sweets of revenge for his

supersession, insisted on terms
so exacting that it was only by
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practically yielding to him the

reins of government that the

Emperor was able to treat with

him. The position was indeed

a humiliating one for the Haps-
burg ruler. Wallenstein, once

reinstated, began collecting an

army of all the various mercen-

aries of Europe, attracted by
hopes of booty, and with them
advanced towards Saxony.
Gustavus meantime had en-

tered Bavaria, and after re-

storing Protestant worship in

Augsburg and elsewhere, en-

tered Munich, accompanied by
Frederick, the dethroned king
of Bohemia. The Bavarians

frequently behaved towards
the Swedish troops with such

treachery and bloodshed, that

the king was sorely tempted to

retaliate, but his better nature

prevailed, and no deeds of re-

venge sully the record of his

noble career.

But Wallenstein's threats
on Nuremberg, an important
centre of Protestantism, caused
Gustavus to turn north in de-

fence of it. He fortified the

city very thoroughly in antici-

pation of attack. But Wallen-
stein did not attack. He in

his turn took up a very strong
entrenched position, albeit his

numbers were far superior to

those of Gustavus, and from
this position he endeavoured
to starve the Swedes, cutting
off supplies from west and
south. Like Wellington at
Torres Vedras, Wallenstein
" sat tight." It was not mag-
nificent, but it was war.

Gustavus, after vainly trying
to induce a fight in the open,
at last attacked the entrenched

position held by the Imperial-
ists, reinforcements having

brought the Swedish numbers

up to 35,000. The attack was

again and again renewed, but

always repulsed with terrible

loss. The Scots Brigade was
reduced to a mere handful. In
Colonel Monro's regiment, out
of 500 that went into action,
200 were killed, besides wounded
and missing; and of the Swedish

army the loss generally was
4000. Foiled for the first time,
Gustavus retreated south.

Wallenstein meantime at-

tacked Saxony. John George
had been a shiftless, unworthy
ally, but still .the alliance with
him and the geographical posi-
tion on the lines of communi-
cation drew Gustavus back to

him.

In November the two an-

tagonists met for the last time
at Lutzen, near Leipsic. Wal-
lenstein formed up his troops,
some 30,000 all told, in an ad-

vantageous position, admirably
arranged and ably led, but,
even though he had learnt a

little from the Swedish system,
the formations were stiff and

unwieldy.
Gustavus had made all dis-

positions for the coming battle,

and had been urged by his staff

to take some rest, but that was

foreign to his nature. His

army was formed on the same

principles that had proved so

successful at Breitenfeld. His
numbers were about two-thirds

of his adversary.
The night preceding the

battle was very dark, and
there was a thick fog in the

morning of the brief November

day. Gustavus as usual was
active in seeing that all was in

order. After prayer the army
sang the grand Lutheran psalm,
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"Ein' feste Burg 1st unser

Gott," after which the king
struck up a hymn composed
by himself. He addressed brief

stirring words both to his

Swedes and to the German
soldiers, pointing out to both
how tremendously important
were the issues which depended
on the battle. 1

About eleven o'clock the fog

began to clear. Then the

Swedish King gave the signal
to assault. Waving his sword
above his head and with the

Sacred Name of the Redeemer
on his lips, the Great Captain
rode into action for the last

time.

Leading the cavalry of the

right wing himself, he drove

back the Imperialists' left with
a success greater than that at-

tained by the centre and right.
Better mounted than most of

his followers, and perhaps not

realising, owing to fog and his

own near-sightedness, how far

from his troops he had ridden,
he became separated from his

leading squadrons. His huge
figure was unmistakeable, and
he became a mark for the

enemy's musketeers and was

severely wounded. Seeking to

be led out of the tumult with-
out observation, he came in the

fog among the enemy's heavy
cavalry, and fell struck by
many bullets.

Maddened by the news of

the king's death, the whole
Swedish host swept forward,

like a tornado, with irresistible

fury. The army of Wallenstein

was hurled back, and Pappen-
heim, who, with desperate
charges, sought to win back
the fortunes of the day, was
killed. The Imperialists were
driven everywhere in disorder

from the field, and Wallenstein
withdrew the shattered rem-
nants of his army. He retired

to his castle in Bohemia, where
his career ended not long after-

wards by assassination.

But the death of the great
king altered the whole aspect
of the war. What might have

happened if he had survived we
cannot even conjecture. Yet
he had done his work. The
Edict of Restitution was dead,
and thenceforward religious

liberty in Europe was never

again imperilled as it had been
when he espoused its moribund
cause.

The effect of a character such
as his is far-reaching beyond
all possible calculation. In

England, where in a few years
Cavalier and Roundhead were

fighting over a cause which,

stripped of accessories, was

virtually that of freedom

against coercion, it may be a

moot-point whether the military

system of Cromwell was more
influenced by the Swedish
School than the Dutch.

Certainly it appears that our

great Englishman, one of the

ablest soldiers and certainly
the greatest cavalry leader that

1 The Scots Brigade was not present at this action. Their losses at Nurem-
berg had been so severe that, reduced to a skeleton, they were used to garrison
one of the towns in the vicinity. After Gustavus's death the brigade entered
the service of the King of France, and after many vicissitudes and campaigns was
handed over in 1662 by Louis XIV. to Charles II. of England. In the British

army this corps still retains its proud position as the first regiment of infantry of

the line, and its title of " The Royal Scots."
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England has ever produced,
must have learnt in discipline,
in tactics, in mobility, lessons

from the Great Captain which
bore fruit at Marston Moor
and Naseby, at Dunbar and

Worcester, and in his rapid
marches through England and
Scotland. Be this, however,
as it may, it is more than

probable that with men who
fought under Gustavus return-

ing to Britain a few years
later, there were many who
brought to the Puritan cause
an enthusiasm and power based

upon admiration for the char-

acter of the Swedish king.

Among his own people he

was, like the warrior-king of

ancient Israel, beloved for what
he was as much as for what
he did. His hymns are sung
in his native land to-day, his

memory revered with affection

by noble and peasant.

Among soldiers of all coun-
tries he ranks with the greatest
in the world's history. Experts
may differ whether his military
genius was more or less brilliant

than that of Frederick the
Great or Napoleon, but all are

agreed that he was the creator
of modern armies, the author
of an entirely new system, the
traces of which we see in every
army in the civilised world.
But he was more than this.

He was the first of a series

of leaders, of whom, in our

country, General Charles

Gordon, and in America
"Stonewall" Jackson, are the
most notable, men who, with-
out desire for personal glory,
were actuated by a faith which
gave to their characters strength

and beauty, and enriched the
causes for which they gave
their lives with the fragrance
of noble example.

It was not merely that he
was the champion of Protes-
tantism as against Romanism.
He had under him many men
of the Roman Catholic faith,
who were treated by him with
the same toleration that lie

showed when in Bavaria. It

was rather that he recognised,
in advance of those of his time,
that justice and liberty were
of the very spirit and essence
of the teaching of the Master
whom all Christians profess to

obey.

To-day that cause is triumph-
ant. In Germany, where the
Great Captain fought and died,
a Protestant Emperor rules

over a strong united people.
In England this year will

witness the Coronation of a

King and Queen, descendants
of the beautiful Elizabeth of

Bohemia, and, like her, greatly
beloved. It is right that we,

many of whom are descended
from the men who fought in

the Netherlands and in Ger-

many for the cause for which
she suffered, should not forget
these things. And it is right
that we should remember that
amid the turmoil of crime and
bloodshed that gathered round
those dark days of oppression
there was one at least whose

courage never faltered, whose
faith shone brightly, and who
in leading his people to victory

gave to all succeeding genera-
tions the example of one of the

purest and most unselfish char-

acters in the world's history.
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AN ARGENTINE LOVE DRAMA.

AMONG the relics ofArgentine
history in the Museum of Buenos

Ayres, there is a long lock of a
woman's hair, now withered,
but once raven black. It is the

perpetual but unnecessary re-

minder of a story known to

every Argentine : the story of

the loves of Camila O'Gorman
and Ladislao Gutierrez, and of

the crowning blunder of cruelty,
more fatal to him than any
crime, of the Tyrant, Juan
Manuel Rosas. We may call

the tale a drama, if only to

escape the reproach of abusing
the great name of tragedy, too

often degraded by newspaper
use. Yet there is that which
is tragic in the fate of those

two, and in the monstrous

barbarity of the man who killed

them. They were not without
blame for their own disaster,
and he was not wholly free

to have kept his hand from
the wickedness wherewith he

purged our memory of a passion-
ate and erring woman, and of

a sinning man, by pity and
terror, not free because he
was driven on by furies he
had fostered till they were his

masters.

"Ach unsre Thaten selbst, so gut als

unsre leiden

Sie hemmen unsres Lebens gang."

All three were ruled by a fate,

by a necessity, in part created

by themselves.

Some memory of Rosas re-

mains in this country. He
died in exile at Southampton
within the memory of old men.
VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLVIII.

His name has become a byword
for the South American tyrant,
and not unjustly. He strides

the history of his country like

a colossus, not by virtue of the

good or evil he did, not by
his genius (his intellect was

narrow) nor his heroism (his

courage has been denied), but

by what stamp themselves

deepest on the legends of any
people, character and action.

Rosas is not so well known
to us that he can be left without
some brief introduction. He
was by birth a gentleman.
His family claimed to be a
branch of the ancient Spanish
house of Ortiz de Rosas. The

Spaniard is "linajudo," apt to

be besotted as to his lineage
and it may be that the Ortiz
de Rosas of Buenos Ayres could
not have established their de-

scent from the Cantabrian

family. Neither perhaps was
it so ancient as its members
loved to believe. A Spanish
Mr Roundwould have a glorious
feast on the pedigrees of many
hidalgos. Yet the Ortiz de
Rosas were "caballeros de so-

lar conocido," gentlemen of a
known house. Juan Manuel
could show one piece of testi-

mony to the validity of his

claim to "come from the moun-
tain." The men of the moun-
tains,

"
montafieses," were the

warriors from the north and
north - west, who were the
leaders of the reconquest of

Spain from the Moors. Strong
strains of Suevic, Visigothio,
Norman blood ran in their

3D
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veins, and they had the blue

eyes which were the out-

ward and visible sign of the

"blue blood," the "sangre
azul

"
of the Teuton and Scan-

dinavian, and not, as some have

erroneously supposed, the Moor.
The eyes of Rosas were blue,

and his complexion fair. He
was tall, and his manly beauty,
we are told, did much to help
his fortune, for it gained him
all the women as partisans.
His mother's family, the Lopez
de Osornio, was also hidalgo,
and of vehement character.

Dona Agustina has a place

among
" the mothers of great

men." A diminutive woman,
and in her later years partly

paralysed, she was the medieval
chatelaine to the core. She
ruled her household with a rod,
if not of iron, at least of willow.

She arose early and assigned
a portion unto her maidens.

They knew by many stinging
lessons what were the con-

sequences of neglect. When
her sons were already grown
men, she would pull their ears
and thrash them on provoca-
tion. " Manos blancas no ofen-

den," says the Spanish proverb,
" White hands do not insult."

Prudencio, Gervasio, and Juan
Manuel were dutiful sons and
in after times they showed as

much. Doiia Agustina was a

lady to whom her own will

was law. When some author-

ity requisitioned her carriage-
horses, as she thought un-

justly, she shot the animals.
In her old age, when Juan
Manuel was already the

Tyrant, it was her will and
pleasure to leave nearly all her

personal fortune to the children

of one of her daughters. The

notary employed to draw up
the will assured her that the

law required an equal divi-

sion. "It is my will you are

making," said Dona Agustina,
" not yours. Write as I tell you.
It will be strange if I cannot
do as I please with my own ;

"

and he wrote. When Dona

Agustina slept with her fathers

the will was produced. Legally
it was waste-paper, but Juan

Manuel, without even taking
the trouble to read it, noted on
the margin,

" Our mother's

wishes must be obeyed."
Gervasio did read the will,

and said,
" Juan Manuel is

right. We must not disobey
the mother. But he and I

and Prudencio are rich men,
and we must see to it that

the girls do not suffer." The
brothers compensated their

sisters for what they lost by
their mother's caprice.
As Juan Manuel inherited

the vehement self-will of his

mother, it was but natural

that their mutual affection

genuine as it was should be

disturbed by storms. Legends
have collected round his youth,
but it is certain enough that

he broke away from home, ad-

ventured, bred cattle on the

still unenclosed pampas, fought
the raiding Indians, and gained
fortune for himself. He did

something else which was to

have great weight in a coming
crisis in Argentine history.
He had need of fighting herds-

men to protect his cattle from
Indians and rivals. He turned
his " estancia

"
into a Cave of
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Adullam, where any man who
could break and back a horse,
use the lasso, the "bolas," and
the lance, was sure of good
pay and provend always pro-
vided that he would fight for

Juan Manuel Rosas, and obey
him perinde ac cadaver. So it

came to pass that when he
struck into Argentine politics,

he did not appear as a barrack-

yard conspirator, or intriguer
in committees, but as any feudal

baron or Highland chief with
his vassals or clansmen at his

back. " My name is the Devil's

Dick of Hellgarth, well known
in Annandale for a gentle
Johnstone. I follow the stout

Laird of Wamphray, who
rides with his kinsman the
redoubted Lord of Johnstone,
who is banded with the doughty
Earl of Douglas ;

and the Earl
and the Lord and the Laird
and I, the Esquire, fly our
hawks where we find our game,
and ask no man whose ground
we ride over." There was a

great deal of the Devil's Dick

among the "gaucho" herds-

men who followed Rosas.

The reader need not be
asked to hear exactly by what
series of events he became
the titular "restorer of the
laws " and the actual Tyrant
of Buenos Ayres. The mere
incidents of South American

history have been at all times
variants of the normal pro-
nunciamiento. The spirit of

the man and of his govern-
ment had a certain distinction.

"When he came to the top,
his country had been torn

between two contending in-

fluences. On the one hand

was a small body of men who
had grown up under Spanish
rule, and had been much in-

fluenced by the enlightenment
of the eighteenth century.

They had learnt all they knew
from French books, and they
were as ready to make extreme
use of authority as ever Rosas
was to prove himself. It was
not he, by any means, who
set the example of settling

political differences by shooting.
These half-educated doctrinaires

aimed at the establishment of a

republic, one and indivisible

with themselves and the city
of Buenos Ayres in com-

mand, of course. They threw
the country open to foreign

trade, to its ultimate advan-

tage, no doubt, but to the

great immediate loss of certain

struggling native industries.

Rosas represented all the par-
ticularism, all the ancient ways,
all the jealousy of the "

campo
"

against the city. On these

sentiments his power was based.

He fed fat the grudges of the

old-fashionedArgentines against
the "

savage Unitarians." He
was the representative of the

men of the "
chiripa

"
the

shawl which the gaucho horse-

men wind round their body and
fasten between their legs. We
may say of him that he was in

his way a conservative not ex-

actly a hater of foreigners, for

he liked Englishmen and em-

ployed them much, but one
who would keep Argentina for

the Argentines.

Being a conservative, he
would fain have had the sup-
port of the Church. He brought
back the Jesuits, and strove to
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stand well with the Pope. Now
we know what happens to him
who goes a-hunting with the

Jesuits and the Pope. Before

many of his twenty-five years
of rule were out, Rosas, who
cowed, shot, or drove into

exile all who dared to be other

than his abjeot instruments,
found himself opposed by the

very ecclesiastical powers he
had favoured. The Jesuits

intrigued for themselves, and
the Tyrant who had brought
them in drove them out. The

Pope would govern the Church
without regard to Rosas, who
held that he was entitled to all

the regalities enjoyed by the

King of Spain in America.
The Pope would hear of no
"nobis nominavit," and ap-

pointed, among other measures,
a coadjutor Bishop of Buenos

Ayres, against the wish of the

Tyrant. Therefore, as his reign
was approaching its end, Rosas
found himself in the full swing
of a dispute with the Roman
Curia, and therefore it was
that he slew Camila O'Gorman
and Ladislao Gutierrez. They
were crushed between the fell

incensed powers of Church and
State.

Camila, as her surname
shows, came of one of the

many Irish families which have

sought a refuge in Spain from
the days of Queen Elizabeth
downwards. She was beautiful,
and for her own unhappiness
she was passionate. One
gathers with sufficient clear-

ness that she rebelled inwardly
against the most undeniable

subjection of women as it was
enforced in Buenos Ayres half

a century ago, and is not un-

known now. To be repressed,
to be constantly watched, to

live in houses where the panels
of the doors were of glass, so

that one might be always
under observation, was the lot

of a Spanish-American lady.
Her very servants were the

spies of her master, father,

husband, or even only brother,
to whom public opinion and

use and wont, if not the law,

gave an almost unlimited power
to punish. Education was not
for her. "Mula que hace hin

hin y muger que habla Latin
nunca hicieron buen fin,"

"A whinnying mule and a

woman who knows Latin never
made a good end," says the

Spanish proverb, formed in

days when knowledge of Latin
was education. It was much
if a lady was allowed to learn

how to read and write or to

play the piano. Under the

ever-vigilant watch of a celibate

clergy, Spanish society at home
and in the colonies had become

possessed by an obsession of

impurity of thought and sus-

picion. Read that once famous

treatise,
' La Virtud en la

Estrada,'
' Virtue in the

Drawing-Room,' the work of a

dignified cleric, recommended

by high ecclesiastical authority,
written for general use in the

vulgar tongue and reprinted in

many editions. It is soaked in

pruriency, and though pro-

fessedly designed to show how

girls might be brought up in

strict modesty, it lays down
rules, and advises methods of

moral training, which must

necessarily have had a directly
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contrary effect. Camila was,
for a Spanish-American lady
of her day, educated. That is

to say, she could play the piano
and could read her native lan-

guage. It will not appear
extraordinary, still less crimi-

nal, to us, though Argentine
historians have noted the fact

as ominous, that her taste in

music was for sentimental

songs, and in literature for

story-books. Serior Saldias,
the biographer of Rosas, has

thought it well to note that

such books are better fitted to

excite romantic fancies than to

train youthful readers for the

serious conduct of life. He
does not name her favourite

authors, but it is known that

the tales of Ann Radcliffe had
a great vogue in Buenos Ayres
in those days.
We need not make the author

of ' The Italian
' even partially

responsible for the fate of

Camila O'Gorman. It can be

explained without the help of

a novelist who relied on the

exasperating trick of reduc-

ing all romance and terror to a

vulgar "sell." Spanish-Ameri-
can human nature, circum-

stances, and ' La Yirtud en
la Estrada '

are quite enough.
No doubt the girl, who was
nineteen in 1847, was on the

watch for Prince Charming,
and eager for a romance to

enliven her life. In her society

marriage was an affair of the

balancing of money-bags by
the parents, and she was not
allowed to see any possible
Prince Charming whom she

could marry. But she was not

debarred from the society of

men, for if the layman who
was free to love was excluded,
the doors of the best people
were freely open to the priest,
even to the young priest. It

has become the fashion to dis-

miss the charges of wholesale

immorality once freely brought
against the Roman Catholic

clergy as Protestant prejudice
or freethinking calumny. The
reader who consults the dry
legal records quoted in Dr
Lea's '

History of the Inquisi-

tion,' or who has come across

the amazingly outspoken judg-
ment of Dr Beltran, the Bishop
of Salamanca, on the Spanish
clergy of about the year 1808,

or any twenty other real

authorities who could be named,
will not hasten to agree with

this good-natured estimate of

what was, and is, even under
the eye of hostile critics, the

truth. In Buenos Ayres sixty

years ago the one relief from
the stagnant monotony of

domestic life which women of

the moneyed classes were al-

lowed to enjoy was an inter-

course of pious gallantry with
the priests. Immorality of

conduct was not supposed to

be tolerated nor perhaps was
it very common. By pious

gallantry is not meant a hypo-
critical cover for misconduct,
but only the perpetual presenta-
tion and discussion of religion
and morals in the language of

the Spanish Mystics, impro-
perly so called, or Ascetics, as

they still less deserve to

be named, of Juan de la

Cruz, of Malon de Chaide, and
of hundreds of others. The

Spaniards profess a great ad-
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miration of these writers, and
talk in gushing terms of their

suavity and strength. To men
trained in the sanity of the

Church of England, the grim
manhood of the Kirk of Soot-

land, or indeed in wellnigh

any Protestant air, there is

something infinitely nauseous
in the vain and amatorious

fluency of these Spanish re-

ligious writers. Their habit of

presenting religion in terms of

elaborate sensuality is revolt-

ing. Evidence that it always
was, and is, corrupting, abounds.
It is infinitely better adapted to

produce the debilitating effect

attributed to the mere secular

novel by good Senor Saldias
than the stolid prose of Ann
Radoliffe. The girl who was
not allowed to listen to Don
Francisco, the soldier, or Don
Ramon, the lawyer, lest

uthey
should speak of love, was not

only permitted but encouraged
to hear the whole vocabulary
of passion from the lips of a

young priest.

Among the young clerics who
frequented the house of the

O'Gormans was one Ladislao

Gutierrez, priest of the church
of El Socorro in Buenos Ayres.
He was a native of Tucuman,
and therefore at least as much
Indian as Spaniard. He had
come as a boy to Buenos Ayres,
and had been protected by
Rosas. Orders had been con-
ferred on him at the request of

the Tyrant, by whose influence,
or rather mere word of com-

mand, he had been placed at
El Socorro. We know little of

Gutierrez, which name, by the

way, being interpreted, is Wal-

tersou. The little we do know
shows that he was a priest
without vocation, and a passion-
ate man, but neither hypocrite
nor coward. " Es de fuego el

hombre y la muger estopa ;

viene el Diablo y sopla
" " The

man is fire and the woman tow ;

there comes along the Devil

and he blows," is also part of

the proverbial wisdom of Spain.
These two, born to be the de-

struction the one of the other,
were thrown together by the

folly of Camila's parents. It

may be that fear had a share

in producing the blindness of

their parents, for who would
have ventured to shut his door

to a man favoured by Rosas?
Blind they must have been if

they did not see that Gutierrez

and their daughter were rarely

apart. When he was not in

the house, she was at El Socorro

to decorate the altars. But the

sanctity of the clergy covered

all, and that happened which
was to happen.

If this priest and this woman
had been as some around them

were, their story would now be

a buried scandal. But they
were not as others. They were
in revolt in their hearts against
the law which would condemn

them, and they were brave.

When Camila had to tell her

lover that their love must be

avowed, they sought no way of

concealing their sin from the

eyes of the world. The priest

hung his robe in the sacristy ;

the woman fled from her father's

house. In the December of

1847, when the summer is blaz-

ing in the southern hemisphere,

they escaped by Lujan to
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Santa Fe. Then under the

names of Maximo Brandier of

Jujuy and Valentina San, his

wife, they crossed the Parana
and endeavoured to hide them-
selves in the province of

Corrientes among the Indians,
tamed and after a sort civilised

by the Jesuits. At Goya they
tried to live by such work as

they could do. Gutierrez

opened a school and Camila

taught music. They hoped to

live hidden, and trusted that

"maiiana sera otro dia," "that

to-morrow would be a better

day."
Fear of scandal had given

them time to escape so far.

The O'Gormans would fain

have hidden the flight of their

daughter, and for twelve days
they kept the dishonour unre-

vealed. But it was impossible
to conceal the simultaneous

disappearance of the beautiful

daughter of one of the best-

known families of the town and
the priest of El Socorro. The
secret was soon shouted from
the housetops, and came, as

everything did, to the ears of

Rosas. It threw him into a

"beastly froth of rage," beast-

ly but intelligible. He was in

open quarrel with the Curia
over the Pope's nomination of

Mariano Jose de Escalada y
Zeballos, Bishop of Aulon in

partibus, to be coadjutor Bishop
of Buenos Ayres. He had fallen

out with the Jesuits. The
ecclesiastical instruments he
had hoped to use had broken
in his hand. He could silence

criticism as far as his arms

reached, but he could not silence

the exilea at Montevideo on

the other side of the Rio de la

Plata. We know little of the

controversial literature of South
America nor is it worth know-

ing save as an example of rabid

invective. The exiles ransacked
their La Lampiere's diction-

ary knowledge to find epithets
for Rosas. Caligula and Helio-

gabalus were much quoted, but
the favourite name was the

Tiberius of Palermo, that being
the suburb of the city where
Rosas had his house. The use

they could make of the flight of

the priest and the woman will

occur to all. Here we see,

thundered the opposition press
across the water, what the

Tiberius of Palermo has done
for our ancient virtue. A
creature, a favourite of his own,
has done this dreadful thing,
and so much was true, and
therein lay the sting and the

stimulus to the fury of Rosas.

Gutierrez was a priest of his

making, and had brought this

discredit on him, on the ruler

who would have it that nothing
should be done, said, whispered,
not as much as thought, in the

Republic but by his leave.

Then the Bishops became

pressing that an example
should be made. If the sin

could have been kept quiet

they would have huddled it up,
as they commonly did for " the

better avoidance of scandal."

But Camila and Gutierrez

were defiant, and had displayed
their defiance. That was the

unpardonable sin. In after

days Rosas took the whole

responsibility for the course he
followed with them on himself.

There was, a vein of magn$-
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nimity in the man. And then

he told the truth. The Bishops
would have been well pleased
to see him recapture the fugi-

tives, send Camila to the Casa
de Ejercicios the Spinning
House, and hand the crimi-

nous clerk over to his ecclesias-

tical superiors. They cannot

possibly have wished that he

should do what he did which

was, to act as if there were no
ecclesiastical authorities to try
and to punish Gutierrez.

A search for the fugitives
was begun. The power of

Rosas, though absolute in

Buenos Ayres itself, and every-
where dominant, was to some
extent held in check on the

outlying parts of the Repub-
lic by the influence of local

"caudillos" bosses. In this,

however, he was obeyed. It

is said that the rashness of

Gutierrez had a large share in

betraying him to the pursuers.
We can believe that he would
not act with unfailing prud-
ence. With or without fault

of his, the hiding-place of the

lovers was discovered. They
were arrested, and were sent

down the river to be delivered

as prisoners at Buenos Ayres.
When the news of the arrest

reached the city, Rosas was

apparently disposed to follow

the course desired by the
ecclesiastical authorities. The
orders he gave to prepare a
room at the Spinning House
for Camila and one at another

prison for the priest are still in

existence. If they had been

brought to the city it was
possible, though with such a

man, in such a case, nothing

was certain, that he would
have been content to leave the

prisoners to their judges,
Camila to her family, and
Gutierrez to the Church. But,

unhappily for them and for

him, the vessel in which they
were confined was wrecked at

San Pedro. The prisoners
were taken to Santos Lugares,
and were there detained by the

Alcalde, Antonio Reyes, who
reported the wreck to Rosas.

The news reached the Tyrant
at a very fatal moment for

the offenders. The exiles

were peculiarly loud in de-

nunciation of the Tiberius of

Palermo. They exceeded even
their habitual level of invec-

tive, which did not stop at

vile abuse of his relations to

his daughter, the brave and
kind - hearted Manuela. The
man was exasperated, and he

was at all times too ready to

remove any obstacle by pure
violence. The political in-

terest of his five-and-twenty
years of rule lies in this,

that it displays with art-

istic perfection the course of

a terror. He had to cow

opponents by force. His fol-

lowing among the populace,
and the men of business who
were above all things de-

sirous of peace and order,
had applauded him when he

began to kill He went on

killing to maintain the terror

on which his power was
based. The removal of one
batch of actual or potential
enemies only revealed another.

He ended by looking for ex-

cuses to kill, to keep up the

wholesome sense of fear. It
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is conceivable that he would
in no case have allowed the

law to decide. It was the

very essence of his govern-
ment that nothing should be
done save by or through him.

As it was, the furies drove
him on. Stung by abuse, and
solicited to show severity, he
was in the humour to make
a terrible example of the man
whom he had favoured, and

by whom he had been ill

requited. No one was louder

in calling on him to smite
and spare not than Camila's

father. The man may have
been only a coward and syco-

phant, or he may have been
maddened by the dishonour
of his house, and Spaniard
enough to think that only
the blood of the offenders

could wipe the stain out.

Rosas, who needed but little

stimulus or none, threw aside

every pretence of law. He
spoke as a despot who works

legibus solutus, and ordered

the Alcalde of Santos Lugares
to shoot both the man and
the woman.
Antonio Reyes, as the sequel

showed, was no hero, but he
was an average human being.
Such a penalty for such a sin

was horrible and beyond ex-

pression horrible when Camila
was to suffer, for she was with

child, and therefore protected

against the pain of death by
the law, the practice, the

humanity, the religion of

every Christian people. If

Reyes had been a hero he
would have refused to obey
the order, and if he could do
no more, would have aided

his prisoners to escape, and
have fled the country with

them. As it was, he showed
a courage we must give him
credit for. He delayed execu-

tion and expostulated, which
with Rosas was to take his

life in his hands. He appealed
to Manuela to influence her

father. But the Tyrant was

by this time neither to bind

nor to hold. He could not

go back without giving his

enemies a chance to triumph
over a display of weakness,
and teaching all men that

there were things he feared

to do. The order was re-

iterated, and Reyes obeyed.

Hardship, suffering, the an-

xieties of a pregnant woman,
had not cowed Camila O'Gor-
man. They had exalted her

till she was above fear. La-
dislao Gutierrez had the firm-

ness with which the Spaniard
and the Indian alike can face

pain and death. Their miser-

able story and their courage
had won the sympathy of their

jailers at Santos Lugares.

Popular sentiment at Buenos

Ayres had pity on them, and

perhaps helped to harden the

rage of Rosas for it was a

reproach to him, a sign that

his hold was weakening. Reyes
had exhausted his firmness in

his expostulation with the

Tyrant, and could not bring
himself to tell the prisoners
that they must die. He left

the task to the parish priest,
and the priest dared not tell

the woman. That duty fell to

Gutierrez. What the man felt,

what remorse for the woman,
what indignant anger against
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the brutality of Rosas, we do
not know. It may be that the

fatalism of his Spanish and
Indian race left no room for

remorse or anger. He and she

had lived and loved, and new
death, which must come to all

men, was at hand. He asked
the priest for a slip of paper
and a pencil, and he wrote

"
Camila, you are to die with

me. It has not been given to

us to live united among men.
We shall stand together before

God."

They were allowed to receive

the sacraments, and the priest
who gave them extreme unc-
tion did not omit to baptise
Camila's unborn child. So
Seiior Saldias carefully records,
and those who have the heart
to inquire may seek to learn

what he meant. They were
shot to death by eight sol-

diers, sitting side by side and
hand in hand, in the court-

yard of their prison at Santos

Lugares.
So Rosas made his example,

and in making it he inflicted a
mortal wound on his own rule.

He meant to terrify finally,
and in such sort that no man
or woman should ever again
offend him. What he did was
to sicken his own partisans.
The populace of Buenos Ayres,
which had once worshipped
him, heard of the butchery at

Santos Lugares with stupefac-
tion. They could not under-
stand politics, and they had no
disinclination to see the Tyrant
bully the moneyed classes. But
they could realise the abomi-

nation of such an act as the

killing of Camila and her un-
born child, and the brutality
of the slaughter of Gutierrez,

who, in so far as he differed

from other clerical sinners, dif-

fered by not being a sneak.

In a few days his spies

began to let Rosas know
that those who had always
applauded him were silent, and
that those who had hitherto

feared to speak were beginning
to feel themselves supported
and to murmur. The ground
was giving beneath his feet.

Very soon he had to learn more,
and worse. His soldiers were
affected like the people from
whom they were drawn. The
man himself was no general,

and, strangely enough for a
ruler in his position, was in the

habit of sneering at military

glory. He was even accused of

showing an undue care for his

personal safety. It is hard to

believe that a man who had

spent his youth in adventure
on the pampas was lacking in

ordinary courage. He reflected,

one presumes, that he was the

representative of the State the

useful State which every official

can quote to justify his acts,

and that his life was too

precious to be rashly risked.

Therefore he depended on his

generals. Hitherto they had
been loyal, but after the scene

at Santos Lugares they began
to waver. We will not suppose
that they who were all stained

by blood were much influenced

by humanity, but doubtless

they had some, and Rosas had

gone beyond even their wide

limits. What influenced them
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mainly was an enlightened self-

interest. It was beginning to

be unsafe for the most devoted
of them to be within his reach.

Suppose he felt that another

example was needed to confirm

obedience, would the man who
had had no mercy on Camila,
and no pity for Gutierrez, whom
he had once favoured, spare an

ordinary general? It was a

shrewd calculation, and there

was only one answer to the

question. So the minds of men
were prepared for a change.

Messages began to pass be-

tween the generals and the

exiles. A day came when a

body of liberators appeared on
the border, and were joined

by officers and soldiers. Rosas
was indeed no general, and the

men who had thought for him
in war were now against him.

He took the feeble resource

of all incompetent leaders of

armies. He strung his men out
in one long line to protect

everything at once, and as the

invaders made a concentrated
attack they broke his spider's
web. Then they marched on
Buenos Ayres, and Rosas, who
knew by this time that he had
worn out the patience and

loyalty of all mankind, fled dis-

guised as an English sailor to

a British man-of-war, and then
in a merchant ship to South-

ampton, to live obscurely and
to die imbecile. Popular tradi-

tion has it that the ghosts of

Camila O'Gorman and Ladislao

Gutierrez haunted his death-

bed. A better proof of his

secret remorse is that he missed
no chance of asserting with

petulance that he had done no

wrong.
DAVID HANNAY.
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A BORN REBEL.

To the student of present-day

political and social questions
there are few problems more

interesting than the contrast

between Ulster as she is now
and Ulster on the eve of

"Ninety-eight." Little more
than a hundred years ago she
led the van in the effort to

throw off the British power
in Ireland, and it may be
worth while to refresh our
memories of the occasion and
of the great protagonist in the

drama, the man who inocu-

lated the Ulster of an earlier

day with the virus of rebell-

ion. Wolfe Tone has hardly
received from posterity the
attention he deserves. He has
never been properly placed in

Irish history. His life still

remains to be written, and
few men stand more in need
of a biographer, if only to save
him from himself. Tone's

journal, of which, unfortun-

ately, only some fragments
remain, is one of the most

fascinating pieces of self-por-
traiture in literature. From
the first to the last page it is

an intensely interesting human
document. He has no reserves,
he never suppresses anything
on the ground that it tells

against himself. When he

puts on his French uniform
for the first time, as Chef de

Brigade, he tells us all about
it

" as pleased as a little boy
in his first breeches

; foolish

enough but not unpleasant.
Walk about Paris to show
myself. Huzza!" He admits

that he is insufferably vain
"
pretty and modest comparing

myself with Alexander the

Great." Hoche "got him by
heart

"
at one interview. " I

fear he does spy into the bot-

tom of this Justice Shallow."

When he goes to bed drunk, as

he did frequently, he faithfully
records the fact. He never
fakes the photograph,

"
quo fit ut omnis

Votiva patat veluti descripta tabella

Vita."

Despite his gay exterior, his

light-heartedness, his rollicking
and carousing and play-acting,
Tone was at bottom a man of

serious intent. That intent he
never disguised. Since Henry
II. received the homage of the

Irish chiefs on the Rock of

Cashel, Tone did more than

any one man to sever the con-

nection between the two coun-

tries and he very nearly
succeeded. It was not Eng-
land but the " act of God "

that

brought about the failure of

the Bantry Bay expedition.
The consistently adverse con-

ditions against which Tone
contended were enough to

daunt one of even unusual

courage and pertinacity. Well

might the Duke of Wellington
describe him as " a most extra-

ordinary man." He was cer-

tainly the most consistent rebel

Ireland ever produced. Some
men achieve rebellion by a slow

and painful process, some have
rebellion thrust on them, some
are rebels in their morn of
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youth, and in their riper years
turn to safer and saner ways.
Tone was in revolt all the time.

He was the first of the Fenians.

Theobald Wolfe Tone was
born in Dublin in the year
1763, the year marked by the

arrest and trial of John Wilkes,
the year in which Grenville

lightly embarked on the cam-

paign which was to cost Eng-
land her American colonies.

Revolt was in the air and Tone
inhaled it almost from his

cradle. He derived, it is said,

on both sides from English
stock. In that case he is a

good example of the influence

of environment, for he was more
Irish than the Irish themselves.

"I am," he says, "in some

things as arrant an Irishman
as ever stood on the Pout Neuf."
He might have said "in most,"
and in nothing more than in

the Celtic revolt against the

despotism of fact. His father

was a Protestant, his mother a

Catholic. She was the daughter
of a sea-captain named Lam-
port, "a great original," and
to this may be attributed his

love of adventure, which all his

brothers shared with him, and
the strong line he took on the

Catholic question which earned
for him the repute of being
"the best friend the Catholics

ever had." But it is possible
to push this point too far. His

sympathies with the Catholics
were political, not religious. It

is unfair to set down Tone for

an Atheist, as some do. He
was refused admission into a

political club in Belfast because
he believed in the truths of

revealed religion. But his

religious views never troubled

him. He certainly never al-

lowed them to stand in the

way of his Jacobinism, and when
the Roman Catholic bishops
were slow to fall into line with
the democrats in the early days
of the United Irishmen, he

expressed himself very roundly
on bishops and their works.

As a boy he was very idle, but
at examination times he made
a spurt, and was generally
successful. In two subjects,

however, he consistently failed

writing and the Catechism.
His first teacher pronounced
him to be a fine boy of un-
common talents, particularly
for mathematics, and assured
his father it was a moral

certainty he would become a

Fellow of Trinity. At the

age of sixteen, to his mis-

fortune, he became his own
master. He miched school

three days out of six, and spent
his off-days in walks, swim-

ming -
parties, and attending

reviews of the garrison in the

Phoenix Park. These diver-

sions confirmed him in his idle

habits, and to the pomp and

splendour of military show
he attributes his untameable
desire to become a soldier.

Compared with that, classical

learning was nonsense, and a

Fellowship a "
pitiful establish-

ment." He entered Trinity

College, Dublin, in 1781.

Those were spacious times in

the city by the Liffey, the

times of Grattan and the

Volunteers. The war was

raging in America, and young
Tone wanted to go out as a
Volunteer. His father would
not consent : Tone sulked and

dropped a year. In 1782 he
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went out as second in a duel

to his friend Foster, in which
Foster killed his man, and
both had to retire into obscurity
for a time. He was a Scholar

of the House and prizeman,
a triple Medalist, and Audi-
tor of the College Historical

Society, that famous training-

ground where young Irish-

men sharpen their wits, which
ever since Burke's time has
furnished the Church, the

Bench, and the Senate with
their most illustrious orna-

ments. Reckless in his love-

affairs as in most other things,
he married while he was still

an undergraduate a runaway
match with a young girl of

sixteen, "as beautiful as an

angel." His wife was penni-
less, her family disapproved of

the match, so the young couple
were obliged to fall back on
Tone's father, who at this time
was living in a very small way
at Clane, in Co. Kildare, and
whose resources could ill bear
an additional burden. After a

year, during which a daughter
was born to him, Tone got a

small sum of money from his

father and set off with light-
hearted unconcern to enter as

a law student at the Inner

Temple, leaving Tone senior to

provide for his wife and infant

as best he could. From the

outset it was clear he would
never be Lord Chancellor.

The law he regarded as " an
illiberal profession," and after

the first month he never opened
a law book, nor was he three
times in Westminster Hall in

his life. Lack of pence sat

lightly on him. Indeed at this

time it served him as an excuse

for his incorrigible indolence,
as disabling him from " a cool

and systematic habit of study"!
By writing reviews for the

magazines and by the useful

aid of 150 from a well-to-do

College acquaintance, he "con-
trived to make it out." But
his thoughts were still running
on a soldier's life. Strangely
enough, his first political essay
was a design to serve England.
He contrived a scheme for set-

ting up a military colony in one
of the South Sea islands,

" to

put a bridle on Spain in time of

peace and annoy her in time of

war." He sent a memorial on
the subject to Mr Pitt, who
probably never looked at it, and
Tone registered a vow accord-

ingly that he would make Mr
Pitt sorry. His father grew
tired about this time of main-

taining his wife and child, and
told him so. Tone in a fit of

rage determined to enlist as a
soldier in the India Company's
service, but when his brother

and he offered themselves

at the India House they
were told that the season was

past. Thus for a second time
his military aspirations and his

efforts to serve England were
thwarted. Clearly Fate had
destined him to be a rebel. His

gaiet^ de coeur did not long
forsake him. He seemed to

possess the happy knack of

making the most of both
families his own and his

wife's. Having got from his

father all he could expect, and
in fact contributed materially
to his financial difficulties, he
turned to the other side. His
wife had a rich old grandfather
on whom he had evidently
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reckoned at the time of his

marriage. Through a friend

he approached him, and so suc-

cessfully that the old gentle-
man consented to give him
500 forthwith, and expressed

a wish for his immediate re-

turn. He at once set off for

Ireland, where he found his

wife, not unnaturally, in deli-

cate health through anxiety
about res angusta domi. One
of his first acts after receiving
the 500 was to buy about

100 worth of law books ! He
might as well have thrown the

money into the Liffey. He had
returned from London knowing
as much of law as of necro-

mancy. He was called to the

Irish bar in Trinity term 1789,
went his first circuit (the

Leinster), and cleared his ex-

penses, which is more than
most young barristers do at

their first venture, but after

three attempts he grew sick

and weary of it. He hated the

profession, and " had neither

the means nor the inclination to

treat messieurs the attorneys,
and to make them drink "

!

He threw off his "foolish wig
and gown," and turned to

politics and pamphleteering.
His first effort was a defence

of the Whig Club, the buff and

blue, which had been recently
formed. He undertook the

task more from his inclination

to be "agin' the Government,"
who were fulminating about
the club, than from any love

for the Whigs, the "Patriot"

party in Ireland, whose "
ped-

dling about petty grievances
instead of going to the root of

the evil
"

did not at all com-
mend itself to the young Re-

volutionary. The publication
of his pamphlet had two im-

mediate results destined to be

far-reaching. It put him in

touch for the first time with
the North of Ireland, and it

secured him an introduction to

George Ponsonby, who then,
with Grattan, led the Opposi-
tion in the Irish Parliament.

The Northern Whig Club,
founded by Lord Charlemont,

printed and distributed a large
issue of his pamphlet at their

own expense, and elected him
a member of their body. The

Ponsonby patronage promised
to lead to dazzling eminence.

The Opposition were not dis-

inclined to attach to their cause

an able young barrister who,
however defective his know-

ledge of law, was undoubtedly
a youth of parts, and wielded

a facile pen. A big petition
was pending in the House of

Commons. They flung a brief

and a hundred guineas at Tone's

head, and the promise of a seat

in Parliament. His ambition
was soaring. He threw in

his lot with the Whigs, and
was instantly retained in the

petition. But the connection
was short - lived. Ponsouby,
like Browning's Waring, was

prouder than the devil. He
snubbed Tone, and Tone was
the last man in the world to

take a snub lying down. Deeper
causes, too, were at work, which
were soon to create an impass-
able gulf between Tone and
the Whigs. Whatever reforms
the Whigs advocated, they ad-

hered stoutly to the English
connection. Tone had made a
"
great discovery

" which was
to carry him to the opposite
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pole that " the influence of

England was the radical vice

of our Government
;
that con-

sequently Ireland would never

be either free, prosperous, or

happy until she was independ-
ent, and that independence was
unattainable whilst the connec-

tion with England existed."

Such was the theory which
coloured all his after - career,
and to which he sacrificed

everything, even life itself.

Tone had now found his ele-

ment, and he plunged eagerly
into the perilous sea of politics,
never more perilous than in

those closing years of the

eighteenth century. He en-

tered public life in 1790. The
preceding year had witnessed
the outbreak of the French
Revolution, the greatest event
that had happened in the world
since the coming of Christ.

The country was ringing with
the echoes of Burke's 'Reflec-

tions
' and Paine's counterblast

on 'The Rights of Man.' The
old Order was passing. A new
Era had dawned for humanity.
Men, even sane men, the think-

ers, were swept off their feet.

For the young it was enough
to be alive. The young, the

eager, felt as Wordsworth
felt

"Bliss was it in that dawn to be
alive,

But to be young was very heaven,"

Burke was one of the very few
who, with the wisdom of the

philosopher, in those tumult-
uous days "saw life steadily
and saw it whole." Already
in his mind's eye he foresaw
the September massacres and
all the subsequent horrors.

Burke was an Irishman, but
an absentee. He had thrown
in his lot with English parties.
Had he been at the helm in

Ireland during the ten troubled

years that followed the French

Revolution, what a different

tale there might have been to

tell ! But his warnings fell on
deaf ears in the land of his

birth. It was a stormy time,
and stormy and tempestuous
spirits were abroad. Nowhere
had the Revolution made a

greater impression than in im-

pressionable Ireland. When
France "stamped her strong
foot, and said she would be

free," Ireland took up the

cry

"
Yes, Ireland will be free,

From the centre to the sea,
Then hurrah for Liberty !

Says the Shan Van Vocht."

In a short time, as Tone said,
the French Revolution became
the test of every man's polit-
ical creed, "and the nation
was fairly divided into two

great parties the Aristocrats
and the Democrats (epithets
borrowed from France) who
have ever since been measur-

ing each other's strength, and

carrying on a kind of smothered
war which the course of events,
it is highly probable, may soon
call into energy and action.

1 '

The words in italics were pro-
phetic. They reveal not alone
the trend of Tone's individual

mind, but the true inwardness
of the movement which ended
in the abortive Rebellion of

'98. Whatever else that
movement was, it was essen-

tially not a Popish plot, as is

sometimes alleged, nor the out-
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come of a Popish plot. In its

inception, at any rate, it was

entirely non -
religious, or,

rather, undenominational, an

attempt to blend all the de-

nominations in the common
term of Irishman. Undoubt-

edly, in the end, the Rebellion

as most things do in Ire-

land assumed a sectarian

tinge; but even as late as

1798, on the eve of the out-

break, the Duke of Portland
was much struck with the
fact that "Protestant Ulster
was the most disaffected of

the four provinces ; that at

least five-sixths of the leaders

of the United Irishmen were
Protestants ; that Munster,

though now profoundly dis-

turbed, had shown itself per-

fectly loyal during the French

expedition at the end of '96
;

that Connaught, the most

purely Catholic province, was
the one province which was
still almost untainted." Later
in the same year Pitt, writing
to Wellesley, used the proper
label :

" You will hear that in

Ireland the Jacobins, after

many of their leaders being
apprehended, have risen in

open war." Throughout the

struggle religion was alto-

gether subservient to revolu-

tionary principles, and used

merely as a political engine.
That wonderful word De-

mocracy has seen hard service

of late. In the early nineties

succeeding the outbreak of the

Revolution it was a blessed

word, as blessed as Mesopo-
tamia. It was in all men's

mouths, and none was quicker
than Tone to appreciate its sig-
nificance. There is no greater
VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLVIII.

mistake than to set down Tone
for a mere enthusiastic vision-

ary. He was a political
thinker of a high order. His

coxcombry, his "
playboyish-

ness," as revealed in his jour-

nal, have blinded men to his

more serious qualities. He
was an "infernal rebel" un-

doubtedly, but few have shown
more steadfastness and single-
ness of purpose when all the

luck of the game was against
them. He saw a new order of

things beginning in Europe,
brought about by the stupen-
dous cataclysm in France

;
he

saw the promise of a new
political method. Tone dis-

covered the Irish democracy.
Before his time they were in-

articulate. He was also the

first Fenian, and his organisa-
tion, "The United Irishmen,"
was the forerunner of the "Irish

Republican Brotherhood" of a

later day.
" Ourselves alone !

"

was his motto. He believed

sincerely in the ability of the

Ireland of that day to stand

on its own legs, and that belief

was shared by all the principal
leaders of the United Irish-

men. Digges declared that

"if Ireland were free, being
unencumbered with debt, she

would, in arts, commerce, and

manufactures, spring up like

an air balloon and leave Eng-
land behind her at an immense
distance." Thomas Addis Em-
met, in his examination before

a Committee of the Lords after

the Rebellion, said

"I have not a shadow of doubt
that if Ireland was once independent
she might defy the combined efforts

of France and England.
"The Archbishop of Cashel. My

3E
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God ! her trade would be de-

stroyed.
"Emmet. Pardon me,my lord her

trade would be infinitely increased.

. . . America is the best market in

the world, and Ireland the best

situated country in Europe to trade

with that market."

M'Nevin followed in the

same strain. So did Arthur
O'Connor.

"Do you imagine Ireland could

exist as an independent nation ?

" O'Connor. I have not a doubt of

it. We have five millions of a brave

hardy people, and if we had the gov-
ernment in our own hands but for a

short time to organise and to arm

them, we could defy the whole
world."

Such were the leaders of the

United Irishmen, Separatists

pure and simple. They claimed

that on the eve of the insur-

rection not less than 500,000
had taken the oath, of whom
300,000 were fit to bear arms.
The genesis of that remark-

able organisation is rightly

placed to Tone's credit. The
Northerners, it was true, had
been coquetting with the idea

for some time. They were

logical enough to see the ab-

surdity of agitating for Parlia-

mentary Reform while shut-

ting out the Catholics from
the most elementary rights of

citizenship. But Tone was the

first to vitalise the scheme
for a United Ireland. He
first put the Catholics on
their feet, he first made men
of them, and he is fairly

enough called the best friend
the Catholics ever had. Yet
his sympathy for them was
merely part of his bold pro-
gramme of separation. He
used them simply as a pawn

in his Revolutionary game.
For their religion, it is evident

from his journals, he had scant

respect ; for themselves, at

least the mass of them, still

less. It mattered little whether

a man were a good Catholic.

Was he a good Jacobin? that

was the supreme question for

Tone. When a Catholic, be

he bishop, priest, or layman,
did not fit into his scheme, he

despatched him in language
which is damnatory to a degree.
The Roman Catholic bishops
were slow to absorb his new-

fangled and irreligious French
ideas. Here is his entry in his

journal :
"
Busy all day folding

papers, &c., for the Munster

Bishops. Damn all Bishops !

Gog [his Catholic friend Keogh]
not quite well on that point.
Thinks them a good thing.
Nonsense. Dine at home
with Neilson and M'Crackeu.

Very pleasant. Rights of

men. French Revolution. No
Bishops." When the Catholic

Committee wavered and finally

acquiesced in the limited Relief

Bill of 1793, he writes: "Will
the Catholics be satisfied with

this Bill ? I believe they will,

and be damned !

" That did

not suit Tone's high politics at

all. His plan was to keep all

sects and all sections dis-

affected, to go on piling up
a bank of discontent. Union,
even in disaffection, is strength.

Tone, with his political genius,

recognised that the greatest

and, from his point of view,
the best result of the Revolu-

tion in Ireland was to render

possible for the first time a

union of the sects. Before

1789 a Catholic in Ireland was
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a slave, as he had been in

France, a mere hewer of wood
and drawer of water. The
French Revolution took the

scales from his eyes, and re-

vealed to him his degrading
position. The first humble

petition of the Catholics to

Parliament was flouted. No
member could be found bold

enough to present it. Tone saw
his opportunity and seized it.

Mainly owing to his stimulat-

ing zeal they struck a stronger
note. They stood up to Parlia-

ment, inspired by the French

example. And then Tone saw
to his infinite satisfaction the

substantial prejudices of the

Republican Dissenters of the

North begin to melt away in

the strong solvent of the Revo-
lution. "I certainly think,"
said Burke,

" that all men who
desire liberty deserve it."

The Ulstermen did not quarrel
with this view. Now that the

Catholics had asserted their

liberty they should have the

vote. Here, then, for the first

time in Ireland, was a junction
of parties on a non-religious
basis. Catholic and Dissenter

drew together, the cleavage
between " the Ascendency

"

and the Reformer deepened.
Tone went down to Belfast

in the autumn of 1791 on the

invitation of his friend Russell,
and there, with considerable

whisky drinking and "
mug-

ging of porter," he established

with a dozen or so of his fellow-

revellers the first United Irish

Club. He stated no more than
the truth when he claimed that

the formation of that club

marked a new era in Irish

politics. Fraternity, the Irish

brotherhood that was to be

the new note. But the word is

one thing, the reality another,
and Tone's ability and tact

were tried to the utmost.

During his visit to Belfast the

Catholic crux was of course

under constant discussion, and
some of the meetings were by
no means harmonious.

"
Oct. 21. An amazing battle after

dinner on the Catholic question. For
the Peep-of-Day Boys, Joy, William-

son, and A. Stewart ; for the De-
fenders P. P. [Russell] and myself.
Defenders victorious after a hard
battle. [The Peep-of-Day Boys were

Protestants, the Defenders were

Catholics.] Williamson afraid of a

bug-a-boo. The Peep-of-Day Boys
ashamed of their own position.

Agree to the justice of liberating
the Catholics, but boggle at the ex-

pediency. Damned nonsense.
"

Oct. 25. Dinner at M'Tier's ;

Waddel Cunningham, Holmes, Dr
Bruce, &c. A furious battle, which
lasted two hours, on the Catholic

question ; as usual, neither party
convinced. Bruce, an intolerant high
priest, states his definite objection
to the immediate emancipation of

the Roman Catholics : 1st, Danger
to true religion ; 2nd, Danger to

property ; 3rd, Danger generally of

throwing the power into their hands,
which would make this a Catholic

Government, incapable of enjoying
or extending liberty. Almost all the

company of his opinion all protest-

ing their liberality and good wishes
to the Roman Catholics. Damned
stuff. Bruce declared that thirty-
nine out of forty Protestants would
be found, when the question came
forward, to be adverse to the liber-

ation of the Roman Catholics. It

may be he was right."

Williamson was not the only
"sincere and enlightened Re-

publican
"

of the enlightened
town of Belfast who was afraid

of a bug-a-boo. Tone made
two further pilgrimages to

Belfast within the next year,
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on one of which he brought
down a few Catholics from the

Committee in Dublin to let

them see what Belfast was

like, and to blend the sects.

There were still some preju-
dices to be erased. " Dr Hali-

day's wig grows miraculously

grey with fear of the Catho-

lics," and Tone is accused of

ramming something down the

Northern throats. In Dublin,

too, he had his peck of

troubles. There the bug-a-
boos were of a different order.

The Dublin conspirators, whose

every move was overlooked by
the Castle, were far too cau-

tious for Tone's temper.
" The

Vintner" was "a cowardly
old slave." Gog (Mr John

Keogh, leader of the Catholic

Committee) was "jealous as

the devil," and being a shop-
keeper, and therefore having
something to lose, was

" a poor
Revolutionist."

The fact is, and it was the
chief error of the leaders not to

recognise it, there was no real

cohesion among the United

Irishmen, no principle of Union
which would stand the test.

Ulster was for an ideal republic.
The peasants of the other three

provinces cared not a jot under
what form of Constitution they
lived so long as they got tolera-

tion for their religion, and were
allowed to live by their land-

lords. The September mas-
saeres in France shocked Ire-

land, especially Catholic Ire-

land, and moderate republicans
both north and south shrank
from freedom purchased at such
a price. The Catholic aristo-

cracy, led by Lord Kenmare,
had seceded from the main

body when the leaven of the

Revolution began to work on

them, and some of Tone's

strongest anathemas are hurled

against "Kenmare and his

sixty-eight." The bishops and

clergy, conservative by their

training, were strong for the

English connection and the

monarchy, and denounced the

French atheism. Even as late

as Christmas Day 1796, when
" the French were in the bay

"

and an invasion was momentar-

ily expected, Dr Moylan, R.C.

bishop of Cork, preached a
sermon to his flock which is a

pattern of loyalty and sub-

mission to authority. He
recalls to their minds

"the sacred principles of Loyalty,
Allegiance, and Good Order. By
Patriotism and Obedience to the

established form of Government
have our ancestors been distinguished
at times and under circumstances

very different from those in which
we have the happiness to live. For,
blessed be God, we are no longer
strangers in our native land, no

longer excluded from the benefits of

the happy Constitution under which
we live no longer separated by
odious distinctions from our fellow-

subjects. To our Gracious Sovereign
we are bound by the concurring
principles of gratitude and duty, and
to all our fellow-citizens by mutual
interest and Christian charity."

While Dr Moylan was instil-

ling these wholesome precepts
into the minds of the Munster
Catholics (2000 copies of his

sermon were printed by the

Mayor and Corporation and
distributed through the county),
outside in Bantry Bay Wolfe

Tone, ready like Xerxes to whip
the sea, wrapped in his great-

coat, was pacing the gallery of

the Indomptable, devoured by
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the most gloomy reflections.

"The wind continues right
ahead, so that it is absolutely

impossible to work right up to

the landing
-
place, and God

knows when it will change.
Had we been able to land the
first day and march directly to

Cork, we should have infallibly
carried it by a coup de main."
Had he been a listener to the

good bishop's sermon, how forc-

ibly he would have expressed
himself on the episcopal body !

The plain truth is that Tone

seriously miscalculated the Ca-
tholic mind and temper of

that day. How could it be
otherwise? He knew no more
about them than he knew about
the natives of Kaffraria, when
he started on his plan of cam-

paign. When, with the help
of Napper Tandy, he established

in Dublin, in November 1791,
the first southern club of

United Irishmen, which was
to draw the Catholics into its

net, he acknowledges himself

that he was not acquainted
with a single Catholic a state-

ment which will be the more

easily believed when we re-

member Burke's remark in

discussing the consequences of

the Penal Code :

" Sure I am
that there have been thousands
in Ireland who have never con-

versed with a Roman Catholic
in their whole lives unless they
happened to talk to their

gardener's workmen, or to ask
their way when they had lost

it in their sports." Brother-
hood of affection and com-

munity of interests do not

spring up in a night, like

Jonah's gourd. The ipse
dixit of Wolfe Tone was no

magician's wand. The mental
outlook of Tone and the mental
outlook of men like Keogh were
far apart indeed. He has him-
self put it on record that his

influence in the Dublin Club
was of short duration. " The
club was scarcely formed be-

fore I lost all pretensions to

anything like influence in their

measures. ... I soon sunk
into obscurity in the club."

In the North, on the contrary,
he continued to exercise con-

siderable power among the

United Irishmen up to the

very day he quitted Ireland
in June 1795. Like a motorist
in a hilly country, he was

continually changing gears.
" With the Catholics and
United Irishmen," says his

son, "he had to combat al-

ternate fits of despondency
and enthusiasm, and to re-

concile continual discords."

Nothing annoyed him more
than the timidity of the

Catholics. When an attempt
was made to form a corps
of volunteers from all the sects,

the Catholics were alarmed at

the small number of Protest-

ants who offered. "And are

you not the nation ?
" he said.

"Do without them. Will you
not keep if you are not corned
with Protestants !

" At the

same time he had no stomach
for the wild extravagances and
blind hysterics of the inflam-

mable demagogues who always
rise to the surface on such oc-

casions of popular agitation.
It is hardly to be wondered,

then, that at a comparatively
early stage in the movement
Tone seems to have come to

the conclusion that an Irish
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revolution without external aid

was not likely to succeed that

the risks were too great. As

early as '93, even before the

Catholic Belief Bill passed, we
find him turning his eyes to-

ward France, the friend of

Liberty. Under March 27

of that year, the following note

is entered in his journal :

"
Sup-

pression of the Belfast Volun-
teers Feelings of the North

thereupon Probable causes of

any mishap befalling the Eng-
lish in the war Ten thousand

French would accomplish a

separation" It is the more

important to remember this in

face of the theory, which is

frequently put forward, that

the United Irishmen only be-

came a treasonable organisa-
tion at the last moment, when

they had lost all hope of peace-
able reform, and when Lake's

proclamation, Orange perse-

cutions, and other things had
driven them to revolt

;
in face

of the statements of Emmet
and O'Connor that it was only
about the middle of 1796, after

the introduction of the Insur-

rection and Indemnity Acts,
that they decided to seek
French assistance. As against
these statements, made, by the

way, by men who did not join
the Society till '96, must be

placed Tone's own words. In

May '95, shortly before he
went into exile, he and Kussell
walked out one day to see

Emmet at his charming villa

at Rathfarnham. In unfolding
his future plans he told them
his intention was, immediately
on his arrival in Philadelphia,
to wait on the French Minister,
explain the state of affairs in

Ireland, endeavour to obtain a

recommendation to the French

Government, and if he suc-

ceeded, set off instantly for

Paris and "
apply in the name

of my country for the assist-

ance of France, to enable us to

assert our independence. It is

unnecessary, I believe, to say
that this plan met with the

warmest approval of both Rus-
sell and Emmet." Russell and
Emmet were not the only

approvers. On his way to

America Tone went down to

Belfast to say good-bye to his

Northern friends. On the

summit of MoArt's fort he,

Neilson, McCracken, Simms,
and one or two others, took a

solemn obligation "never to

desist in our efforts until we
had subverted the authority of

England over our country, and
asserted her independence. . . .

Before my departure I ex-

plained to Simms, Neilson, and
C. G. Teeling my intention

with regard to my conduct in

America, and I had the satis-

faction to find it met in all

respects with their perfect

approbation." It is clear, then,
that at least a nucleus of the

United Irishmen it would be

difficult to say how many
both in Dublin and Belfast,
and they the real pith of the

Society, had their minds set on

separation from the outset.

Knox, who knew what he was

talking about, did not over-

state the case when he said,

"No fact can be more estab-

lished than that the Society of

United Irishmen from the first

moment of its institution has
been with respect to its leading
members a band of systematic
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traitors." Before he left Ire-

land Tone had committed

enough treason to deserve

hanging. This much cannot
be denied. He practically
admits it himself. When he

lay under sentence of death,
Emmet was approached to see

if anything could be done.

Emmet was perhaps Tone's
best friend, and, Tone tells us,

"as brave as Caesar in his

person." If there had been a

scintilla of hope for Tone,
Emmet was not the man to

shirk any effort to save him.

What does he say? "The
Chancellor told us that Tone
before he left the kingdom had

signed such a confession of his

own treason as would, and was
intended to, hang him in case

of his ever returning." It is a

remarkable testimony to the

man's magnetic influence and

personality that he was able

to get away at all. High
as his political talents were,
he was hardly a master in

political intrigue. His friend

Russell has described him as

"magnanimous, artless, and
credulous." Credulous to the

length of folly he certainly was
in his negotiations with Jack-

son, who in 1794 was sent over

by the French Government to

sound the Irish as to their

willingness to join the French.

On his arrival he went straight
to Tone, as the arch conspira-
tor, who instantly proceeded to

unburden himself in the pres-
ence of a third party, no other

than Cockayne, a spy in the

pay of the British Government.
He also drew up a sketch of

the state of Ireland, showing
that it was ripe for a French

invasion
;
with incredible reck-

lessness he allowed Jackson, a

perfect stranger, with whom
he had two short interviews,
to read it, and finally exhibited

such unconcern as to allow

his friend A., who introduced
him to Jackson, to carry it off.

His friend A. promptly made
some copies and handed them
to Jackson, and we may be

sure that through the good
services of Cockayne, before

many days passed, one of them
was carefully filed by Chancel-
lor Fitzgibbon in the United
Irishmen dossier in the Castle.

At the time he was indulging in

this foolhardiness he even had
a suspicion that Jackson was
an emissary of the Govern-
ment

; yet suspecting this, and

feeling, as he must have felt,

his position to be highly pre-

carious, and expecting arrest

at any moment, he refused for

a whole year to withdraw his

head, like the crane in the fable,

from the jaws of the wolf.

Few men have been more for-

tunate in their friends or better

served by them. The remark-
able thing about this remark-
able man is that some of the

staunchest friends he had were
on the Government side Mar-
cus Beresford, George Knox,
Arthur Wolfe, afterwards Lord
Kilwarden. He was sitting
one evening in a friend's house
in Merrion Square indulging his

musical bent ; he was one of

those who "blow their brains

out on the flute." A mysteri-
ous message arrived that he
was wanted. He went out to

the hall to find his friend

Beresford, deeply disguised,

having come hot-foot from the
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Castle. He had heard some-

thing untoward there.
" I

learned at the Castle that he

was implicated in Jackson's

treason, and his life was in

jeopardy, and I determined to

give him timely notice of his

danger. I felt that politics
were things of a day, but friend-

ship was a matter that was for

ever." A year later, when
Tone had gone to America and
his conduct in some way came
under discussion in the House,
William Conyngham Plunket,
one of the finest spirits of that

time, could say of him
"He now wastes upon the deserts

of an American plantation the highest
talents that I ever knew a man to be

gifted with. I knew him from early

infancy as the friend of my youth
and companion of my studies ; and
while I bear testimony to the great-
ness of his abilities, I shall say of

him that he had a heart which nothing
but the accursed spirit of perverted
politics could mislead or deprave."

Few rebels have elicited such
an encomium from such a

judge. He gave his friends a

trying time in their efforts to

save him from himself. His

audacity was sublime. On the

day of Jackson's trial he walked

up and down the most public
streets in Dublin, visiting the
most frequented coffee-houses,
and his bookseller's. There
he met Lord Mountjoy, who
promptly informed the Attor-

ney-General (Wolfe), but " the

Attorney-General gave him no
thanks for his pains." At
length,

"
by the most pressing

instances with the Govern-
ment," Beresford and Knox
succeeded in arranging a com-
promise by which he was to
leave Ireland and "no pur-

suits were to be made against
him."
Tone sailed for America on

the 13th of June 1795, and, true

to his word, no sooner had he
landed than he set about " dis-

charging his conscience" by
getting an introduction to

the French Minister. Adet
received him coldly, and for a

time his treasonable projects
came to a full stop. He even

got the length of thinking that

his lot was cast to be an
American farmer, and had
taken some steps in that direc-

tion, when he was roused from
his lethargy by the receipt of

letters from Russell, Keogh,
and the two Simmses, telling
him that the cause was pros-

pering, and urging him to ful-

fil his engagement and move
heaven and earth to secure

French assistance. Yes, as-

suredly Fate had appointed
Tone for serious enterprises.
That "controlling destiny," to

which he alludes more than
once in his journals, had deter-

mined that he should never die

quietly, the way of ordinary
men. Within a month of the

receipt of the letters, on New
Year's Day 1796, he sailed

from Sandy Hook for Havre de

Grace with a hundred guineas
in his pocket, resolved to clear

the English out of Ireland.

His Paris journal for the

year '96 is a faithful and

fascinating transcript of all

that passes in his mind, his

hopes and fears, his doubts
and expectations. It is also

a lasting proof of the dogged
pertinacity of the man. Every-
thing was against him, but
"he had set his life upon the
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cast, and he would stand the even than the English fleet

hazard of the die." He had was awaiting him. The stars

no means, no credentials, he in their courses were fight-

hardly knew a word of the ing against him. Appalling
language, he had not a friend weather and persistent easterly
in all Paris with whom to winds completely ruined the

exchange opinions he was chances of the expedition,
confronted with the jealousies "England," said Tone, "has
of officials, the pettiness and not had such an escape since

stupidities of understrappers, the Spanish Armada the
the intolerable delays and sub- elements fight against us, and

terfuges of the Directory, who courage here is of no avail."

kept the word of promise to There was the same story to

his ear and broke it to his tell the next year, when the

hope, like the juggling fiends Dutch fleet lay ready at the

in " Macbeth." Yet for ten Texel for the second invasion,

months he never failed nor For weeks the wind blew
faltered till he had embarked steadily from the west and
at Brest an army of 15,000 held them back, just as at

strong, the flower of the French Bantry the cruel east had

soldiery, under Hoche, the pick driven them off the shore,

of the French generals. Tone When at length de Winter did

was a man of thought as well get out, he was effaced by
as a man of action. He could Duncan at Camperdown. Two
design and he could execute, such rebuffs would have cowed
and under happier auspices and a smaller man. Tone, what-
in quieter times his abilities ever he was, was not a small

would have raised him to a man. He still bore up, and
foremost place among his con- steered right onward for the

temporaries. Rarely indeed false and impossible shore of

have such exceptional talents Separation. Meanwhile in

been so much the sport of Ireland the United Irishmen
fortune. In his diary of July were all at sixes and sevens.

13 he writes: "Yesterday I An air of suspicion hung over

dined with President Carnot of all their movements. There
the Directory to-day I should were rumours of traitors in

be puzzled to raise a guinea !

" the camp. They distrusted

Tone sailed from Brest in their leaders. They distrusted

considerable anxiety. He felt the French. The great op-
that they had made a late portunity of the mutiny in

start, and would most likely the fleet had been allowed

encounter the English in the to pass. Lake's proclamation
Channel. " I dislike mortally offered a free pardon to all

the idea of a sea fight, for who before the 24th of June
I expect we shall be worsted." laid down their arms and] took

This last entry in his diary the oath of allegiance. Most
was justified "At all events of the Northerners accepted
I have done my best." But the offer and submitted. They
something more formidable were disgusted with the Dublin
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leaders, who, as Tone suspected

they would, showed a sad lack

of courage when the test came.

Ulster was for throwing over

the French and trusting to

their own right hands. Eight
hundred of the garrison in

Dublin offered to give up the

barracks to the insurgents if

only the leaders gave the

signal. Belfast pressed for it.

Dublin, with "
unpardonable

weakness if not downright
cowardice," held back.

The year '97 wore on in a

kind of smothered war. At
length in May '98 Clare brought
off a coup de main by arresting
all the prominent United Irish

leaders, and thus caused a pre-
mature explosion. The Re-
bellion was without a head, it

was partial, and, after a couple
of months of bloodshed and

horror, it fizzled out ignomin-
iously at Vinegar Hill. While
all this was happening, Tone,
with the Arm6e d'Angleterre
at Rouen, was consumed with
vexation. For once his buoy-
ancy deserted him. There were
rumours at the time that

Buonaparte was about to

embark for India, and Tone

actually offered to go out, in

which event he would have
been effectually severed from
Irish politics, but his "con-

trolling destiny
"

again inter-

vened. "My blood," he says, "is

cooling fast." He complains
that his May of life is falling
into the sere, the yellow leaf.

"The age for enterprise is

almost over with me." This
at 35 1 On June 20 he writes :

" I am thirty-five years of age.
More than half (!) my career of
life is finished, and how little

have I yet been able to do !

"

The news in the papers of the

rising in Kildare and Wexford

discourages him further. He
had calculated on the militia

coming over to the rebels, and
to his surprise he finds they
remain faithful to the colours.
" The villains to bear arms

against their country !

" With
fresh news of the Rebellion

coming to hand, he can no

longer contain himself, his soul

is once more in arms, he is off

to Paris to see the Minister of

War. There he learns that a

new plan is on foot, to despatch
small detachments from various

ports, to distract the enemy till

a favourable opportunity should

occur for landing the main

body. Humbertwas at Roohelle,

Hardy at Brest, Kilmaine with
9000 remained in reserve. But,
as before, the French started

too late. The insurrection was

quelled before even the first of

the expeditions sailed under

Humbert, who in the end went
out on his own responsibility.
The "Castlebar Races" and
the defeat of Ballinamuck fol-

lowed. Before the news of that

defeat reached France, Wolfe
Tone had started with General

Hardy from Brest on what

proved to be his last voyage.
In Lough Swilly, the beautiful

Lake of Shadows, he met his

fate. Bompart, the admiral,
was an excellent seaman, but,
as on two former occasions, the

luck was with England, the

winds proving her best allies.

Bompart's flotilla was scattered.

On 10th October he arrived off

Lough Swilly with the Hoche
and three frigates. Before he
could enter the bay or land his
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troops Sir John Warren bore
down on him. There was no
chance for the heavy man-of-
war. The French soldiers be-

sought Tone to escape aboard
the Biche, one of the frigates,
but he refused, and stood by
his ship.

" Shall it be said

that I fled while the French
were fighting the battles of my
country?" The Hoche struck
after a six hours' determined

struggle, one against four.

Tone "fought with the utmost

desperation, and as if he were

courting death." Brought to

Dublin in irons, he was tried

by court - martial and con-

demned, but, by a fine in-

consistency, refused a soldier's

death. He might well have
uttered in his hour of degrada-
tion the quotation which was
so frequently on his lips during
life :

" 'Tis but in vain for

soldiers to complain !

"
Cap-

tain Thackeray, who escorted

him from Letterkenny to

Dublin, said he had never
had a more entertaining com-

panion "entertaining" on the

march to the scaffold I He
had an absolute horror of

hanging, and was resolved to

cheat the hangman. In his

cell the night before the date
fixed for his execution he slit

his throat with a penknife.
But the wound was not im-

mediately fatal. His playful-
ness stuck to him even in his

last moments. "I am sorry,"
he said to the surgeon who
dressed his wound, "I have
been a poor anatomist."
Within a week he was dead.

So perished ignominiously,
at the age of thirty-five, the
man who, in the words of one

of the wisest of his contem-

poraries, "had a heart which

nothing but the accursed spirit
of perverted politics could
mislead or deprave."
Women are not infrequently

shrewd discerners of charac-

ter. By a sudden flash of

intuition they put before us the

salient note, the outstanding
feature. There is preserved
for us a short description of

Tone by a lady who knew
him well, in which there is

at least one illuminating sen-

tence. "He was a very
slender, angular, rapid -mov-

ing man; a thin face, sallow

and pock-marked ; eyes small,

lively, bright ;
forehead very

low, the hair cut close, and

growing up from it; nose

rather long nothing re-

markable. He laughed and
talked fast with enthusiasm
about music and other inno-

cent things, so that one could

not possibly suspect him of

plots and treason. Wise he

could not be; but he had not
a foolish look it was too

lively and animated for that."

Wise he could not be I There,

perhaps, is the soundest and
most charitable interpretation
of Wolfe Tone's character.

That true Irishman, and
conscientious historian, whose
recent loss his country still

deplores, Mr Caesar Litton

Falkiner, has a sentence in

one of his essays which will

bear emphasising :
" The study

of the past history of Ireland

is a signal lesson in charity to

all Irishmen." Let it be our
last word in taking leave of

the ablest of Irish rebels.

W. J. HAKDY.
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THE TWYMANS.

BY HENBY NEWBOLT.

CHAPTER XLI.

THE following morning was

bright and still, promising one

of those clear warm days of

August that are a whole sum-
mer in themselves, and give
a sense of abundant time in

hand to every one, however oc-

cupied. Moreover, the festivi-

ties were not to begin till dinner-

time, so that when breakfast

and the first informal con-

gratulations were over, the

house party dispersed to finish

their preparations at leisure.

Sir William transacted business

in his own room : Edward was
understood to be composing a

speech : Althea came and went,
divided between her house-

keeper and her guests. Percy
was for some time alone. His
head might well have been

whirling with the sudden spin
given to his thoughts over-

night, but the restfulness of

those empty hours and the

quiet beauty of the place laid

a soothing touch upon it. He
wandered about the gardens
in a kind of experimental mood,
his hand still upon the rudder
of his mind, but deliberately
refraining from control. It was
as if he wanted to see first where
the light airs of this calm would
take him, if he gave himself up
to them : there would be time

enough afterwards to decide
on what the ship's course must
be, and how strenuously he was
to bring her up into the wind.

Naturally enough, he soon for-

got that there was any question
of steering at all : he began to

drift on the unruffled waters
of reverie, vaguely conscious of

a prosperous current, looking

through half-shut eyes at every
beautiful aspect of house and

gardens, and always with a

deepening sense of their com-

plete desirability, their combi-
nation of romance and comfort.

As Molly had long ago observed,

everything became for him more

perfect as soon as it became in

any way his own. His newly-
discovered claim to be some-

thing more than a guest there

had brought Hampton incom-

parably nearer perfection.

Presently he found himself

near the gate leading into the

water - meadows which form
the further side of the little

park. He walked on as far as

the river bank and sat down on
a grassy mound overlooking
the water. It was low and

clear, even for a chalk stream
;

but among the dense green
continents of weed that almost
filled it solid there were still a

few bays and channels open
here and there, with a great
trout poised in each, and above
them a pair of kingfishers

passed up and down at inter-

vals, flying to and from the

same convenient branch like

bright blue shuttles in a green
and silver loom.
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A faint and distant sound
at last intruded : he looked
over his shoulder and saw his

mother's smart black-and-white

parasol moving towards him
over the deep grass.
"I'm afraid I've come to

disturb you," she said, as she

drew near. He smiled lazily,
as if nothing could disturb

him.

"Sir William wants you to

make a speech," she added.

"Yes, I know you told me
that last night."

" Oh ! Percy, you mustn't
be vexed with me. I do want

you to be careful it is so

important."
" My dear mother !

" He
frowned and tore a handful of

grass.
"
It's all right I know

exactly what I'm going to say."
" What ? do tell me."
"Oh! I can't it is just

nothing, ordinary compliment-
ary stuff."

" Couldn't you give me an
idea of it?"
He struggled hard with

growing irritation. "No," he
said at last, "I really can't.

There's nothing in it, and what's

more, I don't agree with you.
There's no risk Sir William is

not a card-sharper, you know."
"That man!" cried Amelia.

"How little you can judge I

tell you he's equal to any-
thing!"
Percy was genuinely indig-

nant : he got up and held out a
hand without asking whether
she wished to rise. Then he

perceived the ugliness of his

attitude and repented. "My
dear mother, you ought to set

up as a private detective in

high life
' Wicked Baronets

watched ; suspicions gratis,'
and that kind of thing."
Amelia gave up her point

with a laugh, and they returned

to the lawn. Percy had con-

quered his irritation : he had

also, he thought, repelled his

mother's absurd insinuations.

Three hours afterwards they
no longer seemed so absurd.

In the marquee, where the

tenants' dinner was given,
Edward and he sat at the two
ends of the high table, with Sir

William and the ladies between

them, facing down the length
of the tent. The long and
rather tedious ceremony was

drawing to a close : Sir William
had proposed the Queen, the

oldest tenant had proposed the

hero of the day, Edward had

replied in a formless happy-go-
lucky speech, full of genuine
good feeling and alive in every
sentence with his own peculiar

gusto. Sir William, after a

short interval, had risen once

more to give the toast of the

guests. He said a word or

two in a pleasant homely way
about each relative present,
and then made a short but

evidently intentional pause.

"Lastly," he went on, and

Perey divined somehow, with a

sense of impending shock, that

he himself was to supply the

climax "lastly, we have among
us to-day two guests not
hitherto known to you, Mrs
Percival Twyman and her son.

Mrs Twyman has, I believe,

the distinction if I may so

call it of being the only lady
now living who is entitled to

that name and style : and all

who know her will agree with
me that she is unique in other
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ways as well" He made a

little bow to Amelia as he said

this, and continued "Of her

son Percy, I need only say that

he is my grandson's friend as

well as his kinsman, and that

he has come here to-day to

give the future Twyman of

Hampton a loyal support
which we value most highly."

Percy knew that Amelia
must be looking at him, but

he avoided her eye: the crisis

had come suddenly after all,

and he could not get his

thoughts in hand. At this

moment, too, a servant stooped
and whispered in his ear that

the time for concluding was

already past, and Sir William
would be much obliged if he
would make his speech as short

as possible.
On the instant his brain

cleared as if at the salute before

a duel. He threw aside every-
thing he had prepared to say,
and addressed himself only to

the business of the fight.
" I

have much pleasure in return-

ing thanks on behalf of my
fellow guests, and especially
for the kind things Sir William
has been good enough to say
about my mother. I think he
is quite right in saying that
she is unique from my point
of view she certainly is, for she
is the only mother I ever had."

There was a laugh at this,
but Percy did not wait to

enjoy it.

"I thank you on my own
account, too : as Sir William
has told yeu, I am here both as

a kinsman and as a friend.

But he has not told you per-

haps he has hardly realised

all that that double advantage
means to me. It means first

that I have the pleasure of

joining in the adoption into

our family of one who cannot
fail to bring credit to the name :

and secondly, I am doing what
I can to show honour to my
best friend. That is an even

greater pleasure, for I believe

that our friendship is a strong
and equal one so strong that

it will last our lives, and so

equal that if by some strange
turn of fortune our positions
should be reversed to-morrow,
I am confident that he would
stand by me as I am happy to

stand by him to-day."
With the last word the whole

company rose : some one cried

"hear, hear," and there was a

little clapping, but the general
air was one of relief. Percy
felt with a kind of desperate
too -late regret that he had
been strained, abrupt, hurried.

But his mother's eyes were

flashing excited approval ;
and

as he passed out in the crowd
he overheard an old farm-
wife delivering a favourable

judgment.
"I liked what that young

gennleman said : it come like

stones rattlin' out of a wall."

CHAPTER XLII.

Amelia left next morning, tired and slack after dancing
Percy accompanied her as far late at the tenants' ball, and
as the station

; but he was though he had scarcely had a
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moment alone with her since

the dinner in the tent, his

fatigue and the heat of the day
made him dull and not very
responsive. Amelia saw that
it was not the time to press
him, and the drive passed with
a mere accompaniment of

scenery talk. But when she

was seated in the train, and
the moment of parting was
almost here, she could not let

him go back without a word of

warning, however it might jar

upon his present mood.
"Dear boy," she said, "do be

careful when I am gone."
He smiled, a faint worried

kind of smile. " When I'm

gone ! One would think you
were a deathbed parent in a
book."

" No
; but you will be careful,

won't you ?
"

" I promise not to sign any-
thing, if that will content

you."
She looked at his downcast

face as he stood by the still

open carriage door. " You
were splendid yesterday : don't

let that old wretch turn the

tables on you."

Percy was easily flattered.
"
Yesterday was good enough,"

he said more affably.
" I don't

think Sir William will try that
on again."

" I could post the papers to

you at once, if you wished."
" Oh I no : that would never

do that's not the right game
for me. While I'm here I'm
not sure I ought to stay on at

all, but while I'm here I can't

be on the offensive. If he lets

things alone, I must let them
alone too. Edward ought to

know, of course. . . ." He

paused and looked worried

again.
" Oh ! Percy, you won't

speak to any one but Sir

William? I shall be sorry I

told you. I ought to have
waited till you left Oxford
Mr Mundy thought so, but I

couldn't keep you in the dark
while they were doing fire-

works."

Percy's face cleared instantly,
his headwent up, and he shouted
with laughter.

" Oh ! you are

priceless ; you are worth all

the money in the Fair !

"

She was uncertain whether
to be pleased or offended.

Meantime the whistle sounded,
the door was closed, and the

train moved away with her.

Percy returned to the house

feeling more his own master.

On arriving he received a

message from his host, who
wished to see him in his own
room. Percy entered with all

his wits about him, but in one
minute he had dismissed them
from their guard. He really
liked Sir William, and found it

impossible when alone with

him, facing that humorous

mouth, those ruddy cheeks,
and benevolent white whiskers,
to believe that the old gentle-
man could be devising any-

thing more crafty than a sly

jest or an ironical hit. There
are probably few boys of

twenty - one who would not

have been equally disarmed.

After all, there was hardly yet
a real tug of war between these

two. To Percy it was a purely
abstract position for which
he was contending : to Sir

William, who had held it

for thirty years, it was the
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most visible and tangible thing
in the world.

"I hope your mother went
off comfortably," he began.
" We are all sorry to lose her,

but I am glad we are not

losing you too. I was afraid

at one moment that she would
insist on taking you with her."

Percy wondered inwardly when
that moment could have been.

"I don't mean," continued

Sir William, "that she spoke
of it, but after telling you of

the claim which she expects

you to make on this property, I

really thought she might not
like to leave you with us."

He smiled confidentially, as if

he too were rather under
Amelia's authority. Percy felt

as if he must defend her
attitude.

"Well," he said, "you see

my mother feels so very sure
of her ground."

"
Naturally," conceded Sir

William, "and for that very
reason I was rather sorry that
she did not talk it over more

fully with me before speaking
to you. For your sake, I

mean, of course."
" Thank you," said Percy ;

"but how would that have

helped ?
"

"
Well, it would have helped

in this way : I could have com-

pleted her information, and so
saved you perhaps from the
risk of over-estimating your
chances. I don't know, of

course, what details she was
able to give you. . . ."

Percy was dumb : he knew
no details nothing beyond the
bare existence of his claim.

Sir William appeared not to
notice his embarrassment, but

opened a drawer in his writing-
table and searched it to the

bottom.
"Ah! here it is!" he ex-

claimed at last. "I thought it

must be here." He took out a
bundle of papers, untied them,
and, after a brief glance,
handed them to Percy, who
looked them through in turn,

trying to hide his curiosity,
and not succeeding even to his

own satisfaction.
" There is really nothing much

there," said Sir William,
" be-

yond what you probably know

already; but you are quite
welcome to what there is. You
will remember that, granting
the pedigree once proved, there

is only one real point in the

case. Hampton has been en-

tailed in the male line ever

since the days of the founder,
our common ancestor. I dis-

entailed it, and one would sup-

pose that it is consequently
now mine to dispose of as I

please. But there you come
in.

'

Stay,' you say,
' this must

come to me at your death, as

the next male heir : the entail

is a very unusual one one
that cannot be broken.' To
that I reply that I am aston-

ished to hear it : I had sup-

posed that there was no such

thing in England now as an
entail which cannot be broken.

But there it seems I am
wrong : the estates settled by
the nation on the dukedoms of

Marlborough and Wellington
cannot be disentailed, nor, it

appears, can estates simi-

larly granted for services to

the State before the 34th

year of Henry the Eighth.
That is your point, and it is a
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very interesting one, especially
to a member of our family.
Our ancestor Sir Edward, the

Founder as we call him, cer-

tainly did render services to

Henry the Eighth but you
know all this already."
"No, please go on," said

Percy with intense interest.
"
Well, he didn't win battles,

but he made waterworks, and
was rewarded with a knight-
hood. He may have been

given lands too, but the Rec-
ord Office contains no evidence
of the fact, so far as I know.
About my own documents I

believe I ought not, from a

lawyer's point of view, to

hold any communication with

you. ..." The broad candour
of his smile as he paused
seemed to make all technical-

ities futile and shabby. Percy
felt a corresponding eleva-

tion.

"No, no," he cried, "I am
the enemy : of course you
mustn't show me your posi-
tion."

"Perhaps I should not wish

to, if it were a weak one," Sir

William replied, still smiling

genially,
" but I don't think it

is, and in any case war has not

yet been declared you are

still my guest. I am showing
you my house," he continued,

rising and taking a bunch of

keys to a door in the corner of

the room. " This is my strong-
room, my muniment-room."
He threw open the door, and

disclosed a large iron safe built

into the wall. This he also

opened, and then stood aside

for Percy to approach.
"There," he said, pointing

to a shelf heaped with brown
VOL. CLXXXIX. NO, MCXLVIII.

paper parcels tied up with red

tape, "those are my docu-
ments of title. Most of them,
as you may see, are com-

paratively modern, and relate

to various purchases and sales

of odd fields : one or two
bundles belong to my York-
shire property ;

the one which
has the Hampton deeds in it

is in the left-hand corner at

the back."

He handed them out one

by one to Percy, who looked

mechanically at the list of

contents on each, and then
laid them on the sofa by
which he was standing. The
last bundle Sir William un-

tied, and shuffled the parch-
ments out before him like a

pack of cards.
" I have looked them through

and through," he said, "but

you may have sharper eyes
than I have."

Percy knew something of

old deeds, and had deciphered
their squat or spidery char-

acters before now. But to

read them fluently in a mo-
ment of confusion was an-

other matter altogether : still,

by looking for nothing but
dates he managed to single
out the only document of

Henry's reign.
"Well done!" said Sir

William. "That is the old-

est ; but, as you see, there is

nothing in it to our pur-

pose."

Percy was not anxious to

prolong a rather uncomfort-
able situation. He tied up
the bundle again and re-

placed it. Sir William closed

the safe and turned to him
more gravely.

3F
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"Now you see," he said,

"how it is that I have done

nothing rash. My position is

just as visible from outside as

from inside: you have only
one point to attack, and you
know all about that already.
When you can find evidence

of that entail that gift of

Hampton for public services

then you are my successor.

But so long as such evi-

dence is not forthcoming,
the property goes as I have

arranged."
"I quite understand," said

Percy ;
" thank you very

much."

"My dear boy," replied Sir

William with a touch of affec-

tionate familiarity, "you have

nothing to thank me for I

can do nothing for or against

you. It is for you to work

up your case : I have no case

to work up my position is a

purely negative one. I sit

here, as you may say, to be
shot at. And, by the way,
that reminds me of one more

point that I might mention.
In the circumstances I think
it was quite natural for your

mother to wish you to know
of your claim. It might per-

haps have waited a little

longer; but still there is a

long search before you, and
the younger you are the less

it will worry you. But the

case is quite different with

my grandchildren. They could

do nothing to defend them-
selves against you, if they
knew. This place has been
their home, and they may as

well enjoy it as long as they
can without apprehension : so

I have not told them a word
of all this."

Once more Percy responded
warmly : the situation, as Sir

William represented it, was

entirely to his mind a great
contest greatly conducted, it

seemed, and his antagonist all

that was fearless, generous,
and thoughtful.
"I quite understand," he

said again, and instinctively
held out his hand. Sir

William did the same, and
the hand-grips ended the in-

terview without another word

being necessary on either

side.

CHAPTER XLIII.

"How nice to be only five

again !

"
said Althea, as they

sat down to dinner that even-

ing. The guests had all de-

parted and they were once
more in their old places at a
round table. The hour passed
gaily the events of the last
two days were all lit up in
turn by the rays of five search-

lights, crossing one another
with confused but exhilarating

effect. To Percy's relief the

one thing which escaped ob-

servation was his own speech.

That, however, was not because

it was forgotten.
The night was warm and

still, and after dinner everyone
sat out under the Corinthian

portico, until conversation died

away under the influence of

the soft summer dusk. For
some time they watched for
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stars falling in the blue over-

head, like swift thoughts made
visible in silence. Then Althea
rose from her seat and began
to pace slowly up the long
vista of the lawn. When she

had gone some way and was
now only a glimmering white

phantom, Percy rose in turn
and followed her. He moved

instinctively with sympathetic
slowness, and did not overtake
her until she had passed round
the house and was entering the
walled garden. She turned
as if to welcome him without

words, and they sat down to-

gether on their favourite seat

under the thatched wall.
" I have been thinking over

one thing," she said at last.
" What did you mean in your
speech at the dinner yesterday

about a possible turn of

fortune, a reversal of your
position and Edward's ? What
could have put such an idea

into your mind ?
"

Percy felt his pulse leap :

for a blindfold player she had

gone very near his secret.

"Oh!" he replied, "I suppose
I meant more or less what I

said. Don't you think Edward
would stand by me, whatever
the circumstances were?"

" Of course, but ... do you
know, it was rather painful
to me your saying it. I saw
how it excited your mother :

I couldn't help seeing how all

our festivities must look from

your side. It is a very unfair

division : I almost wished . . .

I almost wished that the turn
of fortune might really hap-
pen."
To the mediaeval heart there

is no challenge so irresistible

as complete surrender. Percy
was on his knees at once.

"Oh, no," he replied, "you
couldn't wish that I can't let

you say it."

She looked up at him from
under her brows with that

look that was so peculiarly her

own half -wistful and half-

mischievous. "
Mayn't I say

that mayn't I feel it if I

like ? Mayn't I have a roman-
tic prejudice ? You know you
are Twyman of Hampton by
descent."

"
By descent ! ten genera-

tions old ! But it is your
home."

" Is that a very conclusive

argument? Couldn't I say in

reply that we have had the

place all to ourselves longer
than is fair, and it is quite
time you took your turn ?

"

"
No," said Percy resolutely,

"that is not serious your
home can't become any one
else's home. It is part of you,
and you can't give away what
is part of yourself."

" I wonder," she murmured,
as if to herself or the sur-

rounding twilight.
" You don't really wonder,"

he expostulated, "you can't

the thing is so plain."
"I don't think so: I think

nothing is plain about property
it is a mysterious thing to

me, quite unintelligible."
"
Ownership, you mean : yes,

it is rather a mystery do we
own places or do places own
us?"

"There's that too, but to

begin with I don't see how
any one can wn anything
we can't really keep anything
entirely for ourselves, can we ?
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and if we did, it is still part
of the universe."

He made no reply, and there

was a silence until she began
again in a lower and more

pensive tone.

"I wonder who owns this

garden now."
He became instantly con-

scious of the still yet stirring

beauty of the hour and the

place. White flowers shone

through the dusk, the air was

breathing with the scent of

them : owls were calling in the

water-meadows : the lighted
windows of the house glowed
softly beneath the cold bril-

liance of the stars.

"I should have thought that
this was ours," she said. " Can
any one give it away from us ?

"

A figure came noiselessly

along the grass : it was Edward
in his cheerful mood.

"My infants," he said, "un-
less I misunderstand your ques-
tion, which would be very

unlike me, I can answer it with
tolerable precision. This place
is not yours not much ! it's

the old man's : and the old

man can give it away as easy
as signing a cheque to bearer.

That's the law, my little

dears."

"There's the mystery again,"
said Althea,

"
you men all talk

of legal rights. What is the

use of saying 'legally, I can,'
when morally you daren't and

essentially you can't ?
"

The words tore holes in

Percy's mind and let in jagged
gleams of light : he caught a

glimpse of things half suspected
and troublesome : but Edward
was only amused.

"Very good, my child," he

said, "you tell the old man
all about 'morally and essen-

tially' it will liven him up,
I should say. But not just

now, if you please, because
Aunt Rose is clamouring for

her usual whist."

CHAPTER XLIV.

We almost all believe in

freewill, in the possibility of

choice, the power of taking
our own direction at decisive

moments : but probably very
few of us realise how often
and how unobtrusively those
moments present themselves,
and how lightly, as a rule, we
stride past the cross - roads.
In this, as in other things,
we imagine life to be louder
than it is. The pulpit and the

stage have taught us to look
for strong situations, for clearly
defined issues which must be
faced with painful doubts or

with appropriate facial contor-

tions. In real life those of us

who are in a position to look

back upon important decisions,

recognise that even where the

case was a difficult one and the

deliberation perplexed, we had
made the actual choice at a

moment which came some time

before the declaration of it,

just as we do not stand hesi-

tating in front of the ballot-

box, but come to the poll with
our vote ready determined.

The decision is made, of

course, none the less because
it is made in silence and by
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ripening degrees : life is not
less dramatic, though it is less

melodramatic.
In the struggle of influences

which had now begun in

Percy's mind, there was a real

choice involved
;
the forces im-

pelling him in either direction

were strong and of deep lever-

age ;
before the end they would

come into action again and

again, now on one side and
now on the other. But the
hour of decision was far off

yet, and when it did come it

proved not to be the decisive

hour. That had slipped by
long ago perhaps, as Percy
himself afterwards believed,

during a summer evening's
talk in a remote and peace-
ful garden.

For the present, however, he
was far from realising this.

His first instinctive efforts

went towards forgetting, evad-

ing, postponing he wished to

be happy while he could, while
a wall of secrecy not built by
himself still kept the blossom-

ing of friendship from cpld or

boisterous winds.

Then came his return home,
when he at any rate must face

the weather. Amelia went

through her papers with him,
and received or extracted from
him every minutest detail of

Sir William's conversation.

Her commentary was full and

vigorous : it fell upon unwilling
ears, but made an impression
nevertheless. For some weeks
he pictured himself by turns

as a gull, a usurper, and a

spoiled child of fortune, and

finally, towards the middle of

October, escaped to Oxford,
where he had no difficulty in

once more postponing and for-

getting the whole question.
The vivid unreality of life up

there in the Cloud -city was

exactly what was needed to

distract him at this juncture.
The mere pleasures of it were
so many, so simple, and so in-

tense, that from the first day
of term to the last, and even
when term is over, the whirl of

them keeps off the influences of

the outer world as a revolving
fan drives away the dust that
would settle upon it. Youth,
in that time of vibrant 'and
sustained activity, scorns to

consider any occupation as a
limit or a drudgery. In its

dreams of the future, even the
social round, even the ^p^fjLa-
TiariKos /3io9, the day labour of

office or profession, takes the
name of a career and is drawn
across the chart of the zodiac :

the arts and sciences are all

offered for choice : the aspiring
politician is unquestionably of

Cabinet rank. This is no ab-

surdity, or if it is, the absurdity
may be laughed at and for-

given, as natural to the place,
where power is running to

waste all day, like a yet unhar-
nessed Niagara, and where the

twilight of every quadrangle is

haunted by the spirits of great
men. Percy, whose rooms had
once been Ruskin's, lectured to

his fellow Pilgrims on Albert
Diirer with much the same
assurance as his predecessors :

recognised no disparity between
his own verses and those of

Praed or Francis Doyle : con-

tended earnestly with future

Viceroys at the Union debates,
and never spoke of the Liberal

Government of the day by any
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other term than "we." Per- his growing inability to see eye

haps his only serious trouble at to eye with Mr Gladstone in

this period of his existence was matters of Imperial policy.

CHAPTER XLV.

At Christmas Percy was in-

vited to bring his sister to

Hampton for a dance. Amelia,
for all her distrust of Sir

William, was pleased at this :

she thought it a very proper
attention, and expected Molly
to accept with enthusiasm.

Molly accepted, but not with
enthusiasm : she was conscious

of reservations.

"It is all right, Mum, as a

compliment to you and Percy,
but I don't feel quite sure of

liking Althea."

Amelia protested : Edward
might be a budding usurper,
and his grandfather a hoary
old Machiavelli, but Althea was

perfect. "You are certain to

like her," she replied; "she is

quite straightforward, and she
behaved very nicely to me."

" Oh ! it's not her behaviour,
it's Percy's I can't forget
Nelly so easily."

"
Well," replied Amelia,

"
you

do say the oddest things con-

sidering that Nelly has been
married nearly a year, and
most unsuitably too ! A girl
who could throw herself away
on a German fiddler is no wife
for any son of mine."

"
Certainly not while the

fiddler's alive
; but you see she

became a kind of sister to me,
and I can't so easily take on a
new one in her place her place
isn't vacant. Do you see,
Mum?"

" I see your dear loyal little

heart," said her mother, em-

bracing her with gratified

pride,
" but you will find

plenty of room for Althea,
without talking of vacancies.

I hope you will, for all our
sakes."

She was quite right : Molly
found Percy's Althea doubly
irresistible. Her visit was a

great success, and promises were
made for a joint descent on
Oxford at the next Commemo-
ration, and for less definite

festivities in the Long Vaca-
tion. These plans, however,
were all defeated by what
seemed at first but a small

and transient cause. Edward,
whose disregard of his own
health was, even by the under-

graduate's standard, habitually
reckless, suffered during the

summer from a succession of

feverish chills, and before the

end of term came, his doctor

sent him home, that he might
be less in the way of tempta-
tion, and better looked after.

But he continued to be cheerful

and careless, and the fever con-

tinued to recur.

Percy came to stay with him,
but it was at an unfavourable

time, when everyone was be-

ginning to be puzzled, and in

secret rather worried, by the

duration of the illness without

any discoverable cause. At
the end of a week he agreed
with Althea that he had better

take himself away for a month
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or so, and he soon afterwards

accepted an invitation to fish

in Norway.
For the first three weeks of

his absence he received regular
bulletins : they were not very
satisfactory, but having had
no experience of illness beyond
the usual school epidemics, he

supposed that all maladies, after

running a certain course, must

automatically disappear. So
he fished as unconcernedly as

if Edward had been in quaran-
tine for mumps or German
measles, and at last started

homewards expecting to find

him convalescent.

It was during the week of

Percy's return journey that a

letter addressed to him and
marked " Immediate " came to

Amelia's hands. She was at

Weymouth, with Molly and
the Commander, and the letter,

having been forwarded from

home, was already one day
late. Amelia tore it open at

once, Percy being for the next
few days beyond the reach
even of telegrams, she had no

scruples, and was rather glad
of her opportunity, for she re-

cognised Sir "William's hand-

writing on the envelope.
The news it contained was

brief and bad. Edward's ill-

ness had finally been pro-
nounced by a specialist to be

consumption in an early stage,
and his sister and grandfather
were taking him abroad at

once to an open-air cure. The
case was a hopeful one
Edward himself was the only
obstacle to a complete re-

covery but they expected to

be away till the following
summer.

Amelia's first feeling was
one of quick instinctive sym-
pathy : she knew only too well

what illness and anxiety can
be. " Oh ! poor boy !

"
she ex-

claimed, as she read. "Poor

people ! I am sorry for

them."
Her serious tone fanned the

ever-glowing tinder in Molly's
heart : she rushed upon the

letter and devoured it with one

glance, as a flame might have
licked up the paper in a single
blaze.

"Mother, how dreadful ! how
dreadful for Percy if anything
should happen to Edward !

"

She stared at the letter as if

at a vivid picture of some ter-

rible scene.

Her uncle Koland came into

the room at this moment, and

stopped short as he entered,
with an instant sense that mis-

fortune was in the air. Then
he came forward, put one arm
round Molly's shoulder and bent

his tall figure to read the news,
his right hand folding over

hers. But the actual touch
added more poignancy than
she could endure : two large
tears fell upon the page and
she was gone, leaving the letter

in his hand. He finished it and
looked up at Amelia.

"Yes," he said, with the

usual man's assumption of cool

detachment. "This would be
a blow to Percy if anything
did go wrong."
Amelia was sincerely at-

tached to her brother-in-law,
but on the subject of the Twy-
mans there was now a per-
manent and never -

forgotten
soreness between them. He
could not come near her on
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that side without giving her

nerves a twinge.
" I don't know why you say

'go wrong.' Things don't go

wrong for those who don't do

wrong : they go as they are

ordered."

"I was just using the com-

mon phrase, he replied.
" But

you don't deny that it would be

a hard knock for Percy if things
were ordered so ?

"

"Dear boy! he is as true

as steel all my children are

but he must learn, like the

rest of us, to see how good
is made to come out of evil.

There's always a silver lining
to the cloud, if we only look

for it."

The Commander was silent

looking for the silver lining
to this cloud, and hardly dar-

ing to admit that he saw it.

Amelia followed his thoughts
with perfect accuracy.

" Of course," she went on,
" I

should never wish anyone to

suffer, but if it is to be ...
you know, Roland, it was you
yourself who pointed out to me
years ago how likely it was
. . . what a clearance there
has been in that family al-

ready."
He did remember. "One

may talk of things when they
are merely hypothetical when
there's no actual question of

their coming true."
" I don't agree with you : it

is just when they are coming
true that you must talk of

them. And why not? After

all, these people are the enemy,
would you be so shocked if

your enemy sank just as you
were going into action ?

"

" I hope I should be sorry
I think I should."

" Not if you thought there

was any chance of his sinking

you !

"

"By Jove!" said the Com-
mander, not without admira-
tion. " You are a hard hitter,

Amelia."
"You think me callous"

as she said this Molly re-

entered the room "
your uncle

thinks me callous, because I

can bear to think of Percy
coming to his own even through
his friend's misfortune. I'm
not afraid of Percy thinking so

I shall tell him what it means
to me, how I never can forget
that his father died young and

poor and unrecognised. I want

Percy to get back his father's

share of the world, to be rich

and highly placed, and have
all the things that his father

deserved, and I'm not going to

pity the people who try to keep
him out. That's what I shall

tell him, and I know he will

understand, if no one else

does."
" He understands already,

dearest," said Molly,
" and so

do I and so does Uncle Roland."

CHAPTER XLVL

When Percy returned a few
days later, his first impulse was
to rush off to Davos at once

;

but his mother succeeded in

delaying and at last prevent-
ing this move. The approach
of the October term would have
made a long stay impossible,
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and the letters in which Althea
and Edward informed him of

their arrival did not give any
reason to suppose that a visit

from him would be helpful at

this moment. Both wrote

cheerfully, but Edward was

evidently tired and Althea

preoccupied with the business

of finding a house to settle him
in for the winter Davos being
then, by comparison with its

present condition, a small and
uncomfortable place.

Sir William was the next to

write, and his letter astonished

Percy. It spoke in a confident

matter-of-course way of Ed-
ward's recovery and the return
of the family from this unfore-

seen exile : then came boldly
to the main point, which was

actually a strong recommenda-
tion to Percy to lose no time in

working up the preliminaries
of his claim. " I am getting
on in years," Sir William con-

cluded, "and I should like to

see the matter settled one way
or the other. I have asked

Rouge Rose, the official at the
Herald's College, to show you
my pedigree, which he reg-
istered there for me, and to

give you every assistance in

completing your own. I also

venture to suggest that you
should have another search
made at the Record Office, and
then take a lawyer's opinion on

your best tactics."

Percy handed the letter

down the breakfast table as

a final and surprising proof
of his antagonist's honourable
methods.

It failed to convince Amelia,
and she seized the occasion for

delivering a counter - attack

which she had for some time

been planning.
"
Very well," she said,

" that's

how you look at it. Now listen

to me. I know you often think

my opinions worthless, but you
must admit that in the long-
run they always turn out to

be right."
The claim at any rate was

familiar, and something like a

wink passed between Molly and
her brothers.

" I tell you," continued

Amelia, "that that old man
is playing a regular deep game
from beginning to end. Oh !

you don't know him as I do
I've not been all these years
alone in the world without

learning something about char-

acter. I saw through him at

once, and now I've guessed
what his game is. To begin
with, he knows your claim is a

sound one, Percy. He knows
all about that grant of Henry
the Eighth : either his father

told him, or he has seen the

deed himself. His trouble is

that he can't find it. He
doesn't know what has become
of it latterly, and he is in terror

lest it should turn up unex-

pectedly when he is not there.

No wonder he showed you his

strong-room openly : he was
sure enough that the deed
wasn't in its place with the

rest. How do I know all this ?

Because if he had found it he
would have destroyed it in-

stantly it isn't in the least

necessary to him, though it is

to you, because he's in posses-
sion and you are not. Then he
would have just sat still and
let you do your worst, without

worrying himself. But as it is,
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there's always the danger of

the deed being found by some-
one more honest than himself.

His first idea was to get you
and me to go and commit our-

selves, to give away our claim
as far as possible by seeming
to approve of his doings in

public. Then he tried on the

confidence trick, and pretended
to show you his hand, so that

you might be discouraged from

going on. Now he's been
shaken up by Edward's illness.

I'm sure I hope he has no real

cause for anxiety, but evidently
he feels insecure all round, and
wants to get things settled

in other words, he wants you
to make your attack and get
beaten, and leave him in peace,
and all I have to say is, don't

you be deceived, you take

your own time and go your
own way, and leave him to

go his."

Percy, of course, contested
this view, and a family discus-
sion followed, in which a certain
amount of heat was generated.
It was ended, as such affrays
usually were, by Molly, whose
humour was so mixed with
affection as to be an irresistible

cure for the wounds of argu-
ment.

"
Now, my good people," she

said, "let's play at something
else : we've all been character-

istic long enough."

By
" characteristic

" she

meant, of course, that they
were contentious, each in his

or her own way. Percy's way
was an honest one, but uncom-
fortable : it was characteristic

of him to undergo an inward
conversion at the very moment
when he was fighting most

keenly, and this was especially
common with him when his

opponent was his mother.

Molly had often likened him
to the son in the Parable : his

motto, she said, was " I go not,

and went." To-day he felt

that he was once more earning
the criticism : he had main-
tained his position, but in

doing so had perceived it to

be untenable.

His thoughts, once effectu-

ally disturbed, flew wildly for

a time, then circled more and
more closely over one place in

his mental landscape. Finally
he recognised that they were

settling, like tame pigeons,
down upon the familiar roof

of Hampton St George. An
irresistible force drew him,
and he was on his way to the

station before he knew what
he had decided.

CHAPTER XLVII.

It was nearly half-past three
when Percy left the train and
started across the fields to

Hampton : four was striking
as he came in sight of the
house. This view of it from the
more distant water-meadows
was almost strange to him :

the north side was windowless,
and lay with its red brick mass
half hidden behind a clump of

ancient yews, presenting the

appearance of a mediaeval

grange rather than a modern

dwelling. The feeling of

strangeness was deepened by
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the entire absence of any sign
of life, and became quite op-

pressive as he passed across the

wild garden, down the lawn,
and through into the forecourt,
still without coming on one
human being or seeing one
window that was not closed

and shuttered. The front, how-

ever, seemed to be awake, and
he ventured to ring the door-

bell. A long pause followed,
and the silence brought back
the sensation of desertedness.

Then came a hurried step, a

noise of unbolting and unlock-

ing, and everyday reality faced

him in the form of Mrs Mac-

kenzie, the Scotch housekeeper
with whom Althea used to hold

so long a consultation every

morning. Visibly glad she

was to see him, for she was

already tired of keeping house
with a much reduced staff for

one old lady. Even that one
Aunt Rose had been away

lately, and was only returning
late this evening. Could Mr
Percy stay and dine with Miss

Twyman? No? then would
he not have tea? there was
no train now till nearly seven.

This he accepted, and was soon

sitting comfortably in the fa-

miliar drawing-room with the

familiar brass tray before him
on the familiar Indian trestles,

and the still more familiar

arms facing him upon teapot
and urn : for Mrs Mackenzie
had treated him exactly as she
would have treated Sir William
himself.

The sense of strangeness con-

tinued : but now the sense of

possession was added to it, and
seemed in some odd way to ex-

plain it. He felt as if he had

come home after many years
of absence, to find himself the

sole survivor of all, the sole

owner of everything. It was
not an exhilarating illusion.

Presently he went out and
crossed the quadrangle to the

walled garden. This, too, was
the same and not the same.

The October afternoon sun lay
broad and serene upon it,

hardly less glowing than that

of the summer days he remem-
bered : the hollyhocks were

taller, and clustered about with

many smaller shoots : every-
where there was a last luxuri-

ance of growth that gave an
air of solitariness, and even of

neglect. The tameness of the

robin that followed him about,
and the red admirals that

floated from flower to flower

close beside him, made more

complete and more desolate the

feeling of his own last sur-

vivorship.
He walked up and down the

green alleys : he sat upon the

old seat under the wall : he
rose and began his pacing
again. His thoughts were not

definite, they were restless :

but they were all of one colour,

and it was a sombre one. He
found no pride in the imagin-
ation of ownership, and little

pleasure even in the perfect

beauty of the place. That was
still visible, still undeniable :

but the meaning was no longer
there. He wondered why he
was there himself, what he
could have expected to find

there it was all so irrelevant,
so clearly a backwater outside

the main stream of his real

life. His adventure was not

here, or in any place of the
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material earth : it was out station he told himself that he

there, away in the unbounded had missed Althea : then that

future, in a wide world of he had missed Edward : nally,

sunrise, which could have that Sir William too was

nothing to do with any mere necessary to his contentment,

possession.
Without them Hampton was

As he walked back to the not.

CHAPTER XLVIII.

In the history of England
there have been many years of

doubtful war, many times of

suspense and foreboding endur-

ance. The winter through
which Percy was now to pass
was one of the most memorable
of these, and his own anxiety for

his friend was intensified by
the ominous eloud which hung
over the national honour. Since

daybreak on September the
tenth Gordon had been solitary
and in extreme danger, the last

white man in Khartoum. On
the same day on which his last

friends steamed away from him,
the first of the hastily built

boats for the relief expedition
left England. The drowning
man having "already bobbed
down two or three times," and

having then been officially in-

terrogated as to the exact
moment when he "expected to
be in difficulties," his friends on
the bank had at last decided to
throw the lifebuoy. By the

twenty -first of October the

expedition was at Wady Haifa :

by the tenth of November it

had reached the Third Cataract.
On the thirtieth of December
Stewart's column left the river
at Korti for the march across
the desert. Then came the
news of the fighting, the vic-
tories of Abu Klea and Metem-

meh, and Stewart's death :

then, late in January, the

meeting with the steamers, and
Wilson's embarkation for Khar-

toum, with five-and-thirty men.
Even in the Cloud-city, even in

the morning-glory of life, it was
difficult in those last days to

go about the ordinary games
in the ordinary mood. Dread

gnawed the heart under the

jersey, and when the final news

came, Percy, like many of his

companions, heard it with no
real surprise. The very moment
was one of those that are deeply
branded on the memory. He
was crossing the end of the

Broad and making for the
Parks : at the corner of the

street stood a boy with a bundle
of evening papers. "Fall of

Khartoum! Fall of Khar-
toum !

"
at the sound of three

words from the shrill young
voice, whatever light there was
in the air of that February
afternoon was suddenly dark-

ened by despair.
A week later came a letter

from Althea. She gave an
account of Edward which was
intended to be hopeful, and

only succeeded in being cour-

ageous : then she went on at

much greater length to speak
of the news from the Soudan.
"If you have time," she wrote,
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" I wish very much that you
would tell me how you feel

about it not how intensely,
because I know that, but exactly
what your point of view is, and
what you think the nation

ought to be feeling. We get

English papers here, but they
are not much use to a woman.
I am less able than ever to

understand men and their way
of looking at things. It seems
so strange to me of course

I am quite wrong, but it does
seem strange that this should
be taken just as an external

fact, a national disaster. I

should have thought it was

something much bigger than
that a catastrophe in the his-

tory of mankind, an event that

ought to be kept in remem-
brance by a Good Friday of its

own. Gordon, of course, was
an Englishman, and a servant
of the State, but I can't think
of him as that. He seems to

belong to the other world, the
real world, where Nelson and

Philip Sidney and the Black
Prince live and die. When
they die I can't think why the

universe doesn't stand still.

Men don't feel anything like

that, evidently. They go on
with their debates and business,
or they dine out and go to the

play. Can it possibly be true
that the Prime Minister was
at the theatre the same night
the news came? That is the
kind of thing I mean super-

latively masculine. I should
as soon have expected him to

dance at a funeral. Death is

so personal a thing I don't

understand why everyone
doesn't feel it so. Why isn't

everyone thinking, not about

governments and policies, but
about the man himself who is

dead, and what he died for,

and what is happening to him,
and will happen to all of us?
We do, when one of our own
circle dies, or is in danger of

dying. Why is it different

because the loss has come to all

of us at once? I wish you
would tell me what you feel

when you think about death."

Percy knew Althea by this

time well enough to be able to

read the inarticulate as well as

the outspoken thoughts in her

letter. He knew that she had a

point of view which was not the

masculine one how should it

be? but he also saw that there

was a special reason why her

interest in this disaster should

be of the personal rather than
the national kind. It was not

the loss of Khartoum but the

death of her hero that was
in her thoughts, and not that

one death only but all death,
all final partings from the body
and its world, all sudden break-

ings of those personal relations

which make life as we know it.

He divined easily enough that

she had written of this public
loss ia order to give voice to

her private anxieties, and he

very nearly made the mistake
of replying to her indirect

question directly. But he re-

flected in time, and answered
her in the code which she had
used herself.

"
No, you are quite right :

such feelings can't be put into

adverbs. I can only tell you
that for several days I found
it physically difficult to eat.

It has been partly anger,
of course : the Government
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wasted time hideously. As
to Mr Gladstone, it is quite
true he went to the play
not on the Thursday when
the news was announced, but

on the day he first heard it.

That shows an extraordinary
want of feeling, I think, and

everyone here hates him for

it, so you mustn't call it

'masculine.' My tutor, old

Billy Buck, wants him hanged.
I took him an essay two

nights ago, and he talked of

nothing else but Gordon, whom
he admired enormously in his

own way. 'A fine feller, one
of the finest instruments we
had, criminally wasted.' You
see his philosophy is that the

mind is a function of the brain
and dies with it, like a candle-

flame when the wax is done.

He says we can only advance
now by investigating the

physical basis of mind I be-

lieve he really regrets that
he can't investigate the phys-
ical basis of Gordon's mind.
'Realism' he calls that, and
you can imagine how madden-
ing it seems to him when a
flame like Gordon's is allowed
to go out before his time. I

got no consolation there, so
last night I went to see

Bobbins, who doesn't eoach
me now, but is always good
for a talk. He is a Hegelian,
the only one I know. (Hegel
isn't set for the Schools.) I
asked him what the Hegelian
theory of death is, and we dis-

cussed Gordon, and I put your
view and the other the sub-

jective and objective views.
He said there is truth in both,
but neither view will do by
itself. To the ordinary man,

the realist, like Billy Buck,
death is an event in Time,
the last event of a life. Bio-

logically, it is a necessity
for the good of the race

and historically, it is just a

fact. On the other hand, to

the idealist nothing exists

except for the mind, so that

death is as shadowy as every-

thing else. If you depended
on an abstract theory like

that, you might well feel

when a friend did die that

your universe had been brought
to a standstill. Even if he
was only a thing in your
dream, his death would spoil
the dream. Gordon's death
would spoil every one's dream.

" So neither the candle theory
nor the dream theory can

satisfy us. The ordinary idea

of a future life is no good
either it is only a prolonga-
tion or a repetition. When a

man has died like Gordon or

Nelson or Sidney, you don't

want to repeat or prolong him,

you want to make him per-

manent, including his death,
because it was the most sig-
nificant part of his life, and
summed him up. As far as

life in Time is concerned, he
is complete: the finite view of

him is done with. We must
reach a point of view from
which his completeness is eter-

nal timeless like the per-
fection of a work of art. It is

the same, Bobbins said, with a

friend who dies an ordinary
death. We don't really desire

that his life should be in-

definitely prolonged into any
future, here or elsewhere. We
don't really wish to meet him

again as we knew him yester-
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day, after an interval in which
we ourselves may have greatly

changed or if we have not

changed, he may have become
in that other life quite a new
person. What we do desire is

to keep him always what he is

to us, and to be always what
we are to him. We want to

realise the Everlasting Now, a

timeless state which is not
future but coexists with our
life in Time. Do you remem-
ber we once talked of that

before ? It is difficult to put
it so that anyone else can see

it : I may not have got it right

myself, but it is to me as if we
were mentally amphibious a
kind of mermen. We land on
the shores of Time, and spend
a great part of our lives wad-

dling about there more or less

uncomfortably, but we have
also the power, whenever we
choose, of diving off again into

the deep sea of the eternal.

Down there we are no longer
mere facts in Time, and our

relation is not that of fact to

fact : all union there is timeless

and complete, spirit with spirit ;

our existence has the perfection
of a poem or a great romance.
Isn't that why we enjoy things
like the Odyssey or the Morte
Darthur or the Lovers of Gud-
run more than any pleasure in

the world ? because they are a

deep dive back into the eternal

beauty from which we came?
Of course to those on shore this

is a kind of madness. To State

officials Gordon was no doubt
the maddest of men and a fear-

ful nuisance he lived more
than half his time in the deep
sea. But the natural man
knows better, he may laugh
at knights and pilgrims and

poets, but in his heart he loves

them more than politicians."

(To be continued.)
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THE PATWARI AND THE PEACOCK.

IT was late afternoon of a

Bengal March, and rather

warmer than it had been all

day. When it is as warm as

that, one is not sure whether
it is cooler to sit quite still in

a chair, or to get up and pant
about for a little. I sat in a

chair in front of a tent in the

mango -
grove which we had

reached a few hours before in

the sweat of our brows, travel-

ling first by train and then by
horse. The heat seemed to be

massed and held by the trees.

From their green shelter over-

head invisible doves cooed, an
oriole hung upside down on a
branch above me, and now and

again a partridge called from
a piece of grass jungle not far

off. That was like England.
Not like England was the per-

petual buzz of insect life.
" So this is what a Govern-

ment estate is like ?
"
I said to

the Collector, as he came out
from his office tent. He had

brought me there on one of

his inspection rounds, having
promised that if business could
be got through in time, we
should go together into a pea-
cock jungle that lay to the

south, and hunt peacocks from
the back of an elephant.
"When he had spoken of the

place as a Government estate,
I had vaguely expected a park-
like property with a manor-
house to it and a ring fence.

Instead, there stretched, out-
side the mango -

grove, the
usual endless plain, part culti-

vated, part wild all brown in

the sunset except for that

dark and mysterious patch in

the distance which was the

peacock jungle.
The Collector nodded.
"It seems very jolly," I

added, in case he should think
I was not appreciating this par-
ticular portion of his kingdom.
"Especially the partridges."

"It may seem jolly," said

the Collector with a frown,
"but it's in a considerable

mess. I am sorry about those

peafowl, but I daresay we
shan't have time to go after

them. It is quite clear the

Patwari is a villain."

"Perhaps he is really ill,"

I said.

"Perhaps," said the Col-

lector, not impressed.
" I wish

I knew what he has been up
to for the last year or so."

I ought to explain since

the Patwari is, so to speak,
the cause of this paper that

a Patwari is something be-

tween a bailiff and an estate

agent, and this particular Pat-

wari was bailiff of this par-
ticular estate. The Bengal
Government has upon its hands

quite a number of similar pro-

perties. It does not exactly
need them or hanker after

them, but when their previous
owners die without an heir, or

decamp without paying rates

and taxes, then if nobody else

will buy the places and up-

country in Bengal there seems
no desperate desire to be-

come an owner of property
the Government has to take
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over charge of these estates

willy
-
nilly. And "

proputty
sticks." The Government
officials at headquarters con-

sole themselves with the

thought that after all it is

an excellent thing that coun-

try officers, such as Collectors

and so forth, should come into

direct contact with the land
and the peasants ; and of

course they are quite right.
It is a most excellent thing.
The only trouble is that when
a man already has his hands
full of other work, the super-
vision of a large number of

separate estates varying in

size, and cut off from one
another perhaps by thirty or

forty miles of jungle roads,
tends to become more of a

labour than a joy. The Col-

lector had not grumbled to me
about his forty estates. He
had forty. But I had gathered
that the impossibility of giving
them a real and proper super-
vision irked him considerably.
Here, for example, was one of

the biggest of his estates, and
he was seeing it for the first

time. His immediate prede-
cessor, whose term of office in

that district had been a brief

one, had not visited it at all,

while the Collector before him
had got there just previous to

his promotion to some other

place, and had only had time
to leave some hasty notes, say-

ing that the rents received

seemed inadequate, and it

might be as well to look after

the Patwari. What sort of

looking after was required he
left to future discoverers to

decide.

We were about to become
VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLVIII.

those discoverers, and with a
view to discovering as much
as possible during the two

days the Collector had at his

disposal, the date of our visit

had not been announced before-

hand. We had simply ridden

up to the Patwari's house,
before we came on to the

mango-grove, and the Collec-

tor had sent in word he would
like to see the Patwari at

once. Not thus is a Bengali
citizen caught napping. A
few minutes later a message
had been sent out to his Honour

a simple pathetic message
by the mouth of the Patwari's

servant, to say that by a

singular fatality the Patwari
had that very morning been
seized with bad fever, and
would be compelled to keep
his bed for at least two days.
Even now, alas ! he lay on the

couch of suffering. Instead of

expressing his regrets for the

trials of a fellow-labourer in

the work of the district, his

Honour had returned a simple
but I thought hard - hearted

message to the effect that as

he only proposed staying in

the neighbourhood two days,
and must in the course of that

time thoroughly inspect the

whole of the estate, it would
be necessary for the Patwari
in the public interests, at the

risk of increasing his fever, to

appear in the mango - grove
in one hour from that time,

bringing with him all the
estate books.

In one hour the Patwari
had appeared, a benevolent-

faced old man, looking a little

injured perhaps, but cheery and
anxious to help his Honour

3G
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to his utmost to grasp the

details of a stewardship which

I felt sure, from his honest

and open manner, would prove
to have been one of sterling
merit. Unfortunately he had

forgotten to bring the estate

books. They were made up
oh yes, made up to this very
week, every trifling figure
was entered in them, he assured

the Collector, but in the haste

of coming to pay his respects
he had forgotten to bring them.

It was his haste and his

fevered head, one was led to

suppose. The callous Collec-

tor, ignoring his frail state of

health, had proceeded to cross-

examine him about all sorts

of estate matters which even a

strong and salubrious Patwari

might have found it difficult

to explain outright. Result

muddled and increasingly con-

tradictory replies from a hurt
but very patient Patwari :

cold wrath from a suspicious
and baffled Collector. Patwari

presently dismissed with two

injunctions (1) That immedi-

ately on his return to the

village he send round the

forgotten estate books : (2)
That at an early hour next

morning he again present him-
self at camp, so that he may
personally conduct the Collec-

tor round estate and make
clear many points at present
highly mysterious no amount
of fever to prevent Patwari
from thus presenting himself.
The books had been sent

round not, it is true, immedi-
ately, but a few hours later,
and with them had come a

message saying that an uncle
on his mother's side was dying

in a village two miles away
would his Honour therefore ex-

cuse the Patwari's attendance

next morning, as he desired,

instead, to go over and soothe

the deathbed of the said uncle ?

And now the Collector, whose

reply to this appeal had been
a curt negative, had come
forth from going through the

books, and was telling me that

not only were they in a great
muddle, but that the whole of

the accounts for the last half-

year had, he was convinced,
been written in during the last

half-hour, the ink being scarcely

dry. Of course it was because

they had not been written up
that the Patwari had forgotten
to bring them.

"It merely shows that he's

cunning as well as rascally,"
said the Collector, having ex-

plained this much.
"What exactly do you sus-

pect him of having done?" I

asked.

"I can't quite make out yet
what he's done," said the

Collector. " The amount of

money received from tenants

seems to bear no relation to the

amount of land rented, and any
way the books are quite hazy
as to what amount of land is

rented. The best part of the

estate, so far as I can make
out, isn't rented at all which
seems odd."

" How are you going to un-
ravel things?" I asked.

"Ride personally over the

whole of the place to-morrow,"
said the Collector,

" and at the

same time get the Sub-deputy -

Collector to go round with the

Kanungo and write down
who exactly the tenants are
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and what land they rent. I

really am afraid that by the
time we have got that all done
there'll be none left for going
after those peafowl."
"Never mind," I said. "I

am seeing Bengal anyway,
the shameful rapidity with
which you entertain suspicions
of deserving native officials

the harshness of your methods
in trying to extract money for

an alien Government. All this

is of interest, and what I came
to see."

The oppressor grinned in a

careworn manner and returned

to pore over the estate books.

I was thankful that in that

great heat I had nothing to do
but lie in a chair and listen to

the partridges calling.
It was rather an interesting

cavalcade that started to ride

over the Government estate

the next morning. Not count-

ing the two of us, it consisted

of the following. The Patwari,
turbaned and slippered, in flow-

ing robes, upon a very diminu-

tive pony with leaning legs.
The Patwari's tall and tur-

baned servant on foot. No
increase of fever, by the way,
seemed at this crisis to ravage
the Patwari's ingenuous and

dignified countenance, but, on
the other hand, a different and

strange affliction had seized

him. He had become deaf

remarkably deaf. The Collec-

tor, who had addressed him
some questions before we
started, had been unable to

make himself audible at all to

the Patwari
; yet so humbly

anxious was the old gentleman
to hear what his Honour was

saying that even the Collector
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had been staggered, and came
to me to ask if I had any
recollection of the Patwari's

having seemed deaf overnight.

Honestly, I could not say that
I had. It did not much matter
what our recollections might
have been. Beyond all doubt
the Patwari was exceedingly
deaf now, and even loud shouts,
which on a blazing hot day
are exhausting to produce and

trying to the temper of the

producer, failed to have any
effect upon him. He under-

stood, of course, that he was

being spoken to, and spoke in

his turn quickly and at length,

giving copious information

about the estate. But it was
not the information the Collec-

tor desired, nor did his answers
in any way correspond to the

questions asked him. The
Collector having roared him-
self into a hoarse fume, gave
up at last ; after which I saw
the Patwari frequently take

sideways glances of anxiety at

his Honour's not too reassuring
face.

Next to be enumerated in

the cavalcade were our two

chuprassies, mounted upon the

borrowed elephant we had

brought with us in case time

allowed of our entering the

peacock jungle. There is no
need to describe them at length.
One was valiant and the other

was discreet, and for shikari

purposes they balanced one
another very nicely. Thus, if

the small valiant one plunged
into a crocodile - infested bog
after a wounded duck, the

other was pretty sure to be on
the bank pointing out to him
the dangers he incurred and
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the advisability of coming to

shore at once. Besides these,

there was the mahout and a

heterogeneous collection of vil-

lagers, who, as usually happens
in Bengal, had floated in from
nowhere in particular and
meant to see the day's fun.

Lastly, there was the Sub-

deputy - Collector and the

Kanungo. The Sub - deputy-
Collector was a Bengali a

vast young man with the

limbs and lurch of Dr Johnson.
He wore a new solar topi, a

white duek jacket, and white
duck riding - breeches, but,

owing either to an inability
to ride or the inability of any
horse to carry him, went on
foot and was already perspiring

heavily. This human weakness
in no way detracted from the

gravity and severity of his face,
which suggested or did so

when he remembered to keep
his mouth shut that every-
thing that lay before us that

day depended for its success

upon his judgment, which, come
what might, should not fail us.

He entirely disdained to glance
at the Kanungo (a common-
place, shrewd -

faced, little

Mohametan, who rode a pony)
though they were to be

colleagues for the day at any
rate, and were despatched at
the end of the first mile or so
to go and take the names and
measurements which the Col-
lector required. I can still see
the Sub-deputy-Collector puff-
ing his chest and tightening
his lips as the Collector said to
him

"
Now, remember, all I want

you to do is to note down the
names of the tenants and the

extent of their land as the

Kanungo measures it. Don't

go and put down a lot of

things about nothing in par-
ticular that happen to strike

your fancy."
"
Certainly not, your Honour,

certainly not. I understand

precisely. Just a few notes set

out clearly. It shall be as your
Honour desires," said the im-

mense young man, striding off

and swelling with the pride of

his mission, with the Kanungo
riding coolly in his wake.

"He's very keen," said the

Collector, as we turned in the

saddle to watch them going,
" but he will make the most
enormous reports about nothing
at all. It's the Bengali flam-

boyancy. Restraint in any
form is the last thing a Bengali
learns. And of course he

quarrels all the time with the

Kanungo, because the Kan-

ungo is a Behari and a

Mohametan. I wonder whose
tent that is?"

This last was in reference

to a large and comfortable

marquee which had been pitched
a little to the right of the sandy
road along which we were now
riding. In this remote country
it was strange to see a tent at

all, and the Collector rode up
to the Patwari to try and learn

from him who could be camp-
ing there. He came back to

inform me that the Patwari
was still deaf, but that the

Patwari's servant said that it

was the camp of Kari Babu.
"Who's Kari Babu?" I

inquired.
" He's a local zemindar," said

the Collector. " Known as a

very bad lot. He oppresses his
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tenants more than most of

them. My idea is that he's

probably in collusion with the
Patwari to try and cheat us in

some way. It seems that he's

only just arrived, nominally to

do some shooting. The fact

probably is that he heard that
we were coming, just as the
Patwari did, and hurried along
too in order to watch and see if

I found out anything."
The plot was thickening,

though in what direction I had
not the faintest idea, nor would
the Collector reveal his thoughts
further. For some little time
we rode on silently. The sun
was blazing hot with that heat
that spears you in the spine,
and there was no protection
from it, since the country we
were passing through was open,

except for grass jungles now
and then that grew up higher
than an elephant.

Altogether I was beginning
to think that the delights of a
Government estate were lessen-

ing and the monotony of the

plains increasing, when we came

upon one of those sights which,

by their great beauty, make one

forget heat and toil, and quite
make one wonder how it was
one could have thought the

plains dull or unbeautiful. We
came upon it through some of

that very high grass that I

have mentioned by a zigzag
track trodden first of all per-

haps by pigs or leopards, but
used now by the scarcely more

exacting Bengal peasant. It

was a great pool with waters
like polished ebony. They were
so smooth and bright that not

only were all the tall reeds mir-

rored in them, but one could

see flickering there even so

small a thing as the shadow
of a pied kingfisher. The bird

itself hung in the air quivering
with that sharp, quick motion
that a butterfly uses when it is

caught in some invisible web.

Only the kingfisher was not

caught, but aiming to catch

some fish that swam beside its

shadow. The waters were so

black that though it seemed as

if one must be able to look to

their very bottom, one could in

fact see no deeper than into a

mirror. On the marge of the

pool there lay some tortoise-

shells big, empty shells. Some
predatory beast or man had

ripped the life out of them and
left them lying there for time
or the creatures that came down
to drink to tread back into the

mud out of which they came.
Between the reeds the tiniest

birds fluttered up and down,
but silently. There was no
noise at all by this pool, and

perhaps that is why it had
been given the name which one
of the villagers with us told us

it was called by Dead War-
riors' Tarn. There was one
watcher by it as we came up
a great lemon-coloured croco-

dile. Probably he had found
his way there in flood - time

from some far stream, and been
left with the recession of the

waters. He must have heard
us approach, for in an instant

he plopped from the edge of

the reeds where he was sitting
into the pool, leaving a black,

sparkling wake. Then we saw
the thing that, for me at any
rate, marked out this pool
from many other not dissimilar

ones that I had seen before in
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rides through the jungle. It

was a mass of purple coot that

floated together on the top of

that shining sombre water, on

the far side of the pool, hard by
some water-lilies.

I had noted in Bengal two
effects of massed colour which
could not, I thought, be sur-

passed anywhere in the world.

The first was that not uncom-
mon one produced by a flock of

green parrots suddenly, on some

alarm, leaving the shelter of

trees together. As they burst

into the open it is as though
some rock of emerald had

exploded and blown into a
thousand dazzling, screaming
fragments. The second was a

flight of silver plover wheeling
into the sun, till even that
Indian sun at midday seemed

in the shadow of their wings
to grow pale and delicate as

the moon, as that moon one

may see off the Cornish coast

shining on pilchards as they
are hauled up to the surface in

the big seine. Both these sights
I had seen, and thought well-

nigh unsurpassable. But as I

looked out across Dead War-
riors' Tarn, it seemed to me
that these purple coots floating
on that black shining water,
near the water-lilies, were still

more beautiful. I do not know
how anyone could have mis-
called these lustrous birds

purple. As well call our Eng-
lish kingfisher purple. Opal is

nearer the colour
;
and opals all

crowded together in that dark
cave in the mountain, when the

magic lamp lit them up for

Aladdin, were what they looked
like. And then as something
made them aware of us they

became winged opals, and
whirred above the reeds, and
in a moment were lost in the

jungle beyond. For that mo-

ment, as one's eyes followed

the amazing iridescence, the

name Dead Warriors' Tarn
seemed not quite suited to

the pool. Jewels have been
found that were buried with
dead warriors, but never living

jewels. I tried to find out

through the Collector if there

was any legend connected with
the pool, but the villagers' store

of information had given out.

It was called Dead Warriors'

Tarn that was all he knew ;

nor do I suppose that the

average English agricultural
labourer who could tell one,

say, that a given field was
called The Outpost or Poison

Mead, would be able to go
much further in clearing up
origins. The name and the

pool might alike be old or new.

Mostly we think of things in

India as very old, but the

illusion of age is also very

easily created there. A river

that seems to have flowed in

its channel for a thousand years
is known to have arrived per-

haps yesterday; and where a

desert of sand is seen to-day,

yesterday and it may be for

a thousand years before a river

ran through ploughed land.

We rode on from here along
more plain land, only stopping
at one or two little villages
where the Collector thought he

might have a chance of gather-

ing information from the peas-
ants. He questioned many of

them, but though there was

nothing to suggest that they
were giving preconcerted an-
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swers, I judged from his face

that he was not finding out
what he wanted. Altogether,
we were, I think, a little cast

down by the time we halted
for lunch outside another vil-

lage which seemed to bound
the estate on the west. Here,
however, we were cheered a

little by a communication which
reached us from the Sub-

deputy - Collector. It was

brought by a small towsel-

headed boy, nine pages of

foolscap paper closely written
in pencil, with marginal and
foot notes added at random,
and the Collector, after a glance
at it, handed it to me.

" You heard me tell him that
I wanted nothing but the names
of tenants and the extent of

their land,"he said with a groan.
" Look at that and realise the

aid we receive from Bengali
assistants !

"

It certainly was a curious

document, and I wish now that
I had kept possession of it, for

the best bits I cannot remem-
ber. It took a diary form, and
was to this effect

"
9.3 A.M. Have got to this, the first

village. The Kanungo is not yet
arrived. This seems strange, since

he has pony, and I not.

"9.10 A.M. Very hot in this village.
Still the Kanungo not arrived. I

have set myself on ground and sum-
moned villagers to come about me
and tell me what size of village, what
number of people, diseases, deaths,
&c. I look in vain for Kanungo.

"9.19 A.M. At last I espy pony in

distance, and presently Kanungo
arrive, very leisured. I say to him
I am here from 9.3 o'clock A.M. What
would his Honour say if he knew
that you have thus delayed yourself ?

Insolent reply of Kanungo, by
which, however, I disdain to be
drawn in quarrel. Calmly I say to

him to use chains at once as directed

by his master the Collector and Dis-

trict Magistrate.
"10.4 A.M. I further question the

villagers, and learn that a cow has
been taken not long since into the

jungle. Chota bagh is suspected by
leading inhabitants. I think they
are poor people, and not much tillage
done. Names as follows of those

with whom I have spoken, but many
absent in fields, others sick, &c.

"10.13 A.M. What is Kanungo
doing 1 This subordinate official not
visible from where I stand cross-

examining older inhabitants on ques-
tion relating to sanitary precautions,

water-supplies, depth of well, social

relations with surrounding villages,

query intermarriage, and other

matters affecting rural amenities. I

think it likely that he sits in shade
of peepul trees, while others perform
assiduous duties. Is this the way, I

ask, to secure flattering commenda-
tions of his Honour the District

Magistrate, only reserved for those

showing keenness and perseverance
throughout all transactions com-
mitted and guaranteed to their

charge ? Perhaps Kanungo will

regret later contemptuous rejection
of advices offered in friendly spirit.

" 10.43 A.M. Doves not uncommon
in trees and nests of wild bee ob-

served sporadically. Doubtless honey
singularly fortuitous and acceptable
diet in the event of failure as per
annum of winter crop. I consider

much of land suitable for buffalo,

goat, &c.
" 10.59 A.M. Information this mo-

ment received from inadequately
clothed urchin (see Government regu-
lations re native dress) that Kan-

ungo has already moved on to next

village. Query work here properly
done by said official ?

"

As I have mentioned, there

were nine foolscap pages of

this, all annotated in the full-

est manner. Thus, "Others
sick" would have a footnote,

giving several names of diseases

as suspected by, or symptoms
as related to, the indefatigable

Sub-deputy-Collector. Against
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"
Sanitary precautions

" the

single word "None" was to

be in the margin. "Depth
of well

" had been stated in

several different ways e.g.,

according to the belief of

the villagers, according to the

guess of the Sub-deputy-Col-
lector after dropping stone in,

according to actual measure-
ments made with rope, which
did not, however, reach to the

bottom. His Honour was at

liberty to take his choice

from this mass of evidence

or not bother about it, as he

pleased.
"It is very interesting," I

said, handing the manuscript
back. "Do you often get
reports like that?"

"Fairly often," said the
Collector. "At present the

Sub-deputy-Collector is slowly
learning to be methodical

only, his buoyancy gets the
better of him. Of course, much
of it is quite ingenious. Many
of the officials wouldn't have
noticed the wild bees or the

suitability of the land for

buffaloes; nor would it have
occurred to them, in their

wildest dreams, to have gone
into the question of inter-

marriage. Still, when one has
to read reams of that "

"Quite so," I said. "Does
the Kanungo send in a re-

port too?"

"Oh, he'll probably just put
down the figures I asked for,
and not bother about any-
thing else."

"Not even the Sub-deputy-
Collector's reproaches ?

"

"Not he," said the Collector.
A few minutes later we were

in the saddle again. We had,

before resting for lunch, tra-

versed a good half of the

Government estate without

coming upon what appeared
according to the estate books

to be the best land, from
an agricultural point of view,

upon the property ;
and it was

on finding this land that the

Collector was now bent. The

Patwari, re -summoned to his

presence, appeared to be de-

prived not only of the use of

his hearing but also of the

use of his understanding. The
Collector would point on an
old map of the estate he had
with him to the land he de-

sired to inspect, and then by
gesticulations desire the Pat-
wari to lead us to it. The
Patwari would either smile

amiably and shake his head,
or he would wave his hand in

some clearly impossible direc-

tion. In the end the Collector

decided that he would have to

find the place he wanted for

himself, the Patwari accom-

panying but not guiding. I

secretly applauded this resolu-

tion, because the land the Col-

lector wanted to find seemed
to lie pretty close to the pea-
cock jungle, and I thought
there might be a chance of

entering it after all. I really

think, upon looking back, that

the Patwari, seeing the Col-

lector's decision, might have
had the decency to know that

he was done for, and there-

fore it was not worth while

to delay us further. (He must
have felt that he was a lost

soul.) But not he. For the

rest of that afternoon he de-

layed things as much as he
could. First of all, it ap-
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peared that during lunch-time
his pony had been sent off

home for reasons not ex-

plained. We were left to infer

from the mere fact that it

would not be decent to ex-

pect the Patwari on foot to

accompany us further. The
Collector failed to make that
decent inference, and invited

the Patwari not only to step
out on foot but to step out

smartly. With the sigh of a

martyr the Patwari started,
but at what a pace ! Certainly
it was hot, but mutes at

funerals go quicker than the
Patwari went. He went so

slowly and tailed off so much,
that twice, at least, the caval-

cade had to stop altogether
and wait for him lest he
should turn off into some piece
of jungle and disappear. After
the third stop the Collector

gave him the post of honour
in the van, where such was
his tottering gait, such his

need to stop at every unin-

viting pool to lave his head
and drink he moved me
to compassion. I am afraid

my compassion was not what
he wanted. It was the Col-

lector's that he was playing
for in vain. For the truth

is, that when in the end we
came to that good land we
were in search of, we found
that contrary to the state-

ments in the Patwari's books
as filled in by himself it sup-
ported quite a large number
of tenants. And they, alas

for the Patwari ! were traitors,
and explained matters fully to

the Collector. It seemed that
this land, which Government

supposed itself to be letting

at something like half a rupee

per biga, was actually being
let to them at three rupees ;

and this rent they were pay-

ing, not to Government at all,

but to Kari Babu. That des-

perate old villain, the Patwari,
was in the meanwhile drawing
a double salary, one for look-

ing after the estate for Gov-

ernment, the other for allowing
the zemindar to let to these

peasants as though it were
his own property, and at six

times the proper price the

best land on the Government
estate. I believe that later

the Patwari brought up the

plea that this ingenious ar-

rangement was of recent date,

and had not brought in much
to him

;
but on the other

hand the Collector found out

that, before the zemindar had
come in as patron, the Pat-

wari had rented this rich land

to his own brother for graz-

ing purposes at a nominal

cost, on condition that the

brother kept the Patwari's buf-

faloes upon it.

The main facts were cleared

up in a very few minutes, after

which the Collector summoned
the tenants about him in a

circle, and, with the Patwari
at his right hand, explained

shortly and hotly the rights of

the case, and the incredible

wrongs wrought by the Pat-
wari and the Babu. Even

during this painful harangue,
while his Izzet or reputation

in that region was being
made of no account, the Pat-

wari, with a fortitude worthy
of a better man, retained his

semblance of deafness, and bent

forward with a humbly ap-
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proving smile, as though the

Collector were speaking his

own thoughts, only with a

greater eloquence. But some-

thing probably the thought
that if the Collector became
too violent he would really

impress these peasants with
the belief that they need no

longer, after his Honour's de-

parture, go on paying himself

or the Babu the Government
rent, as they had done before

did at one point shake him.
Just for a moment he lost his

deafness and burst into respect-
ful protest against the Col-

lector's last sentence. I fancy
the epithets used by the Col-

lector to describe his conduct
were considered needlessly un-
kind. It was the Collector's

chance, and he took it. The
words spoken by the Patwari
did not reach his ears, and in

the peroration with which he
wound up his account of the
Patwari's stewardship no word
that could be construed into

appreciation, or even tender-

heartedness, was heard. I
think the Patwari would glad-
ly have sold what remained
of his Izzet for an anna. I

think, too, he would willingly
have had his pony there to
bear him home from a scene
which had undeniably shaken
him.

Justice was done, and there
was still half an hour before
dusk would fall. And the pea-
cock jungle was very close. I

pointed this out to the Col-

lector, and since there was no
chance of catching the Babu
that day and explaining to him
also that ingenuity does not
excuse crime, we decided to

have a try for the peafowl. A
very few minutes later we were

swaying along, guns in hand,
on the pad of our elephant. I

remember that we crossed into

the jungle by a slimy river,

which reminded me of nothing
so much as the Regent's Park
Canal where it runs oozily, hard

by the Zoo a river, moreover,
which very nearly avenged the

Patwari by swallowing us up.
The mahout could not find a

ford, and urged the elephant
down into a grey odorous water
that instantly began to close

over him. We could hear the

mud gulp under his feet, and
had to draw our legs up out

of the filthy stuff that lapped
about his shoulders. For a

second or two he could not

make up his mind whether to

sink or stir; then the great
muscles in his forelegs swelled

out at the water, and somehow
or other he heaved us through
the slime. A short plunge up
the opposite bank and we had
entered the jungle. It was

very still, but unlike the mango-
grove in this, that in spite of

the great heat of the day it

was already cool in the sun-

set, perhaps because it was so

heavily wooded. Ordinarily, I

believe, peafowl ought to be

looked for in a grass jungle,
which also gives the best chance
of shooting them. They are

intensely wary birds poor
starters if you are anywhere
near them when they begin to

start, but sufficiently aware of

this failing of theirs to start as

a rule in very good time. It

looked as if the wooded jungle
we were in were far from being
an ideal place for pursuing
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these birds, but, sport or not,
it was worth seeing for its own
sake. There was a wonderful
cathedral light through it. We
saw a green pigeon sitting

solitary in a great red-blossom-

ing cotton-tree which had all

the colours of a bird in a

stained-glass window. A little

later, again, there stood out
ahead of us another big tree

whose boughs were yet bare
from the winter, but packed
with egrets so that it seemed
to have burst into white blos-

som in the dim light. As we
went on, the jungle opened out

into glades that held tangles of

dog-rose and wild plum, and

grassy hollows, and little shal-

low meres where water-birds
were beginning to sleep.
And the Collector began to

say that it was no good going
further. Already it was far

too late for the peafowl. We
shouldn't be able to see them
soon if we heard any, and we
hadn't heard any yet ; after

which, silently condemning the

Patwari, we turned the ele-

phant. As we turned, there

came from the copse we had
been about to enter a mocking
and hideous sound just the

sort of sound the Patwari, if

he had lived in that jungle, a
wizard and diviner of thoughts,
would have given vent to at

just that moment. An im-
mense sustained bray, followed

by a napping noise that grew
fainter and fainter as the flap-

per receded into the jungle. It

was the peacock !

E. E. VEENEDE.
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A WORD FOR THE TUHKS.

I HAVE had the opportunity
since the Revolution of talking
with many friends whom I have
made at different times in

Palestine, in the Yemen and

Mesopotamia, in Asia Minor
and Macedonia and the Islands,
and I am convinced that the

Young Turks of Europe were
filled with a real enthusiasm
two years ago for their work
of reform.

There seems every probability
of the new regime bearing
good fruit in Mesopotamia. In
the days of despotism that

country was distinguished by
perhaps the most efficient

organisation in Turkey, the
Daira - es - Saniyah. This in-

stitution derived its authority
from Yildiz rather than from
the Porte, that is, from the

Sultan, and not from the Coun-
cil of Ministers. It combined
admirable moral principles with
a very intelligent system of

land-grabbing, and the officials

who directed its working were
some of the cleverest and most
educated men in the Ottoman
Empire. Besides other advan-

tages, it had absolute jurisdic-
tion over its own lands,

immunity from taxation, and
exemption from the ordinary
law. Not unnaturally, it paid
extremely well, and when it

had possessed itself of the land,
it treated the people with con-
sideration. It was often by
the following very simple
method that it acquired its

great possessions. Cultivation
in Mesopotamia depends upon

the water-supply, which the

soil receives from the river. It

was customary for the culti-

vators to combine to keep the

canals open which fed their

lands. In one way or another,

by fair means or by foul, the

Sultan's company acquired the

greater portion of the land

adjacent to the river. It then

allowed the canals to silt up
and become choked. This

naturally produced a water
famine from which all the

other owners suffered, for with-

out irrigation the land reverts

at once to desert. The position
of the Daira-es-Saniyah was
too strong for the Arabs.

Opposition collapsed, and much
land was sold to it for a song.

When, however, these trans-

actions had taken place, it set

to work to improve the condi-

tions of its domains and of the

people. Under the guidance
of Sir William Wilcocks it

seems certain that the Turks
will be able to restore the pro-
verbial fertility of Mesopotamia,
and convert an organisation
which was previously a defiant

monopoly into an institution

of the greatest value to the

Empire.
Many policies have been

tried in the Yemen : it has
been courted and conquered,
won by blows and wooed with
smiles. Sometimes the two

processes have been carried on

together, as when Achmet

Feizy was Commander-in-Chief.

Then, in spite of the fact that

under the Iman Mahommed
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Yahya the Arabs had captured
Sanaa, and that out of a

garrison numbering eleven

thousand, nine thousand had

perished of starvation, Achmet
Feizy treated the enemy with

great leniency, and recaptured
the Province.

Until 1908 the government
of Arabia Felix had always
been a rule of "Somehow,"
and the best that can be said

of it is that the Jews preferred
Turkish to Arab domination.

A fact came to my know-

ledge which convinced me that

the Government are genuine in

their desire for reform in those

regions. A Coptic friend of

mine was discussing the present
situation with one of the Arab

Deputies from the Yemen, who
did not know he was a Christian,
and so claimed his sympathy as

a fellow Moslem. The Deputy
complained with great bitter-

ness of the attitude of the

Young Turks towards his

country.
"
For," he said,

"
they

would put us on an equality
with the Jews we, who are the

lords of the land." If this

difficulty can be overcome (and
it must be remembered that an
Arab is something more than a

Jew upon horseback, in his tur-

bulence and vindictive pride),

and, if the nomad can be in-

duced to become a cultivator of

the soil, then, in time, the

Yemen may develop its incom-

parable resources. Its pacifica-
tion is of the greatest import-
ance, as, although there is no

unity amongst the Arabs,
unrest is communicated in

waves from one Province to

another, so that the loss of

Arabia Felix would mean

trouble of the most serious

character in the Hedjaz and
at Mecca. It has been truly
said that in the East the

guardian is closely associated

with the sanctity of the Shrine,
and the loss of Mecca would
be as great a calamity to the

Turk as the surrender of

Constantinople.
There have been rumours in

recent years of a great Arab

confederacy, but I confess that

I have never seen any signs of

it. On the contrary, my ex-

perience has been that the

Syrian Moslem despises his

brother of the Yemen ;
for the

Syrian prides himself, not with-

out reason, upon the " Medini-

yet" (civilisation) of his own
land, and looks down upon his

uncouth kinsman with con-

tempt.
It was hard to say where the

taxes fell with the greatest

cruelty in the old days. It is

certain that they pressed upon
the beautiful land of Syria
with very great harshness.

Olive-yards were cut down in

bad seasons to escape the heavy
taxes that were placed upon
the trees, and a great number
of natives emigrated to the

United States. For other

reasons, there had also been an
extensive emigration from Mon-

tenegro, and in the next few

years it will be interesting to

watch the clash of new ideas

with ancient traditions, and
the workings of the American

training of those who return to

a patriarchal and old - world

system.

Though the spirit of the

Crusades survives in Syria, yet
it is not universal, and it can
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be exaggerated. A friend of

mine, a distinguished Christian

deputy, Obeidullah Effendi, who
is famous for his Arabic trans-

lation of Homer, represents

Beyrout, chiefly by virtue of

Moslem votes.

In Asia Minor the problem
lies less in granting reforms,
but rather in the difficulty of

inducing the people to accept

any kind of innovation. For
there it is Young Turkey against
Old Turkey; salaries against
baksheesh; 1911 against 1600
A.D. If the great experiment
is to succeed, it must be by
virtue of conciliation ;

for

Young Turkey cannot hold her

place amongst the nations on
the corpse of Old Turkey, since

her main strength resides in

the fighting blood of the war-
riors of Anatolia.

It was my good fortune to be

present at the opening of the
Turkish Parliament after the
Constitution had been granted,
and as I looked at that great
spectacle, I thought that the

representatives of Anatolia
would have found more favour
in the eyes of soldiers than

amongst politicians. At that

astonishing wedding of the
ballot-box and the sword it

was Asia that held its breath
while Europe did the talking.

In the East one is accus-
tomed to the oddest combin-

ations, but the incongruities of

that day remain unusually vivid
in my mind. On my way to
this ceremony I passed a pro-
cession, at whose head there
lurched a Bactrian camel, while
at its tail there panted a taxi-
cab ! These two were not more
ill-mated than the Kurdish and

the Armenian Deputy, or than
the Arab with his sword and
the Syrian Jew. It was a mar-

riage of necessity, not of love,

this union of the old and the

new, of European methods and
the spirit of Islam : it came
because it had to come. One
of the loading spirits of the

Committee, a man whose elo-

quence in six languages did

good service to the cause of the

Constitution, said tome: "There
is no muleteer" (the Turkish
muleteer is not supposed to

represent a high type), "how-
ever stupid and ignorant he

may be, isolated in the moun-

tains, who does not recognise
that the downfall of Islam is at

hand unless we find salvation

immediately." That, I think,
was true, and it was the know-

ledge that something had to be

done at once, combined with
the accumulated tyranny of

thirty years, that determined
the success of the Revolution ;

but other factors will decide

whether its work is to live.

Great oppression, a harsh and
uncertain system of military

service, and outrageous taxa-

tion, may combine to make
the organisation of a vast

secret society possible, and
to engineer a wonderful con-

spiracy, without securing a

permanent result. For, when
the pressure of necessity is

removed and tyranny abolished,
the spirit of revolt which

brought those forces of resist-

ance into being is apt to lose its

power. Though the institution

and working of a new system
of administration may seem to

be easier than the achievement
of the Turkish Revolution, in
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reality it is the harder task.

One thing, however, is certain,
that though the ballot-box,

as Europe has found, does

not always represent even the

majority of votes that are cast

into it, the sword can only be

represented by the sword.
For many years the Ottoman

Empire has been dumb, since

all speeches were considered

treasonable; and even gather-

ings to watch wrestling were
forbidden. Consequently, when

Turkey awoke she knew herself

to be behind the times, and
had to take her spokesman on

trust, since in the old days
the best men did not dare
to show themselves, or had
been banished to an obscure

exile. It was often the Turk
who had the civilisation of

Paris who spoke for the

peasant of Anatolia. Respon-
sibility was given to him be-

cause he knew the ways of

Europe ;
but that knowledge

can only keep him in power
if it agrees with strict ad-

herence to the traditions of

Islam. Suleiman the Mag-
nificent would have made short

work of any Committee whose
conclusions differed from his

own, and the Turkish char-

acter which he represented
has not altered since that
time.

When Parliament was opened
one heard speeches perpetually
and in every place, and it was

very often pathetic to listen to

exiles who realised how close

their country had been to ruin.

They execrated the past and
saw the future through a

golden haze; but they were
conscious that their inexperi-

ence made them helpless, and
that they had no alternative

but to accept the services of

men whose education had been
different to their own, and

upon whose talents they could
not always rely.
The antipathy to constitu-

tional methods which exists in

many places argues no love of

the old regime, though it con-

stitutes the chief difficulty of

the Government in its rela-

tions with the Moslems of the

empire. Innovations in Asia
Minor must come, if they are

to be accepted not as the

offspring of new principles,
but as fresh manifestations of

the wisdom of Providence; the
Electoral Law must conform
to the Sheriat, and modern

legislation to the traditions

of Mahomet. The problem is

hard to solve in Asia Minor,
but even there the friction is

less concentrated than in

Europe. For, in Anatolia, the
Turk is undisputed master

;

the maelstrom of ideals is on
this side of the Bosphorus,
and here the difficulties are

not the less stubborn because

they are not always supported
by logic.
For here history fights with

politics, dreams with facts, and

ghosts struggle with realities

in a geographical, ethnological,
and religious cauldron. One
does not expect a foundling,

ignorant of his paternity, to

look for the inspiration of his

life to an ancestral hypothesis.
Yet Greeks, who until a few

years ago have always spoken
Bulgarian, when they are per-
suaded that their forefathers

were Hellenes, become fanat-
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ical Hellenic propagandists.

Bulgarians who have lived in

ethnological ignorance and

bliss, give themselves up to

a whole - hearted enthusiasm,
which often takes the shape
of homicide, when they realise

that they are not Bulgarian
but Greek. Kutzo-Vlachs, who
talk three languages of the

Peninsula and spend the

greater part of their lives in

wandering, turn from va-

grants into martyrs for a

Cause which certainly is lost,

and which possibly never ex-

isted. The Albanians, relying

upon an astonishing philology,
assert that they are the lineal

descendants of the Ancient
Greeks. "Who was the God-
dess of Athens ?

" one of them
once asked me; "who but

Aphrodite? The name which
is but the corruption of our
Albanian words ' afer dita

'

(near to the Dawn)." A friend

of his used another argument
that was not less ingenious :

"When a bishop [eTTicr/coTro?] is

invested with his insignia of

office," he said, "he received
a stick [crozier], and at the

proper moment he says, 'Epi
skopeen,' which is the Al-
banian for ' Give me the
stick.'"

It is this attractive and
romantic race that offers the

strongest resistance to the

Young Turkish scheme of Re-
form. For the Albanians have

always looked upon themselves
as a people apart, and deserv-

ing a different treatment to that
accorded to the other races of
the Empire. They prize their

independence above all things,
and insist upon an extravagant

consideration. It has been
their habit to settle their own
affairs with sword, knife, and

gun, and, resenting all inter-

ference, they look back with
affection to the good old times
when their vanity was flattered,
and like savage hermits they
were left completely to them-
selves.

Not many years ago, when
Abdul Hamid was Sultan, the

"Tigers" of Dibra revolted.

After much bloodshed and the

bombardment of a mosque,
the Porte decided to treat with
the insurgents, and inquired
into their grievances. There
were two complaints : firstly,

it was alleged that the Hukyu-
met (Government), in opposition
to the wishes of the people, was

building a road to Dibra
;
and

secondly, the Turkish judges
resident in the town had actu-

ally condemned free Albanians
for the breach of laws of which

they knew (and cared) nothing.
A compromise was suggested
by the rebel leaders and ac-

cepted by the Government.
The construction of the roads
was abandoned, and though
the judges were allowed to

continue to dwell in Dibra,

they were in future to judge
no man in that free country.
This was carrying tact to a

greater length than the Young
Turks are prepared to do.

I was in the north of Albania
after the Revolution, and rode
across Southern Albania from
Salonika to the Adriatic after

the counter - revolution, and
found that the causes which
had stirred the anger of the

Arnauds (Albanians) were
different. The Southern ques-
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tion is more easily disposed
of, as the people there are of

a lighter character than the

Ghegs and the Christians of

Malessiya and Scutari. In the

south the Moslems were dis-

contented because they believed

that their country had been

neglected, which, I think, was
true, as some of the leaders

of the counter-revolution came
from those districts, which
the Government consequently
looked upon with distrust

;

while the Christian grievance
was that the reforms were

insincere, and that if they were
sincere they would make a

stronger Turkey, to the det-

riment of Greek ambitions,

though this last reason could

only be elicited by the most
tactless and merciless ques-

tioning.
Four reasons for the irrita-

tion in the north were : con-

scription, the question of the

schools, the payment of taxes,
and the making of roads. The
officials of the new regime,
Turkish and Albanian, thought
that with a lenient system,

gradually introduced, military
service might be made popular
as well as compulsory. The
Albanians are very intelligent,
and they hoped that they could
be induced to see the advantages
of comfortable barracks, and
that their love of feuds would

give them an interest in

manoeuvres, while they asserted

that the various tribes could be
reconciled to wearing uniforms
if these uniforms resembled the

native dress of the mountain-
eers. Those expectations were
falsified. Conscription is still

unpopular. Were not the
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Albanians as volunteers paid
and petted like no other soldiers

under the Hamidian Govern-
ment ? Is the great worth of

their past service to go un-

recognised ? Not while the
Drin runs or hospitality exists

in Albania, say they.
I argued with individuals at

some length upon the question
of taxation, but was not able

to persuade them it was not a
curse. After some hours in

conversation with an intelligent

innkeeper near Ipek, when I

had explained that a national

exchequer needed funds, and
that it was only by taxation
that national improvements
could be achieved, he said to

me in the words of a Turkish

proverb :
"
Sir, with courtesy

I say it to you, you may talk,
but you cannot put words into

a bag," and so expressed his

contempt for economic logic as

compared with a tangible ad-

vantage that lies in immunity
from taxation. This sentiment
was greeted with loud applause
by his compatriots.
The education question,

though trivial in itself, is very
serious from the effects that it

has produced. The national

grievance is that the Albanian

language is to be suppressed in

the schools. It is not easy to

say exactly what the Albanian

language is, as the north has
so many dialects, and these

vary so much from the tongue
spoken by the Tosks that it

may be said to be another

speech. It is only recently
that a Committee has decided
what the Albanian script was
to be, and it is not clear

whether this Committee is

3n
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representative of a people

mostly illiterate.

When I was in Scutari,
where I stayed some time ago
before riding to Prisrend, I

found that the Christians were
certain of one thing: that

their language is safer under
Ottoman rule than it would be

under the government of any
foreign Power. This, however,
does not make the question less

acute. The fact is, that East-
ern nationalities fight for

grammar as the Western Euro-

peans are prepared to fight for

free speech. Lives were lost

in Athens when the New Tes-
tament was translated from
the Ancient Greek into Romaic ;

and the Albanians, who are

accustomed to blood - feuds
which may arise from trifles,

are quite prepared to make
war for an alphabet which

they cannot read.

At the present moment there
is a strong educational propa-
ganda in the interior of the

country to which both Austria
and Italy have subscribed,

though the former takes a more
prominent part in this work.
The last grievance to which

I have alluded is the Turkish

policy of making roads, and it

is this intention of the Govern-
ment that meets with the most
bitter opposition. In many
parts of Northern Albania
roads do not exist, and it is a
matter of real danger to ride

along the goat-paths that lie

like shadows along the face of
the cliffs that overhang the
Drin. The Turks insist upon
better, or, at all events, upon
some means of communication,
and the Albanians are quick

to see that mastery goes with
the making of roads. They
prefer freedom and barbarism
to civilisation and subjection.
One cannot help sympathising
with their pride, though it is

obvious that unless it is over-

borne it must make any Con-
stitution in the world ridicu-

lous. But until one has seen

the Albanian in his own
country one does not realise

how tenaciously he clings to

his independence, with all its

disadvantages. He leaves his

village high up in the mount-
ains and goes through the oak

woods, whose undergrowth in

summer is as light a green
as the Mediterranean Sea, to

Salonika or Constantinople as

a shepherd, mason, or "ka-
vass

"
(guard), in which last

capacity he has a hereditary

prestige, as he is considered a

servant of unrivalled daring
and devotion. Though he ad-

heres to his own code, he con-

forms readily to new condi-

tions, and is extremely quick
to learn. After a few years,
when he has made some money,
he returns to seek that which
he left independence. He
leaves comfort for hardship,

good wages for a pittance

wrung from the mountains ;
he

forfeits the safety of a town
for a security which in his

own country depends upon his

alertness, and the "jak"
(blood-feuds) that he has in-

herited. He will serve will-

ingly, but will not be ruled,
and is truculent to all autho-

rity he can be hired but not

bought. In fact, he is unthink-
able as part of the machinery
of a modern State.
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I was onoe dining with the

Governor of a northern town
where a young Albanian Bey,
a great landholder, was also

of the company. Upon that

occasion this question of the

construction of roads had been
raised. As bearing on the

subject, I asked the Bey if he
had ever seen war. "By God,"
said he, "I am twenty -four;
how should I not have seen

war?" I inquired when he
had last had any fighting.
"When we turned out the

Governor because he wanted to

make roads," he answered geni-

ally. My unfortunate friend,

the Governor, became crimson
with passion, and, though he
did not think it worth while to

contradict facts, he rebuked
the young Bey gravely for his

discourtesy in referring to the

subject.
The truth is that the Com-

mittee of Union and Progress
desire to treat the Albanians as

subjects, and not as the occa-

sional and not always depend-
able allies of the Government.
To this end it began to intro-

duce discipline into the country,
and after two or three failures,

attempted to disarm the popu-
lation, with the result that we
see to -

day. But it must be
remembered that the Moslem
Albanian of the north is a

good Mahommedan, and that

he is fighting against his spirit-
ual chief, whom he loves more
than he hates, though he seems
to love the privileges for which
he is fighting even more : he

may be conquered, but he can

certainly be won by concilia-

tion. His brother of the

Clementi, ISTikoli, Kastrati, or

Merdite tribes has a more
attenuated affection for the

Turk, but he does not forget
that he has been the most free

of all the Christians of Turkey
under the Ottoman rule, and
he is shrewd enough to know
that if his land falls to one
of the great Powers he will

enjoy no such measure of

liberty.
I have examined the Moslem

troubles of the Government
first, because it is upon the
Moslems that Turkey must
count if she is to make her

foreign relations and her in-

ternal conditions satisfactory to

herself.

In many parts of her Empire
the support that she receives

from the Moslems is precarious,
and this is a fortiori the case

where the Christians are con-

cerned, in spite of the hopes
which the new regime held

out to them. It has, I think,
never received more than a
lukewarm eo - operation, and

this, after all, is natural. For
when the despotism fell, men
drew a deep breath of gladness,
not so much because they be-

lieved in the reality of the

reign of peace, equality, and

fraternity that was offered

them, but in thankfulness that

the old nightmare had fled.

They then considered how
much tangible profit was likely
to accrue to them from the new
situation.

From the Christians' point of

view the new programme leaves

much to be desired. The one

redeeming feature of the old

regime was that however
much it was hated, it was
understood. No people had
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an easy time, least of all the

Christians, but they were ac-

corded privileges which they
held very dear. It may be

that these privileges were

wrung from weakness or

granted because they were

essential to the working of

the policy of "Divide et im-

pera." But they did exist, and
the people were very strongly
attached to them. The new

regime is still unfamiliar, and

though the cry of "equality"
is very popular when it means
that the Moslem is to step off

his pedestal and to stand upon
one level with the Nazafrene, it

is much disliked when it in-

volves a surrender of Christian

"rights."
The people are quick to see

what they lose, and, unless

they receive an immediate and

equivalent gain, they become
formidable Conservatives, who
clamour for the restitution of

the old order, with the "imp-
tiyaz

" which they cherish,

though it bring with it fire,

sword, and rape.
The very idea of equality is

most imperfectly understood,
and I rather doubt if it is

desired : it is superiority that

the Christians intend to achieve,
for the racial instinct in them
is too strong for compromise.
" What shall it profit a man if

he gain the whole world and
lose his soul?" And so the

Christians ask, "What profit
shall we find in good laws, in

justice and prosperity, if our

past is to be forgotten and our
future made the future of an

insignificant minority ?
" "

If,"

they say,
" we have suffered

intolerable tyranny for years

in patience, it was not that we
desired simply to be relieved of

it, and to be freed from persecu-
tion. We were patient because
we looked beyond, and sought
to crown the work of our fore-

fathers, and to win what our

prophets and martyrs and poets
had promised us."

Can the Young Turks and
the Christians find any common
ground of friendship ? Is it

possible by mutual concessions

that their energies can be united

to make the Empire strong? Or
are they as uncompromisingly
though less generously opposed
as were Richard and Saladin ?

Have the Young Turks any
gift at their disposal so splendid
that the Servians of Macedonia
are ready to forget their dreams
of the old Serb Empire ?

The policy of Bulgaria has

proved so successful, independ-

ently of help from St Peters-

burg, that it will require
concessions which are nothing
less than disruptive, to make
the Bulgarian of the Kingdom
of Macedonia content to accept

indefinitely the status quo of

Turkey.
Or again, can any prophecy

of a future Ottoman greatness
turn Greek eyes from the

dazzling glories of Hellas, and
a memory of hopes that they

carry with them? Can saint,

philosopher, or politician sug-

gest one reform in Albania that

does not create a dozen griev-

ances, and is a compromise pos-
sible where one party desires

homage and the other insists

on tribute ? Is a people, whose
tradition is anarchy, whose life

is unrestricted individualism, to

be conciliated by a programme
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of order and made tame by a

threat of discipline ?

These are just a few of the

complications which make the

life of Hakki Pasha no sine-

cure ; and he would be a bold
man who answered these ques-
tions dogmatically. But it is

safe to say that if concessions

are made and accepted, Turkey
will be a stronger Empire and
derive all the advantages that

strength gives.
At the present moment the

Osmanlu is sore because he
feels that his work has been

disparaged. With everything
against him he wins, and

though he is magnanimous, his

victory seems like to cost him
more than many defeats.

Europe has generally reviled

him, and, when the opportunity
offered, despoiled him, and has

only been consistent in preach-

ing to him a gospel of unself-

ishness from a high moral
altitude. And now that he
listens to her gospel, and, acting
on his own initiative, accepts
her doctrine and adopts her

standards, he receives no grati-
tude. The clergyman that has
cursed becomes a lawyer, and
the desirability of reforms is

dwarfed by the reverend gen-
tleman's vested interests in

Turkey, which are threatened

by this moral regeneration.
The disapproval of Europe is

echoed at home, where the sub-

ject populations meet his efforts

in a spirit of cantankerous
criticism. Their cry had met
with the sympathy it deserved in

Europe. Their homes had been

destroyed, their women vio-

lated, their lives made intoler-

able. Suddenly the curtain is

rung down on tragedy, and

liberty and security is pressed

by the master - race upon the

Christians, and instantly they
use their liberty to bargain,
and their security to entrench
themselves against their sav-

iours. In one moment of time,
from a persecuted people they
become politicians, and the

martyrs of yesterday are

pedants in constitutional gov-
ernment to-day. No wonder
that the Turk is beginning to

lose faith in Liberalism and
Reform. Unless he receives

support from without and co-

operation from within, he will

have but one resource left if he
is to prevent his Empire falling
round him like a house of cards.

He will be driven to cry,
" God

is one, strike for Islam ; we will

hold by the sword what we took

by the sword." Should this

occur, no one can see the end
of the catastrophe, but the

situation may still be saved.

The Turk can obtain unity
amongst the Ottoman Moslems

by preaching a crusade, but he
desires a wider unity that shall

embrace Christianity.
This he has not been able to

attain, because the Christians
will neither combine with him
nor against him. But if the

Government is accorded the

co-operation it desires, no Em-
pire has ever had a more
diversified field of talents to

choose from. For if the sub-

ject-races have reforms really
at heart, then the Government
can call upon the financial

ability of the Jew and the
Armenian

;
for seamanship and

commercial energy, from the

Greek; for production, trade,
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and agriculture, from the Syr-

ian; and for courage, from the

Albanian. It is her strength
and her weakness that she has

the material of half a dozen

empires in herself.

But in view of the history of

the last few years, it is not to

be wondered at that the Turks
have not been able to profit by
all these potential advantages.
It has been inevitable that

there should have been a good
deal of garrulity in Constanti-

nople and dogmatism in the

Provinces, which produced an
undecided policy and methods
which are sometimes question-
able. When Turkey had been

gravely and most unjustly in-

jured, she retaliated by boycot-

ting Austrian goods. This

weapon proved so effective

that it became immensely
popular and has been con-

stantly used. To-day, how-

ever, it is more provocative
than efficient, and discon-

certs though it does not alter

policies.

It is hard for the Turk not
to bind himself to some one

formula, yet the diseases of the

various parts of the Empire
call for different treatment.
The Arabs of the Hedjaz are

opposed to a Jeddah- Mecca

railway, which will deprive
them of their prescriptive right
of robbing the unfortunate pil-

grim who may have come from
Java to worship God in that in-

hospitable land. The Albanians

object to the construction of

roads for other reasons. Both
these troubles appear to be the

same, but they require very
different handling. The Al-
banians are like the "pretty

fellows
" who once gave such

trouble cattle-stealing on the

Border, but who were very
useful when the Scots were
inclined to invade England.
It would be with great re-

luctance that the Government
would destroy the people whose

strength has served the Empire
in the past and may do so

again. There is no question
that if the authorities con-

trolled the roads to Mecca and
the Hedjaz their prestige would
be increased. But, on the other

hand, a determined suppression
of the Harb tribes, who look

upon the way to the Holy City
and the tribute that it brings as

their indefeasible right, might
very well call an Arab "Re-

generator of Islam "
into exist-

ence to question the authority
of the Caliph.
The dilemma is a difficult

one. If reforms are intro-

duced individually, the central

authority resigns its power to

delegates whose tendency is to

make the local, and not the

Imperial, issues supreme. This

policy leads to disintegration
which is odious to any Unionist

Government, and is also incom-

patible with any homogeneous
plan of reform. But a scheme
of rigid Ottomanising which
overrides local susceptibilities
ends in a series of revolts.

There are no Justices of the

Peace in Albania and Arabia,
and no machinery for the

punishment of disorder. The
rebels kill, and in their turn

are killed, and their obitu-

aries in the European Press

are damaging to the cause of

Young Turkey.
At one moment it seemed
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that not only men but empires
that were sick might recover

by faith-healing. The cry of

fraternity seemed actually to

create brotherhood, and at the

call of liberty a hundred heredi-

tary enemies vied with each
other in loving-kindness ;

but
virtue has gone out from words,
facts have proved stronger than

phrases. The Turks who were
at first anxious for reforms

qua reforms now accept them
as the price that must be paid
to restore the greatness of their

country. Reforms are discon-

certing to the Powers, who at

one stroke are deprived of

Sanctimony and Concessions,
and the " heirs who dare not
inherit and the physicians who
will not heal

" watch the work
that they have advocated in

no spirit of enthusiasm. The
Christians, who under Abdul
Hamid were burning for the
redress of their wrongs, paus-
ing upon the threshold of the

new years, look back reluct-

antly to the ancient grievances
which were ultimately to bring
them Empire.

These difficulties of which I

have written are for the most

part straightforward. They
may or may not be too strong
for the Empire, but the most

engrossing problem is the half-

hidden struggle now in pro-

gress between the leaders.

Though it has not been

generally recognised outside

Turkey, the Jews played a

very important part in the

Revolution, and there are many
who believe that they con-

tributed very greatly to its

success.

All the other "Millets"

(nationalities) of Turkey have
at one time or another suffered

persecution at the hands of the

Moslems, but the relations be-

tween the Israelites and Islam
have been good, and during
the Armenian massacres even
cordial

;
for the Jew watched,

with an equanimity which was
almost co-operative, the extinc-

tion of a trade rival.

When Ferdinand and Isa-

bella expelled the Jews from

Spain, great numbers of them

emigrated to Salonika, where
the bootblacks still insult one
in bad Spanish. These people
are now divided into two sects :

the children of Israel proper,
who worship in the syna-

gogues and keep the faith of

their fathers
j
and the Dunmes,

the Jews who have adopted
Islam. It is this sect which
was chiefly concerned in the

conspiracy which abolished the
old regime. The conversion

of their ancestors is not sup-

posed to have been very
genuine ; they are said to have
become apostates, not through
conviction, but because the

prospects of advancement un-
der the Crescent were better

for a Moslem than a Jew. Be
this as it may, the religious

sincerity of the Dunmes has

always been questioned, and it

is believed that in secret they
still practise Jewish rites.

Their conversion to Islam has

not, at any rate, alienated them
from their brethren of the Law.
These men do not mean to

resign the predominance they
have won, and a feeling is

growing amongst the leaders

of the Committee that this

Jewish unity is much more
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favourable to Zionism than to

Ottoinanisation.

Various Powers have sup-

ported different Christian

claims whole - heartedly, but

their disagreements in Europe
have made their support in-

effective in Turkey. Now,
though there is no Jewish

state, there is one Jewish race,

and it is possible that differences

of domicile may not constitute

a barrier to a united policy,
dictated by a common faith.

It is true that no Power pro-
fesses Judaism, but Judaism is

a Power that every State

acknowledges. Other peoples
in the Balkans have been called

to life from the sleep of ages
by the spirit of Nationalism
that marks this period of

history, but Judaism has never

slept. The spell that restored

her identity to Greece, and her

spirit to Bulgaria, has meant

nothing to the Jews, who have
never for an instant forgotten
their ancestry or ceased to

believe in their future. Juda-
ism has risen from the rack
with undiminished ambition

;

driven from the land, it con-

trols the land by dominating
finance ; it has created an

Empire of interests without

frontiers, whose subjects are to

be reckoned with from London
to New York and Berlin to

Bagdad. In Europe the per-
secution of the Jews has stim-
ulated their vitality. While
they were writhing under the

lash, they have defeated their

oppressors. Broken by tyranny,
they have risen to build and
inhabit palaces that have never
lost touch with the hovels of
the Ghetto. Finance and Faith

have gone hand in hand, and
universal injustice has evoked
a spirit which accommodates
itself to the circumstances of

different countries, and occa-

sionally even assumes the shape
of local patriotism, but which
is universally One.

In Asia it is different, for

there Ishmael has beaten Isaac,
and kept for his own all that

he cared to claim the Desert.

It is only a step for the Arab
from the saddle to the stool of

the counting-house, and while

he keeps the advantage of the

spear and sword in the field,

the generosity of which he
boasts is not a dominant pas-
sion that unfits him to meet
the Jew on equal terms in the

Bazaar. He is a master of

bargains, though he does not
care for the accumulation of

usurious wealth. He will fight
for the fraction of a farthing
with vulpine cunning and bull-

dog tenacity, but in the end he
returns to the Desert to rule

or rest, to fight or intrigue.
He or his son hears the call

of the wilderness (which ulti-

mately none resists), and the

long faint sound of the sand

incessantly stirred by a light
wind. It is a conflict between
Jewish shekels and Arab she-

kels, with the lance of the
Nomad thrown into the scales.

The pen may be mightier than
the sword but the sword,

though it be never drawn, or

drawn only to flash harmlessly
in the sunlight, is a more

grateful companion, a more

gallant decoration, and a more
confident friend.

It is not the province of a

foreigner to discuss the rela-
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tions, social, personal, religious,
and political, of the leaders of

another country. The pres-
ent conflict differs from other

Turkish quarrels, because it is

a split in the Cabinet; to on-

lookers it is a struggle in the
ranks of the Constitutionalists,
between the Israelite on the

one hand and the Arab allied

to the Turk on the other.

United Zionism in London,
Berlin, Paris, and Salonika has
concentrated its hopes upon
Mesopotamia. TheYoung Turk
winces. He ponders doubt-

fully as to whether his col-

leagues and benefactors have
been long-sighted politicians,

seeking a land for their landless

race, or if they are loyal allies,

working for the advantage of

a mixed Empire, and merely
anxious that their own race

should not be forgotten.
If the Jews supplied the

money for the Revolution, he

argues, it was the Turk who
contributed the Force. Also
the pound of flesh was claimed
when a Jewish Deputy assisted

at the arrest of Abdul Hamid
;

for, though the ex-Sultan had

jeopardised all Islam, remiss in

his duties and untrue to his

trust, he was still the Defender
of the Faithful. Even Crom-
well confronted with the alter-

native would have preferred to

accept the Rule of the Monarchy
rather than achieve the death
of his King by the co-operation
of aliens. It was with bitter

searching of heart that the
Turk pledged his honour, in

the hope of being able to re-

deem his self-respect. Though
the Royalist may hate the

King, an insult to the Crown

wounds his own honour, and it

was only the bitter necessity of

the moment that compelled the

Turk to adopt the policy which
was odious to Islam, of invoking
the help of Israel to dethrone

the descendant of Osman.
It lies with England to say

whether, through her support,

Turkey shall be strong (and it

is only a strong Turkey that

can carry through a campaign
of reforms), or whether through
the defection of Great Britain

she must be weak, and look

elsewhere for salvation that

will be indefinitely delayed.
Abdul Hamid followed a Ger-
man policy, but with the suc-

cess of the Dreamers and with
the accomplishment of their

miracle, the bloodless Revolu-

tion, this, like other things,
was changed. The Young
Turks looked confidently to

England for help ;
their ex-

pectations were answered by
academic support and patronis-

ing advice, which were a poor
consolation for a loss of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, and no com-

pensation for the rejection of

the last semblance of the Otto-

man suzerainty by Bulgaria.
Austria was on the road to

Salonika with a vengeance,
and, for a moment, the new
liberal Power seemed to be at

the mercy of her Christian

sisters. Servia armed and
clamoured fora strip of territory
which would bind her to Monte-

negro ; while the Prince of the

Black Mountain declared, in

other words, that a reformed

Turkey freed him also from the

obligations of the Treaty of

Berlin.

The interests of Servia and
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Montenegro appeared more

keenly opposed to Austria than
to Turkey, but the Ottoman
Government, though it had the

opportunity, had not the power
to profit by these conflicting
ambitions. If the Government
had been able to face facts

squarely and to acquiesce in

the annexation, and if it had
determined to make the best of

a bad business, it might, by one

diplomatic stroke, have altered

the course of European history.

Austria, a Teuton Power,
advancing to the South, natur-

ally denied to the Slavs the

strip of country which would
have barred her own future

progress. Turkey might have

given that which Austria re-

fused. Bosnia and Herzegovina
were irrevocably lost, and this

cession would have constituted

a Slavonic barrier against the
future aggressions of Austria.
But the internal situation

was too critical to admit of

such a policy. If this strip
of territory across the Sanjak
had been surrendered, Slav-
onic unity of the two small
countries would have been
achieved. I do not imagine
that the life of this "buffer"
State would have been ideally
calm, but its existence must
have been a guarantee against
future Austrian encroachments.
This policy of "reculer pour
mieux sauter " would have con-
verted the Austro - Turkish

dispute into an Austro-Slav

quarrel. It would have made
the Slav the opponent of the

Teuton, the Orthodox the

antagonist of the Catholic.
Alone or united, Servia and

Montenegro at war with

Austria cease to exist except
as geographical expressions ;

but
Servia is the sentimental child

of Russia, Italy cannot afford

to see Montenegro with its

magnificent harbour of Cattaro

occupied, and while Europe is

ready to watch the plundering
of the Moslem with equanimity,
she contemplates in a very dif-

ferent frame of mind the rapac-

ity of great Christian States

towards their smaller neigh-
bours. The interests of Eng-
land and France, Italy, Russia,
and Turkey would have been
united in their hostility to the

absorption of a Slav State by
Austria. Servia and Monte-

negro would have resisted with

fury the annexation of a

Province that barely separates

them, and which they have al-

ways regarded as their heritage,
and the logic of circumstances

would have forced Austria,
however reluctantly, to carry
war into those States.

Such a policy was impossible,
because the Moslem population
of the Empire was obsessed by
fear of Russia, and whatever
ultimate advantages such a

cession might have brought,
the blank amazement and rage
with which it would have been

received eliminated it from the

practical Turkish programme.
The feelings of the great God,

Terminus, had been gravely
wounded, and another sear

might have proved fatal. For
the moment Austria seemed

glutted, and so with her eyes on

Russia at her gates, Turkey,
backed by German money and

English sympathy, turned her

attention to administrative re-

forms. BEN KENDIM.
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THE BURDEN AND HEAT. 1

BY "LINESMAN."

IF the writer were asked

whioh, in his opinion, is the

capital British vice of the age,
he would not say apathy,
though that spiritual sleeping-
sickness is endemic from man-
sion to alley; he would not

say frivolity, though much of

the world's froth appears to

have been blown across the

sea to these shores
;
he would

not say conceit, though the

national proboscis may well

seem the only item of our

equipment which looks to

heaven; he would not say
vulgarity, though it is hard
to find a general habit, as-

piration, cult, and above all

point of view, which is not a

scarlet, tawdry solecism. But
he would adduce as the master
sin one of which most of the

foregoing are merely the chil-

dren namely, ignorance of the

things which matter; not par-
donable and therefore pitiable

ignorance, but wilful, slothful,
and remediable lack of know-

ledge of the things which alone

have saved mankind from be-

ing the least admirable of the

beasts of the field. Such ig-
norance may at any moment
be proved to be so endless

that, like the round O the
" flat nothing," which typifies

it, it may also be said to

have no beginning. Let the

experimenter, in an ordinary

drawing-room, smoking-room,
office, or railway-carriage any-
where, in short, where two or

three are gathered together,
let him spring a query or two,
not about any recondite affairs

of a specialist or any abstrac-

tions, not even about the most

striking landmarks of existence

the peaks which still and
will for ever glow amongst the

"pallid volcanoes" of the past,
but about simple workaday

things, especially of those which
have directly affected the life

of to-day. Avoiding, therefore,
such vastly important, interest-

ing, but universally unknown
matters as what is the Rosetta

Stone
; where, by whom erect-

ed, and in the name of good-
ness what are the mighty
Dagabas of Anuradjhapura
and Polonnaruwa

;
let him ask

how it comes that India be-

longs to us, Italy to herself,

and England to the Manchester
School

;
when the Habeas Cor-

pus or Catholic Emancipation
Acts were passed, the Bill of

Rights presented, "Lillibullero
"

sung, or the Income Tax
invented, let him inquire
about these or twenty thou-

sand other equally standard

matters, and I warrant that

scarcely once in a thousand
times will he receive a correct

answer seldom enough any
answer at all.

1 The majority of the quotations in this paper are from '

Napier,' and from
Walter Richard's ' Her Majesty's Army.'
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So insupportable an exam-

iner would not, of course, de-

serve to
;
nor need any one re-

sort to such measures to prove
the first of the evils attributable

to the ignorance of modern so-

ciety namely, the utter impos-

sibility nowadays of anything
like allusive conversation; or,

in other words, any real con-

versation at all. The truth is

that the world does not read.

When books were scarce it

hungered for them
;
but now,

like the attendant in a sweet-

stuff shop, it moves untempt-
ed, bewildered into abstention

amongst the piled-up accumu-
lation of good things on every
side. And a world which does

not read can neither talk nor
understand talk. It either

babbles or is dumb
;
and that

which it is necessary to say to

it must be said plainly and

directly, as to a child or an
imbecile. Hence the parrot-

cry for "
simplicity

" from a

society conscious of its in-

ability to grasp anything be-

yond the elementary; not, be
it noted, for simplicity as

the ancients achieved it with

infinity of learning of lan-

guage in literature and of line

in art, but the simplicity
of the yokel who calls a

spade a spade, or if he desire

accent, a shovel ! Any
less naked allusion to the im-

plement would inevitably send
his hearers to the dictionary or

encyclopaedia, and would there-

fore be promptly condemned
" obscure "

or " involved."

Journalists, ignorant of every-
thing but their audience, are
fond of prating about "the

complexity of modern life"

you may come upon the phrase

any morning in any newspaper.
The fact is precisely the reverse.

Modern life has become not

complex but complicated, with
the formless muddle of an

army deprived of its organisa-
tion and its officers, and rapidly

disintegrating into its con-

stituents, the by -himself al-

most valueless, the to-himself

quite invaluable individual,

each, according to his luck,

totally absorbed in the ques-
tion as to either how little he

oan subsist on, or how much
stow away before extinction.

His is a primitive and not a

"complex" state, and is as

great a retrogression from the

really complex conditions of

the eighteenth century, as the

latter were an advance from
those of the tenth century in

these islands.

In nothing does this prevail-

ing lack of information more

abound, and appear more

heartless, than in the people's

abysmal ignorance of the iden-

tities of those who serve and
have served them. If mighty
measures have fared ill in the

public memory, mighty names
have as often as not been

never within it. Beneath piled-

up temples of achievement of

the most glorious kind, the

benefactors lie buried; their

work is accepted almost as

the gift of Nature, as natural-

ly national property as Beachy
Head or the Trossachs.

Ask in vain what Brunei did

for the traveller, Bentham
for the lawyer, Liebig for

the farmer, Wedgwood for

the breakfast - table ;
who

eased man's awfullest agony.
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physical and mental, in the

operating-room ;
who perfected

the loom, and who the tele-

graph, the electric light, or

even the four-cycle motor en-

gine; who gave us tea, potatoes,
tobacco, policemen, photo-
graphs, mezzotints, oil-paint-

ing, umbrellas, the Bible
; who

built Salisbury Cathedral or

Somerset House
;
who wrote

'

Areopagitica,'
' The Vanity of

Human Wishes,' the '

Religio
Medici.' Finally, ask most of

all in vain about the fighting
men, the real bricks, pillars,
and foundations of every sub-

lunary state, they who, not
addicted to " laws and learning,
arts and commerce," yet alone

preserve from destruction these,
the only "old nobilities

"
of civil-

isation. Here must the ques-
tioner expect not only ignorance
of heroes, but even of their

deeds. " Their bones are dust,
their swords are rust, their

souls are with the Lord, we
trust," and their memories
with the Lord knows who.
But here, though the lack of

knowledge seems most of all

ungrateful, since what can a
man do more than lay down
his life, there is much excuse
for it. History, the recorder

and critic of results rather than

means, passes over in silence

ninety-nine per cent of the
men who do most to make her.

On the vast canvas of the past
their deeds are unremarked,
even though they be as vital

as the single small touch of

colour with which Sir Joshua

Reynolds is related to have
retrieved the failure of a rival's

picture, when begged by its

painter to show him why it

looked so ill. Only in Regi-
mental Histories are the real

stories of war and warriors to

be found, and they are com-

monly so dull and inaccessible

that the riches within them lie

like the treasure in the vaults

of a bank, heaped up but in-

visible. Welcome indeed, there-

fore, is such a volume as a
'

History of the Royal Irish

Regiment,'
* which inaugurates

by its literary skill, its research,
and its complete readable-

ness, a new era in the history
of war. That its author has

immeasurablyexceeded his com-
mission is only to say that he
has artistically executed it. If

his book is almost a history of

British War rather than of a

British Regiment, he has been
the first to see that only thus
can the amazing deeds which
crowd his pages be saved from
the isolated relief which renders

the majority of such works as

uninteresting and uninforming
as a silhouette of black paper.
How the old stories set us

thinking, thinking of unknown
men to whom the desperate

courage, the sublime endur-

ance, the awful suffering, the

humdrum life of to-day owes
its very orderliness and safety.
Certain gross

" heathen "
set

apart a day in the year for

recalling their honoured dead.

It is as worthy of imitation as

many another " heathen "
prac-

tice I could name, and I pro-

pose to follow it, picking at

random some jewels from the

treasure-house of British mili-

By Lieut. -Colonel G. le M. Gretton.
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tary valour. I ask no pardon
for threading them together
on the tiresome string of ques-
tion : it is the mode adopted
by the aforesaid heathen for

rebuking ignorance or forget-
fulness of national heroes, to

which the reader need in no-

wise plead guilty, save in his

own conscience, since the an-

swers will be found handy, like

the vocabulary in that too

trustful edition of Sallust

which, surreptitiously consulted

even in open court, used to

save us boys at Harrow many
a fall as we stood up to " con-

strue
" our unprepared slice of

"Catiline."

Who, then, was he than whom
at Badajoz

" none died with
more glory, though many died,
and there was much glory

"
?

l

Who wrenched his battery
from the grip of doom at

Fuentes d'Onor, "sword in

hand, at the head of his

troop, his horses, breathing fire,

stretched like greyhounds along
the plain

"
?

2 Who blew in the

gates of Delhi;
3 who held

Rorke's Drift ? 4 Whose breast
was it which, wrapped in

the most glorious of martial

cloaks, the Colours,
"
expanded

to the ball
"

at Albuera ? 5

and around whose droop-
ing form did the same "

glori-
ous pall" drape itself on
the crest of the great Alma

Redoubt ?
6

Again, who was

it, staggering bleeding across

the waters of the Buffalo, com-
mitted the spear -rent flag to

the flood,
7 which a day or two

later loyally yielded it up
again to its proper guardians,
the 24th Foot ? But death for

the sake of the consecrated silk

was no new thing in the

24th. After Chillianwalla

their standard, thought to be

lost, had been found "
wrapped

round the dead body of the

Ensign who had borne it into

action." Was the pale youth,
we wonder, laid out thus

splendidly apparelled, with the

rest of the dead, on the long

ebony table which, wondrous

shining, now bears nightly

good cheer for the living? If

so, Rembrandt himself never

thrilled to so sombre a mar-

riage of great thought with

great colour. Another sac-

rifice to the soldiers' silken

god was he who leapt with
the colours upon the bristling

parapet of Seringapatam,
shouting with his last breath,
" Hang 'em ! I'll show 'em the

British flag!"
8 More fortun-

ate was the lad who, long before

at Dettingen, had received no
fewer than thirty sword cuts

in a successful effort to pre-
serve from capture the rags

fluttering from the pole of the

regimental standard. 9 Youth

1 Colonel Ridge of the 5th (Northumberland) Fusiliers.
2
Major Norman Ramsay, R.H.A.

3 Lieutenants Home and Salkeld, R.E.
4 Lieutenants Chard, R.E., and Bromhead, 24th Foot.
5
Ensign Thomas, The Buffs.

6 Lieutenant Anstruther, Royal Welsh Fusiliers.
7 Lieutenants Melvill and Coghill, 24th Foot.
8
Sergeant Graham, 103rd Foot.

9 Cornet Richardson, 7th Dragoon Guards.
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will be served, whether the

rations be blood or pleasure.
Who were the brace of chil-

dren who, burning not only
"to build works but to storm

them," were the first to fall on
the parapet of Jhansi ?

l What
other boy was it, of the 43rd

Light Infantry, nineteen years
old, "slight in person, of such

surprising and delicate beauty
that the Spaniards thought
him a girl disguised," yet im-

pelled the most daring and

experienced veterans " to

watch his looks on the field

of battle," and to "weep even
in the middle of the fight
when they heard of his

fate"? 2 The 43rd, one of

Crawford's leash of trained

panthers, had indeed a noble

litter of cubs in those days.
Was not their commander
himself 3 " a young man en-

dowed with a natural genius
for war"? In the Mess also

were the " fair boy
" whose

"
fiery temper

" hurled him at

Vera alone across an erupting
abattis and "

headlong amongst
the enemy ";

4 also that Lieu-

tenant Steele,
" a bold athletic

person," who felled the would-
be assassin, a minion of the

vile Junta, who sprang at the
Prince of Orange. Then at

Arcangues appears Ensign
Campbell, aged eighteen, in

command of a handful in the

midst of an overwhelming
press of French, whom "with
shout and waving sword" he
dashed asunder, and robbed of

an assured triumph. And had

Ensign Neale less valour who,
when the transport which held

his battalion was sinking,
routed a flute out of his kit,

and either in deadly earnest or

zenith of jest, it matters not

which, proceeded to wail forth

the "Dead March in Saul"
to his imperilled comrades?
His grim tunefulness should

recall the trumpeter of the

Household Cavalry who, at a

critical moment at Dettingen,
when "dapper little George"

himself, on dismounting from a

restive charger, rejoiced that

he was on his own legs, and
therefore in no danger of run-

ning away, struck up the

air,
"
Britons, strike home !

"

Scarcely less timely was the

blast of that other trumpeter
of the Carabineers who, when
his troop was surrounded by
the Boyne, hid himself and
sounded the "

Charge !

"
to an

imaginary force of rescuers,

whereupon the enemy dispersed
in alarm. Nor can we leave

the musicians without recall-

ing the bugler
5

who, seeing
a black trumpeter about to

sound the "
Charge !

"
outside

Delhi, "fired perhaps with

professional jealousy," rushed
forward and slew his rival

"before he could produce a
note."

Returning for a moment to

the 43rd, the ranks glowed
with young legionaries worthy
of the glorious youths who led

them. At the retreat over

1 Lieutenants Meiklejohn and Dick, R.E.
2
Ensign Edward Freer, 43rd (Oxfordshire) Light Infantry.

:i

Major M'Leod. *
Ensign Havelock.

5
Sutton, of the King's Royal Rifles.
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the Coa a soldier named
Stewart nicknamed " the

Boy
"
because of his youth and

gigantic stature and strength
was one of the last men who

came down to the bridge, but

he would not pass. Turning
round, he regarded the French
with a grim look and spoke
aloud as follows :

" ' So ! this is

the end of our boasting. This
is our first battle, and we re-

treat ! The "Boy Stewart"
will not live to hear that said.'

Then striding forward ... he
fell furiously on the nearest

enemy with the bayonet, re-

fused the quarter they seemed
desirous of granting, and died

fighting in the midst of them."

Then, at Echellar, who was
the young sergeant of the
same corps who preserved

Wellington himself from cap-
ture, and probably the whole
Peninsula campaign from

wreck, by leaping down a pre-

cipice to warn the general of

an ambuscade ?
l And who that

other non-commissioned officer,

aged twenty-four,
2 who threw

himself in front of Ensign
Brown, 3 cetat. sixteen, before

the muzzles of two lurking
French sharpshooters, saying,
"with a calm decided tone,"
" You are too young, sir, to be

killed," falling the next instant

"pierced with both balls"?
Does this recall the forgotten
name of him 4 who at Arcot
saved the life of Olive and lost

his own by leaping between

the hope of India and a black
marksman whom he detected
in the act of pulling trigger?
Is that dread, dead face re-

membered on which was re-

marked " a scornful frown,"
because someone had spoken of

retirement at the instant of his

being struck down upon the

Alma slope ?
5 If the sights of

the battlefield grow dim, it

rings with a chorus of faint

forgotten sounds. Is there

still any ear for that "loud
and bitter cry

" which burst

from the younger Glover at

Gate Pah (New Zealand, 3861-

63), and from the younger Ed-

dington at the Alma, as they
rushed forward to avenge and
share each a brother's doom?
Or of the noble voice of the
" heroic boy

"
of Chillianwalla,

"bidding defiance to the

savage multitude" as he
"strode across his parent's

corpse"?
6

Mention of brave brothers

should reincarnate the three

Harts, privates all, of the Rifle

Brigade, who so closely pressed
on the enemy at Vimiera that

their officer, jealous of his posi-

tion,
" damned " them for want-

ing to fight with their fists.

This, again, recalls the leader

of cavalry
7 who, at the height

of the most desperate charge
on record, restrained a subor-

dinate 8 whose fiery courage
and high - bred steed alike

promised to rob his senior of

his proper place in the panoply,

1
Sergeant Blood. 2

Sergeant M'Quade.
3 Later Sir George Brown of Crimean fame.
4 Lieutenant Trewith, 102nd Foot.
6 Colonel Chester, Royal Welsh Fusiliers.
5 Lieutenant Pennycuick, 24th Foot.
T Lord Cardigan.

8
Captain White, 17th Lancers.
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by placing the flat of his sabre

across the youngster's breast as

he stormed up alongside. Re-

verting to the Rifle Brigade, it

was the officers' Mess of this

regiment which, when the pur-
suit of Key's masterly handled

troops after theRedinhabrought
the 95th upon the heels of a

weary French battalion, ac-

cepted a truce " for one night
only," and entertained the
hostile officers at dinner. It

is recorded that at the next
dawn neither retreat nor pur-
suit suffered in speed by reason
of the preceding "guest night."
But chivalry glowed as hot as

valour in those brave days of

old. Did not Soult, standing
on his last barrier, the Pyrenees,
publish a General Order lauda-

tory of the British army which
had hustled him from end to

end of Spain? And did not

Wellington, espying across the

narrow space between the

armies at Zabaldioa the burly
form of his opponent, "fix his

eyes attentively upon him,"
and exclaim, "Yonder is a

great commander !

"

From the Rifle Brigade, too,

came that "desperate soldier"

who sheathed in his own body
the chained sword-blades in the

breach of Badajoz, as the only

way of dulling them for his

comrades behind. Thence came
also he l whose valour glowed
so brightly at the Alma that
the Russian artillerymen told

off a gun especially to bring
him down ; also the lieutenant 2

who single-handed killed five

out of nine assailants at Jamo

before his fifteenth wound
stayed his mighty arm.
Next for some who were

stout not only of courage and
limb. Who was the colonel of

the Black Watch,
3
who, finding

himself inconveniently bulky
for lying down under the hail

of lead at Fontenoy, elected in-

stead to stand for the rest of

that fatal day, "like an in-

vincible Ajax," holding the

regimental Colours in place of

a subaltern? If the 43rd dealt

in young heroes, the Black
Watch boasts of stout ones.

In America, in 1776, another
Daniel Lambert, a Major Mur-

ray, when beset by three eager
rebels, was unable to reach
around himself to draw his

sword, which had slipped
beneath his embonpoint. He
therefore wrenched a weapon
from one of his opponents, and
with it put the three to flight.
The same officer had to be
borne up the crags of Fort

Washington, so scant of breath
was he

;
but the men who came

back to carry him, in response
to his panted

" Oh ! soldiers,

will you leave me ?
" had all

they could do to keep close

to him when at the top he
thundered after the flying foe.

Here, amongst
"
great

"
men,

may well be remembered him,
4

" round and small," who, out-

paced and "
pumped

"
during

a momentary retirement at

Sabugal, kept off the closely

pursuing dragoons with levelled

but silent musket, and when
chidden by his officer for not

firing, had to confess that he

1
Major Norcott.

3 Colonel Sir Robert Munro.

VOL. CLXXXIX. NO. MCXLVIII.

2 Andrew Green.
4 Private Patrick Lowe.

3i
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" wasn't loaded, at all, at all !

"

Caesar spoke more sense than

he knew when he said, "Let
me have men about me that

are fat."

Now for some more ques-
tions. What general,

1 in obedi-

ence to orders, ran up and drove

his sword into the belching pali-

sade at Blenheim before he gave
with his expiring breath the

word to "
fire

"
? Who was he

who, after killing four sepoys
who were hacking at a com-
rade's prostrate body, was re-

fused the Victoria Cross because

he was a colonel ?
2 Who, again,

was he who was four times re-

commended for the Cross, but
never obtained it owing to the

necessary papers being lost at

the War Office? 3 Who met the

Burmese general in single com-
bat under the sunny walls of

Rangoon in 1824, slew him,

and, like a Homeric hero, as-

sumed his victim's gold-hilted
sword and jewelled scabbard? 4

Who 5 held Scylla with 200

men, wedged in between the

treacherous sea on one side and
6000 French on the other ?

Of even greater prowess than
the aforementioned lieutenant

of the Rifle Brigade was Samuel
Johnson, who, in the act of res-

cuing a beloved officer at Belle

Isle, reeled off what his great
namesake would have recog-
nised as a hexameter of slain

foemen, a line of six ; greater
still Trooper Shaw, who length-
ened the verse by three at

Waterloo
; midway between

stands the Seaforth High-
lander 6 who "slew seven with
his claymore

"
before he was

struck down by a cowardly
blow from behind : this at El

Hamet, where he was one of a

detachment of 275, of whom all

but thirty were killed. Name
now the captain

7 who, at the

Alma, was "
slanged

"
by his

general for leaving his Company
to capture single-handed a field-

gun and its team complete ;

also, if you can, the cornet 8

who was similarly "d d and
admired "

for precisely the same
breach ofdiscipline at Balaklava.

Who, now, was that " Old

Agamemnon" 9 who scrambled
aloft and hauled down the

ensign of the San Josef before

that vessel was actually cap-
tured, to the delight of the

"mighty seaman, tender and

true," who was busy below,

showing the world how one

prize may be taken from the

decks of another? Who were
the two privates who, with
almost fantastic valour, at-

tempted to take Magdala,
alone ?

10 Who was that mira-

culous corporal
n

who, having
his neck nearly cut through in

the treacherous attack by the

Sinhalese at the Kandyan

1 General Howe (Scots Fusiliers).
2 Colonel Hagart, 7th Hussars. 3 Lieut. J. Bonham, R.A.
4
Major (later Sir R.) Sale, Somerset. L.I.

5 Colonel Robertson, with a party of the 35th Foot.
8
Bell, of the 23rd Royal Welsh Fusiliers.

7
Sergeant John Macrae, 78th Highlanders.

8 Cornet Warwick Hunt, 4th Light Dragoons.
9 Private Ashcroft, 69th Foot. 1

Bergin and Magnor, 33rd Foot.
11

Corporal Barnsley.
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ferry- side, held his head on with
his hands throughout an un-

imaginable flight of ten days,
at the end of which he greeted
an astounded officer (did he

salute, I wonder : probably,
it was in 1803) with the ob-

servation,
" The troops in Kandy

are all dished, your honour !

"

Somewhat similar was a tale

told to me in South Africa by
an eyewitness, how, when two

adjacent soldiers had their left

and right arms respectively

neatly taken off by a shell

which passed between them,
one of them, either in agony
or with some spasmodic re-

collection of "healing by first

intention," snatched at a falling
limb and pressed it tightly to

the empty socket, only to find

that he had seized the wrong
disjectum, and was attempting
to graft upon his own left

shoulder the right arm of his

comrade ! Smile not incredu-

lously, reader. Was it not

Kinglake who saw a soldier

throw away a severed foot

with the annoyed remark that

it "was of no further use to

him "
? and did not I my-

self, renovare dolorem, behold
a poor ruined creature appa-
rently putting himself together
with a show of carefulness

before he died amongst the

crackling bushes by the river-

bed below Vaal Krantz ?

There is nothing that does

not happen in action.

Mention of South Africa

impels us to ask who were

they, Gunner and Guardsman 1

it befell but a year or two

back, and the book may be
" borrowed from the library

"

who illumined the field of

Bakenlaagte, already aflame
with valour in every part, the

one by ordering the guns to

shell the very ground where
his own helpless body lay, the

other by sauntering smiling to

certain death in order to make
the many deaths around him
less bitter ? just as " Redan

Massey
"

(is he remembered ?)

had lounged about on the

blasted glacis to encourage the

men.

Questions like these crowd
to the lips. They come from
all parts and from all periods.
What trooper was it 2 who,
unhorsed at Fontenoy, and
unable to secure another

mount, begged the Welsh
Fusiliers to allow him to carry
a musket in their ranks,

emerging from the fray one
of only nine survivors of his

adopted Company only to find

himself cold-shouldered by his

proper comrades, who, until

undeceived by the Fusilier

captain, believed he had been
"
funking

"
? Who asked, and

nobly answered, the famous

question, "What the devil

shall we do now ?
" when at

Balaklava he found his com-
mand hemmed in by a forest of

Russian lances ?
3 Name that

hero 4 who saved an important
despatch from capture by the

American "rebels" of 1776, by
thrusting it deep into a gaping
wound the paper and not the

1 Colonel Benson, R.A., and Captain Lloyd, Coldstream Guards.
2
Stephenson, of the 7th Dragoon Guards. 3 Lord George Paget.

4
Corporal O'Lavery, 17th Lancers.
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hurt causing his death ? Who
was the "salamander," the fire

lover, of Maryborough's army,
the man who regarded a for-

lorn - hope as " a party of

pleasure
"

?
l Who stood chin-

deep in the water of the ditch

of Dunkirk, so that his men
might use his shoulders as

stepping - stones ?
2 Who was

he, so gallant at Acre, that

the men of both sides, eager
for the honour of burying him
with military pomp, angled
through the smoking breach
for his body, the French pre-

vailing by means of a crooked
halberd hooked into his corse? 3

In Afghanistan a certain gal-
lant parson saved three lives

within a few minutes under
the very noses of the furious

Afghans. Who was he? 4 and
who that other cleric militant

who at Hasheen, after fighting
the Dervishes with a revolver

"as if to the manner born,"
took a message from one im-

perilled square to another, to

be received with helmets waved
on bayonets and wild cheers of

admiration ?
5

If the clergy have been
called the "middle sex," it

is sometimes, at least, because

they combine the valour of

man with the gentleness of

woman. Of what sex, then,
were the two heroines of the

94th, the one seen drawing
water 6 for the garrison of

Matagonda under a hideous

bombardment, because the

"puir bairn," whose proper

duty it was, was frightened?
the other, seventy years later,

tearing up her clothing
7

to make bandages for the

wounded at Brunkers Spruit?

History, too often unofficial,

teems with brave women.
Who were the "

pretty pri-
vates

"
of the Scots Greys

8

and Royal Marines 9 whose
sex was enly discovered when
numerous wounds (in the case

of the latter, twelve in number)
relegated both to unconscious-
ness and hospital?
Who and of what corps was

the colonel 10 for whom Welling-
ton, saying

" he will do the

thing properly," was in the

habit of sending when any pe-

culiarly desperate attack had to

be undertaken ? Who, 11 when
his regiment was forced to re-

tire momentarily at the scrim-

mage of St Pierre, returned into

the enemy's exultant lines, and

coolly removed the saddle from
his colonel's slain charger, so

that they "shan't get the saddle

where Fassiefern sat !" Fassie-

fern, that Lochaber chief over

whose clay at Quatre Bras
"rose a wild wail of sorrow
from his mountain children

"
?

Who brightened the muddle
at Buenos Ayres (1807) by re-

pulsing an attack and taking 2

officers and 70 men prisoners,
this with a baggage -guard of

twenty invalids ?
12 Who, at

1 Lord Cutts.
3
Major Oldfield, Royal Marines.

6 Rev. R. Collins.
7 Mrs Smith. 8 Mrs Davies.
10 Wallace of the 88th (Connaught Rangers).
11 Ewan Macmillan (Gordon Highlanders).
12

Sergeant Grady of the 87th Royal Irish Fusiliers.

2 Lieutenant Clapham, 14th Foot.
4 Rev. J. W. Adams.
8 Marion Reston.
9 Hannah Snell.
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Betwa, when a Company of his

battalion was ordered to take
a troublesome gun, thought
he would save his men's lives

by riding at it and securing
it single-handed?

1 Who was
the colonel who, rather than
refrain from cheering after

the battle of Ginghilovo, re-

opened by the exertion a ter-

rible wound which had been

safely bandaged, and died for

his enthusiasm ?
2 Who led in

quick succession attacks on an

Afghan camp, earthwork, and
tower, the latter perched on a

precipitous rock, down which,
"to the astonishment of all,"

the bodies of the whole of its

defenders soon came rolling
over and over, like huge stones

shot down? 3 Who, with "joy
and ardour," discovered alone
the hidden breach in Monte
Video, to die gloriously in its

armoured jaws?
4 Who, on

being applied to for instructions

by a colonel suddenly confronted

by enormous odds at Barossa,
returned the shortest order on

record,
"
Fight !

" 6 And who
was the colonel 6

who, in obedi-

ence, broke up an entire French

brigade with men who had been
" under arms for nearly twenty-
four hours without refresh-

ment," and had arrived on the

field by forced marches on bad
roads ? Who, 7 "

conspicuous
for his long white plume, his

fine figure, and his swiftness,"
bounded ahead of the forlorn-

hope against San Sebastian,
that awful scene where the

sea-wall, exploded by a mine,
smothered, "with a dreadful

crash," the heads of the attack-

ing columns, and all the cruelty,

agony, and woe of the whole
world seemed gathered together

by the smiling Biscay shore ?

Who, indeed, were all these ?

Only ordinary names, yet

greater than those of peers,
and read haphazard from the

crowded tombstones of the en-

nobled dead. "It is by such
men that thousands are ani-

mated and battles won
;

" and
have we no inanimate thou-

sands, and no battles ahead
which must be won or lost ?

And is it not as easy and as

well to teach a British lad how
M'Leod, "his feeble body sus-

tained by an unconquerable
spirit," fell at Badajoz, as how
this Prime Minister or that

leader of Opposition scored in

some dismal jugglery of British

politics ? The boys used to see

to this themselves, and some of

the above names may still be

green amongst that inspired
"small infantry" which, seeing
before them clouds of glory as

resplendent as those they trail

behind, play at conquest in

every field, and dream of it on

every shiny bench, in every
little cubicle in every school

in Britain.

Here is the true shrine of

heroism, and who could ask a

purer? But it ia as frail as

that which held the luck of the

Musgraves. The child is not

father to the man, or nearly all

1
Adjutant Cochrane, 86th Foot.

2 Vernon Northey, King's Royal Rifle Corps.
3
Captain Sartorius, with a company of the 59th (E. Lanes.)

*
Captain Rennie, 40th Foot (S. Lanes.)

5 General Graham.
6
Major Browne, 82nd Foot. J Lieutenant Macguire, 4th King's Own.
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men would be nearly angels. I

remember how we, a parcel
of small boys at a private

school, were stirred by the tale

of Colonel Burnaby's standing
in the front of the square at

Abu Klea, armed only with a

shot -
gun, which he emptied

into the horde of desert demons,
each as active as a tiger, as

dangerous as a rogue elephant,
and as big and brave as him-
self. We "played" the battle

on Hampstead Heath, just
where below "The Firs" a

patch of most Nubian sand
simulates to the life, on a July
day, the torrid desert which
drank the huge Horse-Guards-
man's blood. The "square" was

largely
"
skeleton," like the in-

vaders at autumn manoeuvres
;

a few very little lads, too short,
we thought, to act as fuzzy-
wuzzies, too timid to insist on
their heart's desire, enacted
Stewart's sweating battalions.

The rest of us were the

dervishes, and furiously we
yelled and bounded around
"
Burnaby

"
in the shape of

the "cock" of the school, who
calmly, with levelled furze-

branch, and with such ponder-
ous display of muscle as he

thought attributable to the
herculean colonel, straddled in

front of the wavering quadrate,
and mowed us down until he

fell, pierced by a cricket stump,
into the yellow sand. The
other day I met that "cock."
"We played squash racquets to-

gether and he beat me, both
as of old, with the old "hard

luck!" and "well tried!" to

each of my failures to score.

He remembered our ushers, one
and all

;
he remembered all the

boys, "square" and "dervishes"

complete. But he had for-

gotten Burnaby, all but such

hazy reminiscence of the colo-

nel's strength as to generate
confusion between the fallen

soldier and a person who had
been lifting horses and crates-

ful of men upon the Music Hall

stage at about the same period.
But heroic soldiers, densely

as their inestimable deeds are

forgotten, lie less deep under
oblivion than heroic battalions.

How many knew, before ' The
Times

'

told them on the recent

anniversary of Albuera, what
were the six immortal regi-
ments 1 which in some thirty
minutes lost 2312 officers and
men out of 3448, one brigade
"absolutely dying in a line

. . . which, ever dwindling, did

not recoil, but even advanced a
little"? 2 or to what remnant
of the " remnant of unconquer-
able British soldiers

"
Inglis

there bequeathed the most

glorious sobriquet ever won,
the " Die-Hards

"
?
3 And what

other fragment
4 71 remaining

out of 412 wrung that other

pealing nickname from the

sanguinary rough-and-tumble
of Salamanca, where the French
met them with 2000 men and

parted from them with only
200, and every individual was
ordered to "conceive everything
that is gallant and brave and

apply it to himself
"

?

1
Buffs, 66th, l/48th, 29th, 2/48th, 57th.
' The Times,' May 16th, 1911.

4 The llth Foot (Devon), The bloody llth."

3 The 57th Foot (Middlesex).
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What two battalions l formed
the square which lay so still

and so curiously situated in

the thick of the tempest at

Waterloo, that Wellington sent
to inquire who they were and
what they were doing ? Only
those who have seen Leonardo
da Vinci's vision of "A
Warrior " can picture the

Duke's visage when he was
informed that these were the
dead remaining after " thirteen

charges from Cuirassiers and
seven hours of cannonade."

Is it remembered who held

Jalalabad,
2 or what ranks were

they which, on the melting
decks of the Birkenhead,

"
fell

in
"
to face unarmed the awful

charges of the squadrons of the
sea ?

3 What regimental square
glowing with musketry, glit-

tering with steel, came forth
" with firm and even step

"

from the welter of El Bodon ?
4

Who remembers, if he ever

heard, what corps, ordered to

be circumspect at Roleia, "by
a fierce neglect of orders"
took instead "a path leading

immediately to the enemy
"

?
5

Who, in the course of smashing
the French at Busaco,

6 claims

the brace of private soldiers 7

who there captured the French

general ? Who drew a " loud

cheer
" from the worried Duke

of Cumberland himself at Fon-

tenoy ?
8
who, before Corunna,

saw and shuddered at a shroud

suspended in the air between
them and Sir John Moore as

he greeted them,
8
yet saw not

skies full of shrouds, or were
not daunted by them, when
590 men out of 600 were about
to fall at Toulouse, or further

terrible "
percentages

"
at

Waterloo and the Alma?
But " second sight

"
flits often

and eerily about the battlefield

amongst the morituri. Too
numerous to mention have been
the soldiers who, dying not a

death the more, have beheld

their coffin in the sky.
" I am

quite ready," whispered Ham-
mond of the Rifle Brigade,

gazing not at the gaping
Redan, but at " a golden light
over the sea beyond it." And
was it not an eagle eye

9 soon
to be closed which, when

Elphinstone's doomed force lin-

gered in Kabul in 1841, saw
with terrible distinctness the

figure of " one man "
staggering

out of the Khyber,
"
coming to

tell us that the rest are all

destroyed"? And did not

Ramsay, the hero of Fuentes

d'Onor, scent the dread clay
when on the morning of Water-
loo he responded toWellington's

greeting only by "bowing his

head sadly until it nearly
touched his horse's mane "

? Of
one such sad seer I knew

myself when Child, of the

South African Light Horse,

gave instructions the night
before Spion Kop that when,
not if, he fell on the morrow,
the punning epitaph

" It is

well with the Child "should
be graven on his tombstone,
which was duly done.

1 The 30th and 73rd. 2 The 13th (Somersetshire) Light Infantry.
3 The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders.

4 The 5th and 77th Foot.
5 The 9th and 29th Foot.
7 Privates Hopkins and Harris.
9 Colonel Dennie, 13th Light Infantry.

6 The 52nd Light Infantry.
8 The Black Watch.
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Who were Sir Harry Smith's
"
plucky dogs

" l who charged
and took at midnight the per-
sistent Sikh guns at Ferozeshah,
so that the rest of the column
"
might get some sleep

"
? And

who was it at Seringapatam
2

pressed silently on, for " all

must be done with the bayonet,"
brilliantly illuminated by the

unearthly glare of millions

of blue lights and rockets ?

Does any mortal nowadays
obey the furious shout of the
Suffolk Regiment, "Remember
Alepe/" when, mad with rage
at the torture of some cap-
tured comrades, they hurled

10,000 enemy aside, one party,
only fifty strong, actually
charging 5000 Travancoreans
three times in quick succes-
sion? Which was the "little

battalion
" 3 which " alone held

its ground against all the
colonnes en masse at Albuera,
its dead and wounded forming
"two distinct lines" on the
battlefield? Who were "emu-
lous for the front

"
at Aliwal,

3

and which the "two splendid
regiments

" * which backed
each other up against a driv-

ing gale of Moorish horsemen
at Tangiers, where "Mr John
Churchill" was an ensign in
the Foot Guards, and in that

excessively hot corner at
Landen? Who shattered the

embattled Afghans at Tizeen ?
5

Who wrested the "Feather"

badge from the French Grena-
diers at Quebec,

6 and who the

blood-tipped pompom from the

same corps of the enemy at

Wilhelmstahl ?
7 Who were

" the observed of all observers
"

at Echellar,
8

extorting from

Wellington the only super-
latives of his life? Who are

the "Immortals," and from
what glorious origin springs
that most glorious alias ?

9

Who were so "terribly resol-

ute" 10 at Albuera that they
smote down cowardly friends

in order to get at their braver

foes ? What regiment had all

its officers wounded at Det-

tingen,
11 but unknown to the

authorities, because all con-

cealed the fact ? It was the

same which subsequently ap-

peared so weak at a review
that the king asked "with
some asperity

" where were
the rest of the men, to be met
with the reply, "At Dettingen,

your Majesty !

" What was
the squadron

" in beautiful

order" which appeared to the

astonished eyes of the 17th

Lancers behind the Russian

guns at Balaklava ?
12 and what

regiment brought but ten

mounted men out of the

charge? What amazing regi-
ment of horse,

13
adorning them-

1 The 80th Foot (S. Staffords.)
* The 12th Foot (Suffolk).

The 31st (E. Surrey).
4 The 1st (Royal Scots) and 2nd (Queen's).

5 The 13th (Somerset. L.I.)
6 The 35th (R. Sussex).
The 5th (Northumberland) Fusiliers.
The 6th (Royal Warwickshire) Regiment.

9 The 76th (2nd Duke of Wellington's) Regiment, nearly every man having
been wounded in 1806.

10 The 29th (1st Worcestershire) Regiment.
The 3rd Light Dragoons (Hussars).

2 The 8th (Royal Irish) Hussars. " The 15th Hussars.
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selves by order of their com-
mander with sprigs of oak to

remind them that they must
be as firm as the tree of

Britain, captured at Emsdorf
five French battalions, their

colours, and nine guns ? Who
broke the Mahratta cavalry at

Assaye?
1 Who were the sol-

diers of whom a savage enemy
himself boasted with admira-
tion that "

they fell like

stones, each man in his

place"?
2 From what corps

came the forlorn -hope which
went into Soheelenberg fifty

strong and came out ten ?
3

Has any one heard of Bruok-

ermuhl, where a redoubt was
made out of dead men, and
a nobleman, on reprimanding
a sergeant for an unseemly
cry of horror, discovered that

the exclamation had been

wrung from the hardened
soldier by the fact that he
beheld his officer unconsciously
leaning upon the body of his

own brother, the top
" course "

of the parapet of corpses !

What troops received at Acre
the guerdon from the hostile

general that they "attacked
like heroes death only
checked their bold career

"
?
4

Who stood " firm amongst
the firm

"
at Hasheen,

5 and
who perished to a man, awing
their destroyers by

" the gran-
deur of their bearing

" around
their colours at Maiwand ?

Who with that "queen of

arms," the bayonet, scythed

down the host of Beloochi

braves,
" thick as standing

corn, gorgeous as a field of

flowers," at Meeanee? 6 Who,
stirring even Wellington to

enthusiasm,
"
pressed on to the

rascals
"
at Busaco, hurling the

"heroes of Marengo and Auster-

litz back" like playthings.
7

Who howled so loudly for
"
Revenge !

"
at Salamanca 7

that Pakenham advised their

colonel to "let them loose,"

whereupon they "hewed deep
their gory way into the enemy's
columns "

? Who were the

"Blue Caps" of the Mutiny,
8

who, as their devilish opponent
Nana named his men,

"
fought

like devils
"

? Who, 9
specially

threatened with " no quarter
"

by an enemy whom they had

enraged by their success, stuok

red feathers in their helmets

so that there need be no mis-

take? Who, 10
"welcoming death

and cheering wildly," perished
to a man with Elphinstone at

Gandamak? Who, at Maya,
with " valour that would have

graced Thermopylae," lost so

many that the enemy's advance
was actually checked by the

heap of dead and dying?
11

Who lost 700 men out of

1000 12 at Vittoria, boasting in

their ranks the Corporal (Mac-
kay) who, at Vimiera, had
saved the captured French

general from death and refused

his proffered purse with the

words, "Sir, we are British

soldiers, not plunderers "? Who

1 The XlXth Light Dragoons (Hussars).
8 Grenadier Guards.
6
Royal Berks. (49th and 66th).

T The 88th (Connaught Rangers).
9 The 32nd (Duke of Cornwall's L.I.)
11 The 92nd (Gordon Highlanders).

2 The 24th (S. Wales Borderers).
4 The Royal Marines.
6 The 22nd (Cheshire).
8 102nd Foot (R. Dublin Fusiliers).
10 The 44th (Essex).
12 The 71st (Highland L.I.)
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lost every officer at Assaye ?
1

and who at Waterloo were
reduced in a few minutes to

"a mere cluster, surrounded

by a bank of the slain
"

?
2

Whose regimental camp
3 out-

side Bhurtpore was decorated

by order of the general with
the cannon, eleven in number,
which they had captured dur-

ing the day? From what

regiments came Sir Philip

Sidney,
4 the Duke of Marl-

borough,
5
Wolfe,

6 the Duke of

Wellington,
7 Sir John Moore,

8

names surely as honourable
to a muster-roll as victories on
a standard ? From what corps
came the scarcely less dis-

tinguished names of Uncle

Toby and Corporal Trim? 9

Who were first across the

Douro, twenty-five men
" in the

midst of the French army
"

?
10

who first over the chin -deep
Espiers at d'Oliginies ?

n Has
the reader the faintest idea
how many British soldiers died
in the Peninsula, how many
first-class battles they fought,
how many sieges they sus-

tained and how many made,
and how many Frenchmen

they accounted for in killed,

wounded, and captured ?
12

Who, roaring "Remember the

ladies ! remember the babies !
"

(of Cawnpore), spoilt their

bayonets at Delhi by pinning
immensely greater numbers of

Sepoys against the stone walls

of a serai. 13 Who, at Ginghilovo,
sustained twenty charges by
ten thousand Zulus? 13 Who,
" in aspect strangely cool, com-

pact, and resolute," delivered

the decisive charge at Maida ?
u

Who came out of Culloden with

every bayonet
" either bloody

or bent"? 15

We might go on questioning
for ever : the British Regular
Army is, on an average, 250

years old; it contains about
510 distinct bodies of troops ;

it has been fighting without
intermission since its birth, and
there has been seldom a year,
a corps, or a campaign but has
furnished its quota of deeds

as amazing as those recorded

above. It is a long, long day
indeed, of which the burden
has been borne as valiantly as

by St Christopher, and the

heat as undauntedly as by
" the

holy men from the Assyrians'
furnace." 16

1 The 74th (2nd Highland L.I.)
2 The 27th (R. Inniskilling Fusiliers).

3 The 86th (R. Irish Rifles).
* The Buffs.

6 The Grenadier Guards. 6 The 20th Foot.
7 The 33rd (W. Riding). The 51st (King's Own Yorkshire L.I.)
9 The 25th (King's Own Scottish Borderers).
1 The Buffs. 11 The 10th Foot (Lincoln).

12 Pitched battles . .... 19

Sieges . .... 10
British dead . .... 40,000
French accounted for .... 200,000

3 The King's Royal Rifle Corps
4 The 78th (Seaforth Highs.) and 81st (Loyal N. Lanes.)

16 The 4th (King's Own).
"

Napier.
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

THACKERAY'S CENTENARY THE PROGRESS OF THE NOVEL THE
MASTERS AND THEIR IMITATORS THE NOVEL WITH A PURPOSE

THE STAGE AND THE PULPIT M. BRIEUX' 'THREE PLAYS*

DRAMA OR PAMPHLET? SIR ELDON GORSl's REPORT DEMOCRACY
IN EGYPT.

IP the custom of keeping
centenaries is anything better
than a trick of advertisement,
we are in duty bound to do
honour this month to the

memory of William Makepeace
Thackeray. The author of
'

Vanity Fair,' born a hundred

years ago, long since took his

place among the masters of

English prose. His works are

part and parcel of our litera-

ture. All the forms of im-

mortality, gay or dull, are his

by right of conquest. Every
intelligent Briton delights in

his "cynicism," or sheds tears

over his "
sentimentality

"

at the proper time. Never

again will he be dislodged from
the firm place which he holds

in our text-books of literature.

His merits are as intimately
familiar to the readers of

fiction as his faults. The ease

of his picaresque manner, his

large canvases packed with a
vast number of well - drawn
characters, his pleasant disdain

of plan and hero, will win him
unnumbered admirers unto the
the end of time. His tiresome
habit of obtruding himself, the
furious rage with which he
takes moral shies at the Aunt
Sallies of his own creation, his

ready subservience to his own
place and time, will limit his

appreciation to the land of

his birth. While Dickens is

free of all the world, and has

been an influence even in Paris,

Thackeray must still restrain

his conquests to his own country.
The paradoxes of his career are

many and not lightly explic-
able. Having in 'Barry

Lyndon
' achieved the intel-

lectual triumph of his life, he

made no attempt, save in brief

passages, ever again to use his

supreme gift of irony. Born
without a spice of historical

justice, he was yet intensely
interested in the past. His
sketches of Swift and Congreve
bear no relation save in name
to their originals, nor did he

ever scruple to make the heroes

of the eighteenth century the

pack-saddle-asses of Victorian

sentiment. Yet in ' Esmond '

he produced by far the best

historical novel of his genera-
tion, and in 'Vanity Fair' he

painted such a picture of

manners, and with so sure a

hand, that it will survive even
the superfluous whimperings of

its author.

And as we take for granted
the genius of Thackeray, we

may take the chance his cen-

tenary gives us to look back
over the hundred years which
have passed since his birth and
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attempt to estimate what pro-

gress or retrogression has been

made by the novel, his own
chosen medium. In 1811 fiction

was happy in possessing the

energies and illusions of youth.

Fielding and Richardson and
Smollett were already acknow-

ledged masters. 'The Castle

of Otranto,' 'The Mysteries
of Udolpho,' and 'The Monk'
had sent a shiver of fear and
amazement through all Europe.
Romance, firmly established in

England, had crossed the

Channel and held Germany in

thrall. The genius of Scott,
destined to dominate the whole
world of literature, had hitherto

expressed itself only in verse.

It was Thackeray's great good
fortune to grow up, so to say,
with the Waverley Novels.
He was three years older than
'

Waverley
'

itself, and he was
a young man writing for the
Press in London when the pen
fell from the Wizard's hand.
And side by side with ro-

mance the novel of observa-
tion was advancing in a

parallel line. Miss Burney had

already shown, in a return to
an older tradition, what ex-
cellent material there was
lurking in the humours of

every day; and Miss Austen,
whose ' Sense and Sensibility

'

came into being the same
year as Thackeray, was touch-

ing with a finger of gentle
satire the follies of those men
and women whom she ob-
served in her father's rectory.
While the masters of their
craft were winning for them-
selves a deathless fame, the

popular novelists were as busy

then as now in pursuing a
lucrative trade. Mankind is

not far divorced from the

monkey, and is yet more loyal
to the habit of imitation than
that wayward beast. When
one man has found an idea,
there are always a hundred

ready to mimic it.
" Hobbs

hints blue, straight he turtle

eats
;
Dobbs paints blue, claret

crowns his cup ; Nokes outdoes
Stokes in azure feats," and
not one of them knows or

cares who fished the murex

up. The great Sir Walter, it

is true, came into his inherit-

ance of fame and appreciation
at once ; but the most of the

popular novels which delighted
the careless reader a century
since were long ago lost in

oblivion.

It is an interesting phe-
nomenon, this resolute and
sincere flattery of the great,
in the history of letters. At
every epoch you may mark
it, and it gives the literary
historian the chance to preach
of schools and their tenden-
cies. Its real origin lies no

deeper than greed or folly.

All the world believes that

profit pursues fashion, and if

a wise man shows the way
to success, why should not
the fools follow it? In the

late seventeenth century, when
the returning king brought
back a smile of gaiety to a
land submerged in Puritanism,
the road to fame lay through
the drama. For some sixty

years Comedy was the supreme
mistress of literary England.
Those there were, of course, who
pursued other forms of litera-
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ture, as there will always be
some to chafe at the chains
of a popular slavery. But

Comedy seemed the easiest, as

well as the most swiftly re-

warded, expression of talent,
and every man who could

hold a pen aspired to be a

playwright. And how dull,

save the best, are all the

productions of that age !

Though Dryden and Congreve,
Vanbrugh and Farquhar, still

hold their place in the world's

esteem, the rest have found
in oblivion their proper place.
That ' The Way of the World,'
a perfect masterpiece, should
have been jostled by a vast

collection of spurious imita-

tions would surprise us if we
did not know the habit of

literary gentlemen. The age
which produced and succeeded

it produced also a larger crop
of bad plays, both tragedies
and comedies, than any save
that which parodied Shake-

speare and Webster, Ben
Jonson and Beaumont and
Fletcher. That anyone will

ever again either read or put
upon the stage the facile

parodies of Gibber and Nat
Lee, of the younger Shadwell
and Howe, of Ravenscroft or

Sothern, or half a hundred

others, we cannot believe.

Their experiments in imita-

tion long since served their

turn. They brought their

authors now a benefit per-
formance, now a bitter dis-

appointment, and they pre-
serve an interest for none
save the patient archaeologist.
As with the drama of the

seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, so it was with the

novel of the early nineteenth.

Fiction remaining an art for

the few, who practised it with

dignity and understanding, be-

came for the vast majority of

those who hold a pen, a trade

and no more. The novels of

that age were like the sand in

number. A catalogue, printed
in 1819, contains no less than

thirty thousand examples of

fiction, in French or English.
Of these, not one per cent is

known to-day even by name.
Was there ever a bitterer satire

on the vanity of human hopes ?

To discover what were the

qualities and demerits of the

thirty thousand is an impos-
sible task, which would require,
were it attempted, the skill and

energy of the excavator. If we
may judge from the titles pre-
sented to our eager gaze, we
may safely conclude that sob-

bing sentiment and romance,

mysterious and transpontine,
were best suited to the taste of

the time. When they got hold

of a good thing, these simple
folk of 1819, they did not

always appreciate it. The
method of classification adopted
by the compiler of this cata-

logue baffles our understand-

ing. What shall we say of the

intelligence of one who takes a

census of fiction, and classifies
'

Guy Mannering
' with ' The

Monk,' 'Eblis, or the Magic
of the Persians,'

'

Astrologue,'
'Don Quixote,' and 'Amadis de
Gaul ' under the pompous head-

ing of "Magic"? Pedantry,
in truth, makes strange bed-

fellows, and it is difficult to say
which gets the worst of it in
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this encounter, Cervantes or

Sir Walter Scott.

But if, without a vast deal

of archaeological research, we
cannot recover those ancient

specimens of fiction, their titles

are enough to reveal the humour
of the time. Not much imagina-
tion is required to divine the

character of '

Montbart, the

Exterminator, or the Last of

the Filibusters
'

;
and none who

has ever held in his hand a
"
penny dreadful

" need have
much doubt about ' Brick Bold-

ing, or What is Life ?
' And as

we scan the titles of these thirty
thousand forgotten master-

pieces, what strikes us most for-

cibly is their remoteness from
life.

' E ufrasia, or the Ruins of

the Castle of Flousca,' what
had that strange pieceof fantasy
to say to the readers of 1819 ?

Obviously our grandfathers and

grandmothers wished for no-

thing so much as to be " taken
out of themselves," as the

phrase has it. And "taken
out" they were to such pur-
pose, that they seem to have
lived in a conventional fairy-
land of pasteboard and stage-

trappings.
Meanwhile the novelists of

England were rediscovering
the fact that the material of

infinite romance lay at their

doors; that they, no more than

Fielding before them, need dis-

dain the life of the road and
the tavern. Whether Dickens
heard in Pickwick and Sam
Weller an echo of Don Quixote
and Sancho Panza or not, the
essence of his great work was
as purely English as its back-

ground. There we have the

English town and the Eng-
lish countryside, a comedy of

English manners, a satire upon
English follies. And English as
' Pickwick '

is, it is universal

in its appeal. The world sets

no barrier against it. Wher-
ever it goes, or whatever it

does, it is as eagerly welcomed
as the romances of Walter
Scott. Thackeray also, like

Dickens, ranged himself under
the ancient banners. He is

more closely allied to the great

beginners of English fiction

than to Ainsworth, the early

Bulwer, the young Disraeli,
and the rest of his elder

contemporaries. He, too, was
a painter of manners

; he, too,

was a satirist in his hours ; yet,
as we have said, there is some-

thing in him of insularity which
makes his books almost unin-

telligible to the foreigner. The

English novel and the French
had separate qualities and sub-

mitted to different influences.

Each has progressed in accord

with the temperament of the

nation which gave it birth.

The schools and banners which
are necessary always to the

life and movement of literary
France are unknown on our

side the Channel, where every
man is wont to fight for his

own hand and to win or lose

his own battle. So strong,

indeed, is the Englishman's
passion for individuality, that

he prefers to be an anarch even
in the presence of the greatest
leaders. No Briton owed so

great a debt to Sir Walter
Scott as Balzac gladly con-

fessed, and it must be admitted
that no Briton could have
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turned the debt to so good an
account. And this reflection

leads us to confess that against
Balzac we can pit no triumph-
ant champion. The author
of the ' Comedie Humaine '

is the greatest historian any
country ever had. He has not

merely given us a superb pic-

ture, large in treatment as it

is faithful in detail, of modern
France ; he might almost be
said to be the creator of modern
France. He achieved a task
far more splendid than that

which Dickens and Thackeray
achieved between them. But
he left no real school, and few

disciples. In truth, he is a

figure of solitary grandeur, like

the figure of Shakespeare.
If Dickens and Thackeray,

working in our staid English
air, followed Balzac in found-

ing no schools, they were

plagued each of them by a vast

mob of imitators. If a kind
enumerator had come along,

say, in 1850, and made a census

of our novels, he would have dis-

covered far more than thirty
thousand, and he would have

put his hands upon hundreds
of sham - Dickens and sham-

Thackerays. For the process
of winnowing we owe a vast

debt to the threshing-floor of

time. Now and then a mere
handful of chaff escapes the

flail. Now and then, by a still

worse accident, some grains of

good corn are lost momentarily.
Yet not for ever do they stray.
Some pious hand sedulously
recovers them, and perchance
they seem larger than they are

for their disappearance. And
even after the flail has done its

work, there remains much
winnowed corn that we are

proud to put into our granaries.
A mere mention of those

who survive honourably would
be too large an encroachment
on our space. But when we
recall what was achieved in a
brief half-century by the sisters

Bronte
; by George Eliot, who,

if she had stopped short at
' Silas Marner,' would have held
a far higher position even than
is hers to - day ; by Anthony
Trellope and Charles Reade, by
Mrs Gaskell and Miss Yonge,
by Henry and Charles Kingsley,

by Wilkie Collins and Black-
more

;
and finally, by George

Meredith and Thomas Hardy,
who have carried the novel
a step farther n the road
of psychology and sound

English than most of their

predecessors, have we not a

right to feel proud of our

countrymen and their genius?
And even from this meagre list

we have omitted the great
name of Benjamin Disraeli,
whose novels were never so

well understood and so highly
esteemed as they are to-day.
That is one side of the medal.

We contemplate the reverse

less gladly ;
for it celebrates

a mass of bad works such as

no other age and no other

country has ever produced.
The latter part of Victoria's

reign was the golden age of

the commercial novelist. He
saw that there was money in

the trade, and when America

passed a printers' relief bill and
called it a Copyright Act, he
discerned another and a greater
field of profit. So he left the
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serious side of his craft to take

care of itself, and came forth a

fully-equipped man of business.

He became learned concerning
the price per thousand words.

He followed the fluctuation of

the fiction - market both in

England and America as a

jobber follows the manoeuvres

of the Stock Exchange. In

consequence of his knowledge
and foresight he grew rich, and
with his wealth forgot the real

purpose of his craft. Hence-
forth he kept his finger upon
a mysterious thing which he
called the public pulse. With-
out any scruple he gave the

people what he thought it

wanted. In brief, he became
a tradesman, open and un-

ashamed. And prosperity soon

turned his head. When he
examined his bank-book he was
convinced that so much money
must be the reward of nothing
less than genius. So he raised

himself into a solemn institu-

tion
;
he became, in his own

esteem, a corner-stone of Em-
pire ; he signed manifestoes

to the great Powers of Europe,
explaining in his high-priced
words what were the opinions
of the novelists of England.
And it is not surprising that
under his influence the novel
fell upon decay.

To-day a better spirit pre-
vails than prevailed twenty
years ago. The novelist is no

longer a man of genius in his

own right. We exact of him
his proofs to-day before we fall

down and worship him, merely
because he has got a story
published. There is, indeed,

very little incense burned upon

his shrine. The death of

Meredith has left behind only
one uncoutested master of

English birth, and though more
novels are published to - day
than ever, it seems as though
the art was dead or dying.
After all, it has had a longer
lease of life than the Eliza-

bethan drama or the comedy
of manners, which after an
interval was that drama's

legitimate successor, and per-

haps it is time that we looked
about us for another medium
of literary expression which
shall take its place. But its

bitterest detractor cannot de-

clare that the novel has not jus-
tified itself. Though Fielding,
the first of the band, seems to

us still unsurpassed, he has had

many worthy sons, of whom by
no means the least is William

Makepeace Thackeray, since

whose birth a century ago
English fiction has passed
through victory to defeat.

In the days of the novel's

greatest pride, when no wealth
and no influence seemed beyond
its scope, it lightly assumed the

regeneration of the world. It

could save our souls as well as

fill the pockets of its professors.
And so it became a kind of

pulpit, from which every sort

of false doctrine might be de-

livered. The agelasts among
us, and they are many, wel-

comed this hindrance to the

laughter which they condemn,
and saw in didactic fiction a

wholesome check upon loose

behaviour. Thus the theory of

the gilded pill became popular.
No story was tolerated which
did not pose a problem or in-
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culoate this or that " new "

specimen of morality. And
they did not understand, these

novelists, who set their purpose
before their art, that they were

striving after the unattainable.

The jalap still tastes bitter in

the mouth, however you try to

disguise it in honey. The object
of fiction is to amuse rather
than to improve, and he who
makes his thesis too obvious is

not merely a bad novelist but
a bad preacher to boot. To-day
the novelists no longer desire to

improve every occasion. This

gloomy ambition has been taken

up by a band of anxious play-

wrights, who if they could

would thump a tub on every
stage in the kingdom, and
would seduce us into the

theatre that we might listen

to an heretical sermon.
Nor are these playwrights

and their friends content with
the sermons in three acts or

five which England herself

produces. They must needs go
abroad, and find what examples
they may of irrelevant didac-

ticism. This time their re-

search has been rewarded by
three of the worst plays ever
written by M. Brieux or any
other. For M. Brieux we have
a high respect. Though even
when he condescends to the

theatre he cannot help preach-

ing, there are plays of his in

which the sermon is composed
in the terms of dramatic art.

It is not thus composed in the

three plays
1 before us. They

are not dramas, but ill-digested

blue-books, which are here pre-
sented to us in a false guise.
That they have certain merits,
if judged by the standard of

the pamphleteer, need not be
denied. It is obvious that

M. Brieux is righteously in-

dignant at certain evils in the

life of society ;
and though he

has no plan of amelioration, it

affords him a plain relief thus

publicly to liberate his soul.

We can imagine that some
who are curious in medical

jurisprudence might take a

keen interest in the play here

called "
Damaged Goods "

;
but

even the curious would find

material better suited to their

purpose in hospital reports.

However, we are not asked
to look upon the works as

bundles of statistics either by
M. Brieux himself or by Mr
Shaw, who contributes a sin-

gularly ignorant preface.
" Ma-

ternity" and the others are
"
comedies," and Mr Shaw

claims that M. Brieux, in his

own craft, is
"
incomparably

the greatest writer France has

produced since Moliere." Let

us, then, apply the tests of
"
comedy," using the term in

its largest sense, to these plays,
and ask if they have any real

existence, apart from the highly
moral discussions conducted in

each. The chief end of comedy
is to entertain. Laughter is at

once its purpose and its re-

ward. Even though it handle
the gravest topic it must touch
it with a gentle satire, and

give pleasure to its audience

1 Three Plays by Brieux. The Preface by Bernard Shaw. London :

Fifield.
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even in the moment of quiet
chastisement. The rapier, not

the bludgeon, is the weapon of

comedy, and this weapon has

been used, with varying deli-

oaoy, by all those bold enough
to walk in the footsteps of

Moliere. As entertainment is

the purpose of comedy, so wit is

its means. The " lessons
"
con-

veyed by Moliere's comedies are

few and rudimentary. Their
wit is unchanging and eternal.

Nothing can spoil the infinite

beauty and variety of the

phrase wherewith Moliere cas-

tigates the follies of his time.

And after wit we have a right
to expect character in our
comedies. It is not enough to

push a phonograph upon the

stage and call it Jehn Smith.
John Smith must speak with
hia own tongue, not with the

tongue of his inventor. He
must exhibit his own character
in the stress and action of the

piece. Such are some of the

qualities not all which we
have a right to look for in a

comedy ; and before we may
mention M. Brieux and Moliere
in the same paragraph, we
must ask ourselves which, if

any, of these qualities the three

plays of M. Brieux possess.

They possess not one of them.

They betray not a single hint
of wit. No glint of irony plays
upon the solid surface of their

author's prejudice. There is

not one character in any of

the three which has a sep-
arate and individual exist-

ence. Names have they, but
no minds nor impulses which
would give these names a mean-
ing. They are not men and

women ; they are not types ;

they are bags of phrases and
no more. "Damaged Goods,"
for instance, is a mere set of

three discussions, in each of

which a doctor takes part.
The question, the influence of

certain diseases upon mar-

riage, is discussed from three

points of view, and though its

gravity is abundantly acknow-

ledged, no solution is arrived

at. Even M. Brieux, whose

passion for reform is obvious,
has no very clear suggestion
to make. " If you give a

thought or two to what you
have just seen," says the doc-

tor to the politician as the

curtain descends,
" when you

are sitting in the Chamber, we
shall not have wasted our time."

Well, well, M. Brieux must
have a deeper faith in the

sincerity and capacity of the

Chamber than most, if he deems
it able or willing to prevent the

birth of diseased children. In

truth, even as a thesis his
"
play" breaks down hopelessly.

But that is not the point we
wish to make. "

Damaged
Goods" has neither wit nor

irony, neither character nor

literary excellence. It merely
records in an unattractive form
the conclusions of medical

science
;

it might be read in

private with some satisfaction

by those prying persons who

delight in a morbidity which

they have no chance of correct-

ing ;
but to put it upon the

stage is to forget the purpose
of the theatre, and to expose
to an unmerited boredom the

foolish persons whom scandal
or an attractive bill of the
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play has induced to purchase a

ticket.

M. Brieux' plays, then, are

mere vehicles of a vague dis-

pleasure in human nature.

They are not immoral, as the

censor's action might suggest.

They are not moral, because
their author, for all his indig-

nation, cannot show the path
of reform. As plays they have
no existence. As tracts they
are ineffective, because they
state what M. Brieux believes

to be blots upon our civilisa-

tion, and make no attempt to

rub the blots out. Nor will the

blots, such as they are, ever be
rubbed out until human nature
has undergone a complete
change and disease has ceased

to be. And it is not by the

composition of formless dramas
that human nature is changed
or disease is checked. The
abolition of disease is in the
wise hands of doctors and

bacteriologists, who prefer re-

search to chatter. Human
nature, happily for us, will

have its lights and its

shadows, its pleasures and
its hardships, unto the end
of time, and all the discussion

in the world is powerless to

reduce it to the rule of the

pedant. Yet M. Brieux thinks
it enough to make a statement,
and then to await impatiently
the sudden conversion of the

race. His temper must be as

sanguine as his humour is

dreary, if he thinks by this

means he will transform the
inherited tendencies, the vir-

tues and vices, of immemorial

antiquity.
In the only one of these

plays that has the smallest

pretence to dramatic quality
"The Three Daughters of M.

Dupont
" M. Brieux merely

airs a set of prejudices. The

argument is conducted with a
rawness and injustice which
must alienate the sympathies
of all save the slaves of the
thesis. M. Brieux thinks ill

enough of marriage, but that
is no reason why he should

attempt to prove his point by
inventing a set of puppets
which have neither life nor

consistency. Julie, the unfor-

tunate victim of matrimony,
changes from scene to scene.

She is as ready as the author
of her being to argue about

anything. She is not like a
woman. Least of all is she
like a Frenchwoman. She

repeats the platitudes of M.
Brieux with tears in her eyes,
as though she didn't like them.
M. Antonin, her antagonist in

the contest of misery, is a stout

bundle of conventionalities. A
very few changes would fit

him for a suburban melodrama.
He is primitive in his conduct
as his mother is primitive in

her greed. This is how he con-
cludes his first interview with
Julie :

" My beloved Julie
"

;

(to his mother) "she's charm-

ing. I was charming too, by
the way. Wagner, children,

every kind of idiocy. And she
believed me." After this we
should not have been surprised
had he kept a forged will in

his pocket, and was continually
being asked to " unhand "

this

or that damsel in distress.

After all, the stage is the

stage ; the debating-hall is the
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debating
- hall ;

and they are

far better kept apart. But
when the debating

- hall does

encroach, we are struck most

forcibly by the abject folly of

its discussions. Those who
conduct them have as little

subtlety as understanding of

human nature. They seem to

hope that a packet of phrases
will make men "better," and
that nothing is wanted to

change the whole earth save

zeal and a good intention.

For Mr Shaw's part in this

book there is less excuse than
for M. Brieux'. The preacher,
if misguided, is in earnest.

Mr Shaw considers his duty
as a preface-maker so lightly,
that he gives a sketch of the

French drama which is inac-

curate in every particular, and
talks glibly of "Parisian stu-

pidity," though it is evident
that he has no more than a

tripper's knowledge of Paris.

Sir Eldon Gorst's report of

the progress made in Egypt
during 1910 is a bewildering
document. It justifies, with
considerable emphasis, the com-
ment we made upon the policy
of our Government a year ago.
We suggested then, and we re-

peat with increased justifica-

tion, that the doctrines of Tom
Paine are peculiarly out of

place in Egypt. The represen-
tative of the British Govern-
ment is still persuaded that
democratic institutions are fit

for all emergencies and all

climates. "The British policy
in Egypt," he writes, "is, as
has been repeated ad nauseam,
not merely to give Egypt the

blessings of good administra-

tion, but to train the Egyptians
to take a gradually increasing
share in their own govern-
ment."

If this be our policy, it has,

by the confession of Sir Eldon

Gorst, failed lamentably. The

Egyptians violently refuse to

learn the lessons which seem
so easy and pleasant to the

pedants of radicalism. Every
concession that has been made
has been attributed by them to

nothing else than the weak-
ness of Great Britain. They
cannot and will not under-

stand that his Majesty's Gov-
ernment is content to dimin-

ish its authority with any
good motive. The smallest

complaisance on our part is

interpreted as a sign of imme-
diate retirement. The Legis-
lative Council and the General

Assembly, which were intended

to give a measure of what Mill

falsely called "
liberty

"
to the

Egyptians, have used their

powers for the mere purpose of

fomenting disloyalty. Sir Eldon
Gorst admits that " our efforts

in this direction did not meet
with the success they deserved."

The Legislative Council and
also the General Assembly
"
displayed in 1909 and the

first half of 1910 a steadily-

increasing tendency to become
mere instruments of the Na-
tionalist agitation against the

Occupation. Their repeated de-

mands for full constitutional

government, the acrimonious

attacks on the Government in

connection with the Budget
and the Soudan, and the un-

reasonable hostility and BUS-
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picion displayed in the dis-

cussion of the Suez Canal

scheme, were in their essence

manifestations of- Anglophobia
stirred up by the Nationalist

party." This party still, as

heretofore, devotes itself to

the constant abuse of officials,

to heaping insults upon all

Egyptians who do not oppose
British control

;
and it has

found its warmest auxiliaries

in the Council and Assembly,
which were framed by the

sanguine apostles of popular
government to confer the in-

estimable boon of "freedom"

upon those who wilfully mis-

understand it.

It would be difficult to find

a clearer and more concise

condemnation of inapposite

democracy than is here set

forth. But Sir Eldon Gorst
does not follow his admissions
to their logical conclusion.

Though he is of opinion that
" institutions really representa-
tive of the people are obvious-

ly impossible in a country in

which, out of a population of

11,000,000, only 600,000 can
read and write," he still thinks

that the Egyptians have "in-

tellectually reached a stage
when they should be quite cap-
able of utilising with advan-

tage the facilities accorded to

them for co-operating in the

administration of the country."
And then in the next line he
confesses that the experiment
even in unreal representation
has been a complete failure.

Surely we might have ex-

pected from his Majesty's
representative some clearer

guidance than this.

If Sir Eldon Gorst's report
means anything, then, it means
that the Government elings

ardently and willingly to fail-

ure. The first step in democ-

racy has met with no success.

Long live democracy ! In other

words, there is something good
of itself in popular control.

This is a heresy which has

done more harm to the world
than any other. Democracy
is a form of government, and

nothing more. It must be

tried on its merits and by its

results. There is no virtue in

it which may not reside also in

monarchy or oligarchy. Each
of these forms has its special

dangers, its special hardships.
And to press democracy in a

country like Egypt, which has
no understanding of it, is to

subordinate good government
to pedantry, to shirk an honest

responsibility at the bidding of

an ignorant electorate. For

democracy has one infirmity
which inheres in no other

system. It is a confession of

failure. It means that those

who resort to it have not the

wisdom to govern, and are

driven by sheer helplessness to

the hazard of a tossed coin or

to the still greater hazard of

counting heads. Even in the

higher civilisations of the West

democracy has seldom brought
with it peace or security. How,
then, shall we justify the most
modest experiment in a coun-

try where only 600,000 out of

11,000,000 can read or write,
and where the smallest in-

dulgence is misinterpreted for

weakness ?

That our government of
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Egypt should incur a risk

for the sake of democratic

pedantry all wise men would

deplore. Englishmen have

every right to be proud of

what has been accomplished
for the Egyptians in the way
of justice and prosperity. They
should not stint their gratitude
for the splendid work which
has been accomplished by Lord

Cromer, Sir Eldon Gorst, and
their devoted colleagues. All

the critics of the regime will

agree with Sir Eldon that " the

task of one race controlling the

destinies of another race of en-

tirely different qualities is one
of extreme delicacy and com-

plexity, and cannot unfortun-

ately be solved by copy-book
maxims and high -

sounding

platitudes." For this very
reason we regret our poor ex-

periment in democracy, a form
of government which took its

rise in copy-books, and which
has never relied for support
upon anything sounder than

platitudes. Nor can we believe

that it is any part of the duty
of his Majesty's Agent and
Council-General " to carry out

the wishes of the British people
in Egypt." Rather is it his

duty to govern Egypt for its

own happiness and prosperity.
For though the British people

may have many virtues, it

knows not where Egypt is,

and would rather echo a piece
of empty rhetoric than control

with wisdom and justice the

Empire in the world.
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THE TWO BILLS.

LORD LANSDOWNE intro-

duced his Bill for the Reform
of the House of Lords on the
8th of last month. If the

House of Lords, as at present
constituted, is not strong
enough to discharge the duties

for which a Second Chamber
is principally required, and if

it has become necessary to

strengthen it by the infusion

of new elements, the Bill, per-

haps, offers as fair a scheme
for the attainment of that

object as we are likely to get.
The independence of the House
is in a measure secured by the

retention of the hereditary
principle ;

and it did not come
within the scope of the Bill to

touch on the retention of its

powers. But perhaps the chief

immediate value of this par-
ticular measure consists in the

proof which it affords that the

House of Lords is thoroughly
in earnest, and in the challenge
which it throws down to their

opponents to show they are in

earnest too. We are ready to

come to terms, the Bill de-

clares. Here is our contribu-

tion towards a settlement.

Where is yours? You have
been preaching reform of the

Lords all over the country,

yet when the question is raised

in a practical shape you run

away from it. You asserted all

along that a Second Chamber
was an essential part of the

constitution, essential, there-

fore, to all healthy legislation
of the first class

; yet in the

teeth of these professions you
would intrust the most serious

and most arduous task which
can tax the resources of states-

manship to a single chamber.
You bow down to a Second
Chamber in theory, to impose
on one section of the public,
and ignore it in practice to

propitiate another.

The Liberals rely, and ap-

parently not without reason,
on the public apathy and in-

difference for this impudent
piece of political legerdemain
escaping detection ;

and really
it would seem to be of little

use to protest against this or

any other Ministerial trick

while this apathy remains un-

dissipated.
The Unionist leaders are not

blind to what is the urgent
necessity of the moment.

Speaking at the Primrose

League on the llth May, Mr
Balfour said, "No subject can
well be more grave, and yet
I am not sure that the issues

are really apprehended even

by those who take an active

part in politics, or that it is

thoroughly understood, from
one end of the island to the

other, how much is at stake

at the present moment." Mr
Balfour may be sure that he
is right. Too many people,
we are certain, lock on the

struggle merely as a squabble
between the two Houses of

Parliament, one of those

faction fights of which they
are growing tired, and turn

away from in disgust. That
voters of this class, whose name
is legion, should not care to

know what the quarrel is
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about, should not wish to

be troubled with thinking
about what, as they think,
concerns them not, is only
natural. But what if it does

concern them deeply and ter-

ribly? Can they be taught
for a moment to think seriously
of what is coming upon them,
if they allow themselves to

indulge in this political indo-

lence? The enemy does not
come now like a thief in the

night. He walks in broad

noonday, boasting of the mis-

chief he can do. Mr Balfour

explains once more with the

greatest perspicuity and pre-
cision what is the nature of

the Government policy. May
we supplement his great speech
by asking the people directly
if, that policy being successful,

they have thought on what is

to follow : Disestablishment of

the Church, the divorce of

religion from education, the

plunder of property, capital,
and all vested interests, and
the spread of a vexatious

bureaucracy over the whole
face of the country ?

We would say to them, Do
you wish to see yourselves
or your neighbours who have
invested their all in a perfectly
lawful and honourable trade
robbed of their property ? Do
you wish to see local adminis-
tration confined exclusively to

Government officials, with a
vexatious inquisitor in every
small town or every village,
who would pry into your affairs
with all the petty tyranny of

beadledom, and be for ever at

your door with his rapacious
and impertinent demands?
Where then would be our

boasted self - government and
the wholesome education which
the transaction of local busi-

ness affords to all who take

part in it ? An illustration of

what we mean has lately been
afforded in the law courts.

Particulars demanded by the

Commissioners of Inland Rev-
enue have been declared by
one of his Majesty's judges to

be what they have no right to

make, and that nobody could

be punished for refusing to

comply with them. Good !

But what do you suppose will

happen if you sit only twirling

your thumbs, without doing
anything to prevent it ? The

judges and magistrates will be

appointed on political grounds,
so the Socialists have willed it,

and under the coming system
no judge will ever deliver

another judgment against the

Crown like Sir Thomas War-

rington's.
Do you wish to see the old

county families driven from
their estates by an iniquit-
ous impost levied for that

very purpose, and their places
taken by urban capitalists,

strangers to the land, strangers
to the peasantry, strangers to

all those traditions and as-

sociations which have hither-

to sweetened the relations be-

tween landlord and tenant ?
l

Are all the laws and insti-

tutions, all the principles and

beliefs, all the customs and

prescriptions under which you

1 See a very interesting discussion held at the Farmers' Club in November and
December last.
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have been brought up, all the
securities and guarantees of

which you will begin to feel

the value when they are

trampled under foot, are all

these things of so little account
that it is not worth walking
across the street to save them ?

Awake while there is yet time,
ere the handwriting on the wall

has sealed the doom of so much
that is still dear to you, of all

which your forefathers have
loved and revered for centuries.

Do you not believe all this?

Will you not, as men of com-

mon-sense, pause for a moment
to inquire whether there may
not be reason for distrusting

your own incredulity ? whether

history does not teach you
how often nations and institu-

tions have had cause to regret
the day when they turned a
deaf ear to all the warnings
addressed to them, and refused
to read the signs of the times, if

they troubled their own repose ?

These words are not ad-

dressed to either extreme party,
neither to those who would cut
themselves adrift from the past
altogether, nor to those who
fear to go forward lest they
lose themselves in the darkness
of the future. They are not

addressed, either, to those
" who take an active part in

politics," but to that great
inert mass who lie between
the two extremes, and can
with difficulty be got to bestir

themselves. Of the great
majority of these we believe

the instincts are conservative,
and that they would be on
the right side if the truth
could only reach them. Our
opponents have taken pains

to prevent this by representing
all that the Unionists predict
as idle fictions, though it is

only what they themselves on

more suitable occasions openly
avow. It is the old story.
"And the serpent said unto the

woman, Thou shalt not surely
die." How to circumvent his

wiles and to open the eyes of

the people is now the first

business of the Unionist party.
It will be a work of time, and
the whole policy of the party
should have regard to the

necessity for gaining time,

time for public opinion to ripen
time for the real intentions

and tortuous methods of the

Government to sink into the

public mind, stripped of the

mystifying verbiage in which

they have so long been

shrouded.
Until this end has been

attained nothing should be

done to precipitate another

dissolution. How then can

the necessary delay be best

secured? To defer the Com-
mittee stage of the Recon-

stitution Bill till Parliament
reassembled after the Corona-
tion was an obvious necessity :

if for no other reason, because

the Peers could not very well

have been carrying on the dis-

cussion of the two Bills at the

same time, and it was not

likely that the discussion of the

Parliament Bill would be con-

cluded in time for the Peers to

enter on the next stage of

the Keconstitution Bill. The
debate on the second reading
of this last was maintained
at a high level. Lord Lans-
downe's exhaustive explanation
of it left nothing to be desired,
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and Lord Curzon in defending
it, and Lord Rosebery in at-

tacking it, both gave utterance

to some important truths, to

which we must briefly call at-

tention. Lord Curzon, refer-

ring to the "
qualifications

"
of

the members to be elected by
the Peers, said that they would
act as

"a great stimulus to the continu-

ance of public service by the heredi-

tary peerage. The greatest danger
that could befall any aristocracy was
that it should be divorced from the

public life of the State and lead a life

of ease or luxury or wealth. That was
the rock upon which had foundered

many of the proudest aristocracies of

the world, but it had not so far been
the fate of the British aristocracy."

We quote these words because

they are the text on which we
ourselves have so frequently dis-

coursed. Nearly a quarter of

a century ago we wrote

" It would be contrary indeed to

all experience if the provincial aris-

tocracy were excluded from the public
duties which it was once their privi-

lege to fulfil, and deprived of that

authority which the discharge of

them naturally confers, living only
for themselves and caring less and
less for the hereditary domains, which
would thus have been robbed of half

their value were able long to main-
tain either their social or territorial

positions."

Hoc ItheLCus velit. This is

what the Radicals are aiming
at in all directions, divorce
the aristocracy from their

public duties : and the rest will

be easy. Lord Curzon, there-

fore, made an excellent point
in favour of Lord Lansdowne's
Bill. But nevertheless it is the

concluding words of Lord Rose-

bery's speech which probably
made as deep if not a deeper

impression on all who heard
them.

" If there is any hollowness or un-

reality in the debate to which we
have been listening for the past three

days and I think there has been
some hollowness and unreality is it

not because we know that while we
are discussing one thing we are

thinking of another? (cheers) and
that over all this debate there looms
the shadow of a Bill which is put
down for our discussion and perhaps
to put an end to our existence. If

that Bill becomes part of the funda-

mental law of these realms the revolu-

tions through which we have passed
will have no significance. It is on the

Parliament Bill, and the Parliament

Bill alone, that depends the future,

not of this House, but of Second-

Chamber government and of the

whole Constitution of the country

(cheers)."

How then would the Peers

deal with the Parliament Bill ?

This was the question in every
man's mouth during the last

fortnight in May. We have
still to wait for the full answer
to it. For now that the Bill

has been read a second time,

the real fight will take place in

Committee.
Meantime it may be asked

whether Lord Lansdowne's
Bill places the Peers in a better

or a worse position for resist-

ing the Parliament Bill. The
Lords have made a great con-

cession. But the value of a

concession depends on the

quality of your opponent.

Bishop Creighton once said of

the recalcitrant ritualists :

"We have done all we could

to meet them half-way, but

they won't be met." Is not

this what we have to fear

from the Radical intractables ?

If the surrender purchases
no equivalent concession from
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the Government, the Lords it

may be said will have given
themselves away for nothing.
Some very influential members
of the House of Lords were dis-

inclined to support the Kecon-
stitution Bill on this ground.
Lord Morley's speech seems
to point direct to this con-

clusion. Instead of treating
the Lords' concession as an

attempt to meet the Govern-
ment half-way, he would treat

it as an unconditional sur-

render, by which the Lords
have deprived themselves of

the right to make terms.

On the other hand, there

were weighty reasons in addi-

tion to those we have named
at the beginning of this article

for regarding the Bill as a
wise strategical movement.
It will undoubtedly have a

conciliatory effect upon the

public mind outside of Parlia-

ment, and, in spite of Lord

Morley, strengthen the hands
of the Lords in resisting
the attempt to establish a

Single Chamber Government.

This, after all, is the main

point at issue ;
and though we

have always been of opinion
that to part with an ancient

historic institution which has
been part of the national life

for a thousand years, and
is still capable of rendering
great service to the country,
is a dangerous and deplor-
able necessity, weakening per-

haps to some extent that

nameless sentiment on which
all institutions and all forms
of government must ultim-

ately rest, it may at the

same time be the lesser evil

of the two : it may be better,

that is, by accepting it to

save much that is valuable,
than by standing out for

more to risk the loss of all.

It is useless to disguise the

fact that the House of

Lords of late years has been

heavily, though most unjustly,

weighted in public opinion by
its exclusively hereditary char-

acter
;
and if by lightening the

cargo they can carry the vessel

safe into port, have we any
right to reproach them ? This

view of the subject prevailed
with their lordships, and the

second reading was carried

without a division.

Everything now, as Lord

Rosebery says, hangs on the

fate of the Parliament Bill.

This is the central question, to

which all others are subordin-

ate, and on the firmness of the

House of Lords depends the

future welfare and happiness
of our native land and her

place among the nations. It

is a fearful responsibility, and
on the best mode of meeting
the attack there were, and still

are, great divisions of opinion
in both Houses of Parliament.

In favour of rejecting the

second reading, it was urged
with great truth that assent

would be a recognition of

the principle, which we could

never go behind. The restora-

tion of the Veto, after it had
once been abandoned by the

Lords themselves, would be im-

possible. There were those who
said that even the creation of

Peers would be less dangerous
to the Unionists in the long-
run than to the Liberals them-
selves. The talk about 500
Peers is rubbish. It is not
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likely that the King would
consent to create more than

enough to give the Govern-
ment a majority on this one

question, and their presence in

the House of Lords on future

occasions might actually rather

strengthen than weaken the

Conservative influence of that

assembly. The tincture of

Liberalism might make the

people more ready to recognise
its authority, though still in

the main Conservative. Any-
way, if the Veto had to go,
there were many who thought
it had better go that way than

any other : that the fortress

had better be stormed than

surrendered, especially by
those who had never ceased
to represent the Veto as the
one cardinal principle for

which they would wrestle to

the last, and, if needs be, die

in the last ditch.

This was one view. On the
other hand, it was argued
that in view of the long train
of revolutionary measures with
which we are threatened by
the present Government, that

policy was the best which was
best calculated to terminate
their existence

; and as that

happy consummation could

only be reached through a
General Election, it behoved
us to consider very care-

fully on what question the

Opposition could appeal to
the country with the best
chance of success. If affairs

could be so managed that
Home Rule should be the

policy on which the opinion of
the people was to be taken, we
can hardly doubt the result;
whereas it is by no means

certain that the result would
be the same if the battle had
to be fought immediately on the

House of Lords question. That
it would be the same in time we
are convinced. But the Radical

game is to allow no time, and
it is perfectly clear why they
want to hurry through Home
Rule before another appeal to

the constituencies : they know
too well what the answer would
be. It is thought, therefore,
that by accepting the Bill, and

inserting amendments which
the Commons would be sure to

reject, excluding Home Rule
and other great questions from
the operation of the Act, the

Government might be forced

to go to the country upon that

issue. Of course, if the Opposi-
tion could make sure of this

sure of being able to force a

fight on Home Rule it would
be the best thing they could do.

But can they make sure ? Both
the Government and their Irish

allies are equally interested in

preventing them
;
and such ex-

pert tacticians are not unlikely
to find some way of achieving
their object.

Neither Lord Morley nor
Lord Loreburn held out much

hope of any compromise being
possible which the Unionists
could accept without giving

up the game. We do hope
they will not be entrapped
into any one-sided bargain on
the strength of a few fair

words and specious promises.
Lord Loreburn's reply to the

Archbishop of Canterbury's
explanation was simply what
we used to call at school " a

nonsense verse," sounding well,

but meaning absolutely no-
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thing. It detracted in no

way from what he said in

his own speech.

"Is it any use, then, trying to

make us believe that we are not
in the presence of a grave Constitu-

tional crisis, and that an important
stage of a great Constitutional de-

velopment does not, I am sorry to

say, at present offer to my mind any
promise of such a settlement as the

right reverend Primate indicated 1
"

"We quite agree with the Lord
Chancellor that it is no use,
and therefore we oould wish
that the line taken by the

Duke of Northumberland and
Lord Camperdown had been
more generally followed by
their lordships. The Duke
said what we have already
said ourselves a few pages
further back, that if the Lords
read the Bill a second time

it will be understood by the

countiy that they assented to

the principle. It seems to us

that statesmen detached from

party ties are beginning to see

that there is no middle course.

Ministers, said Lord Camper-
down, had "better at once
abolish the Second Chamber.
Let them do what they meant
and act straightforwardly."

Such, however, was the con-

clusion at which their lord-

ships arrived : leading us

rather to wonder what is the

meaning of all that has been
so recently said by Unionist
leaders. What is the mean-

ing of their almost passionate
declaration that an effective

Second Chamber that is, a

chamber with effective con-
trol over hasty legislation and
the power of compelling an

appeal to the people must

be maintained at any cost?

It may be said that the

amendments to be moved in

Committee will secure the veto

on all constitutional questions,
and that thus the second read-

ing of the Bill is not a real

surrender of it. But we are

told that no change or modi-

fication will be listened to by
the Government for a moment
which leaves the suspensory

power a reality and not a

sham. Bearing this in mind,
we are tempted to ask with
Lord Rosebery, what is the

good of discussing the com-

position of a Second Chamber
at all when its most important
constitutional office has been

abolished? Take away the

veto throw up the sponge
is what many men are disposed
to cry. We do not go so far

as to join in these accents of

despair : and let us now glance
at the amendments in which
the Unionists hope to find

salvation.

Three principal amendments
are to be proposed in Committee,
one to exclude Home Rule and
other constitutional changes
from the operation of the Act,
another to save the powers and

prerogatives of the Crown from

being too readily made the tool

of faction, and a third to sug-

gest some better authority than
the Speaker for deciding what
constitutes a money bill. Now
we are ready to allow that,

if the Opposition can maintain
these amendments, such an

expurgated edition of the Bill

might be comparatively harm-
less. But what chance is there

of that? The Government
have only brought in the Bill
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to secure the support of Mr
Redmond, which their accept-
ance of the amendment would

immediately convert into active

hostility. Of course they will

reject it, and equally of course

we hope the Lords will adhere
to it. If Government then pro-

rogues Parliament and opens
another session directly, they
may introduce the Bill again
and persuade the king to create

a sufficient number of Peers
to carry it through the Upper
House. It is as yet, we be-

lieve, uncertain whether his

Majesty will consent to this

extreme measure; and if he
does not, Ministers, we sup-

pose, will resign. A Unionist
Government will be formed,
and an appeal to the country
take place as soon as possible.
If the king does consent, we
must, of course, be prepared
for the worst, and the coercion
of the Upper House will only
occur a little later than it

might have done had the
Lords rejected the second

reading of the Parliament
Bill. For unless there is an

appeal to the people in the

meantime, to this it must
come in the end.

The other two amendments
are, of course, very necessary,
though not very likely to be

accepted by the Government.
If the king is to be dragged into
the political arena to turn the
scale as often as the Second
Chamber is opposed to the

Government, the freedom of
the sovereign and the freedom
of the people take wing to-

gether. The former can only
be secured by the constitutional
doctrine which sets the Crown

above party strife, and the
latter by the unfettered dis-

cussion of important measures

preceding a final appeal to the

popular judgment.
As regards money bills, the

Speaker is the last person in

the world who ought to be
intrusted with such duties as

the Parliament Bill confers

upon him. If we are to have
a written constitution we must
have a proper tribunal detached
from the political atmosphere
to interpret it. The Speaker
is the guardian of the privi-

leges of the House of Commons,
and must necessarily see things
from the House of Commons
point of view. He does not de-

cide their privileges : he pro-
tects them. But he is now
called upon to protect both
Lords and Commons at the

same time : to guard the privi-

leges of both. It is putting
him into an altogether false

position, such as affords no

guarantee whatever against
the abuse of tacking. We are

quite certain that the country
will never endure such a

mockery as that.

Whatever the ultimate issue

of this unhappy conflict, all

Conservatives, all Unionists, all

who, without being party men,
do not wish to break with the

past, must feel that they have
now lost what can never be

recovered an integral part of

our ancient constitution, which
for so many centuries has

been regarded by the in-

habitants of Great Britain as

the nearest approach to a per-
fect political institution which
the world has ever seen. But

they have not lost everything ;
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and it remains for them to

fight for what is left with as

much vigour and tenacity as

if nothing had been taken.

The world may depend upon
it that we are not going to

allow this rising revolution to

run its course to the bitter

end looked forward to by its

authors without a struggle
which will live in the pages
of history while the name of

Great Britain still survives.

We know what the revolu-

tionary party are, and that

they are not likely to desist

from their efforts to disinteg-
rate society as long as its de-

fenders show any sign of weak-
ness. Let the whole people of

Great Britain remember that

they are to use a familiar

phrase the trustees of poster-

ity. Will not the conscious-

ness of the great trust reposed
in them rouse them to action

and make them show them-
selves worthy of it. Patriot-
ism surely is not dead in the
breasts of Englishmen and
Scotsmen, or become a mere
theme for schoolboys. Can
they listen with equanimity to

what is daily said of their

glorious past, or to what they
are threatened with in an

equally inglorious future ? We
cannot believe it. Are they

willing to lose Empire, Colon-

ies, and Commerce, which must

infallibly be the result of the

revolution if successfully car-

ried out? And what is to

prevent it? Here we come
to very grave considerations

indeed.

If this Bill becomes law in its

present shape, without any
such amendments as are now
contemplated, the nation will

be divided into two parties as

bitterly hostile to each other

as the antagonists of the

seventeenth century. Half the

nation at least, as Lord

Camperdown well said, if not

two-thirds of it, will be writh-

ing under a sense of injus-
tice and oppression, and trem-

bling for all they hold dear.

What is likely to follow when
two halves of an angry people
confront each other in this

spirit ? The Bill contains with-

in itself the seeds of civil war.

It lies with the people of

Great Britain to avert this

calamity. But they must be

up and doing while it is yet

day : the night cometh, when
action will be useless. And
even if the enemy triumph in

the end, let us not be exposed
to the painful reflection that it

was through our own negligence
and indifference.
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